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Note to Reader

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) commissioned

the papers contained in this volume with the understanding that research and data

would be current as of the spring and summer of 1973. All papers in this volume,

except as noted, were completed and submitted to the Department during that time.

Readers are advised that certain information may be dated, therefore, and they

should consider the analysis and conclusions of the author in that context. ln some

'vi

cases, which are noted in the volume, research was continued beyond the summer

of 1973 and was completed in the spring or summer of 1974; those instances

occurred where the Department concluded that a small amount of additional

research would produce especially worthwhile results. ln other instances, which

Note to Reader

also are noted in the volume, authors published their work separately; citations

to those publications are included herein.

The papers in this volume have been edited by professional editors for syntax,

style, and format; the style conforms to that of the U.S. Government Printing Office

Style Manual: 1973. As that style permits, authors' individual treatment of footnotes,

references, charts, tables, and like material has not been changed. Because of

space limitations, appended material has been deleted in cases in which it con-

sisted solely of material that had been published elsewhere, such as excerpts from

books, reports, or the Congressional Record; in all such cases, an author's note

advises the reader of the deletion and provides the citation to the deleted material.

Authors of the papers in this volume were advised of the intention of the

Department to publish the papers and were provided with copies of the edited

manuscript for review and for correction of incorrect or incomplete data. The

authors' affiliations are current as of the spring of 1975. The views of individual

authors are not to be construed as necessarily representing the views of the

organizations with which they were associated at the time of publication of this

volume or were associated at the time of writing of the paper; in some instances,

authors state in a note the specifics of the disclaimer attached to that paper.
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Introduction
Introduction

ln the winter of 1973, President Nixon, ln a

major address to the Congress on Federal com-

munity development and housing policies, called

for "the development of new policies that will

provide aid to genuinely needy families and elim-

inate waste." l

Responding to this directive, James T. Lynn,

Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

(HUD), instituted the National Housing Policy Re-

view, to serve as a wide-ranging study of Fed-

eral, State, and local housing programs; an anal-

ysis of their efficacy; and a series of

recommendations for effective policies to meet

the future housing needs of the Nation.

Contributing to the Review were housing ex-

perts within HUD and other Federal Government

agencies, members of the academic community,

and consultants from private research organiza-

tions and foundations. Together they contributed

more than 150 studies and analyses covering the

entire spectrum of housing and housing-related

activities. Secretary Lynn designated a top-level

task force to review and monitor the work. The

task force was headed by HUD's Assistant Sec-

retary for Policy Development and Research, Mi-

chael H. Moskow, and included William Lilley lll,

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy Develop-

ment; Rudolph G. Penner, Deputy Assistant

Secretary for Economic Affairs; and James B.

Hedlund, Administrative Assistant.

Study teams, interdisciplinary ln approach

and composition, were organized; after they

completed their data gathering and analysis,

chapter teams organized and analyzed their ma-

terial as well as that produced by other outside

contractors. This material was rewritten entirely

and published subsequently in October 1973 as

the final product of the Review bearing the title

Housing ln the Seventies. As demand for copies

of the study increased after the initial publica-

tion, that report was republished in a more per-

manent and accessible format in 1975. This vol-

ume, labeled Housing ln the Seventies: Working

Papers, reprints the bulk of the contractor pa-

pers prepared for the National Housing Policy

Review, for which there also has been a steady

demand since the completion of the Review.

ln soliciting the contractor papers that went

into the Review, every effort was made to obtain

as wide a scope of viewpoint, opinion, and

theory as possible. Accordinglyâand predictably

âthe findings of the experts represent a decid-

edly nonmonolithic philosophy.

The papers included in these volumes form a

large and representativeâbut by no means ex-

haustiveâsample of the contributions by con-

tractors made to the National Housing Policy Re-

view. They were selected for publication

because, taken together, they represent a com-

posite view of the current thinking among schol-

ars with regard to the Nation's housing policies

âpast, present, and future. They also are indica-

In the winter of 1973, President Nixon, in a
major address to the Congress on Federal community development and housing policies, called
for "the development of new policies that will
provide aid to genuinely needy families and eliminate waste." 1
Responding to this directive, James T. Lynn,
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD), instituted the National Housing Policy Review, to serve as a wide-ranging study of Federal, State, and local housing programs; an analysis of their efficacy; and a series of
recommendations for effective policies to meet
the future housing needs of the Nation.
Contributing to the Review were housing experts within HUD and other Federal Government
agencies, members of the academic community,
and consultants from private research organizations and foundations. Together they contributed
more than 150 studies and analyses covering the
entire spectrum of housing and housing-related
activities. Secretary Lynn designated a top-level
task force to review and monitor the work. The
task force was headed by HUD's Assistant Secretary for Policy Development and Research, Michael H. Moskow, and included Wiliiam Lilley III,
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy Development; Rudolph G. Penner, Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Economic Affairs; and James B.
Hedlund, Administrative Assistant.
Study teams, interdisciplinary in approach
and composition, were organized; after they
completed their data gathering and analysis,
chapter teams organized and analyzed their material as well as that produced by other outside
contractors. This material was rewritten entirely
and published subsequently in October 1973 as
the final product of the Review bearing the title
Housing In the Seventies. As demand for copies
of the study increased after the initial publication, that report was republished in a more permanent and accessible format in 1975. This volume, labeled Housing In the Seventies: Working
Papers, reprints the bulk of the contractor papers prepared for the National Housing Policy
Review, for which there also has been a steady
demand since the completion of the Review.
In SOliciting the contractor papers that went
into the Review, every effort was made to obtain
as wide a scope of viewpoint, opinion, and
theory as possible. Accordingly-and predictably
-the findings of the experts represent a decidedly non monolithic philosophy.

The papers included In these volumes form a
large and representative-but by no means exhaustive-sample of the contributions by contractors made to the National Housing Policy Review. They were selected for publication
because, taken together, they represent a composite view of the current thinking among scholars with regard to the Nation's housing policies
-past, present, and future. They also are Indicative of the wide diversity of opinion, noted
above, among these housing experts. Included
here are several papers within each of the Review's general analytical areas; In many cases
they represent sharply divergent conclusions
about the same subjects. It should be noted that
some information in these papers may be dated,
because of the time lapse between preparation
and publication.
Some contractor papers were omitted from
these volumes (either at the author's request or
because they were duplicative of papers published
herein); nevertheless a list of all contractor papers appears at the end of Volume 2. Any of these
papers can be purchased from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS) of the U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20036
or read in the HUD Departmental Library in Washington, D.C. Information on how to purchase individual papers from NTIS Is included In the list
of papers at the back of Volume 2.
Many of these papers are of a highly technical nature and may prove somewhat inaccessible
to the lay reader. Each of them represents the
views of the author exclusively and not necessarily those of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, the National Housing Policy
Review, or other Federal agencies.

tive of the wide diversity of opinion, noted

above, among these housing experts. lncluded

here are several papers within each of the Re-

view's general analytical areas; in many cases
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they represent sharply divergent conclusions

about the same subjects. lt should be noted that

some information ln these papers may be dated,
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Evolution of Federal Legislative

Policy in Housing: Housing Credits

By Milton P. Semer, Julian H. Zimmerman,

John M. Frantz, and Ashley Foard

Evolution of Federal Legislative
Policy in Housing: Housing Credits

Semer and Zimmerman

Introduction

The gradual evolution of what has become a

major and continuing housing-oriented role on

the part of the Federal Government in the na-

tional credit markets had its origin in the fact

that the free market, unconditioned by the con-

siderations and mechanisms of public policy,

failed to respond appropriately or adequately to

the housing needs of the Nation. This fact

reached its dramatic and overwhelming demon-

By Milton P. Semer, Julian H. Zimmerman,
John M. Frantz, and Ashley Foard
Semer and Zimmerman

stration in the virtually complete collapse of the

entire housing economy, including its home

building and home financing sectors, during the

Great Depression of the early 1930's.

No government could have failed to respond

Introduction

to a disaster of such magnitude, and the Govern-

ment did respond. The trauma of the Depression

brought about sweeping changes in every aspect

of American political and economic activity, and

not least in housing. New institutions were in-

vented, new policies evolved, new procedures in-

stituted, and entire new concepts developed.

Naturally, this did not all happen overnight,

and not even in a few years' time. It has been

over 40 years since the Federal Government

took its first major steps to intervene directly In

an effort to rescue and rehabilitate the housing

economy. Twenty Congresses have sat during

that time, and every one of them, without excep-

tion, has looked into housing problems and en-

acted housing legislation. The mere volume of

resulting laws is formidable in itself. (The pub-

lished laws relating to the Department of Hous-

ing and Urban Development alone occupy more

than 1,000 pages, and these do not include ob-

solete legislation or the current legislation relat-

ing to housing programs of the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board, the Veterans Administration,

or the Department of Agriculture.)

This report will present an overview of the

development of legislative policy with respect to

the broad problems of housing credit. Because

the purchase of a home is usually the largest

and most important long term investment that

the average man may make in a lifetime, and be-

cause almost no housingâfor owner occupancy,

sale, or rentalâis built for cash, housing credit

is the single most important factor in the

efficiency, stability, and productivity of the home

building industry and the residential real estate

market.

This report is designed to trace briefly the

considerations which led to each major new dec-

laration of legislative policy affecting housing

credit; to follow the major ways in which they

have evolved in the years since; and to indicate

which have succeeded and which failed, and

why. Operating statistics and program data have

been kept to a minimum, both in the interest of

simplicity and clarity and to avoid adding to the

already considerable length of the report.

The gradual evolution of what has become a
major and continuing housing-oriented role on
the part of the Federal Government in the national credit markets had its origin in the fact
that the free market, unconditioned by the considerations and mechanisms of public policy,
failed to respond appropriately or adequately to
the housing needs of the Nation. This fact
reached its dramatic and overwhelming demonstration in the virtually complete collapse of the
entire housing economy, including its home
building and home financing sectors, during the
Great Depression of the early 1930's.
No government could have failed to respond
to a disaster of such magnitude, and the Government did respond. The trauma of the Depression
brought about sweeping changes in every aspect
of American political and economic activity, and
not least in housing. New institutions were invented, new policies evolved, new procedures instituted, and entire new concepts developed.
Naturally, this did not all happen overnight,
and not even in a few years' time. It has been
over 40 years since the Federal Government
took its first major steps to intervene directly in
an effort to rescue and rehabilitate the housing
economy. Twenty Congresses have sat during
that time, and every one of them, without exception, has looked into housing problems and enacted housing legislation. The mere volume of
resulting laws is formidable In itself. (The published laws relating to the Department of Housing and Urban Development alone occupy more
than 1,000 pages, and these do not include obsolete legislation or the current legislation relating to housing programs of the Federal Home
loan Bank Board, the Veterans Administration,
or the Department of Ag riculture.)

This report will present an overview of the
development of legislative policy with respect to
the broad problems of housing credit. Because
the pu rchase of a home is usually the largest
and most important long term investment that
the average man may make in a lifetime, and because almost no housing-for owner occupancy,
sale, or rental-is built for cash, housing credit
is the single most important factor in the
efficiency, stability, and productivity of the home
building industry and the residential real estate
market.
This report is designed to trace briefly the
considerations which led to each major new declaration of legislative policy affecting housing
credit; to follow the major ways in which they
have evolved in the years since; and to indicate
which have succeeded and which failed, and
why. Operating statistics and program data have
been kept to a minimum, both in the interest of
simplicity and clarity and to avoid adding to the
already considerable length of the report.
Enough figures have been included, however, to
give the reader a sense of the orders of magnitude of the various programs and techniques discussed.
Since housing legislation has been the work
of many Congresses, and of vastly more numerous Congressional committees and Individual
members, it need surprise no one that it has
grown more complex as it has covered more and
more subjects and been adapted to one crisis or
problem after another. For the Depression was
only the first of the great crises that have
shaped national housing policy. After It came the
war, and the postwar housing shortage; the Korean war; and a series of booms and recessions,
of inflation and credit crunches. The multitude of
spot decisions that were made led to some degree of overlapping, some inconsistencies of
both goals and pOlicies, and some outright contradictions. These too are noted.
Because of the tremendous bulk and complexity of the material covered, the treatment
given the subject here is necessarily both selective and highly condensed. If it were not, this
paper alone would have been the work of many
more months, if not years, and would have extended to several volumes. The authors hope,
however, that the materials included are comprehensive enough to afford the reader a general
perspective on the role the Federal Government
plays today in the generation and flow of credit
in the housing market, and the steps by which it
has reacher[, ;b 1 rp ~o~r9 m its status as a nonpartic lfj '
ftm~r, go.
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Enough figures have been included, however, to

give the reader a sense of the orders of magni-

tude of the various programs and techniques dis-
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Generating Housing Credit Through

Influencing the Flow of Savingsâ

The Federal Home Loan Bank

System

The President's Conference on Home Build-

ing and Home Ownership in December 1931 is

often cited as providing the impetus for the origi-

Generating Housing Credit Through
Influencing the Flow of SavingsThe Federal Home Loan Bank
System

nal basic home financing legislation of the

United States, especially that establishing the

Federal home loan bank system. Essentially, the

President's Conference was a factfinding body

that identified the weaknesses and inadequacies

of housing and home financing in the United

States, as distinguished from an organization de-

veloping specific recommendations for home

financing legislation.

The Federal Government's leadership in es-

tablishing a forum for consideration of these

problems at a national level was of great his-

torical significance. Although the documents pro-

duced by the conference did not directly call for

increased or new Federal involvement in the na-

tional housing credit market, the fact appears to

be that the President's initiative in calling such a

conference and the reverberations of its discus-

sions had much to do with the pioneering legis-

lation which was shortly to follow. The confer-

ence highlighted for the Nation the existing

inadequacies of home construction and rehabili-

tation, the need for further research and distribu-

tion of information on the subject, the crucial

problems of building and loan associations and

other lenders arising from the Great Depression

then existing, and the flaws in foreclosure, zon-

ing, and other State and local laws.

The Federal Home Loan Bank Act of 1932

Even before the convening of the Confer-

ence, President Hoover announced his intention

to recommend to the Congress what he called

"... a system of Home Loan Discount Banks,"

with four purposes:

1. To take pressure off sound home mort-

gage lending institutions and permit them to re-

cover;

The President's Conference on Home Building and Home OwnerShip in December 1931 is
often cited as providing the impetus for the original basic home financing legislation of the
United States, especially that establishing the
Federal home loan bank system. Essentially, the
President's Conference was a factfinding body
that identified the weaknesses and inadequacies
of housing and home financing in the United
States, as distinguished from an organization developing specific recommendations for home
financing legislation.
The Federal Government's leadership in establishing a forum for consideration of the.se
problems at a national level was of great historical significance. Although the documents produced by the conference did not directly call for
increased or new Federal involvement in the national housing credit market, the fact appears to
be that the President's initiative in calling such a
conference and the reverberations of its discussions had much to do with the pioneering legislation which was shortly to follow. The conference highlighted for the Nation the existing
inadequacies of home construction and rehabilitation. the need for further research and distribution of information on the subject. the crucial
problems of building and loan associations ~nd
other lenders arising from the Great Depression
then existing. and the flaws in foreclosure, zoning. and other State and local laws.

2. To stimulate home construction and in-

crease employment;

3. To prevent repetition of the mortgage

The Federal Home Loan Bank Act of 1932

industry's collapse in the face of economic diffi-

culty; and

4. To create a structure for the promotion of

homeownership.1

ln contemporary terms, it is instructive to

note that the President considered as a sufficient

basis to invoke Federal participation the fact that

Even before the convening of the Conference. President Hoover announced his intention
to recommend to the Congress what he called
" ... a system of Home Loan Discount Banks."
with four purposes:

new home construction had then fallen drasti-

cally below a level of 200,000 units per year of

"normal times"âas contrasted with a general

agreement in the private and public sectors that

1. To take pressure off sound home mortgage lending institutions and permit them to recover;

the national need in the period of the 1960's and

1970's is a rate of new building on the order of

10 times that figure or more.

2. To stimulate home construction and increase employment;

The Federal Home Loan Bank Act of 1932"

authorized the establishment of a system of Fed-

eral home loan banks, roughly parallel to, and

with functions in the field of, housing credit

roughly analogous to those of the Federal Re-

serve system. lnitially, the banks were to be cap-

italized by investment of Federal funds (originally

intended to be appropriated funds, but later con-

verted into capital subscription of the Recon-

3. To prevent repetition of the mortgage
industry's collapse in the face of economic difficulty; and

4. To create a structure for the promotion of
homeownership.l
In contemporary terms, it is instructive to
note that the President considered as a sufficient
basis to invoke Federal participation the fact that
new home construction had then fallen drastically below a level of 200,000 units per year of
"normal times"-as contrasted with a general
agreement in the private and public sectors that
the national need in the period of the 1960's and
1970's is a rate of new building on the order of
10 times that figure or more.
The Federal Home Loan Bank Act of 1932 ~
authorized the establishment of a system of Federal home loan banks, roughly parallel to, and
with functions in the field of, housing credit
roughly analogous to those of the Federal Reserve system. Initially, the banks were to be capitalized by investment of Federal funds (originally
intended to be appropriated funds, but later converted into capital subscription of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation), with the intent
that the Federal capital would ultimately be
retired by the investments of the member institutions-building and loan associations (later and
now generally called "savings and loan" institutions) and, on a lesser scale, mutual savings
banks, insurance companies, and similar major
mortgage lenders.
The regional banks were to provide guidance, standards, and supervision. In addition.
they were to provide an expanded source of
credit to members by making advances on the
security of mortgage loans held by them. To
raise funds for this purpose-in addition to the
provisions for members' subscription to capital
stock in amounts fixed in relation to the volume
of their business-the regional banks were given
power to issue consolidated debentures in the
private capital market. The security of these debentures was enhanced by making them all the
joint and several obligations of all the bank~
thus throwing behind each issue the underlYing
assets of the entire system.
Thus. taken as a whole, the system served:
• To provide national identity to a structure of home mortgage financing institutions;
• To introduce standards and criteria of
sound performance;
• To provide the mechanism for a more
dependable flow of mortgage funds;

â¢ To facilitate the flow of funds from areas

of adequate to those of short supply.

Theory of Long Term Savings Institutions

and Their Role in Home Financing

• To facilitate the flow of funds from areas
of adequate to those of short supply.

The Federal Home Loan Bank Act and the

various pieces of perfecting and strengthening

legislation that followed it did not seek to create

an entirely new form of institution to provide

Theory of Long Term Savings Institutions
and Their Role in Home Financing

funds for homebuilding and purchasing. Rather,

they were intended to improve, rationalize, and

strengthen institutional forms which had existed

for at least a century, generally under the name

of "building and loan association," and to reform

their policies and practices so as to make them

more responsive to the housing and economic

needs of the country.

Underlying this approach were two closely

related propositions: First, that encouragement

of long term savings and habits of thrift was in

the best interest of people generallyâespecially

those who were heads of familiesâby virtue of

encouraging individual responsibility, family sta-

bility, homeownership, and upward social and

economic mobility of the industrious and provi-

dent. The corollary proposition was that long

term individual savings are a peculiarly appropri-

ate source of funds for home mortgage invest-

ment, as distinguished from the more volatile

flow of funds in and out of the general invest-

ment markets.

ln a simplistic way, it might be said that the

objective of the system as it took shape and

evolved was to provide for the ordinary citizen a

way of investing his savings, with reasonable se-

curity and at a reasonable rate of return, to the

end of accumulating resources that would permit

him in due course to achieve homeownership.

ln this light, the institutions intended to be

served and strengthened were not considered to

be "banks" in the ordinary sense, but were con-

ceptually distinguished from commercial banks

in a number of ways, of which the following

were perhaps fundamental:

1. Funds of individuals in the hands of these

savings institutions were not regarded as depos-

its in a custodial sense, but as investments in the

institutions themselvesâthus the special termi-

nology that arose, referring to account holders

as "members" or "shareholders," rather than

"depositors," and to the funds themselves as

"shares," rather than "deposits." Similarly, the

earnings credited to shareholder accounts were

referred to as "dividends" rather than "interest."

2. Consistent with this theory of individual

The Federal Home Loan Bank Act and the
various pieces of perfecting and strengthening
legislation that followed it did not seek to create
an entirely new form of institution to provide
funds for homebuilding and purchasing. Rather,
they were intended to improve, rationalize, and
strengthen institutional forms which had existed
for at least a century, generally under the name
of "building and loan association," and to reform
their pOlicies and practices so as to make them
more responsive to the housing and economic
needs of the country.
Underlying this approach were two closely
related propositions: First, that encouragement
of long term savings and habits of thrift was in
the best interest of people generally-especially
those who were heads of families-by virtue of
encouraging individual responsibility, family stability, homeownership, and upward social and
economic mobility of the industrious and provident. The corollary proposition was that long
term individual savings are a peculiarly appropriate source of funds for home mortgage investment, as distinguished from the more volatile
flow of funds in and out of the general investment markets.
In a simplistic way, it might be said that the
objective of the system as it took shape and
evolved was to provide for the ordinary citizen a
way of investing his savings, with reasonable security and at a reasonable rate of return, to the
end of accumulating resources that would permit
him in due course to achieve homeownership.
In this light, the institutions intended to be
served and strengthened were not considered to
be "banks" in the ordinary sense, but were conceptually distinguished from commercial banks
in a number of ways, of which the following
were perhaps fundamental:

savings as investments, the holders of accounts

in savings and loan associations had no right to

demand withdrawal. lnstead, the associations

had the power (consistent with regulations of the

Federal Home Loan Bank Board) to impose a

waiting period after an account holder made ap-

plication for what was referred to as the "repur-

chase" of his shares in the association.

3. Checking privileges and other general

banking services were considered to be outside

the range of normal operations of these kinds of

institutions.

4. The appropriate scope of investment ac-

1. Funds of individuals in the hands of these
savings institutions were not regarded as deposits in a custodial sense, but as investments in the
institutions themselves-thus the special terminology that arose, referring to account holders
as "members" or "shareholders," rather than
"depositors," and to the funds themselves as
"shares," rather than "deposits." Similarly, the
earnings credited to sharehol der accoun ts were
referred to as " dividends" rather ' han " interest."

2. Consistent with this theory of individual
savings as investments, the holders of accounts
in savings and loan associations had no right to
demand withdrawal. Instead, the associations
had the power (consistent with regulations of the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board) to impose a
waiting period after an account holder made application for what was referred to as the "repurchase" of his shares in the association.
3. Checking privileges and other general
banking services were considered to be outside
the range of normal operations of these kinds of
institutions.
4. The appropriate scope of investment activity for such institutions was deemed to be
rather narrowly limited to the making of first
mortgage loans on residential property.
5. Although participation of stock institutions owned and operated for profit of the
stockho'ders was not ruled out, the thinking of
the time placed heavy emphasis on encouragement of mutual institutions owned by their shareholders and operated for their common benefit.
Thus, the system of institutions which engaged new and significant forms of Federal
support beginning in 1932 was conceived,
broadly and simply stated, to have a dual function: First, to provide a means for accumulating
the long term savings of individuals and families,
and encouraging such savings; and second,
plowing the capital thus accumulated back into
housing in the form of first mortgage loans for
the building or purchase of homes. While many
variations and even idiosyncracies ha\le developed within the system over the years, these conceptual threads have persisted throughout its
history and have influenced its development
along lines parallel to, but always distinguished
from, the commercial banking system.

The Rescue Operation-HOLe
The Federal Home Loan Bank Act was designed to restructure the home savings and
mortgage lending facilities of the Nation, and to
rationalize their operations over the long haul.
Before this could be done, however, there was
an emergency situation to be dealt with of such
immediacy and magnitude as to require other,
more drastic short term measures.
In brief, the home mortgage lending industry
was in a
!enQ~ ' '
f l collapse. New mortgage
~ C11~~~~ing were almost nonlen i~ . ~
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tivity for such institutions was deemed to be

rather narrowly limited to the making of first

mortgage loans on residential property.
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existent. The characteristic format of mortgage

lendingâa balloon-type loan for 5 years or less,

at a high interest rate which had to be refi-

nanced or paid off in full at the end of its term

âhad appeared to function reasonably well dur-

ing boom times. Subjected to severe deflation

and unemployment, it broke down. Lenders

could not or would not refinance mortgages

coming due; homeowners could not or would not

pay them off. Values of both mortgages and the

underlying security declined precipitously. Lend-

ing institutions with a large proportion of their

assets in mortgages found themselves insolvent

when the value of the mortgages evaporated.

Vast holdings in junior liensâsecond, third, and

even fourth mortgagesâwere wiped out as val-

ues fell below even the primary claim. Some 50

percent of all home mortgages in the country

were in default. Foreclosures reached the astro-

nomical rate of more than a thousand per day.

Less than a year after the establishment of

the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, the Con-

gress passed the Home Owners' Loan Act of

1933.3 The act established a Home Owners'

Loan Corporation, headed by a Board of Direc-

tors composed of the members of the Federal

Home Loan Bank Board. HOLC's mission was to

refinance home mortgages in default or process

of foreclosure, and even to make loans to permit

owners to recover homes lost through foreclo-

sure or forced sale. To accomplish these pur-

poses, it used Federal capital and funds bor-

rowed in the private market on the security of

federally guaranteed bonds. The original Federal

Home Loan Bank Act had authorized the banks

to make mortgage loans to individuals directly,

as well as indirectly through the provision of

credit to member institutions. This little-used au-

thority was repealed by the act which estab-

lished HOLC.

When HOLC's active lending program ended

in 1936, it had made loans of more than $3 bil-

lion to refinance mortgages, pay delinquent

taxes, and make essential home repairs, modern-

ization, and improvements. ln the course of liqui-

dation of the Corporation's program in the years

that followed, this investment was fully re-

covered, both for the Treasury and for the pri-

vate bondholders.

HOLC, however, did more than stop a one-

time panic and contribute to the restoration of

confidence in mortgage lending as an economic

activity and in mortgages themselves as valuable

investments. ln the course of carrying out its

3 Public Law 43, 73rd Congress.

emergency mission, it pioneered the long term

amortized mortgage, and demonstrated the feasi-

bility of homeownership for people of only mod-

erate means when financed through reasonable

monthly charges related to income and credit

rating. Thus it laid much of the basis for the

comp'ete restructuring of home mortgage finance

that was to take place in the years that followed.

existent. The characteristic format of mortgage
lending-a balloon-type loan for 5 years or less,
at a high interest rate which had to be refinanced or paid off in full at the end of its term
-had appeared to function reasonably well during boom times. Subjected to severe deflation
and unemployment, it broke down. Lenders
could not or would not refinance mortgages
coming due; homeowners could not or would not
pay them off. Values of both mortgages and the
underlying security declined precipitously. Lending institutions with a large proportion of their
assets in mortgages found themselves insolvent
when the value of the mortgages evaporated.
Vast holdings in junior liens-second, third, and
even fourth mortgages-were wiped out as values fell below even the primary claim. Some 50
percent of all home mortgages in the country
were in default. Foreclosures reached the astronomical rate of more than a thousand per day.
Less than a year after the establishment of
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, the Congress passed the Home Owners' Loan Act of
1933." The act established a Home Owners'
Loan Corporation, headed by a Board of Directors composed of the members of the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board. HOLC's mission was to
refinance home mortgages in default or process
of foreclosure, and even to make loans to permit
owners to recover homes lost through foreclosure or forced sale. To accomplish these purposes, it used Federal capital and funds borrowed in the private market on the security of
federally guaranteed bonds. The original Federal
Home Loan Bank Act had authorized the banks
to make mortgage loans to individuals directly,
as well as indirectly through the provision of
credit to member institutions. This little-used authority was repealed by the act which established HOLC.
When HOLC's active lending program ended
in 1936, it had made loans of more than $3 billion to refinance mortgages, pay delinquent
taxes, and make essential home repairs, modernization, and improvements. In the course of liquidation of the Corporation's program in the years
that followed, this investment was fully recovered, both for the Treasury and for the private bondholders.
HOLC, however, did more than stop a onetime panic and contribute to the restoration of
confidence in mortgage lending as an economic
activity and in mortgages themselves as valuable
investments. In the course of carrying out its

Rounding Out the System

ln the same act that created HOLC, the

3

Public Law 43. 73rd Congress ,

Congress took another major step toward creat-

ing a modern, effective mortgage lending indus-

try for the country. lt authorized the Federal

Home Loan Bank Board to provide for the "orga-

nization, incorporation, examination, operation,
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emergency mission, it pioneered the long term
amortized mortgage, and demonstrated the feasibility of homeownership for people of only moderate means when financed through reasonable
monthly charges related to income and credit
rating. Thus it laid much of the basis for the
complete restructuring of home mortgage finance
that was to take place in the years that followed.

Rounding Out the System
In the same act that created HOLC, the
Congress took another major step toward creating a modern, effective mortgage lending industry for the country. It authorized the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board to provide for the "organization, incorporation, examination, operation,
and regulation" of Federal Savings and Loan Associations, in order to " . . . provide local mutual thrift institutions in which people may invest
their funds and in order to provide for the financing of homes . . . . " (It is interesting to note that
as recently as 1968 the authorizing statute was
amended (among other purposes) to write into
law the prohibition which had long existed in
regulations against checking privileges on members' accounts (Public Law 90-448).) Charters
were to be issued " ... giving primary consideration to the best practices of local mutual thrift
and home-financing institutions in the United
States. "
As investment outlets, the new associations
were virtually confined to making first mortgage
loans on homes or "combinations of homes and
business property" within a 50-mile radius from
their home offices. Provision was made for initial
capital subscriptions by the Treasury. Indeed, the
Congress felt so strongly about encouraging
growth of these new institutions that not only the
associations themselves but the earnings of
shareholders on their savings accounts were
made exempt from income taxes. (This exemption was eliminated in 1942. (Public Law 834,
87th Congress).)
Each association was declared to be automatically a member on incorporation of the appropriate Regional Home Loan Bank. Provision
was made for voluntary conversion of Statechartered member institutions to Federal status.
Thus the Board, which had been called into
existence to create a reserve banking industry
for mortgage lending and which had been used
as the parent agency for HOLC, became the chosen instrument for a new and even more farreaching reform-the effort to bring into existence and in &! ft ' f6'ma ~ f':sound and progressive
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home mortgage lending practices through a na-

tional system of local savings institutions built

around federally chartered associations which

were to serve both as leaders and examples.

Within a few years, the Federal associations,

though only about a third in numbers of member

institutions, held well over half the assets of

member savings institutions nationwide.

Insurance of Savings and Loan Accounts

Nothing deepened the effects of the Great

Depression on the financial community more se-

verely than the catastrophic loss of public confi-

home mortgage lending practices through a national system of local savings institutions built
around federally chartered associations which
were to serve both as leaders and examples.
Within a few years. the Federal associations.
though only about a third in numbers of member
institutions. held well over half the assets of
member savings institutions nationwide.

Recapitulation and Summary
The successive initiatives of the 3 years
1932-4 served to lay in the structural foundations of a complete overhaul of what is now
called the "conventional" mortgage lending industry in the United States. Central to this overhaul were four major concepts and instrumentalities:

denceâconfidence in the integrity and stability

of banks and savings institutions themselves,

and confidence in the safety of private funds en-

Insurance of Savings and Loan Accounts

trusted to their care. The bank holiday, banking

reforms, and the establishment of the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation did much to re-

store confidence in the commercial banking sys-

tem. Perhaps no one thing did as much to renew

confidence on the part of the small depositor as

FDIC, which gave him the assurance of the Fed-

eral Government that, no matter what happened

to the bank itself, his funds would be protected.

The analogy to individual savings in savings

and loan associations was obvious, and indeed it

seemed evident that such associations would be

at a hopeless disadvantage in competing for in-

dividual savings unless they could offer compa-

rable protection. In the National Housing Act

(1934), the Congress took this logical next step,

creating the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance

Corporation in a now familiar format: The mem-

bers of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board were

to serve as the Board of Directors of the new

Corporation, and initial capital was to be pro-

vided from Federal funds, to be provided, in this

case by the HOLC.

Federal savings and loan associations were

required to be insured by FSLIC; State-chartered

member institutions were permitted to be so in-

sured, upon providing satisfactory assurance to

the Corporation that their operating and lending

policies and reserve provisions met standards

which the Corporation was empowered to estab-

lish. A premium was imposed of .25 percent of

accounts of insured members, plus creditor obli-

gations. In case of liquidation of an insured insti-

tution, the Corporation was required to be ap-

pointed conservator or receiver for Federal

savings and loan associations, and authorized so

to serve in the case of State-chartered insured

institutions.

Recapitulation and Summary

The successive initiatives of the 3 years

1932-4 served to lay in the structural founda-

tions of a complete overhaul of what is now

called the "conventional" mortgage lending in-

dustry in the United States. Central to this over-

haul were four major concepts and instrumental-

ities:

1. A specialized form of reserve banking

system, tailored to the needs of family savings

and home mortgage lending, and structured so

as to maintain a flow of funds in times of short

credit, as well as to permit a geographic flow of

funds from regions with surplus funds for home

Nothing deepened the effects of the Great
Depression on the financial community more severely than the catastrophic loss of public confidence-confidence in the integrity and stability
of banks and savings institutions themselves.
and confidence in the safety of private funds entrusted to their care. The bank holiday. banking
reforms. and the establishment of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation did much to restore confidence in the commercial banking system. Perhaps no one thing did as much to renew
confidence on the part of the small depositor as
FDIC. which gave him the assurance of the Federal Government that. no matter what happened
to the bank itself. his funds would be protected.
The analogy to individual savings in savings
and loan associations was obvious. and indeed it
seemed evident that such associations would be
at a hopeless disadvantage in competing for individual savings unless they could offer comparable protection. In the National Housing Act
(1934), the Congress took this logical next step.
creating the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation in a now familiar formal: The members of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board were
to serve as the Board of Directors of the new
Corporation. and initial capital was to be provided from Federal funds. to be provided. in this
case by the HOLC.
Federal savings and loan associations were
required to be insured by FSLlC; State-chartered
member institutions were permitted to be so insured. upon providing satisfactory assurance to
the Corporation that their operating and lending
policies and reserve provisions met standards
which the Corporation was empowered to establish. A premium was imposed of .25 percent of
accounts of insured members. plus creditor obligations. In case of liquidation of an insured institution. the Corporation was required to be appointed conservator or receiver for Federal
savings and loan associations. and authorized so
to serve in the case of State-c hartered insured
institutions.

1. A specialized form of reserve banking
system, tailored to the needs of family savings
and home mortgage lending. and structured so
as to maintain a flow of funds in times of short
credit, as well as to permit a geographic flow of
funds from regions with surplus funds for home
mortgage investment to those where funds were
in short supply;
2. A loosely integrated national system of
local savings institutions primarily engaged in
home mortgage lending, and built around a
broad base of federally chartered institutions designed to illustrate the benefits of mutual ownership and serve as models of good practice and
community service;
3. Federally underwritten insurance which
guaranteed the safety of individual savings in
Federal and insured member institutions; and
4. Overall, a Federal Home Loan Bank
Board with broad regulatory, supervisory. and.
within limits. disciplinary powers.
The institutional unity of the system was
both strengthened and rendered more visible
when the Board established a single Division
now called the Office of Examination and Supervision to perform the functions of audit and examination both for the regulatory and supervisory functions of the Board and the Regional
Banks, and for the protection of the insurance
system. While serving the obvious purpose of efficiency and avoidance of duplication, this joint
operation served as a continuous reminder to
member and insured institutions both of a national purpose to strengthen and improve the
savings and home mortgage lending system. and
of a continuing Federal presence directed to the
achievement of that purpose.
Nearly 40 years later, this basic structure is
essentially intact. Over the years. as might be
expected. a multitude of detailed changes has
been made. FSLlC insurance coverage has in, ~ i5:'!J I ~ 'ncrements from an origiPr~'O F
f ~I @ ~p insured account

mortgage investment to those where funds were

in short supply;

2. A loosely integrated national system of
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to $20,000; concurrently, the insurance premium

has been reduced, first to Va and later to Vi2 of 1

percent. Restrictions on the investment powers

of savings and loan associations have been pro-

gressively relaxedâin maximum mortgage

amount; loan-to-value ratios; geographical cover-

age; and types of investments permitted. Within

statutory guidelines, a wide variety of invest-

ments other than first mortgage home loans may

now be made, and, in fact, savings and loan as-

sociations may now act as trustees for certain

types of investment trustsâa function clearly

falling in the category of "banking services"

originally considered out of bounds for these in-

stitutions. But these are incidentals, however im-

portant. The central fact remains that the system

is what it was designed to be: An organized

structure for individual savings and home financ-

ing, characterized by a high degree of stability

and providing by far the largest single (in the

sense of organized or coherent) source of capi-

tal in the Nation for residential building and the

movement of existing properties in the housing

market.

The Federal Stamp

The record is clear that the earliest origina-

tors of the initiatives which led in logical steps

to the existing Federal Home Loan Bank System

âusing that term in its broad senseâintended a

to $20,000; concurrently, the insurance premium
has been reduced, first to Va and later to ~b of 1
percent. Restrictions on the investment powers
of savings and loan associations have been prorelaxed-in
maximum
mortgage
gressively
amount; loan-to-value ratios; geographical coverage; and types of investments permitted. Within
statutory guidelines, a wide variety of investments other than first mortgage home loans may
now be made, and, in fact, savings and loan associations may now act as trustees for certain
types of investment trusts-a function clearly
falling in the category of "banking services"
originally considered out of bounds for these institutions. But these are incidentals, however important. The central fact remains that the system
is what it was designed to be: An organized
structure for individual savings and home financing, characterized by a high degree of stability
and providing by far the largest single (in the
sense of organized or coherent) source of capital in the Nation for residential building and the
movement of existing properties in the housing
market.

far more limited and temporary Federal involve-

ment than that which actually occurred.

The proceedings of the President's Confer-

The Federal Stamp

ence of 1931 are replete with warnings against

excessive Federal encroachment, and appeals

for reliance on private endeavor with some de-

gree of State and local regulation. lt appears

that President Hoover to some extent shared this

view, while recognizing that Federal initiative

and support were essential at least at the begin-

ning. lndeed, he was to write, looking back on

these events:

lt is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the

former President's hopes and preferences here

obscured his perceptions. For it seems abun-

dantly clear thatâwhatever symbolic significance

may be thought to attach to stock ownershipâ

the Federal Home Loan Bank Board from its cre-

ation in 1932 was a Federal agency, and still is.

So, too, was the HOLC during its temporary but

indispensable existence. So, too, was and still is

the Federal Savings and Loan lnsurance Corpo-

The record is clear that the earliest originators of the initiatives which led in logical steps
to the existing Federal Home Loan Bank System
-using that term in its broad sense-intended a
far more limited and temporary Federal involvement than that which actually occurred.
The proceedings of the President's Conference of 1931 are replete with warnings against
excessive Federal encroachment, and appeals
for reliance on private endeavor with some degree of State and local regulation. It appears
that President Hoover to some extent shared this
view, while recognizing that Federal initiative
and support were essential at least at the beginning. Indeed, he was to write, looking back on
these events:

ration.

ln 1950, Congress further underlined the

Federal character of the system by placing a bil-

lion-dollar line of credit (since raised to $4 bil-

lion (Public Law 151, 91st Congress)) to the

Treasury (discretionary with the Secretary) be-

hind the operations of the Federal Home Loan

Banks, and a (mandatory) $750 million line of

credit behind those of FSLlC.5 This was done

not because such emergency sources of funds

. . . Nineteen years later, on Dec. 31, 1951, the eleven
banks . . . had a total of over 4,000 member institutions
with aggregate assets of more than $15,000,000. During that
period the banks had made loans of more than
$3,000,000,000, all repaid except for a current outstanding
balance.
Under the provisions for the absorption of capital by
members, the government had been entirely paid off. As I
had planned. it had become in effect a private institution.
(Emphasis added.) ~

were then needed or expected to be needed, but

simply because the Congress thought it good

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the
former President's hopes and preferences here
obscured his perceptions. For it seems abundantly clear that-whatever symbolic significance
may be thought to attach to stock ownershipthe Federal Home Loan Bank Board from its creation in 1932 was a Federal agency, and still is.
So, too, was the HOLC during its temporary but
indispensable existence. So, too, was and still is
the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation.
In 1950, Congress further underlined the
Federal character of the system by placing a billion-dollar line of credit (since raised to $4 billion (Public Law 151, 91 st Congress)) to the
Treasury (discretionary with the Secretary) behind the operations of the Federal Home Loan
Banks, and a (mandatory) $750 million line of
credit behind those of FSLlC.5 This was done
not because such emergency sources of funds
were then needed or expected to be needed, but
simply because the Congress thought it good
public policy that they should be there if the
need ever should arise.
The above discussion is not intended to
consider one way or the other the merits of Federal involvement in housing credit, but rather to
reflect the historical fact that under the impact
of the Great Depression the Federal Government
did in fact assume such an involvement on a
theretofore unprecedented scale, and that the involvement continues to the present day. While
the means and mechanisms adopted were financial, the motivations were social, as is reflected
in President Hoover's own characterization of
his purposes:
. . . above all . . . [to promote) . . . home ownership,
a,d employment on home construction. 6

Generating House Credit Through
the Reduction of Risk:
The Mortgage Insurance System
Purposes of the System
The National Housing Act, enacted June 27.
1934, established the Federal Housing Administration to administer a new function of the Federal Government-the insurance of long term
mortgage loans made by private lenders for
home construction and sale, and the insurance
of lenders against loss on shorter term loans for
repairs and improvements of housing and com-

public policy that they should be there if the

need ever should arise.

The above discussion is not intended to

• Herbert Hoover, Memo/rs-The Grest Depress/on, p. 115.
consider one way or the other the merits of Fed-

eral involvement in housing credit, but rather to

reflect the historical fact that under the impact

of the Great Depression the Federal Government
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rnercial properties. lts basic immediate purpose

was to combat unemployment in the Great De-

pression, and its original long term purpose was

to provide more and better housing through a

general improvement in mortgage-lending prac-

tices and a general expansion of the residential

lending and homebuilding industries.

As with the Federal Home Loan Bank sys-

tem, the mortgage insurance program was

brought into being by the urgencies of the De-

pression. lt had resulted in the freezing of mort-

gage credit and an almost complete cessation of

residential construction. Production of homes in

1933 dropped to 93,000 units, less than a tenth

of the number built in 1925, and onsite construc-

tion throughout the country employed only

150,000 persons.7 ln addition to losses of jobs

on the site, about an equal number were lost in

the production of materials and equipment going

into home construction.

At the same time, improvements to existing

homes and other small buildings proved almost

impossible to finance. Even apart from the de-

pression condition, mortgage financing had been

too cumbersome to be used extensively for the

relatively small sums involved. Personal install-

ment credit, on the other hand, failed to meet

the credit needs in this field because the items

involved in a modification job, such as a new

roof or bathroom, could not be replevied. Man-

ufacturers of the products used were generally

not in a position to sponsor the needed credit

because the materials involved came from a

number of sources, and because labor (often

self-employed) made up a large part of the total

cost of the job.

As with much domestic legislation enacted

during the Depression and recovery days, unem-

ployment furnished the underlying impetus for

the enactment of authority for the mortgage in-

surance and loan program. ln the throes of the

Great Depression, the executive branch and the

Congress gave prime consideration to measures

designed to reduce the massive unemployment

existing throughout the United States. Where fea-

sible, such efforts were directed to programs

which could also help meet some additional criti-

cal depression needs. Legislation to restore the

housing industry and promote home construction

and repair work, with the resulting benefits to

home buyers, builders, and lenders, was a natu-

ral mechanism for helping to solve not only em-

ployment but other vital social problems.

1 H.R. Report No. 897, 81st Congress, 2nd Session, Committee on

Banking and Currency on S. 2246, pp. 56-67.

ln testimony before the House Banking and

Currency Committee on May 18, 1934, the Fed-

eral Emergency Relief Administrator, Harry L.

Hopkins, spoke first of unemployment:

The building trades in America represent by all odds

the largest single unit of our unemployment. Probably more

than one-third of all the unemployed are identified, directly

and indirectly, with the building trades ....

mercial properties. Its basic immediate purpose
was to combat unemployment in the Great Depression, and its original long term purpose was
to provide more and better housing through a
general improvement in mortgage-lending practices and a general expansion of the residential
lending and homebuilding industries.
As with the Federal Home Loan Bank system, the mortgage insurance program was
brought into being by the urgencies of the Depression. It had resulted in the freezing of mortgage credit and an almost complete cessation of
residential construction. Production of homes in
1933 dropped to 93,000 units, less than a tenth
of the number built in 1925, and onsite construction throughout the country employed only
150,000 persons.' In addition to losses of jobs
on the site, about an equal number were lost in
the production of materials and equipment going
into home construction.
At the same time, improvements to existing
homes and other small buildings proved almost
impossible to finance. Even apart from the depression condition, mortgage financing had been
too cumbersome to be used extensively for the
relatively small sums involved. Personal installment credit. on the other hand, failed to meet
the credit needs in this field because the items
involved in a modification job, such as a new
roof or bathroom, could not be replevied. Manufacturers of the products used were generally
not in a position to sponsor the needed credit
because the materials involved came from a
number of sources, and because labor (often
self-employed) made up a large part of the total
cost of the job.
As with much domestic legislation enacted
during the Depression and recovery days, unemployment furnished the underlying impetus for
the enactment of authority for the mortgage insurance and loan program. In the throes of the
Great Depression, the executive branch and the
Congress gave prime consideration to measures
designed to reduce the massive unemployment
existing throughout the United States. Where feasible. such efforts were directed to programs
which could also help meet some additional critical depression needs. Legislation to restore the
housing industry and promote home construction
and repair work, with the resulting benefits to
home buyers, builders, and lenders, was a natural mechanism for helping to solve not only employment but other vital social problems.

Now, a purpose of this bill, a fundamental purpose of

this bill, is an effort to get these people back to work ....

. . . There has been no repair work done on housing

since 1929 ....

'H.R, Report No. 897, 81 a Co ng ress , 2nd Sessi on, Co
Banking and Currency o n S. 2246 , pp , 56-67.
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In testimony before the House Banking and
Currency Committee on May 18, 1934, the Federal Emergency Relief Administrator, Harry L.
Hopkins, spoke first of unemployment:
The building trades in America represent by all odds
the largest single unit of our unemployment. Probably more
than one-third of all the unemployed are identified, directly
and indirectly, with the building trades, ...
Now, a purpose of this bill. a fundamental purpose of
this bill. is an effort to get these people back to work, ...
. . . There has been no repair work done on housing
since 1929 . , ..
And, finally. we believe it is essential that we unloose
private credit rather than public funds in the repairing of
those houses and the building of new houses, ...

Basic Statutory Functions Under the Original
Housing Act
Home Mortgage Insurance: Section 203 of
that act provides for the establishment of a "mutual mortgage insurance system" under which
FHA could insure first mortgage loans made for
the construction, purchase, or refinancing of
one-to-four-family homes which would not exceed 20 years in term, or either $16,000 or 80
percent of the appraised value of the property.
The FHA was authorized to insure a mortgage loan only if made by a responsible lender
able to service it. It had to contain provisions for
periodic payments "not in excess of the borrower's reasonable ability to pay," and such provisions with respect to insurance, repairs, reserves, foreclosure, and other matters as FHA
prescribed. The "project" with respect to which
the mortgage was executed had to be "economically sound."
The interest rate on the loan could not exceed 5 percent per annum on the outstanding
balance (or up to 6 percent under special circumstances),
The insurance provided gave the lender the
right to receive in the event of foreclosure (and
conveyance of the property to FHA and assignment to it of all related claims): (1) United
States-guaranteed debentures (equal to the unpaid principal of the loan plus certain other allowances) maturing 3 years after the maturity of
the mortgage; and (2) a "certificate of claim"
(equal to the unpaid earned interest on the loan
and foreclosure costs) payable only to the extent
that FHA realized net proceeds from handling
the property.
In return for this insurance protection, the
Act required FHA to fix a premium charge of not
less than .5 percent nor more than 1 percent per
~ ' ~ t~t ;~
i.ijg balance of the mortannum of
gage I
fwAripr(]i1
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And. finally, we believe it is essential that we unloose

private credit rather than public funds in the repairing of

those houses and the building of new houses ....
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the borrower in addition to the interest on the

loan. The FHA was required to classify the in-

sured mortgages into separate groups "in ac-

cordance with sound actuarial practices and risk

characteristics" and to set up a separate ac-

count for each such group. Whenever all the

mortgages in a particular group account had

been paid in full (or the money available in the

account met certain requirements for payment),

FHA was required to distribute the balance in

the accounts for the benefit of the mortgagors,

or homeowners. Hence the system was called

"mutual" mortgage insurance.

Rental Project Mortgage Insurance: Section

207 of the original National Housing Act author-

ized FHA to insure mortgages on housing proj-

ects of Federal or State instrumentalities or pri-

vate limited dividend corporations for persons of

low income, if those projects were regulated as

to rents, rate of return, and methods of opera-

tion. That program carried substantially the same

insurance benefits as described above for home

mortgages.

Repair Loan Insurance: Section 2 of the

original National Housing Act authorized FHA to

insure approved financial institutions against

losses they might sustain as a result of loans for

financing repair and improvements to real prop-

erty. No such loan could exceed $2,000, or other

limitations prescribed by FHA. The insurance to

any one such institution could not exceed 20

percent of the amount of all its loans made for

such purpose. This was changed to 10 percent

by Public Law 486, 74th Congress, approved

April 3, 1936. Thus, while the insurance payment

was triggered by a default in the individual loan

the outer limit of FHA liability was limited to a

percentage of the aggregate of eligible loans

made by the particular institution. This was an

important safeguard since FHA did not initially

process or approve the insurance of the individ-

ual loans.

Theory of FHA Mortgage Insurance System

Basically, the new mortgage insurance sys-

tem was designed to protect lenders against

loss on long term, amortized, high ratio mort-

gage loans. The protection was afforded through

an FHA obligation to furnish, on default and

foreclosure, insurance benefits up to the unpaid

balance of the loan, with virtually no coinsurance

the borrower in addition to the interest on the
loan. The FHA was required to classify the insured mortgages into separate groups "in accordance with sound actuarial practices and risk
characteristics" and to set up a separate account for each such group. Whenever all the
mortgages in a particular group account had
been paid in full (or the money available in the
account met certain requirements for payment),
FHA was required to distribute the balance in
the accounts for the benefit of the mortgagors,
or homeowners. Hence the system was called
"mutual" mortgage insurance.
Rental Project Mortgage Insurance: Section
207 of the original National Housing Act authorized FHA to insure mortgages on housing projects of Federal or State instrumentalities or private limited dividend corporations for persons of
low income, if those projects were regulated as
to rents, rate of return, and methods of operation. That program carried substantially the same
insurance benefits as described above for home
mortgages.
Repair Loan Insurance: Section 2 of the
original National Housing Act authorized FHA to
insure approved financial institutions against
losses they might sustain as a result of loans for
financing repair and improvements to real property. No such loan could exceed $2,000, or other
limitations prescribed by FHA. The insurance to
anyone such institution could not exceed 20
percent of the amount of all its loans made for
such purpose. This was changed to 10 percent
by Public Law 486, 74th Congress, approved
April 3, 1936. Thus, while the insurance payment
was triggered by a default in the individual loan
the outer limit of FHA liability was limited to a
percentage of the aggregate of eligible loans
made by the particular institution. This was an
important safeguard since FHA did not initially
process or approve the insurance of the individual loans.

by the lender. The system was to be self-

supporting through the payment of premiums and

fees to FHA that would establish an insurance

Theory of FHA Mortgage Insurance System

reserve fund on an actuarily sound basis.

The Mortgage Instrument: The housing bene-

fits of the new mortgage insurance system

sprang largely from the government assumption

of risk on this form of mortgage loan. Each of its

features was important to the future of home

finance.

Long Term Mortgage: Prior to the HOLC op-

eration, it was customary in almost all cases for

a home buyer to obtain two or three separate

home mortgage loans, with the first mortgage

being limited to what is today considered to be a

very short term. Testimony * by Marriner S. Ec-

Basically, the new mortgage insurance system was designed to protect lenders against
loss on long term, amortized, high ratio mortgage loans. The protection was afforded through
an FHA obligation to furnish, on default and
foreclosure, insurance benefits up to the unpaid
balance of the loan, with virtually no coinsurance
by the lender. The system was to be selfsupporting through the payment of premiums and
fees to FHA that would establish an insurance
reserve fund on a ac tuarily sound basis.

cles, Assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury,

given at the time the National Housing Act was

being considered in the Congress, indicated that

a 10-year mortgage was considered a long term
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The Mortgage Instrument: The housing benefits of the new mortgage insurance system
sprang largely from the government assumption
of risk on this form of mortgage loan. Each of its
features was important to the future of home
finance.
Long Term Mortgage: Prior to the HOLC operation, it was customary in almost all cases for
a home buyer to obtain two or three separate
home mortgage loans, with the first mortgage
being limited to what is today considered to be a
very short term. Testimony by Marriner S. Eccles. Assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury,
given at the time the National Housing Act was
being considered in the Congress, indicated that
a 10-year mortgage was considered a long term
mortgage by lenders at that time, and many
home mortgages ran only 1, 2. or 3 years. 9 At
the end of that short term, the home purchaser
faced the expenses of refinancing and ran the
risk resulting from changed market conditions.
He faced the uncertainties of higher interest
rates or even the unavailability of refinancing on
terms he could afford, in which case he could
lose his home and his equity investment through
default and foreclosure. This characteristic of
mortgage financing, along with the characteristics referred to in the next two paragraphs, contributed to the wave of foreclosures that came
with the Great Depression and increased its
impact.
Amortized Mortgage Loan: Generally, most
of these earlier home mortgages were not amortized, and the payment of the entire principal or
large balance ("balloon payment") fell due at the
end of the short term of the mortgage. As it provided no system of regular level payments
geared to the purchaser's ability to pay, the purchaser was either unable or lacked the inducement to make payments that would increase his
equity and reduce his personal risk. That feature
increased his dangers of default and loss.
Single First Mortgage With High Ratio Loan:
The earlier first morgage loans had such a low
ratio of loan amount to value (State laws generally limited the ratio to 50 or 60 percent), that
junior mortgage financing prevailed. Second and
third mortgages bearing progressively steeper
mortgage rates reflected their greater risks. Investment in these junior liens was considered
Q

• National HOUSing Act (H. R. 9620 hearings before Committee on
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speculative and interest rates up to 18 to 20 per-

cent were common.10 The speculative nature of

this secondary financing reflected a risk to the

home buyer as well as to the lender. His added

interest cost and multiple financing charges in-

creased the chances of default and loss of his

property.

Relative Uniformity of Mortgage Require-

ments: The relative uniformity of the FHA mort-

gage requirements, quite apart from the Federal

insurance itself, helped to encourage the flow of

credit across State lines to areas of greatest

shortage. For the first time, a home mortgage in-

strument was recognized and made marketable

throughout the country on a substantial scale.

Cumulative Value of Long Term Low Ratio

Mortgage: Almost all of the above benefits to

homeowners were designed to have a corre-

sponding benefit for homebuilders and lenders.

The reduction of risk features for a purchaser re-

duced the risk and expense of foreclosure pro-

ceedings for lenders and provided more assur-

ance of timely payment. The favorable financing

terms for the home purchaser or owner broad-

ened the housing market, bringing financing

within the reach of persons of lower income and

also benefiting builders and lenders.

Generation of Housing Credit Through ln-

surance Features of the System: Of course, the

Federal insurance feature of the National Hous-

ing Act afforded the Federal financial backing

necessary to the success of all the benefits of

the Mortgage lnsurance System. lt was the key

to generating additional credit for housing con-

struction. Prior to mortgage insurance, the prin-

cipal protection to the lender was the property

covered by the mortgage. As this property, and

the lender's rights to it in event of default, were

wholly local, the mortgage loan did not lend it-

self to interstate transfers, or ownership by dis-

tant investors. With the Federal financial backup,

the lender could look to the insurance as secu-

rity, and the greatest risk of the mortgage

investment was switched from the lender to the

Federal Government.

Thus, along with the relatively uniform mort-

gage instrument, this novel insurance encour-

aged the flow of mortgage funds on a substantial

scale from one part of the country to another

where the need might be greater. Nonlocal lend-

ers, such as insurance companies, could invest

with confidence in mortgages originating in other

areas of the country, relying primarily on the

' President's Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership,

December 1931.

Federal insurance against losses in the event of

default.

Actuarial SoundnessâLender Protection

Without Loss to United States: Although the full

faith and credit of the United States stood be-

hind the FHA insurance obligation, there was an

intent that the income to the FHA insurance fund

would equal or exceed payments of insurance

speculative and interest rates up to 18 to 20 percent were common. 10 The speculative nature of
this secondary financing reflected a risk to the
home buyer as well as to the lender. His added
interest cost and multiple financing charges increased the chances of default and loss of his
property.
Relative Uniformity of Mortgage Requirements: The relative uniformity of the FHA mortgage requirements, quite apart from the Federal
insurance itself, helped to encourage the flow of
credit across State lines to areas of greatest
shortage. For the first time, a home mortgage instrument was recognized and made marketable
throughout the country on a substantial scale.
Cumulative Value of Long Term Low Ratio
Mortgage: Almost all of the above benefits to
homeowners were designed to have a corresponding benefit for homebuilders and lenders.
The reduction of risk features for a purchaser reduced the risk and expense of foreclosure proceedings for lenders and provided more assurance of timely payment. The favorable financing
terms for the home purchaser or owner broadened the housing market, bringing financing
within the reach of persons of lower income and
also benefiting builders and lenders.
Generation of Housing Credit Through Insurance Features of the System: Of course, the
Federal insurance feature of the National Housing Act afforded the Federal financial backing
necessary to the success of all the benefits of
the Mortgage Insurance System. It was the key
to generating additional credit for housing construction. Prior to mortgage insurance, the principal protection to the lender was the property
covered by the mortgage. As this property, and
the lender's rights to it in event of default, were
wholly local, the mortgage loan did not lend itself to interstate transfers, or ownership by distant investors. With the Federal financial backup,
the lender could look to the insurance as security, and the greatest risk of the mortgage
investment was switched from the lender to the
Federal Government.
Thus, along with the relatively uniform mortgage instrument, this novel insurance encouraged the flow of mortgage funds on a substantial
scale from one part of the country to another
where the need might be greater. Nonlocal lenders, such as insurance companies, could invest
with confidence in mortgages originating in other
areas of the country, relying primarily on the

claims and other expenses. To accomplish this,

the plan embodied in the Act had these prime

characteristics:

Debenture System: Protection was afforded

t4I

Presidenl"s Conference on Home Building and Home Own ers hip.
December 1931.

Federal insurance against losses in the event of
default.
Actuarial Soundness-Lender Protection
Without Loss to United States: Although the full
faith and credit of the United States stood behind the FHA insurance obligation, there was an
intent that the income to the FHA insurance fund
would equal or exceed payments of insurance
claims and other expenses. To accomplish this,
the plan embodied in the Act had these prime
characteristics:
Debenture System: Protection was afforded
to the United States as well as to the lender
through the unique authority to settle an insurance claim by furnishing long term obligations
(debentures) to lenders, backed by the full faith
and credit of the United States. Settling claims in
debentures rather than cash permitted the FHA
fund to avoid heavy cash withdrawals from the
Treasury. In addition, a policy of orderly liquidation of acquired properties over a substantial period avoided the adverse effects of wholesale
dumping of properties in an already distressed
market. Taken as a whole, this plan was to permit the FHA to operate within its own resources
even during a severe depression.

Premiums: The statutory authority for insurance premiums alld fees was designed to enable
the system to function on a sound businesslike
basis, paying all administrative and other costs
out of receipts and accumulating an adequate
reserve against losses which might occur in the
worst periods. Of course, in estimating the
amount of reserve needed, consideration could
be given to the advantages of the debenture system and other characteristics of the insurance.
The administrative discretion given in the Act for
determining the amount of the premium was considered adequate for adjustments to meet that
objective. That is, the initial discretion to set premiums as low as .5 percent or as high as 1 percent was deemed appropriate because the system was too new to permit judgment to be made
as to the precise rate.
Mutuality: The statutory plan of "mutuality"
(returning to the homeowner, in effect, the
unneeded portions of the premiums he had paid)
was intended to assist in establishing an adequate insurance fund. As the future ratio of expenditures to receipts under the system was
originally uncertain, the mutual feature enabled
the premiums to be sufficiently high for soundness of the system, while at the same time assuring the "', - ' ~'3 r " t his premium payments
were
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to the United States as well as to the lender

through the unique authority to settle an insur-

ance claim by furnishing long term obligations
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Mortgage Form: All of the features of the

long term low ratio amortized mortgage loan

which benefited the borrower, as described

above, had a corresponding effect in strengthen-

ing the actuarial soundness of the whole insur-

ance system. As they reduced the dangers of de-

fault and loss by the borrower, they reduced the

degree of insurance risk to FHA and the amount

of insurance claims that could be expected.

lndividual Mortgage Transaction: Because

the soundness of the insurance system was de-

pendent on the soundness of the individual mort-

gage loans insured, the original act required

each loan to meet the specific standards listed

above. The FHA approval of each lender was a

unique characteristic of the insurance system

which entailed regulations and procedures as to

his financial and other qualifications.

lntended Beneficiaries and Scope of Mar-

ket: The several features of the mortgage insur-

ance system that were intended to revitalize the

housing industry and make home financing at-

tainable for a vastly greater number of American

families certainly benefited those of modest in-

come more than others. However, the original

system was not particularly concerned with the

special housing needs of poor persons.

The mortgage insurance system was de-

signed to help home purchasers and homeown-

ers throughout the broad scope of the housing

market, excluding only the abnormally expensive

luxury homes where Federal assistance would be

unwarranted. The originally authorized $16,000,

80-percent mortgage gave full insurance benefit

to a $20,000 home. With today's costs, that home

would be comparable to one costing 3 or 4 times

as much. The repair loan insurance (as noted

above) was not even limited to residential struc-

tures.

The only part of the original Act relating

particularly to low income families was the em-

bryonic authorization for mortgage insurance

with respect to rental housing. Of course, its ap-

plication was very restricted in any event, since

it applied only to regulated projects of public

bodies and limited dividend corporations.

Mortgage Insurance Benefits Having Indirect

Credit Impact

The FHA mortgage insurance system em-

bodies additional major features designed pri-

marily to benefit the housing consumer but

which have an indirect impact on general hous-

ing credit. These flowed from provisions in the

original National Housing Act or from amend-

Mortgage Form: All of the features of the
long term low ratio amortized mortgage loan
which benefited the borrower, as described
above, had a corresponding effect in strengthening the actuarial soundness of the whole insurance system. As they reduced the dangers of default and loss by the borrower, they reduced the
degree of insurance risk to FHA and the amount
of insurance claims that could be expected.
Individual Mortgage Transaction: Because
the soundness of the insurance system was dependent on the soundness of the individual mortgage loans insured, the original act required
each loan to meet the specific standards listed
above. The FHA approval of each lender was a
unique characteristic of the insurance system
which entailed regulations and procedures as to
his financial and other qualifications.
Intended Beneficiaries and Scope of Market: The several features of the mortgage insurance system that were intended to revitalize the
housing industry and make home financing attainable for a vastly greater number of American
families certainiy benefited those of modest income more than others. However, the original
system was not particularly concerned with the
special housing needs of poor persons.
The mortgage insurance system was designed to help home purchasers and homeowners throughout the broad scope of the housing
market, excluding only the abnormally expensive
luxury homes where Federal assistance would be
unwarranted. The originally authorized $16,000,
BO-percent mortgage gave full insurance benefit
to a $20,000 home. With today's costs, that home
would be comparable to one costing 3 or 4 times
as much. The repair loan insurance (as noted
above) was not even limited to residential structures.
The only part of the original Act relating
particularly to low income families was the embryonic authorization for mortgage insurance
with respect to rental housing. Of course, its application was very restricted in any event, since
it applied only to regulated projects of public
bodies and limited dividend corporations.

ments:

Minimum Property Standards and lnspec-

tions: The importance of these standards is indi-

Mortgage Insurance Benefits Having Indirect
Credit Impact

cated by the title of the original act, which read

as follows: "An Act to encourage improvement in

housing standards and conditions, to provide a

system of mutual mortgage insurance, and for

other purposes." Pursuant to that language on

standards, all housing to be financed with an

FHA-insured mortgage must meet specific re-

quirements formulated and promulgated by FHA.

These are detailed and, in total, quite volumi-

nous. They apply to the design of the structure,

the quality of materials and construction, me-

chanical equipment, water supply, and sewage

disposal. The location and condition of the site

The FHA mortgage insurance system embodies additional major features designed primarily to benefit the housing consumer but
which have an indirect impact on general housing credit. These flowed from provisions in the
original National Housing Act or from amendments:

Minimum Property Standards and Inspections: The importance of these standards is indicated by the title of the original act, which read
as follows: "An Act to encourage improvement in
housing standards and conditions, to provide a
system of mutual mortgage insurance, and for
other purposes." Pursuant to that language on
standards, all housing to be financed with an
FHA-insured mortgage must meet specific requirements formulated and promulgated by FHA.
These are detailed and, in total, quite voluminous. They apply to the design of the structure,
the quality of materials and construction, mechanical equipment, water supply, and sewage
disposal. The location and condition of the site
and, where appropriate, the subdivision planning
must also meet specific FHA requirements.
Compliance with the minimum standards in
the case of new home construction is obtained
through inspections at three stages of construction. A more continuous supervision of construction is maintained, of course, in the case of new
multiple units.
These various standards are designed to
make the property more attractive and valuable
to the home buying public in general, or to help
assure preservation of the property over the life
of the mortgage. In either case, the standards increase the value of the property as security for
the mortgage by reducing chances of default and
increasing recovery in event of default, foreclosure, and sale. Of course, this helps to make
FHA-insured mortgages on such property attractive as investments, and to that extent helps to
generate credit for housing. It also tends to encourage investment in conventional mortgages
on the property in case of its subsequent sale or
refinancing. Investment in housing in general is
further encouraged to the extent that FHA standards affect the quality of construction of nonFHA housing in the locality or the quality of materials and equipment at the point of production.
Appraisals: In general, under the regular
FHA mortgage insurance programs, the appraisal
procedures have been a necessary and successful means of helping to establish the FHA-insured mortgage as a sound investment encouraging credit for housing. The original statute
made appraisals necessary because maximum
mortgage amounts were related to "appraised
values." The appraisals are made by the FHA itself, generally through its own employees but
sometimes through fee appraisers where essential because of workload.
Builders' .W,arranty: As supplemental to
other constr C ~l r KI to r iance and with similar
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credit impact, a "builder's warranty" was re-

quired by the Housing Act of 1954. The act (Sec-

tion 801) directed that the seller or builder of

any new home assisted with an FHA-insured

mortgage, or a loan guaranteed by the Veterans

Administration, must be required to warrant for 1

year to the purchaser or owner that the dwelling

is constructed in "substantial conformity" with

the plans and specifications approved by the

FHA or VA. This requirement grew out of investi-

gations by the Housing (Rains) Subcommittee of

the House Committee on Banking and Currency

and the Teague Select Committee on Loan Guar-

anty Programs. lt was determined by them that

in many cases homes had not been built in con-

formity with the approved plans and specifica-

tions, sometimes leaving the purchaser or owner

without legal recourse under his contract.

Although there had originally been strong

opposition to the warranty as a mandatory re-

quirement in the law, this opposition seemed to

subside after enactment.

FHA Payment for Construction Defects: As

further assurance that FHA-assisted property

would meet construction standards, the Housing

Act of 1964 (Section 121) authorized FHA to pay

the owner of an FHA home any costs he in-

credit impact, a "builder's warranty" was required by the Housing Act of 1954. The act (Section 801) directed that the seller or builder of
any new home assisted with an FHA-insured
mortgage, or a loan guaranteed by the Veterans
Administration. must be required to warrant for 1
year to the purchaser or owner that the dwelling
is constructed in "substantial conformity" with
the plans and specifications approved by the
FHA or VA. This requirement grew out of investigations by the Housing (Rains) Subcommittee of
the House Committee on Banking and Currency
and the Teague Select Committee on Loan Guaranty Programs. It was determined by them that
in many cases homes had not been built in conformity with the approved plans and specifications, sometimes leaving the purchaser or owner
without legal recourse under his contract.
Although there had originally been strong
opposition to the warranty as a mandatory requirement in the law, this opposition seemed to
subside after enactment.

curred in correcting "substantial defects" in the

home (or FHA could itself make the repairs) if

such payment were requested within 4 years of

the mortgage insurance.

Previously, the FHA had always correctly

taken the position that it had no legal obligation,

or even authority, to compensate homeowners

for defects in FHA-assisted housing. The FHA

standards and inspections were solely for pur-

poses of assuring adequate security for the

mortgage and no legal obligation in this regard

ran to the homeowner. Actually, in cases where

substantial defects occurred, the FHA often pres-

sured the builder, frequently with success, to

Jmake adequate improvements. However, there

remained a few "horror" cases, as where the

builder was no longer in business or had no as-

sets.

The above authority was extended (by the

Housing and Urban Development Act of 1970,

Section 104) in a broader form to existing hous-

ing, as distinguished from new construction,

under the FHA Section 235 subsidized homeown-

ership program discussed later. The construction

defects covered include "structural or other de-

fects which seriously affect the use and livabil-

ity" of the dwelling. The Senate Banking and

Currency Committee indicated in its report on

the legislation that some FHA appraisers allowed

blatantly defective homes to be sold to lower in-

come families under the program when the pur-

chasers understandably believed the Government

was protecting their interests.

Cost Certification: The cost certification pro-

cedure was another protection against excessive

mortgage amounts; this protection helped to

preserve the investment quality of FHA-insured

mortgages. The term "cost certification" refers

to the builder's certification as to the dollar

amount of his costs for specific items of con-

struction, and related expenditures recognized

by FHA. As first brought into the FHA mortgage

insurance system for limited purposes by the De-

FHA Payment for Construction Defects: As
further assurance that FHA-assisted property
would meet construction standards. the Housing
Act of 1964 (Section 121) authorized FHA to pay
the owner of an FHA home any costs he incurred in correcting "substantial defects" in the
home (or FHA could itself make the repairs) if
such payment were requested within 4 years of
the mortgage insurance.
Previously, the FHA had always correctly
taken the position that it had no legal obligation,
or even authority, to compensate homeowners
for defects in FHA-assisted housing. The FHA
standards and inspections were solely for purposes of assuring adequate security for the
mortgage and no legal obligation in this regard
ran to the homeowner. Actually, in cases where
substantial defects occurred, the FHA often pressured the builder, frequently with success, to
."ake adequate improvements. However. there
remained a few "horror" cases, as where the
builder was no longer in business or had no assets.
The above authority was extended (by the
Housing and Urban Development Act of 1970.
Section 104) in a broader form to existing housing, as distinguished from new construction,
under the FHA Section 235 subsidized homeownership program discussed later. The construction
defects covered include "structural or other defects which seriously affect the use and livability" of the dwelling. The Senate Banking and
Currency Committee indicated in its repo rt on

the legislation that some FHA appraisers allowed
blatantly defective homes to be sold to lower income families under the program when the purchasers understandably believed the Government
was protecting their interests.
Cost Certification: The cost certification procedu re was another protection against excessive
mortgage amounts; this protection helped to
preserve the investment quality of FHA-insured
mortgages. The term "cost certification" refers
to the builder's certification as to the dollar
amount of his costs for specific items of construction, and related expenditures recognized
by FHA. As first brought into the FHA mortgage
insurance system for limited purposes by the Defense Housing and .Community Facilities and
Services Act of 1951 (Section 201), the cost certification requirement meant that the mortgage
amount must be reduced, where necessary, to
bring it within the builder's cost certification
made after the completion of construction. Thus,
the mortgage could not exceed 100 percent of
the cost of physical improvements, so that the
builder had to invest his land, time, overhead,
and know-how. That act applied the requirement
only to the new special mortgage insurance program (Section 908) provided in the act for rental
housing in critical defense housing areas established during the Korean War. The same provision was soon applied to Capehart housing
(Armed Services housing mortgage insurance,
title VIII of the National Housing Act) by the
Housing Amendments of 1953 (Section 10).
The above cost certification requirement was
given little attention and is not well remembered.
When "cost certification" is referred to now, it
means a tighter and more stringent requirement
enacted as part of the Housing Act of 1954
(Section 126).
That provision (Section 227 of the National
Housing Act) is more specific, and sharper in defining the housing project costs to be allowed in
the computation of cost. More importantly, it requires the mortgage to be reduced (after the
construction and certification) to a fixed percentage of those costs-the same percentage prescribed by law as the maximum ratio of mortgage loan amount to value (or to replacement
cost). Thus, where the law prescribes a maximum 80 percent ratio and the certified cost is
$900,000 on a project where its estimated value
had been $1 million, the mortgage has to be reduced to 80 percent of $900,000. This more onerous restric l n was a lied to all FHA multifamily
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This cost certification requirement was one

of the principal responses of the Congress to the

"FHA scandals" of national proportion that

rocked the housing industry and Government

agencies in 1953 and 1954. The World War ll and

postwar veterans housing of multifamily rental

units (Section 608 housing) came into disrepute

largely because of "mortgaging out" in a sub-

stantial portion of all projects under the pro-

gram. That term means that excessively high val-

ues and mortgage amounts were authorized by

FHA, resulting in the sponsor's walking away

with possibly large amounts of leftover cash

from the mortgage, after paying all his costs and

with no money of his own in the project. At that

time, there had been heavy pressure on FHA to

get sponsors to undertake- projects rapidly, and

rising prices of land, materials, and labor had

made it difficult to estimate future costs. lndeed,

some of the cases of mortgaging out resulted

from FHA's recognition of high costs during

1948, when the estimates were made, when ac-

tual construction took place during 1949, when

costs had dropped.

Forebearance: ln addition to the obvious

benefit to the home purchaser, liberal forebear-

ance procedures of the mortgage insurance sys-

tem provided a direct accommodation to lenders

with default problems. Also, the increased con-

sumer demand for mortgage assistance, resulting

from these favorable terms for the borrower,

further increased the attractiveness of home

mortgages for investment.

Originally, any concession by FHA to fore-

bearance, which the lender requested for the

borrower, was done administratively. When, on

request of the lender, FHA found a default on an

insured home mortgage to be due to circum-

stances beyond the control of the mortgagor, it

could approve an extension of time for curing

default and a recasting of the amortization.

Notwithstanding FHA's foreclosure proce-

dures, considerable concern developed in the

Congress over the plight of home purchasers

faced with foreclosure through no fault of their

own. Special attention was given to unemployed

wage earners in depressed areas, or others who

had been employed in industries curtailing pro-

duction. Various bills had been introduced on

the subject. ln response, the most effective fore-

bearance procedure was authorized by the Hous-

ing Act of 1959 (Section 114(a)). To avoid fore-

closure, the FHA was permitted to accept a

home mortgage in default, along with the prop-

erty securing it, and pay the insurance benefits

to the lender. Thereafter, the lender had no

connection with the mortgage, and FHA was free

to carry out such foreclosure arrangements with

the homeowner as it determined best.

The Housing and Urban Development Act of

1965 provided for "moratorium" relief to "dis-

tressed mortgagors" who were homeowners with

FHA insurance or VA guaranty in an area with a

closed military installation, if the mortgages were

in default because of the homeowners' inability to

make mortgage payments. ln such cases the

This cost certification requirement was one
of the principal responses of the Congress to the
"FHA scandals" of national proportion that
rocked the housing industry and Government
agencies in 1953 and 1954. The World War" and
postwar veterans housing of multifamily rental
units (Section 608 housing) came into disrepute
largely because of "mortgaging out" in a substantial portion of all projects under the program. That term means that excessively high values and mortgage amounts were authorized by
FHA, resulting in the sponsor's walking away
with possibly large amounts of leftover cash
from the mortgage, after paying all his costs and
with no money of his own in the project. At that
time, there had been heavy pressure on FHA to
get sponsors to undertake. projects rapidly, and
rising prices of land, materials, and labor had
made it difficult to estimate future costs. Indeed,
some of the cases of mortgaging out resulted
from FHA's recognition of high costs during
1948, when the estimates were made, when actual construction took place during 1949, when
costs had dropped.
Forebearance: In addition to the obvious
benefit to the home purchaser, liberal forebearance procedures of the mortgage insurance system provided a direct accommodation to lenders
with default problems. Also, the increased consumer demand for mortgage assistance, resulting
from these favorable terms for the borrower,
further increased the attractiveness of home
mortgages for investment.
Originally, any concession by FHA to forebearance, which the lender requested for the
borrower, was done administratively. When, on
request of the lender, FHA found a default on an
insured home mortgage to be due to circumstances beyond the control of the mortgagor, it
could approve an extension of time for curing
default and a recasting of the amortization.
NotWithstanding FHA's foreclosure procedures, considerable concern developed in the
Congress over the plight of home purchasers
faced with foreclosure through no fault of their
own. Special attention was given to unemployed
wage earners in depressed areas, or others who
had been employed in industries curtailing production. Various bills had been introduced on
the subject. In response, the most effective forebearance procedure was authorized by the Housing Act of 1959 (Section 114(a)). To avoid foreclosure, the FHA was permitted to accept a
home mortgage in default, along with the property securing it, and pay the insurance benefits
to the lender. Thereafter, the lender had no
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FHA or VA was authorized to assume the obliga-

tions of those homeowners for a limited period.

lnterest Rates and Discounts: Although the

FHA maximum interest rates on mortgages are

connection with the mortgage, and FHA was free
to carry out such foreclosure arrangements with
the homeowner as it determined best.
The Housing and Urban Development Act of
1965 provided for "moratorium" relief to "distressed mortgagors" who were homeowners with
FHA insurance or VA guaranty in an area with a
closed military installation, if the mortgages were
in default because of the homeowners' inability to
make mortgage payments. In such cases the
FHA or VA was authorized to assume the obligations of those homeowners for a limited period.
Interest Rates and Discounts: Although the
FHA maximum interest rates on mortgages are
intended as consumer protections, the administratiVe increases or decreases of ceilings within
the statutory maximums also can affect housing
credit generally. The interest rate ceilings have
also been one of the factors in providing uniformity in mortgage terms that has helped to
generate credit for housing. Until the statutory
interest rate maximums were suspended and left
to administrative discretion under temporary authority beginning in 1968 (Public Law 90-301),
the original statutory ceiling for regular Section
203 mortgages had been virtually unchanged.
Throughout FHA's history, its maximum interest rate ceilings have undoubtedly prevented
excessive rates and abuses that would have occurred otherwise at certain times and in certain
places. Also, it is fair to say that these FHA maximum rates have been kept at or below market
interest rates on non insured mortgages.
In times of severe credit shortages, however, when market interest rates are unusually
high, lenders on FHA mortgages have resorted
to charging substantial discounts in addition to
interest rates. Actually, the amount of the discount, which is charged as a lump sum, plus the
amount of the interest, often constituted the
price which had to be paid to get the mortgage
funds at the particular time and place. Generally,
the amount of the discount was the amount th.
originating lender would otherwise lose in selling
the mortgage in the secondary market. The FHA
did not permit the lender to require the borrower
to pay the discount, so the lender charged the
seller or builder of the dwelling. Naturally, this
tended to increase the sales price of the house,
because the increase was not effectively prevented through the appraisal process.
At times, discounts were so large in connection with FHA-insured and VA mortgages that the
Banking and Currency Committees became very
alarmed, and ,full y investigated the subject. Of
course, tHielr t§~ i h 's rcfu al concern grew out of
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consumer complaints and publicity concerning

the problems. As a result, the Housing Act of

1950 directed the FHA and VA to issue regula-

tions, applicable uniformly to all classes of lend-

ers, which would limit the charges and fees im-

posed upon the builder or purchaser in

connection with construction or sale of housing.

These regulatory controls were adopted and

were almost completely unsuccessful. ln the

case of VA, a maximum 1-percent discount was

imposed which curtailed use of the program so

extensively that Congress modified the statute in

the Housing Amendments of 1953.

Basically, however, the controls were unsuc-

cessful because they were inconsistent with the

economic facts of life, and were impossible to

enforce. There was no practical means of pre-

venting a discount to be paid to the lender by a

builder in the form of some collateral benefit not

overtly tied to the mortgage transaction. The

controls were repealed by the Housing Act of

1954 (Section 813).

Amazingly, the Congress (in Section 605 of

the Housing Act of 1957) required the FHA and

VA again to impose discount controls in a form

that would vary them by areas and mortgage

terms. Those controls were equally ineffective

and soon repealed (Section 6 of the Emergency

Housing Act of 1958). ln reporting that bill, the

Senate Committee on Banking and Currency said

that the complication of the controls reduced in-

vestment in FHA mortgages, particularly for low

income families.

Equal Opportunity: As with many require-

ments adopted for purposes other than credit ex-

pansion, the application of equal opportunity re-

quirements to housing has had a direct effect on

the availability of mortgage credit.

Through the earlier portion of FHA history

there was no involvement or concern with equal

opportunity for the purchase or occupancy of

housing. ln fact, race was not regarded as a fac-

tor in any mortgage insurance operations except

as to the effect of changing racial patterns in the

locality on the value of the proposed housing.

The first real response to heavy pressure for

some action in this area was the administrative

decision in 1950 not to insure any more mort-

gages on real estate subject to covenants

against ownership or occupancy by members of

certain races.

The first step of sufficient magnitude to af-

fect FHA housing production or credit was Presi-

dent Kennedy's 1962 Executive Order (E.O.

11063) on Equal Opportunity ln Housing, which

applied to all new FHA or VA housing and re-

lated properties which could be covered (in the

view of the Department of Justice) without Con-

stitutional objection, in the absence of legislation

dealing specifically with the subject. There was

strong objection from the industry on the ground

that the Government-assisted housing would be

shunned by lenders and purchasers alike, who

would shift to conventionally financed housing

which was not then subject to equal opportunity

requirements. Some objective observers also felt

consumer complaints and publicity concerning
the problems. As a result, the Housing Act of
1950 directed the FHA and VA to issue regulations, applicable uniformly to all classes of lenders, which would limit the charges and fees imposed upon the builder or purchaser in
connection with construction or sale of housing.
These regulatory controls were adopted and
were almost completely unsuccessful. In the
case of VA, a maximum 1-percent discount was
imposed which curtailed use of the program so
extensively that Congress modified the statute in
the Housing Amendments of 1953.
Basically, however, the controls were unsuccessful because they were inconsistent with the
economic facts of life, and were impossible to
enforce. There was no practical means of preventing a discount to be paid to the lender by a
builder in the form of some collateral benefit not
overtly tied to the mortgage transaction. The
controls were repealed by the Housing Act of
1954 (Section 813).
Amazingly, the Congress (in Section 605 of
the Housing Act of 1957) required the FHA and
VA again to impose discount controls in a form
that would vary them by areas and mortgage
terms. Those controls were equally ineffective
and soon repealed (Section 6 of the Emergency
Housing Act of 1958). In reporting that bill, the
Senate Committee on Banking and Currency said
that the complication of the controls reduced investment in FHA mortgages, particularly for low
income families.
Equal Opportunity: As with many requirements adopted for purposes other than credit expansion, the application of equal opportunity requirements to housing has had a direct effect on
the availability of mortgage credit.
Through the earlier portion of FHA history
there was no involvement or concern with equal
opportunity for the purchase or occupancy of
housing. In fact, race was not regarded as a factor in any mortgage insurance operations except
as to the effect of changing racial patterns in the
locality on the value of the proposed housing.
The first real response to heavy pressure for
some action in this area was the administrative
decision in 1950 not to insure any more mortgages on real estate subject to covenants
against ownership or occupancy by members of
certain races.
The first step of sufficient magnitude to affect FHA housing production or credit was President Kennedy's 1962 Executive Order (E.O.
11063) on Equal Opportunity In Housing, which
applied to all new FHA or VA housing and re-

lated properties which could be covered (in the
view of the Department of Justice) without Constitutional objection, in the absence of legislation
dealing specifically with the subject. There was
strong objection from the industry on the ground
that the Government-assisted housing would be
shunned by lenders and purchasers alike, who
would shift to conventionally financed housing
which was not then subject to equal opportunity
requirements. Some objective observers also felt
that the FHA production would be greatly reduced to the detriment of home purchasers who
would otherwise receive the FHA consumer benefits not available under conventional financing.
Others felt the Executive Order was not sufficiently enforceable to prevent the unscrupulous
from profiting at the expense of those who would
comply.
There may have been some adverse effect
on FHA operations from the Executive Order, at
least initially. However, it did not reach any significant proportions as some predicted, or convince anyone in hindsight that the policy of the
Order was wrong. Even at present, experts cannot measure the effect of the Order on the FHA
market at that time, but generally content themselves with the conclusion that increasing availability of credit offsets any possible adverse effect
the Order may have made on FHA operations.
As to enforcement, the old reliable threat of
withholding future mortgage insurance from the
violators of an FHA regulation proved to be a
reasonably adequate enforcement mechanism.
Presumably, if a sponsor was set initially on
large-scale avoidance of equal opportunity requirements, he would not follow the mortgage insurance route in the first place.
The special concern of FHA's being singled
out for regulation came to an end with the enactment of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of
1968 (the "Fair Housing" law), which, through a
staggered application, covered all housing (and
related transactions) as to both sale or rental,
excluding only a single-family house sold or
rented by the owner without any use of a broker
or similar agent, and units in certain rooming
houses. That act contains specific enforcement
mechanisms.
Although the credit impact of the issuance
of the Executive Order on Equal Opportunity
cannot be quantified,' it constituted at that time a
typical example of two program policies that
have divergent, if not inconsistent, objectivesproduction versus another social purpose. Although the a
to
h r qual opportunity regulations ~I ~~ ~~{ ~s CmG~ olved by statute,

lffi

that the FHA production would be greatly re-

duced to the detriment of home purchasers who

would otherwise receive the FHA consumer ben-

efits not available under conventional financing.
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similar policy conflicts exist with respect to pro-

duction versus other consumer benefits such as

low interest rates and high property standards.

More frequently, the conflicting social objectives

have not been adverse to production but to other

features of the mortgage insurance system gen-

erally considered basic. Thus, looseness of prop-

erty standards and mortgage terms to enable

FHA construction to proceed in outlying areas is

inconsistent with the objectives normally sought

by FHA. That is, quality is sacrificed to obtain

quantity.

Whenever volume production, or another de-

sirable objective, is in conflict with another so-

cial purpose, there are generally some persons

with extreme views who would support one to

the exclusion of the other. In general, however,

there continues to be acceptance of a modifica-

tion of the traditional mortgage insurance system

to accomplish a special social purpose if pro-

duction and other basic features of the insur-

ance are not substantially thwarted.

It must be emphasized, of course, that the

Fair Housing Law of 1968 presented a quite differ-

ent relationship of civil rights objectives to hous-

ing production, because the law applies to vir-

tually all housing. Instead of restricting any

portion of production, the overall effect of the

law tends to increase the volume of production

by broadening demand. By making new homes

and rental accommodations available to minority

families, which have the most urgent need and

an increasing ability to purchase or rent new

units, a substantial segment of the population is

brought into the market for new FHA (as well as

other) homes and apartments, especially in met-

ropolitan areas.

New Special Forms of Ownership

Cooperatives: Special mortgage insurance

terms were authorized for housing cooperatives

by the Housing Act of 1948. These terms permit-

ted mortgages on new housing cooperatives to

be up to 95 percent of replacement cost where

the cooperative members were primarily veter-

similar policy conflicts exist with respect to production versus other consumer benefits such as
low interest rates and high property standards.
More frequently, the conflicting social objectives
have not been adverse to production but to other
features of the mortgage insurance system generally considered basic. Thus, looseness of property standards and mortgage terms to enable
FHA construction to proceed in outlying areas is
inconsistent with the objectives normally sought
by FHA. That is, quality is sacrificed to obtain
quantity.
Whenever volume production. or another desirable objective, is in conflict with another social purpose, there are generally some persons
with extreme views who would support one to
the exclusion of the other. In general, however.
there continues to be acceptance of a modification of the traditional mortgage insurance system
to accomplish a special social purpose if production and other basic features of the insurance are not substantially thwarted.
It must be emphasized. of course. that the
Fair Housing Law of 1968 presented a quite different relationship of civil rights objectives to housing production, because the law applies to virtually all housing. Instead of restricting any
portion of production. the overall effect of the
law tends to increase the volume of production
by broadening demand. By making new homes
and rental accommodations available to minority
families, which have the most urgent need and
an increasing ability to purchase or rent new
units, a substantial segment of the population is
brought into the market for new FHA (as well as
other) homes and apartments, especially in metropolitan areas.

ans. The mortgage could be on (1) a project of a

management type of cooperative (a nonprofit co-

operative ownership housing corporation, the

permanent occupancy of the dwellings of which

are restricted to members of the corporation), or

(2) a project of a building cooperative (a non-

profit corporation organized to build homes for

transfer to the members' individual ownership).

The basis for this provision was a belief, ex-

pressed by the House Banking and Currency

Committee in reporting the bill, that veterans' or-

ganizations in particular could use the coopera-

tive as a means of joining together to produce

housing with cost reductions not otherwise at-

tainable. The original concept was a "consumer

cooperative" which could eliminate or reduce

expenses of private sponsors' profits. Reliance

was placed on the success of cooperative own-

ership in other fields.

In the Housing Act of 1950, the above au-

thority was expanded into a new separate pro-

gram called the Section 213 program. That was

New SpeCial Forms of Ownership
Cooperatives: Special mortgage insurance
terms were authorized for housing cooperatives
by the Housing Act of 1948. These terms permitted mortgages on new housing cooperatives to
be up to 95 percent of replacement cost where
the cooperative members were primarily veterans. The mortgage could be on (1) a project of a
management type of cooperative (a nonprofit cooperative ownership housing corporation. the
permanent occupancy of the dwellings of which
are restricted to members of the corporation), or
(2) a project of a building cooperative (a nonprofit corporation organized to build homes for
transfer to the members' individual ownership).
The basis for this provision was a belief, expressed by the House Banking and Currency

the Housing and Home Finance Agency.

Section 213 contained further liberal terms,
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conceived by cooperatives and veterans groups,

and put into recommended legislative form by

Committee in reporting the bill. that veterans' organizations in particular could use the cooperative as a means of joining together to produce
housing with cost reductions not otherwise attainable. The original concept was a "consumer
cooperative" which could eliminate or reduce
expenses of private sponsors' profits. Reliance
was placed on the success of cooperative ownership in other fields.
In the Housing Act of 1950. the above authority was expanded into a new separate program called the Section 213 program. That was
conceived by cooperatives and veterans groups,
and put into recommended legislative form by
the Housing and Home Finance Agency.
Section 213 contained further liberal terms,
including, for the building cooperative. the terms
of the regular FHA single-family program where
that would be advantageous. This legislation
contemplated the sale of the mortgages to FNMA
under its special assistance operations. That was
on the basis that lenders generally were not yet
ready to invest in this still-unfamiliar form of
ownership.
This legislation was enacted in an era of
strong pressure for cooperatives taking a dominant role in the future of housing throughout
urban areas of the country. The major thrust of
the Housing Bill of 1950 (S. 2246) as proposed by
the executive branch that year (after House
Committee action the previous year on Section
213, but prior to enactment of Section 213) was
a massive new direct loan program for cooperatives and other nonprofit corporations building
housing for moderate income families. The effort
of the Administration to obtain enactment of that
program may have been as great as any effort
ever put forth by the executive branch to establish a new housing program. That program was
defeated by a few votes in the Senate.
The Section 213 program, with the FNMA
secondary market assistance. soon prospered.
Builders were reluctant, however. to deal with
consumer-originated cooperatives. and the typical cooperative was initiated by a developer who
lined up the requisite number of members prior
to insurance. Within 3 years, about $225 million
of insurance had been written under the program. but few Section 213 mortgages were sold
to secondary market purchasers other than
FNMA."
Gradually through the years, Section 213
mortgages became more marketable, and special
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assistance for them, as such, under FNMA even-

tually became unnecessary and ceased. Section

213 operations constitute probably the best ex-

ample of FNMA serving as an instrument for get-

ting the private secondary market to accept a

new form of homeownership or a new special

purpose insurance program.

Limited Dividend and Nonprofit Corpora-

tions: From the very beginning of the mortgage

insurance program, there was concern over pro-

viding such liberal credit advantages to sponsors

of housing projects that it might result in exces-

sive profits to them. This danger was seen in

terms of the management period, rather than the

construction period discussed above. Thus, Sec-

tion 207 of the original act authorized mortgage

insurance for rental structures only if held by

public bodies or certain types of limited dividend

corporations.

A few States had already enacted limited

dividend laws applicable to housing construction.

These provided for a maximum profit or divi-

dend, about 6 percent annually on the amount

invested, and for regulating the corporations as

to operation and management. Relatively few

housing units were provided under those laws in

the early 1930's, and some Federal assistance

was given to them by the Reconstruction Fi-

nance Corporation.

The limited dividend system was successful

at controlling profits during management, but

never offered much prospect of being extended

to a substantial amount of housing during those

early years. An annual profit of 6 percent was

not sufficient inducement for private enterprise,

whose scale of operations was needed to in-

crease production in volume. In future legislative

authorizations for FHA rental housing insurance,

specific use of the term "limited dividend" cor-

porations or trusts, if used at all, was used along

with nonprofit or other corporations having simi-

lar mortgage insurance advantages. The Section

207 program was soon broadened to cover all

private profit corporations regulated as to rental

and other matters of operation. Special provi-

sions for public bodies and limited dividend cor-

porations were retained only to the extent of au-

thorizing a larger dollar amount for an insured

mortgage.

The next use of a concept for reducing or

removing the operating profit margin in FHA

rental housing was the housing cooperative

under the Section 213 program discussed above,

which was successful in that purpose and in pro-

viding a volume ol production. Through consist-

ent amendments during the life of FHA, the

housing cooperative has been givenâwith re-

spect to mortgage insurance for both single-fam-

ily homes and multifamily structuresâat least all

of the advantages of other forms of profit-

motivated ownership. In addition, it has been given

the special advantages accorded nonprofit and

limited dividend corporations.

In general, the rental housing programs of

FHA have followed the Section 207 pattern of

regulating rentals and o'her operations but per-

assistance for them, as such, under FNMA eventually became unnecessary and ceased. Section
213 operations constitute probably the best example of FNMA serving as an instrument for getting the private secondary market to accept a
new form of homeownership or a new special
purpose insurance program.
Limited Dividend and Nonprofit Corporations: From the very beginning of the mortgage
insurance program, there was concern over providing such liberal credit advantages to sponsors
of housing projects that it might result in excessive profits to them. This danger was seen in
terms of the management period, rather than the
construction period discussed above. Thus, Section 207 of the original act authorized mortgage
insurance for rental structures only if held by
public bodies or certain types of limited dividend
corporations.
A few States had already enacted limited
dividend laws applicable to housing construction.
These provided for a maximum profit or dividend, about 6 percent annually on the amount
invested. and for regulating the corporations as
to operation and management. Relatively few
housing units were provided under those laws in
the early 1930's, and some Federal assistance
was given to them by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
The limited dividend system was successful
at controlling profits during management, but
never offered much prospect of being extended
to a substantial amount of housing during those
early years. An annual profit of 6 percent was
not sufficient inducement for private enterprise,
whose scale of operations was needed to increase production in volume. In future legislative
authorizations for FHA rental housing insurance,
specific use of the term "limited dividend" corporations or trusts, if used at all, was used along
with nonprofit or other corporations having similar mortgage insurance advantages. The Section
207 program was soon broadened to cover all
private profit corporations regulated as to rental
and other matters of operation. Special provisions for public bodies and limited dividend corporations were retained only to the extent of authorizing a larger dollar amount for an insured
mortgage.
The next use of a concept for reducing or
removing the operating profit margin in FHA
rental housing was the housing cooperative
under the Section 213 program discussed above,
which was successful in that purpose and in providing a volume
production. T~rough consistent amendments during the life of PHA, ~ he
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housing cooperative has been given-with respect to mortgage insurance for both single-family homes and multifamily structures-at least all
of the advantages of other forms of profitmotivated ownership. In addition, it has been given
the special advantages accorded nonprofit and
limited dividend corporations.
In general, the rental housing programs of
FHA have followed the Section 207 pattern of
regulating rentals and o'her operations but permitting reasonable profits.
Originally, the special mortgage insurance
program for families displaced from their homes
by governmental action (Section 221, enacted in
the Housing Act of 1954) was restricted to nonprofit sponsors.
The special mortgage insurance program for
the elderly (Section 231, enacted in the Housing
Act of 1959) provided special advantages for
public and nonprofit owners, namely a maximum
mortgage amount that could equal 100 percent
of "replacement cost." Corporations operating for
profit were made eligible but then the mortgage
amount could not exceed 90 percent of development cost. With the demand for housing elderly
persons, and FNMA special assistance where
needed, that program prospered and is a significant part of all FHA volume.
In the more recent "rent supplement" program enacted in 1965 and the Section 236 pro··
gram enacted in 1968 (which are discussed later
under a separate heading), the project owner
must be a limited dividend corporate or other
entity, a cooperative, or another private nonprofit
corporation. These programs include specific
subsidies which in effect pay part of the rentals
of the tenants, and therefore restrictions on operating profits are especially appropriate. Under
these programs, limited dividend sponsors have
become numerous because some profit is authorized for them in contrast to the other eligibles, the cooperatives and non profits.
Of course, it would be naive to imply that
the profit motive is not involved in projects of
nonprofit corporations. The profit of the construction contractor is always present, together
with such management, financing, and other fees
as may be involved. Actually, as indicated in
connection with cooperatives, the nonprofit corporation may have been originated by the builder
or others seeking profit through related transactions. On the other hand, many nonprofit mortgagors are church groups or other organizations
-sW 'og otives in building for
having no
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mitting reasonable profits.

Originally, the special mortgage insurance

program for families displaced from their homes

by governmental action (Section 221, enacted in
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The FHA has pioneered in bo'stering the op-

portunities of cooperatives, limited dividends,

and nonprofit corporations building rental and

other housing. Undoubtedly, the social objectives

of their operations under FHA programs will be

of continuing concern to the Congress in consid-

ering further housing legislation.

Condominiums: The extension of FHA mort-

gage insurance to the new form of ownership

The FHA has pioneered in bolstering the opportunities of cooperatives, limited dividends,
and nonprofit corporations bui!ding rental and
other housing. Undoubtedly, the social objectives
of their operations under FHA programs will be
of continuing concern to the Congress in considering further housing legislation.

known as "condominiums" constituted one of

FHA's most successful ventures. Condominiums

had existed for some time in Puerto Rico and a

few Spanish-speaking areas of the United States

on a limited scale. The FHA insurance program

was first made applicable to this form of owner-

ship as late as the Housing Act of 1961. The

condominium concept is similar to that of a co-

operative except that the individual unit, gener-

ally in a multifamily structure, is actually owned

by the occupant and can be separately encum-

bered by a mortgage or can be separately sold.

Each owner of a unit owns a share in common

areas of the building and grounds such as hall-

ways and parking space, and participates in

building-maintenance payments. This form of

ownership has distinct advantages for the home

purchaser who does not want to be responsible

(as comortgagor) for lack of payments by his

neighbors on a blanket mortgage covering a

whole multifamily structure.

The new mortage insurance provisions

treated the individual unit in a structure like a

single-family structure. Thus, when the buyer of

the unit gives a mortgage covering that unit, the

same mortgage terms are applied as in the regu-

lar FHA insurance program for single family

homes. As to the blanket insured mortgage,

covering the whole structure until such time as

the individual units are sold off, mortgage terms

are applied similar to the terms applicable to a

multifamily structure under the regular insurance

program.

The only important problems with condomin-

iums were technical ones under State laws. That

is, such laws as those on property taxes and title

records and insurance were not framed so they

could be applied separately to individual units in

a structure. As a result of model legislation sub-

mitted to the States by the Housing and Home Fi-

nance Agency, almost all States adopted ade-

quate legislation in this regard within 2 or 3

years.

The success of this mortgage insurance op-

eration contributed in no small way to the rapid

rise of condominium building throughout the

United Statesâa boom that is still continuing

and that is, of course, not limited to FHA hous-

ing.

Selected Use of New Underwriting Concepts

The original National Housing Act contained

two basic underwriting concepts: (1) The prop-

erty or project with respect to which the mort-

gage is executed must be "economically sound,"

and (2) the maximum mortgage amount cannot

exceed a percentage of "appraised value."

Condominiums: The extension of FHA mortgage insurance to the new form of ownership
known as "condominiums" constituted one of
FHA's most successful ventures. Condominiums
had existed for some time in Puerto Rico and a
few Spanish-speaking areas of the United Slates
on a limited scale. The FHA insurance program
was first made applicable to this form of ownership as late as the Housing Act of 1961. The
condominium concept is similar to that of a cooperative except that the individual unit, generally in a multifamily structure, is actually owned
by the occupant and can be separately encumbered by a mortgage or can be separately sold.
Each owner of a unit owns a share in common
areas of the building and grounds such as hallways and parking space, and partiCipates in
building-maintenance payments. This form of
ownership has distinct advantages for the home
purchaser who does not want to be responsible
(as comortgagor) for lack of payments by his
neighbors on a blanket mortgage covering a
whole multifamily structure.

The new mortage insurance provisions
treated the individual unit in a structure like a
single-family structure. Thus, when the buyer of
the unit gives a mortgage covering that unit, the
same mortgage terms are applied as in the regular FHA insurance program for single family
homes. As to the blanket insured mortgage,
covering the whole structure until such time as
the individual units are sold off, mortgage terms
are applied similar to the terms applicable to a
multifamily structure under the regular insurance
program.
The only important problems with condominiums were technical ones under State laws. That
is, such laws as those on property taxes and title
records and insurance were not framed so they
could be applied separately to individual units in
a structure. As a result of model legislation submitted to the States by the Housing and Home Finance Agency, almost all States adopted adequate legislation in this regard within 2 or 3
years.
The success of this mortgage insurance operation contributed in no small way to the rapid
rise of condominium building throughout the

United States-a boom that is still continuing
and that is, of course, not limited to FHA housing.

Selected Use of New Underwriting Concepts
The original National Housing Act contained
two basic underwriting concepts: (1) The property or project with respect to which the mortgage is executed must be "economically sound,"
and (2) the maximum mortgage amount cannot
exceed a percentage of "appraised value."
These two requirements are still effective with
respect to the regular basic FHA mortgage insurance, that is, the program for one-to-four-family
dwellings under Section 203, and the program
for multifamily projects under 207 (excluding
certain special purpose housing).
No one can question the merits of these two
concepts for underwriting purposes. However,
the application of them in FHA became very controversial and continued so for several years in
the late 1940's and the 1950's. It was contended
by groups favoring FHA mortgage insurance for
special social purposes that FHA consistently
used its underwriting procedures in an unreasonably conservative manner in order to defeat
those purposes and avoid the burdens of new or
unfamiliar activities. This view was shared by
many in the Congress and by some non-FHA
offices in the National Housing Agency and later
in the Housing and Home Finance Agency. It
was true that although the term "economic
soundness" in mortgage insurance originally had
no different meaning from the usual sense that
those words are used, they came to be words of
art encompassing the elaborate minimum property standards and established underwriting procedures of FHA.
Accordingly, when proposed special FHA
programs were developed in the Executive
Branch, or sometimes in the Congress, care was
taken to avoid the term "economic soundness"
in order to assure that the class of housing intended to be assisted with mortgage insurance
would go forward as intended. Generally, the
term "acceptable risk" was substituted. The
special FHA programs are discussed later under
a separate heading.
For similar reasons, "replacement cost" was
generally substituted for "appraised value" in
these new programs, as indicated above in the
cooperative housing program. This substitution
of terms had a more substantive meaning, however, than .' f1. g9i I? w itutio·n above. Because

These two requirements are still effective with

respect to the regular basic FHA mortgage insur-

ance, that is, the program for one-to-four-family

dwellings under Section 203, and the program

for multifamily projects under 207 (excluding
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"replacement cost" is only one of the three limi-

tations normally used in determining "value," a

maximum mortgage amount computed on the

basis of replacement cost alone usually results

in a higher maximum amount. "Value" is the

lowest of (1) replacement cost, (2) prevailing

sales price of similar real property, and (3) capi-

talized value based on "estimated net return"

and "estimated fair return."

As a later supplement to substituting "re-

placement cost" for "value" in special insurance

programs, the Congress began injecting into

such programs a provision that required "re-

placement cost" to include "an allowance for

builder's and sponsor's profit and risk of 10 per

centum of all" the other items of cost except

land, unless the agency certified that the 10 per

centum was unreasonable. It was first applied by

the Housing Act of 1956 (Section 107(a)) to the

FHA Section 220 special insurance program for

housing in urban renewal areas.

The provision was adopted because the

Congress felt that assurance of that large a

sponsor's return was extremely important to the

entire urban renewal program, which had been

floundering because of difficulties in getting

housing underway on urban renewal sites as

planned. Section 220 was the only feasible in-

strument for doing that, and sponsors had not

been very interested in it. In reporting the Hous-

ing Act of 1956, the House Committee on Bank-

ing and Currency said the profit margin being al-

lowed sponsors under Section 220 was not

sufficiently high to attract them, and was unrea-

sonably low. (The FHA had allowed a percent-

age, based on local custom and project size,

that had varied between about 5 percent and 10

percent.)

Clearly, the above new underwriting stand-

ards were designed to force FHA into a more

liberal insurance system for the special purpose

programs. At the same time, however, the

changes certainly were not intended to be used

as justification for unsound or "bad" loans. The

term "acceptable risk" preserves the connotation

needed for keeping the mortgage insurance sys-

tem on an actuarially sound basis. In general, the

FHA programs using the new terminology have

been so operated, particularly the Section 213

program discussed above, which has had one of

the best records in accumulating a reserve of in-

surance funds sufficient to. cover possible insur-

ance claims in the future.

In any event, to determine that a loan is rea-

sonably sound, the underwriter must ultimately

find reasonable expectation of mortgage pay-

ments. In the case of rental property, this means

reasonable prospect of project income adequate

for those payments, taking into consideration all

relevant factors over the life of the mortgage.

This was often the controlling factor.

Growth of the Mortgage Insurance System

Insofar as Federal legislation was con-

cerned, the FHA mortgage insurance system was

a viable program from the beginning. The system

would have grown and prospered, although in a

truncated fashion, if the National Housing Act

had never been revised (except as to extensions

and changes made necessary by inflation and

the passage of time). The program got underway

"replacement cost" is only one of the three limitations normally used in determining "value," a
maximum mortgage amount computed on the
basis of replacement cost alone usually results
in a higher maximum amount. "Value" is the
lowest of (1) replacement cost, (2) prevailing
sales price of similar real property, and (3) capitalized value based on "estimated net return"
and "estimated fair return."
As a later supplement to substituting "replacement cost" for "value" in special insurance
programs, the Congress began injecting into
such programs a provision that required "replacement cost" to include "an allowance for
builder's and sponsor's profit and risk of 10 per
centum of all" the other items of cost except
land, unless the agency certified that the 10 per
centum was unreasonable. It was first applied by
the Housing Act of 1956 (Section 107(a)) to the
FHA Section 220 special insurance program for
housing in urban renewal areas.
The provision was adopted because the
Congress felt that assurance of that large a
sponsor's return was extremely important to the
entire urban renewal program, which had been
floundering because of difficulties in getting
housing underway on urban renewal sites as
planned . Section 220 was the only feasible instrument for doing that, and sponsors had not
been very interested in it. In reporting the Housing Act of 1956, the House Committee on Banking and Currency said the profit margin being allowed sponsors under Section 220 was not
sufficiently high to attract them, and was unreasonably low. (The FHA had allowed a percentage, based on local custom and project size,
that had varied between about 5 percent and 10
percent.)
Clearly, the above new underwriting standards were designed to force FHA into a more
liberal insurance system for the special purpose
programs. At the same time, however, the
changes certainly were not intended to be used
as justification for unsound or "bad" loans. The
term "acceptable risk" preserves the connotation
needed for keeping the mortgage insurance system on an actuarially sound basis. In general, the
FHA programs using the new terminology have
been so operated, particularly the Section 213
program discussed above, which has had one of
the best records in accumulating a reserve of insurance funds sufficient to- cover possible insurance claims in the future.
In any event, to determine that a loan is reasonably sound, the underwriter must ultimately
find reasonable expect ation of mortgage pay-

ments. In the case of rental property, this means
reasonable prospect of project income adequate
for those payments, taking into consideration all
relevant factors over the life of the mortgage.
This was often the controlling factor.

Growth of the Mortgage Insurance System
Insofar as Federal legislation was concerned, the FHA mortgage insurance system was
a viable program from the beginning. The system
would have grown and prospered, although in a
truncated fashion, if the National Housing Act
had never been revised (except as to extensions
and changes made necessary by inflation and
the passage of time). The program got underway
with surprising swiftness, considering the novelty
of the system and the enormous number of institutions and agencies throughout the United
States which were involved.
Perhaps the most important delay factor was
the need for State legislation to make FHA-insured mortgages legal investments for banks,
State savings and loan associations, insurance
companies, and other State-regulated financial
institutions or other public or private investors.
State laws generally restricted these investments
to 50 percent or 60 percent of the value of the
property securing the mortgage, and frequently
limited the eligible term of the mortgage. At that
time all States except New York and New Jersey
met in regular session only once every 2 years,
and those sessions were in even years in almost
all States. However, a number of States had
begun holding special sessions to help meet depression problems, including the enactment of
enabling legislation to permit participation in
Federal programs. Accordingly, within 2 years,
most of these State law problems were removed
by specific State legislation. Similar Federal legislation authorizes investment by national banks
in FHA mortgages.
During 1934, the FHA insurance was all on
Title I (Section 2) repai r and rehabilitation loans
amounting to $27 million. In 1935, total FHA insurance amounted to $297 million, including
home mortgage insurance of $93 million and
mortgage insurance on rental projects amounting
to $2 million.l ~
Major changes in the legislative authority for
the basic mortgage insurance program which affected its growth were:
" Allan F. Thornton : " The Economic Impact 01 Federal Housing
Admjnistrat (~i'Q~' rl a c ·
r ·w ams " (HUD Library 332·72.T36)
pp .
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1. Amendments making eligible for mort-

gage insurance a multifamily project with a

profitmaking sponsor.

2. Liberalization of the maximum loan-to-

value ratio of an eligible mortgage, which permitted

1. Amendments making eligible for mortgage insurance a multifamily project with a
profitmaking sponsor.

increasingly lower downpayments by the purchaser

or sponsor.

3. Lengthening the maximum loan period of

the eligible mortgage, which permitted smaller

monthly amortization payments.

2. Liberalization of the maximum loan-tovalue ratio of an eligible mortgage, which permitted
increasingly lower down payments by the purchaser
or sponsor.

4. lncreasing the maximum dollar ceilings

of the individual mortgages, especially in the

case of home mortgages.

Other legislative changes in program scope

3. Lengthening the maximum loan period of
the eligible mortgage, which permitted smaller
monthly amortization payments.

and mortgage terms had appreciable effects on

volume and growth. Also, of course, other Fed-

eral legislation and administrative actions had

major impacts on the size of FHA operations,

such as actions affecting the secondary market

4. Increasing the maximum dollar ceilings
of the individual mortgages. especially in the
case of home mortgages.

of residential mortgages and monetary controls

of the Federal Reserve Board.

The legislative changes affecting mortgage

insurance followed no pattern through the years

other than that of broadening its scope and lib-

eralizing its terms. The changes were often spas-

modic, but there were recurring justifications or

reasons behind similar enactments. The liberal-

ized mortgage terms enacted through the years

increased the volume of FHA-assisted housing,

and generally each amendment changing those

terms increased volume appreciably.

Economists are inclined to express these

changes in terms of countercyclical steps. At

times, a major motive behind the legislation, par-

ticularly on the part of some officials of the ex-

ecutive branch, was the desire to expand those

Federal activities that could spur the economy

in times of recession. Just as housing construc-

tion usually is affected more quickly and se-

verely than any other industry by adverse eco-

nomic conditions or shortages of mortgage

funds, steps which will increase housing produc-

tion can have a more immediate and substantial

effect in providing or maintaining employment

and bolstering a lagging economy. Because of

the Government's ability to affect production

through its administration of residential mortgage

insurance, it has been a prime target for manipu-

lation in times of recession.

As a matter of political reality, however, the

reason FHA programs have been repeatedly

made more liberal, encompassing additional

techniques and objectives, has been the desire,

both in the executive branch and the Congress,

to bring adequate housing to more American

families. This generally has meant liberalized

provisions to reach more families with lower in-

come.

Of course, large segments of the increased

FHA volume built up through the years has been

under new special mortgage insurance opera-

tions, discussed later, which were established for

the benefit of special groups or for special pur-

poses.

The development of the above changes in

the FHA legislation may be viewed more specifi-

cally:

Multifamily Rental Housing: The National

Housing Act Amendments of 1938 completely re-

wrote the insurance provisions relating to multi-

Other legislative changes in program scope
and mortgage terms had appreciable effects on
volume and growth. Also. of course, other Federal legislation and administrative actions had
major impacts on the size of FHA operations,
such as actions affecting the secondary market
of residential mortgages and monetary controls
of the Federal Reserve Board.
The legislative changes affecting mortgage
insurance followed no pattern through the years
other than that of broadening its scope and liberalizing its terms. The changes were often spasmodic. but there were recurring justifications or
reasons behind similar enactments. The liberalized mortgage terms enacted through the years
increased the volume of FHA-assisted housing,
and generally each amendment changing those
terms increased volume appreciably.
Economists are inclined to express these
changes in terms of countercyclical steps. At
times, a major motive behind the legislation, particularly on the part of some officials of the executive branch, was the desire to expand those
Federal activities that could spur the economy
in times of recession. Just as housing construction usually is affected more quickly and severely than any other industry by adverse economic conditions or shortages of mortgage
funds. steps which will increase housing production can have a more immediate and substantial
effect in providing or maintaining employment
and bolstering a lagging economy. Because of
the Government's ability to affect production
through its administration of residential mortgage
insurance. it has been a prime target for manipulation in times of recession.
As a matter of political reality, however, the
reason FHA programs have been repeatedly
made more liberal. encompassing additional
techniques and objectives . has been the pesi re,

both in the executive branch and the Congress,
to bring adequate housing to more American
families. This generally has meant liberalized
provisions to reach more families with lower income.
Of course, large segments of the increased
FHA volume built up through the years has been
under new special mortgage insurance operations, discussed later, which were established for
the benefit of special groups or for special purposes.
The development of the above changes in
the FHA legislation may be viewed more specifically:

Multifamily Rental Housing: The National
Housing Act Amendments of 1938 completely rewrote the insurance provisions relating to multifamily housing projects (Section 207), particularly to cover mortgages on rental housing built
by profit motivated sponsors. As a result, mortgage insurance for rental housing became for
the first time a substantial part of the mortgage
insurance system. Individual mortgage ceilings
were prescribed, including an 80 percent loanto-value ratio and a $5 million maximum. The
part of the property attributable to dwelling use
could not exceed $1,350 per room. The maximum
mortgage term was 25 years. The insurance was
similar to that for home mortgages except that
advances on the mortgage were insured and, in
case of default. the lender need not foreclose
but COUld. if he wished. transfer the mortgage to
FHA and receive the insurance benefits (which
would be reduced slightly in view of the shift of
the foreclosure burden to the FHA). As previously indicated. the sponsor was regulated as
to rents and other operations.
The 1938 act also provided for a program
known as Section 210, which authorized insurance of a relatively small mortgage (not over
$200,000) covering multifamily dwellings or not
less than 10 single family dwellings. The unique
character of this provision was the authority to
insure advances on a mortgage covering a single
family home. The Section 210 authority was little
used and was repealed the following year.
Undoubtedly. there were countercyclical motives behind those multifamily provisions, as well
as other provisions of the 1938 Act, but they
served chiefly to extend FHA mortgage insurance
to the whole scope of residential construction.
The mortgage insurance operations for rental
housing got underway almost immediately. However, they Ci.id. n.ot reach a volume of $100 million
annually untill I?P I, f~, , there was a sudden in-
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crease to $360 million for that year. ln 1950 they

were up to more than $1 billion for that year.

The annual volume varied drastically until, in

1962, it was again up to more than $1 billion.

Liberalization of Mortgage Terms and Vol-

ume Operations: The 1938 Act also substantially

liberalized terms of eligible home mortgages,

both for the purpose of fighting a substantial re-

cession and to make adequate housing available

to more families. (From 1938 until the Housing

Act of 1956 (Sec. 102), a higher maximum mort-

gage amount was authorized for new construc-

tion than for existing construction): The ratio of

loan-to-value was increased from 80 percent to

90 percent for a mortgage of $5,400 or less on a

new house, which was not an unrealistic figure

at that time or for almost a decade later. A mort-

gage could be up to $8,600 if it did not exceed

the sum of 90 percent of $6,000 of the appraised

value and 80 percent of the value between

$6,000 and $10,000.

ln all such cases the dwelling had to be for

occupancy by the owner, who must have paid 10

percent of the value in cash or its equivalent.

The maximum term for those mortgages was in-

creased from 20 to 25 years.

With the help of the above provisions, the

total FHA insurance volume tripled by 1940 from

the 1935 level, reaching an annual volume of al-

most $1 billion,13 notwithstanding continued re-

cession conditions.

During World War ll years, the overall pro-

duction of housing was curtailed due to the war

effort requiring scarce materials and labor to be

used only for priority purposes. Normally, no

housing could be built except with specific Gov-

ernment approval. However, war housing could,

be built with the allocation of scarce material if

so approved by the Government. The special

FHA war housing programs (Sections 603 and

608), discussed later, provided mortgage insur-

ance for private war housing on liberalized

terms. As FHA administered the priorities system

for private war housing in nonfarm areas, the

portion of private housing built during those war

years with mortgage insurance was abnormally

high, reaching about 75 percent at one time, in

contrast to a typical percentage of about 20-25

percent in other periods.

After World War ll, FHA suspended commit-

ments under its war housing programs and re-

sumed operations under the regular Section 203

and Section 207 programs. The enormous post-

war backlog of demand by veterans and other

prospective buyers started an expansion of

housing production, even without FHA assist-

ance.

Shortly, in 1946, the Congress enacted the

Veterans Emergency Housing Act of 1946, which

contained an array of drastic measures to pro-

vide quick housing construction, especially for

returning veterans. The Sections 603 and 608

programs were revived, with increases in mort-

crease to $360 million for that year. In 1950 they
were up to more than $1 billion for that year.
The annual volume varied drastically until. in
1962, it was again up to more than $1 billion.
Liberalization of Mortgage Terms and Volume Operations: The 1938 Act also substantially
liberalized terms of eligible home mortgages,
both for the purpose of fighting a substantial recession and to make adequate housing available
to more families. (From 1938 until the Housing
Act of 1956 (Sec. 102), a higher maximum mortgage amount was authorized for new construction than for existing construction): The ratio of
loan-to-value was increased from 80 percent to
90 percent for a mortgage of $5,400 or less on a
new house, which was not an unrealistic figure
at that time or for almost a decade later. A mortgage could be up to $8,600 if it did not exceed
the sum of 90 percent of $6.000 of the appraised
value and 80 percent of the value between
$6,000 and $10,000.
In all such cases the dwelling had to be for
occupancy by the owner, who must have paid 10
percent of the value in cash or its equivalent.
The maximum term for those mortgages was increased from 20 to 25 years.
With the help of the above provisions, the
total FHA insurance volume tripled by 1940 from
the 1935 level. reaching an annual volume of almost $1 billion,l< notwithstanding continued recession conditions.
During World War II years, the overall production of housing was curtailed due to the war
effort requiring scarce materials and labor to be
used only for priority purposes. Normally, no
housing could be built except with specific Government aiJproval. However, war housing could
be built with the allocation of scarce material if
so approved by the Government. The special
FHA war housing programs (Sections 603 and
608). discussed later, provided mortgage insurance for private war housing on liberalized
terms. As FHA administered the priorities system
for private war housing in nonfarm areas, the
portion of private housing built during those war
years with mortgage insurance was abnormally
high. reaching about 75 percent at one time. in
contrast to a typical percentage of about 20-25
percent in other periods.
After World War II, FHA suspended commitments under its war housing programs and resumed operations under the regular Section 203
and Section 207 programs. The enormous post-

war backlog of demand by veterans and other
prospective buyers started an expansion of
housing production, even without FHA assistance.
Shortly, in 1946. the Congress enacted the
Veterans Emergency Housing Act of 1946, which
contained an array of drastic measures to provide quick housing construction, especially for
returning veterans. The Sections 603 and 608
programs were revived. with increases in mortgage limits and with use of more liberal underwriting standards.
The Housing and Rent Act of 1947 repealed
most of the above 1946 Act, but enacted additional provisions including authority for FHA to
finance the manufacture of prefabricated houses.
Total FHA operations expanded greatly during the above period of veterans housing construction, reaching a volume of $3,341,000,000 in
mortgages and loans insured during 1948.
The Housing Act of 1948 further liberalized
FHA programs for lower and moderate income
families. The maximum dollar amounts on home
mortgages were moderately raised, and FHA was
authorized to raise the maximum loan-to-value
ratio to 95 percent for certain lower cost homes.
In the case of multifamily units, a mortgage
could be eligible up to 90 percent of value and
$8.100 per unit. In the case of nonprofit cooperative ownership housing primarily for veterans,
the mortgage could be up to 95 percent of replacement cost.
During the 1950's, the annual volume of FHA
insurance reached $4.3 billion. The credit represented by the mortgages covered, together with
a rapid expansion of other home mortgage and
consumer credit, greatly disturbed the Federal
Reserve Board and other Federal offices concerned with inflation and Federal debt management. About half of the rapid expansion was due
to FHA and VA mortgage insurance and
guaranty." In large part, that was due to the liberal mortgage insurance operations under the
veteran insurance programs, the 1948 Act, and
also liberal terms provided under the 1949
Wherry Act insurance program for military rental
housing. Those liberal FHA operations accounted
for the growth in multifamily units insured from
1.526 in 1946. to 126,729 insured in 1950. 1 :;
Other factors that encouraged production, however. were the end of price controls. ample
funds, and the purchase of mortgages by the
Federal National Mortgage Association in 1949

n See President's Conference on Home Build i ng and Home Owner-

" Ibid.
". Ibid

gage limits and with use of more liberal under-

writing standards.

The Housing and Rent Act of 1947 repealed

most of the above 1946 Act, but enacted addi-

tional provisions including authority for FHA to

finance the manufacture of prefabricated houses.

Total FHA operations expanded greatly dur-

ship. supra.
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and early 1950 on an unprecedented scale. On

the demand side, housing production was en-

couraged by new family formations resulting

from the large number of returning World War ll

veterans.

The general inflationary pressures which

were meanwhile making themselves felt, largely

because of the Korean War, led Congress to au-

thorize the President (in the Defense Production

Act of 1950) to control real estate credit, includ-

ing specific authority to regulate and reduce

loan amounts, loan maturities, and increases in

the amount of downpayments on loans. The

President gave this authority to the Housing and

Home Finance Administrator with respect to

Government-aided housing, and to the Federal

Reserve Board with respect to new construction

otherwise financed. That authority was used and

the resulting increases in downpayments and re-

duction in long terms were effective in sharply

reducing the volume of FHA operations as well

as other housing starts. The controls were grad-

ually removed by the Congress until, in 1953,

they ended.

The volume of FHA operations did not in-

crease dramatically during the 1950's, but there

was a gradual increase, to an annual $6.3 billion

volume by 1960.10 The statutory changes liberal-

izing and expanding the mortgage insurance sys-

tem during the 1950's were made principally in

the new cooperative housing program described

earlier, and in new special programs (discussed

later) carrying liberal mortgage maximums and

underwriting standards. The additional programs

were enacted to assist Korean war housing in

1951, housing in urban renewal areas in 1954,

housing in outlying areas in 1954, housing for

displaced families and servicemen in 1954,

trailer courts in 1955, military (Capehart) housing

in 1955, nursing homes in 1959, and rental hous-

ing for the elderly in 1959.

Although the 1950 changes in FHA mortgage

terms were made mostly in new programs, there

were some significant changes made by the

Housing Act of 1954 that further liberalized the

regular Section 203 and 207 FHA insurance pro-

grams. They followed a recessionary condition in

the general economy, and quickly stimulated

FHA construction, particularly of moderate and

higher priced homes. That act increased the

maximum home mortgage amount to $20,000,

and permitted a loan-to-value ratio as high as 95

percent on the value up to $9,000 in case of new

construction. The maximum multifamily mortgage

" Allan F. Thornton, supra.

was increased to $2,000 per room, or $7,200 per

unit if less than 4 rooms per unit. A per-room

limit was adopted in the Housing Act of 1950 to

discourage a tendency that had developed under

the "per unit" limit for builders to build

"efficiency" or one-bedroom units. Modest ad-

justments upward were permitted for elevator

structures and high cost areas.

and early 1950 on an unprecedented scale. On
the demand side, housing production was encouraged by new family formations resulting
from the large number of returning World War II
veterans.
The general inflationary pressures which
were meanwhile making themselves felt, largely
because of the Korean War, led Congress to authorize the President (in the Defense Production
Act of 1950) to control real estate credit, including specific authority to regulate and reduce
loan amounts, loan maturities, and increases in
the amount of downpayments on loans. The
President gave this authority to the Housing and
Home Finance Administrator with respect to
Government-aided housing, and to the Federal
Reserve Board with respect to new construction
otherwise financed. That authority was used and
the resulting increases in down payments and reduction in long terms were effective in sharply
reducing the volume of FHA operations as well
as other housing starts. The controls were gradually removed by the Congress until, in 1953,
they ended.
The volume of FHA operations did not increase dramatically during the 1950's, but there
was a gradual increase, to an annual $6.3 billion
volume by 1960. 1 '; The statutory changes liberalizing and expanding the mortgage insurance system during the 1950's were made principally in
the new cooperative housing program described
earlier, and in new special programs (discussed
later) carrying liberal mortgage maximums and
underwriting standards. The additional programs
were enacted to assist Korean war housing in
1951, housing in urban renewal areas in 1954,
housing in outlying areas in 1954, housing for
displaced families and servicemen in 1954,
trailer courts in 1955, military (Capehart) housing
in 1955, nursing homes in 1959, and rental housing for the elderly in 1959.
Although the 1950 changes in FHA mortgage
terms were made mostly in new programs, there
were some significant changes made by the
Housing Act of 1954 that further liberalized the
regular Section 203 and 207 FHA insurance programs. They followed a recessionary condition in
the general economy, and quickly stimulated
FHA construction, particuiarly of moderate and
higher priced homes. That act increased the
maximum home mortgage amount to $20,000,
and permitted a loan-to-value ratio as high as 95
percent on the value up to $9,000 in case of new
construction. The maximum multifamily mortgage

The Housing Act of 1957 further increased

that maximum mortgage amount for the regular

11;
Section 203 home mortgage program so that the

Allan F. Thornton. sup a.

mortgage could cover 97 percent of the value of

a new house up to $10,000, with adjustments

downward on the remainder of a $20,000 valua-

tion. A further small relaxation was made by the
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was increased to $2,000 per room, or $7,200 per
unit if less than 4 rooms per unit. A per-room
limit was adopted in the Housing Act of 1950 to
discourage a tendency that had developed under
the "per unit" limit for builders to build
"efficiency" or one-bedroom units. Modest adjustments upward were permitted for elevator
structures and high cost areas.
The Housing Act of 1957 further increased
that maximum mortgage amount for the regular
Section 203 home mortgage program so that the
mortgage could cover 97 percent of the value of
a new house up to $10,000, with adjustments
downward on the remainder of a $20,000 valuation. A further small relaxation was made by the
1958 act "to stimulate residential construction"
(Public Law 85-364). Such changes in those
1957 and 1958 acts helped increase production
in the moderate price range.
During the 1960's, the most important new
legislative responsibilities given to FHA were
those relating to subsidy operations. However,
important relaxation in FHA mortgage terms was
made by the Housing Act of 1961 as one of the
efforts of the Kennedy Administration to fight the
recession beginning in 1960.
Under the 1961 Act, the maximum amount of
an eligible home mortgage was increased to
$25,000, and the portion which could be covered
by a 97 percent ratio of loan to value was increased to $15,000. The maturity of the mortgage
could be 35 years in the case of new construction. In addition, the special FHA program for
displaced families (Section 221, discussed later)
was broadened to apply to low and moderate income families generally. Thus, in a sense it was
made part of the general mortgage insurance operation, rather than a program for a special
group. The changes in that program permitted
insurance of a mortgage up to $15,000 in a high
cost area with only 3 percent down payment, including closing costs, and with up to a 40-year
term. Upward adjustments were also made for
rental housing mortgages under the program.
These changes, with provisions in the 1961
Act liberalizing other special FHA programs,
he!ped boost FHA operations to over $7 billion
during 1963. They remained at more than $7 billion during the 1970's and exceeded $8.5 billion
in 1965.
The Housing and Urban Development Act of
1969 increased the maximum home mortgage
amount to $33,000 and made a modest increase
in the mortgage ratio for higher cost homes. The
mortgage maximums for the regular rental housing prog rar :gl ,e.I\e rcim:reased substantially (as
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were all FHA mortgage ceilings for rental hous-

ing). Consequently, such ceilings are now left al-

most entirely to administrative discretion be-

cause they are as high as $28,050 per large unit

in a high cost area where elevator construction

is necessary, and all ceilings may be increased

by 45 percent when FHA finds cost levels so re-

quire.

The above amendments through the years

show that the continuing trend of almost all FHA

legislation has consisted of more and more liber-

alization of mortgage and other insurance terms

(whether to benefit more consumers or increase

credit or production). Little further liberalization

is possible, so that this particular source of ben-

efit has been almost exhaus'ed. lncentives, if any

are desired, to spur additional credit and pro-

duction must come from other directions.

Extension of FHA lnsurance into Blighted

Areas: Of importance to the whole mortgage in-

surance system (but in terms other than volume)

was the enactment of Section 223(e) of the Na-

tional Housing Act (as part of the Housing and

Urban Development Act of 1968), which gave

legislative sanction to waiving or relaxing FHA

property standards to permit mortgage insurance

for housing in blighted areas of central cities.17

Of at least equal importance was earlier adminis-

trative action taken in the same direction by the

Federal Housing Commissioner. He forcefully di-

rected his field officers to insure properties in

blighted areas wherever possible to do so under

the law. The new Section authorized mortgage

insurance in an "older, declining area" where

conditions prevent compliance with one or more

regular eligibility requirements. The area had to

be "reasonably viable" and the property "an ac-

ceptable risk," giving consideration to the needs

of "families of low and modera'e income in such

areas." The insurance of a mortgage under this

new authority was made the obligation of a

"Special Risk lnsurance Fund" established for a

broader purpose contemplating heavier than nor-

mal losses.

The background of the above actions was a

long history of only small FHA involvement in

slum or blighted areas, except, of course, where

areas were being rebuilt or improved through

urban renewal or similar actions. The practice of

excluding these areas, often referred to as "de-

clining," had been criticized for years by certain

private organizations and by many members of

the Congress.

"The provision was substituted for an earlier one (Section 203

(1) added by Section 302 of the Demonstration Cities and

Metropolitan Development Act of 1963) which waived economic

soundness in riot threatened areas.

The field instructions of the Federal Housing

Commissioner, together with the above provi-

sions, made a substantial change in FHA opera-

tions in blighted areas. For the first time, many

such areas in large cities were benefited by mort-

were all FHA mortgage ceilings for rental housing). Consequently, such ceilings are now left almost entirely to administrative discretion because they are as high as $28,050 per large unit
in a high cost area where elevator construction
is necessary, and all ceilings may be increased
by 45 percent when FHA finds cost levels so require.
The above amendments through the years
show that the continuing trend of almost all FHA
legislation has consisted of more and more liberalization of mortgage and other insurance terms
(whether to benefit more consumers or increase
credit or production). Little further liberalization
is possible, so that this particular source of benefit has been almost exhaus~ed. Incentives, if any
are desired, to spur additional credit and production must come from other directions.
Extension of FHA Insurance into Blighted
Areas: Of importance to the whole mortgage insurance system (but in terms other than vo~ume)
was the enactment of Section 223(e) of the National Housing Act (as part of the Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1968), which gave
legislative sanction to waiving or relaxing FHA
property standards to permit mortgage insurance
for housing in blighted areas of central cities. 17
Of at least equal importance was earlier administrative action taken in the same direction by the
Federal Housing Commissioner. He forcefully directed his fie'd officers to insure properties in
blighted areas wherever possible to do so under
the law. The new Section authorized mortgage
insurance in an "older, declining area" where
conditions prevent compliance with one or more
regular eligibility requirements. The area had to
be "reasonably viable" and the property "an acceptab~e risk," giving consideration to the needs
of "families of low and moderate income in such
areas." The insurance of a mortgage under this
new authority was made the obligation of a
"Special Risk Insurance Fund" established for a
broader purpose contemplating heavier than normal losses.
The background of the above actions was a
long history of only small FHA involvement in
slum or blighted areas, except, of course, where
areas were being rebuilt or improved through
urban renewal or similar actions. The practice of
excluding these areas, often referred to as "declining," had been criticized for years by certain
private organizations and by many members of
the Congress.

gage insurance, including several which had

been affected by riots, such as Los Angeles and

Detroit. Of course, that meant looser FHA prop-

erty standards insofar as those areas were con-

11

The provision was subslifuted for an earlier one (Section 203
(1) added by Section 302 o' the Demonstration Cities and
Metropolitan Development Act
1963) wh (ch w aived econom ic
soundness in riot thre at aned areas.

0'

The field instructions of the Federal Housing
Commissioner, together with the above provisions, made a substantial change in FHA operations in blighted areas. For the first time, many
such areas in large cities were benefited by mortgage insurance, including several which had
been affected by riots, such as Los Angeles and
Detroit. Of course, that meant looser FHA property standards insofar as those areas were concerned. It should be mentioned, however, that
the FHA instructions did not relax the credit
standards applicable to a home purchaser.
This new authority and practice was not limited to FHA subsidy operations but applied to all
insurance in the affected areas. This was significant from the standpoint of identifying reasons
for abuses and defaults constituting some of the
recent FHA "scandals" in Detroit and elsewhere,
because properties subject to excessive defaults
and foreclosures included much housing under
nonsubsidy programs where the looser standards
of the above new section were applied.
Open-End Mortgages: As one step in keeping up with innovations emerging in the private
mortgage market, the Housing and Home Finance
Agency recommended and the Congress enacted
authority to insure "open-end mortgages." This
was done as part of the Housing Act of 1954
(Section 126). An open-end mortgage is one
which provides that the outstanding balance can
be increased in order to advance additional loan
funds to the borrower for improvements or repairs of the home covered by the mortgage without the necessity of executing a new mortgage.
That avoids the expense of a new title search,
recording, and other mortgage costs, while permitting the borrower to get funds for repair or
improvements at the relatively low rate of interest established in the original mortgage.
Under the provision in the 1954 Act, an
added insurance fee has to be prescribed in the
open-end
mortgage.
The
original
principal
amount of the mortgage, and the maximum
amount otherwise controlled by statute, could be
exceeded if improvements added an additional
room or other enclosed space.
One basis for proposing this legislation was
the absence of adequate incentive for extending
mortgage credit to rehabilitation work. Many
States had enacted laws permitting open-end
mortgages. and in other States those mortgages
could be valid without specific authorization.
There had been little use of this type of instrument throughout the country, however. and application of mo~ g i g\a<r ~ J ~ ce did not increase its
use eXlffl i~~ITf' rrF ~~~At age interest rate

cerned. lt should be mentioned, however, that

the FHA instructions did not relax the credit

standards applicable to a home purchaser.

This new authority and practice was not lim-
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proved unattractive to lenders for use in connec-

tion with the small dollar amounts involved in in-

dividual repairs and improvements.

Cash Payment of Insurance Claims: The

Housing and Urban Development Act of 1965 au-

thorized FHA, at its option, to pay insurance

claims (under any of its programs) in cash rather

than debentures. Similar authority had been

granted in 1961 with respect to certain special

purpose programs. Payments in cash constitute

an added advantage to lenders that helps en-

courage housing credit.

The authority to pay claims in cash was not

intended to undermine the basic concept of de-

benture payments previously discussed. The

Committee on Banking and Currency stressed

in its reports on the 1965 bill that the authority

to issue debentures instead of cash was not re-

pealed, and that FHA could use that authority if

it determined that discontinuance of cash pay-

ments would be desirable.

Also, an important question presented to

FHA is whether it elects to agree in its insurance

contract to pay claims in cash, or retain in the

contract the option to pay in cash or debentures

as the circumstances warrant at the time of pay-

ment. At present, the FHA retains the option in

its programs to choose the method of payment

at the time of payment.

Present Posture of the Basic Mortgage

Insurance System

Because such a large portion (some 23 per-

cent) of all FHA mortgage insurance is being

written under programs involving subsidies, it is

difficult properly to appraise the current posture

proved unattractive to lenders for use in connection with the small dollar amounts involved in individual repairs and improvements.
Cash Payment of Inlurance Claims: The
Housing and Urban Development Act of 1965 authorized FHA, at its option, to pay insurance
claims (under any of its programs) in cash rather
than debentures. Similar authority had been
granted in 1961 with respect to certain special
purpose programs. Payments in cash constitute
an added advantage to lenders that helps encourage housing credit.
The authority to pay claims in cash was not
intended to undermine the basic concept of debenture payments previously discussed. The
Committee on Banking and Currency stressed
in its reports on the 1965 bill that the authority
to issue debentures instead of cash was not repealed, and that FHA could use that authority if
it determined that discontinuance of cash payments would be desirable.
Also, an important question presented to
FHA is whether it elects to agree in its insurance
contract to pay claims in cash, or retain in the
contract the option to pay in cash or debentures
as the circumstances warrant at the time of payment. At present, the FHA retains the option in
its programs to choose the method of payment
at the time of payment.

of the basic mortgage insurance system in the

terms of volume operations. Because of the ef-

fect of outstanding commitments under the FHA

Present Posture of the Basic Mortgage
Insurance System

subsidy programs, the production incentive im-

pact is enormous, and clearly the overall FHA

operations remain higher ($14.8 billion and

830,500 units insured in fiscal year 1972) than

they would without subsidies. The 1971 volume

was $15 billion, higher than any previous year,

and equal to nearly 10 percent of all cumulative

FHA business since 1934. On the other hand, a

substantial but unknown volume of additional

units would have been built under the nonsub-

sidy program if the subsidy operations had not

existed.

The overall mortgage insurance programs

are being used for a large portion (over 1.6 mil-

lion units in 1972) of all housing construction

and home sales throughout the country. Of the

2.1 million housinn starts in the country last year

(excluding almost 600,000 mobile home ship-

ments), about one-fourth of these were assisted

with FHA mortgage insurance. FHA-insured re-

pair and rehabilitation loans also remain highâ

about $900 million last year.

It must be noted that the very recent trend

of FHA operations is down, but because of fac-

tors which, viewed historically, can be regarded

as quite temporary. It is reported that FHA mort-

gage insurance applications in the first quarter

of 1973 amounted to 139,790, which is down

Because such a large portion (some 23 percent) of all FHA mortgage insurance is being
written under programs involving subsidies, it is
difficult properly to appraise the current posture
of the basic mortgage insurance system in the
terms of volume operations. Because of the effect of outstanding commitments under the FHA
subsidy programs, the production incentive impact is enormous, and clearly the overall FHA
operations remain higher ($14.8 billion and
830,500 units insured in fiscal year 1972) than
they would without subsidies. The 1971 volume
was $15 billion, higher than any previous year,
and equal to nearly 10 percent of all cumulative
FHA business since 1934. On the other hand, a
substantial but unknown volume of additional
units would have been built under the nonsubsidy program if the subsidy operations had not
existed.
The overall mortgage insurance programs
are being used for a large portion (over 1.6 million units in 1972) of all housing construction
and home sales throughout th e country . Of the
2.1 million housin" "tartsJ in the co ntry last year

from 293,909 in the same period of 1972.18 Of

course, the current suspension of the FHA sub-

sidy programs abnormally affects the overall vol-

ume of applications. Also, due to the shortage of
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(excluding almost 600,000 mobile home shipments), about one-fourth of these were assisted
with FHA mortgage insurance. FHA-insured repair and rehabilitation loans also remain highabout $900 million last year.
It must be noted that the very recent trend
of FHA operations is down, but because of factors which, viewed historically, can be regarded
as quite temporary. It is reported that FHA mortgage insurance applications in the first quarter
of 1973 amounted to 139,790, which is down
from 293,909 in the same period of 1972. 18 Of
course, the current suspension of the FHA subsidy programs abnormally affects the overall volume of applications. Also, due to the shortage of
mortgage funds during the last few months,
housing starts in the whole market have fallen
substantially.I 0
Although the recent FHA "scandals" are
generally associated with the FHA subsidy operators, they have brought the whole mortgage insurance system under critical review for various
reasons and purposes. First, the regular insurance programs are properly subject to review
and criticism insofar as they were directly involved in the scandals. As previously indicated,
the lowering of property standards was a major
factor in mortgage defaults and foreclosures of
housing in blighted areas financed with mortgage
insurance under the regular programs with the
looser authority permitted in 1968. Similarly, the
bad management or personnel practices applied
to housing under the regular programs, as well
as to subsidy operations. Although that obviously
points to the need for corrections throughout the
system, it does not logically discredit the merits
of the FHA insurance system itself. If the system
were responsible in any way for the current type
of evils, the fact would have emerged years ago.
Questioning of the more fundamental aspects of the system has come largely from private groups, particularly certain segments of the
lending industry, which challenge the need for
any FHA in view of the broadened scope of
home lending by savings and loan associations
and the rising volume of business being done by
private mortgage insurance companies-matters
with no direct relation to the recent scandals.
Possibly some of the force of that attack has
waned. but the issue remains. There has always
been a small group which has opposed the use
of FHA mortgage insurance for any "social pur"Wall Street Journal (May 14. 1973) citing FHA as source .
"Time Maga f;qe lor Jun 11 1973. P 79 . reports housing starts
have lall M neMl ~
rate 01 2.5 mIllion ,n January ot
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pose," such as those initiated after 1950, and

which believes that mortgage insurance will con-

tinue to be corrupted if linked with other Govern-

ment operations.

Those who suggest private mortgage insur-

ance companies or other existing institutional

types as a substitute for the basic FHA system

overlook primarily two of its features: (1) its

many consumer benefits of importance to the

Congress and the general home buying public,

discussed elsewhere; and (2) the value of the

Government financial backing represented by the

insurance, together with its debenture feature,

which makes it possible to have an insurance

obligation that will withstand any depression,

and with the least potential loss to the Govern-

ment.

Accomplishments of the FHA

Reform of Residential Financing: With the

leverage of the mortgage insurance obligation,

the FHA greatly benefited the entire field of

pose," such as those initiated after 1950, and
which believes that mortgage insurance will continue to be corrupted if linked with other Government operations.
Those who suggest private mortgage insurance companies or other existing institutional
types as a substitute for the basic FHA system
overlook primarily two of its features: (1) its
many consumer benefits of importance to the
Congress and the general home buying public,
discussed elsewhere; and (2) the value of the
Government financial backing represented by the
insurance, together with its debenture feature,
which makei it possible to have an insurance
obligation that will withstand any depression,
and with the least potential loss to the Government.

housing and home finance. That was a major

factor in generating mortgage credit on an ade-

Accomplishments of the FHA

quate, permanent basis. The scope of this en-

compassed mortgage financing techniques, and

practices by lenders, builders, architects, and

producers of building materials, and affected

State mortgage laws and building codes.

The most important contribution of FHA to

home financing was the assistance it gave to the

general acceptance and use of its uniform long

term, low downpayment, amortized mortgage,

which had been pioneered some time earlier by

the HOLC for its special purposes. With a stand-

ardized mortgage instrument that all States rec-

ognize, and on which banks and other institu-

tions can lend, mortgage funds can now move

freely across the country to where they are

needed. This one feature of the system mate-

rially affects the volume of credit for housing, as

large-scale nationwide investors, such as insur-

ance companies, have become regular purchas-

ers or direct investors in FHA mortgages.

The soundness of the FHA mortgage loan

with its low downpayment and amortization, and

without a second mortgage, made the investment

more attractive.

The FHA system helped change the whole

investment approach of lenders toward residen-

tial mortgages. Under the greater financial risks

previously existing, lenders had to contemplate

and allow for substantial costs resulting from

foreclosures. Under the FHA system, they could

look to sounder loans and the Government insur-

ance backup.

Volume of Production and Credit: Through-

out its history, FHA has helped generate credit

for mortgages and loans under its insurance pro-

grams totaling 164 billion dollars, which can be

compared with a 1934 total national investment

in home mortgages of $18 billion.20 This FHA

total includes over 11 million home mortgages

totaling over $119 billion. About 40 percent of

FHA home mortgages, or about 4.4 million, are

on new construction. The total amount of FHA-

insured mortgages includes of $23 billion, for 1.8

million units, under project mortgage programs.

Reform of Residential Financing: With the
leverage of the mortgage insurance obligation,
the FHA greatly benefited the entire field of
housing and home finance. That was a major
factor in generating mortgage credit on an adequate. permanent basis. The scope of this encompassed mortgage financing techniques, and
practices by lenders, builders, architects, and
producers of building materials, and affected
State mortgage laws and building codes.
The most important contribution of FHA to
home financing was the assistance it gave to the
general acceptance and use of its uniform long
term, low down payment, amortized mortgage,
which had been pioneered some time earlier by
the HOLe for its special purposes. With a standardized mortgage instrument that all States recognize, and on which banks and other institutions can lend, mortgage funds can now move
freely across the country to where they are
needed. This one feature of the system materially affects the volume of credit for housing, as
large-scale nationwide investors, such as insurance companies, have become regular purchasers or direct investors in FHA mortgages.
The soundness of the FHA mortgage loan
with its low downpayment and amortization, and
without a second mortgage, made the investment
more attractive.
The FHA system helped change the whole
investment approach of lenders toward residential mortgages. Under the greater financial risks
previously existing, lenders had to contemplate
and allow for substantial costs resulting from
foreclosures. Under the FHA system, they could
look to sounder loans and the Government insurance backup.

Volume of Production and Credit: Throughout its history, FHA has helped generate credit
for mortgages and loans under its insurance programs totaling 164 billion dollars, which can be
compared with a 1934 total national investment
in home mortgages of $18 billion.20 This FHA
total includes over 11 million home mortgages
totaling over $119 billion. About 40 percent of
FHA home mortgages, or about 4.4 million, are
on new construction. The total amount of FHAinsured mortgages includes of $23 billion, for 1.8
million units, under project mortgage programs.
About 20 percent of all nonfarm starts in home
construction have been under FHA home mortgage insurance programs.
The volume of FHA operations has meant
that over 11 million families have been assisted
in purchasing or building homes with the favorable financing terms and consumer protections of
FHA insurance. The successive occupants of an
additional 1.7 million units receive the benefits of
adequate accommodations and at reasonable
rentals made possible by favorable FHA financial
assistance.
It is difficult to determine, at any given time,
the volume of production that results solely from
mortgage insurance. One study of the increasing
residential construction during the post-World
War " years estimated a stimulus of 375,000 to
500,000 additional units a year, or about $4 to
$5.5 billion.21
As previously indicated, FHA programs have
been successfully changed at times to increase
credit which was needed to spur construction
during recession as an aid to the housing industry and the general economy.
Channeling Housing Funds to Lower Income
Families and Other Special Needs: From almost
the beginning of FHA mortgage insurance, inducements in the form of special mortgage terms
.were designed to help channel funds to housing
within the reach of lower income families who
would not otherwise be able to purchase homes.
For them, FHA insured a mortgage with a lower
down payment and a correspondingly higher risk
than for higher income families borrowing with
larger mortgages. Also. the fact that under the
FHA insurance system the down payments are
generally lower than under other financing tends
to channel credit to lower income families. These
features of FHA mortgages have influenced other
financing and have been followed to a large extent in non-FHA financing by institutions such as
savings and loan associations.
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About 20 percent of all nonfarm starts in home

construction have been under FHA home mort-

gage insurance programs.
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The mortgage insurance programs for spe-

cial groups (such as elderly, veterans, defense

workers and servicemen, displaced families, and

cooperatives) have carried special inducements

to channel credit to them. ln all cases, a control-

ling factor has been the low or moderate income

character of these consumer groups as a whole.

Pioneering Consumer Benefits: The FHA has

taken the lead in providing the additional con-

sumer benefits discussed earlier. Some of these

have had a substantial effect throughout the

housing and home financing industries. Thus,

maximum property requirements have set a norm

for all housing. They have tended to standardize

home equipment and materials and have enabled

building codes and other requirements to be

more nearly uniform.

Homeownership: Homeownership has been

a guiding principle of FHA since its inception.

The increased availability of home financing

credit under its programs has helped increase

not only the volume of individual homes, but the

ratio of ownership to rental. ln 1930, only 46 per-

cent of families owned their own homes. The

1970 census indicated that this had increased to

about 63 percent.

Establishment of Mortgage Banking lndustry

and Large-Scale Builders: Prior to 1934, mort-

gage bankers handled only an insignificant

amount of business. The mortgage bankers now

service FHA mortgages amounting to over $50

billion, as estimated by the Mortgage Bankers

Association. Their function of channeling the

flow of funds from national investors to builders

and home purchasers was made practical by the

FHA insurance protection of large-scale mort-

gage investments throughout the country, regard-

less of State variations in foreclosure procedures

and expenses and other applicable State re-

quirements. Concurrently with the development

of the mortgage banking industry and its national

credit services, many large-scale builders of

homes came into existence throughout the coun-

try. Only a very few existed before 1934. Be-

cause of mortgage insurance, funds from large

national investors became availab'e on liberal

credit terms. These large-scale builders were en-

couraged by the resulting prospect of sustained,

stable production essential to their operations.

Consumer Credit for Repair and Rehabilita-

tion: The insurance of institutions against losses

on borrowing for repair and rehabilitation was

the first FHA program to start operating, and is

still continuing on a large sca'e. Over 30 million

such loans have been made, amounting to more

than $20 billion. This form of short term financ-

ing operates on a discounted loan proceeds

basis, which results in a higher finance charge

to the borrower than the interest charge on an

insured mortgage. Yet it is a practical procedure

for lenders and repair contractors everywhere,

and affords the borrower a discount rate sub-

stantially lower than he would pay on relatively

small unsecured loans without FHA insurance.

The only serious failure in this program oc-

curred in the year 1953, and shortly before,

The mortgage insurance programs for special groups (such as elderly, veterans, defense
workers and servicemen, displaced families, and
cooperatives) have carried special inducements
to channel credit to them . In all cases, a controlling factor has been the low or moderate income
character of these consumer groups as a whole.
Pioneering Consumer Benefits: The FHA has
taken the lead in providing the additional consumer benefits discussed earlier. Some of these
have had a substantial effect throughout the
housing and home financing industries. Thus,
maximum property requirements have set a norm
for all housing. They have tended to standardize
home equipment and materials and have enabled
building codes and other requirements to be
more nearly uniform.
Homeownership: Homeownership has been
a guiding principle of FHA since its inception.
The increased availability of home financing
credit under its programs has helped increase
not only the volume of individual homes, but the
ratio of ownership to rental. In 1930, only 46 percent of families owned their own homes. The
1970 census indicated that this had increased to
about 63 percent.
Establishment of Mortgage Banking Industry
and Large-Scale Builders: Prior to 1934, mortgage bankers handled only an insignificant
amount of business. The mortgage bankers now
service FHA mortgages amounting to over $50
billion, as estimated by the Mortgage Bankers
Association. Their function of channeling the
flow of funds from national investors to builders
and home purchasers was made practical by the
FHA insurance protection of large-scale mortgage investments throughout the country, regardless of State variations in foreclosure procedures
and expenses and other applicable State requirements. Concurrently with the development
of the mortgage banking industry and its national
credit services, many large-scale builders of
homes came into existence throughout the country. Only a very few existed before 1934. Because of mortgage insurance, funds from large
national investors became availab'e on liberal
credit terms. These large-scale builders were encouraged by the resulting prospect of sustained,
stable production essential to their operations.
Consumer Credit for Repair and Rehabilitation: The insurance of institutions against losses
on borrowing for repair and rehabilitation was
the first FHA program to start operating , and is
still continuing on a large scale. Over 30 million
such loans have been made, amounting to more
than $20 billion. Th is fo rm of short tlilCm tinanc-

when scandalous abuses occurred that consti-

tuted a part of the "FHA scandal" that year.

Hundreds of homeowners throughout the country

had been defrauded by promoters (called "suede
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ing operates on a discounted loan proceeds
basis, which results in a higher finance charge
to the borrower than the interest charge on an
insured mortgage. Yet it is a practical procedure
for lenders and repair contractors everywhere,
and affords the borrower a discount rate substantially lower than he would pay on relatively
small unsecured loans without FHA insurance.
The only serious failure in this program occurred in the year 1953, and shortly before,
when scandalous abuses occurred that constituted a part of the "FHA scandal" that year.
Hundreds of homeowners throughout the country
had been defrauded by promoters (called "suede
shoe boys") of repair and rehabilitation jobs who
took advantage of loose lending practices that
FHA had not adequately controlled. It was also
the year of greatest operations under the program. Therefore, the Housing Act of 1954
imposed new drastic safeguards, including a
10-percent coinsurance requirement on each loan
(in addition to the previous 10 percent maximum
on the portion of the institution's loans that
could be insured) . There were predictions that
this would kill the program, but it continued at
almost the same rate as the average of years immediately preceding that change.
It may be noted that experience during the
priorities and credit control days following World
War " made clear that any serious curtailment of
this program will produce an enormous reaction
from the thousands of suppliers and contractors
who use it.

What FHA Mortgage Insurance Has Not
Accomplished
Although the mortgage insurance system
was adapted, through legislation and sometimes
through administrative action, to meet emerging
social problems, new forms of ownership, and
new industry techniques, it failed in other respects to meet major problems in the housing
fie~d. Often, that was because the problems were
beyond the scope of mortgage insurance rather
than because of any weakness or failure in the
mortgage insurance sys!em itself.
Major failures were:
Neglect of Small Cities, Towns, and Rural
Areas: Of course, nothing in the legislation-explicit congressional intent or regulations-restricts mortgage insurance to large cities . (There
was even an early amendment, Section 110 of
the Housin .4.ct of 1954 which is still in effect
that attem etg;
c: ssfully' to extend FHA in~
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surance to a farm dwelling.) ln practice, the FHA

programs have operated largely in big cities and

their suburbs, to the neglect of small towns, and

rural areas. Several reasons can be given: (1)

the failure of small town banks to learn and par-

ticipate in the rather complex FHA procedures

and requirements, (2) an FHA conservative view

of the housing market in a small town or a one-

industry small city, (3) a lack of interest by the

FHA field office because of the remoteness of a

small city or town in relation to the volume of

housing involved, considering difficulties of

inspections, etc., and (4) concentration during

the 1960's on the emerging urban problems of

the very large metropolitan areas. Some special

purpose housing, such as housing for the elderly,

has moved substantially into small communities.

Notwithstanding the real obstacles to provid-

ing FHA assistance in small places, those

obstacles are not unsurmountable, as the Veter-

ans Administration and the Farmers Home Ad-

ministration have proven, using different legisla-

tive and other techniques, discussed later in this

paper.

lncoherent Suburban Development: Perhaps

FHA is most frequently criticized by profession-

als for producing "urban sprawl." That is valid to

the extent that most FHA insurance on new con-

struction has been on housing in the suburbs

that was developed in an incoherent manner

from the standpoint of overall community plan-

ning and the needs of all income groups. Often,

recreational facilities have been inadequate or

nonexistent. The usual criticism runs to the

dreary scenic appearance and sameness of the

housing.

ln fairness, it is difficult to say that FHA

caused this type of construction, because it fre-

quently occurred in areas where building was

done without FHA insurance. lt does represent a

lack of initiative by Federal and local officials to

take whatever steps are required to compensate

for the failure of local planning and other controls.

Failure to Produce Housing in Volume

Through Mortgage lnsurance for Rehabilitation:

No greater effort has been put forth unsuccess-

fully by HUD and its predecessors than in their

consistent and vigorous (but unrewarding) at-

tempts to produce a large volume of adequate

housing through mortgage insurance for rehabili-

tation. Successes have occurred on a small

scale with very limited special legislative (such

as Section 221 (h) and the similar section 235(j)

beginning in 1968) and administrative actions,

but general legislative authority has not been

effective.

Outstanding in this regard were the rehabili-

tation measures in the Housing Act of 1961

which had been proposed and heralded as one

of the main features of that landmark legislation

(Section 303(k) and Section 220(h) of the Na-

tional Housing Act). They produced almost noth-

ing. Apparently, very favorable financing terms

are inadequate incentives for overcoming the

basic obstacles inherent in rehabilitation jobs.

Lack of Minority Housing in Suburbs: lt is

obvious that, notwithstanding the application and

substantial enforcement of equal opportunity re-

quirements to housing occupancy and financing,

the needs of minority families for housing in the

surance to a farm dwelling.) In practice, the FHA
programs have operated largely in big cities and
their suburbs, to the neglect of small towns, and
rural areas. Several reasons can be given: (1)
the failure of small town banks to learn and participate in the rather complex FHA procedures
and requirements, (2) an FHA conservative view
of the housing market in a small town or a oneindustry small city, (3) a lack of interest by the
FHA field office because of the remoteness of a
small city or town in relation to the volume of
housing involved, considering difficulties of
inspections, etc., and (4) concentration during
the 1960's on the emerging urban problems of
the very large metropolitan areas. Some special
purpose housing, such as housing for the elderly,
has moved substantially into small communities.
Notwithstanding the real obstacles to providing FHA assistance in small places, those
obstacles are not unsurmountable, as the Veterans Administration and the Farmers Home Administration have proven, using different legislative and other techniques, discussed later in this
paper.
Incoherent Suburban Development: Perhaps
FHA is most frequently criticized by professionals for producing "urban sprawl." That is valid to
the extent that most FHA insurance on new construction has been on housing in the suburbs
that was developed in an incoherent manner
from the standpoint of overall community planning and the needs of all income groups. Often,
recreational facilities have been inadequate or
nonexistent. The usual criticism runs to the
dreary scenic appearance and sameness of the
housing.
In fairness, it is difficult to say that FHA
caused this type of construction, because it frequently occurred in areas where building was
done without FHA insurance. It does represent a
lack of initiative by Federal and local officials to
take whatever steps are required to compensate
for the failure of local planning and other controls.
Failure to Produce Housing in Volume
Through Mortgage Insurance for Rehabilitation:
No greater effort has been put forth unsuccessfully by HUD and its predecessors than in their
consistent and vigorous (but unrewarding) attempts to produce a large volume of adequate
housing through mortgage insurance for rehabilitation. Successes have occurred on a small
scale with very limited special legislative (such
as Section 221 (h) and the similar section 235(j)
beginning in 1968) and administrative actions,
but general legislative authority has not been
effective.

Outstanding in this regard were the rehabilitation measures in the Housing Act of 1961
which had been proposed and heralded as one
of the main features of that landmark legislation
(Section 303(k) and Section 220(h) of the National Housing Act). They produced almost nothing. Apparently, very favorable financing terms
are inadequate incentives for overcoming the
basic obstacles inherent in rehabilitation jobs.
Lack of Minority Housing in Suburbs: It is
obvious that, notwithstanding the application and
substantial enforcement of equal opportunity requirements to housing occupancy and financing,
the needs of minority families for housing in the
suburbs are not being met in a meaningful way.
Apparently, nothing FHA does causes this result,
but the present mortgage insurance system, together with other Federal and local controls, are
failing to meet these needs.
Decline of Central Cities: This is closely related to the above-mentioned failures with respect to suburban development and the needs of
minority families. Generally, the FHA has
produced housing in the suburbs that is unavailable to blacks and the poor and has facilitated
the movement of whites with moderate or higher
incomes to the suburbs. This has helped accelerate the decline of central cities. At the same
time, the present FHA mortgage insurance system is inadequate for substantially meeting the
problems of blight and deterioration in cental cities. In fact, FHA is being criticized for going too
far administratively in liberalizing its programs in
attempts to bring mortgage insurance to some
areas which continue to deteriorate. Indeed, it
has been one of the prime financial losers as a
result of its unsuccessful efforts to operate in
older blighted areas.

Generating and Stabilizing Housing
Credit through the Secondary Market
To understand the role the Federal Government has come to play in the secondary market
for housing mortgages, it is essential to bear in
mind what the "secondary market" is, and what
it does. In essence, the function is rather simple,
although in practice it develops manifold complications.
Primary lenders of mortgage funds-those
who originate mortgage loans-are necessarily
limited in the scope of their operations by the
funds they have available to lend. This inherent
limitation,
owever:, affects different kinds of
lendin instr1 ~ 'n tf"8l ffu rent ways.
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Savings and loan associations make mort-

gage loans primarily as investments, with the ob-

ject of holding them to maturity. Their program

of new lending, accordingly, is tailored to fit

their sources of funds, which are principally am-

ortization, prepayments, and interest on the loan

portfolio, plus the net inflow of new savings. To

meet temporary peaks of demand for funds, they

can secure advances from the regional Federal

Home Loan Bank on the security of loans in

their portfolios.

Other types of mortgage lenders, however

âsuch as mortgage banking institutionsâdo not

accumulate savings directly, and normally do not

originate mortgages to retain in their own invest-

ment portfolios. Rather, they make mortgage

loans with the intention of disposing of them to

other investors who want long term investments

but are not themselves directly active in the

housing market; such investors include banks,

insurance companies, certain trust and retire-

ment funds, etc. These "secondary" lenders buy

mortgages from the primary lenders, thus restor-

ing funds available for the making of new loans.

Typically, the mortgage banker retains the loan

for servicing on a fee basis for the secondary

purchaser, since the latter normally does not en-

gage in that sort of local real estate manage-

ment.

When lenders of the latter type find their liq-

uid assets fully disbursed or committed to

current loans, they must perforce suspend new

lending operations until a new supply of lenda-

ble cash is found. This, in simple terms, is the

function of the secondary market. While such

lenders as savings and loan associations are

less dependent on the secondary market, they

can and often do have recourse to it. The activ-

ity of the total residential mortgage market,

therefore, is profoundly affected and even limited

by the availability of this supply of backup

credit.

There is a considerable history behind the

Federal Government's recognition of, and its in-

volvement in, the secondary market for residen-

tial mortgages.

The Federal National Mortgage Association

recently observed:

The secondary mortgage market is not a highly orga-

nized market in the sense that markets for stocks, bonds

and agricultural products are organized. lt has no common

gathering place where buyers and sellers may meet to

complete their transactions. lt is an ill defined and poorly

understood phase of the complex financial structure which

comprises the market for residential housing mortgages. But

while it is a nebulous sort of arrangement, the secondary

mortgage market is very meaningful in a special sense to

Savings and loan associations make mortgage loans primarily as investments, with the object of holding them to maturity. Their program
of new lending, accordingly, is tailored to fit
their sources of funds, which are principally amortization, prepayments, and interest on the loan
portfolio, plus the net inflow of new savings. To
meet temporary peaks of demand for funds, they
can secure advances from the regional Federal
Home Loan Bank on the security of loans in
their portfolios.
Other types of mortgage lenders, however
-such as mortgage banking institutions-do not
accumulate savings directly, and normally do not
originate mortgages to retain in their own investment portfolios. Rather, they make mortgage
loans with the intention of disposing of them to
other investors who want long term investments
but are not themselves directly active in the
housing market; such investors include banks,
insurance companies, certain trust and retirement funds, etc. These "secondary" lenders buy
mortgages from the primary lenders, thus restoring funds available for the making of new loans.
Typically, the mortgage banker retains the loan
for serviCing on a fee basis for the secondary
purchaser, since the latter normally does not engage in that sort of local real estate management.
When lender'S of the latter type find their liquid assets fully disbursed or committed to
current loans, they must perforce suspend new
lending operations until a new supply of lendable cash is found. This, in simple terms, is the
function of the secondary market. While such
lenders as savings and loan associations are
less dependent on the secondary market, they
can and often do have recourse to it. The activity of the total residential mortgage market,
therefore, is profoundly affected and even limited
by the availability of this supply of backup
credit.
There is a considerable history behind the
Federal Government's recognition of, and its involvement in, the secondary market for residential mortgages.
The Federal National Mortgage Association
recently observed:

each of its participants."â¢'

The above comments are true even today. But it

is important to bear in mind that when the Fed-

eral Government first addressed itself to the

problems of reviving and restructuring the home

financing system of the country as a major part

of the recovery effort, the secondary market for

home mortgages, to all intents and purposes, did

not exist. Even those relatively few mortgage

The secondary mortgage market is not a highly organized market in the sense that markets for stocks, bonds
and agricultural products are organized. It has no common
gathering place where buyers and sellers may meet to
complete their transactions. It is an ill defined and poorly
understood phase of the complex financial structure which
comprises the market for residential hou sing mortgage-so But
while it is a nebulous sort of arrangem ent , the eoon dary

unpaid amount) to other sources of capital were

in such dire straits that their portfolios were not

The above comments are true even today. But it
is important to bear in mind that when the Federal Government first addressed itself to the
problems of reviving and restructuring the home
financing system of the country as a major part
of the recovery effort, the secondary market for
home mortgages, to all intents and purposes, did
not exist. Even those relatively few mortgage
lenders who relied partly on discounting mortgages (selling them at less than their remaining
unpaid amount) to other sources of capital were
in such dire straits that their portfolios were not
salable at any price.

First Step: National Mortgage Associations
(1934)
In early 1934, the President proposed a new,
broad attack on the problems of the floundering
housing economy.:' The legislation proposed
was to have four main thrusts.
• Initiation of an aggressive program of
modernization and repair of existing structures
of all kinds, but especially homes.
• Establishment of a system of "mutual"
mortgage insurance.
• Establishment of a system of privately
owned national mortgage associations.
• Establishment of a corporation to insure
accounts in savings and loan associations and
similar institutions.~1
It appears to be generally supposed that
this original proposal for the establishment of a
new type of private mortgage association under
Federal charter and regulation was primarily intended to provide liquidity for, and promote market acceptance of, the proposed new 80 percent.
20-year insured mortgage contemplated by the
draft bill. ~-, Examination of the contemporary
record does not support this interpretation.
The authors of the new proposals were
confronted with the fact that there were idle savings in large volume in the hands of "building
and loan associations," banks, and insurance
companies. while at the same time there was
heavy unemployment in the construction industry
0' Background and History-Ig70, Federal National Mortgage AssoCiation. p 5,
'" Message of the PreSident. May 14. 1934.
,. Release at the National Emergency CounCil, May 14, 1934, pp,
3 et seq
for exa, w ( g
'<i!:!;Iri1j1 BaCKground and History-1970.

,., See.
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lenders who relied partly on discounting mort-

gages (selling them at less than their remaining

mortgage market is very meaningful in a special sense to
each of its participants.~~
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as a whole, and most of all in the residential

construction component of that industry. Yet

funds for repairs and new construction were un-

available, despite the great need for such con-

struction, because investors had come to view

mortgages as virtually synonymous with financial

disaster. At the same time, there was widespread

geographical maldistribution of accumulated cap-

ital. The problem appeared to be to break

through the barriers between the pools of avail-

able funds and the purposes for which they were

urgently needed.-0

ln this context, the proposal to establish a

novel form of national mortgage association was

described as ". . . another important means of

reopening the mortgage market . . . ," and of en-

couraging the flow of capital from areas of sur-

plus to those in short supply.-7

This part of the President's four-part ap-

proach was strenuously attacked by the United

States Savings and Loan League in the hearings

which followed.28 Their main objections were

the following:

1. That tax exemption for private, profitmak-

ing institutions was a new and unwise precedent,

and an unfair competitive advantage for these

special federally sponsored businesses.

2. That they were not confined under the

bill to investment in insured mortgages, but

as a whole, and niost of all in the residential
construction component of that industry. Yet
funds for repairs and new construction were unavailable, despite the great need for such construction, because investors had come to view
mortgages as virtually synonymous with financial
disaster. At the same time, there was widespread
geographical maldistribution of accumulated capital. The problem appeared to be to break
through the barriers between the pools of available funds and the purposes for which they were
urgently needed.C:O;
In this context, the proposal to establish a
novel form of national mortgage association was
described as " . . . another important means of
reopening the mortgage market ... ," and of encouraging the flow of capital from areas of surplus to those in short supply."7
This part of the President's four-part approach was strenuously attacked by the United
States Savings and Loan League in the hearings
which followed.~q Their main objections were
the following:

couldâand presumably wouldâboth make loans

and purchase them on any sort of mortgage se-

curity. (On this point, Mr. Bodfish appears to

have been technically correct. The sponsors of

the bill had described the new associations as

1. That tax exemption for private, profitmaking institutions was a new and unwise precedent,
and an unfair competitive advantage for these
special federally sponsored businesses.

being "confined" to investment in insured mort-

gages (see sources cited, supra), and the Presi-

dent in his Message had said they would be "al-

most entirely" limited to such investment.

However, the language of the draft bill did not,

in fact, so restrict them.)

3. That they would compete directly with es-

tablished mortgage lending institutions, thus

weakening them rather than broadening the mar-

ket.

4. That by reason of the requirement of $5

million paid-in capital in cash for the organiza-

tion of a national mortgage association, they

: See discussion in National Emergency Council Release, supra.

lbid.

See Testimony of Morton Bodfish, hearings before the House on

2. That they were not confined under the
bi II to investment in insured mortgages, but
could-and presumably would-both make loans
and purchase them on any sort of mortgage security. (On this point, Mr. Bodfish appears to
have been technically correct. The sponsors of
the bill had described the new associations as
being "confined" to investment in insured mortgages (see sources cited, supra), and the President in his Message had said they would be "almost entirely" limited to such investment.
However, the language of the draft bill did not,
in fact, so restrict them.)

H.R. 9620, pp. 293 et seq.

would as a practical matter be limited to a few

large financial centers.

5. That because of the competition between

existing savings institutions and the new mort-

gage associations, the assignment of regulatory

3. That they would compete directly with established mortgage lending institutions, thus
weakening them rather than broadening the market.

and supervisory duties with regard to them to

the Federal Home Loan Bank Board carried an

unavoidable conflict of interest threat to the

Board itself.

4. That by reason of the requirement of $5
million paid-in capital in cash for the organization of a national mortgage association, they

These major criticisms are detailed here not

so much to consider their merits as to note that

they all deal with the general operations of the

marketânot with a specific concern about pro-

viding a market for the new insured mortgage in-

strument, or encouraging its acceptance (al-

,.. See diSCUSSion in National Emergency Council Release. supra.
,: Ibid.
,.. See Testimony of Mort ~o Bodfish. hearing s bef ore t h ~ House on
H.R. 9620, pp. 293 at seq .

would as a practical matter be limited to a few
large financial centers.
5. That because of the competition between
existing savings institutions and the new mortgage associations, the assignment of regulatory
and supervisory duties with regard to them to
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board carried an
unavoidable conflict of interest threat to the
Board itself.
These major criticisms are detailed here not
so much to consider thei r merits as to note that
they all deal with the general operations of the
market-not with a specific concern about providing a market for the new insured mortgage instrument, or encouraging its acceptance (although this subject was also discussed somewhat
in the hearings).
That the Congress was responsive to these
and other criticisms is indicated by the changes
it made in the final bill agreed to. These included, among others:
1. The exemption from Federal income taxes
was eliminated.
2. The authority to "lend" was dropped in
favor of language permitting national mortgage
associations to "buy and sell" mortgages. While
they were not prohibited from purchasing uninsured mortgages otherwise eligible, language
was inserted which prevented them from including any such mortgages held by them In the
asset base from which their borrowing power in
the private market was to be computed.
3. Authority to charter and regulate national
mortgage associations was shifted from the
Board to the new Federal Housing Administrator,
who was to carry out the modernization loan and
mortgage insurance provisions of the act.
Perhaps because of these changes, and perhaps for other reasons, the experiment embodied
in title III of the National Housing Act was a failure. Although the capitalization requirements
were later reduced and the borrowing restrictions relaxed, no private national mortgage associations were ever chartered under the new authority. Nevertheless, it is of historical interest
and importance to note that as long ago as 1934,
and contemporaneously with the establishment
of the insured mortgage system, the Federal
Government recognized the need for, and undertook (albeit unsuccessfully) to bring about, basic
reforms and structural changes in the mechanisms govern~ r ~f .p , -~ ration of housing credit
and it
~ . , ,t · ~ ~~ .R tr arket.

though this subject was also discussed somewhat

in the hearings).

That the Congress was responsive to these

and other criticisms is indicated by the changes
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Intermediate Stages

The RFC Mortgage Company: lt would ap-

pear that Congress perceived fairly rapidly that

Intermediate Stages

the national mortgage association device was

something short of a solution for the problems of

"reopening the mortgage market," for in the fol-

lowing year it gave new powers to the RFC ". . .

to assist in the re-establishment of a normal

mortgage market." -u Under this authority, the

RFC Mortgage Company was organized, origi-

nally to invest in a wide range of mortgages,

both residential and commercial, where funds

were not available from private sources at rea-

sonable rates.

Before the end of the year, however, the

RFC Mortgage Company had begun to purchase

FHA-insured mortgages on already-existing prop-

erties, and this activity continued through the life

of the Corporation. A decade later, when the VA

guarantee program was launched to aid in hous-

ing veterans and this new form of Government-

backed mortgage was experiencing market grow-

ing pains, the Corporation was authorized to

purchase VA-guaranteed loans as well.36 ln all,

the Corporation during its active period pur-

chased more than $250 million in FHA-insured

mortgages and $140 million in VA-guaranteed

mortgages.

The Corporation was dissolved pursuant to

Act of Congress in 1948.:<1

lnitial Organization of the Federal National

Mortgage Association: ln 1938, in an apparent

effort both to breathe life into the national mort-

gage association idea and to expand Federal

support for the mortgage market, a further initia-

tive was undertaken. Congress amended title lll

of the National Housing Act so as to preserve

(and even liberalize) the arrangements for orga-

nizing and chartering private national mortgage

associations, but at the same recognized that

such an association might be set up and oper-

ated by a Federal agency.32 Thereupon, on ap-

plication of RFC, the Federal Housing Adminis-

trator chartered the Federal National Mortgage

Association (FNMA) (first, but only very briefly,

titled the National Mortgage Association of

Washington).

For the next several years, both FNMA and

the RFC Mortgage Company were active in pro-

viding a secondary market for FHA-insured mort-

gagesâFNMA purchasing FHA-insured mort-

â¢ Public Law 1, 74th Congress.

I Public Law 656, 79th Congress.

Il Public Law 132. 8Oth Congress.

13 Public Law 424, 75th Congress.

gages on new residential properties constructed

after a base date and insured after construction,

and RFCMC on VA-guaranteed mortgages, older

FHA mortgages, and certain other types not eli-

gible for purchase by FNMA. The characteristics

of and distinctions between mortgages eligible

The RFC Mortgage Company: It would appear that Congress perceived fairly rapidly that
the national mortgage association device was
something short of a solution for the problems of
"reopening the mortgage market," for in the following year it gave new powers to the RFC " ...
to assist in the re-establishment of a normal
mortgage market." "" Under this authority, the
RFC Mortgage Company was organized, originally to invest in a wide range of mortgages,
both residential and commercial, where funds
were not available from private sources at reasonable rates.
Before the end of the year, however, the
RFC Mortgage Company had begun to purchase
FHA-insured mortgages on already-existing properties, and this activity continued through the life
of the Corporation. A decade later, when the VA
guarantee program was launched to aid in housing veterans and this new form of Governmentbacked mortgage was experiencing market growing pains, the Corporation was authorized to
purchase VA-guaranteed loans as welL'" In all,
the Corporation during its active period purchased more than $250 million in FHA-insured
mortgages and $140 million in VA-guaranteed
mortgages.
The Corporation was dissolved pursuant to
Act of Congress in 1948. 1I
Initial Organization of the Federal National
Mortgage Association: In 1938, in an apparent
effort both to breathe life into the national mortgage association idea and to expand Federal
support for the mortgage market, a further initiative was undertaken. Congress amended title III
of the National Housing Act so as to preserve
(and even liberalize) the arrangements for organizing and chartering private national mortgage
aSSOCiations, but at the same recognized that
such an association might be set up and operated by a Federal agency. '" Thereupon, on application of RFC, the Federal Housing Administrator chartered the Federal National Mortgage
Association (FNMA) (first, but only very briefly,
titled the National Mortgage Association of
Washington).
For the next several years, both FNMA and
the RFC Mortgage Company were active in providing a secondary market for FHA-insured mortgages-FNMA purchasing FHA-insured mort-

for purchase, respectively, by FNMA and RFCMC

are too numerous and technical to be of relevant

interest here. ln any case, both corporations

were entities of, and operated by, RFC.

For its first 5 years, FNMA had an active

:::. Public
'" Public
" Public
:<, PubliC

and fairly level role in the market, purchasing

mortgages at a rate of about $50 million per

year. Then followed 5 years of rapidly declining

activity, the result of the defense and war emer-
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Law
Law
Law
Law

1, 741h Congress .
656. 791h Congress .
132. 80th Cong ress .
424, 751h Congress .

gages on new residential properties constructed
after a base date and insured after construction,
and RFCMC on VA-guaranteed mortgages, older
FHA mortgages, and certain other types not eligible for purchase by FNMA. The characteristics
of and distinctions between mortgages eligible
for purchase, respectively. by FNMA and RFCMC
are too numerous and technical to be of relevant
interest here. In any case. both corporations
were entities of, and operated by. RFC.
For its first 5 years, FNMA had an active
and fairly level role in the market, purchasing
mortgages at a rate of about $50 million per
year. Then followed 5 years of rapidly declining
activity. the result of the defense and war emergencies and their impact on the economy.
During these years, residential construction
(like other construction) was sharply restricted,
except for that related to the defense effort,
which was encouraged through a variety of devices. Basic building materials and skilled labor
were subject to a system of priorities and allocations. and thus were available mainly for defense-related building. For the limited volume of
residential construction permissible. mortgage
funds were relatively abundant. In short, there
was little function for a secondary market facility
to perform. and its new purchases declin~d
sharply. reaching a level of less than $100,000 In
the fiscal year 1947. At the same time. market
conditions favored sales of mortgages out of the
portfolio (as well as amortization and prepayments). so that by the end of that year FNMA's
outstanding portfolio balance had dropped to
just under $5 million , or about 2 percent of what
it had been 5 years earlier.

FNMA Takes Hold (1948-54)
In 1948, 14 years after the first unsuccessful
Federal venture into the secondary market, a series of major developments occurred in rather
quick succession that profoundly chan~e~ the
whole picture. including the Federal role In It.
Pursuant to the RFC Extension Act of the
previous year.1 1 the RFC Mortgage Corporation
was dissolved, and its assets transferred to RFC
for liquidation. (Six years later, the residue of
this portfolio was transferred to FNMA for management and liquidation by Reorganization Plan #2
of 1954.)
Shortly thereafter, in 1948. Congress enacted legislation which completely rewrote Title
III of the National Housing Act.:q For present
" PubliC Law 1 !l2J.r ~ II
"PUbl, tJWrV rn s ff4(

' ,n

r .
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purposes the most significant changes were

three:

1. The new law authorized the establishment

(by name) of a Federal National Mortgage Asso-

ciation, and further declared that the already es-

tablished FNMA was that Association.

2. The authority to provide secondary mar-

ket support for VA-guaranteed mortgages, which

had lapsed with the termination of the RFCMC,

was extended to the newly ratified FNMA.

3. By dropping all the relevant provisions of

the old title, the new law eliminated all reference

to the organization and chartering of private na-

tional mortgage associations.

Thus FNMA finally and formally was recog-

nized as the Federal Government's instrumental-

ity for channeling credit (still either Federal or

federally backed) into the secondary market for

residential mortgages. Concurrently, three major

forces were combining and interacting to enlarge

greatly its role and impact in the housing econ-

omy:

â¢ First, the war housing crisis was giving

way, with hardly any gap between, to the post-

war housing crisis brought on by returning veter-

ans and the enormous increases in family forma-

tion and resulting housing needs that would be

experienced for the next several years.

â¢ Second, the rising housing demand and

the relaxation of inhibitions on construction gen-

erally increased the demand for mortgage funds,

which became generally tighter and began to

rise in price.

â¢ Third, the use of FNMA advance commit-

ments as a leverage tool in FHA-insured residen-

tial construction became general, and the home-

building and financing industries developed their

own special accommodations to this mode of

doing business.

Because of the importance of the last point,

a word of explanation of the "advance commit-

ment" procedure may be in order. Under this

system (in the particular form in which it became

most potent), FNMA would issue to a builder,

even before a contemplated home or multifamily

project had been built (or even started), a com-

mitment to purchase the mortgage at a fixed

price from an eligible mortgagee, upon comple-

tion and insurance of the mortgage by FHA. (Ob-

viously, in order to work, this system required

that the builder also have a conditional commit-

ment from FHA.) Armed with this assurance, a

builder could readily obtain construction financ-

ing (in many cases itself insured) on the basis of

a commitment from an approved lender to make

the mortgage loan. The latter commitment, in

turn, was readily obtainable from a mortgagee

because it was made on the basis of FNMA's

promise to buy the mortgage upon execution and

insurance.

Commonly, if not typically, the permanent

mortgage was executed, endorsed for insurance,

and conveyed to FNMA in a single closing meet-

ing. Thus the private lender was only a nominal

mortgagee, since he generally disposed of the

mortgage at a previously determined price the

purposes
three:

the

most

significant

changes

were

that the builder also have a conditional commitment from FHA.) Armed with this assurance, a
builder could readily obtain construction financ1. The new law authorized the establishment ing (in many cases itself insured) on the basis of
(by name) of a Federal National Mortgage Asso- a commitment from an approved lender to make
ciation, and further declared that the already es- the mortgage loan. The latter commitment, in
tablished FNMA was that Association.
turn, was readily obtainable from a mortgagee
2. The authority to provide secondary mar- because it was made on the basis of FNMA's
ket support for VA-guaranteed mortgages, which promise to buy the mortgage upon execution and
had lapsed with the termination of the RFCMC, insurance.
Commonly, if not typically, the permanent
was extended to the newly ratified FNMA.
mortgage was executed, endorsed for insurance,
3. By dropping all the relevant provisions of and conveyed to FNMA in a single closing meetthe old title, the new law eliminated all reference ing. Thus the private lender was only a nominal
to the organization and chartering of private na- mortgagee. since he generally disposed of the
tional mortgage associations.
mortgage at a previously determined price the
same day he originated it. The lender's only acThus FNMA finally and formally was recog- tual financial participation was the provision in
nized as the Federal Government's instrumental- some cases of construction financing, and this
ity for channeling credit (still either Federal or was on the assurance of an immediate FNMA
federally backed) into the secondary market for takeout on execution of the mortgage-and
residential mortgages. Concurrently, three major often, as noted above, the construction advances
forces were combining and interacting to enlarge were also FHA-insured.
greatly its role and impact in the housing econUnder the combined impact of these stimuomy:
lating forces, FNMA actiVity-almost nonexistent
in 1947-accelerated at a striking rate, rising to
• First, the war housing crisis was giving
nearly $50 million in the fiscal year 1948; over
way, with hardly any gap between, to the post$400
million in 1949; and nearly $1 billion in
war housing crisis brought on by returning veter1950.
(Naturally. th is volume required a correans and the enormous increases in family formasponding
increase in the Association's financing,
tion and resulting housing needs that would be
with the result that its borrowing authority grew
experienced for the next several years.
in successive steps from $220 million at the time
of
its establishment in 1938 (Public Law 424,
• Second, the rising housing demand and
the relaxation of inhibitions on construction gen- 75th Congress) to $2.75 billion by 1950 (Public
Law 475, 81st Congress).) Thus FNMA became a
erally increased the demand for mortgage funds,
major factor in the generation and flow of houswhich became generally tighter and began to
ing credit. although its contribution was still esrise in price.
sentially Federal credit. and the operation was
• Third, the use of FNMA advance commit- described by its critics as a disguised form of diments as a leverage tool in FHA-insured residenrect Federal lending.
tial construction became general, and the homeBy 1950. the Congress became concerned at
building and financing industries developed their the enormous expansion and seemingly runaway
own special accommodations to this mode of character of FNMA secondary market activity.
doing business.
notwithstanding that it was generally recognized
Because of the importance of the last point, that this activity had contributed to the produca word of explanation of the "advance commit- tion of a significant volume of needed housing. It
ment" procedure may be in order. Under this applied the brakes by providing that thereafter
system (in the particular form in which it became the Association was authorized to purchase
most potent), FNMA would issue to a builder,
"only those eligible mortgages which are guareven before a contemplated home or multifamily anteed or insured at the time of the contract"project had been built (or even started), a com- thus effectively eliminating the whole advance
mitment to purchase the mortgage at a fixed commitment machinery which had come into
price from an eligible mortgagee, upon comple- such widespread use. (Public Law 475. 81st Contion and insurance of the mortgage by FHA. (Ob- gress. The sr, me c?r:l cern played a considerable
viously, in order to work, this system required part i t iE I IrlJ F ~tt~
r FNMA from RFC

same day he originated it. The lender's only ac-

tual financial participation was the provision in

some cases of construction financing, and this

was on the assurance of an immediate FNMA
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to the Housing and Home Finance Agency,

where it was hoped that its policies and opera-

tions could be more closely coordinated with

those of related housing programs (Reorganiza-

tion Plan of the President No. 22 of 1950).)

Thereafter, FNMA activity dropped back to more

moderate levels, although these were still very

high compared to anything experienced in the

early years.

The Charter Actâ1954

In 1953, President Eisenhower appointed an

Advisory Committee to review and evaluate the

to the Housing and Home Finance Agency,
where it was hoped that its policies and operations could be more closely coordinated with
those of related housing programs (Reorganization Plan of the President No. 22 of 1950).)
Thereafter, FNMA activity dropped back to more
moderate levels, although these were still very
high compared to anything experienced in the
early years.

Federal Government's housing policies and pro-

grams."' That Committee recommended, among

a great many other things, basic reforms in

the secondary market structure, both as to the

role of the Federal Government and that of the

private financial community.36 A basic element

of the Committee's approach was the effort to

design a secondary market facility which would

derive capital from participating lending institu-

tions and would finance itself in the private capi-

tal markets, rather than relying upon the Treas-

ury.

The President's subsequent recommendations

to the Congress 37 differed in important respects

from the Advisory Committee's specific proposals,

but they embodied this general concept much as

the Committee had suggested. The Housing Act

of 1954s" adhered closely to both the objectives

and structures envisioned in the President's mes-

sage.

Title II of the 1954 act was enacted with the

short title of The Federal National Mortgage As-

sociation Charter Act. It provided for three sepa-

rate and distinct types of operation, categorized

as follows:

Secondary Market Operations: Under this

category, the Association was to provide "a de-

gree of liquidity" for mortgage investment, and

thereby help improve the distribution and availa-

bility of mortgage funds by purchasing mort-

gages insured by FHA or guaranteed by VA after

the enactment of the new law. These mortgages

were required to be of such types and quality as

generally to meet the investment standards of

the private market.

Â» Executive Order 10486, Sept. 12. 1953.

" Rtport ol the President'! Advisory Committee on Government

Housing Policies and Programs, December 1953 (pp. 11-13

and Appendix 4).

1T Message from the President, Jan. 25, 1954, (H. Doc. 306, 83rd

Congress, 2nd Session).

â¢ Public Law 560, B3rd Congress.

The secondary market operations were to be

capitalized by capital stock to be subscribed by

the Treasury, and nonvoting common stock re-

quired to be purchased by lending institutions in

The Charter Act-1954
In 1953, President Eisenhower appointed an
Advisory Committee to review and evaluate the
Federal Government's housing policies and programs.lc, That Committee recommended, among
a great many other things, basic reforms in
the secondary market structure, both as to the
role of the Federal Government and that of the
private financial community.36 A basic element
of the Committee's approach was the effort to
design a secondary market facility which would
derive capital from participating lending institutions and would finance itself in the priva!e capital markets, rather than relying upon the Treasury.
The President's subsequent recommendations
to the Congress 37 differed in important respects
from the Advisory Committee's specific proposals,
but they embodied this general concept much as
the Committee had suggested. The Housing Act
of 1954 :1' adhered closely to both the objectives
and structures envisioned in the President's message.
Title " of the 1954 act was enacted with the
short title of The Federal National Mortgage Association Charter Act. It provided for three separate and distinct types of operation, categorized
as follows:
Secondary Market Operations: Under this
category, the Association was to provide "a degree of liquidity" for mortgage investment, and
thereby help improve the distribution and availability of mortgage funds by purchasing mortgages insured by FHA or guaranteed by VA after
the enactment of the new law. These mortgages
were required to be of such types and quality as
generally to meet the investment standards of
the private market.

proportion to their sales of mortgages to the As-

sociation. After such initial purchase by the

seller, the common stock was to be freely traded

in the market. For operating purposes, the Asso-

ciation was to finance itself in the private capital

markets through the sale of obligations which

explicitly were not in the public debt or guaran-

teed by the United States. Although the Associa-

" Executive Order 10486. Sept 12. 1953.
,. Report of the President's AdVisory Committee on Government
Housing PoliCies and Programs, December 1953 (pp. 11-13
and AppendiX 4)
"Message from the President, Jan. 25, 1954 , (H. Doc. 306, 83rd
Congress, 2nd Sessio(l)
l ' Public Law 560, 83rd Cong.ress.

tion itself and its operations were exempted from

Federal income taxes, the secondary market op-

erations were required to make annual payments

to the Treasury in amounts equivalent to the tax
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The secondary market operations were to be
capitalized by capital stock to be subscribed by
the Treasury, and nonvoting common stock required to be purchased by lending institutions in
proportion to their sales of mortgages to the Association. After such initial purchase by the
seller, the common stock was to be freely traded
in the market. For operating purposes, the Association was to finance itself in the private capital
markets through the sale of obligations which
explicitly were not in the public debt or guaranteed by the United States. Although the Association itself and its operations were exempted from
Federal income taxes, the secondary market operations were required to make annual payments
to the Treasury in amounts equivalent to the tax
that a private corporation would have had to pay
on the same operations.
The act also contained provisions which
specifically contemplated that at some future
time ("As promptly as practicable after all of the
preferred stock of the Association held by the
Secretary of the Treasury has been retired . . .
etc." Section 303(g)) legislation would be proposed to the end that these secondary market
operations would be transferred to the common
stockholders and thereafter "be carried out by
a privately owned and privately financed corporation."
Special Assistance Functions: In this category, Congress recognized that special types of
insured or guaranteed mortgages authorized
from time to time in furtherance of a particular
public purpose (such as those designed to assist
in financing military housing, or cooperative
housing projects, for example) often experienced
market resistance until they had stood the test of
experience and had overcome the problem of
the investor's unfamiliarity with them. Accordingly, it authorized the Association to purchase
" ... selected types of home mortgages (pending
the establishment of their marketability)" when.
and to the extent that, the President determined
that such purchases were in the public interest.
In addition to such special-purpose support.
special assistance was authorized for ". . . home
mortgages generally as a means of retarding or
stopping a decline in mortgage lending and
home building activities which threatens materially the stability of a high level national economy," subject to the same Presidential control.
The special assistance functions were to be
financed with funds borrowed from the Treasury,
and all "benefits and burdens" of these operations were "e f: li~- -Pff ri r ure solely to the Treasury.
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Management and Liquidating Functions:

Under this category, the Association was to seg-

regate all its assets and liabilities acquired prior

to the enactment of the Charter Act and pursue

their orderly liquidation. These activities were ini-

tially to be financed entirely by the Treasury, but

the Association was directed to substitute private

financing on a nonguaranteed basis as rapidly as

might be feasible and to repay the Treasury in-

debtedness.

With respect to each of these three major

categories, the Association was directed to es-

tablish and maintain separate accountability, so

that in effect FNMA became a holding company

managing three separate corporate subsidiaries.

â¢

Partition of FNMAâ1968

lt would be beyond the scope of this review

to track in detail the variations in secondary

market activity, and their causes, from 1954 to

1968. Throughout this period, the Government's

Management and Liquidating Functions:
Under this category, the Association was to segregate all its assets and liabilities acquired prior
to the enactment of the Charter Act and pursue
their orderly liquidation. These activities were initially to be financed entirely by the Treasury, but
the Association was directed to substitute private
financing on a nonguaranteed basis as rapidly as
might be feasible and to repay the Treasury indebtedness.
With respect to each of these three major
categories, the Association was directed to establish and maintain separate accountability, so
that in effect FNMA became a holding company
managing three separate corporate subsidiaries.
"

Partition of FNMA-1968

and financed corporation, without waiting for the
retirement of the Treasury-held stock, as had
been contemplated by the Charter Act. This decision appears to have stemmed mainly from
budgetary considerations, although it was also
bel ieved that the secondary market function
would flourish better in an environment more intimately related to the private market. The Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968 39 partitioned the FNMA as it then existed, changing it
into two new corporations:
1. A federally chartered private corporation
which, after a brief transition period, was to be
privately owned, operated, and financed. This
corporation was also to be known as the Federal
National Mortgage Association.

role in the secondary market conformed to the

conceptual pattern established in the Charter

Act.

lt is sufficient to note here that both the

secondary market functions and the special as-

sistance functions took hold and performed

much as had been envisioned in that legisla-

tion. Not surprisingly, the special assistance de-

vice responded to what might be called the gen-

eral law of proliferation, and, by 1968, 15 distinct

special assistance "programs," or subprograms,

had been formally authorizedâ11 by the Presi-

dent, and four by the Congress by special legis-

lation.

ln response to changing policy considera-

tions and varying market conditions, total FNMA

participation in the market varied considerably

during the period, although the overall trend was

unmistakably up. ln 1968, the year in which the

next major transformation of the Government

posture toward the secondary market occurred,

total mortgage purchases reached a new high of

almost $3.5 billion. Even the 2 years of lowest

activity during the period (fiscal years 1956 and

1964) were at a volumeâ$315 millionâthat

might well in earlier years have been considered

a "sustained high level," and certainly were

large enough to constitute a significant factor in

the total residential credit picture.

ln 1968, the Administration concluded and

Congress agreed that the time had come to

move forward with the conversion of the second-

ary market functions from a mixed-ownership

Federal corporate activity into a privately owned

and financed corporation, without waiting for the

retirement of the Treasury-held stock, as had

been contemplated by the Charter Act. This deci-

sion appears to have stemmed mainly from

budgetary considerations, although it was also

believed that the secondary market function

would flourish better in an environment more in-

timately related to the private market. The Hous-

ing and Urban Development Act of 1968 39 parti-

tioned the FNMA as it then existed, changing it

into two new corporations:

1. A federally chartered private corporation

which, after a brief transition period, was to be

privately owned, operated, and financed. This

corporation was also to be known as the Federal

It would be beyond the scope of this review
to track in detail the variations in secondary
market activity, and their causes, from 1954 to
1968. Throughout this period, the Government's
role in the secondary market conformed to the
conceptual pattern established in the Charter
Act.
It is sufficient to note here that both the
secondary market functions and the special assistance functions took hold and performed
much as had been envisioned in that legislation. Not surprisingly, the special assistance device responded to what might be called the general law of proliferation, and, by 1968, 15 distinct
special assistance "programs," or subprograms,
had been formally authorized-11 by the President, and four by the Congress by special legislation.
In response to changing policy considerations and varying market conditions, total FNMA
participation in the market varied considerably
during the period, although the overall trend was
unmistakably up. In 1968, the year in which the
next major transformation of the Government
posture toward the secondary market occurred,
total mortgage purchases reached a new high of
almost $3.5 billion. Even the 2 years of lowest
activity during the period (fiscal years 1956 and
1964) were at a volume-$315 million-that
might well in earlier years have been considered
a "sustained high level," and certainly were
large enough to constitute a significant factor in
the total residential credit picture.
In 1968, the Administration concluded and
Congress agreed that the time had come to
move forward with the conversion of the secondary market functions from a mixed-ownership
Federal corporate activity into a pri'1ojately own ed

2. A new, wholly owned Federal corporation
to be known as the Government National Mortgage Association, which was to assume the
functions of the former FNMA with respect to
special assistance and the management and liquidating operations.
It is unnecessary here to review the details
of the capitalization and financing of the new
FNMA. It is sufficient to note that in due course
all Treasu ry-held preferred stock was retired; the
undistributed earnings and earned surplus of the
predecessor corporation were distributed; and
the new FNMA passed into the full ownership of
its common s!ockholders. The act extended voting privileges to the common stock, which theretofore had been nonvoting.

Expanding the Federal Role in the
Secondary Market
Partition itself did not materially alter the
nature of the secondary mortgage market function in which the Federal Government was then
engaged. It merely retained in Federal ownership
and management those functions that were
deemed to be peculiarly governmental in nature
(the support of mortgages enjoying only a limited
market, but directed to the achievement of specific public purposes, plus the orderly liquidation
of mortgages acquired in earlier programs) while
permitting the general secondary market functions to continue in private ownership and under
the rubric of private enterprise.
In the 1968 Act itself, however, and again In
the Emergency Home Finance Act of 1970, III the
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Congress ventured yet deeper into experimenta-

tion with the Federal role in the residential

secondary market.

Mortgage-Backed Securities

The Housing and Urban Development Act of

Congress ventured yet deeper into experimentation with the Federal role in the residential
secondary market.

1968 authorized the new GNMA to guarantee a

new type of obligation to be insured in the capi-

Mortgage-Backed Securities

tal markets by private lending institutions. These

were to be in the nature of bonds or investment

certificates secured by a pledge of pools of

mortgages insured or guaranteed by FHA, VA, or

the Farmers Home Administration. Such a guar-

antee was authorized to be extended to "any . . .

issuer approved for the purposes of this subsec-

tion" by GNMA. Most significantly, the full faith

and credit of the United States was attached to

the GNMA guarantee of such mortgage-backed

obligations.

The appeal of the Government guarantee

was quickly demonstrated by the reception of

these securities in the market, notwithstanding

their novel character. By May 31, 1973 (less than

3 years later), more than $7 billion in mortgage-

backed securities had been guaranteed and is-

sued. This refers only to investment or trust-type

certificates (the so-called "pass-through" securi-

ties), in which amortization on the underlying

mortgages and interest is paid monthly to the

certificate holder in accordance with a predeter-

mined payment schedule. Also outstanding were

approximately $2 billion in bond-type securities,

which are issued in much larger denominations

and provide serial maturities and semiannual

payments of principal and interest. All of these

securities were issued by either FNMA or

FHLMC, and are not treated here on the theory

that they are essentially merely financing tools

for these corporations.

It should be recognized that in considerable

part these investments are nonadditive in terms

of the total supply of residential mortgage credit

âthat is, they are held by investors who in all

probability would have put roughly similar

amounts into mortgage investment in any case

through some other channel, if the new securi-

ties had not been available. Such investors (who

hold mortgage-backed securities in considerable

volume) include savings and loan associations,

savings banks, mortgage banks, and insurance

companies. As of May 31, 1973, at least 75 per-

cent of the outstanding securities were held by

such investors.41

On the basis of available data, however, it

can be estimated conservatively that something

like 20 percent, or perhaps a little more, repre-

sents funds from investors who normally and

previously had avoided the mortgage market be-

cause they are not equipped to service (or su-

pervise the servicing of) mortgages, and because

they do not like to be dependent on obligations

secured by real estate, with the attendant poten-

tial problems not only of servicing but of the

complications involved in possible natural disas-

The Housing and Urban Deve~opment Act of
1968 authorized the new GNMA to guarantee a
new type of obligation to be insured in the capital markets by private lending institutions. These
were to be in the nature of bonds or investment
certificates secured by a pledge of pools of
mortgages insured or guaranteed by FHA, VA, or
the Farmers Home Administration. Such a guarantee was authorized to be extended to "any ...
issuer approved for the purposes of this subsection" by GNMA. Most significantly, the full faith
and credit of the United States was attached to
the GNMA guarantee of such mortgage-backed
obligations.
The appeal of the Government guarantee
was quickly demonstrated by the reception of
these securities in the market, notwithstanding
their novel character. By May 31, 1973 (less than
3 years later), more than $7 billion in mortgagebacked securities had been guaranteed and issued. This refers only to investment or trust-type
certificates (the so-called "pass-through" securities), in which amortization on the underlying
mortgages and interest is paid monthly to the
certificate holder in accordance with a predetermined payment schedule. Also outstanding were
approximately $2 billion in bond-type securities,
which are issued in much larger denominations
and provide serial maturities and semiannual
payments of principal and interest. All of these
securities were issued by either FNMA or
FHLMC, and are not treated here on the theory
that they are essentially merely financing too!s
for these corporations.
It should be recognized that in considerable
part these investments are nonadditive in terms
of the total supply of residential mortgage credit
-that is, they are held by investors who in all
probability would have put roughly similar
amounts into mortgage investment in any case
through some other channel, if the new securities had not been available. Such investors (who
hold mortgage-backed securities in considerable
volume) include savings and loan associations,
savings banks, mortgage banks, and insurance
companies. As of May 31, 1973, at least 75 percent of the outstanding securities were held by
such investors.~l

On the basis of available data, however, it
can be estimated conservatively that something
like 20 percent, or perhaps a little more, represents funds from investors who normally and
previously had avoided the mortgage market because they are not equipped to service (or supervise the servicing of) mortgages, and because
they do not like to be dependent on obligations
secured by real estate, with the attendant potential problems not only of servicing but of the
complications invo:ved in possible natural disaster or in default, foreclosure, or even change of
ownership. Investors in this category include retirement funds, trust funds, credit unions, and individuals. Individual investment for speculative
gain in temporary ownership of llesidential property or in short term second mortgages is commonplace; however, investment by individuals in
long term first mortgages is, relatively speaking,
a rarity.
It can reasonably be concluded, therefore,
that the new mortgage-backed securities have
been instrumental during this relatively brief period in channeling something on the order of
$1.5 billion from quite new sources of capital
into housing mortgages-a volume quite sufficient to establish them as a significant factor in
the secondary market for residential mortgages.

A Secondary Market-or Markets-for
Conventional Mortgages
In the summer of 1970, the Congress detected (not for the first time) what it perceived
as a "housing crisis," pointing to falling rates of
housing production, acute housing needs, and
high and rising mortgage interest rates in the
context of an economy exhibiting both recessionary signs and price inflation. To attack these
problems, it enacted the Emergency Home Finance Act of 1970, which was described as intended not only to provide an immediate stimulus to home construction but also to ". . .
[create] . . . new secondary market facilities to
broaden the availability of mortgage credit." -I~
To that end, the act authorized FNMA to
purchase, hold, and sell "conventional" mortgages (defined as mortgages not federally insured or guaranteed, as previously required),
subject to certain prescribed limitations as to
maximum amount, percentage of value, etc.
However, the 1970 act did not stop with this
broadening of the FNMA secondary market function. In addition, it created a wholly new Federal

ter or in default, foreclosure, or even change of

ownership. Investors in this category include re-

tirement funds, trust funds, credit unions, and in-

<I

Source: Office or the Seprelary Treasurer. G NMA.

dividuals. Individual investment for speculative

gain in temporary ownership of residential prop-

erty or in short term second mortgages is com-

monplace; however, investment by individuals in
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corporation, to be known as the Federal Home

Loan Mortgage Corporation, to be headed by a

Board of Directors of the same membership as

the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, and to be

capitalized by the issuance of nonvoting stock to

the Federal Home Loan Banks. The new corpora-

tion was to provide a secondary market not only

for conventional mortgages, but also for federally

insured and guaranteed mortgages. The terms

and limitations of this operation were made iden-

tical to those applicable to FNMA, with the

somewhat confusing explanation that this was

done ". . . so there can be a parallel develop-

ment of these institutions and so neither would

have any competitive advantage over the

other."

The parallelism, however, was less than

complete. For example, the Senate Committee

had proposed that the new corporation be ex-

empted from State taxes (except real property

taxes), but thatâlike FNMAâit be subject to

Federal income and other taxes. The act as fi-

nally adopted, however, exempted the Corporation

from all taxes, both Federal and State (except

real property taxes).

The demand for mortgage credit was suffi-

cient to enab'e both these new secondary mar-

ket operations to begin functioning rather

promptly and on a substantial scale, in spite of

what might be thought their somewhat redundant

character. Presumably as the natural result of

their established institutional relationships, the

FHLMC under the Bank Board dealt primarily

with savings and loan associations and similar

lenders, while FNMA found its market mainly

among mortgage bankers and related institu-

tions. By fiscal year 1973, each of the new facili-

ties was purchasing mortgages in a volume of

roughly $1.5 billion annually.

Comments on the "Private" Character of

FNMA

The FNMA created in 1968 is indeed, in a

technical sense, "privately owned" and "pri-

vately financed." But it is worth observing that

this may be something different from the image

frequently projected both by it and for itâthat

FNMA has become simply a large private corpo-

corporation, to be known as the Federal Home
Loan Mortgage Corporation, to be headed by a
Board of Directors of the same membership as
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, and to be
capitalized by the issuance of nonvoting stock to
the Federal Home Loan Banks. The new corporation was to provide a secondary market not only
for conventional mortgages, but also for federally
insured and guaranteed mortgages. The terms
and limitations of this operation were made identical to those applicab!e to FNMA, with the
somewhat confusing explanation that this was
done " . . . so there can be a parallel development of these institutions and so neither would
have any competitive advantage over the
other.' 1
The parallelism, however, was less than
comp~ete. For example, the Senate Committee
had proposed that the new corporation be exemp:ed from State taxes (except real property
taxes), but that-like FNMA-it be subject to
Federal income and other taxes. The act as finally adopted, however, exempted the Corporation
from all taxes, both Federal and State (except
real property taxes).
The demand for mortgage credit was sufficient to enab~e both these new secondary market operations to begin functioning rather
promptly and on a substantial scale, in spite of
what might be thought their somewhat redundant
character. Presumably as the natural result of
their established institutional relationships, the
FHLMC under the Bank Board dealt primarily
with savings and loan associations and similar
lenders, while FNMA found its market mainly
among mortgage bankers and related institutions. By fiscal year 1973, each of the new facilities was purchasing mortgages in a volume of
roughly $1.5 billion annually.

ration, owned by its principal users and doing

business in the market place. This image in-

volves matters of semantics and rhetoric, as well

Comments on the "Private" Character of

FNMA

as of law and finance. Clearly, the new (and

present) FNMA is distinguishable from such a

lbid.

purely private corporation on at least four signifi-

cant points:

1. lts charter was granted by Congress to

accomplish purposes which, if somewhat vaguely

stated, were public in character. Subject to con-

stitutional limitations, that charter may be altered

or revoked as Congress may determine.

2. ln granting the FNMA charter and provid-

ing for the withdrawal of the Federal Govern-

ment from an ownership position in the new

corporation, the Congress nevertheless reserved

The FNMA created in 1968 is indeed, in a
technical sense, "privately owned" and "privately financed." But it is worth observing that
this may be something different from the image
frequently projected both by it and for it-that
FNMA has become simply a large private corporation, owned by its prinCipal users and doing
business in the market place. This image involves matters of semantics and rhetoric, as well
as of law and finance. Clearly, the new (and
present) FNMA is distinguishable from such a

important powers to the Secretaries of Housing

and Urban Development and of the Treasury.

" Ibid.
These include the power of the Secretary of

Digiti e by

purely private corporation on at least four significant points:
1. Its charter was granted by Congress to
accomplish purposes which, if somewhat vaguely
stated, were public in character. Subject to constitutional limitations, that charter may be altered
or revoked as Congress may determine.
2. In granting the FNMA charter and providing for the withdrawal of the Federal Government from an ownership position in the new
corporation, the Congress nevertheless reserved
important powers to the Secretaries of Housing
and Urban Development and of the Treasury.
These include the power of the Secretary of
HUD to control the declaration of dividends and
the volume of financing undertaken, and the
power of the Secretary of the Treasury to control
both the timing and the terms of the Association's financing program in the private market.
That the Congress was fully aware of what it
was doing is made clear by the language of the
Senate Committee Report, which observes in
pertinent part:
The Secretary [of HUD) would have general regulatory
powers over FNMA to assure that the purposes of the
charter act, are served . ..
The committee feels that adequate safeguards have
been provided to assure that the privately owned FNMA
will continue the secondary market operations in a manner
consistent with the best interests of the public
. . one
third of the board would be appointed by the Secretary and
all would be removable for good cause by the President
of the United States. Finally, the Secretary's regulatory
power over FNMA would be sufficient to protect against
abuse of the public interest. (Emphasis added.)"

These are hardly the terms of reference of
any ordinary business enterprise.
3. The Congress may have intended its
creature to swim in the waters of the private
market, but it did not intend that it should sink.
Thus it left in place behind the private FNMAlike its predecessor-a $2.25 billion line of credit
to the Treasury in case of need. That this was
deliberate and not a "product of oversight is
made clear by the fact that the same Act repealed a provision which had prohibited borrowings from the Treasury after all preferred stock
held by the Secretary of the Treasury had been
retired.
4. The prompt and all but unqualified acceptance of FNMA obligations in the private
market reflected something more than recognition that the . u.nder in security consisted of
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HUD to control the declaration of dividends and

the volume of financing undertaken, and the

power of the Secretary of the Treasury to control
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mortgages all of which were either insured or

guaranteed by the Federal Government. lt re-

flected also a market judgmentâalmost certainly

correctâthat the Federal Government's identifi-

cation with and sponsorship of FNMA ran so

deep that the Government would not, and could

not, under any circumstances permit FNMA obli-

gations to fail in the hands of private holders,

thus destroying its credibility in the market. Thus

these obligations were regarded as enjoying a

de facto, even if not de jure, Government guar-

antee.

lt is abundantly clear that FNMA is not an

ordinary private business enterprise in the gen-

erally accepted meaning of the words. On the

mortgages all of which were either insured or
guaranteed by the Federal Government. It reflected also a market judgment-almost certainly
correct-that the Federal Government's identification with and sponsorship of FNMA ran so
deep that the Government would not, and could
not, under any circumstances permit FNMA obligations to fail in the hands of private holders,
thus destroying its credibility in the market. Thus
these obligations were regarded as enjoying a
de facto, even if not de jure, Government guarantee.

other hand, it is clearly not a Federal agency in

the ordinary meaning and acceptance of that

term. lt appears, rather, to fall in that hazy and

ambiguous in-between class of agenciesâsuch

as the Federal Reserve Board, for exampleâ

which are "private" in their formal ownership

and mode of operations, yet so deeply affected

by the public interest and so rooted in Federal

sponsorship and policy as to have unbreakable,

even if informal, linkages to the public sphere.

Special Assistance and the Budget Impact

Because of their very nature as wholly

owned corporate activities of the Federal Gov-

ernment, the special assistance functions of

FNMA (originally) and GNMA have from their in-

ception had a very substantial impact on the

It is abundantly clear that FNMA is not an
ordinary private business en!erprise in the generally accep:ed meaning of the words. On the
other hand, it is clearly not a Federal agency in
the ordinary meaning and acceptance of that
term. It appears, rather, to fall in that hazy and
ambiguous in-between class of agencies-such
as the Federal Reserve Board, for example-which are "private" in their formal ownership
and mode of operations, yet so deeply affected
by the public interest and so rooted in Federal
sponsorship and policy as to have unbreakable,
even if informal, linkages to the public sphere.

Federal budget. lt was inevitable, therefore, that

special assistance should become an area of

contention between conflicting policy objectives.

To generalize and perhaps somewhat oversim-

plify, housing policy commonly looked toward

furtherance of some specific housing objectfve

(such as encouragement of cooperative housing,

or of housing for low and moderate income fami-

lies) or toward stimulation or stabilization of the

housing economy at a high rate of production, or

both. Budget policy, on (he other hand, normally

looked toward maximum feasible restraint on

budget outlays and on the generation of new ob-

ligational authority that would create budget ex-

posure.

The built-in tension between these two often

incompatible objectives has had important prac-

tical consequences, both with respect to policy

and levels of program activity, and with respect

to procedures and methods of operation. Two

examples may be cited.

Budget Control of Program Levels: Largely

because of the dominant weight assigned to

budget considerations, the special assistance au-

thorizations available to the President have,

throughout the entire period since 1954, greatly

exceeded the funds that were made available for

use through budgetary release. This in turn led

not only to dissatisfaction in the housing industry

and the Congress, but also was the motivating

factor which led the Congress on several occa-

sions to enact designated special assistance

programs of its own, rather than waiting for

Presidential action. These programs were, in

substance, efforts to apply leverage to achieve a

Special Assistance and the Budget Impact
Because of their very nature as wholly
owned corporate activities of the Federal Government, the special assistance functions of
FNMA (originally) and GNMA have from their inception had a very substantial impact on the
Federal budget. It was inevitable, therefore, that
special assistance should become an area of
contention between conflicting policy objectives.
To generalize and perhaps somewhat oversimplify, housing policy commonly looked toward
fu rtherance of some specific housing objective
(such as encouragement of cooperative housing,
or of housing for low and moderate income families) or toward stimulation or stabilization of the
housing economy at a high rate of production, or
both. Budget policy, on the other hand. normally
looked toward maximum feasible restraint on
budget outlays and on the generation of new obligational authority that would create budget exposure.
The built-in tension between these two often
incompatible objectives has had important practical consequences, both with respect to policy
and levels of program activity, and with respect
to procedures and methods of operation. Two
examples may be cited.
L

higher level of special assistance support than

the Administration was willing to make available.

These too, however, have been subjected to

budget control, so that for such federally funded
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Budget Control of Program Levels: Largely
because of the dominant weight assigned to
budget considerations. the special assistance authorizations available to the President have,
throughout the entire period since 1954, greatly
exceeded the funds that were made available for
use through budgetary release. This in turn led
not only to dissatisfaction in the housing industry
and the Congress, but also was the motivating
factor which led the Congress on several occasions to enact designated special assistance
programs of its own, rather than waiting for
Presidential action. These programs were, in
substance, efforts to apply leverage to achieve a
higher level of special assistance support than
the Administration was willing to make available.
These too, however, have been subjected to
budget control, so that for such federally funded
programs, budgeted levels effectively control the
extent and character of operations.
Tand~m Plans: Similar considerations led to
the development of such devices as the socalled "tandem plans," which had the effect of
reducing the immediate budget impact of special
assistance support, while in all probability increasing the ultimate cost to the Government.
Under the tandem arrangement, GNMA issues a commitment to purchase a mortgage eligible for special assistance at a predetermined
price which is more favorable than that available
in the market (special assistance being unnecessary otherwise). This commitment is transferred
to FNMA, and, when the mortgage is ready for
delivery. GNMA pays FNMA the difference between the committed price and the price which
FNMA would have paid in its regular market purchase program. Thus the immediate budget expenditure is reduced from the full amount of the
purchase commitment to this difference--usually
a few percentage pOints of the full amount.
Since the tandem plan is essentially a device for substituting one source of funds for another to achieve a budgetary (rather than
a housing) result, it is not further considered here,
beyond noting that this favorable effect on the
budget has made possible higher levels of special assistance activity than otherwise would
have been acceptable.
The growth of special assistance activity in
the last few years has been in part due to the
major effort to achieve a greater volume of low
and moderate income housing, but to a significant degree it has been acceptable only because
the tandem arrangement greatly ameliorated the
budget prob BrnQinal from
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The whole subject of Federal budget con-

cepts and their impact on the generation or resi-

dential mortgage credit is both too technical and

too complex to be examined here. lt should be

noted, however, that budget considerations are

certain to exercise a restrictive effect on direct

Government activity in the secondary mortgage

market, so long as their budget treatment em-

phasizes immediate expenditures, with little or

no consideration for long term costs, and draws

no distinction between current expenses and

outlays for long term capital investment.

Present Posture of the Government in

Relation to the Secondary Market

Looking back over this long and complex

The whole subject of Federal budget concepts and their impact on the generation or residential mortgage credit is both too technical and
too complex to be examined here. It should be
noted, however, that budget considerations are
certain to exercise a restrictive effect on direct
Government activity in the secondary mortgage
market. so long as their budget treatment emphasizes immediate expenditures, with little or
no consideration for long term costs, and draws
no distinction between current expenses and
outlays for long term capital investment.

history, it is difficult to discern any unifying con-

cepts or institutional forms which have devel-

oped in such a way as to rationalize and provide

coherence to the Government's role in the sec-

Present Posture of the Government in
Relation to the Secondary Market

ondary residential mortgage market, other than

the continuing recognition of the need for Gov-

ernment intercession to assure an adequate sup-

ply of mortgage credit.

Beginning in 1954 with the Charter Act, and

for some years thereafter, it appeared that such

a conceptual pattern was crystallizing. This pat-

tern may be considered to rest on four general

propositions:

1. That the Government should provide a fa-

cility to assure a dependable market for insured

and guaranteed mortgages, in order to assure an

ample supply and reasonable geographic distri-

bution of mortgage credit, to help maintain sta-

bility in the mortgage market (especially during

times of credit stringency), and to help keep the

Looking back over this long and complex
history, it is difficult to discern any unifying concepts or institutional forms which have developed in such a way as to rationalize and provide
coherence to the Government's role in the secondary residential mortgage market, other than
the continuing recognition of the need for Government intercession to assure an adequate supply of mortgage credit.
Beginning in 1954 with the Charter Act, and
for some years thereafter, it appeared that such
a conceptual pattern was crystallizing. This pattern may be considered to rest on four general
propositions:

volume of insured and guaranteed mortgage

lending at a level which would be sufficient to

give effect to their influence on mortgage lending

practices generally. This facility, however, should

be financed in the private capital markets and

should be limited to the purchase of mortgages

of general market quality.

2. That the Government should also provide

a facility for providing temporary support to new

and innovative forms of residential mortgages

designed to fulfill national housing objectives,

pending the establishment of their acceptability

in the private market, and alsoâin times of great

needâto supply temporary bulges in the availa-

bility of mortgage funds to avoid undue shrink-

age of housing production.

3. That the mechanisms of the Federal

1. That the Government should provide a facility to assure a dependable market for insured
and guaranteed mortgages, in order to assure an
ample supply and reasonable geographic distribution of mortgage credit, to help maintain stability in the mortgage market (especially during
times of credit stringency), and to help keep the
volume of insured and guaranteed mortgage
lending at a level which would be sufficient to
give effect to their influence on mortgage lending
practices generally. This facility, however, should
be financed in the private capital markets and
should be limited to the purchase of mortgages
of general market quality.

Home Loan Bank system, properly used, should

prove competent to maintain adequate funds and

stability in the conventional mortgage lending

field.

4. That the Government's policies and activ-

ities in these areas should be housed in a single

agency (later department), in order that they

could be consistent and coordinated among

themselves, with the general housing market,

and with related Federal credit policies and pro-

grams.

2. That the Government should also provide
a facility for providing temporary support to new
and innovative forms of residential mortgages
designed to fulfill national housing objectives,
pending the establishment of their acceptability
in the private market, and also-in times of great
need-to supply temporary bulges in the availability of mortgage funds to avoid undue shrinkage of housing production.

As it developed, this pattern was but a tem-

porary phase. lt began to unravel in 1955, when

the Federal Home Loan Bank Board was re-

moved from HHFA and established as an inde-

3. That the mechanisms of the Federal
Home Loan Bank system, properly used, should

prove competent to maintain adequate funds and
stability in the conventional mortgage lending
fie!d.
4. That the Government's policies and activities in these areas should be housed in a single
agency (later department), in order that they
could be consistent and coordinated among
themselves, with the general housing market,
and with related Federal credit pOlicies and programs.
As it developed, this pattern was but a temporary phase. It began to unravel in 1955, when
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board was removed from HHFA and established as an independent agency, thus at once narrowing the Administrator's authority and responsibility for
overall coordination, and eliminating any clear
channel or mechanism through which such coordination might be brought about.
In 1968, mainly (as noted above) for budgetary reasons, FNMA as established in 1954 was
partitioned, with the secondary market functions
going into a new private corporation. Although
efforts were made to retain some coordinating
powers in the Secretary of HUD and the Treasury, the natural result of this move was to fragment further the secondary market functions and
blur both responsibility and machinery for general oversight or the development of common
premises and purposes.
In 1970, the Congress compounded an already confused situation by establishing two new
secondary market facilities with identical authorities and stated objectives-one in the private
FNMA and the other in a new subsidiary of the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
Meantime, again for budgetary reasons, the
operations of the remaining Government-operated secondary market facility (GNMA) were
channeled to an increasing extent through the
mechanisms of the private FNMA, while the
mortgage-backed securities device had the effect
of escalating practically every large mortgage
lender in the country into a sort of self-contained
secondary market, operating under color of the
full faith and credit of the United States.
In short, it would appear that after almost
four decades, the exact nature of the Federal
Government's role in relation to the generation
of housing credit through the secondary market
is, if anything, more incoherent than ever. By the
same token, the productivity and stability of the
housing industry are no less dependent on the
availability \ f; oRi pi 'nl the secondary market
now
~
~s
continuing availa-
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pendent agency, thus at once narrowing the Ad-

ministrator's authority and responsibility for

overall coordination, and eliminating any clear
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bility of such credit continues to depend, in criti-

cal degree, on this variety of government and

government-sponsored or underwritten mecha-

nisms.

Extension of Federal Credit Aids

for Groups Having Special Housing

bility of such credit continues to depend, in critical degree, on this variety of government and
government-sponsored or underwritten mechanisms.

Needs

The Federal programs previously discussed

have dealt with measures to provide housing for

the broad range of American families, especially

those of lower income. The programs discussed

under this heading are those designed to pro-

Extension of Federal Credit Aids
for Groups Having Special Housing
Needs

vide credit assistance, through mortgage insur-

ance, direct loans, and other techniques for

groups having special housing needs, such as

veterans, farmers, the elderly, or families dis-

placed from their homes by governmental action.

The programs discussed here do not include

those designed initially to provide overt subsi-

dies such as the various subsidy interest rate

and grant programs (which are treated sepa-

rately). For convenience, however, this part does

cover those programs that started out on a non-

subsidy basis and were converted to subsidy op-

erations later, such as the direct loan program

for college housing.

FHA Mortgage Insurance for Special Groups

ln addition to the gradual liberalization of

mortgage terms under the regular FHA insurance

operations, the Congress has enacted since 1941

a series of special mortgage insurance programs

for particular categories of families having spe-

cial needs. (As discussed above, the special

assistance functions of FNMA's secondary mar-

ket were also used for these programs.) lt was in

The Federal programs previously discussed
have dealt with measures to provide housing for
the broad range of American families. especially
those of lower income. The programs discussed
under this heading are those designed to provide credit assistance, through mortgage insurance, direct loans, and other techniques for
groups having special housing needs, such as
veterans, farmers, the elderly, or families displaced from their homes by governmental action.
The programs discussed here do not include
those designed initially to provide overt subsidies such as the various subsidy interest rate
and grant programs (which are treated separately). For convenience, however, this part does
cover those programs that started out on a nonsubsidy basis and were converted to subsidy operations later, such as the direct loan program
for college housing.

this way that the overall character of FHA was

changed in the 1940's and 1950's from an

agency that was concerned almost entirely with

increasing the supply of adequate housing to an

agency that became widely concerned with serv-

ing special public purposes in the housing field.

The development of these new programs gener-

ally did not occur in FHA itself, but in other

offices of the Housing and Home Finance

Agency and the executive branch, and there was

reluctance by some in FHA to assume responsi-

bility for the new operations. At the same time,

outside criticism developed in some quarters to

special-purpose programs on the ground that

they diverted FHA efforts from volume produc-

tion and resulted in high risk insurance.

Generally, each of these new special pro-

grams was established as an almost independent

operation with its own statutory provisions and

insurance fund, in order to avoid adverse effects

on the regular programs under Sections 203 and

207. The essence of each new program was a

liberalization of mortgage terms beyond those in

effect at the time under the regular insurance

programs. The liberalization in all cases followed

a quite regular pattern, so that it can be de-

scribed categorically. Except as mentioned in

connection with each special program, mortgage

terms were liberalized in three ways:

1. The "economic soundness" test for the

proposed construction was replaced with an "ac-

FHA Mortgage Insurance for Special Groups
In addition to the gradual liberalization of
mortgage terms under the regular FHA insurance
operations, the Congress has enacted since 1941
a series of special mortgage insurance programs
for particular categories of fami lies having special needs. (As discussed above, the special
assistance functions of FNMA's secondary market were also used for these programs.) It was in
this way that the overall character of FHA was
changed in the 1940's and 1950's from an
agency that was concerned almost entirely with
increasing the supply of adequate housing to an
agency that became widely concerned with serving special public purposes in the housing field.
The development of these new programs generally did not occur in FHA itself, but in other
offices of the Housing and Home Finance
Agency and the executive branch, and there was
reluctance by some in FHA to assume responsibility for the new operations. At the same time,
outside criticism developed in some quarters to
special-purpose programs on the ground that
they diverted FHA efforts from volume production and resulted in high risk insurance.

was based on "replacement cost" rather than on

the more conservative estimate of long range

1. The "economic soundness" test for the
proposed construction was replaced with an "acceptable risk" test.
2. The maximum insurable mortgage loan
was based on "replacement cost" rather than on
the more conservative estima~e of long range
"value." This change and that under 1, above,
are discussed above, under "Select Use of New
Underwriting Concepts."
3. The maximum percentage or ratio of loan
to "replacement cost" was made higher than the
earlier percentage of loan to value. This sometimes took the form of raising the maximum dollar amount which could be included at a higher
ratio. In some cases, also. the maximum term of
the mortgage was lengthened to permit lower
monthly payments. These programs are discussed briefly below.
World War II Defense and Veterans Housing: The first new special purpose program was
enacted in March 1941, to provide mortgage insurance on liberal terms to builders providing
sales housing for defense personnel in critical
defense areas (Section 603 of the National Housing Act, added by Public Law 24-77th Congress.
approved March 28, 1941). The program was extended to rental housing (Section 608) the following year, when most of the above-listed liberalizing features not already enacted were added
(Public Law 559-77th Congress, approved May
26, 1942).
In some areas, particularly around military
bases and new defense industries, there was
such a shortage of housing that defense activities were being impeded. Priorities and allocation contro~s were being imposed on new construction during the war, and they contained
requirements that the new housing under the
program be made available. to workers in defense industries and to certain categories of military personne .iginal from
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ceptable risk" test.

2. The maximum insurable mortgage loan

Generally, each of these new special programs was established as an almost independent
operation with its own statutory provisions and
insurance fund, in order to avoid adverse effects
on the regular programs under Sections 203 and
207. The essence of each new program was a
liberalization of mortgage terms beyond those in
effect at the time under the regular insurance
programs. The liberalization in all cases followed
a quite regular pattern, so that it can be described categorically. Except as mentioned in
connection with each special program, mortgage
terms were liberalized in three ways:
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There was also a strong desire on the part

of the executive branch and the Congress to get

private enterprise engaged in the construction of

needed war housing to supplement the large vol-

ume of direct Federal construction being under-

taken for war workers under the Lanham Act

(Public Law 849-76th Congress, approved Octo-

ber 14, 1940, and related "temporary shelter

acts"). Almost $2 billion was appropriated for

the direct construction (or conversions of exist-

ing structures) that provided nearly a million

dwelling units.

After the end of World War ll, one of the

paramount domestic concerns of the Nation was

the housing of returning veterans and the back-

log of housing construction. Accordingly, as pre-

viously indicated, the Congress enacted the Vet-

erans Emergency Housing Act of 1946, which

reenacted the Sections 603 and 608 programs,

making them applicable to housing for veterans

of World War ll instead of war workers, and on

still more liberal terms. The same Act contained

drastic measures to stimulate, and make possi-

ble, quick housing production. lt made the priori-

ties and allocation powers previously used for

war purposes available for getting materials and

equipment needed for use in housing and in the

construction of housing, and for producing build-

ing materials. Premium payments were author-

ized to producers to speed up the supply of

building materials. Allocated war assets in the

form of materials and equipment needed in home

construction and in the production of lumber and

other scarce items were of tremendous value to

housing production. A guaranteed market pro-

gram was authorized for new types of building

materials and prefabricated houses. Because of

industry objection to many of the severe con-

trols, most of these authorities were repealed the

following year.

Scandals resulting from the loose application

of insurance standards under the Section 608

program have been explained previously in

connection with the enactment of "cost certifica-

tion" requirements which effectively prevented

the particular abuse of "mortgaging out."

Notwithstanding abuses, Sections 603 and

608 programs were successful in meeting the

great housing needs of war workers and later re-

turning veterans. ln all, 690,006 dwelling units

were insured under Section 603, and 465,674

under Section 608.

Cooperative Housing: The Section 213 coop-

erative housing program was discussed in this

paper, under "New Special Forms of Ownership."

Although it was made available broadly for a spe-

cific type of ownership, as distinguished from a

special group of persons, it embraced essentially

the same liberalized mortgage term provisions as

discussed here. As explained, the cooperative

housing mortgage insurance has been one of

FHA's most successful ventures, having assisted

There was also a strong desire on the part
of the executive branch and the Congress to get
private enterprise engaged in the construction of
needed war housing to supplement the large volume of direct Federal construction being undertaken for war workers under the Lanham Act
(Public Law 849-76th Congress, approved October 14, 1940, and related "temporary shelter
acts"). Almost $2 billion was appropriated for
the direct construction (or conversions of existing struc:ures) that provided nearly a million
dwelling units.
After the end of World War II, one of the
paramount domestic concerns of the Nation was
the housing of returning ve:erans and the backlog of housing construction . Accordingly, as previously indicated. the Congress enacted the Veterans Emergency Housing Act of 1946, which
reenacted the Sections 603 and 608 programs,
making them applicable to housing for veterans
of World War II instead of war workers, and on
still more liberal terms. The same Act contained
drastic measures to stimulate, and make possible, quick housing production. It made the priorities and allocation powers previously used for
war purposes available for getting materials and
equipment needed for use in housing and in the
construction of housing, and for producing building materials. Premium payments were authorized to producers to speed up the supply of
building materials. Allocated war assets in the
form of materials and equipment needed in home
construction and in the production of lumber and
other scarce items were of tremendous value to
housing production. A guaranteed market program was authorized for new types of building
materials and prefabricated houses. Because of
industry objection to many of the severe controls, most of these authorities were repealed the
following year.
Scandals resulting from the loose application
of insurance standards under the Section 608
program have been explained previously in
connection with the enactment of "cost certification" requirements which effectively prevented
the particular abuse of "mortgaging ou!."
Notwithstanding abuses, Sections 603 and
608 programs were successful in meeting the
great housing needs of war workers and later returning veterans. In all, 690,006 dwelling units
were insured under Section 603, and 465,674
under Section 608.

the production of about 150,000 dwelling units"

for moderate income families.

Korean War Housing: Early during the Ko-

rean War, the Housing and Home Finance

Agency developed a very comprehensive pack-

age of legislative proposals encompassing the

whole field of activities that should be under-

taken by the Federal Government to provide or

Cooperative Housing: The Section 213 cooperative housing program was discussed in this
paper, under "New Special Forms of Ow nersh ip."

Although it was made available broadly for a specific type of ownership, as distinguished from a
special group of persons, it embraced essentially
the same liberalized mortgage term provisions as
discussed here. As explained, the cooperative
housing mortgage insurance has been one of
FHA's most successful ventures, having assisted
the production of about 150,000 dwelling units ~5
for moderate income families.
Korean War Housing: Early during the Korean War, the Housing and Home Finance
Agency developed a very comprehensive package of legislative proposals encompassing the
whole field of activities that should be undertaken by the Federal Government to provide or
assist in providing defense housing and community facilities needed in "critical defense housing
areas." This was enacted in about the same form
as proposed, and was made effective for 2 years
(Defense Housing and Community Facilities and
Services Act of 1951).
That legislation included a liberalized form
of home mortgage insurance (Section 903) and
rental housing mortgage insurance (Section 908)
similar to Sections 603 and 608 for World War II.
The new authority was unique by retreating in
one respect on liberalized terms, however. It returned to the "value" concept in establishing a
mortgage ceiling instead of "necessary current
cost." Concern had already developed over excessive mortgage amounts under the Section 608
program. However, the facts producing the famous "FHA scandals" of 1953 had not yet surfaced.
The vast use of new legislative authority
contemplated under the 1951 Act never occurred. Only 65,703 units received mortgage insurance under Section 903, and 8,485 units
under Section 908. Other programs authorized by
the 1951 Act were little used, such as the programs for direct Federal construction of war
housing and facilities similar to Lanham Act authority in World War II.
Housing in Urban Renewal Areas: The
"slum clearance and community development
and redevelopment program" (the Title I program) authorized by the Housing Act of 1949 had
a slow start. It required State enabling legislation and participation by local governments, and
the program actions at the local level were
novel, enormous, and time-consuming. However,
a specific and overshadowing obstacle developed to the execution of the typical redevelop-
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ment through housing construction. A redevelop-

ment project had to be either "predominantly

residential" before clearance, or the area had to

be redeveloped for predominantly residential

purposes after clearance. The regular FHA insur-

ance programs were wholly inadequate to attract

credit and sponsors.

The President's Advisory Committee on Gov-

ernment Housing Policies and Programs issued

its report in December 1953, making major rec-

ommendations on HHFA programs, including

those relating to slum clearance and redevelop-

ment. That program was changed to the "urban

renewal" program with a broadened scope that

covered rehabilitation projects as well as clear-

ance and redevelopment. Thereafter, a commu-

nity was required to have a "workable program"

for solving its overall development problems as a

condition to urban renewal and related Federal

aid. As part of this package of new legislation, a

mortgage insurance program was recommended

to generate housing credit and production in

urban renewal areas.

The new program was proposed by HHFA as

part of the Housing Act of 1954 and enacted as

Section 220 of the National Housing Act. lt ap-

plied liberal mortgage insurance terms to home

mortgage and multifamily projects, both new and

rehabilitated. (Although the substitution of "re-

placement cost" for "value" in determining maxi-

mum mortgage amount was not made until the

following year in the Housing Amendments of

1955.) The Administration at that time stressed

rehabilitation as a means of reducing the Federal

outlays required for "bulldozer" clearance oper-

ations.

A basic feature of this Section 220 program

was the new underwriting principle that the

housing project be approved by FHA and go for-

ward on the assumption that the urban renewal

program would redevelop the area into a viable

neighborhood. Accordingly, instead of the usual

"economic soundness" requirement, the Housing

Administrator was required to certify to the Fed-

eral Housing Commissioner that the urban re-

newal plan for the area conformed to the general

plan for the locality as a whole and that there

existed the necessary authority and financial ca-

pacity to assure the completion of the urban re-

newal plan. The Federal Housing Commissioner

also had to determine that the housing would

meet such standards and conditions as he im-

posed.

Great delay in many urban renewal projects

again occurred because of internal agency

controversy over implementing the Section

220 program. Often a housing project consid-

ered feasible by those administering urban re-

newal was not considered feasible for mortgage

insurance purposes, or the price approved for

the sale of urban renewal land to a housing de-

veloper was considered excessive by FHA. Con-

versely, the changes sought by FHA were often

thought to be inconsistent with the urban re-

newal objectives. This problem was resolved by

the firm administrative action of the Housing Ad-

ment through housing construction. A redevelopment project had to be either "predominantly
residential" before clearance, or the area had to
be redeveloped for predominantly residential
purposes after clearance. The regular FHA insurance programs were wholly inadequate to attract
credit and sponsors.
The President's AdviSOry Committee on Government Housing Policies and Programs issued
its report in December 1953. making major recommendations on HHFA programs. including
those relating to slum clearance and redevelopment. That program was changed to the "urban
renewal" program with a broadened scope that
covered rehabilitation projects as well as clearance and redevelopment. Thereafter. a community was required to have a "workable program"
for solving its overall development problems as a
condition to urban renewal and related Federal
aid. As part of this package of new legislation, a
mortgage insurance program was recommended
to generate housing credit and production in
urban renewal areas.
The new program was proposed by HHFA as
part of the Housing Act of 1954 and enacted as
Section 220 of the National Housing Act. It applied liberal mortgage insurance terms to home
mortgage and multifamily projects. both new and
rehabilitated. (Although the substitution of "replacement cost" for "value" in determining maximum mortgage amount was not made until the
following year in the Housing Amendments of
1955.) The Administration at that time stressed
rehabilitation as a means of reducing the Federal
outlays required for "bulldozer" clearance operations.
A basic feature of this Section 220 program
was the new underwriting principle that the
housing project be approved by FHA and go forward on the assumption that the urban renewal
program would redevelop the area into a viable
neighborhood. Accordingly. instead of the usual
"economic soundness" requirement, the Housing
Administrator was required to certify to the Federal Housing Commissioner that the urban renewal plan for the area conformed to the general
plan for the locality as a whole and that there
existed the necessary authority and financial capacity to assure the completion of the urban renewal plan. The Federal Housing Commissioner
also had to determine that the housing would
meet such standards and conditions as he imposed.
Great delay in many urban renewal projects
again occurred because of internal agency
controversy over irvplementing
he Section

ministrator, who coordinated the two program

operations and imposed joint procedural require-

ments.

The Section 220 program became generally
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220 program. Often a housing project considered feasible by those administering urban renewal was not considered feasible for mortgage
insurance purposes. or the price approved for
the sale of urban renewal land to a housing developer was considered excessive by FHA. Conversely. the changes sought by FHA were often
thought to be inconsistent with the urban renewal objectives. This problem was resolved by
the firm administrative action of the Housing Administrator. who coordinated the two program
operations and imposed joint procedural requirements.
The Section 220 program became generally
successful in generating credit for housing production in urban renewal areas. The criticism of
the program in later years stemmed from the
fact that it produced housing for high income
families and not for those displaced from the
area. It was not designed for low income or displaced families as such. however. but to provide
housing needed in the community and housing
that would add to the city's tax base.
Prior to 1972. mortgage insurance under the
program had been written for 72.665 dwelling
units-a large figure considering the fact that all
units must be constructed within urban renewal
areas.
Housing for Families Displaced by Governmental Action: By 1953, experience had begun
to show the magnitude of the urban renewal
problems resulting from the displacement of families from project sites to be cleared. These problems became the chief basis for objection by
local governing bodies. in those cases when disapproval occurred. The lack of adequate housing
for the displaced was critical. and there was
growing concern for the plight of those affected.
who were generally poor or minority families. or
both.
Accordingly. the President's Advisory Committee. in its report that year (above). recommended a special mortgage insurance program
for displaced families. which was proposed by
HHFA as part of the Housing Act of 1954 and
enacted as Section 221 of the National Housing
Act.
This new authority required that the housing
involved be "programed" for each area on the
basis of the number and income of families displaced by governmental action. and that they receive priority of opportunity to purchase or rent
the dwellings. This governmental action included
any Federal. State. or local government action.
The city was r~Q ',red to have a "workable progra U NIVoER
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and the city

or other local government had specifically to re-

quest the housing (this latter requirement was

later repealed).

The liberalized mortgage insurance terms

described above were granted in this program,

except that the substitution of "replacement

cost" for "value" was not made with respect to

single family homes, nor with respect to multi-

family structures until the Housing Act of 1959.

Originally, program sponsors were restricted to

nonprofit organizations, but profit sponsors were

made eligible by the Housing Act of 1964.

The Section 221 program was split by the

Housing Act of 1961 in order to: (a) Continue the

special program for displaced families, but

broaden it to cover all low income families

(known as the 221(d)(2) program); and (b) estab-

lish a subsidized interest rate program (known

as 221(d)(3), and discussed in the next paper,

Subsidy Programs). The Administration at that

time considered the (d)(2) part of the program as

one primarily for the suburbs (the "workable

program" was waived for it) and the new (d)(3)

program as one primarily for the central city.

Also, Section 221 later became the base for

a special subsidized interest rate program [Sec-

tion 221 (h) (and the similar Section 235(j) pro-

grams beginning in 1968) enacted in the Demon-

stration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act

of 1966] to assist nonprofit corporations to buy

and rehabilitate deteriorated housing for sale to

low income families.

The credit and production incentive of all of

the Section 221 functions was enormousâ

through calendar year 1971, 775,824 units with

mortgage insurance at the market interest rate,

and 194,232 units at the subsidized interest rate.

Housing for Servicemen: The Housing Act of

1954 also provided a special home mortgage in-

surance program for servicemen. lt was de-

signed to remove the incentive otherwise given

to servicemen to retire and receive the housing

benefits of the Gl Bill. lt had been claimed by

the Department of Defense that many trained of-

ficers were lost to the service in that way in view

of the inadequate housing near military installa-

tions. During the period that a house, assisted

with mortgage insurance, remained occupied by

a serviceman, the insurance premium was to be

paid by the Secretary of Defense rather than the

serviceman.

The mortgage insurance terms were liberal-

ized, but "value" was used in determining maxi-

mum mortgage amount rather than "replacement

cost." For servicemen, the program is similar to

the regular home mortgage insurance program

under Section 203, except for the benefits men-

tioned, which gives the serviceman advantages

similar to those given a veteran under the home

loan guaranty provisions of the Gl Bill of the

Veterans' Administration.

The insurance operations under this pro-

gram have been very largeâ241,936 dwellings

by the end of 1971.

Military Housing lnsuranceâWherry Act

and Capehart Act: During the late 1940's, the

Department of Defense, especially the Air Force,

or other local government had specifically to request the housing (this latter requirement was
later repealed).
The liberalized mortgage insurance terms
described above were granted in this program,
except that the substitution of "replacement
cost" for "value" was not made with respect to
single family homes, nor with respect to multifamily structures until the Housing Act of 1959.
Originally, program sponsors were restricted to
nonprofit organizations, but profit sponsors were
made eligible by the Housing Act of 1964.
The Section 221 program was split by the
Housing Act of 1961 in order to: (a) Continue the
special program for displaced families, but
broaden it to cover all low income families
(known as the 221 (d)(2) program); and (b) establish a subsidized interest rate program (known
as 221 (d)(3), and discussed in the next paper,
SubSidy Programs). The Administration at that
time considered the (d)(2) part of the program as
one primarily for the suburbs (the "workable
program" was waived for it) and the new (d)(3)
program as one primarily for the central city.
Also, Section 221 later became the base for
a special subsidized interest rate program [Section 221 (h) (and the similar Section 235(j) programs beginning in 1968) enacted in the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act
of 1966] to assist nonprofit corporations to buy
and rehabilitate deteriorated housing for sale to
low income families.
The credit and production incentive of all of
the Section 221 functions was enormousthrough calendar year 1971, 775,824 units with
mortgage insurance at the market interest rate,
and 194,232 units at the subsidized interest rate.
Housing for Servicemen: The Housing Act of
1954 also provided a special home mortgage insurance program for servicemen. It was designed to remove the incentive otherwise given
to servicemen to retire and receive the housing
benefits of the GI Bill. It had been claimed by
the Department of Defense that many trained officers were lost to the service in that way in view
of the inadequate housing near military installations. During the period that a house, assisted
with mortgage insurance, remained occupied by
a serviceman, the insurance premium was to be
paid by the Secretary of Defense rather than the
serviceman.
The mortgage insurance terms were liberalized, but "value" was used in determining maximum mortgage amount rather than "replacement
cost." For servicemen, the program is simil ar to
the regular home mortgage insurance program

under Section 203, except for the benefits mentioned, which gives the serviceman advantages
similar to those given a veteran under the home
loan guaranty provisions of the GI Bill of the
Veterans' Administration.
The insurance operations under this program have been very large-241,936 dwellings
by the end of 1971.
Military Housing Insurance-Wherry Act
and Capehart Act: During the late 1940's, the
Department of Defense, especially the Air Force,
became very concerned about the lack of adequate housing for its civilian and military personnel assigned to duty at or near military installations. The Air Force pressed the HHFA to
develop some form of remedial legislation which
would use private investment, because Defense
had been unable to obtain appropriated funds
from the Congress on a scale that would begin
to meet the problem through direct Federal construction.
The HHFA prepared legislation for a mortgage insurance program with the liberal mortgage insurance terms discussed above. It was to
be a rental housing program for a 2-year period,
and the Secretary of Defense was authorized to
lease Government land and sell utilities and
services for the housing. The mortgages were to
carry the low interest rate of 4 percent or less,
and it was contemplated that the Federal National Mortgage Association would buy the mortgages.
As some protection to FHA, no mortgage
could be insured unless the Secretary of Defense certified: That the housing was necessary
for military personnel; that the installation was
deemed a permanent part of the Military Establishment; and that there was no present intention
to curtail activities substantially at the installation.
A draft of this legislation was picked up and
passed quickly by the Congress (PubliC Law 211,
81st Congress), due in part to the interest of top
congressional leaders in housing conditions
around installations in their States or districts.
One of these leaders was Senator Wherry of Nebraska, who sponsored the legislation and gave
his name to the program.
The program soon operated in volume, and
spawned another trade association consisting of
Wherry Act sponsors, who obtained legislation
beneficial to them in later years, including authority for the Department of Defense to purchase their projects.
The De a;rg~f( tr,o f " efense was not satisfied
with
IV~r¥
I ~M~~lf ' although it re-

became very concerned about the lack of ade-

quate housing for its civilian and military person-

nel assigned to duty at or near military installa-
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suited in production of housing for their

personnel, the housing was not sufficiently under

suited in production of housing for their
personnel, the housing was not sufficiently under
its control and was too unlike public quarters
which it managed.
Therefore, largely on the recommendation of
the Department of Defense, but concurred in by
HHFA and the Administration, the Congress substituted the Capehart Act for the Wherry Act
(both were Title VIII of the National Housing
Act). This was done by the Housing Amendments
of 1955. It provided, among other things, for
more liberal mortgage insurance (up to 100 percent of replacement cost).
Capehart housing is undoubtedly the outstanding example of a "Rube Goldberg" financing scheme authorized by housing legislation.
During Senate Committee hearings, Committee
members referred to it by that name. It was designed so that the Defense Department could
have all of the controls and advantages of housing built by it, but without using its appropriated
funds.
Under clear authority in the new provisions,
the Department of Defense leased its land to
builder-sponsors who then became mortgagors
under the new FHA insurance program. Buildersponsors were selected on a competitive bid
basis and the Department of Defense used its
own architect to plan the projects. Funds were
obtained from private lenders who sold the mortgages to FNMA, which, in turn, obtained funds
through borrowing from the Treasury under the
FNMA special assistance program.
As soon as housing construction was completed in a Capehart project, it was acquired by
the Department of Defense (by purchasing the
stock of the builder-sponsor pursuant to prior
agreement), which assumed payments on the
mortgage notes insured by FHA. If the FHA did
not agree that the housing was needed, it could
nevertheless insure the mortgage if the Department of Defense guaranteed FHA against loss on
the mortgage.
Through the above complicated use of Department of Defense and HHFA operations, the
Defense Department obtained housing it could
maintain and control as public quarters without
using direct appropriations, but by using Treasury funds traveling over a very indirect route.
Over 205,000 dwellings were produced with
the assistance of the Capehart military housing
program. Authority to enter into further FHA
commitments to insure these housing mortgages
ended October 1, 1962.
However, one supplemental mortgage insurance program with liberal terms (Section 809) for

its control and was too unlike public quarters

which it managed.

Therefore, largely on the recommendation of

the Department of Defense, but concurred in by

HHFA and the Administration, the Congress sub-

stituted the Capehart Act for the Wherry Act

(both were Title Vlll of the National Housing

Act). This was done by the Housing Amendments

of 1955. lt provided, among other things, for

more liberal mortgage insurance (up to 100 per-

cent of replacement cost).

Capehart housing is undoubtedly the out-

standing example of a "Rube Goldberg" financ-

ing scheme authorized by housing legislation.

During Senate Committee hearings, Committee

members referred to it by that name. lt was de-

signed so that the Defense Department could

have all of the controls and advantages of hous-

ing built by it, but without using its appropriated

funds.

Under clear authority in the new provisions,

the Department of Defense leased its land to

builder-sponsors who then became mortgagors

under the new FHA insurance program. Builder-

sponsors were selected on a competitive bid

basis and the Department of Defense used its

own architect to plan the projects. Funds were

obtained from private lenders who sold the mort-

gages to FNMA, which, in turn, obtained funds

through borrowing from the Treasury under the

FNMA special assistance program.

As soon as housing construction was com-

pleted in a Capehart project, it was acquired by

the Department of Defense (by purchasing the

stock of the builder-sponsor pursuant to prior

agreement), which assumed payments on the

mortgage notes insured by FHA. lf the FHA did

not agree that the housing was needed, it could

nevertheless insure the mortgage if the Depart-

ment of Defense guaranteed FHA against loss on

the mortgage.

Through the above complicated use of De-

partment of Defense and HHFA operations, the

Defense Department obtained housing it could

maintain and control as public quarters without

using direct appropriations, but by using Treas-

ury funds traveling over a very indirect route.

Over 205,000 dwellings were produced with

the assistance of the Capehart military housing

program. Authority to enter into further FHA

commitments to insure these housing mortgages

ended October 1,1962.

However, one supplemental mortgage insur-

ance program with liberal terms (Section 809) for

military housing still continues. That is a home

mortgage insurance program for civilians em-

ployed at research or development installations

of the military departments, the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration, or the Atomic

Energy Commission. A special program of no

more than 5,000 units was authorized (Section

810, enacted in the Housing Act of 1959) for mili-

tary housing, but was not successful.

Housing for the Elderly: The Housing Act of

housing the elderly, which is discussed below

groups and the same interest in the Congress

Nonhousing or "Fringe" Mortgage Insurance
Programs
Nursing Homes, Hospitals, and Group Practice Facilities: The success of mortgage insu rance as a means of accomplishing objectives
desired by the Congress. by industry. or by others, finally led to various efforts to apply this
method to a variety of projects not even involving housing. These included mortgage insurance
on nursing homes, hospitals. and facilities for
group medical or group dental practice. While
those particular programs produced substantial
results. they were widely criticized on the ground
that they were inappropriate uses of mortgage insurance and that they diverted FHA from its
basic housing mission.
The Housing Act of 1959 established a special mortgage insurance program (Section 232)
for proprietary nursing homes, and nonprofit facilities were added later. Mortgage insurance
programs for group practice facilities and
hospitals
' ~na ami1 in
1966 and 1968,
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1959 established a new direct loan program for

under a separate heading. The same pressure by

military housing still continues. That is a home
mortgage insurance program for civilians employed at research or development installations
of the military departments, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, or the Atomic
Energy Commission. A special program of no
more than 5,000 units was authorized (Section
810, enacted in the Housing Act of 1959) for military housing, but was not successful.
Housing for the Elderly: The Housing Act of
1959 established a new direct loan program for
housing the elderly, which is discussed below
under a separate heading. The same pressure by
groups and the same interest in the Congress
that resulted in the direct loan program also produced in the same Act a new FHA mortgage insurance program for rental housing to serve
elderly persons. Several special advantages
previously had been granted (by the Housing Act
of 1956) to elderly housing under the regular
mortgage insurance program for multifamily
structures (Section 207).
The new program contained the several liberalized mortgage insurance terms discussed
above. It contained a speCial advantage if the
sponsor was a public body or nonprofit corporation-the mortgage could be up to 100 percent
of replacement cost rather than the 90 percent
otherwise applicable.
By the end of 1971, about 40,636 dwelling
units had been insured under the program.

-
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respectively.46 These facilities are not compara-

ble to residential property as mortgage security;

insurance of a mortgage on one of them is more

in the nature of insuring a business. ln the event

of foreclosure, there is no group of prospective

purchasers on a scale similar to that existing for

housing.

The reason for placing the hospital program

in HUD was largely political, because the House

Banking and Currency Committee was more re-

sponsive to the program than the Committee on

Education and Labor, which ordinarily would

have handled such legislation.

Hospital programs are naturally in the

domain of HEW, where the Hill-Burton hospital

grant program is administered. Accordingly, HUD

has used HEW to process mortgage insurance

applications under the special mortgage insur-

ance program for hospitals. This has given rise

to policy conflicts at times, because the applica-

ble FHA regulations, which are consistent with

those for other FHA programs, vary in some re-

spects from HEW regulations applicable to Hill-

Burton projects. At the same time, there are

complaints of inconsistencies between HEW pol-

icy decisions made in processing under the new

program and decisions made by FHA in process-

ing applications for mortgage insurance on

housing.

Recreational Homes: The Housing and

Urban Development Act of 1968 authorized mort-

gage insurance for recreational homesâthose

that need not be designed for year-round occu-

pancy. A conservative maximum mortgage

amount of 75 percent of appraised value was

prescribed. Other mortgage and property re-

quirements were provided on a liberal basis. Au-

thority was given to suspend the program if it

would adversely affect mortgage funds for other

programs.

This program has been criticized as being

an unwarranted extension of Federal financial

assistance into an area which private enterprise

alone should handle. So far, the program has re-

mained suspended.

Trailer Courts: Since the Housing Amend-

ments of 1955, the regular multifamily mortgage

insurance program (Section 207) has been appli-

cable to mortgages for the deve'opment of trailer

courts. This program has been criticized because

of its questionable objectives in terms of improv-

ing housing standards and the need for Federal

involvement.

Mobile Homes: The regular FHA repair and

improvement loan insurance program (Title l)

was extended by the Housing and Urban Devel-

opment Act of 1969 to cover mobile homes used

by the owners as their principal residences. As

indicated, the Title l program insures financial in-

stitutions against losses on a coinsurance basis.

A trailer loan under the program can now be as

high as $15,000 (involving two or more modules),

and for a term up to 15 years and 32 days if

respectively.t6 These facilities are not comparable to residential property as mortgage security;
insurance of a mortgage on one of them is more
in the nature of insuring a business. In the event
of foreclosure, there is no group of prospective
purchasers on a sca!e similar to that existing for
housing.
The reason for placing the hospital program
in HUD was largely political, because the House
Banking and Currency Committee was more responsive to the program than the Committee on
Education and Labor, which ordinarily would
have handled such legislation.
Hospital programs are naturally in the
domain of HEW, where the Hill-Burton hospital
grant program is administered. Accordingly, HUD
has used HEW to process mortgage insurance
applications under the special mortgage insurance program for hospitals. This has given rise
to policy conflicts at times, because the applicable FHA r~gulations, which are consistent with
those for other FHA programs, vary in some respects from HEW regulations applicable to HillBurton projects. At the same time, there are
complaints of inconsistencies between HEW policy decisions made in processing under the new
program and decisions made by FHA in processing applications for mortgage insurance on
housing.
Recreational Homes: The Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1968 authorized mortgage insurance for recreational homes-those
that need not be designed for year-round occupancy. A conservative
maximum
mortgage
amount of 75 percent of appraised value was
prescribed. Other mortgage and property req uirements were provided on a liberal basis. Authority was given to suspend the program if it
would adversely affect mortgage funds for other
programs.
This program has been criticized as being
an unwarranted extension of Federal financial
assistance into an area which private enterprise
alone should handle. So far, the program has remained suspended.
Trailer Courts: Since the Housing Amendments of 1955, the regular multifamily mortgage
insurance program (Section 207) has been applicable to mortgages for the deve'opment of trailer
courts. This program has been criticized because
of its questionable objectives in terms of improving housing standards and the need for Federal
involvement.

property and site standards are met.

Pressure for this program was resisted for

years on the basis that (1) it was not a program

consistent with the best objectives for improving

.. Demonstration Cities 81d Metropolitan Developmer Act 01 1966
and Housing and Urban Devel opment Act 0 1968.

Mobile Homes: The regular FHA repair and
improvement loan insurance program (Title I)
was extended by the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1969 to cover mobile homes used
by the owners as their principal residences. As
indicated, the Title I program insures financial institutions against losses on a coinsurance basis.
A trailer loan under the program can now be as
high as $15,000 (involving two or more modules),
and for a term up to 15 years and 32 days if
property and site standards are met.
Pressure for this program was resisted for
years on the basis that (1) it was not a program
consistent with the best objectives for improving
the living conditions of American families, and
(2) the security for the loan (the trai~er) was inadequate. because it cou'd quickly disappear.
The experience of private enterprise proved the
second reason to be at least partly unfounded,
although' problems do exist. The sale of mobile
homes has skyrocketed like nothing else rela'ed
to housing, as shown by the recent volume given
previously in this report. At the same time, Federal involvement has been shown to be unnecessary for production. A high volume of production
and sale occurred before the mortgage insurance
program was put into effect. At present,. ab~ut
6,000 trailers have been reported as being included by institutions within their Title I 10ans. H
Alaska Housing: The HHFA program for Territory of Alaska housing, under the Alaska Housing Act of 1949. was temporary and limited. It is
worth mentioning. however. as possibly the best
example of excessive credit granted on a programwide basis for a most worthy objective. It
permitted a very belated use of FHA insurance ~n
Alaska which became enormously successful In
meeting a critical need. But the act also permitted such liberal extensions of credit (especially
through a local public agency, the Alaska Housing Authority) that foreclosures on multifamily
struc~ures were scandalous, and the easy credit
under the act even attracted fraudulent sponsors
from distant points in the Sta~es.
Yield Insurance: The greatest failure to implement a program of HUD or its predecessors
was under the "Yield Insurance" program authorized by Title VII of the National Housing Act.
That authority, given in the Housing Act of 1948,
is still on the statute books. A billion dollar insurance authorization was provided, but no insurance was ever written.

____~rI,ginal from
'HUD
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the living conditions of American families, and

(2) the security for the loan (the trailer) was in-

adequate, because it cou'd quickly disappear.
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The purpose of the program was to encour-

age equity investment in rental housing, tapping

funds of insurance companies and pension

funds. At that time, some insurance companies

had placed equity funds in rental housing devel-

opments. The program included the insurance of

an annual return from a housing project (built

with equity investment) which would equal a

computed minimum amortization charge plus an

annual return on the outstanding investment

equal to fixed percentage.

The program was not a "mortgage" insur-

ance operation, because outstanding obligations

after completion of construction were prohibited.

Later, however, to make the program more at-

tractive, the authority was amended to permit

nonmortgage borrowing against income.

At one time, real interest was shown by

bond counsel and investment firms, and several

sponsors took action in contemplation of using

the program, but shifted instead to Section 207

mortgage insurance.

Direct Loans for Housing the Elderly and

Handicapped

ln the late 1950's, increasing pressure was

put on the Banking and Currency Committees to

enact a direct loan program for housing to serve

The purpose of the program was to encourage equity investment in rental housing. tapping
funds of insurance companies and pension
funds. At that time, some insurance companies
had placed equity funds in rental housing developments. The program included the insurance of
an annual return from a housing project (built
with equity investment) which would equal a
computed minimum amortization charge plus an
annual return on the outstanding investment
equal to fixed percentage.
The program was not a "mortgage" insurance operation. because outstanding obligations
after completion of construction were proh ibited.
Later. however, to make the program more attractive, the authority was amended to permit
nonmortgage borrowing against income.
At one time. real interest was shown by
bond counsel and investment firms, and several
sponsors took action in contemplation of using
the program, but shifted instead to Section 207
mortgage insurance.

the elderly. lt was contended that the special but

modest FHA-mortgage insurance terms for eld-

erly housing at that time were far from adequate

to help provide housing at rentals which the

Direct loans for Housing the Elderly and
Handicapped

majority of elderly could afford. By that time,

however, the Bureau of the Budget was strongly

opposed to direct lending because of its budget

impact, and the Administration opposed a direct

lending approach.

Using the drafting service of HHFA, the

House Banking and Currency Committee devel-

oped provisions for the direct loan program

which became section 202 of the Housing Act of

1959. lt was enacted as part of the same bill that

included the new section 231 mortgage insur-

ance program for the elderly, previously dis-

cussed.

Under the new section 202 authority, the

Housing Administrator could make direct loans

to private nonprofit institutions for the construc-

tion or rehabilitation of housing and related facil-

ities for elderly persons (a later amendment added

handicapped persons). The loan amount could

equal 98 percent of the development cost of the

project, the term of the loan could be up to 50

years, and the maximum interest rate was, in ef-

fect, fixed at the average annual interest rate on

all interest-bearing obligations of the United

States then forming part of the national debt.

The borrower had to show that he was unable to

obtain necessary funds "from other sources

upon terms and conditions equally as favorable."

The housing could not be of elaborate or extrav-

agant design or materials. An initial appropria-

tion of $50 million was authorized for a revolving

fund for the loans.

The Agency established a task force for

rapid implementation of the program. ln 1965,

when loans were being made under the program

In the late 1950's. increasing pressure was
put on the Banking and Currency Committees to
enact a direct loan program for housing to serve
the elderly. It was contended that the special but
modest FHA-mortgage insurance terms for elderly housing at that time were far from adequate
to help provide housing at rentals which the
majority of elderly could afford. By that time,
however, the Bureau of the Budget was strongly
opposed to direct lending because of its budget
impact, and the Administration opposed a direct
lending approach.
Using the drafting service of HHFA, the
House Banking and Currency Committee developed provisions for the direct loan program
which became section 202 of the Housing Act of
1959. It was enacted as part of the same bill that
included the new section 231 mortgage insurance program for the elderly, previously discussed.
Under the new section 202 authority, the
Housing Administrator could make direct loans
to private nonprofit institutions for the construction or rehabilitation of housing and related facilities for elderly persons (a later amendment added
handicapped persons). The loan amount could
equal 98 percent of the development cost of the
project, the term of the loan could be up to 50
years, and the maximum interest rate was. in effect, fixed at the average ann ual interest rate on

at an annual rate of about $60 million, the Con-

gress lowered the interest rate on the loans to 3

percent (Section 105 of the Housing and Urban

Development Act of 1965), which resulted in a
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all interest-bearing obligations of the United
States then forming part of the national debt.
The borrower had to show that he was unable to
obtain necessary funds "from other sources
upon terms and conditions equally as favorable."
The housing could not be of elaborate or extravagant design or materials. An initial appropriation of $50 million was authorized for a revolving
fund for the loans.
The Agency established a task force for
rapid implementation of the program. In 1965.
when loans were being made under the program
at an annual rate of about $60 million. the Congress lowered the interest rate on the loans to 3
percent (Section 105 of the Housing and Urban
Development Act of 1965), which resulted in a
loan volume of $100 million during the following
year. The rate before the amendment in 1965
was 4 percent, and the House Committee said. in
reporting the amendment, that the 3-percent rate
would reduce monthly debt service 0(1 a typical
dwelling from about $45 to $39. The program
reached a peak of $130 million in 1968. The aggregate of loans under the program exceeded
$574 million.
The elderly housing direct loan program was
very popular with sponsors such as church and
other eleemosynary organizations and builders.
After the subsidy program for multifamily housing (Section 236 of the National Housing Act,
discussed later) was enacted in 1968. the Department of Housing and Urban Development
stopped making commitments under the direct
loan program, as part of the executive branch
policy of reducing or eliminating direct Federal
loan operations. In this case, the Department
contended that substantially all of the benefits of
the direct loan program, and more, could be obtained under the subsidy program. with additional costs to sponsors of only relatively minor
finance costs during construction.
A tremendous lobbying campaign ,to retain
the direct loan program was carried on with the
Department and the Congress. Subsequently, the
Congress increased the amount of the appropriation authority for the program, and the Banking
and Currency Committees attempted unsuccessfully to get the Department to revive the program.

Direct loans for College Housing
A program of direct loans for college housing was authorized by Title IV of the Housing Act
of 1950. !. r! wR~ 1 f~ l loped quickly in ~he
Congr
ol' ~k(l~ I~KNunuSUaIlY effective

Sr

effort by college and university presidents who

testified for the program in 1949 and 1950, led

by John A. Hannah, President of Michigan State

College and President of the Association of Land

Grant Colleges and Universities.

The support for the program was based

upon the tremendous increase in college enroll-

ment that started in the post World War ll era,

the lack of dormitory construction during the de-

pression period and the war, and the desire to

assist returning veterans. This group constituted

a large part of college enrollment because the

War had delayed their education, but they could

now use the benefits of the Gl Bill. At that time,

the student enrollment of about 21/2 million,

about half of whom lived away from home, was

overwhelming.

Under the new direct loan program, the

Housing Administrator could make loans to pub-

lic or nonprofit private "educational institutions

of higher learning"4k for new or rehabilitated

dormitories or apartments to accommodate stu-

dents or faculty members. The loan amount

could equal 100 percent of total development

cost, the term of the loan could be up to 40

years, and the maximum interest rate was the

rate specified in the most recently issued bonds

of the Federal Government having maturity of 10

years or more, plus .25 percent. The borrower

had to show that he was unable to obtain neces-

sary funds "from other sources upon terms and

conditions generally comparable . . . ." The con-

struction could not be of elaborate or extrava-

gant design or materials. The borrower was also

required administratively to offer the bonds in

the private market; if no "equally favorable" bid

were received, the Government would then pur-

chase the bonds pursuant to its loan commit-

ment. To obtain funds for loans, the Housing Ad-

ministrator was given an initial $300 million

borrowing authority.

ln reporting the bill containing authority for

this program, the House and Senate committees

on Banking and Currency stressed its benefit to

students, explaining how it could reduce dormi-

tory rentals by more than one-half.48

The program started slowly because it was

first suspended by the President and then limited

to defense-related loans, in order to conserve

building materials for Korean War purposes. De-

fense restrictions were removed on August 4,

1953, and in 1955 (Section 301, Housing Amend-

â¢8 See Report of Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, No.

892. 81st Congress, 1st Session, on Housing Amendments of

1949, p. 55.

â¢ lbid.

ments of 1955), a significant change in a prereq-

uisite for borrowing accelerated the use of the

program. lnstead of the borrower having to

show, as previously, that he could not obtain

funds from other sources on "generally compa-

rable" terms, he now had to show only that he

effort by college and university presidents who
testified for the program in 1949 and 1950, led
by John A. Hannah, President of Michigan State
College and President of the Association of Land
Grant Colleges and Universities.
The support for the program was based
upon the tremendous increase in college enrollment that started in the post World War II era,
the lack of dormitory construction during the depression period and the war, and the desire to
assist returning veterans . This group constituted
a large part of college enrollment because the
War had delayed their education, but they could
now use the benefits of the GI Bill. At that time,
the student enrollment of about 2112 million,
about half of whom lived away from home, was
overwhelming.
Under the new direct loan program, the
Housing Administrator could make loans to public or nonprofit private "educational institutions
of higher learning"'- for new or rehabilitated
dormitories or apartments to accommodate students or faculty members. The loan amount
could equal 100 percent of total development
cost, the term of the loan could be up to 40
years, and the maximum interest rate was the
rate specified in the most recently issued bonds
of the Federal Government having maturity of 10
years or more, plus .25 percent. The borrower
had to show that he was unable to obtain necessary funds "from other sources upon terms and
conditions generally comparab!e ... ." The construction could not be of elaborate or extravagant design or materials. The borrower was also
required administratively to offer the bonds in
the private market; if no "equa!iy favorable" bid
were received, the Government would then purchase the bonds pursuant to its loan commitment. To obtain funds for loans. the Housing Administrator was given an initial $300 million
borrowing authority.
In reporting the bill containing authority for
this program, the House and Senate committees
on Banking and Currency stressed its benefit to
students, explaining how it could reduce dormitory rentals by more than one-half.49
The program started s~owly because it was
first suspended by the President and then limited
to defense-related loans. in order to conserve
building materials for Korean War purposes. Defense restrictions were removed on August 4,
1953, and in 1955 (Section 301, Housing Amend-

could not obtain funds on "equally as favorable"

terms. This also avoided a troublesome problem

of regulating on the earlier prerequisite.

Accordingly, the annual borrowing rate in-

creased to over $300 million in 1955 and stayed

.. See Reporl 01 Senale Commillee on Banking and Currency. No ,
892. 81s1 Congress, lSI Session, on Housing Amendmenls 01
19049. p, 55 ,
•• Ibid.

ments of 1955), a significant change in a prerequisite for borrowing accelerated the use of the
program. Instead of the borrower having to
show, as previously, that he could not obtain
funds from other sources on "generally comparable" terms, he now had to show only that he
could not obtain funds on "equally as favorable"
terms. This also avoided a troublesome problem
of regulating on the earlier prerequisite.
Accordingly, the annual borrowing rate increased to over $300 million in 1955 and stayed
above that amount most of the years until 1969,
reaching a peak of $447 million in 1961.
In 1968 (Section 1705(b) of the Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1968), the Congress
enacted what was referred to as a second program of college housing aid in the form of an interest rate subsidy program to back up private
housing loans to colleges. This came at a time
when there was concern about the huge outlays
of Federal funds advanced on college housing
loans, and when there was continuing objection
by the Bureau of the Budget (now the Office of
Management and Budget) to direct loans in general.
The new grant authority was made available
to reduce the annual debt service payments on a
private market college loan to the amount of the
annual debt service that it would have had to
pay if it had borrowed under the Government's
direct loan program. In other words, the college
would end up with the same financial advantage
under either program-the Federal lending rate
was then 3 percent.
Of course, the initial Federal outlay under
the new grant program was only a fraction of
that under the direct loan program. The Department of HUD was authorized to enter into contracts with the schools to make these grants
annually. Initially. the total annual grants in any
year could not exceed $20 million.
As explained by the House and Senate
Committees on Banking and Currency in reporting the 1968 Act (See House Report No. 1585,
page 102), it' was intended that the direct loan
program generally would continue as before for
those institutions which could not borrow in the
private market at reasonable interest rates. It
was expected that public institutions which had
the advantage of Federal tax exemption on their
bonds could borrow privately at sufficiently low
interest rates so that, with the new interest rate
subsidy, they could provide dormitories at sufficiently low rentals. The committee pointed to further vast i ~1: ~c:.~' i li{l rollment, due in part to
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above that amount most of the years until 1969,

reaching a peak of $447 million in 1961.

ln 1968 (Section 1705(b) of the Housing and
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In 1969, the volume of direct loans (plus

loans with grant assistance) dropped greatly,

due to the shift in operations under the new au-

thority and a decision to stop further direct loans

except where the applicant showed he was not

able to obtain reasonable financing under the

new grant program. The program soon recovered

its volume.

By June 30, 1972, a cumulative total of al-

most $5 billion of college loans had been made,

including over $1 billion of private loans receiv-

ing the grant subsidy.

New commitments under these programs

were terminated January 5, 1973, along with

other housing subsidy operations.

Department of Agriculture Farm and Rural

Housing Program

Experience during the early years of FHA

mortgage insurance showed that this program

In 1969, the volume of direct loans (plus
loans with grant assistance) dropped greatly,
due to the shift in operations under the new authority and a decision to stop further direct loans
except where the applicant showed he was not
able to obtain reasonable financing under the
new grant program. The program soon recovered
its volume.
By June 30, 1972, a cumulative total of almost $5 billion of college loans had been made,
including over $1 billion of private loans receiving the grant subsidy.
New commitments under these programs
were terminated January 5, 1973, along with
other housing subsidy operations.

was not very effective in small towns and rural

areas. Some critics blamed this resultâor lack

of resultsâon FHA, alleging indifference on the

part of the agency to the needs of such areas.

More dispassionate analysis, however, suggests

that the reasons for this outcome lie in the na-

ture and the mode of operations built into the

program in its authorizing legislation.

The natural clients of FHA in the private

market were the home builders and mortgage

lenders to whom its services were useful and im-

portant. But in small towns and the open coun-

tryside, professional home builders operating on

any considerable scale were virtually nonexis-

tent, and home mortgage lenders few and scat-

tered. Thus, small town banks, for example, did

not engage in home mortgage lending on a suffi-

cient scale to make it worthwhile to master the

fairly elaborate and sophisticated forms and re-

quirements involved in mortgage insurance. They

were better suited to making farm loans for

such purposes as seed, livestock, and farm ma-

chinery, which involved shorter terms and sim-

pler processing, and which afforded higher

yields and less onerous servicing problems.

Even Federal savings and loan associations

in moderate-sized towns were not greatly at-

tracted to rural areas, in spite of their then-

authorized 50-mile radius of operations. In the first

place, these smaller institutions were even less

attracted to FHA-insured and VA-guaranteed

lending than were their counterparts in the

larger cities. In the second place, relatively small

mortgage loans on scattered sites at locations

remote from the home office were expensive to

originate, difficult to service, and awkward to

deal with if the property were resold or the mort-

gage went into default. In short, some different

kind of approach was needed if the housing

problems of small towns and open rural country

were to be metâboth the needs for farm houses

as such, and those not located on farms but in

populated rural areas.

An Early ApproachâThe Housing Act of

1949 (Direct Loans): Title V of the Housing Act

of 1949 was an effort to develop such a new ap-

proach. That part of the major 1949 Act author-

Department of Agriculture Farm and Rural
Housing Program
Experience during the early years of FHA
mortgage insurance showed that this program
was not very effective in small towns and rural
areas. Soma critics blamed this result-or lack
of results-Qn FHA, alleging indifference on the
part of the agency to the needs of such areas.
More dispassionate analysis, however, suggests
that the reasons for this outcome lie in the nature and the mode of operations built into the
program in its authorizing legislation.
The natural clients of FHA in the private
market were the home builders and mortgage
lenders to whom its services were useful and important. But in small towns and the open countryside, professional home builders operating on
any considerable scale were virtually nonexistent, and home mortgage lenders few and scattered. Thus, small town banks, for example, did
not engage in home mortgage lending on a sufficient scale to make it worthwhile to master the
fairly elaborate and sophisticated forms and requirements involved in mortgage insurance. They
were better suited to making farm loans for
such purposes as seed, livestock, and farm machinery, which involved shorter terms and simpler processing, and which afforded higher
yields and less onerous servicing problems.
Even Federal savings and loan associations
in moderate-sized towns were not greatly attracted to rural areas, in spite of their thenauthorized 50-mile radius of operations. In the first
place, these smaller institutions were even less
attracted to FHA-insured and VA-guaranteed
lending than were their counterparts in the
larger cities. In the second place, relatively small
mortgage loans on scattered sites at locations
remote from the home office were ~xpens 've to

come farmers for minor repairs to homes and

farm service buildings to eliminate hazards to

... Publl cLaw 70. 87th Cong ress.
Public Law 72 . B. ~ · rY~ rl g :t .!
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ized direct loans for farm dwellings and service

buildings, and also loans and grants to low in-

originate, difficult to service, and awkward to
deal with if the property were resold or the mortgage went into default. In short, some different
kind of approach was needed if the housing
problems of small towns and open rural country
were to be met-both the needs for farm houses
as such, and those not located on farms but in
populated rural areas.
An Early Approach-The Housing Act of
1949 (Direct Loans): Title V of the Housing Act
of 1949 was an effort to develop such a new approach. That part of the major 1949 Act authorized direct loans for farm dwellings and service
buildings, and also loans and grants to low income farmers for minor repairs to homes and
farm service buildings to eliminate hazards to
health and safety. (Actually, loans for housing
could be made under the original BankheadJones Act. This was never considered to be a
housing program as such, however, because its
major thrust was toward encouragement of ownership of farms of adequate size and equipment,
and in this context housing was considered as
merely an adjunct of the physical plant of the
farm considered as a whole.)
While better adapted to its rural purposes,
the Title V program still was restricted to specified types of loans on structures actually located
on farms. In 1961, however, these concepts
began a gradual process of enlargement. In that
year, housing loans were authorized to owners
of nonfarm building sites in rural areas (then defined by regulation as open country and towns of
not more than 2,500 population)."" In the following year the authority was extended to include
loans to buy previously occupied dwellings and
minimum adequate building sites."l
Introduction of the Insured Loan-1965: In
these early stages, Farmers Home Administration, as noted above, made direct loans-i.e.,
loans of Federal funds, on which the Government was the mortgagee. In 1965, the Congress
commented that, even with the availability of
such loans, a "widespread housing credit gap
continues to exist in rural areas despite efforts
of the Federal Housing Administration to reach
farther and more effectively into ... [these] ...
areas . . . . " ,,:! The proposed new method, it
was explained, would ". . . serve to reduce in
some degree the inequality between urban and
rural families in the fie~d of housing without increasing the strain on the Federal budget." (Emphasis added.)
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The italicized phrase is worthy of note be-

cause it directs attention to the fact that farm

housing loans, like other efforts at direct lending

for housing purposes, was subject to the con-

tinuing stress between social objectives such as

housing, on the one hand, and budgetary consid-

erations on the other. Direct farm housing loans

(like FNMA mortgage purchases from Federal

funds) were budget expenditures in the year of

disbursement, and hence (if conducted in signifi-

cant volume) had an immediate and substantial

budget impact.

The Congress was quite aware that an effort

to expand substantially the level of rural housing

activity would meet with 'resistance from the

fiscal authorities of the Executive Branch un'ess

immediate budget impacts could be avoided or

at least greatly minimized. This consideration

may be thought to be the moving factor behind

the adoption of the "insured loan" approach.

The Housing and Urban Development Act of

1965'-1 authorized insured loans (described

below) and established a Rural Housing lnsur-

ance Fund as a medium for financing them.

While the 1965 legislation extended the direct

loan authorization and established another re-

volving fund to finance it (thereby somewhat re-

ducing its requirements for new appropriations),

it was thus clear that emphasis was shifting from

the use of direct loans to the new insured

loan approach. This shift was confirmed and for-

malized in 1968, when the direct loan revolving

fund was abolished and its assets and liabilities

were transferred to the rural housing insurance

fund.51 Actually, the direct loan program was

not terminated by the 1968 law, which trans-

ferred the loan authorization to the insurance

fund along with the assets and liabilities of the

direct loan revolving fund. However, it has since

dwindled to a very minor part of the total pro-

gram.

The Rural Housing lnsured Loan System:

Since the insured loan has become the predomi-

nant form of rural housing finance by the Farm-

ers Home Administration, it is relevant to briefly

summarize how it works, especially because it

differs greatly from the Federal Housing Adminis-

tration's mortgage insurance system. ln simpli-

fied form, the major steps are as follows:

1. Rural home loans are made through

some 1,700 County Supervisors, who are respon-

sible for ascertaining such matters as the eligi-

bility and credit-worthiness of the applicant, the

" Public Law 117, 89th Congress.

H Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968, cited supra.

suitability of the proposed site, the unavailability

of private credit in the area at reasonable terms,

etc.

The italicized phrase is worthy of note because it directs attention to the fact that farm
housing loans, like other efforts at direct lending
for housing purposes, was subject to the continuing stress between social objectives such as
housing, on the one hand, and budgetary considerations on the other. Direct farm housing loans
(like FNMA mortgage purchases from Federal
funds) were budget expenditures in the year of
disbursement, and hence (if conducted in significant volume) had an immediate and substantial
budget impact.
The Congress was quite aware that an effort
to expand substantially the level of rural housing
activity would meet with ·resistance from the
fiscal authorities of the Executive Branch un'ess
immediate budget impacts could be avoided or
at least greatly minimized. This consideration
may be thought to be the moving factor behind
the adoption of the "insured loan" approach.
The Housing and Urban Development Act of
1965'·, authorized insured loans (described
below) and established a Rural Housing Insurance Fund as a medium for financing them.
While the 1965 legislation extended the direct
loan authorization and established another revolving fund to finance it (thereby somewhat reducing its requirements for new appropriations),
it was thus clear that emphasis was shifting from
the use of direct loans to the new insured
loan approach. This shift was confirmed and f.ormalized in 1968, when the direct loan revolving
fund was abolished and its assets and liabilities
were transferred to the rural housing insurance
fund.'" Actua"y, the direct loan program was
not terminated by the 1968 law, which transferred the loan authorization to the insurance
fund along with the assets and liabilities of the
direct loan revolving fund. However, it has since
dwindled to a very minor part of the total program.
The Rural Housing Insured Loan System:
Since the insured loan has become the predominant form of rural housing finance by the Farmers Home Administration, it is relevant to briefly
summarize how it works, especially because it
differs greatly from the Federal Housing Ad~ini~
tration's mortgage insurance system. In simplified form, the major steps are as follows:

2. The loan is secured by a note and mort-

gage. Farmers Home Administration retains the

mortgage. The note, however, is packaged with

other similar notes to provide the collateral given

for a special type of Government-guaranteed se-

curity representing a sum equal to the sum of all

1. Rural home loans are made through
some 1,700 County Supervisors, who are resp~~
sible for ascertaining such matters as the eligibility and credit-worthiness of the applicant, the

the principal amounts of the underlying notes, in

denominations of $100,000 or more. These secu-

rities are sold in the private capital markets at

"Public Law 1 17. 89th Co ~ g res s .
.. Housing and Urban Devel opment Act of 1968. ci te

supra.

suitability of the proposed site, the unavailability
of private credit in the area at reasonable terms,
etc.
2. The loan is secured by a note and mortgage. Farmers Home Administration retains the
mortgage. The note, however, is packaged with
other similar notes to provide the collateral given
for a special type of Government-guaranteed security representing a sum equal to the sum of all
the principal amounts of the underlying notes, in
denominations of $100,000 or more. These securities ,He sold in the private capital markets at
rates determined by conditions in the money
markel at the time of sale. Their maturities may
be at varying lengths because they are not controlled by the maturities of the underlying notes.
At maturity, this security may (at the election of
the holder) either be repurchased by the Farmers Home Administration (which thus reacquires
ownership of the package of individual notes) or
be renewed or extended for an additional period.
3. The proceeds of the blanket security
sales are deposited into the Rural Housing Insurance Fund, thus effectively substituting private
investment capital for the Federal funds which
supported the original loan commitment.
4. Farmers Home Administration retains the
mortgages, continues as mortgagee, and services the loans.
5. Since the interest cost of the blanket securities exceeds the interest realized on the underlying notes, losses accumulate in the Fund
which are restored annually by appropriations.
(Limiting language in the appropriation act is
also used to put a ceiling on the total volume of
insured loans to be approved during the fiscal
year, which otherwise would be limited only by
the resources of the insurance fund.)
The foregoing description relates to the socalled block system of financing, which accounts
for the largest part of the Administration's activity in the capital markets. A variation not so extenSively used provides for the direct sale of
actual blocks of notes, in packages totaling
$25,000 or more, which may be purchased from
the Administration under a similar guarantee as
to principal and interest.
Summary and Comments: It may be observed that the farm and rural housing program
has conformed to the pattern of other housing
programs over time, in that by virtue of various
amendment iti ' ~~OOlTl e more general in ape being applied
plicati trN l m~-rtt
I ft!Al~
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rates determined by conditions in the money

market at the time of sale. Their maturities may

be of varying lengths because they are not con-
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to particular and special needs, such as those

for rental housing, for the elderly, for coopera-

tive housing, etc. (lt should be mentioned that

the total housing program of the Farmers Home

Administration includes a number of other facets,

such as loans and grants to encourage self-help

housing; loans to families whose property is

damaged or destroyed by disaster; assistance

for certain home improvements, etc. These are

not detailed here because of their relatively

small volume and specialized nature.)

At the same time, the Farmers Home Admin-

istration has been drawn progressively deeper

into the gray area between the actual farm and

the larger towns and cities where the FHA mort-

gage insurance programs are effective. Thus, the

original provision extending the program from

farms to rural areas and towns of not more than

2,500 population was changed by the 1965

amendments to include places up to 5,500 in

population which were rural in character. This

was again revised in 1970 to increase the appli-

cable population limit to 10.000

The level of activity has responded strikingly

to the combination of a wider field of application

and the revised budget treatment made possible

by the use of insured loans. Not until 1963 did

the total activity in a fiscal year exceed $100 mil-

lion. By the time the insured loan procedure was

perfected and established in fiscal year 1967, the

volume had tripled, to a figure of almost $425

million. By fiscal year 1971, it passed $1 billion,

and, in 1973, exceeded $2 billionâa level proj-

ected to be maintained by the 1974 Budget.

Some Comparisons with FHA Mortgage

lnsurance: lt has already been noted that the

financing system involved in the rural housing in-

sured loan program is altogether different from

that in the FHA mortgage insurance system.

There are also significant differences in the op-

erating methods of the two programs which are

worth noting:

Local Processing and Operating Relation-

ships: FHA deals primarilyâindeed almost exclu-

sivelyâwith approved mortgagees and with

builders. lts local offices seldom have any signif-

icant degree of direct contact with the home

buyer or owner. Even the application for mort-

gage insurance must be filed by the mortgagee.

This is in direct contrast with the Farmers Home

operation, in which the applicant comes directly

to the agency's local office, and the development

of an approvable loan is a process of face-to-

face negotiation between the local officials of

"Public L*Â» 91-Â«09.

Farmers Home and the would-be home buyer.

This format necessarily leads to a much closer

understanding of and "feel" for the individual

problems and circumstances of each applicant,

and a much more flexible situation in which to

work out a plan tailored to both his needs and

his income and future prospects.

Servicing: ln the mortgage insurance sys-

to particular and specla! needs. suCh as those
for rental hOUSing. for the elderly. tor coopera!Ive housing etc lit shOuld be mentioned that
the total hOUSing program of the Farmers Home
Administration Includes a number of other facets.
SUCh as loans and grants to encourage self-help
hOUSing. loans to families whose property is
damaged or destroyed by disaster: assistance
'or certain home improvements. etc. These are
not detailed here because of their relatively
small VOlume and specialized nature)
At the same tl me. the Farmers Home Administration has been drawn progressively deeper
into the gray area between the actual farm and
the larger towns and Cities where the FHA mortgage Insurance programs are effective. Thus. the
Original provision extending the program from
farms to rural areas and towns of not more than
2,500 population was changed by the 1965
amendments to include places up to 5.500 in
population which were rural in character. This
was again revised in 1970 to increase the applicable population limit to 10.000."
The level of activity has responded strikingly
to the combination of a Wider field of application
and the revised budget treatment made possible
by the use of insured loans. Not until 1963 did
the total activity in a fiscal year exceed $100 million. By the time the Insured loan procedure was
perfected and established in fiscal year 1967. the
VOlume had tripled, to a figure of almost $425
million. By fiscal year 1971, it passed $1 billion,
and. in 1973, exceeded $2 billion-a level projected to be maintained by the 1974 Budget.
Some Comparisons with FHA Mortgage
Insurance: It has already been noted that the
financing system involved in the rural housing insured loan program is altogether different from
that in the FHA mortgage insurance system.
There are also significant differences in the operating methods of the two programs which are
worth noting:
Local Processing and Operating Relationships: FHA deals primarily-indeed almost exc~u
slvely-with approved mortgagees and. With
builders. Its local offices seldom have any Significant degree of direct contact with the home
buyer or owner. Even the application for mortgage insurance must be filed by the mortgagee.
This is in direct contrast with the Farmers Home
operation, in which the applicant comes directly
to the agency's local office, and the development
of an approvable loan is a process Of. f~ce-to
face negotiation between the local offiCials of

tem, servicing of insured loans is a function of

the mortgagee (or. in the case of a secondary

holder, of a local private mortgage-servicing

"" PutlliC Law 91-609

agency on a fee basis). FHA seldom becomes in-

volved until the loan is in trouble, and is not

effectively in a position to work out solutions

until it accepts either assignment of the mort-
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iglli e by

Farmers Home and the would-be home buyer.
ThiS format necessarily leads to a much closer
understanding of and "feel" for the individual
problems and ClrCU:":1stances of each applicant,
and a much more fleXible Situation in which to
work out a plan tailored to both his needs and
hiS Income and future prospects.
SelYicing: In the mortgage insurance system. servicing of insured loans is a function of
the mortgagee (or. In the case of a secondary
holder, of a local private mortgage-servicing
agency on a fee basis). FHA seldom becomes involved until the loan is in trouble, and is not
effectively In a position to work out solutions
until It accepts either assignment of the mortgage or conveyance of the property securing the
mortgage.
Farmers Home. on the other hand. services
its individual mortgage loans directly. This keeps
the agency In constant touch with each homeowner under an Insured loan. and provides the
maximum opportunity to initiate corrective measures at the earliest sign that he is getting into
difficulty. The avoidance of foreclosure and individual hardship is thus greatly facilitated, as well
as the minimization of losses to the insurance
fund.
Participation 01 Local Lending Institutions:
In the FHA mortgage insurance system, most
loans are originated by local lending institutions.
Even if the mortgage is later sold to a secondary
holder, it is common for the originating mortgagee to hold the loan on its books for servicing
on behalf of the secondary investor. Cumulatively. this volume of business has an important
effect in strengthening local lending institu1ions
and enhancing their ability to contribute to the
development of the local economy and the solution of housing problems in their areas.
By contrast. the Farmers Home insured loan
system effectively substitutes private capital for
Federal funds, but it derives this capital largely
from the national capital markets. Thus its investors are generally not only remote geographically
from the areas served. but equally remote in
function from housing and even from mortgage
lending as such. They have no reason to take
any interest whatever in individual loans, since
the basic security for their investment--ostensibly the groups of loans underlying their securities-is in fact the unconditional Government
guarantee of their investment as to both principal and interest. Servicing of the individual
loans, as noted above, is performed by the
Farmers Home Administration, and the ultimate
investor !ilisgint:lef
0 incentive to be con-
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cerned with whether such servicing is done well

or poorly. This general format of operation ob-

viously has little or no impact on the practices

or mortgage lending capabilities of local lending

institutions in rural areas.

The Veterans Housing Program

Early in 1944, with more than 11 million

Americans in arms and the peak still a year

cerned with whether such servicing is done well
or poorly. This general format of operation obviously has little or no impact on the practices
or mortgage lending capabilities of local lending
institutions in rural areas.

away, committees of the Congress were engaged

in postwar planning for World War ll service

The Veterans Housing Program

people. The postwar readjustment of the young

men and women then in uniform loomed as a

major social and economic problem, especially

to those in the Congress and the veterans orga-

nizations who remembered World War l and

were determined that its harsh aftermath of

neglect of ex-servicemen must not be repeated.

When the Congress was considering in 1944

what form of housing credit assistance should be

provided for future World War ll veterans to help

them in their readjustment to civilian life, they

were principally influenced by the following con-

siderations:

1. Veterans generally would be young men

(and women) who would be establishing house-

holds, but as a consequence of long service at

military pay levels, most of them had been de-

prived of a normal opportunity to develop a sub-

stantial accumulation of savings.

2. During the war years, civilian workers

Early in 1944, with more than 11 million
Americans in arms and the peak still a year
away, committees of the Congress were engaged
in postwar planning for World War II service
people. The postwar readjustment of the young
men and women then in uniform loomed as a
major social and economic problem, especially
to those in the Congress and the veterans organizations who remembered World War I and
were determined that its harsh aftermath of
neglect of ex-servicemen must not be repeated.
When the Congress was considering in 1944
what form of housing credit assistance should be
provided for future World War II veterans to help
them in their readjustment to civilian life, they
were principally influenced by the following considerations:

generally had been employed at favorable pay

rates, and because of their accumulation of sav-

ings they would be in a commanding position to

compete for the limited supply of available hous-

ing in the immediate postwar years.

3. lt was important that the postwar read-

justment effort by designed to stimulate redi-

rection of liquid capitalâwhich had been

1. Veterans generally would be young men
(and women) who would be establishing households, but as a consequence of long service at
military pay levels, most of them had been deprived of a normal opportunity to develop a substantial accumulation of savings.

accumulated during war years when normal in-

vestment outlets were restrictedâinto normal

peacetime avenues.

4. Conventionalâand even Federal Housing

Administration insured Section 203(b) home pur-

chase loansâat that time required equity pay-

ments that would preclude many future veterans

from obtaining financing.

5. The veteransâwith few exceptionsâ

would be first-time home buyers lacking experi-

ence in real estate transactions, and should be

protected somehow against paying excessive

prices for housing.

Development of the Home Loan Guaranty

Approach: The Congress sought an approach

2. During the war years, civilian workers
generally had been employed at favorable pay
rates, and because of their accumulation of savings they would be in a commanding position to
compete for the limited supply of available housing in the immediate postwar years.

3. It was important that the postwar readjustment effort by designed to stimulate redirection of liquid capital-which had been
accumulated during war years when normal investment outlets were restricted-into normal
peacetime avenues.

which would take all these considerations into

account, and which in addition would involve a

bearable public expense.

Among the alternatives for consideration

were the making of direct loans to all eligible

veterans, or the payment to each home buying

veteran of some sort of grant. To be effective,

4. Conventional-and even Federal Housing
Administration insured Section 203(b) home purchase loans-at that time required equity payments that would preclude many future veterans
from obtaining financing.

loans or grants would at least have to equal the

lender's probable requirement of an equity pay-

ment. With a potential eligible veteran population

of 11 to 15 million, the cost of either direct loans

or equity grants would have been tremendous

and probably not acceptable from the standpoint

of the Federal budget despite the popularity of

5. The veterans-with few exceptionswould be first-time home buyers lacking experier,ce in real estate transactions, and should be
protected somehow against paying excessive
prices for housing.

Development of the Home Loan Guaranty
Approach: The Congress sought an approach
which would take all these considerations into
account, and which in addition would involve a
bearable public expense.
Among the alternatives for consideration
were the making of direct loans to all eligible
veterans, or the payment to each home buying
veteran of some sort of grant. To be effective,
loans or grants would at least have to equal the
lender's probable requirement of an equity payment. With a potential eligible veteran population
of 11 to 15 million, the cost of either direct loans
or equity grants would have been tremendous
and probably not acceptable from the standpoint
of the Federal budget despite the popularity of
the purpose.
From the Congressional Committee deliberations, after consulting leaders in the home mortgage sector and veterans affairs leaders, there
evolved a new concept-that the government
would provide a practical substitute for (or the
equivalent of) a down payment by protecting the
lender against loss on 100 percent mortgage
loans with a guaranty that would operate as to
the top portion of the loan. In other words, the
guaranty by the Federal Government would serve
as the practical equivalent-from a lender's
standpoint-of the cash equity investment
(downpayment) called for under conventional
mortgage lending standards.
Thus the resulting act-the Servicemen's
Readjustment Act of 1944, more familiarly known
as the GI Bill of Rights-introduced quite a new
form of housing credit assistance for the special
benefit of veterans. It authorized the Veterans
Administration to guarantee lenders against loss
on home mortgage loans, up to the lesser of 50
percent of the loan amount, or $2,000. (This
figure quickly proved to be too small to be effective in the market, and in the following year it
was increased to $4,000.)
Operation of the Guaranty: Under the guaranty
concept, the percentage of loan guaranty stays
constant throughout the life of the loan, so that
as the loan debt is reduced, the amount of the
guaranty payable is also reduced. Thus, a 60
percent guaranty (the present statutory percentage, substituted for. the original 50 percent coverage in 1950 (Public Law 81-475)} on a loan of
$20,000 ($12,000 guaranty) becomes a $9,000
guaranty when the loan is reduced to $15,000.
The lender's only risk of loss under the
guaranty concept is the relatively remote possibility that
. ":(3,.1 t,. nt,i me of loan origination
and u ~
~fff~
ftm~ sure , the value of

w

the purpose.

From the Congressional Committee delibera-

tions, after consulting leaders in the home mort-
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the security might depreciate to the point where

it would be less than the nonguaranteed portion

of the remaining unpaid mortgage loan. Admit-

tedly, this can happenâas in the case, for exam-

ple, where the mortgaged property is destroyed

by disaster, or in the occasional "ghost town"

situation which can arise when a major military

base is closed down. Statistically, however, such

casesâhowever painful for those involvedâare

rare enough to be insignificant in the workings

of a nationwide guaranty system involving mil-

lions of loans.

The investment of billions of dollars in guar-

anteed loans by prudent institutional investors

is the best evidence that theyâas well as the

VAâconsider such loans to be virtually riskless as

a practical matter.

The authority of the VA to guarantee home

loans was not restricted by a statutory dollar

limitation, either on a single loan or on the total

program. Consequently, whenever a lender is

willing to accept the VA guaranty as a sufficient

protection against possible future loss, the home

loan is eligible for guaranty regardless of its

amount, provided that amount is not more than

the VA's reasonable value determination (de-

scribed below) for the home, and that the bor-

rower is a satisfactory credit risk and has (or

can reasonably be expected to have) the requis-

ite income to repay the loan in accordance with

its terms.

Obviously, a $12,500 guarantee on a $62,500

loan provides only 20 percent guaranty cover-

age, and the full 60 percent coverage is not

available on a loan of more than $20,833. In the

larger as well as the smaller loans, however, that

part of the total loan which is most vulnerable to

loss is guaranteed. Thus, loans in the $40,000-

and-over bracket are not uncommon in present-

day VA experience. Only about 20 percent (in

number) of the recent VA loan volume, however,

involves loans in excess of $33,000.

Protecting the Veteran from Excess Costs:

The concern of the Congress that veterans be

protected against paying more for housing than

it was worth resulted in a unique statutory stipu-

lationâthat no loan would be eligible for guar-

anty if the purchase price or cost of the dwelling

or farm residence to be purchased or con-

structed with the loan proceeds exceeded the

"reasonable normal value" of the property as

determined by appraisal. This was later modified

to "reasonable value" as determined by the Ad-

ministrator, and made applicable to the maxi-

mum loan amount rather than the purchase

price. (The Veterans Administration has found,

since this change in the law, that 10.7 percent of

the home loans guaranteed involve a cost or

purchase price to veterans in excess of its "rea-

sonable value" determination.)

Defaults: VA's guaranty is payable in cash.

The law specified that in the event of default

in the payment of any loan guaranteed by VA,

the holder of the obligation shall notify the Ad-

ministrator, who "shall thereupon pay to such

holder the guaranty ..." regardless of the con-

dition of the property (if properly insured)âeven

including its total destruction.

Very early in the program, the Veterans Ad-

ministration recognized that if the interests of

the security might depreciate to the point where
it would be less than the nonguaranteed portion
of the remaining unpaid mortgage loan. Admittedly, this can happen-as in the case, for example, where the mortgaged property is destroyed
by disaster, or in the occasional "ghost town"
situation which can arise when a major military
base is closed down. Statistically, however, such
cases-however painful for those involved-are
rare enough to be insignificant in the workings
of a nationwide guaranty system involving millions of loans.
The investment of billions of dollars in guaranteed loans by prudent institutional investors
is the best evidence that they-as well as the
VA-consider such loans to be virtually riskless as
a practical matter.
The authority of the VA to guarantee home
loans was not restricted by a statutory dollar
limitation, either on a single loan or on the total
program. Consequently, whenever a lender is
willing to accept the VA guaranty as a sufficient
protection against possible future loss, the ho~e
loan is eligible for guaranty regardless of Its
amount, provided that amount is not more than
the VA's reasonable value determination (described below) for the home, and that the borrower is a satisfactory credit risk and has (or
can reasonably be expected to have) the requisite income to repay the loan in accordance with
its terms.
Obviously, a $12,500 guarantee on a $62,500
loan provides only 20 percent guaranty coverage, and the full 60 percent coverage is not
available on a loan of more than $20,833. In the
larger as well as the smaller loans, however, that
part of the total loan which is most vulnerable to
loss is guaranteed. Thus, loans in the $40,000and-over bracket are not uncommon in presentday VA experience. Only about 20 percent (in
number) of the recent VA loan volume, however,
involves loans in excess of $33,000.
Protecting the Veteran from Excess Costs:
The concern of the Congress that veterans be
protected against paying more for housing t.han
it was worth resulted in a unique statutory stiPUlation-that no loan would be eligible for guaranty if the purchase price or cost of the dwelling
or farm residence to be purchased or constructed with the loan proceeds exceeded the
"reasonable normal value" of the property as
determined by appraisal. This was later modified
to "reasonable value" as determined by the Administrator, and made applicable to the maximum loan amount rather than the purchase
price. (The Veterah s Administration has found,

since this change in the law, that 10.7 percent of
the home loans guaranteed involve a cost or
purchase price to veterans in excess of its "reasonable value" determination.)
Defaults: VA's guaranty is payable in cash.
The law specified that in the event of default
in the payment of any loan guaranteed by VA,
the holder of the obligation shall notify the Administrator, who "shall thereupon pay to such
holder the guaranty ... " regardless of the condition of the property (if properly insured)-even
including its total destruction.
Very early in the program, the Veterans Administration recognized that if the interests of
the Government were to be protected when foreclosure of guaranteed home loans was in prospect, some measure had to be taken to prevent
the holder of a defaulted loan from acquiring the
security property at a foreclosure sale for a
nominal bid (or for less than the nonguaranteed
portion of the loan) and thereafter selling the
property for a price s:.Jbstantially in excess of
the nonguaranteed loan amount, resulting in a
windfall to the lender at the expense of the Government. It was also recognized that large investors in mortgage loans were reluctant or unwilling to manage and dispose of properties
acquired in foreclosure sales as a result of
defaulted loans.
To protect the financial interests of the Government and to overcome the investors' potential
problems, the Agency provided in the loan guaranty regulations for the establishment of what is
called an "upset price" or "specified amount"that is, the current value which the mortgage
holder must attribute to the foreclosed real estate in the accounting incident to the settlement
of the VA's guaranty liability.
This practice fully protects the lender, and
at the same time protects the VA from having to
make excessive payments on account of the
guaranty.
VA will pay the lender the difference between the outstanding indebtedness (including
accumulated interest and other charges) and the
"specified amount," so long as this difference
does not exceed VA's guaranty liability. Should
the mortgage holder have to acquire the property because none of the other bids is as much
as the "specified amount," it may exercise one
of the following options:
(1) Notify VA that it intends to retain title to
the property and effect a private sale for the
best price ~ q ,·r;)apt:z,,:) . s a practical matter, thi.S
is d 'IDfI ~~1 1
~ ~I~~A ~ convinced that It

can realize net cash proceeds in excess of the

VA's "specified amount."

(2) Exercise its right under the VA regula-

tions to transfer title to the property to the VA

can realize net cash proceeds in excess of the
VA's "specified amount."

for payment of its "specified amount." This pay-

ment, coupled with the guaranty payment, makes

the lender whole, and the transaction is con-

cluded. VA then proceeds to recoup its invest-

ment by effecting a sale of the property for the

best possible price.

Establishment of Debts Against Defaulted

Veterans: From the start of the home loan guar-

anty program, the Veterans Administration took

the position that the guaranty benefit is an enti-

tlement to have the loan guaranteedânot an en-

titlement to have a guaranty paid on the veter-

an's account with no consequence to the

borrower.

On this basis, VA seeks to effect collection

of these losses from the defaulted borrower as a

matter of regular practiceâthrough negotiation

where possible, but, if necessary, through the

courts. This practice is in marked contrast to

that of FHA (except for Title I loans), where

claims against defaulted borrowers are seldom

pressed once the insurance claim has been set-

tled.

Because of the legal situation in respect to

defaulting mortgagors, the agency goes to great

lengths to inform prospective borrowers of their

potential indebtedness to the Government should

default and foreclosure occur. In addition, when

defaults are reported to the agency by the hold-

ers of guaranteed mortgages, agency personnel

write to or otherwise contact the defaulted

homeowner and encourage him and the lender

to work out a mutually satisfactory cure of the

default. Other supplemental servicing is under-

taken as may be necessary, including, in ex-

treme cases, taking an assignment of the mort-

gage from the holder and working out a solution

with the veteran directly.

The Congress is well aware of the VA's

guaranty recovery rights and has not seen fit to

change those rights. VA itself has not sought any

changeâbelieving that the potential of an in-

debtedness to the Government is an important

factor in the low foreclosure experience of VA-

guaranteed home loans. Moreover, Congress has

vested the agency with broad authority to waive

payment of a veteran's indebtedness to the VA

where this is warranted by the particular circum-

stances of the veteran concerned.

During the lifetime of the Loan Guaranty and

Direct Loan programs (1944 through FY72), VA

has collected from indebted veterans a total of

$71.4 million, or about 25 cents per dollar, of in-

debtedness established against veteran mortgagors.

Use of Fee Appraisers: From the outset of

the home loan guaranty program the VA oper-

ated with a small salaried staff of appraisal tech-

nicians who review, supervise, and supplement

the appraisal activity of approved local private

appraisers who report to the agency on a fee

basis. The fee is paid by the veteran, lender,

builder, or seller requesting the appraisal (or by

(2) Exercise its right under the VA regulations to transfer title to the property to the VA
for payment of its "specified amount." This payment, coupled with the guaranty payment, makes
the lender whole, and the transaction is concluded. VA then proceeds to recoup its investment by effecting a sale of the property for the
best possible price.
Establishment of Debts Against Defaulted
Veterans: From the start of the home loan guaranty program, the Veterans Administration took
the position that the guaranty benefit is an entitlement to have the loan guaranteed-not an entitlement to have a guaranty paid on the veteran's account with no consequence to the
borrower.
On this basis, VA seeks to effect collection
of these losses from the defaulted borrower as a
matter of regular practic&-through negotiation
where possible, but, if necessary, through the
courts. This practice is in marked contrast to
that of FHA (except for Title I loans), where
claims against defaulted borrowers are seldom
pressed once the insurance claim has been settled.
Because of the legal situation in respect to
defaulting mortgagors, the agency goes to great
lengths to inform prospective borrowers of their
potential indebtedness to the Government should
default and foreclosure occur. In addition, when
defaults are reported to the agency by the holders of guaranteed mortgages, agency personnel
write to or otherwise contact the defaulted
homeowner and encourage him and the lender
to work out a mutually satisfactory cure of the
default. Other supplemental servicing is undertaken as may be necessary, including, in extreme cases, taking an assignment of the mortgage from the holder and working out a solution
with the veteran directly.
The Congress is well aware of the VA's
guaranty recovery rights and has not seen fit to
change those rights. VA itself has not sought any
change-believing that the potential of an indebtedness to the Government is an important
factor in the low foreclosure experience of VAguaranteed home loans. Moreover, Congress has
vested the agency with broad authority to waive
payment of a veteran's indebtedness to the VA
where this is warranted by the particular circumstances of the veteran concerned.
During the lifetime of the Loan Guaranty and
Direct Loan programs (1944 through FY12) , VA

has collected from indebted veterans a total of
$71.4 million, or about 25 cents per dollar, of indebtedness established against veteran mortgagors.
Use of Fee Appraisers: From the outset of
the home loan guaranty program the VA operated with a small salaried staff of appraisal technicians who review, supervise, and supplement
the appraisal activity of approved local private
appraisers who report to the agency on a fee
basis. The fee is paid by the veteran, lender,
builder, or seller requesting the appraisal (or by
the VA in cases in which the agency itself requests that the appraisal be made). All requests
for appraisal must be submitted to the local VA
office in the area, and that office assigns the request to an approved fee appraiser. Upon receipt, the appraisal report is reviewed by a salaried technician, and approved or adjusted. Based
on the determinations of the VA, a Certificate of
Reasonable Value is issued to the requestor.
Coordination with FHA: Because of the obvious similarity in the purposes, if not the techniques, of VA and FHA, it became necessary for
both agencies to be aware of and work out consistent or compatible procedures and regulations
on matters affecting lenders and builders who
are participants in both the VA and FHA programs. As a result of such coordination, the VA
has adopted FHA's minimum property standards;
approves, for VA purposes, construction materials and contruction techniques accepted for
FHA purposes by its engineering staff; and both
agencies accept for their respective purposes
construction compliance inspections of the other
agency.
Direct Loans: There was no direct loan authority until the Housing Act of 1950 (previously
cited) was enacted.
A very large volume of guaranteed loan
cases (almost 542,000 in 1947 alone) was processed by the Veterans Administration in the first
5 years, but these cases originated almost entirely from metropolitan areas. Members of Congress representing rural areas found that their
veteran constituents were being denied the opportunity to purchase homes in their districts because, as a practical matter, private lender
financing on a no-down payment, 4 percent interest (the program rate at that time), long term
basis was simply not available in these areas.
In an effort to place rural area veterans
more nearly on a parity with veterans in urban
areas, the Congress authorized the Veterans Administration to make direct loans on the same
terms autho(zed forf uaranteed loans, whenever
the V Nfli
~ ~' t~~u It~r ~Nloan financing "is

f

the VA in cases in which the agency itself re-

quests that the appraisal be made). All requests

for appraisal must be submitted to the local VA

office in the area, and that office assigns the re-
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not generally available in any rural area or small

city or town" (not near a large metropolitan

area), and the veteran

. . . shows to the satisfaction of the Administrator that . . .

he is unable to obtain from a private lender in such hous-

not generally available in any rural area or small
city or town" (not near a large metropolitan
area). and the veteran

that only the first of those listed below represents a conceptual change from the original
basic approach.

. . . shows to the satisfaction of the Administrator that . . .
he is unable to obtain from a private lender in such housing credit shortage area, at an interest rate not in excess
of the rate authorized for guaranteed home loans . . . a
loan for such purpose for which he is qualified. (38 USC

Reasonable Value: In the original law, it was
the purchase price (not the loan) which could
not exceed VA's determination of reasonable
value. In 1968, this reasonable value determination was changed to apply to the loan, permitting
veterans to pay a higher price where they chose
to do so and their incomes permitted carrying
the larger debt.

ing credit shortage area, at an interest rate not in excess

of the rate authorized for guaranteed home loans ... a

loan lor such purpose for which he is qualified. (38 USC

1811)

Although the original direct loan authorization

was temporary, the Congress continued to ex-

1811)
tend or renew the authority, and existing law no

longer contains a cutoff date for making direct

loans.

There are 3,094 counties and independent

cities in the United States. The Veterans Admin-

istration has designated 2,092 of them as wholly

eligible for direct loan financing; 254 are partially

eligible, and 748 are ineligible. (The VA estimates

that only 19.2 percent of the veteran population

resides in areas eligible for direct loan financing.)

Referral of Approved Loans: In 1970, VA

tried out a program to refer to private lenders

those loans already approved for direct financ-

ing. Through this process, it was hoped to make

doubly sure that direct loans were made only

Although the original direct loan authorization
was temporary, the Congress continued to extend or renew the authority, and existing law no
longer contains a cutoff date for making direct
loans,
There are 3,094 counties and independent
cities in the United States. The Veterans Administration has designated 2,092 of them as wholly
eligible for direct loan financing; 254 are partially
eligible, and 748 are ineligible, (The VA estimates
that only 19,2 percent of the veteran population
resides in areas eligible for direct loan financing,)

when private financing was not available on rea-

sonable terms to the veteran. This effort re-

sulted in placing about 30 percent of the direct

loan cases with private lenders. Because of this

success, VA has established a continuing direct

loan referral procedure which eliminated some of

the delays experienced under the earlier proce-

dures. In fiscal year 1972, VA placed with private

lenders 16 percent of the total number of loans

referred, in spite of relatively tight market condi-

tions.

Characteristics: Direct loans, because they

are restricted to rural areas that lack private fin-

ancial resources, differ significantly from guaran-

teed loans in a number of characteristics. The

average home purchase price and loan amount

is lower than for guaranteed loans. Because di-

rect loans are made in areas of relatively low

population density, existing and previously occu-

Referral of Approlfed Loans: In 1970, VA
tried out a program to refer to private lenders
those loans already approved for direct financing. Through this process, it was hoped to make
doubly sure that direct loans were made only
when private financing was not available on reasonable terms to the veteran. This effort resulted in placing about 30 percent of the direct
loan cases with private lenders. Because of this
success, VA has established a continuing direct
loan referral procedure which eliminated some of
the delays experienced under the earlier procedures. In fiscal year 1972, VA placed with private
lenders 16 percent of the total number of loans
referred, in spite of relatively tight market conditions.

pied properties dominate direct lending much

more than lending under the guaranty program.

VA direct loans are closed by fee personnelâat-

torneys, title companies, etc.

Changes and Improvements in Law Since

1944: The original law has gone through many

refinements, improvements, and updatings since

the original enactment in 1944. While many of

the changes were significant, it would appear

that only the first of those listed below repre-

sents a conceptual change from the original

basic approach.

Reasonable Value: In the original law, it was

the purchase price (not the loan) which could

not exceed VA's determination of reasonable

Characteristics: Direct loans, because they
are restricted to rural areas that lack private financial resources, differ significantly from guaranteed loans in a number of characteristics. The
average home purchase price and loan amount
is lower than for guaranteed loans. Because direct loans are made in areas of relatively low
population density, existing and previously occupied properties dominate direct lending much
more than lending under the guaranty program.
VA direct loans are closed by fee personnel-attorneys, title companies, etc.

value. In 1968, this reasonable value determina-

tion was changed to apply to the loan, permitting

veterans to pay a higher price where they chose

to do so and their incomes permitted carrying

the larger debt.

Direct Loans: As noted above, direct loans

were not authorized in the 1944 legislation but

were included in the Housing Act of 1950 in re-

sponse to a demonstrated need in small areas

where lenders could not or were not willing to

Changes and Improvements in Law Since
1944: The original law has gone through many
refinements, improvements, and updatings since
the original enactment in 1944. While many of
the changes were si9mificant, it would appear

Direct Loans: As noted above, direct loans
were not authorized in the 1944 legislation but
were included in the Housing Act of 1950 in response to a demonstrated need in small areas
where lenders could not or were not willing to
make home mortgage loans secured by the topof-the-risk guaranty offered by VA. Originally, the
maximum direct loan was $10,000-subsequently
increased to a present maximum of $21,000 (with
$25,000 allowed in areas "where cost levels so
require").
Interest Rates: Originally, and until 1966, the
Congress established by law the interest rates
which could be charged on VA loans. Under this
system, changes to meet market conditions often
lagged far behind the need and, in those periods
of lag, VA loans were not generally acceptable
to lenders. In recognition of the protracted difficulty that this caused for both the veterans and
the home mortgage lenders, the VA Administrator was authorized in 1966 to establish interest
rates not to exceed those set from time to time
under FHA's Section 203(b)(5). Currently, FHA
203 and VA rates are the same.
Increases in Guaranty Limits: The 1944 legislation provided a guaranty for the lesser of 50
percent of the loan and $2,000. The 50 percent
factor remained in effect until 1950, when it was
changed to 60 percent, where it is today; the
maximum guaranty amount was increased in
1945 to $4,000, thence to $7,500, and still later to
$12,500, where it is today.
Expiration Dates for Eligibility: Earlier legislation limited the period of time before which eligible veterans must use their entitlement to
housing finance. In 1970, expiration dates were
dropped, and eligibility was restored for all veterans who had used less than their full entitlement.
Special Prolfision 'or Federal Salfings and
Loans and National Banks: The present law provides that
~ I b,!Eiast 20 percent of which
~e
be made by any
is gUff

I
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national bank or Federal savings and loan asso-

ciation without regard to the limitations and re-

strictions of any other law relating to ratio of

loan to value; maturity of loan; requirement for

mortgage or other security; dignity of lien; or

percentage of assets which may be invested by

such institution in real estate loans.

New Types of Home Financing: ln 1970,

three new types of home financing were included

in the guaranty authorizationâmobile homes, con-

dominium units insurable under Section 234 of

the National Housing Act, and refinancing of lien

indebtednesses on properties owned or occupied

by veterans as their homes. The authorization

was also expanded to permit direct assistance to

paraplegics for specially adapted housing, re-

gardless of the area located.

Earlier Provisions Dropped: Three other

provisions of the legislation, no longer in effect,

are worth mention.

1. Until veterans of the post-Korean period

national bank or Federal savings and loan association without regard to the limitations and restrictions of any other law relating to ratio of
loan to value; maturity of loan; requirement for
mortgage or other security; dignity of lien; or
percentage of assets which may be invested by
such institution in real estate loans.
New Types of Home Financing: In 1970,
three new types of home financing were included
in the guaranty authorization-mobile homes, condominium units insurable under Section 234 of
the National Housing Act, and refinancing of lien
indebtednesses on properties owned or occupied
by veterans as their homes. The authorization
was also expanded to permit direct assistance to
paraplegics for specially adapted housing, regardless of the area located.

were made eligible, no fee or premium had been

charged. A fee of .5 percent of the loan was es-

tablished for the new group, to be advanced and

included in the mortgage, but this fee was

Earlier Provisions Dropped: Three other
provisions of the legislation, no longer in effect,
are worth mention.

dropped entirely as to all applicants in 1970.

2. From inception until 1953, when it was

dropped, a small subsidy or "gratuity payment"

(the lesser of 4 percent of the guaranty of $160)

was made to the mortgagee on behalf of the vet-

eran and applied to his loan (principal, interest,

or both) in accordance with his instructions.

3. Originally, the law required that all loans

to be guaranteed must be submitted to, and ap-

proved by, VA before closing. This resulted in

processing delays and dissatisfaction by both

borrowers and lenders. To meet this problem,

Congress extended to specific classes of lenders

(national banks, savings and loan institutions, in-

surance companies, etc.) the option of proceed-

ing to loan closing as soon as VA's "reasonable

value" determination had been received. These

"supervised lenders" were given an automatic

guaranty for loans made in accordance with ap-

plicable requirements, thus minimizing process-

ing time. ln later years, when VA had acquired

more experience and had been more adequately

staffed, most lenders submitted loan applications

for approval and issuance of a guaranty commit-

ment prior to closingâalthough the "automatic

guaranty" procedure still may be used.

Universe of Eligible Applicants and Program

Accomplishments: With the restoration of ex-

pired eligibilities in the 1970 amendments, all of

the World War ll veterans and about 1.2 million

veterans of the Korean conflict regained their

unused entitlementsâa total of approximately

13.9 million veterans. lncluding these, and some

who have partially used their entitlements but

not more than $7,500, nearly 27 million veterans

and eligible service people were eligible for VA

loans as of June 30, 1972. The table below pro-

vides some indication of the age of the entitle-

ments, from latest to earliest.

Service Era Number (in thousands)

with entitlements

Eligible service people 1,982

Post-Korean Period (11 /55 to â) 9,034

Korean Conflict 3,257

World War ll 12.698

1. Until veterans of the post-Korean period
were made eligible, no fee or premium had been
charged. A fee of .5 percent of the loan was established for the new group, to be advanced and
included in the mortgage, but this fee was
dropped entirely as to all applicants in 1970.
2. From inception until 1953, when it was
dropped, a small subsidy or "gratuity payment"
(the lesser of 4 percent of the guaranty of $160)
was made to the mortgagee on behalf of the veteran and applied to his loan (principal, interest,
or both) in accordance with his instructions.
3. Originally, the law required that all loans
to be guaranteed must be submitted to, and approved by, VA before closing. This resulted in
processing delays and dissatisfaction by both
borrowers and lenders. To meet this problem,
Congress extended to specific classes of lenders
(national banks, savings and loan institutions, insurance companies, etc.) the option of proceeding to loan c:osing as soon as VA's "reasonable
value" determination had been received. These
"supervised lenders" were given an automatic
guaranty for loans made in accordance with applicable requirements, thus minimizing processing time. In later years, when VA had acquired
more experience and had been more adequately
staffed, most lenders submitted loan applications
for approval and issuance of a guaranty commitment prior to closing-although the "automatic
guaranty" procedure still may be used.

Universe of Eligible Applicants and Program
Accomplishments: With the restoration of expired eligibilities in the 1970 amendments, al l of
I

the World War II veterans and about 1.2 million
veterans of the Korean conflict regained their
unused entitlements-a total of approximately
13.9 million veterans. Including these, and some
who have partially used their entitlements but
not more than $7,500, nearly 27 million veterans
and eligible service people were eligible for VA
loans as of June 30, 1972. The table below provides some indication of the age of the entitlements, from latest to earliest.
Service Era

Number (in thousands)
with entitlements
Eligible service people
1,982
Post-Korean Period (11/55 to - )
9,034
Korean Conflict
3,257
World War II
12,698
Total
26,971

Although more than half of the eligibles are
World War II and Korean Conflict veterans, logic
and recent experience indicate that their housing
needs are largely satisfied--only about 16 percent of the fiscal year 1972 loans were to this
group.
Loan Authorization: There is no dollar limit
in the statute on VA's authority for loan guaranty. Direct loans are limited; $707 million of direct loan authority remained as of June 30, 1972.
Cumulative Business: Through the end of
March 1973, VA had made over 8.7 million direct, guaranteed, or insured loans totaling nearly
$100 billion. The initial contingent liability for
these loans was a little over half that amount
(about $53 billion), the balance of the risk being
assumed by lenders. At this same time, nearly
4.8 million loans totaling $54 billion were fully
repaid, and VA's contingent liability for the remaining loans outstanding stood at about $23.5
billion of the $45.5 billion outstanding.
Fewer than 4 percent of the cumulative
number of loans made have been direct loans,
and VA has had to pay claims on relatively few
of either type-about 3.3 percent of the total
number.
Loan Characteristics: Since 1944, about 71
percent of the loans quaranteed by VA have
been on a no-down payment basis. In more recent experience (January-March quarter of 1973),
75 percent of those submitted to VA for approval
before c!osing had no down payment, and 55 percent of those closed by "supervised lenders"
(prior to VA approval) were 100 percent loans.
Cumulatively, loan amounts have averaged
$11,500, but rising costs have meant that the
1J11 § ~ i - ' pward. In fiscal year
trend of this

a
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1972, guaranteed loans averaged $22,440 and di-

rect loans $15,180âan increase of 7 percent and

11 percent, respectively, over fiscal year 1971

experience. ln the first 3 months of fiscal year

1973, the average guaranteed loan was $23,456,

over $1,000 above the 1972 average. Other char-

acteristics of loans in this recent period are ex-

pressed in the table below.

Total

28

72

1972. guaranteed loans averaged $22.440 and direct loans $15.180-an increase of 7 percent and
11 percent. respectively. over fiscal year 1971
experience. In the first 3 months of fiscal year
1973. the average guaranteed loan was $23.456.
over $1.000 above the 1972 average. Other characteristics of loans in this recent period are expressed in the table below.
Type

% With
100 %
Financing
23
77

Total
%

New homes
Existing Homes

% With
Downpayments
40
60

Percent of Total

100
27

100
73

100
100

Type

% With

% With

Down-

100%

payments

28
72

Financing

New homes

40

23

Existing Homes

60

77

Percent of Total

100

27

100

73

100

100

On an average, the veterans assisted by these

loans were applying about 35 percent of income

to housing expenses.

Finally, as to the types of lending institu-

tions making these loans: Real estate and mort-

gage companies have led the field since about

1950, and, in the 2-year period, fiscal year 1971

and fiscal year 1972, made over 65 percent of

the total loans guaranteed (compared with their

cumulative average of 44 percent). Savings and

loan institutions and commercial banks made ap-

proximately 30 percent of the loans in the 2-year

period; 5 percent came from mutual savings

banks, and a smattering from insurance compa-

nies, individuals, and others.

Funding: When the Servicemen's Readjust-

ment Act of 1944 became law, and until July 1,

1961, all administrative expenses and program

expenditures were paid for from appropriated

funds. With the establishment of the loan Guar-

anty Revolving Fund in July 1961, the Fund be-

came responsible for program expenditures

(guaranty payments, payments for properties ac-

quired from lenders, property management ex-

penses, brokers' commissions, etc.), limiting ap-

propriation requests to the funds required for

salaries and other administrative expenses. ln

the 11-year span fiscal year 1962 through fiscal

year 1972, there have been no direct appropria-

tions for operations of the Revolving Fund, ex-

cept for $21,952,332 for insufficiencies resulting

from sales of mortgage pool participation certifi-

cates sold between 1964 and 1969.

From 1944 through fiscal year 1972, total

program expenditures for the Loan Guaranty

On an average. the veterans assisted by these
loans were applying about 35 percent of income
to housing expenses.
Finally. as to the types of lending institutions making these loans: Real estate and mortgage companies have led the field since about
1950. and. in the 2-year period. fiscal year 1971
and fiscal year 1972. made over 65 percent of
the total loans guaranteed (compared with their
cumUlative average of 44 percent). Savings and
loan institutions and commercial banks made approximately 30 percent of the loans in the 2-year
period; 5 percent came from mutual savings
banks. and a smattering from insurance companies. individuals, and others.
Funding: When the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944 became law, and until July 1,
1961, all administrative expenses and program
expenditures were paid for from appropriated
funds. With the establishment of the loan Guaranty Revolving Fund in July 1961, the Fund became responsible for program expenditures
(guaranty payments, payments for properties acquired from lenders. property management expenses. brokers' commissions, etc.), limiting appropriation requests to the funds required for
salaries and other administrative expenses. In
the l1-year span fiscal year 1962 through fiscal
year 1972. there have been no direct appropriations for operations of the Revolving Fund. except for $21.952.332 for insufficiencies resulting
from sales of mortgage pool participation certificates sold between 1964 and 1969.
From 1944 through fiscal year 1972. total
program expenditures for the Loan Guaranty
Program (cumulative), were $4.2 billion. Total receipts from operations. sale of loans. and sale
of participation certificates (also cumul~tive).
through June 30, 1972, were $3.5 billiqn. Thus,
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Program (cumulative), were $4.2 billion. Total re-

ceipts from operations, sale of loans, and sale

of participation certificates (also cumulative),

through June 30, 1972, were $3.5 billion. Thus,

total cumulative expenditures exceeded receipts
by $672.2 million; however, all but $99.7 million
of this amount represented assets in the form of
loans. real property. and accounts receivable.
which eventually will be liquidated and depOsited
into the Fund.
Through fiscal year 1972, appropriations for
salaries and other administrative expenses were
$472 million. This amount, plus an operating loss
of $99.7 million, as noted above, results in a
total loan guaranty program cost of $571.1 million for the 28-year period. During the same period. the program produced private credit assistance of more than $90 billion for veterans.
This total program cost does not take into
account the net gain from direct loan operations
of $251.2 million as of June 30, 1972. If such
gain is taken into account. a total cost of $320.5
million is derived for the combined operations of
the loan guaranty and direct loan program (excluding payments of $403.9 million under the
gratuity provision no longer in effect).
Funding the Direct Loan Program: As noted
above. Direct Loan Revolving Fund was established in 1950. Cumulatively, through June 30,
1972. income from program operations exceeded
expenses and losses by $251.3 million. From
time to time, pursuant to specific statutory authorization, direct loan retained earnings have
been transferred to the Loan Guaranty Revolving
Fund. The total transferred through fiscal year
1972 is $128.2 million. Retained earnings in the
Fund on June 30. 1972, were $123.1 million. At
the close of fiscal year 1972. there also was a
total direct loan availability of $707 million.
Funding by Sale of Loans, Pooling of Mortgages, and Sale of Participation Certificates: In
the Loan Guaranty Program, the Veterans Administration in most instances effects the sale of a
property acquired from a lender who foreclosed
a guaranteed loan (hence the term "acquired
property") by taking back a note and mortgage
or deed of trust from the purchaser for the difference between the sales price and the purchaser's down payment, if any. These loan assets
are called vendee accounts. These accounts are
offered for sale to private investors from time to
time under a Repurchase Agreement which obligates the VA to "buy back" the loan. if and
when a serious default develops at the same
price (percentage of par) at which the loan was
purchased by the investor initially. Through this
technique. the Loan Guaranty Revolving Fund
has developed receipts amounting to $1.3 billion.
The premiuJT1 . r~aliz~d on loans so sold was $9.1
million thro;J~~: If ae~ 'ar 1972.
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ln the Direct Loan Program, the VA is au-

thorized to sell loans in its portfolio for such

prices as the Administrator determines to be rea-

sonable under prevailing mortgage market condi-

tions, and to guarantee such loans, when sold,

up to 60 percent of the loan amount, or $12,500,

whichever is less. From 1950 through fiscal year

1972, VA sold directly to investors $728.1 million

of its direct loan portfolio.

ln addition to the foregoing, VA has the au-

thority to set aside direct loans and vendee

accounts in mortgage pools with the Federal

National Mortgage Association and other Gov-

ernment agencies. Under the mortgage pool

arrangement, VA retains ownership and servicing

of the loans set aside. Principal and interest

collections from loans set aside are deposited

with GNMA (Government National Mortgage As-

sociation) as Trustee for the various Trusts used

for the retirement of participation certificates and

for payments of interest to participation holders.

With respect to the loans thus set aside in

trust, interest income has not fully covered inter-

est expense on the participation certificates. This

shortage has been covered by appropriations in

the amount of approximately $22 million.

Program Summary: ln the main, the objec-

tives of the Veterans Housing Program today and

the means of accomplishing them are still fully

compatible with the original concepts. The fol-

lowing summary of the outstanding features of

the system is as current now as when it was is-

sued by the then-VA Administrator in a 1954 re-

port:

The salient features of the loan guaranty machinery

may be summarized under three main headings.

The first covers those characteristics of the loan that

provide particularly advantageous financing terms to veter-

ans. The distinctive elements of the Gl loan from that

viewpoint are: (1) A low, effective interest rate; (2) Long

loan amortization periods; (3) Absence of a requirement for

In the Direct Loan Program, the VA is authorized to sell loans in its portfolio for such
prices as the Administrator determines to be reasonable under prevailing mortgage market conditions, and to guarantee such loans, when sold.
up to 60 percent of the loan amount. or $12.500,
whichever is less. From 1950 through fiscal year
1972, VA sold directly to investors $728.1 million
of its direct loan portfolio.
In addition to the foregoing. VA has the authority to set aside direct loans and vendee
accounts in mortgage pools with the Federal
National Mortgage Association and other Government agencies. Under the mortgage pool
arrangement, VA retains ownership and servicing
of the loans set aside. Principal and interest
collections from loans set aside are deposited
with GNMA (Government National Mortgage Association) as Trustee for the various Trusts used
for the retirement of participation certificates and
for payments of interest to participation holders.
With respect to the loans thus set aside in
trust. interest income has not fully covered interest expense on the participation certificates. This
shortage has been covered by appropriations in
the amount of approximately $22 million.
Program Summary: In the main, the objectives of the Veterans Housing Program today and
the means of accomplishing them are still fully
compatible with the original concepts. The following summary of the outstanding features of
the system is as current now as when it was issued by the then-VA Administrator in a 1954 report:

2. The prompt cash settlement of claims filed after default;
3. The opportunity to adjust the terms of the loan contract within statutory limitations, according to the agreed
wishes 01 the ve:eran and holder and the consent of the
VA, in order to prevent or cure a default or to avoid foreclosure;
4. The payment of interest on amounts owing until
date of foreclosure sale or conveyance;
5. The option 01 conveyance of acquired security to VA
or its retention under a net settlement plan, whenever the
value 01 the security exceeds the unguaranteed portion of
the loan;
6. The assumption of risk of loss and of waste to security property by VA from the date 01 notification of election to convey;
7. The maintenance of the full initial guaranty ratio
irrespective of any damage or destruction to the improvements to real estate at or prior to the time of foreClosure or other liquidation, provided hazard insurance coverage has been maintained as required by VA regulations;
8. The allowance of all reasonable foreclosure costs In
claims filed;
9. The acceptance by VA of the same quantum and
quality 01 title as acquired by the holder.

The salient features of the loan guaranty machinery
may be summarized under three main headings.
The lirst covers those characteristics 01 the loan that
provide particularly advantageous financing terms to veterans. The distinctive elements of the GI loan from that
viewpoint are: (1) A low. effective interest rate; (2) Long
loan amortization periods; (3) Absence of a requirement for
initial equity; (4) Absence of a charge or premium for the
guaranty or insurance; (5) Prohibition 01 mortgage brokerage commissions; (6) Option of accelerated repayment
without penalty; (7) Various beneficial provisions 01 the VA
regulations designed to assist veterans in temporary straits
which are incorporated into the loan contract by reference.
The second related to the reasonable value rule, which
requires that the purchase price or construction cost of
property to be acquired with the aid 01 a GI loan may not
exceed the amount determined to be the reasonable value
by a proper appraisal made by the VA. This 'value protection' has been buttressed by the incorporation of minimum
property requirements which set forth quality standards for
dwellings.
The third feature comprises those terms 01 the guaranty contract that make the GI loan plan attractive to lenders and holders. The elements are:
1. The incontestability of the gua1'an ty or insu rance
certificate;

Credit Aids for New Communities

There is one major difficulty affecting the
current program which is not related to the basic
machinery of the plan. This is the rapid increase
in the cost of housing, especially during the last
decade. which necessitates larger mortgage
loans with the result that many lower and lowermiddle income veterans cannot afford to take on
the necessary monthly payments. Nevertheless
the existence of these 100 percent. 30-year,
guaranteed loans continues to make homeownership a reality for many thousands of veterans
each year. so long as the VA interest rate bears
some reasonable relationship to the market.

initial equity; (4) Absence of a charge or premium for the

guaranty or insurance; (5) Prohibition of mortgage broker-

age commissions; (6) Option of accelerated repayment

without penalty; (7) Various beneficial provisions of the VA

regulations designed to assist veterans in temporary straits

which are incorporated into the loan contract by reference.

The second related to the reasonable value rule, which

requires that the purchase price or construction cost of

property to be acquired with the aid of a Gl loan may not

exceed the amount determined to be the reasonable value

by a proper appraisal made by the VA. This 'value protec-

tion' has been buttressed by the incorporation of minimum

property requirements which set forth quality standards for

dwellings.

The third feature comprises those terms of the guar-

anty contract that make the Gl loan plan attractive to lend-

ers and holders. The elements are:

1. The incontestability of the guaranty or insurance

certificate;

2. The prompt cash settlement of claims filed after de-

fault;

3. The opportunity to adjust the terms of the loan con-

tract within statutory limitations, according to the agreed

wishes of the veteran and holder and the consent of the

VA, in order to prevent or cure a default or to avoid fore-

Since 1965. the Congress has authorized an
accumulation of different forms of credit aids to
encourage the development of "new towns" or
"new communities."
These terms have been used in somewhat
different senses, but basically they refer to a development larger than a typically large subdivision. with the self-contained features of a city
such as schools, shopping areas, recreational
and cultural facilities, a proper balance of housing for all income levels, and job producing activities through business, commerce, or industry.
Any employment outside the new community
must be nearby and reasonably accessible. A
new community need not be remote from existing cities, and can adjoin or be within an existing urban area if it meets the other standards.
~ lWcf1 '4, new community is planITlf d F tBy~ nt itself and its

closure;

4. The payment of interest on amounts owing until

date of foreclosure sale or conveyance;

5. The option of conveyance of acquired security to VA
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relation to the comprehensive planning by the

appropriate public planning body for the area.

Federal assistance for the development of

new communities follows decades of increasing

interest in them as alternatives to simply revi-

talizing cities and extending suburbs to take

care of the rapidly increasing population of the

United States. The problems giving rise to spe-

cial Federal credit aids for new communities

were expressed by the Congress in its finding

that:

. . . desirable new community development on a signif-

icant national scale has been prevented by difficulties in

(1) obtaining adequate financing at moderate cost for enter-

prises which involve large initial capital investment, exten-

relation to the comprehensive planning by the
appropriate public planning body for the area.
Federal assistance for the development of
new communities follows decades of increasing
interest in them as alternatives to simply revitalizing cities and extending suburbs to take
care of the rapidly increasing population of the
United States. The problems giving rise to special Federal credit aids for new communities
were expressed by the Congress in its finding
that:

sive periods before investment can be returned, and irregu-

lar patterns of return; (2) the timely assembly of sufficiently

large sites in economically favorable locations at

reasonable cost; and (3) making necessary arrangements,

among all private and public organizations involved, for

providing site and related improvements (including streets,

sewer and water facilities, and other public and community

facilities) in a timely and coordinated manners0

Before this Federal assistance, several

score developments had been classified as ac-

tual "new towns." lt was also true that the Gov-

. . . desirable new community development on a significant national scale has been prevented by difficulties in
(1) obtaining adequate financing at moderate cost for enterprises which involve large initial capital investment. extensive periods before investment can be returned, and irregular patterns of return ; (2) the timely assembly of sufficiently
large
sites
in
economically
favorable
locations
at
reasonable cost; and (3) making necessary arrangements,
among all private and public organizations involved, for
providing site and related improvements (including streets,
sewer and water facilities, and other public and community
facilities) in a timely and coordinated manner."'~

ernment had built or assisted a few such entities

in the past, such as the three "greenbelt" towns

and the towns needed at AEC installations.

Because the housing construction itself in a

new community could be assisted under the reg-

ular FHA programs, the credit aid sought was

primarily for the development of the site from

raw land and the installation of utilities. As will

be shown, other structures came to be assisted

also.

Mortgage Insurance for Land Development

ln 1965, HHFA proposed a new mortgage in-

surance program for land development needed

by new communities, but the Congress consid-

ered it too ambitious without further study,57 and

enacted a truncated program of "land develop-

Before this Federal assistance, several
score developments had been classified as actual "new towns." It was also true that the Government had built or assisted a few such entities
in the past, such as the three "greenbelt" towns
and the towns needed at AEC installations.
Because the housing construction itself in a
new community could be assisted under the regular FHA programs, the credit aid sought was
primarily for the development of the site from
raw land and the installation of utilities. As will
be shown, other structures came to be assisted
also.

ment."

Notwithstanding that change, the program

authorized (Title X of the National Housing Act)

helped meet a great need of subdivision and

smaller residential builders. Until then, there had

been no Federal credit aid for the development

of raw land into building sites. Accordingly, de-

veloped land for home builders, especially small

builders, became extremely scarce, and the

30 Section 710(e) of the Housing and Urban Development Act of

1970.

Â«Report of House Committee on Banking and Currency on the

Housing and Urban Development Act ot 1965 (H. Rept. 365,

89th Congress, 1st Session), pp. 15 et seq.

price of land rose proportionately more than any

other item of housing construction. The limited

number of entrepreneurs developing sites could

charge very profitable amounts for land.

By the beginning of last year, 27 mortgages

Mortgage Insurance for Land Development
In 1965, HHFA proposed a new mortgage insurance program for land development needed
by new communities, but the Congress considered it too ambitious without further study,"' and
enacted a truncated program of "land development."
Notwithstanding that change, the program
authorized (Title X of the National Housing Act)
helped meet a great need of subdivision and
smaller residential builders. Until then, there had
been no Federal credit aid for the development
of raw land into building sites. Accordingly, developed land for home builders, especially small
builders, became extremely scarce, and the

had been insured under the new Title X, totaling

about $43 million, and involving over 21,000 lots.

These were land development rather than new

community projects, and the whole program did

not constitute as extensive an operation as might

'" Sect,on 710(e) of the Housing and Urban Development Act 01
1970.
., Report of House Committee on Banking and Currency on the
Housing and Urbar Development Act 01 1965 (H ~ ep t 365,
89th Congress, 19t Session). pp . 15 at seq.

have been expected. Land development is inher-

ently speculative, and the statute prohibited

mortgage insurance unless the project repre-

sented a good insurance risk. This made proc-
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price of land rose proportionately more than any
other item of housing construction. The limited
number of entrepreneurs developing sites could
charge very profitable amounts for land.
By the beginning of last year, 27 mortgages
had been insured under the new Title X, totaling
about $43 million, and involving over 21,000 lots.
These were land development rather than new
community projects, and the whole program did
not constitute as extensive an operation as might
have been expected. Land development is inherently speculative, and the statute prohibited
mortgage insurance unless the project represented a good insurance risk. This made processing through regular FHA procedures difficult.
Also, the mortgage insurance was quite limited
in amount by its fixed ratios to value and cost. It
could not exceed (1) 75 percent of the value of
the completed land development; nor (2) the
total of 50 percent of the land value before development, plus 90 percent of the cost of development.
The new communities proposal first made by
HHFA in 1965 was made a part of the Title X
mortgage insurance authority by the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of
1966. To be eligible, a proposed new community
had to be of such size and scope as to make a
substantial contribution to economic growth of
the area in the form of economies in provision of
improved housing sites; adequate housing for
those employed in the area; maximum accessibility to industrial and other employment centers
and to commercial, recreational, and cultural facilities in or near the new community; and maximum accessibility to any major central city in
the area, The development had to be approved
by the local governing body.
This was the rhetoric of new communities,
but so long as the program was restricted to
mortgage insurance it remained essentially land
development, as described above.

Federal Guarantee
Recognizing the ineffectiveness of mortgage
insurance to generate an adequate volume of
credit for new community development. HUD recommended in 1968 an enti rely new additional assistance program based on the Federal guarantee of bonds and other obligations issued by the
private developer of the new community. This
meant that the Government would guarantee,
backed by the full faith and credit of the United
States, Ii II~t~ . i nOf the principal and intere~t
onufJl E~ IWB~
private developer, If

leRI

sold to investors or at public sale as approved

by HUD after it had approved all other prerequi-

sites with respect to the development. That pro-

gram, which included certain supplemental

grants for public utilities and other facilities, was

enacted as Title IV of the Housing and Urban

Development Act of 1968.

In reporting on the legislation, the Senate

Committee on Banking and Currency emphasized

the obstacles to financing without the potent

guarantee assistance," saying that a single

large project could require as much as $50 mil-

lion in borrowed funds at one time for a rela-

tively new type of investment. Also, during an

extended planning and development period,

large expenditures would be necessary for debt

service, overhead, and taxes, while income

would not start for several years. The guarantee,

said the committee, would make investors, in-

cluding those not interested in the usual mort-

gage investment field, willing to provide financ-

ing geared to the realities of internal cash flow

in new community developments.

This guarantee program was reenacted with

broader scope and further supplemental financial

aids, as discussed below, in Title VII of the

Housing and Urban Development Act of 1970.

The major functions in the program were placed

under a new "Community Development Corpora-

tion" in HUD, with a five-man board of directors,

including the Secretary of HUD and three per-

sons appointed by him. One director, to be ap-

pointed by the President with the advice and

consent of the Senate, serves as General Man-

ager of the Corporation.

A new community project under the guaran-

tee program includes the development of land

and the provision of utilities and other facilities

for residential, commercial, industrial, or other

uses. It also includes the construction of build-

ings to be owned and maintained by the resi-

dents of the community under joint or coopera-

tive arrangements. The development has to meet

the same standards as under the earlier

program, including requirements concerning

planning and a substantial provision of housing

for low and moderate income persons. It must

also assist the local home building industry and

encourage its broad participation, particularly

the small builders.

The amount of obligations which could be

guaranteed for a project was increased to the

sum of 80 percent of the value of the real prop-

* Report of Senate Committee on Banking and CuTency on the

Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968 (S. Rept. 1123,

90th Congress, 2nd Session), p. 48.

erty before development, and 90 percent of the

actual cost of land development.

The 1970 Act extended the guarantee pro-

gram to locally authorized public agencies and

permitted their obligations to be issued up to

100 percent of those items, but provided that

such obligations could not be guaranteed if ex-

sold to investors or at public sale as approved
by HUD after it had approved all other prerequisites with respect to the development. That program, which included certain supplemental
grants for public utilities and other facilities, was
enacted as Title IV of the Housing and Urban
Development Act of 1968.
In reporting on the legislation, the Senate
Committee on Banking and Currency emphasized
the obstacles to financing without the potent
guarantee aSSistance,'" saying that a single
large project could require as much as $50 million in borrowed funds at one time for a relatively new type of investment. Also, during an
extended planning and development period,
large expenditures would be necessary for debt
service, overhead, and taxes, while income
would not start for several years. The guarantee,
said the committee, would make investors, including those not interested in the usual mortgage investment field, willing to provide financing geared to the realities of internal cash flow
in new community developments.
This guarantee program was reenacted with
broader scope and further supplemental financial
aids, as discussed below, in Title VII of the
Housing and Urban Development Act of 1970.
The major functions in the program were placed
under a new "Community Development Corporation" in HUD, with a five-man board of directors,
including the Secretary of HUD and three persons appointed by him. One director, to be appOinted by the President with the advice and
consent of the Senate, serves as General Manager of the Corporation.
A new community project under the guarantee program includes the development of land
and the provision of utilities and other facilities
for residential, commercial, industrial, or other
uses. It also includes the construction of buildings to be owned and maintained by the residents of the community under joint or cooperative arrangements. The development has to meet
the same standards as under the earlier
program, including requirements concerning
planning and a substantial provision of housing
for low and moderate income persons. It must
also assist the local home building industry and
encourage its broad partiCipation, particularly
the small builders.
The amount of obligations which could be
guaranteed for a project was increased to the
sum of 80 percent of the value of the real prop-

empt from taxation. Grants by HUD are author-

ized to compensate the public agencies for loss

of the interest rate advantage of tax exemption,

.. Report of Senate Committee on Banking and Cu'rency on the
Houling and Urban D~velopment Act or' 19~ (S. ,Rep t. 1123.
90th Congress. 2nd Session) . p. 48

erty before development, and 90 percent of the
actual cost of land development.
The 1970 Act extended the guarantee program to locally authorized public agencies and
permitted their obligations to be issued up to
100 percent of those items, but provided that
such obligations could not be guaranteed if exempt from taxation. Grants by HUD are authorized to compensate the public agencies for loss
of the interest rate advantage of tax exemption,
but State legislation normally would be required
to make the obligations taxable.
HUD (through the Community Development
Corporation) is authorized to establish maximum
interest rates and other terms of the obligations
it guarantees, and to charge fees for insurance
looking toward a self-sustaining revolving fund.
Guaranteed obligations are authorized up to
$500 million, and the maximum for each development is $50 million.
The changes made by the 1970 Act were set
in the context of an extensive legislative statement on national urban growth policy. That statement established standards for the development
of such a policy and required the President to
submit a Report on Urban Growth every 2 years,
beginning in 1972, giving prescribed information
on urban growth and recommending any legislation considered desirable.

Federal Aids Supplemental to the Federal
Guarantee
Grants for Public Facilities: Where grants
under any Federal program are being furnished
for public utilities or certain other facilities to be
used as part of the new community development,
then HUD can furnish supplemental grants up to
20 percent of the cost of the particular projects
(but combined Federal grants cannot exceed 80
percent of that cost). These projects can include
facilities for water and sewer systems, roads,
mass transportation, airports, public health, public libraries. recreation and open space, and
public education. This authority was extended to
grants for private, as well as public, developers
by Section 7 of a Joint Resolution in 1971 (Public Law 92-213). Funds have been appropriated
for these grants.
Loans to Pay Interest on Guaranteed Obligations: To encourage further credit for new
community development in view of the long period before project income starts, HUD (through
the Community Development Corporation) can
lend funds l it a~y~cr per to assist in making
intere N ~ fr¥'o~ ~(>14
i ns issued for the

but State legislation normally would be required

to make the obligations taxable.

HUD (through the Community Development

Corporation) is authorized to establish maximum
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project. This can apply to the interest charges

until project income is sufficient for payment, but

not exceeding 15 years. The loans by HUD carry

an interest rate equal to the current yield on out-

standing obligations of the United States; appro-

priations are authorized for these loans but have

not yet been made.

Public Service Grants: There is authoriza-

tion for certain public service grants to public

agency developers or public bodies having re-

sponsibility for furnishing services to meet the

needs of the residents of the development. The

grants cannot exceed the cost of providing these

services during an initial period, not exceeding 3

years, prior to completion of permanent arrange-

ments for providing the services.

Appropriations are authorized for these

grants, but have not yet been made.

Special Planning Grants: Until June 30,

1975, HUD is authorized to enter into agreements

with new community developers to furnish funds

up to two-thirds of the cost of planning a new

community, including planning relating to its

public purposes and the use of new and ad-

vanced technology. These agreements can be

entered into only with respect to a new commu-

nity which has already been actively considered

for approval. ln the case of a private new com-

munity developer, the assistance can only be for

planning the project's special purpose objectives

beyond normal market, financial, and engineering

feasibility.

Appropriations are authorized for these

grants but have not yet been made.

Program Development

Since the availability of the guaranty aid,

there has been great interest in the development

of new communities. Substantial time elapsed,

however, before the first guarantee commitment

occurred in February, 1970. because of the nov-

project. This can apply to the interest charges
until project income is sufficient for payment, but
not exceeding 15 years. The loans by HUD carry
an interest rate equal to the current yield on outstanding obligations of the United States: appropriations are authorized for these loans but have
not yet been made.
Public Service Grants: There is authorization for certain public service grants to public
agency developers or public bodies having responsibility for furnishing services to meet the
needs of the residents of the development. The
grants cannot exceed the cost of providing these
services during an initial period. not exceeding 3
years, prior to completion of permanent arrangements for providing the services.
Appropriations are authorized for these
grants. but have not yet been made.
Special Planning Grants: Until June 30,
1975. HUD is authorized to enter into agreements
with new community developers to furnish funds
up to two-thirds of the cost of planning a new
community. including planning relating to its
public purposes and the use of new and advanced technology. These agreements can be
entered into only with respect to a new community which has already been actively considered
for approval. In the case of a private new community developer. the assistance can only be for
planning the project's special purpose objectives
beyond normal market. financial, and engineering
feasibility.
Appropriations are authorized for these
grants but have not yet been made.

elty of the program as well as the size of each

project undertaking. Unique controls had to be

developed to assure protection of the Govern-

Program Development

ment's financial interests, as well as the prepara-

tion of extensive new types of documents on be-

half of developers. A typical "project agreement"

between the United States and a developer is

more than 100 pages in length, and the typical

"lndenture of Mortgage and Deed of Trust" for

the debenture financing by a developer is about

the same length.

Fourteen new communities have received a

guarantee commitment from HUD, varying in

amounts up to the maximum $50 million. The

total amount of these guarantees is about $300

million.

Federal Tax Devices to Generate

Housing Credit and Funds

Several Federal tax provisions have had an

enormous impact in generating housing credit

and funds, and should be discussed briefly in

this Part. However, it is beyond the scope of this

study to attempt to furnish a detailed legal or

economic analysis of the impact of these several

tax measures. Also, the major current tax issues

Since the availability of the guaranty aid,
there has been great interest in the development
of new communities. Substantial time elapsed,
however. before the first guarantee commitment
occurred in February, 1970, because of the novelty of the program as well as the size of each
project undertaking. Unique controls had to be
developed to assure protection of the Government's financial interests, as well as the preparation of extensive new types of documents on behalf of developers. A typical "project agreement"
between the United States and a developer is
more than 100 pages in length. and the typical
"Indenture of Mortgage and Deed of Trust" for
the debenture financing by a developer is about
the same length.
Fourteen new communities have received a
guarantee commitment from HUD. varying in
amounts up to tr e maximum $50 million . The

have been the subject of recent studies and arti-

cles in depth. Worthy of special attention are:

"Federal lncome Tax lncentives in Low- and

Moderate-lncome Rental Housing" by James E.

Wallace : the subjects on tax incentives in the
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total amount of these guarantees is about $300
million.

Federal Tax Devices to Generate
Housing Credit and Funds
Several Federal tax provisions have had an
enormous impact in generating housing credit
and funds. and should be discussed briefly in
this Part. However. it is beyond the scope of this
study to attempt to furnish a detailed legal or
economic analYSis of the impact of these several
tax measures. Also. the major current tax issues
have been the subject of recent studies and articles in depth. Worthy of special attention are:
"Federal Income Tax Incentives in Low- and
Moderate-Income Rental Housing" by James E.
Wallace': the subjects on tax incentives in the
Report of the Secretary's Task Force on Improving the Operations of Federally-Insured or Financed Housing Programs .,.: and the HUD staff
memorandum on "Syndication of Equity in Section 236 Projects" by G. Richard Dunnells, January.1972.
This study does not discuss the homeowner's
income tax deductions for real estate taxes and
mortgage interest payments. which are sometimes
identified as Federal subsidies to homeowners
that discriminate against tenants. (See "Federal
Housing Subsidies" by Henry Aaron,',l alleging
about $10 billion annual subsidy to homeowners.)
Those deductions are not designed to generate
credit. nor to assist housing as such. The same
deductions are available to owners of rental properties and. to the extent an equity issue may exist,
it involves the relationship of rentals to landlord
profits.
The following general conclusions can be
expressed with respect to all of the major tax incentives for housing credit:
1. They have been highly successful in generating housing credit. apart from any questions
as to the merits of the measures in terms of dollars lost to the Treasury.
2. There is a prevalent belief, with respect
to each tax incentive. that it costs the Government more in actual dollars ultimately lost than
cash payments would have cost if appropriately
.. "The Eco"omcs of Federal SubSidy Programs, A. Compendium
of Pape:s SuO~I::eCl :0 t"e ~Olnt Economic Committee, Con.
gress o' !"e u-,!ed S:a:es, Part 5-HoUSlng Subsidies," Oct
9 '9-2 ...!':I-~ C('m...,·!tee pr:nt
.. 'Mu !:far'1) HCUS'"Q
'IV·Federal Tax La ..... s and the Sponsor.
s~, ; C,uerS"p of SubSidized /,IF HouSir.g"; and Appendlcel
A a"d C
••
I
" 'The Econo "" I";' 6nF.l&d "
bSldy Programs." supra,
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made to accomplish the same objective. The

Treasury Department in particular has consist-

ently taken the position, often shared by the Ad-

ministration at the time, that it is wasteful to fur-

nish subsidy for any purpose through income tax

exemption in place of direct subsidy. The reason

given is that the amount of tax exemption bears

no relation to the amount of benefit necessary to

give in the particular case. A further major ineq-

uity results from the fact that the value of the

exemption (and the resulting loss to the Govern-

ment) is correspondingly greater as the income

of the beneficiary is higher.

3. Generally, the vested interests in the sta-

tus quo for each major tax incentive have made

infeasible its complete repeal, or the substitution

made to accomplish the same objective. The
Treasury Department in particular has consistently taken the position, often shared by the Administration at the time, that it is wasteful to furnish subsidy for any purpose through income tax
exemption in place of direct subsidy. The reason
given is that the amount of tax exemption bears
no relation to the amount of benefit necessary to
give in the particular case. A further major inequity results from the fact that the value of the
exemption (and the resulting loss to the Government) is correspondingly greater as the income
of the beneficiary is higher.

of another type of incentive. (The repeal of the

tax exemption of income from shares in Federal

savings and loan associations (by virtue of the

Public Debt Act of 1942) might be regarded as

an exception to this.)

4. Excessive financial benefits given as tax

incentives cannot properly be termed abuses by

the taxpayer, as it must be presumed that the

statute intends full advantage to be taken of the

benefits it affords.

3. Generally, the vested interests in the status quo for each major tax incentive have made
infeasible its complete repeal, or the substitution
of another type of incentive. (The repeal of the
tax exemption of income from shares in Federal
savings and loan associations (by virtue of the
Public Debt Act of 1942) might be regarded as
an exception to this.)

Tax Exemptions of Local Public Agency

Obligations

From the beginning of the low rent public

housing program under the United States Hous-

ing Act of 1937, it has had special Federal tax

advantages (in addition to the exemption of

housing projects and local agency obligations

4. Excessive financial benefits given as tax
incentives cannot properly be termed abuses by
the taxpayer, as it must be presumed that the
statute intends full advantage to be taken of the
benefits it affords.

from taxes under State laws), especially the fol-

lowing exception in that act (Section 5(d)):

. . . Obligations, underlying Interest thereon, issued by pub-

Tax Exemptions of Local Public Agency
Obligations

lic housing agencies in connection with low-rent-housing or

slum clearance projects, and the Income derived by such

agencies from such projects, shall be exempt from all taxa-

tion now or hereafter imposed by the United States.

The Federal tax exemption of income from

local agency bonds and other obligations was

one of the factors making it possible to use pri-

vate, instead of public, funds in financing local

public housing projects. This financing device

From the beginning of the low rent public
housing program under the United States Housing Act of 1937, it has had special Federal tax
advantages (in addition to the exemption of
housing projects and local agency obligations
from taxes under State laws), especially the following exception in that act (Section 5(d)):

was of historic significance to public housing

and was of enormous magnitude in the whole

field of municipal and local agency financing.

Some moves have been made in the past,

particularly in the Treasury Department, to seek

... Obligations. underlying interest thereon. issued by public housing agencies in connection with low-rent-housing or
slum clearance projects, and the income derived by such
agencies from such projects, shall be exempt from all taxation now or hereafter imposed by the United States,

the repeal of this exemption, on the ground it is

a wasteful form of subsidy that is especially un-

desirable because of the Federal guaranty of the

same exempted obligations. Municipalities and

their representative organizations have effec-

tively opposed inroads on the tax exemption of

any local agency obligations through fear that

any change would be the opening wedge for

abolishing tax exemptions of municipal obliga-

tions generally. The potential force of municipal

opposition has been adequate to prevent effec-

tive steps to modify or repeal the above exemp-

tion.

Real Estate Investment Trusts

A small number of real estate trusts have

existed since the last century, based on the Mas-

sachusetts real estate trust with transferrable

shares purchased by the general public. How-

ever, it was not until the enactment in 1960 of an

amendment to the Revenue Code, providing spe-

The Federal tax exemption of income from
local agency bonds and other obligations was
one of the factors making it possible to use private, instead of public, funds in financing local
public housing projects. This financing device
was of historic significance to public housing
and was of enormous magnitude in the whole
field of municipal and local agency financing.
Some moves have been made in the past,
particularly in the Treasury Department, to seek
the repeal of this exemption, on the ground it is
a wasteful form of subsidy that is especially, undeSirable because of the Federal gua rant¥ 0 th e

same exempted obligations. Municipalities and
their representative organizations have effectively opposed inroads on the tax exemption of
any local agency obligations through fear that
any change would be the opening wedge for
abolishing tax exemptions of municipal obligations generally, The potential force of municipal
opposition has been adequate to prevent effective steps to modify or repeal the above exemption.

Real Estate Investment Trusts
A small number of real estate trusts have
existed since the last century, based on the Massachusetts real estate trust with transferrable
shares purchased by the general public. However, it was not until the enactment in 1960 of an
amendment to the Revenue Code, providing special tax treatment for real estate investment
trusts, that the industry came into existence as
we know it today. That amendment (Section
10(a) of PUblic Law 86-779) f;~ was passed by
the Congress partly on the basis that it would
broaden the source of funds for investment in
housing and ottler real estate developments.
This tax amendment provided substantially
the same tax treatment for real estate investment
trusts that the laws had provided for about 20
years with respect to regulated investment companies. If they distributed 90 percent or more of
their ordinary income, they were taxed only on
their retained earnings, and the distributed earnings were taxed only to the shareholders.
Thus, the most forceful argument for the
amendment was one of equity-that is, it gave to
real estate trusts specializing in investments in
real property and real estate mortgages the
same advantages as regulated investment companies specializing in investments in stock and
securities. For tax purposes, the trust could exclude the amount of its earnings distributed to
individuals, if 90 percent or more of its ordinary
taxable income (excluding certain capital gains)
was so distributed.
The advantages of the real esta'e investment
trust provision inc:uded, as intended by the Congress," ! the spreading of the risk of loss by the
greater diversification of investment obtained
through a pooling arrangement and the opportunity of small investors to secure advantages normally available only to those with larger resources.
.:, Adding "Part II-Real Estate Investment Trusts " to Subchapter
M of Chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
., House Commit'@! i ~' "i'I.. V n~l~ eans (H , Rept. 2020. 86th Congre.

~~~
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The amendment restricted this "pass-through"

of income for tax purposes to what was clearly

passive income from real estate investments, as

contrasted to income from the active operation of

businesses involving real estate. Specific require-

ments were imposed on the eligible real estate

investment trust to assure that most of its income

excluded for tax purposes came from mortgages,

rentals, and other receipts relating to real property.

The beneficial ownership of the trust had to be

held by 100 or more persons.

This tax advantage quickly spawned the cre-

ation of real estate investment trusts, bringing

the total number in 1968 to 50, which had assets

of about $1 billion."1 Most of those trusts spe-

cialized in investment in real property, while only

a few specialized in construction and develop-

ment. It was from that time until the present that

the industry mushroomed, so that there are now

more than 190 trusts with more than $14 billion

in assets and hundreds of thousands of individ-

ual shareholder,. One cause of this sudden in-

crease was the tight money period in 1969 and

1970 for traditional lenders.65

Although the growth of these trusts has

been phenomenal since the tax amendment, their

investments have not been primarily in long term

mortgages on housing or other properties, as ex-

pec'ed. The trend of investment has been away

from real property and toward construction and

development. Only 13 percent of investments are

now in long term mortgages, compared to 59

percent in construction and site development.66

The long term loans made are generally conven-

tional mortgages on apartment buildings or com-

mercial propertias.67

The trusts specializing in construction and

site development ("short term mortgage trusts")

are criticized as being in the deve'opment busi-

ness or private ventures, as distinguished from

being sources of mortgage credit. Typically, the

trust may borrow from a commercial bank at

close to the prime rate and realize a yield on

short term construction loans as high as almost

13 percent."* It is contended that this is not

consistent with the spirit of the 1960 tax amend-

ment, which prohibits ho'ding property primarily

for sale in the course of business and limits cer-

tain short term operations.

41 "Real Estate Investment Trusts: An Industry Profile," REIT.

1101 17th St., N W.. Washington, D.C.

K Ibid.

Â« Ibid.

" Ibid.

Â«â¢ "Audit's Realty Trust Review," Vol. IV, No. 7.

National Housing Partnerships

Throughout the history of the housing agen-

cies, their legislative proposals seldom ventured

The amendment restricted this "pass-through"
of income for tax purposes to what was clearly
passive income from real estate investments, as
contrasted to income from the active operation of
businesses involving real estate. Specific requirements were imposed on the eligible real estate
investment trust to assure that most of its income
excluded for tax purposes came from mortgages,
rentals, and other receipts relating to real property.
The beneficial ownership of the trust had to be
held by 100 or more persons.
This tax advantage quickly spawned the creation of real estate investment trusts, bringing
the total number in 1968 to 50, which had assets
of about $1 billion." I Most of those trusts specialized in investment in real property, while only
a few specialized in construction and development. It was from that time until the present that
the industry mushroomed, so that there are now
more than 190 trusts with more than $14 billion
in assets and hundreds of thousands of individual shareho~den,. One cause of this sudden increase was the tight money period in 1969 and
1970 for traditional lendersY'
Although the growth of these trusts has
been phenomenal since the tax amendment, their
investments have not been primarily in long term
mortgages on housing or other properties, as expec'ed. The trend of investment has been away
from real property and toward construction and
development. Only 13 percent of investments are
now in long term mortgages, compared to 59
percent in construction and site development.''';
The long term loans made are generally conventional mortgages on apartment buildings or commercial properti3s. 6 '
The trusts specializing in construction and
site deve~opment ("short term mortgage trusts")
are criticized as being in the deve'opment business or private ventures, as distinguished from
being sources of mortgage credit. Typically, the
trust may borrow from a commercial bank at
close to the prime rate and realize a yield on
short term construction loans as high as almost
13 percent.';' It is contended that this is not
consistent with the spirit of the 1960 tax amendment, which prohibits holding property primarily
for sale in the course of business and limits certain short term operations.

substantially into the field of tax law, but HUD

did so in proposing authority for creating Na-

tional Housing Partnerships. It had been recom-

mended by the President's Committee on Urban

Housing (the Kaiser Committee), and was en-

acted as Title IX of the Housing and Urban De-

velopment Act of 1968. This new legislative au-

•• "Real Eslate Investment Trusts· An Industry
1101 17th St" NW., Washington, D.C
"' Ibid,
.. Ibid.
., Ibid.
.. "Audit's Realty Trust Review," Vol. IV, No.7.

Profile,"

REIT,

National Housing Partnerships
Throughout the history of the housing agencies, their legislative proposals seldom ventured
substantially into the field of tax law, but HUD
did so in proposing authority for creating National Housing Partnerships. It had been recommended by the President's Committee on Urban
Housing (the Kaiser Committee), and was enacted as Title IX of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968. This new legislative authority had almost no legal significance from the
standpoint of tax law. Basically, it provides for
federally chartered private corporations (but with
3 of 15 directors appointed by the President) to
act as catalys's in mobilizing private housing investment, for low or moderate income housing,
through the incentive of existing tax advantages.
Although more than one corporation was authorized, to prec'ude any undesirab'e monopoly, no
more than one was contemplated at the start.
The corporation in turn was authorized to form a
limited partnership-the corporation acting as
the general partner on a national basis, with the
advan'ages of scale operations and continuity.
The tax advantage is received through the
limited partnership which was formed as prov:ded in the law, and is similar to some small
limited partnerships previously existing. Each
limited partner (who also owned s'ock in the
corporation) receives a tax advantage in proportion to his investment in the partnership (inasmuch as he is part owner in each venture to that
extent). At the same time, the limited partner has
no liability for debts beyond his investment, unlike the usual sponsor or the general partner.
Neither does he have any responsibility for the
construction and operation of the housing, which
is left to the general partner.
The principal tax advantage of the limited
partner is his right to deduct his proportionate
losses in the partnership from his profits from
o'her sources in computing his Federal income
tax liability. Normally, partnership losses for that
purpose consist of operating losses plus the
amount of "acce'erated depreciation" allowed in
the law, Instead of merely permitting a loss
credit on the basis of a s'eady rate of depreciation ("straight-line depreciation") over the economic life of the property (such as 40 years), accelerated depreciation allows the loss to be
taken at greater amounts during the early years.
This can be 200 percent of straight-line depreciation in the case of new residential construction .

Original from

thority had almost no legal significance from the
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standpoint of tax law. Basically, it provides for

federally chartered private corporations (but with

3 of 15 directors appointed by the President) to

act as catalys's in mobilizing private housing in-
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Upon sale of the project, a tax must be paid

on the portion of the sale price that exceeds the

depreciated value. That amount, however, is

taxed at the lower capital gains rate (subject, in

addition, to certain recapture provisions as ex-

plained in Appendix A). This tax advantage, of

course, has a proportionately greater value for

taxpayers in the higher income brackets.

In accordance with the 1968 act, the na-

tional partnership operates through equity invest-

ments in local partnerships or other local spon-

sors. These investments vary from 25 percent to

90 percent of the equity in each project.

The National Housing Partnership got under

way notwithstanding the shortage of investment

funds during 1969 and 1970. At the beginning of

this year, the Partnership was committed to par-

ticipate in 116 projects with a total replacement

value of $370 million. Agreements for working

capital and other initial cash requirements to-

taled $1.7 million, and for equity interests $26.7

million.

The Partnership projects are almost all

under HUD mortgage insurance programs, and

most of the projects are under the section 236

subsidized rental program. With the current

freeze on new section 236 commitments, how-

ever, a few more projects with conventional

mortgage financing are anticipated this year.69

Tax Reform Act of 1969 and Equity

Syndication

"Equity syndication" is the technique that

has developed, primarily under the section 236

rental housing insurance program, to sell to pas-

sive equity investors the income tax advantages

Upon sale of the project, a tax must be paid
on the portion of the sale price that exceeds the
depreciated value. That amount, however, is
taxed at the lower capital gains rate (subject, in
addition, to certain recapture provisions as explained in Appendix A). This tax advantage, of
course, has a proportionately greater value for
taxpayers in the higher income brackets.
In accordance with the 1968 act, the national partnership operates through equity investments in local partnerships or other local sponsors. These investments vary from 25 percent to
90 percent of the equity in each project.
The National Housing Partnership got under
way notwithstanding the shortage of investment
funds during 1969 and 1970. At the beginning of
this year, the Partnership was committed to participate in 116 projects with a total replacement
value of $370 million. Agreements for working
capital and other initial cash requirements totaled $1.7 million, and for equity interests $26.7
million.
.
The Partnership projects are almost all
under HUD mortgage insurance programs, and
most of the projects are under the section 236
subsidized rental program. With the current
freeze on new section 236 commitments, however, a few more projects with conventional
mortgage financing are anticipated this year.6~

in connection with sponsoring a project. That

technique existed prior to the Tax Reform Act of

1969, but developed into its present scale of op-

erations within the framework of that Act and

after a new investment vehicle had emerged pat-

terned after the National Housing Partnership.70

The 1969 Act constituted a milestone revi-

sion of the Revenue Act provisions relating to

new and rehabilitated housing. It was designed

to cut back primarily on the use of accelerated

depreciation for tax shelter while channeling

more private investment into housing production

through the use of preferential tax incentives. It

permitted continued use of the 200 percent ac-

celerated depreciation (discussed above) for new

residential properties while cutting back this per-

centage for commercial and industrial structures,

and to a lesser degree for existing residential

structures. The Act also permitted a taxpayer to

elect to amortize rehabilitation expenses in-

curred with respect to low income rental housing

(as defined) under the straight-line method in the

short period of 5 years. Also, stricter rules for

depreciation recapture in the event of sale were

applied to conventional housing development.

These tax incentives for housing were moti-

vated by a recognition (shared by the Treasury

Tax Reform Act of 1969 and Equity
Syndication
"Equity syndication" is the technique that
has developed, primarily under the section 236
rental housing insurance program, to sell to passive equity investors the income tax advantages
in connection with sponsoring a project. That
technique existed prior to the Tax Reform Act of
1969, but developed into its present scale of operations within the framework of that Act and
after a new investment vehicle had emerged patterned after the National Housing Partnership.'"
The 1969 Act constituted a milestone revision of the Revenue Act provisions relating to
new and rehabilitated housing. It was designed
to cut back primarily on the use of accelerated
depreciation for tax shelter while channeling
more private investment into housing production
through the use of preferential tax incentives. It
permitted continued use of the 200 percent acce!erated depreciation (discussed above) for new
residential properties while cutting back this per-

Department) that the availability of the tax shel-

ter was essential to attracting adequate amounts

of private equity capital to achieve section 236

.. Nallonal Corporation lor Housing Partnerships stall.
:. HUD slaft memorandum on "Equity Syndicator,"
Dunnells, see te.t supra, p. 2.

by

Richard

centage for commercial and industrial structures,
and to a lesser degree for existing residential
structures. The Act also permitted a taxpayer to
elect to amortize rehabil itation expenses incurred with respect to low income rental housing
(as defined) under the straight-line method in the
short period of 5 years. Also, stricter rules for
depreciation recapture in the event of sale were
applied to conventional housing development.
These tax incentives for housing were motivated by a recognition (shared by the Treasury
Department) that the availability of the tax shelter was essential to attracting adequate amounts
of private equity capital to achieve section 236
production." I Without a tax incentive there
wou:d be little section 236 development under
profit-motivated sponsorship because of the maximum 6 percent dividend.
Appendix A, entitled "Tax Reform Act of
1969" (a HUD staff memorandum) explains the
changes made by that act, and thus indicates the
current provisions now used in equity syndication, as well as the earlier provisions which had
applied to rental housing for many years.
New construction and rehabilitation projects
under the section 236 program constitute the
most preferred form of real estate investment
from the standpoint of tax incentives, and, as
such, attract a degree of equity investment that
would not otherwise be available to housing.
That results from a combination of:
1. The preferred position given to the projects in the Revenue Act itself.
2. The greater potential of a section 236
project for tax shelter than a conventionally
financed project because of larger (90 percent)
debt (which gives a greater ratio of depreciation
dollar losses to equity dollars invested).

3. The availability of the limited partnership
device, which is a convenient instrument of ownership for permitting tax losses that are in excess of the sponsor's needs to be sold to limited
partners as passive investors.
4. To some extent, the Federal subsidy for
reducing rentals, which helps assure project
occupancy.
The extent of the tax incentive under this
form of equity syndication is shown by a detailed
prototype explained in the article by James Wallace (mentioned in footnote 52) at page 679 of
the Committee Print. For a typical section 236
" Ibid.

uriginal from

production.71 Without a tax incentive there

would be little section 236 development under
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profit-motivated sponsorship because of the max-

imum 6 percent dividend.

Appendix A, entitled "Tax Reform Act of
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project involving new construction, investors in

the 50 percent income bracket who are able to

use the tax losses would expect an annual after-

tax return of 15 percent. The investors in the

70 percent bracket would, of course, obtain

larger after-tax returns. The deve'oper-sponsor

would obtain equity investments equal to 15 per-

cent of the mortgage amount and extract a fee

of about 12 percent of the mortgage amount (but

out of equity funds, not from mortgage pro-

ceeds).

The facts given by Mr. Wallace for a typical

section 236 rehabilitation project show a mort-

gage amount of $2 million and equity contribu-

tions by investors of $500,000. (See page 685 of

above Committee Print.) These investors receive

a tax shelter of $400,000 a year (worth $200,000

a year to 50 percent bracket investors) for 5

years. The typical developer's cash cost is

$60,000 and he pays a $100,000 fee to the tax

shelter broker. He retains a "fee" of $340,000, or

an amount equal to 17 percent of the mortgage

amount.

Equity syndication has reached the stage

where SEC-registered limited partnerships sell

limited partner interests in the open market. With

ownership so far removed from project opera-

tions, questions have been raised as to the effect

of that on project management. The limited part-

ners' only interest in operations at any time is to

prevent foreclosure. Their tax advantage and all

interest ends within 20 years, although mortgage

operations would normally continue for another

20 years.

Although the above tax incentives for gener-

ating credit and funds for housing are extending

tax benefits as intended by statute, the great

loss of tax revenue, as well as certain inequities,

are now a matter of concern to the Department

of the Treasury, which has issued "Proposals for

Tax Change," April 30, 1973, that includes pro-

posed limitations on some of those tax benefits.

project involving new construction, investors in
the 50 percent income bracket who are able to
use the tax losses would expect an annual aftertax return of 15 percent. The investors in the
70 percent bracket would, of course, obtain
larger after-tax returns. The deve'oper-sponsor
would obtain equity investments equal to 15 percent of the mortgage amount and extract a fee
of about 12 percent of the mortgage amount (but
out of equity funds, not from mortgage proceeds).
The facts given by Mr. Wallace for a typical
section 236 rehabilitation project show a mortgage amount of $2 million and equity contributions by investors of $500.000. (See page 685 of
above Committee Print.) These investors receive
a tax shelter of $400,000 a year (worth $200,000
a year to 50 percent bracket investors) for 5
years. The typical developer's cash cost is
$60.000 and he pays a $100,000 fee to the tax
shelter broker. He retains a "fee" of $340.000, or
an amount equal to 17 percent of the mortgage
amount.
Equity syndication has reached the stage
where SEC-registered limited partnerships sell
limited partner interests in the open market. With
ownership so far removed from project operations, questions have been raised as to the effect
of that on project management. The limited partners' only interest in opera~ions at any time is to
prevent foreclosure. Their tax advantage and all
interest ends within 20 years, although mortgage
operations would normally continue for another
20 years.
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Coordination of Federal Policy

Toward Housing Credit

Brief Summary of Major Organization

Developments in HUD J

The establishment of a Department of Hous-

ing and Urban Development as the eleventh Cab-

inet Department of the Executive Branch was the

outgrowth of a long series of actions and

developments reflecting the growing national

concern over the problems of housing and the

Although the above tax incentives for generating credit and funds for housing are extending
tax benefits as intended by statute, the great
loss of tax revenue, as well as certain inequities,
are now a matter of concern to the Department
of the Treasury, which has issued "Proposals for
Tax Change," April 30, 1973, that includes proposed limitations on some of those tax benefits.

urban environment, and the increasing involve-

ment of the Federal Government in the develop-

ment of national policies and the exercise of

national leadership in this area.

In the 1930's, a series of major Congres-

Coordination of Federal Policy
Toward Housing Credit

sional actions gave rise to new agencies and

new forms of Federal activity connected with

housingânotably the establishment of the sav-

Brief Summary of Major Organization
Developments in HUD

ings and loan system and the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board; the development of mortgage

insurance and the establishment of the Federal

Housing Administration; and the initiation of sub-

sidized low rent public housing and the creation

of the United States Housing Authority.

In 1942, the principal housing programs and

agencies of the Government were brought to-

ge'her in a single agency for the first time,

through the establishment by the President of

The establishment of a Department of Housing and Urban Development as the eleventh Cabinet Department of the Executive Branch was the
outgrowth of a long series of actions and
developments reflecting the growing
ational

concern over the problems of housing and the
urban environment, and the increasing involvement of the Federal Government in the deve~op
ment of national policies and the exercise of
national leadership in this area.
In the 1930·s. a series of major Congressional actions gave rise to new agencies and
new forms of Federal activity connected with
housin'g-notably the establishment of the savings and loan system and the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board; the development of mortgage
insurance and the establishment of the Federal
Housing Administration; and the initiation of subsidized low rent public housing and the creation
of the United States Housing Authority.
In 1942, the principal housing programs and
agencies of the Government were brought toge'her in a single agency for the first time.
through the establishment by the President of
the National Housing Agency. This action was
taken under the temporary war powers of the
President. and was aimed primarily at the more
effective prosecution of the war effort.
In 1947, the temporary war agency was replaced by a permanent Housing and Home Finance Agency, brought into being through the
exercise of the peacetime reorganization powers
of the President.
In 1950, the Federal National Mortgage Association (then in the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation) and the Community Facilities Service (then in the General Services Administration)
were transferred by Presidential reorganization
action to the HHFA.
Throughout this period, and through the balance of the 1950's. the Congress greatly increased the activities and responsibilities of the
Federal Government's housing agency. In addition-through the assignment of such functions
as urban renewal and grants for comprehensive
urban planning-the Congress manifested an
evolving-though not specifically declared-view
of the agency as its primary instrument for obtaining advice and for articulating policy in
connection with urban problems in the broad
view. reaching beyond the boundaries of housing
as such. This expanding perspective is evident in
the opening language of the first major policy
statement enunciated by the Congress in this
field, in the Housing Act of 1949, which, although
styled a "Declaration of National Housing Policy," begins as follows:
The Congress hereby declares that the general welfare
and security Qf ,t he N~t ~ n and the health and living standards of its pe , p lI'L6b; uu
iOusing production Bnd re/Bted
comm trNrv ~~ f~
~l"(fl-'firn\N0 remedy the serious

f

housing shortage, the elimination of substandard and other

inadequate housing through the clearance of slums and

blighted areas, and the realization as soon as feasible of

the goal of a decent home and a suitable living environ-

ment for every American family, thus contributing to the

development and redevelopment ot communities and to the

advancement of the growth, wealth, and security of the

Nation. (Emphasis added.)

ln 1961, the President recommended legisla-

tion to establish a Department of Urban Affairs

and Housing. ln early 1962, when it appeared un-

likely that this bill would reach a vote in the

House of Representatives, the President submit-

ted a Reorganization Plan to the same general

effect, with technical differences due largely to

the limitations on reorganization power as com-

pared with what could be accomplished by legis-

lation. The Congress, however, did not permit

the Plan to take effect.

ln March 1965, the President, in a special

Message to the Congress on Problems and

Future of the Central City and its Suburbs, de-

clared: "Our urban problems are of a scope and

magnitude that demand representation at the

highest level of government."

Shortly thereafter, legislation was recom-

mended to the Congress to create a Department

of Housing and Urban Development. After debate

and amendment, the bill was passed by the Con-

gress and signed into law September 9, 1965. By

its terms, it became effective 60 days later, on

November 9, 1965 (Public Law 89-174 42 U S C

3531).

ln establishing the Department, the Con-

gress characterized its action and intentions as

follows:

DECLARATlON OF PURPOSE: Sec. 2. The Congress

hereby declares that the general welfare and security of

the Nation and the health and living standards of our peo-

ple require, as a matter of national purpose, sound devel-

opment of the Nation's communities and metropolitan areas

in which the vast majority of its people live and work.

housing shortage, the elimination of substandard and other
inadequate housing through the clearance of slums and
blighted areas, and the realization as soon as feasible of
the goal of a decent home and a suitable living environment for every American family, thus contributing to the
development and redevelopment of communities and to the
advancement of the growth , wealth, and security of the
Nation. (Emphasis added.)

In 1961, the President recommended legislation to establish a Department of Urban Affairs
and Housing. In early 1962, when it appeared unlikely that this bill would reach a vote in the
House of Representatives, the President SUbmitted a Reorganization Plan to the same general
effect, with technical differences due largely to
the limitations on reorganization power as compared with what could be accomplished by legislation. The Congress, however, did not permit
the Plan to take effect.
In March 1965, the President, in a special
Message to the Congress on Problems and
Future of the Central City and its Suburbs, declared: "Our urban problems are of a scope and
magnitude that demand representation at the
highest level of government."
Shortly thereafter, legislation was recommended to the Congress to create a Department
of Housing and Urban Development. After debate
and amendment, the bill was passed by the Congress and signed into law September 9, 1965. By
its terms, it became effective 60 days later, on
November 9, 1965 (Public Law 89-174, 42 U.S.C.
3531).
In establishing the Department, the Congress characterized its as:tion and intentions as
follows:

To carry out such purpose, and in recognition of the

increasing importance of housing and urban development

in our national life, the Congress finds that establishment

of an executive department is desirable to achieve the best

administration of the principal programs of the Federal

Government which provide assistance for housing and for

the development of the Nation's communities; to assist the

President in achieving maximum coordination of the various

Federal activities which have a major effect upon urban

community, suburban, or metropolitan development; to en-

courage the solution of problems of housing, urban devel-

opment, and mass transportation through State, county,

town, village, or other local and private action, including

promotion of interstate, regional, and metropolitan coopera-

tion; to encourage the maximum contributions that may be

made by vigorous private homebuilding and mortgage lend-

ing industries to housing, urban development, and the na-

tional economy; and to provide for full and appropriate

consideration, at the national level, of the needs of the

people who live and work in them.

Relationship of Organization to Coordination

of Housing Credit Policy

lt was a recurring theme in many of these

major reorganizations that there should be im-

proved coordination of Federal credit policy with

DECLARATION OF PURPOSE: Sec. 2. The Congress
hereby declares that the general welfare and security of
the Nation and the health and living standards of our people require. as a matter of national purpose , sound development of the Nation's communities and metropolitan areas
in which the vast majority of its people live and work.
To carry out such purpose, and in recognition of the
increasing importance of housing and urban development
in our national life. the Congress finds that establishment
of an executive department is desirable to achieve the best
administration of the prinCipal programs of the Federal
Government which provide assistance for housing and for
the development of the Nation 's communities; to assist the
President in achieving maximum coordination of the various
Federal activities which have a major effect upon urban
community. suburban, or metropolitan development; to encourage the solution of problems 01 housing, urban development, and mass transportation through State , county,
town, village, or other local and private action, including
promotion of interstate, regional, and metropolitan cooperation; to encourage the maximum contributions that may be
made by vigorous private homebuilding and mortgage lending industries to housing, urban development, and the national economy; and to provide for full and approp[iate
consideration, at the national level, 01 the needs Of the
people who live and work in them .

Relationship of Organization to Coordination
of Housing Credit Policy
It was a recurring theme in many of these
major reorganizations that there should be improved coordination of Federal credit policy with
regard to housing on a Government-wide basis,
and that such reorganizations would contribute
importantly to that end. This was argued in support of the establishment of the permanent HHFA
in 1947. As noted earlier, it was one of the bases
for transferring the Federal National Mortgage
Association from RFC to HHFA in 1950. The
same idea was emphasized by the President's
Advisory Committee on Government Housing Policies and Programs in 1953.
Again in connection with the legislation
which finally established the Department of
Housing and Urban Development in 1965, it was
predicted that giving these programs "a voice at
the Cabinet table" would help to secure greater
recognition for the credit needs and problems of
the housing economy, and to facilitate the development of a consistent approach and ,policy t~
ward Federal participation in the hOUSing credit
market.
The unfortunate but unmistakable fact appears to be that these objectives, however laudable have never been achieved and remain
today as remote as ever. The orga~izational
moves which it was hoped would bring them
within reach did not, in fact, have that effect.
Two kinds of cause may be recognized for
this failure.
In the first place-even though construction
is the largest single activity in the national economy, and residential construction the largest element in total construction-housing credit needs
never have been viewed at policymaking levels
in Government as demanding priority of consideration as against such broader national concerns as inflation, budgetary balance, and the
national debt,
The decisionmaking centers with respect to
credit policy in the Executive Branch were, and
are, the Treasury, the Office of Management and
Budget, and the Council of Economic Advisers.
The Treasury approched credit policy from the
standpoint of revenues, debt management: a~d
the overall economic situation-a perspective In
which housing credit needs were a secondary,
even if important, consideration. The OMB approached credit policy from the standpoint of
total budgetary impact and its effect on the
budget surplus or deficit-a perspective in which
housing credllr' ;e:<ttsf tlar.e a secondary, ~ven if
importBI.'J ~HV ~'.,a rf8!' I!HI
~ CounCil ap-
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and that such reorganizations would contribute

importantly to that end. This was argued in sup-
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proached credit policy from the point of view of

economic growth, full employment, and the

avoidance of excessive inflation or deflationâ

and, once again, in this perspective housing

credit needs were seen in a secondary role, ex-

cept at such times as housing was emphasized

for one of the broader purposes mentioned.

The Federal Reserve Board, even though its

interests lie mainly in the area of monetary pol-

icy, also played an important role in major credit

decisions. This has led the Board to take an ac-

tive interest in housing matters from time to

time. However, the Board does not cultivate inti-

mate relationships with the operating depart-

ments and agencies of the Government, even

when it has occasion to interest itself in their af-

fairs. The Board generally has had its own hous-

ing economists and, not infrequently, its own

housing policies. Certainly, it was not within the

capability of the Housing Administrator or the

Secretary of HUD to exercise much coordinating

influence over the policies or decisions of the

Board.

A second cause lies in the fact that, much

as the idea has been discussed, there never has

been an official (other than the President) who

was in a position either to evaluate or to speak

authoritatively for housing credit programs and

policies Government-wide.

Thus the Home Loan Bank Board was

brought into the temporary National Housing

Agency (in 1942), and retained in the permanent

Housing and Home Finance Agency (since 1946),

in large part to give the Administrator a broader

base for policy formation and hence a greater

voice in decisionmaking. But the Board was

taken out of the Agency again by legislation in

1955 (largely at the urging of the savings and

loan industry) and reconslituted as an independ-

ent agency, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board,

which promptly resumed its traditional arms-

length relationship to other Executive agencies.

Similarly, the Federal National Mortgage As-

sociation was transferred to HHFA in 1950, in

part for the stated purpose of improving coordi-

nation between its activities and those of related

Federal housing programs. But FNMA's second-

ary market functions were removed in 1968, not

only from the Department but from the Federal

Budget and, nominally at least, from the Federal

Government.

The Gl housing program of the Veterans Ad-

ministration was naturally seen very soon to be

basically a program dealing in housing and

housing credit, and the anomaly of conducting

such a program wholly outside the Government's

housing agency was c'early perceived. So, too,

were the many inconsistencies and confusions

that arose out of simultaneous FHA and VA op-

erations in the same communities and often in

the same housing developments. But while there

was much discussion of these matters, the pref-

erence of the Congress and of the veterans' or-

ganizations for keeping all major programs of

veterans benefits together in VA effectively pre-

vented any action.

Similarly, the Farmers Home Administration,

which from a small beginning grew into a major

housing agency with a nationwide program ex-

tending into towns of substantial size, continued

proached credit policy from the point of view of
economic growth, full employment, and the
avoidance of excessive inflation or deflationand, once again, in this perspective housing
credit needs were seen in a secondary role, except at such times as housing was emphasized
for one of the broader purposes mentioned.
The Federal Reserve Board, even though its
interests lie mainly in the area of monetary policy, also played an important role in major credit
decisions. This has led the Board to take an active interest in housing matters from time to
time. However, the Board does not cultivate intimate relationships with the operating departments and agencies of the Government, even
when it has occasion to interest itself in their affairs. The Board generally has had its own housing economists and, not infrequently, its own
housing policies. Certainly, it was not within the
capability of the Housing Administrator or the
Secretary of HUD to exercise much coordinating
influence over the policies or decisions of the
Board.
A second cause lies in the fact that, much
as the idea has been discussed, there never has
been an official (other than the President) who
was in a position either to evaluate or to speak
authoritatively for housing credit programs and
policies Government-wide.
Thus the Home loan Bank Board was
brought into the temporary National Housing
Agency (in 1942), and retained in the permanent
Housing and Home Finance Agency (since 1946),
in large part to give the Administrator a broader
base for policy formation and hence a greater
voice in decisionmaking. But the Board was
taken out of the Agency again by legislation in
1955 (largely at the urging of the savings and
loan industry) and reconsUtuted as an independent agency, the Federal Home loan Bank Board,
which promptly resumed its traditional armslength relationship to other Executive agencies.
Similarly, the Federal National Mortgage Association was transferred to HHFA in 1950, in
part for the stated purpose of improving coordination between its activities and those of related
Federal housing programs. But FNMA's secondary market functions were removed in 1968, not
only from the Department but from the Federal
Budget and, nominally at least, from the Federal
Government.
The GI housing program of the Veterans Administration was naturally seen very soon to be
basically a program dealing in housing and
housing credit, and the anomaly of conducting
such a program holly outside the Government's

housing agency was clearly perceived. So, too,
were the many inconsistencies and confusions
that arose out of simultaneous FHA and VA operations in the same communities and often in
the same housing developments. But while there
was much discussion of these matters, the preference of the Congress and of the veterans' organizations for keeping all major programs of
veterans benefits together in VA effectively prevented any action.
Similarly, the Farmers Home Administration,
which from a small beginning grew into a major
housing agency with a nationwide program extending into towns of substantial size, continued
on its independent way in the context of other
farm and agricultural programs in the Department of Agriculture.
With the establishment of HHFA, a special
effort to coordinate housing and housing credit
policies across the Government was made with
the creation of the National Housing Council.
The Council was intended to provide a means
" ... for promoting the most effective use of all the
housing functions of the Government, for obtaining consistency between these functions and the
general economic and fiscal policies of the Government ... etc." (Emphasis added.) (Message
of the President Accompanying Reorganization
Plan No. 3 of 1947.) With this end in view, the
Council included (in addition to the Administrator as Chairman and the two HHFA Commissioners) representatives of the Home loan Bank
Board, the Veterans Administration, the Department of Agriculture, ana RFC (where FNMA was
still located).
Thus there was created a forum in which
spokesmen for most of the major Federal programs with a significant effect on housing credit
could make their views known. Neither the Council nor its Chairman, however, had any decisionmaking powers. As matters developed, the Council proved ineffectual. With the passage of time it
met more and more irregularly and less
frequently, until, finally, it was abolished. (Reorganization Plan No.4 of 1965.)

Conflicting, Duplicating, and
Confusing Housing Laws-Need
for Simplication
It would seem to be self-evident that the Nation's housing laws should be clear, consistent.
unambiguous, and as simple and uniform as feasible. This is desirab~e in order to:
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derstandable and clear to those who administer

them.

â¢ Avoid complexities, confusion, and "red

tape" which discourage participation in the pro-

grams by lenders and sponsors. The laws and

regulations must not be prone to latent problems

of interpretation which will plague both the ad-

ministrators and participants.

â¢ Have laws and regulations which are un-

derstandable by housing consumers and other

beneficiaries. Inconsistencies in statutory provi-

sions are a chief source of dissatisfaction and

public complaints about government, especially

where those laws confer benefits in an inequita-

ble manner.

â¢ Help keep development costs at a mini-

mum as a saving to consumers, builders, and to

the Government in the case of subsidy programs

or of defaults and insurance guaranty claims.

The well-known complexities of regulations and

redtape in Government-aided housing programs

are a definite cost factor in project development

under them.

â¢ Avoid controversy with local officals, par-

ticularly with respect to programs where the city

or other local public body is a participant.

â¢ Keep litigation at a minimum. Litigation

not only can embitter program participants and

promote political and other controversy, but it

can absorb an inordinate amount of official and

staff resources and lead to protracted delays

(which also drive costs up).

â¢ Permit proper congressional oversight

and understanding by individual Congressmen

and Senators.

There is no need for great complexity in the

housing laws. Insurance of residential mortgages

Is a relatively simple and clear-cut concept, re-

quiring no more than two programs apart from

subsidy operationsâone for home mortgages

and one for mortgages on multifamily structures,

with adequate authority in the agency to provide

for varying conditions and circumstances. In-

deed, the original National Housing Act was just

that.

Instead, our Nation's housing laws today,

after almost 40 years, are a hodgepodge of ac-

cumulated authorizations, replete with inconsis-

tencies, conflicts, and obsolete provisions and

without overall design or coordinated structure.

Testimony given in Congress on behalf of

the Executive Branch has emphasized the num-

ber and complexity of these existing authorities,

as well as the resulting frustration, cost, and

redtape that seriously impede good administra-

tion, discourage participation by builders, lend-

ers, and sponsors, confuse consumers and even

the experts, and hinder congressional oversight.

In one of several statements to that effect, for-

mer HUD Secretary George Romney said to the

Senate Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Af-

fairs:

To function properly, our housing programs must bring

together private builders, private lenders, private housing

sponsors, public agencies and private purchasers. At pres-

ent the number and complexity of our existing statutory au-

thorities act as a deterrent to the effective participation of

these groups In our housing programs. Even the most so-

phisticated and experienced builders, lenders and sponsors

find it frustrating and costly to accommodate their opera-

derstandable and clear to those who administer
them.
• Avoid complexities, confusion, and "red
tape" which discourage participation in the programs by lenders and sponsors. The laws and
regulations must not be prone to latent problems
of interpretation which will plague both the administrators and participants.
• Have laws and regulations which are understandab!e by housing consumers and other
beneficiaries. Inconsistencies in statutory provisions are a chief source of dissatisfaction and
public complaints about government, especially
where those laws confer benefits in an inequitable manner.
• Help keep development costs at a minimum as a saving to consumers, builders, and to
the Government in the case of subsidy programs
or of defaults and insurance guaranty claims.
The well-known comp~exities of regulations and
red tape in Government-aided housing programs
are a definite cost factor in project development
under them.
• Avoid controversy with local officals, particularly with respect to programs where the city
or other local public body is a participant.
• Keep litigation at a minimum. Litigation
not only can embitter program participants and
promote political and other controversy, but it
can absorb an inordinate amount of official and
staff resources and lead to protracted delays
(which also drive costs up).
• Permit proper congressional oversight
and understanding by individual Congressmen
and Senators.
There is no need for great complexity in the
housing laws. Insurance of residential mortgages
is a relatively simple and clear-cut concept, requiring no more than two programs apart from
subsidy operations--one for home mortgages
and one for mortgages on multifamily structures,
with adequate authority in the agency to provide
for varying conditions and circumstances. Indeed, the original National Housing Act was just
that.
Instead, our Nation's housing laws today,
after almost 40 years, are a hodgepodge of accumulated authorizations, replete with inconsistencies, conflicts, and obso~ete provisions and
without overall design or coordinated structure.
Testimony given in Congress on behalf of
the Executive Branch has emphasized the number and complexity of these existing authorities,
as well as the resulting frustration, cost, and
red tape that seriously impede good administra-

tion, discourage participation by builders, lenders, and sponsors, confuse consumers and even
the experts, and hinder congressional oversight.
In one of several statements to that effect, former HUD Secretary George Romney said to the
Senate Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs:
To function properly, our housing programs must bring
together private builders, private lenders, private housing
sponsors, public agencies and private purchasers. At present the number and complexity of our existing statutory authorities act as a deterrent to the effective participation of
these groups In our housing programs. Even the most sophisticated and experienced builders, lenders and sponsors
find it frustrating and costly to accommodate their operations to the red tape and delay occasioned by the maze of
our confusing authorizations and the regulations, circulars,
forms and processing procedures that have grown out of
them.
The man most successful and at ease in the present
statutory framework of our housing programs is the packager, knowledgeable in the intricacies of our forms and procedures, who can put together an attractive application and
milk the most in subsidy out of the Federal programs by
combining the different forms of assistance available under
our several statutory authorities. Too often the most efficient producers of housing refuse to partiCipate In our programs because they are unwilling to deal with the Intricacies of our processing and program requirements.
(Hearings on "Housing and Urban Development legislation
of 1970," part I, July 13 to July 23, 1970, p. 10.)

The extent of the total statutory authorizations, regulations, and procedures is enormous.
The statutes applicable to the FHA mortgage insurance programs a!one fill many hundreds of
pages in the statute books, and the implementing
procedures and requirements confront the building and lending industries with some of the most
confusing of all Federal redtape. Experienced
participants in these programs are in agreement
that their very complexity in itself substantially
delays housing production, adds to project cost,
and thereby increases industry criticism of the
Federal Government's practices and procedures.
The sheer number of the individual insurance programs makes them difficult to understand and use. The greatest number of these are
administered by HUD. A simple loan and mortgage insurance authorization in the original
National Housing Act has grown into 40 mortgage and loan insurance programs. These 40
HUD programs are in addition to a number of
others which have been terminated, but which
have still a large volume of outstanding insured
liability subject to default procedures and all the
complex steps and processes which may result
therefrom.
r
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• The basIc mortgage Insurance to assist
the construction or purchase of a home (Section
203{b» .
• SpecIal similar operations tor moderate
Income famllles (SectIon 221 (d)(2».
• Farm housIng (SectIon 203(1) In a proviso).
• RecreatIonal housing Section 203(m)).
• CooperatIve construction of homes (Section 213(a)(2)).
• Improvements to existing standard homes
(Section 205(k)).
• Improvements 10 existing housing In urban
renewal areas (Section 22O{h)) .
• Homes for servicemen (Section 222).
• Homes for dIsaster victims (Section
203(h».
• Homes for persons In outlying areB$
(Section 203(1».
• Homes In urban renewal areas (Section
220(d)(3)A(I».
• Individual units purchased In an existing
multifamily structure already under Section 221
(d)(3) rental Insurance program (Section 221(1)).
• Purchase of deteriorated homes and rehabilitation and sale 10 low Income famIlies (Section 221(h».
• Purchase of Governmenl-owned housing
(Section 223(a)).
• Housing In older declining areas (SectIon
223(e».
• Deve'opment
of
experimental
homes
(Section 233).
• Purchase of a unit In condominium housIng (Section 234) .

• The subsIdy homeownershlp operations
In Section 235.
• Purchase of home by low or moderate
income family who has had special credit problems, but has adequate prospects of being good
risk (Secllon 237) .
• Homeowner obtainIng fee sImple title to
property he holds under leasehold (Section 2-40).
• Homes for clvllian emp!oyees of the Department of Defense, NASA, and AEC (Section
809).

In addlllon to home mortgage Insurance,
HUD has multifamily mortgage Insurance programs for:
• The basic mortgage Insurance for mu ltifamily structures (Section
• CooperatIve owntIfWIip proJects (Section
213(a)(1'- .
,
a multifamily
1(d)(3) rental
I~

ron.
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• Multifamily atructures in urban renewal
areas (Section 220).
• Improvements to existing multifamily structures In urban renewal aress (Section 22O(h)).
• low and moderate Income multifamily
housing (Section 221 (d)(3)).
• Moderate Income housing (Section 221
(d)(4».
• HousIng for the e!derty (Section 231).
• Experimental rental housing (Section 233).
• The subsidy operations for rental housing under Section 236.
• Improvements to any multifamily structure (including a group practice faci1lty or nursing home) already having mortgage insurance
under another HUO program (Section 2.1).
• Housing lor servicemen and cIVIlians In
areas impacted by mIlitary Installations (Section
810).
• Rent supplement operations (Section 221
(d)(3) in conjunctIon with Section 101 of the HousIng and Urban Oeve!opment Act of 1965).
Another HUD program, applyIng to homes,
rental housing struc!ures, and commercial buildings, provides insurance to financial Institutions
against certain losses on repair and rehabilitation loans (Title I).
In addition to all these, there are live HUe
mortgage insurance programs for proJects other
than housing structures:
• land development and new communities
(TItle X).
• Group medIcal and dental practice facilities (TIlle XI) .
• Mobile home courts (Section
• Nursing Homes (Section 232) .
• Hospitals (Se<:tlon 242).

2On.

The great number 01 mortgage and loan insurance programs only partially explains the tremendous compleltlty 01 operations under them.
The Individual programs differ with respect to
Important features of the insurance operations as
well 89 the specIfic eligibIlity Items relating to
the mortgage, the mortgagor, and the property
involved.
Underwrillng princIples vary among these
programs. The requirement of "economic soundness" In the basIc home and multifamily insurance programs was waived in many programs
with special purposes in favor of a more relaxed
standard called " acceptable rlak." Similarly,
some prOQ!)l ' 1~9:jjLme amount of the Insured
mortMll~~IT n'llf.M~¥f'" es In lhe ",Igl-

nal mortgage insurance programs, but others use

"replacement cost," which generally results in a

higher mortgage amount and thus a greater in-

surance risk. Also, some programs have a higher

maximum ratio of loan amount to the value of

the property, resulting in greater risk.

ln the case of some programs, the statute

authorizes, in effect, certain types of special

credit risks to be assumed, such as those result-

ing from the location of the property in an urban

renewal area or the blighted condition of the

area, and even the credit of the home borrower

to a certain extent. Similarly, the statute some-

times permits the waiver of usual property stand-

ards because of the location of the property in

outlying areas or in older, declining areas.

The mortgage terms required by the statute

for insurance eligibility differ in a multitude of

ways under the many programs. The statute au-

thorizing one program may prescribe 20 or more

special dollar and percentage figures relating to

the maximum mortgage amount. Each program

has its own set of these figures, some consistent

with those in other programs, and some not.

These maximum mortgage amounts result in dif-

ferent minimum downpayments for purchasers

and other borrowers under the programs, as well

as imposing different responsibilities on lenders,

closing attorneys, and others.

A bank or other lender using FHA mortgage

insurance is typically confronted with two quite

different FHA insurance programs in its day to

day operationsâthose under the regular FHA

mortgage insurance programs, and those under

the Title l program for insuring against losses on

loans for repair or improvement. Unlike the mort-

gage insurance programs, the Title l loan insur-

ance program involves no HUD processing of in-

dividual loans, and contains a coinsurance

feature of 10 percent of the amount of each

loan.

ln the case of the rent supplement program

and Sections 235 and 236 (which involve Federal

subsidies to the home owner or tenant), lenders

and builders are confronted with quite different

subsidy techniques and formulae, and signifi-

cantly different requirements bearing on the way

in which they conduct their own business affairs.

ln addition to all of the above programs ad-

ministered by HUD, there are Federal programs

adminis'ered by other agencies of the Govern-

ment with still different techniques and require-

ments: the Veterans Administration and the

Farmers Home Administration. That increases the

confusion for lenders and builders, not only be-

cause of the additional number of programs ad-

ministered by those agencies, with different re-

quirements and procedures, but because of the

need for a lender or sponsor to deal with several

agencies on similar types of development.

A discussion of specific duplications, con-

flicts, inconsistencies, and obsolete provisions is

given under the heading be'ow: "Examples of

Confusing Features of Existing Housing Laws."

Why Did the HUD Housing Laws Develop as

They Did?

One reason was the comp1exity and profu-

nal mortgage insurance programs, but others use
"replacement cost," which generally results in a
higher mortgage amount and thus a greater insurance risk. Also, some programs have a higher
maximum ratio of loan amount to the value of
the property, resulting in greater risk.
In the case of some programs, the statute
authorizes, in effect, certain types of special
credit risks to be assumed, such as those resulting from the location of the property in an urban
renewal area or the blighted condition of the
area, and even the credit of the home borrower
to a certain extent. Similarly, the statute sometimes permits the waiver of usual property standards because of the location of the property in
outlying areas or in older, declining areas.
The mortgage terms required by the statute
for insurance eligibility differ in a multitude of
ways under the many programs. The statute authorizing one program may prescribe 20 or more
special dollar and percentage figures relating to
the maximum mortgage amount. Each program
has its own set of these figures, some consistent
with those in other programs, and some not.
These maximum mortgage amounts result in different minimum down payments for purchasers
and other borrowers under the programs, as well
as imposing different responsibilities on lenders,
closing attorneys, and others.
A bank or other lender using FHA mortgage
insurance is typically confronted with two quite
different FHA insurance programs in its day to
day operations-those under the regular FHA
mortgage insurance programs, and those under
the Title I program for insuring against losses on
loans for repair or improvement. Unlike the mortgage insurance programs, the Title I loan insurance program involves no HUD processing of individual loans, and contains a coinsurance
feature of 10 percent of the amount of each
loan.
In the case of the rent supplement program
and Sections 235 and 236 (which invo:ve Federal
subsidies to the home owner or tenant), lenders
and builders are confronted with quite different
subsidy techniques and formulae, and significantly different requirements bearing on the way
in which they conduct their own business affairs.
In addition to all of the above programs administered by HUD, there are Federal programs
adminis'ered by other agencies of the Government with still different techniques and requirements: the Veterans Administration and the
Farmers Home Administration. That increases the
confusion for lenders and build rs, not onlf because of the additional number of progrart's ad-

ministered by those agencies, with different requirements and procedures, but because of the
need for a lender or sponsor to deal with several
agencies on similar types of development.
A discussion of specific duplications, conflicts, inconsistencies, and obsolete provisions is
given under the heading be'ow: "Examples of
Confusing Features of Existing Housing Laws."

Why Did the HUD Housing laws Develop as
They Did?
One reason was the comp'exity and profusion of purposes in this area from the anti-Depression measures of the 1930's through the increasing responsibilities given the Federal Government in the decades that followed for stabilizing and improving the general economy; for
measures to assist the Nation's least fortunate
citizens, the poor, the e'derly, and the handicapped; and for attempting to cope with the
emerging problems of municipal development
and redeve'opment accompanying our increasingly urbanized and mobile society. The goals of
Federal housing efforts during that period fluctuated in line with uncertainties as to (1) the desirable degree of Federal involvement in private
housing credit and production, (2) the desirable
amount of responsibility for public action at each
level of government-Federal, State, and local,
and (3) the appropriate and preferred financial
and administrative techniques for carrying out
basic policy in this fie'd.
An equally important reason for the massive
and complex structure of the legislation was the
timing and process of its enactment. Until very
recently, there has been an omnibus housing bill
enacted by Congress almost every year since
the conclusion of World War II. An "omnibus"
bill covers many independent items of legislation
over a broad subject. That was true with respect
to each omnibus housing bill which, in addition,
reflected an accumulation of proposals in the executive branch and the congressional committees over a period of a year or more. Normally.
the committees did not, in the interim, act on individual housing bills referred to them.
The enacted housing bills were usually a
combination of executive branch recommendations-usually refined by Congress to reflect its
varied makeup-and the pleadings of special interest groups. Rising costs repeatedly upset the
validity of the numerous dollar ceilings in the
housing statutes, requiring extensive amend~p h annual housing bill
ments. Ty mttl~~~ a l
there
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creases in the early years) that might well not

have been enacted if considered as separate

pieces of legislation. To obtain the support, or at

least minimize the opposition, of organizations or

individuals in Congress, a variety of amendments

were addedâsuch as an amendment favored by

a national interest group, or special aid for a

project in the district of a particular Congress-

man. With this aid for everyone, critics often re-

ferred to an omnibus housing bill as a Christmas

tree with gifts for all.

As indicated by the legislation itself, propos-

als to Congress for new programs were often

responses to emerging needs or pressures from

interested groups. When enacted, each program

was added to the old, so that the whole package

of legislation grew in size continually.

Generally, the Agency's legislative proposals

to the Congress were not based on systematic

study or reevaluation of the Federal Govern-

ment's overall policies and legislative authorities

with respect to housing credit. Until recently

there was not even a continuing long range

study looking toward the next year's legislative

program. Typically, there was a belated effort by

the Agency to meet a deadline for presenting the

legislative recommendations for the coming year

to the Bureau of the Budget. Sometimes new ap-

proaches of possible merit were discarded be-

cause of the lack of needed time for study.

Also significant was the practice of using

repetitions of statutory provisions whenever a

new program was authorized. Primarily, that re-

sulted from internal agency pressure to preserve

intact the original mortgage insurance operations

(especially the home mortgage program with its

"mutuality" mechanism) and insulate them from

possible adverse effects from new "social pur-

pose" programs with less rigid underwriting

standards. Paramount importance was attached

to the original insurance fund. Therefore, a new

program was given a new "fund" with all of its

related provisions. That, in effect, almost man-

dated a completely separate statutory authoriza-

tion with repeating provisions for the new pro-

gram, except as to certain routine items that

could be incorporated by reference.

Another obstacle to obtaining coordinated

Federal housing legislation has been divided re-

sponsibility for developing executive branch poli-

cies having a major impact on HUD housing pro-

grams. For example, the earliest (and some

later) Federal programs designed to generate

mortgage credit for housing were placed in sep-

arate Government agencies. lt naturally devel-

oped that the executive branch's recommenda-

tions for such programs came primarily from the

agency involved, which was deemed to know its

own needs best, or how a proposal would affect

it. Accordingly, the recommendations were frag-

mented and narrow.

This practice still continues to the extent

that major housing credit programs are in the

Veterans Administration, the Federal Home Loan

Bank Board, and the Department of Agriculture,

as well as the Department of Housing and Urban

creases in the early years) that might well not
have been enacted if considered as separate
pieces of legislation. To obtain the support, or at
least minimize the opposition. of organizations or
individuals in Congress, a variety of amendments
were added-such as an amendment favored by
a national interest group. or special aid for a
project in the district of a particular Congressman. With this aid for everyone, critics often referred to an omnibus housing bill as a Christmas
tree with gifts for all.
As indica~ed by the legislation itself, proposals to Congress for new programs were often
responses to emerging needs or pressures from
interested groups. When enacted, each program
was added to the old, so that the whole package
of legislation grew in size continually.
Generally , the Agency's legis!ative proposals
to the Congress were not based on sys'ematic
study or reevaluation of the Federal Government's overall policies and legislative authorities
with respect to housing credit. Until recently
there was not even a continuing long range
study looking toward the next year 's legislative
program . Typically. there was a belated effort by
the Agency to meet a deadline for presenting the
legislative recommendations for the coming year
to the Bureau of the Budget. Sometimes new approaches of possible merit were discarded because of the lack of needed time for study.
Also significant was the practice of using
repetitions of statutory provisions whenever a
new program was authorized. Primarily, that resulted from internal agency pressure to preserve
intact the original mortgage insurance operations
(especially the home mortgage program with its
"mutuality" mechanism) and insulate them from
possible adverse effects from new "social purpose" programs with less rigid underwriting
standards. Paramount importance was attached
to the original insurance fund . Therefore, a new
program was given a new "fund" with all of its
related provisions. That, in effect, almost mandated a completely separate s!atutory authorization with repeating provisions for the new program, except as to certain routine items that
could be incorporated by reference.
Another obstacle to obtaining coordinated
Federal housing legislation has been divided responsibility for developing executive branch policies having a major impact on HUD housing programs. For example. the earliest (and some
later) Federal programs deSigned to generate
mortgage credit for housing were placed in separate Government agencies . It nat urally developed that the exec utive bra nch 's rec ommenda-

Development.

At the same time, there is a division of com-

mittee jurisdiction in the Congress on some as-

pects of housing and urban development, al-
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tions for such programs came primarily from the
agency involved, which was deemed to know its
own needs best. or how a proposal would affect
it. Accordingly, the recommendations were fragmented and narrow.
This practice still continues to the extent
that major housing credit programs are in the
Veterans Administration, the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board, and the Department of Agriculture,
as well as the Department of Housing and Urban
Development.
At the same time, there is a division of committee jurisdiction in the Congress on some aspects of housing and urban development. although most of the legislation in this area is
handled by one set of House and Senate Committees.
In more recent years , the statutory complications were multiplied by the authorizations for
additional subsidy operations under four different
types of major programs (each for a dominant
purpose at the time of enactment): Section 202
direct loans at below-market interest rates; Section 221 (d)(3) mortgage insurance at below-market interest rates supported by the Federal National Mortgage Association purchases; rent
supplements; and the subsidized interest rates
for home purchasers and rental housing sponsors under Sections 235 and 236.
Also. it must be recognized that in formulating proposed housing legislation there are conflicting major policy goals that continue with
respect to housing itself, or with respect to
housing and other major government objectives.
These often account for compromises and gaps
in meeting desirable and consistent housing
objectives. Some of these conflicting goals are
discussed under a separate heading below, and
represent a type of problem applicable to new.
as well as past , proposals.
There has always been recognition that administrative problems have resulted from these
duplications . As early as the 1940's, significant
proposals were made to have the entire National
Housing Act rewritten. The technical basis for
such a reform was not laid, however, until 1970.
when the first draft was prepared by the Department of Housing and Urban Development and
submitted to Congress. Comprehensive legislation of this nature has not been enacted .

Examples of Confusing Features of EXisting
Housing Laws
the characteristics
end to generate

confusion, inequities, and excessive length and

redtape can be grouped under (1) duplications,

(2) conflicts and inconsistencies, and (3) obso-

lete provisions.

Duplications: Although not as substantive as

conflicts and inconsistencies in the housing laws,

confusion. inequities. and excessive length and
redtape can be grouped under (1) duplications,
(2) conflicts and inconsistencies. and (3) obsolete provisions.

duplicating provisions are so extensive and so

pervasive in those laws that they constitute one

of the major problems. Duplicative provisions

have varying effects. In the case of the scores of

FHA insurance programs, there is an unneces-

sary repetition of program provisions, including

eligible mortgage terms, for each program, al-

most as though there were that many separate

agencies administering similar programs. This

might seem to result only in massive provisions

and regulations, but, inevitably, it leads to incon-

sistencies and further confusion because of the

way pressures for amendatory legislation and

enactment occur. In fact, this particular repeti-

tion has led to so many variations in insurance

terms that the programs are extremely difficult to

understand. It also has led to inequities and in-

consistencies, some of which will be mentioned

later. As noted, this repetition of FHA programs

originated largely in the agency's desire at the

time to protect the "mutual" fund (discussed

below) from the feared effects of programs not

using the fundâa reason which is now obsolete

as a practical matter, and probably was never as

important as it was thought to be.

Other types of duplication represent sub-

stantive duplication of functions. The HUD-subsi-

dized mortgage insurance programs for rental

housing (rent supplements and Section 236 sub-

sidized interest rates) are duplicating functions

having largely overlapping objectives. Often the

differing techniques of the two programs have

been combined for application to the same proj-

ect. In fact, most of the mortgage insurance pro-

grams are duplicating, and they could be consol-

idated with only such variations in operations as

determined administratively desirable for a par-

ticular purpose.

The duplicating housing programs of HUD,

the VA, and the Farmers Home Administration

have been mentioned. In the case of the VA and

HUD, their duplicating programs are quite often

used within the same housing project, because a

builder may have to qualify under both agencies,

not knowing in advance whether a purchaser will

be a veteran or not. The extent of the resulting

confusion is evident for developers, lenders, and

home purchasers, who must meet different re-

quirements in the same project.

The overlap of HUD and Farmers Home Ad-

ministration programs is particularly confusing

where they both operate in the same town. This

happens because Farmers Home Administration

programs extend to housing in towns up to

10,000 population (while no population standard

is set for FHA mortgage insurance).

The housing programs of these agencies

have a common major purposeâto assist hous-

ing construction, purchase, or repairâbut they

differ widely in techniques of operation and ben-

Duplications: Although not as substantive as
conflicts and inconsistencies in the housing laws,
duplicating provisions are so extensive and so
pervasive in those laws that they constitute one
of the major problems. Duplicative provisions
have varying effects. In the case of the scores of
FHA insurance programs , there is an unnecessary repetition of program provisions, including
eligible mortgage terms. for each program, almost as though there were that many separate
agencies administering similar programs. This
might seem to result only in massive provisions
and regulations. but, inevitably, it leads to inconsistencies and further confusion because of the
way pressures for amendatory legislation and
~nactment occur. In fact, this particular repetition has led to so many variations in insurance
terms that the programs are extremely difficult to
understand. It also has led to inequities and inconsistencies, some of which will be mentioned
later. As noted , this repetition of FHA programs
originated largely in the agency's desire at the
time to protect the "mutual" fund (discussed
below) from the feared effects of programs not
using the fund-a reason which is now obsolete
as a practical matter, and probably was never as
important as it was thought to be.
Other types of duplication represent substantive duplication of functions. The HUD-subsidized mortgage insurance programs for rental
housing (rent supplements and Section 236 subsidized interest rates) are duplicating functions
having largely overlapping objectives. Often the
differing techniques of the two programs have
been combined for application to the same project. In fact. most of the mortgage insurance programs are duplicating, and they could be consolidated with only such variations in operations as
determined administratively desirable for a particular purpose.
The duplicating housing programs of HUD,
the VA , ami the Farmers Home Administration
have been mentioned . In the case of the VA and
HUD, their duplicating programs are quite often
used within the same housing project, because a
builder may have to qualify under both agencies,
not knowing in advance whether a purchaser will
be a veteran or not. The extent of the resulting
confusion is evident for developers, lenders, and
home purchasers, who must
eet different requirements in the same project.

The overlap of HUD and Farmers Home Administration programs is particularly confusing
where they both operate in the same town. This
happens because Farmers Home Administration
programs extend to housing in towns up to
10,000 population (while no population standard
is set for FHA mortgage insurance).
The housing programs of these agencies
have a common major purpose--to assist housing construction, purchase, or repair-but they
differ widely in techniques of operation and benefits conferred. These are explained below.
Another example of duplicating housing
functions concerns those of the Federal National
Mortgage Association, the Government National
Mortgage Association (in HUD), and the Federal
Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (under the
board of directors of the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board). These secondary market agencies
duplicate one another because each has as its
primary functions the buying and selling of Government-insured or guaranteed mortgages. In addition, the authority of the Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC) (created by the
Emergency Home Finance Act of 1970) to carry
on a secondary market in conventional-as well
as Government-insured or guaranteed-mortgages, duplicates the same authority given to
FNMA in the same act. This is a good illustration
of how a duplicating operation will spawn more
complex ones. The duplication here was a natural result of the establishment of the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board as an independent policymaking agency in the housing field.
Before the 1970 act was even passed, the
Congress found it desirable to enact further duplicating programs. These were the parallel operations (enacted as part of the same act) designed to furnish subsidy payments to FNMA and
FHLMC to enable them to reduce interest costs
to "middle income" families (the Section 243
programs) . Although not yet funded , these programs show the type of legislation necessary to
accomplish a single purpose when the agencies
involved have almost identical functions. The
practical difficulties of coordinating and compromiSing the independent policies and decisions of
these agencies was shown by the protracted negotiations required to reach agreement on procedures and forms necessary for implementing
their secondary market operations covering conventional mortgages.
Conflim~ i 9'
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efits conferred. These are explained below.

Another example of duplicating housing

functions concerns those of the Federal National

Mortgage Association, the Government National
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"Mutuality": Only the regular Section 203

home mortgage programs and the management-

type cooperative housing program under Section

213 have a "mutuality" feature. The mutuality

concept is designed to return to the home pur-

chaser or mortgagor, in effect, the unneeded

portion of the premiums he paid. In the case of

Section 203, this feature was contemplated in

the original 1934 enactment as a means of es-

tablishing an adequate insurance reserve, when

there had been no significant experience with

fixing premiums under mortgage insurance. The

mutuality feature was intended to permit pre-

miums to be sufficiently high for soundness of

the system, while at the same time assuring the

homeowner that his premium payments were not

excessive.

As experience with the Section 203 program

accumulated, mutuality proved to be unneces-

sary as a crutch for determining appropriate pre-

mium amounts. Also, as FHA insurance became

an accepted part of the home financing world,

mutuality was not necessary to "sell" the pro-

gram to consumers. As a matter of fact, most

consumers were not even aware that the so-

called mutuality arrangement existed. A great

many homeowners who received payments at the

termination of their group accounts were baffled

as to why they were receiving them, and not in-

frequently attempted to return the money to FRA

on the assumption that the checks had been

sent through some sort of mistake. Yet it contin-

ued, with all its original requirements for estab-

lishing "group accounts" for similar type mort-

gages and for keeping records on individual

transactions in order to compute and make such

payments to each individual mortgagor as the

credit balance in his particular group account

warranted. In 1954, the "group accounts" were

abolished, but the system otherwise remains.

Today it serves no purpose.

"Mutuality" is objectionable principally as

an anachronism, but it is also objectionable as

an operating procedure that applies only to the

above programs in a manner inconsistent with

operations under other programs, requiring dif-

ferent recordkeeping and a staff to handle the

payment of distributive shares of funds to mort-

gagors.

Single Mortgage or Cost Ceiling lor all

Areas of Country: Each of the statutory maxi-

mum mortgage amounts (although inconsistent

with other mortgage ceilings) applies uniformly

to all areas of the country, except where an in-

crease is authorized for certain high cost areas.

Increases are authorized for Alaska, Guam, and

Hawaii; they are also authorized in some special

purpose programs for high cost areas generally,

but to a wholly inadequate extent.

Because of the extremely wide range of

construction costs in different regions of the

country, and among rural, suburban, and central

city areas, any fixed dollar ceiling for the whole

country is bound to be inequitable and harmful

to the housing programs. If the uniform ceiling is

high enough to encourage building in all areas,

"Mutuality": Only the regular Section 203
home mortgage programs and the managementtype cooperative housing program under Section
213 have a "mutuality" feature. The mutuality
concept is designed to return to the home purchaser or mortgagor, in effect, the unneeded
portion of the premiums he paid. In the case of
Section 203, this feature was contemplated in
the original 1934 enactment as a means of establishing an adequate insurance reserve, when
there had been no significant experience with
fixing premiums under mortgage insurance. The
mutuality feature was intended to permit premiums to be sufficiently high for soundness of
the system, while at the same time assuring the
homeowner that his premium payments were not
excessive.
As experience with the Section 203 program
accumulated, mutuality proved to be unnecessary as a crutch for determining appropriate premium amounts. Also, as FHA insurance became
an accepted part of the home financing world,
mutuality was not necessary to "sell" the program to consumers. As a matter of fact, most
consumers were not even aware that the socalled mutuality arrangement existed. A great
many homeowners who received payments at the
termination of their group accounts were baffled
as to why they were receiving them, and not infrequently attempted to return the money to FAA
on the assumption that the checks had been
sent through some sort of mistake. Yet it continued, with all its original requirements for establishing "group accounts" for similar type mortgages and for keeping records on individual
transactions in order to compute and make such
payments to each individual mortgagor as the
credit balance in his particular group account
warranted. In 1954, the "group accounts" were
abolished, but the system otherwise remains.
Today it serves no purpose.
"Mutuality" is objectionable principally as
an anachronism, but it is also objectionable as
an operating procedure that applies only to the
above programs in a manner inconsistent with
operations under other programs, requiring different recordkeeping and a staff to handle the
payment of distributive shares of funds to mortgagors.
Single Mortgage or Cost Ceiling tor all
Areas ot Country: Each of the statutory maximum mortgage amounts (although inconsistent
with other mortgage ceilings) applies uniformly
to all areas of the country, except where an increase is authorized for certain high cost areas.
Increases are authorized for Alaska, Guam, and

it will necessarily be too high in some. In the lat-

ter areas, builders will tend to gravitate to the

highest permissible ceiling in order to increase

their profits. On the other hand, if ceilings are
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Hawaii: they are also authorized in some special
purpose programs for high cost areas generally,
but to a wholly inadequate extent.
Because of the extremely wide range of
construction costs in different regions of the
country, and among rural, suburban, and central
city areas, any fixed dollar ceiling for the whole
country is bound to be inequitable and harmful
to the housing programs. If the uniform ceiling is
high enough to encourage building in all areas,
it will necessarily be too high in some. In the latter areas, builders will tend to gravitate to the
highest permissible ceiling in order to increase
their profits. On the other hand, if ceilings are
made sufficiently low for those areas, sponsors
will be discouraged from building in other areas.
In fact, too-low ceilings have prevented some
major programs from being used to any significant extent in certain large cities.
Where the maximum statutory ceiling is sufficiently high (which it generally is not) some
variation may be made among areas administratively, but this has led to delays and dissatisfaction in the private sector.
Where Federal housing subsidies are involved and a too-low mortgage ceiling prevents
construction, low income people in that area are
thus prevented from participating in subsidy benefits, while a too high ceiling will result in unnecessarily high mortgage and construction
costs. In the latter case, there would be a waste
of Federal funds (in addition to extra costs to
the consumer under the interest rate subsidy
programs) because the subsidy is based on the
total mortgage amount, which in turn is inflated
by these unnecessary financing and construction
costs.
In addition, fixed dollar mortgage ceilings
tend to become obsolete very quickly, and have
probably required more individual statutory
amendments than all other mortgage provisions
combined.
In the case of low rent public housing, this
entire prob'em was removed in 1970 by the repeal of dollar construction cost limits, and the
substitution of authority for fixing ceilings on the
basis of prototype costs established administratively for each area on the basis of representative costs. Of course, this public housing procedure for fixing ceilings, while advantageous,
presents an inconsistency with the dollar ceilings
in mortgage insurance laws.
"Economic Soundness:" Under the original
Sections 203 and 207 mortgage insurance programs, the w o erty f or projects with respect to
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must be "eco-

nomically sound." This underwriting standard

still exists with respect to those programs, but it

generally has been waived for the special pur-

pose mortgage insurance programs, and an "ac-

ceptable risk" standard substituted.

A most significant waiver of the economic

soundness standard was made by Section 223(e)

of the National Housing Act, which also permit-

ted waiver of other eligibility requirements to en-

courage more mortgage insurance in any "older,

declining area." The area had to be "reasonably

viable" and the property "an acceptable risk,"

giving consideration to the needs of "families of

low and moderate income in such area."

The substitution of "acceptable risk" for

"economic soundness" produced confusing in-

consistency because, although the Congress in-

tended the substitution to encourage liberaliza-

tion, it certainly did not intend to authorize the

insurance of unsound loans. The extent to which

"acceptable risk" is something less than "eco-

nomic soundness" is vague in the statutes,

which either provide no standard at all for deter-

mining that difference, or use some vague lan-

guage such as "taking into consideration the

needs of families of low and moderate income in

such area." Some contend that "economic

soundness" and "acceptable risk" are inter-

changeable, because risk is always present in in-

surance, and at the same time insurance should

always be reasonably sound. In practice, "ac-

ceptable risk" has been applied quite differently

from "economic soundness." Even so, it has not

been uniformly applied, as is evidenced by the

fact that in some programs where "acceptable

risk" is used, there have been abnormally high

default rates, but in other such operations that

has not been true.

"Acceptable risk" can be applied conserva-

tively, but it also can be used as an open door

to loose underwriting that can result in such

scandals as have been recently experienced.

"Appraised Value": As another underwriting

concept, the insured mortgage under the original

FHA programs could not exceed a stipulated

fraction of the appraised value of the property.

That standard took into account the long range

value of the property over the life of the mort-

gage. A "replacement cost" maximum amount

was generally substituted for "appraised value"

in the special mortgage insurance programs,

which were enacted after the original programs.

Because "replacement cost" is only one of the

measures commonly used to determine "value,"

a maximum mortgage amount computed on the

basis of replacement cost alone usually results

in a higher maximum amount. The use of "re-

placement cost" thus tends to lower the under-

writing standards applied. This was deliberately

authorized by the Congress to encourage spon-

sors to participate in the special purpose pro-

grams. It does establish an important inconsis-

tency in mortgage insurance operations,

however, and in the quality of security behind

the mortgage instruments insured by HUD and

sold in the secondary market throughout the

country.

Maximum Dollar Mortgage Amounts: Each

of the many FHA mortgage insurance programs

has flat dollar limits on the amount of eligible

nomically sound." This underwriting standard
still exists with respect to those programs, but it
generally has been waived for the special purpose mortgage insurance programs, and an "acceptable risk" standard substituted.
A most significant waiver of the economic
soundness standard was made by Section 223(e)
of the National Housing Act, which also permitted waiver of other eligibility requirements to encourage more mortgage insurance in any "older,
declining area." The area had to be "reasonably
viable" and the property "an acceptable risk,"
giving consideration to the needs of "families of
low and moderate income in such area."
The substitution of "acceptable risk" for
"economic soundness" produced confusing inconsistency because, although the Congress intended the substitution to encourage liberalization, it certainly did not intend to authorize the
insurance of unsound loans. The extent to which
"acceptable risk" is something less than "economic soundness" is vague in the statutes,
which either provide no standard at all for determining that difference, or use some vague language such as "taking into consideration the
needs of families of low and moderate income in
such area." Some contend that "economic
soundness" and "acceptable risk" are interchangeable, because risk is always present in insurance. and at the same time insurance should
always be reasonably sound. In practice, "acceptable risk" has been applied quite differently
from "economic soundness." Even so, it has not
been uniformly applied, as is evidenced by the
fact that in some programs where "acceptable
risk" is used, there have been abnormally high
default rates, but in other such operations that
has not been true.
"Acceptable risk" can be applied conservatively, but it also can be used as an open door
to loose underwriting that can result in such
scandals as have been recently experienced.
"Appraised Value": As another underwriting
concept. the insured mortgage under the original
FHA programs could not exceed a stipulated
fraction of the appraised value of the property.
That standard took into account the long range
value of the property over the life of the mortgage. A "replacement cost" maximum amount
was generally substituted for "appraised value"
in the special mortgage insurance programs,
which were enacted after the original programs.
Because "replacement cost" is only one of the
measures commonly used to determine "value,"
l! maximum mortgage amount computed OR the
basis of replacement oost alone usuall y r suits

in a higher maximum amount. The use of "replacement cost" thus tends to lower the underwriting standards applied. This was deliberately
authorized by the Congress to encourage sponsors to participate in the special purpose programs. It does establish an important inconsistency
in
mortgage
insurance
operations,
however, and in the quality of security behind
the mortgage instruments insured by HUD and
sold in the secondary market throughout the
country.
Maximum Dollar Mortgage Amounts: Each
of th~ many FHA mortgage insurance programs
has flat dollar limits on the amount of eligible
mortgages. In the case of home mortgages,
these ceilings range from $14,400 to $33,000 for
a single family unit. While amendments have
brought about some consistency from time to
time, there are still differences that cannot be
explained on any basis other than the average
costs at the various times of enactment, or the
policies prevalent at those times. Examples are
the discrepancies among the dollar ceilings in
the regular Section 203 home mortgage program,
the Section 220 home mortgage program for
urban renewal areas, and the home mortgages
under Section 221 for moderate income families,
especially as to structures for more than one
family.
The dollar ceilings with respect to the multifamily housing programs present a different
problem of inconsistency. Each program has
such an array of varying ceilings that they defy
meaningful comparison. These ceilings have
fixed maximum amounts per mortgage varying
from $12.5 million to $50 million, but the more
significant variations are geared to amounts per
dwe:ling unit in various types of structures and
areas.
Downpayments: Statutory provisions determining necessary downpayments by mortgagor
pu rchasers contain desi rable variations for differences in mortgage amount and some other
factors, but they also contain some inconsistencies. Generally, the amount of the down payment
is determined by the permissible loan-to-value
ratio of the mortgage. That varies from 75 percent (in the case of recreational housing) to as
much as 100 percent (which can apply to a mortgage amount as high as $24,000 in the case of
Section 221 (d)(2) housing for moderate income
families and to Section 235 subsidized housing).
The 100 percent maximum is not applicable to a
comparable mortgage amount under other programs. In f M C:: - Sy fR ng ection 221 (d)(2), unlike
other
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amounts are prescribed on the basis of the num-

ber of units in the structure and whether the pur-

chaser had been displaced from his previous

home.

Generally, the formula for arriving at the

loan-to-value ratio allowable on an individual

mortgage is stated in terms of a fixed percent-

age of X dollars of appraised value, with pro-

gressively smaller percentages prescribed for

additional increments of value up to the maxi-

mum mortgage amount stipulated in the statute.

However, these graduated steps and percentages

are not uniformly applied in all programs, as can

be seen, for example, by comparing their treat-

ment in connection with home mortgages insured

under Sections 203 and 220.

Eligibility of Families tor Housing Under

Subsidy Programs: With little logic or rationale,

statutory requirements as to eligibility for subsi-

dized housing vary greatly under the several pro-

grams, producing substantial inequities. The

principal subsidized housing programs under ex-

isting law are the Sections 235 and 236 subsi-

dized interest rate programs for homeownership

and rental housing, the rent supplement pro-

gram, and the public housing program. (The Sec-

tion 221(d)(3) below-market interest rate program

and the Section 202 direct loan program for eld-

erly housing have been phased out in favor of

Section 236.)

Each of these programs has its statutory in-

come limit requirements for determining the

group eligible to participate in the program. Not

only are the income limits for each program dif-

ferent, but income limit requirements for a par-

ticular program are often applied in different

ways in neighboring communities.

The public housing statute defines "families

of low income" (including elderly and displaced

persons) as those who are in the lowest income

group and who cannot afford to pay enough to

cause private enterprise in their locality to build

an adequate supply of decent, safe, and sanitary

dwellings for their use. The statute provides,

however, that the actual income limits for admis-

sion to occupancy shall be fixed by each local

public agency (housing authority) after taking

into consideration certain prescribed factors.

These limits are then approved by HUD. Thus,

each of some 3,000 local housing authorities es-

tablishes its own income ceilings for admission,

and continued occupancy with different dollar

amounts for various categories of occupants and

for other circumstances and with different meth-

ods of computing family income. These all vary

from those established by the other housing au-

thorities. lnequities are thus created for low in-

come families living in different areas.

ln the rent supplement program, income lim-

its are tied to the income limits actually

established in a community for its public housing

program. However, because the Federal defini-

tion of income in the rent supplement program

differs from the definition of income imposed by

each of the various local housing authorities, ac-

tual income limits in the rent supplement pro-

gram differ from those prevailing in the local

public housing program. (lncome limits in the

Section 221(d)(3) program were generally tied to

median income in the area in which the housing

amounts are prescribed on the basis of the number of units in the structure and whether the purchaser had been displaced from his previous
home.
Generally, the formula for arriving at the
loan-to-value ratio allowable on an individual
mortgage is stated in terms of a fixed percentage of X dollars of appraised value, with progressively smaller percentages prescribed for
additional increments of value up to the maximum mortgage amount stipulated in the statute.
However, these graduated steps and percentages
are not uniformly applied in all programs, as can
be seen, for example. by comparing their treatment in connection with home mortgages insured
under Sections 203 and 220.
Eligibility of Families for Housing Under
Subsidy Programs: With little logic or rationale,
statutory requirements as to eligibility for subsidized housing vary greatly under the several programs, producing substantial inequities. The
principal subsidized housing programs under existing law are the Sections 235 and 236 subsidized interest rate programs for homeownership
and rental housing, the rent supplement program, and the public housing program. (The Section 221 (d)(3) below-market interest rate program
and the Section 202 direct loan program for elderly housing have been phased out in favor of
Section 236.)
Each of these programs has its statutory income limit requirements for determining the
group eligible to participate in the program. Not
only are the income limits for each program different. but income limit requirements for a particular program are often applied in different
ways in neighboring communities.
The public housing statute defines "families
of low income" (including elderly and displaced
persons) as those who are in the lowest income
group and who cannot afford to pay enough to
cause private enterprise in their locality to build
an adequate supply of decent, safe, and sanitary
dwellings for their use. The statute provides,
however, that the actual income limits for admission to occupancy shall be fixed by each local
public agency (housing authority) after taking
into consideration certain prescribed factors.
These limits are then approved by HUD. Thus,
each of some 3.000 local housing authorities establishes its own income ceilings for admission,
and continued occupancy with different dollar
amounts for various categories of occupants and
for other circumstances and with different methods of computing family income. These all vary
from those established by the other pous'n g au-

thorities. Inequities are thus created for low income families living in different areas.
In the rent supplement program, income limits are tied to the income limits actually
established in a community for its public housing
program. However. because the Federal definition of income in the rent supplement program
differs from the definition of income imposed by
each of the various local housing authorities, actual income limits in the rent supplement program differ from those prevailing in the local
public housing program. (Income limits in the
Section 221 (d)(3) program were generally tied to
median income in the area in which the housing
assisted under that program was to be constructed.) Because of the highly controversial nature of the authorizing legislation, it was subject
to legislative history restrictions on eligible income that were not applicable to other programs, such as specific tight limitations on the
amount of assets held by an applicant for admission to occupancy.
In the Section 235 homeownership program
and the Section 236 rental program, there are
two separate income limits: "regular limits."
based on 135 percent of the public housing
limits in effect in the area where the housing assisted under Section 235 or 236 is constructed,
and "exception limits," based on 90 percent of
the limits established in that area for the Section
221 (d)(3) program. (The "exception limits" apply
to not more than 20 percent of the Section 235
and the Section 236 subsidies for the whole
country.) The "regular limits" for the Section 235
and 236 programs in an area are based on 135
percent of the income limits actually established
for public housing in that area.
In those counties in which no local housing
authority has been established and no public
housing program operates. "regular limits" set
for the Section 235 and 236 programs are based
on the maximum statutory income limit that
could be established by a local housing authority
operating in that area. However, income limits
established by a local housing authority are almost always below the maximum statutory
amount that could be established in the area.
Therefore, sections 235 and 236 income limits in
a county where there is no housing authority are
often much higher than income limits in an adjoining city with a housing authority. To private
housing developers interested in producing such
housing. and to needy families living in urban
areas who cannot qualify for assistance because
they live in. ~L ' ''Y 1tll@) :Mot the suburb, this re-
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suit is inequitable and irrational. Eligibility crite-

ria which impose lower income limits in high

cost metropolitan areas than in predominately

rural counties cannot be justified.

lf the above seems unduly complex and be-

wildering, it must be admitted that indeed it is.

And, beyond that, it is a fact that many inequi-

ties exist in the admission of tenants to subsi-

dized housing projects, both on a national basis

and in individual areas or neighborhoods.

Rentals in Subsidized Housing: Each of the

subsidized housing programs also has different

requirements with respect to the amount or pro-

portion of income that a family must pay in rent

or toward ownership. ln the public housing pro-

gram, each of the local housing authorities es-

tablishes its own requirements as to the percent-

age of its income a subsidized family must

contribute. These differences create substantial

inequities among the beneficiaries of the pro-

grams, especially because the computations of

incomes on which rentals are based vary so

widely.

ln the Section 236 rental program and in the

rent supplement program, tenant families are re-

quired to apply at least 25 percent of their in-

come to rental, but there is no similar statutory

requirement for public housing. Even between

the Section 236 and the rent supplement pro-

gram, rentals are inequitable because of the dif-

ferent methods of computing income. Under the

Section 235 program of subsidized in'erest rates

for a home purchaser, he must pay 20 percent of

his income on the mortgage loan, including prin-

cipal, interest, taxes, insurance, and mortgage in-

surance premium.

ln 1969, the Congress became concerned

over the high percentage of income which some

tenants in public housing had to pay, and en-

acted the so-called first Brooke amendment

(Section 213(a) of the Housing and Urban Devel-

opment Act of 1969), which generally limits to 25

percent the portion of income that any tenant in

public housing may be required to pay as rent,

and defines income for that purpose. That provi-

sion, however, did not apply to other subsidy

programs in which lower income families often

contributed more than 25 percent of their in-

comes.

Another rental inequity exists within the

public housing program itself. By statute, a gap

of at least 20 percent (except in the case of dis-

placed or elderly families) must be left between

the upper rental limits for admission to a public

housing project and the lowest rents at which

private enterprise, unaided by public subsidy, is

providing a substantial supply of decent housing.

That provision removes an income bracket of

low income families (except for the displaced

and elderly) from the benefits of the program;

there is no reason for this, except to assure pri-

vate sponsors that public housing will not reach

an income group close to one they might serve.

Also, this 20 percent gap provision for pub-

lic housing is inconsistent with provisions appli-

cable to other programs which have no such re-

suit is inequitable and irrational. Eligibility criteria which impose lower income limits in high
cost metropolitan areas than in predominately
rural counties cannot be justified.
If the above seems unduly comp~ex and bewildering. it must be admitted that indeed it is.
And. beyond that. it is a fact that many inequities exist in the admission of tenants to subsidized housing projec~s. both on a national basis
and in individual areas or neighborhoods.
Rentals in Subsidized Housing: Each of the
subsidized housing programs also has different
requirements with respect to the amount or proportion of income that a family must pay in rent
or toward ownership. In the public housing program, each of the local housing authorities establishes its own requirements as to the percentage of its income a subsidized family must
contribute. These differences create substantial
inequities among the beneficiaries of the programs. especially because the computations of
incomes on which rentals are based vary so
widely.
In the Section 236 rental program and in the
rent supplement program. tenant families are required to apply at least 25 percent of their income to rental, but there is no similar statutory
requirement for public housing. Even between
the Section 236 and the rent supplement program, rentals are inequitable because of the different methods of computing income. Under the
Section 235 program of subsidized in'erest rates
for a home purchaser, he must pay 20 percent of
his income on the mortgage loan, including principal , interest. taxes, insurance, and mortgage insurance premium.
In 1969, the Congress became concerned
over the high percentage of income which some
tenants in public housing had to pay, and enacted the so-called first Brooke amendment
(Section 213(a) of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1969), which generally limits to 25
percent the portion of income that any tenant in
public housing may be required to pay as rent,
and defines income for that purpose. That provision, however, did not apply to other subsidy
programs in which lower income families often
contributed more than 25 percent of their incomes.
Another rental inequity exists within the
public housing program itself. By statute, a gap
of at least 20 percent (except in the case of displaced or elderly families) must be left between
the upper rental limits for admission to a public
housing project and the lowest rents at which
private enterprise, uflaided by public ,subsidy, is

providing a substantial supply of decent housing.
That provision removes an income bracket of
low income families (except for the displaced
and e!derly) from the benefits of the program;
there is no reason for this, except to assure private sponsors that public housing will not reach
an income group close to one they might serve.
Also, this 20 percent gap provision for public housing is inconsistent with provisions applicable to other programs which have no such requirement.
Coinsurance: The HUD Title , repair and
rehabilitation program requires a 10 percent
coinsurance by the lender on each loan invo:ved,
which provides a real incentive for the lender to
assume responsibility for the soundness of the
loan. That coinsurance requirement was imposed
to prevent a continuation of gross abuses under
the Title I program, as explained above. The HUD
mortgage insurance programs contain no significant coinsurance feature. This major difference
in the programs confronts the typical bank or
other lender using any HUD insurance operations, as mentioned above.
Hidden Subsidies and Costly Devices to
Defer Federal Budget Impact: Program-financing
schemes to avoid the need for approprations or
to permit a technical Federal budget reduction
are inconsis!ent with good management, frank
information as to Government costs, efficient and
economical administration; they generally result
in extreme complexities.
Housing programs have been particularly
subject to these devices, largely because of
budget restrictions, and sometimes because of
specific proposals developed in the Bureau of
the Budget (OMB). Those legislative results are
relevant today not only because some are still in
operation but because there is no reason to conclude that similar emphasis on budget factors
will not be applied to future proposed housing
legislation by those primarily concerned with
Federal budget matters.
Hidden Subsidies: An early use of hidden
subsidy in housing was through the FNMA special assistance operations (now carried out by
GNMA) where the subsidy is provided by purchasing mortgages at prices above their value at
the time-often at par. This contrasts with the direct loan and the subsidized interest rate housing programs. The use of the Tandem Plan in a
variety of ways (as explained above) is one form
of subsidy which is sufficiently hidden to avoid
Q~R~ r ~e ~y that would result from
the extent
a fra ~ .~ ~Yw.n
unt.

quirement.

Coinsurance: The HUD Title l repair and

rehabilitation program requires a 10 percent

coinsurance by the lender on each loan involved,
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Another similar device exists under the rural

housing insured loan system of the Farmers

Home Administration. The Housing and Urban

Development Act of 1965 establishes that system

and a Rural Housing lnsurance Fund to finance

lt. That was done in large part to get around

budget restrictions that had been applied to di-

rect loans which the Farmers Home Administra-

tion had been making under earlier authority (a

practice which still continues). Under the insur-

ance system, the rural housing loan is made by

the Farmers Home Administration and secured

by a note and mortgage. The note is packaged

with other similar notes as collateral for a spe-

cial type of Government-guaranteed security.

These securities are sold in the private market at

rates determined by conditions in the money

market at the time. The proceeds of the blanket

security sales are deposited in the above Fund.

Since the interest cost on the blanket securities

generally exceeds the interest realized on the

underlying notes, subsidies are in effect neces-

sary and are paid on the loan transactions.

These are trea'ed as operating costs and paid

from income to the Fund to the extent available,

but deficits in the Fund must be restored with

annual appropriations.

The Government financing of Capehart mili-

tary housingâwith the "Rube Goldberg" scheme

permitted by Title Vlll of the National Housing

Actâwas described above. lt was a major pro-

gram under which HUD mortgage insurance is

still outstanding, and is perhaps the classic ex-

ample of a complex use of programs in a net-

work of procedures to circumvent a limitation in

other legislation.

Deferral of Budget lmpact: Because of the

immediate budget impact of Federal direct loan

programs, Federal agencies have been restricted

or prevented by budget considerations from pro-

posing legislation for such programs, and there

has been strong pressure from Federal budget

officials to shift existing loan programs to some

form of subsidy operation. The HUD programs

have been affected repeatedly by this overriding

policy.

Examples are the suspension of the Section

202 direct loan program for the elderly in favor

of Section 236 interest rate subsidies, and the

shift from direct loans for college housing to

subsidies for paying portions of the interest on

college housing loans from private sources. The

ultimate effect on the Federal budgets, and the

taxpayers, over the loan period of, say, 40 years

would be less under the loan system than under

a system of annual or other periodic subsidies to

accomplish the same objective. That is true, of

course, because the amount of the loan is nor-

mally recovered with interest, while the subsidy

is not recovered.

The extent of ingenuity and the magnitude

of operations involved in financing gimmickry af-

fecting housing is tremendous. ln 1964, the Bu-

reau of the Budget wanted to convert large sums

from Government's holdings of mortgages into

Another similar device exists under the rural
housing insured loan system of the Farmers
Home Administration. The Housing and Urban
Development Act of 1965 establishes that sys~em
and a Rural Housing Insurance Fund to finance
it. That was done in large part to get around
budget restrictions that had been applied to direct loans which the Farmers Home Administration had been making under earlier authority (a
practice which still continues). Under the insurance system, the rural housing loan is made by
the Farmers Home Administration and secured
by a note and mortgage. The note is packaged
with other similar notes as collateral for a special type of Government-guaranteed security.
These securities are sold in the private market at
rates de:ermined by conditions in the money
market at the time. The proceeds of the blanket
security sales are deposited in the above Fund.
Since the interest cost on the blanket securities
generally exceeds the interest realized on the
underlying notes, subsidies are in effect necessary and are paid on the loan transactions.
These are trea'ed as operating costs and paid
from income to the Fund to the extent available,
but deficits in the Fund must be restored with
annual appropriations.
The Government financing of Capehart military housing-with the "Rube Goldberg" scheme
permitted by Title VIII of the National Housing
Act-was described above. It was a major program under which HUD mortgage insurance is
still outstanding, and is perhaps the classic example of a complex use of programs in a network of procedures to circumvent a limitation in
other legislation.
Deferral of Budget Impact: Because of the
immediate budget impact of Federal direct loan
programs, Federal agencies have been restric!ed
or prevented by budget considerations from proposing legislation for such programs, and there
has been strong pressure from Federal budget
officials to shift existing loan programs to some
form of subsidy operation. The HUD programs
have been affected repeatedly by this overriding
policy.
Examples are the suspension of the Section
202 direct loan program for the elderly in favor
of Section 236 interest rate subsidies, and the
shift from direct loans for college housing to
subsidies for paying portions of the interest on
college housing loans from private sources. The
ultimate effect on the Federal budgets, and the
taxpayers, over the loan period of, say, 40 years
would be less under the loan sys:em than under

a system of annual or other periodic subsidies to
accomplish the same objective. That is true, of
course, because the amount of the loan is normally recovered with interest, while the subsidy
is not recovered.
The extent of ingenuity and the magnitude
of operations invo:ved in financing gimmickry affecting housing is tremendous. In 1964, the Bureau of the Budget wanted to convert large sums
from Government's holdings of mortgages into
"budget receipts," without having to face the
criticism that would have resulted from selling
these mortgages-all insured or guaranteed by
the Government-at heavy discounts. Accordingly, a scheme was deve~oped (and enacted as
Section 701 of the Housing Act of 1964) to get
billions of dollars from the sale of interests in
FNMA-held mortgages and other Governmentheld mortgages, without actually selling the
mortgages themselves. (The residue of the FNMA
operations under this scheme is now administered in HUD by the GNMA.)
Of course, the efficient and above-board alternative would have been to sell the mortgages
on the market. Instead, "participation certifica'es" were authorized and sold, giving the purchaser the right to certain proceeds from the
mortgages, plus a guarantee backed by the full
faith and credit of the United States.
To the extent that mortgage proceeds were
insufficient to make timely payments on the certificates, appropriations were authorized. That
complicated monstrosity handled the sales of almost $10 billion worth of "participation certificates," and the Federal cost in the form of appropriations because of deficiencies in mortgage
proceeds has already amounted to hundreds of
millions of dollars, and will continue to grow as
long as any of these certificates remain outstanding.
Stabilization of Housing Credit and Production: The stabilization of housing credit and production has always been a prime objective of the
Government
housing
programs.
This
was
strengthened by the establishment (in Title XVI
of the Housing and Urban Deve~opment Act of
1968) of a specific 10-year national housing goal
of 26 million new or rehabilitated units. At times
of critical need, however, the general principle
of stabilization has often been ignored for measures aimed at the current problem.
Instances of interest rate and other mortgage insurance changes for countercyclical purposes were mentioned above. The use of FNMA
special assi ance fo . that purpose is more comflQlnal rom

"budget receipts," without having to face the
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criticism that would have resulted from selling

these mortgagesâall insured or guaranteed by

the Governmentâat heavy discounts. Accord-

ingly, a scheme was deve'oped (and enacted as
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mon. One example was the Act to stimulate resi-

dential construction in April, 1958 (Public Law

85-364), which added $500 million to the existing

FNMA special assistance authority.

Local Approval Requirement: By Federal

statute, a rent supplement project is prohibited

in a community unless the local governing body

has approved it through adoption of an applica-

ble "workable program" or otherwise. That is in-

consistent with the requirements of local laws,

which do not normally make the construction of

a private housing project subject to governing

body approval. lt is also inconsistent with Fed-

eral provisions applying to the Section 236 sub-

sidized interest rate program, where no such re-

quirement is imposed. This inconsistency runs

contrary to an even and equitable distribution of

subsidies for families throughout the country, as

families in some areas can be deprived of pro-

gram benefits without reason. The application of

this approval requirement to various existing in-

surance programs was one of the major issues

in the Congress concerning housing legislation

pending in 1972.

lnterest Rate Ceiling: ln the overall housing

credit policy of the Federal Government, there is

a major conflict with respect to control of inter-

est rates. All FHA-insured mortgage loans are

subject to maximum interest rate controls pre-

scribed in Federal regulationsâthese ceilings in

regulations have always been subject to statu-

tory ceilings, except for the current temporary

suspension which leaves the ceilings to adminis-

trative decisionâwhile loans by Federal savings

and loan associations are not subject to such

Federal controls, although assisted by the United

States through the facilities and financial back-

ing of the Federal Home Loan Bank System. This

inconsistency has become more pronounced

since the savings and loans have been given the

facilities of a Government secondary market (in

both FNMA and the Federal Housing Loan Mort-

gage Corporation).

lnconsistent Programs of Farmers Home Ad-

ministration and HUD: As explained above,

there are some advantages and some disadvan-

tages to the home financing methods of the

Farmers Home Administration compared to those

of HUD, but there is no adequate rationale for

the inconsistency of the two programs, espe-

cially in the physical areas of operation where

they overlap, which were mentioned above. The

Farmers Home Administration assistance (Title

V) is initiated with a direct government loan that

is later used to obtain private fundsâunlike pri-

vate lending under the HUD insurance programs

and the VA guarantee program, where public

funds are sometimes substituted for private

funds by virtue of a secondary market operation.

Divided Planning Functions: Adequate re-

sponsibility relating to planning was given to the

Housing and Home Finance Agency in connec-

tion with the program functions under the Urban

Mass Transportation Act of 1964. Reorganization

Plan No. 2 of 1968, however, transferred the lat-

mono One example was the Act to stimulate residential construction in April, 1958 (Public Law
85-364), which added $500 million to the existing
FNMA special assistance authority.
Local Approval Requirement: By Federal
statute, a rent supplement project is prohibited
in a community unless the local governing body
has approved it through adoption of an applicable "workable program" or otherwise. That is inconsistent with the requirements of local laws,
which do not normally make the construction of
a private housing project subject to governing
body approval. It is also inconsistent with Federal provisions applying to the Section 236 subsidized interest rate program, where no such requirement is imposed. This inconsistency runs
contrary to an even and equitable distribution of
subsidies for families throughout the country, as
families in some areas can be deprived of program benefits without reason. The application of
this approval requirement to various existing insurance programs was one of the major issues
in the Congress concerning housing legislation
pending in 1972.
Interest Rate Ceiling: In the overall housing
credit policy of the Federal Government, there is
a major conflict with respect to control of interest rates. All FHA-insured mortgage loans are
subject to maximum interest rate controls prescribed in Federal regulations-these ceilings in
regulations have always been subject to statutory ceilings, except for the current temporary
suspension which leaves the ceilings to administrative decision-while loans by Federal savings
and loan associations are not subject to such
Federal controls, although assisted by the United
States through the facilities and financial backing of the Federal Home Loan Bank System. This
inconsistency has become more pronounced
since the savings and loans have been given the
facilities of a Government secondary market (in
both FNMA and the Federal Housing Loan Mortgage Corporation).
Inconsistent Programs 01 Farmers Home Administration and HUD: As explained above,
there are some advantages and some disadvantages to the home financing methods of the
Farmers Home Administration compared to those
of HUD, but there is no adequate rationale for
the inconsistency of the two programs, especially in the physical areas of operation where
they overlap, which were mentioned above. The
Farmers Home Administration assistance (Title
V) is initiated with a direct government loan that
is later used to obtain private fl:mds-L\nl ike pri-

vate lending under the HUD insurance programs
and the VA guarantee program, where public
funds are sometimes substi.uted for private
funds by virtue of a secondary market operation.
Divided Planning Functions: Adequate responsibility relating to planning was given to the
Housing and Home Finance Agency in connection with the program functions under the Urban
Mass Transportation Act of 1964. Reorganization
Plan No. 2 of 1968, however, transferred the latter functions to the Department of Transportation. Thus the planning authority was divided,
leaving HUD with the part primarily concerned
with the relationship of the urban transportation
system to the comprehensively planned development of the urban area, and giving all other
planning duties under the Act to DOT. Regardless of the deba!able merits of the Reorganization Plan, the division of functions re'ating to the
interwoven planning of a transportation system
in an area is adverse to consistency in that planning.
VA "Guaranty" and HUD "Insurance": A
number of important inconsistencies exist in the
requirements and procedures under the programs of these two agencies which cause confusion for bui~ders, lenders, and home purchasers.
These problems were recognized soon after the
enactment of the GI Bill in 1944, and several unsuccessful efforts were made in the Executive
Branch through the years to develop remedial
legislation, but, essentially, only administrative
procedural steps have been taken. One of the
rationa~es for the separate VA housing operations-the temporary nature of that programhas been removed by the legislation, making all
veterans eligible for benefits on a permanent
basis.
Major inconsistencies In the HUD and VA
operations are:
1. The VA uses a "guaranty" system in contrast to the HUD "insurance." This means that
VA loans carry full protection against loss (including interest and foreclosure costs) up to the
limit of the guaranty on each loan; HUD requires
a slight coinsurance by the lender which can result in some loss of interest and a portion of
foreclosure cos's. This difference in programs is
perhaps more significant because of the complexity of the HUD "certificates of claim" procedure discussed above.
2. The VA-guaranteed loan can be up to the
full "reasonable value" of the property, in contrast to th r@x tu pa.jfvrrn:nt generally required for

ter functions to the Department of Transporta-

tion. Thus the planning authority was divided,
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leaving HUD with the part primarily concerned

with the relationship of the urban transportation

system to the comprehensively planned develop-
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a home purchaser under HUO procedures. Th is
becomes a more significant difference in the
higher cost ranges.
3. The VA establishes the "reasonable
value" for the purpose 01 fixing the loan amount,
but this lends to become, In effect , the sales
price. and Is dlstlngul5hed from "value" established by HUD for computing maximum mortgage
amount. The latter Is based upon the value of
the property as securi ty lor long range Insurance
purposes.
4. The VA charges the veleran no premium
for the guaranty, In contrast to the HUO-required
premium paid by the hOmeowner In most HUD
programs.
5. The VA pays guaranty benefits In cash, In
contrast to the HUe debenture system (whIch ,
however, as expla ined above, now permits cash
payments under c ertaIn condltloos),
6. The VA uses fee appraisers to fix " reasonable value," as distingu ished from the general use of staH appraisers by HUD.

7. The VA follows quite different procedures
In the event of default on the loan and foreclosure proceedings. Un like HUD, II takes custody
of the property In order 10 protect it as soon as
notified, and generally proceeds against the borrower (which HUD rarely does) for losses it incurs through Its payment under the guaranty.
Obsolete Prowlslons: In one sense, a large
part of ali of the massive HUD mortgage insurance statutory structure Is obsolete, because an
updating and simplification of that obso:ete
structure would eliminate a large part of the existing prOVisions. The consolidation of 10 programs Into one, for example, would eliminate the
bulk of the existing provisions for 10 programs.
However, many provisions (Including all of the
laws for some programs) are obso:ete without
reference to any overhaul of the statutes. A number of programs, by their terms, are no longer
applicable to new projects. These authorizing
provisions are obsolete and need not remain on
the statute books because of outstanding contractual obligations. These will Include, for example, Section 8 of the National Housing Act (the
former program for housing In oUl lylng areas),
Sections 603 and 608 (the World War II defense
housing programs), SectIons 903 and 908 (Ke_~r;
..~n: War housing programs), an(l'itle VII Ga~
ouai
J
f

Other provlslons-such as those designed to
permit special types of projects to go forward at
a particular time or place--have become 0bsOlete because of the passage of time. Some
provisions were never used, such as the yield Insurance program authorized In 1948 under Tille
VII of the National Housing Act.
Some of the public housing prOVisions In the
United Sta :es Housing Act of 1937 are obsolete,
such as the references to the United States
Housing AuthOrity, and the references to corpora:e stock and aud illng provisions applicable to
corporations. The pump-priming prOVisions in the
act. referring to alleviating present and recurring
unemployment, go back to Depression days.
The most harmful provisions are those obsolete ones Which have 8 substantive effect, such
as the "mutuality" provisions of Section 203, discussed earlier. It Is perhaps the outstanding anachronism In the housing sta:utes; it has sometimes resulted in a return of a portion of
premium charges to a surprised homeowner whO
purchased the property alter most of the premiums had been paid .

Conftlcling Goal, In Determining Housing

Pollcle, and PropoSlt'
Executive and Congressional action on past
legislat ive proposals In the housing field make
clear that certain major conflicting goals will
continue to confront those acting on future proposalS In th is field . They are relevant with res.pect to future leg islation 8S factors to be
weighed in judging executive or congressional
acceptance and acllon on propos.als. Some of
these conflicts are :
Government Participation 'I. Independent
Private Enterprl.e: This presented Ihe major
Issue for the 1931 President's Conference on
Home Build ing and Home Ownershi p. With the
unprecedented concern lor the plight of the
home bul :dlng industry and the nallonal economy
during Ihe Great Depression, the reports. of the
Conference are neverl he ~ ess replete with expressions 01 fear concerning any Government partiCipation in housing credit operallons. But with the
background cond itions then existing, the Congress for the first time put the Federal Government subs.tantially Into th is fie'd of operations.
This confl ict of goals stil i presents an issue
in most new program proposals being conslderect. With respect to any proposal , the position
taken by an Individual within the range of these
goals Is di ~y I ,114 ~ 10 his political and econom l 9JNtt'~~~F ~ incentives often

are tempered with protection to "private enter-

prise," meaning those similar operations handled

without the benefits of the new program. The de-

gree of Federal participation is weighed against

the urgency of the need and the extent of pres-

sure for the proposal from constituents or pri-

vate or public groups.

Program v. Budget Goals: Normally, the

breadth or authorized volume of any program

using appropria ed funds is modified by goals of

the Federal Budget. This is true of any program

involving grants, loans, or other forms of Federal

expenditureâsuch as through the special assist-

ance functions of GNMAâand can be true of

other programs.

ln addition to dollar controls, budget goals

may determine the very nature of the program.

Thus, the President's budget office always op-

poses direct loan programs because of their ini-

tial budget impact, whe'her or not alternatives

might result in greater expenditures over their

full life cycle.

Production and Management Goals v. Con-

sumer Protections or Benefits: Normally, con-

sumer protections involve some additional bur-

den on the lender, builder, or manager of the hous-

ing. Thus, builders have objected to the existing

requirement that they give the home purchaser a

warranty against structural defects and the re-

quirement that the purchaser receive a copy of

the HUD "appraised value" of the property. Such

items may be objected to only because they are

redtape, or because they may involve financial

loss. These and many other mortgage insurance

requirements bear on whether a sponsor decides

to use mortgage insurance. That affects produc-

tion. Therefore, any proposed legislation for ad-

ditional consumer protection or other benefits

must be weighed against its possible curtailment

of the use of the program. This is desirable from

the standpoint of the consumer as well as indus-

try, because if curtailment is sufficiently drastic,

other program benefits to the consumer of

greater value could be lost.

Equal Opportunity controls present a good

example: The major purpose of subsidy housing

programs to make more adequate housing avail-

able for low or lower income families is some-

times in direct conflict with the objective of

Equal Opportunity controls. This can be true

where HUD Equal Opportunity regulations pro-

hibit the location of public housing in areas of

racial concentration. That tends to restrict the

volume of such housing provided (regardless of

the merits of the control). Also, making such

controls applicable only to housing processed by

the Government tends to reduce the volume of

FHA-assisted housing for lower income families

and encourages conventional housing with lower

construction standards and lacking other con-

sumer protectionsâcontrary to some of the

major goals of mortgage insurance legislation.

Any policy seeking to enforce equal opportunity

policies by withholding, or threa'ening to with-

hold, Federal financial assistance can have a

similar effect.

are tempered with protection to "private enterprise," meaning those similar operations handled
without the benefits of the new program. The degree of Federal participation is weighed against
the urgency of the need and the extent of pressure for the proposal from constituents or private or public groups.
Program v. Budget Goals: Normally, the
breadth or authorized volume of any program
using appropria"ed funds is modified by goals of
the Federal Budget. This is true of any program
involving grants, loans, or o:her forms of Federal
expenditure-such as through the special assistance functions of GNMA-and can be true of
other programs.
In addition to dollar controls, budget goals
may determine the very nature of the program.
Thus, the President's budget office always opposes direct loan programs because of their initial budget impact, whe:her or not alternatives
might result in greater expenditures over their
full life cycle.
Production and Management Goals v. Consumer Protections or Benefits: Normally, consumer protections involve some additional burden on the lender, builder, or manager of the housing. Thus, builders have objected to the existing
requirement that they give the home purchaser a
warranty against structural defects and the requirement that the purchaser receive a copy of
the HUD "appraised value" of the property. Such
items may be objected to only because they are
redtape, or because they may involve financial
loss. These and many other mortgage insurance
requirements bear on whether a sponsor decides
to use mortgage insurance. That affects production. Therefore, any proposed legislation for additional consumer protection or other benefits
must be weighed against its possible curtailment
of the use of the program. This is desirable from
the standpoint of the consumer as well as industry, because if curtailment is sufficiently drastic,
other program benefi ts to the consumer of
greater value cou!d be lost.
Equal Opportunity controls present a good
example: The major purpose of subsidy housing
programs to make more adequate housing available for low or lower income families is sometimes in direct conflict with the objective of
Equal Opportunity controls. This can be true
where HUD Equal Opportunity regulations prohibit the location of public housing in areas of
racial concentration. That tends to restrict the
volume of such housing provided (regardless of
the merits of the control). Also, making such
controls applicable only to housing processed by

the Government tends to reduce the volume of
FHA-assisted housing for lower income families
and encourages conventional housing with lower
cons!ruction standards and lacking other consumer pro~ections-contrary to some of the
major goa:s of mortgage insurance legislation.
Any policy seeking to enforce equal opportunity
policies by withholding, or threa'ening to withhold, Federal financial assistance can have a
similar effect.
Consumer benefits can create problems for
management as well as production. BE;cause of
reve:ations that many public housing tenants
were being charged a very high percentage of
thei r incomes for rent, the Congress enacted the
so-called "Brooke Amendment" (Section 213(a)
of the Housing and Urban Deve:opment Act of
1969 amending Section 2(1) of the United States
Housing' Act of 1937), which prohibited tenants
being charged more than 25 percent of their Incomes for rent. That amendment removed hardship for many tenants, but it created tremendous
management and maintenance problems for
many housing authorities because of their resulting loss of income, amounting to many millions
of dollars. The amendment permitted an allocation of Federal annual contributions for operating
expenses of local authorities, but that proved to
be inadequate in view of the depreciation of
housing projects over many years and the inaccurate original estima'es of the adequacy of operating reserves and receipts.
A collateral problem involving payments
under the welfare programs of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare illustrates some
of the complications of HUD housing programs
which extend into those of other agencies. The
Brooke amendment waived the required reduction in a tenant's rent if that wou:d result In a
lower welfare payment to him. That was intended
to force a continuation of the welfare payment
without reduction, so that the tenant would not
lose the advantage of his rent reduction. In some
States, however, such welfare payments had to
be reduced under those circumstances because
of State law, so rentals were not reduced. A
later Brooke Amendment (Section 9 of Public
Law 92-213) prohibited local public agencies
from reducing we:fare payments to tenants because of the rent reductions. That result has
been objected to on the basis that the tenant
now receives, in effect, a double subsidy.
"Business Type Operations" v. Social Purposes: One ...ma·Qr G nent issue is a form of the
above
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mortgage Insur-

Consumer benefits can create problems for

management as well as production. Because of

revelations that many public housing tenants

were being charged a very high percentage of
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ance programs should be free of special social

purposes. This has been a perennial issue from

almost the beginning of FHA programs. Through

the years, one of the chief advocates against

special social purposes in mortgage insurance

has been the Mortgage Bankers Association of

America (MBA), whose expressions on this issue

have become more vigorous since the fraud and

default problems that surfaced in 1972. An ex-

pression of its consistent position is put suc-

cinctly in one of its staff papers ("Restoring the

Vitality of FHAâAn Essential Need," Staff Paper

#1, Mortgage Bankers Association of America,

Washington, D.C., September 29, 1972):

Beginning ln 1938, FHA mortgage lnsurance has been

repeatedly thrust into the attempt to accomplish social,

economic, and political objectives. However commendable,

ance programs should be free of special social
purposes. This has been a perennial issue from
almost the beginning of FHA programs. Through
the years, one of the chief advocates against
special social purposes in mortgage insurance
has been the Mortgage Bankers Association of
America (MBA), whose expressions on this issue
have become more vigorous since the fraud and
default problems that surfaced in 1972. An expression of its consistent position is put succinctly in one of its staff papers ("Restoring the
Vitality of FHA-An Essential Need," Staff Paper
# 1, Mortgage Bankers Association of America,
Washington, D.C., September 29, 1972):

these objectives were often of questionable adaptability to

the lnsurance device or to personnel trained in underwrit-

ing mortgages. Some objectives made it necessary to lower

underwriting standards and, in so doing, invited chicanery.

Over the years, FHA was called upon to insure mort-

gages on housing for defense workers, servicemen and

their families, critical defense areas, the elderly and the

poor, as well as mortgages on nursing homes, hospitals,

and facilities for group medical practice. Many of these

special and social purpose programs were not acceptable

to private investors, not for lack of confidence ln federal

mortgage insurance, but from past experience that told

them the loans would not survive. This apparent contradic-

tion was an outgrowth of the lender's experience with spe-

cial purpose programs. From the earliest diversion from

FHA's original purpose, lenders had learned that when spe-

cial purpose housing was no longer needed (e.g., critical

defense housing which depended upon defense production

jobs to maintain the market and the mortgage loans) fore-

closures would follow and then the lenders would become

the scapegoat for the program's eventual failure.

The MBA blamed, in particular, the loose under-

writing standards flowing from the waiver of

Beginning In 1938, FHA mortgage insurance has been
repeatedly thrust into the attempt to accomplish social.
economic, and political objectives. However commendable,
these objectives were often of questionable adaptability to
the Insurance device or to personnel trained in underwriting mortgages. Some objectives made it necessary to lower
underwriting standards and, in so doing, invited chicanery.
Over the years, FHA was called upon to insure mortgages on housing for defense workers, servicemen and
their families, critical defense areas, the elderly and the
poor, as well as mortgages on nursing homes, hospitals,
and facilities for group medical practice. Many of these
speCial and social purpose programs were not acceptable
to private investors, not for lack of confidence In federal
mortgage Insurance, but from past experience that told
them the loans would not survive. This apparent contradiction was an outgrowth of the lender's experience with special purpose programs. From the earliest diversion from
FHA's original purpose, lenders had learned that when special purpose housing was no longer needed (e.g., critical
defense housing which depended upon defense production
Jobs to maintain the market and the mortgage loans) foreclosures would follow and then the lenders would become
the scapegoat for the program's eventual failure.

"economic soundness" and the use of "replace-

ment cost" instead of "appraised value," as dis-

cussed earlier, which was pointed to as attract-

ing entrepreneurs after large or fraudulent

profits.

The counterargument given to the MBA po-

sition is that FHA was never solely a business-

type operation, as distinguished from socially

oriented programs. lt has always had social

objectives which the Congress considered suffi-

ciently important to warrant Federal involvement.

Originally, the principal objective was employ-

ment, a basic social purpose at the time, and the

original program contained requirements which

constitute consumer benefits as well as individ-

ual safeguardsâminimum property standards,

appraisals of insured properties, and the features

of the long term, low downpayment, amortized

mortgage with a controlled interest rate.

Similarly, it is contended that the serious

processing deficiencies and industry abuses in

1972 did not constitute defects in the programs

themselves or in basic mortgage insurance con-

cepts, but pointed to inadequate management

and staffing. lt is a myth that social objectives

cannot be mixed successfully with market-type

The MBA blamed, in particular, the loose underwriting standards flowing from the waiver of
"economic soundness" and the use of "replacement cost" instead of "appraised value," as discussed earlier, which was pointed to as attracting entrepreneurs after large or fraudulent
profits.
The counterargument given to the MBA position is that FHA was never solely a businesstype operation, as distinguished from socially
oriented programs. It has always had social
objectives which the Congress considered sufficiently important to warrant Federal involvement.
Originally, the principal objective was employment, a basic social purpose at the time, and the
original program contained requirements which
constitute consumer benefits as well as individual safeguards-minimum property standards,
appraisals of insured properties, and the features
of the long term, low downpayment, amortized
mortgage with a controlled interest rate"
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operations, it is said, because competent staff

have handled both successfully through years of

FHA operation.

Public and Political Acceptance v. Efficiency

Similarly, it is contended that the serious
processing deficiencies and industry abuses in
1972 did not constitute defects in the programs
themselves or in basic mortgage insurance concepts, but pointed to inadequate management
and staffing. It is a myth that social objectives
cannot be mixed successfully with market-type
operations, it is said, because competent staff
have handled both successfully through years of
FHA operation.
Public and Political Acceptance Y. Efficiency
and Cost Savings: It would seem that this conflict should never exist, but it does. In choosing
the program technique for an established objective, it is not unusual for the choice to be made
on the basis of what industry or the public may
accept, even though that is not necessarily the
least expensive or most efficient operation.
Ever since 1950, for example, direct Federal
loan programs for a broad range of housing
have been introduced in Congress and rejected
or ignored, a paramount reason being the adverse reaction of private lending institutions.
However, a direct Government lending program
could make loans available at lower interest
rates for home purchasers (without subsidy) because of the lower interest rates at which the
Government can normally borrow funds.
Alternatives that are used include the indirect and more complicated procedures under the
Government's secondary marketing operations,
which provide an indirect subsidy through special assistance operations that assure a financial
yield to private lenders. The highlight of this approach, of course, was the Section 221 (d)(3) program, where the lender's profit came chiefly
through servicing privileges and construction
financing opportunities with virtually no private
risk. Also, the subsidies that are less overtsuch as special assistance-have from an early
time been selected because they are less likely
to stir up opposition.
In this connection, the Comptroller General
of the United States, Elmer B. Staats, recommended to the Subcommittee on Priorities and
Economy in Government of the Joint Economic
Committee, December 4, 1972, that Congress
consider legislation permitting loans under the
section 235 homeownership program and the
section 236 rental program to be financed directly by Government borrowing, rather than by
private lenders, because of the lower interest
rate at which the Government could borrow
funds, notwithstanding the initial budget impact.
He estimated the present value of the resulting
Federal sa 'tl'; ' S , ~ ul
tinount to about $1 billion
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under the section 235 program, and about $1.2

billion under the section 236 program, for hous-

ing planned to be provided during fiscal years

1973 through 1978.

Political Reality v. Consistency: Major ln-

consistencies in housing legislation flow from the

known position of the Congress toward benefit-

ing certain groups as compared to others. Direct

loans at low interest rates to farmers were ac-

cepted and noncontroversial at an early time,

when such assistance to low income families

generally was extremely controversial. Similarly,

the absence of premium charges for veterans,

plus other benefits, under the VA home loan

guaranty program represented a special pater-

nalistic approach for one group only. Currently,

it is feasible to obtain authorization for assistance

to the elderly and handicapped that would be

strongly objected to by other low income groups

(migrant labor, for example) with less emotional

political appeal.

Appendix A. Tax Reform Act of

1969 (Public Law 91-172)

(Changes Affecting Real Estate)

The real estate sections of the act are de-

signed to limit the use of accelerated deprecia-

under the section 235 program, and about $1 .2
billion under the section 236 program, for housing planned to be provided during fiscal years
1973 through 1978.
Political Reality y. Consistency: Major Inconsistencies in housing legislation flow from the
known position of the Congress toward benefiting certain groups as compared to others. Direct
loans at low interest rates to farmers were accepted and noncontroversial at an early time,
when such assistance to low income families
generally was extremely controversial. Similarly,
the absence of premium charges for veterans,
plus other benefits, under the VA home loan
guaranty program represented a special paternalistic approach for one group only. Currently,
it is feasible to obtain authorization for assistance
to the elderly and handicapped that would be
strongly objected to by other low income groups
(migrant labor, for example) with less emotional
political appeal.

tion for tax shelter while, at the same time,

channeling more private investment into housing

through the use of preferential tax incentives.

Under current law, accelerated depreciation

permits certain high income taxpayers to escape

payment of tax on substantial portions of their

economic income. This is done by using acceler-

ated depreciation deductions to shelter income

otherwise taxable. Moreover, depending upon the

period the taxpayer chooses to hold real estate

before sale, the taxpayer (under current recap-

ture rules) may have all or a part of the gain on

sale to the extent he has claimed accelerated

depreciation deductions (which were previously

offset against ordinary income) taxed at long

term capital gains rates.

The major changes of the act affecting real

estate are revisions to the accelerated deprecia-

tion rules and the recapture rules and the impo-

sition of a minimum tax on the use of acceler-

ated depreciation deductions. Particularly in the

case of commercial and industrial construction,

the act reflects the judgment that current accel-

erated depreciation rules constitute undue tax

benefits. Consequently, the act's real estate sec-

tions provide for a three-tiered structure of tax

treatment favoring investment ln publicly as-

sisted housing over other rental housing and

rental housing over commercial and industrial

construction.

Accelerated Depreciation

A. New Buildings

1. HousingâThe act retains the 200

percent declining balance and sum-of-the-years

digits methods of accelerated depreciation for

new residential rental housing. A building quali-

fies as residential rental housing if 80 percent or

more of the gross rental income from the build-

ing for the taxable year is rental lncome from

nontransient dwelling units.

2. Commercial/lndustrial â Commercial

Appendix A. Tax Reform Act of
1969 (Public Law 91-172)
(Changes Affecting Real Estate)
The real estate sections of the act are designed to limit the use of accelerated depreciation for tax shelter while, at the same time,
channeling more private investment into housing
through the use of preferential tax incentives.
Under current law, accelerated depreciation
permits certain high income taxpayers to escape
payment of tax on substantial portions of their
economic income. This is done by using accelerated depreciation deductions to shelter income
otherwise taxable. Moreover, depending upon the
period the taxpayer chooses to hold real estate
before sale, the taxpayer (under current recapture rules) may have all or a part of the gain on
sale to the extent he has claimed accelerated
depreciation deductions (which were previously
offset against ordinary income) taxed at long
term capital gains rates.
The major changes of the act affecting real
estate are revisions to the accelerated depreciation rules and the recapture rules and the imposition of a minimum tax on the use of accelerated depreciation deductions. Particularly in the
case of commercial and industrial construction,
the act reflects the judgment that current accelerated depreciation rules constitute undue tax
benefits. Consequently, the act's real estate sections provide for a three-tiered structure of tax
treatment favoring investment In publicly assisted housing over other rental Housing and

rental housing over commercial and industrial
construction.

Accelerated Depreciation
A. New Buildings
1. Housing-The act retains the 200
percent declining balance and sum-of-the-years
digits methods of accelerated depreciation for
new residential rental housing. A building qualifies as residential rental housing if 80 percent or
more of the gross rental income from the building for the taxable year is rental income from
nontransient dwelling units.
2. Commercialllndustrial - Commercial
and industrial buildings, the construction of which
was begun before July 25, 1969, or for which a
construction contract or permanent financing contract was entered into before July 25, 1969, continue to qualify for the 200 percent declining balance and sum-of-the-years digits methods of
depreciation. Commercial and industrial buildings
contracted for or constructed after July 25, 1969,
are limited to the 150 percent declining balance
depreciation method.
B. Used Buildings
1. Housing-The act permits 125 percent declining balance depreciation (rather than
150 percent under current law) to be used on
residential rental housing acquired after July 24,
1969, which, at the time of acquisition, had a remaining useful life of 20 years or more. Residential rental housing with a remaining useful life of
less than 20 years acquired after July 24, 1969
(other than that acquired pursuant to a pre-July
25, 1969, contract) is limited to straight-line depreciation.
2. Commercial/Industrial-All commercial
and industrial bui~dings acquired after July 24,
1969 (other than those acquired pursuant to
pre-July 25, 1969, contracts) are limited to
straight line depreciation (rather than 150 percent under current law) irrespective of their remaining useful lives at the time of acquisition.
C. Rehabilitation of Housing
The act permits a taxpayer to elect to
amortize rehabilitation expenditures incurred
with respect to low income rental housing after
July 24, 1969, and before January 1, 1975, under
the straight line method using a useful life of 5
years and nlo I~"' I' ME
r -Pliue. The aggregate rehabilitati
R~Mft ~
ay be amortized

r

!1iff8A

and industrial buildings, the construction of which

was begun before July 25, 1969, or for which a

construction contract or permanent financing con-
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under this 5-year fast writeoff may not exceed

$15,000 per unit but must exceed (over a 2-year

period) $3,000 per unit. The term "rehabilitation

expenditures" means amounts chargeable to

capital account incurred for additions or im-

provements with a useful life of 5 years or more.

The term "low income rental housing" means

dwelling units held for occupancy by persons of

low and moderate income as determined in ac-

cordance with the policies of the 1968 Housing

Act.

lf the unit is sold following rehabilitation, the

difference between the amount of amortization

taken under the 5-year fast writeoff over the

under this 5-year fast writeoff may not exceed
$15,000 per unit but must exceed (over a 2-year
period) $3,000 per unit. The term "rehabilitation
expenditures" means amounts chargeable to
capital account incurred for additions or improvements with a useful life of 5 years or more.
The term "low income rental housing" means
dwelling units held for occupancy by persons of
low and moderate income as determined in accordance with the policies of the 1968 Housing
Act.

amount of amortization that would otherwise

have been taken using a straight line method for

the actual useful life of the improvement is "re-

captured" to the extent of gain at ordinary in-

come rates.

The termination date of January 1, 1975, is

designed to give Congress and HUD an opportu-

nity to evalute the effectiveness of this new tax

incentive.

Recapture of Excess Depreciation

A. Publicly Assisted HousingâCurrent recap-

ture rules are retained for limited return, Fed-

eral, State, or locally assisted housing projects

constructed, reconstructed, or acquired before

If the unit is sold following rehabilitation, the
difference between the amount of amortization
taken under the 5-year fast writeoff over the
amount of amortization that would otherwise
have been taken using a straight line method for
the actual useful life of the improvement is "recaptured" to the extent of gain at ordinary income rates.
The termination date of January 1, 1975, is
designed to give Congress and HUD an opportunity to evalute the effectiveness of this new tax
incentive.

years under current law) before all gain to the
extent of excess depreCiation taken is taxed at
capital gains rates.
C. Commercial/Industrial-In the case of
commercial and industrial buildings sold after
December 31, 1963, all excess depreciation over
straight line taken after December 31, 1969, will
be recaptured at ordinary income rates irrespective of the period the property is held by the taxpayer.
Note: The act applies the new recapture
rules to excess depreciation attributable after
December 31, 1969. Depreciation attributable to
periods before December 31, 1969, is subject to
recapture under current law. In addition, the act
applies current recapture rules where the sale of
the property was subject to a binding contract in
existence prior to July 25, 1969, even though the
transfer is to take place after that date.

Sales of Federally Assisted Low Income
Housing

January 1, 1975. Under current law, gain on sale

is treated as ordinary income ("recaptured") to

the extent the seller has claimed depreciation

Recapture of Excess Depreciation

deductions in excess of those that would be al-

lowed under the straight line method if the sale

occurs in the first 20 months. After a 20-month

holding period the excess depreciation over

straight line which is recaptured at ordinary in-

come rates is reduced by 1 percent per month.

After 120 months (10 years) no recapture applies

to a sale, and gain, to the extent of excess de-

preciation taken, is taxed at capital gains rates.

The termination date is designed to give

Congress and HUD an opportunity to evaluate

the effectiveness of this tax incentive.

B. Other Rental Housingâln the case of all

other residential rental housing which is sold

after December 31, 1969, the excess depreciation

over straight line taken after December 31, 1969,

will be recaptured under a formula wherein the 1

percent per month reduction in the amount of

excess depreciation recaptured commences after

a holding period of 100 months (8Va years). The

effect of this change is to require the taxpayer to

hold the property 16% years (rather than 10

A. Publicly Assisted Housing-Current recapture rules are retained for limited retum, Federal, State, or locally assisted housing projects
constructed, reconstructed, or acquired before
January 1, 1975. Under current law, gain on sale
is treated as ordinary income ("recaptured") to
the extent the seller has claimed depreCiation
deductions in excess of those that would be allowed under the straight line method if the sale
occurs in the first 20 months. After a 20-month
holding period the excess depreCiation over
straight line which is recaptured at ordinary income rates is reduced by 1 percent per month.
After 120 months (10 years) no recapture applies
to a sale, and gain, to the extent of excess depreciation taken, is taxed at capital gains rates.
The termination date is designed to give
Congress and HUD an opportunity to evaluate
the effectiveness of this tax incentive.

The act provides that gain on the sale of a
federally assisted housing project (235 or
221 (d)(3» will not be recognized (Le., not currently taxed) if the seller reinvests the proceeds
of the sale in a second federally assisted housing project. To qualify for this "rollover" tax incentive the first project must be sold to tenants,
a cooperative or other nonprofit organization,
and the sale must be approved by HUD. As
stated, no gain is recognized on the sale of the
first project to the extent the proceeds of the
sale are invested in a second project. The taxpayer's basis in the second project is reduced
by the amount of gain not recognized on the
sale of the first project. The holding period of
the first project is taken into account in determining how long the second project is held but
only to the extent the proceeds from the sale of
the old project are reinvested in the new project.

Minimum Tax

years under current law) before all gain to the

extent of excess depreciation taken is taxed at

capital gains rates.

C. Commercial/lndustrialâln the case of

commercial and industrial buildings sold after

December 31, 1963, all excess depreciation over

straight line taken after December 31, 1969, will

be recaptured at ordinary income rates irrespec-

tive of the period the property is held by the tax-

payer.

Note: The act applies the new recapture

rules to excess depreciation attributable after

December 31, 1969. Depreciation attributable to

periods before December 31, 1969, is subject to

recapture under current law. ln addition, the act

applies current recapture rules where the sale of

the property was subject to a binding contract in

B. Other Rental Housing-In the case of all
other residential rental housing which is sold
after December 31, 1969, the excess depreciation
over straight line taken after December 31, 1969,
will be recaptured under a formula wherein the 1
percent per month reduction in the amount of
excess depreciation recaptured commences after
a holding period of 100 months (8% years). The
effect of this change is to require the taxpayer to
hold the property 16~ years (rathe r tha.n 10

In order to correct the situation wherein
high income taxpayers pay little or no tax due to
the use of special tax exempt income and/or
special deductions (called tax preferences), the
act provides a minimum tax on tax preferences
which applies to individuals and corporations.
Under the Act the total of tax preferences, after
the deduction of a $30,000 exemption and the
deduction of t,h~ tax ayer's regular Federal income tax, i fa oa k rnat 10 percent rate. The

e
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11 items of tax preferences which make up the

base of the 10 percent minimum tax include: (1)

Accelerated depreciation on real estate in ex-

cess of straight line depreciation, (2) amortiza-

tion of rehabilitation expenditures in excess of

straight line amortization, and (3) capital gains in

the case of individuals to the extent of one-half

the gains and, in the case of corporations, to the

extent of 18/48 of the gain.

Miscellaneous

Under current law, members of cooperative

housing corporations can deduct their pro rata

11 items of tax preferences which make up the
base of the 10 percent minimum tax include: (1)
Accelerated depreciation on real estate in excess of straight line depreciation, (2) amortization of rehabilitation expenditures in excess of
straight line amortization, and (3) capital gains in
the case of individuals to the extent of one-half
the gains and, in the case of corporations, to the
extent of 18/48 of the gain.

share of taxes and interest if, and only if, the

corporation qualifies as a cooperative housing

corporation. To qualify, the corporation must de-

rive 80 percent or more of its gross income from

its tenant stockholders. The act provides that, ln

determining whether a corporation is a coopera-

Miscellaneous
Under current law, members of cooperative
housing corporations can deduct their pro rata

share of taxes and interest if, and only if, the
corporation qualifies as a cooperative housing
corporation. To qualify, the corporation must derive 80 percent or more of its gross income from
its tenant stockholders. The act provides that, in
determining whether a corporation is a cooperative housing corporation, no account is to be
taken of stock owned or units leased by public
housing authorities. The effect of the change,
effective December 31, 1969, will be to allow individual tenant stockholders to take the above
deductions even though more than 20 percent of
the cooperative housing corporation's income is
derived from a governmental agency.

tive housing corporation, no account is to be

taken of stock owned or units leased by public

housing authorities. The effect of the change,

effective December 31, 1969, will be to allow in-

dividual tenant stockholders to take the above

deductions even though more than 20 percent of

the cooperative housing corporation's income is

derived from a governmental agency.
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A Review of Federal Subsidized
Housing Programs

Introduction

This review of the origins and development

of Federal housing subsidy programs in the

United States begins with the emergency pro-

grams undertaken during the Great Depression in

the early 1930's. lt might as suitably, perhaps

have begun some decades earlier in Great Brit-

ain, where many of the institutional forms and

social concepts that we were to borrow later

were taking shape.

By Milton P. Semer, Julian H. Zimmerman,
Ashley Foard, and John M. Frantz

The study devotes what may seem to the

reader at first glance to be a disproportionate

Semer and Zimmerman

degree of attention to the development, consid-

eration, and ultimate enactment of the first really

major subsidized housing program in this coun-

tryâU.S. Housing Act of 1937. There is, how-

ever, solid reason for this treatment.

Close examination of the history of the 1937

act will reveal that, with minor topical

exceptions, all of the issues were then devel-

oped and debated; all the ordinary means of

housing subsidy were identified and recognized;

all the major social and political motivations that

make up the tissue of subsidized housing debate

played their part in shaping the action finally

taken. ln the nearly forty years that followed, we

have in the main been ringing the changes on

old themes. lt is, therefore, fundamental to an

understanding of what followed to examine in

some detail what the nation did, and what it

thought it was doing in 1937, concerning the

housing of its low income individuals and fami-

lies.

ln the interest of holding this narrative to a

reasonable length, as well as maintaining some

focus on the main issues, some highly special-

ized and relatively small housing subsidy tech-

niques or programs have been treated briefly, or

in some cases not at all. Thus, Mrs. Sullivan's

"experimental" program for low income home-

ownership under FHA section 221 (h) ls men-

tioned only in passing. Rehousing grants to fami-

lies displaced from urban renewal areas are not

discussed. The GNMA-Tandem plan is mentioned

but briefly because it is not in fact a subsidy

program, but a mechanism for providing mort-

gage financing for projects that may be subsi-

dized by other means, or, for economic reasons,

that may be subsidized accidentally, as it were,

through the mortgage price.

The study ends with the freeze on all hous-

ing subsidy programs imposed by the administra-

tion in January 1973, except for brief note of the

administration's pending proposals for additional

low and moderate income housing. No effort is

made to track these in detail through the 1974

legislative process not only because of the intri-

cacy of the subject but because the final out-

come of that process remains shrouded in doubt

and uncertainty.

lt would be inappropriate to end this review

without calling attention to a circumstance that

must appeal to one's sense of the unconscious

ironies of history. With the freeze clearly in

place and holding, we have come almost full cir-

Introduction
This review of the origins and development
of Federal housing subsidy programs in the
United States begins with the emergency programs undertaken during the Great Depression in
the early 1930's. It might as suitably, perhaps
have begun some decades earlier in Great Britain, where many of the institutional forms and
social concepts that we were to borrow later
were taking shape.
The study devotes what may seem to the
reader at first glance to be a disproportionate
degree of attention to the development, consideration, and ultimate enactment of the first really
major subsidized housing program in this country-U.S. Housing Act of 1937. There is, however, solid reason for this treatment.
Close examination of the history of the 1937
act will reveal that, with minor topical
exceptions, all of the issues were then developed and debated; all the ordinary means of
housing subsidy were identified and recognized;
all the major social and political motivations that
make up the tissue of subsidized housing debate
played their part in shaping the action finally
taken. In the nearly forty years that followed, we
have in the main been ringing the changes on
old themes. It is, therefore, fundamental to an
understanding of what followed to examine in
some detail what the nation did, and what it
thought it was doing in 1937, concerning the
housing of its low income individuals and families.
In the interest of holding this narrative to a
reasonable length, as well as maintaining some
focus on the main issues, some highly specialized and relatively small housing subsidy techniques or programs have been treated brie Iy, or
in some cases n0t at all. Thus, Mrs. Sullivan's

"experimental" program for low Income homeownership under FHA section 221 (h) is mentioned only in passing. Rehousing grants to families displaced from urban renewal areas are not
discussed. The GNMA-Tandem plan is mentioned
but briefly because it is not in fact a subsidy
program, but a mechanism for providing mortgage financing for projects that may be subsidized by other means, or, for economic reasons,
that may be subsidized accidentally, as it were,
through the mortgage price.
The study ends with the freeze on all housing subsidy programs imposed by the administration in January 1973, except for brief note of the
administration's pending proposals for additional
low and moderate income housing. No effort is
made to track these in detail through the 1974
legislative process not only because of the intricacy of the subject but because the final outcome of that process remains shrouded In doubt
and uncertainty.
It would be inappropriate to end this review
without calling attention to a circumstance that
must appeal to one's sense of the unconscious
ironies of history. With the freeze clearly in
place and holding, we have come almost full circle to where we were in 1937. Unless and until
the executive and the Congress reach some new
accommodation on a further course of action,
the massive legislative accomplishments of 1949,
1954, 1959, 1961, 1965, and 1968 will lie lifeless
and inert upon the statute books. Apart from its
custodial functions over these inactive programs,
what remains to the Department of Housing and
Urban Development Is the pair of tools with
which it began: FHA mortgage insurance and
housing subsidies under the U.S. Housing Act of
1937.
What perhaps has most greatly changed Is
their institutional setting. Mortgage insurance operates through a nationwide complex of mortgage banking and other forms of insured mortgagee institutions. Public housing subsidies
operate through local housing authorities in cities. towns, and rural areas throughout the country. Both institutional systems today face deep
and- even perilous problems and difficulties-as
do the programs that called them into being.

A Brief Glossary of Subsidy Systems or
Techniques
Many people who are not engaged regularly
in the management of subsidized housing programs so
. e_s i ~ d confusing the great variety
of ti l i~~
i
r I~
which a subsidy

rIb

A?l

may be extended, or as the economists like to

say, "delivered," to a target family or group. For

their convenience, there follows a brief summary

of the principal subsidy devices that have been

employed from time to time in this country, and

that are discussed or referred to in this study.

Cash Payments to Public Owner-Sponsors:

Payment of housing subsidies in cash to public

bodies, agencies, or institutions has been author-

ized in three different forms:

Periodic Contributions: These are paymentsâ

usually annualâto reduce or offset all or part

of the debt service costs of an assisted project,

thus permitting lower rental charges than other-

wise would be feasible. In the low rent public

housing program, the Federal fixed annual con-

tribution covers the portion of the long term debt

service each year that cannot be met from oper-

ating receipts after provision for expenses and

reserves. In the college housing program, Fed-

eral grants are made to the college for the differ-

ence between the actual debt service payments

due on a project and the level of payments that

would have been required on bonds carrying a 3

percent interest rate.

Initial Capital Contributions: The U.S. Hous-

ing Act of 1937 authorized, as an alternative to

annual contributions, an initial capital contribu-

tion of up to 25 percent of the development cost

of the projectâthus relieving it, to that extent, of

carrying charges and permitting lower rents. This

alternative has never been used.

Operating Subsidies: These are used to in-

crease project income, and thus avoid the ne-

cessity for rent increases to maintain solvency.

Special operating subsidies are authorized in the

low rent public housing program for units occu-

pied by the elderly and handicapped, or by relo-

catees displaced from previous housing by gov-

ernmental action. Such subsidies are also

authorized to overcome operating deficits result-

ing from rising costs and statutory limitations on

rent levels.

Cash Payments to Private Owners: Cash pay-

ments may be made to owners of rental housing

to cover a part of the economic rent applicable

to subsidized units, and thus make lower rents

available to eligible occupants. Payments of this

nature are made to lessees under the public

housing leasing program and indirectly under the

rent supplement program.

Cash payments also have been made to in-

dividuals to assist In the purchase of homes. In

the early years of the Gl program, veterans re-

ceived modest sums called "gratuities" to assist

them in purchasing homes. Under the urban re-

newal program, grants may be made to home-

owners displaced from their homes by urban re-

newal action to assist them in obtaining standard

housing elsewhere, and payments are made for

moving expenses of displaced individuals and

families.

Cash Payments to Private Lenders Related

to Debt Service Costs: Cash payments are made

directly to private mortgagees on certain insured

mortgages in amounts equal to a certain portion

of the debt service on the mortgage attributable

to a particular unit. Such payments are applied

to reduce the rent otherwise chargeable for that

unit. This is the subsidy technique employed In

may be extended, or as the economists like to
say, "delivered," to a target family or group. For
their convenience, there follows a brief summary
of the principal subsidy devices that have been
employed from time to time in this country, and
that are discussed or referred to in this study.
Cash Payments to Public Owner-Sponsors:
Payment of housing subsidies in cash to public
bodies, agencies, or institutions has been authorized in three different forms:
Periodic Contributions: These are paymentsusually annual-to reduce or offset all or part
of the debt service costs of an assisted project,
thus permitting lower rental charges than otherwise would be feasible. In the low rent public
housing program, the Federal fixed annual contribution covers the portion of the long term debt
service each year that cannot be met from operating receipts after provision for expenses and
reserves. In the college housing program, Federal grants are made to the college for the difference between the actual debt service payments
due on a project and the level of payments that
would have been required on bonds carrying a 3
percent interest rate.
Initial Capital Contributions: The U.S. Housing Act of 1937 authorized, as an alternative to
annual contributions, an initial capital contribution of up to 25 percent of the deve~opment cost
of the project-thus relieving it, to that extent, of
carrying charges and permitting lower rents. This
alternative has never been used.
Operating Subsidies: These are used to increase project income, and thus avoid the necessity for rent increases to maintain so:vency.
Special operating subsidies are authorized in the
low rent public housing program for units occupied by the elderly and handicapped, or by relocatees displaced from previous housing by governmental action. Such subsidies are also
authorized to overcome operating deficits resulting from rising costs and statutory limitations on
rent levels.
Cash Payments to Private Owners: Cash payments may be made to owners of rental housing
to cover a part of the economic rent applicable
to subsidized units, and thus make lower rents
availab~e to eligible occupants. Payments of this
nature are made to lessees under the public
housing leasing program and indirectly under the
rent supplement program.
Cash payments also have been made to individuals to assist In the purchase of homes. In
the early years of the GI program, veterans received modest sums called "gratUities" to assist
them In purchasing hOT es. Under the urban re-

newal program, grants may be made to homeowners displaced from their homes by urban renewal action to assist them in obtaining standard
housing elsewhere, and payments are made for
moving expenses of displaced individuals and
families.
Cash Payments to Private Lenders Related
to Debt Service Costs: Cash payments are made
directly to private mortgagees on certain insured
mortgages in amounts equal to a certain portion
of the debt service on the mortgage attributable
to a particular unit. Such payments are applied
to reduce the rent otherwise chargeable for that
unit. This is the subsidy technique employed in
the FHA section 236 program. A similar method
is used to reduce the carrying costs of homeownership under the section 235 program. Substantially the same form of subsidy is authorized
for similar classes of beneficiaries in the Farmers Home Administration's rural housing program.
Land Subsidies to Reduce Total Unit Cost:
Federal surplus land may be sold at values that
may be set taking into account their intended
use for low rent housing. Similarly, the fair reuse
value of land in urban renewal projects to be
used for low and moderate income housing may
be established taking the nature of the intended
use into account.
Tax Relief: Partial or full abatement of local
real estate taxes may be used as a method of
reducing operating costs, thus allowing lower
rents. Projects receiving annual contributions
under the low rent public housing program are
required to be exempt from local taxes, although
certain payments in lieu of taxes are authorized
to compensate the cities for such general municipal services as trash collection, police and fire
protection, and the like. (Some State assisted
programs, as in New York, use tax abatement as
a method of achieving reduced rents.)
Below-market Loans: Loans at below-market
interest rates are used to achieve artificially low
debt service requirements, and thus permit the
projects to operate at reduced rental levels.
These have taken two distinct forms:
Direct be'ow-market loans have been made
by Federal agencies at interest rates fixed by
statute or statutory formula to specified classes
of borrowers. Examples among HUD programs
are the direct loans formerly made to colleges
and universities (and certain other institutions)
for dormitory or faculty housing; loans to nonprofit sponsors of housing projects for the elderly or handicapge f· and loans for rehabilitation
X· l~!Jn
.. u in
or small business
of certain
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properties (section 312). Similar direct loans are

made by the Veterans Administration in rural

areas, and to a limited extent by the Farmers

Home Administration.

lndirect below-market loans result when a

private lender is induced to originate the loan at

a be'ow-market rate on the basis of a commit-

ment that he can sell the loan when comple'.ed

to the Government, at a predetermined price ac-

ceptable to him. This is the method employed in

the section 221(d)(3) below-market program, and

in the FNMA-GNMA tandem operation.

Cash Payments Directly to Persons or Fami-

lies of Low lncome: Payments in cash directly to

low income people for housing benefits (fre-

quently called "housing allowances") have been

used in the United States only on an experimen-

tal or pilot basis. Such an experimental program

is now being conducted by HUD under special

legislative authority. General support or welfare

payments are widely made under federally sup-

ported State welfare programs. ln some cases,

these payments include an earmarked or set-

aside amount for housing, and in other cases they

may be used for such purposes as rent without a

specified amount.

First Federal Housing Subsidies-

Direct Construction

The first housing subsidies by the U.S Gov-

ernment were provided under the slum clearance

and low income housing program of the Housing

Division of the Federal Emergency Administration

properties (section 312). Similar direct loans are
made by the Veterans Administration in rural
areas, and to a limited extent by the Farmers
Home Administration.
Indirect below-market loans result when a
private lender is induced to originate the loan at
a be~ow-market rate on the basis of a commitment that he can sell the loan when comple'ed
to the Government, at a predetermined price acceptable to him. This is the method employed in
the section 221 (d)(3) be~ow-market program, and
in the FNMA-GNMA tandem operation.
Cash Payments Direct ly to Persons or FamIlies of Low Incom e: Payments in cash directl y to
low income people for housing benefits (frequentl y called "housi ng allowances") have been
used in the United States only on an experimental or pilot basis. Such an experimental program
is now being conducted by HUD under special
legislative authority. General support or welfare
payments are widely made under federally supported State welfare prog rams. In some cases,
these payments include an earmarked or setaside amount for housing, and in other cases they
may be used for such purposes as rent without a
specified amount.

of Public Works (PWA).

That program was initiated in February 1934,

but statutory authority for actual subsidies was

not formally gran1ed by Congress until June 29,

1936. Housing projects were constructed directly

by the Federal Government (as distinguished

from local public agency construction in the

later low rent public housing program, pursuant

to the U.S. Housing Act of 1937)Â» under the au-

thority given in two major enactments that ap-

propria'ed funds primarily to relieve unemploy-

ment through the construction of useful public

works.

The first of those acts was the National ln-

dustrial Recovery Act2 enac'ed June 16, 1933,

which created the Federal Emergency Adminis-

tration of Public Works (section 201) and required

its Administrator, under the direction of the Pres-

ident, to prepare a comprehensive program of

public works that would include among other

things:

(d) construction, reconstruction, alteration or repair

under public regulation or control of low cost housing and

slum clearance projects; . . .

Authority was given and funds were appro-

priated ($3.3 billion) to construct or finance pub-

lic works under that program, including the mak-

ing loans and grants to States and local public

agencies.

The second was the Emergency Relief

First Federal Housing Sub sidie sDirec t Construction
The first housing subsidies by the U.S Government were provided under the slum clearance
and low income housing program of the Housing
Division of the Federal Emergency Administration
of Public Works (PWA).
That program was initiated in February 1934,
but statutory authority for actual subsidies was
not formally gran'ed by Congress until June 29,
1936. Housing projects were constructed directl y
by the Federal Government (as distinguished
from local public agency construction in the
later low rent public housing program, pursuant
to the U.S. Housing Act of 1937) 1 under the authority given in two major enactments that appropria'ed funds primarily to relieve unemp~oy
ment through the construction of useful public
works.
The first of those acts was the National Industrial Recovery Act ~ enac'ed June 16, 1933,
which created the Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works (section 201) and required
its Administrator, under the direction of the Pres-

Appropriation Act of 19353 enacted April 8,

ident, to prepare a comprehensive program of
public works that would include among other
things:
(d) constru ction. reconstr uction. alteratio n or repair
and
under public regulati on or control of low cost housing
slum clearanc e projects ; ...

Authority was given and funds were appropriated ($3.3 billion) to construct or finance public works under that program, includ ing the making loans and grants to States and local public
agencies.
The second was the Emergency Relief
Appropriation Act of 1935 3 enacted April 8,
1935, making additional funds ($4 billion) available for useful projects to provide relief and increase employment, including $450 million for
"housi ng."
It is quite clear in contex t that the basic
purpose of these measures, taken at the depth
of the Depression, was to relieve sufferi ng and
put people to work. Provision of housing for families of low income was thought of not so much
as an objective in itself, but as one among other
socially useful means of accomplishing this
broad purpose. Indeed, from the beginning, the efforts to utilize relief appropriations to provide
housing for low income people ran into serious
legal limitations and obstacles, as well as· the
numerous practical problems that are all but inevitab'e in pioneering operations in new fields of
government activity .
Beginning in July 1933- even prior to the initia'ion of the low cost housing program of the
PWA Housing Divisio n-that Division had attempted to provide housing within the reach of
low income families through mortgage loans
made with appropria'ed funds to private limited
dividend companies. The loans were long term
(30 years) at 4 percent interest. Accord ing t?
Secretary of the In:erior Ickes (also, by Presidential designation, the Administrator of Public
Works), that aporoach was taken because of the
absence in 1933 of local public bodies with authority under State law to undertake slum clearance and low cost housing projects, and thereby
to qualify for, accept, and utilize PWA loans and
grants for that purpose. That was in contrast to
the powers of most cities and many other local
public bodies to undertake o~her types of co~
struction projects, for which they could and did
receive loans and grants. 1
115).
Emergen cy Relief Appropri ation Act of 1935 (49 Stat.
and labor,
• Hearings before the Senate Committe e on Educatio n
1~, ·'The United States Housing Act
r,
~.
75th
3
p, 49.

3
1935, making additional funds ($4 billion) avail-

able for useful projects to provide relief and in-

crease employment, including $450 million for

"housing."

lt is quite clear in context that the basic

purpose of these measures, taken at the depth

of the Depression, was to relieve suffering and

(50 Stat. 888 and amendI United Statel Housing Act of 1937
ments).
• National Industria l Recovery Act (48 Stat. 115).
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Lending to limited dividend corporations

was terminated in February 1934, because rent-

als in the assisted projectsâat $10 per room per

monthâwere determined to be in excess of what

families of low income could afford. Rentals at

those leve's resulted from the absence of Fed-

eral subsidy, lack of eminent domain to hold

down land costs, and the limited sponsor profit

permitted.5 Only 7 limited dividend housing proj-

ects were built with a total of 3,113 dwelling

units.6

Because of the continuing absence of any

substantial number of cities or other local public

agencies with legal powers to undertake housing

projects, the PWA Housing Division then turned

to direct Federal construction and ownership,

which it regarded as the only feasible alternative

if a Federal initiative in housing construction was

to be made an effective means of he'ping to

meet immediate relief of employment problems.7

Accordingly, the Housing Division proceeded to

acquire land in many cities, select architects,

draw plans, and advertise for construction bids.

From original total allocations of almost

$400 million, a specific program of 79 low cost

housing projec's, to cost almost $250 million,

was underway in the spring of 1935 when the

Housing Division ran up against still another and

much greater legal obstacle, one that all but de-

stroyed the future of the program. This was the

adverse court decision in the case of United

States v. Certain Land in the City of Louisville,

Jefferson County, Kentucky,* which ruled that

Federal eminent domain power could not be in-

voked to carry out the program.

The decision of the Federal district court

was upheld on July 15, 1935 by the Court of Ap-

peals for the Sixth Circuit, which he'd that the

general welfare clause in the Constitution does

not authorize condemnation of private property

for low cost housing and slum clearance. Provi-

sions (section 203(a)(3)) of the National ln-

dustrial Recovery Act on eminent domain as

applied to such housing were declared un-

constitutional. lt was held that housing is not

a "public use," as required for eminent domain,

on the ground that benefits of employment and

aid to a limited group of low income people did

not constitute a "public use." Some hope for a

reversal of the lower court decisions in the case

existed until the appeal was dismissed on motion

of Solicitor Reed on March 5, 1936.

The power of eminent domain was essential

in the assembly of most slum sites, so that the

loss of that power effectively thwarted one of the

basic statutory purposes of the programâthe

clearance of slums. Thereafter, the program

could only continue with projects planned on va-

Lending to limited dividend corporations
was terminated in February 1934, because rentals in the assisted projects-at $10 per room per
month-were determined to be in excess of what
families of low income could afford. Rentals at
those leve's resulted from the absence of Federal subsidy, lack of eminent domain to hold
down land costs, and the limited sponsor profit
permitted." Only 7 limited dividend housing projects were built with a total of 3,113 dwelling
units. 6
Because of the continuing absence of any
substantial number of cities or other local public
agencies with legal powers to undertake housing
projects, the PWA Housing Division then turned
to direct Federal construction and ownership,
which it regarded as the only feasible alternative
if a Federal initiative in housing construction was
to be made an effective means of helping to
meet immediate relief of employment problems. 7
Accordingly, the Housing Division proceeded to
acquire land in many cities, select architects,
draw plans, and advertise for construction bids.
From original total allocations of almost
$400 million, a specific program of 79 low cost
housing projec's, to cost almost $250 million,
was underway in the spring of 1935 when the
Housing Division ran up against still another and
much greater legal obstacle, one that all but destroyed the future of the program. This was the
adverse court decision in the case of United
States v. Certain Land in the City of Louisville,
Jefferson County, KentuckY,R which ruled that
Federal eminent domain power could not be invoked to carry out the program.
The decision of the Federal district court
was upheld on July 15, 1935 by the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, which he'd that the
general welfare clause in the Constitution does
not authorize condemnation of private property
for low cost housing and slum c'earance. Provisions (section 203(a)(3)) of the National Industrial Recovery Act on eminent domain as
applied to such housing were declared unconstitutional. It was held that housing is not
a "public use," as required for eminent domain,
on the ground that benefits of employment and
aid to a limited group of low income people did
not constitute a "public use." Some hope for a

cant and available land, except in the rare situa-

reversal of the lower court decisions in the case
existed until the appeal was dismissed on motion
of Solicitor Reed on March 5, 1936.
The power of eminent domain was essential
in the assembly of most slum sites, so that the
loss of that power effectively thwarted one of the
basic statutory purposes of the program-the
clearance of slums. Thereafter, the program
could only continue with projects planned on vacant and available land, except in the rare situation where a locality, such as New York City,
could acquire slum sites under State laws and
transfer the property to the Federal Government. 9
During the above litigation, the low cost
housing program of the PWA Housing Division
suffered a second major legal setback that came
as a surprise and disappointment to its officials.
Because no statutory provision dealt with the
fixing of rentals in the projects, the Comptroller
General of the United States concluded that no
authority existed for making Federal subsidies to
reduce the rentals. (The then Comptroller General, Mr. McCarl, was widely noted at the time
for the very conservative tenor of his decisions.
Also, it should be noted that at that time the
Comptroller General exercised the power of
prior review and approval of most Federal contracts and expenditures, as contrasted with the
post-aUdit that became the prevalent practice
some years later.) That conclusion was reached
through two decisions.
The first of those decisions, on October 29,
1935,10 conc'uded that funds under the two authorizing acts (the National Industrial Recovery
Act of 1933 and the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935) were available for operating as
well as construction costs of the housing projects in the program, but that all rentals and
other receipts from operations must be covered
into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts without deduction (as required generally for Federal
receipts under sections 3617 and 3618 of the Revised Statutes). In this connection, the Comptroller disapproved a proposal to lease a project to
a private manager who would pay operating
costs and return the excess to the Government
-or in the event of a deficit, the Government
would make up the loss. No statutory provision
dealt specifically with the fixing of rentals in this
housing.

tion where a locality, such as New York City,

could acquire slum sites under State laws and

transfer the property to the Federal Government.9

During the above litigation, the low cost

housing program of the PWA Housing Division

suffered a second major legal setback that came

as a surprise and disappointment to its officials.

Because no statutory provision dealt with the

fixing of rentals in the projects, the Comptroller

General of the United States concluded that no

authority existed for making Federal subsidies to

& Report by Secretary Ickes at above hearings. p. 21.
• Ibid., p. 20.
'Ibid .• p. 21.
• United Slales v. Cerlaln Land In the City 01 Louisville, Je"erson
County, Kentucky. 9 Fed. Supp. 137 (Jan. 4. 1935). 78 Fed. 2d
684 (July 15, 1935). certiorari granted 296 U.S. 567 (Oct.
28. 1935). appeal dismissed on mollon of Solicitor Gefleral
Reed (Msr. 5, 1936).

• Hearings belore the House. Committee on Banking and Currency,
75th Congress. on H.R. 5033 and S. 1685. "The United States
Housing Ac 01 1937." ug. 3 10 6, 1937. p. 151.
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The second of the Comptroller's decisions,

on January 17, 1936,11 rejected a proposal of

the Federal Emergency Administrator of Public

Works that rentals in the first completed housing

project (Techwood Project, Atlanta, Ga.), be es-

tablished on a basis that would be within the

reach of persons of low income, which was as-

serted to be one of the purposes of the authoriz-

ing legislation. The average rental for that pur-

pose was determined to be $6.31 per room per

month. To make that possible, it was proposed

that 45 percent of the original cost of the project

be written off as a grant, similar to grants being

made to public works projects of local agencies,

and the remainder of the original cost would be

amortized over a 60-year period. That amortiza-

tion was calculated to be feasible at the rentals

proposed based on the amounts of the original

project cost including carrying charges, all oper-

ating costs including payments to depreciation

and other reserves, and the payment to the

Treasury of 3 percent of the Government's origi-

nal investment. (lt was calculated that full amor-

tization without the grant would have required

rentals of $9.37 per room per month.)

The Comptroller General, rejecting that pro-

posal, concluded that there was no authority to

contemplate any loss whatsoever to the Federal

Government in the sale or lease of the housing,

and that rentals must be fixed in sufficient

amount to amortize the full cost of the project

that would bring in a net return on the money in-

vested in the property equal to the rate the

United States pays on its bonded indebtedness.

The above statutory authority for providing "low

cost" housing projects, being a secondary bene-

fit to employment, was interpreted as conferring

benefits on tenants only to the extent lower

costs were brought about by "careful planning

and quantity production." Any further reduction

in rentals was held to be giving away Govern-

ment claims without statutory authority, although

the Comptroller did permit the exclusion of land

costs from the required amortization if interest

were paid on an amount equal to the cost of the

land.

No authority for housing subsidies to the

program existed until the enactment of the so-

called George-Healey Act12 on June 29, 1936.

That relatively obscure statute was actually the

first clear congressional authorization for subsi-

dies in a Federal housing program. Among sev-

eral provisions relating to these PWA Housing

Division projects, the act (at section 4(a)) pro-

vided:

ln the administration of any low-cost housing or slum-

clearance project described in section 1, the Federal Emer-

gency Administrator of Public Works shall fix the rentals at

an amount at least sufficient to pay (1) all necessary and

proper administrative expenses of the project; (2) such

sums as will suffice to repay, within a period not exceed-

ing sixty years, at least 55 per centum of the initial cost of

The second of the Comptroller's decisions,
on January 17, 1936,11 rejected a proposal of
the Federal Emergency Administrator of Public
Works that rentals in the first completed housing
project (Techwood Project, Atlanta, Ga.), be established on a basis that would be within the
reach of persons of low income, which was asserted to be one of the purposes of the authorIzing legislation. The average rental for that purpose was determined to be $6.31 per room per
month. To make that possible, it was proposed
that 45 percent of the original cost of the project
be written off as a grant, similar to grants being
made to public works projects of local agencies,
and the remainder of the original cost would be
amortized over a SO-year period. That amortization was calculated to be feasible at the rentals
proposed based on the amounts of the original
project cost including carrying charges, all operating costs Including payments to depreciation
and other reserves, and the payment to the
Treasury of 3 percent of the Government's original Investment. (It was calculated that full amortization without the grant would have required
rentals of $9.37 per room per month.)
The Comptroller General, rejecting that proposal, concluded that there was no authority to
con!emplate any loss whatsoever to the Federal
Government In the sale or lease of the housing,
and that rentals must be fixed in sufficient
amount to amortize the full cost of the project
that would bring in a net return on the money invested in the property equal to the rate the
United States pays on its bonded indebtedness.
The above statutory authority for providing "low
cost" housing projects, being a secondary benefit to employment, was interpreted as conferring
benefits on tenants only to the extent lower
costs were brought about by "careful planning
and quantity production." Any further reduction
in rentals was held to be giving away Government claims without statutory authority, although
the Comptroller did permit the exclusion of land
costs from the required amortization if interest
were paid on an amount equal to the cost of the
land.
No authority for housing subsidies to the
program existed until the enactment of the socalled George-Healey Act 12 on June 29, 1936.
That relatively obscure statute was actually the
first clear congressional authorization for subsidies in a Federal housing program. Among sev-

the project, together with interest at such rate as he deems

eral prOVISiOnS relating to these PWA Housing
Division projects, the act (at section 4(a» provided:
In the administration of any low-cost housing or slumclearance project described in section 1, the Federal Emergency Administrator of Public Works shall fix the rentals at
an amount at least sufficient to pay (1) all necessary and
proper administrative expenses of the project; (2) such
sums as will suffice to repay, within a period not exceeding sixly years. at least 55 per centum of the initial cost 01
the project, together with interest at such rate as he deems
advisable.

The stated purpose of that provision 13 was to
make it possible to operate the housing projects
at rents within the financial reach of persons
with low incomes. Under the quoted language,
the tenants were given the benefit as to resulting
rent levels of a capital grant of 45 percent of the
cost of the project.
As noted by Secretary Ickes, rents were
also favorably affec~ed in many cases by assistance from municipalities in the form of donations
of property, provisions of parks and recreational
facilities adjacent to projects, provision of
streets and sidewalks without assessment, and
furnishing of services at reduced rates.
Section 4(b) of that 1936 act also contained
the first provision on tenant se!ection:
Dwelling accommodations in such low-cost housing or
slum-clearance projects shall be available only to families
who lack sufficient Income, without the benefit of financial
assistance, to enable them to live in decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings and under other than overcrowded housing
conditions: Provided, that no family shall be accepted as a
tenant in any such project whose aggregate income exceeds five times the rental of the quarters to be furnished
such family . The term 'rental' as used in this subsection Includes the average cost (as determined by the Federal
Emergency Administrator of Public Works) of heat, light,
water, and cooking, where such services are not supplied
by the lessor and included In the rent.

Under those provisions of the George-Healey
Act, average rentals ranging from $3.97 to $5.88
per room per month, excluding utilities, were established for the 9 projects on which rentals
were fixed at the time of the congressional hearings on the proposed U.S. Housing Act of 1937;
the average annual income of families was $947
in the 3 projects in operation at the time. H
(In addition to Its provisions relating to
housing subsidies, the George-Healey Act contained some other matters of historical interest
at this early stage. Thus (1) it waived exclusive
Federal jurisdiction over property acquired by

advisable.

The stated purpose of that provision13 was to

11

make it possible to operate the housing projects

at rents within the financial reach of persons

with low incomes. Under the quoted language,

the tenants were given the benefit as to resulting

rent levels of a capital grant of 45 percent of the

t2

Ibid .. p. 619 (A-65368). Jan. 17. 1936 : see also Volume 16. p.
617 ("-82300). De . 23. 1936.
George-Healey Act (49 SI al. 2025).
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PWA for housing and slum clearance, and (2) it

authorized PWA to enter in:o agreements to pay

local public bodies amounts in lieu of taxes.

These sums were to be based on the costs of

local services furnished to the property, taking

into consideration the benefits to be derived by

the State or locality from such property.)

Primarily because of the above problems of

the PWA Housing Division program, it was

greatly reduced from its original plans. Also,

substantial amounts of funds previously allocated

for the program had been diverted for other re-

lief efforts. ln all, housing projects with alloca-

tions totalling $200 million were dropped al-

though ready for action.15 Under the final

program, 50 projects costing about $135 million

were built in 37 cities providing about 21,600

dwellings for low income families. The number of

projects built on sites of former slums was re-

duced to 27.16

One additional factor affecting the decisions

that curtailed, and eventually ended, the PWA

Housing Division program was its limited statu-

tory objective. From the beginning, the program

had been conceived as an emergency measure

designed primarily to provide employment, as

distinguished from a program carefully planned

and developed to meet long range goals. As also

previously noted, the PWA Housing Division went

to direct Federal construction because there

were not enough local agencies with adequate

legal powers to undertake the projects. As early

as December 1934, however, the President wrote

the governor of each State suggesting enabling

legislation for the creation of local agencies with

powers to undertake housing for persons of low

income and providing for tax exemption and

other assistance to such housing by States and

localities.17 A new alternative Federal housing

program of assistance to localities was becom-

ing more feasible as States enacted more of

these laws. By April 1937, they had been en-

acted in 27 States, with drafting and other tech-

nical help by PWA.

Although the volume of completed housing

under the PWA Housing Division program fell

well below original plans, it constituted an oper-

ation of greater significance than is generally

recognized today. The volume of production was

substantial in terms of a brief Government oper-

ation getting underway in an entirely new field.

More important, but less recognized today,

was the pioneering work done then in coping

with the basic problems generally confronted in

public housing operations. Many major policy

decisions made at that time have influenced de-

velopments through the years. The problems of

land acquisition and assembly, including the sig-

nificance of eminent domain, have been men-

tioned. Conclusions had to be reached on the

types and standards of construction necessary to

achieve low maintenance and operating costs to

PWA for housing and slum clearance, and (2) it
authorized PWA to enter in:o agreements to pay
local public bodies amounts in lieu of taxes.
These sums were to be based on the costs of
local services furnished to the property, taking
into consideration the benefits to be derived by
the State or locality from such property.)
Primarily because of the above prob!ems of
the PWA Housing Division program, it was
greatly reduced from its original plans. Also,
substantial amounts of funds previously allocated
for the program had been diverted for other relief efforts. In all, housing projects with allocations totalling $200 million were dropped although ready for ac:ion. 15 Under the final
program, 50 projects costing about $135 million
were built in 37 cities providing about 21,600
dwellings for low income families. The number of
projects built on sites of former slums was reduced to 27.16
One additional fac~or affecting the decisions
that curtai~ed, and eventually ended, the PWA
Housing Division program was its limited statutory objective. From the beginning, the program
had been conceived as an emergency measure
designed primarily to provide emp~oyment, as
distinguished from a program carefully planned
and developed to meet long range goals. As also
previously noted, the PWA Housing Division went
to direct Federal cons:ruction because there
were not enough local agencies with adequate
legal powers to undertake the projects. As early
as December 1934, however, the President wrote
the governor of each State suggesting enabling
legislation for the creation of local agencies with
powers to undertake housing for persons of low
income and providing for tax exemption and
other assistance to such housing by Sta!es and
localities. 17 A new alternative Federal housing
program of assistance to localities was becoming more feasible as States enacted more of
these laws. By April 1937, they had been enacted in 27 States, with drafting and other technical help by PWA.
Although the volume of comp~eted housing
under the PWA Housing Division program fell
well below original plans, it constituted an operation of greater significance than is generally
recognized today. The volume of production was
substantial in terms of a brief Government operation getting underway in an entirely new field.
More important, but less recognized today,
was the pioneering work done then in coping

with the basic problems generally confronted In
public housing operations. Many major policy
decisions made at that time have influenced developments through the years. The problems of
land acquisition and assembly, including the significance of eminent domain, have been mentioned. Conclusions had to be reached on the
types and standards of construction necessary to
achieve low maintenance and operating costs to
keep rentals at a minimum. The early projects
had the usual community re~ations problems, and
were opposed by some groups with substantially
the same arguments that have been used against
public housing in recent times. From the beginning of the program, subs:antial attention was
given to the re~ocation of displaced families.
Secretary Ickes reported at the hearings on the
proposed U.S. Housing Act of 1937 that about
9,000 of those families had already received assistance in obtaining dwellings, and that these
dwellings were generally superior to their former
ones but often had slightly higher rentals. I8

A Search for a Better WayThe U.S. Housing Act of 1937
I may say in passing that during my time In the Senate I
have never advocated legislation which was of such a noncontroversial nature.

Senator Wagner
1937 Congressional Record 10357
The U.S. Housing Act of 1937 19 inaugurated
the first major American experiment in housing
directly and explicitly subsidized with public
funds. Almost 40 years later it is still by far the
largest program in which public subsidies are
employed in an effort to ameliorate the disadvantage under which lower income families and individuals have found themselves in an affluent society. For even in 1937 America was an affluent
SOCiety by comparison with the circumstances of
most of the world-notwithstanding that the initiative toward subsidized housing came while the
nation was still in the grip of the most severe and
prolonged economic depression in its experience.
The new act authorized Federal loans for
the development of public housing and "slum
clearance" projects, and provided for either capital grants or annual contributions to assure their
continued availability to low income people. It
required a local contribution to the subsidy but

keep rentals at a minimum. The early projects

had the usual community relations problems, and

were opposed by some groups with substantially

the same arguments that have been used against

public housing in recent times. From the begin-

ning of the program, substantial attention was

given to the re'ocation of displaced families.

Secretary lckes reported at the hearings on the

... Ibid., p. 25.
.. Ibid., p. 32.
11 Ibid., p. 50.
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permitted this to be accomplished through local

tax exemption. lt was designed to encourage the

construction of housing for the poor; but it also

required destruction, on a one-for-one basis, of

substandard housing as new units might be built.

Further, however, in recognition of the dubious

feasibility of such "equivalent elimination" in

many if not most communities, it authorized the

demolition of substandard structures to be post-

poned where it was determined that the immedi-

ate results would be overcrowding and hardship.

Although the original legislation has been

marvelously reworked and elaborated over the

years, the 1937 act can legitimately be said to

establish the basic framework and the general

conceptual scheme that even today we know as

the "public housing program."

As of June 30, 1973, there were some

1,088,000 units in management (i.e., occupied or

available for occupancy) in the program. The an-

nual subsidy pledged to meet debt service re-

quirements amounted to $587.8 million and was

rising. To this figure must be added an additional

$514 million of payments for leased units and for

operating subsidies of various kindsâa figure

which also was clearly destined to rise in future

years.

While exact figures were never kept, it is ev-

ident that several million families and individuals

have been servedâhowever well or illâby the

program over the years. No other program of

subsidized housing in the United States has

been active over so long a period. None has

been involved in the construction of so large a

number of units. None has affected the lives of

so many people. None has generated such bitter,

continuing controversy. None has brought into

existence such a variety of new institutions,

skills, and professional organizations. None has

involved a like expenditure of the public funds.

ln approaching a chronological examination

of the history of Federal legislation for subsi-

dized housing in the United States, therefore, it

seems worthwhile to inquire in some detail into

the circumstances of the birth of this program in

1937. What did the Congress and the program's

sponsors think they were seeking to accomplish?

What did the opponents think they were oppos-

ing, and why? What bearing do these matters

have on the later history?

1935

Serious consideration of the legislation that

ultimately would authorize the public housing

program began in 1935.

Not all the moving forces behind the legisla-

tion are clearly discernible in its formal history.

To some degree, it clearly reflected disillusion-

ment with the earlier efforts of the Resettlement

Administration and the Housing Division of the

permitted this to be accomplished through local
tax exemption. It was designed to encourage the
construction of housing for the poor; but it also
required destruction, on a one-for-one basis of
substandard housing as new units might be b~iIt.
Further, however, in recognition of the dubious
feasibility of such "equivalent elimination" in
many if not most communities, it authorized the
demolition of substandard structures to be postponed where it was determined that the immediate results would be overcrowding and hardship.
Although the original legislation has been
marvelously reworked and elaborated over the
years, the 1937 act can legitimately be said to
establish the basic framework and the general
conceptual scheme that even today we know as
the "public housing program."
As of June 30, 1973, there were some
1,088,000 units in management (Le., occupied or
available for occupancy) in the program. The annual subsidy pledged to meet debt service requirements amounted to $587.8 million and was
rising. To this figure must be added an additional
$514 million of payments for leased units and for
operating subsidies of various kinds-a figure
which als.o was clearly destined to rise in future
years.
While exact figures were never kept, it is evident that several million families and individuals
have been served-however well or ill-by the
program over the years. No other program of
subsidized housing in the United States has
been active over so long a period. None has
been involved in the construction of so large a
number of units. None has affected the lives of
so many people. None has generated such bitter,
continuing controversy. None has brought Into
existence such a variety of new institutions,
skills, and professional organizations. None has
involved a like expenditure of the public funds.
In approaching a chronological examination
of the history of Federal legislation for subsidized housing in the United States, therefore, it
seems worthwhile to inquire in some detail into
the circumstances of the birth of this program in
1937. What did the Congress and the program's
sponsors think they were seeking to accomplish?
What did the opponents think they were opposing, and why? What bearing do these matters
have on the later history?

Public Works Administration. The projects devel-

oped by these agenciesâprimarily as one

among many devices to combat unemployment-

1935

had been afflicted with site controversies, high

development costs, long delays in completion,

and rent levels that, though below those in the

private market for comparable housing, were still

Serious consideration of the legislation that
ultimately would authorize tl)e public housing
program began i 1~35 .

considerably above what many had hoped for

and expected.

Another source of difficulty for these early

programs was the uncertainty surrounding their
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Not all the moving forces behind the legislation are clearly discernible in its formal history.
To some degree, it clearly reflected disillusionment with the earlier efforts of the Resettlement
Administration and the Housing Division of the
Public Works Administration. The projects developed by these agencies-primarily as one
among many devices to combat unemploymenthad been afflicted with site controversies, high
development costs, long delays in completion,
and rent levels that, though below those in the
private market for comparable housing, were still
considerably above what many had hoped for
and expected.
Another source of difficulty for these early
programs was the uncertainty surrounding their
objectives. In the minds of some supporters their
main purpose was to put people to work; others
saw them as providing a kind of cultural bridge
between urban and rural life--the urban worker
fortified by his open space and his garden. Still
others hoped for an American adaptation of the
British greentowns experiment-an early and (in
England) quite reasonably successful effort to
develop what later came to be called a "new
towns" approach.
A more concrete and practical motivation,
however. is probably to be found in the decision
of the Circuit Court of Appeals in the case of a
project in Kentucky.~o which severely limited the
ongoing PWA program at that time. The court
held, in substance, that housing and slum clearance were not such public purposes as would
bring the acquisition of land for them within the
power of the Congress under article I of the
Constitution to "provide . . . for the general Welfare." The ramifications of this decision were extensive.
Its immediate thrust was to bar the use of
the power of eminent domain for Federal housing projects. This immediately limited the available sites for such projects to those obtainable
through negotiation and purchase in the open
market. Moreover. it effectively set the land values for such projects at the price that a canny
seller could exact from a needful buyer, or a
buyer open to political or other indirect pressures. Because PWA had no explicit authority to
subsidize rents, an upward pressure on site
costs implied higher development costs and
hence even higher rent levels.
The Supreme Court accepted the Louisville
case for review, but the Government, perhaps

concerned about the effects of a possible ad-

verse decision on other cases at various stages

of judicial review, decided at the last momentâ

on the morning of the day on which the Court

had set the case down for oral argumentâto

withdraw its appeal. This decision engendered

some bitterness among the dedicated proponents

of a public effort to improve housing conditions,

including some lawyers who felt that there was a

reasonably good prospect of obtaining a deci-

sion overruling the circuit court. However that

might have been, the decision of the Department

of Justice not to proceed further ended the case.

In this general context, Senator Wagner of

New York introduced S. 2392 of the 74th Con-

gressâ"A Bill to Promote the Public Health,

Safety, and Welfare by Providing for the Elimina-

tion of Insanitary and Dangerous Housing Condi-

tions, to Relieve Congested Areas, to Aid in the

Construction and Supervision of Low-rental

Dwelling Accommodations, and to Further Na-

tional Industrial Recovery Through the Employ-

ment of Labor and Materials."

S. 2392 would have established a permanent

Division of Housing within the Department of the

Interior. The emergency-born Division of Housing

was then located in the Federal Emergency Ad-

ministration of Public Works (PWA). The Admin-

istrator was Harold Ickes, who was also Secre-

tary of the Interior. The arrangement proposed in

the bill was, therefore, more than a formalistic

change, because PWA was not actually in Inte-

rior, but rather was directed by an Administrator

who happened also to be Secretary.

S. 2392 also would have authorized appro-

priations of $800 million for loans and grants to

"encourage, aid, assist, and cooperate with local

public-housing bodies to formulate and to exe-

cute slum clearance and low-rent public-housing

programs and projects." Thus in this earliest ver-

sion the legislation acknowledged receipt of the

message from the Court: The Federal Govern-

ment was prepared to bow out as the principal

sponsor, owner and manager of public housing

projects; henceforth, its role mainly would be to

give financial assistance to Sta'e and local agen-

cies. The term "local public housing body" was

defined to mean "... a State, territorial, county,

or municipal housing corporation or authority,

authorized and empowered by statutory enact-

ment to clear slums and/or to provide housing

at a low rental for persons of low income." 21

It is worthy of note that the "Declaration of

Policy" proposed in this forerunner bill, after re-

ferring to "congested and insanitary housing . . .

which seriously affect the public health, safety,

morals and welfare ... of the American people,"

laid down a gloomy conclusion that future expe-

rience was not substantially to change: "It is

found that the correction of these conditions is

impossible by private initiative and funds . . . ." "

What strikes the contemporary viewer in this

review of the proposed bill is the variety and dis-

parity of purposes that were thought to be the

concerned about the effects of a possible adverse decision on other cases at various stages
of judicial review, decided at the last momenton the morning of the day on which the Court
had set the case down for oral argument-to
withdraw its appeal. This decision engendered
some biterness among the dedicated proponents
of a public effort to improve housing conditions,
including some lawyers who felt that there was a
reasonably good prospect of obtaining a decision overruling the circuit court. However that
might have been, the decision of the Department
of Justice not to proceed further ended the case.
In this general context, Senator Wagner of
New York introduced S. 2392 of the 74th Congress-"A Bill to Promote the Public Health,
Safety, and Welfare by Providing for the Elimination of Insanitary and Dangerous Housing Conditions, to Relieve Conges:ed Areas, to Aid in the
Construction and Supervision of Low-rental
Dwelling Accommodations, and to Further National Industrial Recovery Through the Employment of Labor and Materials."
S. 2392 would have established a permanent
Division of Housing within the Department of the
Interior. The emergency-born Division of Housing
was then located in the Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works (PWA). The Administrator was Harold Ickes, who was also Secretary of the Interior. The arrangement proposed in
the bill was, therefore, more than a formalistic
change, because PWA was not actually in Interior, but rather was directed by an Administrator
who happened also to be Secretary.
S. 2392 also wou~d have authorized appropriations of $800 million for loans and grants to
"encourage, aid, assist, and cooperate with local
public-housing bodies to formulate and to execute slum clearance and low-rent public-housing
programs and projects." Thus in this earliest version the legislation acknowledged receipt of the
message from the Court: The Federal Government was prepared to bow out as the principal
sponsor, owner and manager of public housing
projects; henceforth, its role mainly would be to
give financial assistance to Sta'e and local agencies. The term "local public housing body" was
defined to mean " ... a State, territorial, county,
or municipal housing corporation or authority,
authorized and empowered by statutory enactment to clear slums and/or to provide housing
at a low rental for persons of low income." 21
It is worthy of note that the "Declaration of
Policy" proposed in this forerunner bill, after re-

object and justification of the legislation. Its

sponsor, Senator Wagner of New York, chose to

remain on the sidelines and let others speak for

n S 2392. 74th Congress, lst Session, sec . 9.

ferring to "congested and insanitary housing ...
which seriously affect the public health, safety,
morals and welfare ... of the American people,"
laid down a gloomy conclusion that future experience was not substantially to change: "It is
found that the correction of these conditions Is
impossible by private initiative and funds .... " 22
What strikes the contemporary viewer in this
review of the proposed bill is the variety and disparity of purposes that were thought to be the
object and justification of the legislation. Its
sponsor, Senator Wagner of New York, chose to
remain on the sidelines and let others speak for
the purposes of his bill.
Represen~atives of the Public Health Service
viewed the proposal as dealing with abatement
of health hazards. They called attention to the
typical lack in the slums of adequate ventilation,
sewage disposal, screening, and pure water, and
the resulting prevalence of tuberculosis, pneumonia, typhoid fever, diphtheria, and other ills.2s
The witness who spoke for the United Mine
Workers applauded the measure as in the interest of economic recovery and the provision of
better living standards for low income workers,
but he saw it more specifically as offering a
means of breaking through the company town
arrangements then prevalent in mining areas,
and thus of redressing the imbalance of strength
between owners and workers in the collective
bargaining process. 24
Rabbi Israel, Vice President of the National
Public Housing Conference, saw the justification
for the proposed program mainly in what he
thought would be its remedial effects with respect to crime, juvenile delinquency, and infant
mortalily.2~

A spokesman for the National Urban League
quoted with approval the statement of a former
Secretary of Commerce that, "The Negro's housing problem is part of the general prob!em of
providing enough housing of acceptable standards for the low income groups in our society."
Neverthe'ess, he went on to support the bill on
the premise that it might help to solve the special housing problems of the black communities
of the nationY'
The witness on behalf of the Building Trades
Department, American Federation of Labor,
called attention to the high rates of unemp~oy
ment in the building trades. Although he made it
,., Ibid .. sec. 1.
Hearings before the Senate Committee on Education and Labor,
74th Congress, 1st Session, on S. 2392. June 4·7. 1935. p. 7 fl .
.. Ibid .• pp. 11.12
.., Ibid., p. 13.
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the purposes of his bill.

Representatives of the Public Health Service

viewed the proposal as dealing with abatement
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clear that he was not appearing to endorse any

particular bill or proposal, he urged that some-

thing be done promptly to meet a "twofold pur-

pose"âi.e., to stimulate employment in construc-

tion and to relieve the housing conditions of low

income workers."

Other witnesses called attention to the de-

plorable conditions existing in the slums: over-

crowding, disease, filth, infestation by rats, and

ruthless profiteering on the part of mainly absen-

tee landlords.

Only one witnessâCatherine Bauerâmade

any serious effort to give the Senate Committee

on Education and Labor a broader sense of

perspective concerning the sweep of the prob-

lems in which it was embroiling itself. In lan-

guage that reads as aptly today as when it was

used 40 years ago, she told the committee:

The major part of the housing problem is a simple

economic fact: Ordinary private enterprise is totally unable

to provide adequate new housing at a rental or sale price

which families in the middle and lower income groups can

clear that he was not appearing to endorse any
particular bill or proposal, he urged that something be done promptly to meet a "twofold purpose"-Le., to stimulate employment in construction and to relieve the housing conditions of low
income workersY
Other witnesses called attention to the deplorable conditions existing in the slums: overcrowding, disease, filth, infestation by rats, and
ruthless profiteering on the part of mainly absentee landlords.
Only one witness-Catherine Bauer-made
any serious effort to give the Senate Committee
on Education and Labor a broader sense of
perspective concerning the sweep of the problems in which it was embroiling itself. In language that reads as aptly today as when it was
used 40 years ago, she to!d the committee:

pay. This situation is apparently permanent in our national

economy.28

The chairman pointed out that the 14 million

units that the witness had said were needed in

the next 10 years would involve, at 1935 costs

($4,000 per unit) an investment of $56 billion.

Miss Bauer was unmoved. "There is no way

The major part of the housing problem is a simple
economic fact: Ordinary private enterprise is totally unable
to provide adequate new housing at a rental or sale price
which families in the middle and lower income groups can
pay. This situation is apparently permanent in our national
economy.28

out..." she told the chairman.

The highly pragmatic flavor of much reaction

to the proposal is abundantly clear in the record.

Thus, for example, the Associated General Con-

tractors filed a statement supporting the bill, but

urged that it be amended to provide that the

projects would be constructed through competi-

tive bidding." The Council of Real Estate Asso-

ciations, on the other hand, sent a letter in oppo-

sition, predicting that enactment of such a bill,

". . . will destroy existing real-estate values and

will prevent local municipalities from collecting

taxes which they need so badly at the present

time." 30

Only two organizations appeared in outright

opposition. The President of the Bronx Borough

Taxpayers League told the committee,

A spokesman for the Real Estate Owners

Association of the 12th and 19th wards of Man-

ha:tan took a slightly less apocalyptic view. "We

want to be recorded in opposition," he said,

for we feel there is no necessity for any construc-

tion 'and the right thing to do would be to rehabilitate the

old houses, because they are the only things that can pro-

duce a low rent.32

The year 1935 was one of gestation only.

The chairman pointed out that the 14 million
units that the witness had said were needed in
the next 10 years would involve, at 1935 costs
($4,000 per unit) an investment of $56 billion.
Miss Bauer was unmoved. "There is no way
out ... " she told the chairman.
The highly pragmatic flavor of much reaction
to the proposal is abundantly clear in the record.
Thus, for example, the Associated General Contractors filed a statement supporting the bill, but
urged that it be amended to provide that the
projects would be constructed through competitive bidding.~9 The Council of Real Estate AssoCiations, on the other hand, sent a letter in opposition, predicting that enactment of such a bill,
". . . will destroy existing real-estate values and
will prevent local municipalities from collecting
taxes which they need so badly at the present
time." 30
Only two organizations appeared in outright
opposition. The President of the Bronx Borough
Taxpayers League told the committee,

The Senate hearings identified many of the

needs, the problems, and the forces at work for

and against a Federal initiative in this new area.

However, neither the House nor the Senate took

action in the 1st session of the 74th Congress.

We believe that it [the bill) is going to be the beginning of the end of private ownership of real estate. If we
are going to have communism and socialism we prefer to
go about it in a straightforward way and not in a roundabout way.31

1936

In the 1935 hearings, some witnesses with

long professional involvement in housing matters

had expressed a preference for some of the spe-

cific provisions contained in a bill introduced by

Representative Ellenbogen of Pennsylvania, as

Ibid .•
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compared with those in Senator Wagner's ver-

sion Mr. Ellenbogen's 1935 bill did not even

reach public hearings, but the message was not

lost on those in Congress anxious to procure
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A spokesman for the Real Estate Owners
Association of the 12th and 19th wards of Manha:tan took a slightly less apocalyptic view. "We
want to be recorded in opposition," he said,
... for we feel there is no necessity for any construction and the right thing to do would be to rehabilitate the
old 'houses, because they are the only things that can produce a low rent.32

The year 1935 was one of gestation only.
The Senate hearings identified many of the
needs, the problems, and the forces at work for
and against a Federal initiative in this new area.
However, neither the House nor the Senate took
action in the 1st session of the 74th Congress.

1936
In the 1935 hearings, some witnesses with
long professional involvement in housing matters
had expressed a preference for some of the specific provisions contained in a bill introdu~ed by
Representa'ive Ellenbogen of Pennsylvania, as
compared with those in Senator Wagner's version. Mr. Ellenbogen's 1935 bill did not even
reach public hearings, but the message was not
lost on those in Congress anxious to procure
some form of legislation.
There appears to have been no question
that Senator Wagner of New York generally was
assumed to be the leader of and spokesman for
what may loosely be called the public housing
effort. By the time the 2nd session of the 74th
Congress turned to these matters, the Senator
and Mr. Ellenbogen had accommodated their
views and introduced identical biJIs-S. 4424
and
12164. The new bills included not only
many of Mr. Ellenbogen's ideas, but also refinements and improvements which originated with a
number of people in private and public life with
whom they consulted informally.
As a result the relatively brief and general
bill proposed in 1935 was replaced by a much
more carefully drafted, more complex piece of
legis!ation.
Presumably to facilitate the development of
a consensus in support of the bill, the diverse
motivations of those supporting it were not so
much sorted out or clarified as embraced, in one
catch-all statement of purpose in which anyone
at all favorably inclined might find something to
which to respond. ALer various findings of fact,
the bi II set forth that:
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It is hereby declared to be the policy of the United

States to promote the general welfare of the Nation by em-

ploying its funds and credit, as provided in this Act, to as-

sist the several States and their political subdivisions to al-

leviate unemployment and to remedy the unsafe and

insanitary housing conditions and the acute shortage of de-

cent, safe and sanitary dwellings for families of low income

that are injurious to the health, safety and morals of the

citizens of the Nation.â¢'â¢'â¢

This language survived with only minor changes

It Is hereby declared to be the policy of the United
States to promote the general welfare of the Nation by employing its funds and credit, as provided in this Act, to assist the several States and their political subdivisions to alleviate unemployment and to remedy the unsafe and
insanitary housing conditions and the acute shortage of decent, safe and sanitary dwellings for families of low income
that are injurious to the health, safety and morals of the
citizens of the Nation.33

"present and recurring" unemployment, and a

phrase making clear that the objectionable con-

ditions existed in both urban and rural areas.

What is notable about the quoted statement

is that, although it commits the Congress to look

favorably upon full employment, good health and

safety, and sound moral standards, it conspicu-

ously says nothing about housing policy as such,

except as that may be deemed to be ancillary to

the ends actually spelled out.

Conceivably, the authors of this paragraph

intended to put the Congress on record as say-

ing thatâas a matter of national policyâall

Americans should be decently housed, regard-

less of their economic status and capacities. lf

so, they grievously failed. What seems more

likely is that they deliberately avoided such a

challenge out of deference to the immense fig-

ures such an undertaking would involve (e.g., the

$56 billion mentioned the year before by Chair-

man Walsh to the unflinching Miss Bauer), and

out of an abundance of caution about seeming

to invade what might be thought to be the pre-

serves of private enterprise. ln either event, it is

not too extreme to think that in this formulation

a profoundly disabling ambivalence was built

into the American approach to subsidized hous-

ing which was to plague it far into what then

was the distant future.

The new bill featured many refinements and

some new inventions. The 1935 bill had included

only one defined termâ"local public housing

body." This was defined as "... a State, terri-

torial, county, or municipal housing corporation

or authority, authorized and empowered by statu-

tory enactment to clear slums and/or to provide

housing at a low rental for persons of low in-

come." S. 4424 added a number of other impor-

tant terms to the technical language: "low-rent

housing," "families of low income," "slum" and

"slum clearance," and others. Of particular sig-

nificance, perhaps, was the definition of "families

of low income," who were declared to be those

who,

. . . cannot afford to pay enough to lnduce private enter-

prise in their locality to build an adequate supply of decent,

safe and sanitary dwellings for their use."

Clearly, this was one of a number of oppor-

tunities to define such families (for housing pur-

poses) as those who could not afford, by some

reasonable and generally acceptable test, to

. . . cannot afford to pay enough to induce private enterprise in their locality to build an adequate supply of decent,
safe and sanitary dwellings for their use.3~

This language survived with only minor changes
in the 1937 act as finally agreed to. Principal
changes were the addition of a reference to
"present and recurring" unemployment, and a
phrase making clear that the objectionable conditions existed in both urban and rural areas.
What is notable about the quoted statement
is that, although it commits the Congress to look
favorably upon full employment, good health and
safety, and sound moral standards, it conspicuously says nothing about housing policy as such,
except as that may be deemed to be ancillary to
the ends actually spelled out.
Conceivably, the authors of this paragraph
intended to put the Congress on record as saying that-as a matter of national policy-all
Americans shou!d be decently housed, regardless of their economic status and capacities. If
so, they grievously failed. What seems more
likely is that they de~iberately avoided such a
challenge out of deference to the immense figures such an undertaking would involve (e.g., the
$56 billion mentioned the year before by Chairman Walsh to the unflinching Miss Bauer), and
out of an abundance of caution about seeming
to invade what might be thought to be the preserves of private enterprise. In either event, it is
not too extreme to think that in this formulation
a profoundly disabling ambivalence was built
into the American approach to subsidized housing which was to plague it far into what then
was the distant future.
The new bill featured many refinements and
some new invenHons. The 1935 bill had inc!uded
only one defined term-"Iocal public housing
bo?y." This was defined as " . . . a State, territonal, county, or municipal housing corporation
or authority, authorized and empowered by statutory enactment to clear slums and lor to provide
housing at a low rental for persons of low income." S. 4424 added a number of other important terms to the technical !anguage: "low-rent
housing," "families of low income," "slum" and
"slum clearance," and others. Of particular significance, perhaps, was the definition of "families

C!early, this was one of a number of opportunities to define such families (for housing purposes) as those who could not afford, by some
reasonable and generally acceptable test, to
house themselves decently without some form of
assis'ance or subsidy. Instead, the approach selected was a definition that did not in fact Identify anybody, and that mainly served to soothe
those who were apprehensive about the possibility of Government competition with private business. Here, perhaps, can be discovered the first
roots of such moral and ethical di~emmas as the
"20 percent gap" which entered the picture at
later stages.
Instead of a Housing Division in the In'erior
Department, the new bill would have established
a U.S. Housing Authority headed by a five-man
board, of which the Secretary of the Interior
would be one member, ex officio.
Provision was made for grants up to 45 percent of to~al development or acquisition cost,
payable either in full in advance or deferred (in
who~e or in part) in the form of an annuity to be
paid over a period not to exceed 60 years. Appropriation of $326 million over 4 years was authorized for grants.
Also authorized were loans to public housing agencies and "limited-profit" (I.e., private)
housing agencies, up to the full amount of the
deve~opment cost (less any initial capital grant)
in the former case, and up to 85 percent in the
latter. Borrowing authority of $650 million was
provided to the authority to obtain funds for
such loans.
Finally, the bill provided for "demonstration"
-that is, federally built and operated-projects,
" ... to demonstrate to localities the benefits to
be derived therefrom."
The general themes of support and opposition which had been evident in the 1935 hearings
were repeated in 1936, although it is clear that
the hearings were more definitely purposeful, the
witnesses more concerned, and the appearance
less pro forma than the year before. The Secretary of the Interior endorsed the bill,~5 as did
the Secretary of Labor. (In passing, Secretary
Ickes threw some light on the troubles of the

.. S. 4424, 74th Congress. 2nd SeSSion. lee. 1.
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in the 1937 act as finally agreed to. Principal

changes were the addition of a reference to

of low income," who were declared to be those
who,

house themselves decently without some form of

assis'ance or subsidy. lnstead, the approach se-

lected was a definition that did not in fact iden-

tify anybody, and that mainly served to soothe

those who were apprehensive about the possibil-

ity of Government competition with private busi-

ness. Here, perhaps, can be discovered the first
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PWA emergency housing program, which may

have a bearing on his interest in finding a new

approach. According to his testimony, of some

$400 million of emergency funds allotted for

housing projects, considerably more than half

was impounded and reprogramed for other pur-

poses before it could be used.) The labor move-

ment was represented this time by no less than

the President of the American Federation of

Labor, William Green, who endorsed it with the

observation that,

*

We regard the measure as of deep economic and so-

cial significance, and we interpret it as being in a very

PWA emergency housing program, which may
have a bearing on his interest in finding a new
approach. According to his testimony, of some
$400 million of emergency funds allotted for
housing projects, considerably more than half
was impounded and reprogramed for other purposes before it could be used.) The labor movement was represented this time by no less than
the President of the American Federation of
Labor, William Green, who endorsed it with the
observation that,

large degree a remedy for unemployment.38

That Mr. Green's endorsement was intended

as something less than an all-out declaration of

war on substandard housing is suggested by his

We regard the measure as of deep economic and social significance, and we interpret it as being in a very
large degree a remedy for unemployment.:HI

testimony that he could identify four important

points in the pending measure. Two of these

were the necessity of "... adequate safeguards

against Government competition with legitimate

private enterprise," and "... measures to keep

down the Federal expenditures to the minimum

. . . ." He did, however, use a phrase that this and

subsequent committees were to hear many times

in the years that followed. "We are face to face"

he told the committee, "with an acute housing

shortage."37

That the private sector did not view Senator

Wagner's bill with universal hostility is made

clear by the appearance, for example, of a wit-

ness on behalf of the prestigious banking and in-

vestment firm of Blythe & Company of New York,

who warmly endorsed the bill, with the observa-

tion that it should mean ". . . private capital can

be drawn into the investment field of low-rent

better housing under the terms of the bill." 38 (An

astute and far-sighted observation. By the 1960's,

of course, guaranteed tax-exempt notes and

bonds of local housing (and later urban renewal)

agencies had become the largest single compo-

nent of the national' market in State and munici-

pal obligations, but at the time Mr. Couffer ap-

peared these instruments had not even been

invented, much less sold in the market.) The

publisher of the Philadelphia Record and the

New York Evening Post not only supported the

bill, but took the trouble to attend the Senate

hearings to say so in person.â¢ The chairman of

the Federal Home Loan Bank Board spoke with

high favor of the objectives of the legislation (al-

* Ibid., p. 76.

"Ibid., p. 81.

"Ibid., p. 109.

*>lbid., p. 149.

though he admitted he had not had time to study

it in any detail).

Although the record seems clear that sup-

port for the legislation had Increased from 1935

to 1936, it seems equally clear that there was lit-

That Mr, Green's endorsement was intended
as something less than an all-out declaration of
war on substandard housing is suggested by his
testimony that he could identify four important
points in the pending measure. Two of these
were the necessity of " ... adequate safeguards
against Govemment competition with legitimate
private enterprise," and " , .. measures to keep
down the Federal expenditures to the minimum
. . . ." He did. however, use a phrase that this and
subsequent committees were to hear many times
in the years that followed. "We are face to face"
he told the committee. "with an acute housing
shortage." 37
That the private sector did not view Senator
Wagner's bill with universal hostility is made
clear by the appearance, for example, of a witness on behalf of the prestigious banking and investment firm of Blythe & Company of New York,
who warmly endorsed the bill. with the observation that it should mean " ... private capital can
be drawn into the investment field of low-rent
better housing under the terms of the bill." 3~ (An
astute and far-sighted observation. By the 1960's,
of course, guaranteed tax-exempt notes and
bonds of local housing (and later urban renewal)
agencies had become the largest single component of the national' market in State and municipal obligations, but at the time Mr. Couffer appeared these instruments had not even been
invented, much less sold in the market.) The
publisher of the Philadelphia Record and the
New York Evening Post not only supported the
bill, but took the trouble to attend the Senate
hearings to say so in person. 1 The chairman of
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board spoke with
high favor of the objectives of the legislation (al(1

tle, if any, more agreement among its supporters

as to precisely what they were in favor of, and

why. Senator Wagner himself in presenting his

bill to the committee, virtually brushed off the

subject of housing and bore down heavily on his

expectation that the new program would contrib-

ute to economic recovery and the relief of unem-

ployment. Other witnesses supplied their own

notions of the aims that the legislation was to
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though he admitted he had not had time to study
it in any detail).
Although the record seems clear that support for the legislation had Increased from 1935
to 1936, it seems equally clear that there was little, if any, more agreement among its supporters
as to precisely what they were in favor of, and
why. Senator Wagner himself in presenting his
bill to the committee, virtually brushed off the
subject of housing and bore down heavily on his
expectation that the new program would contribute to economic recovery and the relief of unemployment. Other witnesses supplied their own
notions of the aims that the legislation was to
achieve. An example both representative and
comprehensive was the support offered by a Mr,
Colleran, President of the Operative Plasterers
and Cement Finishers International, AFL. Of a
bill ostensibly addressed to a solution for the nation's vast and intractable housing problems, Mr.
Colleran said:
Now, in conclusion, we heartily approve and pray for
the passage of this housing bill, for the reasons, first. of Its
potentialities toward the relief of unemployment; second .
for its long-range planning effects which will stabilize employment; third, for its slum clearance, which will help
eradicate sickness and pestilence, which, in turn. will
lessen crime; and, finally, this is the "big push" that was
needed to end depression. 1o

So much for a national housing policy--a
subject to which the Congress would not specifically address itself for another 13 years.
The grounds of opposition on the part of
those who appeared to state their views were
also much the same, though the record does not
reflect other arguments that undoubtedly were
made in private offices and in the hallways of
the Capitol. Mr. Pederson of the New York Council of Real Estate Associations, restated the
warnings of doom:
We believe that it would be the beginning of the end
of private ownership, and it will eventually create communism and chaos, and we are opposed to it for that reason .... H

Viewing the problem in general, and differing widely from Mr. Green of the AFL, Mr. Pederson observed that, "We do not believe that any
housing shortages exist in any part of this
country."'" He urged the use of the abundant vacancies which he said were available and "habitable and sanitary" (as well as cheap), and
stressed the importance of tenant maintenance.
He called the committee's attention to certain

., Ibid. p. 180
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properties with which he was familiar that were

". . . just as clean and wholesome as any apart-

ments I have seen." He continued, "Of course,

there were no modern improvements, no bath-

rooms, no electric lights in the apartments." Â«

It was Mr. Pederson also who offered a

thought that was to be echoed many years later

as part of the reasoning for suspending the sub-

sidized housing programs that had evolved over

the intervening years. Challenged by the commit-

tee to propose something, he observed: "The root

of the evil is the people do not earn enough

money to live in what the proponents of this bill

call decent housing accommodations."

Mr. Herbert Nelson, appearing on behalf of

the National Association of Real Estate Boards,

questioned the necessity or desirability of creat-

ing yet another Government agency to deal with

housing. He said:

I have here a pamphlet issued by the Government

called "Services of the Federal Government to Home Own-

ers and Tenants," and the first page of this pamphlet lists

more than 40 present agencies set up by the Federal Gov-

ernment to deal with various questions in the housing

properties with which he was familiar that were
" ... just as clean and wholesome as any apartments I have seen." He continued, "Of course,
there were no modern improvements, no bathrooms, no electric lights in the apartments."13
It was Mr. Pederson also who offered a
thought that was to be echoed many years later
as part of the reasoning for suspending the subsidized housing programs that had evolved over
the intervening years. Challenged by the committee to propose something, he observed: "The root
of the evil is the people do not earn enough
money to live in what the proponents of this bill
call decent housing accommodations."
Mr. Herbert Nelson, appearing on behalf of
the National Association of Real Estate Boards,
questioned the necessity or desirability of creating yet another Government agency to deal with
housing. He said:

field.44

Mr. Nelson went on to make the somewhat baf-

fling observation that:

It is our feeling that in this country there is no partic-

ular necessity to subsidize housing projects, that we have

not so much a slum problem as a problem of blighted, or

I have here a pamphlet issued by the Government
called "Services of the Federal Government to Home Owners and Tenants," and the first page of this pamphlet lists
more than 40 present agencies set up by the Federal Government to deal with various questions in the housing
field."

run-down areas where people do not like to live and where

it is difficult to maintain desirable housing conditions,

which lead, of course, to undesirable social results.

Mr. Nelson went on to make the somewhat baffling observation that:

If there was little new in the arguments for

or against the Wagner bill of 1936, there were,

scattered through the record, suggestions of po-

tential problemsâclouds, perhaps none of them

larger than a man's hand. Certainly, none then

suggested the thunderstorms that would some

day gather around each of these issues, and

It is our feeling that in this country there is no particular necessity to subsidize housing projects, that we have
not so much a slum problem as a problem of blighted, or
run-down areas where people do not like to live and where
it is difficult to maintain desirable housing conditions,
which lead, of course. to undesirable social results.

bring to grief the very program which at that

time was being so ardently supported by the

very witnesses who raised them.

A few examples will suffice to illustrate this

perspective.

S. 4424 as it lay before the committee was

very clear in specifying that annual contributions

âwhere these were chosen over the alternative

possibility of initial capital grantsâwere to be

provided for in a contract "guaranteeing such

fixed and uniform payments over such fixed pe-

riod" (i.e., a period not exceeding 60 years, re-

garded as an alternate choice to the loan

provision).45

It is clear that this provision was intended to

reflect what its proponents believed to be one of

the key elements in the British public housing

program, from which many of the concepts of

the American legislation were drawn. Dr. Edith

Wood defined this aspect of the British lesson

for the committee in these terms:

... it has always taken the form of fixed annual sub-

If there was little new in the arguments for
or against the Wagner bill of 1936, there were,
scattered through the record, suggestions of potential problems-clouds, perhaps none of them
larger than a man's hand. Certainly, none then
suggested the thunderstorms that would some
day gather around each of these issues, and
bring to grief the very program which at that
time was being so ardently supported by the
very witnesses who raised them.
A few examples will suffice to illustrate this
perspective.
S. 4424 as it lay before the committee was
very clear in specifying that annual contributions
-where these were chosen over the alternative
possibility of initial capital grants-were to be
provided for in a contract "guaranteeing such
fixed and uniform payments over such fixed period" (Le., a period not exceeding 60 years, re-

garded as an alternate choice to the loan
provision).1r.
It is clear that this provision was intended to
reflect what its proponents believed to be one of
the key elements in the British public housing
program, from which many of the concepts of
the American legislation were drawn. Dr. Edith
Wood defined this aspect of the British lesson
for the committee in these terms:
. . . it has always taken the form of fixed annual subsidies to the local authorities which build and operate the
houses, and also fixed for a given number of years, so In
undertaking any housing projects the local authority could
know exactly what it had to count on per house. iG

later, for a variety of reasons which will be
touched upon, the American plan was modified
so that only the number of years was "fixed,"
and only the debt service was "guaranteed." The
result was that while the bondholders "could
know exactly what [they] had to count on," the
local authorities could not. In time, this seemingly innocuous change was to have (and is still
having) profound effects on such diverse matters
as standards for initial and continuing occupancy, policies for fixing rent levels, pOlicies
governing maintenance and operating reserves,
and still others.
Related to the question of a fixed annual
contribution was the doubt expressed by some
as to whether another approach to subsidizing
low rent housing might not be preferable. Foreshadowed in these early discussions were techniques which were later undertaken under such
programs as rent supplements, sections 235 and
236, and the ongoing housing allowance experiments.
Thus, the then Secretary of Labor, Miss Perkins, argued that the provisions of the bill would
require some sort of means test for the occupants of public housing, which she said would
be " ... very difficult to administer, and very repugnant to our ordinary point of view in American life . . . ." As an alternative, she suggested:
I think it would be a much better approach if the Government provided for it on a basis of, say, an annual subsidy of the difference between the economic rent on the
building which is built under the stimulated plan and the
rent which those living in it can afford to pay. H

By contrast, Miss Bauer, one of the more
widely recognized housing specialists to appear
before the committee, referred to the various

sidies to the local authorities which build and operate the

houses, and also fixed for a given number of years, so in

undertaking any housing projects the local authority could

know exactly what it had to count on per house.40

•. Ibid., P 332.
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touched upon, the American plan was modified

so that only the number of years was "fixed,"

and only the debt service was "guaranteed." The
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proposals then being advanced fOf "rent subaj·
dies," and observed:
. . . IPparenlty .. . wNiI mo.t peo pll mean by It. [II I
thlt I sublldy .houtd be pr()vlded d lreclty to IIc h Ilmily
In IccordanCl wllh tlllt Ilmlly'l nMd .
TII.t mean. I vlr llble lub. ldy cll.ng l ~ witll IIcll
I.m ll y In .Ic ll .p.rtmlnt or IIcll hou... Ind a llO cll.nglng, prllumably Irom OM monlll to l noiller. o r It I,ut one
yec., 10 enolhlr.
TIIlt II 1 *lullly Impolllbt, 01 adm lni.lretlon. IlItor'
would not be .ny WlY to c.,ry out luch I .ub.idy."

Or, Wood addressed her3811 to the same
subject. She pointed out that subsidies would
take any of I[ve forma: " (1) lump-sum grants, (2)
interest subsidy, (3) Ilxed annual grants . . . ,
(4) tax exemption, or (5) rent subsidy, " She
strongly advocated following the British example
in the form of fixed , uniform annual subsidies.
Alluding to the support of rent subsidies by
the Chamber of Commerce and the building and
loan associations, she suggested that " . . , what
they rnaant was family relief locally edmlnls·
tered ," She grounded her objection to this. not
upon Ita Inherent admin istrative difficulties, but
on principle:
. . . I w.nt to Illte Imph.tlca lly tllal to giV'l I ny such
trend .. Ihl' to our 11II1.I,Uon wo uld be to dlrllt tile
wlloll purpose .nd .nd In vl.w. II I. nol Ilmlty ..Ilel _
.rl .ltlt: it II lhe bfIoglnnlng 01 flmedying I N.tlon-wlde
cond ition , lhe hou.lng 01 I V'lry lubatlntl l l Ih... 01 till
populltlon . , , who Itl unlb ll to pay I hlgll Inough ..nt
to InducI p,lvI'1 enterprl.. to build mod..n house. lor
them .• '

Thus, more than a year before the U.S.
Housing Act 01 1937 was actually enacted , Dr,
Wood propounded a fundamental question to the
committee: What Is, or should be, the objective
of such a program? Is It in essence a form of
welfare assistance to the needy, or is It on the
other hand "remedying" a nationwide housing
condition? The question remained unanswered,
and stili does. Dr. Wood's dilemma Is as alive,
as relevant, and as unsettled In 1974 as It was In
1936.
Another Issue that was to loom larger with
the passing years was touched on by Mr. Grimm,
a real estate man who apparently appeared on
his own behalf because of his interest In the
subject matter. in the course of a statement CCN·
erlng a varIety of matters, Mr. Grimm remarked :
II II Nirdly conducive to di ligence Ot the will to 11m
.IMI "V'I 10 lind IhIt the lru lll 0 1 OM 'I labor c an purc h_
Ie.. dellrable hornet Ihln .tl provldld lot tho.. who Cln·
nol or will not l am or "VI .. mUCh,"

p. _

·Ibld _. p _ , • .

---
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Mr. Grimm may not have worded his poInt Id~
ally, but nevertheless he had put his finger on a
grave difficulty that was to plague the public
housing program Increasingly with the pas-age
01 time : How Is the policeman, the postman, the
schoolteacher. the clerk, or the farmer to be
persuaded that It Is eQuitable to tax his barely
sufficient Income In order to provide housing for
stili lower Income families at a higher standard
than he can afford tor himself, and for which he
Is declared to be Ineligible on the ground that
his earn Ings are too hIgh to admIt him to these
benefits? There was no comment-then-on the
massive psychologIcal and politIcal stumbling
block which Mr, Grimm thus pointed out.
Speaking many years before a majority of
the Congress was prepared to listen , Walter
White, Secretary of the NAACP, urged that,
It .hould be midi ct, .. In tM I Ct thlt tile.. lIoull~
pro lect• • hall be swl lllbll 10 I II AmlriCln, withoul fegard
to racl . c r"d . or color.61

Th Is should be done, he told the committee, not
merely to pay lip service to the American Ideal,
but on pract Ical grounds as well, and he cited
the tendency of local governments to provide
JewIsh and Negro projects a lower standard of
munic ipal services such as street paving and
lighting . and police and lIre protecllon. Mr, White
was thanked for hIs appearance.
Of somewhat less Import perhaps, but nev·
ertheless of Interest in the light of the subsequent evolullon of the program, was a cautionary
note sounded by a Kansas City developer.
Pressed for his general vIew of the bill, he con·
ceded the need for stum clearance, although he
saId that In his opInion the extent of the housIng
need was being exaggerated , He proposed what
we would now call larga.scale rehabilitation,
plus the buildIng of new tow cost homes. In discussIng costs he mentioned such matters as ra.
form 01 buildIng codes and the possibility of
making greater use 01 factory fabrlcaUon , But he
also told the commIttee:
It h.. not been our ",perllncl thai wllln yoy 90 out
Ind bu il d 50 hou.... o r • hu nd rld hou.... t hll tllere I. I
..vtng in Call OV'lr bu ilding Iwo o r thrl ' hoUsel ,I I tima.
I hlV'l Men I aood dl,1 0 1 , ta"manll by peop ll !tt" I ..
quoted on thl . ubject thll tlllre can be • la ving of ..
mucll II 20 percl nt In build ing 50 or tOO hou... It ani
ti me. Tha t hll not bie n our I XperlenCl . . . . Till ChelP
ho m.. thll I re bu ilt loCIay ' fl bu ill by I n Ind ividuII
bu ild.. wllo bu ild. two or til," It • " ma. HI lin no olfICI . hi h.. no .. 1I.man, III .orb on till job IIlm..II, hi
wll clll. I V'lry upend llu rl , Ind .. a ru ll hi can bu ild tha
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house just as cheaply as those who build 50 to 100 houses

at one time.

l think that is where the Government is going to be

disappointed in this project, by expecting that it can build

houses more cheaply by building a large number at a

How many of those then involved recog-

nized the significance of these fragments of

house just as cheaply as those who build 50 to 100 houses
at one time.
I think that Is where the Government is going to be
disappointed in this project, by expecting that it can build
houses more cheaply by building a large number at a
time. 52

handwriting on the wall is no longer possible to

determine. ln any event, they appear not to have

greatly swayed the legislative process. When the

Senate committee favorably reported the bill, the

ambivalence with respect to its purpose ap-

peared full blown in the language with which it

opened its presentation:

During the past 3 years, the Federal Government has

been committed to the policy of encouraging the develop-

ment of safe and sanitary homes for persons of low in-

come. [This is itself a highly dubious assertion, in the con-

text of the times.] General agreement has been reached

that this line of activity promotes the creation of useful em-

ployment opportunities for capital and labor, and at the

same time ameliorates living conditions that are conducive

to ill health, crime, and other social evils. â¢'â¢

The committee also said â no doubt with a

predominantly tactical purpose, but not less sig-

nificantly â "The bill represents a clarification

and simplification of governmental procedure

rather than an innovation." =*

How many of those then involved recognized the significance of these fragments of
handwriting on the wall is no longer possible to
determine. In any event, they appear not to have
greatly swayed the legislative process. When the
Senate committee favorably reported the bill, the
ambivalence with respect to its purpose appeared full blown in the language with which it
opened its presentation:
During the past 3 years, the Federal Government has
been committed to the policy of encouraging the development of safe and sanitary homes for persons of low income. [This is itself a highly dubious assertion, in the context of the times.] General agreement has been reached
that this line of activity promotes the creation of useful employment opportunities for capital and labor, and at the
same time ameliorates living conditions that are conducive
to ill health, crime, and other social evils.":l

The report included too what would appear

on its face to be an answer to the basic question

posed by Dr. Wood:

The committee is convinced that in dealing with the

housing of families of low income, systematic low rent

housing should be substituted for relief. This procedure will

be cheaper for the Government, more beneficial to busi-

ness, and infinitely more desirable to those of our citizens

who are now living in slums and blighted areas . . . .B5

The flourish appears to have been purely rhetori-

The committee also said-no doubt with a
predominantly tactical purpose, but not less significantly-"The bill represents a clarification
and simplification of governmental procedure
rather than an innovation." 5~
The report included too what would appear
on its face to be an answer to the basic question
posed by Dr. Wood:

tee was so persuaded, let alone "convinced."

One change that the committee made in

Senator Wagner's bill is of particular significance

in retrospect. Obviously dissatisfied with the fact

The committee is convinced that in dealing with the
housing of families of low income, systematic low rent
housing should be substituted for relief. This procedure will
be cheaper for the Government. more beneficial to business. and infinitely more desirable to those of our citizens
who are now living in slums and blighted areas .... 55

that the definition of "families of low income"

proposed in the bill failed to define such fami-

lies, the committee undertook a new approach.

"Families of low income," the bill as reported

said, means,

. . . families who lack sufficient income, without bene-

fit of financial assistance, to enable them to live in decent,

safe, and sanitary dwellings and under other than over-

Â»lbid., p. 328.

5 S, Rept. 2160, 74th Congress, 2nd Session.

* lbid., p. 2.

Â» ibid- p. 7.

crowded conditions: Provided, That no family shall be ac-

cepted as a tenant in any low-rent-housing project whose

The flourish appears to have been purely rhetorical, however. Nothing else in the report, or indeed in the bill itself, suggests that the committee was so persuaded, let alone "convinced."
One change that the committee made in
Senator Wagner's bill is of particular significance
in retrospect. Obviously dissatisfied with the fact
that the definition of "families of low income"
proposed in the bill failed to define such families, the committee undertook a new approach.
"Families of low income," the bill as reported
said. means,

aggregate income exceeds six times the rental of the quar-

ters to be furnished such family.â¢ [Amended on the floor

to five times the rental.]

By this change, the committee injected into

. . . families who lack sufficient income, without benefit of financial assistance, to enable them to live in decent,
safe, and sanitary dwellings and under other than over-

the bill the concept of a fixed mathematical rela-

tionship between eligibility, income, and rent lev-

elsâan inherently complex concept which was

to become more complex with the passage of

time and the evolution of the program, and the

By this change, the committee injected into
the bill the concept of a fixed mathematical relationship between eligibility, income, and rent levels-an inherently complex concept which was
to become more complex with the passage of
time and the evolution of the program, and the
ramifications of which, it seems certain, have not
yet been fully worked out.
One other set of related changes struck a
note of warning concerning what lay ahead for
the proposal that the committee had described
as a mere clarification of procedure, rather than
an innovation: The proposed authority for $650
million in borrowings by the new U.S. Housing
Authority (USHA) was reduced to $450 million,
and the authority for appropriations for grants
from $326 million to $10 million.
The Senate debated and passed the bill by
a comfortable margin (42 to 24), and with little
substantive change. But the Congress as a
whole was not yet ready to act. The House took
no action on the Senate bill (nor on the companion bills on the House side), and the whole matter thus went over for consideration in the 75th
Congress.

1937

cal, however. Nothing else in the report, or in-

deed in the bill itself, suggests that the commit-

crowded conditions: Provided, That no family shall be accepted as a tenant in any low-rent-housing project whose
aggregate income exceeds six times the rental of the quarters to be furnished such family."'; [Amended on the floor
to five times the rentaL]

Ibid., p.
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On the 24th of February in the 1st session
of the 75th Congress, Senator Wagner introduced S. 1685, the bill that was destined to become the U.S. Housing Act of 1937.
Mr. Wagner's new bill followed very closely
the provisions of the bill that had passed the
Senate the year before. The executive branch
had in the meantime drafted its own bill, which it
considered to be more carefully thought through
and worded. Senator Wagner and his advisers,
however, decided to follow the bill that the Senate had already approved. Perhaps the most
no:eworthy changes made by Mr. Wagner's bill
were that the authorization for appropriations for
grants was increased to $51 million for one year,
and the borrowing authority proposed to be provided for the new U.S. Housing Authority was increased to $1 billion, to become available over a
4-year period. (The $51 million appropriation was
the first year's increment of the $326 million proposed in the 1936 bill as introduced. The same
'" S. 4424 as

rep~,.l

.
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ramifications of which, it seems certain, have not

yet been fully worked out.

One other set of related changes struck a
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figure was retained in the 1937 proposal, but

subject to the limitation that contracts for annual

contributions could not be entered into aggregat-

ing more than $10 million per year during any

fiscal year, plus any leftover authorization from

prior years.)

The bill retained the restriction adopted ear-

lier by the Senate limiting eligibility for occu-

pancy to families whose income did not exceed

five times the rental of the quarters to be pro-

vided, but applied this test to "net income" (un-

defined), rather than to "aggregate income," and

provided that the rental for this purpose should

include the "value or cost" of utilities furnished

such families.5 7 lnterestingly, this provision was

moved from the subsection defining families of

low income to that defining the term "low rent

housing."

Another highly significant change concerned

the character of the annual contribution itself.

The 1936 bill had provided with respect to

the authority for grants thatâ"The Authority

shall embody the provisions for such grant in a

contract of grant guaranteeing such fixed and

uniform annual contributions over such fixed pe-

riod." The identical language was retained in

section 9(b) of S. 1685. lmmediately following

this sentence, however, the 1937 bill introduced

a quite new and, in the context, remarkable pro-

vision as follows:

Such annual contributions as are contracted for shall

be strictly limited to the amounts and period necessary, ln

the determination of the Authority, to assure the low rent

character of the housing project involved: Provided . . .

etc.

Here was, in the words of Gilbert and Sulli-

figure was retained In the 1937 proposal, but
subject to the limitation that contracts for annual
contributions could not be entered into aggregatIng more than $10 million per year during any
fiscal year, plus any leftover authorization from
prior years.)
The bill retained the restriction adopted earlier by the Senate limiting eligibility for occupancy to families whose income did not exceed
five times the rental of the quarters to be provided, but applied this test to "net income" (undefined), rather than to "aggregate income," and
provided that the rental for this purpose should
include the "value or cost" of utilities furnished
such families.~'1 Interestingly, this provision was
moved from the subsection defining families of
low income to that defining the term "low rent
housing."
Another highly significant change concerned
the character of the annual contribution itself.
The 1936 bill had provided with respect to
the authority for grants that-"The Authority
shall embody the provisions for such grant in a
contract of grant guaranteeing such fixed and
uniform annual contributions over such fixed period." The Identical language was retained in
section 9(b) of S. 1685. Immediately following
this sentence, however, the 1937 bill introduced
a quite new and, in the context, remarkable provision as follows:

van, a most ingenious paradox. The first two

sentences of the new section 9 declared unam-

biguously that grants to be made in the form of

annual contributions were to be contracted for

and made in "fixed and uniform" amounts, over

a fixed period not exceeding 60 years. The third

Such annual
be strictly limited
the determination
character of the
etc.

contributions as are contracted for shall
to the amounts and period necessary, in
of the Authority, to assure the low rent
housing project involved: Provided . . .

stated equally explicitly that the same annual

contributions were to be neither fixed nor uni-

form (though the period of years remained

"fixed"), but were to vary as necessary to limit

them "strictly" to the amounts deemed neces-

sary by the Authority to achieve the objective of

low rent housing.

The new sentence quoted above survived

the legislative process and remained in the law

as finally enacted, although its manifest contra-

diction of the basic prescription concerning an-

nual contributions was rendered slightly less

>< S. 1685, 75th Congress, 1st Session, sec. 2(1).

conspicuous by moving it into a different para-

graph.

lt seems reasonable to suppose that in add-

ing these words the sponsors of the 1937 bill

had little if anything more in mind than offering

some rhetorical assurance to doubtful Senators

that Federal grants would not be frivolously or

needlessly given out, but instead would be pru-

dently applied to the achievement of low rents.

Here was, in the words of Gilbert and Sullivan, a most Ingenious paradox. The first two
sentences of the new section 9 declared unambiguously that grants to be made in the form of
annual contributions were to be contracted for
and made in "fixed and uniform" amounts, over
a fixed period not exceeding 60 years. The third
stated equally explicitly that the same annual
contributions were to be neither fixed nor uniform (though the period of years remained
"fixed"), but were to vary as necessary to limit
them "strictly" to the amounts deemed necessary by the Authority to achieve the objective of
low rent housing.
The new sentence quoted above survived
the legislative process and remained in the law
as finally enacted, although its manifest contradiction of the basic prescription concerning annual contributions was rendered slightly less

lts ultimate effects, however, were far-reaching.

Clearly, the Authority could not make any

it
such "determination" as was required of it with-

out a periodic review of the facts and circum-

stances applicable to each projectânor, indeed,

did it ever attempt to do so. Out of this innova-

S. 1685. 75th Congrell, 111 Selslon , l eb. 2(1) .

conspicuous by moving it into a different paragraph.
It seems reasonable to suppose that in adding these words the sponsors of the 1937 bill
had little if anything more in mind than offering
some rhetorical assurance to doubtful Senators
that Federal grants would not be frivolously or
needlessly given out, but instead would be prudently applied to the achievement of low rents.
Its ultimate effects, however, were far-reaching.
Clearly, the Authority could not make any
such "determination" as was required of it without a periodic review of the facts and circumstances applicable to each project-nor, indeed,
did it ever attempt to do so. Out of this innovation. therefore, arose a management relationship
between the Authority and the local housing
agencies far more continuing and intimate than
had ever been visualized by the original proponents of public housing.
The language was the death knell of the
concept of fixed and dependable annual payments which Miss Bauer and Dr. Wood (and others) had stressed so heavily as critical to the
success of a system patterned on the British
model. For the local housing agencies were put
on notice from the beginning that prudence and
efficiency in management would result, not in a
somewhat more comfortable and stable financial
position for the local agency, but in a reduction
of the Federal subsidy, Thus too began the inevitable transformation of the annual contribution
from simply a means of securing low rents for
the families housed to a means of also securing
low interest rates upon the borrowed capital with
which the projects were developed; from a
means of guaranteeing the ability of the local
housing agencies to discharge their mission to a
means of also guaranteeing the bondholders
against any possibility of loss on their investments.
It is hardly an exaggeration, therefore, to
find in this little noticed sentence, added to the
1936 bi II in its 1937 form. the genesis of many of
the financial perplexities in which the public
housing program was to find itself many years
later.
It would be unduly repetitious and burdensome to follow the 1937 hearings in detail. The
main themes of support and opposition dominated the discussion. and indeed a great many
of the witnesses were the same. In tracing the
course of congressional consideration of the
public housing bill, therefore, it will be profitable
to turn attention to the actions of the congressional com 'r; . siill ~ mthe consideration of the
bill
~ rrn~r'1 ~ , WC~,
House.
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Senator Black (later Mr. Justice Black) re-

ported the bill favorably, although with amend-

ments, on July 23, 1937. lt is evident from the

first page of his report that 3 years of considera-

tion had done little to focus attention upon hous-

ing as such. The committee's presentation of the

bill for the consideration of the Senate began as

follows:

The main purposes of the bill are closely related to

general objectives frequently expressed. There is wide rec-

ognition of the imperative necessity for meeting the unem-

Senator Black (later Mr. Justice Black) reported the bill favorably, although with amendments, on July 23, 1937. It is evident from the
first page of his report that 3 years of consideration had done little to focus attention upon housing as such. The committee's presentation of the
bill for the consideration of the Senate began as
follows:

ployment problem on a long-range rather than a temporary

basis; for guiding the Federal Government's assistance to

business, labor, and the general public along lines dictated

by permanent rather than emergency objectives; for meas-

uring each dollar of public moneys spent in terms of its ul-

timate accomplishments rather than its immediate ameliora-

tive effects; and for withdrawing public assistance as

â¢ private capacity mounts, thus creating a balance wheel to

stabilize the industrial activity of the Nation.:H

The report did make some slight effort to

characterize the bill as a major housing pro-

gram. Describing the proposal as "long-range

The main purposes of the bill are closely related to
general objectives frequently expressed. There is wide recognition of the imperative necessity for meeting the unemployment problem on a long-range rather than a temporary
basis; for guiding the Federal Government's assistance to
business. labor, and the general public along lines dictated
by permanent rather than emergency objectives; for measuring each dollar of public moneys spent in terms of its ultimate accomplishments rather than its immediate ameliorative effects; and for withdrawing public assistance as
private capacity mounts, thus creating a balance wheel to
stabilize the industrial activity of the Nation.5~

and carefully planned," the committee said:

At a cost much cheaper than the terrible social and

business toll of unhealthful housingâin terms of disease,

crime, and maladjustmentâit will provide better living

quarters for millions who now dwell in dismal and insani-

The report did make some slight effort to
characterize the bill as a major housing program. Describing the proposal as "long-range
and carefully planned," the committee said:

tary surroundings."

Even the authors of the report can hardly

have intended this assertion as more than harm-

less hyperbole, however, in the light of the com-

mittee's own estimate that its bill would finance

At a cost much cheaper than the terrible social and
business toll of unhealthful housing-in terms of disease.
crime, and maladjustment-it will provide better living
quarters for millions who now dwell in dismal and insanitary surroundings. 59

the provision of about 175,000 units of low rent

housing (see page 10 of the same report).

A more accurate, or at least realistic, reflec-

tion of the committee's assessment of its initia-

tive probably is to be found in the report's dis-

cussion under the heading "Economic Objectives

of the Bill," where we read:

The first objective of the bill is to provide opportuni-

ties for reemployment in a preeminently useful type of en-

terprise ....

The committee is aware that the very modest public

assistance provided by the bill, if taken alone, would nei-

ther make a real dent upon slum conditions nor stimulate

general construction ....

Even the authors of the report can hardly
have intended this assertion as more than harmless hyperbole, however, in the light of the committee's own estimate that its bill would finance
the provision of about 175,000 units of low rent
housing (see page 10 of the same report).
A more accurate, or at least realistic, reflection of the committee's assessment of its initiative probably is to be found in the report's discussion under the heading "Economic Objectives
of the Bill," where we read:

. . . [but] with the Government supplying the neces-

sary spark, [it] will tend to ignite the building industry

generally, will remove one of the most serious forces now

operating against complete economic recovery, and will in-

troduced into that economic recovery a truly stabilizing

influence.'"

Before turning to the Senate's reception of

the bill on the floor, it may be useful to take

>S. Rept. 933, 75th Congress, 1st Session, p. 1.

1 ibid., p. 1.

1 lbid., pp. 3-6.

brief note of the changes that the committee it-

self had made in the new version introduced by

Senator Wagner.

The committee's amendment was a clean

bill in the nature of a substitute, but this appears

The first objective of the bill is to provide opportunities for reemployment in a preeminently useful type of enterprise ....
The committee is aware that the very modest public
assistance provided by the bill, if taken alone, would neither make a real dent upon slum conditions nor stimulate
general construction ....
. . . [but] with the Government supplying the necessary spark, [it] will tend to ignite the building industry
generally, will remove one of the most serious forces now
operating against complete economic recovery, and will introduced into that economic recovery a truly stabilizing
influence. eo

Before turning to the Senate's reception of
the bill on the floor, it may be useful to take

to have been essentially a parliamentary conven-

ience, because the changes made were not so

extensive that they could not have been handled

by reporting the bill with amendments.

.. S. Repl. 933, 751h Congress, lsi SeSSion, p. 1.
"Ibid., p. 1.
• Ibid., pp. 3-6.

brief note of the changes that the committee itself had made in the new version introduced by
Senator Wagner.
The committee's amendment was a clean
bill in the nature of a substitute, but this appears
to have been essentially a parliamentary convenience, because the changes made were not so
extensive that they could not have been handled
by reporting the bill with amendments.
Many of the changes were administrative in
nature, or technical, or merely clarifying. (For
example, the proposed three-member board of
directors for the Authority was replaced by a
five-member board, one of whom would have a
higher salary and the title of Administrator, etc.)
The committee did make some effort to reconcile
the hopeless conflict in the provisions of the bill
requiring that annual contributions be simultaneously "fixed and uniform" and variable, by inserting some general standards for regulations
that the Authority might issue governing maximum contributions, and by providing that the
contract respecting a particular project should
be reviewed, and if necessary modified, after 20
years, and at the close of each 10-year period
thereafter. How all this might be reconciled with
a 50-year contract for fixed and uniform contributions, the committee did not say.
The bill as reported also dropped the term
"grants" for the standard form of finincial assistance to be provided, and included separate
treatment of annual contributions and of initial
capital grants as an "alternative." These were
limited to not more than 25 percent of the development or acquisition cost of a project. (Later
discussion on the floor made it clear that neither
the proponents nor the opponents took this provision very seriously. A few pointed to the obstacle presented by the high initial cost, but more
doubted that any local community would opt for
a 25 percent grant when it could obtain a much
larger grant by going the annual contribution
route.)
More significant, as a measure of the delicate balance of support and skeptiCism that the
bill enjoyed, were the changes made in its financial provisions. Thus:
• The authority-proposed $10 million per
year in annual contributions contracts executed was reduced to $5 million in the first year
and $7.5 million in subsequent years.
• The $1 billion proposed borrowing authority for USHA was reduced to $700 million.
• The $51 million authority for appropriations contro
ri It, ~,ill as introduced was reduce
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Many of the changes were administrative in

nature, or technical, or merely clarifying. (For

example, the proposed three-member board of
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One other oddity is perhaps worth noting. ln

extolling the merits of the annual contributions

technique, the report said:

This system . . . has many merits. lt provides a con-

stant check against extravagance and waste in the opera-

One other oddity is perhaps worth noting. In
extolling the merits of the annual contributions
technique, the report said:

tion of projects. lt enables the Government to stop its con-

tribution at any time if the full benefit does not accrue to

those who need very low rentals or if people with higher

incomes are allowed to come into the projects. lt is the

only method which measures the aid given directly against

the rentals charged, which assures rent reductions for

every penny given, and which really reaches the underprivi-

leged poor.'''

One must suppose that some critical print-

ing deadline or similar circumstance accounts

This system . . . has many merits. It provides a conslant check against extravagance and waste in the operation of projects. It enables the Government to stop its contribution at any time il the full benefit does not accrue to
those who need very low rentals or if people with higher
incomes are allowed to come into the projects. It is the
only method which measures the aid given directly against
the rentals charged, which assures rent reductions for
every penny given, and which really reaches the underprivileged poor. 6l

for the fact that a paragraph, not only so inter-

nally inconsistent but so flatly in conflict with

provisions of the bill itself remained in the final

document.

Consistent with the general ambiguity of

purposes to which the committee saw itself re-

sponding, the title of the bill was amended to

add "eradication of slums" to the already formi-

dable list of its stated objectives.

lt would be incomplete to leave the subject

of the committee's actions on the bill committed

to it without calling attention to at least one ac-

tion that the committee did not take. This has to

do with the formulation of the considerations of

public policy upon which the Congress would be

invited to ground its action.

lt must be remembered that this was the

third version of a major bill which the Senate

Committee had considered in as many years,

and that it was acting amidst a general expecta-

tion that the bill would be enacted in some form

in that 1st session of the 75th Congress. The

various public housing bills had been urged

upon the committee by many different interests

and upon many different grounds. At least some

of the major witnesses supporting these bills

were deeply concerned about housing policy as

such.

lf, in fact, the committee had by then

reached the conclusion that it was contrary to

the public policy for a large proportion of the

American people to be very badly housed, and

that the solution of this problem was beyond ei-

ther the means of its victims or the resources of

private enterprise, it might clearly have invoked

the powers of government to attack that problem

as such, and might have proposed to base such

a policy on the acknowledged need, and on its

own merits.

Such a statement might have been formu-

lated in many different ways, but it would have

"lbid., p. 11.

been unmistakably a statement of housing policy.

Whatever its language, it would have declared it

to be inappropriate for a large part of the citi-

zenry of the United States to be living in degrad-

ing and uncivilized circumstances beyond their

power to remedy, and that, accordingly, as a

matter of public policy the Government had de-

termined to correct these conditions with all de-

One must suppose that some critical printing deadline or similar circumstance accounts
for the fact that a paragraph, not only so internally inconsistent but so flatly in conflict with
provisions of the bill itself remained in the final
document.
Consistent with the general ambiguity of
purposes to which the committee saw itself responding, the title of the bill was amended to
add "eradication of slums" to the already formidable list of its stated objectives.
It would be incomplete to leave the subject
of the committee's actions on the bill committed
to it without calling attention to at least one action that the committee did not take. This has to
do with the formulation of the considerations of
public policy upon which the Congress would be
invited to ground its action.
It must be remembered that this was the
third version of a major bill which the Senate
Committee had considered in as many years,
and that it was acting amidst a general expectation that the bill would be enacted in some form
in that 1st session of the 75th Congress. The
various public housing bills had been urged
upon the committee by many different interests
and upon many different grounds. At least some
of the major witnesses supporting these bills
were deeply concerned about housing policy as
such.
If, in fact, the committee had by then
reached the conclusion that it was contrary to
the public policy for a large proportion of the
American people to be very badly housed, and
that the solution of this problem was beyond either the means of its victims or the resources of
private enterprise, it might clearly have invoked
the powers of government to attack that problem
as such, and might have t'roposed to base such
a policy on the acknowledged need, and on its
own merits.
Such a statement might have been formulated in many different ways, but it would have

liberate speed and by all appropriate means.

11

Ibid., p. 11.

The committee, however, did nothing of the

sort. Although it gave verbal recognition to the

facts, its statement of "Findings and Policy" con-

sisted in the main of a detailed rationale for rais-
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been unmistakably a statement of housing policy.
Whatever its language, it would have declared it
to be inappropriate for a large part of the citizenry of the United States to be living in degrading and uncivilized circumstances beyond their
power to remedy, and that, accordingly, as a
matter of public policy the Government had determined to correct these conditions with all deliberate speed and by all appropriate means.
The committee, however, did nothing of the
sort. Although it gave verbal recognition to the
facts. its statement of "Findings and Policy" consisted in the main of a detailed rationale for raising the question at all. The "acute shortage of
decent. safe. and sanitary dwellings within the
financial reach of families of low income" was
not found to be a public evil in and of itself, but
instead was declared to be:
Inimical to the general wellare of the Nation by:
(a) encouraging the spread of disease and lowering
the level of health, morale. and vitality 01 large portions of
the American people;
(b) increasing the hazards of fire, aCCidents. and natural calamities;
(c) subjecting the moral standards 01 the young to bad
Influences;
(d) impairing industrial and agricultural productive efficiency;
(e) increasing the violation 01 the criminal laws 01 the
United States and of the several States;
(f) lowering the standards of living 01 large portions of
the American people;
(g) necessitating a vast and extraordinary expenditure
01 public lunds, Federal. State, and local, for crime prevention. punishment and correction. fire protection, publichealth service. and reliel. G2

As if uncertain whether this catalogue of
evils was sufficiently imposing, the bill went on
to say that failure to remedy the acute dwelling
shortage " ... has also produced stagnation of
business activity in the construction, durable
goods, and allied industries, thus impeding business activity throughout the Nation and resulting
in widespread, prolonged and recurring unemployment with its injurious effects upon the general welfare of the Nation."
It is beside the pOint, of course, to
acknowledge that the ills recited in the bill were
quite real, and that each of them arguably was
related to and perhaps in some measure resulted
from the housing conditions of families of low or
moderate income. The significance of the statement lies not in what it attempted to say, but in
what it did not attempt to say: Namely. that
widespread bad housing is a bad thing in and of
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itself, and that if the peopleâindividually or

through their private institutionsâcannot correct

the conditions, the Government has a clear and

natural duty to exercise its best efforts to do so.

It seems inconceivable that, if this had been

what the authors intended to say, they could

have missed the mark so widely.

The language of "Findings and Policy" is

quoted from S. 1685 as introduced by Senator

Wagner. In reporting the bill, the Senate Commit-

tee on Education and Labor changed not so

much as a comma.

The foregoing discussion, of course, is ad-

dressed to the legislative history and outcome of

the 1937 act. It is emphatically not intended to

suggest that individual members of the commit-

tee or the staffâand certainly not all of themâ

were indifferent to housing policy or unaware of

the importance of housing as a problem in its

own right.

Many motivations must have influenced the

formulation of the language of the draft. Without

doubt, the supporters of the bill were trying hard

to endow it with attributes that other Senators

would find appealing, or to which they could

point to justify a favorable vote.

Similarly, these events occurred at a time

when many New Deal measures had suffered se-

verely at the hands of the courts. Clearly, there-

fore, the sponsors were also trying to build into

the statutory language as many grounds as pos-

sible on which the Supreme Court could later

base a favorable ruling under such provisions of

the Constitution as the general welfare and com-

merce clauses.

When all this is said, however, it does not

basically change the fact that the bill as pre-

sented to the Senate did not purport to rest

upon or to set a national housing policyâand in-

deed housing as such was made almost to dis-

appear among its manifold stated purposes.

Consideration on the Senate Floor

Although he was not a member of the com-

mittee that had reported the bill, Senator Wagner

was its floor manager, in recognition of his

standing as the senior sponsor and probably the

best informed individual Senator as to the need

for and the specific contents of the legislation,

itself, and that if the people-individually or
through their private institutions-cannot correct
the conditions, the Government has a clear and
natural duty to exercise its best efforts to do so.
It seems inconceivable that, if this had been
what the authors intended to say, they could
have missed the mark so widely.
The language of "Findings and Policy" is
quoted from S. 1685 as introduced by Senator
Wagner. In reporting the bill, the Senate Committee on Education and Labor changed not so
much as a comma.
The foregoing discussion, of course, is addressed to the legislative history and outcome of
the 1937 act. It is emphatically not intended to
suggest that individual members of the committee or the staff-and certainly not all of themwere indifferent to housing policy or unaware of
the importance of housing as a problem in its
own right.
Many motivations must have influenced the
formulation of the language of the draft. Without
doubt, the supporters of the bill were trying hard
to endow it with attributes that other Senators
would find appealing, or to which they could
point to justify a favorable vote.
Similarly, these events occurred at a time
when many New Deal measures had suffered severely at the hands of the courts. Clearly, therefore, the sponsors were also trying to build into
the statutory language as many grounds as possible on which the Supreme Court could later
base a favorable ruling under such provisions of
the Constitution as the general welfare and commerce clauses.
When all this is said, however, it does not
basically change the fact that the bi II as presented to the Senate did not purport to rest
upon or to set a national housing policy-and indeed housing as such was made almost to disappear among its manifold stated purposes.

marks he threw himself open to questions. Presumably Mr. Wagner had his own reasons for
deciding on this approach, but our understanding of the thinking behind the 1937 act is the
poorer for it. The debate that followed was general in the most literal sense. It leaped with little
continuity from one question to the next, not on
the basis of a sequential consideration or related
problems, but in response to the particular interests of individual Senators as they took the floor.
Some of it was repetitiOUS, as questions were
raised that had already been discussed at length
while the questioner was absent from the chamber. Although some issues were national in
scope, others dealt with State or local interests.
(Senator McKellar of Tennessee, for example, insisted over protest on introducing an amendment
that he admitted had nothing whatever to do with
the subject matter of the bill, but that he hoped
might solve a problem in connection with a small
park in Knoxville.)
It may be best, therefore, to try to identify a
limited number of significant themes which arose
in the course of this rambling discussion, and to
briefly characterize the reactions or policy declarations that they gave rise to.

The Question of Slum Clearance: The tenor
of the debate makes it clear that a major issue
in the minds of the Senators considering the bill
was sti II-even after th ree years of d iscussionwhether they were being invited to pass a housing bill, or a slum clearance bill, or perhaps an
amalgam of the two.
The ambivalence among the bill's supporters
as to the purpose of the legislation they were
supporting was not limited to the Senators, as
has been noted in connection with testimony at
the earlier hearings. The bill's managers were
well aware of the fact. Thus at one point Mr.
Walsh observed:

as well as concerning some of its more technical

provisions.

Senator Wagner elected not to make an

Consideration on the Senate Floor

opening statement presenting the bill, with an

outline of its philosophy, purposes, and program

content; rather, after the briefest opening re-

marks he threw himself open to questions. Pre-

sumably Mr. Wagner had his own reasons for

deciding on this approach, but our understand-

ing of the thinking behind the 1937 act is the

poorer for it. The debate that followed was gen-

eral in the most literal sense. It leaped with little

continuity from one question to the next, not on

the basis of a sequential consideration or related

problems, but in response to the particular inter-

ests of individual Senators as they took the floor.

Some of it was repetitious, as questions were

raised that had already been discussed at length

Although he was not a member of the committee that had reported the bill, Senator Wagner
was its floor manager, in recognition of his
standing as the senior sponsor and probably the
best informed individual Senator as to the need
for and the specific contents of the legislation,
as well as concerning some of its more technical
provisions.
Senator Wagner elected not to make an
opening statement presenting the bill, with an
outline of its philosophy, purposes, and program
content; rather, after the briefest op~!1ing re-

. . . I think the junior Senator from New York will
agree with me that there are two groups ... of well intentioned, public-spirited, patriotiC, deeply interested groups in
this problem, who have two distinct points of view. One
emphasized the point of view of building houses for people
of low incomes. That group thinks in terms of building
houses. That is commendable.
The other group, unfortunately small in number and
not so vocal, say, "Slum clearance! Slum clearance! Slum
clearance!" That is what they want. They say the primary
object of any movement of this kind is slum clearance, and
in conjunction with this should be houses for rehousing
those dehoused. I am in particular sympathy with the
objectives of that group.63

while the questioner was absent from the cham-

ber. Although some issues were national in

scope, others dealt with State or local interests.

(Senator McKellar of Tennessee, for example, in-
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The issue was not lightly taken. Senator El-

lender, for instance, in pressing for more defini-

tive requirements for the clearance of slums, told

the Senate:

The point l desire to emphasize is that the bill does

not provide for mandatory slum clearance, when, as a mat-

The issue was not lightly taken. Senator Ellender, for instance, in pressing for more definitive requirements for the clearance of slums, told
the Senate:

ter of fact, the presence of slums is given as the main rea-

son for this legislation.6*

As a matter of fact, the bill before the Sen-

ate contained two relevant provisions under a

The point I desire to emphasize is that the bill does
not provide lor mandatory slum clearance, when, as a matter of fact, the presence of slums is given as the main reason for this legislation.6~

general heading of "Standards" (S. 1685, section

15, previously cited). These were:

First, for projects involving new construction

there would be arrangements for the elimination

". . . by demolition, condemnation, effective clos-

ing, reconstruction, remodeling, or repair . . ." of

unsafe or insanitary dwelling units ". . . substan-

tially equal in number . . ." to the new units to

be constructedâsubject, however, to a proviso

noted below.

Second, for "slum clearance" projects, ". . .

substantially all . . ." of the dispossessed inhab-

itants should be provided for by the development

of sufficient low rent housing, either upon the

site to be cleared, or ". . . in some other suitable

locality." This requirement, too, had an escape

clause.

These provisions failed to satisfy Senators

who were primarily concerned with slum clear-

ance on two grounds: First, that section 15

merely provided that in the making of loans,

grants, or annual contributions the Authority

should be "guided" by the considerations enu-

merated; and, second, that each of the cited re-

quirements, if indeed they were requirements,

left an ill-defined out for the Authority in any

case where compliance might be awkward.

Thus, in the case of new construction, the

elimination of a "substantially equal" number of

units was permitted to be "deferred" in case of

a "... shortage of housing of a low-rent charac-

ter." Correspondingly, the duty to provide re-

placement housing applied ". . . unless the Au-

thority shall be satisfied that proper provisions

will be made for otherwise rehousing . . ." the

inhabitants affected.

ln vain, Senator Wagner sought to assure

the Senate that the provisions were adequate

and, in effect, mandatory. His critics were not re-

assured, insisting that the so-called standards

merely provided "guidance," which the Authority

might ignore, and that the requirements had ill-

defined exception clauses under which they

could be disregarded by the Authority as it might

see fit.

Seeking to convince Senator Ellender that

the bill already dealt sufficiently with the prob-

lem to which he was addressing himself, Mr.

Wagner told him:

All that this provision means is that where there is a

shortage of that kind, the old dwellings shall not simply be

torn down and the people thrown out upon the street. We

say simply defer that tearing down until we are able to

As a matter of fact, the bill before the Senate contained two relevant provisions under a
general heading of "Standards" (S. 1685, section
15, previously cited). These were:
First, for projects involving new construction
there would be arrangements for the elimination
" ... by demolition, condemnation, effective closing, reconstruction, remodeling, or repair ... " of
unsafe or insanitary dwelling units " ... substantially equal in number ... " to the new units to
be constructed-subject, however, to a proviso
noted below.
Second, for "slum clearance" projects, " ...
substantially all ... " of the dispossessed inhabitants should be provided for by the development
of sufficient low rent housing, either upon the
site to be cleared, or " ... in some other suitable
locality." This requirement, too, had an escape
clause.
These provisions failed to satisfy Senators
who were primarily concerned with slum clearance on two grounds: First, that section 15
merely provided that in the making of loans,
grants, or annual contributions the Authority
should be "guided" by the considerations enumerated; and, second, that each of the cited requirements, if indeed they were requirements,
left an ill-defined out for the Authority in any
case where compliance might be awkward.
Thus, in the case of new construction, the
elimination of a "substantially equal" number of
units was permitted to be "deferred" in case of
a " ... shortage of housing of a low-rent character." Correspondingly, the duty to provide replacement housing applied " ... unless the Authority shall be satisfied that proper provisions
will be made for otherwise rehousing . . . " the
inhabitants affected.
In vain, Senator Wagner sought to assure
the Senate that the provisions were adequate
and, in effect, mandatory. His critics were not reassured, insisting that the so-called standards
merely provided "guidance," which the Authority
might ignore, and that the requirements had illdefined exception clauses under which they

build another unit, and provide for the slum dwellers still

remaining there.

Mr. Ellender was not convinced:

.. Ibid., p. 10359.

Mr. ELLENDER. So the Senator interprets the language

of this particular section in that way, does he?

Mr. WAGNER. Absolutely. That is all that it means, be-

cause we use the word "deferred," not "indefinitely post-
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could be disregarded by the Authority as it might
see fit.
Seeking to convince Senator Ellender that
the bill already dealt sufficiently with the problem to which he was addressing himself, Mr.
Wagner told him:
All that this provision means is that where there is a
shortage of that kind, the old dwellings shall not simply be
torn down and the people thrown out upon the street. We
say simply defer that tearing down until we are able to
build another unit, and provide for the slum dwellers still
remaining there.

Mr. Ellender was not convinced:
Mr. ELLENDER. So the Senator interprets the language
of this particular section in that way, does he?
Mr. WAGNER. Absolutely. That is all that it means, because we use the word "deferred," not "indefinitely postponed.
Mr. ELLENDER. That is not my interpretation of the
language referred to. It could, and WOUld, in all probability,
be interpreted to mean that so long as there is a shortage
of housing, the present dwellings, the present slums, will
remain. Suppose the funds run out, and there is still a
shortage of housing. Does the Senator believe the slums
will be cleared? How could the slums be cleared? 65

Perhaps the strongest position on this pOint
was taken by Mr. Walsh of Massachusetts-the
former chairman of the Committee on Education
and Labor-who had conducted the hearings in
1935 and 1936 (and, indeed, in 1937, due to the
illness of the new chairman, Mr. Black). He
began with a puzzling remark, especially in view
of his purpose:
Mr. President, first and foremost I wish to impress
upon the Senate the fact that there is no need whatever of
Federal legislation in order to abolish any slums or slum
dwellings. 66

Senator Walsh's further remarks make it clear
that he was referring to the existence of power
under State laws to condemn and demolish
properties that were a menace to public health
and safety.
Exactly why the Senator was anxious to
impress this point on the record and the minds of
his listeners he never said, for he went on to
argue forcefully that slum clearance was, or
should be, the principal if not the sole object
and justification of the legislation. That part of
his presentation ended thus:
Mr. WALSH . . . . What can be done to make this bill
be what the Senator from New York and I want it to be, a
slum clearance bill, rather than a housing bill?
Mr. WAGNER. I think that before we are through we
will have such a bill.
Mr. WALSH. I am sure we will.1l7
.. Ibid., p. 10359.
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How strongly Mr. Walsh felt on this matter

âand, indeed, how deeply it conditioned his

very support of the bill itselfâmay be judged by

his emphatic statement to the Senate:

l take the position that the Federal Government has no

authority whatever to take 200 families in any community,

How strongly Mr. Walsh felt on this matter
-and, indeed, how deeply it conditioned his
very support of the bill itself-may be judged by
his emphatic statement to the Senate:

unless they come from the slums and have the lowest in-

comes in the city, and put them in Government-erected

homes for 50 percent of the normal rent a private enter-

prise or private owner would have to charge. lf we are

going lnto that business, l want all families to have that

advantage and that subsidy; and that would mean, if l un-

derstand anything, that we should be right on the road to

socialism and ultimately have complete Government owner-

ship of all private dwelling property.i;-

ln due course, Mr. Walsh made his point in

the form of an amendment, which removed the

I take the position that the Federal Government has no
authority whatever to take 200 families in any community,
unless they come from the slums and have the lowest incomes in the city, and put them in Government-erected
homes for 50 percent of the normal rent a private enterprise or private owner would have to charge. If we are
going Into that business, I want all families to have that
advantage and that subsidy; and that would mean, if I understand anything, that we should be right on the road to
socialism and ultimately have complete Government ownership of all private dwelling property.6~

subject from the heading of "Standards" and at-

tached it directly to the authority to make annual

contributions. lt read thus:

Provided, That no annual contributions shall be made,

and the Authority shall enter into no contract guaranteeing

any annual contribution in connection with the development

In due course, Mr. Walsh made his point in
the form of an amendment, which removed the
subject from the heading of "Standards" and attached it directly to the authority to make annual
contributions. It read thus:

of any low-rent housing project involving the construction

of new dwellings, unless the project includes the elimina-

tion by demolition, condemnation, and effective closing, or

the compulsory repair or improvement of unsafe and insani-

tary dwellings situated in the locality or metropolitan area,

substantially equal in number to the number of newly con-

structed dwellings provided by the project.66

The amendment was agreed to.

The Question of lncome Levels: Few ques-

tions were discussed at greater lengthâor more

Provided, That no annual contributions shall be made,
and the Authority shall enter into no contract guaranteeing
any annual contribution in connection with the development
of any low-rent housing project involving the construction
of new dwellings, unless the project includes the elimination by demolition, condemnation, and effective closing, or
the compulsory repair or improvement of unsafe and insanitary dwellings situated in the locality or metropolitan area,
substantially equal in number to the number of newly constructed dwellings provided by the project.G~

inconclusivelyâthan that of the income levels to

be served by the new public housing program.

The amendment was agreed to.

Senator Wagner, in his whole discussion of

the proposal, treated it as a measure directed to-

ward the assistance primarily, if not solely, of

families of extremely low income. Thus, when

Mr. King of Utah inquired whether there was a

provision to permit the low income tenants later

to acquire title, should they find themselves in a

position to do so, Mr. Wagner explained that

there was not:

The occupants of the houses are of the very low-in-

come group. They cannot even afford to pay more than $2

or $3 or $4 or $5 per room. The moment they become af-

fluent enough to afford to pay more than is provided for the

low-income group, they cannot remain occupants of the

houses. The authority would say, "You go. You are earning

more money than are those ln the low-income group, and

The Question of Income Levels: Few questions were discussed at greater length--or more
inconclusively-than that of the income levels to
be served by the new public housing program.
Senator Wagner, in his whole discussion of
the proposal, treated it as a measure directed toward the assistance primarily, if not solely, of
families of extremely low income. Thus, when
Mr. King of Utah inquired whether there was a
provision to permit the low income tenants later
to acquire title, should they find themselves in a
position to do so, Mr. Wagner explained that
there was not:

you can no longer occupy these dwellings." So that there

would never come a time when they would be in a position

to acquire title.

The Senator from Utah was distressed by

this reply, because of what he correctly per-

ceived to be its long range policy implications.

He inquired further:

Mr. KlNG. Under that theory are we not discouraging

home ownership, and making this one-third of the public to

whom the Senator refers psychologically and otherwise of

the opinion that they never can be home owners, that they

are to be renters as long as they live?

The occupants of the houses are of the very low-income group. They cannot even afford to pay more than $2
or 53 or $4 or $5 per room. The moment they become affluent enough to afford to pay more than is provided for the
low-income group, they cannot remain occupants of the
houses. The authority would say, "You go. You are earning
more money than are those In the low-income group, and
you can no longer occupy these dwellings." So that there
would never come a time when they would be in a position
to acquire title.

The Senator from Utah was distressed by
this reply, because of what he correctly per-

ceived to be its long range policy implications.
He inquired further:
Mr. KING. Under that theory are we not discouraging
home ownership, and making this one-third of the public to
whom the Senator refers psychologically and otherwise of
the opinion that they never can be home owners, that they
are to be renters as long as they live?
Mr. WAGNER. Just as soon as they earn enough, they
can become home owners .... 70

But they could not, it was clear, become owners
of the units proposed to be constructed with assistance under the pending bill. To achieve the
transition to homeownership, they would first
have to move out.
Once again, perhaps the sternest view of
the matter was taken by the formidable Mr.
Walsh of Massachusetts. Explaining that he distrusted the discretion in tenant selection that
was being left to the new local authorities, he
said that he wanted" ... the people who get this
subsidy to be not the low income group but the
lowest of the low income group ... ," and he
confronted the beleaguered Senator from New
York with a blunt threat:
Mr. WALSH. I shall not vote for the bill unless it is
clear and unmistakable that the subsidy will be removed
from any possibility of favoritism in its granting of subsidies. I insist its benefits reach the lowest-income group
and that those of the lowest income get the tenements provided for in this measure.

Faced with this uncompromising stand on
the part of the former chairman, Mr. Wagner
conceded that an amendment might be arranged,
though he did not concede that one was necessary, and the following interesting exchange took
place:
Mr. WALSH. I hope the Senator will keep in mind that
our colloquy is not merely for the purpose of informing
ourselves as to the views of each other, but to place in the
RECORD our opinions in order that the RECORD will reveal that he and I again and again on the floor of the Senate pleaded that the poorest and lowliest people in the
country should get the subsidies carried by the bill. It is
not so much that the Senator differs with me or that I differ with him, but that we want the RECORD to show that it
is the purpose and the intent of the Congress of the United
States that the subsidies shall go to the most needy of our
poor families.
Mr. WAGNER. I am willing to have a mandatory provision that it shall be the duty of the board, in each case
where a loan is made, that as a condition precedent to the
making of the loan the lowest income group among the
slum dwellers shall be first served before any other group.
I think the objective is clearly stated, but we can make It
clearer if that is desired.;l

Mr. WAGNER. Just as soon as they earn enough, they

can become home owners. . . .70

But they could not, it was clear, become owners

of the units proposed to be constructed with as-

• Ibid., p. 10460.
• Ibid., p. 10478.
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sistance under the pending bill. To achieve the

transition to homeownership, they would first

have to move out.
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And a few minutes later:

l do not want to lnterrupt the Senator in his presenta-

And a few minutes later:

tion. As has been so often stated, he and l are together in

this proposition; but to insure absolutely that none but the

lowest-income group will secure occupancy of these homes

l may say to the Senator that l am going to offer another

amendment in which l shall provide that occupancy shall

be confined to those who are in the lowest-income group.

ln other words, each area will be limited to the lowest-in-

come group. We cannot very well go below that. l mean,

that is absolute assurance.72

Mr. WALSH. That will help.

And indeed, the next day Mr. Wagner pro-

I do not want to interrupt the Senator in his presentation. As has been so often stated, he and I are together in
this proposition; but to insure absolutely that none but the
lowest-income group will secure occupancy of these homes
I may say to the Senator that I am going to offer another
amendment In which I shall provide that occupancy shall
be confined to those who are in the lowest-income group.
In other words, each area will be limited to the lowest-income group. We cannot very well go below that. I mean,
that is absolute assurance.7~
Mr. WALSH. That will help.

posed an amendment to the bill's definition of

the term "families of low income," to specify

that these words should mean families "who are

in the lowest income group," in addition to the

existing test. So that the definition read, "The

term 'families of low income' means families who

are in the lowest income group and who cannot

afford to pay enough to cause private enterprise

in their locality or metropolitan area to build an

adequate supply of decent, safe, and sanitary

dwellings for their use."

The question of the income levels to be

served was also discussed at length in connec-

tion with another provision of the bill that at-

tempted to get at the same problem by limiting

the availability of the assisted housing to families

whose "net income" at admission did not exceed

5 times the rental of the quarters to be furnished

(or in the case of large familiesâ3 or more

minor dependentsâ6 times the rent).

Curiously, this provision was included in the

proposed statutory definition of "low rent hous-

ing," rather than that of "families of low in-

come," although clearly its purpose was to de-

fine such families, if only by indirection. Plainly

the Senate understood that to be the case, and

there was extended discussion as to whether a

5-times-the-rent rule would admit tenants whose

incomes were too high to make them deserving

of subsidy, at least by comparison with other

possible applicants of lower income.

At one point, Mr. Walsh declared his inten-

tion to press for an amendment that would re-

duce the eligibility limit to 4 or even 3 times the

rent, to guard against that possibility. Either he

thought better of this idea or was dissuaded; the

amendment was never introduced, and the provi-

sion remained unchanged in the bill as passed

by the Senate.

There was a degree of uncertainty all along

as to the effect of this amendment. Thus, when

Senator Adams pointed out that one family might

" lbid., p. 10460.

have no children and another many, or that a

family of lower income than another might also

consist of dissolute and disreputable people, Mr.

Wagner replied:

Of course, people of ill-repute will not be permitted to

occupy the premises. . . .

The amendment speaks for itself. . . . Questions of

And indeed, the next day Mr, Wagner proposed an amendment to the bill's definition of
the term "families of low income," to specify
that these words should mean families "who are
in the lowest income group," in addition to the
existing test. So that the definition read, "The
term 'families of low income' means families who
are in the lowest income group and who cannot
afford to pay enough to cause private enterprise
in their locality or metropolitan area to build an
adequate supply of decent, safe, and sanitary
dwellings for their use."
The question of the income levels to be
served was also discussed at length in connection with another provision of the bill that attempted to get at the same problem by limiting
the availability of the assisted housing to families
whose "net income" at admission did not exceed
5 times the rental of the quarters to be furnished
(or in the case of large families-3 or more
minor dependents-6 times the rent).
Curiously, this provision was included in the
proposed statutory definition of "low rent housing," rather than that of "families of low income," although clearly its purpose was to define such families, if only by indirection. Plainly
the Senate understood that to be the case, and
there was extended discussion as to whether a
5-times-the-rent rule would admit tenants whose
incomes were too high to make them deserving
of subsidy, at least by comparison with other
possible applicants of lower income.
At one pOint, Mr. Walsh declared his intention to press for an amendment that would reduce the eligibility limit to 4 or even 3 times the
rent, to guard against that possibility. Either he
thought better of this idea or was dissuaded; the
amendment was never introduced, and the provision remained unchanged in the bill as passed
by the Senate.
There was a degree of uncertainty all along
as to the effect of this amendment. Thus, when
Senator Adams pOinted out that one family might

character, of course, will always have consideration."

have no children and another many, or that a
family of lower income than another might also
consist of dissolute and disreputable people, Mr.
Wagner replied:
Of course, people of ill-repute will not be permitted to
occupy the premises .. ..
The amendment speaks for itself. . . . Questions of
character, of course, will always have consideration. 73

There was no evident foundation for this interpretation either in the language of the amendment or in its author's explanation of its effects.
When Mr. Adams attempted to pursue the point,
however, Senator Wagner cut him off with the
rather curt observation, "I think the Senator
raises a very insignificant consideration."
Curiously enough, no one brought into focus
the question whether this requirement-if it
meant anything like it appeared to mean, or was
said to mean-could possibly work, given the financial structure and subsidy formula provided in
the bill. This is the more surprising since it
would seem obvious that those who constitute
the "lowest of the low income group," in Mr.
Walsh's phrase, are the families with no income
at all, or virtually none. If occupancy of public
housing were indeed to be restricted to them, it
would follow a fortiori that the projects would
have virtually no rental income--a result hopelessly out of kilter with the plan of the bill.
Senator Pepper of Florida came closest to
the point, without quite making it. He pOinted out
that the amount of the subsidy in effect fixed the
rent, and some low income families might not be
able to pay the necessary amount. But in effect
he turned the point around by saying such families would be excluded by the language of the
bill. He suggested substituting "lower income" for
"lowest." (A change which, of course, would not
have solved the difficulty he had just identified.)
Mr. Wagner resolved the problem by interpreting
it out of existence, thus:
Mr. WAGNER. There are some people whom we cannot
possibly reach; I mean those who have no means to pay
the rent minus the subsidy. This, after all, is a renting
proposition.
Mr. PEPPER. If that is what the Senator means, that is
not what this paragraph will say.
Mr. WAGNER . I am sure it will be so interpreted, because obviously this bill cannot provide housing for those
who cannot pay the rent minus the subsidy allowed .
Mr. PEPPER. Yes; and yet the language, if this amendment is adopted, will limit the availability of those quarters
just to those people. That is not what the Senator had in
mind.
Mr. WAGNER. I doubt whether it would be so interpreted. I think it would be interpreted to mean the lowest
income group that the bill can reach.

There was no evident foundation for this in-

terpretation either in the language of the amend-

ment or in its author's explanation of its effects.

When Mr. Adams attempted to pursue the point,

however, Senator Wagner cut him off with the

rather curt observation, "l think the Senator
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Mr. PEPPER. The Senator means then, il I may inquire

further, the lowest income group which is able to pay the

rentals which will be required by the authorities who ad-

minister this act?

Mr. WAGNER. Yes.'Â«

It is difficult, to put it mildly, to reconcile

Mr. PEPPER. The Senator means then, if I may inquire
further, the lowest income group which is able to pay the
rentals which will be required by the authorities who administer this act?
Mr. WAGNER. Yes. 14

this interpretation with Mr. Wagner's explanation

of his own amendment when he was seeking to

mollify a persistent Mr. Walsh:

Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, I understand that the Sena-

tor from New York is of the opinion that the adoption of

the amendment will strengthen the bill and accomplish the

It is difficult, to put it mildly, to reconcile
this interpretation with Mr. Wagner's explanation
of his own amendment when he was seeking to
mollify a persistent Mr. Walsh:

purpose we have in mind, namely, that preference in the

granting of the subsidies provided for and in the occupa-

tion of the tenements erected by the local housing authori-

ties shall go to those families of the very lowest income

groups.

Mr. WAGNER. That is exactly what the amendment

provides.

Mr. WALSH. There is no longer any question as to the

local authority having discretionary power to choose be-

tween a large number of persons of low income, but they

must choose those with the lowest incomes.

Mr. WAGNER. Those with the lowest incomes."

In fairness, Mr. Wagner was addressing him-

self in these exchanges to specific questions or

criticisms. Yet it should be noted that despite the

Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, I understand that the Senator from New York is of the opinion that the adoption of
the amendment will strengthen the bill and accomplish the
purpose we have in mind, namely, that preference in the
granting of the subsidies provided for and in the occupation of the tenements erected by the local housing authorities shall go to those families of the very lowest income
groups.
Mr. WAGNER. That is exactly what the amendment
provides.
Mr. WALSH. There is no longer any question as to the
local authority having discretionary power to choose between a large number of persons of low income, but they
must choose those with the lowest incomes.
Mr. WAGNER. Those with the lowest incomes. 75

than the ambiguities in which praiseworthy purposes are inclined to be wrapped.
The Question of What, Exactly I Would Be
Accomplished: The record shows that the Senate
felt uneasy, to say the least, about exactly what
they were getting themselves and the country
into, but that neither the advocates of the bill
nor its opponents could figure how exactly to
come to grips with the question.
It is obvious that Senator Wagner wanted a
bill, and that to get one he was prepared if necessary to make concessions, as he repeatedly
did. He consistently presented the proposal as
one of great importance and urgency, yet he was
anxious to avoid frightening the undecided or
arming the opponents by stressing unduly the
magnitude of the task or of the effort required to
cope with it. Thus, when he was obliquely complimented by Senator Vandenberg for starting
"conservatively," he replied, one may think, a bit
grimly,

language of the definition proposed for low in-

come familiesâthe test of income was not in

fact by any means all that he had in mind. Thus,

his exchange at another point with the Senator

from Idaho:

Mr. POPE. There is one place in my own town which

Is called a cardboard town. The small buildings are con-

structed out of cardboard, tin cans, or slabs which may be

picked up, or anything else which will make some sort of

habitation, and yet they are not really unsanitary. They are

In fairness, Mr. Wagner was addressing himself in these exchanges to specific questions or
criticisms. Yet it should be noted that despite the
language of the definition proposed for low income families-the test of income was not in
fact by any means all that he had in mind. Thus,
his exchange at another point with the Senator
from Idaho:

The Senator need not tell me that I am starting very
conservatively. I know it. I am just touching the situation,
and even that has been difficult. This is the third year of
the attempt to secure legislation of this kind. 77

Some inSight into what Mr. Wagner might have
liked to propose, had he thought it feasible or acceptable at the time, may be gained from his answer to Senator Borah:

not dangerous to health and safety, but they are simply

poor dwellings where people live.

Mr. WAGNER. This bill would not apply there, Mr.

President, because we are not rehousing everybody who

has a low Income, but only persons of low income who

live in unsanitary and unsafe and unhealthful conditions

which are detrimental to morals, to health, and also to

salety.

Mr. POPE. Then, in the Senator's judgment, the empha-

sis should be placed on safety, health, and morals in any

situation?

Mr. WAGNER. Oh, absolutely! "

In any event, his amendment was agreed to,

though the record makes it evident that the Sen-

ate was less than clear as to exactly what it was

that it agreed to. And thereby an important, per-

Mr. POPE. There is one place in my own town which
is called a cardboard town . The small buildings are constructed out of cardboard, tin cans, or slabs which may be
picked up, or anything else which will make some sort of
habitation, and yet they are not really unsanitary. They are
not dangerous to health and safety, but they are simply
poor dwellings where people live.
Mr. WAGNER. This bill would not apply there, Mr.
President, because we are not rehousing everybody who
has a fow income, but only persons of low income who
live in unsanitary and unsafe and unhealthful conditions
which are detrimental to morals, to health, and also to
safety.
Mr. POPE. Then, in the Senator's judgment, the emphasis should be placed on safety, health, and morals in any
situation?
Mr. WAGNER. Oh, absolutelyl 76

haps even a crucial, opportunity was passed up

to launch the public housing program on a foun-

dation of clear decisions and solid policy, rather

"Ibid., p. 10480.

"Ibid., p. 10479.

'â¢ Ibid., p. 10379.

than the ambiguities in which praiseworthy pur-

poses are inclined to be wrapped.

The Question of What, Exactly, Would Be

In any event, his amendment was agreed to,
though the record makes it evident that the Senate was less than clear as to exactly what it was
that it agreed to. And thereby an Important, perhaps even a crucial, opportunity was passed up
to launch the public housing program on a foundation of clear decisions and solid policy, rather

Accomplished: The record shows that the Senate

Mr. BORAH . Is the Senator going to discuss the question of causes of slums? Why do we have these awful degraded conditions?
Mr. WAGNER . I think that is a very simple matter. It is
because of the low incomes received by the individuals
who live in the slums. That is the fundamental difficulty. If
overnight we could increase their incomes by a more fair
distribution of wealth of the country, we would not have
any slums. 78 [A concept supported by many people today,
and referred to variously as an incomes policy or income
transfer approach.)

Mr. Tydings of Maryland was troubled conceptually by the idea of Government undertaking
to pay part of the rent for the tenants of these
projects over a long period of years. He told
Senator Wagner:
Mr. TYDINGS. I want to say to the Senator from New
York that so far as I am concerned my reluctance to support the measure, if such there is, comes from the proposal
for subsidies on rents, rather than because of any other
feature of the bill,

With a more valid claim to prescience than he
made for himself at the time, he continued:

felt uneasy, to say the least, about exactly what

they were getting themselves and the country

Into, but that neither the advocates of the bill

nor its opponents could figure how exactly to

.. Ibid., p. 10480.
n Ibid., p. 10479.
II Ibid., p. 10379.
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come to grips with the question.

It is obvious that Senator Wagner wanted a

bill, and that to get one he was prepared if nec-

103

l do not know how long it will be, if the measure's in-

corporated into law, and l do not want to invade the

realms of prophecy, but l predict if it remains in the law

and is employed, it will be the entering wedge to subsidies

to a tremendous number of people who will not even live

in slum-clearance projects, because once the principle has

been adopted in national law it will be carried to the ex-

treme limit.â¢

Conceding that something ought to be done

I do not know how long it will be, if the measure's incorporated into law, and I do not want to invade the
realms of prophecy, but I predict if it remains in the law
and is employed, it will be the entering wedge to subsidies
to a tremendous number of people who will not even live
in slum-clearance projects, because once the principle has
been adopted in national law it will be carried to the extreme limit.7 9

about the slums, he said that he would prefer to

". . . vote for a grant and call it a day . . ." than

to involve the Government in a commitment over

60 years. Finally he put the question bluntly, and

received an unequivocal reply:

Mr. TYDlNGS. Would the Senator consider it fatal to

the bill if the provisions for rent subsidies should be

stricken out and the ones relating to capital grants of as-

Conceding that something ought to be done
about the slums. he said that he would prefer to
" ... vote for a grant and call it a day ... " than
to involve the Government in a commitment over
60 years. Finally he put the question bluntly. and
received an unequivocal reply:

Mr. WAGNER. I am glad these Questions are being
asked because it shows what a modest beginning we are
making in the venture. I want to have the opponents of the
bill understand that the problem is much more tremendous
than we are undertaking to take care of in the bill now
under consideration. I know that in other countries public
opinion has compelled the doing of more than this.s 1

A bit later, when Senator Pepper was emphasizing both the magnitude of the problem and his
own support for the bill. he said:
Mr. WAGNER. I know the Senator's sympathy; but it
also shows the insignificance of this proposed legislation.
It is merely a start; but I hope public opinion will so approve it, if Congress sees fit to enact it into law. that we
shall soon speed on to help the others. s2

sistance retained?

Mr. WALSH. Yes. l think the President would veto the

bill and would reject it. Perhaps l should not say the Presi-

dent, but l think the administration would reject the bill

and l think the Senator from New York would ask to have

the bill defeated. Am l correct, may l ask the Senator from

New York?

Mr. WAGNER. Yes.

The Senator from Maryland also pressed for

some dimension as to the hoped for accomplish-

ments of the program under the pending bill. He

Mr. TYDINGS. Would the Senator consider it fatal to
the bill if the provisions for rent subsidies should be
stricken out and the ones relating to capital grants of assistance retained?
Mr. WALSH. Yes. I think the President would veto the
bill and would reject it. Perhaps I should not say the President, but I think the administration would reject the bill
and I think the Senator from New York would ask to have
the bill defeated. Am I correct, may I ask the Senator from
New York?
Mr. WAGNER. Yes.

asked its manager:

Mr. TYDlNGS. When the entire sum shall have been

loaned, to what extent will that have solved the problem?

Mr. WAGNER. We would still have a great deal to do.

Mr. TYDlNGS. Does the Senator think we would have

The Senator from Maryland also pressed for
some dimension as to the hoped for accomplishments of the program under the pending bill. He
asked its manager:

solved one-fourth of it?

Mr. WAGNER. l doubt it.-'0

Mr. Wagner could have afforded to respond

more definitely to the second question. He had

himself estimated that there were at that time

some 9 million families who were badly housed,

and that the financial assistance provided in the

Mr. TYDINGS. When the entire sum shall have been
loaned. to what extent will that have solved the problem?
Mr. WAGNER. We would still have a great deal to do.
Mr. TYDINGS. Does the Senator think we would have
solved one-fourth of it?
Mr. WAGNER. I doubt it. RO

bill might produce at most some 175,000 units,

which he equated to adequate shelter for about

850,000 "persons." Since the low income popula-

tion can be expected to grow at a rate at least

as fast as that of the population in general, it

would have been reasonable to ask whether, in

fact, a program of the magnitude proposed

would have any effect on the problem at all. No

one asked that question directly, however.

The Senator from New York did not disguise

the fact that his hopes for long term results

rested not so much on what the bill would au-

thorize, as on what it might trigger in the future.

He told the Senate:

" lbid., p. 10464.

"lbid., p. 10371.

Mr. WAGNER. l am glad these questions are being

asked because it shows what a modest beginning we are

making in the venture. l want to have the opponents of the

bill understand that the problem is much more tremendous

than we are undertaking to take care of in the bill now

under consideration. l know that in other countries public

opinion has compelled the doing of more than this.'1

Mr. Wagner could have afforded to respond
more definitely to the second question. He had
himself estimated that there were at that time
some 9 million families who were badly housed,
and that the financial assistance provided in the
bill might produce at most some 175,000 units,
which he equated to adequate shelter for about
850,000 "persons." Since the low income population can be expected to grow at a rate at least
as fast as that of the population in general, it
would have been reasonable to ask whether, in
fact. a program of the magnitude proposed
would have any effect on the problem at all. No
one asked that question directly, however.
The Senator from New York did not disguise
the fact that his hopes for long term results
rested not so much on what the bill would authorize. as on what it might trigger in the future.
He told the Senate:

A bit later, when Senator Pepper was emphasiz-

ing both the magnitude of the problem and his

TO
own support for the bill, he said:
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Mr. WAGNER. l know the Senator's sympathy; but it

also shows the insignificance of this proposed legislation.

lt is merely a start; but l hope public opinion will so ap-

prove it, if Congress sees fit to enact it into law, that we

104
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Those who opposed the legislation in principle were not. of course, too much troubled by
problems with orders of magnitude. Mr. George
of Georgia. for example. complained that the bill
was " ... founded upon the philosophy that there
is in this country a group of low-income producers who cannot live in sanitary and reasonably
comfortable houses unless the Government subsidizes them" ~3-a proposition that he obviously found implausible and unacceptable. He
offered an amendment providing for the automatic expiration of the act at the end of three
years in order to " ... give the act full opportunity to demonstrate whether or not the philosophy is sound, and . . . the Government ought to
commit itself to that doctrine." He urged the
adoption of the amendment on the ground that:
If it is not adopted there will not hereafter go into
housing any private capital. It will be the end of a private
program for building houses in America. Private capital will
withdraw from the field. The bill will end it. and we shall
have state socialism now and forever if we do not limit the
operations of this measure.
... Are we in any position to say or to know that this
program is not experimental, and can we close our eyes to
the obvious fact that, entering the field, we must occupy
the whole of it, so far as the low-income producers are
concerned. in every section of the country?

Mr. George's amendment was, in fact, very
nearly nugatory because the bill provided for
only three years of authority that when exhausted would automatically terminate the program as to new undertakings unless Congress
should act further. The only practical effect of
the amendment would have been that the new
Authority would have ceased to exist after three
years, requiring the Congress to designate some
existing agency to carry to completion the contracts then in force. The amendment was ra"I Ibid., p. 10372 .
• , Ibid., p. 10:J7 r
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jected largely on this ground, though it gener-

ated enough support to require a roll-call vote

(33-47)."

The basic question of what the bill was all

aboutâwhat policy it expressed and to what

jected largely on this ground, though it generated enough support to require a roll-call vote
(33-47).~1

long range objectives it was addressedâwas re-

peatedly raised and as often dropped after in-

conclusive discussion. Senator Wagner rested

his hopes for more significant progress at some

time in the future on the anticipated force of

public opinion. The mood of much of the rest of

the Senate was reflected in two general observa-

tionsâone by an opponent of the bill, one a sup-

porter.

Senator Byrd of Virginia, who had achieved

some measure of fame through his relentless ef-

forts at curtailment of virtually all kinds of Federal

expenditure, opposed the bill and voted against it.

He summarized his views thus:

Mr. President, I think the Senate should understand

that we are embarking on one of the most costly ventures

ever undertaken in the history of our country. We are doing

it with little consideration. I venture the assertion that

aside from the Senator from New York [Mr. Wagner] and

The basic question of what the bill was all
about-what policy it expressed and to what
long range objectives it was addressed-was repeatedly raised and as often dropped after inconclusive discussion. Senator Wagner rested
his hopes for more significant progress at some
time in the future on the anticipated force of
public opinion. The mood of much of the rest of
the Senate was reflected in two general observations-one by an opponent of the bill, one a supporter.
Senator Byrd of Virginia, who had achieved
some measure of fame through his relentless efforts at curtailment of virtually all kinds of Federal
expenditure, opposed the bill and voted against it.
He summarized his views thus:

the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. Walsh], no two other

Members of this body understand the complicated provi-

sions of the bill. I dislike to make that assertion, but I

have sat here and attempted to understand it myself.85

Senator Borah, who was sympathetic toward

the purposes of the bill and who in the end

voted for it, permitted himself this uncomfortable

assessment of its probable effects in an ex-

change with Mr. Tydings:

Mr. President, I think the Senate should understand
that we are embarking on one of the most costly ventures
ever undertaken in the history of our country. We are doing
it with little consideration. I venture the assertion that
aside from the Senator from New York [Mr. Wagner] and
the Senator Irom Massachusetts [Mr. Walsh]. no two other
Members of this body understand the complicated provisions 01 the bill. I dislike to make that assertion, but I
have sat here and attempted to understand it myself. s:;

Mr. TYDINGS. If the Senator will yield ... the Senator

knows that if we spend every single, solitary dollar of this

money in New York, it would only provide for 175,000 fami-

lies.

Mr. BORAH. Exactly. I listened to that presentation very

attentively because that, it seems to me, Is the most pow-

erful argument made against the measure. After we have

Senator Borah, who was sympathetic toward
the purposes of the bill and who in the end
voted for it, permitted himself this uncomfortable
assessment of its probable effects in an exchange with Mr. Tydings:

done what we are proposing to do we have really gotten

nowhere.88

The Matter of Cost Limitations: Another

matter which greatly troubled the Senate was the

question of how much public housing units

which were to be subsidized in the manner pro-

posed should be permitted to cost.

One important aspect of this problem re-

lated to the difficulty pointed out by a private

Mr. TYDINGS. If the Senator will yield ... the Senator
knows that if we spend every single, solitary dollar of this
money in New York, it would only provide lor 175,000 families.
Mr. BORAH. Exactly. I listened to that presentation very
attentively because that, it seems to me, is the most powerful argument made against the measure. After we have
done what we are proposing to do we have really gotten
nowhere.~6

real estate broker (See quotation from the testi-

mony of Mr. Grimm, page XX.) much earlier, in

his testimony before the Committee on Education

and Labor, when he pointed out that it would not

sit well with the taxpayer to find that ". . . the

fruits of one's labor can purchase less desirable

homes than are provided for those who cannot

or will not earn or save as much."

Mr. Walsh put it this way, and even Mr.

Wagner agreed without elaboration, that it was

an issue of importance:

. . . we have made some mistakes in Federal housing

which we must avoid in this bill. We are providing for and

giving subsidies to people who have gone into better

The Matter of Cost Limitations: Another
matter which greatly troubled the Senate was the
question of how much public housing units
which were to be subsidized in the manner proposed should be permitted to cost.
One important aspect of this problem related to the difficulty pOinted out by a private
real estate broker (See quotation from the testimony of Mr. Grimm, page XX.) much earlier, in
his testimony before the Committee on Education
and Labor, when he pOinted out that it would not

houses built by the Federal Government than the average

workingman enjoys. There is no question about that. We

must avoid this in the future.

Mr. WAGNER. Of course, that is so."

.. Ibid., p. 10560 .
.., Ibid, p. 10551.
.. Ibid., p. 10644.
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sit well with the taxpayer to find that ", , . the
fruits of one's labor can purchase less desirable
homes than are provided for those who cannot
or will not earn or save as much."
Mr. Walsh put it this way, and even Mr,
Wagner agreed without elaboration, that it was
an issue of importance:
, .. we have made some mistakes in Federal housing
which we must avoid in this bill. We are providing for and
giving subsidies to people who have gone into better
houses built by the Federal Government than the average
workingman enjoys. There is no question about that. We
must avoid this in the future,
Mr. WAGNER. Of course, that is SO.81

This aspect of the matter may be viewed as
essentially social and psychological, and in the
broad sense political. However, the question of
costs raised highly practical questions as well:
Because costs would ultimately control rent levels, they would (under the five or six times rule)
likewise indirectly control the income limits governing eligibility for admission; similarly, because the maximum amount to be contracted for
was fixed, and because the subsidy was directly
related to development costs, the allowable
costs would not so indirectly control the number
of units which could be provided at any given
level of aggregate subsidy,
The debate, however, did not turn directly
around these matters, Instead, the issue was
joined by the Senate's most indefatigable advocate of governmental frugality, Mr. Byrd of Virginia, who introduced an amendment to insert
the following provision:
(6) No contract for loans, annual contributions, capital
grants, sale, lease, mortgage, or any other agreement or instrument made pursuant to this act shall be entered into
by the Authority with respect to any project costing more
than $4,000 per family unit or more than $1,000 per room.·~8

The purpose of the amendment, he told the
Senate, was " . . . to prevent the extravagance
which has occurred in other homestead projects
built throughout the country,"
Mr. Wagner saw the effect of the amendment-and, although he did not quite say so in
so many words, its intent-in quite different light.
He told the Senate:
Mr. WAGNER. Of course, those who are not in sympathy with our efforts to do something lor the one-third of the
people of the United States who are ill-housed, to give
those unfortunate people who have not sufficient income to
enable them to live in decent quarters a chance for life,
will leel that the amendment of the Senator from Virginia
ought to be adopted and the bill ought to be defeated. I
.7
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This aspect of the matter may be viewed as

essentially social and psychological, and in the

broad sense political. However, the question of

105

say very candidly to the Senate that if the amendment of

the Senator from Virginia ls adopted it will kill the bill -

Mr. LaFollette argued that if the Senate

should adopt the Byrd amendment it would not

say very candidly to the Senate that If the amendment of
the Senator from Virginia is adopted it will kill the bill.~9

only be treating the bill with hostility, but acting

out of ignorance. He said:

... l contend that there are absolutely no data upon

which the Senate can determine the cost per room or per

family of the projects to be undertaken under the bill. lf

Mr. LaFollette argued that if the Senate
should adopt the Byrd amendment it would not
only be treating the bill with hostility, but acting
out of ignorance. He said:

there are such data in existence, they have not been pre-

sented to the Senate. The statement of the author of the

amendment was to the effect that he had taken the average

of the figures given him in the debate a day or two ago by

the Senator from New York. Of course, as everyone knows,

the average represents a figure between the extremes,

which may be as much as 50 percent above and 50 per-

cent below the number fixed. Considering fluctuating build-

ing costs, for the Senate to write into a program which is

to extend over a period of years a flat limitation of this

character, in my opinion, would serve to frustrate and

wholly defeat the objective which this bill has in mind. lf

that is what the Senate desires, l contend that it would be

much better for a majority of the Senate to vote down the

bill rather than to pass a measure which ostensibly is to

inaugurate a long-range housing program, but which will

contain in it a limitation that will prevent its achievement.''"

The appearance that the Senate was about

to come to grips with a basic issue proved illu-

sory. There was more discussion about average

. . . I contend that there are absolutely no data upon
which the Senate can determine the cost per room or per
family of the projects to be undertaken under the bill. If
there are such data in existence, they have not been presented to the Senate. The statement of the author of the
amendment was to the effect that he had taken the average
of the figures given him in the debate a day or two ago by
the Senator from New York. Of course. as everyone knows.
the average represents a figure between the extremes,
which may be as much as 50 percent above and 50 percent below the number fixed. Considering fluctuating building costs. for the Senate to write into a program which is
to extend over a period of years a IIat limitation of this
character, in my opinion, would serve to frustrate and
wholly defeat the objective which this bill has in mind. If
that is what the Senate desires. I contend that it would be
much better for a majority of the Senate to vote down the
bill rather than to pass a measure which ostensibly is to
Inaugurate a long-range housing program. but which will
contain in it a limitation that will prevent its achievement. 9o

costs versus ranges, and about the higher costs

inevitably to be encountered in the larger cities,

and similar matters. But eventually the debate

turned into a confused and confusing argument

over the question whether the $700 million au-

thorized in loans to the local housing authorities

was or was not secured, and would or would not

be repaid. The sentiment of the Senate on the

basic issues raised by the very concept of statu-

tory cost limitations was never crystallized, ex-

cept perhaps in the close vote by which the Byrd

amendment was finally adoptedâ40-39, with 16

members not voting.

Others outside the Senate apparently shared

the view that the true purpose of the Byrd

amendment was to kill the program, if not the

bill itself. A major lobbying effort to undo it was

launched overnight, so conspicuously that a

rather rancorous discussion broke out on the

floor the next day, with members complaining

that Senate pages were distributing the "propa-

ganda" of a private organization to their desks.

Senator Wagner attempted to assume responsi-

bility for this as an effort on his own part to pro-

vide needed information on the issues, but the

offended members were not appeased. Mr. Mc-

Â» lbid., p. 10552.

'" lbid., p. 10557.

Nary described the incident as ". . . the boldest

attempt to influence legislation l have seen in 20

years in the Senate," and ". . . an insult to every

member . . . ." He continued,

l absolve the Senator from New York, because he has

not had many years of experience in this body, from caus-

The appearance that the Senate was about
to come to grips with a basic issue proved illusory. There was more discussion about average
costs versus ranges, and about the higher costs
inevitably to be encountered in the larger cities,
and similar matters. But eventually the debate
turned into a confused and confusing argument
over the question whether the $700 million authorized in loans to the local housing authorities
was or was not secured, and would or would not
be repaid. The sentiment of the Senate on the
basic issues raised by the very concept of statutory cost limitations was never crystallized, except perhaps in the close vote by which the Byrd
amendment was finally adopted-40-39, with 16
members not voting.
Others outside the Senate apparently shared
the view that the true purpose of the Byrd
amendment was to kill the program, if not the
bill itself. A major lobbying effort to undo it was
launched overnight, so conspicuously that a
rather rancorous discussion broke out on the
floor the next day, with members complaining
that Senate pages were distributing the "propaganda" of a private organization to their desks.
Senator Wagner attempted to assume responsibility for this as an effort on his own part to provide needed information on the issues, but the
offended members were not appeased. Mr. Mc-

ing the propaganda to be distributed. The trouble with the

Nary described the Incident as ". . . the boldest
attempt to influence legislation I have seen in 20
years in the Senate," and " ... an insult to every
member .... " He continued,
I absolve the Senator from New York. because he has
not had many years of experience in this body, from causing the propaganda to be distributed. The trouble with the
whole thing, however . . . is ihe audacity of this organization in attempting to influence legislation in this fashion.91

Strong language, for the Senate.
Whatever the proprieties of the matter, the
effort stirred enough support that on the following day-two days after the original vote-the
Senate took a fairly unusual step of entertaining
a motion to reconsider the vote by which the
Byrd amendment had been agreed to. Mr. Barkley notified the Senate that, if the amendment
were to be reconsidered, it was his intention not
to try to vote it down, but to offer a substitute
which would have omitted any limitation on unit
costs, and would have set a limit of $1,400 per
room on development cost of assisted projects,
excluding the cost of land and clearance. This
was apparently the highest figure which the proponents of the program thought they could hope
to get, and the lowest they thought would make
the program workable in the larger cities. Mr.
Barkley's substitute never reached a vote; the
motion to reconsider was laid on the table by a
margin of 44-39, with 12 not voting. 92
Some Other Issues Briefly Noted: The matters discussed above were certainly the most
significant policy questions to which the Senate
addressed itself in the consideration of the bill,
from the standpoint of national housing policy.
There were, of course, a number of others, some
of considerable importance. Of these, at least
the following deserve brief mention:
Applicability in Rural Areas: The question
'was frequently raised whether the program authorized by the bill would extend to rural areas
as well as to the cities, especially the larger cities. The Senate each time was assured that it
WOUld, though the discussion threw very little
light on the circumstances in which the program
might serve rural areas, and how it would actually operate in meeting rural needs. Mr.
George of Georgia (who was opposed to the bill
in any event) sought at one point to get some
clarification on these questions:
Mr. GEORGE. I desire to ask the Senator from New
York how this bill can be administered so far as rural
homes are concerned?

whole thing, however ... is ihe audacity of this organiza-

tion in attempting to influence legislation in this fashion."'
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Whatever the proprieties of the matter, the

effort stirred enough support that on the follow-

ing dayâtwo days after the original voteâthe
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Mr. WAGNER. ln the same way that lt is administered

in the city slum areas.'"

This response was not terribly illuminating,

but it came about as close as anyone got to

penetrating the problem of how, if at all, the pro-

posed program would operate in areas which

were actually ruralâas distinguished from towns

in which, even though small, areas had devel-

oped which would generally be agreed to be

slums.

Financing: As noted above, there was a

great deal of discussion of the financial structure

of the program provided in the bill, much of it di-

rected to the substantiality of the security pro-

vided for loans for the development of projects,

and the probability that the Federal Government

would actually recover these amounts. This as-

pect of the debate need not concern us further

here, because as matters actually developed di-

rect Federal loans were to play a progressively

less and less significant role in program financ-

ing.

lt ls worth pausing to note, however, that

even at this early date budget considerations

were exercising an important influence on policy.

lt was mentioned earlier that the principal spon-

sors of the bill flatly refused to accept Mr. Tyd-

ings' proposal to eliminate the concept of annual

contributions and proceed via one-time capital

grants. ln discussing this approach, the following

significant exchange occurred:

Mr. WALSH. ... it is lmportant for the Senator to

know that one of the reasons why there is a subsidy in the

bill rather than an outright grant is because of a matter the

Senator is very much interested ln.

Mr. TYDlNGS. l do not know what it is.

Mr. WALSH. Under the plan of the Senator we would

have to appropriate annually large sums of money and we

Mr. WAGNER. In the same way that it is administered
in the city slum areas. OJ

This response was not terribly illuminating,
but it came about as close as anyone got to
penetrating the problem of how, if at all, the proposed program would operate in areas which
were actually rural-as distinguished from towns
in which, even though small, areas had developed which would generally be agreed to be
slums.
Financing: As noted above, there was a
great deal of discussion of the financial structure
of the program provided in the bill, much of it directed to the substantiality of the security provided for loans for the development of projects.
and the probability that the Federal Government
would actually recover these amounts. This aspect of the debate need not concern us further
here, because as matters actually developed direct Federal loans were to play a progressively
less and less significant role in program financing.
It is worth pausing to note. however, that
even at this early date budget considerations
were exercising an important influence on policy.
It was mentioned earlier that the principal sponsors of the bill flatly refused to accept Mr. Tydings' proposal to eliminate the concept of annual
contributions and proceed via one-time capital
grants. In discussing this approach. the following
significant exchange occurred:

would put the Budget more out of balance. . . .

Mr. WALSH. l assume the financial provisions of the

bill were deliberately and lntentionally shaped and formu-

lated so as to avoid lmmediate large appropriations from

the Federal Treasury in the way of grants. Based upon the

authorized appropriations for the first 3 years fixed in the

bill, the outright grant from the Federal Treasury, which, of

course, would have to be met at once, would have been

$315,000,000. ln view of the condition of the Budget the

Senator can appreciate how reluctant the administration

was to start it upon that basis.'' >

The whole history of the capital grant provi-

sions suggests that they were left in the bill

largely, if not entirely, as a gesture toward those

who strongly favored this approach, both be-

cause of its simplicity and because it would min-

imize the necessity for continuing Federal super-

Mr. WALSH. . . . It Is Important for the Senator to
know that one of the reasons why there is a subsidy in the
bill rather than an outright grant is because of a matter the
Senator Is very much interested In.
Mr. TYDINGS. I do not know what It is.
Mr. WALSH. Under the plan of the Senator we would
have to appropriate annually large sums of money and we
would put the Budget more out of balance ....
Mr. WALSH. I assume the financial provisions of the
bill were deliberately and intentionally shaped and formulated so as to avoid Immediate large appropriations from
the Federal Treasury in the way of grants. Based upon the
authorized appropriations for the first 3 years fixed in the
bill, the outright grant from the Federal Treasury, which, of
course, would have to be met at once, would have been
$315,000,000. In view of the condition of the Budget the
Senator can appreciate how reluctant the administration
was to start it upon that basis. D'

vision of the local housing agencies over a long

period of time. lt appears not to have been seri-

ously thought that initial capital grants would ac-

tually be made in practiceâas indeed they never

were.

Administrative Matters: The Senate devoted

a great deal of time to matters of organization

and administration, whichâimportant as they un-

doubtedly wereâare tangential to this review.

The whole history of the capital grant provisions suggests that they were left in the bill
largely, if not entirely, as a gesture toward those
who strongly favored this approach, both because of its simpliCity and because it would minimize the necessity for continuing Federal supervision of the local housing agencies over a long

period of time. It appears not to have been seriously thought that initial capital grants would actually be made in practice-as indeed they never
were.
Administrative Matters: The Senate devoted
a great deal of time to matters of organization
and administration, which-important as they undoubtedly were-are tangential to this review.
These included such matters as the most suitable number of members for the Board of Directors (reduced from five to three); the characterization of those types of appointment that would
be. respectively, subject to the civil service laws
or subject to confirmation by the Senate; and the
appropriate scope of audit on the part of the
Comptroller General. The latter point was especially controversial because the incumbent
Comptroller General at that time was widely
known for his exceedingly conservative views,
and because he then had, as a matter of general
practice, the power of prior- rather than post-review and approval of obligations and expenditures.
An amendment proposed by Mr. Barkley was
adopted requiring the President's approval of
proposed annual contributions contracts. Later.
as the program grew and the President's workload became ever heavier, it became evident that
this review step was more trouble than it was
worth, and the function was delegated to the
Housing Administrator (later, of course, the
Secretary).9~

State Limitations: Perhaps because of the
uncertainty as to how-or even whether-the
new program would operate in rural areas, there
was considerable apprehension in the Senate
lest all the aid provided go into a relatively few
States with the largest cities and, hence, the
largest needs. Mr. Tydings put it more bluntly
than anyone else when he said:
I .. . predict that New York will receive practically all
the money that this bill contains . ILaughter.] I make the
prediction that with the bill in its present form, at least
half of the money will find its way into New York City or
the immediately surrounding area and that the municipality
will not put up a red penny.D6

This was a suggestion which Mr. Wagner rejected with some heat.
In lieu of a complex and elaborate State allocation system based on population, Mr. Tydings proposed a simple, or seemingly simple,
provision declaring that not more than 10 percent of the funds provided in the bill could be
spent within anyone State .

These included such matters as the most suita-

ble number of members for the Board of Direc-

tors (reduced from five to three); the characteri-

t:I Ibid ., p . 10362.
.. Ibid., p. 10464.
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The Senator from Maryland was clearly

more interested in getting the principle of some

sort of limitation into the law than in precisely

what it provided. When it was pointed out to him

that a 10 percent State limitation would go be-

yond protecting the States with lesser needs and

would actually discriminate unjustifiably against

New York, he first modified his amendment to in-

crease the 10 percent limit to 15 percent, and

later to raise that to 20 percent.

lt must have been evident to all concerned

that to have all the funds goâtheoretically, at

leastâinto five states was hardly a great im-

provement over having them go to two or three.

Nevertheless, the supporters of the legislation

gave up at that point, and the 20 percent limita-

tion went into the billâa decision they later had

some cause to regret, since in conference the

limit was reduced to the original figure of 10

percent.

Local Participation: As a final effort to

tighten up what he regarded as the objectionably

loose financial provisions of the bill, Mr. Tydings

proposed an amendment which would have re-

quired that in connection with any project the

State or some local political subdivision in which

it was to be located must contribute or agree to

contribute 5 percent of any loan, grant, or contri-

bution made to the project. Mr. Wagner made no

objection, and the amendment was agreed to.

With all these (and some other) matters dis-

posed of one way or another, the Senate passed

the bill and sent it to the House. Although the

vote on final passage was 64-16, the tenor of the

debate as a whole and the votes on the adoption

and reconsideration of the Byrd amendment at

least strongly suggest that sentiment in the Sen-

ate on the basic merits of the legislation was

considerably more divided than its margin on

this vote might seem to indicate.

Consideration in the House

The House Committee reported the bill with

an amendment in the nature of a substitute

which modified the Senate version in a number

of particulars, some minor and some quite

significant.97 Probably the most important

changes were the following:

The Senator from Maryland was clearly
more interested in getting the principle of some
sort of limitation into the law than in precisely
what it provided. When it was pointed out to him
that a 10 percent State limitation would go beyond protecting the States with lesser needs and
would actually discriminate unjustifiably against
New York, he first modified his amendment to increase the 10 percent limit to 15 percent, and
later to raise that to 20 percent.
It must have been evident to all concerned
that to have all the funds go-theoretically, at
least-into five states was hardly a great improvement over having them go to two or three.
Nevertheless, the supporters of the legislation
gave up at that pOint, and the 20 percent limitation went into the bill-a decision they later had
some cause to regret, since in conference the
limit was reduced to the original figure of 10
percent.
Local Participation: As a final effort to
tighten up what he regarded as the objectionably
loose financial provisions of the bill, Mr. Tydings
proposed an amendment which would have required that in connection with any project the
State or some local political subdivision in which
it was to be located must contribute or agree to
contribute 5 percent of any loan, grant, or contribution made to the project. Mr. Wagner made no
objection, and the amendment was agreed to.
With all these (and some other) matters disposed of one way or another, the Senate passed
the bill and sent it to the House. Although the
vote on final passage was 64-16, the tenor of the
debate as a whole and the votes on the adoption
and reconsideration of the Byrd amendment at
least strongly suggest that sentiment in the Senate on the basic merits of the legislation was
considerably more divided than its margin on
this vote might seem to indicate.

1. Loans were limited to 85 percent of de-

velopment or acquisition cost, and the authority

for them reduced from $700 million to $500 mil-

Consideration in the House

lion.

2. Total authority for annual contributions

contracts was left at a final figure of $20 million

per annum, but the rate of program growth was

slowed by allowing only $5 million to become

available in the first year, and $7.5 million in

each of the two succeeding years (instead of $10

The House Committee reported the bill with
an amendment in the nature of a substitute
which modified the Senate version in a number
of particulars, some minor and some quite
significantY1
Probably
the
most
important
changes were the following:

that each contract be reviewed for continued

need at the end of 10 years, and each five year

period thereafter.

3. The allowable ratio of tenants' income at

to 4 and 5 respectively.

or principal on any loan due to the Authority . .. ."

5. The Byrd amendment was modified by

5. The Byrd amendment was modified by
eliminating the ceiling on overall cost per unit,
and raising the per room limitation from a maximum of $4,000 to a maximum average of $5,000.
Additional language was added to the effect that
such costs could not exceed those of units produced by private enterprise in the locality or
metropolitan area, using similar building requirements and labor standards. Projects were also
required to be not "of elaborate or expensive
design and materials," and to promote economy
both in construction and "administration."
6. The equivalent elimination requirement
was modified to require that the arrangements
for clearance of a substantially equal number of
substandard dwellings in connection with any
project involving new construction should be
"satisfactory to the Authority." No provision was
made for deferral of this requirement. The committee changed its view on this question, however, and during consideration on the floor a
committee amendment was adopted that allowed
deferral in the discretion of the Authority where
it found the shortage of decent, safe, and sanitary housing for low income families to be such
as to ". . . force dangerous overcrowding of
such families."

., S. 1685 reported with amendment, Unio n Calendar #573; H,
Rapt. 1545, 75th Congress . 1st Session,
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4. Annual contributions were required to be

applied first ". . . toward any payment of interest

4. Annual contributions were required to be
applied first " ... toward any payment of interest
or principal on any loan due to the Authority .... "

The Senate bill with the committee's proposed substitute came to the floor after what
dissatisfied members described as hasty and
meager consideration.'~ Mr. Hancock of North
Carolina who said that he had " ... for several
years ardently favored a genuine slum reclama-

admission to the rental was reduced from 5

times the rent (or 6 in the case of large families)

3. The allowable ratio of tenants' income at
admission to the rental was reduced from 5
times the rent (or 6 in the case of large families)
to 4 and 5 respectively.

1. Loans were limited to 85 percent of development or acquisition cost, and the authority
for them reduced from $700 million to $500 million.

million in each of two years, as in the Senate

version). Moreover, a requirement was added

2. Total authority for annual contributions
contracts was left at a final figure of $20 million
per annum, but the rate of program growth was
slowed by allowing only $5 million to become
available in the first year, and $7.5 million in
each of the two succeeding years (instead of $10
million in each of two years, as in the Senate
version). Moreover, a requirement was added
that each contract be reviewed for continued
need at the end of 10 years, and each five year
period thereafter.
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tion and low-rent-housing program," recounted

the lengthy consideration and study which the

Committee had given the problems, and com-

plained that:

. . . suddenly last Friday afternoon, practically all of

our work was set at naught by certain amendments pro-

tion and low-rent-housing program," recounted
the lengthy consideration and study which the
Committee had given the problems, and complained that:

posed by the chairman at the request of the Housing Divi-

sion of the Public Works Administration. The effect of these

amendments could not be known until the bill was printed,

for no member of the committee ever saw one of them,

with the exception of the chairman, until the printed bills

were available Monday morning of this week [After the bill

had been reported].^

ln language reminiscent of Senator Byrd,

Mr. Hancock told the House:

. . . suddenly last Friday afternoon, practically all of
our work was set at naught by certain amendments proposed by the chairman at the request of the Housing Division 01 the Public Works Administration. The effect of these
amendments could not be known until the bill was printed,
for no member of the committee ever saw one of them,
with the exceotion of the chairman. until the printed bills
were available Monday morning of this week [After the bill
had been reported).99

Even at this hour, l venture the assertion that there is

not a member of the committee who would stand here in

the well and tell you that he understood this bill in its

In language reminiscent of Senator Byrd,
Mr. Hancock told the House:

present form.

The debate followed substantially similar

lines to those of the Senate debate, reconsider-

ing problems that had been extensively explored

there as well as to some extent in hearings. Fol-

Even at this hour, I venture the assertion that there is
not a member 01 the committee who would stand here in
the well and tell you that he understood this bill in its
present form.

lowing the leadership of Chairman Steagall of

the Committee, the House rejected by votes or

on points of order a series of amendments,

themselves mostly on familiar matters. (E.g., to

restore Senate language authorizing certain non-

dwelling facilities in projects; to increase the

income-rent eligibility ratio from 4 times rent to 5

times; to authorize 2 percent of available funds

to be used for research and "experimental con-

structions"; to provide for preaudit by the Gen-

eral Accounting Office of transactions involving

loans, grants, and annual contributions; to elimi-

nate the President's prior approval of assistance

to projects; to allow loans up to 100 percent of

acquisition or development cost; to provide low

interest rate loans for the construction of single

family homes for owner occupancy; to set a 2-

year limit on deferral of equivalent elimination;

and to increase the State limitation from 10 per-

cent to 15 percent.) A committee amendment au-

thorizing deferral of equivalent elimination in cir-

cumstances which, in the determination of the

Authority, might lead to "dangerous overcrowd-

ing" of low income families was agreed to. Sig-

nificantly, unanimous consent was given to

amend sections 10 and 11 of the bill (dealing, re-

spectively, with annual contributions and capital

grants) to insert the words "or slum clearance"

in the phrase "low-cost housing project" wher-

ever it appeared in those sections.100

One. amendment which the House rejected

at the instance of the committee is worthy of

special note, since it reflects one of the few mat-

ters which engaged the serious (as distinguished

from the formal) attention of the members while

the bill was on the floor. lt had to do, not with a

question of housing policy or of slum clearance,

but of the coverage of employees of the new Au-

thority under the merit system, and the preroga-

The debate followed substantially similar
lines to those of the Senate debate, reconsidering problems that had been extensively explored
there as well as to some extent in hearings. Following the leadership of Chairman Steagall of
the Committee, the House rejected by votes or
on points of order a series of amendments,
themselves mostly on familiar matters. (E.g., to
restore Senate language authorizing certain nondwelling facilities in projects; to increase the
income-rent eligibility ratio from 4 times rent to 5
times; to authorize 2 percent of available funds
to be used for research and "experimental constructions"; to provide for preaudit by the General Accounting Office of transactions involving
loans, grants, and annual contributions; to eliminate the President's prior approval of assistance
to projects; to allow loans up to 100 percent of
acquisition or development cost; to provide low
interest rate loans for the construction of single
family homes for owner occupancy; to set a 2year limit on deferral of equivalent elimination;
and to increase the State limitation from 10 percent to 15 percent.) A committee amendment authorizing deferral of equivalent elimination in circumstances which, in the determination of the
Authority, might lead to "dangerous overcrowding" of low income families was agreed to. Significantly, unanimous consent was given to
amend sections 10 and 11 of the bill (dealing, respectively, with annual contributions and capital
grants) to insert the words "or slum clearance"
in the phrase "low-cost housing project" wherever it appeared in those sections. loo

One. amendment which the House rejected
at the instance of the committee is worthy of
special note, since it reflects one of the few matters which engaged the serious (as distinguished
from the formal) attention of the members while
the bill was on the floor. It had to do, not with a
question of housing policy or of slum clearance,
but of the coverage of employees of the new Authority under the merit system, and the prerogatives of the Senate in the matter of approving
certain classes of appointments.
The Senate bill had provided that the Authority might appoint employees, subject to the
civil service laws and the Classification Act of
1923, as amended, except that without regard to
those laws it could appoint and fix the compensation of attorneys, and-subject in this case to
regulations to be issued by the Civil Service
Commission-to appoint and fix the compensation of "officers and experts." All employees receiving compensation of $4,000 per annum or
more were to be "subject to confirmation by the
Senate." 101
The House Committee rewrote this section
to provide that the Authority, without regard to
other laws on the subject, might appoint and fix
the compensation of "officers, attorneys, experts,
and employees." No provision for Senate confirmation was included.'lI~
When this section was reached, a member
of the minority (Mr. Wolcott of Michigan) offered
an amendment to restore the Senate language.
Chairman Steagall, explaining that the Committee's intent was to "expedite the organization" of
the Authority, secured immediate approval of a
motion closing debate on the section and all
amendments to it. Thereupon, the House summarily rejected not only the Senate provision but a
milder version offered by the Chairman of its
Civil Service Committee, Mr. Ramspeck. 103 This
abrupt and unusual rebuff to the Chairman of a
major committee provoked Mrs. Rogers of Massachusetts into suggesting that the House should
have some sort of memorial observance " ... to
pay tribute to the death of a great committee .. .
the Committee on the Civil Service . . . . It has
been choked to death."
Unlike the substantive amendments, which
generated mainly familiar rhetoric on both sides,
it is clear in the record that this matter involved
strong feelings. Members in the minority-and,
of course, Chairman Ramspeck-pleaded for fair

tives of the Senate in the matter of approving

1"1
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certain classes of appointments.

The Senate bill had provided that the Au-

thority might appoint employees, subject to the

civil service laws and the Classification Act of

1923, as amended, except that without regard to

those laws it could appoint and fix the compen-

sation of attorneys, andâsubject in this case to

Ibid. p. 11831.
,..., Ibid., p. 11862.
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treatment, and described the Committee's provi-

sion as a violation both of the Democratic plat-

form and of the announced policy of President

Roosevelt. Members of the majority, in at least

as vehement terms, blamed their opposition for

past and continuing political abuses. Mr. Fuller,

speaking perhaps somewhat more bluntly than

he might have but for the heat of the moment,

told his colleagues on the other side of the aisle:

Oh, you gentlemen over there on the Republican side

make much ado about civil service. You want some more

jobs. But let me tell you, you have all we are going to give

treatment, and described the Committee's provision as a violation both of the Democratic platform and of the announced policy of President
Roosevelt. Members of the majority, in at least
as vehement terms, blamed their opposition for
past and continuing political abuses. Mr. Fuller,
speaking perhaps somewhat more bluntly than
he might have but for the heat of the moment,
told his colleagues on the other side of the aisle:

you. We have made up our mind you are not going to have

any more because you have taken all the spoils.

[Applause.]

You have received more political positions in the last

few years than Democrats received under Republican ad-

ministrations in the last 75 years. ln the Alcoholic Unit of

the Treasury Department there is not a Democrat holding a

key position. [Applause.]

This so-called merit system is owned, controlled, and

dominated by Republicansâno wonder you holler for the

merit system. They play the game and give us no chance

in the world and cut our throats every time they get an op-

portunity. [Applause.] ""

Whatever the interest of this controversy for

the student of public administration and the civil

service, its significance in this account is the

perspective it yields on how far the attention of

the House on that day lay from the enormously

complex problems of launching a national pro-

gram of subsidized housingâor what many of

them, in defiance of simple common sense, con-

sidered to be to all intents and purposes the

same thing: a national program of slum clear-

ance.

lt might be thought that the sharpness of the

debate on the civil service was merely passing

pique, rather than a main issue. Clearly, how-

ever, this was not the case: the one motion to

recommit admitted under the rule governing de-

bate on the bill was used, not to recommit (and

thus defeat) the bill itself, but rather to recommit

the bill with instructions to report it back to the

House forthwith including a provision subjecting

all employees of the Authority to the civil service

and classification laws.105 The motion was re-

jected by a heavily partisan vote, 221-140 and

the bill then passed the House, 275-86. (ln addi-

tion to the minority members, there were some

who supported the motion in protest over the

cavalier treatment of Chairman Ramspeck and

the Committee on Civil Service.)

The conference between the two Houses on

the 1937 bill was brief, (The bill was sent to con-

ference on August 19, and the conference report

'Â« lbid., p. 11856.

'"lbid., p. 11873.

was filed in the House on August 20.) but, if the

reports of the conferees to their respective

chambers are to be believed, rancorous.

Once again, the issues which generated

strong feelings and hot debate between the con-

ferees were not questions of housing policy. The

numerous differences between the Senate and

House bills on matters of substance apparently

Oh, you gentlemen over there on the Republican side
make much ado about civil service. You want some more
jobs. But let me tell you, you have all we are going to give
you. We have made up our mind you are not going 10 have
any more because you have taken all the spoils.
[Applause.)
You have received more political positions in the last
few years than Democrats received under Republican administrations in the last 75 years. In the Alcoholic Unit of
the Treasury Department there is not a Democrat holding a
key position. [Applause.)
This so-called merit system is owned, controlled, and
dominated by Republicans-no wonder you holler for the
merit system. They piay the game and give us no chance
in the world and cuI our throats every time they get an opportunity. [Applause.) 104

Whatever the interest of this controversy for
the student of public administration and the civil
service, its significance in this account is the
perspective it yields on how far the attention of
the House on that day lay from the enormously
complex problems of launching a national program of subsidized housing-or what many of
them, in defiance of simple common sense, considered to be to all intents and purposes the
same thing: a national program of slum clearance.
It might be thought that the sharpness of the
debate on the civil service was merely passing
pique, rather than a main issue. Clearly, however, this was not the case: the one motion to
recommit admitted under the rule governing debate on the bill was used, not to recommit (and
thus defeat) the bill itself, but rather to recommit
the bill with instructions to report it back to the
House forthwith including a provision subjecting
all employees of the Authority to the civil service
and classification laws. m The motion was rejected by a heavily partisan vote, 221-140 and
the bill then passed the House, 275-86. (In addi:'
tion to the minority members, there were some
who supported the motion in protest over the
cavalier treatment of Chairman Ramspeck and
the Committee on Civil Service.)
The conference between the two Houses on
the 1937 bill was brief, (The bill was sent to conference on August 19, and the conference report
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caused the conferees little difficulty. The sticking

points were the provisions dealing with civil

service and with the right of the Senate to con-

firm appointments to high-level positions.
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was filed in the House on August 20.) but, if the
reports of the conferees to their respective
chambers are to be believed, rancorous.
Once again, the issues which generated
strong feelings and hot debate between the conferees were not questions of housing policy. The
numerous differences between the Senate and
House bills on matters of substance apparently
caused the conferees little difficulty. The sticking
points were the provisions dealing with civil
service and with the right of the Senate to confirm appointments to high-level positions.
Mr. Walsh, presenting the conference report
to the Senate, described the situation that had
confronted the Senate managers as follows:
The House conferees pointed out that the only debate
of serious purport in the other branch, when this bill was
under consideration, was over the civil-service provision,
that by an overwhelming vote the House voted the civilservice provision out of the bill. That information, of
course, was presented to us, and the conferees on the part
of the House said that it was useless to go back to the
House unless we eliminated the civil-service provision
completely.l06

Finally a compromise was struck, but it was
received with considerable disappointment in
both Houses. (The compromise applied the civil
service and classification laws to employees of
the Authority, except for "officers, attorneys and
experts," and for employees whose compensation exceeded $1,980 per annum. Senate confirmation was provided for appOintments to positions carrying annual salary rates in excess of
$7,500 per annum.)
In the Senate, Mr. Connally complained:
I cannot understand the legislative state of mind of the
House that would want to deny to the Senate the right of
confirmation, because it inures to the benefit of the legislative branch.lO'

In the House, Mr. Fuller declared that the
House conferees had flouted the will of the
House as expressed in a record vote by making
any concession at all to the Senate, and called
for the rejection of the conference report.
As a matter of fact, there was sentiment in
both chambers for rejecting the conference report and sending the issue back for further conference. On both sides, however, the proponents
of such action were finally dissuaded on the
basis that neither side could or would yield its
position entirely, and that rejection of the compromise would in all probability result in the failure of the bill. In the end, therefore, the conference report was agreed to.
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As to matters of substance, though they

were hardly central to the controversy, the con-

ference bill adhered with minor exceptions to the

more restrictive provisions of the House bill. The

House conferees did agree to a few conces-

sions: The limit on loans at 85 percent of acqui-

sition or development cost was raised to 90

percent, and the 25 percent local contribution

which the House version provided for was re-

duced to 20 percent. The more liberal income-

to-rent ratios of the Senate version were

adopted. Still, the final bill was very much what

the House had passed.

The focus of this inquiry, however, is not so

much on what the Congress enactedâwhich is

readily available in the statutesâas on what it

was, if anything, that the Congress decided in

1937, specifically with regard to subsidizing

housing for the poor in the United States. On

this point, perhaps the final word should be left

to Senator Walsh, who told the Senateânot in

the course of its original consideration of the

bill, but just prior to the adoption of the confer-

ence reportâ

Mr. WALSH. Of course, the fact is fundamental to the

whole discussion that this is not a housing bill.

Mr. BANKHEAD. What ls it?

Mr. WALSH. lt ls a slum clearance bill. Some persons

are trying to make it a housing bill, but it is not a housing

blll.ios

The 75th Congress had enacted a public

law. What was left for the test of the future was

whether, in so doing, it had enunciated a public

policy.

The judgment of the future, as will be seen,

As to matters of substance, though they
were hardly central to the controversy, the conference bill adhered with minor exceptions to the
more restrictive provisions of the House bill. The
House conferees did agree to a few concessions: The limit on loans at 85 percent of acquisition or development cost was raised to 90
percent, and the 25 percent local contribution
which the House version provided for was reduced to 20 percent. The more liberal incometo-rent ratios of the Senate version were
adopted. Still, the final bill was very much what
the House had passed.
The focus of this inquiry, however, is not so
much on what the Congress enacted-which is
readily available in the statutes-as on what it
was, if anything, that the Congress decided in
1937, specifically with regard to subsidizing
housing for the poor in the United States. On
this pOint, perhaps the final word should be left
to Senator Walsh, who told the Senate--not in
the course of its original consideration of the
bill, but just prior to the adoption of the conference reportMr. WALSH. Of course, the fact Is fundamental to the
whole discussion that this is not a housing bill.
Mr. BANKHEAD. What is it?
Mr. WALSH. It Is a slum clearance bill. Some persons
are trying to make it a housing bill, but It is not a housing
bill. loS

proved to be that the Congress had agreed not

upon a policy but upon a program; not upon an

objective, but upon a technique. This crucial dis-

tinction reached its logical, and perhaps even its

inevitable, end 36 years later, when the Nixon

Administrationâfaced with each and all of the

basic questions which the 75th Congress had

bypassed and left unansweredâsuspended all

subsidized housing programs (pending further

study).

Setting a Course for the Postwar

Period

lt appears that in enacting the U.S. Housing

Act of 1937 the Congress had in mind creating a

sort of American counterpart of the familiar

group of publicly-owned and managed flats

which had worked quite well in British villages

*â¢ Ibid., p. 12282.

The 75th Congress had enacted a public
law. What was left for the test of the future was
whether, in so doing, it had enunciated a public
policy.
The judgment of the future, as will be seen,
proved to be that the Congress had agreed not
upon a policy but upon a program; not upon an
objective, but upon a technique. This crucial distinction reached its logical, and perhaps even its
inevitable, end 36 years later, when the Nixon
Administration-faced with each and all of the
basic questions which the 75th Congress had
bypassed and left unanswered-suspended all
subsidized housing programs (pending further
study).

and towns (and somewhat less well in the larger

cities, where neighborhoods were less coherent

and local governments more remote and imper-

sonal).

lt is a matter of speculation how this con-

cept might have worked out if time and circum-

stance had permitted it to follow its own natural

course. As events developed, this was not to be.

The new program got off to a relatively slow

start, as most new programs do. The first actual

appropriation for payment of annual contribu-

Setting a Course for the Postwar
Period
It appears that in enacting the U.S. Housing
Act of 1937 the Congress had in mind creating a
sort of American counterpart of the familiar
group of publicly-owned and managed flats
which had worked quite well in British villages

tionsâin the amount of $5 millionâwas made

-

Ibid., p. 12282.

and towns (and somewhat less well in the larger
cities, where neighborhoods were less coherent
and local governments more remote and impersonal).
It is a matter of speculation how this concept might have worked out if time and circumstance had permitted it to follow its own natural
course. As events developed, this was not to be.
The new program got off to a relatively slow
start, as most new programs do. The first actual
appropriation for payment of annual contributions-in the amount of $5 million-was made
for the fiscal year 1940. None of it was actually
spent.
The reason for this extraordinary economy,
according to the formal justification submitted to
the House Committee on Appropriations, was
that the newly-invented device of obtaining temporary (i.e., development) financing in the private
market (instead of by borrowing from the Government) had made possible very substantial
savings. It seems likely, however, that Administrator Straus' explanation was more to the point
and more realistic. No contribution payments
had been made, he told the committee, because
projects had not been completed and occupied
as rapidly as had been expected.
The public housing program was therefore
still in its infancy when World War II broke out.
In June of 1940, Public Law 671 (76th Congress)
authorized the adaptation of the program to the
support of the defense mobilization effort. In the
following month, the Office of Defense Housing
Coordinator was established in the Council of
National Defense to plan a general defense
housing program and coordinate its execution by
private industry and by all the Government agencies with housing functions of one sort or another.
To the extent feasible, the Authority sought
to keep the basic public housing program alive
within the overriding framework of defense
needs and priorities. Projects which seemed to
offer little or no advantage to the defense effort
were deferred (rather than canceled), and a relatively few occupied projects which were so situated as to have no significant defense applicability were continued in low rent occupancy. In the
main, however, low income eligibility standards
for admission were waived, and rents were
raised to levels above those originally intended,
but affordable by defense workers. Because such
workers were generally rather well paid this frequently meant that full economic rents were
charged. New projects were built to serve defense an
: :r., e}Q.s:jt551 though planned in the

for the fiscal year 1940. None of it was actually

spent.

The reason for this extraordinary economy,

according to the formal justification submitted to

the House Committee on Appropriations, was
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hope that at some unknown time In the future
they could be restored to their originally in·
tended use. .
Thus It came about that, in 1944, when the
Senate turned to a major effort at planning for
the postwar period, it had as Its main reference
point for the whole difficult problem of housing
lower income people a relatively new program,
enacted by the Congress atter long effort and
much controversy, which was not only unproved
but virtually untested as a means of solving the
evils to which It was addressed-even if those
could be Identified with considerably more precision than, in fact, they had been.
One slgnlltcant change, however, had occurred. As the war period drew to a close, sev·
eral hundred local housing authorities had been
organized and were staffed with architects, attorneys , social workers, managers, and maintenance crews. In short, the local authorities had
substantial vested Institutional interests not only
In continuing to handle the proJects already In
being, but In resuming the program for which
they had been created, and which had been
preempted by the war.
The Senate Special Committee on Postwar
Economic Policy and Planning established In
1944 a special Subcommittee on Housing and
Urban Development, which was chaired by Senator Robert Taft, and Included Senators Wagner
and Ellender. (In fact, not the least significant
accomplishment of this particular undertaking
was to bring the Immense prestige of Senator
Taft to bear on the Issues in a bi partisan alliance
with Wagner and Ellender. They made a formidable trio.) After extensive study and hearings, the
subcommittee prepared in August 1945 to state
its conclusions and recommendations.
It began by noting that "From time to time,
the Federal Government has established agencies to deal with one phase or another of the
housing problem." It went on to note that:
. . . The. . . gellcle. hJVe been creJled, .nd lhe IlIgl ..
I.tlve Inv"llgJllon. .ccomp.n~lng lhelr crallllon h.'o'II
u,u.Uy beell m.dl , from thl pOint 01 vl.w 01 • pllrtlcul.r
,ilu.llon oilln c.lllllg lor .n Im.rgency IOlullon.
ThuI, In ord.r Ih.t prtv.t. hom. mortglllJl Inltilution,
might morll .lIl1etlvet~ meet lhe n.edl for homll mortg.~
e redlt, the Home
Balik S~."m Will .."bli,hed. In the
f.e. of • gen.ral coll.p.. 01 the mortg'lJI cradll .tructure,
the Homl Own.,.' Lo.n CorpOration 10'" •• t.bllihed. In
order to exlelld the field 0 1 mortg.ge eredlt Ind •• tlblilh •
nell' .y,tem 01 morlgaga III.urlnee. Idvocates of prlvJl"
houllng N-Curll(l the .Ooptlon 01 tllll Nallon.1 Houllng Act,
er•• tlng the F.derll HoUllllg Ad.,llIllIrltlon. III order to
provide ecllvlty In the eonllruello, Indultry .lId to aullt
city dWllllerl o. loll' IlIeom •. thl Publle Works Admlnillre.
lion, .lter IllperlmenlJllon with Ioatl. to prJv.t. limited c;llvldend complllle., under100k the eon.~etl'" R ~

Lo,"
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hou,llIg. Let.r, thoe IlItlrell In public hau.lng led to the
p'",ge of the tlW ..nlllg up lhe United Stetee Hou"ng
Authority. In ••cn c .... lhe need of the plrt leular 'tep _
avidenl, bul relll1ol1 Of elch Ilep to thoe whole .IIS IIOt
cl.arly develOl*S.lo-

<In point of fact, as noted earlier in this account,
thIs Is not precisely what occurred with regard
to the initiation of the public housing program .)
Having thus called attention to the somewhat incoherent character of the growth of a
Federal role in housing , the subcommittee went
on to make some strlklng observations which
suggested that It was laying the foundation for
the formulation of a coherent housing policy for
the Nation :
From thl toel.1 paint of view, e .upply of good hou ...
lng, ,ulllcl.nt to me.t the needl of III flmll le" II ....nllil
to • lOund .nd I •• bl. d.moo"c~.
. . . [Bul) Up to the pr...nl 11m., _ hive never been
.ble 10 epprolch the obJactive of en Idequ.tl .upply of
deeent t.oul lng ....
We CIII no longer ICC"pt the.. condltlonl e, un.void.
.ble. W. clnnot nlaly f.ce lhe dltlleult undertlkillg. of
the yel,. lheld, with the burdln of herdlhlp ,"d di.con.
lellt Ih.t bid t.ou.lng impa... UpOn u• . The Inue mu.t be
I.ced Illd lhe tlllk Inum.d. It I, I Ink wh ich eallllOl be
performed In t )'I.r, nor perhepe in e d-eelde, but one
which I I I niliOll _ mUlt dlvotedty pu,.ue aIId Iccomptl.h .1 rlpldly I I proper u.. of our _ureel perm!".

The writers of the report continued on a very upbeat note :
TlIe ,ubc:ommill.. bell._ th.t the melns are IVIII.bla for the lecompll.hm.nt. A nllion In.pl~ by vlclory.
en Indu,try el.rt to new r..ponllbllille. end new OPpOrtUlI1lie. cen, with the cooperat ion of gOYllfll menl, solve thl.
prob la m. The lubcommltt.. I. cOlllid.1I1 thlt Ih ll cell be
dona without dep.rture Irom democrallc procedure or vioItlnCI 10 In enl..p,l... '~lIm baNd on prtvI" Inltll1lY11.

In the light of thIs preamble, It Is more than
a little disappointing to have to record that the
breadth of vision and the confidence in the feasibility and the outcome of a public policy on
housing, which glowed so brightly on page 3 of
this report, began to dim very strikingly as early
as page 7.
In the very first sentence of their discussion
of the proper responsibility in this area of the
Federal Government, the authors ted off with the
astonishing and unqualified statement: "Housing
is fundamentally a local problem." Without pausing to comment on the fact thai this assertion
was plainly in violent conflict with what they had
already said-and Indeed , called into queslion
their legitimate Interest in making such a report
at all-they hurried on to surround any prospective Federal role w ith metes and bounds. Thus:
~Ion . unl .... 01",. .1. . not..:l.
&II 'tom th. RIpoff, poer ...., H04IlIng , $ubC ........ lt1" on
Ho ....r"ll Ind .tit
1It~.r,'lQonIlnt . Aug . I. •..s (Comml""
P,lnt) .
VI
I
,} Qr,}

- All qUOCal.on. on PIO" In 1111.
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The first responsibility for lts solution rests upon the

community where it ls to be located. This subcommittee

has carefully considered the place of the Federal Govern-

ment in respect to the housing situation and is greatly con-

cerned that it should not lnvade the proper functions of

State or local government or of private enterprise.

The basic stance which the subcommittee

The first responsibility for its solution rests upon the
community where it is to be located. This subcommittee
has carefully considered the place of the Federal Government In respect to the housing situation and is greatiy concerned that it should not invade the proper functions of
State or local government or of private enterprise.

had put forward under the heading of "Consider-

ations of Policy" was already tottering, but the

subcommittee was not yet done with demolishing

the structure it had so recently erected. Federal

housing programs employing various mortgage

credit devices had been found generally accept-

able, it suggested, not because they dealt with

housing, but because they dealt with money.

Their argument continues:

General problems of banking and finance have always

been the concern of the Federal Government. Abuses

which arise in that field have, from the beginning of the

The basic stance which the subcommittee
had put forward under the heading of "Considerations of Policy" was already tottering, but the
subcommittee was not yet done with demolishing
the structure it had so recently erected. Federal
housing programs employing various mortgage
credit devices had been found generally acceptable, it suggested, not because they dealt with
housing, but because they dealt with money.
Their argument continues:

Republic, been a concern of Federal legislation, and bank-

lng institutions have been subjected to rigorous regulation.

Capital is extremely liquid, and it is important that capital

existing in one State be readily available in every other

State where it may be needed.

ln the establishment of the home-loan banks and the

Federal Housing Administration, the Federal Government

undertook to provide conditions under which money seek-

ing investment would flow easily into home construction. lt

was made possible to provide loans up to 80 percent, and

even 90 percent, of the total value of dwelling units to

spread the payment over a long period of years and to re-

duce the rate of interest, with a most substantial effect

upon the total carrying charge to the owner. This activity of

the Federal Government has met with almost universal ap-

proval and should be continued and expanded, providing it

is kept on a sound financial basis.

The subcommittee observed glumly, how-

ever, "The entrance of the Federal Government

into public housing has produced a much

General problems of banking and finance have always
been the concern of the Federal Government. Abuses
which arise in that field have, from the beginning of the
Republic, been a concern of Federal legislation, and bankIng institutions have been subjected to rigorous regulation.
Capital is extremely liquid, and it is important that capital
existing in one State be readily available in every other
State where it may be needed.
In the establishment of the home-loan banks and the
Federal Housing Administration, the Federal Government
undertook to provide conditions under which money seeking investment would flow easily into home construction. It
was made possible to provide loans up to 80 percent, and
even 90 percent, of the total value of dwelling units to
spread the payment over a long period of years and to reduce the rate of interest, with a most substantial effect
upon the total carrying charge to the owner. This activity of
the Federal Government has met with almost universal approval and should be continued and expanded, providing it
is kept on a sound financial basis.

greater controversy."

Even in so starkly simple a matter as the

need for public subsidy, the subcommittee had

difficulty in articulating any such broad and far-

sighted approach as it had called for but a few

pages earlier. ". . . With a better balance be-

tween housing cost and family income," it wrote,

it would be easier to market a satisfactory volume of hous-

ing through the normal channels of private enterprise. But

the evidence indicates that for a substantial portion of our

population this balance does not exist.

Yet from this clear and indisputable proposition

The subcommittee observed glumly, however, "The entrance of the Federal Government
into public housing has produced a much
greater controversy."
Even in so starkly simple a matter as the
need for public subsidy, the subcommittee had
difficulty in articulating any such broad and farsighted approach as it had called for but a few
pages earlier. " . . . With a better balance between housing cost and family income," it wrote,

the report managed, not to deduce that a pro-

gram of public subsidies would be essential if

there were to be that supply of good housing

available to all families that they had declared

to be "essential to a sound and stable democ-

it would be easier to market a satisfactory volume of housing through the normal channels of private enterprise. But
the evidence indicates that for a substantial portion of our
population this balance does not exist.

racy"âbut to conclude instead that something

really ought to be done about housing costsâthus:

lf we are to solve the housing problem, we must not

only reach and maintain a high level of income but, so far

as possible bring about a reduction in the cost of housingâ'

the cost of financing, the cost of labor, the cost of materials,

and the cost of putting labor and materials together.

Through the Federal home loan bank and the Federal

Housing Administration, the cost of home financing has

been substantially reduced. lt is questionable that this cost

Yet from this clear and indisputable proposition
the report managed, not to deduce that a program of public subsidies would be essential if
there were to be that supply of good housing
available to all families that they had declared
to be "essential to a sound and stable democracy"-but to conclude instead that something
really ought to be done about housing costs-thus:

If we are to solve the housing problem, we must not
only reach and maintain a high level of Income but, so far
as possible bring about a reduction in the cost of housingthe cost of financing, the cost of labor, the cost 01 materials,
and the cost of putting labor and materials together.
Through the Federal home loan bank and the Federal
Housing Administration, the cost of home financing has
been substantially reduced. It is questionable that this cost
can be further lowered at this time and still keep funds
available for investment. It may be expected, however, that
American ingenuity, operating through the construction Industry, can find methods of reducing building costs as It
has reduced costs in the manufacture of automobiles and
other mass-production products.

There was, of course, no shred of evidence
before the subcommittee that this would or could
be done, let alone that there was anyone available with any concrete idea about how to do it.
Later in its report, the subcommittee suggested
increased efforts in research. (In this respect,
the subcommittee's treatment differed little from
similar occasions in subsequent years, when this
formulation was advanced over and over again,
each time as if it were a novel solution to a
novel problem. See, e.g., the Housing Expediter's
program in 1946; the Housing Acts of 1948 and
1949; various subsequent research enactments;
and, most recently, Operation Breakthrough.)
As deeply as it had already marched into
this bog, however, the subcommittee could
hardly leave the matter there with a straight
face. Reluctantly it concluded:
... With the best that may be accomplished, however,
we shall for the present continue to face a condition
which the relationship between cost and income will, in all
probability, hamper the construction and sale, or rent, of a
sufficient number of houses to meet the potential demand.
Government policy, consequently, must be developed in the
light of this circumstance.

The Need for Subsidized Housing
Having thus painted itself into a corner, the
subcommittee was prepared to acknowledge,
and even proclaim, the necessity for at least
some subsidized housing-with what degree of
discomfort can be judged at least in part from
the rhetoric in which their conclusions were
couched:
. . . With the revival of construction, many of these
families [living in substandard shelter) should be able to
find used houses. depreciated in value, but still in good
condition. Many other families will be able to find new
housing in outiying communities.

And finally, after having been poised so long
upon the diving board of this particular policy,
the leap:
But, reco(l1l'li{ 9:1 II
of the

0

!:V.s,. the subcommittee is strongly
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available for investment. lt may be expected, however, that
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dustry, can find methods of reducing building costs as lt
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satisfactorily dealt with except by the gradual elimination of

slum housing and the provision of a reasonable percentage

of subsidized housing to replace it.

This was hardly rhetoric calculated to stir men to

action, but it did at least acknowledge that there

satisfactorily dealt with except by the gradual elimination of
slum housing and the provision of a reasonable percentage
of subsidized housing to replace it.

was a problem which needed to be metâeven

though it must have occurred to many contempo-

rary readers that what a "reasonable percent-

age" might be was a matter on which reasona-

ble, and even unreasonable, men would almost

surely differ.

The Methodology of Subsidy

As in earlier hearings, many different means

of bringing a public subsidy to bear upon the

rent bill of a private family were offered to the

This was hardly rhetoric calculated to stir men to
action, but it did at least acknowledge that there
was a problem which needed to be met-even
though it must have occurred to many contemporary readers that what a "reasonable percentage" might be was a matter on which reasonable, and even unreasonable, men would almost
surely differ.

subcommittee, and no doubt considered by it, at

least in some measure. lt seems clear, however,

The Methodology of Subsidy

that the context of this consideration was not an

approach to the problem de novo, but in terms

of a comparison of other possibilities to what

was assumed to be an existing and workable de-

vice already in hand. Here again, the tenor of

the subcommittee's language is even more re-

vealing of its line of thought than are the spe-

cific conclusions.

Specifically, the subcommittee report dealt

with the two most commonly advocated alterna-

tive subsidy methodsâwhat it called "rent cer-

tificates" (now more frequently referred to as

"housing allowances"), and "subsidies to private

owners" (more recently, and perhaps somewhat

more obliquely, called "interest rate subsidies").

lt rejected bothâbut in each case with reserva-

tions. Thus, with respect to the first, the subcom-

mittee said:

lt has been argued before the subcommittee that such

families should be assisted by rent certificates just as gro-

cery stamps have been furnished to needy families. The

number of families entitled to rent certificates upon any

such basis would be lnfinitely larger than those requiring

other relief. lt is not at all certain that such a plan would

bring about improvement in the bad housing accommoda-

tions that now exist. ln fact, the scheme might work to

maintain the profitability of slum areas and, consequently,

to retard their elimination. lt would certainly require a de-

tailed regulation of private rental quarters both as to condi-

tion and rent.

And as regards the other plan:

The subcommittee has considered the practicability of

providing low-rent housing through subsidies to private

owners of rental housing projects lnstead of to public au-

thorities. lt is conceivable that in time such a plan might

be developed, if the need for subsidy is long continued.

For the present, it seems evident that a Federal subsidy

per family to a private owner would have to be larger than

in the case of public housing, even though private costs

cery stamps have been furnished to needy families. The
number of famiiles entitled to rent certificates upon any
such basis would be Infinitely larger than those requiring
other relief. It is not at ail certain that such a plan would
bring about improvement in the bad housing accommodations that now exist. In fact, the scheme might work to
maintain the profitability of slum areas and, consequently,
to retard their elimination. It would certainly require a detailed regulation of private rental quarters both as to condition and rent.

And as regards the other plan:

private ownersâlocal tax exemption and an lnterest rate

based on a tax-free security.

Then followed the conclusion, which lt is

hard to believe had not been ln the minds of the

authors throughout their study:

... lt is the conclusion of the subcommittee that the

principle and methods now in existence for granting aid be

continued, at least for the present, in preference to some

The subcommittee has considered the practicability of
providing low-rent housing through subsidies to private
owners of rental housing projects instead of to public authorities. It is conceivable that in time such a plan might
be developed, if the need for subsidy is long continued.
For the present, it seems evident that a Federal subsidy
per family to a priyate owner woul d have to be larger than
in the case of public housing, even tHough private costs

"

new and untried plan.

The authors of the report did not think it neces-

sary to point out that the "principle and meth-

ods" then in existence themselves constituted, at

Then followed the conclusion, which it is
hard to believe had not been In the minds of the
authors throughout their study:
. . . It is the conclusion of the subcommittee that the
principle and methods now in existence for granting aid be
continued, at leaet for the present, in preference to some
new and untried plan.

The authors of the report did not think it necessary to point out that the "principle and methods" then in existence themselves constituted, at
least In their American variant, "a new and untried plan,"
Having committed itself both to a program
and a method, the subcommittee was at pains to
stress how narrow was the commitment they
were prepared to undertake:

As in earlier hearings, many different means
of bringing a public subsidy to bear upon the
rent bill of a private family were offered to the
subcommittee, and no doubt considered by it, at
least in some measure. It seems clear, however,
that the context of this consideration was not an
approach to the problem de novo, but in terms
of a comparison of other possibilities to what
In facing the necessity for public housing, the subcomwas assumed to be an existing and workable de- mittee does not feel that the Government should attempt to
vice already in hand. Here again, the tenor of provide for ail families now living in substandard shelter ....
. . . the continuation of the public housing program
the subcommittee's language is even more revealing of its line of thought than are the spe- must be subject to certain definite conditions In order that
it may not become competitive with private enterprise ....
cific conclusions.
The subcommittee wishes to emphasize that public
Specifically, the subcommittee report dealt housing is only justified as long as private Industry is not
with the two most commonly advocated aiterna- able to provide for the lower-Income families. Emphasis
tive subsidy methods-what it called "rent cer- must be kept upon the objective of broadening the scope
of private enterprise through improvement of family income
tificates" (now more frequently referred to as
and reduction of housing cost. Public housing programs
"housing allowances"), and "subsidies to private should be regularly rel/iewed and modified in the light of
owners" (more recently, and perhaps somewhat changing conditions in the general economy and in the
more obliquely, called "interest rate subsidies"). construction industry.
It rejected both-but in each case with reservations. Thus, with respect to the first, the subcom- . And, lest any reader might have been Inattentive
or remarkably thick, the authors took the precaumittee said:
tion of adding, only one page later, as part of a
It has been argued before the subcommittee that such
"Statement of the Policy of the Federal Governfamilies should be assisted by rent certificates just as groment":

might be somewhat lower. This is largely because the pub-

lic housing authorities get two aids not readily available to

might be somewhat lower. This Is largely because the public housing authorities get two aids not readily available to
private owners-local tax exemption and an Interest rate
based on a tax-free security.
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The provision of housing in the United States Is declared to be primarily and predominantly the function of
private investment and finance, private construction, and
private ownership and management. Public Intervention
must be designed and administered so as to stimulate and
supplement, not to impede or supplant, private operations.

They also went on to spell out the various "definite conditions" to which they had referred, of
which the last and most stringent was that ". . .
in establishing the rentals on new projects, ' ..
[a spread should be maintained between them
and private rentals] ... not less than 20 percent
of the lowest rentals being currently charged for
safe and sanitary private dwellings." Thus the
"20 per~ i~~P ¥ ' ,k definite (though not final)
for.
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There remained only the question of attach-

ing some dimension to the program being pro-

posed. The subcommittee suggested 500,000

units, over a 4-year period.

One hardly needs to be a socialist of even

the mildest persuasion to reflect that this degree

of priority for profits over purposes suggests a

higher commitment to caution than to construc-

tion so far as housing for the lower income

strata is concerned. This is all the more true in

light of the fact that there was a good deal of

evidence that large segments of private enter-

prise regarded the whole subject with massive

indifference. Of those actively concerned, some

were quite ready to admit that they had no hope

of providing decent housing at prices the poor

could afford to pay without the help of public

subsidy. A not inconsiderable number were a

good deal less concerned with protecting their

preferential right to try, than with preserving

their right to continue to provide the poor with

substandard housing, under highly profitable ar-

rangements.

Nevertheless, this was the reading of the

Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Develop-

ment as to the price that would have to be paid

even for the modest undertaking they felt might

be accepted. These were not hard or self-

interested men. They included the three most con-

vinced, energetic, and sympathetic members of

the Senate. lt would be a self-confident historian

indeed who would undertake to pronounce that

their reading of the political situation was wrong.

Whether they were prescient enough to know

how high that price would ultimately prove to be

is another matter.

The President1s Advisory Committeeâ1953

The whole subject of subsidized housingâ

along with many other?âreceived yet another full

dress review from the President's Au/isory Com-

mittee on Government Housing Policies and Pro-

grams, established by President Eisenhower in

1953.

The committee reached no striking or novel

There remained only the question of attaching some dimension to the program being proposed. The subcommittee suggested 500,000
units, over a 4-year period.
One hardly needs to be a socialist of even
the mildest persuasion to reflect that this degree
of priority for profits over purposes suggests a
higher commitment to caution than to construction so far as housing for the lower income
strata is concerned. This is all the more true In
light of the fact that there was a good deal of
evidence that large segments of private enterprise regarded the whole subject with massive
indifference. Of those actively concerned, some
were quite ready to admit that they had no hope
of providing decent housing at prices the poor
could afford to pay without the help of public
subsidy. A not Inconsiderable number were a
good deal less concerned with protecting their
preferential right to try, than with preserving
their right to continue to provide the poor with
substandard housing, under highly profitable arrangements.
Nevertheless, this was the reading of the
Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Development as to the price that would have to be paid
even for the modest undertaking they felt might
be accepted. These were not hard or selfinterested men. They included the three most convinced, energetic, and sympathetiC members of
the Senate. It would be a self-confident historian
indeed who would undertake to pronounce that
their reading of the political situation was wrong.
Whether they were prescient enough to know
how high that price would ultimately prove to be
is another matter.

conclusions. The public housing program estab-

lished by the 1937 act, it concluded, was needed

and should be continued. The Subcommittee on

Housing for Low lncome Families said in its re-

port that the only alternatives that had been sug-

gested in the course of their study were "rent

certificate" plans, ln a number of varying forms.

All of these they found objectionable in them-

selves for one reason or another, and less desir-

able than the existing program. The size and rate

of the public housing program, they concluded,

were matters to be determined by the Adminis-

tration and the Congress.110

Efforts to Help the Middle or

Moderate Income Level

Ever since the enactment of the low rent

public housing program in 1937, there had grown

up a sort of uneasiness, both in Congress and

among many private groups, about the logical ln-

consistency of a Government housing policy, or

policies, under which substantial subsidies were

made available to people of very low income,

and many forms of assistance were extended to

The President's Advisory Commlttee-1953
The whole subject of subsidized housingalong with many other~ -received yet another full
dress review from the President's Auv'isory Committee on Government Housing Policies and Programs, established by President Eisenhower In

1953.
The committee reached no striking or novel
conclusions. The public housing program established by the 1937 act, it concluded, was needed
and should be continued. The Subcommittee on
Housing for Low Income Families said in its report that the only aiternatives that had been suggested in the course of their study were "rent
certificate" plans, In a number of varying forms.
All of these they found objectionable In themselves for one reason or another, and less desirable than the existing program. The size and rate

of the public housing program, they concluded,
were matters to be determined by the Administration and the Congress. lIO

Efforts to Help the Middle or
Moderate Income Level
Ever since the enactment of the low rent
public housing program in 1937, there had grown
up a sort of unEijlslness, both in Congress and
among many private groups, about the logical Inconsistency of a Government housing policy, or
pO!icles, under which substantial subsidies were
made available to people of very low Income,
and many forms of assistance were extended to
those whose incomes were competitive in the
private market, while no Federal aid of any
effective sort was afforded to so-called "middle
income" families. (Or, as they were variously
called, "moderate income" families, or families
of "modest" Income.) While this term was never
very precisely defined, such families conceptually were thought to be those whose incomes
were somewhat too high to permit them to be eligible for public housing, yet not high enough for
them to afford adequate private housing.
Originally it had been supposed that these
were the families whose housing needs would be
met by the "trickle-down" process-that Is, they
would be able to acquire older but still sound
housing that had depreciated to prices within
their means, and that would become available as
the original (and, presumably, more prosperous)
owners upgraded their own accommodations.
Time and experience, however, appeared to
raise serious question as to whether the trickledown theory, as appealing as It was on paper,
actually offered much relief in practice. There
were at least two Important practical flaws in the
idea.
The first was the fact that the growth of the
population and of the number of families proved
to be of an order of magnitude roughly similar to
that of the supply of housing (although somewhat different In timing during various intervals).
The result was that, while the number of standard housing units in the national stock did Indeed increase, so did the number of would-be
claimants, and the relative position of the middle
income group failed to Improve significantly.
The second (and not altogether unrelated)
problem was that inflation In residential real es110
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those whose incomes were competitive in the

private market, while no Federal aid of any

effective sort was afforded to so-called "middle
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tate values at least kept pace with and often
outstripped that In the general economy. Consequently, older housing stili In good basic condl·
tlon tended not only to maintain Its value, but
often went up In price. Thus, such housing, so to
speak, seemed to trickle sideways or even up,
rather than down.
The uncomfortable nature of this dilemma
was not only more sharply defined but a!so more
clearly highlighted with the enactment of the "20
percent gap" formula In the pUblic housing program-a provision added in the Housing Act of
1949 that expressly required the demonstration
of a gap of at least 20 percent between the
upper rental limits for admission to proposed low
rent housIng, and the lowest rentals at which prl·
vate enterprise unaided by subsidy was provld·
Ing In the area a "substantial supply" of decent,
safe, and sanitary housing. This requirement was
intended to overcome or at least mItigate the
fears of private developers that public housIng
might reach and even overlap with their markets.
Nevertheless, It had the effect of arbitrarily ex·
cludlng a segment of undeniably low Income
families from the benefits of the program.
In practical application, the requirement
meant that In a community where a monthly In·
come of $200 (for example) was the minimum
necessary 10 command decent, safe, and sanl·
tary housing (and to actually have some hope of
finding II), a family with an Income of $160 a
month would be eligible for full subsidy, while a
similar family with an Income of $165 a month
(or, In theory, even $161) could get nothIng, and
might even stand to benefit substantially from a
small cut in pay.
Rising pressure for legislation to relieve this
anomaly resulted in a major leglslallve proposal
made and vigorously supported by the executive
br811ch In 1950. It would have authorized a Gov·
ernment mlxed-ownershlp corporallon to make
direct loans, at less than market rates, to coop-erallves and other nonprofit corporations for providing housing to middle Income families. Such
families were described 8$ families of average
workingmen or persons having cash Incomes between $2,800 and $4,400 a year.
That legislation was defeated by a close
vote on the Senate floor, primarily because of the
prevailing fear that It wou ld Infringe excessively
on private mortgage lenders over too broad a
range of housing activity. Subsequently during
the 1950's, special mortgage Insurance and loan
programs, or other aids were enacllWt for various
.g. the
groups having special hou I..
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elderly), but none for middle Income f.mlll_
generally.

The Below-Mlrke' Progr.m of FHA section
221 (d)(3)

The Housing Act of 1961 Included enactment
of the first subsidized housing program for middle or moderate Income families, known as the
bekJw·maric:et Interest rate program of FHA sec·
tion 221 (d)(3) ." 1
In addition to the awkward problems of equity to the excluded group of families in between
the economic levels of public and acceptable
private housing, there were at teast three other
consIderations that played a part In the decisions of the administration and the Congreea to
take this step:
Decline In Hou.'rtg Production: For 1960,
the year prior to the enactment of section
221 (d)(3), home building had beeI1 on the decline, dropping to 1,258,000 starts-18 percent
below the previous year. nt A significant reduc·
tlon occurred In mortgage lending, and by March
1961, about one: out of every five construction
workers was unemployad.' '' These circumstances
contributed heavily to the belief that further
legislation was desirable to stimulate housing
production for moderate Income families. The
Senate committee, for Instance, after discussing
the need for aclion to stimulate a distressed
housing economy, referred to moderate Income
families, one may think not altogether phllanthropl·
cally, as " .. . a large untapped market heretofore
largely overlooked and neglected."t14
Centr.I City Hou.'ng Need.: Previous hous·
ing programs had proved inadequate to materially
improve the blighted conditions of central cities
throughout the nallon . There was Increasing recog.
nltlon of that problem, and demands were being
made by cities and other organIzations tor more
effective solutions In>,/olving additional Federal
assistance.
Politic., Con.",atlona: The seetfon 221 (d)(3)
program was proposed by the Incoming Ken·
nedy admlnistrallon among its major housing
recommendations embodied in the "Housing Bill
' " s.c . 221(d) (3) 01 the N.UOMlI Hou. lno Act. II .m.nded by
NC . 101(.) 01 the Hol>ll ng IICI 01 1"1 .
m ··Ho .... lno L'OlltlU on 01 IlIIIt_A." I.w 01 Fl4lfll H_tno Proo .. m . .. • • comm ltt.. doc ... m.nt prlnll"d .. In IPPlndl. to
.... 'I"U . I>V ''', SutoC ..... "' III •• on Ho .... I"U 0'
Commill .. On Bankl"", .nol C......,e)". 11lh Cong ..... on
OUt hou. r"", blU • • A", 4 te 20. lMI. p. 1.
,u rliUmon"j' 01 s.cflllry Wu ..1t • hlltlng. by the SIoIbc_
m,,," on Houll .. 01' 'he Ho .... Comm11l.. on Slnkl .. Ind
C"'''lney . VIII t;!!:"III'I!~ H.A. 5021 Ind oth" "ouslng
bIU •. AOt bt tQ .. ~ .. ,(...l1 p. U .
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of 1961"âone of its major domestic efforts. That

bill was comprehensive and constituted one of

the most important housing measures ever pro-

posed by the executive branch. The part of the

bill relating to housing for middle income fami-

liesâincluding the new section 221(d)(3)âwas

placed at the beginning of the bill, as the main

thrust of the legislation. lt thereby lent a signifi-

cance or "glamor" to the legislation considered

beneficial from a public relations and political

standpoint.

Purpose and Provisions of Section 221 (d) (3):

To provide important new housing assistance

to families of low and moderate income, the

Housing Act of 1961 conferred on that gen-

eral category the special mortgage insurance ad-

vantages previously applicable only to housing

for families displaced by urban renewal or other

governmental action (section 221), and added

substantially greater benefits for all low and

moderate income families. Subsection (d)(3) was

the part of the revised 221 which established the

new subsidy program for rental housing.

A part of the new legislation (section 221(d)(2))

consisted of special mortgage insurance on very

liberal terms for home purchasers, but without pro-

vision for overt subsidy. Section 221(d)(3), to assist

rental housing, embodied a form of subsidy con-

sidered essential to bring rentals within the reach

of those who could not afford to purchase homes,

even with the new special insurance terms pro-

posed. lt was intended primarily for moderate in-

come families living in central cities where high

land costs made it impractical to provide single

family homes.115

As noted above, another express purpose of

all of this legislation was the stimulation and ac-

celeration of housing construction as a means of

alleviating the then existing depression in the

home building and related industries.116

ln presenting the legislation to the Congress

as part of the proposed 1961 act, Housing and

Home Finance Administrator Weaver used the

term "moderate income" families instead of the

term "middle income" families that had been in

common use. The Administrator described that

group of families as those with incomes between

$4,000 and $6,000. There were then estimated to

be some 11 million families in the country within

that range. ln general, those were thought to fall

in the range of incomes too high for public hous-

ing but too low for paying rents in decent private

housing.

Â«â¢ Testimony cited in footnote 112, tupra, p. 101.

"* lbid., p. 98.

Perhaps the key decisions on this legislation

dealt with the form and extent of the subsidy to

be used to reach that income group. The form

was very important, as well as the amount of the

subsidy, as a means of obtaining acceptance in

the Congress and avoiding the antagonisms that

had defeated the middle income housing pro-

gram in 1950.

of 1961 "-one of its major domestic efforts. That
bill was comprehensive and constituted one of
the most important housing measures ever proposed by the executive branch. The part of the
bill relating to housing for middle income families-including the new section 221 (d)(3)-was
placed at the beginning of the bill, as the main
thrust of the legislation. It thereby lent a significance or "glamor" to the legislation considered
beneficial from a public relations and political
standpoint.
Purpose and Provisions of Section 221 (d)(3):
To provide important new housing assistance
to families of low and moderate income, the
Housing Act of 1961 conferred on that general category the special mortgage insurance advantages previously applicable only to housing
for families displaced by urban renewal or other
governmental action (section 221), and added
substantially greater benefits for all low and
moderate income families. Subsection (d)(3) was
the part of the revised 221 which established the
new subsidy program for rental housing.
A part of the new legislation (section 221 (d)(2))
consisted of special mortgage insurance on very
liberal terms for home purchasers, but without provision for overt subsidy. Section 221 (d)(3), to assist
rental housing, embodied a form of subsidy considered essential to bring rentals within the reach
of those who could not afford to purchase homes,
even with the new special insurance terms proposed. It was intended primarily for moderate income families living in central cities where high
land costs made it impractical to provide single
family homes.l15
As noted above, another express purpose of
all of this legislation was the stimulation and acceleration of housing construction as a means of
alleviating the then existing depression in the
home building and related industries. 1Ifi
In presenting the legislation to the Congress
as part of the proposed 1961 act, Housing and
Home Finance Administrator Weaver used the
term "moderate income" families instead of the
term "middle income" families that had been in
common use. The Administrator described that
group of families as those with incomes between
$4,000 and $6,000. There were then estimated to
be some 11 million families in the country within
that range. In general, those were thought to fall
in the range of incomes too high for public housing but too low for paying rents in decent private
housing.

Accordingly, the form of the new subsidy

program was modeled on or adapted from the

successful experience under the special assist-

ance functions of the Federal National Mortgage

Association, (now handled by the Government

National Mortgage Association in HUD), which

had often been well accepted by the Congress.

Testimony ciled In footnole 112, supra. p. 101.
tie Ibid .. p. 98.
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Perhaps the key decisions on this legislation
dealt with the form and extent of the subsidy to
be used to reach that income group. The form
was very important, as well as the amount of the
subsidy, as a means of obtaining acceptance in
the Congress and avoiding the antagonisms that
had defeated the middle income housing program in 1950.
Accordingly, the form of the new subsidy
program was modeled on or adapted from the
successful experience under the special assistance functions of the Federal National Mortgage
Association, (now handled by the Government
National Mortgage Association in HUD), which
had often been well accepted by the Congress.
Under those functions, insured mortgages were
purchased by FNMA at par, or otherwise abovemarket prices, where necessary to encourage
lenders to participate in certain housing programs with special social objectives. The private
lender was induced to originate the loan at a
below-market rate on the basis of a commitment
that he could sell the loan when completed to
the FNMA at a price acceptable to him. The ultimate objective was intended to be a lower cost
to the home purchaser or tenant resulting from
the lower burden of debt service.
This special assistance technique was embodied in the new program, with an additional
feature that amounted to an overt subsidy. The
FHA was authorized to insure and the FNMA to
purchase mortgages bearing an interest rate (as
provided in the 1961 enactment) as low as the
average market yield on all outstanding, marketable obligations of the United States (plus Va
percent) that at that time amounted to 3Va percent.
In addition, the statute authorized the FHA
insurance to be written under the program at a
reduced premium or without premium charge,
and authorized appropriations to the section 221
Housing Insurance Fund to reimburse it for any
resulting net losses.
The Government's financial losses through
the absence of premium charges and through
the purchase of mortgages with interest rates
well below market rates constituted the subsidy
to the financing of the projects under section
221 (d)(3). In a sense, this amounted to an indirect Federal loan program through private lenders, with interest rates designed to reduce debt
service (charges to borrowers) and provide
lower rentals for tenants.
The statute contained no provision prescribing a formula for the specific rentals to be
charged or the. i(lcome limits to be applied. The
only requireh ~I:: nir I tv ~,
regard was that "low

sn
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and moderate income families displaced by

urban renewal or other governmental action shall

be eligible for occupancy in accordance with

such regulations and procedures as may be pre-

scribed by the (FHA) Commissioner." lt should

be noted, however, that the statute utilized most

of the provisions of the then existing section 221

which had been designed to serve families dis-

placed by urban renewal or other governmental

action, and maximum rentals had been estab-

lished for eligible families under that authority

pursuant to a similar broad discretion. The re-

port on the legislation by the Senate Committee

on Banking and Currency contained this related

legislative history:117

ln all cases where the interest rate ls below the mar-

ket or where the FHA insurance premium is waived, occu-

pancy of the projects would be limited to families and lndi-

and moderate income families displaced by
urban renewal or other governmental action shall
be eligible for occupancy in accordance with
such regulations and procedures as may be prescribed by the (FHA) Commissioner." It should
be noted, however, that the statute utilized most
of the provisions of the then existing section 221
which had been designed to serve families displaced by urban renewal or other governmental
action, and maximum rentals had been established for eligible families under that authority
pursuant to a similar broad discretion. The report on the legislation by the Senate Committee
on Banking and Currency contained this related
legislative history:1l7

viduals whose incomes exclude them from standard

housing in the private market. This limitation would be

achieved through regulatory requirements which would nec-

essarily differ depending on whether the borrower is pro-

viding nonprofit rental housing, cooperative housing, or lim-

ited profit rental housing. However, there would be no

evictions required by Federal law on the grounds that a

family's income had risen during occupancy. This is a mat-

ter which would be left to the discretion of the organiza-

tion owning the project.

This last point was an important departure

from the practice in the low rent public housing

program, where tenants whose incomes rose

In all cases where the Interest rate Is below the market or where the FHA insurance premium is waived. occupancy of the projects would be limited to families and individuals whose incomes exclude them from standard
housing in the private market. This limitation would be
achieved through regulatory requirements which would necessarily differ depending on whether the borrower is providing nonprofit rental housing. cooperative housing, or limIted profit rental housing. However, there would be no
evictions required by Federal law on Ihe grounds that a
family's Income had risen during occupancy. This is a matter which would be left to the discretion of the organization owning the project.

above applicable fixed limits were required to

leave the projects and, if necessary, evicted by

legal process. This was one of the features of

public housing which gave rise to serious mis-

givings in many minds about its long-term social

effects.

ln practice, section 221(d)(3) income limits

were established administratively at roughly the

local median income limit for a given size family.

As a further incentive to participation in this

new rental program, the maximum insurance

mortgage amount could be 100 percent of re-

placement cost in the case of new construction.

ln the case of rehabilitation, the maximum mort-

gage amount (100 percent) was based on value,

as in other FHA programs, but a modification

was introduced to encourage further participa-

tion. lnstead of the mortgages being based sim-

ply on the value of the property after improve-

ment, it was based on the value of the property

before improvement plus the estimated cost of

the improvement. As additional incentives, maxi-

mum mortgage amounts and terms could be

made more liberal than previously, and the FHA

was authorized to agree to pay insurance claims

in cash instead of in debentures.

Because of the subsidy feature of the pro-

gram, an eligible mortgagor-builder was required

under the original legislation to be a public body

(other than one receiving Federal aid solely for

public housing), a cooperative, a limited dividend

This last point was an important departure
from the practice in the low rent public housing
program, where tenants whose incomes rose
above applicable fixed limits were required to
leave the projects and, if necessary, evicted by
legal process. This was one of the features of
public housing which gave rise to serious misgivings in many minds about its long-term social
effects,
In practice, section 221 (d)(3) income limits
were established administratively at roughly the
local median income limit for a given size family.
As a further incentive to participation in this
new rental program, the maximum insurance
mortgage amount could be 100 percent of replacement cost in the case of new construction.
In the case of rehabilitation, the maximum mortgage amount (100 percent) was based on value,
as in other FHA programs, but a modification
was introduced to encourage further participation. Instead of the mortgages being based simply on the value of the property after improvement, it was based on the value of the property
before improvement plus the estimated cost of
the improvement. As additional incentives, maximum mortgage amounts and terms could be

made more liberal than previously, and the FHA
was authorized to agree to pay insurance claims
in cash instead of in debentures.
Because of the subsidy feature of the program, an eligible mortgagor-builder was required
under the original legislation to be a public body
(other than one receiving Federal aid solely for
public housing), a cooperative, a limited dividend
corporation. or a regulated or supervised private
nonprofit corporation. later, however, the Housing Act of 1964 (section 114(a)) also made eligible other mortgagors "approved by the (FHA)
Commissioner."
Because the 221 (d)(3) program was designed primarily for central cities, and to help
meet the cities' problems of blight, the previous
requirement for a "workable program" under
section 221 was made applicable to the new
rental program (but not for mortgage insurance
assistance for single-family homes, which was
regarded as a program more useful for suburban
development). Under that workable program requirement, (d)(3) housing could not be built in a
city unless it had adopted an "official plan of action" for effectively dealing with the problems of
urban slums and blight within the community,
and for the establishment and preservation of
well-organized neighborhoods of decent homes
and suitable living environments.
Because of the innovative features of the
new program, it was proposed and enacted as
"experimental," with a termination date of July 1,
1965. The date has been extended periodically to
the present time.
Operations Under Section 221 (d)(3): As a
production incentive, the (d)(3) program was
substantially successful. Administrator Weaver
testified at hearings in 1965 that the program
moved more rapidly than any other FHA had initiated, and that about 90,000 units had been or
were then in the process of being financed
under the program.IIR The provisions authorizing this program were among a number of liberalizing amendments of special FHA programs
which helped boost all FHA operations to over
$7 billion during 1963.
Problems developed in reaching the family
income level desired under the program. The Administrator testified that from the very start this
program only took the top of the moderate income market. He said the median income of the
families in (d)(3) projects in 1965 was about

corporation, or a regulated or supervised private

nonprofit corporation. Later, however, the Hous-

ing Act of 1964 (section 114(a)) also made eligi-

tIT

S. Rept. 281, supra,

ble other mortgagors "approved by the (FHA)

Commissioner."

Because the 221(d)(3) program was de-

signed primarily for central cities, and to help

meet the cities' problems of blight, the previous
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$5,000. Testimony by the National Association of

Housing and Redevelopment officials at the same

hearing119 indicated that reports showed me-

dian rentals under the program were about $20

per month below median rentals for the FHA

regular market rate programs. For a 2-bedroom

unit under (d)(3) that was estimated to be between

$120 and $130 per month.

The problems in reaching lower income fam-

ilies under the program were aggravated by ris-

ing interest rates. An effort to obtain amendatory

relief was sought by the Administrator within

the executive branch. He pointed out that the

(d)(3) mortgage interest rate, based on a Federal

going rate formula, had increased gradually from

3Vb percent to 3% percent, and threatened soon

to go to 4 percent. Each increase necessarily

meant higher debt service and rentals, and

therefore higher income groups which could be

served.

The administration did not recommend a

change in the rate, choosing to rely instead upon

a rent supplement program it was proposing at

that time to reach the families it wished to as-

sist, as discussed later. However, the Congress

(in the Housing and Urban Development Act of

1965) fixed the interest rate at 3 percent, in lieu

of the formula tying the rate to that on Federal

borrowing.120

The lowering of the interest rate in that way

assisted in reaching lower income families, but it

also made the program more vulnerable to later

attack. As long as the program rate was tied to

the rate on Federal borrowing, it was more anal-

ogous to the regular, accepted operations under

the Government's special assistance functions.

Although complete recovery of the Government's

investment in the mortgages could not be ex-

pected, the fluctuating mortgage rates under the

original formula maintained a consistent amount

of Federal subsidy by being geared to the cost

of money to the Government. ln fact, it could be

argued that the Government's total loss was only

the amount that would otherwise be charged as

a premium for the insurance. A fixed 3-percent

rate, however, meant that an overt subsidy was

also clearly provided as a result of the interest

rate on the mortgage.

Another problem involving rentals arose

after some of the projects had been in operation

a short time. No adjustment had been made in

tenants' rents as a result of increases in their in-

comes, and thus they continued to receive the

>lbld., p. 310.

â¢Sec. 102(b) of the Hauting and Urban Development Act of 1965.

full subsidy benefit. As indicated, the legislative

history stated that tenants need not be evicted

because of their increased incomes. Occupancy

by some high income tenants in projects re-

sulted in substantial adverse publicity. Accord-

ingly, a procedure was adopted to raise rentals

when tenant incomes increased above a certain

$5,000. Testimony by the National Association of
Housing and Redevelopment officials at the same
hearing 119 indicated that reports showed median rentals under the program were about $20
per month below median rentals for the FHA
regular market rate programs. For a 2-bedroom
unit under (d)(3) that was estimated to be between
$120 and $130 per month.
The problems in reaching lower income families under the program were aggravated by rising interest rates. An effort to obtain amendatory
relief was sought by the Administrator within
the executive branch. He pOinted out that the
(d)(3) mortgage interest rate, based on a Federal
going rate formula, had increased gradually from
31/a percent to 3% percent, and threatened soon
to go to 4 percent. Each increase necessarily
meant higher debt service and rentals, and
therefore higher income groups which could be
served.
The administration did not recommend a
change in the rate, choosing to rely instead upon
a rent supplement program it was proposing at
that time to reach the families it wished to assist, as discussed later. However, the Congress
(in the Housing and Urban Development Act of
1965) fixed the interest rate at 3 percent, in lieu
of the formula tying the rate to that on Federal
borrowing. 120
The lowering of the interest rate in that way
assisted in reaching lower income families, but it
also made the program more vulnerable to later
attack. As long as the program rate was tied to
the rate on Federal borrowing, it was more analogous to the regular, accepted operations under
the Government's special assistance functions.
Although complete recovery of the Government's
investment in the mortgages could not be expected, the fluctuating mortgage rates under the
original formula maintained a consistent amount
of Federal subsidy by being geared to the cost
of money to the Government. In fact, it could be
argued that the Government's total loss was only
the amount that would otherwise be charged as
a premium for the insurance. A fixed 3-percent
rate, however, meant that an overt subsidy was
also clearly provided as a result of the Interest
rate on the mortgage.
Another problem involving rentals arose
after some of the projects had been in operation
a short time. No adjustment had been made in
tenants' rents as a result of increases in their incomes, and thus they continued to receive the

level.

As the (d)(3) program progressed, it became

more and more evident that it had an inherent

vulnerability which would eventually lead to its

curtailment and termination. That was its budget

impact. Mortgages under the program were

bought by FNMA as soon as completed and in-

sured, and were necessarily held by FNMA.

ta
ut
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full subsidy benefit. As indicated, the legislative
history stated that tenants need not be evicted
because of their increased incomes. Occupancy
by some high income tenants in projects resulted in substantial adverse publicity. Accordingly, a procedure was adopted to raise rentals
when tenant incomes increased above a certain
level.
As the (d)(3) program progressed, it became
more and more evident that it had an Inherent
vulnerability which would eventually lead to its
curtailment and termination. That was Its budget
impact. Mortgages under the program were
bought by FNMA as soon as completed and insured, and were necessarily held by FNMA.
Under the rules governing such matters, the Federal budget was increased by the entire amount
of FNMA's mortgage purchases. Since the program does not generate offsetting mortgage
sales, and no account is taken of future receipts
to be generated by the portfolio, the budget impact on one particular year could be significant.
In this respect, the 221 (d)(3) program might
be said to be a victim of its own success. Had it
proved ineffective and unattractive in the market,
production and hence budget impact would have
remained small and the program would have attracted little attention from this standpoint. However, in the measure that it took hold and expanded into a major activity-which is to say, in
the measure that it began to achieve the purposes for which it had been enacted-its budget
impact grew until it became first uncomfortably
and then painfully large.
As early as 1965, the executive branch was
exercising budget controls over the volume of
new 221 (d)(3) housing to be Initiated, and proposing a new program intended to result in private, rather than Government mortgage investment in moderate income housing. It was hoped
that this program would reduce the demand for
(d)(3) , if not replace it altogether. In 1968, the
executive branch sought and obtained legislation
that it used to supersede (d)(3) altogether. These
programs are discussed in following sections.

The Rent Supplement Program
In 1965, the executive branch tried again to
find a means for achieving a more balanced continuum of Federal aids for the housing of families whose incomes were below those adequately
served in the general private market. This new
effort was called a "rent supplement" program,
and was recommended by the President in a
special Pre H':f 'Hal f m· ssage on problems of
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housing and of the cities.121 It was to have a

turbulent and, in some respects, curious history.

It will be recalled that by 1965 the Federal

fiscal authorities were already uncomfortable, to

say the least, over the budgetary impact gener-

ated by the growing program under section

221(d)(3). Moreover, since the below-market in-

terest rate (BMIR) of that program was tied to

long term Treasury borrowing rates by formula,

and since the latter were steadily rising, it had

become abundantly clear that the BMIR program

under (d)(3) could at best be relied on to provide

some relief in the uppermost band of what might

be called the lower middle income groupâor, to

put it differently, those who fell in the top part of

the 20 percent gap that had been decreed be-

tween public housing and standard housing in

the private market.

To bring achievable rent levels under this

program farther down into the gap zone, it would

have been necessary to deepen the subsidy by

reducing the interest rate. This, of course, would

also have had the effect of giving the program a

sharp stimulus to expand, thus further increasing

its demands on the budgetâan unacceptable

course, at least from the viewpoint of the Treas-

ury and Budget officials.

There was yet another, and related, consid-

eration in attempting to formulate a new ap-

proach. Somewhat earlier, the Bureau of the

Budget had entered into an informal but binding

understanding with the Chairman of the Appro-

priations Committee of the House to the effect

that, in return for the committee refraining from

efforts to block certain legislation then pending,

the executive branch would in the future submit

all new program proposals in a form amenable

to control through the annual appropriations

processâin a word, to renounce "back-door

financing."

To avoid a digression, it may be as well to

define this term here. "Back-door financing" is a

pejorative expression, as used in congressional

circles, intended to suggest that the program op-

erator or administrator involved has been pro-

vided a key to the back door of the Treasury. It

is applied to any form of statutory authorization

(e.g., contract authority) under which an execu-

tive official is empowered to enter into firm and

binding contracts on .behalf of the United States

without the intervention of a second considera-

tion of the matter in an appropriation measure,

following and based upon the authorizing legisla-

tion.

(It will be recognized that many, if not most,

of the maior problems in housing and urban de-

velopment had been originally launched on the

basis of so-called back-door financingâinclud-

ing, for example, low rent public housing and

urban renewal, as we!l as a number of others.

The arguments for and against these forms of

authorization, while exceedingly interesting, are

beyond the scope of the present inquiry.)

housi ng and of the cities. 121 It was to have a
turbulent and, in some respects, curious history.
It will be recalled that by 1965 the Federal
fiscal authorities were already uncomfortable, to
say the least, over the budgetary impact generated by the growing program under section
221 (d)(3). Moreover, since the below-market interest rate (BMIR) of that program was tied to
long term Treasury borrowing rates by formula,
and since the latter were steadily rising, it had
become abundantly clear that the BMIR program
under (d)(3) could at best be relied on to provide
some relief in the uppermost band of what might
be called the lower middle income group-or, to
put it differently, those who fell in the top part of
the 20 percent gap that had been decreed between public housing and standard housing in
the private market.
To bring achievable rent levels under this
program farther down into the gap zone, it would
have been necessary to deepen the subsidy by
reducing the interest rate. This, of course, would
also have had the effect of giving the program a
sharp stimulus to expand, thus further increasing
its demands on the budget-an unacceptable
course, at least from the viewpoint of the Treasury and Budget officials.
There was yet another, and related, consideration in attempting to formulate a new approach. Somewhat earlier, the Bureau of the
Budget had entered into an informal but binding
understanding with the Chairman of the Appropriations Committee of the House to the effect
that, in return for the committee refraining from
efforts to block certain legislation then pending,
the executive branch would in the future submit
all new program proposals in a form amenable
to control through the annual appropriations
process-in a word, to renounce "back-door
financing."
To avoid a digression, it may be as well to
define this term here. "Back-door financing" is a
pejorative expression, as used in congressional
circles, intended to suggest that the program operator or administrator involved has been provided a key to the back door of the Treasury. It
is applied to any form of statutory authorization
(e.g., contract authority) under which an executive official is empowered to enter into firm and
binding contracts on behalf of the United States
without the intervention of a second consideration of the matter in an appropriation measure,
following and based upon the authorizing legislation.

Thus, any new program proposal, in order to

(It will be recognized that many, if not most,
of the maior problems in housing and urban development had been originally launched on the
basis of so-called back-door financing-including, for example, low rent public housing and
urban renewal, as we~1 as a number of others.
The arguments for and against these forms of
authorization, while exceedingly interesting, are
beyond the scope of the present inquiry.)
Thus. any new program proposal, in order to
pass muster even within the executive branch,
would have to satisfy three standards:

1. It would have to keep faith with the Appropriations Committee by providing program
control through the appropriations process;
2. It would have to have a relatively minor
budget impact, at least in the early years; and
3. It would have to offer some hope that it
might absorb the BMIR program, and thus fend
off or at least temper its rising demands on the
budget.
The new rent supplement proposal met all
three of these standards admirably.
The administration bill was directed quite
explicitly at the 20 percent gap. Indeed, a "qualified tenant" (i.e., one qualified for assistance
under the bill) was defined as follows:
As used in this section, a "qualified tenant" means
any individual or family who has. pursuant to criteria and
procedures established by the Administrator, been determined(1) to have an income below the amount required to
obtain standard privately owned housing in the area that is
conventionally financed or that is financed with a market
interest rate mortgage insured under said section 221(d)(3),
but above the amount which would be necessary for low-income families generally to obtain admission to public housing dwellings. in the same or a similar area. of a size
comparable to the dwelling of the housing owner which is
occupied, or to be occupied, by the qualified tenant; ... 122

The definition went on to limit eligibility, within
these income brackets, to four specified groups:
• The elderly;
• The physically handicapped;
• Those displaced from their homes by
governmental action; and
• Those occupying substandard housing.
The categories are perhaps not quite so restrictive as they appear at first glance, since the
fourth class-within the established income
boundaries-can reasonably be thought to be

- iainal from

pass muster even within the executive branch,

would have to satisfy three standards:
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1. It would have to keep faith with the Ap-

propriations Committee by providing program

control through the appropriations process;

2. It would have to have a relatively minor

1~0
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roughly equivalent to "everybody else in actual

need of subsidy assistance." Clearly, there

would be little reason to make a subsidy avail-

able to a family even of eligible income that,

through some happy circumstance, was already

adequately housed without such assistance.

Eligible sponsors were restricted to private

nonprofit, cooperative, or limited dividend orga-

nizations. The financing vehicle for a project was

to be a mortgage insured under 221(d)(3) at a

market interest rate. The subsidy formula pro-

vided that a "qualified tenant" would have to pay

20 percentâor 25 percent, in the case of a ten-

ant under a lease-purchase agreementâof his

income toward the economic rent of the unit he

would occupy, with the Federal Government con-

tributing a "supplement" amounting to the differ-

ence.

There was, in fact, nothing that was terribly

new or startling about this proposal. lt was one

of the possible forms of subsidy pointed out by

Dr. Wood some 30 years earlier, and it closely

resembled some of the variations on the "rent

certificate" theme which had been offered to the

Taft Subcommittee in the middle 1940's. Given

this background, the hubbub which resulted from

the rent supplement proposal can only be de-

scribed as astonishing.

Matters started off quietly enough with the

presentation of the proposal in hearings before

the Housing Subcommittee of the House Commit-

tee on Banking and Currency. Administrator

Weaver's testimony in support of the bill was

courteously received and duly complimented. ln

the course of it he made the basic nature of the

plan quite clear. Pointing out that a few specific

previous actions had been helpful to lower mid-

dle income people on a limited scaleâdirect

low-interest loans for the elderly, for exampleâ

he continued:

And somewhat later he went on to say, in re-

sponse to a question by the Chairman:

Mr. BARRETT. Doctor, would you say now we are talk-

ing about the "rich poor"?

Mr. WEAVER. Some people would say so. lt ls a du-

bious distinction l would say. We are trying to get a pro-

gram that will come down and substantially close the gap

between where section 221(d)(3) begins and where public

roughly equivalent to "everybody else in actual
need of subsidy assistance." Clearly, there
would be little reason to make a subsidy available to a family even of eligible income that,
through some happy circumstance, was already
adequately housed without such assistance.
Eligible sponsors were restricted to private
nonprofit, cooperative, or limited dividend organizations. The financing vehicle for a project was
to be a mortgage insured under 221 (d)(3) at a
market interest rate. The subsidy formula provided that a "qualified tenant" would have to pay
20 percent-or 25 percent, in the case of a tenant under a lease-purchase agreement-of his
income toward the economic rent of the unit he
would occupy, with the Federal Government contributing a "supplement" amounting to the difference.
There was, in fact, nothing that was terribly
new or startling about this proposal. It was one
of the possible forms of subsidy pointed out by
Dr. Wood some 30 years earlier, and it closely
resembled some of the variations on the rent
certificate" theme which had been offered to the
Taft Subcommittee in the middle 1940's. Given
this background, the hubbub which resulted from
the rent supplement proposal can only be described as astonishing.
Matters started off quietly enough with the
presentation of the proposal in hearings before
the Housing Subcommittee of the House Committee on Banking and Currency. Administrator
Weaver's testimony in support of the bill was
courteously received and duly complimented. In
the course of it he made the basic nature of the
plan quite clear. POinting out that a few specific
previous actions had been helpful to lower middle income people on a limited scale-direct
low-interest loans for the elderly, for examplehe continued:
II

housing ends.13
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There were only mild hints of the explosion

which was soon to occur. Mrs. Sullivan voiced

her "suspicion" that perhaps the program had

gotten by the Bureau of the Budget because of

its minimum initial impact on the budget. (The

Administrator acknowledged that this factor had

not hurt the program's reception.) She went on

to inquire:

Mrs. SULLlVAN. ln the long run, would lt not be more

costly for the Government?

Mr. WEAVER. lt could be, but l think there are other

compensations . . . ,Â«s

Mr. Fino observed that ". . . the thing that

concerns me is the favoring of a small number

As helpful as these programs have been. they reach
only a small part of the middle-income families. Of the approximately 1.6 million housing starts last year. only a
small proportion were units assisted under Federal or State
programs designed to help these families.
This can be compared with about 4 million of the NaIion's families who are within the income range where they
are unable to afford decent housing, but have Incomes
above those permitted for admission to public housing. Of
these families, almost half are elderly or handicapped, and
the others all live in substandard housing. There are also
an estimated 300,000 families who will be displaced from
their homes by governmental action over the next 4 years
and many of them, too, will be in this income range.
I! Is this group of approximately 4 million families to
which the proposed new program is directed. 1 n

And somewhat later he went on to say, in response to a question by the Chairman:
Mr. BARRETT. Doctor, would you say now we are talking about the "rich poor"?
Mr. WEAVER. Some people would say so. It Is a dubious distinction I would say. We are trying to get a program that will come down and substantially close the gap
between where section 221 (d)(3) begins and where public
housing ends.l24

There were only mild hints of the explosion
which was soon to occur. Mrs. Sullivan voiced
her "suspicion" that perhaps the program had
gotten by the Bureau of the Budget because of
its minimum initial impact on the budget. (The
Administrator acknowledged that this factor had
not hurt the program's reception.) She went on
to inquire:
Mrs. SULLIVAN. In the long run, would It not be more
costly for the Government?
Mr. WEAVER. It could be, but I think there are other
compensations .... 1~5

Mr. Fino observed that " ... the thing that
concerns me is the favoring of a small number
of middle-class people over others," 126 and
went on to suggest that the needs of lower income people were much greater than those of
the bracket toward which the program was directed.
The National Association of Home Builders
and the AFL-CIO both endorsed the program in
principle, while objecting to the concept that it
should be substituted for that under section
221 (d)(3). Perhaps t'1e strongest language was
that used by the National Association of Housing
and Redevelopment Officials (NAHRO) that described the proposed rent supplement program
as " ... at best ... administratively cumbersome
and socially indefensible." 1~7 Significantly, no
doubt, a disproportionate share of the hearing
was devoted to rent supplements, considering
the length and sweep of the 1965 bill.
Little in the record, however, set the stage
for the committee report, in which the opponents
of the rent supplement proposal burst out with
16 pages of minority views, which, for sheer violence and vituperation, were probably not unprecedented but were at least unusual. The tone
is suggested by the introduction to the minority
report, which began as follows:
MINORITY VIEWS
THE ADMINISTRATION'S RENT SUPPLEMENT PROPOSAL
Introduction
The Administration's rent supplement proposal conI ..

of middle-class people over others," I26 and

went on to suggest that the needs of lower in-

come people were much greater than those of

lJI

Hearing' before the Subcommittee on Ho ~s in g . House Com mittee on Banking and Cu rrency , on H.R. 5840 and re lated bil l s,

Mar. 25-31, 1965. p. 168.

Ibid., p. 230.

:~ Ib!d., p. 234.
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the bracket toward which the program was di-

rected.

The National Association of Home Builders
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tained in section 101 of this bill is foreign to American

concepts.

The proposal kills the lncentive of the American family

to improve lts living accommodations by lts own efforts.

lt kills the incentive for homeownershlp; it makes rent-

ers wards of the Government.

lt ls a system of economic lntegration of housing

through Government subsidy.

lt ls the way of the socialistic state, i"

The spirit of the discussion which followed

did not greatly depart from the hyperbole of the

talned In section 101 of this bill Is foreign to American
concepts.
The proposal kills the Incentive of the American family
to Improve Its living accommodations by its own efforts.
It kills the incentive for homeownership; it makes rent·
ers wards of the Government.
It is a system of economic integration of housing
through Government subsidy.
It is the way of the socialistic state. 128

introduction. For example, the minority elabo-

rated a most implausible set of assumptions pur-

suant to which, they insisted, a welfare family

might under the bill occupy a $100,000 pent-

house renting for $800 a month rent-free, with

the Government paying the entire bill (see Re-

port, op. cit., p. 178). This led them to character-

ize the proposal, variously, as "fantastic," "ridic-

ulous," and "absurd."

The extraordinary violence of the minority

attack, in turn, provoked the committee leader-

ship into the very unusual step of issuing a for-

mal rebuttal, in the form of a Committee Print.

While perhaps a bit less tendentious in tone than

the minority report, it was hardly a bland docu-

ment. Cast in the form of a restatement of the

minority contentions, each followed by a discus-

sion under the heading ANSWER, the response

to one contention began with the one-sentence

paragraph, "This is patently ridiculous." Three

others began with single sentence statements as-

serting bluntly, "This is false." Even the title was

hardly Calculated to be soothing in its effect on

the opposition. lt read:

CORRECTlON OF MlSLEADlNG AND FALSE

STATEMENTS CONCERNlNG RENT SUPPLEMENT

PROGRAM MADE lN MlNORlTY REPORT

ON THE HOUSlNG AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

ACT OF 1965âH.R. 7984129

The sharpness of these reactions was all the

The spirit of the discussion which followed
did not greatly depart from the hyperbole of the
introduction. For example, the minority elaborated a most implausible set of assumptions pursuant to which, they insisted , a welfare family
might under the bill occupy a $100,000 penthouse renting for $800 a month rent-free, with
the Government paying the entire bill (see Report, op. cit., p. 178). This led them to characterize the proposal, variously, as "fantastic," "ridiculous," and "absurd."
The extraordinary violence of the minorIty
attack, in turn, provoked the committee leadership into the very unusual step of issuing a formal rebuttal, in the form of a Committee Print.
While perhaps a bit less tendentious in tone than
the minority report, it was hardly a bland document. Cast in the form of a restatement of the
minority contentions, each followed by a discussion under the heading ANSWER, the response
to one contention began with the one-sentence
paragraph, "This is patently ridiculous." Three
others began with single sentence statements asserting bluntly, "This is false." Even the title was
hardly Calculated to be soothing in its effect on
the opposition. It read:

more surprising in view of the fact thatâal-

CORRECTION OF MISLEADING AND FALSE
STATEMENTS CONCERNING RENT SUPPLEMENT
PROGRAM MADE IN MINORITY REPORT
ON THE HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
ACT OF 1965-H.R. 79841~9

though the committee report hardly mentioned

the subject in either the majority or minority

viewsâthe committee had reported out a bill

which differed quite drastically from what the ad-

ministration had recommended.

Thus, the committee took what had been the

subsidy formula in the original bill, and made it

also the eligibility formula. The gap concept be-

tween public and private housing was dropped

altogether, and eligibility was made to rest on a

family's inability to obtain adequate housing in

"â¢ H. Rept. 365, 89th Congress, 1st Session p. 176.

"â¢ House Committee on Banking and Currency, Committee Print,

June 11, 1965.

the private market at a rent not exceeding 25

percent of its incomeânot, it will be noted, the

20 percent figure proposed in the administration

bill. The lease-purchase feature, involving a

higher percentage commitment of income, was

dropped.

The sharpness of these reactions was all the
more surprising in view of the fact that-although the committee report hardly mentioned
the subject in either the majority or minority
views-the committee had reported out a bill
which differed quite drastically from what the administration had recommended.
Thus, the committee took what had been the
subsidy formula in the original bill, and made it
also the eligibility formula. The gap concept between public and private housing was dropped
altogether, and eligibility was made to rest on a
family's inability to obtain adequate housing in

Thus, the committee had operated on the

administration's floor-and-ceiling concept of eli-

gibility for the new program, first by slightly low-

ering the ceiling (through the shift from 20 per-

cent of income to 25 percent), and second by

". H. Rept. 365, 89th Congress. 1st Session p 11 76"'
,,. House Committee on Ba nk i g end Cur ren.cy, COrl1 m i tee Print,
June 11, 1965.

eliminating the floor altogether.

These changes offered some comfort to

those who saw the new program as a general
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the private market at a rent not exceeding 25
percent of its income-not, it will be noted, the
20 percent figure proposed in the administration
bill. The lease-purchase feature, involving a
higher percentage commitment of income, was
dropped.
Thus, the committee had operated on the
administration's floor-and-ceiling concept of eligibility for the new program, first by slightly lowering the ceiling (through the shift from 20 percent of income to 25 percent), and second by
eliminating the floor altogether.
These changes offered some comfort to
those who saw the new program as a general
adventure into subsidization of the middle class.
By the same token, they further heightened the
alarm of the dedicated proponents and practitioners of the low rent public housing program,
who saw the rent supplement program more and
more, not as a threat to 221 (d) (3) but to their
own special preserve. In this general atmosphere
of rancor, accusation, and counteraccusation, it
required an extraordinary effort on the part of
the administration and the bill's other supporters
to secure its passage by a narrow margin in the
House.
Meanwhile, all was far from peaceful in the
Senate. Senator Paul Douglas of Illinois made it
very clear that he was by no means prepared to
embark on a subsidy program even for lower
middle income people from whIch the still more
needy families of genuinely low Income would be
excluded. As the bill emerged from the Senate
committee, the income ceiling was once again
redefined-this time to say that no one would be
eligible whose income exceeded the maximum
limits applicable to public housing projects in
the same area. Again, there was no floor.
Clearly, the Housing Administrator was in an
awkward position. It would be difficult to oppose
his own program merely on the ground that it
had been modified to make it available to people
even more needy than those for whom it had
been designed. In the end, he accepted the
changes with the best grace possible, and the
final bill reported out of conference contained
substantially the Senate provisions. (A number of
other changes were made in the course of congressional consideration. Some were relatively
unimportant, and some highly technical. They are
omitted here in the interests of brevity, and of
clarity as regards the key issues.)
Even after final acceptance of the conference report-again after a legislative struggle of
unusual inta ~ri·,-. !:lh
1Jblems of the new program ~~ E ~ Trr~ i~ e~H
the terms of the
I

act, it could not actually begin operations until

there was a release of contract authority; and

this required action in an appropriation measure.

ln one of the budget messages which were

collectively to become the Second Supplemental

Appropriation Act, 1966,130 the administration

requested approval of authority to enter into

contracts requiring rent supplement payments up

to $30 million per annum (the full amount of the

first year's authority carried in the 1965 act). The

reception of this request was cool and skeptical,

and it was apparent that acceptance of the rent

supplement program was far from a settled mat-

ter.

lt is hazardous to try to read too deeply be-

tween the lines, and yet it is quite clear even

from what appears on the formal record that

emotions and apprehensions were at work,

which people were reluctant to spell out in detail

in public debate. lt is not too speculative to sug-

gest that the rent supplement program aroused

deep apprehensions in middle class neighbor-

hoods, especially in the suburbs. Many people

feared thatâgiven the flexibility with which pri-

vate enterprise can operate, and given the stimu-

lus of the profits to be made out of a new hous-

ing program backed by highly favorable financial

arrangementsâprivate entrepreneurs would move

inconspicuously to obtain control of available sites

and bring about projects that would introduce un-

desirable elements into their neighborhoods.

The expression "undesirable elements" is

employed with deliberation, and should not be

mistaken for a euphemism for race. The charac-

teristics that make one individual or family "un-

desirable" from the standpoint of another as a

neighborâas distinguished from fellow citizenâ

vary over an extreme range as among individu-

als, families, communities, and even neighbor-

hoods. Racial bias can and often does figure

strongly in such judgments. There are many

other characteristics, however, that may lead to

roughly similar reactions. These may include, for

example, other kinds of ethnic differences or

groupings such as national origin or language

identification, religious ties, widely disparate in-

come levels, or simply widely varying cultural

backgrounds or life styles.

All these factors were simmering beneath

the surface at the time that the Appropriations

Committees were considering whether to let the

rent supplement program start, or not. ln the

end, the House committee reduced the initial re-

lease of contract authority from the $30 million

Second Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1966, P.L 89-426.

requested to $12 million, and inserted language

effectively restricting rent supplement projects to

those that were "part of" a local workable pro-

gram, or that were undertaken pursuant to "local

official approval" of participation in the program.

The language was somewhat awkward, for

parliamentary reasons too technical to go into

here, but the meaning was clear: The committee

had said thatâwhile they were not prepared to

act, it could not actually begin operations until
there was a release of contract authority; and
this required action in an appropriation measure.
In one of the budget messages which were
collectively to become the Second Supplemental
Appropriation Act, 1966,130 the administration
requested approval of authority to enter into
contracts requiring rent supplement payments up
to $30 million per annum (the full amount of the
first year's authority carried in the 1965 act). The
reception of this request was cool and skeptical,
and it was apparent that acceptance of the rent
supplement program was far from a settled matter.
It is hazardous to try to read too deeply between the lines, and yet it is quite clear even
from what appears on the formal record that
emotions and apprehensions were at work,
which people were reluctant to spell out in detail
in public debate. It is not too speculative to suggest that the rent supplement program aroused
deep apprehensions in middle class neighborhoods, especially in the suburbs. Many people
feared that-given the flexibility with which private enterprise can operate, and given the stimuI us of the profits to be made out of a new housing program backed by highly favorable financial
arrangements-private entrepreneurs would move
inconspicuously to obtain control of available sites
and bring about projects that would introduce undesirable elements into their neighborhoods.
The expression "undesirable e~ements" is
employed with deliberation, and should not be
mistaken for a euphemism for race. The characteristics that make one individual or family "undesirable" from the standpoint of another as a
neighbor-as distinguished from fellow citizenvary over an extreme range as among individuals, families, communities, and even neighborhoods. Racial bias can and often does figure
strongly in such judgments. There are many
other characteristics, however, that may lead to
roughly similar reactions. These may include, for
example, other kinds of ethnic differences or
groupings such as national origin or language
identification, religious ties, widely disparate income levels, or simply widely varying cultural
backgrounds or life styles.
All these factors were simmering beneath
the surface at the time that the Appropriations
Committees were considering whether to let the
rent supplement program start, or not. In the
end, the House committee reduced the initial release of contract authority from the $30 million

go quite as far as requiring the local referendum

on each project, which some had proposedâat

lJI
least no rent supplement project could suddenly

Second Supplemental Appropriation. Act. 1966. P.L. 89-4 26.

requested to $12 million, and Inserted language
effectively restricting rent supplement projects to
those that were "part of" a local workable program, or that were undertaken pursuant to "local
official approval" of partiCipation in the program.
The language was somewhat awkward, for
parliamentary reasons too technical to go into
here, but the meaning was clear: The committee
had said that-while they were not prepared to
go quite as far as requiring the local referendum
on each project, which some had proposed-at
least no rent supplement project could suddenly
blossom in any neighborhood without the local
community having been afforded the opportunity
to exercise a veto over it.
The Housing and Home Finance Agency
(HHFA) dutifully, if not too hopefully, asked the
Senate Appropriations Committee to remove this
restriction. The Agency argued reasonably
enough, that such a control was inappropriate to
a program to be carried out by private sponsors
and managers, rather than by public bodies.
Local land use, zoning, and code controls should
be sufficient, the Agency said. The attention of
the Senate, however, was not focused on this
question, but on the broader question of whether
to initiate the program at all. The Senate committee struck the item out of the bill entirely, arguing for reconsideration at a later date in connection with the regular annual budget. The House
provision-allowing $12 million and including the
restrictive language--was restored on the Senate
floor by a vote of 4&-45. By adopting the House
provision without change, the Senate avoided
sending this item to conference--a step that,
under the circumstances, would have been
fraught with hazard and uncertainty.
Thus, at the extreme end of the runway, by
a margin of one vote, the rent supplement program had shakily become airborne. It is reasonable to speculate that, had that vote gone the
other way, the program might never have started
at
The final outcome left no one victorious, or
even fully satisfied. The administration, which
had started out to achieve a means of redressing
the balance of equity by affording some effective
assistance to disadvantaged families in the 20
percent gap no man's land, had ended up with a
different formula for subsidizing families eligible
for low rent public housing. The best available
face was put on this result by referring to the
new "program" as a "useful supplement" to
convention
'11 I~)~jJ, !ng, though that was not
at all
ffiki t~e.
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blossom in any neighborhood without the local

community having been afforded the opportunity

to exercise a veto over it.
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The builders and mortgage lenders who had

begun to do a thriving business under section

221(d)(3) were confronted with a new annual

subsidy device, which, only too clearly, the Bu-

reau of the Budget and other fiscal authorities of

the executive branch were still determined to

use to choke off the steady growth of the former

program with all deliberate speed.

The local housing and redevelopment

officials, who for more than a generation had

pinned their hopes for adequately housing the

poor on the low rent public housing program,

felt more threatened by the bill as finally enacted

than as introducedâand with reason, because

there was no income floor built into the program,

and because in many ways it was mechanically

simpler than the program under the U.S. Housing

Act of 1937, even with its various special fea-

tures such as leasing and turnkey construction.

Finally, those who were apprehensive about

a threat to stable, homogeneous, middle-class

neighborhoods, or about the possible impacts of

such a program on their schools, public facili-

ties, and property taxes, could hardly feel greatly

reassured. The Congress had assuaged its own

conscience by confining the new form of subsidy

to the same general income class as was served

by public housing, but by the same token it had

increased the probability that the program, to the

extent that it became operative, would tend to

channel doubtful or undesirable elements into or

near their communities. And the veto provision

added in the appropriation act was at best un-

certain, difficult to organize, and unfamiliar to

most local people.

Not surprisingly, everyone was relieved that

the battle was over, but the shouts of victory

were, to say the least, subdued.

The Programs Under FHA Sections 235 and

236

ln 1968, the executive branch made one

more try at finding a formula agreeable to Con-

gress which would extend some assistance to

families in the middle income range who were

unable, on the one hand, to compete effectively

in the private market, and who, on the other,

were disqualified by statute or regulations from

The builders and mortgage lenders who had
begun to do a thriving business under section
221 (d)(3) were confronted with a new annual
subsidy device, which, only too clearly, the Bureau of the Budget and other fiscal authorities of
the executive branch were still determined to
use to choke off the steady growth of the former
program with all deliberate speed.
The local housing and redevelopment
officials, who for more than a generation had
pinned their hopes for adequately housing the
poor on the low rent public housing program,
felt more threatened by the bill as finally enacted
than as introduced-and with reason, because
there was no income floor built into the program,
and because in many ways it was mechanically
simpler than the program under the U.S. Housing
Act of 1937, even with its various special features such as leasing and turnkey construction.
Finally, those who were apprehensive about
a threat to stable, homogeneous, middle-class
neighborhoods, or about the possible impacts of
such a program on their schools, public facilities, and property taxes, could hardly feel greatly
reassured. The Congress had assuaged its own
conscience by confining the new form of subsidy
to the same general income class as was served
by public housing, but by the same token it had
increased the probability that the program, to the
extent that it became operative, would tend to
channel doubtful or undesirable elements into or
near their communities. And the veto provision
added in the appropriation act was at best uncertain, difficult to organize, and unfamiliar to
most local people.
Not surprisingly, everyone was relieved that
the battle was over, but the shouts of victory
were, to say the least, subdued.

taking advantage of existing programs of hous-

ing assistance. This effort resulted in the enact-

ment of the FHA programs under sections 235

and 236, but the final enactments were quite dif-

The Programs Under FHA Sections 235 and
236

ferent from what the administration had set out

to achieve.

lt is of some interest to note that the sub-

sidy technique proposed in the 1968 legislation

had its origin to a large extent in a 1967 pro-

posal put forward by a minority SenatorâMr.

Percy of lllinoisâin a quite different legislative

form. Mr. Percy's bill was intended to provide a

mechanism for assisting low income families in

achieving homeownership. His was not a lonely

voice at the timeâindeed, all 36 Republican

Senators registered themselves as cosponsors of

the bill, and several majority members (including

Clark, Mondale, and Ribicoff) introduced related

proposals.

There were serious technical and adminis-

In 1968, the executive branch made one
more try at finding a formula agreeable to Congress which would extend some assistance to
families in the middle income range who were
unable, on the one hand, to compete effectively
in the private market, and who, on the other,
were disqualified by statute or regulations from
taking advantage of existing programs of housing assistance. This effort resulted in the enactment of the FHA programs under sections 235
and 236, but the final enactments were quite different from what the administration ~ad set qu.t
to achieve.

trative problems with the Percy proposal and it

was HUD Secretary Weaver who was called

upon to oppose it on behalf of the administra-
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It is of some interest to note that the subsidy technique proposed in the 1968 legislation
had its origin to a large extent in a 1967 proposal put forward by a minority Senator-Mr.
Percy of Illinois-in a quite different legislative
form. Mr. Percy's bill was intended to provide a
mechanism for assisting low income families in
achieving homeownership. His was not a lonely
voice at the time-indeed, all 36 Republican
Senators registered themselves as cosponsors of
the bill, and several majority members (including
Clark, Mondale, and Ribicoff) introduced related
proposals.
There were serious technical and adminIstrative problems with the Percy proposal and it
was HUD Secretary Weaver who was called
upon to oppose it on behalf of the administration. The central points he made were that the
special, quasi-governmental nonprofit foundation
which was to administer the program was an
awkward and ill-defined institution; that the subsidy plan itself was unduly complex and cumbersome; and that the scheme involved tax provisions which were highly technical and difficult to
assess in terms of their ultimate effects. In
addition, the Secretary sounded a warning which
he had voiced publicly more than once in the
past: Many low income families lack the experience and background necessary for successful
homeownership, and the provisions of the bill
did not provide adequately for helping them
make the transition from transient renters or
roomers to property owners and taxpayers.
The Secretary's criticisms were sufficiently
trenchant to assure that the Percy bill, with all
its support, could not pass in its original form.
Yet there was enough support for the underlying
idea that the staff of the Senate Banking and
Currency Committee was directed to work with
Department staff in an effort to develop a proposal which would embody the basic objectives,
and overcome some of the weaknesses in the
original plan. The result was a bill accepted and
reported by the full committee that utilized FHA
mortgage insurance and an interest rate subsidy.
and that, in fact, closely resembled the section
235 proposal which followed the year after. However, by this time it was too late in the session
for such a major new departure, and the Senate
leadership persuaded the sponsors of the bill to
let the mat'er go over until the next session of
Congress.
In 1968, th,e ,executive branch proposed one
of the mos ngl) L ~ 11 hensive, complex, and
sweepirijtJl 'i~~S IEl' e ~~ l(~I G ~~ cerning housing

and urban development. lncluded in the bill was

a new FHA section 235, closely patterned after

the final 1967 version of the bill referred to

above, and providing for homeownership by low

income families to be achieved through a Fed-

eral subsidy covering the difference between

what 20 percent of an eligible family's income

would cover of the necessary monthly payments

on a modest home, and the full payments re-

quired to carry the purchase. The proposal in-

cluded a built-in limit that the family's payment

at 20 percent of income must be at least suffi-

cient to carry the cost if the mortgage were writ-

ten at a 1-percent interest rate.

ln the 1968 bill, however, this homeowner-

ship proposal was carried a step farther, and

was adapted to provide the mechanism of a

rental subsidy program offered as a new FHA

section 236. This section envisioned a subsidy

paid by the Government to the mortgagor on a

236 project in an amount equal to the difference

between the economic rent attributable to a unit,

and the actual rent received from a tenant pay-

ing 25 percent of family incomeâwith a limit

fixed by the requirement that the tenant's pay-

ment must be enough to meet an economic rent

for the unit computed on the basis of a 1-per-

cent interest rate.

The bill provided an elaborateâperhaps

even over-elaborateâdevice for adjusting the

subsidy to the actual income of a particular ten-

ant population. For each unit, the owner was re-

quired to establish two rentals: A "basic rental

charge," representing the rent required to oper-

ate the project if it were financed by a mortgage

bearing a 1-percent interest rate; and a "fair

market rental charge," representing the rent re-

quired at the actual interest rate to be paid on

the mortgage. Periodically, the Government was

to pay to the mortgagee, on behalf of the owner,

an amount equal to the difference between these

two rent rolls.

The rent paid by each tenant was to be 25

percent of family income, which had to be at

least equal to the basic rental charge. Hence, in

practice the great majority of tenants would be

paying a rental amount falling somewhere be-

tween the "basic" rent and the fair market rent.

To avoid oversubsidization, therefore, the bill

provided that the owner would set aside and re-

bate to the Secretary all rentals collected in ex-

cess of the basic rents. These amounts the Sec-

retary was authorized to deposit into a revolving

fund that would be available for future payments.

The bill was silent as to what would happen

in the case of vacant units. This became a signif-

icant problem when regulations for the program

were drafted. Some officials of the Department

felt that the owner-sponsor should be permitted

to deduct vacancy losses in computing the

amount to be rebated to the Secretary, while

others felt that this would amount to diverting

subsidy funds to support the owner and the in-

surance fund, rather than the low and moderate

income tenants. ln the end, the latter view pre-

vailed and the regulations required the project to

absorb vacancy losses rather than offset them

and urban development. Included in the bill was
a new FHA section 235, closely patterned after
the final 1967 version of the bill referred to
above, and providing for homeownership by low
income families to be achieved through a Federal subsidy covering the difference between
what 20 percent of an eligible family's income
would cover of the necessary monthly payments
on a modest home, and the full payments required to carry the purchase. The proposal included a built-in limit that the family's payment
at 20 percent of income must be at least sufficient to carry the cost if the mortgage were written at a 1-percent interest rate.
In the 1968 bill, however, this homeownership proposal was carried a step farther, and
was adapted to provide the mechanism of a
rental subsidy program offered as a new FHA
section 236. This section envisioned a subsidy
paid by the Government to the mortgagor on a
236 project in an amount equal to the difference
between the economic rent attributable to a unit,
and the actual rent received from a tenant paying 25 percent of family income-with a limit
fixed by the requirement that the tenant's payment must be enough to meet an economic rent
for the unit computed on the basis of a 1-percent interest rate.
The bill provided an elaborate-perhaps
even over-elaborate-device for adjusting the
subsidy to the actual income of a particular tenant population. For each unit, the owner was required to establish two rentals: A "basic rental
charge," representing the rent required to operate the project if it were financed by a mortgage
bearing a 1-percent interest rate; and a "fair
market rental charge," representing the rent required at the actual interest rate to be paid on
the mortgage. Periodically, the Government was
to pay to the mortgagee, on behalf of the owner,
an amount equal to the difference between these
two rent rolls.
The rent paid by each tenant was to be 25
percent of family income, which had to be at
least equal to the basic rental charge. Hence, in
practice the great majority of tenants would be
paying a rental amount falling somewhere between the "basic" rent and the fair market rent.
To avoid oversubsidization, therefore, the bill
provided that the owner would set aside and rebate to the Secretary all rentals collected In excess of the basic rents. These amounts the Secretary was authorized to deposit into a revolving
fund that would be available for future payments.
The bill was silent as to what would happen
in the case of vacant units. Th is became a sign if-

icant problem when regulations for the program
were drafted. Some officials of the Department
felt that the owner-sponsor should be permitted
to deduct vacancy losses in computing the
amount to be rebated to the Secretary, while
others felt that this would amount to diverting
subsidy funds to support the owner and the insurance fund, rather than the low and moderate
income tenants. In the end, the latter view prevailed and the regulations required the project to
absorb vacancy losses rather than offset them
against the rebate due on account of occupied
units.
Perhaps because it had been so badly
burned in connection with the rent supplement
program, when it had defined the families to be
assisted so explicitly as those falling within the
20 percent gap, the Department was vague about
the income levels the new program was to serve.
The bill merely provided that a participating project owner must " . . . operate the project in accordance with such requirements with respect to
tenant eligibility and rents as the Secretary may
prescribe." The Secretary merely described the
proposal as aimed at "families of low and moderate income"-clearly, a phrase by no means
self-defining.
The Secretary's explanatory statement limited itself to observing that:
The Secretary would establish maximum family Income
limits for eligibility for admission to this new housing, just
as he does now for the 221 (d)(3) and 202 programs. These
limits, dependent on family size, would be determined on
the general basis of the cost, in the area, of providing
standard rental or cooperative housing of modest but adequate construction. 131

This explanation really did not throw too much
light on the subject of the income levels expected to benefit from the program.
Upper and lower income limits for rental
housing assistance were not specifically stated
in the bill, but were provided indirectly by the
subsidy formula itself. The upper limit was established by the fact that a family with a high
enough income that 25 percent would cover the
fair market rental charge could receive no subsidy. Correspondingly, as a lower limit, a family
would not be eligible for admission unless 25
percent of its income were at least equal to the
"basic" rental charge.
While avoiding any categorical description
of the income groups to be served by the new
program, Secretary Weaver was quite explicit in

against the rebate due on account of occupied

units.

Perhaps because it had been so badly
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saying that it was expected to replaceânot sup-

plementâthe BMlR program under 221(d)(3) and

the program of 3-percent direct loans for hous-

ing the elderly and handicapped, under section

202 of the Housing Act of 1959.132 He also

hinted rather broadly that he was at least not ad-

amantly opposed to some more specific identifi-

cation of or limitation on those to be assisted.

Senator Tower had observed:

Mr. Secretary, in our hearings back last July you made

this statement: "ln many instances, including some of the

bills that are before us now, proposals speak about low-ln-

saying that it was expected to replace-not supplement-the BMIR program under 221 (d)(3) and
the program of 3-percent direct loans for housing the elderly and handicapped, under section
202 of the Housing Act of 1959. 11~ He also
hinted rather broadly that he was at least not adamantly oppos~d to some more specific identification of or limitation on those to be assisted.
Senator Tower had observed:

come families and then actually provide a program feasible

only for moderate-income families. l have a feeling we

ought to distinguish what we are talking about." l agree

with that statement.

Now, l personally feel that low income has been

merged into moderate income to the detriment of the low-

income families, and l feel our interest ought to be con-

centrated in the low-income family 'â¢;

There followed a further interchange with

the Senator, in which the Secretary's response,

while hardly definitive, certainly seems to ac-

Mr. Secretary, in our hearings back last July you made
this statement: "In many instances. including some of the
bills that are before us now, proposals speak about low-Income families and then actually provide a program feasible
only for moderate-income families. I have a feeling we
ought to distinguish what we are talking about." I agree
with that statement.
Now, I personally feel that low income has been
merged into moderate income to the detriment of the lowincome families. and I feel our interest ought to be concentrated in the low-income family.113

knowledge the possibility of alternative ap-

proaches:

Senator TOWER. Now, Senator Percy proposed this for-

mula of 70 percent of 221(d)(3), which l think would have

the effect of channeling the programing toward the low-in-

come family. This is something that l know that you have

complained about, and all of us have been concerned

There followed a further interchange with
the Senator, in which the Secretary's response,
while hardly definitive, certainly seems to acknow:edge the possibility of alternative approaches:

about, is the way this thing tends to surface and gravitate

toward the higher income family, and l want to make sure

that we get lt down toward the low-income family.

Mr. WEAVER. Let me say that the purpose in present-

ing this as it is now presented, rather than in following the

70 percent, was exactly what is now being done. That is, l

wanted to get into the record what was involved, so that a

decision would be made in terms of the relative costs and

in terms of the relative alternatives which remain between

the two methods. The program can work with either

method. The only difference from the program's objective is

that by having the more liberal upper limits, you have the

possibility of getting a greater volume quicker and also of

providing relatively small subsidies to those who need less

help but who still need some help in order to obtain de-

cent housing. But it does not destroy the program. lt limits

it. lt does have some lmplications on who participates, as l

have indicated, and on volume.'- >

As consideration of the bill progressed, the

Congress proved to be still not of a mood to

turn the Department loose to work in the general

vineyard of "low and moderate income" housing.

Senator TOWER. Now, Senator Percy proposed this formula of 70 percent of 221 (d)(3), which I think would have
the effect of channeling the programing toward the low-income family. This is something that I know that you have
complained about, and all of us have been concerned
about, is the way this thing tends to surface and gravitate
toward the higher Income family, and I want to make sure
that we get it down toward the low-income family.
Mr. WEAVER. Let me say that the purpose in presenting this as it is now presented, rather than in following the
70 percent, was exactly what is now being done. That is, I
wanted to get into the record what was involved, so that a
decision would be made in terms of the relative costs and
in terms of the relative alternatives which remain between
the two methods. The program can work with either
method. The only difference from the program's objective is
that by having the more liberal upper limits, you have the
possibility of gelling a grea:er volume quicker and also of
providing relatively small subsidies to those who need less
help but who still need some help in order to obtain decent housing. But it does not destroy the program. It limits
it. It does have some implications on who partiCipates, as I
have indicated, and on volume.l~4

The House and Senate (The Senate formula fol-

lowed the 70 percent-of-221(d)(3) approach

which Senator Percy had proposed the previous

year.) each evolved its own formula for defining

eligible income levels, and while they were not

'Â« lbid., p. 9.

Â» lbid., pp. 26-27.

1Â« lbid., p. 28.

the same it was the evident purpose of both ap-

proaches to confine the new subsidy program to

the lower income families, and to set at least

As consideration of the bill progressed, the
Congress proved to be still not of a mood to
turn the Department loose to work in the general
vineyard of "low and moderate income" housing.
The House and Senate (The Senate formula followed the 70 percent-of-221 (d)(3) approach
which Senator Percy had proposed the previous
year,) each evolved its own formula for defining
eligib!e income levels, and while they were not

some boundaries to the slippery expression

"moderate income." Despite the size of the total

bill and the multiplicity of subjects it covered,

m Ibid., p. 9.
m Ibid., pp. 26-27.
". Ibid., p. 28.

the accommodation of these formulas proved to

be one of the most contentious issues in confer-

ence.

After a vast amount of back-stage pulling
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by

the same it was the evident purpose of both approaches to confine the new subsidy program to
the lower income families, and to set at least
some boundaries to the slippery expression
"moderate income." Despite the size of the total
bill and the multiplicity of subjects it covered,
the accommodation of these formulas proved to
be one of the most contentious issues in conference.
After a vast amount of back-stage pulling
and hauling, in the course of which it more than
once appeared possible that the whole proposal
would founder in the complexities that had deve~oped around the subject of in:erest subsidies
to rental housing, a compromise was finally
struck. Perhaps the simplest way to summarize
the contending pOints of view and the final outcome is to look to the Statement of the Managers on the conference report which finally
emerged. They explained the matter as follows:
Rental and Cooperative Housing
(b) Family income ceiling.-The Senate bill limited eligibility to families with incomes less than 70 percent of
section 221 (d)(3) below market interest rate levels, except
that 20 percent of the funds could be used for families
with incomes exceeding that limit. The House amendment
limited initial eligibility to families with incomes less than
130 percent of income levels for continued occupancy in
the area which can be established pursuant to public housing law.
The conference substitute provides the following Income limits: For BO percent of the funds authorized the income limit is 135 percent of the public housing level in the
area for initial occupancy, plus $300 per minor child. For
the remaining 20 percent of the funds authorized the income limit is 90 percent of the maximum level established
under the below market interest rate program in the area.
plus $300 per minor child.
The conference substitute also requires an annual report by the Secretary to the Banking and Currency Committees of the Senate and House on how the subsidy program
is operated with respect to the income limits provided in
the conference substitute. t.l~,

If this formula, or combination of formulas,
seems bewildering to the reader, it was to prove
even more so to the program administrators. Indeed, it may fairly be doubted-without in the
least impugning their intentions or good faithwhether anyone actually knows or could determine, within reasonable levels of effort, whether
these statutory standards have been exactly adhered to in practice or not.
In any event, the bruised and embattled administration was by now prepared to accept any
settlement of this problem that the Congress
could agree upon, Thus the bill was enacted. and
yet another ubsidizf;ld housing program for low
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lncome families was launchedâthis one with

some unknown degree of effect upon at least the

lower tiers of the income levels hitherto ex-

cluded from such assistance.

lt must be recalled, of course, that these

substantial new subsidy programsâsections 235

and 236âwere only parts of a tremendous omni-

bus bill which also did a great many other

things, some of them of a closely related nature.

Not only did the act reaffirm the National Hous-

ing Goal of 1949, but quantified it to call for the

production of 26 million units over a 10-year pe-

riod, of which 6 million were to be subsidized

units for low and moderate income families and

individuals. ln additionâand again among still

other thingsâthe 1968 act:

â¢ Reduced the interest rate (to 1 percent)

and increased the authorization for the "experi-

mental" low income homeownership program

under section 221 (h);

â¢ lncreased the authorizations then out-

standing for both the rent supplement program

and the low rent public housing program;

â¢ Authorized similar interest subsidies ln

connection with insured loans under the rural

housing program;

â¢ Established a National Home Ownership

Foundation (which later Congress was to prove

unwilling to fund);

â¢ Established a special form of FHA insur-

ance for low lncome families who ordinarily

would be considered inadequate credit risks, to-

gether with counselling services for both these

families and for tenants of low rent public hous-

ing (an activity where the reluctance of the Con-

gress to appropriate proved to be matched only

by the reluctance of the Department to get into

such a program); and so on.

The very proliferation of gadgetry suggested, and

the dire struggle over section 236 confirmed, that

after more than 30 years of study, effort, hear-

ings, and legislation the executive branch and

the Congress were no closer than when they

started to having a clear notion of what they

wanted to do about housing, and how they

wanted to go about it. Further proof that this

was indeed the case was not long in coming.

The Freeze, and What Has Followed

The Housing Act of 1968 was the last great

legislative explosion in housing and community

development to come out of the Democratic ad-

ministration that came to an end that year.

When a new Republican administration as-

sumed office, its initial disposition was to apply

what it hoped would prove to be improved man-

agement techniques to the execution of all the

programs it had inherited, and especially to

press for expanded production of housing, espe-

Income families was launched-this one with
some unknown degree of effect upon at least the
lower tiers of the income levels hitherto excluded from such assistance.
It must be recalled, of course. that these
substantial new subsidy programs-sections 235
and 23~were only parts of a tremendous omnibus bill which also did a great many other
things, some of them of a c~osely related nature.
Not only did the act reaffirm the National Housing Goal of 1949, but quantified it to call for the
production of 26 million units over a 10-year period, of which 6 million were to be subsidized
units for low and moderate income families and
individuals. In addition-and again among still
other things-the 1968 act:
• Reduced the interest rate (to 1 percent)
and increased the authorization for the "experimental" low income homeownership program
under section 221 (h);
• Increased the authorizations then outstanding for both the rent supplement program
and the low rent public housing program;
• Authorized similar interest subsidies in
connection with Insured loans under the rural
housing program;
• Established a National Home Ownership
Foundation (which later Congress was to prove
unwilling to fund);
• Established a special form of FHA insurance for low income families who ordinarily
would be considered inadequate credit risks. together with counselling services for both these
families and for tenants of low rent public housing (an activity where the reluctance of the Congress to appropriate proved to be matched only
by the reluctance of the Department to get into
such a program); and so on.
The very proliferation of gadgetry suggested, and
the dire struggle over section 236 confirmed, that
after more than 30 years of study, effort. hearings, and legislation the executive branch and
the Congress were no closer than when they
started to having a c:ear notion of what they
wanted to do about housing, and how they
wanted to go about it. Further proof that this
was indeed the case was not long in coming.

cially subsidized housing for low and moderate

income families. lnitially, these efforts met with

considerable success. From the fiscal year 1969

The Freeze, and What Has Followed

When a new Republican administration assumed office. its initial disposition was to apply
what it hoped would prove to be improved management techniques to the execution of all the
programs it had inherited, and especially to
press for expanded production of housing, espeCially subsidized housing for low and moderate
income families. Initially, these efforts met with
considerable success. From the fiscal year 1969
to 1972, total housing production increased by
about 40 percent, but production of subsidized
housing (including by rehabilitation) more than
dOUbled.] :iC,
That this was a spectacular increase in pro·
duction. espeCially of subsidized housing, is beyond question. It is doubtful whether any analytical technique exists which could assess how
much of this increase was due to the efforts of
the administration; how much to the relatively favorable conditions that then prevailed in the
mortgage market. and the relatively abundant
availability of mortgage funds; and how much to
the natural growth curve characteristic of most
major new programs after the inevitable shakedown period which involves the writing and issuance of regulations. the design and distribution
of forms and operating procedures, and the necessary period for builders, lenders, and local
officals to become familiar with these materials.
When the Fourth Annual Report on National
Housing Goals was submitted in June 1972, the
administration was still reporting with understandable satisfaction on these accomplishments.
Nevertheless, a note of doubt was beginning to
creep into its discussion of where the Federal
Government had led itself, or permitted itself to
be led, in the whole housing problem, and what
sort of future it ought to envision (see, Fourth
Annual Report, supra, Chapter IX). By the end of
1972, it was evident that the administration was
engaged in an agonizing reappraisal of the
whole subject of subsidized housing programs.
In January 1973, the blow fell. The administration announced the abrupt suspension of all
subsidized housing programs (and, for good
measure, a number of nonhousing subsidy programs, such as open space land grants, water
and sewer grants. etc.).
The 1973 Housing Goals Report, retaining its
curious mixture of pride in past accomplishment
and alarm at the results, explained the thinking
behind this drastic measure as follows:

to 1972, total housing production increased by

about 40 percent, but production of subsidized

housing (including by rehabilitation) more than

doubled.136

That this was a spectacular increase in pro-

duction, especially of subsidized housing, is be-

The Housing Act of 1968 was the last great
legislative explosion in housing and community
development to come out of th ~ DemocraHc administration that came to an end that year.

In 1968. the Congress determined that the [housing)
goal could be substantially achieved within the succeeding
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decade it 26 million units were constructed or rehabilitated,

six million of these for low and moderate income families.

On June 30, 1973, the mid-point in the decade was

reached and the housing produced in the first five years

amounted to 11,936,800 unitsâan amount in excess of the

target set in the Second Report for the first half of the FY

1969-1978 goal decade. (The term "production" in the con-

text of the Housing Goal refers collectively to conventional

housing units "started," mobile homes "shipped," and sub-

sidized rehabilitation "begun.")

This extraordinary achievement was made possible by

total housing production during the past three fiscal years

which reached record high levelsâa level in 1973 that was

twice the average for the preceding 21 years. In FY 1973

âwhich ended June 30, 1973âtotal housing production

was almost 3.0 million unitsâincluding 2,330,900 housing

starts, 615,000 mobile home shipments, and 43,300 subsi-

dized rehabilitated units. [Strictly speaking, these figures

are not altogether comparable because the original goal

figure of 26 million units did not include mobile homes.]

By mid-point in the goal decade the Federal Govern-

ment will have aided the construction or rehabilitation of

almost 1.8 million units for low and moderate income fami-

lies, as well as providing subsidy assistance to an addi-

tional 216,000 families in existing units not requiring sub-

stantial rehabilitation. This represents housing assistance

for more families in the last five years than the cumulative

total provided during the entire 34-year history of our na-

tional housing programs before this Administration took

office.

At the same time, however, there has been mounting evi-

dence of basic defects in some of the federal housing as-

sistance programs. To achieve the high levels of subsidized

production, financing techniques were devised which In a

real sense "mortgage the future" by committing the Federal

Government and future generations of taxpayers over possi-

bly as long as the next 40 years to bear costs now esti-

mated for HUD and USDA programs at between $65 billion

and $85 billionâeven if not a single new unit were to be

added in the last half of the goal decade. Additional costs

are borne by the taxpayer due to the various tax incentives

designed to encourage the construction and rehabilitation

of these housing units for low and moderate income fami-

lies. With regard to the latter category of costs, the Admin-

istration has proposed to the Congress revisions in the tax

laws to limit the extent to which certain tax losses associ-

ated with housing investments can be used to offset unre-

lated income.

In addition to the concern about the costs, there has

been mounting evidence of basic defects in some of our

housing programs. It has been clear for some time that all

too frequently the neediest have not been the primary ben-

eficiaries of some of the programs. The programs also do

not treat all families equitably since only a modest propor-

tion of the families eligible for subsidiesâthat is, whose

incomes qualify them according to the law to receive hous-

ing assistanceâactually receive them.

decade if 26 million units were constructed or rehabilitated,
six million of these for low and moderate income families.
On June 30, 1973, the mid-point in the decade was
reached and the housing produced in the first five years
amounted to 11,936,800 units-an amount in excess of the
target set in the Second Report for the first half of the FY
1969-1978 goal decade. (The term "production" in the context of the Housing Goal refers collectively to conventional
housing units "started," mobile homes "shipped," and subsidized rehabilitation "begun.")
This extraordinary achievement was made possible by
total housing production during the past three fiscal years
which reached record high levels-a level in 1973 that was
twice the average for the preceding 21 years. In FY 1973
-which ended June 30, 1973-total housing production
was almost 3.0 million units-including 2,330,900 housing
starts, 615,000 mobile home shipments, and 43,300 subsidized rehabilitated units. [Strictly speaking, these figures
are not altogether comparable because the original goal
figure of 26 million units did not include mobile homes.]
By mid-point In the goal decade the Federal Government will have aided the construction or rehabilitation of
almost 1.8 million units for low and moderate income families, as well as providing subsidy assistance to an additional 218,000 families in existing units not requiring substantial rehabilitation. This represents housing assistance
for more families in the last five years than the cumulative
total provided during the entire 34-year history of our national housing programs before this Administration took
office.
At the same time, however, there has been mounting evidence of basic defects in some of the federal housing assistance programs. To achieve the high levels of subsidized
production, financing techniques were devised which In a
real sense "mortgage the future" by committing the Federal
Government and future generations of taxpayers over possibly as long as the next 40 years to bear costs now estimated for HUD and USDA programs at between $65 billion
and $85 billion--even if not a single new unit were to be
added in the last half of the goal decade. Additional costs
are borne by the taxpayer due to the various tax incentives
designed to encourage the construction and rehabilitation
of these housing units for low and moderate income families. With regard to the latter category of costs, the Administration has proposed to the Congress revisions in the tax
laws to limit the extent to which certain tax losses associated with housing investments can be used to offset unrelated income.
In addition to the concern about the costs, there has
been mounting evidence of basic defects in some of our
housing programs. It has been clear for some time that all
too frequently the neediest have not been the primary beneficiaries of some of the programs. The programs also do
not treat all families equitably since only a modest proportion of the families eligible for subsidies-that is, whose
incomes qualify them according to the law to receive housing assistance-actually receive them.
On January 5 of this year new activity under federally subsidized housing programs was temporarily suspended .... 13;
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The 1974 budget gave the rationale for the

administration's abrupt across-the-board holding

The 1974 budget gave the rationale for the
administration's abrupt across-the-board holding
action in somewhat blunter language:

action in somewhat blunter language:

. . . Among the activities covered by this head [in the

Budget] are commitments to provide housing under the

. . . Among the activities covered by this head [in the
Budget] are commitments to provide housing under the

homeownership assistance, rental housing assistance, rent

supplement, and low-rent public housing programs.

Ul

Ibid., pp. 2-3.

Under these and -other subsidy programs the Federal

Government has committed Itself to long-term housing as-

sistance payments which will cost the Federal taxpayer in

the range of $57 billion to $82 billion in direct subsidy
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by

homeownership assistance, rental housing assistance, rent
supplement, and low-rent public housing programs.
Under these and 'other subsidy programs the Federal
Government has committed Itself to long-term housing assistance payments which will cost the Federal taxpayer in
the range of $57 billion to $82 billion in direct subsidy
payments alone, as well as additional sums for various tax
subsidies. These programs have not produced results commensurate with the costs to the taxpayer. Instead, the statutory programs have:
(a) Provided a fortunate few with new housing through
subsidies totaling $700 to $3,000 annually, while other families in the same income range pay more for unsubsidized
housing that is not new;
(b) Provided windfall profits and tax shelters to Intermediaries in the housing and financial sectors;
(c) Created strong pressures for builders, developers,
suppliers, and laborers to inflate construction and land
costs, causing subsidized housing to cost more than comparable unsubsidized housing; and
(d) Placed families in homes which they cannot afford
to maintain, thus severely straining the family budget.
The Administration is evaluating alternative means for
enabling families and individuals to afford adequate housing on their own. During this review, the Federal Government will continue to honor statutory and other commitments made under the low-rent public housing, rent
supplements, homeownership assistance, and rental housing
assistance programs. However, no new commitments under
those programs will be made. 13 '

There followed an extensive series of studies within the executive branch, in the course of
which virtually all housing programs of the Federal Government were reviewed from the point of
view of the management, economic, financial,
and social problems they presented, The scope
and content of those studies, however, are beyond the purview of the present review.
In a special message on housing sent to the
Congress on September 19, 1973, the President,
in search of what he called a "better approach"
to Federally subsidized housing, suggested what
he characterized as a "new approach." It was, In
fact. one of the proposals and counterproposals
which had led finally to the enactment of the
original 1937 act-namely, cash allowances for
housing for the poor. (It will be recalled that it
was Mr. Pederson of the New York Council of
Real Estate Associations who told the Senate
committee in 1936, "The root of the evil is the
people do not earn enough to live in what the
proponents of this bill call decent housing accommOdations.") The relevant portion of the
message argued as follows:
Leaders of all political persuasions and from all levels
of government have given a great deal of thought in recent
years to the problem of low-income housing. Many of them
agree that the Federally-subsidized housing approach has

_ _ _ _--..=,Original from
... Budget
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failed. And many of them also agree on the reasons for

that failure.

The main flaw they point to in the old approach ls its

underlying assumption that the basic problem of the poor

ls a lack of housing rather than a lack of income. lnstead

of treating the root cause of the problemâthe inability to

pay for housingâthe Government has been attacking the

symptom. We have been helping the builders directly and

the poor only indirectly, rather than providing assistance

directly to low income families.

ln place of this old approach, many people have sug-

gested a new approachâdirect cash assistance. Under this

approach, instead of providing a poor family with a place

to live, the Federal Government would provide qualified re-

cipients with an appropriate housing payment and would

then let them choose their own homes on the private mar-

ket. The payment would be carefully scaled to make up the

difference between what a family could afford on lts own

for housing and the cost of safe and sanitary housing ln

that geographic area. This plan would give the poor the

freedom and responsibility to make their own choices

about housingâand it would eventually get the Federal

Government out of the housing business.

Not surprisingly, our recent housing study indicates

what others have been saying: of the policy alternatives

available, the most promising way to achieve decent hous-

ing for all of our families at an acceptable cost appears to

be direct cash assistance.

Our best information to date indicates that direct cash

assistance will in the long run be the most equitable, least

expensive approach to achieving our goal of a decent

home for all Americansâa goal l am committed to meet-

failed. And many of them also agree on the reasons for
that failure.
The main flaw they point to in the old approach is its
underlying assumption that the basic problem of the poor
is a lack of housing rather than a lack of income. Instead
of treating the root cause of the problem-the inability to
pay for housing-the Government has been attacking the
symptom. We have been helping the builders directly and
the poor only indirectly, rather than providing assistance
directly to low income families.
In place of this old approach, many people have suggested a new approach--direct cash assistance. Under this
approach, instead of providing a poor family with a place
to live, the Federal Government would provide qualified recipients with an appropriate housing payment and would
then let them choose their own homes on the private market. The payment would be carefully scaled to make up the
difference between what a family could afford on Its own
for housing and the cost of safe and sanitary housing in
that geographic area. This plan would give the poor the
freedom and responsibility to make their own choices
about housing-and it would eventually get the Federal
Government out of the housing business.
Not surprisingly, our recent housing study Indicates
what others have been saying: of the policy alternatives
available, the most promising way to achieve decent housing for all of our families at an acceptable cost appears to
be direct cash assistance.
Our best information to date indicates that direct cash
assistance will in the long run be the most equitable, least
expensive approach to achieving our goal of a decent
home for all Americans-a goal I am committed to meeting,

lng.

A general approach to cash allowances,

however, the President indicated, would require

more time for study and refinement of an ap-

proach.

For immediate action in connection with

subsidized housing, he made only two proposals:

First, a continued and strengthened experimental

program of "housing allowances" (i.e., a field

test of variations of the cash allowance device);

and second, an expanded program under section

23 of the U.S. Housing Act of 1937, including an

effort to expand its use to new as well as exist-

ing housing. This program, he said, could ". . .

be administered in a way which carries out some

of the principles of direct cash assistance."

Since these two programs, themselves hith-

erto rather limited in scope and size, are all that

now remains of the once imposing structure of

federally subsidized housing programs, a word

about each of them is in order.

Experimental Housing Allowance Program

Apart from a limited public housing effort

A general approach to cash allowances,
however, the President indicated, would require
more time for study and refinement of an approach.
For immediate action in connection with
subsidized housing, he made only two proposals:
First, a continued and strengthened experimental
program of "housing allowances" (Le., a field
test of variations of the cash allowance device);
and second, an expanded program under section
23 of the U.S. Housing Act of 1937, including an
effort to expand its use to new as well as existing housing. This program, he said, could " ...
be administered in a way which carries out some
of the principles of direct cash assistance."
Since these two programs, themselves hitherto rather limited in scope and size, are all that
now remains of the once imposing structure of
federally subsidized housing programs, a word
about each of them is in order.

under section 23, the major remaining thrust of

the present administration in the field of low in-

come housing is represented by the Experimen-

tal Housing Allowance Program.

As the President indicated in his September

19 message, some work had already been initi-

ated pursuant to section 504 of the Housing Act

of 1970 which authorized housing allowance ex-

periments involving over 18,000 families and

costing over $150 million. (Also, two local Model

Cities agencies (in Kansas City, Mo. and Wil-

mington, Del.) began programs in late 1970 to

Experimental Housing Allowance Program
Apart from a limited public housing effort
under section 23, the major remaining thrust of
the present administration in the field of low income housing is represented by the Experimental Housing Allowance Program.
As the President indicated in his September
19 message, some work had already been initi-

ated pursuant to section 504 of the Housing Act
of 1970 which authorized housing allowance experiments involving over 18,000 families and
costing over $150 million. (Also, two local Model
Cities agencies (in Kansas City, Mo. and Wilmington, Del.) began programs in late 1970 to
demonstrate the potential of housing allowances
as a means of providing decent housing.) A
broadening of that authority was requested. It
was stated that the data emerging from those
experiments and further expected steps should
furnish the information needed to make a final
decision on this approach late in 1974 or early in
1975.
Prior to the President's message cited
above, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development had submitted in May 1973 the
First Annual Report of the Experimental Housing
Allowance Program, which analyzed the several
aspects of housing allowances, the background
of the experimental program, and the experiments under way to answer the questions and
solve the problems arising in the formulation of
a national program.
The report made clear that the concept of
housing allowances is not a new one, having
been considered and proposed by many as an
alternative to public housing since before the enactment of the Housing Act of 1937. I n fact, it
was rejected by the 1953 President's Advisory
Committee on Government Housing Policies and
Programs. Opposition to it has generally been
based on the belief it would degrade the recipients; that it would not add to the housing supply,
especially for needy groups such as elderly or
large families; and that there is no possible way
of limiting the scale of the program-that is, all
the eligibles in the nation would have to receive
benefits, which would be too costly.
The report outlined the concept to be
tested. For that purpose, a housing allowance
was considered to be a series of regular periodic payments made directly to an eligible family (or individual) unable to afford a decent home
in a suitable living environment. Factors to be
used in determining the amount of the allowance
were family size and income, and the cost of a
standard, existing house or apartment located in
a modest neighborhood. The allowance had to
be used to pay rent or homeownership payments. By paying allowances directly to the family, it was to be given a choice in selecting the
house or apartment it wished, and to have the
purchasing power to enter the market for decent
housing. F6'::!llri ;S1 'i;o1' 'i1~ would be placed on a
family' I ~~l1v<rw1 1f~ f~' f.J restriction to be

demonstrate the potential of housing allowances

as a means of providing decent housing.) A

broadening of that authority was requested. lt
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evaluated is whether the unit chose should meet

basic minimum housing standards.

The housing allowance program would rely

on the market supply of existing housing. lt

would be expected to provide incentives for re-

habilitation and maintenance of the existing

housing stock, as those receiving allowances in-

crease the market demand for standard housing

units.

Three Sets of Experiments: The basic ques-

tions raised by housing allowances are being

tested in three sets of experiments, each de-

signed to get at a principal cluster of issues:

â¢ How do families use their allowances?

(Demand Experiment)

â¢ How does the housing market respond to

allowances? (Supply Experiment)

â¢ How can allowances be administered?

evaluated is whether the unit chose should meet
basic minimum housing standards.
The housing allowance program would rely
on the market supply of existing housing. It
would be expected to provide incentives for rehabilitation and maintenance of the existing
housing stock, as those receiving allowances increase the market demand for standard housing
units.
Three Sets of Experiments: The basic questions raised by housing allowances are being
tested in three sets of experiments, each designed to get at a principal cluster of issues:

(Administrative Agency Experiment)

These are being conducted with the assist-

ance of private firms and institutions.

The Demand Experiment: The objective of

the demand experiment is to examine how

households use their housing allowances.

This experiment is being carried out over a

• How do families use their allowances?
(Demand Experiment)
• How does the housing market respond to
allowances? (Supply Experiment)
• How can allowances be administered?
(Administrative Agency Experiment)

3-year period in 2 metropolitan areas having

over 500,000 population each (Pittsburgh, Pa.

and Phoenix, Ariz.). This minimum size is neces-

These are being conducted with the assistance of private firms and institutions.

sary to assure that the families receiving allow-

ances are relatively few in order to avoid the in-

creased housing demand they represent from

having a significant effect on the housing market.

About 1,600 families are involved in the Pitts-

burgh area.

Under this demand experiment, the principal

questions of interest are: The participation rates

of eligible households; changes in their expendi-

tures for housing; the quality of housing they ob-

tain; the location of the housing they select; the

satisfaction of the households with their choices;

and the housing allowance costs incurred by the

Government.

The experiment is also attempting to evalu-

ate the effect of different forms of housing allow-

ances on the above types of household choices.

Thus, two kinds of formulas for making allow-

ances are being tested. One is a "housing gap"

formula, where the allowance is made equal to

the difference between the fair market rent for a

modest existing house or apartment in the area

(appropriate to the size of the family) and a

specified percentage of family income. The sec-

ond formula is based on "percentage of rent,"

and the Government pays some predetermined

fraction of the family's actual rent expenditure

up to a specific maximum amount.

Another set of alternatives in the program

being tested is the attainment of minimum stand-

ard housing through (a) an inspection of each

unit to determine whether it meets defined stand-

ards, or (b) a minimum rent expenditure require-

ment, which assumes a close correlation be-

tween rent and the quality of housing.

To help determine national characteristics of

the program, such as total cost, data on family

incomes and prices are being obtained for spe-

The Demand Experiment: The objective of
the demand experiment is to examine how
households use their housing allowances.
This experiment is being carried out over a
3-year period in 2 metropolitan areas having
over 500,000 population each (Pittsburgh, Pa.
and Phoenix, Ariz.). This minimum size is necessary to assure that the families receiving allowances are relatively few in order to avoid the increased housing demand they represent from
having a significant effect on the housing market.
About 1,600 families are involved in the Pittsburgh area.
Under this demand experiment, the principal
questions of interest are: The participation rates
of eligible households; changes in their expenditures for housing; the quality of housing they obtain; the location of the housing they select; the
satisfaction of the households with their choices;
and the housing allowance costs incurred by the
Government.
The experiment is also attempting to evaluate the effect of different forms of housing allowances on the above types of household choices.
Thus, two kinds of formulas for making allowances are being tested. One is a "housing gap"
formula, where the allowance is made equal to
the difference between the fair market rent for a
modest existing house or apartment in the area
(appropriate to the size of the family) and a
specified percentage of family income. The second formula is based on "percentage of rent,"
and the Government pays some predeterm ined

cific groups of families.

After eligible families are identified through

a survey process, an assignment process is used

to obtain similar groupings of families to be of-
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fraction of the family's actual rent expenditure
up to a specific maximum amount.
Another set of alternatives in the program
being tested is the attainment of minimum standard housing through (a) an inspection of each
unit to determine whether it meets defined standards, or (b) a minimum rent expenditure requirement, which assumes a close correlation between rent and the quality of housing.
To help determine national characteristics of
the program, such as total cost, data on family
incomes and prices are being obtained for specific groups of families.
After eligible families are identified through
a survey process, an assignment process is used
to obtain similar groupings of families to be offered each of the allowance plans. Each family
accepting receives counseling assistance and
will be interviewed semiannually or annually during the duration of the experiment. At the end of
the experiment the Government will make its
best effort to provide regular program subsidies
to the families to minimize disruption.
The Supply Experiment: This experiment is
designed to analyze housing market response to
a substantial addition of low income housing demand likely to be caused by an allowance program on a national scale.
The supply experiment is being conducted
in two contrasting medium-sized metropolitan
areas of approximately 200,000 to 250,000 population (Green Bay, Wisc. and Saginaw, Mich.),
each selected to represent an important class of
metropolitan areas in the nation. One has a rapidly growing central city and a low incidence of
minorities. The other is a metropolitan area with
a slower growing central city and a representative minority population. The experiment involves
4.000 to B.OOO families in each area.
In each area, HUD is making experimental
housing allowances available to low income residents. Eligibility rules and the allowance formula
are the same for both areas. Data relating to
specific households and structures are being
collected to answer four categories of research
questions:
1. How will owners and developers of rental
housing respond to attempts of allowance reCipients to increase their housing consumption?
What mix of price increases and housing improvements will result? Will the increased demand be absorbed by price increases or by
quantity increases?
2. How lYr.ilgi : rfg~ ge lenders, real estate
broker, tf q: ' rr~-i m:' ~ffi~A~ pair, and remod-

eling contractors respond to an allowance pro-

gram? Will they help or resist attempts by allow-

ance recipients to obtain better housing or

improve their properties?

3. ln seeking better housing, will many al-

lowance recipients relocate within the metropoli-

eling contractors respond to an allowance program? Will they help or resist attempts by allowance recipients to obtain better housing or
improve their properties?

tan area and, if so, what types of neighborhoods

will they seek and succeed in entering?

4. How will nonrecipients of housing allow-

ancesâparticularly those with incomes just

above the eligibility limitâbe affected by, and

respond to, the program? Will any resulting price

increases affect them?

Data for analyzing the above questions will

be obtained by monitoring the housing markets

for each area for 5 years. That will include an-

nual formal surveys covering a sample of resi-

dential structures in each area; a study of ad-

3. In seeking better housing, will many allowance recipients relocate within the metropolitan area and, if so, what types of neighborhoods
will they seek and succeed in entering?
4. How will nonrecipients of housing allowances-particularly those with incomes just
above the eligibility limit-be affected by, and
respond to, the program? Will any resulting price
increases affect them?

ministrative records on the characteristics and

housing choices of all those enrolled in the al-

lowance program; and a regular flow of informa-

tion from a resident observer.

The Administrative Agency Experiment: This

experiment is designed to determine how best to

administer an allowance program, and to analyze

the effectiveness of various types of local

agency in doing so.

The Administrative Agency Experiment is

being conducted through eight agencies of var-

Data for analyzing the above questions will
be obtained by monitoring the housing markets
for each area for 5 years. That will include annual formal surveys covering a sample of residential structures in each area; a study of administrative records on the characteristics and
housing choices of all those enrolled in the allowance program; and a regular flow of information from a resident observer.

This experiment is designed to focus on four
major concerns:

1. The administrative costs of the programs.
How are these costs best allocated to maximize
program efficiency and effectiveness?
2. The scope of services and methods of
delivering such a program. What is the appropriate mix of administrative and organizational arrangements and services for operating the program that provides the most administrative
simplicity, efficiency, free housing choice, and
privacy for the recipient?
3. The capability of such a program to treat
people in equal need equally. How equitable is a
housing allowance program?
4. The amount of control over such a program that is necessary to assure funds are used
for the purpose intended. How, and to what extent, can potential diversion of allowance funds
by beneficiaries, landlords, market intermediaries, and administrators be minimized?

ious types (two local housing authorities, two

metropolitan area county government agencies,

two State community development agencies, and

two welfare agencies). The eight agencies are lo-

cated throughout the nation in cities, towns,

counties, and rural areas of different sizes

(75,000 to 500,000). The number of allowance re-

cipients in each area (from 500 to 900) is consid-

ered large enough to provide a realistic basis for

evaluating administrative organization and per-

formance of functions, but small enough, relative

to the local market area, to avoid rent increases

from the added housing demand created by the

allowances.

The principal evaluation concerns of the ex-

periment are the efficiency and effectiveness of

the local agencies and their methods in adminis-

tering housing allowances. Accordingly, they are

given broad latitude in designing the administra-

tive features of their programs, subject only to

what program definitions are necessary to assist

in formulating a national approach. For example,

each agency has to use the "housing gap" for-

mula discussed above.

This experiment is designed to focus on four

major concerns:

1. The administrative costs of the programs.

How are these costs best allocated to maximize

program efficiency and effectiveness?

2. The scope of services and methods of

delivering such a program. What is the appropri-

ate mix of administrative and organizational ar-

rangements and services for operating the pro-

gram that provides the most administrative

simplicity, efficiency, free housing choice, and

privacy for the recipient?

3. The capability of such a program to treat

people in equal need equally. How equitable is a

The Administrative Agency Experiment: This
experiment is designed to determine how best to
administer an allowance program, and to analyze
the effectiveness of various types of local
agency in dOing so.
The Administrative Agency Experiment is
being conducted through eight agencies of various types (two local housing authorities, two
metropolitan area county government agencies,
two State community development agencies, and
two welfare agencies). The eight agencies are located throughout the nation in cities, towns,
counties, and rural areas of different sizes
(75,000 to 500,000). The number of allowance recipients in each area (from 500 to 900) is considered large enough to provide a realistic basis for
evaluating administrative organization and performance of functions, but small enough, relative
to the local market area, to avoid rent increases
from the added housing demand created by the
allowances.
The principal evaluation concerns of the experiment are the efficiency and effectiveness of
the local agencies and their methods in administering housing allowances. Accordingly, they are
given broad latitude in designing the administrative features of their programs, subject only to
what program definitions are necessary to assist
in formulating a national approach. For example,
each agency has to use the "housing gap" formula discussed above.

A principal question toward which all three
sets of experiments are directed is the overall
cost of various housing allowance programs, as
their feasibility is dependent upon a realistic
Federal expenditure.
Conceivably a program could be administered on a first come, first served or other priorltysetting basis. However, a universal entitlement
of all income-eligible families would in all probability follow the pattern of most of the nation's
income transfer programs aimed at providing a
minimum level of income or services (such as
welfare payments, food stamps, and Medicaid).
Good data on the costs of such a housing allowance program do not exist now because of the
tremendous variety of possible factors and constraints in the program, and the uncertainty as to
the willingness of eligible families to participate,
and the income and other characteristics and
desires of those who will participate.

The Section 23 Leased Housing Program
Section 23 was originally added to the U.S.
Housing Act of 1937 by the Housing Act of 1961
(Public Law 87-70), in order to provide an alternative means of housing low income families
through the use of vacancies in existing structures in a particular community. In essence, the
local hou ~ "(3: iRl:I1 1f?.,!jity, was authorized to lease
~ftir '
~~m~ and to arrange for
unit ~ .

r

housing allowance program?

4. The amount of control over such a pro-

gram that is necessary to assure funds are used
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their occupancy by eligible tenants from the pub-

lic housing waiting lists. The local authority

would select tenants; fix the amount of rent the

tenants would pay; agree upon a total rent

based on comparable accommodations in the

area; and could receive annual contributions to

make up the difference between the total rental

charge and the rent paid by the tenant, not to

exceed the rate of contributions on a compara-

ble new public housing unit in the area.

After the freeze on subsidized housing pro-

grams generally, the administration turned to

section 23, not only as a means for continuing to

lease existing units, but also as a vehicle for en-

couraging the construction of new housing for

low and moderate income families. Precisely why

this programâwhich had never figured largely in

the total low and moderate income production

pictureâwas selected to be rescued from obliv-

ion is not altogether clear. Perhaps the fact that

it had originally been sponsored by a senior

Republican member of the Housing Subcommittee

in the House, Mr. Widnall, had some bearing.

Certainly, the section 23 device had regularly en-

joyed more Republican support than most of the

other subsidy devices.

Probably, however, the main reason for the

decision was the suggestion included in the

President's September 19 message that the sec-

tion 23 program could be ". . . administered in a

way which carries out some of the principles of

cash assistance."

ln its 1974 legislative proposals (see, H.R.

10688, 93rd Congress, 1st Session), the Depart-

ment proposed certain modifications designed to

make section 23 an even more strictly private

enterprise program than before, and presumably

to encourage its use in the provision of new

housing as well as the leasing of housing in ex-

isting structures. Among these changes were the

following:

1. With respect to leasing units in newly

built structures, the Secretary was authorized to

dispense with the intermediary role of the local

housing authority and deal directly with the

owner. The bill provided that assistance pay-

ments could not be made with respect to more

than 20 percent of the units in a single structure,

". . . except as otherwise provided by the Secre-

their occupancy by eligible tenants from the public housing waiting lists. The local authority
would select tenants; fix the amount of rent the
tenants would pay; agree upon a total rent
based on comparable accommodations in the
area; and could receive annual contributions to
make up the difference between the total rental
charge and the rent paid by the tenant, not to
exceed the rate of contributions on a comparable new public housing unit in the area.
After the freeze on subsidized housing programs generally, the administration turned to
section 23, not only as a means for continuing to
lease existing units, but also as a vehicle for encouraging the construction of new housing for
low and moderate income families. Precisely why
this program-which had never figured largely in
the total low and moderate income production
picture-was selected to be rescued from oblivion is not altogether clear. Perhaps the fact that
it had originally been sponsored by a senior
Republican member of the Housing Subcommittee
in the House, Mr. Widnall, had some bearing.
Certainly, the section 23 device had regularly enjoyed more Republican support than most of the
other subsidy devices.
Probably, however, the main reason for the
decision was the suggestion included in the
President's September 19 message that the section 23 program could be " ... administered in a
way which carries out some of the principles of
cash assistance."
In its 1974 legislative proposals (see, H.R.
10688, 93rd Congress, 1st Session), the Department proposed certain modifications designed to
make section 23 an even more strictly private
enterprise program than before, and presumably
to encourage its use in the provision of new
housing as well as the leasing of housing in existing structures. Among these changes were the
following:

tary."

2. The bill also provided that such units

should be ineligible, not only for any other form

of assistance under the act, but also for FHA

mortgage insurance.

Tenants were to be selected by the owner

who would also be responsible for management.

Thus, the "revised" program envisioned would

be purely a private enterprise affair, save for the

role of the Government in leasing some number

of units and agreeing to pay stipulated amounts

of subsidy to make them available to low and

1. With respect to leasing units in newly
built structures, the Secretary was authorized to
dispense with the intermediary role of the local
housing authority and deal directly with the
owner. The bill provided that assistance payments could not be made with respect to more
than 20 percent of the units in a single structure,
" ... except as otherwise provided by the Secretary. "

moderate income families.

The prospects for reception of these propos-

als both by the Congress and the market were,

to say the least, uncertain. A limit of 20 percent

on the number of units in a project that could be

2. The bill also provided that such units
should be ineligible, not only for any other form
of assistance under the act, but also for FHA
mortgage insurance.

assisted appeared sufficient to create a degree

of uncertainty for a potential sponsor, even cou-

pled with the Secretary's authority (but not duty)

to waive this limit. And it appeared far from as-
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Tenants were to be selected by the owner
who would also be responsible for management.
Thus, the "revised" program envisioned would
be purely a private enterprise affair, save for the
role of the Government in leasing some number
of units and agreeing to pay stipulated amounts
of subsidy to make them available to low and
moderate income families.
The prospects for reception of these proposals both by the Congress and the market were,
to say the least, uncertain. A limit of 20 percent
on the number of units in a project that could be
assisted appeared sufficient to create a degree
of uncertainty for a potential sponsor, even coupled with the Secretary's authority (but not duty)
to waive this limit. And it appeared far from assured that financing would be readily available in
the private market for these projects in the absence of FHA mortgage insurance. As a matter
of fact, without any special public statement on
the subject, the Department has abandoned this
feature of its proposal and is no longer urging
its inclusion in the legislation.
In any event, in its 1974 and 1975 budget
programs the Department placed heavy reliance
on its only remaining active subsidy program. It
projected a total of more than 400,000 units of
new and existing housing to be provided under
the revised section 23--a number vastly in excess of any previous production experience
(about 5-10,000 units per year), and one which
few informed outside observers felt was realistically within the realm of the achievable.

A Brief Review of Some Unsettled
Problems
To those who have followed thus far the development of executive and legislative attitudes
toward subsidizing housing over the years since
the early 1930's, it will be evident that certain
major problems have surfaced over and over
again as recurring themes. Time and again they
have influenced, sometimes decisively, the actions that were taken, or that the Executive or
the Congress declined to take.
While they cover a wide range of matters,
these persistent problems appear to have one
thing in common: namely, that they never seem
to get settled, regardless of how often they are
argued over and compromised in one temporary
format or another. It may be as well, therefore,
to briefly review a few of the more important
i ~~ u:n there seems to be .no
such quesH
presea I ~
oO ~ . 1 1t'~ 1
t they will not anse

to plague the decision-making process in the fu-

ture as they have in the past.

The Problem of the Budget

lt is a matter of opinion whether the enor-

to plague the decision-making process in the future as they have in the past.

mous impact of Federal budget considerations

on the formulation of public policy rests on valid

reasons, or on factors that are mainly psycholog-

The Problem of the Budget

ical, emotional, or political. That the impact is a

reality no informed person can doubt.

To understand the kinds of issues that arise

in this area, it is important to bear in mind that

the budget still retains much of its original char-

acter as an annual cash flow statementâreport-

ing on receipts from and payments to the public

for the previous year, and estimating those for

the current and following years. No distinction is

recognized beween out-of-pocket expenses for

current operations and outlays which are in the

nature of recoverable investments, or still others

which, like research and development, may lead

to future increase in wealth or value.

The budget is neither designed for nor well

suited to the purpose of disclosing costs, how-

ever that slippery word may be defined. Thus it

is not only possible, but it rather frequently oc-

curs, that a less efficient or more costly means

of accomplishing a given end may have a "favor-

able" budgetary effect, or, conversely, a more ef-

ficient or less costly approach may be rejected

because of its ostensibly unfavorable budget ef-

fect.

An example may be useful to clarify the

above. The Housing Act of 1959 authorized a

program of long term loans at below-market in-

terest rates (originally a formula rate, but in 1965

fixed at 3 percent) to certain eligible sponsors to

assist in meeting the housing needs of the e'd-

erly and handicapped. ln the opinion, at least of

the participants in and beneficiaries of the pro-

gram, lt was highly successful. lt made for large

expenditure figures in the budget, however, inas-

much as the entire amount of the loan disburse-

ment appears as an expenditure in the year in

which it ls made. ln budget parlance, amounts

actually paid out (checks written) during a fiscal

year are called "expenditures"; amounts actually

taken in as a result of operations are "receipts";

and net of these two figures is called "outlays"

and may carry either a (+) or (-) sign, the lat-

ter denoting net budgetary receipts.

The FHA section 236 subsidized rental hous-

ing program for low and moderate income levels

was established in 1968. Under this approach,

the Government's expense takes the form of an-

nual subsidy payments throughout the life of the

mortgage. While loans for housing the elderly

and handicapped were fully repayable with inter-

est (although at a rate below that prevailing in

the private market at the time the loan was

made), the annual subsidies are not, of course.

Nevertheless, it was decided that future projects

for the elderly and handicapped would be

financed under the 236 method of subsidy, even

though it appears to have been undisputed that

the eventual cost of this method to the Govern-

ment would be appreciably greater.

The nature of the point involved was not

It is a matter of opinion whether the enormous impact of Federal budget considerations
on the formulation of public policy rests on valid
reasons, or on factors that are mainly psychological, emotional, or political. That the impact is a
reality no informed person can doubt.
To understand the kinds of issues that arise
in this area, it is important to bear in mind that
the budget still retains much of its original character as an annual cash flow statement-reporting on receipts from and payments to the public
for the previous year, and estimating those for
the current and following years. No distinction is
recognized beween out-of-pocket expenses for
current operations and outlays which are in the
nature of recoverable investments, or still others
which, like research and development, may lead
to future increase in wealth or value.
The budget is neither designed for nor well
suited to the purpose of disclosing costs, however that slippery word may be defined. Thus it
is not only possible, but it rather frequently occurs, that a less efficient or more costly means
of accomplishing a given end may have a "favorable" budgetary effect, or, conversely, a more efficient or less costly approach may be rejected
because of its ostensibly unfavorable budget effect.
An example may be useful to clarify the
above. The Housing Act of 1959 authorized a
program of long term loans at below-market interest rates (originally a formula rate, but in 1965
fixed at 3 percent) to certain eligible sponsors to
assist in meeting the housing needs of the e~d
erly and handicapped. In the opinion, at least of
the participants in and beneficiaries of the program, it was highly successful. It made for large
expenditure figures in the budget, however, inasmuch as the entire amount of the loan disbursement appears as an expenditure in the year in
which it is made. In budget parlance, amounts
actually paid out (checks written) during a fiscal
year are called "expenditures"; amounts actually
taken in as a result of operations are "receipts";
and net of these two figures is called "outlays"
and may carry either a (+) or (-) sign, the latter denoting net budgetary receipts.
The FHA section 236 subsidized rental housing program for low and moderate income levels
was established in 1968. Under this app oach,
the Government's eXRe nse takes the fo rm of an-

nual subsidy payments throughout the life of the
mortgage. While loans for housing the elderly
and handicapped were fully repayable with interest (although at a rate below that prevailing in
the private market at the time the loan was
made), the annual subsidies are not, of course.
Nevertheless, it was decided that future projects
for the elderly and handicapped would be
financed under the 236 method of subsidy, even
though it appears to have been undisputed that
the eventual cost of this method to the Government would be appreciably greater.
The nature of the pOint involved was not
wholly lost on the Committees when the section
235 and 236 programs were under consideration
in 1968. Secretary Weaver observed in this
connection:
Both programs. by relying on the private market for
mortgage finanCing. should be able to obtain more regular
funding because they would not be dependent on the vagaries of the Federal budget. 139

Commenting on this aspect of the bill, the
Minority Views in the House Committee report
remarked:
Undeniably the bill Is big.
Parts of it are also bad.
Too many of our existing housing programs are the result of budgetary gimickry. In order to reduce the impact of
a program on the present administration's budget, the costs
are spread oller as many as 40 years. This may be good
public relations and good politics but it is bad economics.
It increases substantially the financing costs of housing obtained under the program. It misleads the public as to the
true cost of the program with only one-fortieth of the cost
showing in the first year, but thirty-nine fortieths hidden in
the future-much worse than a hidden iceberg and potentially more dangerous to our future fiscal stability.)to

The chief, if not sole, advantage of the annual subsidy method is indeed that the immediate budget effect of the program is almost entirely avoided, while its effects in any single
future year are also minimized, at least for the
near future. Thus, in the first year, the large capital expenditure (represented by disbursement of
the loan) disappears and is replaced by a figure
representing only the first year's subsidy-a very
modest figure in any event, and frequently zero,
since the project may be barely commencing operations. Similarly, any future budget will show
the subsidy payments only for that year, and
nothing need be said either about payments in
the past or those remaining for future years, or
about the missing receipts from repayments and
'39 Hearings before the Subcommittee on Housing
AHairs. Sl'l nate . 9a
suPra. p. 9)nQlna
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wholly lost on the Committees when the section

235 and 236 programs were under consideration

in 1968. Secretary Weaver observed in this
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interest which would have been realized from a

loan, had one been made.

lf this approach seems shortsighted and

even improvident, it must be remembered that in

the never-ending struggle between those who

think the budget (or some item in it) too high

and those who find it too low, the immediate

budget advantage is almost invariably sought. lt

is easy to let future budget directors and Con-

gresses worry about future years. Both the exec-

utive branch and the Congress play this game,

although the technicians in the executive branch

generally understand its intricacies better, and

have the additional advantage of having de-

signed the budget in the first place.

Because the problems of the budgetary

treatment of various kinds of transactions and

their resulting effects on the budget surplus or

deficit are themselves complex, technical, and

not widely understood, the following table has

been provided to illustrate how the budget treats

the various types of housing subsidy.

Effects of Budget Considerations on Policy

âExamples

The following are a few examplesâby no

means an exhaustive listâof major decisions of

policy affecting housing subsidy programs which

have been largely determined by budget consid-

interest which would have been realized from a
loan, had one been made.
If this approach seems shortsighted and
even improvident, it must be remembered that in
the never-ending struggle between those who
think the budget (or some item In it) too high
and those who find it too low, the immediate
budget advantage is almost invariably sought. It
is easy to let future budget directors and Congresses worry about future years. Both the executive branch and the Congress play this game,
although the technicians in the executive branch
generally understand its intricacies better, and
have the additional advantage of having designed the budget in the first place.
Because the problems of the budgetary
treatment of various kinds of transactions and
their resulting effects on the budget surplus or
deficit are themselves complex, technical, and
not widely understood, the following table has
been provided to illustrate how the budget treats
the various types of housing subsidy.

Effects of Budget Considerations on Policy
-Examples
The following are a few examples--by no
means an exhaustive list-of major decisions of
policy affecting housing subsidy programs which
have been largely determined by budget considerations:

Public Housing Annual Contributions Y.
Capital Grants: The U.S. Housing Act of 1937, as
enacted, authorized (and still does) initial capital
grants, as an alternative to annual contributions,
to achieve low rents. Though vastly simpler and
less costly administratively, and almost certainly
equally effective and cheaper over the life of the
program, this authority has never been used. As
noted in an earlier chapter, the sponsors of the
measure apparently never seriously supposed
that it would be. The objection, of course, is that
the construction of any substantial number of
units by this method would involve very large initial appropriations and expenditures.

erations:

Public Housing Annual Contributions v.

Capital Grants: The U.S. Housing Act of 1937, as

enacted, authorized (and still does) initial capital

Budgetary Effects of Various Type of Housing Subsidy

grants, as an alternative to annual contributions,

to achieve low rents. Though vastly simpler and

less costly administratively, and almost certainly

(1 )

(2)

Type of Subsidy

Budget Expenditure
Recognized

equally effective and cheaper over the life of the

program, this authority has never been used. As

(3)
Budget Receipt
Recognized

(4)

Timing of Budget Effect

noted in an earlier chapter, the sponsors of the

measure apparently never seriously supposed

that it would be. The objection, of course, is that

the construction of any substantial number of

units by this method would involve very large lni-

tial appropriations and expenditures.

Budgetary Effects of Various Type of Housing Subsidy

Annual grants or
payments
Operating subsidies
Initial capital
grants
Direct loans

(1)

Amount paid In year

None

Amount paid In year
Full amount when paid

None
None

Amount of loan disbursed in year

Amortization and Interest
received in year

Payments under
guarantee, in year
made

Guarantee fees In year In
which received; realization
of guarantors' rights, If
any
Fees and premiums received in year; rents and
revenues from acquired
properties; amortization
and interest on mortgages
held, proceeds of properties and mortgages sold

Spread over period of
contract or program
In year, when paid
Immediate on payment

(2)

Budget Expenditure

Guaranteed loans

Recognized

(3)

Budget Receipt

Recognized

(4)

Type of Subsidy

Timing of Budget Effect

Annual grants or

payments

Operating subsidies

lnitial capital

grants

Direct loans

Amount paid in year

None

Spread over period of

contract or program

ln year, when paid

Immediate on payment as
to outlays; receipts
spread over term of loan
Indeterminate

Net of (2) and (3) In
Claims paid In years;
each year
operating expenses;
costs of acquiring,
managing. rehabilitating and disposing 01
properties, securing
defaulted loans; Interest on debentures
and other borrowings
Tax exemption
None
None recognized
None
Mortgage purchases
Operating receipts plus
Net of (2) and (3) in
Operating expenses
proceeds of mortgages
including payments
each year
sold
for points absorbed
plus cost 01 mortgages
bought
---------=-:-~-----:-:--:-:-_=_=_."....,..=__-----_\0:7:'_~ -~-~ ~ 4r-"r,-R;" :-- - - - - - - - - Mortgage Insurance

lmmediate on payment
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Amount paid in year

Full amount when paid

None

None
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Public Housing, Private Financing: ln the

early years, public housing projects were initially

financed by means of direct Federal loans. The

long term (so-called "permanent") financing,

however, has from the inception been financed

(largely, and more recently, entirely) by local

housing authority tax-exempt obligations, sold in

the private market on the security of a pledge of

the guaranteed payment of Federal annual con-

tributions as needed in sufficient amounts to as-

sure their repayment. For all but the initial pe-

riod, construction (also called "temporary")

financing has been similarly accomplished in the

private market, on the basis of shorter term

notes carrying the same benefits.

There has been remarkably widespread

agreement that, whatever the effects of the pub-

lic housing program in other respects, this

method of financing has been an outstanding

success. lt is difficult to find any other basis for

this judgment than the fact that it utilized "pri-

vate" rather than "public" funds, and that it has

kept the very large amounts required for the de-

velopment of these projects from being visible in

the Federal budget. (lnasmuch as Treasury bills,

notes, and bonds are also sold in the private

markets to raise funds for the Government's re-

quirements, this distinction may appear to be

more mystical than substantive. lt becomes all

the more tenuous when it is recalled that in 1961

the guarantee of annual contributions was broad-

ened to a guarantee of the local authority obliga-

tions, and declared to be incontestable in the

hands of the bondholders. Thus, with respect to

the real debt obligation and the repayment of the

bonds, the Treasury, to all intents and purposes,

is the borrower and debtor, and the local author-

ity is little more than a fiscal agent (section

302(b), Public Law 70, 87th Congress).)

Certainly the guaranteed tax-exempt method

of financing is enormously expensive, even

though the low rates of interest made possible

by it create an appearance of savings during

construction. lt is difficult to get precise statis-

tics on who holds (and has held) this type of

debt. However, it is obvious enough that tax-ex-

empt income has its greatest value to taxpayers

ln the higher income and tax brackets. Giving

due weight to this factor, almost any reasonable

set of assumptions one may make will lead 4o

the conclusion that the cost to the Government

of this method of financing over the life of the

program has greatly exceededâand will con-

tinue to exceedâthe total amount of all annual

contributions which have been or will be paid to

achieve and maintain low rents.

Below-Market Mortgages for Middle lncome

HousingâSection 221 (d) (3): ln 1961, as de-

scribed earlier ln this account, the Congress au-

thorized a new program to assist middle income

families by insuring mortgages bearing interest

rates well below those available in the private

market (originally at a rate based on a Govern-

ment obligation yield formula, but laterâin 1965

âpegged at a flat 3 percent). This resulted in re-

duced debt service charges for projects so

financed, and thus permitted lower rentals.

The problem, paradoxically, resulted from

the fact that the program was successful. Since

all these mortgages, when completed and ln-

Public Housing, Private Financing: In the
early years, public housing projects were initially
financed by means of direct Federal loans. The
long term (so-called "permanent") financing,
however, has from the inception been financed
(largely, and more recently, entirely) by local
housing authority tax-exempt obligations, sold in
the private market on the security of a pledge of
the guaranteed payment of Federal annual contributions as needed in sufficient amounts to assure their repayment. For all but the initial period, construction (also called "temporary")
financing has been similarly accomplished in the
private market, on the basis of shorter term
notes carrying the same benefits.
There has been remarkably widespread
agreement that, whatever the effects of the public housing program in other respects, this
method of financing has been an outstanding
success. It is difficult to find any other basis for
this judgment than the fact that it utilized "private" rather than "public" funds, and that it has
kept the very large amounts required for the development of these projects from being visible in
the Federal budget. (Inasmuch as Treasury bills,
notes, and bonds are also sold in the private
markets to raise funds for the Government's requirements, this distinction may appear to be
more mystical than substantive. It becomes all
the more tenuous when it is recalled that in 1961
the guarantee of annual contributions was broadened to a guarantee of the local authority obligations, and declared to be Incontestable in the
hands of the bondholders. Thus, with respect to
the real debt obligation and the repayment of the
bonds, the Treasury, to all intents and purposes,
is the borrower and debtor, and the local authority is little more than a fiscal agent (section
302(b), Public Law 70, 87th Congress).)
Certainly the guaranteed tax-exempt method
of financing is enormously expensive, even
though the low rates of Interest made possible
by it create an appearance of savings during
construction. It is difficult to get precise statistics on who holds (and has held) this type of
debt. However, it Is obvious enough that tax-exempt income has its greatest value to taxpayers
In the higher income and tax brackets. Giving
due weight to this factor, almost any reasonable
set of assumptions one may make will lead -to
the conclusion that the cost to the Government
of this method of financing over the life of the
program has greatly exceeded-and will continue to exceed-the total amount of all annual
contributions which have been or will be paid to
achieve and maintain low rents.

Below-Market Mortgages for Middle Income
Houslng-Sectlon 221 (d)(3): In 1961, as described earlier in this account, the Congress authorized a new program to assist middle income
families by insuring mortgages bearing Interest
rates well be~ow those available in the private
market (originally at a rate based on a Government obligation yield formula, but later-in 1965
-pegged at a flat 3 percent). This resulted in reduced debt service charges for projects so
financed, and thus permitted lower rentals.
The problem, paradoxically, resulted from
the fact that the program was successful. Since
all these mortgages, when completed and insured, were promptly bought by FNMA (now the
Government
National
Mortgage
Association
(GNMA» under the special assistance functions
(without which arrangement the private mortgagees would not have originated them in the first
place), the below-market program soon began to
show large budget expenditures for mortgage
purchases. Accordingly, in 1968, when the annual interest rate subsidy approach was authorized under FHA section 236, the below-market
program under (d)(3) was effectively superseded
and soon terminated.
This was not, however, a simple case of exchanging one set of subsidy mechanics for another, for two reasons. In the first place, the
221 (d)(3) machinery had been fully worked out in
the marketplace by then, and it was well understood by sponsors, builders, and mortgage lenders. By contrast, section 236 was entirely new
and had to go through a long development and
shakedown period. Second, and even more important, section 236 was addressed to quite a
different income spectrum, and a high percentage of the families who could benefit under the
below-market method were Ineligible under the
new plan. Thus, in order to achieve an immediate budgetary convenience, the Government
gave up not only an established and successful
program, but its only effective tool for assisting a
range of families with incomes lying between
those served by subsidized programs for the low
income group and those effectively served in the
private market.
Conversion of Other Direct Loans to Annual
Grants or Subsidy Payments: It has already been
pOinted out that the program of direct loans to
assist in providing housing for the elderly and
handicapped was dropped after the enactment of
FHA section 236, in favor of the system of annual subs d~i ,? n~ !TnProvided for in that section· UNIVERSITV OF
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A similar fate befell the college housing

loan program, which was instituted on the initia-

tive of Congress in 1950 to help meet the acute

shortage of student accommodations at colleges

and universities. Originally, such projects were

financed with direct Federal loans at a favorable

interest rate (first a formula rate, but later

pegged at 3 percent), secured by serial bonds

maturing over a long period, most frequently 40

years. The program was strikingly successful and

highly popularâand, by the same token, soon

began to generate large expenditures for the

purchase of bonds. Accordingly, in 1968, Con-

gress was asked to and did provide authority for

an alternative approach, in the form of an annual

interest rate grant to pay the difference between

the actual rates carried by the bonds when sold

in the private market and the program rate of 3

percent. This was almost certainly a more costly

way of achieving the same result, but lt had the

budgetary advantage of greatly shrinking imme-

diate budgetary impact.

When the annual grant authority became

available, the use of the direct loan method was

virtually abandoned. The college housing pro-

gram has since been terminated entirely, but this

action was justified on policy grounds related to

aid to higher education, rather than budget con-

siderations.

The history of the rural housing program fol-

lows the same pattern. Launched in 1949 as a

direct loan program, it was converted in 1965 to

an "insured" loan systemâa complex and indi-

rect system for using annual appropriations to

compensate for the cost of funds raised ln the

private market. That this is an expensive way of

doing business is suggested by comparing the

earned surplus of about $250 million, which the

smaller program of direct loans to veterans has

built up over the period of its operations, with

the annual appropriations which are now made

to restore losses in the Rural Housing lnsurance

Fund. There was no premium or similar charge

in this program. The surplus results from the fact

that funds provided by the Treasury during a pe-

riod when Government borrowing rates were

low, were not only loaned but la'er repaid and

reloaned at substantially higher rates. The appro-

priation requested for this purpose in the 1975

budget is almost $125 million.

The GNMA Tandem Plans: Such novel forms

of mortgage insurance as the subsidized pro-

grams under sections 235 and 236 would seem

to fit neatly the original purpose of the GNMA

special assistance functionsâto provide support

for mortgage lending, pending the establishment

of general market acceptance of these invest-

ments. Such special assistance support has in-

deed been provided, but it has been largely

under the GNMA-FNMA tandem arrangement, in

which GNMA (in effect) simultaneously buys the

mortgage at one price and resells it to FNMA at

a lower price. The advantage is that the full

price paid for the mortgage never appears as a

budget expenditure.

A similar fate befell the college housing
loan program, which was instituted on the initiative of Congress in 1950 to help meet the acute
shortage of student accommodations at colleges
and universities. Originally, such projects were
financed with direct Federal loans at a favorable
interest rate (first a formula rate, but later
pegged at 3 percent), secured by serial bonds
maturing over a long period, most frequently 40
years. The program was strikingly successful and
highly popular-and, by the same token, soon
began to generate large expenditures for the
purchase of bonds. Accordingly, in 1968, Congress was asked to and did provide authority for
an alternative approach, in the form of an annual
interest rate grant to pay the difference between
the actual rates carried by the bonds when sold
in the private market and the program rate of 3
percent. This was almost certainly a more costly
way of achieving the same result, but it had the
budgetary advantage of greatly shrinking immediate budgetary impact.
When the annual grant authority became
available, the use of the direct loan method was
virtually abandoned. The college housing program has since been terminated entirely, but this
action was justified on policy grounds related to
aid to higher education, rather than budget considerations.
The history of the rural housing program follows the same pattern. Launched in 1949 as a
direct loan program, it was converted in 1965 to
an "insured" loan system-a comp!ex and indirect system for using annual appropriations to
compensate for the cost of funds raised in the
private market. That this is an expensive way of
doing business is suggested by comparing the
earned surplus of about $250 million, which the
smaller program of direct loans to veterans has
built up over the period of its operations, with
the annual appropriations which are now made
to restore losses in the Rural Housing Insurance
Fund. There was no premium or similar charge
in this program. The surplus results from the fact
that funds provided by the Treasury during a period when Government borrowing rates were
low, were not only loaned but la'er repaid and
reloaned at substantially higher rates. The appropriation requested for this purpose in the 1975
budget is almost $125 million.
The GNMA Tandem Plans: Such novel forms
of mortgage insurance as the subsidized programs under sections 235 and 236 would seem
to fit neatly the original purpose of the GNMA
special assistance functions-to provide support

for mortgage lending, pending the establishment
of general market acceptance of these investments. Such special assistance support has indeed been provided, but it has been largely
under the GNMA-FNMA tandem arrangement, in
which GNMA (in effect) simultaneously buys the
mortgage at one price and resells it to FNMA at
a lower price. The advantage is that the full
price paid for the mortgage never appears as a
budget expenditure.
The disadvantage, once again, is the costly
nature of the operation. Prior to the development
of the tandem device, the special assistance
fund had built up a substantial earned surplus or
reserve. The 1975 budget, after applying the entire reserve to losses sustained under the tandem operation, requests an appropriation to the
fund of some $279 million for the restoration of
remaining losses. Further such appropriations
are anticipated in future years.

The Budget as a Program Constraint
Apart from their influence on choices as to
basic policy and method in subsidized housing
programs, budget considerations have also exercised a major restraining impact on program volume and thus on the rate of delivery of such assistance to the families intended to be benefited
by the programs.
It can be stated as a simple rule of thumb
that so long as any of these programs had a
substantial and immediate impact on the Federal
budget, it was kept under close budget restrictions which were related primarily to overall
budget policy rather than to housing objectives
as such. It is unnecessary to review the details
of the various programs here, but this general
rule in operation was clearly visible in the rapid
rise in both authorizations requested for, and
production of, subsidized housing in the years
immediately following the changes by which their
budget impacts were either effectively eliminated
or greatly reduced or deferred.
Finally, it should be observed that these
changes probably have not ended budgetary restraint but postponed it. Now that housing subsidy costs for programs administered by HUD
have been consolidated into a single annual appropriation, which in the 1975 budget has
reached a level of $2,425 million (with 3O-odd
years left to go on commitments already undertaken), there is widespread concern about the
long term as e.1!bs;S;3 1
rmmediate future.

The disadvantage, once again, is the costly
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of the tandem device, the special assistance

fund had built up a substantial earned surplus or

reserve. The 1975 budget, after applying the en-
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The Budget and the Problem of Equity

Budgetary constraints do not necessarily

create, but certainly sharpen, the difficult ques-

The Budget and the Problem of Equity

tions of equity that arise when programs directed

at national needs are carried out only on a lim-

ited scale. Briefly stated, the problem is that a

relatively small and more or less randomly se-

lected sample of the eligible individuals and fam-

ilies receive the full benefits of the program,

while a much larger number of equally eligible

people receive nothing. The nature of the diffi-

culty is obvious, and hardly requires illustration.

Problem of the Public Sector v. the Private

Sector

lt is a very prevalent notion in our culture

that the organization of production and distribu-

Budgetary constraints do not necessarily
create, but certainly sharpen, the difficult questions of equity that arise when programs directed
at na~ional needs are carried out only on a limited scale. Briefly stated, the problem is that a
relatively small and more or less randomly selected sample of the eligible individuals and families receive the full benefits of the program,
while a much larger number of equally eligible
people receive nothing . The nature of the difficulty is obvious, and hardly requires illustration.

tion with principal reliance on private enterprise

(not infrequently itself referred to as "the Ameri-

can system," although it is not at all peculiar to

this country) is in some way inseparably related

Problem of the Public Sector v. the Private
Sector

to the American system of government. This idea

has very little specific foundation in the Constitu-

tion, which contents itself with such matters as

barring the impairment of contracts and protect-

ing property from expropriation without due

process of law and just compensation. Neverthe-

less, it is so deeply rooted in our national atti-

tudes as to have become a sort of philosophical

principle, which proposes that government

should not undertake any activity that competes

with, or threatens, or might threaten or inhibit

private enterprise, except in case of extreme

public urgency, as in time of war.

Every departure from this principleâ

whether with regard to the manufacture and dis-

tribution of electric power, the regulation of the

securities markets and trade practices, the impo-

sition of taxes on lncomes of individuals and

corporations, or the distribution of surplus agri-

cultural products for school lunchesâhas met

with the most strenuous and sometimes passion-

ate opposition. A cultural conviction is a political

force. The matter of housing subsidies has been

no exception.

As noted at the beginning of this study, at

its inception in the PWA housing program of the

mid-1930's, federally subsidized housing was en-

tirely in the public sectorâthat is, with public

planning, design, financing, construction, owner-

ship, management, and subsidy. As the years

passed, the Congress has been responsive at

various times and in various ways to continuing

pressure to establish and then to enlarge a role

for private enterprise, and correspondingly to

shrink the role of government. At the other end

of the spectrum lies the proposed section 23

leasing approach with private planning, design,

and construction, private ownership, and private

managementâleaving to the public sector only

the provision of the subsidy and perhaps a modi-

cum of supervision to assure financial integrity

and adherence to the statutory purpose.

A number of intermediate combinations can

be found that may be conveniently arranged ac-

cording to the degree in which these essential

It is a very prevalent notion in our culture
that the organization of production and distribution with principal reliance on private enterprise
(not infrequently itself referred to as "the American system," although it is not at all peculiar to
this country) is in some way inseparably related
to the American system of govemment. This idea
has very little specific foundation in the Constitution, which contents itself with such matters as
barring the impairment of contracts and protecting property from expropriation without due
process of law and just compensation. Nevertheless, it is so deeply rooted in our national attitudes as to have become a sort of philosophical
principle, which proposes that government
should not undertake any activity that competes
with, or threatens, or might threaten or inhibit
private enterprise, except in case of extreme
public urgency, as in time of war.
Every departure from
this principlewhether with regard to the manufacture and distribution of electric power, the regulation of the
securities markets and trade practices, the imposition of taxes on incomes of individuals and
corporations, or the distribution of surplus agricultural products for school lunches--has met
with the most strenuous and sometimes passionate opposition. A cultural conviction is a political
force. The matter of housing subsidies has been
no exception.
As noted at the beginning of this study, at
its inception in the PWA housing program of the
mid-1930's, federally subsidized housing was entirely in the public sector-that is, with public
planning, design, financing, construction, ownership, management, and subsidy. As the years
passed, the Congress has been responsive at
various times and in various ways to continuing
pressure to establish and then t enlarge a role

for private enterprise, and correspondingly to
shrink the role of government. At the other end
of the spectrum lies the proposed section 23
leasing approach with private planning, design,
and construction, private ownership, and private
management-leaving to the public sector only
the provision of the subsidy and perhaps a modicum of supervision to assure financial integrity
and adherence to the statutory purpose.
A number of intermediate combinations can
be found that may be conveniently arranged according to the degree in which these essential
functions have shifted from public to private handling:
1. All basic functions public, except for
financing in the private market (on the security
of an unconditional Federal guarantee) of the obligations, plus tax exemption-as In the conventional low rent public housing program under the
U.S. Housing Act of 1937.
2. Most basic functions public, but with private design, construction, and finanCing-as In
turnkey public housing (new construction).
3. Private design, financing, construction,
and ownership--as In the original section 23
public housing leasing program.
4. Private design, financing, construction,
ownership, and management-as in the rent supplement program.
It should be noted that none of these transfers from public to private activity has been
wholly free from controversy. Thus:
• Private financing of public housing has
been praised as using private capital rather than
"taxpayers' funds"; it has sometimes been criticized as being cumbersome, poorly managed,
and an unwarranted tax advantage for the
wealthy.
• Private design and construction, as In
the turnkey approach, have been praised as contributing to innovation, efficiency, and economy;
on the other hand, this method has been objected to as affording excessive opportunities for
collusion, hidden costs, and shoddy construction.
• Use of the FHA as the conduit or mechanism for actual delivery of a public subsidy
through private channels-has been praised for
administrative simpliCity and avoidanne of duplication and overlapping of government activities;
but on the other side, it has been bitterly objected to as a distortion of what some consider
to be FHA's "basic mission" of insuring economically soun I Iii f).1 ~fli1 i v;Cl loans in the private

functions have shifted from public to private han-

dling:
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1. All basic functions public, except for

financing in the private market (on the security

of an unconditional Federal guarantee) of the ob-
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market. lt has been argued further that the

movement of subsidy funds through private

hands is an invitation to fraud and misuse. â¢

lt seems fair to conclude that after all the

debate, controversy, and compromise, there still

market. It has been argued further that the
movement of subsidy funds through private
hands is an invitation to fraud and misuse. .

exists no firm concept supported by a general

consensus as to what respective roles the pri-

vate and public sectors can best serve, or ought

to serve, in connection with subsidized housing.

On any new proposal, the same issues are al-

most certain to be raised and contended over

again, as zealously as though they had not been

thrashed out a dozen times before.

The Problem of Appropriate Government

Levels

Just as there have been many shifts of con-

cept concerning what are the appropriate roles

It seems fair to conclude that after all the
debate, controversy, and compromise, there stili
exists no firm concept supported by a general
consensus as to what respective roles the private and public sectors can best serve, or ought
to serve, in connection with subsidized housing.
On any new proposal, the same issues are almost certain to be raised and contended over
again, as zealously as though they had not been
thrashed out a dozen times before.

respectively of the public and private sectors in

subsidized housing, so has there been uncer-

tainty as to the appropriate distribution of public

functions among the various levels of govern-

The Problem of Appropriate Government
Levels

mentâFederal, State and local.

lt is well to recall that many of the social

purpose public programs which were started

during the depression yearsâsubsidized housing

among themâwere also started at a time when

it was a widely accepted view that local units of

government were, by and large, weak and ineffi-

cient, venal and often corrupt, and insensitive to

local needs not backed by concentrated eco-

nomic or political power. State legislatures were

considered in many cases to be dominated by

conservative rural constituencies, and to be in-

different to the problems of the cities and urban

areas. Moreover, it was felt that the increasing

mobility of the populationâcombined with these

weaknesses of local governmentâhad trans-

formed many once local problemsâsuch as un-

employment, bad housing, poverty, etc.âinto na-

tional problems. From such considerations it was

deduced that if any effective attack were to be

made on these national ills, it was essential that

the Federal Government take the responsibility

and the initiative.

lt was in this context that, as noted earlier,

the first major low rent housing effort was

launched by PWA as a purely Federal enterprise,

until terminated as a result of adverse court de-

cisions and other problems. lt was in this con-

text also that the broader program under the

U.S. Housing Act of 1937 was initiated, even

though it was to operate through local public

agencies.

The local authority device was generally

recommended and adopted as the eligible local

agency, in large part becauseâas an autono-

mous public corporation created under State law

âit could at that time borrow money more con-

veniently without regard to local debt limitations

than other available instrumentalities. But there

were also considerations related to the prevail-

ing view of the role of local government. Thus, it

was thought that an independent local authority

would largely serve to immunize the public hous-

ing program from political interference by the

Just as there have been many shifts of concept concerning what are the appropriate roles
respectively of the public and private sectors in
subsidized housing, so has there been uncertainty as to the appropriate distribution of public
functions among the various levels of government-Federal, State and local.
It is well to recall that many of the social
purpose public programs which were started
during the depression years-subsidized housing
among them-were also started at a time when
it was a widely accepted view that local units of
government were, by and large, weak and inefficient, venal and often corrupt, and insensitive to
local needs not backed by concentrated economic or political power. State legislatures were
considered in many cases to be dominated by
conservative rural constituencies, and to be indifferent to the problems of the cities and urban
areas. Moreover, it was felt that the increasing
mobility of the population-combined with these
weaknesses of local government-had transformed many once local problems-such as unemployment, bad housing, poverty, etC.-into national problems. From such considerations it was
deduced that if any effective attack were to be
made on these national ills, it was essential that
the Federal Government take the responsibility
and the initiative.
It was in this context that, as noted earlier,
the first major low rent housing effort was
launched by PWA as a purely Federal enterprise,
until terminated as a result of adverse court decisions and other problems. It was in this context also that the broader program under the
U.S. Housing Act of 1937 was initiated, even
though it was to operate through local public
agencies.

The local authority device was generally
recommended and adopted as the eligible local
agency, in large part because-as an autonomous public corporation created under State law
-it could at that time borrow money more conveniently without regard to local debt limitations
than other available instrumentalities. But there
were also considerations related to the prevailing view of the role of local government. Thus, it
was thought that an independent local authority
would largely serve to immunize the public housing program from political interference by the
mayor and city council. Similarly, since it would
operate independently of the State government
(except for necessary enabling legislation), it
would be relatively free from harassment or interference by the Governor, the State legislature,
and the various departments of State government.
Much has changed in the years that followed. State and local governments have greatly
expanded, not only in functions but in staff.
Professional and technical expertise, once rare,
is now widely available at these levels. Many
States have initiated housing and urban development programs of their own. Constitutional requirements as defined in Supreme Court decisions relating to representation in State
legislatures have done much to modify their rural
bias and open them up to consideration of urban
problems.
At the same time, there has emerged a
growing apprehension over the concentration of
functions and power at the Federal level. EspeCially under the present Administration, there has
emerged a philosophy almost the reverse of that
under which these programs started-that it is
the Federal Government that is remote from
local problems, inclined to be dictatorial, inefficient, and bogged down in red tape; that it is
local government that is on the scene, and sensitive and responsive to local needs.
Hence there has grown up a major effort to
disentangle the Federal Government from as
many decisionmaking and operating matters as
possible, and to return these functions to State
governments and to elected officials at the community level, through revenue sharing and restructuring of the lines of decision and the location of final authority. It is perhaps a mild irony
that almost precisely the opposite philosophy in
1937 produced, in the local housing authorities,
the most experienced and knowledgeable local
agencies available to give effect to this new approach in to , r,e
ederally assisted housing.
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(except for necessary enabling legislation), it

would be relatively free from harassment or in-

terference by the Governor, the State legislature,
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Problem of Identifying the Poor

lt is a remarkable fact that the Federal Gov-

ernment's commitment to housing subsidies for

Problem of Identifying the Poor

low income families was undertaken and carried

on for many years without any explicit answer

being given to what would appear to be the ob-

vious first questionânamely, what is a "low" in-

come as distinguished from some other degree

or measure of income?

This problem was first confronted in the

original PWA program, even before the U.S.

Housing Act of 1937. Lacking a cash subsidy,

PWA computed what might be called an eco-

nomic rent, based on a detailed computation of

replacement cost, derived by depreciating all the

major elements of a project over their assumed

useful lives. Because PWA could not afford to

house tenants who could not pay the resulting

rents, and because it seemed poor public rela-

tions to house those who could pay more, ad-

missions were confined to families whose in-

comes were closely related to that rent-paying

capability, assuming the use of 20 percent of

family income for that purpose.

ln the later low rent public housing program,

this problem was approached by way of estab-

lishing a negative proposition: the eligible poor

were first said to be those in the "lowest in-

come" group. Because this clearly did not mean

very much, they were later defined as those who

could not afford housing except at rents 20 per-

cent below those at which standard private

housing was available. ln other words, the poor

were defined as being those of the poor who

were demonstrably poorer than others of the

poor. This definition was not only less than satis-

factory but also manifestly unfair. Nevertheless,

it remains in the law to this day.

Various efforts were made in later years to

clarify these concepts, but with no great suc-

cess. There was some attempt to evolve a

three-part classification: Families (or individuals)

of low income, who should be provided for

through public housing; families of middle in-

come, for whom some other and lesser type of

Federal support might be justified; and families

of "higher" income, who presumably could fend

adequately for themselves in the market.

The term "middle" income was fairly quickly

abandoned, in part because no one could an-

swer the question, "middle of what?" and partly

because, in any event, most people thought of

middle income families as being reasonably well

off, and not properly dependent on Government

assistance in meeting their ordinary needs. When

the below-market program under Section

221 (d)(3) was authorized in 1961, the Congress

required the projects to be made available to

". . . low and moderate income families . . . ," but

did not define these terms, leaving that to regu-

lations to be issued by the Secretary (then Ad-

ministrator). The latter in turn approached the

problem indirectly, by issuing regulations estab-

lishing design and cost standards by areas for

the structures that could be accepted for mort-

gage insurance, and then attempting to relate el-

igibility to the ability to meet the resulting rent

It is a remarkable fact that the Federal Government's commitment to housing subsidies for
low income families was undertaken and carried
on for many years without any explicit answer
being given to what would appear to be the obvious first question-namely, what is a "low" income as distinguished from some other degree
or measure of income?
This problem was first confronted in the
original PWA program, even before the U.S.
Housing Act of 1937. Lacking a cash subsidy,
PWA computed what might be called an economic rent, based on a detailed computation of
replacement cost, derived by depreciating all the
major elements of a project over their assumed
useful lives. Because PWA could not afford to
house tenants who could not pay the resulting
rents, and because it seemed poor public relations to house those who could pay more, admissions were confined to families whose incomes were closely related to that rent-paying
capability, assuming the use of 20 percent of
family income for that purpose.
In the later low rent public housing program,
this problem was approached by way of establishing a negative proposition: the eligible poor
were first said to be those in the "lowest income" group. Because this clearly did not mean
very much, they were later defined as those who
could not afford housing except at rents 20 percent below those at which standard private
housing was available. In other words, the poor
were defined as being those of the poor who
were demonstrably poorer than others of the
poor. This definition was not only less than satisfactory but also manifestly unfair. Nevertheless,
it remains in the law to this day.
Various efforts were made in later years to
clarify these concepts, but with no great success. There was some attempt to evolve a
three-part classification: Families (or individuals)
of low income, who should be provided for
through public housing; families of middle income, for whom some other and lesser type of
Federal support might be justified; and families
of "higher" income, who presumably could fend
adequately for themselves in the market.
The term "middle" income was fairly quickly
abandoned, in part because no one could answer the question, "middle of what?" and partly
because, in any event, most people thought of
middle income families as being reasonably well
off, and not properly dependent on Government
assistance in meeting their ordinary needs. When

the below-market program under Section
221 (d)(3) was authorized in 1961, the Congress
required the projects to be made available to
" ... low and moderate income families ... ," but
did not define these terms, leaving that to regulations to be issued by the Secretary (then Administrator). The latter in turn approached the
problem indirectly, by issuing regulations establishing design and cost standards by aress for
the structures that could be accepted for mortgage insurance, and then attempting to relate eligibility to the ability to meet the resulting rent
levels.
• The collective term "families of low and
moderate income" later came into general
usage. However, when Congress rejected the administration proposal that annual subsidies in the
form of rent supplements be used as a means of
assisting those whose incomes were above public housing levels, and insisted that these devices be supplementary to the public housing
program, the distinction between "low" and
"moderate" income was greatly obscured, if not
obliterated. As matters now stand, the term
"families of low and moderate income" has become accepted, all-but-universal usage. Because
the phrase has no defined meaning, however, the
present situation is that, for the purposes of
housing subsidy, the poor are defined as being
those who are eligible for the benefits of the various housing assistance programs, rather than
the other way around. (The latest-and one
hopes, the final-attempt to define the term
came with section 236, in which Congress declared that particular segment of the poor to
consist, to the extent of 80 percent, of people
who were approximately one-third better off than
the occupants of public housing, but might include up to 20 percent who were not more than
90 percent as well off as occupants of housing
under 221 (d)(3). It seems unlikely that this extraordinary effort will ever be surpassed .)
It is of interest to note that this brings us
back, for all intents and purposes, to where the
PWA started, before the public housing program
was even authorized.
Meanwhile, there was imported into the law
as a means of setting an eligibility test a concept which had originated in the low rent public
housing program, briefly to limit eligibility, but
later and prinCipally to establish the actual rent
to be paid by an eligible family while occupying
a public housing unit. The public housing rule
was that suc~ ,families should pay at least 20
percent of ,o:@ m ~as'Jillofined for that purpose).
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The collective term "families of low and

moderate income" later came into general
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ln the rent supplement program (1965) and

later in the programs under sections 235 and 236

(1968), this rule of thumb on setting rent levels

was transformed into an eligibility standard,

though the proportion was raised to 25 percent.

Given the economic rent necessary on an as-

sisted unit, an eligible family was in effect de-

fined as one that, after applying 25 percent of its

income to rent, still required the authorized sub-

sidy in order to meet the economic rent charge.

(The comparable figure in the homeownership

program under section 235 is 20 percent. The

five point differential is presumed to allow for

such expenses of ownership (as distinguished

from rental occupancy) as real property taxes,

water and sewer charges, etc.) Conversely, the

limit on assistance to the family was established

at that amount which, together with 25 percent

of the family's income, would be sufficient to

cover the economic rent.

The 25 percent standard has little to support

it other than the sanction of acceptance and

practice. lt seems apparent that the proportion

of the family budget that can reasonably be allo-

cated to rent in the case of a family with chil-

dren is appreciably different from that which

might be suitable for a young couple without

children, or an elderly couple whose family re-

sponsibilities have been discharged. Be that as it

may, the 25 percent rule is all we have under ex-

isting law, and indeed remains the pivotal con-

cept in the whole housing assistance approach

of the Federal Government.

Even this standard, it should be noted, has

not been as uniformly applied as one might sup-

pose. While the percentage has remained fixed,

the definition of "income" has not, so that the

actual rent burden of identically situated families

may vary appreciably from one program to an-

other.

ln 1969, the old public housing rule was

turned precisely upside down by the Brooke

amendment (Public Law 91-152), which wrote

into the law a provision that rents charged occu-

pants in public housing may not exceed 25 per-

cent of income (as defined by the Secretary). Al-

though this provision was undoubtedly intended

to benefit public housing tenants by removing

some inequities, it proved to be an unintended

disaster to the program. This was because the

amendment failed to include its necessary corol-

lary, which would have been to require the

amendment of all existing and future annual con-

tributions contracts to provide subsidies in lieu

of the lost rent. The result was a financial and

management crisis of national proportions in the

program, in spite of subsequent amendments

which were intended to relieve these problems.

lt remains to be seen whether the resulting finan-

cial problems can be successfully resolved.

Absence of a National Commitment

The problems of meeting the housing needs

of the poor and near poor are inherently com-

plex and difficult, even in a society of considera-

ble affluenceâperhaps especially in such a so-

ciety. At the very least, some agreement must be

reached on such matters as who is to be

In the rent supplement program (1965) and
later in the programs under sections 235 and 236
(1968), this rule of thumb on setting rent levels
was transformed into an eligibility standard,
though the proportion was raised to 25 percent.
Given the economic rent necessary on an assisted unit, an eligible family was in effect defined as one that, after applying 25 percent of its
income to rent, still required the authorized subsidy in order to meet the economic rent charge.
(The comparable figure in the homeownership
program under section 235 is 20 percent. The
five point differential is presumed to allow for
such expenses of ownership (as distinguished
from rental occupancy) as real property taxes,
water and sewer charges, etc.) Conversely, the
limit on assistance to the family was established
at that amount which, together with 25 percent
of the family's income, would be sufficient to
cover the economic rent.
The 25 percent standard has little to support
it other than the sanction of acceptance and
practice. It seems apparent that the proportion
of the family budget that can reasonably be allocated to rent in the case of a family with children is appreciably different from that which
might be suitable for a young couple without
children, or an elderly couple whose family responsibilities have been discharged. Be that as it
may, the 25 percent rule is all we have under existing law, and indeed remains the pivotal concept in the whole housing assistance approach
of the Federal Government.
Even this standard, it should be noted, has
not been as uniformly applied as one might suppose. While the percentage has remained fixed,
the definition of "income" has not, so 'that the
actual rent burden of identically situated families
may vary appreciably from one program to another.
In 1969, the old public housing rule was
turned precisely upside down by the Brooke
amendment (Public Law 91-152), which wrote
into the law a provision that rents charged occupants in public housing may not exceed 25 percent of income (as defined by the Secretary). Although this provision was undoubtedly intended
to benefit public housing tenants by removing
some inequities, it proved to be an unintended
disaster to the program. This was because the
amendment failed to include its necessary corollary, which would have been to require the
amendment of all existing and future annual contributions contracts to provide subsidies in lieu
of the lost rent. The result was a financi al and
management crisis of national proportions in t he

subsidized; by what methods and in what

amounts; and to what standard of housing the

subsidies are to be related. None of these ques-
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program, in spite of subsequent amendments
which were intended to relieve these problems.
It remains to be seen whether the resulting financial problems can be successfully resolved.

Absence of a National Commitment
The problems of meeting the housing needs
of the poor and near poor are inherently complex and difficult, even in a society of considerable affluence--perhaps especially in such a society. At the very least, some agreement must be
reached on such matters as who is to be
subsidized; by what methods and in what
amounts; and to what standard of housing the
subsidies are to be related. None of these questions is easy, nor does any ready answer to any
of them command such a preponderance of
opinion as to be assured of general acceptance.
It may be, however, that many of the perplexities and difficulties that have beset public
housing and other forms of Federal housing subsidy over the years are due to the fact that there
has never been a firm and binding national commitment to the proposition that all Americans,
rich and poor alike, must and shall be decently
housed, regardless of what that entails. Such national commitments are not unknown. For example, a judgment was arrived at long ago that illiteracy is intolerable in a civilized society, let
alone one whose dependence on technology was
constantly increaSing. The national commitment
to a system of universal free public education for
all has never since been seriously questioned.
There is a vast amount of agonizing and debate
over how education is to be paid for, but none at
all as to whether it shall be, or to whom it shall
be made available.
Nor are such general commitments unprecedented in connection with subsidized housing in
other developed countries confronted with similar problems. In West Germany, for example, a
decision was reached after the devastation of
World War II that as a matter of public policy
the Government would take whatever steps were
necessary to provide sufficient housing to enable
everyone, regardless of income, to live in at
least minimum standard shelter. In fairness, it
should be pointed out that the devastation itself
in some measure made this decision easier to
come to. The residential areas of most major
and many minor cities had been all but obliterated by intense bombing, fire storms, and the
like. Thus the nation faced, in any event, the unavoidable n~ B ~ ~3~~ t raln enormous public prosaid, however, it
gram r~Ir.~lqn{l9).F l 'ii§~:

would seem an inadmissible assumption that

devastation and defeat in war are the necessary

prerequisites for a decision that decent housing

for all should be provided as a matter of public

policy. lt was fully recognized that this would in-

volve a heavy commitment of public resources,

but this was not considered important enough to

defeat the public purpose. Accordingly, it was

done, and the very general use of housing subsi-

dies that was found to be necessary is accepted

as a matter of course, and carries no social

stigma whatever.

We in the United States, on the other hand,

have always felt it necessary to rationalize or

justify housing subsidies for those of low income

on other or collateral grounds. (lndeed, we feel

uncomfortable with this forthright term, and tend

to resort to less explicit alternatives, such as

"housing assistance.") For example, it was long

believed and widely argued that to move slum

dwellers into decent, safe, and sanitary housing

(sometimes even over their protest) would tend

to make them better citizens, and to reduce ju-

venile delinquency and crime and other social

evils. Time and experience have heavily eroded

the factual basis for this argument, and it is less

widely heard today. But it has been replaced

with other propositions serving a similar func-

tion.

Many of the arguments in support of present

programs can be boiled down to the assertion

that the poor should receive housing subsidies,

not so much because they are living in substand-

ard housing, as because they are poor. Sub-

standard housing is itself a term which has

never been satisfactorily defined and has

changed meanings as the quality of housing in

general has improved. Having been ill-used in so

many ways by the rest of society, they deserve

at least this much by way of partially redressing

the balance. Whatever the merits of this proposi-

tion in equity, it is clearly addressed not so

much to the question of how the poor are in fact

now housed, as to how the poor deserve to be

treated.

lt is conceivable that this way of looking at

the matter may account for the viewârather

widely held todayâthat housing subsidies in

general should be considered as welfare meas-

ures rather than as housing programs. ln any

event, it is clear that a strikingly different result

is reached if the problem of housing low income

people is viewed as being entirely a matter of

housing policy, having absolutely nothing to do

with welfare.

The Early Priorities

ln this context, it is worth recalling that the

Federal Government's first venture into this area

during the Depression was not really a housing

program at all in the strict sense, but part of a

broader program of the Public Works Administra-

tion to stimulate construction and reduce unem-

ployment. Thus Congress authorized, as part of

"a comprehensive program of public works,"

... for construction, reconstruction, alteration or repair

under public regulation or control of low cost housing and

slum clearance projects ....

Two points are noteworthy in connection

with the quoted language: First, that the words

foreshadowing a larger policy than economic re-

would seem an inadmissible assumption that
devastation and defeat in war are the necessary
prerequisites for a decision that decent housing
for all should be provided as a matter of public
policy. It was fully recognized that this would involve a heavy commitment of public resources,
but this was not considered important enough to
defeat the public purpose. Accordingly, it was
done, and the very general use of housing subsidies that was found to be necessary is accepted
as a matter of course, and carries no social
stigma whatever.
We in the United States, on the other hand,
have always felt it necessary to rationalize or
justify housing subsidies for those of low income
on other or collateral grounds. ('ndeed, we feel
uncomfortable with this forthright term, and tend
to resort to less explicit alternatives, such as
"housing assistance.") For example, it was long
believed and widely argued that to move slum
dwellers into decent, safe, and sanitary housing
(sometimes even over their protest) would tend
to make them better citizens, and to reduce juvenile delinquency and crime and other social
evils. Time and experience have heavily eroded
the factual basis for this argument, and it is less
widely heard today. But it has been replaced
with other propositions serving a similar function.
Many of the arguments in support of present
programs can be boiled down to the assertion
that the poor should receive housing subsidies,
not so much because they are living in substandard housing, as because they are poor. Substandard housing is itself a term which has
never been satisfactorily defined and has
changed meanings as the quality of housing in
general has improved. Having been ill-used in so
many ways by the rest of society, they deserve
at least this much by way of partially redressing
the balance. Whatever the merits of this proposition in equity, it is clearly addressed not so
much to the question of how the poor are in fact
now housed, as to how the poor deserve to be
treated.
It is conceivable that this way of looking at
the matter may account for the view-rather
widely held today-that housing subsidies in
general should be considered as welfare measures rather than as housing programs. In any
event, it is clear that a strikingly different result
is reached if the problem of housing low income
people is viewed as being entirely a matter of
housing policy, having absolutely nothing to do
with welfare.

The Early Priorities
I n this context, it is worth recalling that the
Federal Government's first venture into this area
during the Depression was not really a housing
program at all in the strict sense, but part of a
broader program of the Public Works Administration to stimulate construction and reduce unemployment. Thus Congress authorized, as part of
"a comprehensive program of public works,"
... for construction, reconstruction, alteration or repair
under public regulation or control of low cost housing and
slum clearance projects ....

Two points are noteworthy In connection
with the quoted language: First, that the words
foreshadowing a larger policy than economic recovery are not those relating to construction, reconstruction, etc., but rather those contemplating
"public regulation or control"; and second, that
the authorizing language treated "low cost housing" and "slum clearance" projects as concepts
of equal standing, if indeed not virtually interchangeable.
As we have seen, these concepts were
transferred virtually intact into the public housing
program initiated under the U.S. Housing Act of
1937.141 In reciting the national policy and purpose behind the act, the Congress named as its
first aim " . . . to alleviate present and recurring
unemploymenl." In addition, the act was intended to "remedy" the unsafe and insanitary
housing conditions of-and the acute shortage
of decent, safe, and sanitary housing for-families of low income that are "injurious to the
health, safety and morals of the citizens of the
Nation."
Thus, the priorities which were then recognized by the Congress were these:
• To relieve unemployment;
• To abate a general nuisance; and
• Incident to these, to improve the housing
conditions of at least some low income families
on grounds of health, safety, and morals.
The 1937 act, like the PWA program, covered both housing and slum clearance-again
treated as being in effect a single purpose. The
only distinction made between the two was the
introduction of annual contributions (or capital
grants) for low rent housing projects. It is clear
in context that this was not viewed as a major
distinction in itself, but simply as the device to
assure that such projects would retain their initial character over an extended period of time.
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The act did, however, make a change in ter-

minology which is of some importance: lt substi-

tuted the expression "low rent" housing for "low

cost" housing. lt is regrettable that careless

usage in later years has all but obliterated this

very basic distinction.

"A Matter of Simple Justice"

ln reporting the bill which became the Hous-

The act did, however, make a change in terminology which is of some importance: It substituted the expression "low rent" housing for "low
cost" housing. It is regrettable that careless
usage in later years has all but obliterated this
very basic distinction.

ing Act of 1948, after some 3 years of compre-

hensive hearings pursued largely at the instance

of the late Senator Robert Taft, the Senate com-

"A Matter of Simple Justice"

mittee gave clear indication that the Congress

was beginning to see these priorities in a some-

what different light.142 Acknowledging that:

There is no doubt that much difficulty could be

avoided and the passage of this bill considerably eased, if

we were to eliminate provisions for public housing for fam-

ilies of low income,

the Committee went on to say:

In reporting the bill which became the Housing Act of 1948, after some 3 years of comprehensive hearings pursued largely at the instance
of the late Senator Robert Taft, the Senate committee gave clear indication that the Congress
was beginning to see these priorities in a somewhat different light.m Acknowledging that:

But the committee does not see how, as a matter ol

simple justice, it can recommend a housing program which

would aid all groups of our citizenry except the very one

which is most ln need of aid. (Emphasis added)

The difference of Congress about seeming

There Is no doubt that much difficulty could be
avoided and the passage of this bill considerably eased , if
we were to eliminate provisions for public housing for families of low Income,

to give offense to private enterprise is well illus-

trated in the following language from the same

the Commit1ee went on to say:

report:

lt ls abundantly clear to the committee that private en-

terprise must supply the great bulk of our housing need. lt

is equally clear that there is a relatively small but impor-

But the committee does not see how, as a matter of
simple justice, it can recommend a housing program which
would aid al/ groups of our citizenry except the very one
which Is most in need of aid. (Emphasis added)

tant part of this need which cannot be met by private en-

terprise. (lbid., p. 11, emphasis added.)

The word "small" needs to be read in the con-

text of the next paragraph, in which the Commit-

tee observed that there were at that time some 6

million substandard housing units, mainly occu-

The difference of Congress about seeming
to give offense to private enterprise is well illustrated in the following language from the same
report:

pied by people of low income.

The bill proposed by the committee would

have authorized an additional program of

500,000 units of public housing spread over a 4-

year period. Agreement on such a program was

It Is abundantly clear to the committee that private enterprise must supply the great bulk 01 our housing need. It
is equally clear that there is a relatively small but important part 01 this need which cannot be met by private enterprise. (Ibid., p. 11, emphasis added.)

not reached. However, and it was dropped from

the bill finally enactedâsimply justice yielding,

in the end, to legislative feasibility.

ln 1949, the Senate committee proposed and

the Congress approved an even larger program

â810,000 units, spread over a slightly longer pe-

riod. They did not, however, attach a clearly de-

fined national housing objective to this authori-

zation, quite possibly because none had been

formulated and agreed upon. Rather, they de-

scribed it as a "minimum" program, without

being specific as to the standard of measure.

Clearly, what may be minimum from one point of

view, may be adequate from another, and even

excessive from still another.

That Congress viewed the 1949 program as

a qualified undertaking, and not a commitment to

the achievement of an agreed-upon purpose, is

clearly evidenced by what followed. The act had

authorized Federal support for new public hous-

ing at a rate of 135,000 units per year (which

could be increased to as many as 200,000 by the

President on a finding of need to stimulate and

The word "small" needs to be read in the context of the next paragraph, in which the Committee observed that there were at that time some 6
million substandard housing units, mainly occupied by people of low income.
The bill proposed by the committee would
have authorized an additional program of
500,000 units of public housing spread over a 4year period. Agreement on such a program was
not reached. However, and it was dropped from
the bill finally enacted-simply justice yielding,
in the end, to legislative feasibility.
In 1949, the Senate commit1ee proposed and
the Congress approved an even larger program
-810,000 units, spread over a slightly longer period. They did not, however, attach a clearly defined national housing objective to this authorization, quite possibly because none had been
formulated and agreed upon. Rather, they de-

support the general economy). (As a practical

matter, as has been pointed out, these levels

1<' S.

were unrealistically high, taking into account the

capabilities of the local housing authorities with

respect to selecting and acquiring suitable sites

and bringing new projec's into the program.) By
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scribed it as a "minimum" program, without
being specific as to the standard of measure.
Clearly, what may be minimum from one point of
view, may be adequate from another, and even
excessive from still another.
That Congress viewed the 1949 program as
a qualified undertaking, and not a commitment to
the achievement of an agreed-upon purpose, is
clearly evidenced by what followed. The act had
authorized Federal support for new public housIng at a rate of 135,000 units per year (which
could be increased to as many as 200,000 by the
President on a finding of need to stimulate and
support the general economy) , (As a practical
matter, as has been pointed out, these levels
were unrealistically high, taking into account the
capabilities of the local housing authorities with
respect to selecting and acquiring suitable sites
and bringing new projec's into the program.) By
1951, Congress (in its action on annual appropriations) cut this level back to 50,000 units per
year,143 and in the following year reduced that
level to 35,000. 144

"Policy" v. Commitment
The Housing Act of 1949 did write Into law
an idea that had been expressed earlier in less
formal terms. It declared as a matter of national
policy that the general welfare and security of
the Nation, and the "health and living standards
of its people," require, among other things, "the
realization as soon as feasible of the goal of a
decent home and a suitable living environment
for every American family .... "
Successive budgets, and authorizing or appropriation actions of the Congress, made it
clear that a declaration of policy is not the same
thinq as a commitment to its realization-at least
within a discrete time frame . Both the executive
branch and the Congress treated this formal
declaration more as a source of rhetorical or political precedent for particular proposals than as
a binding requirement bearing upon those responsible for deciding what should be done. "As
soon as feasible" is obviously, at best a vague
standard, and, as noted above, Congress began
very quickly to re~reat from the levels of public
housing that had been authorized in the same
act that contained the declaration of policy.
Between 1949 and 1968, the executive and
the Congress continued to experiment with various ways of articulating the public purpose of
housing subsidy programs, but with Indecisive

results. For example, in 1961 (when the below-

market program under FHA section 221(d)(3) was

initiated), the legislative committees explained

that it had not one purpose, but three purposes

ânamely, to reach the "largest unfilled demand"

then existing in the housing market; to enlarge

the role of private enterprise in subsidized hous-

ing; and to stimulate construction and alleviate

what was described as a "depression in the

homebuilding and related industries.145

Thus, as in the thirties, the moving forces

were not considered to be public policy or pub-

lic necessity, but rather the specific political and

economic problems current at the time. Unem-

ployment, for example, was no longer so serious

a matter, and thus disappeared from the formula-

tion of purpose. The housing industry was then

in difficulty, however, so that stimulation of con-

structionâin this case specifically of housing

constructionâremained a central point of em-

phasis.

As for the National Housing Policy, the Sen-

ate committee limited itself to remarking that in

acting upon the bill it had:

. . . been mindful and most conscious of the national

housing policy set forth in the Housing Act of 1949, more

particularly that part of the policy which states "private en-

terprise shall be encouraged to serve as large a part of the

total need as it can." (Emphasis added.)

results. For example, in 1961 (when the belowmarket program under FHA section 221 (d)(3) was
initiated), the legislative committees explained
that it had not one purpose, but three purposes
-namely, to reach the "largest unfilled demand"
then existing in the housing market; to enlarge
the role of private enterprise in subsidized housing; and to stimulate construction and alleviate
what was described as a "depression in the
homebuilding and related industries. H5
Thus, as ,in the thirties, the moving forces
were not considered to be public policy or public necessity, but rather the specific pOlitical and
economic problems current at the time. Unemployment, for example, was no longer so serious
a matter, and thus disappeared from the formulation of purpose. The housing industry was then
in difficulty, however, so that stimulation of construction-in this case specifically of housing
construction-remained a central point of emphasis.
As for the National Housing Policy, the Senate committee limited itself to remarking that in
acting upon the bill it had:

"National Goal" v. Commitment

Perhaps the nearest approach to the formu-

lation of a general commitment came in the

Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968. ln

that act, the Congress not only reaffirmed the

. . . been mindful and most conscious of the national
housing policy set forth in the Housing Act of 1949. more
particularly that part of the policy which states "private enterprise shall be encouraged to serve as large a part of the
total need as it can." (Emphasis added.)

1949 statement of "policy," and its standing as a

"national housing goal," but went further to give

it the appearance of concrete dimensions both in

numbers and in time, declaring:

. . . that it [the goal] can be substantially achieved

within the next decade by the construction or rehabilitation

of twenty-six million housing units, six million of these tor

low and moderate income families. (Emphasis added.)

Some measure of the distinction between

declaring a goal and undertaking to meet it can

be discerned in the 1968 act itself. Thus, the new

housing subsidy programs which it contained

"National Goal" v. Commitment
Perhaps the nearest approach to the formulation of a general commitment came in the
Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968. In
that act, the Congress not only reaffirmed the
1949 statement of "policy," and its standing as a
"national housing goal," but went further to give
it the appearance of concrete dimensions both in
numbers and in time, declaring:

(principally FHA sections 235 and 236) were au-

thorized at limited maximum amounts for 3 years

ânot 10.

A Speculative End-Note

One conclusion almost irresistibly emerges

. . . that it [the goal) can be substantially achieved
within the next decade by the construction or rehabilitation
of twenty-six million housing units. six million of these for
low and moderate income families. (Emphasis added.)

from this review of four decades of American un-

Sea. e.g., S. Rept. 281, 87th Congress, 2nd Session.

dertakings, experiments, and improvisations in

the field of subsidized housing. That conclusion

is that from the very outset the public and the

Congress failed to reachâindeed, failed even to

recognize the necessity to reachâa basic policy

decision as to what, if anything, the Nation in-

tended to do about the housing of its people.

Some measure of the distinction between
declaring a goal and undertaking to meet it can
be discerned in the 1968 act itself. Thus, the new
housing subsidy programs which it contained
(principally FHA sections 235 and 236) were authorized at limited maximum amounts for 3 years
-not 10.

The question was not merely left undecided; it

was hardly even mentioned. At no point was it

made the central issue, which had to be wrestled

with until somehow settled.

A Speculative End-Note
One conclusion almost irresistibly emerges
from this review of four decades of American un-

This fateful ambiguity is evident in the earli-

est considerations of the problemâthe object

was said to be to stimulate private investment; it

was to generate employment in the construction

trades; it was to abate health hazards; it was to

contribu'e to orderly urban development; it was

UI

See. e.g., S. Rep!. 281, 87th Congreu, 2nd $ellion.

dertakings, experiments, and improvisations In
the field of subsidized housing. That conclusion
is that from the very outset the public and the
Congress failed to reach-indeed, failed even to
recognize the necessity to reach-a basic policy
decision as to what, if anything, the Nation intended to do about the housing of its people.
The question was not merely left undecided; It
was hardly even mentioned. At no point was it
made the central issue, which had to be wrestled
with until somehow settled.
This fateful ambiguity is evident In the earliest considerations of the problem-the object
was said to be to stimulate private investment; It
was to generate employment in the construction
trades; it was to abate health hazards; it was to
contribu'e to orderly urban development; it was
to combat juvenile delinquency; It was to relieve
the revenue problems of overburdened central
city areas. In short, it was to serve any of a vast
variety of purposes that were dear to their supporters, but that were not, in and of themselves,
housing purposes. Indeed, it is rare to find in all
the vast record of the subject anyone who advanced the proposition that, as a matter simply
of a healthy society, it would be well to take
such steps as might be necessary to assure
housing for everyone, regardless of Income or
other (in these terms) irre~evant considerations.
Nor has that original omission been made
good in the years that followed. The National
Housing Policy formulated by Congress in 1949,
viewed objectively, is not so much a policy as a
rhetorical flourish, and the legislative record
since 1949 makes it clear that it has been so
recognized. It was better described by the 1968
Act as a "goal"-and It is significant, surely, that
the determination to achieve the goal in 10 years
lasted barely half the original 10-year period.
In short, the historical record compels us
step by step to the conclusion that we have
never had a national housing policy, and do not
have one now. We have had instead a miscellaneous and often changing bundle of housing
programs, some relatively effective and others
not, supported with varying degrees of enthusiasm by different Congresses and different administrations from time to time. The whole is less
than the sum of its parts.
It is legitimate to ask why this should be so.
We contradict the premises of our own political
system if we lay the blame at the door of the
Congress. While individual members of Congress
may be biased or callous or indifferent or shortSighted, it ',~ an eftsential premise of our system
Ril n i~ Congress is none of
that the ins', tl!l
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these, and that over time, within the limits of

human fallibility, it faithfully reflects the views

and values of our society.

The simplest explanation, therefore, may be

that the American people have never felt all that

strongly about housing as such. Perhaps that is

because we have always considered ourselves to

be, relatively speaking, well housed as a national

communityânotwithstanding the deplorable con-

ditions under which everyone recognizes many

peop'e are compelled to live. Perhaps it is be-

cause other economic and social objectives have

commanded a higher priority. Perhaps it is both.

Even the periodic crises that overtake the

housing industry in periods of violent market dis-

tortion are not perceived by the public generally

as housing crises, but as economic crises for

homebuilders and residential mortgage lenders.

The crises provoke us to emergency measures

not to house the people but to put construction

labor back to work, to keep homebuilders from

going out of business, and to preserve the sol-

vency of our thrift institutions.

It is easy to call to mind examples of major

social change that have come about because the

public at large had made a decision that they

must. The adoption of a universal income tax;

the repeal of the 18th Amendment; the right of

the working man to organize; even the abandon-

ment without victory of the last two great wars in

which the country has engagedâthese are but a

few instances of enormous changes that have

been effected because they had become social

imperatives.

Even today, we may be seeing such a social

imperative taking form among usânot on the

subject of housing, but on that of food. There

are at least some signs that American society is

reaching a state of mind that will not tolerate

hunger or gross malnutrition in our affluent na-

tion, regardless of the mechanics by which

wealth happens to be distributed at a particular

time. If that decision hardens, we can be sure

that a system of food distribution will be evolved

that will feed everyone adequately. The public

attitude would then be, if that means universal

food stamps (or some other device), so be It.

And the means will be found, or if necessary, in-

vented.

When, or even whether, some such cultural

decision may be reached on housing we have no

means of knowing. There is nothing inherently

mysterious about either the economics or the

technology of shelter. If it becomes a settled pol-

icy of American society that adequate housing

these, and that over time, within the limits of
human fallibility, it faithfully reflects the views
and values of our society.
The simplest explanation, therefore, may be
that the American people have never felt all that
strongly about housing as such. Perhaps that is
because we have always considered ourselves to
be, relative:y speaking, well housed as a national
community-notwithstanding the deplorable conditions under which everyone recognizes many
peop~e are compelled to live. Perhaps it is because other economic and social objectives have
commanded a higher priority. Perhaps it is both.
Even the periodiC crises that overtake the
housing industry in periods of violent market distortion are not perceived by the public generally
as housing crises, but as economic crises for
homebuilders and residential mortgage lenders.
The crises provoke us to emergency measures
not to house the people but to put construction
labor back to work, to keep homebuilders from
going out of business, and to preserve the solvency of our thrift institutions.
It is easy to call to mind examples of major
social change that have come about because the
public at large had made a decision that they
must. The adoption of a universal income tax;
the repeal of the 18th Amendment; the right of
the working man to organize; even the abandonment without victory of the last two great wars in
which the country has engaged-these are but a
few instances of enormous changes that have
been effected because they had become social
imperatives.
Even today, we may be seeing such a social
imperative taking form among us-not on the
subject of housing, but on that of food. There
are at least some signs that American society is
reaching a state of mind that will not tolerate
hunger or gross malnutrition in our affluent nation, regardless of the mechanics by which
wealth happens to be distributed at a particular
time. If that decision hardens, we can be sure
that a system of food distribution will be evolved
that will feed everyone adequately. The public
attitude would then be, if that means universal
food stamps (or some other device), so be it.

And the means will be found, or if necessary, invented.
When, or even whether, some such cultural
decision may be reached on housing we have no
means of knowing. There is nothing inherently
mysterious about either the economics or the
technology of shelter. If it becomes a settled policy of American society that adequate housing
shall be available to all, there can be no reasonable doubt that it would be made available, and
probably in considerably less than a lifetime.
This would require widespread adjustments in
our institutions and practices, to be sure, as all
major decisions do. They would be made.
Meantime, we would do well to reflect upon
some of the lessons that experience should by
now have impressed upon us. Perhaps the first
and simplest of these is that the profit system,
operating according to its own principles and
mechanisms, has not been able to provide decent housing for the poor in any developed
country. It has not been able to do so here, and
will not be able to do so in the future. This simple statement of fact may offend some, but we
do ourselves no favor by entertaining the delusion that our particular system of production and
distribution, whatever its merits, is without faults
or limitations.
The second and equally important conclusion to which our past experience seems to
pOint is that there are no partial solutions to
"the housing problem." The very nature of the
problem is such that it can be solved as a whole,
or not at all. If a higher percentage of the population is adequately housed than formerly was
the case, that is improvement of a sort, to be
sure. But that is a matter of statistics, not solutions.
A program-or a series of programs-that
helps some of the poor and ignores the rest is
bound to fail, first because it is inequitable, and
second because it offends against common
sense. Manifestly, it is impossible to rehouse all
of the ill-housed poor simultaneously, but the
commitment to the last family housed must be as
binding as that to the first, otherwise the enterprise is doomed.
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Introduction

The extensive research and review effort un-
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dertaken by the Department of Housing and

Urban Development beginning in 1973 was in-

tended to recapitulate and evaluate the involve-

ment of the Federal Government in housing pro-

grams, including those providing subsidized

housing for low and moderate income families,

over the period since that involvement first be-

came substantial and with the enactment of the

series of major housing statutes of the early and

middle 1930's. With that object in view, it fo-

cussed heavily on the legislative history of the

various programs to which the Federal Govern-

ment has, from time to time, addressed itself,
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and on their political origins (using that term in

its nonpartisan sense), their financial soundness,

and their social and economic efficacy in achiev-

ing their several objectives.

Introduction

Such a focus was clearly appropriate in

terms of the basic purpose, which was to let the

events and experience of the past shed such

light as they might on the problems involved in

developing workable and desirable policies to

govern the future Federal role in the national

housing scene. lt was also recognized, however,

that in our scheme of government, the decisions

of the courts, and even the decisions of adminis-

trative officers in the executive branch, may

often have as much influence on shaping the

course of events as the more widely noticed de-

cisions of the Congress.

The accompanying report, therefore, at-

tempts to provide for the serious student of

housing policy two additional perspectives: first,

a review of the main lines of judicial decision

that have had an lnfluenceâsometimes a deci-

sive influenceâon the development of Federal

housing policy; and second, some significant ll-

lustrations of the ways, often unforeseen, in

which the exercise of administrative judgment

and discretion by the responsible officials of the

executive branch have served to enlarge, dimin-

ish, or give new dimensions to the bare outlines

of a legislative enactment.

So far as is possible ln an area where so

many issues are in litigation and when new deci-

sions and new precedents are made so fre-

quently, the first part of this study is current as

of the date of its submissionâroughly, through

early summer 1974.

The field of administrative policymaking and

regulation is so vast that the second part of the

study can proceed only by way of a selection of

significant examples. ln this area, an effort has

been made to select a considerable number of

instances; each different from the others, and yet

each illustrative of the broad and sometimes

completely unpredictable reach of administrative

The extensive research and review effort undertaken by the Department of Housing and
Urban Deve:opment beginning in 1973 was intended to recapitulate and evaluate the involvement of the Federal Government in housing programs, including those providing subsidized
housing for low and moderate income families,
over the period since that involvement first became substantial and with the enactment of the
series of major housing statutes of the early and
middle 1930's. With that object in view, it focussed heavily on the legislative history of the
various programs to which the Federal Government has, from time to time, addressed itself,
and on their political origins (using that term in
its nonpartisan sense), their financial soundness,
and their social and economic efficacy in achieving their several objectives.
Such a focus was clearly appropriate in
terms of the basic purpose, which was to let the
events and experience of the past shed such
light as they might on the problems involved in
developing workable and desirable policies to
govern the future Federal role in the national
housing scene. It was also recognized, however,
that in our scheme of government, the decisions
of the courts, and even the decisions of administrative officers in the executive branch, may
often have as much influence on shaping the
course of events as the more widely noticed decisions of the Congress.
The accompanying report, therefore, attempts to provide for the serious student of
housing policy tw0 additional perspectives: first,

a review of the main lines of judicial decision
that have had an Influence-sometimes a decisive influence~n the development of Federal
housing policy; and second, some significant illustrations of the ways, often unforeseen, In
which the exercise of administrative judgment
and discretion by the responsible officials of the
executive branch have served to enlarge, diminIsh, or give new dimensions to the bare outlines
of a legislative enactment.
So far as is possible in an area where so
many issues are in litigation and when new decisions and new precedents are made so frequently, the first part of this study is current as
of the date of its submission-roughly, through
early summer 1974.
The field of administrative policymaking and
regulation is so vast that the second part of the
study can proceed only by way of a selection of
significant examples. In th is area, an effort has
been made to select a considerable number of
instances; each different from the others, and yet
each illustrative of the broad and sometimes
completely unpredictable reach of administrative
decision making-and, in consequence, of the
heavy burden of analysis and forethought that
must rest on program administrators when they
are called upon (as frequently they must be) to
decide new, ground-breaking questions.

Impact of Judicial Decisions
The variety of specific ways in which court
decisions can affect housing legislation and its
implementation are as numerous as the various
aspects of applicable statutory authorities and
their related regulations and administrative actions. Because of the nature of the judicial process, the impact of court decisions is quite different from that of legislative or administrative
actions. It is generally less regular and more uncertain. Because courts decide only when Issues
are raised by litigants, a program may e~cape
judicial action for long periods of time or entirely. Another distinctive characteristic that impresses itself upon the layman is the tendency of
the impact of judicial decisions to be negative
rather than affirmative. Often, however, a decision that is negative in a particular case may be
important for the affirmative legislative or administrative action which that decision makes possible-as will be shown.
There never has been broader scope to litigation in this fie~d than during the last few years,
due in lar§.r i If-I I o Yne many ramific~tions and
the
~~~rrr F I( R~
opportunity cases.
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The several hundred pending cases involving

HUD or its programs far exceed the volume of

litigation only a few years ago.

To explain some of the major judicial im-

pacts on housing legislation and its implementa-

tion, they are categorized in the discussion that

follows. To an extent, these categories are nec-

essarily arbitrary, and the establishment of a

principle of law by one decision may affect the

subject matter under more than one category.

Determining the Validity of a Program In

Whole or In Part

All housing programs and many other Fed-

The several hundred pending cases involving
HUD or its programs far exceed the volume of
litigation only a few years ago.
To explain some of the major judicial impacts on housing legislation and its implementation, they are categorized in the discussion that
follows. To an extent, these categories are necessarily arbitrary, and the establishment of a
principle of law by one decision may affect the
subject matter under more than one category.

eral aid programs were of uncertain constitution-

ality until the U.S. Supreme Court decision of

United States v. Butler1 in 1935, which decided

that the power of the Federal Government to tax

and spend for the general welfare under the U.S.

Constitution (Article 1, Section 8, Clause 1) is

not limited to the enumerated legislative fields

specified in other provisions of the Constitution.

Until then, there had been a sharp division

among scholars.

ln general, housing programs fared better

than a number of new programs authorized in

other fields during the early 1930's which were

terminated pursuant to Supreme Court decisions

holding them unconstitutional. Such decisions

exemplify the most dramatic judicial impactâ

more traumatic by far than the current suspen-

sion of housing subsidy programs.

Not all housing programs were to escape

such drastic impact, however. The PWA program

of direct Federal construction of low rent public

housing (discussed in the preceding report on

housing subsidies) fell victim to the Federal

court of appeals decision of United States v.

Certain Land in the City of Louisville, Jefferson

County, Kentucky,- which held in 1936 that the

general welfare clause in the U.S. Constitution

does not authorize condemnation of private

property for low cost housing and slum clear-

ance. Provisions of the National lndustrial Re-

covery Act on eminent domain as applied to

such housing were declared unconstitutional. lt

was held that housing is not a "public use," as

required for eminent domain, on the grounds

that benefits of employment and aid to a limited

group of low income people did not constitute a

public use. That decision was before the Butler

1 United States v. William Butler, 297 U.S. 1 (1935)

1 United Steles v. Certain Land in the City of Louisville, Jelterson

County, Kentucky, 78 Fed. 2d 684, certlorarl granted 296 U.S.

567, appeal dismissed 297 U.S. 726 (1936)

decision, and lawyers today are in general

agreement that the Louisville decision would not

be followed now.

At the time of the decision, the PWA hous-

ing program was in full operation with an alloca-

tion of about $400 millionâequal to several

times that amount today. The decision stopped

all projects requiring use of eminent domain, and

Determining the Validity of a Program In
Whole or In Part
All housing programs and many other Federal aid programs were of uncertain constitutionality until the U.S. Supreme Court decision of
United States v. Butler I in 1935, which decided
that the power of the Federal Government to tax
and spend for the general welfare under the U.S.
Constitution (Article 1, Section 8, Clause 1) is
not limited to the enumerated legislative fields
specified in other provisions of the Constitution.
Until then, there had been a sharp division
among scholars.
In general, housing programs fared better
than a number of new programs authorized in
other fields during the early 1930's which were
terminated pursuant to Supreme Court decisions
holding them unconstitutional. Such decisions
exemplify the most dramatic judicial impactmore traumatic by far than the current suspension of housing subsidy programs.
Not all housing programs were to escape
such drastic impact, however. The PWA program
of direct Federal construction of low rent public
housing (discussed in the preceding report on
housing subsidies) fell victim to the Federal
court of appeals decision of United States v.
Certain Land in the City of Louisville, Jefferson
County, Kentucky,~ which held in 1936 that the
general welfare clause in the U.S. Constitution
does not authorize condemnation of private
property for low cost housing and slum clearance. Provisions of the National Industrial Recovery Act on eminent domain as applied to
such housing were declared unconstitutional. It
was held that housing is not a "public use," as
required for eminent domain, on the grounds
that benefits of employment and aid to a limited
group of low income people did not constitute a
public use. That decision was before the Butler

further projects were not undertaken. As a result

of the decision (and other factors) an entirely

new program was developed and enacted as the

Housing Act of 1937.

United States v. William
• United States v. Certain
County. Kentucky. 78
567. appeal dismissed
t

The new program launched under that act

was dependent on court decisions, but of a dif-

ferent kind. Because the program operated

through financial assistance to local public bod-
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Butler. 297 U.S 1 (1935)
Land in the City of LouIsville. Jefferson
Fed. 2d 684. cert/o rarl granted 296 U.S.
297 UiS. 726 (1 9(6)

decision, and lawyers today are in general
agreement that the Louisville decision would not
be followed now.
At the time of the decision, the PWA housing program was in full operation with an allocation of about $400 million-equal to several
times that amount today. The decision stopped
all projects requiring use of eminent domain, and
further projects were not undertaken. As a result
of the decision (and other factors) an entirely
new program was developed and enacted as the
Housing Act of 1937.
The new program launched under that act
was dependent on court decisions, but of a different kind. Because the program operated
through financial assistance to local public bodies, which had to undertake eminent domain to
acquire land for the low rent housing and had to
have tax exemption of the property under State
law, the supreme courts of the various States
had to determine the validity of such steps under
their respective State constitutions. After carefully planned and timed presentations, favorable
ctecisions were obtained in the supreme courts
oi most States. A similar practice was followed
later in getting judicial approval of urban redevelopment projects. The citations to these State
court decisions are contained in two pamphlets
on the subject (each of some 50 pages) issued
in 1971 by the Office of General Counsel of HUD.
Those favorab!e State court decisions were essential to the continuation of the low rent public
housing and the urban redevelopment programs.
The broadest, and indeed the leading, case
dealing with these constitutional issues was
Samuel Berman v. Andrew Parker. 3 Although this
case raised issues similar to those presented in
the State litigation discussed above, it was decided in the Federal courts because it arose in
the District of Columbia. The decision of the Supreme Court in that case upheld the urban redevelopment program in the District of Columbia
and had important housing implications and influence on similar decisions in the States. It was
here that the Court said it is for the legislature,
rather than the courts, to determine whether a
housing project is desirable, and that the legislature can, for the public welfare, determine that:
. . . a community should be beautiful as well as
healthy, spacious as well as clean. well-balanced as well
as carefully patrolled.

In a different program area, the Federal
Home Loan Ban k System suffered a setback in
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1935 when the U.S. Supreme Court held uncon-

stitutional a provision of the Home Owners Loan

Act [Sec. 5(i)] to the extent that it purported to

authorize a State-chartered building and loan as-

sociation to convert to a federally chartered as-

sociation, contrary to the laws of the Stateâ

Hopkins Federal Savings and Loan Association

v. Cleary.4

Determining the Scope of a Program

Judicial decisions have a heavy impact on

housing programs or other programs in cases

1935 when the U.S. Supreme Court held unconstitutional a provision of the Home Owners Loan
Act [Sec. 5(i)] to the extent that it purported to
authorize a State-chartered building and loan association to convert to a federally chartered association, contrary to the laws of the StateHopkins Federal Savings and Loan Association

v.

Cleary.~

where constitutional questions exist as to their

scope or the manner in which they are being ad-

Determining the Scope of a Program

ministered. The most difficult problem for the ad-

ministrator of the program often does not arise

because of a specific controlling decision, but

because of the paucity of decisions, which

leaves the door open for controversy.

An outstanding example of that situation

arose in the program of direct loans to colleges

for dormitory facilities, authorized by Congress

in 1950. A large portion of all prospective bor-

rowers were church-related institutions. During

the early part of the program, there were no

court decisions involving similar facts upon

which to rely as to the application of the "estab-

lishment of religion" prohibition in the First

Amendment to the Constitution. Therefore, it was

necessary to make the best judgment possible

regarding its application to the college housing

loan program from court decisions in other

fields, particularly governmental aid to parochial

elementary schools. Those decisions themselves

were divided depending on the degree of Gov-

ernment involvement and school benefit, as dis-

tinguished from the secular aid to students in

the school. Accordingly, the administrative deci-

sion was made, and always followed, to proceed

with loans for dormitories of church-related col-

leges, except divinity schools.

That administrative decision did not remove

the controversy, however, and the agency was

criticized, sometimes severely, by a few congres-

sional leaders for not assisting divinity schools,

and by other individuals for assisting any

church-related schools. Much later (in 1971), the

agency position was confirmed, in effect, by the

Supreme Court of the United States in Eleanor

Taft Tilton v. Elliot Richardson,* which upheld

construction grants for academic facilities of

church-related colleges if not to be used by a di-

vinity school or1 for other sectarian purpose.

â¢ Hopkins Federal Savings and Loan Association v. Cleary, 296

U.S. 315 (1935)

1 Eleanor fall Tilton v. Elliot Richardson. 403 U.S. 672 (1971)

The direct loan program for housing for the

elderly and handicapped, as well as Federal aid

for certain facilities under the model cities and

urban renewal programs, have presented similar

First Amendment issues. Generally, these also

have had to be resolved on the basis of judicial

decisions involving analogous but somewhat dif-

ferent program operations. However, land in

Judicial decisions have a heavy impact on
housing programs or other programs in cases
where constitutional questions exist as to their
scope or the manner in which they are being administered. The most difficult problem for the administrator of the program often does not arise
because of a specific controlling decision, but
because of the paucity of decisions, which
leaves the door open for controversy.
An outstanding example of that situation
arose in the program of direct loans to colleges
for dormitory facilities, authorized by Congress
in 1950. A large portion of all prospective borrowers were church-related institutions. During
the early part of the program, there were no
court decisions involving similar facts upon
which to rely as to the application of the "establishment of religion" prohibition in the First
Amendment to the Constitution. Therefore, it was
necessary to make the best judgment possible
regarding its application to the college housing
loan program from court decisions in other
fields, particularly governmental aid to parochial
elementary schools. Those decisions themselves
were divided depending on the degree of Government involvement and school benefit, as distinguished from the secular aid to students in
the school. Accordingly, the administrative decision was made, and always followed, to proceed
with loans for dormitories of church-related colleges, except divinity schools.
That administrative decision did not remove
the controversy, however, and the agency was
criticized, sometimes severely, by a few congressional leaders for not assisting divinity schools,
and by other individuals for assisting any
church-related schools. Much later (in 1971), the
agency position was confirmed, in effect, by the
Supreme Court of the United States in Eleanor
Taft Tilton v. Elliot Richardson,r. which upheld
construction grants for academic facilities of
churCh-related colleges if not to be used by a divinity school or\for other sectarian purpose.
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The direct loan program for housing for the
elderly and handicapped, as well as Federal aid
for certain facilities under the model cities and
urban renewal programs, have presented similar
First Amendment issues. Generally, these also
have had to be resolved on the basis of judicial
decisions involving analogous but somewhat different program operations. However, land in
urban renewal projects sold to church-related
universities for educational purposes had been
held not to violate the First Amendment. This
was on the basis that each university, although
benefiting from the urban renewal process, ~aid
for the land on the basis of its value at the time
of purchase. (64th St. Residences, Inc. v. City of
New York, 150 N.E. 2nd 396(1958) certiorari denied sub. nom.; Harris v. City of New York, 357
U.S. 907(1958); Kintzele v. City of St. Louis, 347
S.W. 2nd 695 (1961).)
Judicial decisions may have an impact not
only on the scope of an authorized program, but
may similarly affect the scope of a program
being proposed in legislation. For example, a
proposed program may be narrowed to a~oid
conflict with constitutional obstacles as defined
by the courts in other connections. On the other
hand, judicial decisions may lead to proposals
for extending the scope of a program.
An example of the latter is the specific authorization for HUD to reimburse certain homeowners for construction defects in certain properties covered by FHA mortgage insurance.
Following legal principles well established by t~e
courts, the FHA previously had assumed no liability to a homeowner for such defects. That position was in effect, confirmed by the Supreme
Court deciSion in United States v. Neustadt,e in
which the Court held that FHA was not liable for
serious structural defects in an existing house
with mortgage insurance, even though FHA had
given the purchaser an inaccurate statement of
appraised value. The case had been brought
under the Federal Torts Claims Act, which the
Court held not applicable. It also indicated that
the Congress had not intended the FHA to be a
warrantor of construction.
While it would probably be an exaggeration
to say that this decision led directly to the decision of the Congress in 1964 to place FHA in the
position of warrantor in certain limited situations,
there can be no doubt that it helped to focus attention on the plight of the homeowner and thus
played a substantial, if indirect, part in this significant development in the mortgage insurance
n"
If
system.
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That the courts are not inclined to broaden

FHA's responsibility beyond the specific area

spelled out by Congress is illustrated by recent

decisions of Federal district courts (Dorothy

Jackson v. George Romney7 and Daws v.

Romney*), which held that HUD was not liable

for defects in existing housing with mortgage in-

surance under sec. 221(d)(2) of the National

Housing Act, even though the property was in vi-

olation of local housing codes, contrary to that

statute. The decision of a Federal district court

in Luke Bailey v. George Romney,9 however,

held differently, where HUD was specifically au-

thorized by statute to compensate purchasers of

existing housing covered by mortgage insurance

under sec. 235 in instances where the housing

has serious defects. The court held that the im-

plementing regulation of HUD was too restrictive

as to the defects covered, and enjoined HUD

from such restrictive usage.

Drawing yet another distinction, a Federal

district court held in Lillie Green v. James

Lynn 10 that the same statute authorized, but did

not mandate, HUD to make payments to purchas-

ers because of serious defects in such housing.

lt also held that the manner and amount of such

expenditures were clearly within the discretion of

HUD. The plaintiff had not contended that HUD

refused to act, but only that HUD had not acted

with sufficient promptness and diligence to meet

the plaintiff's demands. The court did not discuss

Luke Bailey v. George Romney, but could have

distinguished it on the grounds that it dealt with

the validity of the applicable HUD regulation,

and the statute does provide that the Secretary

"shall" issue a regulation prescribing the terms

and conditions of making the payments. The re-

cent decision in the case of Beatrice Nash v.

George Romneyll he'd definitely that the Con-

gress never intended purchasers of homes as-

sisted under the National Housing Act to have

judicial redress for inadequate housing.

ln the preparation of legislation for any Fed-

eral aid program, it is essential to tailor its

scope, as well as its other provisions, to conform

to judicial interpretations of constitutional re-

strictions. ln the public housing program, as well

as in other development aid programs dependent

1 Dorothy Jackson v. George Romney. 355 Fed. Supp. 737 (1973)

* Rubylee Davis el al. v. George Romney et al., 355 Fed. Supp. 29

(1973); United States Court ol Appeals, 3rd Circuit (No. 73-

1249) (1974).

I Luke Bailey v. George Romney, 359 Fed. Supp. 596 (1973)

M Lillie Mse Green ef al. v. James Lynn el al., (U.S.D.C., South-

ern Dlstlrct of Ohio, Eastern Division. No. 73-141) (1973)

tt Beatrice Nash et al. v. George Romney et al., (U.S.D.C., Central

District of Calif., No. 72-1313-RJK) (1973)

That the courts are not inclined to broaden
FHA's responsibility beyond the specific area
spelled out by Congress is illustrated by recent
decisions of Federal district courts (Dorothy
Jackson v. George Romney 1 and Davis v.
Romney'). which held that HUD was not liable
for defects in existing housing with mortgage insurance under sec. 221 (d)(2) of the National
Housing Act, even though the property was in violation of local housing codes. contrary to that
statute. The decision of a Federal district court
in Luke Bailey v. George Romney,9 however,
held differently, where HUD was specifically authorized by statute to compensate purchasers of
existing housing covered by mortgage insurance
under sec. 235 in instances where the housing
has serious defects. The court held that the implementing regulation of HUD was too restrictive
as to the defects covered, and enjoined HUD
from such restrictive usage.
Drawing yet another distinction. a Federal
district court held in Lillie Green v. James
Lynn 10 that the same statute authorized, but did
not mandate, HUD to make payments to purchasers because of serious defects in such housing.
It also held that the manner and amount of such
expenditures were clearly within the discretion of
HUD. The plaintiff had not contended that HUD
refused to act, but only that HUD had not acted
with sufficient promptness and diligence to meet
the plaintiff's demands. The court did not discuss
Luke Bailey v. George Romney, but could have
distinguished it on the grounds that it dealt with
the validity of the applicable HUD regulation,
and the statute does provide that the Secretary
"shall" issue a regulation prescribing the terms
and conditions of making the payments. The recent decision in the case of Beatrice Nash v.
George Romney 11 he~d definitely that the Congress never intended purchasers of homes assisted under the National Housing Act to have
judicial redress for inadequate housing.
In the preparation of legislation for any Federal aid program, it is essential to tailor its
scope, as well as its other provisions, to conform
to judicial interpretations of constitutional restrictions. In the public housing program, as well
as in other development aid programs dependent

on local agency functions, it is also essential

that the Federal legislation be drawn with ade-

quate recognition of the impact on such local

functions of State constitutional provisions as in-

terpreted by the courts.

Shaping Federal Government Activities to

Make Housing Benefits Available to All

on an Equal Basis

lt is well recognized that the radical

, Dorothy Jackson v. George Romney, 355 Fed. SuPP. 737 (1973)
• Rubylee Davis et a/. v. George Romney et al .. 355 Fed. Supp. 29
(1973); United States Court of Appeals, 3rd Circuit (No. 7312049) (1974).
• Luke Bailey v. George Romney. 359 Fed. Supp. 596 (1973)
\0 Lillie Mae Green et a/. v. James Lynn et el., (U.S. D.C., Southern Dlstirct of Ohio. Eastern Division. No. 73- 141) (1973)
11 Beatrice Nash et a/. v. George Romney et a /. , (U.S.D .C.
Cen tral
District of Calif., No. 72-1313-RJK) (1973)

changes in the Federal housing programs with

respect to nondiscrimination and equal opportu-

nity resulted primarily from the changes in judi-

cial decisions on the subject, and constituted
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on local agency functions, it is also essential
that the Federal legislation be drawn with adequate recognition of the impact on such local
functions of State constitutional provisions as interpreted by the courts.

Shaping Federal Government Activities to
Make Housing Benefits Available to All
on an Equal Basis
It is well recognized that the radical
changes in the Federal housing programs with
respect to nondiscrimination and equal opportunity resulted primarily from the changes in judicial decisions on the subject, and constituted
one of the major features in recent developments in the whole civil rights area.
Early Judicial Forces: Housing programs
started from a low base in this field. In planning
the old PWA public housing projects, care was
taken to assure that they would not be inconsistent with the spirit of the "separate but equal" requirements of State laws, which followed the old
1896 decision of Plessy v. FergusonY FHA took
the flat position until about 1950 that it had no
statutory or other responsibility to act positively
on the matter. As late as 1955, a Federal court
held in Arthur L. Johnson v. Levitt and Sons,
Ine. l l that the FHA and VA had no statutory or
other duty to assure that housing built with the
assistance of FHA-insured or VA-guaranteed
mortgages was sold to persons of all races. That
was held notwithstanding the fact that the project involved was a very large development constituting a "new community" and subject to
many other Federal controls.
In the field of housing, the court decisions
on civil rights did not so much force Federal executive action, but opened the way for Federal
action by creating a general climate that favored
all kinds of nondiscrimination efforts. That climate was brought about largely by court decisions on nonhousing matters. There had been a
few early housing-related decisions, however,
bearing directly on this change of attitudes. In
1917, the Supreme Court in Buchanan v.
Warley 11 held discriminatory zoning to be unconstitutional. In 1948, the Court decided the famous Shelley v. Kraemer 1f> case, holding that
racially restrictive covenants are unenforceable.
It was in 1950, after the latter decision, that FHA
and VA stopped insuring or guaranteeing a mort"Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896)
11 Arthur L. Johnson v. Levitt & Sons. Inc., 131 Fed. Supp. 11-4
(1955).
,. Buchanan v.
~e.'S.
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gage on property subject to a racial covenant

imposed after February 15, 1950. (That restriction

was removed after the Civil Rights Act of 1968

and Jones v. Mayer Co. 392 U.S. 409 (1967) made

the restriction unnecessary.)

As with other civil rights developments, the

rapidly changing climate for progress dated from

the landmark case of Brown v. Board of

Education16 in 1954, outlawing the "separate

but equal" doctrine as applied to public schools.

There followed a flood of court decisionsâthat

has not yet abatedârelating to equal opportunity

in housing. Brown v. Board of Education was the

forerunner of many actions by the States and

each of the three branches of the Federal Gov-

ernment that led ultimately to the enactment of

many State fair housing laws, the issuance of the

executive order on equal opportunity in housing

(E.O. 11063) (discussed later in this report), and

the enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and

the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (containing a Federal

"Fair Housing Law").

ln the well-known case of Jones v. Mayer

Co., id. the Supreme Court decided in 1968 that

an old civil rights statute (1866) prohibited the

racially motivated refusal of a private housing

developer to sell a home to a Negro. The statute

was held to be a valid exercise of the power of

the Congress to enforce the Thirteenth Amend-

ment (the antislavery amendment) to the Consti-

tution. The significance of this decision was its

scope, applying to all housing, regardless of

Federal involvement. lt paralleled the Civil Rights

Act of 1968, which contained enforcement pow-

ers not otherwise available under the decision.

Recent Judicial Program Requirements: A

new era in equal opportunity court decisions

began in 1970, when a Federal court ordered

HUD to adopt:

. . . some institutionalized method whereby, in consid-

ering site selection or type selection [of housing], it has

before it the relevant racial and socio-economic information

necessary for compliance with its duties under the 1964

and 1968 Civil Rights Acts. (Shannon v. United Slates De-

partment ot Housing and Urban Development1')

That case involved a change in an urban re-

gage on property subject to a racial covenant
imposed after February 15, 1950. (That restriction
was removed after the Civil Rights Act of 1968
and Jones v. Mayer Co. 392 U.S. 409 (1967) made
the restriction unnecessary.)
As with other civil rights developments, the
rapidly changing climate for progress dated from
the landmark case of Brown v. Board of
Education l.i in 1954, outlawing the "~eparate
but equal" doctrine as applied to public schools.
There followed a flood of court decisions-that
has not yet abated-relating to equal opportunity
in housing. Brown v. Board of Education was the
forerunner of many actions by the States and
each of the three branches of the Federal Government that led ultimately to the enactment of
many State fair housing laws, the issuance of the
executive order on equal opportunity in housing
(E.O. 11063) (discussed later in this report), and
the enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and
the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (containing a Federal
"Fair Housing Law").
In the well-known case of Jones v. Mayer
Co., id. the Supreme Court decided in 1968 that
an old civil rights statute (1866) prohibited the
racially motivated refusal of a private housing
developer to sell a home to a Negro. The statute
was held to be a valid exercise of the power of
the Congress to enforce the Thirteenth Amendment (the antislavery amendment) to the Constitution. The significance of this decision was its
scope, applying to all housing, regardless of
Federal involvement. It paralleled the Civil Rights
Act of 1968, which contained enforcement powers not otherwise available under the decision.
Recent Judicial Program Requirements: A
new era in equal opportunity court decisions
began in 1970, when a Federal court ordered
HUD to adopt:

newal plan to permit a rent supplement housing

project in place of housing with lesser density.

The racial issue was over the increased concen-

tration of blacks in the area in violation of Fed-

eral civil rights requirements. As a result of that

decision, and after prolonged and intense con-

. . . some institutionalized method whereby. in considering site selection or type selection [of housing]. it has
before it the relevant racial and socio-economic information
necessary for compliance with its duties under the 1964
and 1968 Civil Rights Acts. (Shannon v. United States Department of Housing and Urban Development l ;)

sideration, HUD issued detailed "Project Selec-

tion Criteria" for its subsidized housing pro-

grams. These included criteria designed to give

preference to housing that is outside of areas of

minority concentration, or where a local develop-

ment plan includes such housing, and compara-

ble opportunities exist for housing to be occu-

pied by minority families in the income range to

be served by the proposed project, outside of

areas of minority concentration.

That case involved a change in an urban renewal plan to permit a rent supplement housing
project in place of housing with lesser density.
The racial issue was over the increased concentration of blacks in the area in violation of Federal civil rights requirements. As a result of that
decision, and after prolonged and intense consideration, HUD issued detailed "Project Selec-

tion Criteria" for its subsidized housing programs. These included criteria designed to give
preference to housing that is outside of areas of
minority concentration, or where a local development plan includes such housing, and comparable opportunities exist for housing to be occupied by minority families in the income range to
be served by the proposed project, outside of
areas of minority concentration.
The Project Selection Criteria were developed against the background of a number of
civil rights decisions that included the Shannon
opinion, and illustrate the difficult problems coming from diverse lower court and Supreme Court
decisions on various aspects of civil rights relating to site selection. Although carefully considered, the criteria are sufficiently general that
discretion remains partly in the local processing
office for application in specific cases.
A Federal court of appeals held that these
Project Selection Criteria were not retroactive,
and sustained the legality of a HUD commitment
to insure a section 236 mortgage on a rental
housing project for moderate income families in
an urban renewal area in Chicago. ls Although
those criteria were based on constitutional principles, their specific requirements were held not
to be retroactive for the purpose of determining
constitutionality and other validity. The HUD action on mortgage insurance was upheld on the
theory that it represented a reasonable balance
of the need for housing against the risk of
greater racial concentration.
Another direct impact of an equal opportunity decision on HUD was Gautreaux v.
Romney 1" in 1971, in which a Federal court of
appeals held the Secretary of HUD in violation of
the due process requirement of the Fifth Amendment because of his approval of, and assistance
to, public housing projects in Chicago that furthered the concentration of minority housing. The
case was remanded to the district court for action with the suggestion that a decree requiring
the Secretary to use his "best efforts" to improve the condition might be adequate. Instead,
the lower court decreed that the Secretary must
withhold $26 million in Model Cities funds from
the city until the Chicago Housing Authority
complied with an earlier decision of the court on
site selection and construction of public housing.
That decree, in turn, was reversed by the court
of appeals on the grounds that it did not follow
the prior decision, and that the Model Cities pro-

The Project Selection Criteria were devel-

oped against the background of a number of

civil rights decisions that included the Shannon

opinion, and illustrate the difficult problems com-

ing from diverse lower court and Supreme Court

decisions on various aspects of civil rights relat-

ing to site selection. Although carefully consid-

ered, the criteria are sufficiently general that

.< arown v. Board 01 Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954)
" Shannon v. United States Departmant 01 Ho us ing and Urb an Development, 436 Fed. 2d 809 (1970)

"Southeast ChIcago Commission et at. v. HUD et 8/., United
Stales Cour 1f, ~
;:; ircuil, 488 Fed. 2d 1119 (1973)
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gram was only partly related to public housing

construction.20

As a further result of the above court deci-

sions, HUD has issued affirmative fair housing

marketing regulations, applicable to all FHA

mortgage insurance programs, which require ap-

plicants to agree to carry on an affirmative pro-

gram to attract buyers or tenants of all minority

and majority groups.

Although the regulations affecting equal op-

portunity in employment are primarily the re-

sponsibility of the Department of Labor, HUD's

housing and other programs have felt the sub-

stantial impact of court decisions on these regu-

lations, through the need to suspend construc-

tion and otherwise. ln a case involving the

so-called Philadelphia Plan, a Federal court of

appeals approved the use of goals in hiring mi-

nority construction workers where the contractor,

under a federally assisted construction contract,

was merely required to exercise good faith to at-

tain those goals and required not to discriminate

in employme.it practices (Contractors Ass'n. of

Eastern Pa. v. Secretary of Labor21)-

Judicial decisions in the housing equal op-

portunity field affect not only administrative ac-

tions by agencies, but their legislative proposals

and the enactments of the Congress as well.

Their effect on civil rights acts has been men-

tioned. ln recent years there has been a special

emphasis on housing for low and moderate in-

come familiesâthroughout the central city, in

suburban areas, and in new communitiesâthe

underlying thrust of which is to seek a greater

proportion of housing for minorities, because mi-

nority groups have a much heavier proportion of

low income families than does the general popu-

lation. (See "Evolution of Federal Legislative Pol-

icy in Housing: Housing Credits," Semer and

Zimmerman, DHUD, 1973.)

ln that connection, a Federal court of ap-

peals recently held that HUD and certain other

agencies authorized "to sue and be sued" may

be liable in damages for their actions in violation

of the Civil Rights Act of 1966. ln that case

(Baker v. F & F lnvestment Company and FHA) â¢

minority homeowners in Chicago brought action

for damages on the alleged grounds that they

were compelled to purchase their homes under

mortgage financing as a direct result of discrimi-

natory housing practices. They claimed that HUD

and other agencies knew of and perpetuated

residential racial segregation in Chicago through

mortgage insurance and other policies and prac-

tices over a period of years.

A Current Conflict of Equal Opportunity

Principles: A recent further development in court

cases beyond the Gautreaux and other related

decisions appears to present a most complex

problem that will have a broad and major effect

gram was only partly related to public housing
construction. ~o
As a further result of the above court decisions, HUD has issued affirmative fair housing
marketing regulations, applicable to all FHA
mortgage insurance programs, which require applicants to agree to carryon an affirmative program to attract buyers or tenants of all minority
and majority groups.
Although the regulations affecting equal opportunity in employment are primarily the responsibility of the Department of Labor, HUD's
housing and other programs have felt the substantial impact of court decisions on these regulations, through the need to suspend construction and otherwise. In a case involving the
so-called Philadelphia Plan, a Federal court of
appeals approved the use of goals in hiring minority construction workers where the contractor,
under a federally assisted construction contract,
was merely required to exercise good faith to attain those goals and required not to discriminate
in employme,lt practices (Contractors Ass'n. of
Eastern Pa, v. Secretary of Labor ~1).
Judicial decisions in the housing equal opportunity field affect not only administrative actions by agencies, but their legislative proposals
and the enactments of the Congress as well.
Their effect on civil rights acts has been mentioned. In recent years there has been a special
emphasis on housing for low and moderate income families-throughout the central city, in
suburban areas, and in new communities-the
underlying thrust of which is to seek a greater
proportion of housing for minorities, because minority groups have a much heavier proportion of
low income families than does the general population. (See "Evolution of Federal Legislative Policy in Housing: Housing Credits," Semer and
Zimmerman, DHUD, 1973.)
In that connection, a Federal court of appeals recently held that HUD and certain other
agencies authorized "to sue and be sued" may
be liable in damages for their actions in violation
of the Civil Rights Act of 1966. In that case
(Baker v, F & F Investment Company and FHA) ~2
minority homeowners in Chicago brought action
for damages on the alleged grounds that they
were compelled to purchase their homes under
mortgage financing as a direct result of discriminatory housing practices. They claimed that HUD

on the Government's efforts to bring housing

benefits to all on an equal basis. This problem is

a logical result of the inherent possibilities of

:lO

>l
conflict between two concepts of minority rights

that have been recognized by the courts: (1) On

the one hand, the rights of individual members

Gautreaux v. Romney. 457 Fed 2d 124 (1972)
Contractors Ass·n. 01 Eastern Pa. v. Secretary 01 Labor. 442 Fed.

2d 159 (1971)
21

Baker et al v. F & F Investment Company an d FHA et a/ .. U nited
States Court of Appe als, 7th Circ uit (No. 72- 20136) (19731

of discrimination; and (2) on the other, the right

of a minority group, as a whole, to the ultimate

A Current Conflict of Equal Opportunity
Principles: A recent further development in court
cases beyond the Gautreaux and other related
decisions appears to present a most complex
problem that will have a broad and major effect
on the Government's efforts to bring housing
benefits to all on an equal basis. This problem is
a logical result of the inherent possibilities of
conflict between two concepts of minority rights
that have been recognized by the courts: (1) On
the one hand, the rights of individual members
of minority groups to specific housing accommodations or other benefits through the elimination
of discrimination; and (2) on the other, the right
of a minority group, as a whole, to the ultimate
benefit of integration in housing. These cases involve situations where there may be no discrimination against any individuals of a minority race,
but where the continuation of existing priorities
or other benefits for them threaten to concentrate members of that race to the point of maintaining or reestablishing racial segregation.
One such case was Otero v. New York City
Housing Authority ~1 in 1973, in which a Federal
court of appeals reversed a district court grant
of summary judgment enjoining the housing authority from renting apartments in a public housing project to others than former occupants of
the urban renewal site on which the project was
built until all site occupants applying for apartments had been accommodated. The majority of
those occupants were minority persons, and the
priority given them followed the housing authority's regulations. The court of appeals held that
the summary judgment was precluded where
genuine issues of material fact existed as to
whether nonwhite concentration in the project
would have a "tipping" effect that the authority
could avoid by suspending its priority regulation.
Strict application of the priority would have resulted in the project having an 80 percent nonwhite population, while the alternative proposed
by the authority would have reduced that percentage to 40 percent by admitting whites who
had not been site occupants,
Thus, the court in that case applied equal
opportunity principles to tenant selection that
had been applied earlier to project site selec-

'Ii : '. i

:u Otero v. Ne ....
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of minority groups to specific housing accommo-

dations or other benefits through the elimination

and other agencies knew of and perpetuated
residential racial segregation in Chicago through
mortgage insurance and other policies and practices over a period of years.
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tion, and, in doing so, cut deeply into existing

regulations already put into effect for the pur-

pose of assuring equal opportunity through non-

discrimination in selecting tenants in public

housing. The appeals court held that the Fair

Housing Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. secs. 3601 and

3608(d)(5)) imposed a duty on the Secretary of

HUD and, through him, on local housing authori-

ties to act affirmatively to achieve fair housing.

That was held to include the duty to foster and

maintain racial integration. The court said:

The authority is obligated to take affirmative steps to

promote racial integration even though this may in some

instances not operate to the immediate advantage ot some

tion, and, in doing so, cut deeply into existing
regulations already put into effect for the purpose of assuring equal opportunity through nondiscrimination in selecting tenants in public
housing. The appeals court held that the Fair
Housing Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. secs. 3601 and
3608(d)(5)) imposed a duty on the Secretary of
HUD and, through him, on local housing authorities to act affirmatively to achieve fair housing.
That was held to include the duty to foster and
maintain racial integration. The court said:

non-white persons ... we hold that to the extent that [the

priority for site occupants] conflicts with the authority's

duty to integrate, the latter prevails and that the authority

may limit the number of apartments to be made available

to persons of white or non-white races . . . where it can

show that such action ls essential to promote a racially

balanced community and to avoid concentrated racial

pockets that will result in a segregated community. (Em-

phasis added.)

ln so ruling, the court recognized that the

Fair Housing Act of 1968 was designed primarily

to prohibit discrimination in the sale, rental,

The authority is obligated to take affirmative steps to
promote raCial integration even though this may in some
instances not operate to the immediate advantage of some
non-white persons . . . we hold that to the extent that [the
priority for site occupants) conflicts with the authority's
duty to integrate, the latter prevails and that the authority
may limit the number of apartments to be made available
to persons of white or non-white races . . . where it can
show that such action Is essential to promote a racially
balanced community and to avoid concentrated racial
pockets that will result in a segregated community. (Emphasis added.)

financing, or brokerage of housing, but that a

duty was also placed on HUD and local housing

authorities to give consideration to the impact of

public housing on the racial concentration in the

area. Thus, the decision places responsible pub-

lic officials in the difficult position of having to

determine in each case where the line must be

drawn legally, giving the proper balance to each

conflicting principle. All factors relevant to racial

composition of the area and future imbalance of

races would be subject to review by the courts.

The recent case of Jeffrey Hart et al. v. The

Community School Board of Brooklyn et al. v.

HUD et al.-* involved the same two conflicting

principles of equal housing opportunity, and re-

sulted in a decree against HUD having very seri-

ous implications for shaping the administration

of all public housing projects and possibly other

federally assisted housing. The decision of the

Federal district court in that case held (January

28, 1974) that the community school board was

"liable" to plaintiff students for unlawfully oper-

ating a segregated school, and that housing au-

thorities (State, local, and Federal) were "liable"

to those students because they helped maintain

the segregation in the school through their ad-

ministration of public housing projects in the

area.

"Jttlrey Hart et el. v. The Community School Board of Brooklyn

et al. v. HUD et al., (U.S.D.C., Eastern Division of New York.

Civil Action 72C.1041) (1974)

The racial balance in the school at issue,

the Mark Twain Junior High School of Coney ls-

land, changed drastically from 1962 to 1973; the

proportion of white students dropping from 81

percent to 18 percent. The city, State, and Fed-

In so ruling, the court recognized that the
Fair Housing Act of 1968 was designed primarily
to prohibit discrimination in the sale, rental,
financing, or brokerage of housing, but that a
duty was also placed on HUD and local housing
authorities to give consideration to the impact of
public housing on the racial concentration in the
area. Thus, the decision places responsible public officials in the difficult position of having to
determine in each case where the line must be
drawn legally, giving the proper balance to each
conflicting principle. All factors relevant to racial
composition of the area and future imbalance of
races would be subject to review by the courts.
The recent case of Jeffrey Hart et al. v. The
Community School Board of Brooklyn et al. v.
HUD et al.~1 involved the same two conflicting
principles of equal housing opportunity, and resulted in a decree against HUD having very serious implications for shaping the administration
of all public housing projects and possibly other
federally assisted housing. The decision of the
Federal district court in that case held (January
28, 1974) that the community school board was
"liable" to plaintiff students for unlawfully operating a segregated school, and that housing authorities (State, local, and Federal) were "liable"
to those students because they helped maintain
the segregation in the school through their administration of public housing projects in the
area.

eral governments, individually and together, had

sponsored and managed many publicly assisted

housing projects and multi-family developments

in the school district. Over 3,000 units of public

housing had been built in Coney lsland, and an

,. JflNrey Hart el III. v. The Community School Board of Brooklyn
fll al. v. HUD el al .. (.\J.S.DC., Eastern Olvlsion of New York,
Civil Action 72C.10-41 ) (1974 )

The racial balance in the school at issue,
the Mark Twain Junior High School of Coney Island, changed drastically from 1962 to 1973; the
proportion of white students dropping from 81
percent to 18 percent. The city, State, and Federal governments, individually and together, had
sponsored and managed many publicly assisted
housing projects and multi-family developments
in the school district. Over 3,000 units of public
housing had been built in Coney Island, and an
additional 4,000 were planned or under construction. Not surprisingly-and except for public
housing built for the elderly-the proportion of
white population in public housing dropped similarly to that of white students in the Mark Twain
school.
The court concluded that a major cause of
this racial imbalance was the regulation of the
New York City Housing Authority that gave first
priority to former site residents of urban renewal
areas. (A priority, it should be noted, that is still
explicitly recognized in the Federal public housing statute, and which indeed was at one time
mandatory in that law.) As displaced white families generally fare better than minorities in finding new housing, a disproportionate number of
nonwhites apply for public housing. The occupants of new units of public housing in the early
1970's were therefore overwhelmingly minority
families. The court stated that "the sequence
tended to discourage middle class families who
observed what appeared to be a precipitous policy of tipping." This was held to be particularly
true with respect to white families with schoolage children who might otherwise have rented or
purchased housing in the area serviced by the
school. As residential segregation was the result
of State action, then the school board's use of a
residential criterion, as in this case, was said to
be double discrimination.
The court thus found a vicious circle of action-racially segregated schools, contributing to
residential segregation, contributing to racially
segregated schools. The court held this unconstitutional to the extent of State action by Federal,
State, and local housing authorities, as well as
by school officials. Great reliance was placed on
the decision in the above case of Otero v. New
York City Housing Authority as to the responSibility of housing officials to eliminate segregation
in housing. That was held to mean that "the
State must act to eliminate de facto racial imbalance unless it is clearly unpractical to do so."
In remedying the racial segregation at the
school, the . (')
~~ o "tnhad the power and duty
1- 01 Fi .
I board to act, but
to reW!
1

additional 4,000 were planned or under construc-

tion. Not surprisinglyâand except for public

housing built for the elderlyâthe proportion of
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other agencies of the State as well, including the

New York City Housing Authority. The court

looked on the obligation of the State as a whole,

and its responsibility for the several local public

authorities that were involved in producing the

unconstitutional results. Similarly, the court de-

cided that Federal housing authorities are under

the same compulsion to avoid segregated hous-

ing, and that the court had the power to require

action by them too to carry out their responsibil-

ity in this regard. No'hing effective could be

done, said the court, without the active participa-

tion of the Federal Government.

Accordingly, the court decreed that, in con-

junction with the preparation of a plan by State

and local officials for elimination of segregation

in the school, housing officials of the city, State,

and Federal government shall provide a joint

plan (within a prescribed time) to remove the ra-

cial imbalance in public housing in Coney lsland.

The decision said:

Renting and construction patterns shall be modified to

encourage substantial numbers of whites and middle class

families with children to move into buildings constructed

with the aid of public funds. Plans should include advertis-

ing and inducements to encourage persons such as mem-

other agencies of the State as well, including the
New York City Housing Authority. The court
looked on the obligation of the State as a whole,
and its responsibility for the several local public
authorities that were involved in producing the
unconstitutional results. Similarly, the court decided that Federal housing authorities are under
the same compulsion to avoid segregated housing, and that the court had the power to require
action by them too to carry out their responsibility in this regard. NO'hing effective could be
done, said the court, without the active participation of the Federal Government.
Accordingly, the court decreed that, in conjunction witI'! the preparation of a plan by State
and local officials for elimination of segregation
in the school, housing officials of the city, State,
and Federal government shall provide a joint
plan (within a prescribed time) to remove the racial imbalance in public housing in Coney Island.
The decision said:

bers of unions, policemen, firemen and other civil servants

to move into the area with their families to stabilize its

population.

The court quoted the holding in the Otero

decision that the housing authority's obligation

to integrate prevailed over any conflict with its

regulation giving occupancy preference in public

housing to former residents of urban renewal

Renting and construction patterns shall be modified to
encourage substantial numbers of whites and middle class
families with children to move into buildings constructed
with the aid of public funds. Plans should include advertising and inducements to encourage persons such as members of unions, policemen, firemen and other civil servants
to move into the area with their families to stabilize its
population.

sites.

Although the Government is not appealing

this decision in the Hart case, Federal adminis-

trative officials recognize its potential for affect-

ing actions by other courts to the extent of

drastically changing the administration of all ex-

isting and new public housing projects assisted

by the Federal Government, and possibly other

federally assisted housing.

A final significant development bearing on

the relationship of court decisions and program

administration in connection with the cases just

discussed should be noted. ln many of them, the

courts did not simply hand down decisions and

decrees, but retained active jurisdiction over the

controversies in order to assure that the courts'

orders were carried out both in letter and spirit.

Thus, to a degree generally unusual in judicial

practice, these courts have undertaken not only

to declare and clarify the law, but to assume a

considerable degree of supervisory responsibility

for rts faithful execution.

Protecting Against Local Government

Actions That Would Thwart Federal

Program Objectives

The current judicial decisions of this type

which have impact on Federal programs relate

chiefly to equal opportunity issues, and to the

rights of the poor who need low income housing,

especially rental accommodations.

Racial Bias: The courts generally have held

that local governments may not interfere with the

The court quoted the holding in the Otero
decision that the housing authority's obligation
to integrate prevailed over any conflict with its
regulation giving occupancy preference in public
housing to former residents of urban renewal
sites.
Although the Government is not appealing
this decision in the Hart case, Federal administrative officials recognize its potential for affecting actions by other courts to the extent of
drastically changing the administration of all existing and new public housing projects assisted
by the Federal Government, and possibly other
federally assisted housing.
A final significant development bearing on
the relationship of court decisions and program
administration in connection with the cases just
discussed should be noted. In many of them, the
courts did not simply hand down decisions and
decrees, but retained active jurisdiction over the
controversies in order to assure that the courts'
orders were carried out both in letter and spirit.
Thus, to a degree generally unusual in judicial
practice. these courts have undertaken not only
to declare and clarify the law, but to assume a
considerable degree of superviso y responsibility
for rts faithful execution .

production of federally assisted low and moder-

ate income housing by racial discriminatory zon-

ing or similar practices, regardless of whether

the actions of local officials were racially moti-
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Protecting Against Local Government
Actions That Would Thwart Federal
Program Objectives
The current judicial decisions of this type
which have impact on Federal programs relate
chiefly to equal opportunity issues, and to the
rights of the poor who need low income housing,
especially rental accommodations.
Racial Bias: The courts generally have held
that local governments may not interfere with the
production of federally assisted low and moderate income housing by racial discriminatory zoning or similar practices, regardless of whether
the actions of local officials were racially motivated. Thus, a district Federal court held unconstitutional an attempt by a city to block a federally assisted low income housing project for
Negroes by first zoning the area as a park and
later refusing sewer connections-Kennedy Park
Homes Association, Inc. v. City of Lackawanna,
New Yorky'
In the case of Dailey v. City of Lawton,
Oklahoma ~6 a Federal court of appeals held
that a refusal to grant a building permit and a
zoning change to permit a low income housing
project to proceed violated the Fourteenth
Amendment to the Constitution-racial motivation was found in that case. A similar decision
was given in Crow v. Brown,~7 involving a
turnkey public housing project near Atlanta, Ga.,
where a Federal court of appeals held that the
only basis on which the county denied building
permits was the belief that the housing would be
occupied by blacks in a predominantly white
area. A similar decision in Morales v. Haines ~g
involved section 235 housing.
In the Supreme Court decision of Nellie
Hunter v. Edward Erickson ,29 an ordinance of
the City of Akron, OhiO, was held in violation of
the Fourteenth Amendment because it required a
special type of referendum as a condition to the
"fair housing ordinance" becoming effective.
That was said to place a special procedural burden on racial minorities.
Two decisions of a court of appeals dealt
with racially segregated housing patterns in
Cleveland, Ohio: Banks v. Perk ~o and Mahaley
v. Cuyahoga Metropolitan Housing Authority.31
The former held that future public housing sites
:u Kennedy Park Homes Associetion, Inc., v. City 01 Lackawanna.
New York, 436 Fed. 2d 108 (1970)
,. Dailey v. City 01 Lawton, Oklahoma, 425 Fed. 2d 1037 (1970)
" Crow v. Brown, 332 Fed. Supp. 382 (1971)
'" Morales v. Heines. 349 Fed. Supp. 684 (1972)
"" Nellie Hunter v. Edward Erickson, 393 U.S. 385 (1969)
,. Banks v. Perk. ~ 1 Fed . Su p. 1175 (1972)
31 Mahaley v. C ¥ tl~
, t 0 1 ';:an Housing Author/ty. 355 Fed.
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must be located outside the city's area of racial

concentration, and that the absence of racial cri-

teria in the local housing authority's site selec-

tion procedure violated the Fourteenth Amend-

ment. The need to build low income housing

outside of the city confronted the local housing

authority with the problem dealt with in the sec-

ond decisionâthe refusal of suburban govern-

ments to enter into cooperation agreements re-

quired by Federal law as a condition to aid for

public housing projects. The court held such re-

fusals, if without logical basis, constitute racially

discriminatory actions, and ordered the housing

authority to prepare a plan for scattered sites in

the suburbs.

The effectiveness of such court action de-

pends on more than just the initial decision, as

was shown by the experience of the courts and

local agencies involved in the several Gautreaux

decisions in Chicago (some of which are cited

above). There the U.S. district court in Gautreaux

v. Chicago Housing Authority3- held in 1969 that

the public hausing program of the city was being

maintained on a racially discriminatory basis

with respect to site selection and tenant assign-

ment. A "preclearance" procedure with the ald-

erman of the ward of the proposed housing proj-

ect was especially condemned as a method of

excluding Negroes from white areas and produc-

ing a highly concentrated number of public

housing projects. The court prescribed specific

requirements for sites of future public housing in

the city with fixed percentages of units in rela-

tion to minority concentration. That decision was

upheld by the court of appeals.33 Thereafter the

district court was in a running battle with city of-

ficials and forced to issue specific decrees 31 on

the administrative steps the city and the Chicago

Housing Authority must take to proceed with

public housing. Officials of HUD were involved,

as reflected in litigation discussed earlier.

ln a more recent action (September 11,

1973), the district court denied a motion by the

plaintiff to require the Chicago Housing Authority

and HUD to plan and fund low rent public hous-

ing projects for the entire metropolitan area, the

motion being based upon court decisions involv-

ing school integration on a metropolitan basis.

However, the court did direct HUD to use "its

best efforts," and cooperate with the Chicago

Housing Authority, to increase the supply of pub-

lic housing within the City of Chicago, consistent

with applicable laws, regulations, and court

decrees.3" That decision is being appealed by

both sides.

Discrimination Against Poor: Where no ra-

cial bias exists, the role of the courts in protect-

ing the poor against discriminatory housing ac-

tions by local governments is much less

extensive and more loosely defined. Some deci-

must be located outside the city's area of racial
concentration, and that the absence of racial criteria in the local housing authority's site selection procedure violated the Fourteenth Amendment. The need to build low income housing
outside of the city confronted the local housing
authority with the problem dealt with in the second decision-the refusal of suburban governments to enter into cooperation agreements required by Federal law as a condition to aid for
public housing projects. The court held such refusals, if without logical basis, constitute racially
discriminatory actions, and ordered the housing
authority to prepare a plan for scattered sites in
the suburbs.
The effectiveness of such court action depends on more than just the initial decision, as
was shown by the experience of the courts and
local agencies involved in the several Gautreaux
decisions in Chicago (some of which are cited
above). There the U.S. district court in Gautreaux
v. Chicago Housing Authority :l~ he~d in 1969 that
the public hausing program of the city was being
maintained on a racially discriminatory basis
with respect to site selection and tenant assignment. A "preclearance" procedure with the alderman of the ward of the proposed housing project was especially condemned as a method of
excluding Negroes from white areas and producing a highly concentrated number of public
housing projects. The court prescribed specific
requirements for sites of future public housing in
the city with fixed percentages of units in relation to minority concentration. That decision was
upheld by the court of appeals.~:! Thereafter the
district court was in a running battle with city officials and forced to issue specific decrees:l l on
the administrative steps the city and the Chicago
Housing Authority must take to proceed with
public housing. Officials of HUD were involved,
as reflected in litigation discussed earlier.
In a more recent action (September 11,
1973), the district court denied a motion by the
plaintiff to require the Chicago Housing Authority
and HUD to plan and fund low rent public housing projects for the entire metropolitan area, the
motion being based upon court decisions involving school integration on a metropolitan basis.
However, the court did direct HUD to use "its
best efforts," and cooperate with the Chicago
Housing Authority, to increase the supply of pub-

sions have been recorded, however.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court held, for

example, in the Appeal of Kit-Mar Builders,

lnc.36 that a township's 2-acre or 3-acre single

family zoning was unconstitutional. lt stated that

a township could not arbitrarily decide who

would live in its boundaries, while disregarding

., Gautreaux v. Chicago Housing Authority. 296 Fed. SuPP. 907
(1969)
.' Gautraaux v. Chicago Housing Authority. 436 Fed. 2d 306 (1970).
certiorar; denied 402 U.S. 922 (1971)
"Gautreault v. Chicago Housing Authority . 342 Fed . Supp . 827
(1972); 363 Fed. Sup. 690 (1973)

lic housing within the City of Chicago, consistent
with applicable laws, regulations, and court
decreesY' That decision is being appealed by
both sides.
Discrimination Against Poor: Where no racial bias exists, the role of the courts in protecting the poor against discriminatory housing actions by local governments is much less
extensive and more loosely defined. Some decisions have been recorded, however.
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court held, for
example, in the Appeal of Kit-Mar Builders,
Inc.\!; that a township's 2-acre or 3-acre single
family zoning was unconstitutional. It stated that
a township could not arbitrarily decide who
would live in its boundaries, while disregarding
the interests of the entire area. Similarly, the
same court held in the Appeal of Girsh 37 that a
township zoning scheme that excluded apartments was unconstitutional. The court stated that
such action amounted to zoning out the people
who would be able to live in the township if
apartments were available.
A court of appeals in Southern Alameda
Spanish Speaking Organization (SASSO) v. City
of Union City, California 3S ruled on a city's zoning requirements that allegedly made it impossible to provide adequate housing for low income
families. The court refused to hold the ordinance
illegal until after a period of experience, but said
it may well be that a city is legally obligated to
see that its plan accommodates the needs of low
income families.
Assistance to the provision of public housing under existing cooperation agreements between a local housing authority and the city was
provided by two recent decisions involving
Cleveland, Ohio--Cuyahoga Metropolitan Housing Authority v. City of Cleveland :19 (two separate decisions carrying the same name in 1972
and 1973).
Perhaps the leading case in this area is
James v. Valtierra, 10 in which the Supreme
Court of the United States upheld a referendum
(a required procedure under the State constitution) deciding against a public housing project in
San Jose, Calif. (Referenda are very common
procedure in California.) There was no proof of
>c, Ibid.
,. The Appeal of Kit·Mar Builders. Inc. 268 AtL 2d 765 (1970)
"The Appeal of Girsh. 263 Atl. 2d 395 (1970)
'" Southern Alameda Spanish Speaking Organization v. Cffy 01
Union City. Californis. 424 Fed. 2d 291 (1970)
"" Cuyahoga Metropolitan Hous;ng Authority v. City 01 ClevelBnd,
342 Fed. SIIPP. 250 (.1 ~72); 474 Fed. 2d 1102 (1973) (separate
cases with Iq l FUi11.rl eHOm

.. Jame
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the interests of the entire area. Similarly, the

same court held in the Appeal of Girsh " that a

township zoning scheme that excluded apart-
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racial discrimination. The Court held the State

had the right to require a referendum on a mat-

ter, such as public housing, that involved local

public expenditures and actions.

This case is widely cited as authority for the

proposition that the equal protection clause of

the Fourteenth Amendment does not protect the

poor, as such, against housing discrimination,

and the case provided support, in part, for the

President's July 11, 1971, statement on Federal

policies relative to equal opportunity in housing.

Actually the Court was particularly careful in

that case to limit its decision to the facts in-

volved, relying heavily upon the referendum pro-

cedure (especially because of its great usage in

California) as well as the local government in-

volvement in a public housing project. The Court

said "... a lawmaking procedure that 'disad-

vantages' a particular group does not always

deny equal protection" (emphasis added), thus

distinguishing the case from those involving "in-

vidious" and "arbitrary" classifications which

have traditionally been held in great numbers to

violate the Equal Protection clause. lt seems rea-

sonable to assume that a classification by social

or economic strata in housing could be of such

a nature that it would be held to meet the tradi-

tional "invidious or arbitrary" tests. lf so, there

ls a basis for much further judicial impact on

local agency actions affecting housing.

Determining Validity of Impounding Housing

Program Funds

Because of the attention being given to this

subject currently, its importance is rather gener-

ally recognized. Much of the relevant litigation is

still pending.

racial discrimination. The Court held the State
had the right to require a referendum on a matter, such as public housing, that involved local
public expenditures and actions.
This case is widely cited as authority for the
proposition that the equal protection clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment does not protect the
poor, as such, against housing discrimination,
and the case provided support, in part, for the
President's July 11, 1971, statement on Federal
policies relative to equal opportunity in housing.
Actually the Court was particularly careful in
that case to limit its decision to the facts involved, relying heavily upon the referendum procedure (especially because of its great usage in
California) as well as the local government involvement in a public housing project. The Court
said .. . . . a lawmaking procedure that 'disadvantages' a particular group does not always
deny equal protection" (emphasis added), thus
distinguishing the case from those involving "invidious" and "arbitrary" classifications which
have traditionally been held in great numbers to
violate the Equal Protection clause. It seems reasonable to assume that a classification by social
or economic strata in housing could be of such
a nature that it would be held to meet the traditional "invidious or arbitrary" tests. If so, there
is a basis for much further judicial impact on
local agency actions affecting housing.

The validity of executive branch action in

suspending housing programs and impounding

housing funds was brought directly into issue in

the case of Commonwealth of Pennsylvania et al.

Determining Validity of Impounding Housing
Program Funds

v. James T. Lynn et a/.41 in the U.S. District

Court for the District of Columbia. Plaintiffs

brought a class action, on behalf of all appli-

cants for Federal financial assistance under the

section 235, the section 236, and the rent sup-

plement subsidy housing programs, to obtain in-

junctive relief to compel James T. Lynn, Secre-

tary of Housing and Urban Development, and

Roy L. Ash, Director of the Office of Manage-

ment and Budget, to begin reprocessing pending

" Commonwealth ol Pennsylvania el el. v. James T. Lynn el el.,

362 Fed. Supp. 1363 (1973); U.S. Court ol Appeals. D.C., No.

73-1635; Supreme Court ol the United States, October Term,

No. A.230 (1973)

or new applications for such assistance, which

were suspended by the Secretary on January 8,

1973.

On July 23, 1973, Judge Charles Dickey filed

his decision in the case, upholding the standing

of the plaintiffs to bring the class action, and

holding unlawful Secretary Lynn's suspension of

Because of the attention being given to this
subject currently, its importance is rather generally recognized. Much of the relevant litigation is
still pending.
The validity of executive branch action in
suspending housing programs and impounding
housing funds was brought directly into issue in
the case of Commonwealth of Pennsylvania et al.
v. James T. Lynn et al.~l in the U.S. District
Court for the District of Columbia. Plaintiffs
brought a class action, on behalf of all applicants for Federal financial assistance under the
section 235, the section 236, and the rent supplement subsidy housing programs, to obtain injunctive relief to compel James T. Lynn, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, and
Roy L. Ash, Director of the Office of Management and Budget, to begin reprocessing pending

the programs on January 8, 1973 and his refusal

to accept new applications or process applica-

41
tions pending on that date. The court enjoined

the Secretary from refusing to accept new appli-

cations or to process existing applications in ac-

Commonwellith of Pennsylven/lJ et III. v. JIJmes T. Lynn et 8/ .•
362 Fed. Supp. 1363 (1973); U.S. Court ot Appeals. D.C., No.
73-1835; Supreme Court ot the United St8t es, October 'Term,
No. A.230 (1973)

cord with his own regulations, and ordered him

to approve and complete the processing of those

projects found by him to be qualified under

those regulations. (A motion by Director Roy Ash

'54

or new applications for such assistance, which
were suspended by the Secretary on January 8,
1973.
On July 23, 1973, Judge Charles Dickey filed
his decision in the case, upholding the standing
of the plaintiffs to bring the class action, and
holding unlawful Secretary Lynn's suspension of
the programs on January 8, 1973 and his refusal
to accept new applications or process applications pending on that date. The court enjoined
the Secretary from refusing to accept new applications or to process existing applications in accord with his own regulations, and ordered him
to approve and complete the processing of those
projects found by him to be qualified under
those regulations. (A motion by Director Roy Ash
for dismissal as to himself was granted on the
alleged ground that the OMB does not, as a
technical matter, "apportion" obligational authority to enter into commitments such as those involved in these programs.)
The court decision in that case was based
on a conclusion that the provisioAS of several
enactments amounted to a mandate by the Congress that subsidy housing programs must continue without suspension, and that under the
Constitution only the Congress can change that
requirement. The court rejected defendant's argument that suspension and impounding are a
proper exercise of discretion pending a further
reevaluation of the programs that presented difficulties of administration consistent with congressional intent.
For that conclusion, the court relied heavily
on language in the Declaration of National Housing Policy in the Housing Act of 1949 calling for
"the realization as soon as feasible of the goal
of a decent home and a suitable living environment for every American family," and the statement that:
. , . The Department of Housing and Urban Development . . . shall exercise (its) powers, functions, or duties
under this or any other law, consistently with the national
housing policy declared by this Act and in such manner as
will facilitate sustained progress in obtaining the national
housing objectives hereby established.

Subsequent congressional actions, including repeated appropriations, were cited by the court
as showing a continuing intent to the same effect. Special emphasis was also given to the national housing goal in the Housing and Urban
Development Act of 1968, prescribing a specific
goal in terms of units to be produced, especially
the goal for housing for low income families, and
the declarati ~ n that , he highest priority be given
to that hous+/UP.' . e 'Pc Brt s ecifically held that
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the discretionary powers of the executive branch

under Article ll of the Constitution do not in-

clude authority to terminate or suspend indefi-

nitely a statutory program, such as involved

here, for the reason that Congress may see fit to

alter it later.

The above case has been appealed by Sec-

retary Lynn to the U.S. court of appeals. A stay

of judgment was denied by the district court and

by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of

Columbia, but Chief Justice Burger granted a

stay, and by a vote of 8 to 1, the Supreme Court

denied a motion to vacate that stay.42 That

meant, of course, that suspension of the pro-

grams could continue pending a decision on the

merits by the U.S. court of appeals. The appeal

has been argued in that court but no decision

has been rendered. (Since this section was writ-

ten, the circuit court handed down a decision re-

versing the trial court and sustaining the position

of the Government.)

During the week following the above deci-

sion by Judge Charles Dickey, he also held

unlawful the suspension of similar subsidy hous-

ing programs of the Farmers Home Administra-

tion (section 502 and section 512) on the same

grounds as expressed in the above decision

(Willard La Verne Pealo, et al. v. Farmers Home

Administration, et al.).43 The Government de-

cided not to appeal that decision, and the Farm-

ers Home Administration resumed processing ap-

plications under those programs.

ln the pending case of Augusto Guadamuz,

et al. v. Roy L Ash, Earl M. Butz, and James T.

Lynn,4* prospective beneficiaries under the Sec-

tion 312 Rehabilitation Loan Program of the De-

partment of Housing and Urban Development

and the Rural Environmental Assistance Program

of the Department of Agriculture seek to compel

the defendants to fund the programs at the maxi-

mum levels authorized by the Congress. On June

29, 1973, Judge Thomas A. Flannery granted pre-

liminary injunctive relief, ordering that the

"court's order shall constitute documentary evi-

dence of an obligation of the United States" of

the appropriated funds under the section 312

program of HUD that were impounded by the de-

fendants. Unless obligated by June 30, 1973,

those funds would have lapsed by statute. The

court indicated that its action would preserve the

opportunity for the court to decide the important

issue on the merits, and that substantial ques-

tions had been raised as to the powers of the

defendants to impound the funds. (The Rural En-

vironmental Assistance Program was not in-

cluded in this action as its funds did not lapse

June 30, 1973.)

ln 1972, a U.S. district court, in the case of

Housing Authority of the City and County of San

Francisco v. HUD,4S refused to take action to

the discretionary powers of the executive branch
under Article II of the Constitution do not include authority to terminate or suspend indefinitely a statutory program, such as involved
here, for the reason that Congress may see fit to
alter it later.
The above case has been appealed by Secretary Lynn to the U.S. court of appeals. A stay
of judgment was denied by the district court and
by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia, but Chief Justice Burger granted a
stay, and by a vote of 8 to 1, the Supreme Court
denied a motion to vacate that stay.4~ That
meant, of course, that suspension of the programs could continue pending a decision on the
merits by the U.S. court of appeals. The appeal
has been argued in that court but no decision
has been rendered. (Since this section was written, the circuit court handed down a decision reversing the trial court and sustaining the position
of the Government.)
During the week following the above decision by Judge Charles Dickey, he also held
unlawful the suspension of similar subsidy housing programs of the Farmers Home Administration (section 502 and section 512) on the same
grounds as expressed in the above decision
(Willard La Verne Pealo, et al. v. Farmers Home
Administration, et al.).43 The Government decided not to appeal that decision, and the Farmers Home Administration resumed processing applications under those programs.
In the pending case of Augusto Guadamuz,
et al. v. Roy L. Ash, Earl M. Butz, and James T.
Lynn,H prospective beneficiaries under the Section 312 Rehabilitation Loan Program of the Department of Housing and Urban Development
and the Rural Environmental Assistance Program
of the Department of Agriculture seek to compel
the defendants to fund the programs at the maximum levels authorized by the Congress. On June
29, 1973, Judge Thomas A. Flannery granted preliminary injunctive relief, ordering that the
"court's order shall constitute documentary evidence of an obligation of the United States" of
the appropriated funds under the section 312
program of HUD that were impounded by the defendants. Unless obligated by June 30, 1973,
those funds would have lapsed by statute. The
court indicated that its action would preserve the
opportunity for the court to decide the important

force the release of impounded urban renewal

funds which were needed by the housing author-

ity for its development programs for public hous-

ing. The court found that no statutory language

required by the executive branch to spend the

designated amount of funds appropriated, and

said the plaintiff was asking the court to deter-

mine when the President's conceded discretion-

ary authority becomes an abuse of discretion.

The court held that, in the absence of justiciable

"Ibid.
.. Willard La Verne Pealo et a/. v. Farmers Home Administration
et al .. 361 Fed. Supp. 1320 (1973)
.. Augusto Guadamuz et a/. v. Roy L. Ash, Earl M . Butz, an d James
T. Lynn, 368 Fed. sJpp. 1233 (1973)

issue on the merits, and that substantial questions had been raised as to the powers of the
defendants to impound the funds. (The Rural Environmental Assistance Program was not included in this action as its funds did not lapse
June 30, 1973.)
In 1972, a U.S. district court, in the case of
Housing Authority of the City and County of San
Francisco v, HUD,45 refused to take action to
force the release of impounded urban renewal
funds which were needed by the housing authority for its development programs for public housing. The court found that no statutory language
required by the executive branch to spend the
designated amount of funds appropriated, and
said the plaintiff was asking the court to determine when the President's conceded discretionary authority becomes an abuse of discretion.
The court held that, In the absence of justiciable
standards for making that determination, the
issue is a political one for resolution by the Congress.
A case that received much public attention
(State Highway Commission of Missouri v. John
Volpe, etc., and George Schultz) 46 had only limited re:evance to housing programs because of
unusual language in the applicable statute relating to State highway funds. (The court held that
language in the statute was precatory and not
mandatory-meaning, in effect, that it was the
sense of the Congress that the funds in question
not be impounded or withheld from obligation.
However, the court relied primarily on the specific statutory apportionment procedure, by DOT
for the States, preceding the appropriation, and
the provision that if a State's highway program is
approved
under that
procedure
there
is
"deemed" to be a contract to pay the State's
proportionate amount of the appropriated funds.)
A case involving another program is relevant to housing fund impoundment, but also
turned on special language in the authorizing
statute. Local 2677, American Federation of Government Employees v. Phillips 41 held illegal the
actions by the Acting Director of OEO to discontinue funding community action agencies and to
abolish OEO. Such actions were held to be contrary to the specific language of a 1972 amendment prescribing that the community action
agencies "shall" continue through June 30, 1975,
., HousIng Authority of the City and County of San FranCisco v.
HUD, 340 Fed. Supp. 654 (1972)
•• Stala Highway Commission of Missouri v. John Volpa and
George Schultz, (U.S. Court of Appeals, 8th Circuit, No .
4273), 41 lW. 2539 (1973)
41 Local 2677, Ql~
1 -; 11\1
flnlon of Govarnment Employees v .
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That unusual language was held to prevail over

budgetary or other executive actions. The court

said the Congress could terminate the program

either by changing the law or by not appropriat-

ing funds for it; Congress has done neither.

Determining Compliance with a Non-Housing

Federal ObjectiveâEnvironmental

That unusual language was held to prevail over
budgetary or other executive actions. The court
said the Congress could terminate the program
either by changing the law or by not appropriating funds for it; Congress has done neither.

Protection

The impact of the National Environmental

Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C.A. 4332), as inter-

preted by the courts, is analogous in a sense to

many other results of court decisions that have a

Determining Compliance with a Non-Housing
Federal Objective-Environmental
Protection

pervasive effect on housing program operations,

such as decisions on due process or other pro-

tections of individual rights. But decisions on en-

vironmental protection are much more than that.

Just as equal opportunity requirements added an

additional objective to housing programs, so did

environmental protection, but the latter is some-

what different in that its objectives are not quite

so related to housing as such.

It also has been said that one initial impact

of this act as interpreted by the courts has been

an unprecedented disturbance to orderly project

operations under HUD and other programs. To

the extent that this objection is correct, it may

well have been due, at least in considerable

part, to inadequate consideration being given in

all quarters to the significance of the original

legislation when it was being considered and en-

acted.

One initial impact of the decisions of lower

courts in this field is uncertaintyâas often oc-

curs when there are conflicting objectives of a

controversial nature. This can be illustrated by a

few decisions. One is the recent decision in San

Francisco Tomorrow v. George Romnvy,4* hold-

ing that HUD had not violated the act by enter-

ing into two amendments to an urban redevelop-

ment contract without filing an Environmental

Impact Statement (which is required by the act

in connection with each "major Federal action").

The amendments increased the amount of grants

for urban redevelopment and the amount of

grants for relocation activities in connection with

it, which the court refused to consider as

"major" Federal actions inasmuch as they car-

ried out the original loan and grant contract that

constituted the major Federal action. The same

decision, however, held that HUD violated these

provisions of the act by approving a change in

another redevelopment project from "an in-

Â«San Franc/sco Tomorrow v. George Romney. 342 Fed. Supp. 77

(1972); 472 Fed. 2d 1021 (1973)

dustrial park project to a neighborhood develop-

ment program."

The decision of Benjamin Jones v. James

Lynn19 held otherwise, in a case involving the

Fenway Park Urban Renewal Project in Boston,

Mass, which had been approved in 1967 but was

still substantially incomplete. The court of ap-

peals remanded a district court decision that had

denied injunctive relief under the act on the

The impact of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C.A. 4332), as interpreted by the courts, is analogous in a sense to
many other results of court decisions that have a
pervasive effect on housing program operations,
such as decisions on due process or other protections of individual rights. But decisions on environmental protection are much more than that.
Just as equal opportunity requirements added an
additional objective to housing programs, so did
environmental protection, but the latter is somewhat different in that its objectives are not quite
so related to housing as such.
It also has been said that one initial impact
of this act as interpreted by the courts has been
an unprecedented disturbance to orderly project
operations under HUO and other programs. To
the extent that this objection is correct, it may
well have been due, at least in considerable
part, to inadequate consideration being given in
all quarters to the significance of the original
legislation when it was being considered and enacted.
One initial impact of the decisions of lower
courts in this field is uncertainty-as often occurs when there are conflicting objectives of a
controversial nature. This can be illustrated by a
few decisions. One is the recent decision in San
Francisco Tomorrow v. George Romnt:Jy,~~ holding that HUO had not violated the act by entering into two amendments to an urban redevelopment contract without filing an Environmental
Impact Statement (which is required by the act
in connection with each "major Federal action").
The amendments increased the amount of grants
for urban redevelopment and the amount of
grants for relocation activities in connection with
it, which the court refused to consider as
"major" Federal actions inasmuch as they carried out the original loan and grant contract that
constituted the major Federal action. The same
decision, however, held that HUO violated these
provisions of the act by approving a change in
another redevelopment project from "an in-

basis that amendments to the original urban re-

newal contract to increase relocation grants and

a temporary loan authorization did not constitute

.. San Francisco Tomorrow v. Gllorgll Romn llY. 342 Fed. Su pp. 77
(1972); 472 Fed. 2d 102 ~ (1973)

"major Federal actions." The court of appeals

held that the amendments could be major Fed-

eral actions that affect the environment through

changes in relocation and otherwise. It continued
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dustrial park project to a neighborhood development program."
The decision of Benjamin Jones v. James
Lynn~9 held otherwise, in a case involving the
Fenway Park Urban Renewal Project in Boston,
Mass. which had been approved in 1967 but was
still substantially incomplete. The court of appeals remanded a district court decision that had
denied injunctive relief under the act on the
basis that amendments to the original urban renewal contract to increase relocation grants and
a temporary loan authorization did not constitute
"major Federal actions." The court of appeals
held that the amendments could be major Federal actions that affect the environment through
changes in relocation and otherwise. It continued
a temporary stay of construction pending the
district court's reexamination and detailed findings on relevant factors. The decision also contained the suggestion to the district court that, if
planning indicates the need for further financial
assistance, the court should "order HUO" to
conduct an environmental study of the entire
project to determine what changes can still be
made and to inform the community of what the
impact will be, what adverse effects cannot be
avoided, and what irretrievable commitments of
resources are involved when the plan is fulfilled.
The recent decision in Brotherhood Blocks
Association of Sunset Park v. Secretary of
HUD [,0 involved a proposed auction of 182 properties in Kings County, New York, that had been
acquired by the Secretary under the home mortgage insurance programs and had not been sold
under previous offers. The properties were once
improved, but the buildings had been demolished; they were largely scattered sites, and
they were in rundown parts of the area. In accordance with its issuances, HUO had prepared,
in connection with the proposed sale, a special
environment clearance (or "negative impact
statement") which concluded that an environmental impact statement under the National Environmental Policy Act was unnecessary because
the sale would simply substitute one owner for
another and not affect the environment.
The court held that the clearance document
was inadequate because the public, including individual community groups, was not given a
voice in framing the decision, and that the public
was entitled to advance notice of the sale and
an opportunity to submit relevant data. The bulk
•• Beniamln Jones v. James Lynn. 354 Fed . SuPP. 433 (1973); 477
Fed . 2d 885 (1973)
'" Brotherhood Blocks Association 01 Sunset Park et al. v. Secretary 01 HU D
INfLl c(. r!~ip,~k Association, Combined Block
Association, 4
Fed~ cI l-S:lE (1973)
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sale of so many propertiesâas distinguished

from individual salesâwas held to constitute a

"major Federal action" requiring public partici-

pation or the preparation of a special environ-

mental impact statement under the act. lt had

been alleged that the auction sale would result

in purchase by speculators who would hold the

land undeveloped and thus contribute to further

urban decay in the area. The court stated public

participation in the proposed sale might have re-

sulted in an acceptable alternative.

That decision may be compared to another,

Nucleus of Chicago Homeowners Association v.

James Lynn," in which the court concluded that

a similar "negative impact statement" was ade-

quate in the case of a proposed public housing

project. lt had been alleged that the environment

of the project would be adversely affected by its

tenants, because public housing tenants are

prone to crime, violence, and other undesirable

qualities. The court held that "environmental im-

pact," within the meaning of the act, cannot be

reasonably construed to include a class of per-

sons per se, and therefore the social and eco-

nomic characteristics of the potential occupants

of public housing are not decisive in determining

whether an environmental impact statement is

required under the act. The court also pointed to

conflicting evidence given in the case on the

subject, and expressed doubt as to whether psy-

chological and sociological effects upon neigh-

bors lend themselves to measurement.

Charting Course Through Conflicting Laws

One of the major contributions of the judici-

ary to Federal programs such as housing is the

resolution of conflicting, or apparently conflict-

ing, statutes applying to program operations.

Such conflicting statutes can be of widely differ-

ent types: different provisions in a single Federal

sale of so many properties-as distinguished
from individual sales-was held to constitute a
"major Federal action" requiring public participation or the preparation of a special environmental impact statement under the act. It had
been alleged that the auction sale would result
in purchase by speculators who would hold the
land undeveloped and thus contribute to further
urban decay in the area. The court stated public
participation in the proposed sale might have resulted in an acceptable alternative.
That decision may be compared to another,
Nucleus of Chicago Homeowners Association v.
James Lynn,''! in which the court concluded that
a similar "negative impact statement" was adequate in the case of a proposed public housing
project. It had been alleged that the environment
of the project would be adversely affected by its
tenants, because public housing tenants are
prone to crime, violence, and other undesirable
qualities. The court held that "environmental impact," within the meaning of the act, cannot be
reasonably construed to include a class of persons per se, and therefore the social and economic characteristics of the potential occupants
of public housing are not decisive in determining
whether an environmental impact statement is
required under the act. The court also pOinted to
conflicting evidence given in the case on the
subject, and expressed doubt as to whether psychological and SOCiological effects upon neighbors lend themselves to measurement.

enactment, in separate Federal statutes, in sepa-

rate State statutes within the same or different

Charting Course Through Conflicting Laws

States, or in a Federal and a State statute. One

of the best examples involves the separate sov-

ereign powers of the State and the Federal Gov-

ernment, as indicated below in two very recent

decisions.

The case of Charles Baker v. William

Donovan " dealt with the apparently conflicting

statutes and regulations of the Federal Govern-

ment and the State to fix rentals in a local public

housing project financed by the Federal Govern-

ment. Tenants in a public housing project of the

City of Newport, R.l., whose rentals were being

adjusted upward with their incomes in accord-

ance with usual procedures under contracts pur-

suant to the U.S. Housing Act of 1937, claimed

that such action violated a State rent-freeze stat-

ute. lt was alleged especially that the rent in-

crease violated a provision of the State statute

specifically prohibiting a housing authority from

increasing any rental on the basis of an increase

One of the major contributions of the judiciary to Federal programs such as housing is the
resolution of conflicting, or apparently conflicting, statutes applying to program operations.
Such conflicting statutes can be of widely different types: different provisions in a single Federal
enactment, in separate Federal statutes, in separate State statutes within the same or different
States, or in a Federal and a State statute. One
of the best examples involves the separate sovereign powers of the State and the Federal Government, as indicated below in two very recent
decisions.
The case of Charles Baker v. William
Donovan ~~ dealt with the apparently conflicting
statutes and regulations of the Federal Government and the State to fix rentals in a local public

in family income for a period of one year after

such increase in income. The State law also said

II
that the statute should apply only where not in-

consistent with the U.S. Housing Act of 1937 and

U
regulations thereunder. However, the applicable

Federal contract provided that income limits and

Nucleus 01 Chicago Homeowner! Assoclalion el a/. v. James
Lynn, (U.S. D.C., Northern Diatrict 01 IIlinoia, Eastern Division,
No. 72-C.1197) (1973)
Charle! Baker el a/. v. Wi/llam Dono van, Supreme Court 01
Rhode Island (No. 1645-appeal) (1973)

housing project financed by the Federal Government. Tenants in a public housing project of the
City of Newport, R.I., whose rentals were being
adjusted upward with their incomes in accordance with usual procedures under contracts pursuant to the U.S. Housing Act of 1937, claimed
that such action violated a State rent-freeze statute. It was alleged especially that the rent increase violated a provision of the State statute
specifically prohibiting a housing authority from
increasing any rental on the basis of an increase
in family income for a period of one year after
such increase in income. The State law also said
that the statute should apply only where not inconsistent with the U.S. Housing Act of 1937 and
regulations thereunder. However, the applicable
Federal contract provided that income limits and
rents fixed by the local housing authority must
meet the requirements of local laws. It was also
contended that the Federal statute was silent on
the specific time when rent increases were to
take effect, and therefore the State law, which
was specific on the matter, should prevail.
The Supreme Court of Rhode Island held
that the rent increases in accordance with Federal law were valid, and that the State rentfreeze provisions did not prevail. It was found
that silence in the Federal statute on the specific
time of the rent increase was not controlling, as
the court would look to the entire statute to determine its intent, and the core of its philosophy
was the adjustment of rentals to incomes, both
in cases of increases and decreases. It was unreasonable, said the court, to ascribe "to the
Federal lawmakers an intention to allow their
own work to be rendered inefficacious and nugatory by state law."
The case of Housing Authority of the City of
New Haven v. Dorsey:>3 dealt with an alleged
conflict of State and Federal law concerning tenants in a public housing project serving on the
board of commissioners of a local housing authority. The commissioners constituted the governing body of the housing authority in the case.
It had been created by the city pursuant to State
law, and owned and managed the public housing
project.
The State attorney general had ruled that
two public housing tenants serving as commissioners of the housing authority were holding
office in violation of a State statute prohibiting
such commissioners from "acquiring any inter>J

Housing Aurhortry 01 rhe Cily 01 New Haven el a/. v. Donald
Dorsey. 9."'''{p('1.isslOner. De srlmenl 01 Community Affairs el III.
288 All. 2-/1 :!;tI4
9'7Q'~ d urlorsri denied by Supreme Court

'l

0UM" ER5t~' F I mCH1t5
r

~ o 42 LW. 3010 and 3306)

rents fixed by the local housing authority must

meet the requirements of local laws. lt was also

contended that the Federal statute was silent on
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est, direct or indirect, in any housing project."

Those commissioners claimed that Federal law

and regulation required that public housing ten-

ants be made eligible to serve as commissioners

and that under the doctrine of Federal suprem-

acy, the Connecticut law must bow to Federal

statutes and contracts, citing a 1970 amendment

to the U.S. Housing Act of 1937:

lt is the sense of the Congress that no person should

be barred from serving on the board of directors or similar

governing body of a local public housing agency because

est, direct or indirect, in any housing project."
Those commissioners claimed that Federal law
and regulation required that public housing tenants be made eligible to serve as commissioners
and that under the doctrine of Federal supremacy, the Connecticut law must bow to Federal
statutes and contracts, citing a 1970 amendment
to the U.S. Housing Act of 1937:

of his tenancy in a low rent housing project.

The Supreme Court of Connecticut upheld

the attorney general's position, relying on the

State legislature's acquiescence in that position

by not amending, at subsequent sessions the

It is the sense 01 the
be barred from serving on
governing body 01 a local
of his tenancy In a low rent

Congress that no person should
the board 01 directors or similar
public housing agency because
housing project.

statute he interpreted. That court also pointed to

the common law conflict of interest inherent in a

commissioner acting on matters affecting his

personal interest, such as establishing the

amount of rentals for units in the project. The

court held that the "sense of the Congress" pro-

vision did not make it mandatory that States per-

mit tenants to be commissioners, pointing to an-

other declaration in the U.S. Housing Act of 1937

that purports to "vest in the local public housing

agencies the maximum amount of responsibility."

The Supreme Court of the United States

denied certiorari in that case.51

Decisions Affecting Program Operations

This category is the least dramatic and per-

haps the most pervasive of all. lt is least dra-

matic because it does not necessarily deal with

whether a program can go forward at all, or

whether it does so with its broad scope or fair-

ness, but only with the way in which it goes for-

The Supreme Court of Connecticut upheld
the attorney general's position, relying on the
State legislature's acquiescence in that position
by not amending, at subsequent sessions the
statute he interpreted. That court also pointed to
the common law conflict of interest inherent in a
commissioner acting on matters affecting his
personal interest, such as establishing the
amount of rentals for units in the project. The
court held that the "sense of the Congress" provision did not make it mandatory that States permit tenants to be commissioners, pointing to another declaration in the U.S. Housing Act of 1937
that purports to "vest in the local public housing
agencies the maximum amount of responsibility."
The Supreme Court of the United States
denied certiorari in that case."1

ward. lt is the most pervasive category because

of the countless constitutional and legal issues

Decisions Affecting Program Operations

that may affect day-to-day operations. Further,

while the impact of this category of judicial deci-

sions is not necessarily dramatic, it may in some

cases prove to be dramaticâto the extent of

greatly delaying major projects, or adding signifi-

cantly to program cost, or radically altering the

direction of a program for better or worse.

Because of the virtually unlimited numbers

of cases that affect program operations, the dis-

cussion under this category will be limited to a

few examples relating to due process in evic-

tions and rent increases, grievance procedures,

relocation rights, freedom of information, and ad-

ministrative actions.

Tenant Due Process Rights: ln the 1930 s

managers of low rent public housing projects

were generally told by local public housing

agency lawyers that evictions of tenants could

be legally governed by the same procedures as

those customarily governing evictions from pri-

vate housing. That is to say, when a tenant was

evicted for nonpayment of rent, or disturbing the

peace of other tenants, or for other apparently

good reasons, there was no need for formal no-

tices, hearings, findings of fact, or other formal

procedural safeguards associated with govern-

This category is the least dramatic and perhaps the most pervasive of all. It is least dramatic because it does not necessarily deal with
whether a program can go forward at all, or
whether it does so with its broad scope or fairness, but only with the way in which it goes forward. It is the most pervasive category because
of the countless constitutional and legal issues
that may affect day-to-day operations. Further,
while the impact of this category of judicial decisions is not necessarily dramatic, it may in some
cases prove to be dramatic-to the extent of
greatly delaying major projects, or adding significantly to program cost, or radically altering the
direction of a program for better or worse.
Because of the virtually unlimited numbers
of cases that affect program operations, the discussion under this category will be limited to a
few examples relating to due process in evictions and rent increases, grievance procedures,
relocation rights, freedom of information, and administrative actions.

was considered to be acting in a "proprietary"

"Ibid.
rather than governmental capacity. Regardless of

whether this advice was sound when given, it

lenged. When procedural safeguards were ap-

... Escalera v. New York C,ty Housing AuthOrity. 425 Fed. 2d 853
(1970)
:..l See
McQuee
,v . • Dru~e!. 317 Fed. Supp 1122 (1970)
., Nellie Potter
1 .1 \ Ip ~ . Manor Apartments. HUD. rtt .,.,

a

mental action. The local public housing agency

was followed for many years and seldom chal-

Tenant Due Process Rights: In the 1930's
managers of low rent public housing projects
were generally told by local public housing
agency lawyers that evictions of tenants could
be legally governed by the same procedures as
those customarily governing evictions from private housing. That is to say, when a tenant was
evicted for nonpayment of rent, or disturbing the
peace of other tenants, or for other apparently
good reasons, there was no need for formal notices, hearings, findings of fact, or other formal
procedural safeguards associated with governmental aC:ion. The local public housing agency
was considered to be acting in a "proprietary"
rather than governmental capacity. Regardless of
whether this advice was sound when given, it
was followed for many years and seldom challe~ged. When procedural safeguards were applied to eviction proceedings, it was done as a
matter of discretion rather than in recognition of
tenants' rights.
More recently, judicial decisions have held
that the tenants of public housing are entitled to
~overnmental due process in eviction proceedIngs. In one case arising in New York,"; the tenant was held to be entitled to a written statement
of the charges against him, a copy of applicable
rules and regulations, access to all information
contained in a folder which might be relied on
by the board hearing his case, the right to confront and cross examine those who supplied the
inf~rmation against him, an impartial hearing examiner, and a decision with findings of facts and
reasons.
In other cases, the courts have extended
some of the due process requirements applicab~e to p~blic housing to governmentally subsidized prrvate housing. Thus, a Federal district
court in Massachusetts C.1l extended to a tenant
of a p~ivately owned housing project assisted by
a low-interest-rate loan under the National Housing Act (section 221 (d)(3)) , and by partial local
real estate tax abatement, the right to notice as
to the grounds of his eviction, even though his
lease had expi red. The court also held that a
landlord could not evict a tenant in retaliation
for "organizing" other tenants, because that was
a violation of the tenant's First Amendment
rights. (However, a contrary decision~; was
reached very recently by a Federal district court
in Idaho which held that a tenant in a section
236 project (with additional Federal rent supple-
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ment assistance) had no right to notice and an

administrative hearing prior to a refusal to renew

or a decision to terminate his lease.)

Decisions such as these assert values relat-

ing to fairness and other constitutional rights

that can well be viewed both as desirable in

themselves and as contributing to the betterment

of the Federal housing programs. But it is also

true that these values are served at some cost in

money, time, and convenience to other tenants.

It takes manpower, time, and money to comply

with the added procedural safeguards, and doing

so does change the way in which the programs

work. In the two eviction cases cited, the record

shows that there were grounds for urging more

speedy eviction than is generally possible in a

formal proceeding. There were charges against

the several tenants in these casesâor against

members of their familiesâthat included narcot-

ics law violations, statutory rape, frequent dam-

age to leased property, and a pattern of re-

peated delinquency in paying rent. The very

seriousness of such charges provides reasons

both for speedy evictions, if the charges can

quickly be proven, and for procedural safe-

guards, even though time-consuming, commen-

surate with the importance to the tenants of the

assurance that they not be wrongly found to be

at fault. It is understandable, then, that the

courts are more likely to rule in favor of rela-

tively formal hearings in these eviction cases

and against formal hearings in the "rent in-

crease" cases next discussed.

Due Process in Rent Increases: From the in-

ception of the FHA rental housing program, FHA

reserved power of control over rents as an inci-

dent of the exercise of its administrative discre-

tion. Its concern was with the program as a

wholeâthat is, how to obtain maximum produc-

tion of good housing at fair and moderate rentals

in the program as a whole. It was felt both by

the Congress and the FHA during the 1930's that

an attempt to impose rent controls through for-

mal trial-type hearings, with full participation of

tenants, would result in drastically lowered pro-

duction of moderately priced housing aided by

the FHA. Consistent with this view, rents were

set initially on the basis of overall market condi-

tions and estimated project costs, with consider-

ation being given to keeping rents low while as-

suring a fair profit to the owners and a margin of

income that would be useful in safeguarding the

FHA insurance fund. Landlords were permitted to

adjust rentalsâas among individual units within

a projectâprovided that the total rent roll was

within an agreed-upon limit, instead of being told

what the rent should be for each apartment.

Also, rent increases were approved from time to

time based on rising operating costs and taxes

in the locality as a whole.

More detailed reviews of rentals for individ-

ual units were made when the FHA acted as

agent for Federal rent control agencies during

World War II, but these reviews were based on

rent control laws rather than on the National

Housing Act.

Some inroads have been made very re-

ment assistance) had no right to notice and an
administrative hearing prior to a refusal to renew
or a decision to terminate his lease.)
Decisions such as these assert values relating to fai rness and other constitutional rights
that can well be viewed both as desirable in
themselves and as contributing to the betterment
of the Federal housing programs. But it is also
true that these values are served at some cost in
money, time, and convenience to other tenants.
It takes manpower, time, and money to comply
with the added procedural safeguards, and doing
so does change the way in which the programs
work. In the two eviction cases cited, the record
shows that there were grounds for urging more
speedy eviction than is generally possible in a
formal proceeding. There were charges against
the several tenants in these cases-or against
members of their families-that included narcotics law violations, statutory rape, frequent damage to leased property, and a pattern of repeated delinquency in paying rent. The very
seriousness of such charges provides reasons
both for speedy evictions, if the charges can
quickly be proven, and for procedural safeguards, even though time-consuming, commensurate with the importance to the tenants of the
assurance that they not be wrongly found to be
at fault. It is understandable, then, that the
courts are more likely to rule in favor of relatively formal hearings in these eviction cases
and against formal hearings in the "rent increase" cases next discussed.
Due Process in Rent Increases: From the inception of the FHA rental housing program, FHA
reserved power of control over rents as an incident of the exercise of its administrative discretion. Its concern was with the program as a
whole-that is, how to obtain maximum production of good housing at fair and moderate rentals
in the program as a whole. It was felt both by
the Congress and the FHA during the 1930's that
an attempt to impose rent controls through formal trial-type hearings, with full participation of
tenants, would result in drastically lowered production of moderately priced housing aided by
the FHA. Consistent with this view, rents were
set initially on the basis of overall market conditions and estimated project costs, with consideration being given to keeping rents low while assuring a fair profit to the owners and a margin of
income that would be useful in safeguarding the
FHA insurance fund. Landlords were permitted to
adjust rentals-as among individual units within
a project-provided that the total rent roll was
within an agreed-upon lim it, instead of bei ng told

what the rent should be for each apartment.
Also, rent increases were approved from time to
time based on rising operating costs and taxes
in the locality as a whole.
More detailed reviews of rentals for individual units were made when the FHA acted as
agent for Federal rent control agencies during
World War II, but these reviews were based on
rent control laws rather than on the National
Housing Act.
Some inroads have been made very recently, however, in the exemption of FHA rental
housing from due process requirements for tenants objecting to rent increases. In the case of
Marshall v. Lynn,'" the Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia held that tenants in a section 221 (d)(3) rental project (with the below-market interest rate subsidy) have rights to notice of
a proposed increase in rentals and an opportunity to object in writing before the rents are
increased. Although less than a formal hearing,
that procedure puts private rental housing with
subsidy assistance more on a par with public
housing in the case of rent increases, as was
done with respect to private subsidized housing
in the case of eviction, as mentioned above.
In another case (Tenants' Council of Tiber
Island v. Lynn ~'!I), the same court denied such due
process rights to tenants in an FHA section 220
rental project, where no overt Government subsidy is given. The court made the distinction between section 221 (d)(3), where reasonable rentals" are required for the benefit of tenants, and
the section 220 program, where rentals are not
regulated for the benefit of tenants and the program is designed to provide housing to assist in
eliminating slum conditions from urban renewal
areas. Plaintiffs in this case have filed a petition
for certiorari to the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. A Federal district court has
held recently that even in a section 221 (d}(3)
project, the tenants do not have a constitutional
right to notice and hearing on rental increases
(AI Harlib v. Romney)."o
Traditionally, the courts have held that the
tenant does not have the same claim under the
Constitution to participate in a hearing where the
issue is rental levels in FHA housing as in one
where the issue is eviction for good cause. TypiII

'" Elizabeh Marshall fit a/. v. James Lynn et a/., United siaies
Courl of Appeals for Ihe Dlslricl of Columbia (No. 71-1786)

(1973)
"Tenants Council 01 Tiber Island fit a/. Y. Jllmes Lynn fll a/.,
Unlled Stales Court of Appea:s for the Dislrlct of Columbia
(No 71-193 l1W il g,1~ al from
no AI Har/{b el a/.
. GflO/fJ fI Rp mnfl
et a/., (U.s.D.C. Northern
Dlst I.#JW H ~!iHV E()tt e 112.1
o. 72C2550) (1973)
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cently, however, in the exemption of FHA rental

housing from due process requirements for ten-

ants objecting to rent increases. In the case of
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cal of the case law on this point is a recent de-

cision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sec-

ond Circuit.61 The court there stated:

Congress has made clear not only in the statutory lan-

guage Â§221 (a) . . ., but ln a relevant committee report that

cal of the case law on this pOint is a recent decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.fil The court there stated:

the purpose of the Â§221(d)(3) program was to promote "the

construction of housing by private enterprise" .... By

leaving rent control in such projects to a regulatory agree-

ment between the Secretary and the mortgagor . . ., Con-

gress indicated its belief that a mandatory provision for

subjecting all rent increases in such projects to what

would amount to a full-fledged public utility rate proceed-

ing with the expense and delay necessarily incident thereto

might well kill the goose "in solicitude for the eggs."

Turning to judicial review, the court also

stated:

Congress has made clear not only in the statutory language §221 (a) . . . , but in a relevant committee report that
the purpose of the §221 (d)(3) program was to promote "the
construction of housing by private enterprise" . . . . By
leaving rent control in such projects to a regulatory agreement between the Secretary and the mortgagor . . . , Congress indicated its belief that a mandatory provision for
subjecting all rent increases in such projects to what
would amount to a full-fledged public utility rate proceeding with the expense and delay necessarily Incident thereto
might well kill the goose "in solicitude for the eggs."

lt would be most unusual for Congress to subject to

judicial review discretionary action by an agency in admin-

istering a contract which Congress authorized it to make.

Turning to judicial review, the court a:so
stated:

Other factors tending in the direction of nonreviewability

are the managerial nature of the responsibilities confided

to the FHA, ... the need for expedition to achieve the

Congressional objective, . . . and the quantity of appeals

that would result if FHA authorizations to increase rents

were held reviewable.

lf the court is correct in its reference to

"killing the goose," the judicial restraint exhib-

ited ln this decision and another decision "â¢â¢'

It would be most unusual for Congress to subject to
judicial review discretionary action by an agency in administering a contract which Congress authorized it to make.
Other factors tending in the direction of non reviewability
are the managerial nature of the responsibilities confided
to the FHA, . . . the need for expedition to achieve the
Congressional objective, . . . and the Quantity of appeals
that would result if FHA authorizations to increase rents
were held reviewable.

there cited, could make the difference between

the survival of FHA rental housing programs dur-

ing the mid-1970's and their gradual withering

away.

Different considerations apply to rent in-

creases in low rent public housing. Courts have

held that "due process" requires public housing

tenants to be given advance notice and an oppor-

tunity to file written objections prior to an

across-the-board service charge or rent in-

crease. While a full hearing is considered unduly

burdensome, notice and an opportunity to be

heard have been held necessary because the in-

creases are "State actions"63 under the Four-

teenth Amendment.64 The FHA cases have re-

ferred expressly to the fact that the FHA does

not itself initiate proposed rent increases in pri-

vately owned housing that it aids. That is, the

rent increases do not constitute State action,

and the review by FHA involves the application

of discretion to accomplish a number of pur-

posesâincluding the encouragement of housing

" Langavin v. Chenango Court, inc., 447 Fed. 2d 296 (1971)

"Hahn v. Goillalb, 430 Fed. 2d 1243 (1970)

â¢Â» See Burr v. New Rochelle Municipal Housing Authority, 347 Fed.

Supp. 1202 (1972); 479 Fed. 2d 1165 (1973)

" Thompaon at al. v. Washington, Lynn, National Capital Hous-

ing Authority, et al., United States Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia (No. 71-2049) (1973)

If the court is correct in its reference to
"killing the goose," the judicial restraint exhib-·
ited in this decision and another decision G~
there cited, could make the difference between
the survival of FHA rental housing programs during the mid-1970's and their gradual withering
away.
Different considerations apply to rent increases in low rent public housing. Courts have
held that "due process" requires public housing
tenants to be given advance notice and an opportunity to file written objections prior to an
across-the-board service charge or rent increase. While a full hearing is considered unduly
burdensome, notice and an opportunity to be
heard have been held necessary because the increases are "State actions" 63 under the Fourteenth Amendment.r.4 The FHA cases have referred expressly to the fact that the FHA does
not itself initiate proposed rent increases in privately owned housing that it aids. That is, the
rent increases do not constitute State action,
and the review by FHA involves the application
of discretion to accomplish a number of purposes-including the encouragement of housing

productionâthat are not limited to the achieve-

ment of low rents.

HUD Grievance Procedures: Because of the

increasing constitutional rights of public housing

tenants being recognized by the courts, HUD

began to formalize those new rights in agency

issuances in order to obtain uniformity on a na-

tional basis and assure equitable treatment. One

of those issuances, which became involved imme-

diately in litigation (Joyce Thorpe v. Housing Au-

thority of the City of Durham, 196965, said, in

effect, that no tenant should be given notice to

vacate without being told by the local housing

.. Langevin v. Chenango Court, Inc., 447 Fed. 2d 296 (t971)
OJ Hahn v. Gotllelb, 430 Fed. 2d 1243 (1970)
os See Burr v. New Rochelle Municipal Housing Authority. 347 Fed.
Supp. 1202 (1972); 479 Fed. 2d 1165 (1973)
.. Thompson et a/. v. Washington. Lynn, Nlllional Capital Housing Authority. et a/ .• United States Court of Appeals fo r the
District of COlumbia (No. 71-2049) (197~)

production-that are not limited to the achievement of low rents.
HUD Grievance Procedures: Because of the
increasing constitutional rights of public housing
tenants being recognized by the courts, HUD
began to formalize those new rights in agency
issuances in order to obtain uniformity on a national basis and assure equitable treatment. One
of those issuances, which became involved immediately in litigation (Joyce Thorpe v. Housing Authority of the City of Durham, 1969 6 5, said, in
effect, that no tenant should be given notice to
vacate without being told by the local housing
authority the reasons for the eviction and given
an opportunity to make such reply or explanation
as he may wish. In that case, the Supreme Court
upheld the validity of the issuance and found it
to be mandatory on local housing authorities.
The basis of that Supreme Court decision is
extremely important in terms of HUD's legal authority over the management of all public housing projects assisted under the U.S. Housing Act
of 1937. The Court decided that the rulemaking
power under section 8 of the act is an independent authority for HUD to regulate the management of public housing projects (whether existing or new) if the regulation is related to the
purposes of the enabling legislation. Against the
argument that this impairs the obligations of
contracts already entered into between HUD and
the local housing authorities, the Court held that
the regulatory authority is supplementary and
valid as applied in the case. That decision was
reached notwithstanding language in the act
that:
It is the policy of the United States to vest in the local
public housing agencies the maximum amount of responsiblity in the administration of the low-rent housing program . . . with due consideration to accomplishing the
objectives of this Act while effecting economies.

As a result of the increasing rights that the
courts afford tenants in public housing, and the
resulting pressure from tenants' organizations,
HUD developed comprehensive circulars on the
subject which were issued in 1971 after much
discussion and clearance with organizations of
local housing authorities. Those circulars, known
as Grievance Procedures, required that a tenant's lease recognize certain minimum rights and
obligations, and established safeguards for the
settling of a tenant's grievances, including the
right to an administrative hearing before an impartial board or official on any alleged violation
.. Joyce Thorpe
U.S.

. rl(§~q1 . 1 ._ ;al Prlty 01 the City 01 Durham, 393
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of rules by him. The decision of the board was

to be final unless changed by court action.

Notwithstanding the Thorpe decision, the

circulars were soon subjected to strong attack in

the Congress and in the courts by a relatively

small group of local housing authorities. They

claimed that the circulars were unconstitutional,

and were unauthorized because of the statutory

language quoted above.

ln Housing Authority of the City of Omaha,

Nebraska v. United States Housing Authority,66 a

U.S. district court enjoined the application of the

above procedures on the petition of several local

housing authorities. The Court of Appeals of the

Eighth Circuit reversed the district court, and the

Supreme Court of the United States denied certior-

ari. The court of appeals decision relied on the

Thorpe decision, emphasizing HUD's rulemaking

powers and its duty to supervise local housing

authorities and police its contracts with them to

assure compliance with the authorizing statute.

Relocation Rights and Payments: With re-

gard to the requirement in the urban renewal law

that there be, or that there is being provided, ad-

equate replacement housing for families dis-

placed by urban renewal activities, there was a

tendency for many years on the part of Federal

urban renewal officials and the courts to take at

face value assurances by local urban renewal

agencies that this requirement was being met.

Unfortunately, many local renewal officials

tended to rely on the availability to urban re-

newal displacees of housing that was also being

relied on to serve the needs of many others

being displaced by other public or private ac-

tions.

Understandably, dissatisfaction with this

state of affairs led to widespread litigation and a

line of cases (a leading case being Western Ad-

dition Community Organization v. Weaver6")

holding that persons displaced or about to be

displaced from an urban renewal project have

legal standing to challenge the viability and ade-

quacy of the local relocation plan. The immedi-

ate effect of these decisions was, of course, to

provide benefits and avoid hardships in accord-

ance with the intent of the law as enacted.

More important, however, was the strong

reinforcement that these decisions gave to a

change already taking place in the general direc-

tion of the program as a whole. That is, large

clearance projects involving widespread disloca-

tion of residents were far less likely than before

to even be considered or planned, let alone un-

dertaken.

Until a few years ago, it had been the policy

of the HHFA and HUD to recommend, and the

Congress to enact, provisions that required 100

percent of the cost of relocation payments to be

paid by the Federal Government to families dis-

of rules by him. The decision of the board was
to be final unless changed by court action.
Notwithstanding the Thorpe decision, the
circulars were soon subjected to strong attack in
the Congress and in the courts by a relatively
small group of local housing authorities. They
claimed that the circulars were unconstitutional,
and were unauthorized because of the statutory
language quoted above.
In Housing Authority of the City of Omaha,
Nebraska v. United States Housing AuthoritY,66 a
U.S. district court enjoined the application of the
above procedures on the petition of several local
housing authorities. The Court of Appeals of the
Eighth Circuit reversed the district court, and the
Supreme Court of the United States denied certiorari. The court of appeals decision relied on the
Thorpe decision, emphasizing HUO's rulemaking
powers and its duty to supervise local housing
authorities and police its contracts with them to
assure compliance with the authorizing statute.
Relocation Rights and Payments: With regard to the requirement in the urban renewal law
that there be, or that there is being provided, adequate replacement housing for families displaced by urban renewal activities, there was a
tendency for many years on the part of Federal
urban renewal oHicials and the courts to take at
face value assurances by local urban renewal
agencies that this requirement was being met.
Unfortunately, many local renewal
oHicials
tended to rely on the availability to urban renewal displacees of housing that was also being
relied on to serve the needs of many others
being displaced by other public or private actions.
Understandably, dissatisfaction with this
state of affairs led to widespread litigation and a
line of cases (a leading case being Western Addition Community Organization v. Weaver ();)
holding that persons displaced or about to be
displaced from an urban renewal project have
legal standing to challenge the viability and adequacy of the local relocation plan. The Immediate effect of these decisions was, of course, to
provide benefits and avoid hardships in accordance with the intent of the law as enacted.
More important, however, was the strong
reinforcement that these decisions gave to a
change already taking place in the general direction of the program as a whole. That Is, large

placed under HUD development programs, in-

stead of a percentage representing the Federal

share, as in the case of grants, for the develop-

ment project. This was done solely because of

State court decisions which raised serious ques-

tions- as to whether State agencies could pay

any portion of the cost of relocation payments in

.. Housing Authority of Ihe City of Omahe. Nebraska Y. United
States Housing Authority. elc .• 468 Fed. 2d 1 (1972); cert/orarl
denied 35 Law Edition 2nd 558 (February 20. 1973)
"Western AddItIon CO T munity Organizelion Y. Weaver. 294 Fed.
Supp. 443 (1968)

clearance projects involving widespread dislocation of residents were far less likely than before
to even be considered or planned, let alone undertaken.
Until a few years ago, it had been the policy
of the HHFA and HUO to recommend, and the
Congress to enact, provisions that required 100
percent of the cost of relocation payments to be
paid by the Federal Government to families displaced under HUO development programs, instead of a percentage representing the Federal
share, as in the case of grants, for the development project. This was done solely because of
State court decisions which raised serious questions· as to whether State agencies could pay
any portion of the cost of relocation payments in
view of the State constitutional restrictions in almost all States prohibiting the lending of public
funds or credit of the State or its political subdivisions to, or in aid of, individuals or corporations. The above policy has changed in view of
more recent court decisions, and accepted practices of State payments to individuals, which
promote general welfare.
Freedom of Information: Courts have clarified somewhat the very troublesome area of
"Freedom of Information" which is now largely
(but not entirely) controlled by the Freedom of
Information Act (5 U.S.C. Sec. 552). In Charles
River Park "A" Inc. v. HUD 68 the court held the
act neither required nor precluded disclosure of
a confidential financial statement filed with HUO
by a builder under an insured mortgage. The
court held the applicable law rather to be 18
U.S.C., section 1905, which makes it unlawful for
a United States employee to disclose confidential
data-that is, information the disclosure of which
could injure the person submitting it by aHecting
his competition with others. There had been
some uncertainty on this point among those in
the executive branch prinCipally responsible for
administering the act.
In
another
recent
case,
Stokes
v.
Brennan, 69 the court held that a manual of the
Oepartment of Labor for instructing compliance
officers was not an "interagency" memorandum
exempt from the Freedom of Information Act reqUirements and had to be released as the act
prescribed.
Administrative Actions: Two principal factors act as at least partial barriers against judicial interference with administrative actions in
• Charles Rlvtf Park "A," Inc. Y. HUD. 360 Fed . Supp. 212 (1973)
.. Slokes Y. 8~erli:! ,. LILf\: ~5 O. Uniled Siaies Court of Appeals.
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view of the State constitutional restrictions in al-

most all States prohibiting the lending of public

funds or credit of the State or its political subdi-
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housing programs: (1) The broad discretion gen-

erally conferred upon the program administrators

by the terms of the authorizing statute; and (2)

the cardinal rule of judicial restraint applied in

decisions on administrative actions generally,

and repeated in hundreds of decisions, that a

court will not substitute its policy judgment for

that of an executive official carrying out a statu-

tory function in the absence of fraud or clearly

arbitrary or capricious conduct. Notwithstanding

that latitude, administrative action in a housing

program can depart from congressional intent to

the point where a court will hold the action ille-

gal, even though the authorizing statutory lan-

guage may seem sufficiently broad and no consi-

tituional problem exists. Such a court decision

can have a major impact on an entire program,

as did the recent case of Fletcher v. Housing

Authority of Louisville.70

In that case, a Federal court of appeals held

invalid a local housing authority's rent range

formula which was based upon a HUD general

circular. The formula established a fixed percent-

age of the local authority's public housing units

to be rented at each of four ranges of dollar

rentals, regardless of the status of the waiting

list of applicants. Those percentages were sup-

posed to correspond to the percentage of per-

sons in each rental group in the city eligible to

apply for the housing. The whole purpose of the

formula was to increase project revenue and re-

duce the need for operating subsidies from HUD,

in accordance with the HUD circular.

The court held the formula to constitute an

abuse of discretion because it was contrary, in

two ways, to the basic intent and purpose of the

U.S. Housing Act of 1937. First, the formula was

geared to the wrong groupâthose eligible to

apply for occupancyâwhile the relevant pools to

be compared among the four rental ranges were

those who expressed an interest in the housing

âi.e., those who actually applied for it. Granting

automatic priority to higher income applicants

who might or might not apply in the future was

held discriminatory. Second, the court said the

formula imposed a significant penalty on the eli-

gible applicants who had been on the waiting list

for public housing for many months. From their

positions in line, they had been abruptly moved

behind others with no greater housing need and

with a later application date simply because the

latter could afford to pay more rent. The court

found that the formula was, in effect, mandated

by the HUD circular and was adopted for no

other apparent reason.

In holding the formula contrary to the intent

of the 1937 act, the court cited its provisions on

admission policy which required that each local

public housing agency give full consideration to,

among other things, the applicant's "urgency of

housing need." The court also relied on several

amendments of the act designed to assist in

bringing public housing to lower income families,

housing programs: (1) The broad discretion generally conferred upon the program administrators
by the terms of the authorizing statute; and (2)
the cardinal rule of judicial restraint applied in
decisions on administrative actions generally,
and repeated in hundreds of decisions, that a
court will not substitute its policy judgment for
that of an executive official carrying out a statutory function in the absence of fraud or clearly
arbitrary or capricious conduct. Notwithstanding
that latitude, administrative action in a housing
program can depart from congressional intent to
the point where a court will hold the action illegal, even though the authorizing statutory language may seem sufficiently broad and no consitituional problem exists. Such a court decision
can have a major impact on an entire program,
as did the recent case of Fletcher v. Housing
Authority of Louisville.;o
In that case, a Federal court of appeals held
invalid a local housing authority's rent range
formula which was based upon a HUD general
circular. The formula established a fixed percentage of the local authority's public housing units
to be rented at each of four ranges of dollar
rentals, regardless of the status of the waiting
list of applicants. Those percentages were supposed to correspond to the percentage of persons in each rental group in the city eligible to
apply for the housing. The whole purpose of the
formula was to increase project revenue and reduce the need for operating subsidies from HUD,
in accordance with the HUD circular.
The court held the formula to constitute an
abuse of discretion because it was contrary, in
two ways, to the basic intent and purpose of the
U.S. Housing Act of 1937. First, the formula was
geared to the wrong group-those eligible to
apply for occupancy-while the relevant pools to
be compared among the four rental ranges were
those who expressed an interest in the housing
-I.e., those who actually applied for it. Granting
automatic priority to higher income applicants
who might or might not apply in the future was
held discriminatory. Second, the court said the
formula imposed a significant penalty on the eligible applicants who had been on the waiting list
for public housing for many months. From their
positions in line, they had been abruptly moved
behind others with no greater housing need and
with a later application date simply because the
latter could afford to pay more rent. The court
found that the formula was, in effect, mandated
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including the Brooke Amendments to restrict

certain individual rental amounts and to provide

operating subsidies for projects where needed.

,. Mary Fla/cher e/ a/. v. Housing Au/horlty of Louisville, HUD,
e/ IIf.. United States Court of Appeals, 6th qr uil (N o. 731466) (1974)

The formula not only ignored the housing needs

of applicants, said the court, but actually dis-

criminated against those in greatest need. The

court recognized the validity of adjusting rentals

by the HUD circular and was adopted for no
other apparent reason.
In holding the formula contrary to the intent
of the 1937 act, the court cited its provisions on
admission policy which required that each local
public housing agency give full consideration to,
among other things, the applicant's "urgency of
housing need." The court also relied on several
amendments of the act designed to assist in
bringing public housing to lower income families,
including the Brooke Amendments to restrict
certain individual rental amounts and to provide
operating subsidies for projects where needed.
The formula not only ignored the housing needs
of applicants, said the court, but actually discriminated against those in greatest need. The
court recognized the validity of adjusting rentals
to income for reasons of equity and to increase
revenue, but concluded that "tenant admission
policies which discriminate against applicants
because of their poverty are no longer justified."
The impact of court decisions relating to individual administrative actions by an agency can
range from minor to monumental. The most extensive litigation on such actions by a housing
agency in a single situation has been that involving the efforts of the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board to correct alleged abuses by the Long
Beach Federal Savings and Loan Association.
(See John Fahey v. Paul Mallonee; Federal
Home Loan Bank Board v. Paul Mal/onne; and
Federal Home Loan Bank Board v. Long Beach
Federal Savings and Loan Association; I.) The
Board initiated an administrative hearing that
was challenged in the courts, and in an action
several years later took over the assets and operation of the association. This engaged the
courts, the Board, and even congressional committees in extended and bitter controversy.
About a score of independent judicial actions
were brought over a period of about 15 years,
involving numerous parties and interveners and a
litigation expense which apparently was shocking to the courts. The Supreme Court, in the
case of John Fahey v. Paul Mallonee, supra, upheld the constitutionality of the provision in the
Home Owners Loan Act (sec. 5(d)) authorizing the
Board to regulate savings and loan associations
and appoint a conservator to take charge of an
association and hold a hearing thereafter as attempted in the case. However, because of their
sheer volume and complexity, the multitude of
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related actions and issues in the litigation

through the years cannot be reviewed here.

Impact of Administrative Actions

or Policy Decisions

related actions and issues in the litigation
through the years cannot be reviewed here.

The basic policies that shape and guide

Federal programs, including those in housing

and urban development, are largely determined

by enabling legislation, as interpreted in the light

Impact of Administrative Actions
or Policy Decisions

of its legislative history and modified from time

to time by budgetary and other limitations im-

posed by the Congress during the consideration

of appropriation and other funding legislation.

Nevertheless, the history of the programs is re-

plete with examples of major policy decisions

traceable to the exercise of administrative dis-

cretion, rather than to statutory mandates or

even influences.

A major occasion for the conscious exercise

of administrative discretion presents itself when

regulations, rules, and procedures are first

drawn in order to implement new enabling legis-

lation. Many other occasions for adopting new

policies or modifying old ones by conscious de-

cision occur later, as experience is gained in ad-

ministering programs, or as surrounding circum-

stances change. These occasions may generate

amendments to regulations, rules, and proce-

dures, or the issuance of supplementary circu-

lars, notices, or interpretations to field and other

operating officials. Still other changes in policy

or prescribed practice (sometimes of great im-

portance) are madeâwhether consciously or un-

consciouslyâas a result of the cumulative effect

of day-to-day decisions in individual cases. Over

time, such decisions may well give formal effect

to major changes in program direction or em-

phasis, and also may well lead to yet other

major changes thereafter.

The regulations, manuals of procedure,, cir-

culars, and other guidelines embodying the ad-

ministrative rules to govern Federal housing pro-

grams are enormously voluminous, and much of

the material is complex or highly technical. Any

sort of general critique or analysis of such an

extensive subject matter would be a project far

beyond the boundaries of reasonable time,

length, or cost.

It is possible, however, to illustrate with a

limited number of examples the fact that policy

decisions made in the exercise of administrative

discretion may have effects as far-reaching, as

basic, and sometimes even more unexpected

than legislative enactments. Indeed, they share

with basic court decisions both their unpredicta-

ble nature in the first instance, and the fact that

their effects may extend far beyond what was

readily perceived at the time they were made.

A number of examples have been chosen

for this purpose. These decisions were utterly

different in kind, scope, and effect, but they may

be thought to have several things in common:

â¢ Their consequences continued long after

their original intended effects;

â¢ They affected in important ways not only

the particular circumstances they were intended

to clarify or resolve, but also had much broader

The basic policies that shape and guide
Federal programs, including those in housing
and urban development, are largely determined
by enabling legislation, as interpreted in the light
of its legislative history and modified from time
to time by budgetary and other limitations imposed by the Congress during the consideration
of appropriation and other funding legislation.
Nevertheless, the history of the programs is replete with examples of major policy decisions
traceable to the exercise of administrative discretion, rather than to statutory mandates or
even influences.
A major occasion for the conscious exercise
of administrative discretion presents itself when
regulations, rules, and procedures are first
drawn in order to implement new enabling legislation. Many other occasions for adopting new
policies or modifying old ones by conscious decision occur later, as experience is gained in administering programs, or as surrounding circumstances change. These occasions may generate
amendments to regulations, rules, and procedures, or the issuance of supplementary circulars, notices, or interpretations to field and other
operating officials. Still other changes in policy
or prescribed practice (sometimes of great importance) are made-whether consciously or unconsciously-as a result of the cumulative effect
of day-to-day decisions in individual cases. Over
time, such decisions may well give formal effect
to major changes in program direction or emphasis, and also may well lead to yet other
major changes thereafter.
The regulations, manuals of procedure,. circulars, and other guidelines embodying the administrative rules to govern Federal housing programs are enormously voluminous, and much of
the material is complex or highly technical. Any
sort of general critique or analysis of such an
extensive subject matter would be a project far
beyond the boundaries of reasonable time,
length, or cost.
It is possible, however, to Illustrate with a
limited number of examples the fact that policy
decisions made in the exercise of administrative
discretion may have effects as far-reaching, as
basic, and sometimes even more unexpected
than legislative enactments. Indeed, they share
with basic court decisions both their unpredicta-

ble nature in the first instance, and the fact that
their effects may extend far beyond what was
readily perceived at the time they were made.
A number of examples have been chosen
for this purpose. These decisions were utterly
different in kind, scope, and effect, but they may
be thought to have several things In common:
• Their consequences continued long after
their original intended effects;
• They affected in important ways not only
the particular circumstances they were intended
to clarify or resolve, but also had much broader
effects, often extending to the whole of the housing industry and the public as well;
• They played roles in the nation's evolving efforts to deal with its housing and urban development problems analogous to, and perhaps
as significant as, major departures undertaken
contemporaneously by the legislature and by the
courts-and indeed had their own impacts on
these.

Organizing the Government's Housing
Agencies
The first organization of the Government's
housing agenCies was accomplished through administrative rather than legislative action. On
February 24, 1942, President Roosevelt mildly
surprised the country in general, but astounded
the numerous housing agencies throughout the
Government, by combining them into a new National Housing Agency, headed by an Administrator. This was accomplished by the issuance of
Executive Order 9070 of that date.
The President's action came as a total surprise to the housing industry, and to those who
were carrying out Federal housing programs in
many departments and agencies of the Federal
Government. The move was made under his
emergency war powers, which did not require
any expression of findings and reasons in a special message (as was the case with later actions
under the Reorganization Act), and none were
offered. It was simply said that the new Agency
was being set up to help coordinate and expedite the production of housing, which was urgently needed to support the defense effort.
The new Agency fufilled this basic functIon
very effectively, not only carrying out a number
of programs for the direct production of defense
housing, and for the use of existing federally
owned or aided housing for defense-related purposes, but serving as the mechansim under the
system for determining
Governmen ' .,
the h
.
structed and could

effects, often extending to the whole of the hous-

ing industry and the public as well;

â¢ They played roles in the nation's evolv-

ing efforts to deal with its housing and urban de-
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receive scarce materials such as lumber, copper,

and the like. However, it did something else: lt

brought quite a new institutional identification to

the role of the Federal Government in regard to

housing and problems related to housing.

Establishment of a Permanent Agency: ln

1946, with the war over and the prospect that

the war emergency would end in the near future,

it was obvious that some action had to be taken,

since the legal authority for the very existence of

the National Housing Agency would end when-

ever the formal termination of the state of emer-

gency might legally occur. A Presidential Reor-

ganization Plan was proposed under the

Reorganization Act which would have made the

National Housing Agency a permanent agency of

the Government. The Congress, however, re-

jected this plan by preventing it from taking ef-

fect. The rejection was effected on not altogether

substantive grounds, though certain elements of

the plan were found objectionable. (The late

Senator Taft, undoubtedly the most influential

single member of the Congress on this issue,

made it clear that his opposition was mainly due

to the fact that certain assurances he believed

had been given him as to what would be pro-

posed had not been faithfully adhered to in the

plan as presented, and that he had not been

consulted about these matters.)

ln the following year, the President again

submitted a Reorganization PlanâNo. 3 of 1947

âwhich provided for the establishment of a per-

manent agency in similar form, but under a new

nameâthe Housing and Home Finance Agency.

For obvious reasons, the plan was drawn with

some care to meet the objections that had been

made to the unsuccessful plan of the previous

year. This time the Congress permitted the plan

to become effective, and the Federal Govern-

ment's first permanent housing agency as such

came into existence.

lt is worth pausing here to note that, in spite

of the spirited debate that accompanied the con-

sideration of the Reorganization Plan, there was

not a great deal of choice actually open to the

Congress. The basic facts were that the National

Housing Agency did, in fact, exist; that some

mechanism for carrying out the Government's

housing programs had to be provided for; and

that the legal basis for NHA might soon expire.

ln other words, the real choices presented to the

Congress were three:

First, to approveâwhich assured at least

continuity;

Second, to disapproveâwhich meant chaos,

since the constituent elements of NHA would

have suddenly flown apart and reverted to their

status 5 years earlier, although, in the meantime,

programs, personalities, organization, and rela-

tionships within and between Government and

the housing industry had greatly changed.

Third, to reject the plan and substitute for it

a legislative solution, which would have meant a

protracted period of conceptualization and pro-

receive scarce materials such as lumber, copper,
and the like. However, it did something else: It
brought quite a new institutional identification to
the role of the Federal Govemment in regard to
housing and problems related to housing.
Establishment 01 a Permanent Agency: In
1946, with the war over and the prospect that
the war emergency would end in the near future,
it was obvious that some action had to be taken,
since the legal authority for the very existence of
the National Housing Agency would end whenever the formal termination of the state of emergency might legally occur. A Presidential Reorwas proposed
under the
ganization Plan
Reorganization Act which would have made the
National Housing Agency a permanent agency of
the Government. The Congress, however, rejected this plan by preventing it from taking effect. The rejection was effected on not altogether
substantive grounds, though certain elements of
the plan were found objectionable. (The late
Senator Taft, undoubtedly the most influential
single member of the Congress on this issue,
made it clear that his opposition was mainly due
to the fact that certain assurances he believed
had been given him as to what would be proposed had not been faithfully adhered to in the
plan as presented, and that he had not been
consulted about these matters.)
In the following year, the President again
submitted a Reorganization Plan-No.3 of 1947
-which provided for the establishment of a permanent agency in similar form, but under a new
name-the Housing and Home Finance Agency.
For obvious reasons, the plan was drawn with
some care to meet the objections that had been
made to the unsuccessful plan of the previous
year. This time the Congress permitted the plan
to become effective, and the Federal Govemment's first permanent housing agency as such
came Into existence.
It is worth pausing here to note that, in spite
of the spirited debate that accompanied the consideration of the Reorganization Plan, there was
not a great deal of choice actually open to the
Congress. The basic facts were that the National
Housing Agency did, In fact, exist; that some
mechanism for carrying out the Government's
housing programs had to be provided for; and
that the legal basis for NHA might soon expire.
In other words, the real choices presented to the
Congress were three:
First, to approve-which assured at least
continuity;

Second, 10 disapprove-which meant chaos,
since the constituent elements of NHA would
have suddenly flown apart and reverted to their
status 5 years earlier, although, in the meantime,
programs, personalities, organization, and relationships within and between Government and
the housing industry had greatly changed.
Third, to reject the plan and substitute for it
a legislative solution, which would have meant a
protracted period of conceptualization and proposal, hearings, drafting and enactment-quite
possibly without a result all that materially differet from the plan before them.
Faced with these available courses, Congress took the first, though not without some
protest and complaint.
The Veterans Houling Program: It may be
worth digressing here for a moment to record
the early history of the placement of the veterans housing program under the GI bill in the
Veterans Administration, rather than in the Government's housing agency-at that time, the
NHA.
It was obvious to the Administration and to
the Congress well before the war ended that the
release of millions of veterans into civilian life
would create a major housing problem as they
married and sought places to live and raise families. It thus seemed natural to propose that the
Federal Govemment should set up a special program to extend housing assistance to these veterans, to be carried out by NHA.
The then-Administrator of NHA, however,
strongly objected to this approach-not so much
in terms of the program itself, as its placement
in NHA. He foresaw (quite correctly) that the
problems of returning veterans would not be
confined to housing, but would extend to many
other areas-lost educational opportunities,
problems of disability, special medical care, and
many others. He therefore argued that it would
be better to center all these matters in a single
agency focused on veterans, rather than for NHA
to take on singlehanded the housing element of
the total problem. In the end, his view prevailed,
and ever since, the Veterans Administration has
been engaged in major housing programs involving grants, loans, insurance, and guaranties, as
well as property acquisition, management, and
disposal on a scale comparable to those of NHA,
HHFA, and later HUD.
Whether this was a right or a wrong judgment is not our concern here. The point of this
digression is that in the first instance it would al-
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gress took the first, though not without some

protest and complaint.
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most undoubtedly have been entirely feasible to

place the special Federal housing program for

veterans in the Government's housing agency.

Later, although such a change was often pro-

posed and discussed as a theoretical matter,

housing benefits had become so identifiedâpsy-

chologically and politicallyâwith the whole fab-

ric of veterans benefits generally, that it was no

longer possible for it to be seriously entertained.

Growth of HHFA Functions and Responsi-

bilities: The mere existence of a single agency in

the executive branch responsible for the princi-

pal housing programs of the Federal Government

exerted an influence in itself on both the Execu-

tive and the Congress. Thus, in the years after

its establishment, its responsibilities were repeat-

edly extendedâto slum clearance and urban re-

development in 1949; to a greatly expanded pub-

lic housing program in the same year; to certain

community facilities and to operations in the

secondary market for housing mortgages in

1950; to urban renewal in 1954; and to many

other housing and urban problems in these and

other years. lt is idle to speculate what might

have happened if such an agency had not ex-

isted; to suppose that the same things would

have happened seems improbable in the ex-

treme.

lt does not seem a forced reading of the

history to say that HHFA advanced legislative

proposals at least in part because it existed as

an agency that worked with the problems, and

was in a position to propose approaches for

dealing with them. Conversely, Congress ac-

cepted such proposalsâor modified them, or

originated approaches of its ownâpartly be-

cause there existed an agency that could be

given responsibility for carrying them out.

Establishment of the Department: Prior to

the establishment of NHA, references in the liter-

ature to the possibility of a Cabinet Department

for housing and urban affairs did occur, but only

rarely and mainly in a conjectural or theoretical

vein. After the establishment of HHFA, however,

this idea began to emerge with repeated and

growing attention. The history of the idea and its

realization in the Department of Housing and

Urban Development Act of 1965 is worthy of

study in and for itself. For the purposes of this

account, it is sufficient to note that it came less

than 20 years after the establishment of HHFA as

a permanent part of the executive branchâan

action that had itself been rendered virtually in-

evitable by the reorganization of 1942.

That measure, of course, did not end this

story. The Congress has now had before it a

proposal from the President for a still broader

Department of Community Development (to in-

clude housing) to take the place of HUD. The

fate of that proposal still remains to be seen.

But whatever it may be, it seems clearly to be

true that in the area of housing and urban prob-

lems the grand design that has unfolded, and is

still unfolding, has been molded and shaped in

most undoubtedly have been entirely feasible to
place the special Federal housing program for
veterans in the Government's housing agency.
Later, although such a change was often proposed and discussed as a theoretical matter,
housing benefits had become so identified-psychologically and politically-with the whole fabric of veterans benefits generally, that it was no
longer possible for it to be seriously entertained.
Growth of HHFA Functions and Responsibilities: The mere existence of a single agency in
the executive branch responsible for the principal housing programs of the Federal Government
exerted an influence in itself on both the Executive and the Congress. Thus, in the years after
its establishment, its responsibilities were repeatedly extended-to slum clearance and urban redevelopment in 1949; to a greatly expanded public housing program in the same year; to certain
community facilities and to operations in the
secondary market for housing mortgages in
1950; to urban renewal in 1954; and to many
other housing and urban problems in these and
other years. It is idle to speculate what might
have happened if such an agency had not existed; to suppose that the same things would
have happened seems improbable in the extreme.
It does not seem a forced reading of the
history to say that HHFA advanced legislative
proposals at least in part because it existed as
an agency that worked with the problems, and
was in a position to propose approaches for
dealing with them. Conversely, Congress accepted such proposals-or modified them, or
originated approaches of its own-partly because there existed an agency that could be
given responsibility for carrying them out.
Establishment of the Department: Prior to
the establishment of NHA, references in the literature to the possibility of a Cabinet Department
for housing and urban affairs did occur, but only
rarely and mainly in a conjectural or theoretical
vein. After the establishment of HHFA, however,
this idea began to emerge with repeated and
growing attention. The history of the idea and its
realization in the Department of Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1965 is worthy of
study in and for itself. For the purposes of this
account, it is sufficient to note that it came less
than 20 years after the establishment of HHFA as
a permanent part of the executive branch-an
action that had itself been rendered virtually inevitable by the reorganization of 1942.

critical degree by that original administrative de-

cision in 1942 to establish a National Housing

Agency for a purpose that was not only limited

Ize oy

That measure, of course, did not end this
story. The Congress has now had before it a
proposal from the President for a still broader
Department of Community Development (to include housing) to take the place of HUD. The
fate of that proposal still remains to be seen.
But whatever it may be, it seems clearly to be
true that in the area of housing and urban problems the grand deSign that has unfolded, and is
still unfolding, has been molded and shaped in
critical degree by that original administrative decision in 1942 to establish a National Housing
Agency for a purpose that was not only limited
but temporary in nature-i.e., to help focus
housing programs in support of the war effort,
which at that time was at the heart of the country's attention.

Equal Opportunity in Housing
The assertion and protection of basic constitutional rights are not necessarily the exclusive
domain of the legislative and judicial authorities.
They can be both the substance and the result
of a purely administrative action. In the field of
housing, this could hardly be better illustrated
than by the issuance of Executive Order 11063
on equal opportunity in housing by President
Kennedy on November 20, 1962.
That order was the major administrative action of the Federal Government with respect to
preventing discrimination in the sale, rental, or
use of housing. It was also one of the milestones
in the progress of civil rights during the last two
decades, and one of the first and most significant steps taken administratively in the entire
field of civil rights. It had long range as well as
immediate effects.
,
The new order was entirely the product of
administrative, rather than legislative, developments. No housing legislation had directed or
contemplated such action. On the contrary, during consideration of some housing legislation in
earlier Congresses, there had been occasional
attempts to obtain antidiscrimination amendments-ali of which had been unsuccessful.
Clearly, however, the order had major public
and political support that reflected a growing interest and demand for some such action in this
area . These coincided with a changing climate
on all civil rights matters after the United States
Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Board of
Education and subsequent judicial actions, discussed earlier.
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During his election campaign in 1960: Presi·
dent Kennedy had promised an Executive order
against housing discrimination if he were
elected . Civil rights organizations and the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights had pressed hard for
either Federal executive or leg islative measures
that would prevent discrimination in all housing
and related activities. However, specific stepsor even policy statements-on the subject by the
executive branch had been rare prior to Execu·
tive Order 11063. The only effective executive
action had been the significant (but very narrow)
Executive order of President Truman directing
the elimination 01 discrimination in the armed
services, Including discrimination In military
housing.
As a candidate, Senator Kennedy had spo·
ken confidently-almost casually-ol abolishing
discrimination with " a stroke of the pen." Un·
doubtedly. many people understood this to mean
that he would take such action almost as soon
as he took his seat In the Oval Office. The
phrase itself was to haunt him , as those who
were pursuing minority rights asked the ques·
tion : What was inhibiting the Presidential pen?
As President, Kennedy quickly learned that
he had not only many other and more pressing
obligations, but that the matter of ending dis·
crimination was lar more complex than he had
made it sound. Thus, it was 2 years after his
election, and more than 1 V:r years after he took
olfice that he finally put pen to Executive Order
11063.
Although tho ordor constitutod ndminislra·
tive rather than legislative action, careful attention was given by the Federal ofIi cia Is involved
in developing and drafting it to the constitutional
and general statutory authorities considered relevant. That was necessary because those authorities, as the drafting officials then saw them, were
not sufficient to permit the order to cover as
much 01 the country'S housing as many people
desired. Accordingly, the specific provisions of
the order were carefully tailored to cover as
much housing as possible without entering areas
where it might fall for lack 01 underlying authority. lis provisions rellected extensive legal research and meetings on the subject by representatives of involved Federal agencies, as well
as ultimate concurrence by the President.
The baalc por1ion of the order (as thus developed and Issued) directed all Federal departagencies to take appropriate action to
imination In the sale, rental, or use
~
property and relate f~"..r·e

<l

cludlng land to be developed for residential use)
if:
1. Owned or operated by the Federal Government ;
2. thereafter provided through grants, loans,
or contribut ions by the Federal Government;
3. provided by loans thereafter Insured,
guaranteed , or otherwise secured by the credit
of the Federal Government ; or
4. located In federally assisted urban renewal areas, where the loan and grant contract
was executed after the effective date of the
order.
The order covered lending practices of lending
institutions with respect to residential property
and related facilities insofar as such practices
related to loans thereafter Insured or guaranteed
by the Federal Government. (Another portion of
the order established the President's Committee
on Equal Opportunity in Housing, which had no
regulatory authority, but recommended general
poliCies and procedures to implement the order
and to promote coordination of agency activities
under it. The Committee consisted of the Secretaries of Treasury, Defense, and Agriculture, the
Attorney General , the Housing and Home Finance Admin istrator, the Administrator of Veterans Affairs, the Chairman of the Federal Home
loan Bank Board, a member 01 the staff of the
the President who acted as
Executive Office
chairman , and members selected by the President from the general public.)
These basic provisions of the order rested
primarily on two legal bases: (1) The constitutional authority of the President to direct the exercise of discretionary authority of departments
and agencies 01 the Federal Government; and
(2) the broad statutory powers, which each of the
affected agencies had , to issue regulations to
fur1her the purposes of the programs it administered . (The possible application of the Civil
Rights Act 01 1866 to antidiscrimination measures relating to housing was not then a factor.
The pioneering decis ion of Jones v. Mayer Co,
(392 U.S. 409). so applying that act, was not rendered unt il June 17, 1968.)
To bolster the applicat ion of that broad,
general regulatory authority to the Executive
order, its preamble stated that :

0'

cilities from which Americans are excluded because of

their race, color, creed, or national origin is unfair, unjust,

and inconsistent with public policy of the United States as

manifested in its Constitution and laws; . . .

and

... the executive branch of the Government, in faith-

cilities from which Americans are excluded because of
their race, color, creed, or national origin is unfair, unjust,
and inconsistent with public policy of the United States as
manifested in its Constitution and laws; ...

fully executing the laws of the United States which author-

ize Federal financial assistance, directly or indirectly, for

and

the provision, rehabilitation, and operation of housing and

related facilities, is charged with an obligation and duty to

assure that those laws are fairly administered and that ben-

efits thereunder are made available to all Americans with-

out regard to their race, color, creed, or national origin.

Notwithstanding the importance and histori-

cal significance of Executive Order 11063, it was

at that time and in those circumstances limited

. . . the executive branch of the Government, in faithfully executing the laws of the United States which authorize Federal financial assistance, directly or indirectly, for
the provision, rehabilitation, and operation of housing and
related facilities, is charged with an obligation and duty to
assure that those laws are fairly administered and that benefits thereunder are made available to all Americans without regard to their race, color, creed, or national origin.

in terms of the volume of housing it covered.

The scope and meaning of the order (as well as

its limitations) can be understood best by view-

ing the categories of housing and related activi-

ties excluded from it, and the reasons therefor.

Conventionally Financed Housing: The most

important category of housing excluded from the

order was conventionally financed housingâthat

is, housing being built or sold without FHA or VA

mortgage insurance or guaranty, or other compa-

rable direct Federal financial aid. Consequently,

the bulk of the Nation's housing was actually not

covered. That fact not only greatly limited the

effectiveness of the order, but made it applicable

to housing developers in an unequal manner.

Those using FHA insurance or other Government

financial assistance contended that the burden of

compliance would cause many to shift to con-

ventional financingâwhich would deprive con-

sumers of the protections afforded them in

connection with Government insurance or other

aid.

Consideration of whether to exclude conven-

tionally financed housing from the order raised

what was probably the most difficult single legal

question in connection with the drafting of the

order.

Almost all housing built in the country could

have been covered if the order could have been

extended to all housing assisted by loans from

private institutions that received financial aid or

supervision, in any form, from the Federal Gov-

ernment. Thus, the Federal Deposit lnsurance

Corporation insured the deposits in all but an in-

consequential number of commercial banks, and

the Federal Savings and Loan lnsurance Corpo-

ration insured the share accounts in all Federal

savings and loan associations and many State

chartered associations. These Federal associa-

tions were also chartered by the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board. National banks were super-

vised by the Comptroller of the Currency.

lt was contended by some that all of those

Federal agencies and officials could and should

be required to issue regulations prohibiting as-

sisted private lenders from: (a) Discriminatory

practices in making housing loans; and (b) from

making housing loans without requiring the bor-

rowers to comply with antidiscrimination require-

ments concerning the sale, rental, and use of the

housing assisted. lt was argued that legal au-

Notwithstanding the importance and historical significance of Executive Order 11063, it was
at that time and in those circumstances limited
in terms of the volume of housing it covered.
The scope and meaning of the order (as well as
its limitations) can be understood best by viewing the categories of housing and related activities excluded from it, and the reasons therefor.
Conventionally Financed Housing: The most
important category of housing excluded from the
order was conventionally financed housing-that
is, housing being built or sold without FHA or VA
mortgage insurance or guaranty, or other comparable direct Federal financial aid. Consequently,
the bulk of the Nation's housing was actually not
covered. That fact not only greatly limited the
effectiveness of the order, but made it applicable
to housing developers in an unequal manner.
Those using FHA insurance or other Government
financial assistance contended that the burden of
compliance would cause many to shift to conventional financing-which would deprive consumers of the protections afforded them in
connection with Government insurance or other
aid.
Consideration of whether to exclude conventionally financed housing from the order raised
what was probably the most difficult single legal
question in connection with the drafting of the
order.
Almost all housing built in the country could
have been covered if the order could have been
extended to all housing assisted by loans from
private institutions that received financial aid or
supervision, in any form, from the Federal Government. Thus, the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation insured the deposits in all but an inconsequential number of commercial banks, and
the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation insured the share accounts in all Federal
savings and loan associations and many State
chartered associations. These Federal associations were also c harte red by th e Federa l Home

Loan Bank Board. National banks were supervised by the Comptroller of the Currency.
It was contended by some that all of those
Federal agencies and officials could and should
be required to issue regulations prohibiting assisted private lenders from: (a) Discriminatory
practices in making housing loans; and (b) from
making housing loans without requiring the borrowers to comply with antidiscrimination requirements concerning the sale, rental, and use of the
housing assisted. It was argued that legal authority existed for such action, especially in the
cases of the FDIC and FHLBB, because they
were created with a principal purpose of facilitating community credit, of which housing credit
was a major aspect.
.
The order as finally written, however, did
not invoke this regulatory authority because of
substantial doubt as to its legality for the purposes of preventing racial discrimination. That
doubt was expressed by the Department of Justice, on the basis that the statutory provisions
conferring regulatory authority on the FDIC and
the FHLBB were intended to apply only to the financial solvency of the private lenders and to related credit objectives. That limited scope was
contrasted with the regulatory authorities of Federal housing agencies, which were intended to
be used to carry out any of the objectives of
their housing programs. Fairness in the sale,
rental, and use of housing was determined to be
one of those objectives.
As matters developed, and because of the
overall importance of the order in the context of
other equal opportunity developments in housing,
the exclusion of conventionally financed housing
did not greatly detract from its positive value or
long term effect. Indeed, it was never shown
conclusively that the exclusion resulted in any
substantial shift by housing developers from FHA
insurance to conventional housing, despite the
gloomy predictions of its detractors.
Existing Housing: Even within the category
of Government-assisted housing, there was a further limitation. The order was made inapplicable
to that housing that had received the Government assistance prior to the order (as indicated
above with respect to the specific categories of
housing covered). That action also was taken because of serious doubts concerning the Government's legal authority to apply the new requirements more broadly. The basic authority for the
order derived from the nature of the regulatory
authorities of the agencies involved-which, it
j ~ not constitutionally be
was dete :i · "ct:l l
mactmr
crtpv FtRI ~ i ~ already subject to
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thority existed for such action, especially in the

cases of the FDlC and FHLBB, because they

were created with a principal purpose of facilitat-
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those regulations in effect at some prior time,

when the mortgage insurance or other Govern-

ment aid was provided. (Arguments were also

advanced that FHA general regulatory controls,

such as its holding of controlling stock in many

of the sponsor corporations, were adequate for

the purpose, but after much study their language

or context was considered to preclude that inter-

pretation.)

With respect to such existing housing and

related facilities, the order simply required each

agency to use its "good offices," and to take

other appropriate action permitted by law to pre-

vent discriminatory practices in connection with

residential property and related facilities. That

amounted to little more than a direction to seek

voluntary compliance by builders and sellers of

housing through persuasion or incentives.

The exclusion of housing with prior Govern-

ment assistance was very significant as it af-

fected the low rent public housing program

(which at the time had about 500,000 dwelling

units) and the FHA multifamily mortgage insur-

ance programs.

One- and Two-Family Owner-Occupied

Homes: This major category of Government as-

sisted housing was not excluded by the terms of

the order itself, but by FHA and VA, pursuant to

authority given them by the order to exempt

those regulations in effect at some prior time,
when the mortgage insurance or other Government aid was provided. (Arguments were also
advanced that FHA general regulatory controls,
such as its holding of controlling stock in many
of the sponsor corporations, were adequate for
the purpose, but after much study their language
or context was considered to preclude that interpretation.)
With respect to such existing housing and
related facilities, the order simply required each
agency to use its "good offices," and to take
other appropriate action permitted by law to prevent discriminatory practices in connection with
residential property and related facilities. That
amounted to little more than a direction to seek
voluntary compliance by builders and sellers of
housing through persuasion or incentives.
The exclusion of housing with prior Government assistance was very significant as it affected the low rent public housing program
(which at the time had about 500,000 dwelling
units) and the FHA multifamily mortgage insurance programs.

housing (not explicitly covered) where deter-

mined to be necessary or appropriate in the iss-

uance of their implementing regulations. Such

housing was not excluded for essential legal rea-

sons, as the controls could have been applied to

owner-occupied housing receiving mortgage in-

surance or other aid after the issuance of the

order. The exclusion was made rather because

of a strong political preference at the time not to

burden individual homeowners with the require-

ments of the order. That policy was reflected, in

ever decreasing degrees, in later equal opportu-

nity actions affecting housing.

Executive Order 11063 initiated the substan-

tial Federal actions on equal opportunity in

housing, the later ones being essentially legisla-

tive or judicial rather than administrative. The

latter soon overshadowed the order in scope and

effectiveness, but may reasonably be viewed as

extensions of it, which underlined its importance.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 made the bene-

fits of all Federal financial assistance programs

available without regard to race, color, or na-

tional origin, and provided special enforcement

machinery. The Government mortgage insurance

and guarantee programs were excluded in rec-

ognition of the application to them of Executive

Order 11063, but housing programs of grants or

other subsidies for community facilities and

other projects benefitting housing were covered

by the act.

The enactment of title VIII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1968 extended, in scheduled stages, the

protection of civil rights to housing, so that by

1970 all dwellings were covered except a one-

family owner-occupied house being sold or

rented without a broker and without any discrim-

One- and TWO-Family Owner-Occupied
Homes: This major category of Government assisted housing was not excluded by the terms of
the order itself, but by FHA and VA, pu rsuant to
authority given them by the order to exempt
housing (not explicitly covered) where determined to be necessary or appropriate in the issuance of their implementing regulations. Such
housing was not excluded for essential legal reasons, as the controls could have been applied to
owner-occupied housing receiving mortgage insurance or other aid after the issuance of the
order. The exclusion was made rather because
of a strong political preference at the time not to
burden individual homeowners with the requirements of the order. That policy was reflected, in
ever decreasing degrees, in later equal opportunity actions affecting housing.
Executive Order 11063 initiated the substantial Federal actions on equal opportunity in
housing, the later ones being essentially legislative or judicial rather than administrative. The
latter soon overshadowed the order in scope and
effectiveness, but may reasonably be viewed as
extensions of it, which underlined its importance.
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 made the benefits of all Federal financial assistance programs
available without regard to race, color, or national origin, and provided special enforcement
machinery. The Government mortgage insurance
and guarantee programs were excluded in rec-

inatory advertising. That act also broadly prohib-

ited related discriminatory practices in lending,

advertising, and other activities. It provided spe-

cific enforcement machinery through both judi-
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ognition of the application to them of Executive
Order 11063. but housing programs of grants or
other subsidies for community facilities and
other projects benefitting housing were covered
by the act.
The enactment of title VIII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1968 extended, in scheduled stages, the
protection of civil rights to housing, so that by
1970 all dwell i ngs were covered except a onefamily owner-occupied house being sold or
rented without a broker and without any discriminatory advertising. That act also broadly prohibited related discriminatory practices in lending,
advertising, and other activities. It provided specific enforcement machinery through both judicial and executive means. (Action against violators under Executive Order 11063 is limited
primarily to debarment from further program
benefits. but that proved to be quite effective.)
Finally, on June 17, 1968, in the case of
Jones v. Mayer Co. (392 U.S. 409), the United
States Supreme Court held that the Civil Rights
Act of 1866 prohibited (and still prohibits) racial
discrimination in the sale or rental of any housing. holding also that the 1866 act and title VIII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 stand independently and do not limit or impinge on each other.

Launching the Low Rent Housing Program
When new legislation is first implemented, it
is not unusual for practical problems to arise
that may not have been fully foreseen during the
legislative process. These may result from defects in drafting, or simply from failure to visualize the difficulties that will be encountered in
actual practice under the new law. In these
circumstances, the administrators may be put to
a choice between exercising a high degree of
legal and administrative ingenuity, or taking the
uncertain and time-consuming route of seeking
amendatory or perfecting legislation.
Such was the situation when the low rent
public housing program was launched under the
U.S. Housing Act of 1937.
First, there was a critical problem arising
from one of the principal limitations in that actone that reflected a major issue during debate
on the legislation. That was the provision limiting
Federal loans to 90 percent of the cost of a low
rent housing project. (At the time the 1937 act
was under consideration, it was assumed by all
concerned that the development of local public
housing proje,Cts .wolJ d be financed by direct
Federal loans t- -o~ftlIge r e . nUSHA.)
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During consideration of the act by the Con-

gress, there was considerable discussion in both

the Senate and the House over the percentage

of capital cost of an assisted housing project

that could be borne by a Federal loan. As first

introduced, the Senate version of the legislation

had no limitation on Federal lending. At one

point an attempt was made to amend the pend-

ing legislation to require specifically that a local

governing body obtaining Federal funds must

contribute in cash or land to the capital cost of

the project. The House version limited a loan to

85 percent of development cost.

ln conference, a compromise was effected

and the 90-percent limitation that resulted read

as follows:

Sec. 9. The Authority [United States Housing Authority]

may make loans to public housing agencies to assist the

development, acquisition, or administration of low-rent

housing or slum-clearance projects by such agencies.

Where capital grants are made pursuant to section 11 the

During consideration of the act by the Congress, there was considerable discussion in both
the Senate and the House over the percentage
of capital cost of an assisted housing project
that could be borne by a Federal loan. As first
introduced, the Senate version of the legislation
had no limitation on Federal lending. At one
pOint an attempt was made to amend the pending legislation to require specifically that a local
governing body obtaining Federal funds must
contribute in cash or land to the capital cost of
the project. The House version limited a loan to
85 percent of development cost.
In conference, a compromise was effected
and the 90-percent limitation that resulted read
as follows:

total amount of such loans outstanding on any one project

and in which the Authority participates shall not exceed the

development or acquisition cost of such project less all

such capital grants, but in no event shall said loans ex-

ceed 90 per centum of such cost. ln the case of annual

contributions in assistance of low rentals as provided in

section 10 the total of such loans outstanding on any one

project and in which the Authority participates shall not ex-

ceed 90 per centum of the development or acquisition cost

of such project.

At that time, many if not most local commu-

nities lacked the resources to make cash or land

donations equal to 10 percent of development

cost. Others might have given up the idea of un-

Sec. 9. The Authority [United States Housing Authority)
may make loans to public housing agencies to assist the
development. acquisition, or administration of low-rent
housing or slum-clearance projects by such agencies.
Where capital grants are made pursuant to section 11 the
total amount of such loans outstanding on anyone project
and in which the Authority partiCipates shall not exceed the
development or acquisition cost of such project less all
such capital grants, but in no event shall said loans exceed 90 per centum of such cost. In the case of annual
contributions in assistance of low rentals as provided in
section 10 the total of such loans outstanding on anyone
project and in which the Authority participates shall not exceed 90 per centum of the development or acquisition cost
of such project.

dertaking a housing project if a local capital

contribution were required for Federal assist-

ance. Thus, the requirement for local contribu-

tions of 10 percent virtually could have stopped

the low rent public housing program at the out-

set.

Rather than reopening so sensitive a legisla-

tive issue, a financing arrangement that avoided

the roadblock was developed administratively.

First, it was determined that the 90-percent limi-

tation applied to the Federal loan and did not

prevent the remaining 10 percent from being

borrowed from non-Federal sources. The Federal

loan (or loan commitment) was in fact limited to

90 percent of project cost. Generally, short term

notes backed by the Federal loan commitment

were issued to private purchasers by the local

housing authority to permit commencement of

construction. On completion of construction and

full accounting to establish project cost, the

local housing authority sold, on the private mar-

ket, long term bonds supported by the Govern-

ment's binding commitment to make annual con-

tributions. The bonds issued equaled 100 percent

of project cost; accordingly, the 90-percent

limitation was no longer a problem, since Fed-

eral loans were not involved. (This 90-percent

limitation is no longer in the act, having been re-

pealed in 1969 because of another financing

problem that developed shortly before that time.)

Secondly, another provision of the act posed

At that time, many if not most local communities lacked the resources to make cash or land
donations equal to 10 percent of development
cost. Others might have given up the idea of undertaking a housing project if a local capital
contribution were required for Federal assistance. Thus, the requirement for local contributions of 10 percent virtually could have stopped
the low rent public housing program at the outset.
Rather than reopening so sensitive a legislative issue, a financing arrangement that avoided
the roadblock was developed administratively.
First, it was determined that the 90-percent limitation applied to the Federal loan and did not
prevent the remaining 10 percent from being
borrowed from non-Federal sources. The Federal
loan (or loan commitment) was in fact limited to
90 percent of project cost. Generally, short term
notes backed by the Federal loan commitment
were issued to private purchasers by the local
housing authority to permit commencement of
construction. On completion of construction and
full accounting to establish project cost, the
local housing authority sold, on the private market, long term bonds supported by the Govern-

ment's binding commitment to make annual contributions. The bonds issued equaled 100 percent
of project cost; accordingly, the 90-percent
limitation was no longer a problem, since Federal loans were not involved. (This 90-percent
limitation is no longer in the act, having been repealed in 1969 because of another financing
problem that developed shortly before that time.)
Secondly, another provision of the act posed
a serious problem in the launching of the low
rent public housing program-the "equivalent
elimination" requirement. The act provided, in effect, that, for every new dwelling unit constructed thereunder, the project must include the
removal from use of one unsafe or unsanitary
dwelling (except that certain deferral of removal
was permitted). This statutory provision read:
. . . no annual contributions shall be made, and the
Authority shall enter into no contract guaranteeing any annual contribution in connection with the development of
any low-rent housing or slum-clearance project involving
the construction of new dwellings, unless the project includes the elimination by demolition, condemnation, and
effective closing, or the compulsory repair or improvement
of unsafe or insanitary dwellings situated in the locality or
metropolitan area, substantially equal in number to the
number of newly constructed dwellings provided by the
project; except that such elimination may, in the discretion
of the Authority, be deferred In any locality or metropolitan
area where the shortage of decent, safe. or sanitary housing available to families of low income is so acute as to
force dangerous overcrowding of such families.

This provision would have constituted a
major obstacle to a large portion of the program
if each assisted housing project had to include
the removal from use of an unsafe or unsanitary
dwelling as part of the physical housing development--or even if it had to include such removal
by the local housing authority itself through any
other direct means. Most low rent public housing
projects were feasible only if constructed on vacant land, or land containing few such dwellings_
Even in slum and blighted areas, the existing
buildings on sites were more often commercial
or industrial than residential. It would not have
been feasible for the local authority to buy unsafe or unsanitary properties elsewhere solely to
meet the equivalent elimination requirement,
since it would have added so substantially to the
cost of the project as to make it infeasible, and
would have made the authority an offsite landlord if the dwellings were not demolished or
sold.
This whole problem was solved administratively in a manner that avoided any project being
actually th ~~t~F! alb 1["O ~ e equivalent elimination
requifi ~R
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a serious problem in the launching of the low

rent public housing programâthe "equivalent

elimination" requirement. The act provided, in ef-

fect, that, for every new dwelling unit con-
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act, it was determined that the required removal

of unsafe or unsanitary dwellings, in order to be

"included" in the project, need not necessarily

be accomplished within the project's physical

boundaries, or as part of the physical develop-

ment of the housing project, and need not even

be accomplished by the local housing authority,

if lt obtained assurance that the removal would

be accomplished within a reasonable time by

some other local body that had adequate legal

authority to do so. Typically, this other local

body was the city, which had broad "police

power" under which it could demolish, condemn,

close, or force the repair or improvement of un-

safe or unsanitary dwellings in the locality.

This administrative determination was first

reflected in a portion of U.S. Housing Authority

Bulletin No. 3 on policy and procedure, which

provided:

(b) Off Site Elimination. When the new dwellings are

constructed on vacant sites or on sites occupied by rela-

tively few unsafe or lnsanitary dwellings, arrangements

must be made for the accomplishment of all or some of

the necessary equivalent elimination elsewhere in the same

locality or metropolitan area. Since the expense makes it

impractical to buy the buildings to be so eliminated, the

cooperation of others must be secured.

The assurance that others would furnish the

necessary cooperation in eliminating unsafe and

insanitary dwellings took the form of "Coopera-

tion Agreements" between local public housing

authorities and local governments. Under such

act, it was determined that the required removal
of unsafe or unsanitary dwellings, in order to be
"included" in the project, need not necessarily
be accomplished within the project's physical
boundaries, or as part of the physical development of the housing project, and need not even
be accomplished by the local housing authority,
if it obtained assurance that the removal would
be accomplished within a reasonable time by
some other local body that had adequate legal
authority to do so. Typically, this other local
body was the city, which had broad "police
power" under which it could demolish, condemn,
close, or force the repair or improvement of unsafe or unsanitary dwellings in the locality.
This administrative determination was first
reflected in a portion of U.S. Housing Authority
Bulletin No. 3 on policy and procedure, which
provided:
(b) Off Site Elimination. When the new dwellings are
constructed on vacant sites or on sites occupied by relatively few unsafe or Insanitary dwellings. arrangements
must be made for the accomplishment of all or some of
the necessary equivalent elimination elsewhere in the same
locality or metropolitan area. Since the expense makes it
impractical to buy the buildings to be so eliminated. the
cooperation of others must be secured.

an agreement, the local government undertook

that, without cost to the local housing authority

and generally through the use of the local gov-

ernment's police powers, it would cause the

elimination of a number of unsafe and insanitary

dwelling units substantially equal in number to

the number of new units to be constructed in the

public housing project.

Normally, the "equivalent elimination" lan-

guage was included in a cooperation agreement

which also provided for tax exemption, vacating

of streets, zoning, and the furnishing of munici-

pal services, but at times it was a separate

agreement. The use of this device made neces-

sary the enactment of State "Housing Coopera-

tion Laws" (or the inclusion of provisions in

State "Housing Authority Laws") giving cities

power to enter into such agreements. These in

turn led to court tests in which the power of the

municipalities so to contract was upheld.

lnitiating the use of the cooperation agree-

ment to obtain equivalent elimination also had

effects that extended beyond the requirements of

the U.S. Housing Act of 1937. At that time, even

though municipalities were empowered to force

the demolition, closing, or repair of unsafe or in-

sanitary dwellings constituting a threat to health

and safety, the power had not been generally

used. Many municipalities were actually unaware

of their power to effectuate slum clearance

through the use of the police powers, or lacked

the incentive to enforce existing laws and munic-

ipal ordinances relating to such buildings. The

hearings and debates in city councils during

consideration of cooperation agreements brought

these powers into greater focus and public at-

tention, and made the municipalities more con-

scious both of their powers and the need to ex-

The assurance that others would furnish the
necessary cooperation in eliminating unsafe and
insanitary dwellings took the form of "Cooperation Agreements" between local public housing
authorities and local governments. Under such
an agreement, the local government undertook
that, without cost to the local housing authority
and generally through the use of the local government's police powers, it would cause the
elimination of a number of unsafe and insanitary
dwelling units substantially equal in number to
the number of new units to be constructed in the
public housing project.
Normally, the "equivalent elimination" language was included in a cooperation agreement
which also provided for tax exemption, vacating
of streets, zoning, and the furnishing of municipal services, but at times it was a separate
agreement. The use of this device made necessary the enactment of State "Housing Cooperation Laws" (or the inclusion of provisions in
State "Housing Authority Laws") giving cities
power to enter into such agreements. These in
turn led to court tests in which the power of the
municipalities so to contract was upheld.
Initiating the use of the cooperation agreement to obtain equivalent elimination also had
effects that extended beyond the requirements of
the U.S. Housing Act of 1937. At that time, even

though municipalities were empowered to force
the demolition, closing, or repair of unsafe or insanitary dwellings constituting a threat to health
and safety, the power had not been generally
used. Many municipalities were actually unaware
of their power to effectuate slum clearance
through the use of the police powers, or lacked
the incentive to enforce existing laws and municipal ordinances relating to such buildings. The
hearings and debates in city councils during
consideration of cooperation agreements brought
these powers into greater focus and public attention, and made the municipalities more conscious both of their powers and the need to exercise them, and had the positive effect of
encouraging the use of those powers far beyond,
and quite independent of, the public housing
program.

Launching the Slum Clearance and Urban
Redevelopment Program
Legal interpretations and administrative policy decisions in the early days of a new program
largely determine the general forms and approaches to its execution that will govern operations, often for years to come. An interesting
case in point arose in the course of initial operations under the Slum Clearance and Community
Development and Redevelopment Program-the
initial designation of the slum clearance program
authorized by title I of the Housing Act of 1949
(Public Law 81-171).
As always happens in the beginning with a
complex new statute, a great many legal problems arose as the then Housing and Home Finance Agency began to prepare the new program for operation. One such question that came
up quite early was a determination as to what
would be required of a "local public agency" to
qualify for planning advances, which were authorized in the act (along with loans and capital
grants). The relevant language of the statute
read:
The [Housing and Home Finance) Administrator may
make advances of funds /0 local public agencies lor surveys and plans in preparation 01 projects which may be assisted under this title . . . etc. (Public Law 81-171. sec.
102(d)) (Emphasis added.)

HHFA attorneys ruled that this language,
particularly taken in conjunction with the provision that such planning advances could be required to be repaid from funds later becoming
available for "undertaking" projects, meant that
there must...,be a r 'ect or projects in being before
lapnII, · I y. rr~ n y uld be made, together
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with some showing that such projects qualified

for assistance under title I.

Since most of the local public agencies in

the early period of the program's life were

hardly older than the act itself, if as old, the

practical effect of this ruling was that those that

needed and sought planning advancesâwhich,

to all intents and purposes, meant all of themâ

were required to, in effect, pretend that they had

"projects" in being, and that they knew enough

about these putative projects to demonstrate

their eligibility for title I assistance.

The fact was, of course, that both the pro-

gram and the local agencies were so new that it

was quite impossible (except in unusual local

situations) for them to have such "projects," and

this approach to initiating the planning process

therefore resulted not only in lost time and in a

great deal of agonizing and largely pro forma

documentation at the local level, but had the

more serious and lasting effect of encouraging

decisions on project areas and concepts in ex-

cessive haste and with inadequate information,

and even virtually freezing them in place be-

cause of the investment of time and effortâthus

tending to build into the program in its very

early stages mistakes of judgment that might

have been avoided had the initial planning stage

taken a more orderly course.

This was, of course, essentially a legal inter-

pretation, but it was also an administrative deci-

sion. As has been noted repeatedly in these

pages, lawyers who know precisely what policies

and objectives are in the minds of the program

administrators tend to view statutory grant of au-

thority in a light favorable to their realization,

when they can reasonably do so without doing

violence to the statutory language or to clear

congressional intent. There is little reason to

think, therefore, that a determined program ad-

ministrator, who clearly visualized the conse-

quences of the alternative route, could not have

prevailed upon the attorneys to take the view

that the practical and necessary purpose of

these advances was to make "surveys and

plans" for the purpose of preparing projectsâ

not then in existence or even identifiedâwhich

would, on the basis of such planning and prepa-

ration, qualify for loan and grant assistance. This

would have entailed a certain risk of loss where

funds were used for planning and no project

ever eventuated, but that would not have been

an unreasonable risk to take. (As a matter of

fact, this happened anyway, even under the

stricter interpretation, and the Agency was finally

authorized to use capital grant appropriations to

write off uncollectable planning advances.) Had

such an interpretation been made initially, the

early years of the slum clearance and urban re-

development program might have taken a differ-

ent and, conceivably, a more useful course.

There is another consequence of this and

similar decisions, however, that is wbrthy of

note. Once the local public agencies were put

on notice that they would have to meet some

rather difficult and technical tests to even qualify

for planning advances, they understandably

with some showing that such projects qualified
for assistance under title I.
Since most of the local public agencies in
the early period of the program's life were
hardly older than the act itself, if as old, the
practical effect of this ruling was that those that
needed and sought planning advances-which,
to all intents and purposes, meant all of themwere required to, in effect, pretend that they had
"projects" in being, and that they knew enough
about these putative projects to demonstrate
their eligibility for title I assistance.
The fact was, of course, that both the program and the local agencies were so new that it
was quite impossible (except in unusual local
situations) for them to have such "projects," and
this approach to initiating the planning process
therefore resulted not only in lost time and in a
great deal of agonizing and largely pro forma
documentation at the local level, but had the
more serious and lasting effect of encouraging
decisions on project areas and concepts in excessive haste and with inadequate information,
and even virtually freezing them in place because of the investment of time and effort-thus
tending to build into the program in its very
early stages mistakes of judgment that might
have been avoided had the initial planning stage
taken a more orderly course.
This was, of course, essentially a legal interpretation, but it was also an administrative decision. As has been noted repeatedly in these
pages, lawyers who know precisely what policies
and objectives are in the minds of the program
administrators tend to view statutory grant of authority in a light favorable to their realization,
when they can reasonably do so without doing
violence to the statutory language or to clear
congressional intent. There is little reason to
think, therefore, that a determined program a"dministrator, who clearly visualized the consequences of the alternative route, could not have
prevailed upon the attorgeys to take the view
that the practical and necessary purpose of
these advances was to make "surveys and
plans" for the purpose of preparing projectsnot then in existence or even identified-which
WOUld, on the basis of such planning and preparation, qualify for loan and grant assistance. This
would have entailed a certain risk of loss where
funds were used for planning and no project
ever eventuated, but that would not have been
an unreasonable risk to take. (As a matter of
fact, this happened anyway, even under the
stricter interpretation, and the Agency was finally

authorized to use capital grant appropriations to
write off uncollectable planning advances.) Had
such an interpretation been made initially, the
early years of the slum clearance and urban redevelopment program might have taken a different and, conceivably, a more useful course.
There is another consequence of this and
similar decisions, however, that is worthy of
note. Once the local public agencies were put
on notice that they would have to meet some
rather difficult and technical tests to even qualify
for planning advances, they understandably
began to besiege the Agency for information and
guidance as to how they were expected to proceed. Unfortunately, however, the program administrators were as new and inexperienced as
the local public agencies themselves, so that
they had no choice but to improvise the best answers that they could as they went along.
Thus, there fairly quickly developed a somewhat incoherent system-if it can properly be
called that-of program guidance to the local
agencies through meetings, telephone calls, letters, circulars, visits, and so on. In the end, this
generated enough confusion as to what the applicable standards and policies actually were that
gradually a formal system of procedural directives
was put together to serve as a channel of communication with the field offices and local agencies.
But by that time, a pattern had set in under
which the Federal officials prescribed detailed
forms, requirements, and submissions from local
public agencies as a matter of course-notwithstanding that the theory of title I was that it
should provide Federal assistance to programs
essentially local in character, embodying local
planning, priorities, and decisions. This pattern
of administration was to endure for many years,
and ultimately was to become one of the principal sources of local discontent with what was
considered to be "bureaucratic interference" and
"dictation" from Washington.
It would be an exaggeration, of course, to
attribute th is development entirely, or perhaps
even mainly, to the initial Agency posture with
respect to planning requirements. Many other
problems and circumstances played a part in
shaping the lines of communication in the direction they developed. Nevertheless, it is clear that
if the Agency had initially taken a different and
more step-by-step view of the planning process,
it would have been far easier to satisfy the local
agencies with very general directives, calling
their attent!) I i It I r Wovisions of the statute
and
I:'l ~ Ifl~ ~ ~
submissions, when
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ceed. Unfortunately, however, the program ad-
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ultimately ready, would basically be held to

standards of reasonableness, feasibility, and

faithfulness to the statutory objectives.

Thus, for example, a system might have

evolved that would have relied much more heav-

ily on local decisions, findings, and certifications,

and subjected more to postaudit and less to

prior reviewâan administrative approach to

which the Agency (by then the Department) was

compelled almost 20 years later by the sheer cu-

mulative force of local and congressional exas-

peration.

Improving Techniques of Financing to Meet

Changing Program Needs

At least twice in the history of the rural

housing programs of the Farmers Home Adminis-

ultimately ready, would basically be held to
standards of reasonableness, feasibility, and
faithfulness to the statutory objectives.
Thus, for example, a system might have
evolved that would have relied much more heavily on local decisions, findings, and certifications,
and subjected more to postaudit and less to
prior review-an administrative approach to
which the Agency (by then the Department) was
compelled almost 20 years later by the sheer cumulative force of local and congressional exasperation.

tration (FmHA) administrative ingenuity and flexi-

bility have been brought to bear to deve'op new

financing techniques that enable FmHA to adjust

to changing programs and rapidly rising work-

Improving Techniques of Financing to Meet
Changing Program Needs

loads with a minimum loss of momenlum and

service to rural areas. ln each case, the new

systems were ultimately endorsed (and even

modified and improved) by the Congress in

amendatory legislation. However, major delays

and program tieups were avoided by working out

feasible solutions within then existing law.

Sale of lnsured Loans at Market Prices: The

first such case occurred in 1966 with the deci-

sion to sell insured rural housing loans at market

value.

The Rural Housing lnsurance Fund (RHlF)

was established in 1965 by Public Law 89-117,

and capitalized with an appropriation of $100

million. FmHA, through its 1,730 local offices,

makes housing loans primarily with funds ad-

vanced from the RHlF. These loans in turn are

sold to private investors, and insured at the time

of sale. Proceeds from such sales are deposited

iri the Fund and are available for new loans,

among other purposes.

Two events soon combined to make the

$100 million capital of the RHlF inadequate. One

was the increase in market interest rates above

the level paid by borrowers, and the other was

the rapid increase in the authorized levels of

rural housing programs.

Until July 1, 1968. the interest rate to bor-

rowers on insured housing loans was 5 percent.

When market rates exceeded rates paid by bor-

rowers, the insured housing loan program was

stymied, because the Fund was unable to market

the loans it held rapidly enough to provide the

funds needed for new loans. lncreased author-

ized program levels added to the problem. The

FmHA, in order to avoid a situation in which the

program might grind to a halt, decided to offer

insured notes to investors at rates above the

borrowers' note rates. The initial offering in

March, 1966 was at 5.4 percentâa premium of .4

percent.

The practice of selling at above or below

market interest rates was favorably received by

Congress as a practical solution to a practical

problem, and has been followed since 1966. The

Fund is reimbursed for interest losses by annual

At least twice in the history of the rural
housing programs of the Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) administrative ingenuity and flexibility have been brought to bear to deve~op new
financing techniques that enable FmHA to adjust
to changing programs and rapidly rising workloads with a minimum loss of momentum and
service to rural areas. In each case, the new
systems were ultimately endorsed (and even
modified and improved) by the Congress in
amendatory legislation. However, major delays
and program tieups were avoided by working out
feasible solutions within then existing law.
Sale of Insured Loans at Market Prices: The
first such case occurred in 1966 with the decision to sell insured rural housing loans at market
value.
The Rural Housing Insurance Fund (RHIF)
was established in 1965 by Public Law 89--117,
and capitalized with an appropriation of $100
million. FmHA, through its 1,730 local offices,
makes housing loans primarily with funds advanced from the RHIF. These loans in turn are
sold to private investors, and insured at the time
of sale. Proceeds from such sales are deposited
in the Fund and are available for new loans,
among other purposes.
Two events soon combined to make the
$100 million capital of the RHIF inadequate. One
was the increase in market interest rates above
the level paid by borrowers, and the other was
the rapid increase in the authorized levels of
rural housing programs.
Until July 1, 1968, the interest rate to borrowers on insured housing loans was 5 percent.
When market rates exceeded rates paid by borrowers, the insured housing loan program was
stymied, because the Fund was unable to market
the loans it held rapid ly enougl;l to pr()vide the

appropriations.

The Block Sale Method: The second admin-

istrative innovation to meet the expanding finan-

cial requirements of the rural housing programs
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funds needed for new loans. Increased authorized program levels added to the problem. The
FmHA, in order to avoid a situation in which the
program might grind to a halt, decided to offer
insured notes to investors at rates above the
borrowers' note rates. The initial offering in
March, 1966 was at 5.4 percent-a premium of .4
percent.
The practice of selling at above or below
market interest rates was favorably received by
Congress as a practical solution to a practical
problem, and has been followed since 1966. The
Fund is reimbursed for interest losses by annual
appropriations.
The Block Sale Method: The second administrative innovation to meet the expanding financial requirements of the rural housing programs
came a few years later, in 1970.
As the rural housing program increased in
volume to $800 million in fiscal 1970 and to $1.4
billion in 1971, the old method of selling and
transferring the individual notes to the investors
became too cumbersome. Investors preferred
holding one piece of paper, rather than a portfolio of individual notes. To improve the marketability of insured notes, the FmHA started the
block sale method in February 1970.
Under the b~ock sale method, investors were
able to buy Insurance Contracts through underwriting firms in the capital markets in New York.
These Insurance Contracts, which were issued in
denominations
ranging
from
$100,000
to
$1,000,000, were evidence of ownership of specified insured notes held in custody by a bank acting as agent for the FmHA.
This method of sale, to supplement the direct sale of insured notes, enabled the FmHA to
maintain the RHIF in a sufficiently liquid position
to meet the needs of a $2 billion housing program.
The block sale method was further simplified and made more attractive to investors by
language included in Sf3c:ion 817 of P. L. 93-86.
This new language prOVided that:
No provision of law shall prohibit issuance by the Secretary of certificates evidencing beneficial ownership in a
block of notes insured or guaranteed under this Act of
Title V of the Housing Act of 1949; any sale by the Secretary of such certificates shall be treated as a sale of assets
for the purposes of the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921.
Any security representing beneficial ownership in a block
of notes guaranteed or insured under this Act of Title V of
the Housing Act of 1949 issued by a private entity shall be
exempt from laws administered by the Securities and Exchange CommiSSion, except sections 17, 22, and 24 of the
Securities Ace , ~a ,I r- "fended; however, the Secretary
shall
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ce such notes in the

custody of an Institution chartered by a Federal or State

agency to act as trustee and (ii) that the issuer provide

such periodic reports of sales as the Secretary deems nec-

essary.

This authorization permitted further major

improvements in the "block sale" method, to

custody of an Institution chartered by a Federal or State
agency to act as trustee and (ii) that the issuer provide
such periodic reports of sales as the Secretary deems necessary.

better adapt insured notes to the investment

market and also reduce paperwork involved in

the transactions.

Thus, these two administrative decisions to

go ahead by making the best use of the too.'s at

hand not only protected the rural housing pro-

gram from what might have been protracted de-

lays and serious breakdowns in program opera-

tions, but led in the end to legislation that

endorsed and even strengthened the financing

methods that had been devised and successfully

tested in the market.

Establishment of FHA Minimum Property

Standards

The original National Housing Act did not

contain a single provision that expressly or im-

This authorization permitted further major
improvements in the "block sale" method, to
better adapt insured notes to the investment
market and also reduce paperwork involved in
the transactions.
Thus, these two administrative decisions to
go ahead by making the best use of the too~s at
hand not only protected the rural housing program from what might have been protracted delays and serious breakdowns in program operations, but led in the end to legislation that
endorsed and even strengthened the financing
methods that had been devised and successfully
tested in the market.

plicitly required the FHA to establish detailed

ards could have found some support in the legislative his!ory. For examp!e, the lead Administration witness on behalf of the legislation was
Harry L. Hopkins, the Federal Emergency Relief
Administrator. His testimony listed the major purposes of the legislation as follows:
1. To create employment in the building
trades at a time when more than one-third of all
the American families on the relief rolls were
identified with the building trade.
2. To increase employment in industries that
provided materials and equipment for the construction industry.
3. To increase repair work on the existing
housing supp:y which had de~eriorated greatly
during the 4 years of depression.

minimum property standards for housing

financed with the aid of mortgage insurance. The

act was entitled "An Act to encourage the im-

provement in housing standards and conditions,

to provide a system of mutual mortgage insur-

ance and for other purposes."

The reference to encouraging "improvement

in housing standards and conditions" gives

ample support to the idea that the imposition of

detailed standards is consistent with the congres-

sional intent, but it gives no valid support to a

contention that such minimum property stand-

ards were required or specifically contemplated.

A reading of the act as a whole makes it

clear that the improvement in housing standards

and conditions referred to might just as well

have been contemplated through the encourage-

ment of an increased volume of repair and im-

provement of the existing housing stock. Indeed,

it could have been argued that the imposition of

detailed minimum property standards for each

and every unit of new construction aided by

mortgage insurance would not speed up but

slow down the implementation of the programâ

so that resulting gains in the quality of individual

units newly built would be offset by a reduction

in the number of new units started, thus perhaps

adversely affecting the quality of the housing

supply as a whole.

Such a hypothetical argument against the

imposition of detailed minimum property stand-

ards could have found some support in the legis-

lative history. For example, the lead Administra-

tion witness on behalf of the legislation was

Harry L. Hopkins, the Federal Emergency Relief

Administrator. His testimony listed the major pur-

poses of the legislation as follows:

1. To create employment in the building

trades at a time when more than one-third of all

the American families on the relief rolls were

identified with the building trade.

2. To increase employment in industries that

provided materials and equipment for the con-

Establishment of FHA Minimum Property
Standards

4. To unloose private credit rather than public funds in both new construction and housing
repair.

The original National Housing Act did not
contain a single provision that expressly or implicitly required the FHA to establish de~ailed
minimum
property
standards
for
housing
financed with the aid of mortgage insurance. The
act was entitled "An Act to encourage the improvement in housing standards and conditions,
to provide a system of mutual mortgage insurance and for other purposes."
The reference to encouraging "improvement
in housing standards and conditions" gives
ample support to the idea that the imposition of
detailed standards is consistent with the congressional intent, but it gives no valid support to a
contention that such minimum property standards were required or specifically contemplated.
A reading of the act as a whole makes it
clear that the improvement in housing standards
and conditions referred to might just as well
have been contemplated through the encouragement of an increased volume of repair and improvement of the e,;isting housing stock . Indeed,
it could have been argued that the imposition of
detailed minimum property standards for each
and every unit of new construction aided by
mortgage insurance wou!d not speed up but
slow down the implementation of the programso that resulting gains in the quality of individual
units newly built wou!d be offset by a reduction
in the number of new units started. thus perhaps
adversely affecting the quality of the housing
supply as a whole.
.
Such a hypothetical argumen t against the
Imposition of detai led minimum p roperty stand-

It seems reasonable to assume that a more
immediate impact on unemployment in the building trades and in the manufacturing of materials
and equipment used in housing would result if
FHA mortgage insurance were made available to
new housing that was acceptable to the market
without the delays involved in devising. promulgating, and administering detailed property
standards applicable to each unit of new construction. This is particularly true because the
minimum property standards that were adopted
applied not only to the size and general design
of the structure, and the availability of water
supply and sewage disposal facilities, but also to
the quality of the numerous individual items of
materials and equipment going into the housing.
Turning from the act's title and its legislative
history to the body of the act, it is interesting to
note that it contains many detailed requirements
that run to the mortgage terms, while hardly any
mention is made of the mortgaged property.
Thus, the insured mortgage is governed as to its
dollar amount, ratio of loan to value. maturity,
amortization, and foreclosure rights . In the case
of rental projects. there are specific provisions
governing rents. charges, capital structure, and
rate of return, but here again the law is silent as
to physical construction standards. Thus there
was no obligation either in law or legislative history to impose detailed minimum property standards.
m the imposition of such
On
stand r.
i the discretionary

Ydr"

struction industry.

3. To increase repair work on the existing

housing supply which had deteriorated greatly

during the 4 years of depression.
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authority of the Federal Housing Administrator.
The authority to Insure mortgages was granted
" upon such terms as the Administrator may pre-scribe" and there was a requirement that each
assisted project be " economically sound." An argument could readily be made that the economic
soundness requirement in IIself justified the imposition of detailed minimum property standards.
And It Is likely that concern with the economic
soundness of each project (and more basic cancem with the overall financial soundness of the
mortgage insurance system) contributed heavily
to the decslon to Impose minimum property
standards. These considerations were likely uppermost In the minds of the declslonmakers at
the time.
Thera Is no basis In the literature of the
early 1930's for proJecting back Into thai period
the current degree of Interest in Federal laws
and regulations specifically deSigned to protect
consumers against substandard products. This Is
not to say that consumer protection may not
have been among the motives for adopting the
detailed minimum property standards, but it was
probably a secondary mollve.
The Imposilion of detailed min imum property
standards had several effects that were both
contemplated and Immediately visible. The occupant of an FHA-financed house received a product that was, or was purported to be, in many
respects better than it otherwise would have
beell-i .e.. settlement cracks and roof leaks
would be fewer; insulation would be effective ;
mechanical equipment would last longer; and SO
forth . And accordingly, tha security behind the
mortgage was better, as well as more uniform In
quality. But for present purposes, the IndIrect effects of the administrative decision to impose the
property standards are of even greater Interest.
Thus, before long, II became apparent that FHA's
minimum property standards were beginning to
be applied to conventionally financed construction, so that the benefits reached many addllIonal people.
There were several reasons for this spillover
effect. Many builders produced homes or multifamily bu ild ings for both the FHA and the
conventional market, and II was more efficient to
utilize similar materials and construction practices. In other cases, consistency resulted from
habit or because of consumer demand .
Perhaps an even more Important reason was
related to the impact of FHA requirements on
manufacturers and suppliers of materials and
equipment. Thus, when the FHA establishrt a
minimum standard- for an lie
9 )u ~r or

plumbing, the suppliers of that Item tended to
meet the minimum standard with respect to their
entire production lines, so that conventionally
financed housing received the benefit of this improved quality willy-nilly. In time, a finding of
FHA acceptability became practically Indispensable to the successful marketing of new materials
and components.
Quite apart from the benefits of improved
quality In bolh FHA-aided and conventional construction, there was a further benefit relating to
efficiency within the home building Industry and
the Industries that supplied construction male-rials and equipment. This benefit was traceable
to the greater degree of uniformity and Interchangeability In production and construction that
resulted from the existence of Federal standards.
Still another indirect benefit was the impetus
given to greater uniformity in local building
codes, many of which Incorporated FHA minimum standards for their own purposes.
1t should be noted that these benefits were
not limited to standards respecting individual
structure. The FHA's actlvilles In this area were
eventually extended to the approval of entire
systems of prefabricated housing construction.
Minimum property standards also extended to
such matters as the design of streets and curbs,
utilit ies, and entire subdivisions.
Thus, the successive waves of secondary effects-few of which could have been fully anticipated at the time--were both wide and lasting.
This is the more remarkable since the original
decision had been made to achieve a rather specific and limited " economic soundness" objective that might quite reasonably have been
sought without any recourse to detailed property
standards.

Subdivision Requirements of Farme,.
Home Admlnl.trallon
Just as Important administrative Innovations
often must be developed and applied as new
programs are Implemented , similar Innovations
may follow legislative expansion of a program
into new or broader fields of activity. An example of th is was the recent administrative development and issuance 01 comprehensive requirements for planned or existing subdivisions to be
assisted under the rural housing program of the
Farmers Home Administration. Those require-ments filled a void In most areas where the program operates, and the FmHA, as a Federal
lender in t
home mortgage field, thus took the
r rib f&(,e!quate standards to proInitiaUve In
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tect the interests of the assisted homeowners, as

well as those of the Government to the benefit of

the general public.

The rural housing program of the FmHA, as

initially authorized by title V of the Housing Act

of 1949, had as its primary mission providing

Federal financial assistance for farmhomes and

service buildings, so that subdivision develop-

ment requirements were not relevant. In accord-

ance with the authority in title V, the FmHA at

that time issued guidelines prescribing standards

only with respect to housing and other buildings.

These naturally dealt primarily with structural as-

pects of building planning and design, although

there were references to related factors, sucfi as

water and waste disposal systems. Those guide-

lines were adequate as long as houses being

built or improved were on farms or on scattered

sites, and where the work was done under con-

tract on a one-house-at-a-time basis.

The need for more comprehensive standards

in the form of subdivision regulations became

evident, however, when distinctly new types of

activities and problems occurred under the pro-

gram as it was gradually expanded beyond the

original concept through a series of legislative

amendments over a period of years.

In 1961, an amendment (P. L 87-70) ex-

panded the program to authorize loans to own-

ers of nonfarm tracts in the open country and in

rural towns with populations of not more than

2,500. This population limit was raised to 5,500 in

1965 (P. L. 89-117) and to 10,000 in 1970 (P. L.

91-609). Loan volume was quite small during the

early years of the program, but had increased to

$1.4 billion by fiscal year 1971 and to $2 billion

in fiscal year 1973. The rapid increase in pro-

gram levels, the authorization to issue condi-

tional commitments to builders and developers

of projects, and the introduction of an applica-

tion packaging method by the agency attracted

larger scale builders and developers, which

made subdivision controls a necessary and im-

portant part of the program.

There was a special need for requiring com-

pliance with subdivision regulations prescribed

by the FmHA as a condition to financial assist-

ance under the program, because most of the

areas where it operates had no prior local subdi-

vision standards whatsoever. Some rural commu-

nities had taken an active interest in zoning and

land use regulations, and others had become

concerned about building and sanitation codes.

Except for a few scattered localities, however,

little had been done to adopt and enforce subdi-

vision requirements that met acceptable stand-

ards for water supply, waste disposal systems

and utilities, street design and layout, lot size

and arrangement, drainage, parking, and use of

open space. Most rural towns had not been con-

cerned about subdivision standards because

large scale subdivisions had not been a part of

their experience.

In 1970, the FmHA issued preliminary guide-

lines for building sites, and in 1973 released

more comprehensive and specific controls appli-

tect the interests of the assisted homeowners, as
well as those of the Government to the benefit of
the general public.
The rural housing program of the FmHA, as
initially authorized by title V of the Housing Act
of 1949, had as its primary mission providing
Federal financial assistance for farmhomes and
service buildings, so that subdivision development requirements were not relevant. In accordance with the authority in title V, the FmHA at
that time issued guidelines prescribing standards
only with respect to housing and other buildings.
These naturally dealt primarily with structural aspects of building planning and design, although
there were references to related factors, sucfi as
water and waste disposal systems. Those guidelines were adequate as long as houses being
built or improved were on farms or on scattered
sites, and where the work was done under contract on a one-house-at-a-time basis.
The need for more comprehensive standards
in the form of subdivision regulations became
evident, however, when distinctly new types of
activities and problems occurred under the program as it was gradually expanded beyond the
original concept through a series of legislative
amendments over a period of years.
In 1961, an amendment (P. L. 87-70) expanded the program to authorize loans to owners of nonfarm tracts in the open country and in
rural towns with populations of not more than
2,500. This population limit was raised to 5,500 in
1965 (P. L. 89-117) and to 10,000 in 1970 (P. L.
91-609). Loan volume was quite small during the
early years of the program, but had increased to
$1.4 billion by fiscal year 1971 and to $2 billion
in fiscal year 1973. The rapid increase in program levels, the authorization to issue conditional commitments to builders and developers
of projects, and the introduction of an application packaging method by the agency attracted
larger scale builders and developers, which
made subdivision controls a necessary and important part of the program.
There was a special need for requiring compliance with subdivision regulations prescribed
by the FmHA as a condition to financial assistance under the program, because most of the
areas where it operates had no prior local subdivision standards whatsoever. Some rural communities had taken an active interest in zoning and
land use regulations, and others had become
concerned about building and sanitation codes.
Except for a few scattered localities, however,
little had been done to adopt and enforce subdivision requirements that met acceptable stan d-

ards for water supply, waste disposal systems
and utilities, street design and layout, lot size
and arrangement, drainage, parking, and use of
open space. Most rural towns had not been concerned about subdivision standards because
large scale subdivisions had not been a part of
their experience.
In 1970, the FmHA issued preliminary guidelines for building sites, and in 1973 released
more comprehensive and specific controls applicable to both planned and existing subdivisions.
By now, these requirements have gained general
acceptance. However, resistance characterized
the initial reaction of some builders and developers-especially those who had been developing
low budget subdivisions with features such as individual wells and septic tanks, open ditch drainage, or minimal streets. Also, some local communities objected to the new standards because
they often made it necessary to spend local
funds for additional public facilities.
The impact of this administrative action by
FmHA ultimately reached far beyond the scope
of the program itself, and far beyond the specific
administrative needs that led to it. For example,
the FmHA subdivision standards:

1. Resulted in some communities installing,
extending, or upgrading their water and waste
disposal systems to accommodate not only the
new subdivisions but the community as a whole.
2. Made many local leaders aware of the
need to provide faci lities and services essential
to a good living environment if they expected
their communities to grow and to attract the capital needed to do so.
3. Caused some planning and regulatory
bodies to give more attention to subdivision development in rural areas.
4. Set the pattern for good, well deSigned
subdivisions for builders, developers, and private
lenders in rural areas.

Refusing Mortgage Insurance to Certain
Neighborhoods (Red Lining)
Many administrative decisions-like that to
establish FHA minimum property standards for
the mortgage insurance system-are made at a
definite time and on a specific point-a decision
to do something or not to do it; or a decision to
do something in a particular way or to do it in
some other c~ ¥in .•~
arise over time, or crystallizeuWtvEftspn~~1 ~~A ractice. An exam-

cable to both planned and existing subdivisions.

By now, these requirements have gained general

acceptance. However, resistance characterized

the initial reaction of some builders and develop-
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pie of the latter is what came to be known as

"red lining" in the FHA program.

The figure of speech arises from the image

âin some offices perhaps quite literally trueâof

a map of a particular city in which certain neigh-

borhoods or areas are encircled in red, with the

understanding that no mortgage is to be insured

on a property lying within the proscribed area.

Such general area disqualifications did in fact

occur, and they were, by and large, areas of

slum and blight, largely occupied by low income

people.

lt is possible to suggest at least three rea-

sons why this approach to underwritingâ

whether or not it involved actually drawing lines

on a mapâmay have come into general use.

First, FHA may well have been influencedâ

and understandablyâby the customs and prac-

tice of conventional mortgage lenders. This was

due in part to the "economic soundness" policy

in the statute itself, and a desire to show that

FHA was gaging the quality of its insurance risks

so as to carry out the congressional intent in

this respect. ln part, it was no doubt due to a

feeling that it was important for FHA to establish

itself in the minds of the business community

and the public as a prudent and businesslike op-

eration. Both considerations gave weight to the

fact that conventional mortgage lenders had

reached virtually unanimous, even if tacit, agree-

ment that it was unwise to invest mortgage funds

in these areas.

Second, the practice yielded a considerable

administrative convenience and some economy.

lf it is known in advance that an application is

almost certainly going to be rejected, there is lit-

tle point in spending the time and effort neces-

sary to process it in full. Automatic rejection of

applications from undesirable areas, therefore,

not only saved time and trouble, but in the end

produced a further convenience: When it be-

came known that such areas were out of

bounds, mortgagees stopped even preparing ap-

plications in the first place, so that FHA was

spared the workload of receiving and rejecting

them.

Third, the FHA's own appraisal methods

tended to produce this underwriting result. ln the

case of existing properties, the measure of

choice in this type of appraisal was that of com-

parable recent sales of similar properties in the

same or an essentially similar neighborhood. But

a large proportion of this type of housing was in

low income rental use and in most such so-

called comparables were not available. ln that

situation, the appraisers turned to another

methodâcapitalizing the income-producing power

of the property. Since most slum housing is oper-

ated at relatively high rents and low expense for

maintenance and repairs, it throws off a substan-

tial return to the owner. Hence, the income capi-

talization method tends to produce an

unreasonably high value, considered in the light

of the actual physical condition of the structures,

their amenities, and their surroundings. ln other

words, taking into account the incomes of

prospective buyers (for ownership, as distin-

guished from investment), mortgage loans on

such properties at those values would in fact

very likely not have been economically sound in

pie of the latter is what came to be known as
"red lining" in the FHA program.
The figure of speech arises from the image
-in some offices perhaps quite literally true--of
a map of a particular city in which certain neighborhoods or areas are encircled in red, with the
understanding that no mortgage is to be insured
on a property lying within the proscribed area.
Such general area disqualifications did in fact
occur, and they were, by and large, areas of
slum and blight, largely occupied by low income
people.
It is possible to suggest at least three reasons why this approach to u"derwritingwhether or not it involved actually drawing lines
on a map--may have come into general use.
First, FHA may well have been influencedand understandably-by the customs and practice of conventional mortgage lenders. This was
due in part to the "economic soundness" policy
in the statute itself, and a desire to show that
FHA was gaging the quality of its insurance risks
so as to carry out the congressional intent in
this respect. In part, it was no doubt due to a
feeling that it was important for FHA to establish
itself in the minds of the business community
and the public as a prudent and businesslike operation. Both considerations gave weight to the
fact that conventional mortgage lenders had
reached virtually unanimous, even if tacit, agreement that it was unwise to invest mortgage funds
in these areas.
Second, the practice yielded a considerable
administrative convenience and some economy.
If it is known in advance that an application is
almost certainly going to be rejected, there is little point in spending the time and effort necessary to process it in full. Automatic rejection of
applications from undesirable areas, therefore,
not only saved time and trouble, but in the end
produced a further convenience: When it became known that such areas were out of
bounds, mortgagees stopped even preparing applications in the first place, so that FHA was
spared the workload of receiving and rejecting
them.
Third, the FHA's own appraisal methods
tended to produce this underwriting result. In the
case of existing properties, the measure of
choice in this type of appraisal was that of comparable recent sales of similar properties in the
same or an essentially similar neighborhood. But
a large proportion of this type of housing was in
low income rental use and in most such socalled com parables were not avaUable. In that
situation, the appraisers turn ed to another

method~pitalizing the income-producing power
of the property. Since most slum housing is operated at relatively high rents and low expense for
maintenance and repairs, it throws off a substantial return to the owner. Hence, the income capitalization
method
tends to
produce
all
unreasonably high value, considered in the light
of the actual physical condition of the structures,
their amenities, and their surroundings. In other
words, taking into account the incomes of
prospective buyers (for ownership, as distinguished from investment), mortgage loans 0"
such properties at those values would in fact
very likely not have been economically sound i"
most cases.
Although the policy or practice of red linin!~
put the FHA in a good light from the standpoint
of its economic soundness test and its financial
position, it had just the opposite effect in terms
of the public and congressional perception of
FHA's responsiveness to its status as a public
agency. It was widely criticized as being interested only in the upper middle class, especially
in the suburbs. As a matter of fact, it seems
most unlikely that FHA actually had any reluctance to deal with any particular class or income
stratum. The practical fact was the wealthy did
not need FHA, and the poor were, in the main,
ineligible to use it.
With the advent of the equal opportunity decisions of the courts (discussed earlier) and new
legislation in this area, these criticisms grew
progressively louder and more widespread. Then
came the introduction of housing subsidies provided through the FHA machinery, under the rent
supplement program and later under sections
235 and 236. Finally matters reached the point
where large sections of the public were convinced that FHA was deliberately dragging Its
feet in carrying out these programs, and was
discriminating against the poor in general and
the minority poor in particular. As always, these
public attitudes were quickly reflected in the
Congress.
In the late 1960's, HUD and the FHA moved
strongly to try to turn this situation around. Redlining as such was prohibited, and field offices
were directed to give priority attention to the
needs of low and moderate income people, including those in the central cities.
This administrative action was followed by
congressional sanction in the Housing and Urban
Development Act of 1968 which authorized: (1)
The waiver or relaxation of FHA property standards to pe , : m rt a ~e insurance for blighted
areas i c ~t .' I.e
acceptance of cer-
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tain mortgagors as eligible for insurance al-

though their credit ratings are below usual FHA

standards; and (3) the creation of a Special Risk

Insurance Fund, for those and other insurance

operations, with an authorization for appropria-

tions to cover expected losses incurred by the

Fund. (See sections 223(e), 237, and 238 of the

National Housing Act.)

But the concept that this was to be accom-

plished with care and all reasonable prudence

appears not to have gotten through to those in-

volved in day-to-day operations as fully as the

urgency of getting FHA off the hook of foot-drag-

ging. Many field offices seem to have thought,

perhaps with some reason, that their efficiency

and performance were to be judged in large part

by the volume of loans insured in once-forbidden

areas. In any event, such loans began to be in-

sured in considerable volume, not only under the

subsidized programs but under the unsubsidized

programs that offered favorable terms for low

and moderate income people. The result was a

host of new problems, equally serious although

of an entirely different nature.

Foreclosures and property acquisitions on

defaulted loans began to come in and rapidly

swelled in volume. In great numbers of cases,

poor homeowners faced with some unexpected

financial problem or disillusioned with the actual

tain mortgagors as eligible for insurance although their credit ratings are below usual FHA
standards; and (3) the creation of a Special Risk
Insurance Fund, for those and other insurance
operations, with an authorization for appropriations to cover expected losses incurred by the
Fund. (See sections 223(e), 237, and 238 of the
National Housing Act.)
But the concept that this was to be accomplished with care and all reasonable prudence
appears not to have gotten through to those involved in day-to-day operations as fully as the
urgency of getting FHA off the hook of foot-dragging. Many field offices seem to have thought,
perhaps with some reason, that their efficiency
and performance were to be judged in large part
by the volume of loans insured in once-forbidden
areas. In any event, such loans began to be insured in considerable volume, not only under the
subsidized programs but under the unsubsidized
programs that offered favorable terms for low
and moderate income people. The result was a
host of new problems, equally serious although
of an entirely different nature.

quality of their homes after a few months of oc-

cupancy, simply abandoned them and disap-

peared. In some areas, such as Detroit (where

FHA acquired more than 15,000 units in about 2

years' time) the situation reached such propor-

tions as to be commonly termed a "scandal."

For the first time in its history, FHA was forced

to draw upon the Treasury for very large

amounts to meet insurance claims.

That there was collusion and fraud in many

of these cases is beyond doubt. A considerable

number of indictments have already been

handed down, and many more investigations are

still in progress. It seems likely, however, that

the more common causes were of a simpler na-

tureâthat the property was assigned an unrea-

sonably high value (and therefore mortgage

amount), and that the purchaser was not fully

and objectively evaluated from the standpoint of

his reasonable debt-carrying capacity, or both.

Thus, what the experience really demonstrated

was that substituting one form of bad judgment

for another is likely to change matters, but un-

likely to improve them.

It also raises a question whether, in any

program to revitalize FHA and enhance its effec-

tiveness as a housing agency, it may not be use-

ful to reconsider the whole approach to meth-

ods, techniques, and even policies of appraisal,

and more broadly of underwriting, and to exam-

ine such questions as, for example, whether

there are not inherent differences between the

assumptions and techniques for these purposes

that are adequate for a commercial agency and

Foreclosures and property acquisitions on
defaulted loans began to come in and rapidly
swelled in volume. In great numbers of cases,
poor homeowners faced with some unexpected
financial problem or disillusioned with the actual
quality of their homes after a few months of occupancy, simply abandoned them and disappeared. In some areas, such as Detroit (where
FHA acquired more than 15,000 units in about 2
years' time) the situation reached such proportions as to be commonly termed a "scandal."
For the first time in its history, FHA was forced
to draw upon the Treasury for very large
amounts to meet insurance claims.
That there was collusion and fraud in many
of these cases is beyond doubt. A considerable
number of indictments have already been
handed down, and many more investigations are
still in progress. It seems likely, however, that
the more common causes were of a simpler nature--that the property was aSSigned an unreasonably high value (and therefore mortgage
amount), and that the purchaser was not fully
and objectively evaluated from the standpoint of
his reasonable debt-carrying capacity, or both.
Thus. what the experience really demonstrated
was that substituting one form of bad judgment
for another is likely to change matters, but unlikely to improve them.

those that are suitable for an agency of Govern-

ment charged both with a public purpose and

with the burden of proceeding with due dili-

gence, prudence, and care.

Turnkey in Public Housing Programs

The invention of the technique of producing

low rent public housing through what is called

It also raises a question whether, in any
program to revitaliz e FHA and enha ce its effec-

tiveness as a housing agency, it may not be useful to reconsider the whole approach to methods, techniques, and even policies of appraisal,
and more broadly of underwriting, and to examine such questions as, for example, whether
there are not inherent differences between the
assumptions and techniques for these purposes
that are adequate for a commercial agency and
those that are suitable for an agency of Government charged both with a public purpose and
with the burden of proceeding with due diligence, prudence, and care.

Turnkey in Public Housing Programs
The invention of the technique of producing
low rent public housing through what is called
the Turnkey method is an instance of a somewhat unusual use of administrative discretion
and ingenuity-the development of what is, to all
intents and purposes, virtually a new program, or
a new form of a program, not on the basis that
the authorizing statute specifically provides for
it, but rather on the basis that there is nothing in
the statute that specifically prevents it.
It is clear from even a general reading of
the legis!ative history that the Congress never
imagined that it was authorizing the turnkey approach to public housing. That is not to say that
they would have refused to authorize it had it
been suggested. It simply never occurred to
them~r, indeed, to anyone else--at the time.
Whatever their reaction might have been had the
subject come up, the statute they wrote was susceptible to being executed through the turnkey
approach, rather than through the method that
everyone assumed would be followed, and which
indeed was followed exclusively until about 1966.
Under the original and conventional approach, the local housing authority wou:d select
and acquire a site, hire architects and engineers
to prepare plans and specifications, and then
proceed through the laborious and often onerous
procedures applicable to public construction
projects with respect to competitive bidding,
award, and supervision of construction.
Under the Turnkey approach, by contrast,
the local housing authority enters into an agreement with a private deve:oper who has access to
a site to purchase a low rent housing project
after it is built by him. The local authority, of
course, retains the right to approve such basic
elements as design, amenities, and costs.
The Tu key cp. tept may be considered a
rather d n:t~~ s ai;1e~~hur~ in view of the nat-
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ural tendency to adhere to traditional methods in

the absence of specific congressional sanction

for program innovations. Nevertheless, it is

based upon legal authority, at first deemed ten-

uous but now recognized as valid. This is the

statutory power to acquire, as well as to develop

and build, low rent housing. While the term "ac-

quisition" appears in both the Federal law and

the complementary State legislation, it had al-

ways been conceived as the authority for the ac-

quisition of land, or land and buildings for demo-

lition or rehabilitation necssary for construction

by the housing authority. The idea of local public

housing authorities using Federal assistance

under the U.S. Housing Act of 1937 to undertake

a program involving the acquisition of new, com-

pleted housing projects had not been contem-

plated previously.

The only significant challenges to legal au-

thority for Turnkey operations were limited to

State law questions in a few States. Efforts, all

unsuccessful, were made in some States to inter-

pret existing State laws (or enact new ones) to

extend to Turnkey construction by a private

owner the public bidding or labor standards al-

ready applicable to public works construction by

a city or other public agency.

There was some critical reaction to the

Turnkey system. For example, the American ln-

stitute of Architects feared that quality might suf-

fer; that the local housing authority-architect-

client relationship might be jeopardized; and that

architectural fees would be an issue. However,

the merits of the system were thought to out-

weigh any such risksâprimarily cost savings,

and more rapid project development. Obviously,

administrative costs of the local housing author-

ity in connection with the construction are sub-

stantially reduced by Turnkey. Cost savings to

the builder, which can be passed on to the hous-

ing authority, result from the avoidance of

lengthy and expensive public bidding proce-

dures, as well as labor standards or other re-

quirements applicable to public construction

projects.

Another important cost saving results from

the flexibility of a private owner in altering his

construction procedures or physical items going

into a building without adversely affecting the

end product prescribed by the local housing au-

thority. This avoids the delays inherent in hous-

ing authority procedures on such matters that re-

quire formal meetings and decisions by public

officials. The use of a site already owned by the

builder has advantages both to him and the local

housing authority, as compared to site acquisi-

tion by the authority itself for a regular public

housing project.

Another virtue of the Turnkey concept

claimed for it by its advocates is its effect in

making possible more extensive use of private

enterprise in the public housing program through

the use of private architects and private develop-

ers in site acquisition and development.

As of December 1972, 775 local housing au-

ural tendency to adhere to traditional methods in
the absence of specific congressional sanction
for program innovations. Nevertheless, it is
based upon legal authority, at first deemed tenuous but now recognized as valid. This is the
statutory power to acquire, as well as to develop
and build, low rent housing. While the term "acquisition" appears in both the Federal law and
the complementary State legislation, it had always been conceived as the authority for the acquisition of land, or land and buildings for demolition or rehabilitation necssary for construc~ion
by the housing authority. The idea of local public
housing authorities using Federal assistance
under the U.S. Housing Act of 1937 to undertake
a program involving the acquisition of new, completed housing projects had not been contemplated previously.
The only significant challenges to legal authority for Turnkey operations were limited to
State law questions in a few States. Efforts, all
unsuccessful, were made in some States to interpret existing State laws (or enact new ones) to
extend to Turnkey construction by a private
owner the public bidding or labor standards already applicable to public works construc:ion by
a city or other public agency.
There was some critical reaction to the
Turnkey system. For examp!e, the American Institute of Architects feared that quality might suffer; that the local housing authority-architectclient relationship might be jeopardized; and that
architectural fees wou~d be an issue. However,
the merits of the system were thought to outweigh any such risks-primarily cost savings,
and more rapid project development. Obviously,
administrative costs of the local housing authority in connection with the construction are substantially reduced by Turnkey. Cost savings to
the builder, which can be passed on to the housing authority, result from the avoidance of
lengthy and expensive public bidding procedures, as well as labor standards or other requirements applicable to public construction
projects.
Another important cost saving results from
the flexibility of a private owner in altering his
construction procedures or physical items going
into a building without adversely affecting the
end product prescribed by the local housing authority. This avoids the delays inherent in housing authority procedures on such matters that require formal meetings and decisions by public
officials. The use of a site already owned by the
builder has advantages both to him and the local

housing authority, as compared to site acquisition by the authority itself for a regular public
housing project.
Another virtue of the Turnkey concept
claimed for it by its advocates is its effect in
making possible more extensive use of private
enterprise in the public housing program through
the use of private architects and private dev£lopers in site acquisition and development.
As of December 1972, 775 local housing authorities had made use of the original Turnkey
concept in deve:oping 1,433 projects comprising
181,480 dwelling units.
Further logical extensions of this principle
of greater involvement grew out of the original
experiment, and have been used to a more limited extent. One is called Turnkey II which involves simply contracting out project management to selected private management firms.
The method can be employed before or during
construction, to assist in the selection of occupants and in their training and orientation, or
limited to pure management after construction.
Emphasis has been given to selecting management that is responsive to social and human requirements, as well as physical and financial
matters. A Turnkey III and an experimental
Turnkey IV involved eventual home ownership by
tenants in public housing projects.

Housing for Low Income Families on Indian
Reservations
For many years the low rent public housing
program of the Federal Government, under the
U.S. Housing Act of 1937, was not generally applicab!e to Indian reservations, notwithstanding
the deplorable housing conditions of thousands
of low income families living on those reservations. The framers of that act had not specifically
contemplated its application to Indian reservations or made special provisions for them-having primarily in mind urban housing in blighted
areas where the city or other locally authorized
agency would construct and own the housing to
be occupied by the low income families. Accordingly, because of unusual factual circumstances
with respect to Indian reservations, they had
been, in effect, excluded from the benefits of the
act.
It was not until 1961 that the executive
branch (through the joint efforts of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and the Housing and Home Finance Agency) developed a program to bring the
benefits of the low rent public housing program
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to low income families on lndian reservations. ln

doing so, the following two principal matters

were dealt with.

Eligibility of lndian Tribes: Under the act,

financial assistance can be furnished only to

public housing agencies defined as "State,

county, municipality or other governmental entity

or public body" authorized to undertake low rent

housing and slum clearance projects. Generally

these eligible bodies have been local public

housing authorities created under or by State

law expressly enacted for that purpose. lndian

tribes are not generally subject to State law ex-

cept as Congress may so decree, nor have they

express statutory authority regarding public

housing. The issue of the eligibility of lndian

tribes to receive grants, loans, and annual contri-

butions under the above legislative definition,

therefore, posed special problems.

The HHFA resolved that issue by making a

legal determination that lndian tribes are "gov-

ernmental entities" or "public bodies," and that

lncorporated tribes, at least, could establish pub-

lic housing authorities and engage in providing

low rent housing under the broad charter powers

given them by the Federal Government. That

made them eligible for public housing assist-

ance. From that determination flowed other deci-

sions under the act, such as those relating to tax

exemption and ability to convey title to housing

property on default.

Mutual Self Help: A solution to the legal

barrier, however, did not suffice to make the pro-

gram feasible on a substantial scale. Many lndi-

ans on reservations have very low incomes, even

in relation to those of families in public housing

generally, but they have construction skills or

the ability and willingness to learn and use them.

Accordingly, a "mutual self help" or "sweat eq-

uity" technique was developed for the first time

in the low rent public housing program and used

in the construction of housing for lndians. ln es-

sence, this concept treated the contribution of

labor toward project development by prospective

to low income families on Indian reservations. In
doing so, the following two principal matters
were dealt with.
Eligibility of Indian Tribes: Under the act,
financial assistance can be furnished only to
public housing agencies defined as "State,
county, municipality or other governmental entity
or public body" authorized to undertake low rent
housing and slum clearance projects. Generally
these eligible bodies have been local public
housing authorities created under or by State
law expressly enacted for that purpose. Indian
tribes are not generally subject to State law except as Congress may so decree, nor have they
express statutory authority regarding public
housing. The issue of the eligibility of Indian
tribes to receive grants, loans, and annual contributions under the above legislative definition,
therefore, posed special problems.
The HHFA resolved that issue by making a
legal determination that Indian tribes are "governmental entities" or "public bodies," and that
incorporated tribes, at least, could establish public housing authorities and engage in providing
low rent housing under the broad charter powers
given them by the Federal Government. That
made them eligible for public housing assistance. From that determination flowed other decisions under the act, such as those relating to tax
exemption and ability to convey title to housing
property on default.
Mutual Self Help: A solution to the legal
barrier, however, did not suffice to make the program feasible on a substantial scale. Many Indians on reservations have very low incomes, even
in relation to those of families in pl!blic housing
generally, but they have construction skills or

the ability and willingness to learn and use them.
Accordingly, a "mutual self help" or "sweat equity" technique was developed for the first time
in the low rent public housing program and used
in the construction of housing for Indians. In essence, this concept treated the contribution of
labor toward project development by prospective
occupants as a means of reducing construction
costs. In addition, the value of labor contributed
by an occupant was credited toward his eventual
ownership of the dwelling.
Under this technique, the amount of funds
that the local housing authority has to borrow for
project development is reduced by the amount of
the "sweat equity." However, the amount of the
Federal annual contribution for the project is
computed on the basis of the total development
cost including "sweat equity." This amount of
Federal contribution in relation to the reduced
private borrowing makes it possible to payoff
the indebtedness sooner-that permits the housing authority to accelerate the transfer of each
individual dwelling to the Indian occupant, as
that can occur only after the indebtedness is paid.
About 135 public housing authorities have
been established on Indian reservations. Some of
these have built public housing under conventional methods, as well as through the "mutual
self help" technique.
Thus, a combination of legal and administrative ingenuity and flexibility in effect "discovered" a whole new c!ass of beneficiaries of the
low rent public housing program-a class who
were obviously deserving and in urgent need of
the assistance provided, and who up to then had
been omitted from the scope of the program not
by intent but, in effect, by oversight.
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Introduction

Many reasons and justifications for a gov-

ernment role in housing have been offered. Few

have been substantiated by disciplined research

as being the best way to deliver, or even to de-

liver at all, the benefits envisioned by the propo-

nents of the particular government action.

By John C. Weicher
Associate Professor of Economics,
Ohio State University

Early planners and reformers believed

strongly in the socially reforming qualities of im-

proved housing; in the words of LeCorbusier, the

noted architect, "re-form the conditions of habita-

tion and you can eventually improve man's

behavior." 1 Such a strong belief in the bene-

Introduction

fits of good housing has been subject to heavy

criticism,2 although it has been invoked in sup-

port of government housing programs.3

1 Brian, Brace Taylor: LeCorbusier at Pessac, The Search tor Sys-

tems and Standards in the Design ot Low Cost Housing.

Harvard University Press, October 1972:

a "This concept of the house as an active, formative . . . en-

tity . . . appears in LeCorbusler's concept of planning: re-

form the conditions of habitation and you can eventually

lmprove man's moral behavior." Part 1, p. 1.

b "... The communioat room should be the basis of low-

cost housing . . . the basis, moral as well as physical, for

creations of the dwellings of the willing man . . . ." Part 1,

P. 2.

c "Reformers such as (Alfred de) Fovllle, Charles Luckas,

Emile Cheyason and others, saw a kitchen-ga*den annexed

to an individual dwelling as a means for stabilizing the

working-class poou'ation near factories . . . ." Part 1, p. 4.

1 John P. Dean, "The Myths of Housing Reform," American Socio-

Many reasons and justifications for a government role in housing have been offered, Few
have been substantiated by disciplined research
as being the best way to deliver, or even to deliver at all, the benefits envisioned by the proponents of the particular government action ,
Early planners and reformers believed
strongly in the socially reforming qualities of improved housing; in the words of LeCorbusier, the
noted architect, "re-form the conditions of habitation and you can eventually improve man's
behavior," 1 Such a strong belief in the benefits of good housing has been subject to heavy
criticism,~ although it has been invoked in support of government housing programs,3

logical Review, April 1949.

1
* For an example of this, see the statement by Dillon S. Myer,

then Commissioner of the Federal Public Housing Authority,

quoted in Hugh 0. Nourse, "A Rationale for Government inter-

vention in Housing: The External Benefits of Good Housing,

Particularly with Respect to Neighborhood Property Values,"

paper submitted to the National Housing Policy Study.

All succeeding references in this paper are to papera commis-

sioned for the National Housing Policy Study. The papers,

Brian, Brace Taylor: LaCorbusler at Pesssc, The Sesrch for Systems and Standards In the Design of Low Cost Housing,
Harvard University Press, October 1972:
a "This concept of the house as an active, formative, , , entity , , , appears In LeCorbusler's concept ot planning: reform the conditions 01 habitation and you can eventually
Improve man's moral behavior," Part 1, p. 1.
b " " . The communlcal room should be the basis 01 lowcost housing, ' . the basis, moral as well as physical, for
creat ions 01 the dwellings 01 the willing man ... . " Part 1,

p. 2.

written by noted scholars, summarize the evidence on the vari-

"Reformer. such as (Alfred de) Fovllle , Charlel Luckal,
Emile Cheysson and others, saw a kitchen-ga-den annexed
to an Individual dwelling as a means tor IItablllzlng the
working-class ponu'ation near lactories . . . . " Part 1, p. 4.
• John P. Dean, "The Myths of Housing Reform," American SociOlogical Review, April 1949.
• For an example of this, see the slalement by Dillon S. Myer,
then Commissioner of the Federal Public HOUSing Authority ,
quoted In Hugh O. Nourse , "A Rationale for Government Intervention In Houllng: The External Benefitl 01 Good Housing,
Particularly with Respeci 10 Neighborhood Property Values,"
paper submitted to Ihe Nalional Housing Policy Study.
All lucceedlng references in Ihis paper are to papers commiSsioned for the Nalional HOUSing Polley Study. The pape",
written by noted scholars, summarize the evidence on the variOUI rallonales, and provide analytical Insight into Ihe Implications of Ihe evidence. The bibliographies 01 these papers contain references 10 many ori ginal studies, which provide the
uilimate basis for Ihe analysis of this secti on. The pa pers are
publiSh ad In Ihls vol um a.
c

ous rationales, and provide analytical insight into the lmplica-

tions of the evidence. The bibliographies of these papera con-

tain references to many original atudles, which provide the

ultimate basis for the analysis of this section. The papers are

published ln this volume.

Both advocacy and criticism have been

based on inconclusive evidence. While there has

been a large volume of research on many topics

in housing, much of that research is subject to

serious methodological shortcomings. Also, on

some important topics, there has been very little

research.

Further, separating and controlling for the

many variables at work in "before" and "after"

housing situations is not a simple research prob-

lem. lt requires prolonged observation of very

large samples of people who do not view them-

selves as guinea pigs. The funds, the willingness,

and the capability to undertake such research

have not often come together.

Both advocacy and criticism have been
based on inconclusive evidence, While there has
been a large volume of research on many topics
in housing, much of that research is subject to
serious methodological shortcomings. Also, on
some important topics, there has been very little
research.
Further, separating and controlling for the
many variables at work in "before" and "after"
housing situations is not a simple research problem. It requires pro!onged observation of very
large samp~es of peop~e who do not view themselves as guinea pigs. The funds, the willingness,
and the capability to undertake such research
have not often come together.
Nevertheless, progress in the social sciences has produced a reasonable amount of empirical evidence on which to judge many of the
rationales for government action in housing, Relatively few are yet firmly supported by existing
evidence,

Background
The basic reason for government intervention in the housing market-the reason for any
government housing policy-is that, without such
a policy, there would not be a sufficient stock of
adequate housing in the United Sta'es. Since
there are few remaining backwoodsmen or
cave-dwelling hermits, and nearly everyone does
in fact live in a housing unit of some sort, It is
necessary to define "sufficient" in terms of housing quality, rather than merely in terms of the
number of housing units.
The question of whether the housing stock
is sufficient, in terms of quality, should be answered on the basis of several different criteria.
These criteria fit into four broad categories,
One category is equity, Is there a fair distribution of adequate housing for everyone within
the United States? Particular concern here is
given to the poor, who may be unable to afford
housing of quali:y as high as the majority of the
public be'ieves they should occupy, The criterion
against which the existing s:ock is to be measured is the level of housing quality that public
opinion finds to be the minimum adequate for
everyone in our society.
A second category is efficiency. Is everyone
freely able to buy as much housing as he is willing to pay for? In our society there is a presumption that provision of goods and services should
be left to private, free markets in which buyer
and seller cqm,e together, each seeking to make
-: ossible. The markets for
himself as &n l
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many goods and services fail to work perfectly,

however; if they fail, it is possible that govern-

ment intervention may be needed to improve the

market mechanism.

A third category, combining the first two to

some extent, is concerned with special housing

problems. The housing market may work well in

general, without government intervention, but

does it work well for minorities? Does it work in

rural areas as well as in urban ones? Different

groups within society may be unable to buy

housing on equal terms. There are questions of

both equity and efficiency in this situation, which

again may be improved by government interven-

tion.

The final category concerns national eco-

nomic conditions. Do policies designed to

achieve broad national economic objectives cre-

ate special problems for housing that cannot be

solved without additional government action?

Particular attention is often focused on the ef-

fects of monetary policy on the housing market.

There is a literature dealing with these

questions, analyzing them from a logical stand-

point and attempting to determine their practical

importance. ln the succeeding section of this

paper, the current state of knowledge is dis-

cussed. Precise answers are not available on

every point, but in most instances useful infer-

ences for policy can be drawn from the existing

evidence.

Equity

Income Redistribution

Public opinion as to what is equitable, or

fair, provides one fundamental reason for gov-

ernment concern with housing. American citizens

as a whole appear to believe that the poorest

Public opinion as to what is equitable, or
fair, provides one fundamental reason for government concern with housing. American citizens
as a whole appear to believe that the poorest
people among us should live in better housing
than they are able to afford, and that they
should be assisted to do so. This is a political
judgment which has been made and reaffirmed
many times by Congress and the President,
under administrations of both parties. 4 It has
provided the basis for housing subsidy programs. As a political decision, it is a sufficient
justification for government concern and action.
Individual citizens may disagree and may attempt
to persuade others to change their opinions, but
there is no empirical means to "prove" that such
a judgment is factually "wrong."

It is important to note that the pOlitical judgment concerns more than housing; it is part of a
more general opinion that the poor have too little income, too low a standard of living. The distribution of income that arises from the
economic activities of individuals, as producers
and consumers, is too unequal; some people are
too poor. They cannot afford enough of any
goods and services. not just housing.
Dissatisfac:ion with income distribution does
not justify a housing program; it justifies a welfare program.~ Poor families are unable to buy
adequate food, c!othing, transportation, medical
care, or adequate housing. However, the first
three are left to the poor to choose among for
themse:ves. For example, there is no national
automobile po~icy to provide automobiles to everyone, even though some people are unable to
afford an automobile. Nor Is there a program to
insure that everyone gets some minimum daily
requirement of protein, vitamins, and minerals,
even though there is general recognition that
these are very important to health and wellbeing. Instead the poor are usually given cash
and lefl to make their own decisions on how to
spend it.
In fact, it can be shown that a housing program is inferior to a welfare program, from the
standpoint of improving the well-being of the
poor. The welfare program provides money: the
housing program provides only housing. Under
the welfare program, the poor have more options.
If the recipients of welfare want to spend
their entire subsidy on housing, they are free to
do so. In this case, the two programs are equivalent, and leave the recipient equally well off. But
this is unlikely. Usually, the recipients will want
to spend part of their increased income on housing. part on food, etc., In which case the welfare
payment is more valuable to them 1tIan a program providing housing worth an amount equal
to the we:fare payment.
As an example, under the public housing
program, a poor family may be given an apartment which is worth $175 per month, but for
which it pays only $45 per month from its own
income. If the poor family were given $130 per
month cash instead, it could rent the same
apartment if it wanted to; or it could buy other
goods and services of its own choice. It would
be no worse off, and almost certainly it would be
more satisfied, under the welfare program. And it

• Robert Agus, "Legislative Commitment to Housing ," peper lubmltted to the National Houllng Policy Study.

Iidiel al Redlltrlbutive Inltrur~on
Houllng Policy Study.

many goods and services fail to work perfectly,
however; if they fall, it is possible that government intervention may be needed to improve the
market mechanism.
A third category, combining the first two to
some extent, is concerned with special housing
problems. The housing market may work well in
general, without government intervention, but
does it work well for minorities? Does it work in
rural areas as well as in urban ones? Different
groups within society may be unable to buy
housing on equal terms. There are questions of
both equity and efficiency in this situation, which
again may be improved by government intervention.
The final category concerns national economic conditions. Do pOlicies designed to
achieve broad national economic objectives create special problems for housing that cannot be
solved without additional government action?
Particular attention is often focused on the effects of monetary policy on the housing market.
There is a literature dealing with these
questions, analyzing them from a logical standpoint and attempting to determine their practical
Importance. In the succeeding section of this
paper, the current state of knowledge is discussed. Precise answers are not available on
every point, but in most instances useful inferences for policy can be drawn from the existing
evidence.
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would have been able to decide for itself what to

do. Thus the income redistribution argument pro-

vides little basis for a housing program.6

"Merit Good"

Another kind of political judgment has

would have been able to decide for itself what to
do. Thus the income redistribution argument provides little basis for a housing program. 6

sometimes been advanced for government hous-

ing programs. This is the notion that housing is a

"merit good" that people should be encouraged

"Merit Good"

or required to consume, in particular, over and

above the amount that they would choose to

consume.7

lt is easy to confuse this argument with oth-

ers to be discussed later; therefore, it is neces-

sary to spell out precisely what it says. The

basic point about a "merit good" is that people

consume less of it than they ought to, for their

own benefit. The qualification is important. The

"merit good" argument does not depend on any

presumed benefits to society as a whole from its

consumption. lt states that if the poor consume

more housing and other "merit goods," and less

of other goods and services, they will be better

off; the rest of society need be neither better nor

worse off.

ln this form, the argument is difficult to sus-

tain in a democratic society. lt is directly counter

to our basic belief that individuals should have

the freedom to pursue their own path to happi-

ness. Nor is it c1ear how the majority will be

able to discover that the poor are not as well off

as they could be, when the poor have been unable

to find this out about themselves.

lt can be argued that American citizens

have decided that housing, and perhaps a few

other goods, are "essential needs" for all people

and should be provided even to those who

would prefer other goods. ln other words, our

basic belief in individual liberty is to be modified

by a requirement that certain standards of con-

sumption should be met by everyone. The argu-

ment is at best uncomfortable, and at worst pa-

tronizing and paternalistic.

Optimal Redistribution

ln recent years a new line of argument has

been developed that combines the "merit good"

concept with a broader view of income redistri-

bution. Briefly stated, this concept of "optimal

â¢ Richard F. Muth, 'The Rationale tor Government intervention in

Housing," paper aubmltted to the National Housing Policy

Study.

1Joseph S. DeSalvo. "A Rational* for Government intervention in

Housing: Housing as a 'Merit Good,' " paper submitted to the

Another kind of political judgment has
sometimes been advanced for government housing programs. This is the notion that housing is a
"merit good" that people should be encouraged
or required to consume, in particular, over and
above the amount that they would choose to
consume. 7
It is easy to confuse this argument with others to be discussed later; therefore, it is necessary to spell out precisely what it says. The
basic point about a "merit good" is that people
consume less of it than they ought to, for their
own benefit. The qualification is important. The
"merit good" argument does not depend on any
presumed benefits to society as a whole from its
consumption. It states that if the poor consume
more housing and other "merit goods," and less
of other goods and services, they will be better
off; the rest of society need be neither better nor
worse off.
In this form, the argument is difficult to sustain in a democratic society. It is directly counter
to our basic belief that individuals should have
the freedom to pursue their own path to happiness. Nor is it clear how the majority will be
able to discover that the poor are not as well off
as they could be, when the poor have been unable
to find this out about themselves.
It can be argued that American citizens
have decided that housing, and perhaps a few
other goods, are "essential needs" for all people
and should be provided even to those who
would prefer other goods. In other words, our
basic belief in individual liberty is to be modified
by a requirement that certain standards of consumption should be met by everyone. The argument is at best uncomfortable, and at worst patronizing and paternalistic.

National Housing Policy Study.

redistribution" is based on the belief that the

satisfaction of the giver as well as the receiver
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should be taken into account in evaluating redis-

tribution programs.

The poor may prefer to be given money.

They might prefer to spend it on, say, liquor and

gambling (to choose invidious extremes), rather

In recent years a new line of argument has
been developed that combines the "merit good"
concept with a broader view of income redistribution. Briefly stated, this concept of "optimal

than a new apartment. The rest of societyâthe

taxpayersâmay prefer to have the poor occupy-

ing the new apartment, rather than spending

money for other purposes. ln this situation, a

welfare program is not clearly or necessarily su-

perior to a housing program, because some peo-

• Richard F. Muth, "The Rallonale for Government Intervention In
Houllng," paper submitted to the National Housing Policy
Study.
T JOMph S. DeSalvo. ",., Rationale for Government Intervention in
Houling: Houllng 81 a 'Merit Good,' .. paper submll ted t o the
National Houllng Pol [Cy Study.

redistribution" is based on the belief that the
satisfaction of the giver as well as the receiver
should be taken into account in evaluating redistribution programs.
The poor may prefer to be given money.
They might prefer to spend it on, say, liquor and
gambling (to choose invidious extremes), rather
than a new apartment. The rest of society-the
taxpayers-may prefer to have the poor occupying the new apartment, rather than spending
money for other purposes. In this situation, a
welfare program is not clearly or necessarily superior to a housing program, because some people are happier with one, and some with the
other.
The appropriate program is one which
makes both the poor and the taxpayers at least
somewhat better off. A housing program might
still fit this description: The poor would have a
higher standard of living than they would have
with no redistribution program, though they
might have other preferences, given a choice.
The taxpayers have lower incomes, counterbalanced by the satisfaction of knowing that the
poor have better housing. The welfare program
would give choices to the poor and leave them
more satisfied than they would be with a housing
program, but the taxpayers would not be better
off, since they would have the dissatisfaction of
lower income and unwanted uses of public
funds. s
This is a rather new idea in the analYSis of
government programs. There is virtually no evidence as to what subjective value taxpayers may
actually p!ace on housing consumption by the
poor vis-a-vis other forms of consumption. There
are only guesses.

Efficiency in Housing Markets
External Benefits
The concept of "optimal redistribution" implies that individuals derive satisfaction from the
consumption patterns of other individuals, as
well as from their own. This idea has been, and
continues to be, an important part of the justification for government intervention in housing
markets, in a somewhat different context. It has
long been argued that improved housing conditions in a neighborhood benefit other residents
of the neighborhood, besides benefiting those

ple are happier with one, and some with the

other.

The appropriate program is one which

makes both the poor and the taxpayers at least
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whose housing is improved directly. Stated the

other way around, substandard housing inflicts

costs on others besides its occupants. These

benefits or costs may be both monetary and non-

monetary: Higher property values for other prop-

erty in a neighborhood when the substandard

housing is upgraded or replaced; lower crime,

delinquency, disease, and death rates when

housing is improved.

lf these external benefits are generated by

poor housing, then a case can be made for gov-

ernment intervention in the housing market.

lndividuals acting in their own self-interest

will not take account of the benefits that they

create for others when they occupy good hous-

ing. They will consume housing only up to the

point where the last dollar spent on housing cre-

ates a dollar's worth of satisfaction for them-

selves alone. They will ignore the additional ben-

efits it may create for their neighbors because

most individuals have no incentive to take this

into account. They will consume "too little"

housing, from a social standpoint. Under these

circumstances, government intervention to in-

crease the consumption of housing is desirable,

in order to insure that the benefits to all of so-

ciety are fully purchased.

The existence of either monetary or non-

monetary benefits would be sufficient justification

for government intervention. Whether or not they

exist is a question of fact, rather than theory,

which must be answered by detailed studies of

housing markets.

There is evidence that good housing creates

monetary benefits for other nearby housing. The

upgrading of whole neighborhoods in many

American cities exemplifies this. As individual

houses are improved, prices rise for nearby

property which has not yet been renovated. The

benefits spill over onto nearby property. There

are several qualifications to this result, however.

First, it does not apply in rural areas, where

there are wide distances between houses. Sec-

ond, even in urban areas the range of the bene-

fits is probably very small, perhaps extending

only to adjacent property, perhaps extending as

far as all other property on the block, almost

surely extending no further. Third, and most im-

portant from a policy standpoint, there is vir-

tually no evidence that any Federal Government

housing programs have been able to generate

these externalities for surrounding properties.9

The most careful studies to date find that

nearby property is unaffected by urban renewal,

public housing, or Section 235 and Section 236

housing. Thus, though such externalities proba-

bly occur in some situations, they are not cre-

ated by government subsidy programs. The ra-

tionale for government intervention is valid, but

the form of government intervention has not been

effective.

The extent to which improved housing re-

duces crime, disease, and other social ills has

been long debated and analyzed. From the

whose housing is improved directly. Stated the
other way around. substandard housing inflicts
costs on others besides its occupants. These
benefits or costs may be both monetary and nonmonetary: Higher property values for other property in a neighborhood when the substandard
housing is upgraded or replaced; lower crime,
delinquency, disease, and death rates when
housing is improved.
If these external benefits are generated by
poor housing, then a case can be made for government intervention in the housing market.
Individuals acting in their own self-interest
will not take account of the benefits that they
create for others when they occupy good housing. They will consume housing only up to the
point where the last dollar spent on housing creates a dollar's worth of satisfaction for themselves alone. They will ignore the additional benefits it may create for their neighbors because
most individuals have no incentive to take this
into account. They will consume "too little"
housing. from a social standpoint. Under these
ci rcumstances, government intervention to increase the consumption of housing is desirable,
in order to insure that the benefits to all of society are fully purchased.
The existence of either monetary or nonmonetary benefits would be sufficient justification
for government intervention. Whether or not they
exist is a question of fact, rather than theory.
which must be answered by detailed studies of
housing markets.
There is evidence that good housing creates
monetary benefits for other nearby housing. The
upgrading of who!e neighborhoods in many
American cities exemplifies this. As individual
houses are improved. prices rise for nearby
property which has not yet been renovated. The
benefits spill over onto nearby property. There
are several qualifications to this result, however.
First, it does not apply in rural areas, where
there are wide distances between houses. Second. even in urban areas the range of the benefits is probably very small, perhaps extending
only to adjacent property, perhaps extending as
far as all other prooerty on the block, almost
surely extending no further. Third. and most important from a policy standpoint. there is virtually no evidence that any Federal Government
housing programs have been ab!e to generate
these externalities for surrounding properties.')
The most careful studies to date find that
nearby property is unaffected by urban renewal.

•• Stanislav

standpoint of housing policy, it is useful to sepa-

rate the possible benefits into those which ac-

• Nourse. op. cll.

crue to the occupants of the improved housing,

and those which accrue to other people.

For example, it is obvious that lead-base

paint poisoning of small children ceases when

public housing, or Section 235 and Section 236
housing. Thus, though such externalities probably occur in some situations, they are not created by government subsidy programs. The rationale for government intervention is valid, but
the form of government intervention has not been
effective.
The extent to which improved housing reduces crime, disease, and other social ills has
been long debated and analyzed. From the
standpoint of housing policy, it is useful to separate the possible benefits into those which accrue to the occupants of the improved housing,
and those which accrue to other people.
For example, it is obvious that lead-base
paint poisoning of small children ceases when
they are moved to housing with no lead-base
paint, though symptoms of the earlier poisoning
remain".' The change is highly desirable for
them and for their families. but it does not create benefits for other residents of the neighborhood. By contrast, if improved housing generated
lower rates of contagious disease, it wou!d beS'ow benefits on many people besides its
occupants.
Of the social ills that may be attributed to
sUbs'andard housing. several affect, almost exclusively. the occupants of the housing: These
include poor school performance, property destruction due to fire, and some health problems.
On the other hand, crime and de'inquency and
contagious diseases affect other people to a
substantial extent. The former category does not
justify a government housing program, even if it
is shown that benefits exist; it justifies either an
income redistribution program to enable the poor
to move out of substandard housing and reap
the benefits of good housing, or an educational
program to demonstrate to non poor residents of
substandard housing that they could avoid social
ills by moving.
Moreover, the evidence that improved housing alone reduces these problems is, at best,
mixed. The clearest effect is that fire losses are
reduced. but there is no evidence that school
performance. insofar as it can be measured by
standardized test scores. is affected by housing
conditions. There is some evidence that individuals may have fewer psychological problems, but
the effects of housing are slight, and the evidence is not entirely conclusive.
In the category of social ills that clearly create external costs for others. health may be im-
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proved for some groups, while crime and

delinquency apparently are not affected by hous-

ing. There is evidence that children in good

housing are less prone to infectious diseases

such as measles and chicken pox, and to dysen-

tery and other digestive diseases; for older per-

sons, no benefits have been established to

date.11 There is some evidence that crime can

be reduced by good architectural design, but not

by housing conditions per se.

These conclusions may be surprising; many

people appear to believe that housing does af-

fect health, crime, etc., and that argument often

has been advanced as a justification for housing

programs. ln order to justify the housing pro-

gram, however, it is necessary to show conclu-

sively that housing quality has an effect on crime

or disease, apart from the characteristics of the

people living in the housing. lt is easy to show

that rich people living in high quality housing are

less likely to commit crimes or contract tubercu-

losis than are poor people living in substandard

housing. lt is hard to show that housing is the

causal factor.12

The studies that have been most careful to

isolate housing from other factors have demon-

strated very little evidence that housing has any

significant effect on social ills. The most that can

be said is that housing is one of a complex of

factors which interact to produce the problem.13

From the evidence to date, it is reasonable to

conclude that expenditures for housing subsidies

cannot yet be justified on the expectation of a

reduction in social ills.14

A final point about the effect of externalities

on the efficiency of the housing market is espe-

cially important from the standpoint of Federal

housing policy. The benefits of good housingâto

the extent that they existâand the costs of sub-

standard housing are primarily if not exclusively

local.

This is particularly true of the monetary ben-

efits. Property values are raised, if at all, in a

very small area. Fire damages are reduced only

within a block or two at most. That is also true,

to a slightly lesser extent, for social benefits.

The disease rate, for example, may be reduced

for people living in the immediate area, but less

so for people living in the rest of the city or met-

ropolitan area. Benefits to residents of other cit-

Jerome Rothenberg, "A Rationale for Government intervention in

Housing: The Externalities Generated by Good Housing " paper

submitted to the National Housing Policy Study

"Kasl, op. clt.

u Rothenberg, op clt

" Muth, op. cll.

ies and States are likely to be very small, occur-

ring only because of population mobility. The

same would be true of crime and school per-

formance if connections between housing and

proved for some groups, while crime and
delinquency apparently are not affected by housing. There is evidence that chi~dren in good
housing are less prone to infectious diseases
such as measles and chicken pox, and to dysentery and other digestive diseases; for older persons, no benefits have been established to
date. ll There is some evidence that crime can
be reduced by good architectural design, but not
by housing conditions per se.
These conclusions may be surprising; many
people appear to be!ieve that housing does affect health, crime, etc., and that argument often
has been advanced as a justification for housing
programs. In order to justify the housing program, however, it is necessary to show conclusively that housing quality has an effect on crime
or disease, apart from the charac!eristics of the
people living in the housing. It is easy to show
that rich people living in high quality housing are
less likely to commit crimes or contract tuberculosis than are poor people living in substandard
housing. It is hard to show that housing is the
causal factor.'~
The studies that have been most careful to
isolate housing from other factors have demonstrated very little evidence that housing has any
significant effect on social ills. The most that can
be said is that housing is one of a complex of
factors which interact to produce the problem. l3
From the evidence to date, it is reasonable to
conclude that expenditures for housing subsidies
cannot yet be justified on the expectation of a
reduction in social ills.H
A final point about the effect of externalities
on the efficiency of the housing market is especially important from the standpoint of Federal
housing policy. The benefits of good housing-to
the extent that they exist-and the costs of substandard housing are primarily if not exclusively
local.
This is particularly true of the monetary benefits. Property values are raised, if at all, in a
very small area. Fire damages are reduced only
within a block or two at most. That is also true,
to a slightly lesser extent, for social benefits.
The disease rate, for example, may be reduced
for people living in the immediate area, but less
so for people living in the rest of the city or metropolitan area. Benefits to residents of other cit-

these phenomena could be shown to exist.

The national importance of more efficient

Jerome Rothenberg, "A Rationale lor Government Intervention In
Houalng: The Externalities Generated by Good Housing," paper
Bubmltted to the National Housing Policy Study.
12 Kall, op. cit .
u Rothenberg. op. cit.
14 Muth, op. cit.
12

housing markets is thus small, relative to its

local importance. Unless local governments are

hope'essly inefficient, these externalities should

be left primarily to local officials. Failure of Fed-

eral programs to generate the externalities may

ies and States are likely to be very small, occurring only because of population mobility. The
same wou~d be true of crime and school performance if connections between housing and
these phenomena could be shown to exist.
The national importance of more efficient
housing markets is thus small, relative to Its
local importance. Unless local governments are
hope'essly inefficient, these externalities should
be left primarily to local officials. Failure of Federal programs to generate the externalities may
suggest that local programs already may have
produced what effects there areY'
One final word is necessary on the extent
and quality of the research to date. Some of the
potential effects of house and neighborhood may
be beyond the measurement of current investigative efforts and skills. These effects may occur
during succeeding generations. The long term effect of substandard housing on a mother, and
her effect on her children, and the family's effect
in turn on others in the neighborhood, is an example. The effects may be too subtle for the size
of present samples or the term of observation.
Changes in death rates from thrombosis, in
quantities of a few per hundred thousand, have
been isolated and are a concern in the study of
the contraceptive pill, for example. But these
findings required very large samp'e populations
and very long periods of observation. Studies of
this magnitude have not yet been undertaken in
the housing area.
Thus, although current investigations give
little support to many long-lived housing beliefs,
it must be cautioned that the final word may not
be in.

Other Federal Programs
Policies of the Federal Government may Inadvertently impede the functioning of the housing market. Such poliCies include urban renewal,
which until recently has been responsible for reducing the stock of housing in each project area
by causing more demolitions than new construction; the Federal highway program, which destroys
housing in urban areas; and a variety of programs-such as timber industry regulations-which
impinqe on housing.
The case for Federal programs to ameliorate
these effects, where they are significant, is probably more compelling than for any of the factors
previously discussed in this section. Where hous-

suggest that local programs already may have

produced what effects there are.15

One final word is necessary on the extent
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ing is destroyed in the national interest, there is

a moral obligation to provide some assistance to

those affected.10

This can be done by payment of just com-

pensation for the value of the property taken and

for the costs of re'ocation. However, many of the

costs of relocation are psychological rather than

pecuniary.

lt is not clear that the additional housing

should be provided by the Federal Government.

The private market will provide housing for those

who can pay for it; an individual who has paid for

his home should be able to buy its equiva'ent

elsewhere. Since most projects have operated

with very long time lags between p'anning and

construction, private suppliers should have little

difficulty in preparing for the need.

Local Government Policies

ln addition to the foregoing government poli-

cies, it is sometimes argued that local govern-

ments themselves interfere with the functioning

of housing markets, creating hardships for many

ing is destroyed in the national interest, there is
a moral obligation to provide some assistance to
those affected. l ()
This can be done by payment of just compensation for the value of the property taken and
for the costs of re'ocation. However, many of the
costs of re:ocation are psychological rather than
pecuniary.
It is not clear that the additional housing
should be provided by the Federal Govemment.
The private market will provide housing for those
who can pay for it; an individual who has paid for
his home should be able to buy its equiva~ent
elsewhere. Since most projects have operated
with very long time lags between p'anning and
construction, private suppliers should have little
diHiculty in preparing for the need.

people. lt is further argued that Federal interven-

tion is the only, or best, means to redress such

problems. There are three ways in which local

governments may interfere: zoning restrictions,

building code requirements, and poorly planned

local renewal and development programs.

The arguments for Federal intervention in

the latter are similar though much less compel-

ling than for the Federal Government's own pro-

gram impact.

The zoning argument is usually applied to

suburban jurisdictions which zone to keep out

the poor. To the extent that minorities are poor,

the zoning serves also to separate the races,

with whites in the suburbs and others in the cen-

ter city. This is accomplished by requiring larger

lot sizes than would be utilized in the absence of

zoning.

A problem with this argument is that it ap-

pears to imply owners are acquiescing to the

lowering of properly values. lf smaller lot sizes

appear in the absence of zoning, then property

could have increased in value, without zoning.

This is because people are willing, for example,

to pay more for two half-acre building sites than

for a single 1-acre building site. lf the zoning

board requires 1-acre lots, then landownersâ

and votersâeffectively incur capital losses; their

property is worth less than it could be.17 Count-

" Wallace F. Smith, "A Rationale for Government intervention in

Housing," paper submitted to the National Housing Policy

Study.

" Vagner. op. clt.

ering this, the satisfaction of the majority of

homeowners having little or no subdividable

property and content with present use, offsets

the few who would benefit from the subdivision

or who desire more intense use of land within

the community.

A more important problem with the zoning

argument is that the empirical evidence fails to

support it. Careful studies of housing densities

Local Government Policies
In addition to the foregoing government policies, it is sometimes argued that local governments themselves interfere with the functioning
of housing markets, creating hardships for many
people. It is further argued that Federal intervention is the only, or best, means to redress such
problems. There are three ways in which local
governments may interfere: zoning restrictions,
building code requirements, and poorly planned
local renewal and development programs.
The arguments for Federal intervention in
the latter are similar though much less compelling than for the Federal Government's own program impact.
The zoning argument is usually applied to
suburban jurisdictions which zone to keep out
the poor. To the extent that minorities are poor,
the zoning serves also to separate the races,
with whites in the suburbs and others in the center city. This is accomplished by requiring larger
lot sizes than would be utilized in the absence of
zoning.
A problem with this argument is that it appears to imply owners are acquiescing to the
lowering of properly values. If smaller lot sizes
appear in the absence of zoning, then property
could have increased in value, without zoning.
This is because people are willing, for example,
to pay more for two half-acre building sites than
for a single 1-acre building site. If the zoning
board requires 1-acre lots, then lando wners and voters--effectively incur capital losses; their
property is worth less than it could be.17 Countion in
Wallace F. Smith. "A Rationale for Government Intervent
HousIng ." paper submitte d to the Nati onal HousIng Policy
Study.
- ''''agner. op. cit.
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fail to show any evidence that suburban densi-

ties are lower than they would be if the inde-

pendent suburbs fell within the political bounda-

ries of the central city. Densities decline with

distance from central business districts of cen-

tral cities, but the decline is gradual. There is no-

ering this, the satisfaction of the majority of
homeowners having little or no subdividable
property, and content with present use, oHsets
the few who would benefit from the subdivision
or who desire more intense use of land within
the community.
A more important problem with the zoning
argument is that the empirical evidence falls to
support it. Careful studies of housing densitie;;
fail to show any evidence that suburban denSIties are lower than they would be if the independent suburbs fell within the political boundaries of the central city. Densities decline with
distance from central business districts of central cities, but the decline is gradual. There is no
sharp break regularly found at the pollticai
boundary between city and suburb. 18 There are,
of course, conspicuous exceptions, where communities have deliberately up-zoned, but these
seem to be few.
The most that can be asserted is the obverse of the argument: Those seeking isolation
from the poor and from minorities, having consciously or unconsciously observed the regular
decrease in density and of accompanying increases in price, select an area of suHicient distance to achieve their desired isolation.
Subdivision requirements governing land improvement may be similar in eHect. Increased
requirements for streets, sidewalks, storm drains,
etc., raise the cost of building lots. Deve'opers
build correspondingly higher priced houses in
order not to unbalance values. The poor are
eHective!y excluded. Evidence of widespread and
systematic use of this device for exclusion also
does not exist.
Building code requirements may impede the
workings of the housing market by setting unnecessarily restrictive standards, limiting the use
of newer, more economical products and techniques. A problem may also be created because
codes differ significantly between adjacent jurisdictions, making it diHicult for builders to realize
economies of scale by producing large numbers
of similar units at the same time.
This question has been much debated, and
the evidence is not entirely conclusive. The best
current evidence, however, suggests that building codes may raise housing costs by perhaps 8
percent. 19 This is a substantial figure. The buildent Inter" WillIam H. Oakland. "A Rationale for Federal Governm
FIscal
vention In Housing: DistortIo ns Arising Irom Present
d
Arrangements at the local Governm ent level," paper submItte
10 the National Housing Policy Study.
"Building Codes: State of
II George Ster ~I'18!:! . and David llatokln.
ulure." paper eubmitte d 10 the
the Art. 5 at~ I~ &6 ~
Na I
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ing code, however, like the zoning ordinance, is

a product of local government. lf codes are un-

duly restrictive on the local level, it has not been

shown that they could be made less so if they

were promulgated and enforced at a higher

level.

A State or Federal code for example, could

eliminate different practices between adjacent ju-

risdictions which have hindered large-volume

builders and factory production of housing and

components, but at the possible cost of reducing

or eliminating quick response to problems at the

local level. lt is also argued that a more central-

ized code administration might be more difficult

to persuade to adapt to technological advances,

while multiple code administrations might pro-

vide opportunities for new technologies to prove

themselves in at least one or a few jurisdictions,

in natural experiments.

Risk

There is special concern over the possibility

of imperfections in credit markels, as well as the

housing market itself. Two major areas can be

identified. One is the risk inherent in the market.

ing code, however, like the zoning ordinance, is
a product of local government. If codes are unduly restrictive on the local level, it has not been
shown that they cou~d be made less so if they
were promulgated and enforced at a higher
level.
A State or Federal code for example, could
eliminate different practices between adjacent jurisdictions which have hindered large-volume
builders and factory production of housing and
components, but at the possible cost of reducing
or eliminating quick response to problems at the
local level. It is also argued that a more centralized code administration might be more difficult
to persuade to adapt to technological advances,
while multiple code administrations might provide opportunities for new technologies to prove
themselves in at least one or a few jurisdictions,
In natural experiments.

Housing is built and bought over time. There is

always a risk that either builder or buyer will be

unable to pay for the house, due to unexpected

circumstances. The risk is especially great for

the buyer. The existance of risk may generate

inefficiencies in the housing market, under cer-

tain circumstances. Government intervention

could be useful in reducing the cost of the risk

by spreading it among many buyers.20

That has been the rationale for government

mortgage insurance and loan guarantees, such

as those of the FHA and VA. By contrast to pre-

FHA conditions, home mortgage interest rates

have declined, and repayment periods have in-

creased, bringing down the monthly cost of

homeownership and permitting a great many

more people to own their own homes. lt is possi-

ble that some of these effects would have oc-

curred without FHA and VA programs, but the

best evidence indicates that the programs are

responsible for a substantial net increase in the

housing stock, perhaps as much as 30 percent in

the 1948-1956 period, for example. The percent-

age of homeownership has nearly doubled from

the 1930's to the present, probably in large part

because of the actions of these programs, plus

rising general affluence.

"Dwlght Jaffee, "Credit for Financing Housing investment: Rlak

Ftctort and Capital Markets," paper submitted to the National

Housing Policy Study.

Several points should be considered in re-

viewing whether these programs have been nec-

essary. First, the presence of risk does not nec-

essarily cause a market to work inefficiently.

Private firms are able to provide insurance

against fire, theft, and similar problems. Some-

times risk does impede the market, however. ln-

surers may be unwilling to take particular risks,

for example. The costs or difficulty of determin-

Risk
There is special concern over the possibility
of imperfections in credit marke:s, as well as the
housing market itself. Two major areas can be
identified. One is the risk inherent in the market.
Housing is built and bought over time. There is
always a risk that either builder or buyer will be
unable to pay for the house, due to unexpected
circumstances. The risk is especially great for
the buyer. The existance of risk may generate
inefficiencies in the housing market, under certain
circumstances.
Government
intervention
could be useful in reducing the cost of the risk
by spreading it among many buyers. 2o
That has been the rationale for government
mortgage insurance and loan guarantees, such
as those of the FHA and VA. By contrast to preFHA conditions, home mortgage interest rates
have declined, and repayment periods have increased, bringing down the monthly cost of
homeownership and permitting a great many
more people to own their own homes. It is possible that some of these effects wou'd have occurred without FHA and VA programs, but the
best evidence indicates that the programs are
responsib~e for a substantial net increase in the
housing stock, perhaps as much as 30 percent in
the 1948-1956 period, for example. The percentage of homeownership has nearly doubled from
the 1930's to the present, probably in large part
because of the actions of these programs, plus
rising general affluence.

ing the risk may be too high. The Federal Mort-

gage lnsurance programs may well have pro-

vided an answer in a case in which private firms

were unable to determine the risks of long term,

low interest mortgages, and hence were unwill-

ing to make the loans.

The FHA premium has more than covered

• Dwight Jaffee. "Credit for FinanCing Housing Inveltment : RIsk
Factor. and Capital Market •• " paper submitted to the National

Houelng Policy Studt:

Several points should be considered In reviewing whether these programs have been necessary. First, the presence of risk does not necessarily cause a market to work ineffiCiently.
Private firms are able to provide insurance
against fire, theft, and similar problems. Sometimes risk does impede the market, however. Insurers may be unwilling to take particular risks,
for example. The costs or difficulty of determining the risk may be too high. The Federal Mortgage Insurance programs may well have provided an answer in a case in which private firms
were unable to determine the risks of long term,
low interest mortgages, and hence were unwilling to make the loans.
The FHA premium has more than covered
its losses on defaults and has permitted the
buildup of substantial reserves. Economic feasibility has been demonstrated. As a result, private
mortgage insurance has begun to appear, and
could eventually take over many or all of the
Government's functions.
Thus, a theoretical argument for Government
intervention has been supported by the evidence,
to the pOint at which the intervention may be
nearing successful conclusion.

Supply of Credit
A second area of concern in housing
finance lies in the supply of credit to housing. It
often is argued that market imperfections inhibit
the flow of funds into housing, so that the supply
of credit is less than it would be if financial markets were more efficient. (This argument applies
to the overall level of credit in housing, rather
than to the problem of cyclical fluctuations in the
supply of credit. The latter question is discussed
later in this paper.)
When the supply of funds to the mortgage
market is examined, it is obvious that different
types of financial institutions participate in the
market to very different degrees. Savings and
loan associations, for example, held about 45
percent of all outstanding mortgage debts on
homes and small apartment buildings in 1970,
and mutual savings banks held another 15 percent. The portfolios of these institutions are concentrated in residential mortgages, in contrast to
commercial banks, insurance companies, and
pension funds.
Some students of the mortgage market have
advocated measures to increase the participation
of the latt ,r ' 0- 't . soas a means of expanding
the
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Others have argued that differences be-

tween institutions do not inhibit the flow of funds

into housing. Funds can be transferred between

institutions as rates of return on mortgages

change, relative to bonds or other investments.

ln fact, there have often been pronounced cycli-

cal shifts of this kind. We experienced one in the

summer of 1973.

The argument, in fact, often is reversed; it

may be that existing institutions, including Fed-

eral programs, supply more credit to housing

than would have been provided by an unimpeded

free market. The argument that more credit

should be supplied to housing appears to be pri-

marily a restatement of the argument that hous-

ing deserves special treatment, either as a

"merit good" or because of external benefits or

other market imperfections.

Housing Market Adjustments

Another kind of possible market imperfec-

tion may arise in the process by which the hous-

ing market adjusts to changes in demand. lt

takes time to build houses; when the demand for

Others have argued that differences between institutions do not inhibit the flow of funds
into housing. Funds can be transferred between
institutions as rates of return on mortgages
change, relative to bonds or other investments.
In fact, there have often been pronounced cyclical shifts of this kind. We experienced one in the
summer of 1973.
The argument, in fact, often is reversed; it
may be that existing institutions, including Federal programs, supply more credit to housing
than would have been provided by an unimpeded
free market. The argument that more credit
should be supplied to housing appears to be primarily a restatement of the argument that housing deserves special treatment, either as a
"merit good" or because of external benefits or
other market imperfections.

housing increases, the supply cannot be in-

creased immediately, and until it can be in-

Housing Market Adjustments

creased the price of housing may increase inor-

dinately.

The dynamics of housing market adjustment

have received relatively little attention. The best

evidence suggests that about half of an increase

in demand is supplied within 2 years, and over

90 percent within 6 years.21 Whether this is

"fast" or "slow" is a matter for comparison. lt

does not appear to be very different from the ad-

justment of capital investment to increased de-

mand, but other consumer goods respond much

faster.

lt takes time for demand to adjust, as well

as supply. Leases must expire; houses must be

sold. Available evidence indicates that the ad-

justment does not cause a sharp increase in

prices. Rather, it involves a gradual increase in

prices as demand increases and new housing is

supplied, followed by a gradual decline. ln this,

it is not very different from other products hav-

ing an increase in demand and sellers ready to

increase supply.

Thus, there does not seem to be a serious

problem of sharp price fluctuations generated by

shifts in demand; indeed, if there were, it is hard

* Edgar 0. Olsen, "A Possible Rationale for Government interven-

tion in Housing: The Slow Adjustment of the Housing Market

to ita Long-Run Equilibrium Position," paper submitted to the

National Housing Policy Study.

to see which Federal policy would be appropri-

ate to counteract rapid, local shifts in demand.

Housing Problems of Special Groups

The previous section was concerned with

general reasons why the housing market may not

work efficiently. ln this section, possible market

imperfections pertaining to specific groups or re-

Another kind of possible market imperfection may arise in the process by which the housing market adjusts to changes in demand. It
takes time to build houses; when the demand for
housing increases, the supply cannot be increased immediately, and until it can be increased the price of housing may increase inordinately.
The dynamics of housing market adjustment
have received relatively little attention. The best
evidence suggests that about half of an increase
in demand is supplied within 2 years, and over
90 percent within 6 years.~l Whether this is
"fast" or "slow" is a matter for comparison. It
does not appear to be very different from the adjustment of capital investment to increased demand, but other consumer goods respond much
faster.
It takes time for demand to adjust, as well
as supply. Leases must expire; houses must be
sold. Available evidence indicates that the adjustment does not cause a sharp increase in
prices. Rather, it involves a gradual increase in
prices as demand increases and new housing is
supplied, followed by a gradual decline. In this,
it is not very different from other products having an increase in demand and sellers ready to
increase supply.
Thus, there does not seem to be a serious
problem of sharp price fluctuations generated by
shifts in demand; indeed, if there were, it is hard

gions are considered, to see whether they exist

and whether they provide a reason for Federal

housing programs.

Discrimination

Discrimination against minorities is the

greatest concern in this category.22 There is a

widespread observance that blacks in particular,

and other minorities as well, are unable to buy

housing on the same terms as whites. Discrimi-

.. Edgar O. Ollen, "A POlsible Rationale for Government Intervention In Housing: The Slow Adjustment 01 the HoUSing Market
to Its Long-Run Equilibrium Position." paper submitted to the
National Housing Po licy Study.

to see which Federal policy would be appropriate to counteract rapid, local shifts in demand.

Housing Problems of Special Groups
The previous section was concerned with
general reasons why the housing market may not
work efficiently. In this section, possible market
imperfections pertaining to specific groups or regions are considered, to see whether they exist
and whether they provide a reason for Federal
housing programs.

Discrimination
Discrimination against minorities is the
greatest concern in this category.22 There is a
widespread observance that blacks in particular,
and other minorities as well, are unable to buy
housing on the same terms as whites. Discrimination has raised the price that blacks must pay
for housing.
Within the last 15 years there have been numerous studies to estimate the extent of discrimination. Some studies have not found any differences in the prices paid by blacks and whites
for identical houses; others have found differences in prices paid by black homeowners but
not by black renters (and vice versa); still others
have found price differences for both categories.
It is difficult to establish a precise result because nearly all of the studies have had shortcomings. The central tendency of the work done
to date indicates that blacks pay 5 percent to 10
percent more than whites for identical housing.
Price discrimination of this sort is clearly a
matter of national concern. It is important, however, to note that discrimination is mixed with
poverty as well; housing discrimination against
blacks is compounded by low incomes. To the
extent that the problem is a poverty problem,
then, the rationale for a government program is
the same as that discussed in the section on eqUity.
The separate problem of discrimination must
be met by vigorous enforcement of open-occupancy laws, which will tend to keep prices paid
by all groups the same. Existing programs do little to reduce prices to minorities, except as they
are kept free of discrimination.

Job Dispersal
Others with a hOUSing-related problem are
the poor residents of central cities. The problem
02
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arises because much employment has moved

from central city to suburb. lt is thus more diffi-

cult and expensive for these poor to hold jobs,

since transportation and commuting expenses for

them are raised. As a solution, programs to aid

the poor in obtaining better housing in the sub-

urbs are frequently advocated.

Despite widespread belief that this is a seri-

ous problem, available evidence appears to indi-

cate that it is not.2 3 While jobs have steadily

increased in the suburbs, there are dispropor-

tionately more jobs for the poor in the central

cities than in the suburbs. There is no greater

imbalance between poor residents and available

jobs in the cities than elsewhere.

There is job discrimination, and there is lo-

cational discrimination, but these are not hous-

ing-caused, nor best solved by housing answers.

A program to move the poor to the suburbs

would put most of them farther from their jobs

than they are now, and would not, of itself, in-

crease job opportunities for them.

Growth Policy

lt is frequently argued that the distribution

of population has become too concentrated in

the larger metropolitan areas, and that housing

programs should be developed to encourage a

arises because much employment has moved
from central city to suburb. It is thus more difficult and expensive for these poor to hold jobs,
since transportation and commuting expenses for
them are raised. As a solution, programs to aid
the poor in obtaining better housing in the suburbs are frequently advocated.
Despite widespread belief that this is a serious problem, available evidence appears to indicate that it is nof.2 3 While jobs have steadily
increased in the suburbs, there are disproportionately more jobs for the poor in the central
cities than in the suburbs. There is no greater
imbalance between poor residents and available
jobs in the cities than elsewhere.
There is job discrimination, and there is 10cational discrimination, but these are not housing-caused, nor best solved by housing answers.
A program to move the poor to the suburbs
would put most of them farther from their jobs
than they are now, and would not, of itself, increase job opportunities for them.

redistribution towards the more sparsely settled

areas.

This argument has two parts, neither of

which has been proven. First, it is not clear that

population is "too concentrated" in any mean-

ingful sense. While the largest cities have severe

problems of congestion and pollution, for exam-

ple, they also produce the highest paying jobs.

Higher pay may be an offshoot, but more likely it

results from size itself. lt takes certain levels of

concentration to generate the necessary levels

of business opportunities which can then in turn

sustain the higher pay.24

To the extent that cities have pollution and

congestion problems, the appropriate policy is to

reduce pollution and to arrange the city more

favorably to diminish its nodes of congestion.

When this is done, the costs of living or work-

ing in the city may go up for many people, but

the cities will also be more pleasant places in

which to live, and this may further attract new

residents.

Lawrence H. Thompson, 'The Suburbanization of Employment,"

paper submitted to the National Houalng Policy Study.

Edwin S. Mills, "Housing Policy as a Means to Achieve National

Growth Policy," paper submitted to the National Housing

Policy Study.

Attacking pollution in big cities by building

housing in small towns is a terribly circuitous

approach to the problem. Population grows

where jobs are. A housing program is not likely

to redistribute population. People will not move

to areas where they cannot find work merely be-

cause there is better housing.

Growth Policy
It is frequently argued that the distribution
of population has become too concentrated in
the larger metropolitan areas, and that housing
programs should be developed to encourage a
redistribution towards the more sparsely settled
areas.
This argument has two parts, neither of
which has been proven . First, it is not clear that
population is "too concentrated" in any meaningful sense. While the largest cities have severe
problems of congestion and pollution, for example, they also produce the highest paying jobs.
Higher pay may be an offshoot, but more likely it
results from size itself. It takes certain levels of
concentration to generate the necessary levels
of business opportunities which can then in turn
sustain the higher pay.2~
To the extent that cities have pollution and
congestion problems, the appropriate policy is to
reduce pollution and to arrange the city more
favorably to diminish its nodes of congestion.
When this is done, the costs of living or working in the city may go up for many people, but
the cities will also be more pleasant places In
which to live, and this may further attract new
residents.

Rural Areas

Rural areas contain a disproportionate share

of the poorest housing in the nation. Housing

markets in these areas may be a contributing

factor; the markets may be less efficient than in

urban areas. There are, however, many other

contributing factors as well. Rural areas are typi-

cally poorer than urban areas; they tend to have

obsolete building codes (or none at all); poor

.. Lawrence H. Thompaon, "The Suburbanlzallon of Employment,"
paper lubmltted to the National Houllng Policy Siudy,
,. Edwin S. MIIII, "Houaing Policy atl a Metlns to Achlave National
Growth Polley," paper tlubmilled to the National Houling
Policy Study.

Attacking pollution in big cities by building
housing in small towns is a terribly circuitous
approach to the problem. Population grows
where jobs are. A housing program is not likely
to redistribute population. People will not move
to areas where they cannot find work merely because there is better housing.

Rural Areas
Rural areas contain a disproportionate share
of the poorest housing in the nation. Housing
markets in these areas may be a contributing
factor; the markets may be less efficient than in
urban areas. There are, however, many other
contributing factors as well. Rural areas are typically poorer than urban areas; they tend to have
obsolete building codes (or none at all); poor
land-use controls may hamper housing. To the
extent that these factors operate, rural areas do
not have a unique problem; rather, they are
places where many problems, previously discussed, occur simultaneously.
Moreover, some of the special problems of
rural areas arise out of poverty. For example, it
is argued that sources of credit in many rural
areas are scanty. There are few lending institutions, with small resources. The level of assets
and liabilities of financial institutions reflect the
wealth of the areas they serve; scanty resources
for local banks are largely a result of low incomes for local residents.
The particular housing market problems of
rural areas result from sizeY' Rural housing
markets are small. There are few buyers and
sellers. It is not feasible to produce houses on a
scale large enough to realize the economies of
large-scale production. Thus, housing costs tend
to be higher in rural areas. Similarly, lenders In
rural areas may incur higher service costs, or
greater risk, because of the small size of the
market.
A second source of problems Is that rural
areas are. by definition. less dense. It is more
expensive, on a per household basis, to supply
supporting public facilities; in turn it becomes
more expensive for the rural family to occupy
housing of a quality equivalent to that of urban
homes.
.
The market is simply responding to its natural supply/demand relationships. That does not
make it inefficient. Government intervention in
rural housing markets would probably not pro-

mote greater efficiency; rather, It would involve

subsidizing the residents of rural areas, because

they are poor, or because of a political judgment

that rural areas should be assisted.

National Economic Policies

It is often argued that economic policies de-

signed to achieve stability and high levels of

mote greater efficiency; rather, It would involve
subsidizing the residents of rural areas, because
they are poor, or because of a political judgment
that rural areas should be assisted.

economic activity for the Nation as a whole, may

have particularly severe consequences for hous-

ing, and that these consequences should be miti-

gated by special programs to insulate housing

from them. Concern is focused chiefly on mone-

tary policy, which is believed to have especially

strong effects upon housing; fiscal policy is

usually regarded as less important.

Monetary Policy

The attempts by the Federal Reserve System

and other Federal agencies to reduce fluctua-

tions in national economic activity by controlling

the supply of money and/or the level of interest

rates are believed to have substantial impact on

the housing construction industry.

National Economic Policies
It is often argued that economic policies designed to achieve stability and high levels of
economic activity for the Nation as a whole, may
have particularly severe consequences for housing, and that these consequences should be mitigated by special programs to insulate housing
from them. Concern is focused chiefly on monetary policy, which is believed to have especially
strong effects upon housing; fiscal policy is
usually regarded as less important.

This occurs because housing is a particu-

larly durable, long-lived asset. It is possible for

Monetary Polley

potential buyers to plan purchases of housing,

and to defer purchase in periods of high costs.

A major component of cost is the interest for

mortgages. Interest rates have been, typically,

high during business expansion and low during

recessions; buyers are aware, or become aware,

of this well-established pattern, and tend to ab-

stain from purchasing when interest rates are

high.26

The demand for housing, over the business

cycle, thus increases in periods of recession,

rather than being spread evenly over the cycle.

The action of buyers can be likened to the be-

havior of the housewife who concentrates her

purchases of linen during the January "white

sales."

Recessions are periods of low incomes as

well as low interest rates, which might offset

some demand for housing. It seems clear from

the available evidence, however, that housing

demand is not very sensitive to changes in in-

come which are expected to be temporary. The

purchase of a house is paid out of the income of

many years into the future. The decision to buy,

and the price that the buyer is willing to pay, de-

pend more on his estimate of future income than

on present income, especially if that income is

temporarily low. Lower incomes in the mild re-

cessions of the postwar period have not, in fact,

offset the effects of lower interest rates.

As a result, housing construction has been

basically a countercyclical industry. The quantity

of new housing produced tends to be highest

when the rest of the economy is relatively slack,

and lowest when the rest of the economy is op-

erating at or close to full capacity.

These facts suggest that attempts to even

out the fluctuations in the housing industry are

misguided, from a national standpoint. The hous-

The attempts by the Federal Reserve System
and other Federal agencies to reduce fluctuations in national economic activity by controlling
the supply of money and/or the level of interest
rates are believed to have substantial impact on
the housing construction industry.
This occurs because housing is a particularly durable, long-lived asset. It is possible for
potential buyers to plan purchases of housing,
and to defer purchase in periods of high costs.
A major component of cost is the interest for
mortgages. I nterest rates hav~ been, typically,
high during business expansion and low during
recessions; buyers are aware, or become aware,
of this well-established pattern, and tend to abstain from purchasing when interest rates are
high. 26
The demand for housing, over the business
cycle, thus increases in periods of recession,
rather than being spread evenly over the cycle.
The action of buyers can be likened to the behavior of the housewife who concentrates her
purchases of linen during the January "white
sales."
Recessions are periods of low incomes as
well as low interest rates, which might offset
some demand for housing. It seems clear from
the available evidence, however, that housing
demand is not very sensitive to changes in income which are expected to be temporary. The
purchase of a house is paid out of the income of
many years into the future. The decision to buy,
and the price that the buyer is willing to pay, de-

ing industry's countercyclical pattern provides a

stabilizing force for the economy as a whole.

When resources are not demanded in other in-

dustries, they are demanded in housing and are

readily available; when resources are demanded

elsewhere, demand for them in housing is rela-

tively light. Policies to stabilize the cyclical de-

• Oavld I. Melselman. "The Impact of Cou ter·Cycllcal Monetary
and Fiscal PoliCies on Houllng." paper submi tted to the National Housing Polley Study.

pend more on his estimate of future income than
on present income, especially if that income is
temporarily low. Lower incomes in the mild recessions of the postwar period have not, in fact,
offset the effects of lower interest rates.
As a result, housing construction has been
basically a countercyclical industry. The quantity
of new housing produced tends to be highest
when the rest of the economy is relatively slack,
and lowest when the rest of the economy is operating at or close to full capacity.
These facts suggest that attempts to even
out the fluctuations in the housing industry are
misguided, from a national standpOint. The housing industry's countercyclical pattern provides a
stabilizing force for the economy as a whole.
When resources are not demanded in other industries, they are demanded in housing and are
readily available; when resources are demanded
elsewhere, demand for them in housing is relatively light. Policies to stabilize the cyclical demand for housing would act to destabilize the
economy as a whole. They would tend to worsen
business cycles, driving prices and output up in
booms and making recessions more severe.
From the national standpOint, this is not a desirable result.

Cyclical Instability and Housing eosts
It is sometimes argued that the cyclical Instability of the housing construction industry leads
to higher costs of new housing (and thus to
higher costs of all housing)Y The evidence on
this pOint is not conclusive, but it does not generally support the argument. Higher costs are
more likely when entry into the industry is difficult, and if the industry uses specialized equipment, labor, or resources. Neither appears to be
true, however. Entry is relatively easy; the industry is characterized by low startup costs. Fixed
costs are low. Most resources can readily be
used in other industries.

Fiscal Polley
There has been relatively less concern over
the effects of fiscal policy on housing construction and prices, in contrast to monetary policy.
There is even some evidence that fiscal policy
instruments reduce the countercyclical tendencies of housing construction. For example, the
investment tax credit appears to have shifted

fixed investment from housing to capital equip-

ment purchases.26 Its repeal appears to have re-

versed the shift. Since the purpose of the tax

credit is to expand production during recessions,

to the extent that it is successful, it tends at the

same time to reduce housing construction. This

fiscal policy instrument thus tends to smooth the

construction cycle, as critics of monetary policy

desire.

Conclusion

The strongest case for public concern with

housing is as an aspect of public concern over

fixed investment from housing to capital equipment purchases. zA Its repeal appears to have reversed the shift. Since the purpose of the tax
credit is to expand production during recessions,
to the extent that it is successful, it tends at the
same time to reduce housing construction. This
fiscal policy instrument thus tends to smooth the
construction cycle, as critics of monetary policy
desire.

the distribution of income. A large number of poor

people have housing conditions which the major-

ity of the citizens believe to be inadequate.

Conclusion

This political concern with the well-being of

the poor, however, does not in itself justify spe-

cial emphasis on housing. Rather, it justifies a

program of income transfer to the poor. Such a

program would be clearly superior, as far as the

poor themselves are concerned, to a housing

subsidy program. With an income transfer, the

poor can have greater freedom of choice, and

can achieve a greater level of satisfaction than if

they are given only housing of equal value.

Special concern with housing can perhaps

be justified if the attitudes of taxpayers also are

taken into consideration. If taxpayers get satis-

faction from increased housing consumption by

the poor, and do not get similar satisfaction from

increased food, clothing, medical care, etc., for

the poor, then a housing program may be a po-

litically desirable way of redistributing income.

This argument is plausible, but there is little evi-

dence on which to evaluate it.

Current housing policies appear to give rela-

tively little attention to the poor. The best evi-

dence is that the tax subsidies provided to

middle and upper income familiesâparticularly

the subsidies to homeownership in the form of

tax deductionsâfar outweigh the benefits of ex-

penditure programs for the poor. Some method

of extending these tax advantages to the poor,

such as a tax credit for renters, is probably ap-

propriate if existing provisions are to be retained

in the tax laws.29

"David D. Ramsey and George Vredeveld. "A Rationale tor Gov-

ernment Intervention In Housing: Impact of Government Non-

Houslng Policies on the Housing and Mortgage Markets,"

paper submitted to the National Housing Policy Study

â¢ Mills, op. clt.

Apart from considerations of equity, there Is

little evidence that housing markets suffer from

imperfections which make government interven-

tion desirable. Research into the social benefits

supposedly generated by good housing has

found few instances of such benefits, particularly

from government housing programs. Improved

health, to a small extent, is probably the only es-

tablished benefit. Good housing may improve

neighborhood property values also, but only in a

very small geographical range. Local rather than

The strongest case for public concern with
housing is as an aspect of public concern over
the distribution of income. A large number of poor
people have housing conditions which the majority of the citizens believe to be inadequate.
This political concern with the well-being of
the poor, however, does not in itself justify special emphasis on housing. Rather, it justifies a
program of income transfer to the poor. Such a
program would be clearly superior, as far as the
poor themselves are concerned, to a housing
subsidy program. With an income transfer, the
poor can have greater freedom of choice, and
can achieve a greater level of satisfaction than if
they are given only housing of equal value.
Special concern with housing can perhaps
be justified if the attitudes of taxpayers also are
taken into consideration. If taxpayers get satisfaction from increased housing consumption by
the poor, and do not get similar satisfaction from
increased food, clothing, medical care, etc., for
the poor, then a housing program may be a politically desirable way of redistributing income.
This argument is plausible, but there is little evidence on which to evaluate it.
Current housing policies appear to give relatively little attention to the poor. The best evidence is that the tax subsidies provided to
middle and upper income families-particularly
the subsidies to homeownership in the form of
tax deductions-far outweigh the benefits of expenditure programs for the poor. Some method
of extending these tax advantages to the poor,
such as a tax credit for renters, is probably appropriate if existing provisions are to be retained
in the tax laws. 29
• Oavfd O. Ramsey and George Vredeveld. "A Rationale lor Government Intervention In Housing : Impact 01 Government NonHousing Policies on the HOusing and Mortgage Markets,"
paper submitted to the National Housing Policy Study.
• Mills, op. cit.

Apart from considerations of equity, there Is
little evidence that housing markets suffer from
imperfections which make government intervention desirable. Research into the social benefits
supposedly generated by good housing has
found few instances of such benefits, particularly
from government housing programs. Improved
health, to a small extent, is probably the only established benefit. Good housing may improve
neighborhood property values also, but only in a
very small geographical range. Local rather than
Federal intervention may be appropriate on the
basis of these external benefits, but little inefficiency is likely to result if they were ignored altogether.
There is some justification for government
support in mortgage markets in order to reduce
default risks in situations where private insurance of mortgages would be less efficient. Otherwise, there is little justification for government
intervention to improve the functioning of the
housing market.
Although inherent market inefficiencies appear to be a minor problem, there are some Imperfections generated by local government activity. The most important of these appears to be
local building codes, which increase housing
costs by placing restrictions on the use of new
materials and technologies. Code differences between adjacent jurisdictions may add to costs as
well.
Discrimination against minorities, especially
blacks. is another market imperfection because it
raises their housing costs, although the available
evidence for this is not entirely conclusive.
There are, thus, some market inefficiencies
and imperfections. With the exception of the risk
problem, however, all are local in scope. The
benefits of better health and enhanced property
values, the costs of restrictive building codes
and discrimination-all are local phenomena.
Eliminating substandard housing in New York
does not enhance property values in California,
for example.
Some Federal role may be justified on the
grounds that the benefits of good housing are
gradually diffused throughout the country as
people move; but the benefits remain largely if
not entirely local, and the Federal role appears
to be subsidiary to the local government's role.

Federal intervention may be appropriate on the

basis of these external benefits, but little ineffi-

ciency is likely to result if they were ignored al-

together.

There is some justification for government
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Summary

The direct benefits of housing subsidies to

their recipients are always smaller than the value

to them of an income subsidy of the same cost

to the government. The larger the subsidy per

family, the smaller its benefit relative to that of

an Income subsidy. Two conclusions follow from

these considerations. First, the rationale for

housing subsidies, as opposed to income subsi-

dies, must be found either In indirect benefits of

housing subsidies to other than the subsidy re-
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cipient or from an inability of the private market

to supply better housing to lower income fami-

lies who are given the means to pay for it. The

considerations discussed in the second section

of this paper suggest, however, that the indirect

benefits of housing subsidy programs are mini-

Summary

mal. In addition, postwar experience has dra-

matically demonstrated the private market's

ability to improve housing as incomes have risen.

The second conclusion following from an

examination of direct benefits of housing pro-

grams is that their total is maximized when the

additional housing provided is divided among the

whole of the lower income population. Providing

relatively large increases in housing consump-

tion for relatively few families is probably the

greatest shortcoming of existing Federal pro-

grams. In the third section it is argued, for ex-

ample, that the direct benefits of the public

housing program are only about three-fifths as

large as they might be if the housing produced

by the program were divided among all eligible

families. Most Federal programs are deficient In

that the capital costs of housing only are subsi-

dized by them. Consequently, Federal expendi-

tures on them, and their costs to the economy as

a whole, are greater than they need to be to pro-

duce the quantity of housing obtained from them.

The easiest way to overcome the short-

comings of existing programs is through a sys-

tem of housing allowances. Under such a pro-

gram, recipients of Federal assistance would

use funds provided them to purchase housing of

their choice on the private market. Housing al-

lowances of any aggregate size could readily be

divided among the whole of the lower income

population and would avoid the excessive cost

of subsidies to capital expenditures only. They

would provide for a greater degree of competi-

tion among suppliers of housing to lower income

families and provide incentives for private reha-

bilitation of slums. They would not of necessity

concentrate large numbers of lower income fami-

lies in projects. Housing allowances would pro-

vide people with the means to do for themselves

what previous governmental programs have been

able to do only at excessive cost and great ad-

ministrative effort.

Introduction

The current suspension of Federal housing

The direct benefits of housing subsidies to
their recipients are always smaller than the value
to them of an income subsidy of the same cost
to the government. The larger the subsidy per
family, the smaller Its benefit relative to that of
an Income subsidy. Two conclusions follow from
these considerations. First, the rationale for
housing subsidies, as opposed to income subsidies, must be found either In indirect benefits of
housing subsidies to other than the subsidy recipient or from an inability of the private market
to supply better housing to lower income families who are given the means to pay for it. The
considerations discussed in the second section
of this paper suggest, however, that the indirect
benefits of housing subsidy programs are minimal. In addition, postwar experience has dramatically demonstrated the private market's
ability to improve housing as incomes have risen .
The second conclusion following from an
examination of direct benefits of housing programs is that their total is maximized when the
additional housing provided is divided among the
whole of the lower income popuiation. Providing
relatively large Increases in housing consumption for relatively few families is probably the
greatest shortcoming of existing Federal programs. In the third section it is argued, for example, that the direct benefits of the public
housing program are only about three-fifths as
large as they might be if the housing produced
by the program were divided among all eligible
families. Most Federal programs are deficient in
that the capital costs of housing only are subsidized by them. Consequently, Federal expenditures on them, and their costs to the economy as
a whole, are greater than they ne79 to be to produce the quantity of housing obtained from them.

subsidy programs provides an unusual opportu-

nity to reappraise these programs. Although the

Federal Government has provided housing as-

sistance to lower income families since the
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The easiest way to overcome the shortcomings of existing programs is through a system of housing allowances. Under such a program, recipients of Federal assistance would
use funds provided them to purchase housing of
their choice on the private market. Housing allowances of any aggregate size could readily be
divided among the whole of the lower Income
population and would avoid the excessive cost
of subsidies to capital expenditures only. They
would provide for a greater degree of competition among suppliers of housing to lower income
famili13S and provide incentives for private rehabilitation of slums. They would not of necessity
concentrate large numbers of lower income families in projects. Housing allowances would provide people with the means to do for themselves
what previous governmental programs have been
able to do only at excessive cost and great administrative effort.

Introduction
The current suspension of Federal housing
subsidy programs provides an unusual opportunity to reappraise these programs. Although the
Federal Government has provided housing assistance to lower income families since the
1930's and the number of dwellings made available annually has increased substantially In recent years, few if any persons are satisfied with
.the results. There are a variety of possible reasons for this. Most important, perhaps, for the
average person is the realization, probably impliCit, that better housing does not magically
transform the lives of slum dwellers. Another is
the high average cost of dwellings constructed
under Federal programs. Even, in the 1950's, the
average public housing dwelling cost $13,500.
Other reasons include the concentration of large
numbers of lower Income families in the vicinity
of slums and the fact that, despite intensive efforts, Federal housing programs have displaced
many and assisted relatively few of the lower income population. Thus, a reexamination of the
rationale for Federal housing programs seems
clearly called for.
Indeed, the first question one ought to ask
Is, "Why have a housing program at all? Why
not use the funds for general Income subsidies
instead?" The second section of this paper addresses these questIons. First, the direct benefit
to subsidy recipients, or the value they place on
the additiona u'-" 'J !ll ',":~r , ~vided them, Is examined. N f. lv ~r~to~
fi Gt Nothers than the

subsidy recipient are considered. The second

section concludes with an evaluation of the com-

mon argument that the private market is unable

to provide sufficient quantities of decent housing

for lower income families.

The third section presents an appraisal of

the principal economic effects and shortcomings

of current housing programs. Primary attention is

paid to the public housing program, which, until

recently, had provided far more dwellings to

lower income families than any other. Estimates

of the value of public housing to its tenants and

to the lower income population generally are

presented first. Then two important factors lead-

ing to the excessive cost of public housingâthe

form of the Federal subsidy and building upon

cleared slum landâare discussed and their ef-

fects evaluated. Attention is then directed to

other Federal programs. Because of its similarity

with housing allowances, special attention is

paid to the rent supplement program in the dis-

cussion of recent developments in Federal hous-

ing programs.

Housing allowances, under which recipients

of Federal assistance would purchase housing of

their own choice on private markets, are dis-

cussed in the fourth section. The first part of this

section discusses advantages and limitations of

housing allowances. Particular attention is paid

here to the fact that, under such a program, its

benefits could be divided among the whole of

the lower income population. The single most

important objection to housing allowancesâthat

they would merely enrich landlordsâis also

reexamined. The second part of the fourth sec-

tion makes a series of specific recommendations

for implementing a housing allowance. Many

practical details are omitted of necessity be-

cause of this paper's size. Attention is directed,

rather, to the more important conceptual ques-

tions regarding housing allowances.

Benefits of Housing Programs

Federal housing subsidies produce benefits

to the recipient of the subsidy. ln the case of

public housing, for example, its tenants live in

better housing than they otherwise would. Public

housing and other Federal programs may also

benefit the taxpayer generally by reducing the

size of the slum areas of various cities or by re-

subsidy recipient are considered. The second
section concludes with an evaluation of the common argument that the private market is unable
to provide sufficient quantities of decent housing
for lower income families.
The third section presents an appraisal of
the principal economic effects and shortcomings
of current housing programs. Primary attention is
paid to the public housing program, which, until
recently, had provided far more dwellings to
lower income families than any other. Estimates
of the value of public housing to its tenants and
to the lower income population generally are
presented fi rst. Then two important factors leading to the excessive cost of public housing-the
form of the Federal subsidy and building upon
cleared slum land-are discussed and their effects evaluated. Attention is then directed to
o:her Federal programs. Because of its similarity
with housing allowances, special attention is
paid to the rent supplement program in the discussion of recent developments in Federal housing programs.
Housing allowances, under which recipients
of Federal assistance would purchase housing of
their own choice on private marke:s, are discussed in the fourth section. The first part of this
section discusses advantages and limitations of
housing allowances. Particular attention is paid
here to the fact that, under such a program, its
benefits could be divided among the whole of
the lower income population. The single most
important objection to housing allowances-that
they would merely enrich landlords-is also
reexamined. The second part of the fourth section makes a series of specific recommendations
for implementing a housing allowance. Many
practical details are omitted of necessity because of this paper's size. Attention is directed,
rather, to the more important conceptual questions regarding housing allowances.

ducing municipal expenditures. Finally, Federal

programs may overcome faulty workings of the

private housing market. Each of these sources of

possible benefit will be analyzed in this section.

Direct Benefits

Housing, or any other subsidies for specific

items of consumption, is always inferior to gen-

eral income subsidies from the recipient's point

of view. lnstead of enabling a family to inhabit a

dwelling whose monthly rental value is, say, $100

greater per month than the unit the family would

otherwise occupy, the family could be given $100

monthly to spend as it chooses. lf the family

wished to do so, it could spend the whole of the

monthly payment on housing, as it is in effect

forced to do by housing subsidy programs. One

suspects, however, that at most a small propor-

tion of families would so so. Though most, no

doubt, would move to a somewhat better dwell-

ing and pay a higher monthly rental, they would

also spend part of the $100 on better food, cloth-

Benefits of Housing Programs
Federal housing subsidies produce benefits
to the recipient of the subsidy. In the case of
public housing, for example, its tenants live in
better housing than they otherwise would. Public
housing and other Federal programs may also
benefit the taxpayer generally by reducing the
size of the slum areas of various cities or by reducing municipal expenditures. Finally, Federal
programs may overcome faulty workings of the
private housing market. Each of these sources of
possible benefit will be analyzed in this section.

Direct Benefits
Housing, or any other subsidies for specific
items of consumption, is always inferior to general income subsidies from the recipient's point
of view. Instead of enabling a family to inhabit a
dwelling whose monthly rental value is, say, $100
greater per month than the unit the family would
otherwise occupy, the family could be given $100
monthly to spend as it chooses. If the family
wished to do so, it could spend the whole of the
monthly payment on housing, as it is in effect
forced to do by housing subsidy programs. One
suspects, however, that at most a small proportion of families would so so. Though most, no
doubt, wou!d move to a somewhat better dwelling and pay a higher monthly rental, they would
also spend part of the $100 on better food, clothing, and other items of consumption .. Though
lower income families value better housing, they
also value a better standard of living generally.
One would presume that the pattern of expenditure the family selects for itself yields it a
greater total satisfaction.
Giving a family $100 per month, then, but
requiring it to spend the whole of the sum on
housing, is less beneficial to the family than allowing it to spend the sum as it wishes. Altern~
tively, a housing subsidy of $100 per mo~th IS
worth less than $100 per month to the family receiving it. How much less depends upon the size
of the subsidy relative to the recipient's income
and upon how readily the family can substitute
expend itu re on housing for other items of c~n
sumption. Given the latter, the greater the increase in housing consumption relative to the
consumption of other commodities, the lower the
value a family places on an additional dollar's
worth of housing (valued at market prices). In
concrete terms, a fourth bedroom would be
worth very little to a family if it did not have the
funds to furnish it. Similarly, a larger refrigerator
would mean little to a family whose food budget
could not fill a smaller one. Because the direct
benefits of a subsidy to some specific item of
consumption rise less than proportionally with
the size of the subsidy, smaller subsidies to a
larger number of families produce greater total
benefits to the lower income population as a
whole.
I have estimated that, as of the mid-1960's,
the public housing program allowed its tenants,
in effect, to increase their expenditure on housing from $47 to $177 per month. I By my calcula-

tions, however, the increase in housing con-

sumption of $130 per month would be worth

approximately $71 per month. The latter figure,

together with the implicit housing price reduction

to the tenant of public housing, would just in-

duce the average public housing tenant to pur-

chase a comparable dwelling voluntarily. The

increase in income and reduction in housing

price to which the opportunity to live in public

housing is equivalent were calculated from the

best available evidence on the responses of con-

sumer spending on housing to changes in in-

come and housing prices. Since the typical lower

income family spent the same amount on all

other items whether living in public or in private

housing, a substantial partâroughly halfâof the

subsidy was dissipated by reducing the value

public housing tenants place on additional hous-

ing relative to additional expenditure on other

consumer goods.

Indirect Benefits

ln most discussions, Federal housing pro-

grams receive support not only for the better

housing that lower income tenants are enabled

to lnhabit, but also for the benefits produced for

tions, however, the increase in housing consumption of $130 per month would be worth
approximately $71 per month. The latter figure,
together with the implicit housing price reduction
to the tenant of public housing, would just induce the average public housing tenant to purchase a comparable dwelling voluntarily. The
increase in income and reduction in housing
price to which the opportunity to live in public
housing is equivalent were calculated from the
best available evidence on the responses of consumer spending on housing to changes in income and housing prices. Since the typical lower
Income family spent the same amount on all
other items whe:her living in public or in private
housing, a substantial part-roughly half-of the
subsidy was dissipated by reducing the value
public housing tenants place on additional housing relative to additional expenditure on other
consumer goods.

the general public. Prominent among these is the

reduction in the size of the slum area of cities

where housing is made available to lower ln-

come families by Federal programs. By reducing

Indirect Benefits

the number of lower income families seeking pri-

vate accommodation, Federal housing programs

do reduce the number of low-quality private

dwellings. ln most U.S. cities, however, privately

supplied low-quality housing is not scattered uni-

formly throughout the city. Rather, it tends to be

concentrated spatially in certain neighborhoods.

The depressing effects these low-quality dwell-

ings have on other property values are felt prin-

cipally along the boundaries separating poorer

from better neighborhoods. Although Federal

programs will indeed reduce the aggregate size

of poorer neighborhoods, they will not in general

eliminate the boundary effects. Unless Federal

programs reduce the circumference of the

boundary separating slum areas from areas of

better housing, the aggregate of boundary ef-

fects on property values would be unchanged.

Only the locations of these effects will differ with

the size of the Federal program.

Slum dwellings may also effect the level of

expenditure a city must make to provide its resi-

dents a given level of protection against fire,

crime, and health hazards. lt is probably the

case that slum dwellings are especially suscepti-

ble to fire and increase the danger of fire to sur-

rounding dwellings. l find most arguments which

seek to establish a causal connection between

poor housing, on the one hand, and crime and

poor health, on the other, to be tenuous at best.

There can be little doubt that crimes and health

problems occur more frequently in areas of poor

housing quality. This association probably arises

principally because all are associated with the

lower incomes of the residents of poor housing.

The best empirical evidence of which l am

aware suggests, indeed, that litt'e reduction in

In most discussions, Federal housing programs receive support not only for the better
housing that lower income tenants are enabled
to inhabit, but also for the benefits produced for
the general public. Prominent among these is the
reduction in the size of the slum area of cities
where housing is made available to lower income families by Federal programs. By reducing
the number of lower income families seeking private accommodation, Federal housing programs
do reduce the number of low-quality private
dwellings. In most U.S. cities, however, privately
supplied low-quality housing is not scattered uniformly throughout the city. Rather, it tends to be
concentrated spatially in certain neighborhoods.
The depressing effects these low-quality dwellings have on other property values are felt principally along the boundaries separating poorer
from better neighborhoods. Although Federal
programs will indeed reduce the aggregate size
of poorer neighborhoods, they will not in general
eliminate the boundary effects. Unless Federal
programs reduce the circumference of the
boundary separating slum areas from areas of
better housing, the aggregate of boundary effects on property values would be unchanged.
Only the locations of these effects will differ with
the size of the Federal program.
Slum dwellings may also effect the level of
expenditure a city must make to provide its residents a given level of protection againsf fire,
crime, and health h aza~ds . It is probably the

the cost of local government or improvement in

health and personal adjustment results from bet-

ter housing as such. Weicher2 analyzed a vari-

ety of economic and other influences upon ex-
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case that slum dwellings are especially susceptible to fire and increase the danger of fire to surrounding dwellings. I find most arguments which
seek to establish a causal connection between
poor housing, on the one hand, and crime and
poor health, on the other, to be tenuous at best.
There can be little doubt that crimes and health
problems occur more frequently in areas of poor
housing quality. This association probably arises
principally because all are associated with the
lower incomes of the residents of poor housing.
The best empirical evidence of which I am
aware suggests, indeed, that litt'e reduction in
the cost of local government or improvement in
health and personal adj ustment results from better housing as such. Weicher 2 analyzed a variety of economic and other influences upon expenditures by local government. He found fairly
strong tendencies for expenditures on fire protection to vary directly with housing quality, but
for other items of expenditure of local governments, the association with housing quality was
weak or nonexistent, Weicher also calculated the
effects of housing quality improvement brought
about by the Hyde Park (Chicago) Urban Renewal Program on expenditures. Even under the
favorable assumption that there were no offsetting housing quality reductions elsewhere in the
city, Weicher concluded that the reduction in
municipal expenditures associated with renewal
was only about 8 percent of the annual cost of
the project.
Another study, by Wilner,3 suggests that,
apart from the better housing provided, public
housing has little effect upon its tenants, Their
study compared lower income families living in
public housing in Baltimore with other families
who had the same economic and demographic
characteristics but who were privately housed.
Insofar as matters re!ating to housing consumption were concerned, public housing tenants
clearly scored better. In matters relating to
health and personal adjustment, however, differences were small and did not systematically
favor public housing tenants, Indeed, one suspects that current disenchantment with Federal
housing programs reflects partly, at least, the realization that better housing does not magically
transform the lives of slum dwellers. By concentrating large numbers of problem families, as
some public housing projects have done, these
problems may even have been exacerbated.
• John Welcher, "Municipal Services and Urban Renewal," (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Department of EconomiCS, University
of Chlcag cr..l~ 8)
08., fRtn Houslng Environment and FamIly
• Daniel N. wi'ttiM,
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Private Market Failure?

So far in this section, it has been argued

Private Market Failure?

that the benefits of housing subsidies to their re-

cipients are worth less than the benefits of an

equivalent income subsidy. In addition, there is

little reason to suppose that benefits to persons

other than the subsidy recipient are very sub-

stantial. One frequently hears the assertion, how-

ever, that the private market is simply not able

to provide lower income families with decent

housing. By far the most important reason why it

has not done so is the small expenditure that

lower income families make for housing. Many

argue, however, that even if the amounts they

spend for housing were augmented, lower in-

come families would be failed by private produc-

ers of housing. Hence, it is argued, government

programs are necessary to make better housing

available to lower income families.

One reason for this assertion is the belief

that too little private capital flows into housing

for lower income families. Private lenders are

frequently said to refuse to lend, or to do so

only at very high interest rates. If some were to

do so in hopes of profiting from higher rates on

loans to lower income families or for inner city

property, however, other lenders would find it

profitable to undercut them. The fact that private

lenders as a group do little lending for lower in-

come property is probably due to the fact that it

would be unprofitable to them at rates compara-

ble to those charged other borrowers. Indeed,

usury laws and other legal or institutional re-

straints on private lending may prevent private

lenders from charging high enough rates on

loans to compensate them for the added cost

and riskiness of loans on lower income property.

Whether the interest and amortization on loans

for acquiring property or its Improvement are

paid directly by lower Income homeowners or in-

directly by renters, the small amounts spent for

housing by lower income families limit the size

of the loan that these payments can support. In

addition, sporadic enforcement of building and

occupancy codes, a high degree of residential

mobility on the part of lower income families,

and the possibility of neighborhood deterioration

may all make it more expensive to lend on prop-

erties occupied by lower income families.

It is also said quite frequently that the sup-

ply of housing available to lower income families

is very unresponsive to changes in housing ex-

penditures by these families. At a rather crude

level, it is sometimes merely asserted that an in-

crease in such expenditures will cause landlords

to raise the rental payments they demand for the

properties they own without improving these

properties. Any single landlord might wish to do

so, of course, but again the argument neglects

the fact of competition among private landlords.

If any one landlord were to attempt to do so, the

tenant could move out into a better available

unit elsewhere.

On a somewhat more sophisticated level, it is

argued that the attempt by large numbers of lower

So far in this section, it has been argued
that the benefits of housing subsidies to their recipients are worth less than the benefits of an
equivalent income subsidy. In addition, there is
little reason to suppose that benefits to persons
other than the subsidy recipient are very substantial. One frequently hears the assertion, however, that the private market is simply not able
to provide lower income families with decent
housing. By far the most important reason why it
has not done so is the small expenditure that
lower income families make for housing. Many
argue, however, that even if the amounts they
spend for housing were augmented, lower income families would be failed by private producers of housing. Hence, it is argued, government
programs are necessary to make better housing
available to lower income families.
One reason for this assertion is the belief
that too little private capital flows into housing
for lower income families. Private lenders are
frequently said to refuse to lend, or to do so
only at very high interest rates. If some were to
do so in hopes of profiting from higher rates on
loans to lower income families or for inner city
property, however, other lenders would find it
profitable to undercut them. The fact that private
lenders as a group do little lending for lower Income property is probably due to the fact that it
would be unprofitable to them at rates comparable to those charged other borrowers. Indeed,
usury laws and other legal or institutional restraints on private lending may prevent private
lenders from charging high enough rates on
loans to compensate them for the added cost
and riskiness of loans on lower income property.
Whether the interest and amortization on loans
for acquiring property or Its improvement are
paid directly by lower Income homeowners or indirectly by renters, the small amounts spent for
housing by lower income families limit the size
of the loan that these payments can support. In
addition, sporadic enforcement of building and
occupancy codes, a high degree of residential
mobility on the part of lower Income families,
and the possibility of neighborhood deterioration
may all make it more expensive to lend on properties occupied by lower income families.
It is also said quite frequently that the supply of housing available to lower income families
is very unresponsive to changes in housing expenditures by these families. At a rather crude
level, it Is sometimes merely asserted that an increase in such expenditures will cause landlords

to raise the rental payments they demand for the
properties they own without improving these
properties. Any single landlord might wish to do
so, of course, but again the argument neglects
the fact of competition among private landlords.
If anyone landlord were to attempt to do so, the
tenant could move out into a better available
unit elsewhere.
On a somewhat more sophisticated level, it is
argued that the attempt by large numbers of lower
income families to improve their housing simultaneously would merely bid up rentals generally on
the private market. The one really careful analysis of this question I know of, a study by Farb,·
suggests, however, that this is not the case.
Rather, the private housing supply appears to be
highly responsive to the expenditures lower income families make. Farb examined statistically
the effects of greater Incomes on the relative
numbers and rentals of substandard v. standard
housing in different U.S. cities. He determined
that the improvement in housing quality produced by income increases was about 10 times
as great as the increase in rentals for housing of
given quality. Even if this were not the case,
however, governmental subsidies would not necessarily be indicated, because such programs,
like increases in private spending, merely increase housing demand and do little or nothing
to make supply more responsive.
Postwar experience in the United States,
moreover, provides dramatic testimony of the
private market's ability to provide better housing.
Comparing data from the 1950 Census of Housing and the 1956 National Housing Inventory,
Duncan and Hauser 5 concluded that the number
of substandard dwellings declined by' about
one-third in the 6-year period In five out of the
six cities studied. (The sixth was New York City,
where rent controls still eXisted.) About 90 percent of the change came from Improvement of
given dwelling units. Over the decade of the
1950's, the Douglas Commission 8 showed that
there was a net upgrading of slightly over 2 million dwellings from substandard to standard
quality. During the 1950's. the fraction of substandard dwellings In major central cities fell by
about one-half. In my own work 7 I have found
• Warren E. Farb. "An Eltlmate of the Relative Supply and Demand
of Sub.tlndard Rental HOUllng In MaJor U.S. Cltlel," (unpublI.hed Ph.D. dillertatlon, Department 01 Economlcl, Waahlngton Unlveralty, 1970).
I Beverly Duncan and Philip M. Hau.er, Housing a AletropollsChicago (Glencoe, III.: The Free Prell, 1960).
• National Commlilion on Urban Problema, Building Iha American
City (Wa.hington: Government Printing Office, 1969), Table 1,
p.70.
T Richard F. Muth" Cllles and Housing (Chicago: Unlveralty of
Chicago Pr _"(11 00
J. " 11

income families to improve their housing simulta-

neously would merely bid up rentals generally on

the private market. The one really careful analy-

sis of this question I know of, a study by Farb,4

suggests, however, that this is not the case.
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dwelling condition to be highly responsive to in-

creases in income. Whether one makes compari-

sons among census tracts of a given city or

among various central cities, a 10-percent in-

crease in income produces a decline of about

one-third in the fraction of dwellings which are

substandard.

Current Federal Housing Programs

Although a variety of Federal housing pro-

grams exist, until the late 1960's the public hous-

dwelling condition to be highly responsive to increases in income. Whether one makes comparisons among census tracts of a given city or
among various central cities, a 10-percent increase in income produces a decline of about
one-third in the fraction of dwellings which are
substandard.

ing program had provided far more dwelling

units to lower income families than any other. ln

addition, although important differences exist

among the various programs, they share many

Current Federal Housing Programs

features in common. ln this section, then, l will

first consider some of the major economic fea-

tures of the public housing program. Following

this, l comment briefly on other Federal pro-

grams.

Public Housing

Although the public housing program has

been subjected to criticism on many grounds,

waiting lists for admission are about as long as

the number of occupied units. This substantial

excess demand for accommodation in public

housing clearly suggests that lower income fami-

lies on the whole consider public housing to be

Although a variety of Federal housing programs exist, until the late 1960's the public housing program had provided far more dwelling
units to lower income families than any other. In
addition, although important differences exist
among the various programs, they share many
features in common. In this section, then, I will
first consider some of the major economic features of the public housing program. Following
this, I comment briefly on other Federal programs.

superior to the housing they can purchase on

the private market. The waiting lists for admis-

sion also testify to one of public housing's great-

Public Housing

est faults. While if a family gains admission it

substantially improves its housing, relatively few

familiesâperhaps one in 10 who are eligibleâ

have been able to do so. Stated a little differ-

ently, the public housing program is like a lottery

offering a small chance of a big improvement in

housing and a large chance of no improvement

to eligible lower income families.

ln the second section, in discussing the

value of housing subsidies to the recipient, it

was argued that such a subsidy is worth less to

the recipient than the market value of the addi-

tional housing provided. Part of the worth of the

subsidy to the recipient is dissipated by reducing

the value the recipient places upon additional

housing relative to other kinds of consumption.

ln general, the greater the size of the housing

subsidy the less it improves the well-being of the

recipient and the more it tends to reduce the

value placed upon additional housing. For this

reason, the larger the subsidy per family, given

the total size of the program, the smaller the

value of the subsidy to the average eligible fam-

ily.

That benefits per family increase less than

proportionally with the size of a housing subsidy

is well illustrated by the public housing program.

ln the second section, l stated that the opportu-

nity to live in public housing was equivalent to

an income increase of about $71 per month in

the middle 1960's. By this is meant that if a fam-

ily were to receive an additional $71 per month

of real income, and the price of housing relative

to the prices other consumption items were re-

duced by the amount implicit to tenants of public

housing, the average public housing tenant

would voluntarily purchase the amount of hous-

ing provided him by the program. These calcula-

tions were based upon the best available evi-

dence on the responsiveness of consumer

Although the public housing program has
been subjected to criticism on many grounds,
waiting lists for admission are about as long as
the number of occupied units. This substantial
excess demand for accommodation in public
housing clearly suggests that lower income families on the whole consider public housing to be
superior to the housing they can purchase on
the private market. The waiting lists for admission also testify to one of public housing's greatest faults. While if a family gains admission it
subs~antially improves its housing, relatively few
families-perhaps one in 10 who are eligiblehave been able to do so. Stated a little differently, the public housing program is like a lottery
offering a small chance of a big improvement in
housing and a large chance of no improvement
to eligible lower income families.
In the second section, in discussing the
value of housing subsidies to the recipient, it
was argued that such a subsidy is worth less to
the recipient than the market value of the additional housing provided. Part of the worth of the
subsidy to the recipient is dissipated by reducing
the value the recipient places upon additional
housing relative to other kinds of consumption.
In general, the greater the size of the housing
subsidy the less it improves the well-being of the
recipient and the more it tends to reduce the
value placed upon additional ousing. For this
reason, the larger the subsidy per family, given

the total size of the program, the smaller the
value of the subsidy to the average eligible family.
That benefits per family increase less than
proportionally with the size of a housing subsidy
is well illustrated by the public housing program.
In the second section, I stated that the opportunity to live in public housing was equivalent to
an income increase of about $71 per month in
the middle 1960's. By this is meant that if a family were to receive an additional $71 per month
of real income, and the price of housing relative
to the prices other consumption items were reduced by the amount implicit to tenants of public
housing, the average public housing tenant
would voluntariiy purchase the amount of housing provided him by the program. These calculations were based upon the best available evidence on the responsiveness of consumer
housing purchases to changes in real income
and relative prices of housing.8 Since about 7
percent of the population eligible for public
housing was enabled to gain admission, the subsidy was worth about $5 per month per eligible
family.
Precisely the same computation may be performed to determine the benefit per eligible family if the additional housing provided to lower income families had been equally divided among
the whole of the lower income population. If the
latter had been done, each eligible family would
have been enabled to consume about $9.10 more
housing each month, or to have increased its
housing consumption by about one-fifth. Under
equal sharing of the total amount of housing provided, the implicit price of housing to benefit recipients would fall far less than under the actual
public housing lottery. Consequently, the benefits
of equal sharing would have been worth about
$8.30 per month to each eligible family, or about
two-thirds more than under the actual program.9
By providing relatively large increases in housing
to relatively few families, the public housing program has produced only about three-fifths of the
direct benefits it might have.
Not only have the benefits of the public
housing program been considerably fewer than
they might have been, but considerably less
housing has been produced by it than could
have been had resources been more efficiently
used. There are two major reasons for this. First,
during the 1950's, about three-eighths of the
dwelling units were built on cleared slum land.
in Muth. PubliC

Such land cost an average of $1.12 per square

foot, as compared with only 9 cents for other

land used for public housing.10 Building on

higher cost land has led not only to greater ex-

penditures for land per dwelling built, but also to

greater expenditures on construction. The latter

occurred because, in seeking to economize on

more costly land, builders build taller buildings

at greater expense. l have estimated that be-

cause of building upon cleared slum land, public

housing built during the 1950's cost about 20

percent more than it would had all units been

built upon other than cleared slum land.11

Not only have demolitions of slum housing

to provide public housing sites substantially in-

creased the cost of the program, but they have

also partly negated the increase in the low in-

come housing stock the public housing program

has provided. As of 1968, about two-thirds of a

million public housing units had been built. Yet

according to the Douglas Commission,12 almost

half as many private units had been demolished

by the program.

The other factor which unnecessarily in-

creases the cost of the public housing program

is the form of the Federal subsidy. Under the

public housing program, the Federal Government

has paid 90 percent of the interest and amortiza-

tion on bonds issued by Local Housing Authori-

ties (LHA's) to finance acquisition of the struc-

tures they manage. The interest on these bonds,

like most other debt obligations of local govern-

ment, are exempt from Federal personal income

taxation and carry interest rates that are perhaps

half the rates on taxable bonds of the same risk-

iness. Further, LHA's pay no local property

taxes. For all these reasons, as l have argued

earlier, expenditure on real estate that would cost

a private developer a dollar a year costs the

LHA only 5 cents a year."

The latter, then, in designing structures con-

taining public house dwellings, has a strong in-

centive to use more capital than a private devel-

oper would. ln part this is done by building

high-rise structures, in part by substituting more

expensive materials in construction which re-

quire less maintenance, and in part by offering

tenants larger and better-equipped units in lieu

of later maintenance and operating expenditure.

According to my estimates, the quantity of real

estate used by public housing is about 37 per-

cent greater because of the form of the Federal

subsidy.11 The nature of the subsidy also has

meant that the costs per unit of public housing

have been about 21 percnt greater than they

would have been in the absence of the subsidy.

Together, the building of public housing oh

cleared slum land and the capital cost subsidy

have increased capital expenditures on public

housing by about 63 percent. ln the absence of

Such land cost an average of $1.12 per square
foot, as compared with only 9 cents for other
land used for public housing. 1O Building on
higher cost land has led not only to greater expenditures for land per dwelling built, but also to
greater expenditures on construction. The latter
occurred because, in seeking to economize on
more costly land, builders build taller buildings
at greater expense. I have estimated that because of building upon cleared slum land, public
housing built during the 1950's cost about 20
percent more than it would had all units been
built upon other than cleared slum land. 1 !
Not only have demolitions of slum housing
to provide public housing sites substantially increased the cost of the program, but they have
also partly negated the increase in the low Income housing stock the public housing program
has provided. As of 1968, about two-thirds of a
million public housing units had been built. Yet
according to the Douglas Commission,!~ almost
half as many private units had been demolished
by the program.
The other factor which unnecessarily increases the cost of the public housing program
is the form of the Federal subsidy. Under the
public housing program, the Federal Government
has paid 90 percent of the interest and amortization on bonds issued by Local Housing Authorities (LHA's) to finance acquisition of the structures they manage. The interest on these bonds,
like most other debt obligations of local government, are exempt from Federal personal income
taxation and carry interest rates that are perhaps
half the rates on taxable bonds of the same riskiness. Further, LHA's pay no local property
taxes. For all these reasons, as I have argued
earlier, expenditure on real estate that would cost
a private developer a dollar a year costs the
LHA only 5 cents a year.n
The latter, then, in designing structures containing public house dwellings, has a strong incentive to use more capital than a private developer would. In part this is done by building
high-rise structures, in part by substituting more
expensive materials in construction which require less maintenance, and in part by offering
tenants larger and beUer-equipped units in lieu
of later maintenance and operating expenditure.
According to my estimates, the quantity of real

these features, about 56,000 units could have

been built annually during the 1950's for the

,., u.s.

same Federal expenditure as the 35,000 actually

built required.

Other Federal Programs
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estate used by public housing is about 37 percent greater because of the form of the Federal
subsidy.!1 The nature of the subsidy also has
meant that the costs per unit of public housing
have been about 21 percnt greater than they
would have been in the absence of the subsidy.
Together. the building of public housing on
cleared slum land and the capital cost subsidy
have increased capital expenditures on public
housing by about 63 percent. In the absence of
these features. about 56,000 units could have
been built annually during the 1950's for the
same Federal expenditure as the 35,000 actually
built required.

Other Federal Programs
In recent years there have been many
changes in the public housing program, and several new housing programs have been introduced. By and large, however, these programs
have retained the principal shortcomings of the
public housing program. With the exception of
the rent supplement program, for example, in all
programs the principal subsidy payment is a
subsidy to capital costs. For this reason, part of
the excessive resource cost of the public housing program is carried over into more recent
programs. And in all, a relatively small part of the
low income population has been provided a relatively great increase in their housing consumption. Most of the low income population, however, has received no direct benefit from any of
the programs. Consequently, the average benefit
per lower income family is smaller than it might
have been.
The failure of recent developments in Federal housing programs to correct the major
faults of public housing is well-illustrated by two
recent modifications to it. Under the turnkey
process, a private developer builds a development on his own site to his own plans and speCifications and sells it to the LHA. By permitting
competition in the development of public housing
projects, the capital costs of such projects are
reduced. Because its capital expenditure is subsidized, however, the LHA has the same incentive to buy developments that use more capital
relative to current expenditure as in the projects
it would have developed itself. Under the leased
housing program permitted by Section 23 of the
1965 Housing Act, the LHA leases units on the
private market and subleases them to lower in). Ibid., pp. ~~ 'Ul!! 1~ pl.tl\ t cost lubaldy need not affect the
density oi_lp 'O
Islrrc!it ' the cOlta of land and structures
e
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come tenants. Leasing offers some of the bene-

fits of housing allowances discussed in Section 4

and may avoid the substitution of initially heavy

capital expenditures for later maintenance. Ten-

ants, however, must still bear the costs of house-

hold operation out of their own resources. Both

under turnkey and leased housing, moreover,

relatively few families receive relatively large in-

creases in their housing consumption. The direct

benefits of the program are thus much lower than

they might be as in conventional public housing.

The fact that capital costs alone are subsi-

dized has probably been responsible for the

widespread defaults under the Section 235

homeownership program for lower income fami-

lies. Under the program, lower income families

have been able to purchase housing with as little

as a 1 percent downpayment. Especially in the

early years of their ownership, these families

have little equity in their homes. ln older housing

of any price range, unanticipated major repairs

are sometimes needed; a furnace, plumbing, or

wiring may need replacement sooner than antici-

pated. The program made no provision, however,

for assisting homeowners with repair, mainte-

nance, and other operating expenditures. With

little equity in the homes they owned, it was

cheaper for many families to give up their homes

and default on their mortgages than to incur the

unexpectedly heavy repair bills.

Of all the recent modifications in Federal

housing programs in recent years, the rent sup-

plement program is perhaps the most promising.

Because the tenant's rental payment, rather than

the dwelling's capital costs only, is subsidized,

builders of rent supplement projects have no fin-

ancial incentive to increase the expenditures

they make for real estate at the expense of later

maintenance and operating expenditures. ln ad-

dition, by allowing rent supplement payments to

be made to any nonprofit or limited dividend cor-

poration, a greater degree of competition among

suppliers of federally assisted housing is permit-

ted. A greater degree of competition would per-

mit cheaper housing than in the public housing

program, where, until recently, the LHA was the

single developer permitted.

Although the rent supplement program al-

lows for a wider degree of developer participa-

tion than the public housing program, it does not

go far enough. Developers are permitted to earn

no more than 6 percent on their equity invest-

ment. Most individuals can earn considerably

more in common stocksâ9 to 13 percent, if the

historical record is any guide. Hence, fewer de-

velopers are likely to be attracted to the provi-

sion of rent supplement housing than if any prof-

itmaking developer were permitted to participate.

Also, those developers who are attracted to the

program are likely to be less experienced in the

construction and management of housing than

are profitmaking developers. ln addition, like

other Federal housing programs, a rent supple-

ment project must have the approval of the local

government having jurisdiction over its proposed

location. The governmental units thus have the

come tenants. Leasing offers some of the benefits of housing allowances discussed in Section 4
and may avoid the substitution of initially heavy
capital expenditures for later maintenance. Tenants, however, must still bear the costs of household operation out of their own resources. Both
under turnkey and leased housing, moreover,
relatively few families receive relatively large increases in their housing consumption. The direct
benefits of the program are thus much lower than
they might be as in conventional public housing.
The fact that capital costs alone are subsidized has probably been responsible for the
widespread defaults under the Section 235
homeownership program for lower income families. Under the program, lower income families
have been able to purchase housing with as little
as a 1 percent down payment. Especially in the
early years of their ownership, these families
have little equity in their homes. In older housing
of any price range, unanticipated major repairs
are sometimes needed; a furnace, plumbing, or
wiring may need replacement sooner than anticipated. The program made no provision, however,
for assisting homeowners with repair, maintenance, and other operating expenditures. With
little equity in the homes they owned, it was
cheaper for many families to give up their homes
and default on their mortgages than to incur the
unexpectedly heavy repair bills.
Of all the recent modifications in Federal
housing programs in recent years, the rent supplement program is perhaps the most promising.
Because the tenant's rental payment, rather than
the dwelling's capital costs only, is subsidized,
builders of rent supplement projects have no financial incentive to increase the expenditures
they make for real estate at the expense of later
maintenance and operating expenditures. In addition, by allowing rent supplement payments to
be made to any nonprofit or limited dividend corporation, a greater degree of competition among
suppliers of federally assisted housing is permitted. A greater degree of competition would permit cheaper housing than in the public housing
program, where, until recently, the LHA was the
single developer permitted.
Although the rent supplement program allows for a wider degree of developer participation than the public housing program, it does not
go far enough. Developers are permitted to earn
no more than 6 percent on their equity investment. Most individuals can earn considerably
more in common stocks-9 to 13 percent, if the
historical record is any guide. Hence, fewer developers are likely to be attracted to tne provi-

same ability to limit rent supplement projects to

certain areas of the city or to keep them out en-

tirely as in the case of public housing.

As in the case of the public housing pro-
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sion of rent supplement housing than if any profitmaking developer were permitted to participate.
Also, those developers who are attracted to the
program are likely to be less experienced in the
construction and management of housing than
are profitmaking developers. In addition, like
other Federal housing programs, a rent supplement project must have the approval of the local
government having jurisdiction over its proposed
location. The governmental units thus have the
same ability to limit rent supplement projects to
certain areas of the city or to keep them out entirelyas in the case of public housing.
As in the case of the public housing program, recipients of rent supplements are expected to spend a fixed fraction of their incomes
for rent. The amount they spend on housing does
not depend upon the size unit they inhabit. Potential tenants, then-though probably preferring
even a smaller unit than they are able to obtain
through private housing-have every incentive to
find as large a dwelling as they can and are limited only by the availability of units. Because far
fewer units would be available under the program than potential tenants, the latter limitation
is a severe one for any individual family, of
course. In developing rent supplement projects,
however, developers have no incentive to limit
the size of, and hence expenditures on, any individual units either, since they in effect operate
under cost-plus contracts. It thus falls upon the
Federal Government to impose elaborate review
procedures to limit expenditures per dwelling
under the program. These procedures, of course,
increase the costs of the program, both to the
Federal Government and to developers of rent
supplement projects.

Housing Allowances
Under housing allowances, recipients of
Federal assistance would be permitted to purchase housing of their choice which is available
on the private market. The subsidy received, ter
gether with a part of the reCipient's income,
would be used in making the rental payment for
the dwelling inhabited. Such programs have
never been instituted on a wide scale in this
country. A small experimental program was recently completed in Kansas City, however, and
more comprehensive experiments are currently
being undertaken by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. In my judgment, such a
program hasc w eat IRromise. In this section, I
I~nadvantages I see in a
want first to o L·iI~ n
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housing allowance program and to consider

some objections to it. I will then discuss certain

specific features that I believe would be desira-

ble ones for an actual Federal housing allow-

ance program.

Advantages and Limitations

Earlier in this paper I argued that one of the

greatest shortcomings of Federal housing pro-

housing allowance program and to consider
some objections to it. I will then discuss certain
specific features that I believe would be desirable ones for an actual Federal housing allowance program.

grams has been that they have provided housing

assistance to a relatively small fraction of the

lower income population. This is inevitable under

Advantages and Limitations

programs anywhere near the size of current ones

so long as assistance is provided through newly

constructed housing, as has been primarily the

case under the public housing program and

others. By so limiting the number of recipients and

providing each with a substantial increase in his

housing consumption, the benefits of the housing

assistance are smaller than they could be if

more equally distributed among the lower in-

come population.

Under a housing allowance program, how-

ever, it is generally contemplated that Federal

assistance could be used in acquiring any unit

available on the private market, not just a

newly constructed one, as in the case of the rent

supplement program. The assistance would be

provided either by a certificate redeemable in

cash by the recipient's landlord, or directly in

cash to the recipient himself upon presentation

of a rent receipt for the previous month. Conse-

quently, there is no lower limit to the feasible

amount of assistance to any one recipient nor

any barrier to widespread distribution of Federal

assistance among the lower income population.

Another advantage of housing allowances is

that the subsidy would be one to the tenant's

rental payment, not to the capital costs incurred

by the project developer. For this reason, the

wastes inherent in subsidizing capital costsâbut

not current expenditureâwould be avoided. If it

were cheaper for private producers of housing to

provide better dwellings to subsidy recipients by

making minor improvements to already existing

units, they could do so. The dislocations associ-

ated with the demolitions of poor quality housing

would be avoided. Rather, the owners of poor

quality dwellings on the private market would be

given the financial means and incentive through

the enhanced rental expenditures of their tenants

to rehabilitate these dwellings.

Not the least of the advantages of housing

allowances is that they would provide for a

greater degree of competition among suppliers

of federally assisted housing, thus reducing its

costs. Under most past Federal programs, the

suppliers of federally assisted housing have

been greatly limited. In the public housing pro-

gram, for example, the LHA is the only supplier

in a city, while in the rent supplement program

only nonprofit and limited dividend corporations

may take part. By allowing a greater degree of

competition among suppliers, inefficient produc-

ers would be driven out by more efficient pro-

ducers and costs lowered.

In similar fashion, housing allowances would

allow a wider range of choices by subsidy recipi-

ents. Under most Federal housing programs, a

lower income family is fortunate, indeed, to obtain

assistance at all, let alone to have a choice

Earlier in this paper I argued that one of the
greatest shortcomings of Federal housing programs has been that they have provided housing
assistance to a relatively small fraction of the
lower income population. This is inevitable under
programs anywhere near the size of current ones
so long as assistance is provided through newly
constructed housing, as has been primarily the
case under the public housing program and
others. By so limiting the number of recipients and
providing each with a substantial increase in his
housing consumption, the benefits of the housing
assistance are smaller than they could be if
more equally distributed among the lower income population.
Under a housing allowance program, however, it is generally contemplated that Federal
assistance could be used in acquiring any unit
available on the private market, not just a
newly constructed one, as in the case of the rent
supplement program. The assistance would be
provided either by a certificate redeemable in
cash by the recipient's landlord, or directly in
cash to the recipient himself upon presentation
of a rent receipt for the previous month. Consequently, there is no lower limit to the feasible
amount of assistance to anyone reCipient nor
any barrier to widespread distribution of Federal
assistance among the lower income population.
Another advantage of housing allowances is
that the subsidy would be one to the tenant's
rental payment, not to the capital costs incurred
by the project developer. For this reason, the
wastes inherent in subsidizing capital costs-but
not current expenditure-would be avoided. If it
were cheaper for private producers of housing to
provide better dwellings to subsidy recipients by
making minor improvements to already existing
units, they could do so. The dislocations associated with the demolitions of poor quality housing
would be aVOided. Rather, the owners of poor
quality dwellings on the private market would be
given the financial means and incentive through
the enhanced rental expenditures of their tenants
to rehabilitate these dwellings.
Not the least of the advantages of housing
allowances is that t~ey would provide for a

greater degree of competition among suppliers
of federally assisted housing, thus reducing its
costs. Under most past Federal programs, the
suppliers of federally assisted housing have
been greatly limited. In the public housing program, for example, the LHA is the only supplier
in a city, while in the rent supplement program
only nonprofit and limited dividend corporations
may take part. By allowing a greater degree of
competition among suppliers, inefficient producers would be driven out by more efficient producers and costs lowered.
In similar fashion, housing allowances would
allow a wider range of choices by subsidy recipients. Under most Federal housing programs, a
lower income family is fortunate, indeed, to obtain
assistance at all, let alone to have a choice
among federally assisted units. Under a housing
allowance, however, the subsidy recipient would
receive cash or its equivalent to spend on housing wherever it might be available. By this
means, recipients of Federal assistance would
not of necessity be concentrated in certain parts
of the city, as they have been historically under
other Federal programs. Such a plan would almost surely promote freedom of residence of
lower income families to a far greater degree
than by any other conceivable means. For it
would be exceptionally difficult for anyone to
prevent tenants and landlords to enter into rent~1
agreements which they thought mutually be~e~l
cial. For a variety of reasons, however, It IS
likely that housing allowance reCipients would
still tend to cluster in older, central city housing.
Probably the most common objection to
housing allowances is that they would merely
"line the pockets of landlords" without leading
to any improvement in the housing of the poor. I
have already commented on this belief in the
second section where the alleged unresponsiveness of the private housing market was discussed. I have little to add here except to repeat
my belief that this view is mistaken. It is mistaken in part because it neglects the fact of
competition among private landlords. It is als?
mistaken, in part, because it neglects the eVIdence of the postwar period and the great Improvement in average housing quality that has
taken place. Indeed, it is most mistaken of all,
perhaps, in that objectors rightly believe that little new housing would be built under a housing
allowance program. Yet new housing or massive
rehabilitation is not the only means of housing
improvement, nor indeed has it been the major
avenue 0 .
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Another, although related, objection to

housing allowances is that they would not be

large enough to permit recipients of Federal as-

sistance to acquire standard, "decent," or "safe

and sanitary" housing. Whether or not they

would do so depends upon the total amount of

Federal assistance provided and the number of

families to whom assistance is supplied. Earlier,

I noted my estimate that the public housing

program in the mid-1960's provided an average

increase in housing consumption of about $130

per month to perhaps two-thirds of a million fam-

ilies. If the same number of families were given

$130 per month to spend on privately produced

housing, I predict that they could improve their

housing by at least as much as in public hous-

ing. If, however, the same total assistance were

equally divided among all lower income families,

each would receive somewhat less than $10 per

month. Although this would permit about a 20

percent increase in housing consumption per

family per month, no single family would be able

to improve its housing as much as the tenant of

public housing can. As I have argued several

times earlier, however, the aggregate benefit to

the lower income population would be greater

under an equal division of the Federal assist-

ance.

Some Specific Recommendations

On the basis of the previous considerations

in this section, I believe a housing allowance

program would be a significant improvement in

Federal assistance to housing for lower income

families. Many decisions would have to be made

Another, although related, objection to
housing allowances is that they would not be
large enough to permit recipients of Federal assistance to acquire standard, "decent," or "safe
and sanitary" housing. Whether or not they
would do so', depends upon the total amount of
Federal assistance provided and the number of
families to whom assistance is supplied. Earlier,
I noted my estimate that the public housing
program in the mid-1960's provided an average
increase in housing consumption of about $130
per month to perhaps two-thirds of a million families. If the same number of families were given
$130 per month to spend on privately produced
housing, I predict that they could improve their
housing by at least as much as in public housing. If, however, the same total assistance were
equally divided among all lower income families,
each would receive somewhat less than $10 per
month. Although this would permit about a 20
percent increase in housing consumption per
family per month, no single family would be able
to improve its housing as much as the tenant of
public housing can. As I have argued several
times earlier, however, the aggregate benefit to
the lower income population would be greater
under an equal division of the Federal assistance.

about any actual Federal program, far too many

even to list, let alone to discuss, in a paper of

Some Specific Recommendations

this size. In the remainder of the paper, then, I

wish to consider briefly what I feel to be the most

important decisions that would have to be made

in designing such a program.

First, in order to maximize the benefit to the

lower income population, I would recommend

that the benefits of the program be made avail-

able to the whole of this population. The average

share would be small, of course; an average

subsidy of only $25 per month paid to 10 million

families would require expenditures of $3 billion

per year. All lower income families, however,

would be enabled to improve their housing as a

result. Further, with relatively small payments

per family, a large number of poorer housing

units would be upgraded. To repeat, however,

the principal reason for this recommendation

would be to maximize the program's benefits.

Doing so would avoid, insofar as possible, the

dilution of benefits associated with the reduction

in the value of additional housing that larger

subsidies to fewer families would bring.

Second, I would recommend that the pay-

ment made to any family be a fixed dollar

amount. Under some current programs, including

public housing and rent supplement, tenants are

expected to pay a fixed percentage, frequently

25 percent, of their income as rent. The Federal

subsidy pays the balance. Under these condi-

tions, only the availability of subsidized units lim-

On the basis of the previous considerations
in this section, I believe a housing allowance
program would be a significant improvement in
Federal assistance to housing for lower income
families. Many decisions would have to be made
about any actual Federal program, far too many
even to list, let alone to discuss, in a paper of
this size. In the remainder of the paper, then, I
wish to consider briefly what I feel to be the most
important decisions that would have to be made
in deSigning such a program.
First, in order to maximize the benefit to the
lower income population, I would recommend
that the benefits of the program be made available to the whole of this population. The average
share would be small, of course; an average
subsidy of only $25 per month paid to 10 million
families would require expenditures of $3 billion
per year. All lower income families, however,
would be enabled to improve their housing as a
result. Further, with relatively small payments
per family, a large number of poorer housing
units would be upgraded. To repeat, however,
the principal reason for this recommendation
would be to maximize the progra rT}'s benefits.

amount of the probable average size just noted,

each tenant would spend some of his own funds

U
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its the size dwelling a tenant would try to obtain.

If, however, the subsidy is paid as a fixed dollar

Doing so would avoid, insofar as possible, the
dilution of benefits associated with the reduction
in the value of additional housing that larger
subsidies to fewer families would bring.
Second, I would recommend that the payment made to any family be a fixed dollar
amount. Under some current programs, including
public housing and rent supplement, tenants are
expected to pay a fixed percentage, frequently
25 percent, of their income as rent. The Federal
subsidy pays the balance. Under these conditions, only the availability of subsidized units limits the size dwelling a tenant would try to obtain.
If, however, the subsidy is paid as a fixed dollar
amount of the probable average size just noted,
each tenant would spend some of his own funds
in addition and thus bear the full cost of the last
room, or 100 square feet of floor space, rented.
The tenant would thus have the same incentive
to weigh the worth of his expenditure on housing
as he does any other private expenditure. Indeed, the housing allowance recommended here
would be essentially equivalent to an income
subsidy.
Third, it would seem reasonable to pay
higher allowances to larger families, as is done
in effect under current programs by providing
larger units to larger families. Under current programs, however, the effective subsidy per family
declines as the family's income increases. What
is, in effect, a tax on additional income earned is
thus imposed. Although one would prefer not to
impose such a tax, the only alternatives are
either to pay the housing allowance to the whole
population or abruptly to cut it off once a certain
upper limit on income is reached. This last is
one of the more adverse features of the public
housing program, where a tenant must move out
once his income exceeds certain limits. Under
the housing allowance, of course, the tenant
could remain in his dwelling once his subsidy
ceased by paying its rental out of his own funds.
Especially because any tax on additional income
would be small under the proposed housing allowance program compared to those imposed by
Aid to Families with Dependent Children and the
Social Security Payroll Tax, I would prefer a
gradual reduction in the size of the subsidy as
income increases, rather than abruptly cutting it
off. 1-,
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Fourth, under a housing allowance program,

no attempt should be made to require that the

dwelling inhabited meet certain administrative

standards as to its quality. Given the probable

total amount spent on any Federal program, to

do so would almost certainly mean that subsidy

payments would be made only to a fraction of

the lower income population. Further, so restrict-

ing the dwelling choice of subsidy recipients

would greatly increase the administrative cost of

the program. Not only would dwellings have to

be checked for eligibility, but, with a larger sub-

sidy payment per family, controls would have to

be instituted to insure that the whole of the sub-

sidy payment was spent for housing. Admittedly,

not requiring that housing inhabited by subsidy

recipients meet certain minimum standards

raises the serious question of political feasibility.

l do not pretend to be at all expert on this latter

question. lt should be understood, however, that

giving in too readily to considerations of political

feasibility would greatly reduce the potential

economic benefits of a housing allowance pro-

gram to lower income families.

Finally, let me repeat that the potential ben-

efits of allowing the subsidy to be spent on ex-

isting housing owned by profitmaking landlords

are great. Not only would housing be made

available at a smaller cost to lower income fami-

lies, but the scope of their residential location

choices would be enhanced. Subsidy recipients,

however, should be allowed to rent housing pro-

vided by limited-dividend corporations and public

authorities as well. Doing so would provide a

check on the rentals that profitmaking landlords

could charge. However, public or quasi-public

bodies should be required to raise the whole of

their revenues from the rentals of their tenants.

ln particular, no capital cost subsidies, tax cred-

its, or exemption from local property taxes

should be permitted these organizations, as is

now done in the public housing program.

Fourth, under a housing allowance program,
no attempt should be made to require that the
dwelling inhabited meet certain administrative
standards as to its quality. Given the probable
total amount spent on any Federal program, to
do so would almost certainly mean that subsidy
payments would be made only to a fraction of
the lower income population. Further, so restricting the dwelling choice of subsidy recipients
would greatly increase the administrative cost of
the program. Not only would dwellings have to
be checked for eligibility, but, with a larger subsidy payment per family, controls would have to
be instituted to insure that the whole of the subsidy payment was spent for housing. Admittedly,
not requiring that housing inhabited by subsidy
recipients meet certain minimum standards
raises the serious question of political feasibility.
I do not pretend to be at all expert on this latter
question. It should be understood, however, that
giving in too readily to considerations of political
feasibility would greatly reduce the potential
economic benefits of a housing allowance program to lower income families.
Finally, let me repeat that the potential benefits of allowing the subsidy to be spent on existing housing owned by profitmaking landlords
are great. Not only would housing be made
available at a smaller cost to lower income families, but the scope of their residential location
choices would be enhanced. Subsidy recipients,
however, should be allowed to rent housing provided by limited-dividend corporations and public
authorities as well. Doing so would provide a
check on the rentals that profitmaking landlords

could charge. However, public or quasi-public
bodies should be required to raise the whole of
their revenues from the rentals of their tenants.
In particular, no capital cost subsidies, tax credits, or exemption from local property taxes
should be permitted these organizations, as is
now done in the public housing program.
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This paper is in two parts. Part 1 is con-

cerned with the rationale for a national policy to

influence sizes of urban areas and with housing

as an instrument of such policy. Part 2 is con-

cerned with narrower grounds for a national

housing policy. Part of a national growth policy

ought to be the attempt to improve the function-

ing of housing markets, even if it is not intended

thereby to affect sizes of urban areas.

ln this paper the term "urban areas" is used
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generically to refer to a contiguous area where

population density is much higher than in sur-

rounding areas. The term is used without regard

to boundaries of local government jurisdictions.

Other terms, such as standard metropolitan sta-

tistical area (SMSA) and central city, will be

used with Census Bureau meanings.

Part 1 of the paper is concerned exclusively

with policies directed at sizes of urban areas. lt

is not concerned at all with the internal structure

of urban areas. Specifically, it is not concerned

with the serious problems of the relationships

between central cities and suburbs.

The Pros and Cons of a National

Policy to Influence Urban Sizes

The Sizes of Urban Areas

On a worldwide and historical basis, the

size distribution of urban populations ls as well

documented as any social phenomenon. National

censuses in almost all countries collect data on

numbers of urban areas in various population

size classes. ln the United States, usable data on

size classes of urban populations go all the way

back to the first census in 1790. For many

decades, scholars in many countries have per-

formed statistical analysis of urban size distribu-

tions. Although interest seems to have tapered off

somewhat ln recent years, it appeared for a

while that analyzing urban size distributions

This paper is In two parts. Part 1 Is concerned with the rationale for a national policy to
influence sizes of urban areas and with housing
as an Instrument of such policy. Part 2 is concerned with narrower grounds for a national
housing policy. Part of a national growth policy
ought to be the attempt to improve the functionIng of housing markets, even If it Is not intended
thereby to affect sizes of urban areas.
In this paper the term "urban areas" is used
generically to refer to a contiguous area where
population density is much higher than in surrounding areas. The term is used without regard
to boundaries of local government jurisdictions.
Other terms, such as standard metropolitan statistical area (SMSA) and central city, will be
used with Census Bureau meanings.
Part 1 of the paper is concerned exclusively
with policies directed at sizes of urban areas. It
Is not concerned at all with the Internal structure
of urban areas. Specifically, it is not concerned
with the serious problems of the relationships
between central cities and suburbs.

might become a demographic subspecialty. A

good survey and analysis of earlier work is by

Berry and Garrison [4]. An elaborate analysis of

U.S. data is by Madden [11].

A universal conclusion of urban size distri-

bution studies is that urban sizes vary enor-

The Pros and Cons of a National
Policy to Influence Urban Sizes

mously within a country or large region at every

point in history. Every country has large numbers

The Sizes of Urban Areas

of urban areas clustered near the minimum size

that is recorded, usually between 2,000 and

10,000. And every country has at least a few

urban areas that are 10 or 100 times that size. ln

the 20th century, most large countries have at

least a few urban areas that have populations in

excess of a million. ln the United States, there

are, of course, more than 30 SMSA's with more

than a million population.

A second universal conclusion of urban size

distribution studies is that urban size distribu-

tions are highly skewed, with large numbers of

small urban areas and a few very large ones. A

statistical distribution which embodies this skew-

On a worldwide and historical baSiS, the
size distribution of urban populations Is as well
documented as any social phenomenon. National
censuses in almost all countries collect data on
numbers of urban areas in various population
size classes. In the United States, usable data on
size classes of urban populations go all the way
back to the first census in 1790. For many
decades, scholars In many countries have performed statistical analysis of urban size distribUtions. Although interest seems to have taP,f3red off

proportionate to 1/n. ln an earlier period, many

scholars thought of the rank-size rule as a natu-

1. The distribution varies considerably from
country to country. In particular, the sizes of the
largest metropolitan areas relative to the sizes of
other large metropOlitan areas vary greatly from
country to country. This concept is referred to as
primacy. The most common measure of primacy
is the population of the largest metropolitan area
divided by the sum of the populations of the four
largest metropOlitan areas. Industrialized countries mostly have smaller primacy measures than
developing countries. The United States has a
smaller primacy measure than most industrialized countries. See Mills [13].
2. The size distribution of urban areas
changes only slowly over many decades within a
country. In the United States, although the number and sizes of urban areas have grown rapidly,
the size disjrip4tio? has changed little in nearly
200 years. Sa ~ v't s a n '[ '~ 1].
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ness notion is the rank-size rule, which says that

the population of the urban area of rank n is

somewhat In recent years, it appeared for a
while that analyzing urban size distributions
might become a demographic subspecialty. A
good survey and analysis of earlier work Is by
Berry and Garrison [4]. An elaborate analysis of
U.S. data is by Madden [11].
A universal conclusion of urban size distribution studies is that urban sizes vary enormously within a country or large region at every
point in history. Every country has large numbers
of urban areas clustered near the minimum size
that is recorded, usually between 2,000 and
10,000. And every country has at least a few
urban areas that are 10 or 100 times that size. In
the 20th century, most large countries have at
least a few urban areas that have populations in
excess of a million. In the United States, there
are, of course, more than 30 SMSA's with more
than a million population.
A second universal conclusion of urban size
distribution stUdies Is that urban size distributions are highly skewed, with large numbers of
small urban areas and a few very large ones. A
statistical distribution which embodies this skewness notion is the rank-size rule, which says that
the population of the urban area of rank n is
proportionate to 1In. In an earlier period, many
scholars thought of the rank-size rule as a natural law of urban sizes. But perceptive students of
the subject now realize that any of several
closely related skewed distributions, such as
log-normal distribution, fit most of the data about
equally well.
The following are other important conclusions of urban size distribution studies:
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3. National policy can affect the size distri-

bution of urban areas, but it requires massive

national control over land use and construction.

This statement is based on the experience of

countries that have tried to control the growth of

large urban areas in various ways. For example,

governments in the United Kingdom have tried to

slow the growth of London and the southeast of

England since World War II by a variety of land-

use controls and modest subsidies for people

and businesses to locate elsewhere. But it has

had no perceptible effect. Israel, on the other

hand, has had a determined policy of population

dispersal since independence in 1949, based on

military and other considerations. The instru-

ments of the policy have been large scale public

ownership of land and complete central govern-

ment control over construction. The result has

been that Tel Aviv, the largest urban area, has

grown little, and most population growth has oc-

curred in small urban centers. See Mills [14].

The Economics of Urban Sizes

Unfortunately, economists have devoted rel-

atively little attention to the determinants of the

urban size distribution. Almost all the work that

has been done stems from the work of Losch

3. National policy can affect the size distribution of urban areas, but it requires massive
national control over land use and construction.
This statement is based on the experience of
countries that have tried to control the growth of
large urban areas in various ways. For example,
governments in the United Kingdom have tried to
slow the growth of London and the southeast of
England since World War" by a variety of landuse controls and modest subsidies for people
and businesses to locate elsewhere. But it has
had no perceptible effect. Israel, on the other
hand, has had a determined policy of population
dispersal since independence in 1949, based on
military and other considerations. The instruments of the policy have been large scale public
ownership of land and complete central government control over construction. The result has
been that Tel Aviv, the largest urban area, has
grown little, and most population growth has occurred in small urban centers. See Mills [14].

[10]. The best recent theoretical paper is by

Beckmann and McPherson [3].

The most basic reason for the observed

The Economics of Urban Sizes

urban-size distribution is that urban areas per-

form a variety of functions, and such functions

are associated with scale economies that neces-

sitate markets of various sizes. The smallest

urban areas are mostly market and service cen-

ters for surrounding rural areas. These are activ-

ities that can be carried on efficiently on a small

scale, and therefore a town in which they are

performed needs only a small market area.

Larger urban areas perform a variety of produc-

tion and marketing activities. Some writers have

identified manufacturing centers, regional mar-

keting centers, national service centers, national

financial centers, etc. See, for example, Duncan

[5].

It is, however, a mistake to believe that all

the urban areas in a particular size class per-

form the same set of functions. There is, in fact,

great diversity in the amounts of various goods

and services produced among urban areas in a

given size class.

The theoretical analyses of urban size distri-

butions have been based on the assumption that

the geography of the country is undifferentiated.

This Is far from true. Geographical diversity has

profound effects on the sizes and locations of

urban areas.

Geographical diversity is of two kinds. First,

natural resource availability differs from one re-

gion to another, and that helps to determine the

comparative advantages that urban areas have in

each region for producing certain kinds and

amounts of goods and services. Second, geo-

graphical diversity means that certain places are

much more favorably situated than others to ship

and receive goods to and from other regions and

countries. Navigable waterways are, of course,

the main geographical features of this kind. Their

importance is attested to by the fact that almost

all large urban areas in the United States, and

much of the postwar urban growth, are in places

Unfortunately, economists have devoted relatively little attention to the determinants of the
urban size distribution. Almost all the work that
has been done stems from the work of Losch
[10]. The best recent theoretical paper is by
Beckmann and McPherson [3].
The most basic reason for the observed
urban-size distribution is that urban areas perform a variety of functions, and such functions
are associated with scale economies that necessitate markets of various sizes. The smallest
urban areas are mostly market and service centers for surrounding rural areas. These are activIties that can be carried on efficiently on a small
scale, and therefore a town in which they are
performed needs only a small market area.
Larger urban areas perform a variety of production and marketing activities. Some writers have
identified manufacturing centers, regional marketing centers, national service centers, national
financial centers, etc. See, for example, Duncan
[5].
It is, however, a mistake to believe that all
the urban areas in a particular size class perform the same set of functions. There is, in fact,
great diversity in the amounts of various goods
and services produced among urban areas in a
given size class.
The theoretical analyses of urban size distributions have been based on the assumption that
the geography of the country is u'ldiffe ent i ~ted.

This Is far from true. Geographical diversity has
profound effects on the sizes and locations of
urban areas.
Geographical diversity is of two kinds. First,
natural resource availability differs from one region to another, and that helps to determine the
comparative advantages that urban areas have in
each region for producing certain kinds and
amounts of goods and services. Second, geographical diversity means that certain places are
much more favorably situated than others to ship
and receive goods to and from other regions and
countries. Navigable waterways are, of course,
the main geographical features of this kind. Their
importance is attested to by the fact that almost
all large urban areas in the United States, and
much of the postwar urban growth, are in places
where navigable waterways give easy access to
other regions and countries.
The observed urban-size distribution at any
point in history is the result of these technical,
economic, and geographic considerations. The
similarity of urban size distributions among remarkably different societies, and especially over
long periods of time, indicates that powerful and
pervasive forces determine the relative sizes of
urban areas.
I conclude this section with some summary
statistics about the U.S. urban-size distribution.
First, the United States is less dominated by
its largest metropolitan area, New York, than are
many industrialized countries. See [13]. For example, the ratio of the population of our largest
metropolitan area to the sum of our four largest
metropolitan areas is less than that of France,
West Germany, Japan, the Soviet Union, and the
United Kingdom. In absolute terms, the New
York standard consolidated area Is, of course,
among the world's largest. But it Is not larger
than the Tokyo area, even though Japan has less
than half the U.S. population. And it is not much
larger than the London area, even though the
U.K. population is only about a quarter that of
the United States. Perhaps more instructive is a
comparison between the New York-Washington
complex and the London-Manchester and Tokyo-Osaka complexes. All three complexes have
roughly the same population and population density, again despite the large differences In the
sizes of the countries.
Second, the United States has become progressively less dominated by its largest metropolitan areas in recent decades. The New York
metropolita area's pORulation as a share of U.S.
population f~ l ~ g(. .'i"! B.
ercent in 1940 to 8 per-
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cent in 1970. As a share of total metropolitan pop-

ulation, it fell from 18.6 percent to 11.8 percent

during the same period. The 10 largest metropol-

itan areas decreased from 51.8 percent of all

metropolitan areas in 1940 to 39.3 percent in

1970.

Of course, these trends do not prove that

our largest metropolitan areas are not too large.

But the comparisons just made certainly do not

lend support to the contention that our largest

metropolitan areas are too large.

Human Welfare and Urban Sizes

In the last section, I discussed economic de-

terminants of urban size distributions. In this

section, I discuss the extent to which these eco-

cent in 1970. As a share of total metropolitan population, it fell from 18.6 percent to 11.8 percent
during the same period. The 10 largest metropolitan areas decreased from 51.8 percent of all
metropolitan areas in 1940 to 39.3 percent in
1970.
Of course, these trends do not prove that
our largest metropolitan areas are not too large.
But the comparisons just made certainly do not
lend support to the contention that our largest
metropOlitan areas are too large.

nomic forces produce a desirable urban-size dis-

tribution. The issue is whether a different urban-

Human Welfare and Urban Sizes

size distribution would be more efficient in pro-

moting human welfare than the size distribution

mainly determined by market forces and individ-

ual choices.

The first thing to observe is that it really

makes no sense to talk about the optimum size

of an urban area. Many popular writers discuss

the best urban size, and some people have even

conducted surveys to discover the urban size

that people prefer. Most of this writing is unhelp-

ful in studying welfare aspects of urban sizes be-

cause it takes as given many conditions of life

that depend on urban sizes. Most such inquiries

take as given the respondent's income and em-

ployment. But the implication of the theory and

the evidence discussed in the previous section is

that income and employment opportunities are

not independent of the urban size distribution.

Large urban areas have grown up because they

have been able to offer more favorable income

and employment opportunities than urban areas

of other sizes. The crudest direct evidence of the

importance of large urban areas is that no highly

industrialized economy exists without at least one

extremely large urban center containing millions

of people and usually 15 or 20 percent of the

country's population. See Davis [23] for a sum-

mary of the evidence. More directly, the evi-

dence is that, despite the massive growth of

large urban centers in the United States since

1940, incomes there are still considerably higher

than in small urban centers and rural areas. See

Hoch [8] and Mills [12, Chs. 9,10].

The right question to ask about optimum

urban sizes is, "Would you prefer to live in a

city of size A at an income B rather than in a

city of size C at an income D?" The key point is

that this is precisely the question that market

choices put to people. If because of its large

size or other reasons, city A is a less pleasant

place to live than city C, then wages and sala-

ries first compensate for undesirable features of

each city. Nobody should think that this equili-

brating process works perfectly. There are rigidi-

ties in both wages and prices. But there are

large interurban differences in wages and em-

ployment opportunities, and they are important

factors affecting the movement of human and

In the last section, I discussed economic determinants of urban size distributions. In this
section, I discuss the extent to which these economic forces produce a desirable urban-size distribution. The issue is whether a different urbansize distribution would be more efficient in promoting human welfare than the size distribution
mainly determined by market forces and individual choices.
The first thing to observe is that it really
makes no sense to talk about the optimum size
of an urban area. Many popular writers discuss
the best urban size, and some people have even
conducted surveys to discover the urban size
that people prefer. Most of this writing is unhelpful in studying welfare aspects of urban sizes because it takes as given many conditions of life
that depend on urban sizes. Most such inquiries
take as given the respondent's income and employment. But the implication of the theory and
the evidence discussed in the previous section is
that income and employment opportunities are
not independent of the urban size distribution.
Large urban areas have grown up because they
have been able to offer more favorable income
and employment opportunities than urban areas
of other sizes. The crudest direct evidence of the
importance of large urban areas is that no highly
industrialized economy exists without at least one
extremely large urban center containing millions
of people and usually 15 or 20 percent of the
country's population. See Davis [23] for a summary of the evidence. More directly, the evidence is that, despite the massive growth of
large urban centers in the United States since
1940, incomes there are still considerably higher
than in small urban centers and rural areas. See
Hoch [8] and Mills [12, Chs. 9,10].
The right question to ask about optimum
urban sizes is, "Would you prefer to live in a
city of size A at an income B rather than in a

city of size C at an income D?" The key point is
that this is precisely the question that market
choices put to people. If because of its large
size or other reasons, city A is a less pleasant
place to live than city C, then wages and salaries first compensate for undesirable features of
each city. Nobody should think that this equilibrating process works perfectly. There are rigidities in both wages and prices. But there are
large interurban differences in wages and employment opportunities, and they are important
factors affecting the movement of human and
other resources.
Of course, these processes of adjustment
are long run in nature. But many studies, some
of which will be referred to below, have shown
that income and job opportunities are among the
prominent causes of migration. It is clear that
the massive rural-to-urban migration since World
War II has been in large part a successful
search for better economic opportunities. likewise, the rapid growth of the Southwest and the
Gulf States has resulted from the emergence of
industries that could produce efficiently in those
areas and would enable people to obtain the
amenities of warm climates.
None of the foregoing is meant to suggest
that everybody could improve income and employment opportunities by moving to large urban
areas. Rather, the implication is that a high productivity economy requires a distribution of
urban sizes, a few very large centers and many
small ones. It is also important not to overemphasize the precision of our knowledge. Nobody
knows exactly what loss of efficiency would be
entailed if New York or Chicago had 5 million
fewer people. All that can be said is that the
small amount of available theory on the subject,
and a considerable amount of direct and indirect
evidence, fail to reveal any reason to believe
that our large urban areas are too large.
This analysis leads to the conclusion that, if
wages and salaries reflect the advantages and
disadvantages of life in urban areas of different
sizes and locations, then market forces will produce an optimum distribution of urban sizes.

Distortions Affecting Large Urban Areas
Why might economic opportunities not properly reflect the advantages of urban areas of various sizes? The answer most often given in the
serious economic literature, such as [16], is that
the growth of an urban area, either by migration
or natural ir:tCr,ea e.s', f 'oht provide advantages
'91 10

' (I

other resources.

Of course, these processes of adjustment

are long run in nature. But many studies, some

of which will be referred to below, have shown

that income and job opportunities are among the
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to the newcomers that would induce them to live

there, but that this growth of population might

impose costs on other residents of the urban

area. lf so, migration decisions would fail to

take into account all the social costs of migra-

tion, and a distorted distribution of urban sizes

might result.

To be quite specific, consider the following

example. Suppose a person lives in B and earns

$7,000 per year. Suppose he leaves for a job for

which he qualifies in A that pays $10,000. Sup-

pose B is a small town and A a large urban area

and that the person decides that the extra ameni-

ties of small town life are worth $2,000 a year to

him. Then the move will improve his standard of

living by $1,000 per year and he will make the

move. Now suppose that each new resident of

the large urban area adds to congestion there

and that the marginal congestion costs to all

residents of A resulting from the addition of a

new family to A's population are $1,500 per year.

(Suppose congestion costs in B are negligible.)

Then the person is induced to make the move

from B to A by market incentives even though

total social costs of the move exceed total social

benefits. The conclusion is that too many people

will be induced to move to large urban areas

and that their populations will be excessive rela-

tive to smaller urban areas.

This situation has been analyzed in an im-

portant paper by Tolley [21]. lf the costs im-

posed on others are a function only of the urban

area's population and if these costs are

largerâthe larger the urban areaâthen the con-

clusion is correct. Market forces will induce too

many people to live in large cities and too few to

live in small cities. That is, there will be too

much dispersion in the size distribution of urban

areas.

The key fault in this analysis is that costs

imposed on urban residents are not a function

just of the urban area's population. They depend

specifically on how resources are allocated in

the urban area. Suppose that whatever disamen-

ity that results from large urban populations can

be lessened by the use of resources for the pur-

pose. Suppose further that there ls a way of

charging residents for the cost of the resources

needed to reduce the disamenity. Then the use

of resources to reduce the disamenity has two

effects. First, it makes life in the urban area more

expensive because residents have to pay the

cost of resources to reduce disamenities. This

induces people to live elsewhere and thus re-

duces the urban area's population. Second, it in-

creases the amenity of life in the urban area.

This has the opposite effect: lt increases the

urban area's population.

There is no way to predict the net effect on

the urban area's population of the use of re-

sources to improve amenities. lt may increase or

decrease. Much more important, it does not mat-

ter. The right issue for public policy is to find the

justifiable amount of resources to devote to im-

proving amenities in the urban area. That may

to the newcomers that would induce them to live
there, but that this growth of population might
impose costs on other residents of the urban
area. If so, migration decisions would fail to
take into account all the social costs of migration, and a distorted distribution of urban sizes
might result.
To be quite specific, consider the following
example. Suppose a person lives in B and earns
$7,000 per year. Suppose he leaves for a job for
which he qualifies in A that pays $10,000. Suppose B is a small town and A a large urban area
and that the person decides that the extra amenities of small town life are worth $2,000 a year to
him. Then the move will improve his standard of
living by $1,000 per year and he will make the
move. Now suppose that each new resident of
the large urban area adds to congestion there
and that the marginal congestion costs to all
residents of A resulting from the addition of a
new family to A's population are $1,500 per year.
(Suppose congestion costs in B are negligible.)
Then the person is induced to make the move
from B to A by market incentives even though
total social costs of the move exceed total social
benefits. The conclusion is that too many people
will be induced to move to large urban areas
and that their populations will be excessive relative to smaller urban areas.
This situation has been analyzed in an important paper by Tolley [21]. If the costs imposed on others are a function only of the urban
area's population and if these costs are
larger-the larger the urban area-then the conclusion is correct. Market forces will induce too
many people to live in large cities and too few to
live in small cities. That is, there will be too
much dispersion in the size distribution of urban
areas.
The key fault in this analysis is that costs
imposed on urban residents are not a function
just of the urban area's population. They depend
specifically on how resources are allocated in
the urban area. Suppose that whatever disamenity that results from large urban populations can
be lessened by the use of resources for the purpose. Suppose further that there is a way of
charging residents for the cost of the resources
needed to reduce the disamenity. Then the use
of resources to reduce the disamenity has two
eHects. First, it makes life in the urban area more
expensive because residents have to pay the
cost of resources to reduce disamenities. This
induces people to live elsewhere and thus reduces the urban area's population. Second, it in-

creases the amenity of life in the urban area.
This has the opposite effect: It increases the
urban area's population.
There is no way to predict the net effect on
the urban area's population of the use of resources to improve amenities. It may increase or
decrease. Much more important, it does not matter. The right issue for public policy is to find the
justifiable amount of resources to devote to improving amenities in the urban area. That may
increase or decrease the urban area's population. Whichever happens, public policy need not
be concerned.
The foregoing is really an abstract and theoretical way of saying something that is merely
good common sense. If there is a problem, it is
much better to work on the problem than on a
related phenomenon. The implication of this
analysis is that public policy should aim to improve resource allocation in urban areas, but
should not concern itself directly with the size
distribution of urban areas. If resources are allocated appropriately, the size distribution of
urban areas will take care of itself and need not
be the object of specific programs. It may, of
course, nevertheless be affected by public policies to improve urban resource allocation.
A variety of social disamenities is sometimes said to result from large urban size. An interesting analysis of the relationship of several
such amenities to urban size is by Hoch [8]. I
will illustrate the preceding theoretical analysis
with some more detailed remarks concerning air
pollution.
Air pollution is correlated with urban populations, although not strongly. With given techniques of production and given modes of transportation, larger urban populations and higher
densities impose greater stress on the natural
capacity of the urban area's air mantle to absorb
the eHluents discharged to it. The correlation is
not high because air pollution indexes also depend on natural conditions and on the mix of
economic activities in the urban area. The desirable public policy to deal with air pollution over
an urban area is to limit discharges of pollutants
to the air to the extent justified by benefits and
costs of doing so. This can be done by regulating discharges or by eHluent fees or by some
combination of the two. Whichever way it is
done, the cost of abatement should be imposed
on those activities that result in effluent discharges. That will make those activities more expensive in this urban area and will, to some extent, limit h~ . growth of the urban area's

nglna from

increase or decrease the urban area's popula-

tion. Whichever happens, public policy need not

be concerned.

The foregoing is really an abstract and theo-

retical way of saying something that is merely
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population. lt will also cause resources to be de-

voted to abatement of discharges. That will in-

crease the attractiveness of the urban area and

will induce people to live there. The net effect

may be to increase or decrease the urban area's

population. But it does not matter. The important

thing is that the atmosphere will be cleaned up

to the extent that it is justifiable to do so. The

effect on the urban area's population is inciden-

tal and is unlikely to be large.

As a practical matter, public policies to limit

population growth of large urban areas directly

are likely to have little effect on air pollution.

The reason is that air pollution depends mainly

on specific urban activities such as burning of

fossil fuels and trash in specific and uncon-

trolled ways. Limiting population growth will

have little effect on these activities. They need to

be controlled directly by planning, regulation,

taxation, etc.

The conclusion of this section is that there

is no justification for a public policy that at-

tempts to limit the growth of large urban areas.

Historical comparisons and comparisons with

other countries provide no evidence that our

large urban areas are too large. Disamenities of

urban areas, such as congestion and pollution,

are only loosely related with urban size and

should be dealt with by controls on specific ac-

tivities that cause the disamenities. Effects of

such controls on urban populations are inciden-

tal and unpredictable.

Distortions Affecting Small Urban Areas

Sometimes it is claimed that small urban

areas are subject to distortions of a similar but

opposite nature to those discussed in the pre-

vious section.

The most common claim is that if large

population. It will also cause resources to be devoled to abatement of discharges. That will increase the attractiveness of the urban area and
will induce people to live there. The net effect
may be to increase or decrease the urban area's
population. But it does not matler. The important
thing is that the atmosphere will be cleaned up
to the extent that il is justifiable to do so. The
effect on the urban area's population is incidental and is unlikely to be large.
As a practical matter, public policies to limit
population growth of large urban areas directly
are likely to have little effect on air pollution.
The reason is that air pollution depends mainly
on specific urban activities such as burning of
fossil fuels and trash in specific and uncontrolled ways. Limiting population growth will
have little effect on these activities. They need to
be controlled directly by planning, regulation,
taxation, etc.
The conclusion of this section is that there
is no justification for a public policy that attempts to limit the growth of large urban areas.
Historical comparisons and comparisons with
other countries provide no evidence that our
large urban areas are too large. Disamenities of
urban areas, such as congestion and pollution,
are only loosely related with urban size and
should be dealt with by controls on specific activities that cause the disamenities. Effects of
such controls on urban populations are incidental and unpredictable.

urban areas are too large, then small urban

areas must be too small. A variant is that urbani-

zation is emptying small towns and rural areas

of people and that public policy must try to re-

verse the flow. But, as l have said above, l do

not accept the premise that big urban areas are

too big. Therefore l do not accept the conclusion

that small towns are too few or too small. As a

practical fact, it is not true that small towns are

being emptied of people. There is no evidence

that the lower tail of the urban size distribution

has changed in recent decades. The total num-

ber of people in rural areas has certainly grown,

although their percentage has fallen. Of course,

'he massive migration of people to urban areas

has resulted in large shifts among the rural pop-

ulation. This inevitably means that some rural

areas have lost population.

A more sophisticated argument is that some

small towns with a great growth potential are un-

able to realize that potential because they can-

not reach a size at which they can realize scale

economics. Crudely interpreted, the argument is

faulty, because large numbers of relatively small

urban places have reached substantial sizes in

recent decades. On a somewhat more sophisti-

cated level it can be argued that small urban

Distortions Affecting Small Urban Areas
Sometimes it is claimed that small urban
areas are subject to distortions of a similar but
opposite nature to those discussed in the previous section.
The most common claim is that if large
urban areas are too large, then small urban
areas must be too small. A variant is that urbanization is emptying small towns and rural areas
of people and that public policy ml!st try to reverse the flow. But, as I have said above, I do
not accept the premise that big urban areas are
too big. Therefore I do not accept the conclusion
that small towns are too few or too small. As a
practical fact, it is not true that small towns are
being emptied of people. There is no evidence
that the lower tail of the urban size distribution
has changed in recent decades. The total number of people in rural areas has certainly grown,
although their percentage has fallen. Of course,
·'"Ie massive migration of people to urban areas

has resulted in large shifts among the rural population. This inevitably means that some rural
areas have lost population.
A more sophisticated argument is that some
small towns with a great growth potential are unable to realize that potential because they cannot reach a size at which they can realize scale
economics. Crudely interpreted, the argument is
faulty, because large numbers of relatively small
urban places have reached substantial sizes in
recent decades. On a somewhat more sophisticated level it can, be argued that small urban
areas must be placed in the urban hierarchy.
Many of them serve rural areas and were prevented from growing because of the smallness of
the rural market which they serve. Thus the fact
that they could function more economically if
they served larger markets does not imply that
they should be larger.
The most sophisticated form of the argument is similar to the infant industry argument in
international trade. It used to be argued that domestic industries had to be protected from foreign competition until they reached efficient size.
So it is sometimes claimed, small towns,
especially those with growth potential, must be
assisted with outside funds until they are big
enough to realize their potential. There might be
something to this argument in a poor country in
which development capital was scarce and expensive, and where there were few urban centers. In such countries there are often large-size
gaps between the biggest urban areas and the
rest. But the United States has a large number
and a full range of urban areas. Urban areas
grow and shrink throughout the size distribution,
and there is no evidence of particular size barriers. Development capital is relatively plentiful
and is mobile. In addition, the required magnitudes are not large by comparison with amounts
of industrial capital. Including housing, the national capital stock is about twice the annual
output. GNP is about $4,000 per capita, and reproducible capital about $8,000 per capita.
(These figures are from 1970 data.) Thus, for an
urban area to grow from 25,000 people to SO,OOO
people requires an investment of $200 million.
This is less than the assets of a relatively small
corporation, and much of the investment, especially the structures, provides excellent collateral.
This suggests strongly that communities that are
perceived to have genuine growth potential
should have little trouble attracting the public
and private capital over a period of years.
A final practical point is that I have little
confidence On':'"" nF1~J(> ~ officials could be suc-

areas must be placed in the urban hierarchy.

Many of them serve rural areas and were pre-

vented from growing because of the smallness of

the rural market which they serve. Thus the fact

that they could function more economically if
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cessful in identifying urban areas with strong

growth potential. Urban growth is a result of

thousands of decisions, each decisionmaker

searching for the most advantageous allocation

of his resources. Many decisions turn out badly,

and urban areas that grow are the result of a cu-

mulation of successful decisions. l am confident

that the national government can improve on this

process.

Housing as an Instrument of National Urban

Growth Policy

The conclusion of this paper as to this point

cessful in identifying urban areas with strong
growth potential. Urban growth is a result of
thousands of decisions, each decision maker
searching for the most advantageous allocation
of his resources. Many decisions turn out badly,
and urban areas that grow are the result of a cumulation of successful decisions. I am confident
that the national government can improve on this
process.

is that there is no justification for the Federal

Government to attempt to alter the size distribu-

tion of urban areas. ln this final section on the

subject, l want to argue that, even if it were de-

sirable to alter the urban size distribution, hous-

ing policy would be a poor instrument for doing

so.

Many migration studies have shown that em-

ployment opportunities are an important determi-

nant of migration patterns. See [15], [17], and

[22]. The most important consideration in most

decisions to move is improved job opportunities.

To the best of my knowledge, no important mi-

gration study has shown housing cost or availa-

bility to be a major factor in migration decisions.

These findings confirm common sense. lf good

job opportunities appear in a community, people

will migrate there, and market incentives will re-

sult in new housing. To reverse the procedure,

and try to induce people to move by making

housing, even subsidized housing, available is to

put the cart before the horse. lf it were decided

that there should be a national policy to alter the

urban size distribution, the focus of the policy

should be the creation of jobs in areas where

growth was to be encouraged.

Other Reasons for Federal

Intervention in Housing Markets

The conclusion of Part 1 is that there is no

justification for using housing policy to affect the

size distribution of urban areas. ln Part 2, l dis-

cuss other grounds for Federal intervention in

housing markets. Residences constitute nearly a

third of the Nation's reproducible capital, and

housing expenditures exceed 10 percent of per-

sonal income. These figures are merely the

Housing as an Instrument of National Urban
Growth Policy
The conclusion of this paper as to this pOint
is that there is no justification for the Federal
Government to attempt to alter the size distribution of urban areas. In this final section on the
subject, I want to argue that, even if it were desirable to alter the urban size distribution, housing policy would be a poor instrument for doing
so.
Many migration studies have shown that employment opportunities are an important determinant of migration patterns. See [15], [17]. and
[22]. The most important consideration in most
decisions to move is improved job opportunities.
To the best of my knowledge, no important migration study has shown housing cost or availability to be a major factor in migration decisions.
These findings confirm common sense. If good
job opportunities appear in a community, people
will migrate there, and market incentives will result in new housing. To reverse the procedure,
and try to induce people to move by making
housing, even subsidized housing, available is to
put the cart before the horse. If it were decided
that there should be a national policy to alter the
urban size distribution, the focus of the policy
should be the creation of jobs in areas where
growth was to be encouraged.

statistical counterpart to the fact thatânext to

foodâhousing is the most important commodity

ln determining our standard and style of living.

Clearly, optimum national growth policy requires

that the Federal Government do anything it can

Other Reasons for Federal
Intervention in Housing Markets

to improve the efficiency of a sector that is such

a large part of the economy and of human wel-

fare.

The importance of the housing sector makes

it equally important that the Federal Government

not adopt programs that will impair the sector's

performance. President Nixon said that many

Federal Programs had precisely that effect, and l

am sympathetic to that view. l believe that past

public policies have underestimated the capabil-

ity of private housing markets. l thus start Part 2

with a careful discussion of exactly what na-

tional housing policy should try to accomplish.

Housing as an Antipoverty Instrument

The conclusion of Part 1 is that there Is no
justification for using housing policy to affect the
size distribution of urban areas. In Part 2, I discuss other grounds for Federal intervention in
housing markets. Residences constitute nearly a
third of the Nation's reproducible capital, and
housing expenditures exceed 10 percent of personal income. These figures are merely the
statistical counterpart to the fact that-next to
food-housing is the most imp0rtant commodity
in determining our standard anC:1 style of living.

Clearly, optimum national growth policy requires
that the Federal Government do anything it can
to improve the efficiency of a sector that is such
a large part of the economy and of human welfare.
The importance of the housing sector makes
it equally important that the Federal Government
not adopt programs that will impair the sector's
performance. President Nixon said that many
Federal Programs had precisely that effect, and I
am sympathetic to that view. I believe that past
public policies have underestimated the capability of private housing markets. I thus start Part 2
with a careful discussion of exactly what national housing policy should try to accomplish.

Housing as an Antipoverty Instrument
As with any public policy issue, it is important to distinguish equity from efficiency goals in
housing policy. By equity goals I mean the use
of housing policy to redistribute income from the
nonpoor to the poor population. This has in fact
been a major goal of past housing policies. The
argument has been that because poor people
cannot afford decent housing, the government
should foot part of the bill by subsidizing public
or private housing for the poor.
The view taken in this report is that income
redistribution should not be a major goal of
housing policy. Of course, any policy designed
to improve the efficiency of housing markets will
have some effect on income distribution, and the
proposal made later in this section would indeed
redistribute some income from nonpoor to poor
people. But the income distribution effects of
pOlicies based on efficiency arguments are incidental and usually negligible.
Why should housing policy not be used to
redistribute income? The answer is that housing
policy is an inefficient means to redistribute income because it results in less improvement in
reCipients' welfare per dollar of government
funds than do alternative redistributive mechanisms. It is a standard textbook result in economic theory that a given expenditure of public
funds results in greater improvement in reCipients' welfare if they are given money or general
purchasing power than if the funds are spent to
subsidize specific commodities.
In more practical terms, the implication of
this is that a housing subsidy big enough to have
a significant effect on income distribution would
have to b r r;f:}. I yl 've to housing expend itures U · i ·~
~ fB.ft~ groups spend less

rf

As with any public policy issue, it is impor-

tant to distinguish equity from efficiency goals in

housing policy. By equity goals l mean the use
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than a quarter of their income on housing, a

housing subsidy that added only 10 percent to

their incomes would have to be 40 percent of

their (presubsidy) housing expenditures. That

inevitably induces recipient groups to spend

more than is in their interest on housing. In addi-

tion, since the supply of low income housing is

less than perfectly elastic, it means that an ex-

cessively large part of the subsidy is eaten up by

inflated housing prices.

Finally, the magnitude of the subsidy re-

quired to have a substantial effect on income

inevitably tempts those responsible for adminis-

tering programs to do so in ways that entail fa-

voritism and, in extreme cases, corruption. It

seems likely that the scandals in connection with

existing housing subsidy programs resulted at

least in part from the fact that large subsidies

were potentially available. That tempts potential

recipients to attempt to influence program ad-

ministrations in unethical and sometimes illegal

ways.

Of course, no means of redistributing in-

come is free of all distortions. If less distorting

mechanisms of income redistribution are realisti-

cally unavailable, then large housing subsidies

may have to be used. Although the subject is be-

yond the scope of this report, I believe other,

and better, means of income redistribution are

available. The President's Family Assistance Plan

is an example of a better means, as are various

negative income tax programs that have been

proposed and tried on experimental cases.

Housing and Neighborhood Effects

I turn now to the issue of Federal policy to

improve the efficiency of housing markets.

Homes are built, exchanged, maintained, im-

proved, and demolished by private market deci-

sions. The issue is whether competitive private

than a quarter of their income on housing, a
housing subsidy that added only 10 percent to
their incomes would have to be 40 percent of
their (presubsidy) housing expenditures. That
inevitably induces recipient groups to spend
more than is in their interest on housing. In addition, since the supply of low income housing is
less than perfectly elastic, it means that an excessively large part of the subsidy is eaten up by
inflated housing prices.
Finally, the magnitude of the subsidy required to have a substantial effect on income
inevitably tempts those responsible for administering programs to do so in ways that entail favoritism and, in extreme cases, corruption. It
seems likely that the scandals in connection with
existing housing subsidy programs resulted at
least in part from the fact that large subsidies
were potentially available. That tempts potential
recipients to attempt to influence program administrations in unethical and sometimes illegal
ways.
Of course, no means of redistributing income is free of all distortions. If less distorting
mechanisms of income redistribution are realistically unavailable, then large housing subsidies
may have to be used. Although the subject is beyond the scope of this report, I believe other,
and better, means of income redistribution are
available. The President's Family Assistance Plan
is an example of a better means, as are various
negative income tax programs that have been
proposed and tried on experimental cases.

markets perform these functions efficiently and,

if not, whether Federal intervention could im-

prove the situation.

Housing and Neighborhood Effects

There is an enormous and confused litera-

ture on the subject. The catalog of alleged

causes and consequences of poor housing mar-

ket performance is almost endless. I cannot sur-

vey this literature here. A brief survey and some

references are in Chapter 10 of my text. See

[12]. I believe there are only two causes of

housing market failure that are so important and

pervasive that the Federal Government might be

able to do anything about them.

First is real estate taxes. Local governments

raise most of their revenues by real estate taxes,

and there is no prospect of changing that fact in

the foreseeable future. The annual flow of hous-

ing services is usually estimated to be 10 or 15

percent of the house's market value. Urban real

estate taxes are usually 2 or 3 percent of the

houses' market value. Those figures suggest that

real estate taxes are equivalent to a sales tax of

between 10 and 30 percent of housing services. I

will use 20 percent for illustrative purposes. A 20

percent sales tax obviously deters consumption

of the taxed commodity. If, as the best research

indicates, the price elasticity of housing demand

I turn now to the issue of Federal policy to
improve the efficiency of housing markets.
Homes are built, exchanged, maintained, improved, and demolished by private market decisions. The issue is whether competitive private
markets perform these functions efficiently and,
if not, whether Federal intervention could improve the situation.
There is an enormous and confused literature on the subject. The catalog of alleged
causes and consequences of poor housing market performance is almost endless. I cannot survey this literature here. A brief survey and some
references are in Chapter 10 of my text. See
[12]. I believe there are only two causes of
housing market failure that are so important and
pervasive that the Federal Government might be
able to do anything about them.
First is real estate taxes. Local governments
raise most of their revenues by r al est at ~ tflxes,

tion by about 20 percent. But this is obviously an

overestimate of the distorting effect of real es-
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is about minus one, a 20 percent sales tax on

housing services will reduce housing consump-

and there is no prospect of changing that fact in
the foreseeable future. The annual flow of housing services is usually estimated to be 10 or 15
percent of the house's market value. Urban real
estate taxes are usually 2 or 3 percent of the
houses' market value. Those figures suggest that
real estate taxes are equivalent to a sales tax of
between 10 and 30 percent of housing services. I
will use 20 percent for illustrative purposes. A 20
percent sales tax obviously deters consumption
of the taxed commodity. If, as the best research
indicates. the price elasticity of housing demand
is about minus one, a 20 percent sales tax on
housing services will reduce housing consumption by about 20 percent. But this is obviously an
overestimate of the distorting effect of real estate taxes because they are in large part simply
a payment for local public services, especially
public education. Starting with a paper by Tiebout [20], economists have developed the following abstract model of local government
finance.
Suppose there is a large number of local
government jurisdictions in a metropolitan area,
and that there are several in an area where it is
feasible for a given family to live. Then people
can sort themselves into jurisdictions according
to their demand for local public services. Those
who want and can afford a high quality education for their children can live in a community
where they vote the high taxes needed for such
an education. In addition, they can avoid the free
rider problem by zoning the community to exclude those whose houses will not pay their
share of the community's high real estate taxes.
The culmination of this line of research is a recent Princeton Ph.D. thesis [6], in which it is
shown that. if this system of fragmented local jurisdictions works perfectly, there will be no distorting effects of real estate taxes. Each resident
of each jurisdiction will correctly view his real
estate taxes as payment only for the local public
services he wants. If, for example, a family's income goes up. it can move to a community that
provides the better housing and public services
it presumably will now want. In this kind of 'Tiebout' world. real estate taxes have no distorting
effect on housing consumption.
Nobody thinks we live in a perfect Tiebout
world. and it is a matter of judgment how good
an approximation the abstract model is. My judgment is that it is a fairly good approximation for
the typical relatively high income resident of
metropolitan suburbs. For such people, real estate taxes prob,ably have little distorting effect on
housing CO rt - :rn ~ ' .m t it is certainly not a
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good approximation for low income central city

residents. Especially if they are black, movement

to suburbs is not a viable option. lf their in-

comes increase, they can only increase housing

consumption by proportionately increasing their

real estate tax burdens, but with no correspond-

ing increase in public services. ln that situation,

real estate taxes necessarily distort housing con-

sumption.

lt is unfortunate that we do not have precise

quantitative estimates of this distortion. My best

judgment is as follows: Real estate taxes are a

bit more than 20 percent of the value of housing

services in central cities, and a bit less than 20

percent in suburbs. But a larger fraction of the

real estate tax has the distorting effect of a sales

tax in central cities than in suburbs. A guess is

that real estate taxes may have the distorting ef-

fect of a 10 percent sales tax in central cities,

but of only a 1 or 2 percent sales tax in suburbs.

lt should be emphasized that the purpose of

the preceding analysis was to establish the pre-

sumption that real estate taxes are relatively

much less distorting in metropolitan suburbs

than in central cities. There are, of course, other

distorting taxes in the U.S. economy. The corpo-

rate profit tax is an example, although the eco-

nomics profession is divided concerning the de-

gree of distortion it causes. But the point here is

that, whatever their distorting effects, they

pervade the economy. The foregoing argument

implies that property taxes are much more dis-

torting in central cities than in suburbs. That

means that they are a greater burden, relative to

their ostensible level, precisely where it can be

least afforded, and that they distort housing re-

sources most precisely where poor housing is

the most serious problem.

Second is the alleged external economy

from housing investment. The alleged effect ap-

plies to construction, improvement, and mainte-

nance, so l will not distinguish among these

kinds of investment in the remainder of this sec-

tion. The basic contention to be analyzed here is

that there are benefits from housing investment

that accrue to others than those who make the

investment or those who may benefit from it

through a market transaction. The contention im-

plies that competitive markets will underinvest in

housing. Each investor will invest an amount

such that, at the margin, his return will equal the

cost to him. But if some of the return, or benefit,

accrues to others, the investor fails to take it

into account, and invests less than would equate

the sum of all benefits and costs at the margin.

How valid is the contention? The first thing

to say is that it is clearly less important than is

often claimed. Some writers attribute many so-

cial evils to underinvestment in housing. For ex-

ample, it is often claimed that underinvestment

in slum housing breeds crime, alienation, drug

abuse, and other ills. Undoubtedly, the important

causes of these problems are poverty, racial

conflict, etc., none of which represent housing

market failures.

The real issue is a narrower one. To some

good approximation for low income central city
residents. Especially if they are black, movement
to suburbs is not a viable option. If their incomes increase, they can only increase housing
consumption by proportionately increasing their
real estate tax burdens, but with no corresponding increase in public services. In that situation,
real estate taxes necessarily distort housing consumption.
It is unfortunate that we do not have precise
quantitative estimates of this distortion. My best
judgment is as follows: Real estate taxes are a
bit more than 20 percent of the value of housing
services in central cities, and a bit less than 20
percent in suburbs. But a larger fraction of the
real estate tax has the distorting effect of a sales
tax in central cities than in suburbs. A guess is
that real estate taxes may have the distorting effect of a 10 percent sales tax in central cities,
but of only a 1 or 2 percent sales tax in suburbs.
It should be emphasized that the purpose of
the preceding analysis was to establish the presumption that real estate taxes are relatively
much less distorting in metropolitan suburbs
than in central cities. There are, of course, other
distorting taxes in the U.S. economy. The corporate profit tax is an example, although the economics profession is divided concerning the degree of distortion it causes. But the point here is
that, whatever their distorting effects, they
pervade the economy. The foregoing argument
implies that property taxes are much more distorting in central cities than in suburbs. That
means that they are a greater burden, relative to
their ostensible level, precisely where it can be
least afforded, and that they distort housing resources most precisely where poor housing is
the most serious problem.
Second is the alleged external economy
from housing investment. The alleged effect applies to construction, improvement, and maintenance, so I will not distinguish among these
kinds of investment in the remainder of this section. The basic contention to be analyzed here is
that there are benefits from housing investment
that accrue to others than those who make the
investment or those who may benefit from it
through a market transaction. The contention implies that competitive markets will underinvest in
housing. Each investor will invest an amount
such that, at the margin, his return will equal the
cost to him. But if some of the return, or benefit,
accrues to others, the investor fails to take it
into account, and invests less than would equate
the sum of all benefits an d costs at the margin.

How valid is the contention? The first thing
to say is that it is clearly less important than is
often claimed. Some writers attribute many social evils to underinvestment in housing. For example, it is often claimed that underinvestment
in slum housing breeds crime, alienation, drug
abuse, and other ills. Undoubtedly, the important
causes of these problems are poverty, racial
conflict, etc., none of which represent housing
market failures.
The real issue is a narrower one. To some
extent, the price or rent that people are willing
to pay for a particular house depends on the investment that has been made in neighboring
houses as well as on the investment in the
house in question. The magnitude of this effect
is the real issue regarding external economies in
housing investment. Answers are needed to conceptual experiments of the following kind. Suppose you paint the outside of your house at a
cost of $1,000. That will yield you an annual flow
of housing services which have a capitalized
value to you of at least $1,000, or you would not
make the investment. Suppose, to make the
problem simple, that the paint job makes your
house worth $1.000 more just after the painting
than it would have been had it not been painted.
Then the external economy contention is that
your paint job also increases the flow of services
to neighboring houses and therefore makes their
houses worth more than they would have been
had you not painted your house.
As a theoretical concept, the external economy argument is unexceptionable. Almost no
one, economist or homeowner, doubts that the
value of a house would go down if neighboring
houses deteriorated badly. The important issue is
the size of the effect. If a $1,000 investment in
your house increased the value of all neighboring houses by only a few dollars-say 1 percent
of the investment, or $10-then the effect is too
small to be detectable or to be worth trying to
correct. However, if the effect were substantial
-say the $1,000 investment increased neighboring house values by $200, or 20 percent of the
investment-then it would imply serious underinvestment by private markets in housing.
Unfortunately. to the best of my knowledge
there are no estimates of this external economy.
The best theoretical analysiS of the subject is
that by Rothenberg. See [181. Statements by real
estate professionals strongly indicate their belief
in the external economy. For example, the AmerI 0
Institute (see [2] p. 100)
ican Savi ~ .
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to pay for a particular house depends on the in-

vestment that has been made in neighboring

houses as well as on the investment in the
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not finance home improvements that significantly

raise the cost of a house above values of other

houses in the neighborhood, because such in-

vestments raise the value of the house only

slightly. Almost the only attempt to quantify the

matter is in a paper by Kain and Quigley [9].

Ranking appearances of neighboring houses on

a scale of one to five, they show that, given the

characteristics of a house, its market value is

greater if it is in a neighborhood whose appear-

ances place them high on the scale. Kain and

Quigley have more data in an unpublished manu-

script. But none of it permits quantitative esti-

mates of the magnitude of the external economy.

It is clear that the magnitude of the external

diseconomy falls off rapidly with distance. Resi-

dences very far away can hardly be affected by

your paint job. This suggests strongly that the

external economy is stronger in high than in low

density neighborhoods. That implies that the ex-

ternal economy leads to greater underinvestment

in central city housing, where densities are high,

than in suburban housing, where densities are

low. If the external economy were very large, it

would provide strong incentive for single owner-

ship of neighboring dwellings, especially in low

income areas, where the effect is stronger than

in low density high income suburbs, and where

most dwellings are rented. In fact, there is little

evidence of substantial common ownership of

neighboring slum dwellings. See [19]. That does

not prove that the external economy is negligi-

ble, because capital requirements, risk spread-

ing, and transaction costs deter common owner-

ship. But it does place an upper limit on the

magnitude of the external economy. For exam-

ple, if 50 percent of the return to home improve-

ment went to neighboring dwellings, we would

clearly see large amounts of common ownership

of neighboring slum dwellings.

Based on everything I know of the subject, I

find it hard to imagine that the external economy

is of negligible importance, at least in high den-

sity areas. It would be amazing if it were ex-

tremely large, however. A guess that probably in-

cludes most urban areas is 5 to 15 percent. That

means that a dollar of investment on a particular

dwelling increases values of neighboring

dwellings by a total of between five and fifteen

cents.

National Housing Policies to Deal with

Neighborhood Effects

Since Pigou, economists have analyzed tax

and subsidy schemes to remove distortions from

external economics and diseconomies. The basic

argument is that private markets underproduce a

commodity subject to an external economy. If

there is a public subsidy to production of the

not finance home improvements that significantly
raise the cost of a house above values of other
houses in the neighborhood. because such investments raise the value of the house only
Slightly. Almost the only attempt to quantify the
matter is in a paper by Kain and Quigley [9].
Ranking appearances of neighboring houses on
a scale of one to five. they show that. given the
characteristics of a house, its market value is
greater if it is in a neighborhood whose appearances place them high on the scale. Kain and
Quigley have more data in an unpublished manuscript. But none of it permits quantitative estimates of the magnitude of the external economy.
It is clear that the magnitude of the external
diseconomy falls off rapidly with distance. Residences very far away can hardly be affected by
your paint job. This suggests strongly that the
external economy is stronger in high than in low
density neighborhoods. That implies that the external economy leads to greater underinvestment
in central city housing, where densities are high,
than in suburban housing, where densities are
low. If the external economy were very large, it
would provide strong incentive for single ownership of neighboring dwellings, especially in low
income areas, where the effect is stronger than
in low density high income suburbs, and where
most dwellings are rented. In fact, there is little
evidence of substantial common ownership of
neighboring slum dwellings. See [19]. That does
not prove that the external economy is negligible, because capital requirements, risk spreading, and transaction costs deter common ownership. But it does place an upper limit on the
magnitude of the external economy. For example, if 50 percent of the return to home improvement went to neighboring dwellings, we would
clearly see large amounts of common ownership
of neighboring slum dwellings.
Based on everything I know of the subject, I
find it hard to imagine that the external economy
is of negligible importance, at least in high density areas. It would be amazing if it were extremely large, however. A guess that probably includes most urban areas is 5 to 15 percent. That
means that a dollar of investment on a particular
dwelling
increases values
of
neighboring
dwellings by a total of between five and fifteen
cents.

commodity, that will induce markets to supply

more, and consumers will, of course, consume

more at the subsidized price. The right amount

of the subsidy is the magnitude of the external
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economy evaluated at the price that clears the

market. During recent decades we have devel-

oped a variety of programs to approximate this

Since Pigou, economists have analyzed tax
and subsidy schemes to remove distortions from

external economics and diseconomics. The basic
argument is that private markets underproduce a
commodity subject to an external economy. If
there is a public subsidy to production of the
commodity, that will induce markets to supply
more, and consumers will, of course, consume
more at the subsidized price. The right amount
of the subsidy is the magnitude of the external
economy evaluated at the price that clears the
market. During recent decades we have developed a variety of programs to approximate this
desirable situation. A recent book by Aaron [1]
summarizes and analyzes these subsidy programs.
Aaron shows that by far the most important
of our housing subsidy programs is the provision
in the personal income tax for owner-occupied
homes. The theoretically correct no-subsidy tax
status for owner-occupied homes would be to require taxpayers to include in taxable income the
net inputed rent of owner-occupied homes. Net
inputed rent equals gross rental less the sum of
mortgage interest, real estate taxes. depreCiation, and maintenance expenses. Not only do we
not tax net inputed rental, but also we do permit
the deduction from other income of mortgage interest and real estate taxes. Aaron calculated
that, at 1966 housing consumption by owner-occupiers, the tax provision reduced personal income taxes for owner occupiers by $7 billion.
That figure overstates the loss of tax revenue to
the government because-had the provision not
been in effect-housing consumption would have
been less, and therefore Federal tax revenues
would have increased by less than $7 billion. For
example, if the average owner-occupier were in
the 3D-percent marginal tax bracket. and the
price elasticity of demand for housing were
about minus one, then elimination of the tax provision would reduce housing consumption by
owner-occupiers by about 7.2 percent. This of
course, is a longrun effect.
Despite the above qualifications, the tax
provision is a large housing subsidy to owneroccupiers. According to the national income accounts, personal consumption expenditures for
housing were about $67.5 billion in 1966, of
which about two-thirds was by owner-occupiers.
These data suggest that the tax provision represents a subsidy of about 15 percent of housing
costs to owner-occupiers. It is hard to imagine
that a subsidy this large is justified by the considerations presented in the preceding section.
A second important criticism is that it has
an undesirable regressive property. Given mortgage intere
9R ri'3 of( tate tax deductions ra-

desirable situation. A recent book by Aaron [1]

summarizes and analyzes these subsidy pro-

grams.

Aaron shows that by far the most important

of our housing subsidy programs is the provision
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duce the tax liability of a high income taxpayer

by more than the amount that the same deduc-

tions reduce the tax liability of a low income tax-

payer. There is no justification for this to im-

prove the efficiency of housing markets. lt could

be corrected easily by converting the deductibil-

ity provisions into an income tax credit under

which the homeowner could credit a percentage

of mortgage interest and real estate taxes

against his Federal income tax liability. The per-

centage that would make the total value of the

credit equal to the value of the existing deduc-

tion is equal to the median marginal income tax

rate of owner-occupiers. Aaron [1] assumes this

to be 22 percent.

An even better way to design the credit

would be to make it a credit against net inputed

rental income of owner-occupiers. Net inputed

rental equals gross rental minus mortage inter-

est, real estate taxes, maintenance expenses,

and depreciation. Net rental is often estimated to

be about half of gross rental in the United

States. That would imply a credit against net

rental of about 35 percent to have an equivalent

effect on tax revenues to the existing deduction.

A credit against net rental theoretically would be

preferable to a credit against mortgage interest

and real estate taxes, but it would be more cum-

bersome for taxpayers to compute and much

more controversial. Most of the difficulty is in es-

timating gross rentals.

The following table compares the present

deduction with a 22 percent credit by income

bracket. The basic data are from Aaron [1, p.

37] and pertain to 1966. The table indicates that

those with incomes below about $5,000 would

Marginal Deduc- 22%

Tax Rate, % tions Credit

Annual

lncome

0-3,000

3,000-5,000

5,000-7,000

duce the tax liability of a high income taxpayer
by more than the amount that the same deductions reduce the tax liability of a low income taxpayer. There is no justification for this to improve the efficiency of housing markets. It could
be corrected easily by converting the deductibility provisions into an income tax credit under
which the homeowner could credit a percentage
of mortgage interest and real estate taxes
against his Federal income tax liability. The percentage that would make the total value of the
credit equal to the value of the existing deduction is equal to the median marginal income tax
rate of owner-occupiers. Aaron [11 assumes this
to be 22 percent.
An even better way to design the credit
would be to make it a credit against net inputed
rental income of owner-occupiers. Net inputed
rental equals gross rental minus mortage interest. real estate taxes. maintenance expenses.
and depreciation. Net rental is often estimated to
be about half of gross rental in the United
States. That would imply a credit against net
rental of about 35 percent to have an equivalent
effect on tax revenues to the existing deduction.
A credit against net rental theoretically would be
preferable to a credit against mortgage interest
and real estate taxes. but it would be more cumbersome for taxpayers to compute and much
more controversial. Most of the difficulty is in estimating gross rentals.
The following table compares the present
deduction with a 22 percent credit by income
bracket. The basic data are from Aaron [1. p.
37] and pertain to 1966. The table indicates that
those with incomes below about $5.000 would
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benefit from the swtich from a deduction to a

credit, those with incomes between $5,000 and

$10,000 would lose slightly, and those with in-

comes above $10,000 would lose considerably.

Of course, the break-even income is $8,000.

Otherwise, the tax provisions are an efficient

subsidy to owner-occupiers. Their main draw-
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benefit from the swtich from a deduction to a
credit, those with incomes between $5,000 and
$10,000 would lose slightly, and those with incomes above $10,000 would lose considerably.
Of course. the break-even income is $8,000.
Otherwise, the tax provisions are an efficient
subsidy to owner-occupiers, Their ma'n draw-

back is that they are unavailable to renters. The
considerations in the preceding section indicate
that subsidization is more justified for renters
than for owners, Renters are more concentrated
in central cities than owners are, and it was
claimed that real estate taxes are more distorting in central cities than in suburbs. In addition,
renters tend to live in higher density areas than
homeowners. where the external economy is
more important. I turn now to subsidy provisions
for renters.
I can make only brief comments about the
more pervasive objections to the programs. My
comments are intended to apply to the public
housing program (1937). the rent supplement
program (1965), and the rental assistance programs (1968). I believe three factors account for
the limited success of these programs. each of
which applies to most of the programs.
First. they are needlessly complex. Their
complexity stems from the fact that the programs
entail direct interference in housing markets as
well as subsidy. The programs require that qualifying dwellings be sound, that qualifying institutions be of certain kinds. etc. The goal of such
provisions is, of course. to insure that beneficiaries obtain high quality dwellings in return for
public subsidy. But that goal requires direct intervention only if the program is designed so
that the beneficiary lacks incentive to get the
best quality housing available for the money. The
contrast is with the income tax provisions for
owner-occupier. Nobody thinks that the Federal
Government should intervene to insure that
homeowners are getting decent housing for their
subsidy. The homeowner has incentive to make
the best housing bargain the market will permit.
Under the rent supplement and assistance programs. on the other hand. the beneficiary stands
to lose nothing if the owner overcharges the
government for his housing. In addition, complex
programs require substantial resources to administer. and the public intrusions into private affairs
become increasingly irritating,
Second. the benefits are available only to
selective groups of renters. Only a small fraction
of low income renters actually obtain assistance
from any of the programs. And. of course, the
subsidies stimulate housing demand only for
those who take part in the programs. Again,
these programs contrast unfavorably with income
tax provisions for owner-occupiers. Any homeowner can obtain these benefits merely by claiming them on ~is tax return. There are no waiting
lists, no fa e F ,is ,'ar· ri delays.
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Third, many of the programs entail exces-

sive subsidies for those who take part in the

programs. That is to say, a small number of

needy renters receive large subsidies and the

rest get nothing. This results from the goal of the

programs to redistribute income as well as to

improve housing markets. l have argued above

that housing programs are not the best way to

redistribute income. ln addition, it is politically

difficult to make enough money available under

these programs to provide the large subsidies to

all needy renters. Finally, the magnitude of the

subsidies, plus the obligation to direct interfer-

ence in housing markets, are an open invitation

to favoritism and corruption.

Brief mention also should be made of accel-

erated depreciation of rental dwellings as an in-

direct subsidy. The subsidy results from the fact

that, under certain circumstances, an owner of a

rental dwelling can deduct for tax purposes de-

preciation that exceeds the property's loss of

market value. These provisions are mainly avail-

able during the first few years of ownership. This

is a subsidy, because it lowers the cost of rental

dwellings and competition presumably forces a

substantial part of the subsidy to be passed on

to tenants.

l have seen no study of this provision, but

my suspicion is that it is a poor subsidy. The

reason is that it can be obtained only if the

dwelling is sold every few years. That is proba-

bly not the way to encourage good maintenance

practice. More important, it means that the bene-

fits accrue mainly to dwellings for which there is

a large and well-organized market. For other

dwellings, the transaction costs of frequent sales

eat up a large part of the subsidy. This suggests

that the subsidy is most effective for large,

urban, middle and upper income dwellings. lt

probably is of little value for slum tenements.

A Proposal for a National Housing Policy

The conclusions reached so far in section 2

are: A modest national housing subsidy is justi-

fied because of distortions from local real estate

taxes, and the external economy in housing sub-

sidy is more justified in central cities and high

Third, many of the programs entail excessive subsidies for those who take part in the
programs. That is to say, a small number of
needy renters receive large subsidies and the
rest get nothing. This results from the goal of the
programs to redistribute income as well as to
improve housing markets. I have argued above
that housing programs are not the best way to
redistribute income. In addition, it is politically
difficult to make enough money available under
these programs to provide the large subsidies to
all needy renters. Finally, the magnitude of the
subsidies, plus the obligation to direct interference in housing markets, are an open invitation
to favoritism and corruption.
Brief mention also should be made of accelerated depreciation of rental dwellings as an indirect subsidy. The subsidy results from the fact
that, under certain circumstances, an owner of a
rental dwelling can deduct for tax purposes depreciation that exceeds the property's loss of
market value. These provisions are mainly available during the first few years of ownership. This
is a subsidy, because it lowers the cost of rental
dwellings and competition presumably forces a
substantial part of the subsidy to be passed on
to tenants.
I have seen no study of this provision, but
my suspicion is that it is a poor subsidy. The
reason is that it can be obtained only if the
dwelling is sold every few years. That is probably not the way to encourage good maintenance
practice. More important, it means that the benefits accrue mainly to dwellings for which there is
a large and well-organized market. For other
dwellings, the transaction costs of frequent sales
eat up a large part of the subsidy. This suggests
that the subsidy is most effective for large,
urban, middle and upper income dwellings. It
probably is of little value for slum tenements.

density areas than elsewhere; the income tax

provisions for owner-occupiers are a tolerably

efficient subsidy; these tax provisions are least

A Proposal for a National Housing Policy

available where they are most needed; the direct

subsidy programs for low income renters work

poorly.

This leads to the question of whether a

housing subsidy can be devised that is free of

these and other objections. Before discussing my

proposal, l will make a few comments about

housing allowance proposals. These are, of

course, in the planning and experimental stages,

and that means that there is no single plan

whose characteristics can be discussed. l will

classify proposals under two headingsâthose

that entail direct interference in housing markets,

and those that do not. The basic purpose of

housing assistance plans is to provide purchas-

The conclusions reached so far in section 2
are: A modest national housing subsidy is justified because of distortions from local real estate
taxes, and the external economy in housing subsidy is more justified in central cities and high
density areas than elsewhere; the income tax
provisions for owner-occupiers are a tolerably
efficient subsidy; these tax provisions are least
available where they are most needed; the direct
subsidy programs for low income renters work
poorly.
This leads to the question of whether a

ing power to low income families so that they

can improve their housing. Proposals differ as to

whether they would provide money or "housing

vouchers," as to whether they would require

stipulated housing expenditures, and whether

they would regulate housing consumption to in-
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housing subsidy can be devised that is free of
these and other objections. Before discussing my
proposal, I will make a few comments about
housing allowance proposals. These are, of
course, in the planning and experimental stages,
and that means that there is no single plan
whose characteristics can be discussed. I will
classify proposals under two headings-those
that entail direct interference in housing markets,
and those that do not. The basic purpose of
housing assistance plans is to provide purchasing power to low income families so that they
can improve their housing. Proposals differ as to
whether they would provide money or "housing
VOUChers," as to whether they would require
stipulated housing expenditures, and whether
they would regulate housing consumption to insure that recipients lived in standard housing.
Clearly, some of these possibilities would
avoid the defects of existing programs. But I believe that housing assistance plans that entail
market regulation would soon fail for the reasons
given in the previous section for the failure of
existing programs. They would be administratively complex and would result in the resentment, favoritism, and corruption of existing programs. A pure subsidy plan, without market
interference, would be free of these defects, but
has no advantages that I can see over my proposal. It would clearly be much more costly to
administer.
As a consultant to the Rand Corporation, I
have examined their proposed housing supply
experiment. As an experiment, it can be monitored closely and should be instructive concerning supply responsiveness. But as a national policy, it has most of the defects of existing
programs. Their experiment involves large-scale
interference in housing markets in the form of
arbitrary standards for qualified dwellings. In addition. their allowance formula impairs the tenant's incentive to seek the lowest rent for housing that meets his needs. Under the Rand
formula, the allowance will be the difference between their estimate of the cost of standard
housing at the experimental site and one-fourth
of the family's income. The allowance will be in
the form of a voucher that can only be used for
rent. Thus, renters have no incentive to seek
housing whose rent is less than their allowance.
The resulting distortion of incentives will, of
course, be most important for the lowest income
housholds.
My proposal is to extend to renters the tax
subsidy now available to owner-occupiers. This
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could be done by a provision in the tax law that

would permit renters to credit against their Fed-

eral income tax liability a certain percentage of

their contract rent. l have recommended above

that the tax provision for owner-occupiers

be converted from a deduction to a credit.

Then the provision could be the same for own-

er-occupiers and renters. Each could credit a

part of their housing costs against their Federal

income tax liability. lf it were desired to minimize

changes in tax provisions, owner-occupiers'

housing costs could be interpreted to be real

estate taxes and mortgage interest. ln the case

of renters, housing costs would be contract rent.

Low income people whose credit exceeded their

tax liability would receive a small payment from

the lnternal Revenue Service.

This is an extremely simple proposal. lt en-

tails no housing market regulation. lt entails no

intrusion by officials in private affairs other than

that which is inherent in an income tax system.

lt would be mainly self-administering, with the

taxpayer doing most of the work. Low income

people could continue to file their income tax re-

turn on a postcard as they do now. People

whose credit exceeded their tax liability could

receive quarterly payments, using the quarterly

tax declaration scheme now in existence. There

would be no selective eligibility and therefore no

temptation to favoritism or corruption. The only

government activity required would be tax return

auditing, which would require only modest in-

creases in present personnel. The subsidy would

be a uniform percentage of housing costs and

would thus avoid the undesirable characteristics

of present programs that provide large subsidies

to a few needy people and none to the rest.

Finally, and perhaps most important, it

would remove what is probably the most serious

inequity of our present tax laws, the housing

subsidy they provide to middle and upper in-

come taxpayers, but deny to low income people.

lf one does not believe the housing distortions

discussed above are important, then either the

existing subsidy to homeowners should be re-

moved or it should be extended to renters. By all

accounts, removal of the homeowner subsidy is

politically impossible. Then simple equity de-

mands that a similar provision be made available

to renters.

The tax credit plan would be an efficient

subsidy because it would do precisely what

should be done to correct housing distortions

from real estate taxes and from the external

economyânamely, increase housing demand.

Renters would demand more and higher quality

housing than at present. A tax credit set at the

right level would just offset the excessively low

housing demand resulting from real estate taxes

and the external economy. l believe there is little

doubt that the market would respond by a nearly

equal increase in the supply of rental housing.

(That is, l claim that the supply of rental housing

to low income families is quite elastic.) People

who doubt this usually refer to the slowness and

uncertainty of the filter-down process. ln fact,

there is little reason to believe that filtering

would not accelerate in response to increased

housing demand by low income households. But

that is not the issue. The speed of filtering

could be done by a provision in the tax law that
would permit renters to credit against their Federal income tax liability a certain percentage of
their contract rent. I have recommended above
that the tax provision for owner-occupiers
be converted from a deduction to a credit.
Then the provision could be the same for owner-occupiers and renters. Each could credit a
part of their housing costs against their Federal
income tax liability. If it were desired to minimize
changes in tax provisions, owner-occupiers'
housing costs could be interpreted to be real
estate taxes and mortgage interest. In the case
of renters, housing costs would be contract rent.
Low income people whose credit exceeded their
tax liability would receive a small payment from
the Internal Revenue Service.
This is an extremely simple proposal. It entails no housing market regulation. It entails no
intrusion by officials in private affairs other than
that which is inherent in an income tax system.
It would be mainly self-administering, with the
taxpayer doing most of the work. Low income
people could continue to file their income tax return on a postcard as they do now. People
whose credit exceeded their tax liability could
receive quarterly payments, using the quarterly
tax declaration scheme now in existence. There
would be no selective eligibility and therefore no
temptation to favoritism or corruption. The only
government activity required would be tax return
auditing, which would require only modest increases in present personnel. The subsidy would
be a uniform percentage of housing costs and
would thus avoid the undesirable characteristics
of present programs that provide large subsidies
to a few needy people and none to the rest.
Finally, and perhaps most important, it
would remove what is probably the most serious
inequity of our present tax laws, the housing
subsidy they provide to middle and upper income taxpayers, but deny to low income people.
If one does not believe the housing distortions
discussed above are important, then either the
existing subsidy to homeowners should be removed or it should be extended to renters. By all
accounts, removal of the homeowner subsidy is
politically impossible. Then simple equity demands that a similar provision be made available
to renters.
The tax credit plan would be an efficient
subsidy because it would do precisely what
should be done to correct housing distortions
from real estate taxes and from the external
economy-namely, increase housing demand.

Renters would demand more and higher quality
housing than at present. A tax credit set at the
right level would just offset the excessively low
housing demand resulting from real estate taxes
and the external economy. I believe there is little
doubt that the market would respond by a nearly
equal increase in the supply of rental housing.
(That is, I claim that the supply of rental housing
to low income families is quite elastic.) People
who doubt this usually refer to the slowness and
uncertainty of the filter-down process. In fact,
there is little reason to believe that filtering
would not accelerate in response to increased
housing demand by low income households. But
that is not the issue. The speed of filtering
mainly affects the number of dwellings available
at rents that can be afforded by poor people.
The biggest single housing problem of the poor
is that they cannot afford rents that can finance
enough maintenance to keep dwellings in good
condition. That is the source of the warfare between landlords and building code enforcement
in large cities. The conclusion is that important
improvements in low income housing can come
about from improved maintenance, and nobody
doubts that resources are available to maintain
housing if money can be found to employ them.
That is, the supply of maintenance services for
low income housing is elastic, and maintenance
costs would not rise unduly in response to increased demand.
My tax credit plan would, of course, require
renters to fill out a tax return to be eligible for
the subsidy. A few low income people do not
now file returns. In fact, completing tax returns
is not a great burden for low income citizens because the form is quite simple. Some may not
now keep records of rent they pay, and they
would have to do so. It would be important that
the tax credit plan be well-publicized, so poor
people would know of its existence. But those
for whom it was worthwhile would quickly take
advantage of it.
How much would the tax credit plan cost
the government in reduced income tax revenue
and the small payments it would entail? It was
argued above that the existing deduction for
owner-occupiers reduces their tax liability by
about 15 percent from thei r living costs. I therefore assume a rent credit equal to 15 percent of
annual rent. The following table shows the effect
of the credit on tax revenues. The data are for
1969 and are from the 1970 Census of Housing
(Housing Characteristics by Household Composition, Table A-2):
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Income

$ 0-4,000

4,000-7,000

7,000-10,000
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Rent (millions) (millions/yr.)

84
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7.1
$1,070
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917
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917

911

915
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$4.378

Thus, the total cost of the credit would have

been $4.4 billion in 1969. It would be somewhat

greater in 1973. Although I do not have current

figures at hand, I believe that $4.4 billion is simi-

lar to the recent cost of housing programs the

President wishes to phase out, at least if the

cost of accelerated depreciation is added to

them. It would therefore have little overall effect

on the federal deficit. In contrast to tax savings

from the current deduction provisionâpractically

all of which goes to high income familiesâmost

of the rent credit would go to low income fami-

lies. The table shows that tworthirds of the credit

Thus, the total cost of the credit would have
been $4.4 billion in 1969. It would be somewhat
greater in 1973. Although I do not have current
figures at hand. I believe that $4.4 billion is similar to the recent cost of housing programs the
President wishes to phase out, at least if the
cost of accelerated depreciation is added to
them. It would therefore have little overall effect
on the federal deficit. In contrast to tax savings
from the current deduction provision-practically
all of which goes to high income families-most
of the rent credit would go to low income families. The table shows that two.-thirds of the credit
would go to households with incomes below the
1969 median of roughly $10.000. Rent per family
falls rather gradually as income rises. Most of
the progressivity of the rent credit results from
the concentration of renters among low income
families. Although 60 percent of families are
owner-occupiers, the percentage is only 40 for
families with incomes below $3,000. and rises
gradually to over 95 for families with incomes
above $100.000.
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Summary

The paper focuses on the rationale for govern-

ment support of housing and its implementation.

To establish such a rationale, "merit good consid-

erations" must be Introduced according to which

housing is considered a form of consumption which

society views more important than allowed for by

individual consumer choices. This social evaluation

may be directed either at homeownership or at

the provision of minimum housing levels, i.e., avoid-

ance of "housing poverty." As the bulk of housing

support now goes to middle and upper income
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housing via income tax preferences, the program

should be redirected to emphasize low income

housing. This should include rent support to the

occupier conditional on own-expenditures being

maintained at a set fraction of income. Such sup-
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ports need to be supplemented by measures

aimed at increasing the supply of low cost hous-

ing as well as improved public housing to deal

with situations of particular housing distress.

Aspects of Housing Policy

Public concern with housing is not peculiar

to the United States. It is a more or less univer-

sal phenomenon, with public involvement in

housing in most European countries exceeding

that to be found here. The widespread role of

public policy in the housing sector suggests that

there must be reasons why housingâas against,

say, the provision of clothing or foodâshould be

a matter of public concern. The purpose of this

paper is to identify and evaluate these reasons

and to explore their implications for the choice

of public instruments.

Historically, the origin of current housing

programs may be traced to the Great Depression

of the 1930's, when public measures were

needed to deal with bankruptcy in the mortgage

market and when housing construction presented

a ready and desirable channel of employment

The paper focuses on the rationale for government support of housing and its Implementation.
To establish such a rationale, "merit good considerations" must be introduced according to which
housing is considered a form of consumption which
society views more important than allowed for by
individual consumer choices. This social evaluation
may be directed either at homeownership or at
the provision of minimum housing levels, i.e., avoidance of "housing poverty." As the bulk of housing
support now goes to middle and upper income
housing via income tax preferences, the program
should be redirected to emphasize low income
housing. This should Include rent support to the
occupier conditional on own-expenditures being
maintained at a set fraction of income. Such supports need to be supplemented by measures
aimed at Increasing the supply of low cost housing as well as improved public housing to deal
with situations of particular housing distress.

creation. In subsequent years housing continued

to pose problems of credit market and stabiliza-

tion policy, but the focus shifted towards social

Aspects of Housing Policy

concern with the adequacy of prevailing levels of

housing consumption. This included (1) concern

with homeownership as a particularly "merito-

rious" form of consumption or investment, and

(2) concern with inadequate housing conditions

at the lower end of the income scale. In the lat-

ter connection, housing policy came to be

viewed as a central part of the "urban problem"

and the broader social and economic issues as-

sociated therewith. It is evident, therefore, that

one should not look for a simple and single ra-

tionale for public involvement in the housing

sector. Among the major concerns, we distin-

guish between:

1. Considerations relating to the support of

housing as a socially desirable form of consump-

tion, be it In terms of homeownership in particu-

lar or housing consumption in general, unlimited

Public concern with housing is not peculiar
to the United States. It is a more or less universal phenomenon, with public involvement in
housing in most European countries exceeding
that to be found here. The widespread role of
public policy in the housing sector suggests that
there must be reasons why housing-as against,
say, the provision of clothing or food-should be
a matter of public concern. The purpose of this
paper is to identify and evaluate these reasons
and to explore their implications for the choice
of public instruments.
Historically, the origin of current housing
programs may be traced to the Great Depression
of the 1930's, when public measures were

needed to deal with bankruptcy in the mortgage
market and when housing construction presented
a ready and desirable channel of employment
creation. In subsequent years housing continued
to pose problems of credit market and stabilization policy, but the focus shifted towards social
concern with the adequacy of prevailing levels of
housing consumption. This included (1) concern
with homeownership as a particularly "meritorious" form of consumption or investment, and
(2) concern with inadequate housing conditions
at the lower end of the income scale. In the latter connection, housing policy came to be
viewed as a central part of the "urban problem"
and the broader social and economic issues associated therewith. It is evident, therefore, that
one should not look for a simple and single rationale for public involvement in the housing
sector. Among the major concerns, we distinguish between:
1. Considerations relating to the support of
housing as a socially desirable form of consumption, be it In terms of homeownership in particular or housing consumption in general, unlimited
or with regard to provision of minimum levels of
housing services at the lower end of the income
scale.
2. Problems of imperfection In the housing
market, arising from such factors as the fixed
supply of land in urban settings, zoning and discrimination which reduces tenant mobility, linkages between location and job availability, lumpiness of housing outlays, credit risks, and so
forth.
3. Aspects of stabilization policy, including
cyclical fluctuations in the level of construction
activity and repercussions of stabilization policies (especially monetary measures) upon the
mortgage market.
Among these various concerns, this paper
will be directed primarily at 1, considering both
the rationale under which such objectives may
be pursued and the way in which they may be
implemented. Our emphasis is thus on the case
for and implementation of housing subsidies, as
distinct from primarily regulatory and stabilization aspects.

Should Housing be Subsidized?
adequacy of housing,
~ ·I
hilosophy, seems

or with regard to provision of minimum levels of

housing services at the lower end of the income

scale.

2. Problems of imperfection in the housing
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to be at the center of the current debate over

the future of housing policy. The critical question

is whether in the absence of public support the

level of housing would be inadequate. lf so,

some form of public support is called for. The

next question is how much support should be

given, where, and why. For any given degree of

support, there remains the question of how it

should be provided, e.g., through low rent public

housing, or through support to private housing,

such as mortgage, rent, or tax subsidies. These

matters of implementation are left aside for the

time being, our initial question being why such

support should be needed. This is the basic

issue which must be decided upon before the

technicalities of implementation can be consid-

ered.

The Social Goods Rationale

There are certain types of goods (referred to

variously as social, public, or collective goods)

which cannot be left to provision by the market.

to be at the center of the current debate over
the future of housing policy. The critical question
is whether in the absence of public support the
level of housing would be inadequate. If so,
some form of public support is called for. The
next question is how much support should be
given, where, and why. For any given degree of
support, there remains the question of how it
should be provided, e.g., through low rent public
housing, or through support to private housing,
such as mortgage, rent, or tax subsidies. These
matters of implementation are left aside for the
time being, our initial question being why such
support should be needed. This is the basic
issue which must be decided upon before the
technicalities of implementation can be considered.

These are goods the consumption of which is

nonrivalâi.e., A's consumption does not reduce

the benefit which B derives from a particular

service. As such, they differ from private goods

which are such that consumption by A excludes

consumption by B. ln the case of social goods,

where consumption is nonrival, it would be ineffi-

cient to exclude users by making participation in

the benefits subject to payment. Since the mar-

ginal cost of admitting an additional user is zero,

no charge should be made; but if no charge is

made, provision through the market mechanism

becomes impossible. The good must be paid for

by government and financed through the budget.

Moreover, the nature of nonrival goods is fre-

quently such as to make it impossible or exces-

sively expensive to exclude users unless they

pay. Thus, the use of the market mechanism is

not only undesirable, but would in fact not be

feasible.1 While the social good must be paid for

through the budget, it need not be produced

publicly. lt is perfectly possible for government

to purchase the output of private firms and to

provide it free of direct charge to its users.

Housing, it would seem, does not meet

either of these conditions. A dwelling that provides

living space for family A cannot also be used by

family B. The "a man's house is his castle" view

makes housing almost the prototype of a private

1 indeed, situations may arise where exclusion is not readily fea-

sible even though consumption is essentially rival, so that the

market mechanism would be efficient if exclusion could be

applied.

good. Consumption, it appears, is strictly rival.

Moreover, the nature of the product is such that

exclusion can be readily applied, i.e., use can be

made contingent on purchase or payments. ln

both respects, "housing" is a private good; and

this being the case, the presumption is that pro-

vision thereof can be left to the market, just as

The Social Goods Rationale
There are certain types of goods (referred to
variously as social, public, or collective goods)
which cannot be left to provision by the market.
These are goods the consumption of which is
non rival-i.e., A's consumption does not reduce
the benefit which B derives from a particular
service. As such, they differ from private goods
which are such that consumption by A excludes
consumption by B. In the case of social goods,
where consumption is nonrival, it would be inefficient to exclude users by making participation in
the benefits subject to payment. Since the marginal cost of admitting an additional user is zero,
no charge should be made; but if no charge is
made, provision through the market mechanism
becomes impossible. The good must be paid for
by government and financed through the budget.
Moreover, the nature of nonrival goods is frequently such as to make it impossible or exces ..
sively expensive to exclude users unless they
pay. Thus, the use of the market mechanism is
not only undesirable, but would in fact not be
feasible. l While the social good must be paid for
through the budget, it need not be produced
publicly. It is perfectly possible for government
to purchase the output of private firms and to
provide it free of direct charge to its users.
Housing, it would seem, does not meet
either of these conditions. A dwelling that provides
living space for family A cannot also be used by
family B. The "a man's house is his castle" view
makes housing almost the prototype of a private

can be done for food, amusements, or clothing.

The standard social good reasoning, it appears,

I
provides no basis for public provision.

The Externality Rationale

This conclusion needs to be qualified if we

Indeed. sltuallons may arise where exclusion Is not readily leasible even though consumpllon Is essentially rival. so that the
market mechanism would be efficient II exclusion c ould be
applied.

and "private." ln few instances can it be said

that benefits are totally nonrival or totally pri-

The Externality Rationale
This conclusion needs to be qualified if we
allow for the fact that most goods are not readily
classified into the polar categories of "social"
and "private." In few instances can it be said
that benefits are totally non rival or totally private. Thus, even measures of national defense
(usually considered the most clearcut illustration
of a social good) may be more helpful to residents of the east or the west coast, or to urban
or rural areas; and even A's consumption of
food (considered to be the epitome of a private
good) may affect B as he comes to deal with a
more or less healthy neighbor. All categories in
economics-such as the definition of a product,
and the distinction between consumption and investment, like that between private and social
goods-fade into each other and no absolute
lines can be drawn.
External Benefits and Costs: Many goods
are "mixed goods," where A's own provision and
consumption may be of primary benefit to himself, yet generates additional or "external" benefits that accrue to Band C. In such cases, provision through the market mechanism will not fail
in the sense of total nonprovision; but it will fail
partially in the sense that the good in question
will tend to be undersupplied. Such is the case
because A will value his consumption only in
terms of his own benefits, while overlooking the
external benefits derived by B. Where the numbers involved are small, this benefit-spillover
may be adjusted for by the market. B may find it
in his interest to compensate A, so that all benefits are allowed for. But given large numbers, B
will act as a "free rider," leaving it to others to
pay compensation. Because others feel the same
way, no compensation is paid and under-provision will result. As a consequence, partial provision through the budget-i.e., a subsidy-is
called for to secure efficient allocation.
Similar considerations apply where A's consumption (or, for that matter, production) activity
damages or costs which
gives ris r . , i e erJj1
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allow for the fact that most goods are not readily

classified into the polar categories of "social"

good. Consumption, it appears, is strictly rival.
Moreover, the nature of the product is such that
exclusion can be readily applied, i.e., use can be
made contingent on purchase or payments. In
both respects, "housing" is a private good; and
this being the case, the presumption is that provision thereof can be left to the market, just as
can be done for food, amusements, or clothing.
The standard social good reasoning, it appears,
provides no basis for public provision.
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are suffered by B and C. Consumption of such

goods is higher than would be the case if all

costs were internalized and had to be paid for

by the consumer. ln the large number of cases,

this now calls for a selective tax (the opposite of

the subsidy needed to internalize external bene-

fits) to provide the necessary correction and to

secure an efficient consumption pattern.

The fact that housing is a (or perhaps the)

major area of public subsidy suggests that hous-

ing consumption may generate significant exter-

nal benefit, thus calling for at least partial pro-

vision or subsidy. Thus, poor housing is said to

give rise to social alienation, crime, disease, and

a poor educational environment for children.

Housing improvement in turn is expected to gen-

erate external benefit by reducing these costs.

Saving may take the form of reduced remedial

costsâe.g., fire protection or clinicsâor it may

accrue in the form of improved social environ-

mentâe.g., a lesser probability of being caught

in a fire or being exposed to infection. On

grounds such as these a subsidy policy to pro-

vide minimum housing might be justified. How-

ever, similar arguments can also be applied to

other forms of consumption, and it is not at all

obvious that housing improvement generates

more external benefits per dollar than does, say,

improved food consumption; yet such a conclu-

sion is needed if housing subsidies in particular

(as against a general form of low income subsi-

dies) are to be justified on externality grounds.

Joint Product Aspects: Next, some external-

ity-related considerations involving housing as a

"joint product" may be noted. The availability of

housing determines the immediate location and

neighborhood in which people spend most of

their time, so that, to the individual consumer,

housing and neighborhood constitute a "joint

product." Since some components of the joint

product (e.g. government services available in

the particular environment) are in the nature of

social goods, housing itself assumes social-good

qualities that do not apply to the living space as

such. To the individual, the cost of the housing

and social-good package includes a private price

component (housing cost) as well as a public or

tax component. This consideration, however,

points to public policy concern with the structure

of the housing market (i.e., who is to have ac-

cess to which community) and control thereof,

rather than to the proposition that the absolute

level of housing services is too low and need be

supported.

Another aspect of the "joint product" nature

of housing arises from the need to service hous-

ing with public utilities such as water, sewers,

power, roads, etc. The structure of housing (with

regard to location, type of occupancy, etc.) thus

has important bearing on the cost at which these

services can be supplied. This points to the need

for city planning as isolated individual housing

choices may give rise to external economies and

diseconomies for other residents. Group deci-

sions are needed to secure efficient arrange-

ments. Considerations such as these once more

point to a role for public policy in the housing

are suffered by Band C. Consumption of such
goods is higher than would be the case if all
costs were internalized and had to be paid for
by the consumer. In the large number of cases,
this now calls for a selective tax (the opposite of
the subsidy needed to internalize external benefits) to provide the necessary correction and to
secure an efficient consumption pattern.
The fact that housing is a (or perhaps the)
major area of public subsidy suggests that housing consumption may generate significant external benefit, thus calling for at least partial provision or subsidy. Thus, poor housing is said to
give rise to social alienation, crime, disease, and
a poor educational environment for children.
Housing improvement in turn is expected to generate external benefit by reducing these costs.
Saving may take the form of reduced remedial
costs--e.g., fire protection or clinics-or it may
accrue in the form of improved social environment~.g., a lesser probability of being caught
in a fire or being exposed to infection. On
grounds such as these a subsidy policy to proVide minimum housing might be justified. However, similar arguments can also be applied to
other forms of consumption, and it is not at all
obvious that housing improvement generates
more external benefits per dollar than does, say,
improved food consumption; yet such a conclusion is needed if housing subsidies in particular
(as against a general form of low income subsidies) are to be justified on externality grounds.
Joint Product Aspects: Next, some externality-related considerations involving housing as a
"joint product" may be noted. The availability of
housing determines the immediate location and
neighborhood in which people spend most of
their time, so that, to the individual consumer,
housing and neighborhood constitute a "joint
product." Since some components of the joint
product (e.g. government services available in
the particular environment) are in the nature of
social goods, housing itself assumes social-good
qualities that do not apply to the living space as
such. To the individual, the cost of the housing
and social-good package includes a private price
component (housing cost) as well as a public or
tax component. This consideration, however,
points to public policy concern with the structure
of the housing market (i.e., who is to have access to which community) and control thereof,
rather than to the proposition that the absolute
level of housing services is too low and need be
supported.
Another aspect of the "joint product" nature
of housing arises from the l"1eed b service hous-

ing with public utilities such as water, sewers,
power, roads, etc. The structure of housing (with
regard to location, type of occupancy, etc.) thus
has important bearing on the cost at which these
services can be supplied. This points to the need
for city planning as Isolated individual housing
choices may give rise to external economies and
diseconomies for other residents. Group decisions are needed to secure efficient arrangements. Considerations such as these once more
point to a role for public policy in the housing
market, be it through zoning, transportation or
planning, or other devices; but once more the
problem seems to be one of regulation rather
than of general housing support.
Spatial Concentration of Poverty: Because
the availability of low cost ho~sing tends to be
concentrated in particular locations, the inability
of low income families to pay more results in 10cational concentration of the poor. Housing differs in this respect from other goods, such as
food, because families in the same location may
readily differ in their level of food outlays. Spatial concentration of low income families in turn
limits job availability and generates an environment which makes it more difficult to escape
from poverty. In a perfect housing market, this
aspect of low cost housing would not arise because such housing would become available
where needed. but in fact this is not the case.
Given the existence of ghettos and widespread
housing discrimination, combined with the importance of housing not Ijust as a matter of consumption but of job opportunity, the structure of
housing markets is evidently a matter of public
concern. It is also evident that spatial shifting in
low income housing may require selective subsidies (as distinct from zoning measures), but even
then the primary objective is to shift the location
rather than to secure an increase in overall
housing supply.
Conspicuous Misery: Poor housing makes
poverty visible and is thus more discomforting to
the nonpoor than are other deficiencies in the
living standard of the poor. As noted below, this
may be a reason why society is more willing to
deal with poor housing than to face the broader
problem of redistribution. On the other hand,
similar considerations explain less constructive
"solutions." Measures such as exclusive zoning
may be used to relegate low income housing to
the slums, thereby segregating the poor so that
they need not be seen. The issue in this case is
once more one of controlling the structure of the
housing ma~F! , irf i V ~than of increasing the
overall ~~ IW I~. ICHIGAN

market, be it through zoning, transportation or

planning, or other devices; but once more the

problem seems to be one of regulation rather
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As the preceding discussion shows, housing

generates numerous externalities which in turn

offer various reasons why housing should be a

concern of public policy. But the argument ln

most cases appears to point to a need for struc-

tural controls over the housing market rather

than to a general case of housing subsidies.

While public provision of, or subsidies to, hous-

ing may be in order to deal with particular struc-

tural problems (i.e., to introduce low income

housing into suburbs or to redirect inner city

housing into more suitable structures), these

objectives do not address themselves to a gen-

eral support of the level of housing services

such as visualized in the housing acts of 1949

and 1969.

The Merit Good Rationale

The efficiency concept of economic analysis

usually rests on the premise that resources

should be used so as to satisfy the preference

As the preceding discussion shows, housing
generates numerous externalities which in turn
offer various reasons why housing should be a
concern of public policy. But the argument in
most cases appears to point to a need for structural controls over the housing market rather
than to a general case of housing subsidies.
While public provision of, or subsidies to, housing may be in order to deal with particular structural problems (I.e., to introduce low income
housing into suburbs or to redirect inner city
housing into more suitable structures), these
objectives do not address themselves to a general support of the level of housing services
such as visualized in the housing acts of 1949
and 1969.

of the individual consumer. This holds with re-

gard to the efficient functioning of the market in

providing for private goods, as well as for our

The Merit Good Rationale

preceding discussion of social goods and exter-

nalities. Social goods and externalities are troub-

lesome and call for special attention (through the

political process) because they lnvolve market

failures, but this attention does not imply an in-

herent departure from the principle of individual

choice.

The question now arises whether public

concern with housing is not in fact based on a

different hypothesisâi.e., the notion that society

looks upon expenditures on housing as particu-

larly "meritorious" and more valuable than free

consumer choice would suggest, and hence de-

serving of public subsidies. This "merit good"

rationale may be related to total housing ex-

penditures or to the provision for minimum hous-

ing only; moreover, it may apply to housing con-

sumption in general or to ownership in

particular.

The Virtue of Homeownership: As shown in

Table 1, by far the largest part of housing subsi-

dies (implicit or explicit) is given in the form of

income tax preference for homeownership. Such

subsidies, which account for about 80 percent of

the total, relate to owner-occupiers as distinct

from rental payments, and the benefits thereof

accrue largely to the middle income groups.

These subsidies, given through tax savings due

to exclusion of net imputed rent from taxable in-

come (or exclusion of gross imputed rent while

Table 1. Summary of Major Housing

Programs, 1970 (Gross budgetary costs in

billion dollars)

Tax

Public

Thrust of Benefits

Prefer-

Other

Housing

by lncome Groups 1

ences 7

1970

The efficiency concept of economic analysis
usually rests on the premise that resources
should be used so as to satisfy the preference
of the individual consumer. This ho!ds with regard to the efficient functioning of the market in
providing for private goods, as well as for our
preceding discussion of social goods and externalities. Social goods and ex!ernalities are troublesome and call for special attention (through the
pOlitical process) because they invo:ve market
failures, but this attention does not imply an inherent departure from the principle of individual
choice.
The question now arises whether public
concern with housing is not in fact based on a
different hypothesis-I.e., the notion that society
looks upon expenditures on housing as particularly "meritorious" and more valuable than free
consumer choice would suggest, and hence deserving of public subsidies. This "merit good"
rationale may be rela!ed to total housing expenditures or to the provision for minimum housing only; moreover, it may apply to housing consumption in general or to ownership in
particular.
The Virtue of Homeownershlp: As shown in
Table 1, by far the largest part of housing subsidies (implicit or explicit) is given in the form of
income tax preference for homeownership. Such
subsidies, which account for about 80 percent of
the total, relate to owner-occupiers as distinct
from rental payments, and the benefits thereof
accrue largely to the middle income groups.
These subsidies, given through tax savings due
to exclusion of net imputed rent from taxable income (or exclusion of gross imputed rent while

Table 1. Summary of Major Housing
Programs, 1970 (Gross budgetary costs in
billion dollars)
Thrust of Benefits
by Income Groups
Renter Subsidies
Upper
Middle-high
Middle-low
Poor
Total
Owner Subsidies
Upper
Middle-high
Middle-low
Poor
Total
Renter and Owner
Upper
Middle-high
Middle-low
Poor
Total

1

Tax
Preferences 1

.1
.22
-.3-

Public
Other Housing

1970

-:9

Renter Subsidies

Upper

â

1.36

1.0
1.5

1.3

Ts
3.B
4.3
1.7
0.2
10.0

.5 3

9:53

.5

1.4
1.4

1.3
~

3.B
4.3
2.7
1.7
12.5

Source: Committee for Economic Development. Flnenclng
the Netlon's Housing Needs. April 1973.
1 "Upper" equall householdl with incomel above $20.000;
middle-high equala households with Income betwaen
$10,000 and S20.000; middle-low equala houaeholdl
with between 15,000 and $10,000, and low equall
households below 15.000.
I Accelerated depreciation on rental houllng.
• Includes gains from deduction of mortgage Interest and
property tax and from non-inclusion of net Imputed
rent. For further discullloni lee text, footnote 3.
• Title 235.
I Of thll .4 II accounted lor by TIUe 236 and .1 by rural
haUling.
• Includes rent supplements.
1 For further discussion lee Appendix A.

allowing deduction of mortgage interest) now totals about $6 billion, with tax savings from property tax deductions adding another $3.5 billion.
Inclusion of these tax savings as subsidies
is based on the proposition that such items
should in fact be included in the tax base, a
proposition which is detailed further in the Appendix, Here it need only be noted that there is
no difference in principle between an explicit
subsidy paid through an expenditure program
and an implicit subsidy paid in the form of tax
relief. While the massive support to homeownership due to tax relief has grown as a byproduct
of increased use of income taxation, rather than
as a direct subsidy, this does not render it less
real; and
~f r ers who have tried to deal

s.gffi'a

1970

Total

Total

.94

3.8
4.3
1.2
.2

3.B
4.3
1.3
4
9.B

1970
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with this particular loophole well know, such en-

deavor meets with overwhelming opposition. This

opposition transcends the efforts of the real es-

tate lobby and the natural desire of middle in-

come taxpayers to fight off an increase in their

tax bills. It derives strength from a social atti-

tude that attributes merit-good qualities to home-

ownership and renders such ownership sacro-

sanct with regard to the income tax.2

Homeownership may be considered meri-

torious because it serves as a symbol of a man's

independence and the privacy of his family life;

and because it increases the owner's stake in the

local community in which the property is located

and, more generally, as a means of integration

into a social order in which private ownership of

property is a critical component. The latter argu-

ment might point to similar support for all forms

of ownership, but homeownership is of particular

importance because it is the primary form of wealth

within the middle income range.

This is the case because housing property

serves the dual purpose of consumption and in-

vestment, and because mortgage financing pro-

vides a leverage which is otherwise not readily

available to small investors, a leverage which is

of particular importance under conditions of in-

flation. For these reasons, the ratio of home

value to net worth is relatively high over the

lower and middle income ranges, and subsidiz-

ing homeownership serves the double purpose of

supporting small wealth holders and broadening

the bases of property ownership at large.

While this reasoning is not presented to jus-

tify the prevailing tax preferences, it is offered to

explain the merit-good type attitudes which sup-

port them. The problem, however, is not merely

whether such values are appropriate, i.e.,

whether homeownership should be given special

support. Since these attitudes exist, the more

pertinent question is whether, given the objective

of ownership support, the present form of tax

preference is an efficient way of accomplishing

it. The answer is clearly in the negative. By ad-

justing the present system through transforming

the deduction of mortgage interest into a tax

credit and setting a ceiling for the amount of in-

terest thus creditable, the cost of the subsidy

could be greatly reduced without significantly

weakening (or even while strengthening) the re-

sulting ownership inducement.1

The Evil of Housing Poverty: We now turn to

a second version of the merit-good rationale

which relates to housing consumption generally

(including both rental housing and ownership)

but is limited to the provision of minimum hous-

ing levels. This is the proposition that every

American family should be assured a decent

with this particular loophole well know, such endeavor meets with overwhelming opposition. This
opposition transcends the efforts of the real estate lobby and the natural desire of middle income taxpayers to fight off an increase in their
tax bills. It derives strength from a social attitude that attributes merit-good qualities to homeownership and renders such ownership sacrosanct with regard to the income tax. 2
Homeownership may be considered meritorious because it serves as a symbol of a man's
independence and the privacy of his family life;
and because it increases the owner's stake in the
local community in which the property is located
and, more generally, as a means of integration
into a social order in which private ownership of
property is a critical component. The latter argument might pOint to similar support for all forms
of ownership, but homeownership is of particular
importance because it is the primary form of wealth
within the middle income range.
This is the case because housing property
serves the dual purpose of consumption and investment, and because mortgage financing provides a leverage which is otherwise not readily
available to small investors, a leverage which is
of particular importance under conditions of inflation. For these reasons, the ratio of home
value to net worth is relatively high over the
lower and middle income rang\.!s, and subsidizing homeownership serves the double purpose of
supporting small wealth holders and broadening
the bases of property ownership at large.
While this reasoning is not presented to justify the prevailing tax preferences, it is offered to
explain the merit-good type attitudes which support them. The problem, however, is not merely
whether such values are appropriate, i.e.,
whether homeownership should be given special
support. Since these attitudes exist, the more
pertinent question is whether, given the objective
of ownership support, the present form of tax
preference is an efficient way of accomplishing
it. The answer is clearly in the negative. By adjusting the present system through transforming
the deduction of mortgage interest into a tax
credit and setting a ceiling for the amount of interest thus creditable, the cost of the subsidy
could be greatly reduced without significantly

home and a suitable living environment. Adopted

first in the Housing Act of 1949 and reaffirmed in

the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1969,

1
this approach singles out the elimination of pov-

erty in housing as a particularly important target

of antipoverty policy. The question is why, within

Current demand. for property tax reduction appeal to the same
..t 01 velue. even though the property tax is at least parlly
• benefit t8X and even though the tax burden on home ownerIhlp as an investment il less than on investment in corporate
equity.

the broader objective of eliminating poverty at

large, such a priority should be established.

We begin with the standard economic argu-

ment that selective support is inefficient. If there

is to be redistribution in favor of the poor, this

will be done best by way of a general income

Dig lize by

weakening (or even while strengthening) the resulting ownership inducement. s
The Evil of Housing Poverty: We now turn to
a second version of the merit-good rationale
which relates to housing consumption generally
(including both rental housing and ownership)
but is limited to the provision of minimum housing levels. This is the proposition that every
American family should be assured a decent
home and a suitable living environment. Adopted
first in the Housing Act of 1949 and reaffirmed in
the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1969,
this approach singles out the elimination of poverty in housing as a particularly important target
of antipoverty policy. The question is why, within
the broader objective of eliminating poverty at
large, such a priority should be established.
We begin with the standard economic argument that selective support is inefficient. If there
is to be redistribution in favor of the poor, this
will be done best by way of a general income
support. Suppose that high income household H
is to be taxed X dollars to improve the pOSition
of low income household L. From L's point of
view an untied cash transfer of X dollars would
be the best solution and preferable to being
granted X dollars worth of free housing services
or-which would be the same for present purposes-a cash grant of X dollars which must be
spent on housing. The reason for L's preference
is obvious: The cash grant will permit him to
place himself in the same position as the in-kind
grant, but it leaves other options. Only if his
preferences are such that he would have wanted
to spend the entire cash receipt on housing
would L be indifferent between the two policies.
This being an unlikely case, L would prefer the
cash and obtain a larger welfare gain by using
part of the proceeds for expenditures on items
other than housing. This being the case, selective support of housing in particular cannot be
justified. Such redistribution as occurs should be
implemented via a general income grant.
Before rejecting the selective approach out
of hand, let us see what alternative rationale
may be developed in its support. Society may
hold a view of distributive justice that calls for
each family to enjoy no less than a minimum
level of consumption with regard to "basic
needs." In defining "basic needs," food, clothing, and shelter are obvious candidates for inclusion, while trips to Europe, second cars, or sum'By moving the effective support down the Income ICllle. the
ownership Inducement could be Itrengthened further through
a curtailment 01 the standard deduction, combined with. corresponding r ductlon I I w bracket Illtel.
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mer homes are not. Within each category a basic

standard must be set and the cost of meeting it

may be determined on more or less objective

grounds. Drawing on nutritional requirements for

food, on floor space and plumbing requirements

for shelter, and on climatic conditions for cloth-

ing needs, the cost of minimum requirements in

the various categories may be priced.

To be sure, this is not an entirely "objec-

tive" process. Social judgment as well as biologi-

cal and physiological considerations enter into

setting levels for consumption; and what is con-

sidered acceptable bears some relation to, and

changes with, the level of average income and

living standards. Yet this approach differs in

spirit from the preceding view of the matter, by

which the poverty floor is conceived in terms of

a minimum income level which is set independ-

ent of (or perhaps in relation to average) income

use. In the one case society holds (a) that a

given set of "necessary" consumption items

should be made available to all households; in

the other case it holds that (b) all households

should have a "minimum level of income" at

their disposal. This income level in turn may be

defined as a fraction (say, one-half) of mean in-

come, or it may be set in relation to the con-

sumption bundle purchased by the "average"

family at such an income level. Whatever criteria

are used in defining (b), its view of setting a

poverty floor differs from the (a) approach.

Following up the latter, we may now com-

pare the minimum bundle of "necessities" with

the bundle of goods typically purchased at var-

ious income levels. It may then turn out that, in

the absence of interference, minimum food and

clothing standards come to be satisfied by

household purchases at a lower level of income

than is needed to meet the minimum housing

standard. In this sense, a family of four with an

income of $4,000 may be considered as food-

and clothing-adequate, but as housing-poor. An

income in excess of, say, $4,800 may be needed

to overcome housing poverty thus defined, even

though the household would be above the pov-

erty line of other items. In this case, the poverty

problem is essentially one of relieving housing

poverty, and this can be done at lesser cost if

selective support is given to housing in particu-

lar than if incomes have to be raised to a level

at which the stipulated minimum housing con-

sumption occurs." This would seem to be the ra-

tionale underlying the concept of "housing pov-

erty" as used in a recent paper by the

Committee for Economic Development.5

The argument is illustrated further in Figure

1. Assuming consumer expenditures to be divided

between housing and food, the budget line AB

shows the combination of food and housing

available to a household with income OA as

measured in terms of food. The household in ab-

mer homes are not. Within each category a basic
standard must be set and the cost of meeting it
may be determined on more or less objective
grounds. Drawing on nutritional requirements for
food, on floor space and plumbing requirements
for shelter, and on climatic conditions for clothing needs, the cost of minimum requirements in
the various categories may be priced.
To be sure, this is not an entirely "objective" process. Social judgment as well as biological and physiological considerations enter into
setting levels for consumption; and what is considered acceptable bears some relation to, and
changes with, the level of average income and
living standards. Yet this approach differs in
spirit from the preceding view of the matter, by
which the poverty floor Is conceived in terms of
a minimum income level which is set independent of (or perhaps in relation to average) income
use. In the one case society holds (a) that a
given set of "necessary" consumption items
should be made available to all households; in
the other case it holds that (b) all households
should have a "minimum level of income" at
their disposal. This income level in turn may be
defined as a fraction (say, one-half) of mean Income, or it may be set in relation to the consumption bundle purchased by the "average"
family at such an income level. Whatever criteria
are used in defining (b), its view of setting a
poverty floor differs from the (a) approach.
Fo"owing up the latter, we may now compare the minimum bundle of "necessities" with
the bundle of goods typically purchased at various income levels. It may then turn out that, In
the absence of interference, minimum food and
clothing standards come to be satisfied by
household purchases at a lower level of income
than is needed to meet the minimum housing
standard. In this sense, a family of four with an
income of $4,000 may be considered as foodand clothing-adequate, but as housing-poor. An
income in excess of, say, $4,800 may be needed
to overcome housing poverty thus defined, even
though the household would be above the poverty line of other items. In this case, the poverty
problem is essentially one of relieving housing
poverty, and this can be done at lesser cost if
selective support is given to housing in particular than if incomes have to be raised to a level
at which the stipulated minimum housing consumption occurs.4 This would seem to be the ra-

sence of government intervention chooses hous-

ing-food mix M,. At income OC, mix M2 is chosen

while income OD leads to a choice of M,, and so

forth. Line OE thus indicates the locus of succes-

sive mixes of food and housing as income in-

• It II pertinent to note In thlll context that the concept of minimum Income al developed by the Department of Agriculture
appears to be determined Independently of Ihe costll of "minimum houling needs" 81 developed by the Bureau of Labor
Statlstlcl.

creases. Now suppose that the minimum level of

food consumption is set at OF while that of housing

is set at OG. A household with income OA and

located at M, is in poverty with regard to both
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tionale underlying the concept of "housing poverty" as used in a recent paper by the
Committee for Economic Development. 5
The argument is Illustrated further in Figure
1. Assuming consumer expenditures to be divided
between housing and food, the budget line AB
shows the combination of food and housing
available to a household with income OA as
measured in terms of food. The household in absence of government intervention chooses housing-food mix MI. At income OC, mix Mz is chosen
while income 00 leads to a choice of Mt , and so
forth. Line OE thus indicates the locus of successive mixes of food and housing as income increases. Now suppose that the minimum level of
food consumption is set at OF while that of housing
is set at OG. A household with income OA and
located at MI is in poverty with regard to both
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food and housing. A household with income OC

and located at M, is adequate in food but remains

in poverty with regard to housing. This remains the

case for a household with income OD and located

at M,, adequate consumption for both budget com-

ponents being reached only at income OH and lo-

cation at Ms.

Consider now what can be done to move

the household located at M2 out of housing pov-

erty. One approach would be to give an income

subsidy (measured in terms of food) equal to

CH, in which case the aided household would

voluntarily choose position M5. Here the mini-

mum level of household consumption would be

reached while food consumption would exceed

the minimum by Fl. Alternatively, the government

might take steps to move the househo'd from M2

to K, i.e., to give a tied subsidy which would be

reflected totally in increased consumption of

housing. Assuming that this could be done, the

cost to the government would be much less.8

The cost (in terms of food) would now be M-L =

CD only. As compared to the general income

subsidy, the cost savings would be DH. There-

fore, if the objective is to eliminate "housing

poverty" in particular, the efficient approach is

to give a tied housing grant rather than a gen-

eral income grant.

The usual objection to this reasoning was

that the household will prefer a general income

subsidy of CD only to housing services costing

CD. The latter will permit the household to divide

the gain between housing and other purchases,

placing itself at M4, which lies at a higher indif-

ference curve than does K. Once this view is

taken, it becomes in fact pointless to set the size

of the subsidy as CD, i.e., the amount that would

be needed to remove housing poverty in particu-

lar. If free consumer choice is to be adhered to,

the proper policy is to make an income grant

while leaving its use to the recipient. It makes

no sense in this case to speak of a household as

being "housing poor" while showing adequate

consumption standards in other items.

The rationale of setting the subsidy cost

equal to CD and to place the household at K

(both of which go together) is thus based on the

proposition that households should not fall below

set minimum consumption levels of food and

housing rather than falling below a set overall

level of income. The concept of "housing pov-

erty" thereby implies interference on the part of

society with consumer choice. More specifically,

it involves an interference which is linked to

consumption floors and is thus operational over

low income ranges only.7

The issue, it appears is between two philos-

ophies of viewing the problem of poverty floor,

with U.S. policy experience over the last four

decades reflecting both approaches. The welfare

program itself has been a mixture of general in-

food and housing. A household with income OC
and located at Me is adequate in food but remains
in poverty with regard to housing. This remains the
case for a household with income 00 and located
at M" adequate consumption for both budget components being reached only at income OH and location at M~.
Consider now what can be done to move
the household located at M2 out of housing poverty. One approach would be to give an income
subsidy (measured in terms of food) equal to
CH, in which case the aided household would
voluntarily choose position Mr.. Here the minimum level of household consumption would be
reached while food consumption would exceed
the minimum by FI. Alternatively, the government
might take steps to move the househo'd from M2
to K, i.e., to give a tied subsidy which would be
reflected totally in increased consumption of
housing. Assuming that this could be done, the
cost to the government would be much less. 6
The cost (in terms of food) would now be M~L =
CO only. As compared to the general income
subsidy, the cost savings would be OH. Therefore, if the objective is to eliminate "housing
poverty" in particular, the efficient approach is
to give a tied housing grant rather than a general fncome grant.
The usual objection to this reasoning was
that the household will prefer a general income
subsidy of CD only to housing services costing
CD. The latter will permit the household to divide
the gain between housing and other purchases,
placing itself at M I , which lies at a higher indifference curve than does K. Once this view is
taken, it becomes in fact pointless to set the size
of the subsidy as CD, i.e., the amount that would
be needed to remove housing poverty in particular. If free consumer choice is to be adhered to,
the proper policy is to make an income grant
while leaving its use to the recipient. It makes
no sense in this case to speak of a household as
being "housing poor" while showing adequate
consumption standards in other items.
The rationale of setting the subsidy cost
equal to CD and to place the household at K
(both of which go together) is thus based on the
proposition that households should not fall below
set minimum consumption levels of food and
housing rather than falling below a set overall
level of income. The concept of "housing pov-

come support and selective aid, while the out-

right negative income tax or income maintenance

approach is of more recent vintage. Although the

latter has captured professional attention and

support, the public is far from willing to under-

take the massive transfers that would be re-

• To avoid leakages Into other expenditures. It would be necessary
not only to earmark the subsidy for housing use. but also to
rSQulre the household not to reduce its own-financed outlays
on housing.

erty" thereby implies interference on the part of
society with consumer choice. More specifically,
it involves an interference which is linked to
consumption floors and is thus operational over
low income ranges only.1
The issue, it appears is between two philosophies of viewing the problem of poverty floor,
with U.S. policy experience over the last four
decades reflecting both approaches. The welfare
program itself has been a mixture of general income support and selective aid, while the outright negative income tax or income maintenance
approach is of more recent vintage. Although the
latter has captured professional attention and
support, the public is far from willing to undertake the massive transfers that would be required to meet adequate standards. Provision for
specific consumption floors in housing has retained strong support as evidenced by the 1968
legislation. Nor are recent suggestions for substitution of rent subsidies for public housing in
conflict with this approach. As shown below, rent
subsidies, like public housing, are members of
the selective-support family. They both differ
from general income subsidies in that they are
earmarked for housing use.'
While public support for the selective approach may be discounted to some degree as
reflecting the speCial interests of the housing
lobby, it would be a mistake to consider this the
entire story. A view of distributive justice as setting poverty floors in terms of meeting "essential
needs" is part of our country's social mores and
not just a reflection of speCial pressures or failure to grasp the underlying economics. This
being the case, one must take a somewhat
skeptical view regarding the conclusion reached
by standard economic reasoning that housing
support is inefficient because the welfare gain,
'It might be argued that if society Is concerned with minimum
intakes of particular consumption items, the required level of
consumption should apply also to occasional households at
higher income levels which choose to distribute their expenditures in a "perverse" fashion. Given relatively low Income
standards. this situation is likely to arise in rare instances
only. Moreover. if the Income floor under the minimum Income
approach Is set aufflcienlly high, the mix of oullays under free
choice comes to exceed the minimum consumption level for
essential Items, and the minimum level's approach becomes
redundant. But il the general Income floor Is set at a level
which is inadequate-which certainly will remain the case lor
Income maintenance in the loraeeable luture-deficlenciea on
various outlays remain and the two views lead to different
policies.
• At the same lime, public hOUSing Is more selective than rental
supports in that it interferes lurther in the type 01 housing
choice. Opponents of selective support are therelore consistent
in preferring re,nt .suppo,!:t as the lesser evil. See R F. Muth,
Public HousJ.f)'(fl
(;ar rjt()rprlse Institute lor PubliC Policy
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quired to meet adequate standards. Provision for

specific consumption floors in housing has re-

tained strong support as evidenced by the 1968
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as valued by the receiving household, would

have been larger with a cash grant.9 Such is the

case only if the policy objective is taken to be

general income support without interference in

income use. lf, on the other hand, the objective

is precisely to increase housing consumption,

then the selective approach is more efficient be-

cause it accomplishes the objective at lesser

cost. Putting it more generally, the conclusion

that selective subsidies or selective taxes are

inefficient is applicable only where there is no

explicit intent on the part of public policy to re-

duce or encourage particular types of consump-

tion.

Conditional Giving

ln the preceding section we have consid-

ered the reduction of "housing poverty" as

reflecting a view of distributive justice that is not

inherently unreasonable and seems to reflect the

value judgement on which much of our housing

as valued by the receiving household. would
have been larger with a cash grant." Such is the
case only if the policy objective is taken to be
general income support without interference in
income use. If. on the other hand. the objective
is precisely to increase housing consumption.
then the selective approach is more efficient because it accomplishes the objective at lesser
cost. Putting it more generally. the conclusion
that selective subsidies or selective taxes are
inefficient is applicable only where there is no
explicit intent on the part of public policy to reduce or encourage particular types of consumption.

subsidies have been based. An alternative or

more pragmatic explanation views the matter in

Conditional Giving

terms of voluntary giving and the political proc-

ess of redistribution.

As has been argued in recent years, the

concept of optimal distribution may, to some de-

gree, be viewed in terms of the traditional

efficiency economics. Beginning with a given

state of distribution, individuals at the high and

upper income scale may derive satisfaction

(whether from "doing good," avoiding "feelings

of guilt," or as a matter of general altruism) by

using their income to render subsidies to house-

holds at the lower end of the income scale. ln

other words, household's utility function not only

includes the satisfaction derived from own-con-

sumption, but the satisfaction derived from con-

sumption by others or from giving to them. Such

giving in turn may be outright and without

strings attached or it may be conditional on cer-

tain uses by the recipient. Thus, a high income

household may derive more satisfaction from the

use of its gifts for housing than for other pur-

poses. As a result, the high income household

may be willing to make conditional but not gen-

eral grants.

The same problem may be viewed in the po-

litical context, where redistributive measures

have to be voted upon. Suppose that a majority

for redistributional measures can be found if the

"donors" who pay for the cost of such programs

are permitted to impose their own preferences

on the donees who benefit. Thus, there may be a

majority (among donors and donees) for the ex-

penditure of $1 billion for a program to increase

low income housing consumption, whereas there

is a majority for a transfer program of only $500

million in the absence of earmarking. Such being

In the preceding section we have considered the reduction of "housing poverty" as
reflecting a view of distributive justice that is not
inherently unreasonable and seems to reflect the
value judgement on which much of our housing
subsidies have been based. An alternative or
more pragmatic explanation views the matter in
terms of voluntary giving and the political process of redistribution.
As has been argued in recent years. the
concept of optimal distribution may, to some degree, be viewed in terms of the traditional
efficiency economics. Beginning with a given
state of distribution, individuals at the high and
upper income scale may derive satisfaction
(whether from "dOing good," avoiding "feelings
of guilt." or as a matter of general altruism) by
using their income to render subsidies to households at the lower end of the income scale. In
other words. household's utility function not only
includes the satisfaction derived from own-consumption, but the satisfaction derived from consumption by others or from giving to them. Such
giving in turn may be outright and without
strings attached or it may be conditional on certain uses by the reCipient. Thus, a high income
household may derive more satisfaction from the

the case, the donees may well opt for the tied

but larger program as the best available solu-

tion, even though they would prefer an untied

transfer of $1 billion if such were available. The

tied transaction then becomes efficient in the

sense that it leaves all parties concerned (includ-

ing donors and donees) better off than they

would have been if the transfer of earmarked

funds were ruled out and only general transfers

were permitted. The rationale for selective

grants, aimed at the elimination of "housing pov-

erty" may thus be viewed in these terms.

'ThIS type of Ir.efficlency thus differs from inefficiencies which result because housing subsidies are given In ways which cause
structure to be excessively capital-intensive so as to minimize
maintenance. Whereas the latter Is an obviOUS element of IneffiCiency which can readdy be avo ded by redeSigning the
grant terms. the former invotves a judgment that distributional
adjustments should be ruled out and th at the entire a ~ proach
In terms of minimu "l c o sumptlo n leve ls (an d its i pi lei merit
good judgment) shou ld ti e held In ad m iSSibl e.

use of its gifts for housing than for other purposes. As a result, the high income household
may be willing to make conditional but not general grants.
The same problem may be viewed in the political context. where redistributive measures
have to be voted upon. Suppose that a majority
for redistributional measures can be found if the
"donors" who pay for the cost of such programs
are permitted to impose their own preferences
on the donees who benefit. Thus. there may be a
majority (among donors and donees) for the expenditure of $1 billion for a program to increase
low income housing consumption. whereas there
is a majority for a transfer program of only $500
million in the absence of earmarking. Such being
the case, the donees may well opt for the tied
but larger program as the best available solution. even though they would prefer an untied
transfer of $1 billion if such were available. The
tied transaction then becomes efficient in the
sense that it leaves all parties concerned (including donors and donees) better off than they
would have been if the transfer of earmarked
funds were ruled out and only general transfers
were permitted. The rationale for selective
grants. aimed at the elimination of "housing poverty" may thus be viewed in these terms.
What then is to be made of the argument
that tied transfers are "ethically repugnant" because they restrict the reCipient's freedom to use
his funds as he wishes? The answer to this
question is one thing if tied support is compared
with equal expenditures on free support. But it is
another if larger tied support is compared with
less free support. In this case, the ethical objection to loss of freedom in the use of nonexisting
income becomes rather dubious. If interference
is repugnant. so is the toleration of poverty in a
wealthy society. Ethical concern about interference with choice in the absence of prior concern
for setting a poverty floor is of questionable sincerity. While the economist who eschews ethical
judgements in matters of distribution may voice
efficiency concerns about tied grants, he is
hardly eligible to voice ethical concerns in the
matter.'" Such is the case especially if social
mores tend to approach the avoidence of poverty in terms of minimum levels, so that the poor
(even if vellLg ' ~ fft fr s of their own prefer'" See
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ences) are likely to be benefited by such a

strategy.11

ences) are likely to be benefited by such a
strategy.11

The Lumpiness Rationale

Two further considerations that come to

mind when exploring the rationale for housing

support relate to the "lumpiness" of housing ex-

penditures. This includes the nature of housing

as demanding a large share of low income budg-

ets, as well as the potential indivisibility of house

purchases.

The "Large Share" Feature: Housing ls the

largest single item in low income budgets, ab-

sorbing, say, one-third of the total. This in itself

may suggest that housing is of particular impor-

tance and therefore deserving of special support.

ln the absence of merit-type considerations, this

is not a valid conclusion.

ln Figure 2 we show a situation where a low

income household with income OA (as measured

in terms of other goods) and the prevailing price

ratio OB/OA places itself at Mi and chooses to

spend a large share OC/OB of its income on

housing. Line OM3, showing the budget mix at

various levels of income, is also drawn so that

the housing share continues to be large as in-

come rises above OA. An income subsidy equal

to AD would move the household to M3 while ad-

ditional housing consumption of equal cost

would place it at E, which is an inferior position.

What matters in comparing the welfare ef-

fects of a general income grant with an equal

cost increase in housing is not how the budget

was divided initially, but on what the response to

an increase in income will be. lf the household

desires to spend the entire increase on housing

âi.e., if the price-budget line is vertical, as

shown by MFâthe two approaches will lead to

the same result, but short of this the general in-

come subsidy remains superior. The fact that

housing is initially a large share has no bearing

on the argument. The share would be significant

only if we were to compare a matching grant on

housing expenditures with an equal rate match-

lng grant on a smaller item, but in this case the

comparison would be misleading as it did not in-

volve equal cost.

The lndivisibility Feature: Another aspect of

the problem relates to the "lumpiness" of ex-

penditures on homeownership. This lumpiness

arises in the absence of perfect capital markets

because a substantial downpayment is

required.12 Because of this requirement, house-

holds may be unable to purchase homes even

though they would do so otherwise. An income

The Lumpiness Rationale
Two further considerations that come to
mind when exploring the rationale for housing
support relate to the "lumpiness" of housing expenditures. This includes the nature of housing
as demanding a large share of low income budgets, as well as the potential indivisibility of house
purchases.
The "Large Share" Feature: Housing Is the
largest single item in low income budgets, absorbing, say, one-third of the total. This in itself
may suggest that housing is of particular importance and therefore deserving of special support.
In the absence of merit-type considerations, this
is not a valid conclusion .
In Figure 2 we show a situation where a low
income household with income OA (as measured
in terms of other goods) and the prevailing price
ratio OB/OA places itself at Ml and chooses to
spend a large share OG/OB of its income on
housing. Line OM 3 , showing the budget mix at
various levels of income, is also drawn so that
the housing share continues to be large as income rises above OA. An income subsidy equal
to AD would move the household to M3 while additional housing consumption of equal cost
would place it at E, which is an inferior position.
What matters in comparing the welfare effects of a general income grant with an equal
cost increase in housing is not how the budget
was divided initially, but on what the response to
an increase in income will be. If the household
desires to spend the entire increase on housing
-i.e., if the price-budget line is vertical, as
shown by MF-the two approaches will lead to
the same result, but short of this the general income subsidy remains superior. The fact that
housing is initially a large share has no bearing
on the argument. The share would be significant
only if we were to compare a matching grant on
housing expenditures with an equal rate match-

ing grant on a smaller item, but in this case the
comparison would be misleading as it did not involve equal cost.

The Indivisibility Feature: Another aspect of
the problem relates to the "lumpiness" of expenditures on homeownership. This lumpiness
arises in the absence of perfect capital markets
because
a
substantial
down payment
is
required. 12 Because of this requirement, households may be unable to purchase homes even
though they would do so otherwise. An income
grant raises the household's ability to make the
down payment, but leakages Into other uses result. A selective grant earmarked for housing use
and contingent on house purchases, on the other
hand, goes directly to reduce the net downpayment which the purchaser must make out of his
own resources. Note that this problem is peculiar to ownership and does not arise with regard
to rental housing, where no downpayment Is
needed.
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grant raises the household's ability to make the

downpayment, but leakages into other uses re-

11
sult. A selective grant earmarked for housing use

and contingent on house purchases, on the other

hand, goes directly to reduce the net downpay-

ment which the purchaser must make out of his

own resources. Note that this problem is pecu-

liar to ownership and does not arise with regard

to rental housing, where no downpayment is

needed.

11 To clarify the point further, we distinguish between the norma-

tive and political aspects of the problem. The first question ls

To clarify the point further, we dlellnguleh between the normative and polillcal aapectl of the problem. The flral queatlon la
whether one would prefer to lee Ihe poverty floor defined In
terms of (a) Income maintenance or (b) minimum conaumptlon
levell for ellenllal lIema. Evldenlly. many votera take the (b)
poeilion and would opt for thll approach al a flrlt belt lolutlon. The lecond queltlon II whelher Ihole who prefer (a) are
willing 10 relort to (b) If (a) II unavailable or 10 an Inadequale
degree only. In thle case, (b) II supported II a lecond besl
aolutlon only. Selective supports luch as hOUSing programl,
may thua draw on Iwo groups of supporterl, thole who choole
It .. a "flrlt belt" approach and those who accept il only as
a "aecond belt" alternative .

whether one would prefer to see the poverty floor defined ln

terms of (a) income maintenance or (b) minimum consumption

levels for essential ltems. Evidently, many voters take the (b)

position and would opt for this approach as a first best solu-
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The lumpiness argument may thus make a

case for selective support, but it would seem

that better remedies for dealing with the problem

can be found. In fact, mortgage guarantee poli-

cies permitting a longer amortization period and

for a larger ratio of loan-to-value are designed

precisely to deal with this problem.

Incentive Aspects

One of the major difficulties with income

maintenance and welfare programs is that effec-

The lumpiness argument may thus make a
case for selective support, but it would seem
that better remedies for dealing with the problem
can be found. In fact, mortgage guarantee policies permitting a longer amortization period and
for a larger ratio of loan-to-value are designed
precisely to deal with this problem.

tive support for low incomes within a national

budget constraint inevitably involves the need for

letting the support decline as earnings rise. The

Incentive Aspects

loss of support thus reduces the take-home

value of earnings, just as would the application

of a high marginal rate of tax. As a result, the

terms at which leisure can be traded for income

are worsened, and the incentive to work is re-

duced.

The question is whether housing in lieu of

general income support might reduce the magni-

tude of the disincentive problem. Various consid-

erations are involved, and the outcome seems to

be inconclusive. Just as the negative income tax

may be viewed as a sum of (1) a lump-sum basic

income grant, and (2) a progressive tax upon

earnings, so may low income housing be viewed

as the sum of (1) a lump-sum type of basic

housing provision, plus (2) an excise tax on

housing, the rate of which rises with earnings.

With regard to (1), the lump-sum income grant

will lead to an increased purchase of both goods

and leisure, i.e., some reduction in work effort.

The lump-sum housing provision will tend to do

the same. However, if housing is complementary

to leisure (or more so than are other outlays),

the incentive to enjoy more leisure and to work

less may be greater under the housing than

under the income grant.13 By the same token,

the labor-adverse substitution effect of the mar-

ginal tax rate will be dampened if the tax is an

excise on housing rather than an income tax on

earnings, leaving it open whether the net detri-

mental effects on work effort will be more or

less severe than under the negative income tax

approach.

However this may be, a different line of rea-

soning points in favor of the housing approach.

"We assume that the grant Is made conditional on the retention

of own-expenditures at the pregrant level.

It does not seem unreasonable to expect that in-

creased housing consumption by low income

households will tend to raise expectation levels

andâby associative factors such as the "Jones

Effect"âlead to increased effort, in order to sup-

plement increased housing with other forms of

increased consumption, e.g., furniture. Quite pos-

sibly, this effect will be stronger with housing

than with general income support, where the in-

crease in consumption is dissipated over a vari-

ety of less "status creating" goods.

Finally, it may be noted that the entire

efficiency argument as developed previously in

connection with Figure 1 was based on the as-

sumption (among others) that choice is limited to

that between housing and other consumption. If

One of the major difficulties with income
maintenance and welfare programs is that effective support for low incomes within a national
budget constraint inevitably involves the need for
letting the support decline as earnings rise. The
loss of support thus reduces the take-home
value of earnings, just as would the application
of a high marginal rate of tax. As a result, the
terms at which leisure can be traded for income
are worsened, and the incentive to work is reduced.
The question is whether housing in lieu of
general income support might reduce the magnitude of the disincentive problem. Various considerations are involved, and the outcome seems to
be inconclusive. Just as the negative income tax
may be viewed as a sum of (1) a lump-sum basic
income grant, and (2) a progressive tax upon
earnings, so may low income housing be viewed
as the sum of (1) a lump-sum type of basic
housing provision, plus (2) an excise tax on
housing, the rate of which rises with earnings.
With regard to (1), the lump-sum income grant
will lead to an increased purchase of both goods
and leisure, i.e., some reduction in work effort.
The lump-sum housing provision will tend to do
the same. However, if housirg is complementary
to leisure (or more so than are other outlays),
the incentive to enjoy more leisure and to work
less may be greater under the housing than
under the income grant. 11 By the same token,
the labor-adverse substitution effect of the marginal tax rate will be dampened if the tax is an
excise on housing rather than an income tax on
earnings, leaving it open whether the net detrimental effects on work effort will be more or
less severe than under the negative income tax
approach.
However this may be, a different line of reasoning pOints in favor of the housing approach.
13

We assume that the grant Is made cond'tlonal on the retention
01 own-expenditures at tre pregrant level.

a further choice between consumption and lei-

sure is allowed for, a priori judgments regarding

the efficiency ranking of general income support

as against selective housing supports become
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It does not seem unreasonable to expect that increased housing consumption by low income
households will tend to raise expectation levels
and-by associative factors such as the "Jones
Effect"-Iead to increased effort, in order to supplement increased housing with other forms of
increased consumption, e.g., furniture. Quite possibly, this effect will be stronger with housing
than with general income support, where the increase in consumption is dissipated over a variety of less "status creating" goods.
Finally, it may be noted that the entire
efficiency argument as developed previously in
connection with Figure 1 was based on the assumption (among others) that choice is limited to
that between housing and other consumption. If
a further choice between consumption and leisure is allowed for, a priori judgments regarding
the efficiency ranking of general income support
as against selective housing supports become
more difficult.

Strategies and Instruments for the
Support of Low Income Housing
Only a small part of the total cost of housing support is now directed at low income housing. As shown in Table 1, this share is below 20
percent if income tax preferences are fully included and below 50 percent if they are excluded. Nevertheless, the discussion in the first
section suggests that a much better case can be
made for housing support at the lower end of
the income scale than over the middle and upper
ranges. Moreover, much of the current discussion is directed at improving this part of the program. The present section, therefore, addresses
itself to the critical problem of how support to
low income housing can best be provided.
The various forms in which such support
can be given may be broken down as shown on
page 225.

Types of Demand Support
We begin with various types of demand supports, i.e., supports given to the owner or tenants directly.

General Income Maintenance: General income maintenance is a highly ineffective
approach ;Q our oQdective, since the larger part
of thQNR

,.t~t ~ I ~H ~Xlred

into other ex-

Demand Support

Unconditional income subsidy

Conditional subsidy, earmarked

for housing

nonmatching

matching

Indirect

Filtering down

Minimum standards

Private

housing

Public

housing

penditures. To close a poverty gap in housing of,

say, $4 billion, it might be necessary to raise the

income of low income families by, say, $15 bil-

lion. To make these transfers without imposing

an exorbitant implicit tax rate, net payments to

families well above the poverty line are needed,

calling for a total transfer of, say, $50 billion, or

over 10 times the housing gap.

Earmarked Grants: The efficiency of ear-

Demand Support
Unconditional income subsidy
Conditional subsidy, earmarked
for housing
nonmatching
matching

marked transfers may or may not be superior to

general income payments. lf the earmarked grant

G to household X with income Y falls short of

X's voluntary housing expenditures V at income

Filtering down
Minimum standards

Y 4- G, no purpose is served by earmarking.

Household X can simply substitute the ear-

marked grant for prior own-outlays and spend

the latter on other items. The result, therefore, is

the same as under a general income grant. Only

if G exceeds V will housing expenditures be in-

creased by more than under a nonearmarked

grant, and even then a substantial spillover into

Private
housing

other outlays will remain. Since the level of

grants under foreseeable programs will hardly be

Public
housing

so large as to exceed the voluntary expenditure

level V, earmarking is, in fact, redundant, and a

program of general income support should be

applied in the first place. But such a program is

obviously inefficient for policy which (we as-

sume) is to aim at raising low income housing.14

Matching Grants: A more efficient way of in-

creasing the housing expenditures of low income

families is through a matching grant or approach

(3). By matching own-expenditures, the house-

hold experiences a favorable substitution effect,

leading to increased own-expenditures. As a re-

sult, the desired level of housing consumption

can be obtained at a lower program cost. Such a

14 R. Muth (op. clt., p. 47) in fact supports his recommendation for

a rental subsidy program by arguing that lt will be ineffective

in increasing housing expenditures even though earmarking

occurs. it the objective is, in fact, to give income support

without interfering in expenditure choices, there would seem

to be no point of recommending a rent support program to

begin with.
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penditures. To close a poverty gap in housing of,
say, $4 billion, it might be necessary to raise the
income of low income families by, say, $15 billion. To make these transfers without imposing
an exorbitant implicit tax rate, net payments to
families well above the poverty line are needed,
calling for a total transfer of, say, $50 billion, or
over 10 times the housing gap.
Earmarked Grants: The efficiency of earmarked transfers mayor may not be superior to
general income payments. If the earmarked grant
G to household X with income Y falls short of
X's voluntary housing expenditures V at income
Y + G, no purpose is served by earmarking.
Household X can simply substitute the earmarked grant for prior own-outlays and spend
the latter on other Items. The result, therefore, is
the same as under a general income grant. Only
if G exceeds V will housing expenditures be increased by more than under a nonearmarked
grant, and even then a substantial spillover into
other outlays wi I remain. Si nce the level of

grants under foreseeable programs will hardly be
so large as to exceed the voluntary expenditure
level V, earmarking is, in fact, redundant, and a
program of general income support should be
applied in the first place. But such a program is
obviously inefficient for policy which (we assume) is to aim at raising low income housing. H
Matching Grants: A more efficient way of increasing the housing expenditures of low income
families is through a matching grant or approach
(3). By matching own-expenditures, the household experiences a favorable substitution effect,
leading to increased own-expenditures. As a result, the desired level of housing consumption
can be obtained at a lower program cost. Such a
,. R. Muth (oP. cit., p. 47) In fact lupporta hll recommendation for
a rental lubsldy program by ergulng that It will be Ineffective
in increaSing housing expenditures even though earmarking
occurs. If the objective II. In fact, to give Income support
without Interlerlng In expenditure cholcel, there would leem
to be no
e
f I-e
ending a rent support program 10
begin with.
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policy however, would, induce low income fami-

lies to reduce their outlays on other items, so

that "food" or "clothing poverty" might be sub-

stituted for "housing poverty." For this reason

the matching grant techniqueâalthough it is the

appropriate instrument for dealing with most

merit good situationsâis less suitable in the

context of our problem, where the stated policy

objective is to relieve housing poverty without in-

ducing poverty levels in other items.

Theoretically, leakages would be best

avoided by combining an earmarked grant with

the condition that the pregrant level of expendi-

tures must be retained, thus assuring that the

grant payment is in fact used for the purchase of

additional housing. Unfortunately, this solution is

ruled out by administrative difficulties. As a sec-

ond best and feasible approach, the grant might

be made contingent on an expenditure equal to,

say, 25 percent of income, and the amount

granted might be set equal to the difference be-

tween needed expenditures and the level pro-

vided by such a 25-percent outlay.''- As a result,

spillover into other expenditures would be lim-

ited to own-expenditures in excess of 25 percent

of income, and replacement of housing with

other poverty gaps would be avoided.

Types of Supply Support

We now turn to forms of support which are

directed at the supply side of the low income

housing market. Insofar as the leakage problem

is concerned, subsidies to the supply side are

policy however, would, induce low income families to reduce their outlays on other items, so
that "food" or "clothing poverty" might be substituted for "housing poverty." For this reason
the matching grant technique-although it is the
appropriate instrument for dealing with most
merit good situations-is less suitable in the
context of our problem, where the stated policy
objective is to relieve housing poverty without inducing poverty levels in other items.
Theoretically, leakages would be best
avoided by combining an earmarked grant with
the condition that the pregrant level of expenditures must be retained, thus assuring that the
grant payment is in fact used for the purchase of
additional housing. Unfortunately, this solution is
ruled out by administrative difficulties. As a second best and feasible approach, the grant might
be made contingent on an expenditure equal to,
say, 25 percent of income. and the amount
granted might be set equal to the difference between needed expenditures and the level provided by such a 25-percent outlay.l~ As a result,
spillover into other expenditures would be limited to own-expenditures in excess of 25 percent
of income, and replacement of housing with
other poverty gaps would be avoided.

more or less similar to matching grants on the

demand side, because they reduce the cost of

housing to the occupier. Like the latter, they are

a more effective way of stimulating housing con-

sumption than are general income supports and

superior also to earmarked but nonmatching

grants to the occupant. At the same time, appli-

cation at the supply side of the housing market

makes for significant differences in application

and possible effects.

Minimum Standards: A policy which sets

and effectively enforces minimum standards for

low income dwellings but does nothing else will

reduce the supply of housing available to low in-

come families. If the standard Is limited to new

construction which becomes more costly, low in-

come families (finding new housing more costly)

will bid up the price of old substandard housing.

'-'â¢ For such > proposal lee Henry Aaron, op. clt., p. 167.

Rents in such housing will rise, so that a "filter-

ing-up" of benefits will ensue. In the longer run,

all housing will have to come to meet the stand-

ard, and low Income families will be forced to

purchase more expensive (though better) hous-

ing. They may be forced to move out of "housing

poverty" (or to reduce their housing shortfall)

but only at the cost of being forced into poverty

standards on other outlays. As seen from their

point of view, minimum standards without finan-

cial support impose a burden rather than a gain.

If the objective is merely to force a shift in the

Types of Supply Support
We now turn to forms of support which are
directed at the supply side of the low income
housing market. Insofar as the leakage problem
is concerned, subsidies to the supply side are
more or less similar to matching grants on the
demand side, because they reduce the cost of
housing to the occupier. Like the latter, they are
a more effective way of stimulating housing consumption than are general income supports and
superior also to earmarked but nonmatching
grants to the occupant. At the same time, application at the supply side of the housing market
makes for significant differences in application
and possible effects.
Minimum Standards: A policy which sets
and effectively enforces minimum standards for
low income dwellings but does nothing else will
reduce the supply of housing available to low income families. If the standard is limited to new
construction which becomes more costly, low income families (finding new housing more costly)
will bid up the price of old substandard housing.

expenditure patterns of low income families to-

16

For luch a proposal lee Henry Aaron. op. elL. p. 167.

Rents in such housing will rise, so that a "filtering-up" of benefits will ensue. In the longer run,
all housing will have to come to meet the standard, and low Income families will be forced to
purchase more expensive (though better) housing. They may be forced to move out of "housing
poverty" (or to reduce their housing shortfall)
but only at the cost of being forced into poverty
standards on other outlays. As seen from their
pOint of view. minimum standards without financial support impose a burden rather than a gain.
If the objective is merely to force a shift in the
expenditure patterns of low income families towards housing. such a policy may make sense;
but if the objective is to improve the welfare of
low income families in the process, the policy is
counterproductive. Minimum standards without
aid are similar in this respect to a minimum
wage policy without supporting measures of
training, job creation, or unemployment relief.
Although it is evident that a minimum standard policy by itself cannot do the job, the above
reasoning does not make a case against the use
of minimum standards as part of a broader policy package. Combined with financial support,
elimination of substandard units serves the purpose of assuring the use of earmarked grants for
housing purposes. In situations of highly inelastic supply of low income housing, enforcement of
service standards may be equivalent to a tax on
landlord profits, with the proceeds used to provide services to the tenants. In other situations,
it may induce the owner to abandon rather than
to improve old structures. In the longer run, minimum standards that require new construction of
low income housing to be of higher quality may
generate economies of scale and technological
advances. By reducing costs, these will raise the
level of low income housing as well as provide a
general gain in the welfare of low income families. Finally. standards may serve to protect uninformed tenants against inadequate rental contracts or be needed to assure public safety. For
these and other reasons, minimum standards
play a useful role as part of the total policy
package. but taken by themselves they are not
adequate to improve the position of low income
families.
The "Filtering-Down" Strategy: Indirectly,
the supply of housing to low income families
may be increased (so it is argued) via a filteringdown strategy. To simplify, we divided families
into "high" and "low" income families and assume that the policy objective is to raise the
level of housing consumption by low income

Original from

wards housing, such a policy may make sense;

but if the objective is to improve the welfare of

low income families in the process, the policy is

counterproductive. Minimum standards without

aid are similar in this respect to a minimum

wage policy without supporting measures of
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families. lt would seem obvious in this case that

the best approach is to use the funds in direct

support of low income housing. Support of high

income housing may benefit low income housing

through a filtering-down process, but one would

expect the resulting gain to low income housing

to be less than that which would result from its

direct support. The discarded houses may be un-

suitable for low income families and their decline

in price may be dissipated in the case of "filter-

ing down." lf so, U.S. housing policy (see Table

1) can hardly be described as having followed a

"filtering-down strategy" in the support of low

cost housing. Rather, the housing program (pri-

marily via income tax preferences) should be in-

terpreted as a policy aimed at aiding middle and

high income housing, while viewing benefits to

low income housing (generated by a filtering-

down process) as a more or less incidental by-

product only.

To view "filtering down" as a primary

(rather than byproduct) strategy for the support

of low income housing, it must be argued that the

results for low lncome housing will, in fact, be

superior to low income families than would be

the case with direct support to low income

households.16 To explore this possibility, sup-

pose that a grant of $10,000 is given to high ln-

come household H on a matching basis so that

the net price that H must pay for a given hous-

ing level is reduced. Such is done, in fact,

through income tax preferences where exclusion

of housing costs from the income tax base is

equivalent to a matching grant equal to the tax-

payer's marginal bracket rate. As a result, H will

purchase more housing. Not only is his housing

demand increased because his tax is reduced

(the income effect), but also because housing

has become cheaper relative to other goods (the

substitution effect). Suppose also that his in-

creased consumption is met through a new and

better house. As a result, he will sell his old

house, which will now become available to low

income households at a lower price. This is the

gain to L which is referred to by the "filtering-

down" argument. Given a cost of the matching

grant to H of $1,000, can the filtering down gain

to L exceed $1,000, the amount which he would

gain if the grant were made for low income

housing directly?

Provided the grant is in matching form, it ls

quite possible that H's increase in housing ex-

M Otherwise, the support for high income housing can be rational-

ized only if such support lt included in the "objective func-

tion" as an explicit policy objective.

penditures will exceed the amount of the grant,

i.e., that the substitution effect will lead to an in-

crease in his own-expenditures on housing. Such

will be the case especially if his demand for su-

perior housing is price-elastic and if supply is

elastic as well. Assuming also that the increase

families. It would seem obvious in this case that
the best approach is to use the funds in direct
support of low income housing. Support of high
income housing may benefit low income housing
through a filtering-down process, but one would
expect the resulting gain to low income housing
to be less than that which would result from its
direct support. The discarded houses may be unsuitable for low income families and their decline
in price may be dissipated in the case of "filtering down." If so, U.S. housing policy (see Table
1) can hardly be described as having followed a
"filtering-down strategy" in the support of low
cost housing. Rather, the housing program (primarily via income tax preferences) should be Interpreted as a policy aimed at aiding middle and
high income housing, while viewing benefits to
low income housing (generated by a filteringdown process) as a more or less incidental byproduct only.
To view "filtering down" as a primary
(rather than byproduct) strategy for the support
of low income housing, it must be argued that the
results for low income housing will, in fact, be
superior to low income families than would be
the case with direct support to low income
householdsY; To explore this possibility, suppose that a grant of $10,000 is given to high income household H on a matching basis so that
the net price that H must pay for a given housing level is reduced. Such is done, in fact,
through income tax preferences where exclusion
of housing costs from the income tax base is
equivalent to a matching grant equal to the taxpayer's marginal bracket rate. As a result, H will
purchase more housing. Not only is his housing
demand increased because his tax Is reduced
(the income effect), but also because housing
has become cheaper relative to other goods (the
SUbstitution effect). Suppose also that his increased consumption is met through a new and
better house. As a result, he will sell his old
house, which will now become available to low
income households at a lower price. This is the
gain to L which is referred to by the "filteringdown" argumenL Given a cost of the matching
grant to H of $1,000, can the filtering down gain
10 L exceed $1,000, the amount which he would
gain if the grant were made for low income
housing directly?
Provided the grant is in matching form, it is
quite possible that H's increase in housing ex-

penditures will exceed the amount of the grant,
I.e., that the substitution effect will lead to an Increase in his own-expenditures on housing. Such
will be the case especially if his demand for superior housing is price-elastic and if supply is
elastic as well. Assuming also that the increase
will be directed at new housing (whether the improvement is real or imaginary does not matter),
more old (and previously considered superior)
structures will be discarded and become available for purchase by L. Thus the "filtering down"
gain to L will be greater. At the same time, the
net value of the grant to H (the effective matching rate) will be less if a large discount has to
be taken in the sale of the old residence. Thus,
further down the line, L's gain becomes self-limiting as a larger reduction in the unit cost of discarded houses will also reduce the demand for
new and superior construction, and hence the
discard of old houses. While the factors Involved
are complex, It is possible, though not likely,
that L's gain could exceed $1,000 or the value
obtained through a direct grant to low income
housingY
Subsidies to Private Housing Supply: Except
for Income tax preferences in support of ownership and the limited rent supplement program in
support of tenants, the traditional approach of
U.S. housing policy has been to direct supports
at the supply rather than the demand side of the
housing market. Thus, ownership support has
been given in the form of support to the suppliers of mortgage credit while rental support
has been given In the form of credit and tax support to the suppfiers of rental housing. In a perfect market this would not be a major problem.
The benefit incidence of the housing subsidy
scheme would be the same on whichever side of
the market it is applied. In the real world setting,
this may not be the case, and the impact point
comes to be of importance.
Support which is to be conditional on the
maintenance of own-expenditures or to be adjusted to the economic position of the family
unit, must clearly be occupier-related. This establishes a presumption in favor of direct aid to
the occupier, just as the personalized individual
Income tax must be assessed on the household,
as distinct from an in-rem type payroll tax which
can be assessed on the employer. Nevertheless,

,. Otherwise, the aupport for high Income housing can be rationalized only if luch aupport Is Inciuded In the "ob/ectlve function" as sn explicit polley ob/active.

"The value of the flIterlng down procell to L will be Ie.. If the
grant to H Is made not on a matching but an outright ball.,
in which case H's own-expenditures on houllng will fall and
the disc
/f Ill be Ie..,

will be directed at new housing (whether the im-

provement is real or imaginary does not matter),

more old (and previously considered superior)

structures will be discarded and become avail-
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able for purchase by L. Thus the "filtering down"

gain to L will be greater. At the same time, the

net value of the grant to H (the effective match-

ing rate) will be less if a large discount has to

be taken in the sale of the old residence. Thus,
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given the lumpy nature of housing outlays and

the imperfect structure of the housing market,

there may be reasons for directing aid at the

supply side.

Thus, mortgage guarantees and underwriting

(involving subsidies to the lender) have been

powerful vehicles of broadening the ownership

base. By reducing credit risks, lowering down-

payments, and facilitating longer amortization

periods, they have greatly lowered the threshold

at which ownership becomes possible. These

objectives could not have been accomplished as

effectively by interest subsidies to the owner,

such as are given by income tax preferences.

However, the benefit impact of such programs in

support of ownership has been largely over the

upper and middle rather than the lower end of

the income scale. While the rural poor frequently

own their substandard housing, they are not

readily able to make use of mortgage facilities.

Regarding rental housing, which remains the

major form of housing consumption at the low

end of the income scale in urban areas, it is

tempting to argue that rent subsidies to the oc-

cupier (rather than to the landlord) are the ob-

vious solution. Support of rental payments, by

raising demand, should cause the desired in-

crease in supply to be forthcoming; and by leav-

ing the choice of the unit to the tenant, he is left

with a wider range of options. All this, however,

assumes that supply is elastic. lf supply is ine-

lastic, increased demand will simply bid up

prices and raise the rental income of landlords.

The benefits of the program are then shifted to

the landlord, and the objective *of improved low

income housing in not accomplished. Just as in

the design of tax policy, the shifting of tax bur-

dens must be accounted for and the policy

judged in terms of the ultimate burden of distri-

bution; so must expenditure policy allow for

"benefit snatching" and focus on the final bene-

fit incidence which will result.

One need not be an expert in housing mar-

kets to recognize the existence of important rig-

idities. lnelasticities in supply arise from

limitations of space, the dead weight of existing

structures, housing discrimination, and other fac-

tors. While an increase in demand, financed by

rent subsidies, may call forth improvements in

existing structures, it will not readily increase

the overall supply, except indirectly where aban-

donment is prevented. On the demand side, ine-

lasticities arise from limited employment options

and housing segregation. For these reasons, rent

subsidies may be dissipated at least in the short

run. This difficulty can be avoided if supply is

made more elastic by giving incentives to sup-

pliers, i.e., if the subsidy is made conditional on

increased supply of low cost housing. Supply in-

centives and their integration into a housing-ori-

ented concept of urban development therefore

remain necessary, especially in the urban (inner

city) setting, where supply rigidities are espe-

cially pronounced. At the least, rent subsidies

need to be linked to enforcement of minimum

standards, including improvement of existing

given the lumpy nature of housing outlays and
the imperfect structure of the housing market,
there may be reasons for directing aid at the
supply side.
Thus, mortgage guarantees and underwriting
(involving subsidies to the lender) have been
powerful vehicles of broadening the ownership
base. By reducing credit risks, lowering downpayments, and faCilitating longer amortization
periods, they have greatly lowered the threshold
at which ownership becomes possible. These
objectives could not have been accomplished as
effectively by interest subsidies to the owner,
such as are given by income tax preferences.
However, the benefit impact of such programs in
support of ownership has been largely over the
upper and middle rather than the lower end of
the income scale. While the rural poor frequently
own their substandard housing, they are not
readily able to make use of mortgage facilities.
Regarding rental housing, which remains the
major form of housing consumption at the low
end of the income scale in urban areas, it is
tempting to argue that rent subsidies to the occupier (rather than to the landlord) are the obvious solution. Support of rental payments, by
raising demand, should cause the desired increase in supply to be forthcoming; and by leaving the choice of the unit to the tenant, he is left
with a wider range of options. All this, however,
assumes that supply is elastic. If supply is inelastic, increased demand will simply bid up
prices and raise the rental income of landlords.
The benefits of the program are then shifted to
the landlord, and the objective 'of improved low
income housing in not accomplished. Just as in
the design of tax policy, the shifting of tax burdens must be accounted for and the policy
judged in terms of the ultimate burden of distribution; so must expenditure policy allow for
"benefit snatching" and focus on the final benefit incidence which will result.
One need not be an expert in housing markets to recognize the existence of important rigidities.
Inelasticities in supply arise from
limitations of space, the dead weight of existing
structures, housing discrimination. and other factors. While an increase in demand, financed by
rent subsidies. may call forth improvements in
existing structures, it will not readily increase
the overall supply, except indirectly where abandonment is prevented. On the demand side, inelasticities arise from limited employment options
and housing segregation. For these reasohs, ren t

structures. More likely, an efficient program of

support for low income housingâespecially

inner city urban housingâmust include meas-

ures aimed at both sides of the market.
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subsidies may be dissipated at least in the short
run. This difficulty can be avoided if supply is
made more elastic by giving incentives to suppliers, i.e., if the subsidy is made conditional on
increased supply of low cost housing. Supply incentives and their integration into a housing-oriented concept of urban development therefore
remain necessary, especially in the urban (inner
city) setting, where supply rigidities are especially pronounced. At the least, rent subsidies
need to be linked to enforcement of minimum
standards, including improvement of existing
structures. More likely, an efficient program of
support for low income housing-especially
inner city urban housing-must include measures aimed at both sides of the market.

Public Housing: The next question is
whether, to the extent that supply support is to
be given, it should be in the form of publicly
owned or publicly supported private housing.
Much of the criticism that has been heaped
on the "ogre" of public housing is directed at
avoidable defects which are not a necessary feature of public housing. These include the presumed "ugliness" and barracks-like nature of
public housing developments, an incentive structure wh ich penalizes maintenance and therefore
induces excessive capital intensiveness of new
structures, inadequate supporting services such
as police protection, and so forth. These are defects which should be avoidable by better program design and correction of which would improve the image of public housing.
Many of the difficulties that have been
associated with public housing in the United
States are not prob!ems of public housing in
general, but problems of public housing for the
very poor. These problems have not arisen in
other regions-such as the United Kingdom and
Scandinavia-where public housing furnishes a
large share of lower-middle income housing and
of housing for the aged. It thus appears that our
public housing has run into difficulties precisely
because it has been the part of the housing program directed at the most urgent aspect of the
housing issue or a provision of housing to the
very poor. If public housing has been defective,
it has also been the only part of the housing
program which was truly needed.
Nevertheless, consideration needs to be
given to improving this part of the housing program. On the . i I T~ roa~ igning a limited supply of
~~~¥
~~ Iu helps to assure
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that it will be used where most needed.18 On the

other hand, such limitation imposes the stigma of

poverty on the tenants of low cost housing proj-

ects, a stigma which they hope to leave behind.

Whi'e long waiting lists for public housing open-

ings suggest that the fear of stigma might be ex-

aggerated, or in any case is outweighed by the

need for more adequate facilities, it nevertheless

poses a problem. To some extent the solution

might be found in the dispersal of public housing

facilities and the breakup of low income housing

projects into smaller units. Also the problem

might be approached by increasing public hous-

ing facilities and making them available (with the

use of differential rental charges) to family units

with income above the poverty line, or by

supplying public housing (following the example

of European countries) to the aged. Finally, the

need for low income public housing would be re-

duced by an effective increase in the supply of

low income private housing.

The choice among these alternatives should

be seen not as a matter of principle but in prag-

matic terms. For the more comfortable (and also

less necessary) part of the housing program

which deals with support for lower and middle

income housing, the preference of the American

public is clearly for owner-occupancy and hence

private housing. For the more crucial part of the

housing problem which deals with low income

families, the primary concern remains with rental

housing and, for that matter, with rental housing

in the inner city. Adequate provision for such

housing is not only a matter of inability to pay

the necessary price. Structural aspects of the

housing market, including political and social

factors, must also be considered. Given these

limitations, it does not seem feasible to deal with

the urban low income housing problem exclu-

sively in terms of demand support (which is

subject to dissipation into higher rents) or

through support of increased supplies of private

Another point given much emphasis by R. F. Muth, ls that the

benefits of public housing can be shared by only a tew thus in-

volving a "lottery" feature, which ls avoided by a rent support

program the benefits of which can be spread more broadly.

Public housing is thus criticized lor lts lottery characteristics.

The validity of this criticism, however, depends on how the

limited supply of public housing is rationed out. lf it is given

to those most in need of support, the lottery analogy fails and

the results will correspond to allocation of cash grants to the

most needy families. Comparison of highly limited public hous-

ing with a very ample general grant system ls hardly legiti-

that it will be used where most needed. 1s On the
other hand, such limitation imposes the stigma of
poverty on the tenants of low cost housing projects, a stigma which they hope to leave behind.
Whi~e long waiting lists for public housing openings suggest that the fear of stigma might be exaggerated, or in any case is outweighed by the
need for more adequate facilities, it nevertheless
poses a problem. To some extent the solution
might be found in the dispersal of public housing
facilities and the breakup of low income housing
projects into smaller units. Also the problem
might be approached by increasing public housing facilities and making them available (with the
use of differential rental charges) to family units
with income above the poverty line, or by
supplying public housing (following the example
of European countries) to the aged. Finally, the
need for low income public housing would be reduced by an effective increase in the supply of
low income private housing.
The choice among these alternatives should
be seen not as a matter of principle but in pragmatic terms. For the more comfortable (and also
less necessary) part of the housing program
which deals with support for lower and middle
income housing, the preference of the American
public is clearly for owner-occupancy and hence
private housing. For the more crucial part of the
housing problem which deals with low income
families, the primary concern remains with rental
housing and, for that matter, with rental housing
in the inner city. Adequate provision for such
housing is not only a matter of inability to pay
the necessary price. Structural aspects of the
housing market, including political and social
factors, must also be considered. Given these
limitations, it does not seem feasible to deal with
the urban low income housing problem exclusively in terms of demand support (which is
subject to dissipation into higher rents) or
through support of increased supplies of private

mate. Moreover, the lumplness of public housing benefits may

be reduced by combining an increased supply of facilities

with higher (and scaled) rental charges to residents.

housing for low income tenants. While these ap-

proaches should be used, the urban concentra-

tion of low income families and the difficulties in

the way of securing an adequate supply of pri-

vate housing for such families suggest that

public housing can hardly be dispensed with.

Moreover, it should be emphasized that the

"publicness" of public housing is a matter of de-

gree. ln a situation where private housing is

heavily government-supported and the risk is

largely government-assumed, the concept of pri-

U

Another point given much emphasis by R. F. Muth. Is that the
benefit. of public housing can be shared by only a few thus Involving s "lottery" feature. which Is avoided by a rent lupport
program the benefits of which can be Ipread more broadly.
PubliC housing II thul criticized for Itl lottery characteristics.
The validity of thll criticism. however. depends on how the
limited supply of public housing is rationed out. " it is given
to those most In need 01 support. the lottery analogy fails and
the re.ult. will correspond to allocation 01 cash grants to the
most needy families. Comparison of highly limited public houSing with a very ample general grant system Is hardly legitimate. Moreover. the lumpiness 01 public housing benefits may
be reduced by co,,/blning an Increased supply 01 l acilitlel
with higher (and .caled) rent al charg es to res ldelils.

housing for low income tenants. While these approaches should be used, the urban concentration of low income families and the difficulties in
the way of securing an adequate supply of private housing for such families suggest that
public housing can hardly be dispensed with.
Moreover, it should be emphasized that the
"publicness" of public housing is a matter of degree. In a situation where private housing is
heavily government-supported and the risk is
largely government-assumed, the concept of private ownership becomes quite relative. The
problem then is one of managerial arrangement
rather than ownership as such.

Conclusion
The preceding discussion has dealt with the
rationale for government support of housing and
its effective implementation. Other aspects such
as regulation and stabilization have not been examined. The present housing program consists
of three parts: (1) Ownership support given in
the form of income tax preferences and accruing
largely to middle and upper income housing, (2)
various credit supports benefiting middle and
lower middle income housing, and (3) public
housing and rent supplements aimed at distinctly
low income housing. Of the total cost involved,
the figures given in Table 1 suggest that (1) absorbs about aD percent while the remaining 20
percent is divided about equally between (2) and
(3). Even if the estimated aD-percent ratio should
prove somewhat high, this does not add up to a
satisfactory structure of housing support.

Rationale for Housing Support
We have examined various reasons on
which a case for housing support through the
public budget may be based and have concluded
that:
1. Shelter is essentially a private good, so
that the SOCial-good rationale for public provision (based on free consumer choice) does not
apply.
2. Although housing generates external benefits and costs, as do other forms of consumption, there does not appear to be a clear case
pointing to unusual external net benefits which
would justif)lr[ fr ~ 1;alrG ' pport for housing as disE~ '
f: ~CWi ·k> on these grounds.
tinct Ur.

vate ownership becomes quite relative. The

problem then is one of managerial arrangement

rather than ownership as such.
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3. Externalities generated by housing at the

same time call for a regulatory or planning con-

cern with the housing market, as do market im-

perfections, but such measures differ from the

general case for financial support, which is our

primary concern here.

4. As against this framework of individual

choice, society appears to consider homeowner-

ship as especially "meritorious" and hence de-

3. Externalities generated by housing at the
same time call for a regulatory or planning concern with the housing market, as do market imperfections, but such measures differ from the
general case for financial support, which is our
primary concern here.

mortgage insurance and related credit supports,
have not suffered from these defects. They have
been generally constructive means of broadening
the base for homeownership and should be continued.

4. As against this framework of individual
choice, society appears to consider homeownership as especially "meritorious" and hence deserving of particular support.

Supports for Low Income Housing

serving of particular support.

5. Society's concern with relieving poverty

may take the form of providing a general income

floor or it may take the more selective form of

assuring minimum levels of consumption for es-

sential items. The desire to assure minimum lev-

els of shelter, i.e., to relieve "housing poverty,"

appears to have been the rationale for assist-

ance to low income housing.

Among these various considerations, the

concern with elimination of housing poverty ap-

pears to offer the strongest case for support, yet

it is given least attention in the overall program.

In my view, this calls for a substantial reorienta-

tion of housing policies.

5. Society's concern with relieving poverty
may take the form of providing a general income
floor or it may take the more selective form of
assuring minimum leve:s of consumption for essential items. The desire to assure minimum levels of shelter, i.e., to relieve "housing poverty,"
appears to have been the rationale for assistance to low income housing.

Ownership Support

As noted before, government support for

housing is dominated by the massive aid to

homeownership given through the present in-

come tax treatment, which permits deduction of

interest without requiring inclusion of imputed

rent. While this aspect of the tax law is not

usually considered part of the housing program,

Among these various considerations, the
concern with elimination of housing poverty appears to offer the strongest case for support, yet
it is given least attention in the overall program.
In my view, this calls for a substantial reorientation of housing policies.

it should be treated as such since the loss of in-

come tax revenue due to this allowance is, in

fact, equivalent to a "tax expenditure" on such

support. One question which arises is whether

the objective of homeownership is in fact suffi-

ciently important to merit such support. Beyond

this and more readily dealt with there is the

question of whether the present income tax

treatment offers an efficient way to induce home-

ownership. Closer consideration shows this not

to be the case. Even if the more difficult move

towards inclusion of imputed rent is set aside,

transforming the interest deduction into a limited

credit against tax, and imposition of a credit

ceiling, would permit substantial savings in cost

and improvements in tax equity, without thereby

reducing effective inducement to ownership over

those income ranges where it is most needed.

Other supports to homeownership, such as

mortgage insurance and related credit supports,

have not suffered from these defects. They have

been generally constructive means of broadening

the base for homeownership and should be con-

tinued.

Supports for Low Income Housing

In dealing with instruments for the support

of low income housing, the problem is largely

one of rental housing, especially in the urban

setting. Here we conclude that:

1. General income support is not an

efficient way of dealing with the objective of re-

ducing housing poverty.

2. Limited earmarked grants, but unrelated

Ownership Support
As noted before, government support for
housing is dominated by the massive aid to
homeownership given through the present income tax treatment, which permits deduction of
interest without requiring inclusion of imputed
rent. While this aspect of the tax law is not
usually considered part of the housing program,
it should be treated as such since the loss of income tax revenue due to this allowance is, in
fact, equivalent to a "tax expenditure" on such
support. One question which arises is whether
the objective of homeownership is in fact sufficiently important to merit such support. Beyond
this and more readily dealt with there is the
question of whether the present income tax
treatment offers an efficient way to induce homeownership. Closer consideration shows this not
to be the case. Even if the more difficult move
towards inclusion of imputed rent is set aside,
transforming the interest deduction into a limited
credit against tax, and imposition of a credit
ceiling, would permit substantial savings in cost
and improvements in tax equity, without thereby
reducing effective inducement to ownership over
those income ranges where it is most needed.
Other supports to homeownership, such as

In
of low
one of
setting.

dealing with instruments for the support
income housing, the problem is largely
rental housing, especially in the urban
Here we conclude that:

1. General income support is not an
efficient way of dealing with the objective of reducing housing poverty.
2. Limited earmarked grants, but unrelated
to the level of own-expenditures, are not much
better.
3. The matching grants, though generally
appropriate in dealing with merit goods are less
suitable in this context.
4. The best (or for that matter practicable
second-best) solution is given by earmarked
grants, given conditional on the maintenance of
own-expenditures at or above, say, 25 percent of
income.
Regarding the implementation of grant design,
we further concluded that:
1. Rent supplements to occupiers (tied to an
own-expenditure floor) should be used but combined with measures aimed at the supply side of
the housing market. An all-out switch to rent
support payments to the occupier would not be
desirable.
2. Policies aimed at the supply side should
include incentives to increased supply of private
housing, but public housing will remain an indispensable part of the program in dealing with situations of greatest distress, and major attention
should be given to its improvement.
In all, the design of support for low income
housing must make due allowance for the partiCular circumstances of the low income housing
market, circumstances whiCh, for various reasons, make more or less exclusive reliance on
the market mechanism more difficult than is the
case in other areas such as for food supports
given through a food stamp program. While this
is not to 0 ,t1sr,la a' j ¥t the use of a general

to the level of own-expenditures, are not much

better.

3. The matching grants, though generally

appropriate in dealing with merit goods are less

suitable in this context.
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rent support program for low income families, l

would emphasize the continuing need for accom-

panying such a program with other measures.

Appendix A

Are Housing Provisions of the Income

rent support program for low income families, ,
would emphasize the continuing need for accompanying such a program with other measures.

against tax liability, the benefit per dollar of
housing expenditure (or the Government's implicit matching rate) becomes a function of the
homeowner's marginal rate of tax and hence increases with income.

Appendix A
Are Housing Provisions of the Income
Tax Part of the Housing Program?

3. An expenditure program providing matching grants for private housing expenditures would
hardly follow this line, but would more likely
show the opposite pattern. Moreover, formulation
of the support program through an appropriation
committee with expertise in the matter is likely
to develop a better design than the tax committees, which are less well equipped to deal with
housing matters. Finally, if supporting legislation
has to be voted as explicit expenditure programs, the public will be better informed with
what goes on so that there will be a better ordering of expenditure priorities. For these reasons, housing support programs should be taken
out of the income tax and (to the extent that
they are to be continued) transformed into explicit expenditure measures.
Given the preceding premises, it remains to be shown that the current income tax
treatment of homeowners does involve, in fact,
"tax preference," i.e., offers advantages which
accrue from homeownership alone and cannot
be justified for reasons other than desire to give
special support to such consumption. The issue
must therefore be viewed in the broader context
of how taxable income should be defined for income tax purposes. To this we now turn.

Tax Part of the Housing Program?

As shown in Table 1, inclusion of income

tax preferences as a regular part of the Govern-

ment's housing program changes the benefit pat-

tern drastically. Whereas the program excluding

income tax provisions yields benefits which are

divided about equally between middle and lower

income groups, inclusion of tax benefits yields a

pattern showing that up to 80 percent of benefits

accrue to high income households. The question

of whether or not these "tax preferences" are

properly included as regular parts of the pro-

gram is therefore of crucial importance in evalu-

ating the Government's effort in the housing

field. The problem involves certain principles of

income taxation which will be considered briefly

here.

Three Premises

We begin with three premises which we be-

lieve fair observers can agree upon without too

much difficulty. They are as follows:

1. An arrangement which bestows benefits

on particular forms of consumption or investment

is a subsidy, whether it is given in the form of

outright payment under an expenditure or as tax

relief under the income tax. Thus an investment

As shown in Table 1, inclusion of income
tax preferences as a regular part of the Government's housing program changes the benefit pattern drastically. Whereas the program excluding
income tax provisions yields benefits which are
divided about equally between middle and lower
income groups, inclusion of tax benefits yields a
pattern showing that up to 80 percent of benefits
accrue to high income households. The question
of whether or not these "tax preferences" are
properly included as regular parts of the program is therefore of crucial importance in evaluating the Government's effort in the housing
field. The problem involves certain principles of
income taxation which will be considered briefly
here.

credit under the income tax is no less an invest-

ment subsidy than is an investment grant which

is given outside the tax system. Similarly, if

Three Premises

homeownership is given the benefit of tax reduc-

tion, the benefits to the homeowner and the cost

to the Treasury (and hence to other taxpayers) is

the same as if an identical cash payment were

We begin with three premises which we believe fair observers can agree upon without too
much difficulty. They are as follows:

made without giving a tax benefit.

2. There is much to be said for giving subsi-

dies, whether to housing or other forms of con-

sumption in a direct way and outside the tax

system. This is the case for a number of rea-

sons. Use of the tax relief approach is likely to

involve a less careful design of the subsidy

structure. For instance, by permitting benefits to

the homeowner to accrue through a diminution

in his taxable income, rather than as a credit

against tax liability, the benefit per dollar of

housing expenditure (or the Government's im-

plicit matching rate) becomes a function of the

homeowner's marginal rate of tax and hence in-

creases with income.

3. An expenditure program providing match-

1. An arrangement which bestows benefits
on particular forms of consumption or investment
is a subsidy, whether it is given in the form of
outright payment under an expenditure or as tax
relief under the income tax. Thus an investment
credit under the income tax is no less an investment subsidy than is an investment grant which
is given outside the tax system. Similarly, if
homeownership is given the benefit of tax reduction, the benefits to the homeowner and the cost
to the Treasury (and hence to other taxpayers) is
the same as if an identical cash payment were
made without giving a tax benefit.

ing grants for private housing expenditures would

hardly follow this line, but would more likely

show the opposite pattern. Moreover, formulation

of the support program through an appropriation

committee with expertise in the matter is likely

to develop a better design than the tax commit-

tees, which are less well equipped to deal with

housing matters. Finally, if supporting legislation

has to be voted as explicit expenditure pro-

grams, the public will be better informed with

what goes on so that there will be a better or-

2. There is much to be said for giving subsidies, whether to housing or other forms of consumption in a direct way and outside the tax
system. This is the case for a number of reasons. Use of the tax relief approach is likely to
involve a less careful design of the subsidy
structure. For instance, by permitting benefits to
the homeowner to accrue through a diminution
in his taxable income, rather than as a credit

The Concept of Income for Income Tax
Purposes
To decide what constitutes "equal treatment" of homeowners, or-as a corollary thereto
-what constitutes preferential treatment of this
group, one must first establish how the concept
of income is to be measured for tax purposes.
Income for tax purposes should be measured so
as to give a meaningful and comprehensive
index of taxpayers' ability to pay. For this purpose, income should be defined as comprehensively as possible and the tax should then be imposed so as not to discriminate among various
sources of income, and it should be independent
of how such income is to be used. While costs
of earning income should be deducted, as the
underlying concept must be one of net income,
all such net income should be included in the
base. This s.l earl t,ake in all the money income,

on

I

a ro

dering of expenditure priorities. For these rea-

sons, housing support programs should be taken

out of the income tax and (to the extent that

they are to be continued) transformed into ex-

plicit expenditure measures.
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but certain forms of imputed or unrealized in-

come must also be included.19

Treatment of Imputed Rent and Mortgage

Interest

but certain forms of imputed or unrealized income must also be included. 19

ln the absence of preferences, a person's

tax liability should be the same whether he (1)

purchases a $30,000 house outright, (2) pur-

Treatment of Imputed Rent and Mortgage
Interest

chases a $30,000 house which is financed by

mortgage while using his own funds for other in-

vestments, (3) rents a $30,000 house while in-

vesting his funds otherwise, or (4) chooses to

consume less housing services under any of the

three indicated approaches. The present treat-

ment, which does not include imputed rent in the

tax base and permits deduction of interest pay-

ments, favors a taxpayer following patterns (1)

and (2) as compared to (3). The renter, following

pattern (3), must pay tax on his investment in-

come while enjoying no housing deductions. The

mortgage owner, following pattern (2), may offset

his earnings from other investments by his inter-

est deduction and thus also pays no tax on such

income. The equity owner, following pattern (1),

similarly receives no taxable income and hence

pays no tax. lf one were to disallow the interest

deduction, the taxpayer following pattern (1)

would still remain tax-free, while deduction of

pattern (2) would not involve the same tax treat-

ment as for pattern (3). Only inclusion of imputed

rent (i.e., net rent without interest deduction, or

gross rent with interest deduction) would subject

pattern (1) to the same tax treatment as the other

two groups. The same holds with regard to

equalizing the position of those who consume

$30,000 of housing services with those who, fol-

lowing pattern (4), consume less.

The present practice, by favoring patterns

(1) and (2) is regressive in its burden incidence

because rental housing is of particular impor-

tance at the lower end of the income scale. Dis-

allowance or limitation of interest deductions

alone would improve matters, but it would still

leave a substantial advantage for equity owners,

i.e., for a pattern of housing consumption which

is more readily acceptable to high income

groups.

"Another major aspect of the interlax problem relates to the treat-

ment of capital gains, including the question whether realized

gains should be taxed at preferential rates and the further

question, whether at some point unrealized gains should be

included in the tax base. This problem has some bearing on

the housing issue as housing, via the mortgage leverage, la

the best instrument by which middle income investors may

secure capital gains. However, this is somewhat of a side

issue and therefore not dealt with in this connection.

The inclusion of imputed rent is thus needed

In the absence of preferences, a person's
tax liability should be the same whether he (1)
purchases a $30,000 house outright, (2) purchases a $30,000 house which is financed by
mortgage while using his own funds for other investments. (3) rents a $30,000 house while investing his funds otherwise, or (4) chooses to
consume less housing services under any of the
three indicated approaches. The present treatment, which does not include imputed rent in the
tax base and permits deduction of interest payments. favors a taxpayer following patterns (1)
and (2) as compared to (3). The renter, following
pattern (3), must pay tax on his investment income while enjoying no housing deductions. The
mortgage owner, following pattern (2), may offset
his earnings from other investments by his interest deduction and thus also pays no tax on such
income. The equity owner, following pattern (1),
similarly receives no taxable income and hence
pays no tax. If one were to disallow the interest
deduction, the taxpayer following pattern (1)
would still remain tax-free, while deduction of
pattern (2) would not involve the same tax treatment as for pattern (3). Only inclusion of imputed
rent (i.e., net rent without interest deduction, or
gross rent with interest deduction) would subject
pattern (1) to the same tax treatment as the other
two groups. The same holds with regard to
equalizing the position of those who consume
$30,000 of housing services with those who, following pattern (4), consume less.
The present practice, by favoring patterns
(1) and (2) is regressive in its burden incidence
because rental housing is of particular importance at the lower end of the income scale. Disallowance or limitation of interest deductions
alone would improve matters, but it would still
leave a substantial advantage for equity owners,
i.e., for a pattern of housing consumption which
is more readily acceptable to high income
groups.

for a neutral treatment of homeownership. Given

the rather obvious conclusion, it is surprising

that imputed rent is universally disregarded in

the income tax base. While the determination of

imputed rental values poses certain difficulties,

they are not insuperable, especially not in con-

junction with an effective administration of the

property tax. The answer, rather, lies in the

somewhat subtle nature of the imputed income

J. Anolher major aspecl of Ihe Inlerlax problem relales 10 Ihe treal-

menl of capital gains. including Ihe quesllon whether realized
gains should be taxed at preferenti al rates and the further
quesllon. whether at some poinl unrealized gains should be
Included In the tax base. This problem has some bearing on
the housing Issue as housing, via the mortgage leverage. Is
the best inst,ument by which middle income investors may
secure capital gains. However. this Is somewhat of a side
issue and the,elore nol dealt wllh in Ihl s connecti l'n.

The inclusion of imputed rent is thus needed
for a neutral treatment of homeownership. Given
the rather obvious conclusion, it is surprising
that imputed rent is universally disregarded in
the income tax base. While the determination of
imputed rental values poses certain difficulties,
they are not insuperable, especially not in conjunction with an effective administration of the
property tax. The answer, rather, lies in the
somewhat subtle nature of the imputed income
concept and the fact that homeowners everywhere are a powerful force in tax legislation.
At the same time, it must be admitted that
the case for disallowing the interest deduction is
more readily explained than that for inclusion of
imputed rent.~" While it is evident that interest
incurred as a business cost should be a deductible charge against the income earned with such
borrowed capital, it can be readily seen that
there should be no such deduction if the income
earned therewith is in imputed form (i.e., imputed rent) which is not included in the tax base.
The inclusion of imputed rent itself is a more
subtle issue. and the question might be raised
whether a similar problem does not also arise
with regard to other durable consumer goods,
such as automobiles and appliances. In principle, the answer ought to be in the affirmative,
but it must be noted that the amounts involved
are very much smaller than is the case with
housing, especially over the middle and higher
income groups. In all, it is therefore reasonable
to focus on the housing case without attacking
the problem on a universal basis. Taxation. like
other phases of public policy, cannot hope to establish the best of all worlds, and efforts must be
concentrated where the payoff will be greatest.

Treatment of Property Tax Deduction
The case for or against property tax deduction should be viewed along with that for other
State and local taxes. If such taxes are interpreted as household expenses for the purchase
of State and local government services, a case
can be made that all such deductions should be
disallowed. If, on the other hand, they are
viewed as preempting the income available for
household use, deductibility is in order. Between
these two extremes, observers are generally I~
agreement that deductibility of typical benefit
taxes such as gasoline taxes should be disal-

.. Inclusion 01 Imputed nel renl implies Inclusion 01 Imputed 11'01'
rent minus s,e · reclall n" charges and minus inlarBlI on mortgage debt.
I
ronl

Ina

concept and the fact that homeowners every-

where are a powerful force in tax legislation.

At the same time, it must be admitted that

the case for disallowing the interest deduction is

more readily explained than that for inclusion of
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lowed. Similarly, disallowance would be in order

for special assessments levied at the local level.

At the same time, some allowance for State in-

come taxes (whether in the form of deductions

or credits is a different matter) seems in order.

The question then is how the property tax fits

into this spectrum. There seems little reason for

thinking of the property tax as a benefit tax in

the sense that the expenditures which it finances

will accrue in proportion to homeownership.

Rather, the property tax has come to be more or

less a general revenue tax at the local level,

covering the bulk of education expenditures as

well as other local outlays. For this reason, it

seems questionable whether deductibility of the

property tax should be considered a particular

"homeowner preference"; certainly the basis for

such interpretation is weaker than in connection

with interest deduction and/or failure to include

imputed rent. As noted before, exclusion of the

property tax deduction from the preference con-

cept reduces the part of the housing support

granted by other income tax structure from $9.5

billion to about $6 billion, thereby, lowering to

50 percent the benefit share received by home-

owners in the upper and middle-high income

ranges.

â¢

lowed. Similarly, disallowance would be in order
for special assessments levied at the local level.
At the same time, some allowance for State income taxes (whether in the form of deductions
or credits is a different matter) seems in order.
The question then is how the property tax fits
into this spectrum. There seems little reason for
thinking of the property tax as a benefit tax in
the sense that the expenditures which it finances
will accrue in proportion to homeownership.
Rather, the property tax has come to be more or
less a general revenue tax at the local level,
covering the bulk of education expenditures as
well as other local outlays. For this reason, it
seems questionable whether deductibility of the
property tax should be considered a particular
"homeowner preference"; certainly the basis for
such interpretation is weaker than in connection
with interest deduction and/or failure to include
imputed rent. As noted before, exclusion of the
property tax deduction from the preference concept reduces the part of the housing support
granted by other income tax structure from $9.5

billion to about $6 billion, thereby, lowering to
50 percent the benefit share received by homeowners in the upper and middle-high income
ranges.
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Introduction

Like Topsy, the Federal Government's com-

mitment to massive housing and urban rehabili-

tation programs "just grew." The initial impetus

was largely humanitarian and based on the

widely held observation that families with "inade-

quate" housing were often prey to the problems
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of poverty, crime, and bad health. Without neces-

sarily implying a causal mechanism, a national

housing policy was regarded as a useful, albeit

partial, solution for the problems of the poor.

Further impetus for these programs came from

Introduction

the desire to rescue downtown areas from eco-

nomic and physical decay; widely held esthetic

and ethical concerns also required the removal

of blighted areas from our cities.

Whatever the reasons for the growing na-

tional commitment to housing and urban redevel-

opment, these programs, as well as other social

programs that give consumers specific products,

are widely believed to have been largely unsuc-

cessful and are now under fire from many quar-

ters. One set of critics argues that the direct

product approach is justified for housing, but

that the programs have not met the high expec-

tations set for them because they were hastily

and somewhat thoughtlessly put together, badly

administered, and insufficiently financed. Another

set of opponents attack either the goals of the

housing program or argue that these goals can

be better achieved with income transfers. This

paper deals with the issues raised by the second

group of critics and evaluates the arguments and

proposals for government intervention in the

housing sector largely from the perspective of

welfare economics.

Ever since Adam Smith's discussion of the

"invisible hand," welfare economists have been

seeking to demonstrate that a "competitive econ-

omy" is, in some sense, "best." A widely ac-

cepted resultâthe two optimality theorems of

welfare economicsâserve as the basis for much

of the current discussion. Arrow [2, pp. 942-943]

states them as:

(First Optimality Theorem). lf a competitive equilibrium

exists at all, and lt all commodities relevant to costs or

utilities are ln fact priced in the market, then the equilib-

rium ls necessarily "optimal" in the following precise sense

(due to V. Pareto): There ls no other allocation of re-

sources to services which will make all participants in the

market better off. . . .

(Second Optimality Theorem): lf there are no increas-

ing returns ln production, and if certain other minor condi-

tions are satisfied, then every optimal state is a competitive

equilibrium corresponding to some initial distribution of

purchasing power.

Operationally, the significance of this proposition ls

that if the conditions of the two optimality theorems are sat-

isfied, and if the allocation mechanism ln the real world

like Topsy, the Federal Government's commitment to massive housing and urban rehabilitation programs "just grew." The initial impetus
was largely humanitarian and based on the
widely held observation that families with "inadequate" housing were often prey to the problems
of poverty, crime, and bad health. Without necessarily implying a causal mechanism, a national
housing policy was regarded as a useful, albeit
partial, solution for the problems of the poor.
Further impetus for these programs came from
the desire to rescue downtown areas from economic and physical decay; widely held esthetic
and ethical concerns also required the removal
of blighted areas from our cities.
Whatever the reasons for the growing national commitment to housing and urban redevelopment, these programs, as well as other social
programs that give consumers specific products,
are widely believed to have been largely unsuccessful and are now under fire from many quarters. One set of critics argues that the direct
product approach is justified for housing, but
that the programs have not met the high expectations set for them because they were hastily
and somewhat thoughtlessly put together, badly
administered, and insufficiently financed. Another
set of opponents attack either the goals of the
housing program or argue that these goals can
be better achieved with income transfers. This
paper deals with the issues raised by the second
group of critics and evaluates the arguments and
proposals for government intervention in the
housing sector largely from the perspective of
welfare economics.
Ever since Adam Smith's discussion of the
"invisible hand," welfare economists have been
seeking to demonstrate that a "competitive economy" is, in some sense, "best." A widely accepted result-the two optimality theorems of
welfare economics-serve as the basis for much

satisfies the conditions for a competitive model, then social

of the current discussion. Arrow [2, pp. 942-943]
states them as:
(First Optimality Theorem). If a competitive equilibrium
exists at all. and if all commodities relevant to costs or
utilities are In fact priced in the markel. then the equilibrium is necessarily "optimal" in the following precise sense
(due to V. Pareto): There Is no other allocation of resources to services which will make all participants in the
market better off....
(Second Optimality Theorem): If there are no increasIng returns in production. and if certain other minor conditions are satisfied. then every optimal state is a competitive
equilibrium corresponding to some initial distribution of
purchasing power.
Operationally, the significance of this proposition is
thai if the conditions of the two optlmaiity theorems are satisfied, and if the allocation mechanism in the real world
satisfies the conditions for a competitive model, then sociai
policy can confine Itself to steps taken to alter the distribution of purchasing power. For any given distribution of purchasing power, the market will, under the assumptions
made, achieve a competitive equilibrium which is necessarily optimal; and any optimsi state is a competitive equilibrium corresponding to some distribution of purchasing
power, so that any desired optimal state can be achieved.

In the rest of the paper we shall have occasion to refer back to these results to illuminate
some of the problems of housing policy. These
theorems help make the competitive equilibrium
model (where all consumers and producers take
the same set of prices as given and supply
equals demand in all markets) serve as a useful
benchmark against which to evaluate an economy. Most economists understand this model,
know what happens when its assumptions are violated, and are therefore likely to accept the policy prescriptions implied by its analYSis. By now
there are standard lists enumerating the ways
that the assumptions of the model might be violated along with possible remedies. (For an excellent summary see Steiner [17] and Arrow [3].)
To some extent my task is different from
most of the members of the study group; it is to
provide a framework for decisions on housing
policy and to stake out areas for further analysis. In doing so I have examined the housing
sector in the context of the standard arguments
for government intervention in the economy. The
relevance of each of these arguments is an empirical, not a theoretical, issue, so that the results of this paper are largely taxonomic rather
than descriptive or prescriptive.
The first section deals with questions of
efficiency in a competitive economy. The First
Optimality Theorem requires that "all commodities relevant to costs or utilities are in fact
priced in the market." When this assumption
does not hold, we shall refer to the situation as

Urlginal from

policy can confine ltself to steps taken to alter the distribu-
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tion of purchasing power. For any given distribution of pur-

chasing power, the market will, under the assumptions

made, achieve a competitive equilibrium which is neces-

sarily optimal; and any optimal state is a competitive equi-
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one of nonmarketability. Most of the discussion

centers on externalities and uncertainty, the two

major examples of nonmarketability in housing

markets. The problem of increasing returns will

also be touched upon.

A true social optimum also requires the ap-

propriate distribution of income. ln the second

section we are concerned with both the effects

of the distribution of income on housing markets

and the effects of housing markets on the distri-

bution of income. Another set of problems, which

we discuss in the third section, arises if either

housing or some other market is noncompetitive

or if there is government intervention in the

economy. There are also equity and efficiency

considerations in macroeconomic policy; the op-

timality theorems do not hold when there are in-

voluntarily unemployed resources, since these

resources could be used to increase someone's

happiness. The relation between housing policies

and economic stability will be discussed in the

fourth section. The last section provides a short

summary of the results.

Textbook discussions find it easy to sepa-

rate clearly the issues that are raised when the

assumptions of the model do not hold. ln the

analysis of actual policy problems, when one of

the assumptions necessary for Pareto Optimality

is violated, then others are likely to be violated

as well. This may often make the analysis less

clearcut, but one hopes more realistic, than this

outline indicates.

Housing Policy and Efficiency

in a Competitive Economy

Using the competitive economy as a guide,

we will explore the conditions that lead to an

inefficient allocation of resources in the housing

market. The major source of difficulties, within a

one of nonmarketability. Most of the discussion
centers on externalities and uncertainty, the two
major examples of nonmarketability in housing
markets. The problem of increasing returns will
also be touched upon.
A true social optimum also requires the appropriate distribution of income. In the second
section we are concerned with both the effects
of the distribution of income on housing markets
and the effects of housing markets on the distribution of income. Another set of problems, which
we discuss in the third section, arises if either
housing or some other market is noncompetitive
or if there is government intervention in the
economy. There are also equity and efficiency
considerations in macroeconomic policy; the optimality theorems do not hold when there are involuntarily unemployed resources, since these
resources could be used to increase someone's
happiness. The relation between housing pOlicies
and economic stability will be discussed in the
fourth section. The last section provides a short
summary of the results.
Textbook discussions find it easy to separate clearly the issues that are raised when the
assumptions of the model do not hold. In the
analysis of actual policy problems, when one of
the assumptions necessary for Pareto Optimality
is violated, then others are likely to be violated
as well. This may often make the analysis less
clearcut, but one hopes more realistic, than this
outline indicates.

competitive framework, arises from the nonmar-

ketability of relevant inputs and outputs and from

the costs of organization and information re-

quired to internalize the externalities. Other diffi-

culties arise from the problems of increasing

returns.

Externalities

ln housing policy, as in other areas, the key

argument for government intervention comes

from the presence of externalities. The market

mechanism does not make the externality eco-

nomically relevant for the decisionmaker, so that

government intervention may be needed to reach

a social optimum. Two kinds of externalities are

considered important for housing policyâ"neigh-

borhood externalities," whose effects are largely

limited to the local area, and externalities deriv-

Housing Policy and Efficiency
in a Competitive Economy
Using the competitive economy as a guide,
we will explore the conditions that lead to an
inefficient allocation of resources in the housing
market. The major source of difficulties, within a
competitive framework, arises from the nonmarketability of relevant inputs and outputs and from
the costs of organization and information required to internalize the externalities. Other difficulties arise from the problems of increasing
returns.

ing from interdependent utility functions (i.e., a

consumer's utility depends on the happiness or

Externalities

consumption of other consumers), which affect a

wider segment of society.

At this point it might be useful to clarify

some of these distinctions. For illustrative pur-

poses, let us assume that bad housing causes

serious illness. lf only the residents of the hous-

ing were made ill, then this is analytically similar

to peeling paint and bad plumbing; it is another

In housing policy, as in other areas, the key
argument for government intervention comes
from the presence of externalities. The market
mechanism does not make the externality economically relevant for the decisionmaker, so that
government intervention may be needed to ~reach

a social optimum. Two kinds of externalities are
considered important for housing policy-" neighborhood externalities," whose effects are largely
limited to the local area, and externalities deriving from interdependent utility functions (Le., a
consumer's utility depends on the happiness or
consumption of other consumers), which affect a
wider segment of society.
At this pOint it might be useful to clarify
some of these distinctions. For illustrative purposes, let us assume that bad housing causes
serious illness. If only the residents of the housing were made ill, then this is analytically similar
to peeling paint and bad plumbing; it is another
characteristic of the general unpleasantness of
bad housing and part of the burden of being
poor. There are no externalities and the price of
housing presumably reflects the increased likelihood of illness, so no intervention is called for
on efficiency grounds. If, however, the illness
were infectious over a clearly defined geographical area, then the neighborhood externalities are
clear, and we might expect some cooperative attempts by the residents to improve their housing.
Nonneighborhood type externalities would occur
if the amelioration of the illness of residents of
this area were a concern of the residents of
other areas. (This case of interdependent utility
is clearly related to the idea of "merit wants"wants that are so meritorious that they should be
met. It is also related to the problems of income
distribution discussed in the second section.)
Since those concerned with the health of others
are likely to be geographically widespread and
have other concerns as well, the costs or organization will be very high and, on efficiency
grounds, some form of government intervention
may be called for. The strongest case for intervention, however, can be made when the illness
caused by the poor housing is communicable to
the rest of the population. Here the costs are
likely to be large and clear and the costs of organization high. Improving housing then would
become a clear national goal. The appropriate
policy then depends crucially on the actual facts
of the case, though the theory can indicate
where we might look for them.
The type of externality caused by neighborhood effects is clearly illustrated; if the value of
a house depends on the level of maintenance of
all of the other houses in a neighborhood, then If
each landlord ignores this externality he will
maintain his house below the social optimum. In
fact, it is common for intermediate economics
textbooks 1~~iPPa'1
t;313] to combine this ex-

characteristic of the general unpleasantness of

bad housing and part of the burden of being

poor. There are no externalities and the price of

housing presumably reflects the increased likeli-

hood of illness, so no intervention is called for
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ternalities argument with strategic problems and

conclude that the private housing market is inef-

ficient and some government intervention is

necessary. The strategic elements are often of

the game theoretic "prisoner's dilemma" type,

for it can be shown that if the neighborhood ef-

fects are strong and no collusion between land-

lords is possible, then it will be rational to un-

dermaintain property [6]. A given landlord knows

that if others improve their property and he does

not, he will benefit, while if the others do not

improve their property, he surely will not benefit

by improving. lt is then "rational" not to improve

the property. lf all property owners act this way,

the area will become rundown, even though if all

improved their property and took advantage of

the neighborhood effects their joint rate of return

would be higher. Thus externalities and strategic

elements prevent a social optimum. The detailed

"prisoner's dilemma" is probably a useful para-

ble for understanding the continuation of

blighted areas, though for most purposes the

presence of neighborhood externalities is suffi-

cient to demonstrate that there is an underin-

vestment in housing maintenance. The traditional

solution to this problem is government interven-

tionâit could either subsidize maintenance or

penalize nonmaintenance (i.e., fines for the viola-

tion of building and zoning codes).

ln the absence of large organizational costs

or strategic elements, government intervention

may not be necessary; the propertyowners in

the area would agree on a joint-maximizing solu-

tion that makes them all better offâthe externali-

ties would become internalized. lf the costs of

organization, "free rider" and other strategic

problems arise, then the propertyowners may

wish the government to police the agreement. lt

might be noticed that the "prisoner's dilemma"

always appears in the section on noncooperative

games. lf cooperation can occur, then bargaining

may achieve the social optimum. Government

has a clear role in helping the property owners

to cooperate but, in this case, a subsidy is not

necessary.

Although this view of neighborhood exter-

nalities is widely held among analysts of the

housing market, it does leave some puzzling

questions. Our discussion of these externalities

did not necessarily involve the terms "bad hous-

ing," "slum," or "blight." The argument for

neighborhood effects probably applies to all

housing, and yet no one would argue that a

housing maintenance subsidy should be given to

propertyowners in Chevy Chase, Md. A number

of hypotheses are possible. A likely one is the

existence of a "threshold effect"âeven though

all property owners undermaintain their property

by ignoring the neighborhood effect, once a cer-

tain level of maintenance is reached the ratio of

external to internal benefits becomes small. lf

this is true, it would argue for a differential sub-

sidy for poor neighborhoods. Another possible

explanation, most relevant for single family and

small multifamily dwellings, stems from the ob-

servation that better neighborhoods are more

likely to have the propertyowners in residence.

They are also more likely to be subject to pres-

sures from their neighbors to take account of

neighborhood effects and achieve joint utility

ternalities argument with strategic problems and
conclude that the private housing market is inefficient and some government intervention is
necessary. The strategic elements are often of
the game theoretic "prisoner's dilemma" type,
for it can be shown that if the neighborhood effects are strong and no collusion between landlords is possible, then it will be rational to undermaintain property [6]. A given landlord knows
that if others improve their property and he does
not, he will benefit, while if the others do not
improve their property, he surely will not benefit
by improving. It is then "rational" not to improve
the property. If all property owners act this way,
the area will become rundown, even though if all
improved their property and took advantage of
the neighborhood effects their jOint rate of return
would be higher. Thus externalities and strategic
elements prevent a social optimum. The detailed
"prisoner's dilemma" is probably a useful parable for understanding the continuation of
blighted areas, though for most purposes the
presence of neighborhood externalities is sufficient to demonstrate that there is an underinvestment in housing maintenance. The traditional
solution to this problem is government intervention-it could either subsidize maintenance or
penalize non maintenance (i.e., fines for the violation of building and zoning COdes).
In the absence of large organizational costs
or strategic elements, government intervention
may not be necessary; the propertyowners in
the area would agree on a joint-maximizing solution that makes them all better off-the externalities would become internalized. If the costs of
organization, "free rider" and other strategiC
problems arise, then the propertyowners may
wish the government to pOlice the agreement. It
might be noticed that the "prisoner's dilemma"
always appears in the section on noncooperative
games. If cooperation can occur, then bargaining
may achieve the social optimum. Government
has a clear role in helping the property owners
to cooperate but, in this case, a subsidy is not
necessary.
Although this view of neighborhood externalities is widely held among analysts of the
housing market, it does leave some puzzling
questions. Our discussion of these externalities
did not necessarily involve the terms "bad housing," "slum," or "blight." The argument for
neighborhood effects probably applies to all
housing, and yet no one would argue that a
housing maintenance subsidy should be given to
propertyowners in Chevy Chase, Md. A num ber

of hypotheses are possible. A likely one is the
existence of a "threshold effect"-even though
all property owners undermaintain their property
by ignoring the neighborhood effect, once a certain level of maintenance is reached the ratio of
external to internal benefits becomes small. If
this is true, it would argue for a differential subsidy for poor neighborhoods. Another possible
explanation, most relevant for single family and
small multifamily dwellings, stems from the observation that better neighborhoods are more
likely to have the propertyowners in residence.
They are also more likely to be subject to pressures from their neighbors to take account of
neighborhood effects and achieve jOint utility
maximization. Similarly, "good" neighborhoods
are often stable neighborhoods where the pressures for maintenance are strong. Since costs of
organization are likely to be much less where
propertyowners are in daily contact, a subsidy
to residential ownership of property can be regarded as a good substitute for more expensive
alternative costs of organization.
There is stili another problem with the presumption that the neighborhood externality effects are large; if this presumption is true, why
do not developers buy up slum neighborhoods
and why do not government redevelopment
agencies reap huge profits? Proponents of this
view respond by pOinting to strategic problems
of dealing with individual parcel holders. Clearly
this cannot apply where the government has exercised its right of eminent domain; and one can
discover many situations where developers have
assembled numerous plots of land despite strategic complications. It may be that the neighborhood externalities are not that large and that
urban blight is due to other causes.
Neighborhood externalities are not the only
ones considered relevant for housing policy. It is
argued that most American citizens are concerned about the housing of the poor. The illustrations run the gamut from the child who becomes a ward of the State because of brain
damage caused by lead paint in old housing,
through the unhappiness caused all of us by the
relationship between bad housing and other social ills, to the commuter who is upset while
driving to work by the ugliness of dilapidated
housing.
I assume that the other papers are evaluating the empirical relevance of these and similar
examples of nonneighborhood externalities. Except for the case in which the quality of one Individual's ho Sci '
~ er:~11 directly as an argument
in th HlVi~ WlPt!fp1 ~tIEt@ rP-pr, the presence of
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externalities need not imply additional expendi-

tures on housing. There may be cheaper ways to

eliminate the externality. For example, the com-

muter might be helped by planting large elms

along the road adjacent to the slums, or expend-

itures on public health nurses may more than

compensate for the health effects of bad hous-

ing. Or, as many have advocated, giving income

to the poor may be the most efficient way to

eliminate these externalities.

Another form of the interdependent utility

argument relevant for homeownership stems

from a belief that at any level of income home-

owners are likely to be more conservative and

responsible citizens who increase the stability

and welfare of society. The argument is similar

to that made for the necessity of minimal citizen

education for a democracy. Historically, it seems

to be linked to views about the English yeoman

class and the growth of parliamentary democ-

racy. While this opinion is widely held, it is diffi-

cult to evaluate but probably explains conserva-

tive support for government aid to homeownership.

Unborn Generations

The welfare of future generations is another

commodity that is not properly priced by com-

petitive markets. It is very difficult to know what

the needs of our descendants will be, though it

externalities need not imply additional expenditures on housing. There may be cheaper ways to
eliminate the externality. For example, the commuter might be helped by planting large elms
along the road adjacent to the slums, or expenditures on public health nurses may more than
compensate for the health effects of bad housing. Or, as many have advocated, giving income
to the poor may be the most efficient way to
eliminate these externalities.
Another form of the interdependent utility
argument relevant for homeownership stems
from a bel ief that at any level of income homeowners are likely to be more conservative and
responsible citizens who increase the stability
and welfare of society. The argument is similar
to that made for the necessity of minimal citizen
education for a democracy. Historically, it seems
to be linked to views about the English yeoman
class and the growth of parliamentary democracy. While this opinion is widely held, it is difficult to evaluate but probably explains conservative support for government aid to homeownership.

is quite likely that they will want as much of

everything, including housing, as possible. There

is no way in which their preferences as to the

Unborn Generations

level and composition of the capital stock enter

into market decisions. Needless to say, the is-

sues are complex and revolve around the sav-

ings rate and the fungibility of the stocks of

plant and equipment and housing. This consider-

ation implies that government may have a legiti-

mate concern in seeing to it that the housing

that is currently built will either be useful to the

future or easy to demolish.

Decreasing Average Costs

Still another argument for government inter-

vention in the competitive economy occurs

where there are sizable economies of scale re-

sulting in decreasing average costs. In this case

competitive firms suffer a loss and a competitive

equilibrium may fail to exist. Though this argu-

ment is less intuitive to noneconomists than

some of the others we have discussed, it is part

of the standard elementary economics textbook

The welfare of future generations is another
commodity that is not properly priced by competitive markets. It is very difficult to know what
the needs of our descendants will be, though it
is quite likely that they will want as much of
everything. including housing, as possible. There
is no way in which their preferences as to the
level and composition of the capital stock enter
into market decisions. Needless to say, the issues are complex and revolve around the savings rate and the fungibility of the stocks of
plant and equipment and housing. This consideration implies that government may have a legitimate concern in seeing to it that the housing
that is currently built will either be useful to the
future or easy to demolish.

literature [14, pp. 501] and can be easily

sketched.

Decreasing Average Costs

Competitive firms maximize their profits by

setting price equal to marginal cost. (This is a

major reason for the optimality of perfect com-

petition; the resources used by producers to

take an additional unit of the good, the marginal

cost, is equal to the resources that the consumer

is willing to forgo for an additional unit of the

good.) From the relationship between average

and marginal costs it follows that if average

costs are falling, then marginal cost must lie

below average cost. For example, if the average

height falls as an additional man enters the

room, then the height of the additional, or mar-

ginal, man must be below the average. Since

competitive firms find their profit-maximizing

quantity where price is equal to marginal cost,

their total receipts (price times quantity) will be

less than their total cost (average cost times

Still another argument for government intervention in the competitive economy occurs
where there are sizable economies of scale resulting in decreasing average costs. In this case
competitive fi rms suffer a loss and a competitive
equilibrium may fail to exist. Though this argument is less intuitive to noneconomists than
some of the others we have discussed, it is part
of the standard elementary economics textbook
literature [14, pp. 501] and can be easily
sketched.

Competitive firms maximize their profits by
selting price equal to marginal cost. (This is a
major reason for the optimality of perfect competition; the resources used by producers to
take an additional unit of the good, the marginal
cost, is equal to the resources that the consumer
is willing to forgo for an additional unit of the
good.) From the relationship between average
and marginal costs it follows that if average
costs are falling, then marginal cost must lie
below average cost. For example, if the average
height falls as an additional man enters the
room, then the height of the additional, or marginal. man must be below the average. Since
competitive firms find their profit-maximizing
quantity where price is equal to marginal cost,
their total receipts (price times quantity) will be
less than their total cost (average cost times
quantity) at this optimal quantity. Competitive
firms in this industry would lose money and
leave the industry, so this could not be a true
longrun competitive equilibrium. The usual illustrations of longrun economies of scale come
from the public utilities sector; such economies
in the provision of housing services might occur
if larger subdivisions lead to significantly lower
average costs. In this situation monopolies might
be able to make a profit, but would not be producing at the socially optimal quantity where
price is equal to marginal cost. The presence of
decreasing average costs in housing is an empirical question, but its presence would be an argument for regulation, subsidy, or nationalization.

Income Distribution
If the economy were operating at a Pareto
Optimal resource allocation, we might nevertheless require government intervention in the
housing market to improve the distribution of income. In a competitive equilibrium we might still
have poor people living in "substandard housing" as a natural consequence of their "substandard" income. As the Second Optimality
Theorem points out, however, we need not directly intervene in the housing market to help
the poor. for with appropriate lump sum transfers of purchasing power, competitive markets
achieve a socially optimal allocation of resources. Because of the political and technical
difficulties of arranging feasible nondistorting income transfers, it may at times be necessary to
sacrifice some efficiency in order to achieve
greater equity.
Possible . ,cO ~flJcts between equity and
efficiency e'a I e if"Rlstrated by extending our
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discussion of neighborhood externalities for

rental housing in low income areas. Assume that

the property owners recognize that by cooperat-

ing and improving maintenance they can all raise

their rates of returns. Unless the higher mainte-

nance expenditures somehow reduce other

costs, higher rents are needed to get higher

rates of return. These higher rents are more

likely to be paid by new middle class people

moving into the neighborhood, rather than the

established residents. The poor would move to

other areas, and if they could not afford to pay

for good maintenance, new slums would appear.

Only propertyowners would benefit and the im-

provement in efficiency caused by the internali-

zation of the externalities might decrease equity.

This could be remedied by rent supplements

to the poor so that they could continue to live in

their improved neighborhood, or, if this is not

possible, then current tenants might be given

property rights that allow them to profit from the

increases in efficiency.

To a large extent the arguments for more

housing programs stem from a desire to help the

poor. Traditionally, economists reply "supply

equals demand" when confronted with alloca-

tional problems; today, when confronted with

distributional issues they usually reply, "Use a

negative income tax." The logic of the case for

income as opposed to product grants is compel-

ling. With additional income poor consumers can

choose the commodities they wish. Barring ex-

ternalities, they can be no worse off than if the

government spent the money directly on the com-

modity; if there are wide differences in tastes

there may be large gains in welfare. Although

there is wide agreement on this view among

economists, there are some dissenters such as

James M. Buchanan. He argues that:

The mere fact that some members of the community

are poor does not, in and of itself, normally impose an ex-

ternal diseconomy on many of the remaining members.

What does impose such an external diseconomy is the way

that certain persons behave when they are poor. lt is not

the low income of the family down the street that bothers

most of us; it is the fact that the family lives in a dilapi-

discussion of neighborhood externalities for
rental housing in low income areas. Assume that
the property owners recognize that by cooperating and improving maintenance they can all raise
their rates of returns. Unless the higher maintenance expenditures somehow reduce other
costs, higher rents are needed to get higher
rates of return. These higher rents are more
likely to be paid by new middle class people
moving into the neighborhood, rather than the
established residents. The poor would move to
other areas, and if they could not afford to pay
for good maintenance, new slums would appear.
Only propertyowners would benefit and the improvement in efficiency caused by the internalization of the externalities might decrease equity.
This could be remedied by rent supplements
to the poor so that they could continue to live in
their improved neighborhood, or, if this is not
possible, then current tenants might be given
property rights that allow them to profit from the
increases in efficiency.
To a large extent the arguments for more
housing programs stem from a desire to help the
poor. Traditionally, economists reply "supply
equals demand" when confronted with allocational problems; today, when confronted with
distributional issues they usually reply, "Use a
negative income tax." The logic of the case for
income as opposed to product grants is compelling. With additional income poor consumers can
choose the commodities they wish. Barring externalities, they can be no worse off than if the
government spent the money directly on the commodity; if there are wide differences in tastes
there may be large gains in welfare. Although
there is wide agreement on this view among
economists, there are some dissenters such as
James M. Buchanan. He argues that:

dated house and dresses its children in rags that imposes

on our sensibilities. And we are willing to pay something

to remove this external effect; it is relevant for behaviour.

Ordinary citizens are probably quite unwilling to finance

substantial transfers of general purchasing power to the

poor in their communities. But they are probably willing to

finance specific transfers, either directly as income-in-kind

or indirectly in purchasing power that is earmarked for

specific items of spending (vouchers). [5, pp. 189-90]

Buchanan is arguing that there are impor-

tant nonneighborhood externalities and that the

housing of the poor and not the welfare of the

poor should be the primary concern of a housing

policy. Buchanan's argument is not convincing

for, as Mishan [10, p. 192] points out, the exter-

The mere fact that some members of the community
are poor does not, in and of itself, normally impose an external diseconomy on many of the remaining members.
What does impose such an external diseconomy is the way
that certain persons behave when they are poor. It is not
the low income of the family down the street that bothers
most of us; it is the fact that the family lives in a dilapidated house and dresses its children in rags that imposes
on our sensibilities. And we are willing to pay something
to remove this external effect; it is relevant for behaviour.
Ordinary citizens are probably quite unwilling to finance
substantial transfers of general purchasing power to the
poor in their communities. But they are probably willing to
finance specific transfers, either directly as income-in-kind
or indirectly in purchasing power that is earmarked for
specific items of spending (vouchers). [5. pp. 189-90J

nalities caused by poor people living in hovels

could be internalized either by having the rich

pay the poor to live in better housing or by hav-

ing the poor compensate the rich for the un-

Buchanan is arguing that there are important non neighborhood externalities and that the
housing of the poor and not th e welfare of the

poor should be the primary concern of a housing
policy. Buchanan's argument is not convincing
for. as Mishan [10, p. 192] points out, the externalities caused by poor people living in hovels
could be internalized either by having the rich
pay the poor to live in better housing or by having the poor compensate the rich for the unpleasantness they have caused. Since the latter
would never be seriously entertained. we need to
take equity, as well as efficiency, into account.
Buchanan may well be correct in arguing that
politically a housing policy will be more acceptable than an income distribution policy. If this is
the case, then housing policies might serve as a
useful tool for redistributing income. Although
we shall discuss this matter in the following section. it is important to note that there is wide
agreement that current housing programs (including income tax provisions) benefit the nonpoor. A concern for income distribution should
require policies that compensate for this effect.
Any housing policy will affect not only the
real income of the recipients but also the returns
of factors of production and consumers of other
products. The extent to which the recipients of
the subsidy get its benefits depends, as is widely
known, on the relevant elasticities and lag structures. Aaron argues that there are three effects:
Those who receive the subsidy are encouraged by reduced costs to consume more housing services. The total
demand for a capital intensive product rises. driving up the
return on capital relative to that on labor. As a result, the
price of all capital intensive goods rises relative to that of
all labor intensive goods to the benefit of consumers who
spend more of their incomes than average on labor intensive goods and to the detriment of those who spend less.
[1, p. 50J

This type of general equilibrium approach is
useful for clarifying the issues, but further empirical and theoretical work is required for its application to the housing market.
One likely effect, however, is that there will
be large benefits to owners of factors of production that are in relatively inelastic supply to the
housing industry. Landowners would be obvious
beneficiaries of the subsidy, and we would expect part of the subsidy to be capitalized in land
prices. Skilled building tradesmen with restrictive
practices will also benefit-this will especially be
true if the housing is government-built and subject to the provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act.

Second-Best Problems
To this point, our discussion of the housing
sector has If!.')' :Qi r')ft'§j . on competitive markets.

pleasantness they have caused. Since the latter

would never be seriously entertained, we need to

take equity, as well as efficiency, into account.

Buchanan may well be correct in arguing that

politically a housing policy will be more accepta-
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In this section we examine the effects of govern-

ment intervention (e.g., the investment tax credit)

and other noncompetitive elements (e.g., restric-

tive union practices) on efficiency and equity.

When these imperfections can be removed, then

the analysis simply follows that of the previous

sections. However, when for political or other

reasons these additional restrictions cannot be

removed, then perfect competition elsewhere in

the economy will not lead to a Pareto Optimum

âthe best that can be achieved is a constrained

optimumâhence the term "second best" (or if

we are really unlucky, "nth" best). In general,

advocating perfect competition in the noncon-

strained sector is not the second-best solution.

There is no general theory, and second-best so-

lutions are difficult to findâeach case depends

crucially on the detailed nature of the constraint.

Though there are no elegant theorems to guide

piecemeal second-best analysis, this type of ap-

proach is necessary for the understanding of

housing sector policies.

Government Action Elsewhere in the

Economy

Government behavior toward other sectors

can often have a strong effect on the housing

In this section we examine the effects of government intervention (e.g., the investment tax credit)
and other noncompetitive elements (e.g., restrictive union practices) on efficiency and equity.
When these imperfections can be removed, then
the analysis simply follows that of the previous
sections. However, when for political or other
reasons these additional restrictions cannot be
removed, then perfect competition elsewhere in
the economy will not lead to a Pareto Optimum
-the best that can be achieved is a constrained
optimum-hence the term "second best" (or if
we are really unlucky, "nth" best). In general,
advocating perfect competition in the nonconstrained sector is not the second-best solution.
There is no general theory, and second-best solutions are difficult to find~ach case depends
crucially on the detailed nature of the constraint.
Though there are no elegant theorems to guide
piecemeal second-best analysis, this type of approach is necessary for the understanding of
housing sector pOlicies.

market. Analysis is difficult, since one is never

sure if policymakers planned to affect the hous-

ing market or whether the effects were merely

the unintended consequences of actions in other

Government Action Elsewhere in the
Economy

sectors. A good example of this problem is to be

found in the Investment Tax Credit (ITC) whose

primary stated purpose was to stimulate invest-

ment in plant and equipment. As Harberger [9]

makes clear, it had a major impact on housing.

It is a fact of national income accounting that

savings is equal to investment; and since the ITC

does not appear to have changed the savings

rate, it cannot have changed the level of invest-

ment. In a fully employed economy, assuming

appropriate stabilization policies, the primary ef-

fect of the ITC is not to increase gross private

domestic investment, but rather to change its

composition. It moves investment away from res-

idential structures toward plant and equipment.

Depending on one's perspective, the ITC

can be viewed as an unintended distortion of in-

vestment or as an attempt at a second-best solu-

tion, which compensates for the distortions al-

ready introduced into the system by government

subsidies to housing and the corporate profits

tax. In the first case, we assume that the pre-ITC

world was optimal. The second argues that re-

turns to corporate investment are much more

highly taxed than housing and that consequently

social returns are higher there; efficiency consid-

erations thus require that corporate investment

should be increased. Needless to say, a full

evaluation of this argument requires knowledge

of the incidence of corporate and housing taxes

and subsidies.

In any case, it is clear that government ac-

tions directly affect the allocation of savings to

housing. Since the housing industry is relatively

unorganized, it might be useful to have housing's

Government behavior toward other sectors
can often have a strong effect on the housing
market. Analysis is difficult, since one is never
sure if policy makers planned to affect the housing market or whether the effects were merely
the unintended consequences of actions in other
sectors. A good example of this problem is to be
found in the Investment Tax Credit (lTC) whose
primary stated purpose was to stimulate investment in plant and equipment. As Harberger [9]
makes clear, it had a major impact on housing.
It is a fact of national income accounting that
savings is equal to investment; and since the ITC
does not appear to have changed the savings
rate, it cannot have changed the level of investment. In a fully employed economy, assuming
appropriate stabilization policies, the primary effect of the ITC is not to increase gross private
domestic investment, but rather to change its
composition. It moves investment away from residential structures toward plant and equipment.
Depending on one's perspective, the ITC
can be viewed as an unintended distortion of investment or as an attempt at a second-best solution, which compensates for the distortions already introduced into the system by government
subsidies to housing and the corporate profits
tax. In the first case, we assume that the pre-ITC
world was optimal. The second argues that returns to corporate investment are much more

highly taxed than housing and that consequently
social returns are higher there; efficiency considerations thus require that corporate investment
should be increased. Needless to say, a full
evaluation of this argument requires knowledge
of the incidence of corporate and housing taxes
and subsidies.
In any case, it is clear that government actions directly affect the allocation of savings to
housing. Since the housing industry is relatively
unorganized, it might be useful to have housing's
interests represented in a single place in the
government.

Government
Sector

Intervention

in

the

Housing

Zoning and minimal-maintenance-standards
laws have been traditionally used to internalize
neighborhood externalities. In the last section we
mentioned some of their negative equity effects,
but there are other problems as well. Zoning and
maintenance standards laws are not changed as
often as might be socially warranted-these outmoded standards raise costs to everyone and
often prevent the building of housing that the
poor could afford. (A standard example is the
overelabora~e,
nonuniform detail that makes
mass production impossible.) The obvious solution would be to modernize and coordinate these
laws, but if that is pOlitically impossible, then a
second-best solution might require a housing
subsidy.
The government encourages the consumption of housing through a variety of direct and
tax subsidies; the effect has been, ceteris paribus, to increase the stock of housing and to
alter the distribution of income along the lines
suggested in previous sections. Some critics [1,
Ch. 4; 8] have focused on the homeowners' preference provisions of the personal income tax
code, which allow mortgage payments and property taxes to be taken as deductions while excluding the imputed rental income of housing
from the tax base. These provisions, the critics
argue, unfairly discriminate against renters and,
because of the progressivity of the personal income tax, they are of most benefit to high income groups.
To evaluate these arguments we will first assume perfect markets and a proportional income
tax. The tax subsidy to homeowners is usually
calculated by estimating the increased tax that
homeowners wou!d have to pay if their tax preferences were eliminated. In general, we would
not expecOlt 'I':n ,~''j ~l~d tax saving to be the

interests represented in a single place in the

government.

Government Intervention in the Housing

Sector

Zoning and minimal-maintenance-standards
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same as the subsidy to current owners of hous-

ing since presumably some portion of the in-

creased subsidy has been reflected in the price

of owner-occupied housing. This point may be il-

lustrated with reference to the subsidy received

by owners of tax-exempt State and local bonds.

Would anyone argue that the subsidy to State

and local landholders is equal to the interest on

the bonds multiplied by the tax rate? Of course

not, since if anyone holds equivalent taxable

bonds the interest rate on the nontaxable bonds

must be lower. Clearly this interest rate differen-

tial must be taken into account when estimating

the subsidy to holders of tax-exempt bonds.

Many of the tax preferences in the present law

have already been capitalized into the price of

assels. Herbert Stein [16, pp. 20, 21] expressed

this view when explaining his diminished enthu-

siasm for reducing tax loopholes and converting

to a comprehensive income tax base:

. . . many of the provisions of the law which 25 or 30

years ago I regarded as serious loopholes have remained

there for all this time and a great deal of water has run

under the bridge subject to these provisions of the law.

People have acquired assets or liabilities in the expectation

same as the subsidy to current owners of housing since presumably some portion of the increased subsidy has been reflected in the price
of owner-occupied housing. This point may be illustrated with reference to the subsidy received
by owners of tax-exempt State and local bonds.
Would anyone argue that the subsidy to State
and local landholders is equal to the interest on
the bonds multiplied by the tax rate? Of course
not, since if anyone holds equivalent taxable
bonds the interest rate on the nontaxable bonds
must be lower. Clearly this interest rate differential must be taken into account when estimating
the subsidy to holders of tax-exempt bonds.
Many of the tax preferences in the present law
have already been capitalized into the price of
asse~s. Herbert Stein [16, pp. 20, 21] expressed
this view when explaining his diminished enthusiasm for reducing tax loopholes and converting
to a comprehensive income tax base:

of the continuation of these provisions. The value of these

preferential provisions has been capitalized into the value

of assets and people have acquired the assets subject to

this higher valuation. The beneficiaries of these preferences

in most cases, or at least in many cases, are not the pres-

ent holders of the assets subject to the preferences but

those who held them at an earlier time and sold them with

the value of the preferences reflected in the price.

If capital markets are perfect, then equilib-

rium in the housing market requires that for any

consumers with identical tastes, income, and as-

sets, the after-subsidy cost of equivalent housing

must be the same whether the housing is renter-

. . . many of the provisions of the law which 25 or 30
years ago I regarded as serious loopholes have remained
there for all this time and a great deal of water has run
under the bridge subject to these provisions of the law.
People have acquired assets or liabilities in the expectation
of the continuation of these provisions. The value of these
preferential provisions has been capitalized into the value
of assets and people have acquired the assets subject to
this higher valuation. The beneficiaries of these preferences
in most cases. or at least in many cases. are not the present holders of the assets subject to the preferences but
those who held them at an earlier time and sold them with
the value of the preferences rellected in the price.

or owner-occupied. (If this were not true, con-

sumers would move to the lower cost facility and

raise its price until the costs were equalized.) To

the extent that owner-occupied and rental hous-

ing are equivalent, we would expect a

conversion to owner-occupied status until very

little housing was available for rental purposes.

Aaron [1, Ch. 4], although he realizes that it

is a rough approximation, makes the standard

assumption of a perfectly elastic longrun supply

curve for housing services (i.e., after all adjust-

ments, housing prices do not change with quan-

tity). A consequence of this assumption is that

as homeowners' preferences are put into effect,

they are capitalized and the price of houses

rises; in the long run, however, rental housing is

converted and new owner-occupied housing built

until the original presubsidy price prevails. Since

the price of owner-occupied housing does not

change, all of the benefits of the subsidy accrue

to the homeowner, but now since homeowner-

ship is cheaper there will be no equivalent new

rental property. If rental property could not be

converted to homeownership, the price of rental

property would fall until the after-subsidy cost of

housing to homeowners and renters was the

same.

Whatever the longrun situation, in the short

If capital markets are perfect, then equilibrium in the housing market requires that for any
consumers with identical tastes, income, and assets, the after-subsidy cost of equivalent housing
must be the same whether the housing is renteror owner-occupied. (If this were not true, consumers would move to the lower cost facility and
raise its price until the costs were equalized.) To
the extent that owner-occupied and rental housing are equivalent,
we
would
expect a
conversion to owner-occupied status until very
little housing was available for rental purposes.
Aaron [1, Ch. 4], although he realizes that it
is a rough approximation, makes the standard
assumption of a perfectly elastic longrun supply
curve for housing services (Le., after all adjustments, housing prices do not change with quantity). A consequence of this assumption is that
as homeowners' preferences are put into effect,
they are capitalized and the price of houses
rises; in the long run, however, rental housing is
converted and new owner-occupied housing built
until the original presubsidy price prevails. Si nce
the price of owner-occupied housing does not

and intermediate runs there are likely to be

higher costs associated with an increased supply

of housing, especially with regard to desirable

housing sites. In any case, it seems clear that
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change, all of the benefits of the subsidy accrue
to the homeowner, but now since homeownership is cheaper there will be no equivalent new
rental property. If rental property could not be
converted to homeownership, the price of rental
property would fall until the after-subsidy cost of
housing to homeowners and renters was the
same.
Whatever the longrun situation, in the short
and intermediate runs there are likely to be
higher costs associated with an increased supply
of housing, especially with regard to desirable
housing sites. In any case, it seems clear that
homeowners' preferences in the tax laws are
worth considerably less to current homeowners
than their current tax savings.
Even if the homeowners' preferences in the
personal income tax code were fully capitalized,
the progressivity of the income tax allows homeowners a small possible tax advantage. Once
again we shall use tax-exempt State and local
bonds for illustrative purposes. As we saw, with
a proportional income tax the after-tax yield
would be the same for both tax-exempt and nontax-exempt bonds. The progressivity of the personal income tax makes it possible for rich taxpayers to benefit from the tax exemption of State
and local bonds. Supply and demand for
tax-exempt bonds equalize the after-tax return
on these bonds and equally risky corporate
bonds. This equality is achieved for individuals
with a marginal tax rate, say X percent, that is
be:ow the maximum marginal rate. Just as in the
proportional tax case, individuals in the X percent bracket are indifferent as to whether they
hold tax-exempt or taxable bonds. When there is
a progressive tax, individuals, who are in a
bracket greater than X percent will then get a
higher rate of return holding tax-exempt rather
than taxable bonds; this is the tax advantage.
Similarly, if homeowners buy property where
most of the other people have a lower marginal
rate, they can benefit. If, as we observe, people
of similar incomes live together, then the subsidy
disappears.
With these caveats the original conclusion
remains-with perfect capital markets the tax
advantage to current homeowners is less than
the conventional wisdom would argue.

Market Imperfections
In the long run. if capital markets are imperfect and assets have not been properly capitalized, there m'
. titl ~i1to be a differential between
T V~ ~I
tal housing; we
<

B

would expect these differentials to exist for the

poor and to be magnified for minority groups

subject to discrimination. Even at a given level

of permanent income, it will be more difficult for

the poor to borrow since they lack the necessary

liquid assets for a downpayment. Poor people

may also be higher risks and usury law restric-

tions may make it difficult for them to borrow; in

periods of credit rationing they are most likely to

be frozen out of the market. Efficiency could be

increased by government intervention to improve

the functioning of capital markets for the poor.

This is not an argument for a subsidy; in fact,

because of the risk premium, higher rates may

be necessary. Additionally, if the imperfections

of the market are due to racial discrimination,

and these cannot be removed, then a second-

best subsidy may be called for.

Since there are a large number of landlords

and tenants and unlimited entry, the observed

price appears to be a competitive equilibrium

price. While this is true in the long run, in the

short run the landlord may possess some mo-

nopoly power. The costs of moving for a tenant

are likely to be higher than those for a landlord

of attracting new tenants. This makes it more

likely that rents will rise in a tight market than

that they will fall in a loose one. Thus, these

quasi-rents of market adjustment are likely to ac-

crue to the landlord. Some form of regulation or

moving subsidy for tenants would make them

less vulnerable to these effects.

Labor unions are quite powerful in the con-

struction industry and are made even more pow-

erful by the provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act.

As with the other distortions, if this monopoly

power cannot be removed, then a second-best

solution may require some other form of govern-

ment intervention.

Macroeconomic Stability and the

Housing Industry

We now turn from the microeconomic analy-

sis of the efficiency and equity aspects of hous-

ing policy to an examination of the relationship

between housing policy and the problems of

economic stability.

The production of housing is strongly influ-

would expect these differentials to exist for the
poor and to be magnified for minority groups
subject to discrimination. Even at a given level
of permanent income, it will be more difficult for
the poor to borrow since they lack the necessary
liquid assets for a downpayment. Poor people
may also be higher risks and usury law restrictions may make it difficult for them to borrow; in
periods of credit rationing they are most likely to
be frozen out of the market. Efficiency could be
increased by government intervention to improve
the functioning of capital markets for the poor.
This is not an argument for a subsidy; in fact,
because of the risk premium, higher rates may
be necessary. Additionally, if the imperfections
of the market are due to racial discrimination,
and these cannot be removed, then a secondbest subsidy may be called for.
Since there are a large number of landlords
and tenants and unlimited entry, the observed
price appears to be a competitive equilibrium
price. While this is true in the long run, in the
short run the landlord may possess some monopoly power. The costs of moving for a tenant
are likely to be higher than those for a landlord
of attracting new tenants. This makes it more
likely that rents will rise in a tight market than
that they will fall in a loose one. Thus. these
quasi-rents of market adjustment are likely to accrue to the landlord. Some form of regulation or
moving subsidy for tenants would make them
less vulnerable to these effects.
Labor unions are quite powerful in the construction industry and are made even more powerful by the provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act.
As with the other distortions, if this monopoly
power cannot be removed, then a second-best
solution may require some other form of government intervention.

enced by monetary policy. As with other forms

of investment, it is a function of the cost of capi-

tal and hence of the interest rate. Additionally, in

cases where tight money leads to credit ration-

ing (because of usury laws or some other con-

trols), housing has traditionally been the last to

be served. Because it is so dependent on mone-

tary policy, the housing industry is a strong

countercyclical element in the economyâit func-

tions almost as a built-in stabilizer. lt is ldeally

suited to this role, since there is a very high de-

gree of mobility of resources into and out of this

industry. The strong countercyclic tendencies of

the housing industry have been known for a long

time [7], and we would expect that factors of

production receive the higher rates of return

necessary to compensate them for the added un-

certainty. After all, an old stabilizer is a good

stabilizer.

Macroeconomic Stability and the
Housing Industry
We now turn from the microeconomic analysis of the efficiency and equity aspects of housing policy to an examination of the relationship
between housing policy and the problems of
economic stability.
The production of housing is strongly influenced by monetary policy. As with other forms
of investment. it is a function of the cost of capital and hence of the interest rate. Additionally. in
cases where tight money leads to credit rationing (because of usury laws or some other ;controls). housing has traditionally heert the last to

be served. Because it is so dependent on monetary policy, the housing industry is a strong
countercyclical element in the economy-it functions almost as a built-in stabilizer. It is ideally
suited to this role. since there is a very high degree of mobility of resources into and out of this
industry. The strong countercyclic tendencies of
the housing industry have been known for a long
time [7]. and we would expect that factors of
production receive the higher rates of return
necessary to compensate them for the added uncertainty. After all, an old stabilizer is a good
stabilizer.
Largely as a result of government policy,
there is a great deal of uncertainty and higher
costs in the homebuilding industry. While the
benefits of a stable economy accrue to all citizens, the costs of the increased stability are
borne by the housing sector. Equity considerations would then require a subsidy to housing.

Summary
The following list attempts to summarize the
economic arguments we have examined for government intervention in the housing sector.
1. To internalize neighborhood effects. No
subsidy is in general called for. but government
action can serve as a catalyst in overcoming organizational and strategic problems. We may
also wish to subsidize local ownership of property.
2. Interdependent utilities may call for government intervention because of strategic problems and organizational costs.
3. Government intervention may be required
to accommodate the interests of unborn
generations.
4. Declining average costs in housing constitute a classic argument for intervention, if they
can be shown to exist.
5. Government may have to give income or
property rights to the poor to produce an equitable distribution of efficiency gains from internalizing the economies of housing maintenance and
improvements.
6. Housing policies may be a useful secondbest vehicle for income distribution.

Largely as a result of government policy,

there is a great deal of uncertainty and higher

costs in the homebuilding industry. While the

benefits of a stable economy accrue to all citi-
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tors, it is important that housing's interests be

represented in the decisionmaking process.

8. Obsolete zoning laws, and union and

other monopolistic practices may raise costs.

tors, it is important that housing's interests be
represented in the decisionmaking process.

Unless they are removed, there is an argument

fora subsidy.

9. Government intervention may be neces-

sary to protect tenants from shortrun redistribu-

tions of income during periods of excess de-

4.

8. Obsolete zoning laws, and union and
other monopolistic practices may raise costs.
Unless they are removed, there is an argument
for a subsidy.

mand.

10. Imperfect capital markets and lack of

information about risks on both sides of the mar-

ket argue for government mortgage and insur-

ance policies for poor people. When combined

with racial discrimination, it may call for a sub-

9. Government intervention may be necessary to protect tenants from shortrun redistributions of income during periods of excess demand.

5.

6.

sidy.

11. Stabilization policy may require that the

housing industry be subject to a great deal of

uncertainty and instability, thus making for

higher costs. These costs should be borne by

the public at large.

Whether, given other societal needs, these

10. Imperfect capital markets and lack of
information about risks on both sides of the market argue for government mortgage and insurance policies for poor people. When combined
with racial discrimination, it may call for a subsidy.

7.

8.

arguments are persuasive, must be left for oth-

ers to decide. I would merely like to add one ca-

veatâbad market solutions do not necessarily

imply good governmental solutions. As the sec-

ond-best section made clear, many of the prob-

lems with the housing sector derive from at-

tempts to solve the housing and other social

11. Stabilization policy may require that the
housing industry be subject to a great deal of
uncertainty and instability, thus making for
higher costs. These costs should be borne by
the public at large.

9.

10.

problems.
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One justification for subsidizing good quality
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housing, such as public housing, is that the im-

proved quality would increase the welfare of

neighbors in surrounding houses by reducing fire

and health hazards. Surveys of studies that test

for the existence of such externalities by deter-

mining the impact of good housing on the prop-

erty values of surrounding houses shows that no

such externalities are observable. The reason

may be that building code regulations have im-

proved the quality of even slum housing beyond

that level at which additional improvements in

quality generates external benefits. Any building

code regulation increasing housing cost may

cause house rents to rise above what poor fami-
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lies can pay, thus requiring subsidies.

Introduction: Externalities

One reason for government to interfere with

markets is that externalities exist. ln the housing

Summary

market, such an externality might be that the

quality of housing occupied by one person

causes benefits or costs to surrounding house-

holds. ln the early colonial towns, for example,

fires were a chronic hazard. Eventually laws

were established in cities to insure that all build-

ings would be more fireproof to keep down the

fire hazard. ln St. Louis, all houses were built of

brick. lf housing below a certain standard quality

created social costs to surrounding households,

such as increased fire hazards, health problems,

and increased death rates, then it would pay for

the government to improve housing to a quality

that would reduce the social costs by as much

as it would cost to improve the quality of hous-

ing.

Housing reformers have claimed that "de-

cent housing instead of slums means less crime,

less juvenile delinquency, lower costs for police

and fire protection; it also means better health,

One justification for subsidizing good quality
housing, such as public housing, is that the improved quality would increase the welfare of
neighbors in surrounding houses by reducing fire
and health hazards. Surveys of studies that test
for the existence of such externalities by determining the impact of good housing on the property values of surrounding houses shows that no
such externalities are observable. The reason
may be that building code regulations have improved the quality of even slum housing beyond
that level at which additional imprC"vements in
quality generates external benl3fits. Any building
code regulation increasing housing cost may
cause house rents to rise above what poor families can pay, thus requiring subsidies.

lower death rates, and lower costs of medical

care."1 The research that these statements were

Introduction: Externalities

based upon was not strong. Most studies as-

serted that better housing would obviously im-

prove a child's health and education. Studies

were made showing the correlation between in-

fant mortality, crimes, incidence of tuberculosis,

incidence of venereal disease, and substandard

housing.2 Edith Wood argued that poor housing

was not the only cause of these social problems,

but that the problems could be solved by lm-

proved housing.3 The evidence was the before-

and-after studies in England, Scotland, and the

Netherlands, of families removed from slums and

placed in good housing.

The evidence, however, nowhere makes ade-

quate comparision of the measures of crime,

mortality, and incidence of tuberculosis for fami-

lies before and after the new housing with those

remaining in slum housing. There are statements

by teachers that schoolchildren who move to

better housing look, act, and perform more intel-

One reason for government to interfere with
markets is that externalities exist. In the housing
market, such an externality might be that the
quality of housing occupied by one person
causes benefits or costs to surrounding households. In the' early colonial towns, for example,
fires were a chronic hazard. Eventually laws
were established in cities to insure that all buildings would be more fireproof to keep down the
fire hazard. In St. Louis, all houses were built of
brick. If housing below a certain standard quality
created social costs to surrounding households,
such as increased fire hazards, health prpblems,

and increased death rates, then it would pay for
the government to improve housing to a quality
that would reduce the social costs by as much
as it would cost to improve the quality of housing.
Housing reformers have claimed that "decent housing instead of slums means less crime,
less juvenile delinquency, lower costs for police
and fire protection; it also means better health,
lower death rates, and lower costs of medical
care. "1 The research that these statements were
based upon was not strong. Most studies asserted that better housing would obviously Improve a child's health and education. Studies
were made showing the correlation between Infant mortality, crimes, incidence of tuberculosis,
incidence of venereal disease, and substandard
housing. 2 Edith Wood argued that poor housing
was not the only cause of these social problems,
but that the problems could be solved by Improved housing. 3 The evidence was the beforeand-after studies in England, Scotland, and the
Netherlands, of families removed from slums and
placed in good housing .
The evidence, however, nowhere makes adequate comparision of the measures of crime,
mortality, and incidence of tuberculosis for families before and after the new housing with those
remaining in slum housing. There are statements
by teachers that schoolchildren who move to
better housing look, act, and perform more intelligently than before the change. Knowing the difficulty of measurement, one wonders how much
of the improvement was In looks. The people
moved into the better housing were closely supervised by inspectors. If the family did not
maintain better housing they were told what to
do. If improvement was impossible, they were removed from better housing. Furthermore, as
John Dean has shown, they did not account for
the selection of families by the public housing
authorities. 4
In an earlier study called for by President
Herbert Hoover, more care was taken in attributing a reduction in crime to better housing. The
experts argued that housing was only one of a
Dillon S. Myer, Comml..loner of the Federal Public Houllng Authority at the Hearings before the Committee on Banking and
Currency. United Statel Senate, 80th Congre.. , on S868 (WalhIngton, D.C., Government Printing Omce, 11M7) , p. 118. quoted
In John P. Dean, "The Mythl of Housing Reform," American
Sociological Review (April 1949), p. 283.
• Edith Elmer Wood, Slums and Blighted Are.. In the United Sta,e.,
U.S. Federal Emergency Admlnlltrallon 01 Public Worka, HoutIng Dlvillon, bulletin no. 1 (Wuhlngton, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Omce, 1935).
'Ibid., p. 111-121 riglnal from
I
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complex of social forces causing crime, and that

these would also have to be modified before

crime could be expected to be reduced. The

study's assertions on health were based on ex-

pert opinion with no empirical evidence.5

Only the recent case study in Baltimore by

Wilner, Walkley, Pinkerton, and Taybeck carefully

determines the environmental impact of better

housing with appropriate controls.6 Groups of

poor families from slum areas, some of whom

stayed in slum housing and some of whom

moved into public housing, were compared for

differing rates of morbidity. Better housing im-

proved the health and school peformance of

children because they had fewer accidents and

days of illness. The differences were not found

among persons over 35 years of age. A weak-

ness of the study, however, is that no statistical

test of significance was used to determine how

different the test and control sample means

really were.

Neverthless, these studies refer to the bene-

fits of good housing received by the occupants.

The externalities to other households are ob-

viously part of the benefits. Although it is not

mentioned explicitly, the arguments by the re-

formers were about the whole environment. Not

just one family's house, but all houses in the

neighborhood must be improved to reap the ben-

efits attributable to good quality housing. An ad-

ditional benefit to people living elsewhere in the

same city was that city costs to control fires,

crime, and health hazards would be reduced.

Studies showed that slum areas were a net eco-

nomic drain on cities, that expenditures were

greater than revenues from such districts. lt was

thought that improved housing would not elimi-

nate all these costs, but would reduce the inci-

dence of social costs to the city average.7 John

Dean, however, points out the faults made in cal-

culating costs in these studies. Police protection

costs, for example, were allocated to the areas

where criminals lived rather than to the areas

where the crimes occurred. Educational costs

were doubled for slum areas because a greater

percentage of children in slums went to public

schools!8

Direct reference to the impact of good hous-

ing on surrounding houses and occupants is

hard to find. ln the foreword to the Hoover study,

Ray Wilbur states, "The right of each individual

to do as he thinks proper with his own property,

often leads to the lowering of property values in

an entire neighborhood, because of a single di-

lapidated and run-down house." â¢â¢ No evidence

complex of social forces causing crime, and that
these would also have to be modified before
crime could be expected to be reduced. The
study's assertions on health were based on expert opinion with no empirical evidence.~
Only the recent case study in Baltimore by
Wilner, Walkley, Pinkerton, and Taybeck carefully
determines the environmental impact of better
housing with appropriate controls." Groups of
poor families from slum areas, some of whom
stayed in slum housing and some of whom
moved into public housing, were compared for
differing rates of morbidity. Better housing improved the health and school peformance of
children because they had fewer accidents and
days of illness. The differences were not found
among persons over 35 years of age. A weakness of the study, however, is that no statistical
test of significance was used to determine how
different the test and control sample means
really were.
Neverthless, these studies refer to the benefits of good housing received by the occupants.
The externalities to other households are obviously part of the benefits. Although it is not
mentioned explicitly, the arguments by the reformers were about the whole environment. Not
just one family's house, but all houses in the
neighborhood must be improved to reap the benefits attributable to good quality housing. An additional benefit to people living elsewhere in the
same city was that city costs to control fires,
crime, and health hazards would be reduced.
Studies showed that slum areas were a net economic drain on cities, that expenditures were
greater than revenues from such districts. It was
thought that improved housing would not eliminate all these costs, but would reduce the incidence of social costs to the city average. 7 John
Dean, however, points out the faults made in calculating costs in these studies. Police protection
costs, for example, were allocated to the areas
where criminals lived rather than to the areas
where the crimes occurred. Educational costs
were doubled for slum areas because a greater
percentage of children in slums went to public
schools! ~

Direct reference to the impact of good housing on surrounding houses and occupants is
hard to find. In the foreword to the Hoover study,
Ray Wilbur states, "The right of each individual
to do as he thinks proper with his own property,
often leads to the lowering of property values in
an entire neighborhood, because of a single dilapidated and run-down house." 9 No evidence
for the statement is cited. In the same volume,
under the benefits of improved housing, we find
the statement, "A well-kept modern home in the
community tends to influence neighbors to recondition and modernize their homes, when necessary, and thereby assists in upholding community standards." 10 Still there is no evidence
cited. In 1948, Senator Mike Monroney argued,
"One of the prinCipal arguments, with which I go
along, is that the establishment of a modern
housing project in a city raises the assessed valuation for blocks around it and puts back onto
the municipal tax rolls a great deal more money
than is taken off by the land that is occupied by
these public-housing projects. That has been one
of the principal arguments that I have heard
through
the
years
from
public-housing
agencies," 11 There seems to be a well-known
argument, but no evidence up to 1962, The recent work in the field will be discussed in the
next section.
Since appraisers are most interested in
whatever might influence property values, it
would be useful to see how the appraisal literature views the impact of good housing on surrounding families. Richard Hurd, a mortgage
lender, argued that a new building placed on a
vacant site would enhance the value of surrounding buildings if it was appropriate for the
site, and if it was equal or superior in construction, arrangement, and appearance to neighboring buildings, If it was inferior, values of neighboring buildings would be depressed. 12 He also
stated that cheap, old, and dilapidated buildings
constituted a nuisance for any residential district. One more prinCiple is important. Hurd
makes the point that a small cheap house in the
midst of larger expensive houses will be enhanced in value, while a large and better house
in the midst of cheaper smaller houses will be

"President's Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership.
Housing and the Community-Home Repair and Remodeling
(Washington, D.C: National Capital Press, Inc .. 1932), especially pp. 1-222.
• Daniel M. Wilner, Rosabelle Price Walkley, Thomas C. Pinkerton,
a~d Matthew Taybeck , The Housing Environment and Family
Lfle (Baillmore: The Johns Hopkins Press , 1962).
; Wood, op . cil., pp. 20-21.
• Dean, op . cil., pp. 265-286.

• President ' s Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership,
op. cil., p. vii .
10 Ibid., p. 226.
11 House
Banking s,ld Currency Committee, Hearings, Gene,,/
Housing, 1948, p. 247, Cited in Robert Moore Fisher, Twenty
Years 01 Public Housing (New York: Harper and Brother.
Publ ishers, 1959) , p . 195.
"Richard M. H,lJ rd, prin4ip/ es 0/ City Land Va/u"s (New York.:
The Record 1(,1 1,1 (!leu • ~ p. Ill.

for the statement is cited. ln the same volume,

under the benefits of improved housing, we find

the statement, "A well-kept modern home in the

community tends to influence neighbors to re-

condition and modernize their homes, when nec-

essary, and thereby assists in upholding commu-

nity standards." 10 Still there is no evidence

cited. ln 1948, Senator Mike Monroney argued,

"One of the principal arguments, with which l go

along, is that the establishment of a modern

iz

housing project in a city raises the assessed val-

uation for blocks around it and puts back onto

the municipal tax rolls a great deal more money

than is taken off by the land that is occupied by

these public-housing projects. That has been one
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depressed in value. Neighborhood house values

tend to be depressed or enhanced to the level of

depressed in value. Neighborhood house values
tend to be depressed or enhanced to the level of
the dominant housing in the neighborhood. 13
The same discussions may be found in modern valuation literature. 11 In all of the appraisal
literature, however, the physical structure has
less to do with value than the social characteristics of families in the neighborhood. Hurd says,
"On the other hand, the basis of residence values is social and not economic-even though
the land goes to the highest bidder-the rich selecting the locations which please them, those of
moderate means living as near by as possible,
and so on down the scale of wealth, the poorest
workingman taking the final leavings, either adjacent to such nuisances as factories, railroads,
docks, etc., or far out of the city." 1'- More recently, in The Appraisal of Real Estate, we find,
"The value levels in a residential neighborhood
will be influenced more by social characteristics
of the people occupying or in prospect of occupying the area than by any other factor." 16 Thus,
a poor quality house in a neighborhood would
be enhanced in value if it was surrounded by
better housing occupied by families with good
income. On the other hand, if a newly dilapidated house is taken as the first signal that the
social class of the neighborhood is changing,
values throughout the neiyhborhood, as mentioned above by Wilbur, would decline.
Only one of the above studies was a good
test of the benefits from good quality housing,
and it referred to the benefits to both the occupants and to those in surrounding housing units.
The slight benefits found indicate that it would
be unlikely for surrounding neighborhood households to benefit much from improvement of one
household's housing quality. In the next section
we will survey the empirical work testing
whether improving the physical quality of a
house will affect surrounding property values.

the dominant housing in the neighborhood.13

The same discussions may be found in mod-

ern valuation literature." In all of the appraisal

literature, however, the physical structure has

less to do with value than the social characteris-

tics of families in the neighborhood. Hurd says,

"On the other hand, the basis of residence val-

ues is social and not economicâeven though

the land goes to the highest bidderâthe rich se-

lecting the locations which please them, those of

moderate means living as near by as possible,

and so on down the scale of wealth, the poorest

workingman taking the final leavings, either adja-

cent to such nuisances as factories, railroads,

docks, etc., or far out of the city." " More re-

cently, in The Appraisal of Real Estate, we find,

"The value levels in a residential neighborhood

will be influenced more by social characteristics

of the people occupying or in prospect of occupy-

ing the area than by any other factor." 1G Thus,

a poor quality house in a neighborhood would

be enhanced in value if it was surrounded by

better housing occupied by families with good

income. On the other hand, if a newly dilapi-

dated house is taken as the first signal that the

social class of the neighborhood is changing,

values throughout the neighborhood, as men-

tioned above by Wilbur, would decline.

Only one of the above studies was a good

test of the benefits from good quality housing,

and it referred to the benefits to both the occu-

pants and to those in surrounding housing units.

The slight benefits found indicate that it would

be unlikely for surrounding neighborhood house-

holds to benefit much from improvement of one

household's housing quality. In the next section

we will survey the empirical work testing

whether improving the physical quality of a

house will affect surrounding property values.

Previous Empirical Studies

Three studies have tested whether there

were social benefits or costs to neighboring fam-

ilies by comparing whether there was any effect

on neighoring property values.17 Changes in site

values express the changes in the relative value

of one neighborhood environment over others.

Site value itself is difficult to measure, but

changes in property value can be used as a

measure of these changes so long as care is

Previous Empirical Studies

taken with respect to changes in improvements

occurring on each site. The technique requires

Three studies have tested whether there
were social benefits or costs to neighboring families by comparing whether there was any effect

comparing the changes in property values in

blocks surrounding a given project, such as pub-

lic housing, with changes in property values in

on neighoring property values. 17 Changes in site
values express the changes in the relative value
of one neighborhood environment over others.
Site value itself is difficult to measure, but
changes in property value can be used as a
measure of these changes so long as care is
taken with respect to changes in improvements
occurring on each site. The technique requires
comparing the changes in property values in
blocks surrounding a given project, such as public housing, with changes in property values in
other neighborhoods that were of comparable
quality and accessibility prior to the introduction
of public housing.
Changes in improvements, other than depreciation, may increase the property value without
any change in the land values. Other major influences on property prices, except for changes in
land values, would be depreciation and inflation.
Inflation can be taken into account by deflating
by a building cost index. Depreciation on the improvements, however, would tend to make increases in market prices less than increases in
land values, or would tend to make decreases in
market prices greater than decreases in land
values. Although changes in land values in one
neighborhood may be underestimated, a comparison between two neighborhoods of change in
property prices does not distort the comparision
of the underlying change in land values if we assume that depreciation affects the improvements
in both neighborhoods equally.
Two additional problems should be considered. The fi rst is that the property price may decline greatly from one sale to the next because
of economic obsolescence while the land values
have increased. In fact, the increased land values may cause buildings to become uneconomic
if they do not furnish enough return to cover the
rent of the land. A particular example of the
above problem would be the sale of a tenement
whose best use would be a parking lot. The
buyer will have to tear down the building. In this
case the building has no value or even negative
value. The second problem is that the slum properties are quite often small plots. They are too

other neighborhoods that were of comparable

quality and accessibility prior to the introduction

of public housing.

ciation, may increase the property value without

any change in the land values. Other major influ-

ences on property prices, except for changes in

land values, would be depreciation and inflation.

,
Inflation can be taken into account by deflating

Ibid .. pp. 103-104.117.118.
"Richard U. Ratcliff, Modern Real Estate Valual/on (MadiSon,
Willconsln: Democrat Press. 1965). pp. 151·152. America"
Institute 01 Real Estate Appeasers, The Apolaisal 01 Real
Ellate, 4th (Chicago: American Institute 01 Real Estate Appraisers. 1964), p. 27.
13 Hurd. op. cil., pp. 77-78.
,. American Institute 01 Real Estate Appraiser s, op . ci t. p . .93.

U

Changes in improvements, other than depre-

"Hugh O. Nourse. "The Effect 01 Public Housing on Property
Values in Sl. Louis." Land Economics (NoY. 1963). reprinted
as Chapter 2 in HU9h Nou:se. The Eflecl 01 Public Po icy on
HOUSing Markets. (Lexington: D. C. Heath and Company,
19. 3)
Salvatore V. Ferrera. "The Effect 01 Urban Renewal and
Public Housing on Neighboring Property Va:ues and Rents
in Chicago," unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation. Department 01
Economics, The UniverSity 01 Chicago. 1969.
Robert Schate r, ".The I ~ ect 01 BMIR HOUSing on Property
Values." La ~J rt ~1.fb~li cs~ u . 1972), pp. 282-286.

by a building cost index. Depreciation on the im-

provements, however, would tend to make in-

creases in market prices less than increases in

land values, or would tend to make decreases in

market prices greater than decreases in land
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small for industrial or commercial use, and if a

speculator bought up several contiguous parcels

and tore down the buildings, he might enhance

the value of the land. Thus, part of the increase

in value represents return on his investment and

is not due to any public improvements such as

public housing. These problems would be impor-

tant for these studies only if they influenced one

area more than its comparative area.

The first study, by Nourse, compared the

trends in prices of property located in a ring two

to three blocks wide surrounding three public

housing project areas in St. Louis with three

control neighborhoods for the period

1937-1959.18 The three public housing areas in-

cluded eight housing projects. The time span

began before public housing was constructed

and ended after the last project in the study had

been completed. Prices of property that sold at

least twice were linked in a special regression

index.19 The great advantage of the index is that

it controls for differences in type of housing sold

in any given year. A statistical test of signifi-

cance was used to compare whether the price

indices in each public housing and control area

were significantly different. lt was found that

there was no significant difference in the indices

with the exception of one comparison in 1 year.

ln this and other studies described, statistical

significance will be determined at the .05 level of

significance. Even with no difference in indices,

chance could cause a significant difference in 1

out of 22 years.

Two factors may have accounted for differ-

ent price trends or in comparable price trends

when, in fact, they were different: More im-

provements may have been made to buildings

between sales in one neighborhood than in an-

other; or some other influence may have been

operating in one area that was not in the com-

parative area. ln particular, as pointed out pre-

viously, one area may have been changing in the

proportion of land devoted to a new use. A com-

parison of building-permit information revealed

no significant difference between control and

public housing neighborhoods in the value of ad-

ditional improvements to buildings during the pe-

riod studied. There was a significant change in

land use to trucking termina's in one area, but it

kept public housing neighborhgod values slightly

âbut not significantlyâhigher than in the com-

Â» Nourse, ibid.

'â¢â¢ Martin J. Bailey, Richard F. Muth, and Hugh O. Nourse, "A

Regression Method for Real Estate Price index Construction,"

Journal of the American Statistical Association (Dec. 1963),

pp. 993-1010. Reprinted as Chapter 3 in Nourse, The Effect of

Public Policy on Housing Markets.

parable control area. The difference in price, as

we noted, was not significant.

The second study, by Salvatore Ferrera,

small for industrial or commercial use, and if a
speculator bought up several contiguous parcels
and tore down the buildings, he might enhance
the value of the land. Thus, part of the increase
in value represents return on his investment and
is not due to any public improvements such as
public housing. These problems would be important for these studies only if they influenced one
area more than its comparative area.
The first study, by Nourse, compared the
trends in prices of property located in a ring two
to three blocks wide surrounding three public
housing project areas in St. Louis with three
for
the
period
control
neighborhoods
1937-1959.1' The three public housing areas included eight housing projects. The time span
began before public housing was constructed
and ended after the last project in the study had
been completed. Prices of property that sold at
least twice were linked in a special regression
index.ID The great advantage of the index is that
it controls for differences in type of housing sold
in any given year. A statistical test of significance was used to compare whether the price
indices in each public housing and control area
were significantly different. It was found that
there was no significant difference in the indices
with the exception of one comparison in 1 year.
In this and other studies described, statistical
significance will be determined at the .05 level of
significance. Even with no difference in indices,
chance could cause a significant difference in 1
out of 22 years.
Two factors may have accounted for different price trends or in comparable price trends
when, in fact, they were different: More improvements may have been made to buildings
between sales in one neighborhood than in another; or some other influence may have been
operating in one area that was not in the comparative area. In particular, as pOinted out previously, one area may have been changing in the
proportion of land devoted to a new use. A comparison of building-permit information revealed
no significant difference between control and
public housing neighborhoods in the value of additional improvements to buildings during the period studied. There was a significant change in
land use to trucking termina's in one area, but it
kept public housing neighborhgod values slightly
-but not significantly-higher than in the com-

compared the trends in contract rents of tenants

in housing units in two rings around public hous-

111

It
ing projects and urban renewal areas in

Chicago.20 The test areas were Hyde Park-Ken-

wood and Lake Meadows-Prairie Shores. Fer-

rera regressed re'ative changes in average con-

Nourse, ibid.
Martin J. Bailey, Richard F. Muth, and Hugh O. Nourse, "A
Regression Method lor Real Estate Price Index Construction,"
Journal 01 the American Statistical Association (Dec. 1963).
pp. 993-1010. Reprinted as Chapter 3 In Nourse, The Effect 01
Public Policy on
ousi g M8 r ~ e ts,

tract rent per census block from 1950 to 1960,

and from 1940 to 1960, against several explana-

tory variables, such as percent substandard, per-

cent crowded, percent occupied by nonwhite
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parab!e control area. The difference In price, as
we noted, was not significant.
The second study, by Salvatore Ferrera,
compared the trends in contract rents of tenants
in housing units in two rings around public housing projec~s and urban renewal areas in
Chicago. ~o The test areas were Hyde Park-Kenwood and Lake Meadows-Prairie Shores. Ferrera regressed re'ative changes in average contract rent per census block from 1950 to 1960,
and from 1940 to 1960, against several explanatory variab!es, such as percent substandard, percent crowded, percent occupied by nonwhite
households, and vacancy rates. Inc~uded in the
independent variables was a dummy variable indicating whether the block was in the first or
second ring around a public housing project.
This variable was only used in the Lake Meadows-Prairie Shores test area, since public housing was not located in Hyde Park-Kenwood. He
found that the relative change in rents in the first
ring around public housing uni:s was significant:y different from general changes in the
neighborhood from 1950 to 1960. He did not find
any significant impact in the second ring, however, nor did he find a significant impact for the
period 1940 to 1960. Although Ferrera contended
that this was a significant result, the results for
the longer period cast doubt on his conclusions.
It may merely reflect the time period chosen. Unlike the other studies, Ferrera's cou~d not use
annual data for comparisons of long trends. The
weakness of his study is that it utilizes data only
for 3 census years.
Fu rthermore, Ferrera concluded that this
rise in rents resulted from the demand for property for commercial uses' and from the desire by
families to put their children in the schools in
the public housing area. The public housing projects increased the number of families in the area
relative to the number before public housing. No
commercial facilities were inc:uded within the
projects, so that property in the first ring around
the projects became important for commercial
use. Particular services available in the projects
included new schools, playgrounds, community
recreation facilities, social welfare, and health
facilities. Significantly, the boundary for the new
school in the public housing complex rarely extended more than a block or two outside of public housing. Thus, amenities within public housing, particularly the school, attracted families to
the first ring. The intensity of demand, however.
did not extend beyond the first ring.
20
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At the same time, Ferrera also used a

dummy variable for the first and second ring of

blocks around urban renewal projects in the

Hyde Park-Kenwood and Lake Meadows-Prairie

Shores test areas. The same procedure was

used. This time, however, he also used the rela-

tive change in average properly value of single

family houses for the Hyde Park-Kenwood area.

ln the other areas he compared only the relative

change in rents. lt would be possible that the

newer houses and shopping areas would in-

crease property values in surrounding areas. The

results were complete'y negative. There was no

significant difference between the change in

rents and values immediately adjacent to urban

renewal and change in housing rents and values

many blocks away. ln this case it is possib!e that

the control area is inadequate. The control area

is the whole neighborhood, so that if the impact

covered the entire neighborhood, Ferrera's test

would not catch the differential impact on values

and rents. His test only catches the effect if it

has a declining impact with distance from the

urban renewal project.

The third study, by Schafer, compared the

trends in value of houses around a Below Market

lnterest Rate Project (221(d)(3) or 236) with trends

in a comparable test area.21 Both the control

and test area were in the San Fernando Valley

within Los Angeles, and mainly included white

middle income families. The housing project con-

sisted of 132 units built prior to 1965. A price

index, the same as that used by Nourse, for the

period 1958 to 1970, was constructed for both

the control and test areas. Two tests of signifi-

cance were used. Shafer tested the differences

between indices in the test and control areas

and found no significant difference from zero. He

also used the Chow test, which revealed no sig-

nificant difference in the regression indices from

that constructed from pooling the data in the two

areas. ln his study, Schafer makes the exce'lent

point that the occupants of the project were of

the same socioeconomic class as those within

the test and control neighborhoods. Thus he

avoided the impact of change that might have

resulted if a different socioeconomic class of

people from those occupying housing in the sur-

rounding neighborhood occupied the project.

Surely, it is best to test the impact of the hous-

ing environment by controlling for the socioeco-

nomic class of occupants, as was done.

lt is in fact true that no socioeconomic

change in neighborhoods resulted from the con-

struction of any of the projects tested in the

above three studies. The projects were placed in

neighborhoods in which the class of the occu-

pants was the same as in the surrounding neigh-

borhood. ln more recent work by Nourse it was

found that changing income class had far more

impact on prices of houses in a neighborhood

than aging of housing structures.-- Comparisons

were made in the income and price trends of

At the same time. Ferrera also used a
dummy variable for the first and second ring of
blocks around urban renewal projects in the
Hyde Park-Kenwood and Lake Meadows-Prairie
Shores test areas. The same procedure was
used. This time. however. he atso used the relative change in average properly value of single
family houses for the Hyde Park-Kenwood area.
In the other areas he compared only the relative
change in rents. It would be possible that the
newer houses and shopping areas would increase property values in surrounding areas. The
results were comp!ete:y negative. There was no
significant difference between the change in
rents and values immediately adjacent to urban
renewal and change in housing rents and values
many blocks away. In this case it is possib~e that
the control area is inadequate. The control area
is the whole neighborhood. so that if the impact
covered the entire neighborhood. Ferrera's test
would not catch the differential impact on values
and rents. His test only catches the effect if it
has a declining impact with distance from the
urban renewal project.
The third study, by Schafer, compared the
trends in value of houses around a Below Market
Interest Ra~e Project (221 (d)(3) or 236) with trends
in a comparable test area. 21 Both the control
and test area were in the San Fernando Valley
within Los Angeles. and mainly included white
midd!e income families. The housing project consisted of 132 units built prior to 1965. A price
index. the same as that used by Nourse. for the
period 1958 to 1970. was constructed for both
the control and test areas. Two tests of significance were used. Shafer tested the differences
be:ween indices in the test and control areas
and found no significant difference from zero. He
also used the Chow test, which revealed no significant difference in the regression indices from
that constructed from pooling the data in the two
areas. In his study. Schafer makes the exce'lent
point that the occupants of the project were of
the same socioeconomic class as those within
the test and control neighborhoods. Thus he
avoided the impact of change that might have
resulted if a different socioeconomic class of
people from those occupying housing in the surrounding neighborhood occupied the project.
Surely, it is best to test the impact of the housing environment by controlling for the socioeconomic class of occupants, as was done.
It is in fact true that no socioeconomic
change in neighborhoods resulted from the con-

several neighborhoods and communities with

different ages of development in St. Louis. ln-

:n Schafer, Ibid.
come trends were estimated by determining the

occupations of a sample of heads of households

in the West End, Wellston, University City, Nor-

mandy, and Webster Groves from 1930 to 1970.

Median income ranks were estimated by deter-

Dig lize by

struction of any of the projects tested in the
above three studies. The projects were placed in
neighborhoods in which the class of the occupants was the same as in the surrounding neighborhood. In more recent work by Nourse it was
found that changing income class had far more
impact on prices of houses in a neighborhood
than aging of housing structures. 22 Comparisons
were made in the income and price trends of
several neighborhoods and communities with
different ages of deve~opment in st. Louis. Income trends were estimated by determining the
occupations of a samp:e of heads of households
in the West End, Wellston, University City, Normandy. and Webster Groves from 1930 to 1970.
Median income ranks were estimated by determining the decile in the income distribution that
each occupation he'd. The ranks went from 1 for
the lowest decile to 10 for the highest. Price and
rent data were taken from the decennial census
of 1940, 1950. 1960. and 1970. Webster Groves
was developed prior to University City, but was
not adjacent to other areas of declining income
as was University City. In 1950. prices and rents
were higher in University City than in Webster
Groves. By 1970. however. income ranks in University City had begun to drop, while in Webster
Groves they remained the same and even increased. The income rank of occupations in both
areas had been 9 (includes such occupations as
artists. draftsmen. pharmacists. insurance agents,
electricians, foremen. linemen. and printing
craHsmen) prior to 1965. After that. those of University City fell to 6 (which includes welfare
workers. salesmen. bricklayers. foremen, and
managers of eating and drinking p!aces). while
those in Webster Groves rose to 10 (college professors. authors. engineers. managers. professionals. and locomotive engineers). The pattern
was similar for prices and rents. Relative prices
and rents in Webster declined from 1950 to 1970.
as one would expect from older housing, but
those of University City fell far more. By 1970,
prices and rents were higher in Webster Groves
than in University City. Although relative prices
fell, absolute prices rose in both places.

Further Comments on the Empirical
Evidence
Thus, one is inclined to cite the last test as
evidence that income of households is more important than age of structure in determining
"Nourse, The Effect 01 Public PoliCY on Housing Markets. Chapter
10. "The EffPJ;t , 0f . Agl~g and Income Transition on Neighbor.
hood House '-.l/al '~ .
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prices and rents. lt would be interesting to run a

test on the property values surrounding a project

which did change the socioeconomic character

of a neighborhood. Only the study of Hyde Park-

Kenwood by Ferrera may have included such a

change. The dominance of students and faculty

in the area even before Urban Renewal may

have resulted in no change in the socioeconomic

class even in this case.

All of these tests were cases of particular

projects in a specific place. The weakness of the

tests is precisely that they are only small case

studies. There is no proof that, in other places,

different results might not have been obtained.

Nonetheless, they are three different areas scat-

tered about the United States, and they are con-

sistent with the careful study of the direct impact

of the quality of housing on morbidity conducted

in Baltimore.

The above studies indicate that improvement

in housing is unlikely to have an impact on

neighborhood property values unless other mar-

ket changes are present. There is evidence that

changes in the socioeconomic character of a

neighborhood would affect values more, although

this has not been tested directly for public hous-

ing or BMlR projects. The evidence certainly

does not support any contention that the subsi-

dies provided in the cases of the above projects

were justified by external benefits, or reductions

of social costs to households in the surrounding

neighborhood. Ex'ernal benefits, as measured by

changes in property values, were not found.

Building Codes: An Alternative Control on

External Social Costs

The reason why external effects of good

housing may not show in statistical testing is

that building codes have already eliminated the

hazards to health and property that would signif-

prices and rents. It would be interesting to run a
test on the property values surrounding a project
which did change the socioeconomic character
of a neighborhood. Only the study of Hyde ParkKenwood by Ferrera may have included such a
change. The dominance of students and faculty
in the area even before Urban Renewal may
have resulted in no change in the socioeconomic
class even in this case.
All of these tests were cases of particular
projects in a specific place. The weakness of the
tests is precisely that they are only small case
studies. There is no proof that, in other places,
different results might not have been obtained.
None:heless, they are three different areas scattered about the United States, and they are consistent with the careful study of the direct impact
of the quality of housing on morbidity conducted
in Baltimore.
The above studies indicate that improvement
in housing is unlikely to have an impact on
neighborhood property values unless other market changes are present. There is evidence that
changes in the socioeconomic character of a
neighborhood would affect values more, although
this has not been tested directly for public housing or BMIR projects. The evidence certainly
does not support any contention that the subsidies provided in the cases of the above projects
were justified by external benefits, or reductions
of social costs to households in the surrounding
neighborhood. EX'ernal benefits, as measured by
changes in property values, were not found.

icantly affect neighbors. Government subsidies to

improve housing provide improvements to the

occupant rather than to his neighbors. The im-

pact of building codes on neighborhood property

values has never been tested, although several

Building Codes: An Alternative Control on
External Social Costs

papers have explored the theory.23

A. H. Schsaf. Economic Aspects ol Urban Renewal. Theory

Policy and Area Analysis. Real Estate Research Program,

institute of Business and Economic Research Report 14

(University of California. 1960). Nourse. "The Economics of

Urban Renewal," Land Economics (February 1966). reprinted

in Thr Â£ffecf ol Public Policy on Housing Markets as Chapter

6. in the same volume see Chapter 11. "Economic Analysis

of Standard Quality Housing." L. Charles Miller, Jr., "The

Economics of Housing Code Enforcement," Land Economics

(Feb. 1973), pp. 92-96.

From the point of view of the economist, the

The reason why external effects of good
housing may not show in statistical testing is
that building codes have already eliminated the
hazards to health and property that would significantly affect neighbors. Government subsidies to
improve housing provide improvements to the
occupant rather than to his neighbors. The impact of building codes on neighborhood property
values has never been tes!ed, although several
papers have explored the theory.z:1

ideal building code standard is one that im-

proves the quality of housing to that quality at

,,, A.
which the additional costs of quality improve-

ment are exactly equal to the additional gains in

benefits to the neighborhood or community. The

theory is identical to that justifying air pollution

control, and in fact has the same problems in

determining the appropriate standard. There is

evidence, however, that the standards may be

too high. During the 1940's and 1950's, for exam-

H. Schaaf, Economic Aspecfs 01 Urban Renewal. Theory
Policy and Area Analysis, Real Estate Research Program,
Institute of Business and Economic Research Report 14
(University of California, 1960). Nourse, "The Economics of
Urban Renewal," Land EconomIcs (February 1966). reprinted
in The Effec/ of Public Policy on Housing Marke/s as Chapter
6. In the same volume see Chapter 11. "Economic Analysis
of Standard Quality Housing." L. Charles Miller, Jr, "The
Economics of Housing Code En/orcem ent ," Land Ec o nomics
(Feb. 1973). pp. 92· 96.

ple, when there was a serious housing shortage,

building codes were not enforced, but we did not

observe massive fires burning down whole

neighborhoods, nor did we observe the kind of
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From the point of view of the economist, the
ideal bui:ding code standard is one that improves the quality of housing to that quality at
which the additional costs of quality improvement are exactly equal to the additional gains in
benefits to the neighborhood or community. The
theory is identical to that justifying air pollution
control, and in fact has the same prob~ems in
determining the appropriate standard. There is
evidence, however, that the standards may be
too high. During the 1940's and 1950's, for example, when there was a serious housing shortage,
building codes were not enforced, but we did not
observe massive fires burning down whole
neighborhoods, nor did we observe the kind of
epidemics that are created by unhealthful surroundings. Yes, slum housing probably did lead
to illness, but it was the kind demonstrated in
the Wilner study of Baltimore that we have earlier reported.
In a recent study of urban decay in SI. louis,
it was found that rents on apartments declined
at the boundary of the ghetto with adjacent
neighborhoods. zl This might be construed as evidence that substandard housing does indeed
have a negative impact on surrounding neighbors, except that it is difficult to differentiate between the impact of socioeconomic class and
the physical quality of housing. There was no
analysis of whether the building code was enforced within the ghetto or in the areas immediately adjacent, but it was found that prices declined as vacancies rose in the border areas,
The implications drawn from the facts, however,
were that these results were caused by families
not wanting to live in an environment with a different race and socioeconomic class, rather than
with the building code violations, should they
have existed. In fact, the changes in the ghetto
boundary were accompanied by drastic changes
in socioeconomic class from the 9th to 4th decile rank, as described in our previous discussion of income ranks.
Furthermore, the detailed conflicts over minutiae about whether plumbing can use plastiC
pipe, or whether 2x3 studs can be used in nonload-bearing interior partitions, or whether preassembled plumbing cores can be used, describe
labor disputes more than they do a discussion
as to whether a particular feature will increase
fire hazards, damage health, or cause walls to
fall down on neighbors.~" The discussion itself
"Institute for Urban and Regional Studies, "Urban Decay in SI.
Lous," Washington University (Mar. 1972)
~'Allen D. Manvel, Local Land and 8ui'ding Regula/ion, Research
Report N . P.I ," ;:til eF'(!I 1 Commission on Urban Problems.
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would appear to be evidence that the codes in

use are more detailed than they need to be in

order to prevent external social costs.

Side Effects from Building Codes

Any code requirements that increase build-

would appear to be evidence that the codes in
use are more detailed than they need to be in
order to prevent external social costs.

ing costs, whether they reduce social costs or

not, are going to have an impact on rents or

prices that families pay for housing. Owners will

comply with the building codes so long as the

increase in costs incurred will generate future

revenues sufficient to justify the expenditure at

current interest rates. If the rents are not ex-

pected to rise sufficiently, the building would be

abandoned.

We need to outline a market model that

would show the impact of the code on prices,

occupancy, and abandonment.26 The housing

market can be divided into two submarkets. One

includes those families who can afford to buy

new housing; the other includes those families

whose incomes are so low that they cannot af-

ford new housing. The two groups of families

also tend to live in homogeneous neighborhoods.

Houses for higher income families who can af-

ford new homes will be valued at a discount if

they are located adjacent to, or in the path of,

change to neighborhoods occupied by low in-

come families. On the other hand, low income

families would be willing to pay a premium for

housing adjacent to higher income family neigh-

borhoods because of the possibility of better

public servicesâschools, parks, etc. The only

way for low income families to expand the hous-

ing available to them is through bidding housing

away from other groups who can afford new

housing. With the increase in the number of poor

families in a city through natural increase and

through migration, crowding would occur, prices

for poor families would rise, and housing would

be transferred from use by higher income fami-

lies to use by lower income families.

The introduction of a building code that in-

creases the cost of construction and requires

older houses to be upgraded will cause the fol-

lowing impact on the market. By increasing the

cost of building, it increases the number of fami-

lies in the low income group who cannot afford

new housing. By increasing the cost of maintain-

ing older housing, it increases prices and rent of

older housing. If incomes are so low that fami-

lies cannot afford the higher rents required to

support code enforcement, families will have to

live in more crowded quarters, some owners will

abandon structures, or the code will not be en-

forced. Our analysis assumes a static population.

If the low income population is expanding rap-

idly, and little new housing is being constructed,

housing would be in short supply.

In such a situation, one similar to the 1940's

and 1950's, codes would not be enforced. In to-

day's market, however, migration to large metro-

po'itan areas has declined, and there has been

Side Effects from Building Codes
Any code reqUirements that increase building costs, whether they reduce social costs or
not, are going to have an impact on rents or
prices that families pay for housing. Owners will
comply with the building codes so long as the
increase in costs incurred will generate future
revenues sufficient to justify the expenditure at
current interest rates. If the rents are not expected to rise sufficiently, the building would be
abandoned.
We need to outline a market model that
would show the impact of the code on prices,
occupancy, and abandonment.26 The housing
market can be divided into two submarkets. One
includes those families who can afford to buy
new housing; the other includes those families
whose incomes are so low that they cannot afford new housing. The two groups of families
also tend to live in homogeneous neighborhoods.
Houses for higher income families who can afford new homes will be valued at a discount if
they are located adjacent to, or in the path of,
change to neighborhoods occupied by low income families. On the other hand, low income
families would be willing to pay a premium for
housing adjacent to higher income family neighborhoods because of the possibility of better
public services-schools, parks, etc. The only
way for low income families to expand the housing available to them is through bidding housing
away from other groups who can afford new
housing. With the increase in the number of poor
families in a city through natural increase and
through migration, crowding would occur, prices
for poor families would rise, and housing would
be transferred from use by higher income families to use by lower income families.
The introduction of a building code that increases the cost of construc'ion and requires
older houses to be upgraded will cause the following impact on the market. By increasing the
cost of building, it increases the number of families in the low income group who cannot afford
new housing. By increasing the cost of maintaining older housing, it increases prices and rent of
older housing. If incomes are so low that families cannot afford the higher rents required to

support code enforcement, families will have to
live in more crowded quarters, some owners will
abandon structures, or the code will not be enforced. Our analysis assumes a static population.
If the low income population is expanding rapidly, and little new housing is being constructed,
housing would be in short supply.
In such a situation, one similar to the 1940's
and 1950's, codes would not be enforced. In today's market, however, migration to large metropo'itan areas has declined, and there has been
a rapid expansion of new housing. Enforcement
of the code is possible without creating a worse
housing shortage. As a result, we are observing
the increasing number of abandonments in central cities and suburbs. Low income families cannot afford the rents required to maintain houses
at code leve!s. It does not help, of course, that
vandalism increases the cost of maintaining
Neverthe~ess,
one can
question
standards.
whether such vandalism would occur if housing
were indeed in short supply. As housing is destroyed or abandoned, and families in the higher
income groups flee from housing near, or expected to be near, low income areas, the housing is transfarred to use by poor families
because the prices in the areas adjacent to low
income areas decline to a level that can be afforded by the poor.
The lower price of a capital stock is an
evaluation by the market that the income stream
coming to that property is declining. In such a
situation, one way to reduce costs so that the
net return is equivalent to other investments is to
reduce maintenance. The quality deteriorates to
that level supportable by rents from tenants or
by incomes of homeowners. If this is not equivalent to the bui~ding code standard, the investment may be abandoned.
Thus, whether the code is justified or not by
external social costs, and there is some doubt
as to whether current standards are so justified,
rising building costs will likely Increase abandonments and the chewing up of housing resources in metropo'itan areas. If such a process is to be stopped, the Government will have
to see that building codes are less restrictive, or
that poor families are subsidized so that they
can live in housing that meets the code standards. The codes are standards that can be enforced only to the extent the public is willing to
subsidize poor families so that they can live in
the standard desired.

a rapid expansion of new housing. Enforcement

of the code is possible without creating a worse

,. Nourse. Ibid.
housing shortage. As a result, we are observing

the increasing number of abandonments in cen-

tral cities and suburbs. Low income families can-

not afford the rents required to maintain houses

at code levels. It does not help, of course, that

vandalism increases the cost of maintaining
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Implications for Policy

In this paper I have indicated that external

benefits from improving housing quality have not

Implications for Policy

been proven to exist by the evidence from stud-

ies on property prices and rents. There is evi-

dence that the socioeconomic class of families

In a particular neighborhood is more important

than quality of structure in determining neighbor-

hood house values. These results may have been

found because the external benefits that affect

value have long since been covered through

building code enforcement. Only those quality

standards that prevent epidemics and fire holo-

causts may have external benefits for surround-

ing property. In fact, building codes go far be-

yond these simple restrictions. Whether they are

too restrictive or not, however, they will cause

an increase in building costs. These increases in

costs may make it impossible for some poor

families to live in housing conforming to stand-

ards without some form of subsidy. If there is

no subsidy, then houses will be continually re-

duced to standards below code, abandoned, and

demolished. It would also cause an acceleration

of the movement of income levels of neighbor-

hoods throughout cities.

There is no evidence supporting subsidiza-

tion of the poor in standard quality housing in

order to improve surrounding property values.

In this paper I have indicated that external
benefits from improving housing quality have not
been proven to exist by the evidence from studIes on property prices and rents. There is evidence that the socioeconomic class of families
in a particular neighborhood is more important
than qualily of structure in determining neighborhood house values. These results may have been
found because the external benefits that affect
value have long since been covered through
building code enforcement. Only those quality
standards that prevent epidemics and fire holocausts may have external benefits for surrounding property. In fact, building codes go far beyond these simple restrictions. Whether they are
too restrictive or not, however, they will cause
an increase in building costs. These increases in
costs may make it impossible for some poor
families to live in housing conforming to standards without some form of subsidy. If there is
no subsidy, then houses will be continually reduced to standards be:ow code, abandoned, and

demolished. It would also cause an acceleration
of the movement of income levels of neighborhoods throughout cities.
There is no evidence supporting subsidization of the poor in standard quality housing in
order to improve surrounding property values.
Furthermore, there is an Implication from the
work in this paper that some subsidy is required
to maintain houses at the code standards apparently wanted by people today. If that subsidy
shou~d take the form of a rent subsidy or negative income tax so that families could locate anywhere, rapid acceleration of decline In some
neighborhoods may occur. This is a paradoxical
implica:ion since we usually imagine that it
wou~d scatter poor families throughout the city.
If that in fact should happen, then no neighborhood would decline especially. Neverthe!ess, if
some neighborhoods through political power prevent entrance by the poor, only marginal areas
will be occupied by the poor, acce!erating declines in social class and property values In
those neighborhoods and pushing middle income
families to newer areas.

Furthermore, there is an implication from the

work in this paper that some subsidy is required

to maintain houses at the code standards appar-

ently wanted by people today. If that subsidy

shou'd take the form of a rent subsidy or nega-

tive income tax so that families could locate any-

where, rapid acceleration of decline in some

neighborhoods may occur. This is a paradoxical

irnplica:ion since we usually imagine that it

wou'd scatter poor families throughout the city.

If that in fact should happen, then no neighbor-

hood would decline especially. Nevertheless, if

some neighborhoods through political power pre-

vent entrance by the poor, only marginal areas

will be occupied by the poor, accelerating de-

clines in social class and property values in

those neighborhoods and pushing middle income

families to newer areas.
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Summary

Economic analyses of housing show housing

consumption to be an important element in the

family budget. They also show the budget to be

an important constraining influence on the hous-

ing consumption of families that are large and

have low lncomes. Housing problems are indi-

By Alan R. Winger *
Federal Home Loan Bank 01 Clnclnnatl

cated for reasons that have largely, though not

exclusively, to do with the low incomes of some

families. But it is impossible to determine exactly

which families have what kind of housing prob-

lems and how many of them there are on the

basis of the findings of positive economic analy-

sis. "Normative" knowledge is required as well

• Th. . . at.m.ntl .xpr....d In thlll pap.r r.nect the viewl of the
author. Th.y do not n.c.... rlly r.pr••• nt the po.,tlon of the
F.d.r.' Hom. Lo.n B.nk of Clnclnn.tI or th. F.d.r.' Hom.
Lo.n B.nk Bo.rd.

as a clear understanding of the meaning of

housing consumption.

The criteria for evaluating the role of gov-

ernment in housing can be construed as

Summary

"norms" against which performance is meas-

ured. To the economist, this means a concern

with allocative efficiency and equity considera-

tions. Since housing is made available largely

through the operation of the market mechanism,

the ro!e of government is therefore seen as one

of dealing with the problem of market failure.

The nature of that problem in terms of allocative

efficiency criteria is straightforward and unambig-

uous. Problems arise when market activity gen-

erates "externalities" leading to market out-

comes that do not represent the best use of our

resources. Government intervention in housing

can then be rationalized on the basis of the

presence of allocative inefficiency in the market.

And the fact that we encounter difficulties in at-

tempting to use these criteria in no way detracts

from their importance to policymakers.

But allocative efficiency is not enough. We

also want equitable outcomes; we want results

that satisfy our sense of fairness. Unfortunately,

the meaning of fairness cannot be specified as

easily as that of efficiency. ln housing, it comes

to focus on the issue of minimum housing stand-

ards. While no one disputes the goal of every-

one's living in a decent home and suitable living

environment, its meaning in terms of the distribu-

tion of housing consumption among households

is by no means clear.

Current research concerned with delineating

the e'ements of housing consumption will help ln

the sense of clarifying the meaning of housing

standards in general. But there remains the lssue

of what constitutes a minimum standard. Un-

doubtedly more could be said about fairness in

housing consumption if we were to integrate bet-

ter what we know from the various disciplines

about the lmpact of housing consumption on the

Economic analyses of housing show housing
consumption to be an important e:ement in the
family budget. They also show the budget to be
an Important constraining influence on the housIng consumption of families that are large and
have low Incomes. Housing problems are Indicated for reasons that have large!y, though not
exclusively, to do with the low incomes of some
families. But It is Impossible to determine exactly
which families have what kind of housing problems and how many of them there are on the
basis of the findings of positive economic analysis. "Normative" knowledge Is required as well
as a clear understanding of the meaning of
housing consumption.
The criteria for evaluating the role of government In housing can be construed as
"norms" against which performance is measured. To the economist, this means a concern
with allocatlve efficiency and equity considerations. Since housing Is made available largely
through the operation of the market mechanism,
the ro:e of government Is therefore seen as one
of dealing with the problem of market failure.
The nature of that problem In terms of allocatlve
efficiency criteria Is straightforward and unambiguous. Problems arise when market activity generates "externalities" leading to market outcomes that do not represent the best use of our
resources. Government intervention in housing
can then be rationalized on the basis of the
presence of allocatlve Inefficiency in the market.
And the fact that we encounter diffi cul ties In at-

tempting to use these criteria In no way detracts
from their Importance to pollcymakers.
But allocatlve efficiency Is not enough. We
also want equitable outcomes; we want results
that satisfy our sense of fairness. Unfortunately,
the meaning of fairness cannot be specified as
easily as that of efficiency. In housing, It comes
to focus on the issue of minimum housing standards. While no one disputes the goal of everyone's living In a decent home and suitable living
environment, its meaning In terms of the distribution of housing consumption among households
Is by no means clear.
Current research concerned with delineating
the e'ements of housing consumption will help In
the sense of clarifying the meaning of housing
standards in general. But there remains the Issue
of what constitutes a minimum standard. Undoubtedly more could be said about fairness In
housing consumption if we were to Integrate better what we know from the various disciplines
about the Impact of housing consumption on the
welfare of the family. But there wou:d stili remain questions of ethics that must be addressed.
Were we willing to disregard the question
of equity, the rationalization of housing policy
would be a relatively simple matter. But equity
considerations cannot be Ignored. And to deal
with them effectlve!y will require the output of
research that clarifies precisely what Is Involved
in the concept of housing standards and how
this links up to what Is determined as the ethical
criteria approprlate:y applied to the consideration of minimum standards.

The Elements of Housing
Consumption
The notion of housing consumption warrants
discussion at the outset. Housing is a durable
asset that provides a wide range of services to
those who use It-the occupants-over an extended period of time. Housing can thus be considered as both a stock and a flow of services.
But if the concern Is with housing consumption,
It is the flow of services that Is Important.
The services provided by the dwelling flow
from the physical facility Itself, the site upon
which that facility is situated, and the neighborhood in which the site is located. The physical
structure is composed of a number of elements,
each of which provides a service to its occupant.
These elements include sheltered living space or
space for Osl opil: ,ro ~ od preparation, storage,

welfare of the family. But there would still re-

main questions of ethics that must be addressed.
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Were we willing to disregard the question

of equity, the rationalization of housing policy

would be a relatively simple matter. But equity
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and the like. They also include such things as

water, solid waste, and heating and ventilating

systems. The site of this structure encompasses

the dimensions of size, terrain, and location. The

land space that makes up the site is used, of

course, to house the physical structure. That

space that is exterior to the dwelling also can

serve work and recreational purposes. How well

it serves in this latter capacity depends on its

size and certain topographical features such as

slope and foliage. The site also provides "loca-

tional services" to its occupant, not the least of

which is access to the place of work of the fam-

ily head. The housing services that flow from the

neighborhood in which the site is located include

those provided by its sewerage systems, water

systems, refuse removal services, parking space,

traffic safety, streets and roads, public transpor-

tation, and education services.1

While admittedly an abbreviated description

of the package of housing services consumed, it

does serve to make clear an important property

of that package: it consists of a large number of

elements that vary considerably in terms of the

particular need they serve. People do many

things during the course of a day and different

people do different things. Housing enters into

these activities in that it assists people in what

they are doing, and it does so in many different

ways. Housing is thus a very complex bundle of

services consumed by people who vary consider-

ably in their requirements for the services a

dwelling supplies. This fact alone stands as an

explanation of why we have so much difficulty in

even talking about the meaning of housing con-

sumption, let alone providing useful measures of

it.

What does it mean to say that there are dif-

ferences in the level of housing consumption?

When talking about such differences one can

focus on the differences in housing expenditures

ârents paid by renter-occupiers and the capital

and operating costs of homeowners. For some

purposes, the focus on housing expenditures

may be appropriate.- But as will be made evi-

dent subsequently, when our concern is with the

question of how much consumption is enough, it

would help considerably to have measures of

output.

To my knowledge, no satisfactory measures

of housing output are currently available. Yet, re-

cent research, stimulated in part by the require-

ments of simulation models concerned with the

city, has addressed in a serious way the ques-

and the like. They also include such things as
water, solid waste, and heating and ventilating
systems. The site of this structure encompasses
the dimensions of size, terrain, and location. The
land space that makes up the site is used, of
course, to house the physical structure. That
space that is exterior to the dwelling also can
serve work and recreational purposes. How well
it serves in this latter capacity depends on its
size and certain topographical features such as
slope and foliage. The site also provides "Iocational services" to its occupant, not the least of
which is access to the p!ace of work of the family head. The housing services that flow from the
neighborhood in which the site is located include
those provided by its sewerage systems, water
systems, refuse removal services, parking space,
traffic safety, streets and roads, public transportation, and education services.'
While admittedly an abbreviated description
of the package of housing services consumed, it
does serve to make clear an important property
of that package: it consists of a large number of
elements that vary considerably in terms of the
particular need they serve. Peop~e do many
things during the course of a day and different
people do different things. Housing enters into
these activities in that it assists people in what
they are doing, and it does so in many different
ways. Housing is thus a very complex bundle of
services consumed by people who vary considerably in their requirements for the services a
dwelling supplies. This fact alone stands as an
explanation of why we have so much difficulty in
even talking about the meaning of housing consumption, let alone providing useful measures of
it.
What does it mean to say that there are differences in the level of housing consumption?
When talking about such differences one can
focus on the differences in housing expenditures
-rents paid by renter-occupiers and the capital
and operating costs of homeowners. For some
purposes, the focus on housing expenditures
may be appropriate. ~ But as will be made evi-

tion of the meaning of housing output.3 And from

this research have come regression equations

For other discussions 01 what Is or should be Incorporated In
that bundle of services, see American PublIc Health Association. An Appro/Sal lor Measuflng fhe Oualify 01 Housing and
the National Swedish Institute for Building Research, The
Ouallty 01 Dwellings and Housing Areas, Stockholm, 1967.
, What we need generally depends on the purposes of the investigation. Yet, Olsen argues that for an Important range 01
economic Questions concerned with housing, we can do
much by simply introducing a theoretical entity called a housIng service-an entity assumed to be homOQeneous Links to
the real world can be established by deducllve implications
Irom the mOdel. See E. O. Olsen, "A ~Competitive Th eory 01
the Housing Market," Ameri can ECOnomic Rllv/ew , Sl)Pt. 1969,
pp. 612~22.
I

that suggest that the elements of consumption

alluded to above do show up to be correlated in

the appropriate ways with various measures of

housing expenditure and/or the capital value of

the assets. While these studies can only be con-

sidered as providing us with tentative conclu-

sions, they nevertheless do suggest that expend-

iture measures can be taken as rough indexes of

quantity consumed. Granted this, earlier studies

of the impact of budget elements on housing ex-

penditures and/or value of housing assets pur-

chased should be revealing of how the budget of

the family influences its housing consumption.

And this is subject matter that should stand as a
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dent subsequently, when our concern is with the
question of how much consumption is enough, it
would help considerably to have measures of
output.
To my knowledge, no satisfactory measures
of housing output are currently available. Yet, recent research, stimulated in part by the requirements of simulation mode!s concerned with the
city, has addressed in a serious way the question of the meaning of housing output. 3 And from
this research have come regression equations
that suggest that the elements of consumption
alluded to above do show up to be correlated in
the appropriate ways with various measures of
housing expenditure and/or the capital value of
the assets. While these studies can only be considered as providing us with tentative conclusions, they nevertheless do suggest that expenditure measures can be taken as rough indexes of
quantity consumed. Granted this, earlier studies
of the impact of budget e~ements on housing expenditures and/or value of housing assets purchased should be revealing of how the budget of
the family influences its housing consumption.
And this is subject matter that should stand as a
first order of business in studies of the rationale
of our public policies with respect to the housing
of low income families.

The Influence of the Budget on Housing
Consumption
Economic theory, of course, provides a
basis for believing that family income and prices
have important bearing on consumer choice, including the one concerned with housing. Taken
together, they are considered as the budget constraint. How they operate to constrain consumption has occupied much time and attention of
economists, a good deal of which has come to
focus on attempts to estimate demand functions
for various commodities and income and price
e'asticities of those demands.
The question of how important the constraining influence of income and price are with
respect to housing expenditures is one that, at
fi rst glance, seems easy: they are very important. As a component of the family budget, housing expenditures show up as being the most important element in that budget, accounting on
the average for about 15 percent of the house1

See, for example, R. B Struyk, "Estimating the Value of Hou.Ing Services with the Census Users Sample: Comparallve Results lor Flv'! ~,eas," UI 208-10 (Washington, D.C.: The
Urban Inst(ip g . ,f\1Jj
nd J. Kain and J. M. Quigley,
"Mf'I'I.SN l iNln IPPT.y allJl-' I'f1I ):tAl/fL
Qua'lty," Journal 01 Ihe
Am hHlI /lllrn~Is~ /~ a'tJ lII s . I;Ii.afldla
ne 1970, PP. 532-548.

hold's income.4 Yet the fact that housing ex-

penditures are such a large element in the family

budget, by itself, is not that revealing of the way

in which this spending is influenced by income

and costs. For the fact that families spend a siz-

able amount of their income on housing could be

just as easily explained by sets of tastes and

preferences that make them inclined to spend

relatively more on housing.

More insight can be gained about the impor-

tance of the budget constraint with some knowl-

edge of the household's consumption response

to changes in income and priceâthat is, a

knowledge of the income and price elasticities of

demand. For if the household is indeed re-

strained by the budget, it will respond sharply to

changes in that budget.

Research concerned with estimating income

and price elasticities of housing demand,5 while

lacking in conclusiveness, does provide notions

about orders of magnitude. One view of the cur-

rent state of knowledge (deLeeuw) suggests that

the income elasticity of demand to be around

unity.* His review indicates an overall income

elasticity of rental housing demand to be in the

range of 0.8 to 1.0 and that for owner-occupied

demand to be slightly higher. The various recent

estimates of housing price elasticities also sug-

gest a coefficient that is in the neighborhood of

1.0 with an upper limit in the vicinity of 1.5.7

Elasticity coefficients of this sort provide the

warrant for asserting that househo'ds do adjust

their housing consumption in a predictable way

to income and price changes. Yet, that response

must be characterized as "average." It is difficult

to see how one could argue that households are

severely constrained by the budget in their hous-

ing decisions, with elasticities that are in the

neighborhood of unity.

It is not at all clear, however, that these

coefficients are applicable to all households. For

they are a reflection of an averaging process,

and there are indications of a considerable

â¢See Tempo. "United Stales Housing Needs, 1968-1978," in the

Report of the President's Committee on Urban Housing, Vol-

ume I. (Washington, 1968), p. 14.

â¢While the list of contributors to this literature is relatively long,

mention should be made of M. Reid, Housing end Income,

(Chicago: University of Chicago, 1962); R. Muth. "The De-

mand for Nonfarm Housing," In Harberger (ed.) The Demand

lor Durable Goods, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press),

hold's income. 4 Yet the fact that housing expenditures are such a large element in the family
budget, by itself, is not that revealing of the way
in which this spending is influenced by income
and costs. For the fact that families spend a sizable amount of their income on housing could be
just as easily explained by sets of tastes and
preferences that make them inclined to spend
relative:y more on housing.
More insight can be gained about the importance of the budget constraint with some knowledge of the household's consumption response
to changes in income and price-that is, a
knowledge of the income and price elasticities of
demand. For if the househo:d is indeed restrained by the budget, it will respond sharply to
changes in that budget.
Research concerned with estimating income
and price elasticities of housing demand," while
lacking in conclusiveness, does provide notions
about orders of magnitude. One view of the current state of knowledge (deLeeuw) suggests that
the income elasticity of demand to be around
unity.6 His review indicates an overall income
elasticity of rental housing demand to be in the
range of 0.8 to 1.0 and that for owner-occupied
demand to be slightly higher. The various recent
estimates of housing price elasticities also suggest a coefficient that is in the neighborhood of
1.0 with an upper limit in the vicinity of 1.5.'
Elasticity coefficients of this sort provide the
warrant for asserting that househo'ds do adjust
their housing consumption in a predictab~e way
to income and price changes. Yet, that response
must be characterized as "average." It is difficult
to see how one could argue that households are
severely constrained by the budget in their housing decisions, with elasticities that are in the
neighborhood of unity.
It is not at all clear, however, that these
coefficients are applicable to all households. For
they are a reflection of an averaging process,
and there are indications of a considerable

pp. 29-96; Tong Hun Lee, "Housing and Permanent Income:

Tests Based on a Three Year Reintervlew Survey," Review

ol Economics and Statistics, Nov. 1968, pp. 480-490.

*F. deLeeuw, "The Demand for Housing: A Review of Cross Sec-

tion Evidence," Review ot Economics and Statistics, Feb.

1971, pp. 1-10.

'Tong Hun Lee, "The Stock Demand Elasticities of Nonfarm

Housing." Review ol Economics and Statistics, Feb. 1964,

pp. 82-89.

amount of variation in the housing behavior of

households. In fact deLeeuw reports the results

of some elasticity calculations that show marked

differences in the income coefficient by size of

familyâthe larger the family, the larger the elas-

ticity coefficient." There are in addition tabula-

tions of census and other data that indicate fam-

ilies with low incomes spend relatively more of

their incomes on housing.9

Although there are still statistical and theo-

• See Tempo. "United Statas Housing Needs, 1968-1978," In the
Report of the President's Committee on Urban Housing. Volume I, (Washington, 1968). p. 14.
• While the 1111 01 contributors to this literature Is relatively long.
mention ahou~d be made 01 M. Reid, Housing and Income,
(Chicago: University 01 Chicago, 1962): R. Muth, "The Demand for Nonfarm Housing," tn Harberger (ed.) The Demand
lor Durable Goods, (Chicago: University 01 Chicago Presa).
pp. 29-96; Tong Hun Lee, "Housing and Permanent Income:
Tests Based on a Three Year Reintervlew Survey," Review
01 Economics and Stllt/at/cs, Nov. 1968. pp. 480-'490.
• F. deleeuw, "The Demand lor Housing: A Review 01 Cross Section Evidence." Review of Economics and Stat/st/cs, Feb.
1971. pp. 1-10.
T Tong
Hun lee. "Tha Stock Demand ElastiCities of Nonfarm
Housing." Review 01 Economics and Slat/slies, Feb . 1964.
pp. 82-69.

amount of variation in the housing behavior of
households. In fact deLeeuw reports the results
of some elastiCity calcu!ations that show marked
differences in the income coefficient by size of
family-the larger the family, the larger the elasticity coefficient.' There are in addition tabulations of census and other data that indicate families with low incomes spend relatively more of
their incomes on housing.1I
Although there are still statistical and theoretical prob~ems that plague efforts to estimate
these e'asticities, problems that limit the extent
of their usefulness in policy discussions, the research to date has shown consistency in findings
with respect to certain orders of magnitude. And
one area of consistency concerns the housing
consumption of relatively large households with
low incomes. There is thus in the economic literature some scientific warrant for asserting the
not very surprising result that relatively large low
income families are severely constrained in their
housing consumption by their incomes and the
price tags that attach to the bundle of housing
services they consume.

Other Influences on Housing Consumption
Tastes and Preferences: While elasticity
coefficients indicate incomes of families have
bearing on housing consumption as to the price
tags attached to the bundles of services consumed, research involving cross-section data indicates a degree of variation in that consumption
that can by no means be explained by income
and price differences. Maisel and Winnick characterized housing expenditures some time ago
as being subject to intrusive variances and talked
of the e'usive laws of housing consumption. 10 How
can we explain these variances?
While it does not really constitute an economic explanation, much of what is involved can
be subsumed under the heading of tastes and
preferences. In economics, the utility functions
of households are considered as having important bearing on consumption in general and individual items of consumption, e.g., housing, in
particular. Having said this, however, it is not
quite clear just how much has been added to the
discussion. For there is little in economics that
provides a basis for explaining why some things
, F. deleeuw. op. ell., pp. 8-9
"Tempo, op. cit, pp. 14-15.
,. S. Maisel and L. WinniCk. "Family HOUSing Expenditures: Elusive
laws and Intrusive Variances," in I. Friend and R. Jones
(eds) Consumpllon and Savings, (Philadelphia: Whorton
School of Fi nance a (j,. Commerce. University of Pen nsylvanla,
1960), pp ~g.g ta5 . a
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are preferred to others.11 As matters stand now,

the answer to that question must come from

other disciplines. Yet, it is evident from cross-

section data that some people consume more

housing than others for nonbudgetary reasons.

To suggest these differences have to do with the

structure of preferences of the households in-

volved can simply be taken as a reminder of the

nonbudgetary e'ements that have to be reckoned

with in explaining housing consumption, factors

about which sociologists and others should have

some useful things to say.

Discrimination: Residential segregation by

race is a well-documented fact in virtually every

American city.12 The probability that the neigh-

bor of a black family will be black and the

neighbor of a white family will be white is quite

high. While this could simply be a reflection of

the fact that whites prefer to live with other

whites and blacks prefer to live with other

blacks, there is evidence that suggests it is more

a consequence of restrictions placed on the

housing alternatives being made available to

blacks. For many black families, market forces

have not come into play in an impersonalized

way. The result is generally believed to be a re-

striction in the supply of housing units made

available to blacks, which in turn has meant

blacks pay more than whites for housing of the

same quality.

This latter pointâthat blacks pay a premium

for housingâis currently shrouded in contro-

versy. The evidence that they do is clear to

some;13 to others, the differentials can be just

as well explained by alternative hypotheses.14

The fact of segregation, however, combined with

" Proxy measures of certain social and demographic factors, e.g.,

life cycle, show up in cross-section s'udies as being corre-

lated with expenditures including housing. See A. R. Winger,

"An Approach to the Problem of Measuring Upgrading De-

mand in the Housing Market," Review ol Economics and

Statistics, Aug. 1963, pp. 239-244. Such measures can be

construed as reflections of factors that are in some sense a

are preferred to others.ll As matters stand now,
the answer to that question must come from
other disciplines. Yet, it is evident from crosssection data that some people consume more
housing than others for non budgetary reasons.
To suggest these differences have to do with the
structure of preferences of the households involved can simply be taken as a reminder of the
nonbudgetary e:ements that have to be reckoned
with in explaining housing consumption, factors
about which sociologists and others should have
some useful things to say.
Discrimination: Residential segregation by
race is a well-documented fact in virtually every
American city.12 The probability that the neighbor of a black family will be black and the
neighbor of a white family will be white is quite
high. While this could simply be a reflection of
the fact that whites prefer to live with other
whites and blacks prefer to live with other
blacks, there is evidence that suggests it is more
a consequence of restrictions placed on the
housing alternatives being made available to
blacks. For many black families, market forces
have not come into play in an impersonalized
way. The result is generally believed to be a restriction in the supply of housing units made
available to blacks, which in turn has meant
blacks pay more than whites for housing of the
same quality.
This latter point-that blacks pay a premium
for housing-is currently shrouded in controversy. The evidence that they do is clear to
some; 13 to others, the differentials can be just
as well explained by alternative hypotheses. a
The fact of segregation, however, combined with

part of the preference structure of the faml'y. But in what

sense this la the case ls never really made clear, which la to

say that there is really little in economics that allows us to

make the kinds of statements about tastes and preferences

that can be made about income and prices.

"See K. E. Tseuber and A R. Tseuber, Negroes in Cities. (Chi-

cago: Aldme Publishing Company, 1965) and R. Zelder, "Racial

Segregation in Urban Housing Markets," Journal ol Regional

Science, Apr. 1970, pp. 93-105.

"See C. Rapkin, "Price Discrimination Against Negroea in the

Rental Housing Market," in Essays in Urban Land Economics,

(Los Angeles: The University of California Press, 1966) and

J. Kaln, "Effect of Housing Market Segregation on Urban

Development," in Savings and Residential Financing: 1969

Conference Proceedings, U.S. Savings and Loan League, pp.

89-110.

" M. J. Bailey, "Effects of Race and Other Demographic Factors

on the Value of Single Family Homes," Land Economics,

May, 1966, pp. 215-220 and R. Muth, Cities and Housing,

'"'â¢'cago: University of Chicago Press, 1969).

an overt expression of residential integration as

a goal by significant sections of both the black

and white communities does suggest that actions

of whites against the blacks do operate to re-

strict the housing opportunities of blacks. Ex-

planations of the housing of black Americans

must thus take into account market discrimina-

Proxy meaaurea of certain aoclal lind demogrllphic factorll. e.g.,
life cycle, show up in cross-section s~udiell a8 being correlilted with expenditurell Including housing. See A. R. Wing91',
"An Approach to the Problem of Measuring Upgrading Demand In Ihe Housing Markel," Review of Economics and
Slatisl/cs. Aug, 1963, PP. 239-244. Such measures can be
construed 811 reflections of factors that are in some sense a
pllrt of the preference structure of the faml'y. But In what
lIense this la the case Is never really mllde clear, which Is to
say that there Is really little in economics that allows US to
mllke the kinds of statements about tastes and preferences
that can be made about income and prices.
n See K. E. Taeuber and A. R. Taeuber, Negroes In Cities, (Chicago: Aldlne Publlahlng Com pliny, 1965) and R. Zelder, "Rllcilll
Segregation in Urban Housing Markets," Journal 01 Regional
ScIence, Apr. 1970, pp. 93-105.
uSee C. Rapkin, "Price Discrimination Againllt Negroes In the
Rentlll Houlling Market," in Essays In Urban Land Economics,
(los Angeles: The University of Ca!lfornia Press, 1966) and
J. Kain, "Ellect of Housing Market Segregation on Urban
Development," in Savings and Resldenrlal Financing: 1969
Conference Proceedings. U.S. Savings and Loan league. pp.
89-110 .
.. M. J. Bailey, "Ellects of Race and Other Demographic Factors
on the Value of Single Family Homes," Land Economics,
May, 1966. pp, 215-220 and R. Muth, CIties and Housing,
'-"'eago: University of Chicago Preas. 1969).
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an overt expression of residential Integration as
a goal by significant sections of both the black
and white communities does suggest that actions
of whites against the blacks do operate to restrict the housing opportunities of blacks. Explanations of the housing of black Americans
must thus take into account market discrimination and its effects.
Market Imperfections: Market Imperfections,
of course refer to aspects of the Institutional
framework of the market that have the effect of
restricting competition among buyers and sellers
in a market. Discriminatory practices fall under
this heading. But the notion of market imperfections is broader in scope. It not only encompasses activities the purpose of which Is a conscious restriction of alternatives to some group
of buyers or sellers, it also includes market elements that have the same effect but for which no
such intent holds.
The housing market is, of course, not perfectly competitive. While we can conceive of
housing as units of a housing service that are
homogeneous, what is exchanged is highly differentiated. Such differentiation means that not
all units are competitive with one another nor
are all househo~ds in search of housing accommodations in competition with one another. Owners of 3O-room mansions do not really compete
for customers with those who own buildings
filled with efficiency apartments. Nor do families
earning in excess of $100,000 a year compete for
dwell ings with those who make less than $3,000.
Market segmentation of this sort is a fact
that, when combined with the complexity of the
dwelling and the Inaccessibility of Information
about certain important aspects of that dwelling,
can make the necessary job of comparing units
an extraordinarily difficult one. The consumption
of any given househo~d can very well reflect
these difficulties in that the household may be
consuming more or less than what would have
been possib~e if more had been known about the
alternatives. That housing alternatives and, by
implication, knowledge of the alternatives can
have impact on choice has been shown to be of
consequence. 15
Financial Factors: Credit is used extensively
in the various housing transactions for a number
of reasons, not the least of which is the size of
the transaction in relation to the current income
of the purchaser. Its importance to the market
process through which housing transactions in-

volving both new and used dwellings are con-

summated is undeniable. The impact it has on

monthly housing expenditures is another ques-

tion.

It is difficult to see much direct connection

between financing conditions and the housing

demands of renters. The interest cost of debt-

financed rental units must, of course, be re-

couped. But such financial claims are capital

costs and as such can be considered in the

same way as any other cost of owning and oper-

ating such units. For homeowners, on the other

hand, the availability of credit, by providing the

basis for financial leverage, may have direct

bearing on housing consumption. Families with

given levels of income can conceivably purchase

a larger bundle of housing services by using

mortgage credit than by not using it. And many

no doubt have done so as mortgage terms be-

came more liberal."" In fact the shift into home-

ownership, which for most results in upgrading,

was made possible in quite a number of cases

because of the liberalization of mortgage credit

terms. But the influence of credit on the amount

purchased and hence subsequently consumed is

by no means clear.17 There is no doubt that the

timing of homeowner purchases is strongly influ-

enced by credit facts. Whether the family buys

more or less because of these credit factors is

less certain. What can be said is that the mort-

gage market apparently works in a way that ben-

efits those with higher incomes for reasons that

cannot be construed as irrational.18 Thus, knowl-

edge of the way in which housing credit markets

operate may provide insights into the housing

consumption of those with low incomes.

Housing Consumption of Low Income

Families

Several things seem to come through from

the discussion to this point. One is that while the

budget shows up in statistical studies to be a

"See C. McFartand, "Major Developments in the Financing of

Residential Construction Since World War II," Journal ol

Finance, May 1966, pp. 382-392.

volving both new and used dwellings are consummated is undeniable. The impact it has on
monthly housing expenditures is another question.
It is difficult to see much direct connection
between financing conditions and the housing
demands of renters. The interest cost of debtfinanced rental units must, of course, be recouped. But such financial claims are capital
costs and as such can be considered in the
same way as any other cost of owning and operating such units. For homeowners, on the other
hand, the availability of credit, by providing the
basis for financial leverage, may have direct
bearing on housing consumption. Families with
given levels of income can conceivably purchase
a larger bundle of housing services by using
mortgage credit than by not using it. And many
no doubt have done so as mortgage terms became more IiberalYI In fact the shift into homeownership, which for most results in upgrading,
was made possible in quite a number of cases
because of the liberalization of mortgage credit
terms. But the influence of credit on the amount
purchased and hence subsequently consumed is
by no means clear.I' There is no doubt that the
timing of homeowner purchases is strongly influenced by credit facts. Whether the family buys
more or less because of these credit factors is
less certain. What can be said is that the mortgage market apparently works in a way that benefits those with higher incomes for reasons that
cannot be construed as irrational. ls Thus, knowledge of the way in which housing credit markets
operate may provide insights into the housing
consumption of those with low incomes.

"For one discussion ol the connections between housing credit

and housing expenditures, see R. Muth, "Interest Rates, Con-

tract Term*, and the Allocation of Mortgage Funds," Journal

Housing Consumption of Low Income
Families

ol Finance, Mar. 1962, pp. 63-80.

â¢There Is tome indication ol this In the (act that homeownership

âwhich involves the use of creditâis strongly correlated with

Income. That low income families are restrained from buying

Several things seem to come through from
the discussion to this point. One is that while the
budget shows up in statistical studies to be a

homes because of credit factors Is likely and, as noted above,

not necessarily indicative of irrational lender behavior. Studies

have shown the risk exposure of lenders increases If the

loan Is made to finance the acquisition of property that

houses someone who has a relatively low income. See G. M.

von Furstenberg, Technical Studies ol Mortgage Default Risk,

Center for Urban Development Research, Cornell University,

Hhaca. N.Y., 1971.

moderately important element in the housing

consumption of the average family, there is also

evidence that it becomes an increasingly impor-

tant constraining influence the lower the income

of the family. Perhaps because of this, it is not

difficult to find arithmetic simulations using in-

come and rent data taken from the U.S. Census

Bureau or other sources, the outcomes of which

II

See C. McFarland, "Major Developments in the Financing of

Residential Construction Since World War II," Journal 01
Finance, May 1966, pp. 382-392 .
"For one diecussion of the connections between housing credit
and housing expenditures. see R. Muth, "Interest Rates, Contract Term., and the "lIocation of Mortgage Funds," Journal
of FInance, Mar. 1962, PP. 63-80.
.. There is lome indication of this in the fact that homeownershi p
_hlch involves the use of credit-is strongly correlated with
Income. That low Income famillell are restrained from buying
hamel beclule of credit factors Is likely and, as noted above,
not nece .. arlly Indicative of irrational lender behavior. Studies
have Ihown the risk exposure of lenders increases " the
loan II made to finance the acquiSition of property that
housel Bomeone who has a relatively low income . See G. M.
von Furstenberg, Technical Studies 01 (rf,0rt gage Defau1t Risk,
Center for Urban Development Rese arc h, Cor'lell Uni versity,
Ithaca, N.Y., 1971.

moderately important element in the housing
consumption of the average family, there is also
evidence that it becomes an increasingly important constraining influence the lower the income
of the family. Perhaps because of this, it is not
difficult to find arithmetic simulations using income and rent data taken from the U.S. Census
Bureau or other sources, the outcomes of which
are taken to represent a clear demonstration of
the fact that many low income families would be
forced to spend too much of their budget on
housing if they were to live in standard
housing.I !' Nor is it difficult to find estimates of
the magnitude of the problem based on analyses
in which a central element is a set of maximum
housing consumption-income ratios. In these
studies, anyone who is found spending a greater
proportion of his income than that indicated by
the maximum for the group of which it is a part
is counted as a household that has a housing
problem. One such study commissioned by the
President's Committee on Urban Housing concluded that there were 8 million such households
in the Nation in 1968. 20
But there are difficulties with estimating the
dimensions of the problem in this way that are
clearly manifest in the weakness of the rationale
generally given for the choice of a particular
figure taken to represent maximum income allotments and/or minimum housing standards. The
problem here is twofold. One aspect concerns
the fact that housing problems of low income
families cannot be attributed solely to income.
Race is an important e~ement in the difficulties
that surround the housing decision of many of
these families. Financing and market imperfections are also contributing factors. And there are
census data that hint at the possibility that some
families live in unsuitable housing accommodations for reasons that might be best subsumed
under the heading of tastes and preferences. 21
Yet even if one could take these aspects of
the problem into account, there are questions
that remain about the amounts of housing consumption that constitute the minimum below
which no family should be allowed to fall. For it
is not enough to talk about expenditure levels
when the concern is with minimum standards.
We have to specify the elements of consumption
that make up that standard. But this creates a
,. See for example M. L. Isler, ThinkIng About Housing, (Washington: The Urban Institute, 1968).
'" See Tempo. op. cil., pp. 13-23.
"Tabu:ations of 1960 census data, for example, show that while
most families who live In lIubstandard housing have low in-comes, no ,E)j " "'1 · ~ (fc·m f;amiliell live In lIubstanda'd haUlIng nor Is....a'i
bl anilaril ouslng occupied by famillea with
ve~ ~
~
t~iI" p. 11.
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are taken to represent a clear demonstration of

the fact that many low income families would be

forced to spend too much of their budget on
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serious problem, for the meaning of housing out-

put or consumption is by no means evident. lt

consists of a great many different kinds of serv-

ices provided both by the dwelling and its envi-

rons, and it is by no means clear how these var-

ious elements should be fitted together in a

composite to be designated as a unit of housing

output. Moreover, even if a satisfactory index of

housing consumption could be established, when

it comes to the specification of some kind of a

minimum standard, there is a need for "norma-

tive" knowledge. While one cannot come away

from a review of the literature on housing con-

sumption without a feeling that there may be

warrant for public concern with the housing of

low income families, that is essentially what it is

âa feeling. lf our concern is with which house-

holds have what kind of housing problems and

how many of them there are, what can be

learned from a review of the findings of positive

economic analysis will not suffice. Before we can

begin to talk about the magnitude of the problem

and hence the scope for possible government

action, we must have criteria that can be used

as a basis for judging the adequacy of the hous-

ing of the American family. But what criteria are

these? What are the criteria for evaluating the

role of government in low income housing?

Criteria for Evaluation of the Role

of Government in Housing

Economic discussions of the role of govern-

ment in the economy and/or particular segments

within it usually focus on two sets of criteria.

One of these is implicit in the concept of alloca-

serious problem, for the meaning of housing output or consumption is by no means evident. It
consists of a great many different kinds of services provided both by the dwelling and its environs, and it is by no means clear how these various elements should be fitted together in a
composite to be designated as a unit of housing
output. Moreover, even if a satisfactory index of
housing consumption could be established, when
it comes to the specification of some kind of a
minimum standard, there is a need for "normative" knowledge. While one cannot come away
from a review of the literature on housing consumption without a feeling that there may be
warrant for public concern with the housing of
low income families, that is essentially what it is
-a feeling. If our concern is with which households have what kind of housing problems and
how many of them there are, what can be
learned from a review of the findings of positive
economic analysis will not suffice. Before we can
begin to talk about the magnitude of the problem
and hence the scope for possible government
action, we must have criteria that can be used
as a basis for judging the adequacy of the housing of the American family. But what criteria are
these? What are the criteria for evaluating the
role of government in low income housing?

tive efficiency; the other can be gleaned from

discussions of income distribution and is some-

times labelled as equity considerations.

When the focus is on allocative efficiency,

the concern is with the assignment of scarce re-

Criteria for Evaluation of the Role
of Government in Housing

sources to alternative uses in a way that

achieves the "best" use of these resources.

While the meaning of best is a troublesome mat-

ter, if the distribution of income is given, condi-

tions of best or optimal resource useâthe so-

called marginal conditionsâcan be specified.22

A general and popularized expression of these

conditions focuses on the social benefits and so-

cial costs associated with resource use and pos-

tulates the equation of such benefits and costs

out at the margin of use in all uses.

Studies of economic efficiency have shown

that these marginal conditions are fulfilled in a

system of competitive markets. Thus, competitive

markets are the focal point of discussions of

economic welfare and welfare problems tend to

be viewed by economists as departures or devia-

tions from competitive market outcomesâthat is,

the "norms." Viewed in this way, the welfare

problem is taken to mean the problem of market

failure, and the central point of inquiry is one of

Economic discussions of the role of government in the economy and/or particular segments
within it usually focus on two sets of criteria.
One of these is implicit in the concept of allocative efficiency; the other can be gleaned from
discussions of income distribution and is sometimes labelled as equity considerations.
When the focus is on allocative efficiency,
the concern is with the assignment of scarce resources to alternative uses in a way that
achieves the "best" use of these resources.
While the meaning of best is a troublesome matter, if the distribution of income is given, conditions of best or optimal resource use-the socalled marginal conditions-can be specified.2~
A general and popularized expression of these
conditions focuses on the social benefits and social costs associated with resource use and pos-

identifying the kinds of conditions that give rise

to such failure.

tulates the equation of such benefits and costs
out at the margin of use in all uses.
Studies of economic efficiency have shown
that these marginal conditions are fulfilled in a
system of competitive markets. Thus, competitive
markets are the focal point of discussions of
economic welfare and welfare problems tend to
be viewed by economists as departures or deviations from competitive market outcomes-that is,
the "norms." Viewed in this way, the welfare
problem is taken to mean the problem of market
failure, and the central point of inquiry is one of
identifying the kinds of conditions that give rise
to such failure.
As this issue has been studied by economists, a distinction has emerged among three
sets of contributing conditions generally called
externalities.~' One set of these is called technical externalities or difficulties. These arise from
production technologies that reward large- or
mass-scale levels of output. When output within
the firm has to be taken to very high levels to
get full advantage of the benefits possible from
current technology, competition breaks down.
Firm adjustments to such a set of technical conditions generates fewness in number within the
industry; hence monopoly elements emerge. And
when there is monopoly in the market, it can be
easily shown that production will not be taken to
the point where marginal social benefits are
equal to marginal social costs. Thus, the market
fails or there is market inefficiency.
So-called ownership externalities also constitute conditions that give rise to allocative
efficiency problems. When economic activities
associated with the use of some scarce resource
-owned by someone-have impact or spillovers
on parties that are not directly involved with that
activity, externalities emerge in the sense of
costs or benefits imposed on persons who are
not directly involved in the activity itself.
Externalities of this sort are legion. There is,
of course, the legendary old widow who takes in
laundry and hangs it out to dry in an atmosphere
that is polluted with the smoke and soot belching from the stacks of a factory located down
the street. Here the spillover is a cost imposed
by one on another who has no transactions with
the first. There are also many illustrations of
benefits bestowed on parties who are not a part
of the transactions from which benefit flows.
What is important about all of this is that it

As this issue has been studied by econo-

mists, a distinction has emerged among three

sets of contributing conditions generally called

externalities.-1 One set of these is called techni-

cal externalities or difficulties. These arise from

production technologies that reward large- or

mass-scale levels of output. When output within

the firm has to be taken to very high levels to

., There is a vast literature concerned with allocatlve eNiciency.
most of which comes under the heading of welfare economics. One summary statement of the Slat e of the art i s by
J. deV GraN. Theore tif al WeI/are Economi cs, (Oambridge :
Cambridge University Press, 1967)

"The Ilteratu-e on externalities is a'so quite large. One recent
statement that summarizes and interprets most of the recent
wOlk IS E. J (~ , ~ a
'P, twar Literature on Externalities'
An Interpretiftl v'e 1_5 ay ,' Jburnal of Economic Literature,
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means the social and private costs and/or social

and private benefits are no longer equal. The pri-

vate costs of the polluter above, for example, do

not include the pollution costs imposed on the

old woman who takes in the washing. But if own-

ers of the resources that generate these exter-

nalities respond to private costs and benefits in

their decisions, they will not adjust their use of

these resources to a point of equality between

marginal social benefits and marginal social

costs. Ownership externalities can lead to too

much or too little resource use in terms of allo-

cative efficiency criteria. Hence, markets involv-

ing the use of resources generating such exter-

nalities will generate inefficient results no matter

how competitive they are.

Finally, there are the conditions that give

rise to public goods externalities. Such externali-

ties arise when activity involving the use of

scarce resources generates goods that can be

consumed by one person without diminishing

their consumption by others. National defense is

a time-honored example. The point is, given the

condition of "nonexclusion," the social benefits

of the good will not be reflected in the price

people are willing to pay for it; hence, the mar-

ket will not generate efficient results.

This is an elementary discussion of what

may be considered as some of the major ele-

ments of welfare economics. lts applicability to

the consideration of the role of government in

housing is evident. Anyone who knows the

meaning of the concept of allocative efficiency

can understand that relevance. Government in-

tervention can be rationalized on the basis of ex-

ternalitiesâif presentâthat give rise to ineffi-

ciencies in the operation of housing markets.

The form this intervention should take depends

on the nature of the problem, i.e., the form of

the externality that gives rise to it. ln the case of

a public good, we can rationalize government in

the role of enterprise. For ownership externali-

ties, some form of regulation and policing action

may be warranted. And if the problem is created

by technical externalities, regulation and perhaps

some form of subsidy and/or taxation might be

appropriate.

The allocative efficiency criteria of the econ-

omist clearly provide a set of unambiguous no-

tions that can help define the role of government

in the housing sector of a market-oriented econ-

omy. Attempts to "operationalize" this set of

notions, however, encounter difficulty. For while

it is easy to talk of externalities of the sort in a

very general way, the question of what kind and

how much governmental action is appropriate in

specific sets of circumstances is a difficult one.

The purpose of the collective action is to make

the system work better. But how can we be sure

that this will be the result? Obviously, there must

be some evaluation, which usually takes the form

of a cost-benefits analysis of the program or ac-

tion being considered. Yet there are the well-

known difficulties associated with the task of de-

termining the social costs and benefits of

particular programs.-1 While it may appear that

the benefits (or costs) of some program exceed

means the social and private costs and/or social
and private benefits are no longer equal. The private costs of the polluter above, for example, do
not include the pollution costs imposed on the
old woman who takes in the washing. But if owners of the resources that generate these externalities respond to private costs and benefits in
their decisions, they will not adjust their use of
these resources to a point of equality between
marginal social benefits and marginal social
costs. Ownership externalities can lead to too
much or too little resource use in terms of allocative efficiency criteria. Hence, markets involving the use of resources generating such externalities will generate inefficient results no matter
how competitive they are.
Finally, there are the conditions that give
rise to public goods externalities. Such externalities arise when activity involving the use of
scarce resources generates goods that can be
consumed by one person without diminishing
their consumption by others. National defense is
a time-honored example. The point is, given the
condition of "nonexclusion," the social benefits
of the good will not be reflected in the price
people are willing to pay for it; hence, the market will not generate efficient results.
This is an elementary discussion of what
may be considered as some of the major elements of welfare economics. Its applicability to
the consideration of the role of government in
housing is evident. Anyone who knows the
meaning of the concept of allocative efficiency
can understand that relevance. Government intervention can be rationalized on the basis of externalities-if present-that give rise to inefficiencies in the operation of housing markets.
The form this intervention should take depends
on the nature of the problem, i.e., the form of
the externality that gives rise to it. In the case of
a public good, we can rationalize government in
the role of enterprise. For ownership externalities, some form of regulation and policing action
may be warranted. And if the problem is created
by technical externalities, regulation and perhaps
some form of subsidy and/or taxation might be
appropriate.
The allocative efficiency criteria of the economist clearly provide a set of unambiguous notions that can help define the role of government
in the housing sector of a market-oriented economy. Attempts to "operationalize" this set of
notions, however, encounter difficulty. For while
it is easy to talk of externalities of the sort in a
very general way, the question of what kind and
how much govern mental action is appropriate in

specific sets of circumstances is a difficult one.
The purpose of the collective action is to make
the system work better. But how can we be sure
that this will be the result? Obviously, there must
be some evaluation, which usually takes the form
of a cost-benefits analYSis of the program or action being considered. Yet there are the wellknown difficulties associated with the task of determining the social costs and benefits of
particular programs. C1 While it may appear that
the benefits (or costs) of some program exceed
the costs (or benefits), whether they do or not is
by no means easy to establish. Still, these difficulties should in no way detract from the potential effectiveness of allocative efficiency notions
to policymakers. The achievement of allocative
efficiency is a necessary condition of the great
society. Whether it is a sufficient condition as
well is much less certain.
Suppose we were able to diagnose correctly
the allocative ills of society and prescribe the
appropriate government remedies. It is by no
means clear that this would be judged the best
of all possible worlds. For in the discussion to
this point income distribution has been taken as
given. If we free ourselves from this assumption,
another dimension is added to the problem, for
with different income distributions there will be
different patterns of resource use that fulfill the
marginal conditions of allocative efficiency.
Which one of these is best?
The problem here is one of evaluating the
impact of income distribution on the happiness
coefficient of society; in other words our concern
comes with the optimal distribution of income.
Unfortunately. there is little in economics analogous to the marginal conditions of allocative
efficiency that can be used as a means of making statements about the optimal income distribution. General statements have to be made
about the necessity of a social welfare function
before this question can be addressed. Yet, the
concept of social welfare is extraordinarily difficult to define. Starting with the problem of interpersonal utility comparisons and adding it to a
domain, i.e., society as a whole, in which there
are so many conflicting interests, the problem
seems almost insurmountable. If it is not possible to compare the pain and pleasure of members of society and we consider that society as
one in which considerable conflict is generated
by altering the distribution of income, it is not
"For one statem9nt of the costs and benefits associated with
cost-benelj l-, na'i SiSI ,pee A. R. Prest and R. Turvey, "Cost
Benefit AMi .".) 'sl:
Su .. ~ ,1 " Economic Journal, Dec. 1965,
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the costs (or benefits), whether they do or not is

by no means easy to establish. Still, these diffi-

culties should in no way detract from the poten-
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really clear how one can begin to make state-

ments about which distribution will generate the

highest happiness coefficient.

lf no such function can be objectively deter-

mined, it may nevertheless be that it can be ex-

pressed through voting at the ballot box. lf we

do not have what we want through the operation

of the market mechanism, collective action is

possible. And indeed government as it operates

through its fiscal and other policies does in fact

redistribute some of the Nation's real product

among individuals.-"â¢ But do we get the kind of

distribution results we want through the activities

of government? Can we get the results we want?

Both political scientists and economists have de-

voted much time in recent years researching the

question of whether the decision rules of a de-

mocracy lead to a consistent transitive ranking

of social alternatives.20 lf it did, the ballot box

could be used as a means of dealing with the

distribution question. But apparently it does not,

or at least early research raises some doubts.37

The questions raised in this research have

served to clarify aspects of the political process;

but they have yet to indicate how knowledge of

political behavior can shed light on the question

of an optimal distribution of income.

Another approach to the problem that ap-

pears to be emerging is one of fitting specific

ethical propositionsâvalue judgmentsâas func-

tions into models that are representations of the

system that generates income distribution in the

economy.2* Simulations with such models then

generate income distributions that are compared

with the actual. The simulated version is taken

as the "norm" or the optimal distribution. lt is

"better" than the actual in that it takes into ac-

count important ethical aspects of society be-

lieved to have bearing on society's view of what

an optimal distribution of income is. Questions

can be raised, of course, about the criteria for

the choice of the ethical propositions used as a

-â¢ See, for example. Tax Foundation, inc., Tax Burdens and Bene-

fits ol Government Expenditures by lncome Class, 1961 and

7965. New York: Tax Foundation, 1967.

M included among the many references that could be cited here

are W. J. Baumol, Welfare Economics end the Theory ol the

State. (London: G. Ballard Sons, 1965): A. Downs. An Eco-

nomic Theory ot Democracy, (New York: Harper and Row,

1957): and J. M. Buchanan and G. Tullock. Thf Calculus ol

Consent, (Ann Arbor: The University ol Michigan Press, 1962).

"See K. J. Arrow, Social Choice and individual Values. (New

York: John Wiley and Sons, 1963).

"See, for example, R. C. Fair, "The Optimal Distribution of

income," Quarterly Journal ol Economics, Nov. 1971, pp.

551-579.

really clear how one can begin to make statements about which distribution will generate the
highest happiness coefficient.
If no such function can be objectively determined, it may nevertheless be that it can be expressed through voting at the ballot box. If we
do not have what we want through the operation
of the market mechanism, collective action is
possible. And indeed government as it operates
through its fiscal and other policies does in fact
redistribute some of the Nation's real product
among individuals."'· But do we get the kind of
distribution results we want through the activities
of government? Can we get the results we want?
Both political scientists and economists have devoted much time in recent years researching the
question of whether the decision rules of a democracy lead to a consistent transitive ranking
of social alternatives.~r. If it did, the ballot box
could be used as a means of dealing with the
distribution question. But apparently it does not,
or at least early research raises some doubts.:7
The questions raised in this research have
served to clarify aspects of the pOlitical process;
but they have yet to indicate how knowledge of
political behavior can shed light on the question
of an optimal distribution of income.
Another approach to the problem that appears to be emerging is one of fitting specific
ethical propositions-value jUdgments-as functions into models that are representations of the
system that generates income distribution in the
economy.~' Simulations with such models then
generate income distributions that are compared
with the actual. The simulated version is taken
as the "norm" or the optimal distribution. It is
"better" than the actual in that it takes into account important ethical aspects of society believed to have bearing on society's view of what
an optimal distribution of income is. Questions
can be raised, of course, about the criteria for
the choice of the ethical propositions used as a
See. lor example. Tax Foundation. Inc .. Tax Burdens and Benefits of Governmenl Expendilures by Income Class. 1961 and
1965, New York Tax Foundation, 1967.
,. Included among the many relerences that could be cited here
are W. J. Baumol. Wel/sre Economics and Ihe Theory of Ihe
State, (London: G. Ballard Sons. 1965): A. Downs, An Economic Theory 01 DemJcracy. (New York: Harper and Row.
1957): and J. M. Buchanan and G. Tullock. The Calculus 01
Consent. (Ann Arbor: The UniverSity of Michigan Press. 1962).
"See K. J. Arrow. Social ChoIce and Individual Values, (New
York: John Wiley and Sons. 1963)
"" See. lor example, R. C. Farr, "The O ~ t i m al Distrlbu t10n of
Income," Quarterly t ournaI 01 Economics , Nov . 197 1. pp.
551-579.
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basis of specifying the social welfare function in

such models.29

Clearly, the concept of an optimal distribu-

tion of income is an important one to the judg-

ments made about the role of government in the

economy. What seems clear, however, is that we

do not yet have sufficient knowledge on the basis

of which statements can be made about the con-

ditions for an optimum distribution of income.

Government and Low Income Housing: What

Programs?

While the housing of low income families is

generally considered to be a problem of long

standing,10 remedial actions through various

basis of specifying the social welfare function in
such models. ~\'
Clearly, the concept of an optimal distribution of income is an important one to the judgments made about the role of government in the
economy. What seems clear, however, is that we
do not yet have sufficient knowledge on the basis
of which statements can be made about the conditions for an optimum distribution of income.

Government and low Income Housing: What
Programs?
While the housing of low income families is
generally considered to be a problem of long
standing.1I) remedial actions through various
kinds of governmental programs and policies are
of fairly recent origin. All government programs
that benefit housing can be considered as activity that, potentially at least, will help low income
families upgrade their housing. For even if that
aid is directed toward the more affluent members
of society, these beneficiaries will presumably
release housing that will "filter" down to those
at the lower end of the income scale. H
There are a number of Federal Government
policies and programs that have impact on housing-and hence low income housing consumption-some of whose effects are not so evident
as others. Among those whose effects are
"indirect" are certain of the fiscal policies of
the Federal Government. While the Federal Government does not receive revenues in the form
of residential real estate taxes, there have been
and still are elements in the tax structure that
have affected housing investments. The early
stages of the recent apartment house boom, for
example, were attributable to a special depreciation provision in the tax law that encouraged the
flow of equity money into apartment house con"" The choice Fair makes comes across as eminently reasonableall peopie shou'd be given an equal opportunity in life. But
the crlterra that underlie the choice-lind in fact my judgment of It-is by no means evident in the lame way as is the
c"terla we cou:d use to judge the reasonableness of IItatements regarding allocallve efficiency.
... McKelvey talks 01 overcrowded and generally unpleasant living
conditions of low income families In partl of many of our
CIties In the middle of the 19th century. See B. McKelvey,
The UrbanIzation of America, 1860-1915, (New Brunswick:
Rutgers University Press, 1962). p. 14,
,
"Many are not so oplim.stlc about the outcome of .the filte,,~
process. Sele ~~ ~ le~. I · t) K1'(1 g In a Private Houlong Market.
Readinp, s in t/r9 an "Econom.ICS" J EdS.) J. Rothenberg and M.
Ed eIJ ~. Wt: R@ifY f", ,~£ I¢Ii"!jt ,~~Y, 1972), pp. 204-215.

struction projects." lt is also the case that

gains or losses from the sale of residential prop-

erty are treated as capital gains and hence taxed

differently from regular income, a tax treatment

generally believed to bestow special advantages

on investments in multifamily residences. And all

homeowners know that interest costs on their

home mortgages constitute a deduction for tax

purposes. Homeowners are also exempt from

making income tax payments on net imputed

rents.33

There are also a number of Federal pro-

grams concerned with the financing aspect of

housing, most of which, however, are not con-

cerned with low income housing per se. Much of

what is now in force goes back to legislation en-

acted in the 1930's when the Depression had

highly disruptive effects on the Nation's residen-

tial mortgage market. Loan insurance through

the Federal Housing Administration, the second-

ary mortgage market facilities of the Federal Na-

tional Mortgage Association, and a liquidity pool

for savings and loan associations in the Federal

Home Loan Bank system are examples. ln the

1940's housing credit received another assist

when the Veterans Administration was given the

authority to guarantee mortgage loans to veter-

ans.

These institutions have been added to and

modified in various ways over time in response

to particular problems that have arisen. The most

substantial of these changes in recent years has

been the establishment of the Federal Home

Loan Mortgage Corporation and the Government

National Mortgage Association. What the Govern-

ment has done, in effect, is to strengthen the

bond between savings and housing, and by

doing so has made it possible for some families

to upgrade their housing circumstances both di-

rectly and indirectly.

The Federal Government has also influenced

housing through a series of programs concerned

with urban renewal and through the interstate

highway program, both of which are generally

considered to have contributed to the housing

problems of the poor by removing a substantial

"Back in the middle part of the 1950's, Congress provided de-

preciation rules for investments in residential income property

that permitted "first users" to take depreciation equal to

double the straight line rate applied to a declining balance.

What this provision did was to provide a tax shelter for per-,

sons with income derived from other sources.

â¢: One writer estimates that because of these homeowner tax

benefits, housing consumption is 20 precent greater than it

otherwise would be. See Henry Aaron, "income Taxes and

struction projects.12 It is also the case that
gains or losses from the sale of residential property are treated as capital gains and hence taxed
differently from regular income, a tax treatment
generally believed to bestow special advantages
on investments in multifamily residences. And all
homeowners know that interest costs on their
home mortgages constitute a deduction for tax
purposes. Homeowners are also exempt from
making income tax payments on net imputed
rents. 31
There are also a number of Federal programs concerned with the financing aspect of
housing, most of which, however, are not concerned with low income housing per se. Much of
what is now in force goes back to legislation enacted in the 1930's when the Depression had
highly disruptive effects on the Nation's residential mortgage market. Loan insurance through
the Federal Housing Administration, the secondary mortgage market facilities of the Federal National Mortgage Association, and a liquidity pool
for savings and loan associations in the Federal
Home Loan Bank system are examples . In the
1940's housing credit received another assist
when the Veterans Administration was given the
authority to guarantee mortgage loans to veterans.
These institutions have been added to and
modified in various ways over time in response
to particular problems that have arisen. The most
substantial of these changes in recent years has
been the establishment of the Federal Home
Loan Mortgage Corporation and the Government
National Mortgage Association. What the Government has done, in effect, is to strengthen the
bond between savings and housing, and by
doing so has made it possible for some families
to upgrade their housing circumstances both directly and indirectly.
The Federal Government has also influenced
housing through a series of programs concerned
with urban renewal and through the interstate
highway program, both of which are generally
considered to have contributed to the housing
problems of the poor by removing a substantial

Housing," The American Economic Review, Dec. 1970 pp

789-806.

amount of low income housing from the stock

without necessarily providing new housing.

There are also Federal Government pro-

grams directly concerned with housing the poor,

one of which has been in existence for some

time. ln 1937, the Nation's public housing pro-

gram was set up with the establishment of the

Public Housing Authority. The assistance pro-

vided by the Government in the public housing

programs takes two major forms, one of which is

in the form of financing aids in the construction

of the project and the other is a rent supplement

to those who are occupants in completed hous-

n Back in the middle part 01 the 1950's, Congress provided de·
preciallon rules lor Investments in residential Income property
that permitted "Iirst users" to take depreciation equal to
double the straight line rete applied to a declining balance.
What this proviSion did was to provide a tax shelter lor per·.
sons with Income derived Irom other sources.
.. One writer estimates that because 01 Ihese homeowner tax
benefits. housing consumption is 20 precenl greater than It
otherwise wou~d be . See Henry Aaron. "I ncome Taxes and
Housing." The American Economic R~ vle w. Dec . 19 70, pp.
78~.

amount of low income housing from the stock
without necessarily providing new housing.
There are also Federal Government programs directly concerned with housing the poor,
one of which has been in existence for some
time. In 1937, the Nation's public housing program was set up with the establishment of the
Public Housing Authority. The assistance provided by the Government in the public housing
programs takes two major forms, one of which is
in the form of financing aids in the construction
of the project and the other is a rent supplement
to those who are occupants in completed housing projects.
Congress has also authorized what are often
called "below-market interest rate programs."
These programs have as their primary purpose
reducing occupancy costs by providing financial
aid to reduce the mortgage interest costs of a
low income housing project. The initial programs
were set up so that only nonprofit institutions
could sponsor such projects, which were to be
occupied primarily by persons who not only had
low incomes but were either elderly or handicapped as well. More recently, the programs
have been expanded to permit sponsorship by
profit-oriented corporations, and the beneficiaries need not be only those who are elderly or in
some way handicapped.
Finally, Congress has recently authorized
the establishment of several other types of programs that provide a basis for housing assistance to those with low incomes. Under the rent
supplement programs, for example, tenant families pay 25 percent of their income toward rent.
The Federal Government makes up the difference between these payments and market
rent levels by a direct payment to the landlord.
There is also a program now designed to aid
those with low incomes who wish to buy homes.
Assistance is restricted to new or substantially
rehabilitated housing units. Eligible buyers
finance their purchases with FHA-insured market
rate mortgages with private lenders. The Federal
Government subsidy takes the form of paying
part of the homeowner's monthly mortgage payment where the maximum subsidy allowable will
reduce the homeowner's payment to that which
would apply if his purchase had been financed
with a mortgage having a 1-percent interest rate.
State and local governments also influence
housing, although there is much less in the way
of programs designed to deal with specific housing problems. As is the case with the Federal
Government) the fiscal golicies of State and local
lilt ~ act on housing. The revegovernmen sr
I
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nue sources of such governmental units are par-

ticularly important because they depend so heav-

nue sources of such governmental units are particularly important because they depend so heavily upon real estate taxes, much of which comes
from assessments made on residential properties. Obviously. the nature and magnitude of
these taxes can have impact on residential investments in particular places. In some places,
for example. real estate taxes are alleged to encourage homeownership and result in relatively
high housing costs for those who rent. In other
places, the reverse situation is said to prevail.
And in most places, it is argued that real estate
taxes are such that they help to perpetuate the
presence of slum housing in cities.
Finally, there are the overall planning activities of cities, counties, multicounty regions and
States that are also believed to influence housing investment in particular places. The nature
and extent of this influence, however, is not
really understood very well and in fact is alleged
to contribute to the housing problems of the
poor in some cases. J \

ily upon real estate taxes, much of which comes

from assessments made on residential proper-

ties. Obviously, the nature and magnitude of

these taxes can have impact on residential in-

vestments in particular places. ln some places,

for example, real estate taxes are alleged to en-

courage homeownership and result in relatively

high housing costs for those who rent. ln other

places, the reverse situation is said to prevail.

And in most places, it is argued that real estate

taxes are such that they help to perpetuate the

presence of slum housing in cities.

Finally, there are the overall planning activi-

ties of cities, counties, multicounty regions and

States that are also believed to influence hous-

ing investment in particular places. The nature

and extent of this influence, however, is not

really understood very well and in fact is alleged

to contribute to the housing problems of the

poor in some cases.34

Government Housing Assistance to Low

Income Families: Why?

lf the role of government in the economy is

construed as one of dealing with problems of

market inefficiency and the redistribution of in-

come according to some set of ethical criteria,

housing policies can be considered in light of

Government Housing Assistance to Low
Income Families: Why?

these criteria. To consider how government

housing policies have measured up to the

efficiency criteria and to attempt to assess their

If the role of government in the economy is
construed as one of dealing with problems of
market inefficiency and the redistribution of income according to some set of ethical criteria,
housing policies can be considered in light of
these criteria. To consider how government
housing policies have measured up to the
efficiency criteria and to attempt to assess their
redistribution effects is a task that falls far beyond the scope of this paper. Moreover, it would
cover certain ground that has been recently
worked over by Aaron and others.:'-·
There are, however. certain things about
these programs worth noting. One of these is the
observation that until recently and, with a few
notable exceptions,"" discussions about housing
policy have been primarily concerned with what
has to be judged as the social welfare of the Nation. While there have been many stated purposes for the programs legislated-to create
jobs, to help the poor, to save the financial markets, to improve the tax base of cities, to do
away with slums-the 1949 Housing Act set the

redistribution effects is a task that falls far be-

yond the scope of this paper. Moreover, it would

cover certain ground that has been recently

worked over by Aaron and others.3'"'

There are, however, certain things about

these programs worth noting. One of these is the

observation that until recently and, with a few

notable exceptions,"1 discussions about housing

policy have been primarily concerned with what

has to be judged as the social welfare of the Na-

tion. While there have been many stated pur-

poses for the programs legislatedâto create

jobs, to help the poor, to save the financial mar-

kets, to improve the tax base of cities, to do

away with slumsâthe 1949 Housing Act set the

stage for what has to be considered as an em-

phasis on what is right and proper for the nation

as a whole. The best known of its many state-

ments is the one that establishes the goal of a

"decent home and suitable living environment for

every American family." The apparent concern in

this statement is with those who do not live in

decent homes or have suitable living environ-

ments, and these are, for the most part, families

with low income. While subsequent legislation

through the 1950's and much of the 1960's did

not provide a great deal in the way of direct

housing assistance to the poor, that statement

See l. B. Sagalyn. and G. Sternlieb. Zoning and Housing Costs.
Center for Urban Policy Research. Rutgers University. The
State University ot New Jersey. Jan. 1973.
"H. J. Aaron. Sheller and Subsidies. (Washington. D.C.: The
Brookings Institution. 1972)
'" See l. Grebler. "Criteria for Appraising Gove rnmental Ho using
Programs." American Economic Review . Mar 1960.
31

seems to lurk in the background of most discus-

sions of the rationale of our housing policies

over this period. That is, the ultimate rationale

for the particular bits and pieces of legislation

promulgated, if it ever came to the need for talk-

ing in terms of ultimate causes, was indicated to
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decent homes. So what if the benefits of particu-

families in society; the filtering mechanism oper-

"Certainty some at the Government's programs designed to botster the housing finance program. e.g .. the Federal HoUSing
Administration. the Federal Home Loan Bank Board. the Federal National Mortgage AssOCiation. can be construed as an
effort to deal with certain technical externa·llIes. e.9 .. access
to national money and capital markets and loss protection.
And the hOUSing p'ograms thaI have been deSigned to help
low Income families. e.g .. rent supplements. public housing.
and the like. can be rationalized in terms of consumption
externalitie ~,.....fJ.? erJlt~~
these families were living in
lower quallty a ~ 1I 1r1!¥-s .
1
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be that of providing all American families with

lar programs were directed toward more affluent

stage for what has to be considered as an emphasis on what is right and proper for the nation
as a whole. The best known of its many statements is the one that establishes the goal of a
"decent home and suitable living environment for
every American family." The apparent concern in
this statement is with those who do not live in
decent homes or have suitable living environments, and these are, for the most part, families
with low income. While subsequent leqislation
through the 1950's and much of the 1960's did
not provide a great deal in the way of direct
housing assistance to the poor, that statement
seems to lurk in the background of most discussions of the rationale of our housing policies
over this period. That is, the ultimate rationale
for the particular bits and pieces of legislation
promulgated. if it ever came to the need for talking in terms of ultimate causes, was indicated to
be that of providing all American families with
decent homes. So what if the benefits of particular programs were directed toward more affluent
families in society; the filtering mechanism operated in ways to make more and better housing
units available to those living in substandard
dwellings. What was less than evident was the
meaning to be attached to the stated housing expression of social welfare--a decent home and
suitable living environment. Little is to be found
in the way of carefully constructed criteria that
could be used as a basis for distinguishing between decent and indecent housing.
With regard to efficiency, while the allocative aspects of the Nation's housing markets
have always provided a basis for governmental
intervention,'; it was seldom included in discussions of the rationale for particular programs
and policies. That it was not undoubtedly stems
from the fact that not many people concerned
with housing really had much knowledge of the
efficiency aspects of the Nation's housing markets. It is, in fact, only recently that the tools of
microeconomic analysis have been applied to
the housing sector in ways that have generated
information necessary to such analysiS. Hence,
there were rather sharp limits to what could be
said about the warrant for government interven-

-..

tion in this market on efficiency grounds. Since

more can now be said about the efficiency as-

pects of these markets, considerations of alloca-

tive efficiency have come to occupy a more

prominent role in policy deliberations and are

likely to be used increasingly as a means of ra-

tionalizing the housing policies of government at

all levels.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Housing has been and still remains to some

extent an issue that is discussed more in terms

tion in this market on efficiency grounds. Since
more can now be said about the efficiency aspects of these markets, considerations of allocative efficiency have come to occupy a more
prominent role in policy deliberations and are
likely to be used increasingly as a means of rationalizing the housing policies of government at
all levels.

of the heart than the head. lt is not difficult to

find statements by professional politicians and a

considerable number of social scientists that wax

Conclusions and Recommendations

eloquently about the problem of substandard

housing and argue in very strong terms for the

need to reduce the disparities such housing im-

plies. And it is difficult to resist the persuasive-

ness of such rhetoric as it is so easy to inspect

at first hand the kind of housing in which some

low income families live. But my reading of most

of the statements made indicates little in the way

of specifics with respect to the meaning of hous-

ing standards, a matter of no small importance

to the distinctions that have to be made if we

are to move collectively in dealing with housing

disparities.

lt is also clear that both policymakers and

students of housing markets and housing poli-

cies are now looking much more carefully at

housing in general and the role of government in

housing in particular. To say this is not to imply

that dispassionate analysis has been lacking in

the past. But it is clear that the caliber of the

analysis of our housing markets and institutions

has improved considerably, which is largely a re-

flection of improvements in analytical and empir-

ical capabilities particularly among economists.

We now know much more about the economic

aspects of housing because of the works of

Reid, Muth, Kain, Rothenberg, Downs, Aaron,

and deLeeuw. This increased knowledge com-

bined with the growing interest of economists in

applying notions of allocative efficiency to the

evaluation of both the private and public sectors

of the economy is giving rise to much more criti-

cal and effective evaluations of all programs and

policies of the Federal Government.

What this means in terms of housing is that

we are beginning to look more carefully and sys-

tematically at the allocative effects of past and

present programs and alternatives that have

been suggested for future use. The strategies

suggested are now being stated in ways that in-

vite an analysis of both allocative and distribu-

tive effects/1" and such analysis should begin to

yield more useful results than earlier efforts be-

cause of the better understanding we now have

of the way in which the housing market works.

Furthermore, as the results of current research

efforts unfold and are made public, e.g., the re-

search results from the National Bureau of Eco-

nomic Research and the Urban lnstitute, our

ability to trace both the allocative and distribu-

tive effects of important housing facts will be en-

hanced. A foundation is being laid on the basis

of which inquiries will be made that provide the

basis for sound judgments about the efficiency

aspects of housing. And such judgments are

seen by this writer as an essential input to any

Housing has been and still remains to some
extent an issue that is discussed more in terms
of the heart than the head. It is not difficult to
find statements by professional politicians and a
considerable number of social scientists that wax
eloquently about the problem of substandard
housing and argue in very strong terms for the
need to reduce the disparities such housing implies. And it is difficult to resist the persuasiveness of such rhetoric as it is so easy to inspect
at first hand the kind of housing in which some
low income families live. But my reading of most
of the statements made indicates little in the way
of specifics with respect to the meaning of housing standards. a matter of no small importance
to the distinctions that have to be made if we
are to move collectively in dealing with housing
disparities.
It is also clear that both policymakers and
students of housing markets and housing policies are now looking much more carefully at
housing in general and the role of government in
housing in particular. To say this is not to imply
that dispassionate analysis has been lacking in
the past. But it is clear that the caliber of the
analysis of our housing markets and institutions
has improved considerably, which is largely a reflection of improvements in analytical and empirical capabilities particularly among economists.
We now know much more about the economic
aspects of housing because of the works of
Reid, Muth, Kain. Rothenberg, Downs, Aaron,
and deleeuw. This increased knowledge combined with the growing interest of economists in
applying notions of allocative efficiency to the
evaluation of both the private and public sectors
of the economy is giving rise to much more critical and effective evaluations of all programs and
pOlicies of the Federal Government.
What this means in terms of housing is that
we are beginning to look more carefully and systematically at the allocative effects of past and
present programs and alternatives that have
been suggested for future use. The strategies
suggested are now being stated in ways t hat in-

vite an analysis of both allocative and distributive effects,:!' and such analysis should begin to
yield more useful results than earlier efforts because of the better understanding we now have
of the way in which the housing market works.
Furthermore, as the results of current research
efforts unfold and are made public, e.g., the research results from the National Bureau of Economic Research and the Urban Institute, our
ability to trace both the allocative and distributive effects of important housing facts will be enhanced. A foundation is being laid on the basis
of which inquiries will be made that provide the
basis for sound judgments about the efficiency
aspects of housing. And such judgments are
seen by this writer as an essential input to any
effort to define the role of government in the
area of low income housing.
It is also the case that we remain some distance from achieving such a goal. Certainly allocative inefficiencies in the housing market can
be discussed in a general way. But to make
statements about the nature and magnitude of
market failures in housing in a way that will provide the warrant for asserting that X dollars will
be required to correct for misallocations associated with this set of technical externalities and Y
dollars will be needed to deal with misallocations associated with these ownership externalities remains a difficult task. We now have
models that allow us to explore some of the allocative implications of certain important housing
facts, such as Federal Government housing programs, and Aaron and others have begun to exploit this knowledge in ways that allow us to
make some sensible statements about the beneficiaries of these policies and their costs. But as
I read this literature, it is by no means clear that
we can yet say with confidence that the marginal
social benefits of particular programs are or are
not equal to or greater than marginal social
costs.
Nevertheless what we have before us are a
set of unambiguous notions that have obvious
relevance to the issue of housing policies. While
problems of identifying areas of market failure
and the appropriate remedies to apply once
these areas are identified are not easy to deal
with, we now know enough to be able to express
them in ways that can provide a fairly explicit
agenda for research. The findings of which
should help us to define better the proper role of
government in housing. My presumption is that
:0"
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this is a part of what this current review by HUD

of housing policies is designed to accomplish.

Suppose now that through future research

we acquire the knowledge necessary to identify

the externalities operative in housing markets

and to propose the measures involving govern-

ment that effectively deal with the allocative

problems these externalities imply. We could

then define or rationalize a role for government

in housing in terms of a set of widely accepted

criteria. But such a rationalization, while impor-

tant, would neglect the distributive aspects of

the economy. And it is not evident that the re-

sults of a set of policies designed to achieve al-

locative efficiency will generate outcomes that

will satisfy someone who is concerned with the

problem of a decent home for everyone.

Certainly, the achievement of allocative

efficiency would improve the chances of getting

all families better housing. But one can easily

conceive of a housing market that is allocatively

efficient, yet generates results that do not satisfy

the criteria specified in some social welfare

function. A highly unequal distribution of income

could generate such a result as might an equal

distribution of income. The point is, it is difficult

to see how the matter of income distribution or

equity can be ignored in deliberations about the

criteria for policy.39 The problem now is that it

is probably included in these deliberations in a

way that conceals more than it reveals about is-

sues and conflicts that have bearing on housing

outcomes.

But how shall we deal with the matter of

equity? Were it only possible to establish the con-

ditions for an optimal distribution of income, the

problem would become manageable. For if we

knew these conditions, we could take the meas-

ures necessary (if they in fact were necessary)

to move the system toward such a position.

Once there, issues like minimum housing stand-

ards should disappear. But the current state of

knowledge of the constituents of our social wel-

fare function is primitive and it is by no means

clear how the political system can be made to

generate such optimality results.

lf the income distribution issue remains un-

resolved, housing policymakers will continue to

'An increasing number of economists knowledgeable in the ways

of welfare economics seem to be coming to the conclusion

that if economists are to make any real contribution to the

resolution of certain problems, the question of equity will

have to be addressed. See E. J. Miahan, op. cut., p. 26;

P. O. Steiner, "The Public Sector and the Public interest," in

The Analysis and Evaluation ol Public Expenditure; The PPB

System, Volume 1, Joint Economic Committee, 91st Congress,

this is a part of what this current review by HUD
of housing policies is designed to accomplish.
Suppose now that through future research
we acquire the knowledge necessary to identify
the externalities operative in housing markets
and to propose the measures involving government that effectively deal with the allocative
problems these externalities imply. We could
then define or rationalize a role for government
in housing in terms of a set of widely accepted
criteria. But such a rationalization. while important. would neglect the distributive aspects of
the economy. And it is not evident that the results of a set of policies designed to achieve allocative efficiency will generate outcomes that
will satisfy someone who is concerned with the
problem of a decent home for everyone.
Certainly. the achievement of allocative
efficiency would improve the chances of getting
all families better housing. But one can easily
conceive of a housing market that is allocatively
efficient, yet generates results that do not satisfy
the criteria specified in some social welfare
function. A highly unequal distribution of income
could generate such a result as might an equal
distribution of income. The point is. it is difficult
to see how the matter of income distribution or
equity can be ignored in deliberations about the
criteria for policy.:lll The problem now is that it
is probably included in these deliberations in a
way that conceals more than it reveals about issues and conflicts that have bearing on housing
outcomes.
But how shall we deal with the matter of
equity? Were it only possible to establish the conditions for an optimal distribution of income, the
problem would become manageable. For if we
knew these conditions. we could take the measures necessary (if they in fact were necessary)
to move the system toward such a position.
Once there. issues like minimum housing standards should disappear. But the current state of
knowledge of the constituents of our social welfare function is primitive and it is by no means
clear how the political system can be made to
generate such optimality results.
If the income distribution issue remains unresolved, housing policymakers will continue to

1st Session, 1969.

face the question of what constitutes a decent

and suitable home. While the question has been

pushed somewhat into the background as the ef-

ficiency elements of housing have come to oc-

cupy more of the attention of both economists

and policymakers, as we begin to make headway

in dealing with this problem, l have no doubt

about the reemergence of social welfare as a

.. An Increasing number 01 economista knowledgeable In the ways
01 welfare economics seem to be coming 10 the conclusion
thaI If economisls are to make any real contribution 10 the
resolullon of certain problems. the Queslion of equity will
have 10 be addressed. See E. J. Mishan, op. cit., p. 26;
P. O. Sleiner, "The Public Seclor and Ihe Public Inleresl," In
The Analysis and Evaluation 01 Public Expenditure; The PPB
System, Volume 1, Joint Economic Committee, 9tsl Congress,
1al Session, 1969.

face the question of what constitutes a decent
and suitable home. While the question has been
pushed somewhat into the background as the efficiency elements of housing have come to occupy more of the attention of both economists
and policymakers. as we begin to make headway
in dealing with this problem, I have no doubt
about the reemergence of social welfare as a
central issue in housing policy deliberations.
There are still housing disparities of a considerable magnitude. and when there are disparities of
that sort there will be questions.
If markets do not generate what is construed as equitable outcomes, the political process is like~y to come into play. But how will it do
so? Will it do so in a way that expresses what
society believes to be the common good with respect to housing? What is the political process?
What is society? What is the common good?
These are illustrative of a few of the many questions that can be raised when we consider how
the political process operates to modify market
outcomes, questions that seem to come to the
foreground when we address the matter of equity. While it may seem that the role of government in housing should be defined in terms of
criteria that are specified independent of the
process that determines that role. when the criteria are found to be vague, elusive, and somehow linked with the political process itself, it
becomes important to have a clear understanding of that process.
Yet we cannot avoid facing the question of
normative criteria against which performance or
outcomes can be judged. For even if the notion
of what is fair can only be fully formulated in
light of a clear understanding of the political
processes operative in housing, ethical criteria
will be involved in that formulation.
In looking at housing. the problem comes to
focus in the issue of minimum housing standards. If there is to be some determination of the
meaning of equity in housing, we must first clarify the meaning of housing standards in general
and minimum standards in particular. Current research by such economists as Kaln and others
that seeks to identify the elements of housing
output or consumption, linking it to price in ways
that denote weights and importance is clearly
relevant to such a concern. For in a free society,
standards are presumably reflected in household
choices. which means that the outcome of these
choices should be revealing of the elements that
make up the standards. Yet, knowledge of the
coefficients of hedonic indexes used as a means
of investigati i "l3: i9,0l7'Wiv,nent items in that bun-

central issue in housing policy deliberations.

There are still housing disparities of a considera-

ble magnitude, and when there are disparities of

that sort there will be questions.

lf markets do not generate what is con-
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die will not really provide a basis for establish-

ing minimum standards. When the focus is on

minimum standards, we have to think in terms of

what is necessary for the well-being of the

household. But what do we mean by necessary?

What is the meaning of well-being?

Ultimately, the questions of the meanings of

necessary and well-being must be related to

some set of ethical propositions that represent

irreducible elements in what is taken as the

common goodâthe "norms" of society. But what

ethical propositions? Is it sufficient to talk in

terms of a decent home and suitable living envi-

ronment? It would seem that the issue of stand-

ards could be clarified somewhat with knowl-

edge of the influence of elements of housing

consumption on the household. But what does

this mean?

Suppose we were able to provide a low in-

come family with a housing allowance that per-

mitted it to move into a dwelling with indoor

plumbing and at the same time reduce the im-

pact of housing on its budget from 35 to 25 per-

cent. The economist could presumably make

statements about the welfare effects of the al-

lowance in terms of his view or conception of

economic welfare. But would that family now be

living in a decent home and suitable living envi-

ronment? It is not clear that the economist could

answer this question.

But suppose that psychologists provided us

with statements about the impact of the move in

terms of certain relevant psychological states

that are a part of their conceptual framework.

And suppose we gather equivalent information

from sociologists, community health specialists,

anthropologists, and others. All such information

presumably would provide insights into the im-

pact of a change in some housing variable on

the personal well-being of households affected

by the change. And if we had all of it, we would

certainly have something that encompassed

more of the totality of the experience of the

household than economic information alone. If

we knew, for example, that the housing adjust-

ment brought about by such an allowance re-

sulted in a significant change in the health status

of the family, we might be willing to make a

more affirmative statement about whether the

move resulted in the achievement of a decent

home and suitable living environment for that

family.

It would thus appear that we could make

some headway in efforts to clarify what is meant

by minimum housing standards, if our approach

to the task were multidisciplinary. But the results

of multidisciplinary studies, while they would un-

doubtedly be considered as interesting, would

probably be too fragmented to provide the basis

for improving the programing aspects of govern-

ment. While significant improvements in the psy-

chological or physiological states of the adjust-

ing family can be used to rationalize the choice

of a particular programâassuming that we can

in fact make some sensible statements about the

degree of change in these statesâit is by no

means clear how changes in the various states

die will not really provide a basis for establishing minimum standards. When the focus is on
minimum standards, we have to think in terms of
what is necessary for the well-being of the
household. But what do we mean by necessary?
What is the meaning of well-being?
Ultimately, the questions of the meanings of
necessary and well-being must be related to
some set of ethical propositions that represent
irreducible elements in what is taken as the
common good-the "norms" of society. But what
ethical propositions? Is it sufficient to talk in
terms of a decent home and suitable living environment? It would seem that the issue of standards could be clarified somewhat with knowledge of the influence of elements of housing
consumption on the household. But what does
this mean?
Suppose we were able to provide a low Income family with a housing allowance that permitted it to move into a dwelling with indoor
plumbing and at the same time reduce the impact of housing on its budget from 35 to 25 percent. The economist could presumably make
statements about the welfare effects of the allowance in terms of his view or conception of
economic welfare. But would that family now be
living in a decent home and suitable living environment? It is not clear that the economist could
answer this question.
But suppose that psychologists provided us
with statements about the impact of the move in
terms of certain relevant psychological states
that are a part of their conceptual framework.
And suppose we gather equivalent information
from sociologists, community health specialists,
anthropologists, and others. All such information
presumably would provide insights into the impact of a change in some housing variable on
the personal well-being of households affected
by the change. And if we had all of it, we would
certainly have something that encompassed
more of the totality of the experience of the
household than economic information alone. If
we knew, for example, that the housing adjustment brought about by such an allowance resulted in a significant change in the health status
of the family, we might be willing to make a
more affirmative statement about whether the
move resulted in the achievement of a decent
home and suitable living environment for that
family.
It would thus appear that we could make
some headway in efforts to clarify what is meant
by minimum housing standards, if our appl"oach
to the task were multidisciplinary. But tt'ie results

of multidisciplinary studies, while they would undoubtedly be considered as interesting, would
probably be too fragmented to provide the basis
for improving the programing aspects of government. While significant improvements in the psychological or physiological states of the adjusting family can be used to rationalize the choice
of a particular program-assuming that we can
in fact make some sensible statements about the
degree of change in these states-it is by no
means clear how changes in the various states
of the family can be combined in ways that are
needed by the policymaker. What policymakers
need is information that permits them to say,
with some degree of confidence, yes or no to
programs under consideration. From the viewpoint of policy formation, what is required is an
integrated or interdisciplinary thrust. Yet, the difficulties encountered in attempting to move from
a multidisciplinary to an interdisciplinary posture
are immense. What is involved is a question of
basic theorizing, and it is by no means clear
how the job that needs to be done can be best
approached. 40
Were we willing to disregard the question of
equity, the rationalization of housing policy
would become a relatively simple matter. The
concern would be with allocative efficiency criteria and the role of government would be to deal
with problems of market failure. But to focus on
allocative efficiency alone will not suffice, for the
issue of equity will not disappear. What people
think about housing has and will continue to turn
importantly on their views of what is fair and equitable.
In my view, it is important that HUD address
the question of equity in ways that will encourage the research necessary to acquire a better
understanding of what It really means. HUD
should emphasize several matters to be ticketed
for review and research. One matter concerns
the normative or ethical criteria. It has been suggested that many social scientists are unable to
make a careful distinction between a scientific
and an ethical or normative proposition. As this
inability could become a matter of central concern in attempting to deal with the question of
equity in housing, philosophers with scientific
training should be encouraged to make substantive contributions in the sense of clarifying exactly what is involved in the problem we seek to
analyze, i.e., the question of minimum housing
to

For one discussion 01 the difficulties associated ..... ith melding
separate qt1 I~ [ p'\ 1 'il1I:. ! r ,l):l.p ling SOCial experience. see A. R.
Winger. "Sdcl I li.fb~eli rril Crucial DefiCienCies and Critical
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of the family can be combined in ways that are

needed by the policymaker. What policymakers

need is information that permits them to say,
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standards. Second, now is certainly the time for

someone to assemble housing information and

analyses from the various disciplines and in light

of these materials, begin to consider how re-

search findings from different disciplines can be

brought to bear on the question of the meaning

of minimum housing standards.

I believe that economists, among social sci-

entists, are probably best qualified to put these

pieces together in some kind of systematic fash-

ion. For in the absence of an explicit conceptual

framework, those who are most accustomed to

dealing with facts in the context of a theory-

oriented framework are mostly likely to be able to

create order out of a set of disorderly and dis-

parate facts. How much immediate payoff a re-

view essay of that sort would have for policy-

makers is not completely clear. But it could

show the promise of an interdisciplinary thrust

as a means of clarifying the concept of housing

standards in a way that provides some insights

into the meaning of minimum standards.

Finally, I see a real need to encourage re-

search that will lead to a better understanding of

the political processes in housing.

Economists usually have little trouble identi-

fying the "basic" criteria used to make judg-

ments about the role of government in the

economy. The problem arises when an effort is

made to implement the criteria of the economist.

Progress is being made in dealing with the ques-

tion of allocative efficiency, and ongoing and future

research in housing should put us in an increasingly

better position to use these criteria. But implicit in

the use of, for example, one of the emerging hous-

inq simulation models as an aid to investigating the

efficiency and distributive aspects of alternative

policy strategies is a set of targets or goa's, that

is, a viewpoint with respect to equity considera-

tions in housing.

This fact creates problems because we are

really unable to deal analytically with the ques-

tion of equity in housing. Yet, it is something

that must be dealt with by the policymaker. As I

see it, the matter of equity stands as a central

problem in any effort made to delineate the role

of government in housing. I am not prepared to

take a strong stand for more or less government

in housing until our studies of this issue begin to

generate results that clarify precisely what is in-

volved in the concept of housing standards and

how this links up to what is determined as the

ethical criteria appropriately applied to the con-

sideration of minimum standards.
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ln a number of disciplines dealing with

human beings we often know more about what is

wrong than about what is right: we know more

about abnormality than about normality. lndeed,

lt is frequently the case that we learn about nor-

mality by being forced to face various forms of

abnormality. Thus, our conception of good

By Jerome Rothenberg

healthâphysical and mentalâderives heavily from

grappling with many types of illness. This paper

Professor of Economics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

leans on the same principle: We shall try to indi-

cate what good externalities can be generated

from good housing by examining what we know

and think we know about the bad externalities

generated from bad housing.

Housing as a Commodity

Knowledge of the effects of good or bad

housing is complicated by the fact that the very

concept of "good" or "bad" as applied to hous-

ing is subject to many important questions. The

trouble stems from the fact that "housing" itself

is not a simple or even clear "thing." This ambi-

guity stems from the fact that housing, unlike

most other commodities, ls overwhelmingly con-

sumed in a single, specific location.1 lt therefore

serves as a geographic base for carrying on a

variety of activities, and being the recipient of

services and experiences, which are local in

character. Since different locations make avail-

able base opportunities that can differ markedly,

these locational anchoring opportunities should

In a number of disciplines dealing with
human beings we often know more about what is
wrong than about what is right: we know more
about abnormality than about normality. Indeed,
It is frequently the case that we learn about normality by being forced to face various forms of
abnormality. Thus, our conception of good
health-physical and mental-derlves heavily from
grappling with many types of illness. This paper
leans on the same principle: We shall try to indicate what good externalities can be generated
from good housing by examining what we know
and think we know about the bad externalities
generated from bad housing.

be considered part of that package that a house-

hold buys when it buys "housing."

1 Films, plays, skiing, restaurant eating are also localized, but this

Housing as a Commodity

localization involves each instance of consumption. in the

course of a year a household may consume instances of these

commodities in many different places.

Thus, a "housing package" includes four

basic components: the housing structure itself,

the lot, the neighborhood in which the structure

is located, and the accessibility of this site to the

household's desired destinations in the rest of

the urban area and elsewhere. The addition of

these three nonstructure components is of real

importance. lf together they accounted for a triv-

ial part of the value of "the package," the hous-

ing concept would still primarily refer to physical

shelter services. But variations in the price of

packages containing essentially the same struc-

ture but differing in these other dimensions ac-

count for substantial proportions of the total. So

these additional dimensions are essential and

coequal with structure in understanding the

meaning of housing quality. Moreover, as will be

discussed below, there are grounds for believing

Knowledge of the effects of good or bad
housing Is complicated by the fact that the very
concept of "good" or "bad" as applied to housIng Is subject to many Important questions. The
trouble stems from the fact that "housing" Itself
Is not a simple or even clear "thing." This ambiguity stems from the fact that housing, unlike
most other commodities, Is overwhelmingly consumed In a single, specific 10catJon.l It therefore
serves as a geographic base for carrying on a
variety of activities, and being the recipient of
services and experiences, which are local In
character. Since different locations make available base opportunities that can differ markedly.
these locational anchoring opportunities should
be considered part of that package that a household buys when it buys "housing."

that these nonstructure dimensions are espe-

cially rich in the externalities generated by good

1
or bad housing.

lf "housing" is really a package of disparate

components the goodness or badness of housing

refers to configurations of these components.

The question of these configurations is complex,

since each of the components listed above com-

prises a large number of dimensions. Among the

Film., play., .kling, reltaurant eating are allo localized, but thl.
localization Involves each Instance of consumption. In the
cour.e of a year a houlehold may conlume I nstancel of thele
commodltlea In many different placel .

Thus, a "housing package" Includes four
basic components: the housing structure Itself,
the lot, the neighborhood In which the structure
Is located, and the accessibility of this site to the
household's desired destinations In the rest of
the urban area and elsewhere. The addition of
these three nonstructure components Is of real
importance. If together they accounted for a trivIal part of the value of "the package," the housIng concept would still primarily refer to physical
shelter services. But variations In the price of
packages containing essentially the same structure but differing In these other dimensions account for substantial proportions of the total. So
these additional dimensions are essential and
coequal with structure in understanding the
meaning of housing quality. Moreover, as will be
discussed below, there are grounds for believing
that these nonstructure dimensions are especially rich in the externalities generated by good
or bad housing.
If "housing" Is really a package of disparate
components the goodness or badness of housing
refers to configurations of these components.
The question of these configurations Is complex,
since each of the components listed above comprises a large number of dimensions. Among the
characteristics of the housing structure that influence the quality of the overall package are
surely the number of rooms, the square footage.
various architectural amenities and convenIences. and the condition of the structure. While
the two size categories are unambiguous with regard to measurement and differences are probably perceived uniformly (at least In terms of
direction) by most users, the other two categories are heavily judgmental. Architectural features are not obviously measurable In terms of a
single dimension; and different configurations
will often be subject to widely differing appreciation by users. The same Is true of condition.
Housing units having different combinations of
"necessary" repairs are not obviously comparable in terms of a single "condition" dimension,
and different users will typically attribute different degrees of Importance to any given set of repair or renovation problems.
The lot similarly comprises a variety of characteristics: size, shape, topography, placement
on street, etc. Here too judgmental factors enter,
so that there is no self-evident dimension along
which "lot" can be measured and for which differing degrees will be greeted with noncontroversial evaluations.
"Nelghb0rhood" comprises a much greater
variety of ~ nW't
. :ti~ hysical appearance
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of other houses, the socioeconomic, taste, and

personality characteristics of other households in

the neighborhood, the shopping and recreational

facilities, the nonmarket institutions and ameni-

ties such as parks and the quality of public serv-

ices. Again, the intrinsic noncomparability of the

dimensions and the judgmental character of both

evaluation within each dimension and relative

importance of different dimensions, makes the

problem of designating quality gradations for

neighborhood an extremely difficult one.

Finally, accessibility does not mean a single

distance of the site in question to the central

business district, but rather the economic cost of

taking desired sets of trips to all the desired

destinations in the urban area and outside. While

these costs are in principle convertible to a sin-

gle dimension that has overall quality signifi-

cance, different households will have different

desired sets of trips (both with regard to destina-

tions and relative frequency), and so will rate the

accessibility of any site differently.

ln sum, the dimensions of the housing pack-

age contain important judgmental aspects, and

the relative desirability of different configurations

of the components in these dimensions is even

more judgmental; so the overall quality of the

package cannot be inferred from a listing of its

purely physical attributes. For any household, it

will depend on the situation and tastes of the

household; and hence different households will

often disagree about it because of differences in

situation and tastes.

There is a second major problem associated

with quality. lt concerns the ability to create

units of different qualities or to change the qual-

ity of existing units. A builder of new units has

full power (within the limitations set by zoning

and code regulations) to determine the structural

characteristics of a new unit. He has somewhat

less power to select an existing neighborhood

and moderate opportunities to select lot charac-

teristics. But exercise of a neighborhood choice

strongly restricts his choice about accessibility.

Moreover, he has essentially no power to change

neighborhood and accessibility characteristics

once he has selected a site. The owner of an ex-

isting unit has a moderate ability to change

structure characteristics of an existing unit but

nothing more. Neighborhood and accessibility

changes, once a site is given, are out of the

power of the owner and depend on the behavior

of a variety of third parties. ln focusing on what

should and can be done to change the quality of

housing it is important to understand that while

some components of the package are within the

power of builders and owners to change, and

can therefore be influenced to do so by public

policy, others are outside that power and may

have to be approached differently under public

policy.

Thus, two cautions must be observed in dis-

cussing the consequences of good and bad

housing and what to do about them: (1) they

of other houses, the socioeconomic, taste, and
personality characteristics of other households in
the neighborhood, the shopping and recreational
facilities, the nonmarket institutions and amenities such as parks and the quality of public services. Again, the intrinsic noncomparability of the
dimensions and the judgmental character of both
evaluation within each dimension and relative
importance of different dimensions, makes the
problem of designating quality gradations for
neighborhood an extremely difficult one.
Finally, accessibility does not mean a single
distance of the site in question to the central
business district, but rather the economic cost of
taking desired sets of trips to all the desired
destinations in the urban area and outside. While
these costs are in principle convertible to a single dimension that has overall quality significance, different households will have different
desired sets of trips (both with regard to destinations and relative frequency), and so wi" rate the
accessibility of any site differently.
In sum, the dimensions of the housing package contain important judgmental aspects. and
the relative desirability of different configurations
of the components in these dimensions is even
more judgmental; so the overall quality of the
package cannot be inferred from a listing of its
purely physical attributes. For any household, it
wi" depend on the situation and tastes of the
househo!d; and hence different households wi"
often disagree about it because of differences in
situation and tastes.
There is a second major problem associated
with quality. It concerns the ability to create
units of different qualities or to change the quality of existing units. A builder of new units has
full power (within the limitations set by zoning
and code regulations) to determine the structural
characteristics of a new unit. He has somewhat
less power to select an existing neighborhood
and moderate opportunities to select lot characteristics. But exercise of a neighborhood choice
strongly restricts his choice about accessibility.
Moreover, he has essentially no power to change
neighborhood and accessibility characteristics
once he has selected a site. The owner of an existing unit has a moderate ability to change
structure characteristics of an existing unit but
nothing more. Neighborhood and accessibility
changes, once a site is given, are out of the
power of the owner and depend on the behavior
of a variety of third parties. In focusing on what
should and can be done to change the quality of
housing it is important to understand that while

must be interpreted in a way that does not vio-

late the judgmental, nonunanimous aspect of

evaluation; (2) the question of public policy must

recognize that the different aspects of the prob-

lem may call for a combination of different policy

dimensions.
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some components of the package are within the
power of builders and owners to change, and
can therefore be influenced to do so by public
policy, others are outside that power and may
have to be approached differently under public
policy.
Thus, two cautions must be observed in discussing the consequences of good and bad
housing and what to do about them: (1) they
must be interpreted in a way that does not violate the judgmental, non unanimous aspect of
evaluation; (2) the question of public policy must
recognize that the different aspects of the problem may call for a combination of different policy
dimensions.
What, then, should be considered good or
bad housing for the present purposes? Since
housing is a composite commodity, one or a few
very bad components could in principle give a
particular package a low overall rating. Similarly,
one or a few very good components could give
the package a high overall rating. For reasons
we shall give later, a more common situation is
for many or most components to have the same
character. In this latter situation, poor (good)
housing is housing that is bad (good) in a number of dimensions at once. This is likely to be
true of very bad (good) housing. But the earlier
cases of highly disparate characteristics is a
possibility; and for these the designation as bad
(good) depends on the identity and degree of the
exceptional dimensions.
What we shall consider as bad housing in
the typical case is where the unit is overcrowded
(very low size relative to current occupancy),
and in bad condition, with few structural amenities, and on a small lot, and in a bad neighborhood. Inaccessibility is not so much typical of
bad housing as it is of constrained locational opportunities (the usual situation of housing segregation). The welfare impact of bad housing will
therefore be a composite of the effects of the
various component deficiencies. Yet the separate
impacts of the individual components have to be
understood as we" in order to be able to describe the welfare impact of situations where
one or a few exceptionally poor components impart the overall low rating. The impact of bad
housing may well be the result of deficiencies in
nonstructural aspects of the package.
In categorizing housing as good or bad,
consideration for the judgmental nature of the
concept of housing quality requires that only extreme negative instances be included in the
class of bad housing. For nonhomogeneous
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packages it requires that the exceptional compo-

nents be significantly below mean level. More-

over, small changes in one or more components

will not shift a unit to or from the bad housing

category. A shift from bad to good will be identi-

fied as the removal of the several deficiencies of

the package to a state of average quality. Attain-

ment of premium quality above average is not

required for the conceptual improvement from

bad to good housing.

Housing Components and Welfare: A

Theoretical Analysis

ln this section we shall indicate the kinds of

impact bad housing may be expected to have on

packages it requires that the exceptional components be significantly below mean level. Moreover, small changes in one or more components
will not shift a unit to or from the bad housing
category. A shift from bad to good will be identified as the removal of the several deficiencies of
the package to a state of average quality. Attainment of premium quality above average is not
required for the conceptual improvement from
bad to good housing.

well-being. The argument here is speculative.

Later we shall indicate the kinds of empirical ev-

idence that substantiate and/or measure the ex-

tent to which these speculations are borne out.

Housing Components and Welfare: A
Theoretical Analysis

simply an aspect of redistributing real income to
decrease poverty. In this paper we are not concerned with poverty per se, but with housing externalities-of inadvertent and third-party effects
that go beyond the quality-level inadequacies associated with low budgets. We are looking for
respects in which housing is a strategic focus
for helping the poor, because of features that
make housing an unusual commodity. We are
asking, in effect, in what way is housing special?
Thus, in what follows we shall deal with the externality consequences of each housing component, not the simple consequences of low quality
consumption.

The question of bad housing's impact on

well-being is not independent of the issues in-

volved in defining the housing package and "bad

housing." The impact of housing conditions de-

pends on what is included in "housing." More-

over, since we propose to include structure and

neighborhood components, we shall argue below

that their impact is not a simple summation of

independent effects, but rather a complex inter-

active web of influences. This complicates even

the theoretical expression of how housing affects

welfare. To clarify the issues, however, we shall

first present the theoretical impact analysis in

terms of a set of separate influences. We shall

examine in succession the presumed mecha-

nism by which each component of bad housing

can influence well-being. Subsequently, we shall

discuss the interactive nature of the influence of

the whole complex of components.

A further preliminary must be mentioned.

The present paper is concerned with the exter-

nalities generated by good housing, not with all

of its consequences. The distinction is important.

Bad housing is generally the type of housing

consumed by poor households (indeed, it is

generally referred to as "poor" housing), along

with inadequate food, clothing, recreation, health

care, etc. As such, it is a typical accompaniment

of, and symptom of, poverty, and therefore is a

contributor to the low level of well-being associ-

ated with poverty. lmprovement of housing for

such households is tantamount to mitigating their

poverty and, on that account, increasing their

welfare. This is perfectly straightforward, but it is

simply an aspect of redistributing real income to

decrease poverty. ln this paper we are not con-

cerned with poverty per se, but with housing ex-

ternalitiesâof inadvertent and third-party effects

that go beyond the quality-level inadequacies as-

sociated with low budgets. We are looking for

respects in which housing is a strategic focus

for helping the poor, because of features that

make housing an unusual commodity. We are

asking, in effect, in what way is housing special?

Thus, in what follows we shall deal with the ex-

ternality consequences of each housing compo-

nent, not the simple consequences of low quality

In this section we shall indicate the kinds of
impact bad housing may be expected to have on
we!l-being. The argument here is speculative.
Later we shall indicate the kinds of empirical evidence that substantiate and/or measure the extent to which these speculations are borne out.
The question of bad housing's impact on
well-being is not independent of the issues involved in defining the housing package and "bad
housing." The impact of housing conditions depends on what is included in "housing." Moreover, since we propose to include structure and
neighborhood components, we shall argue below
that their impact is not a simple summation of
independent effects, but rather a complex interactive web of influences. This complicates even
the theoretical expression of how housing affects
welfare. To clarify the issues, however, we shall
first present the theoretical impact analysis in
terms of a set of separate influences. We shall
examine in succession the presumed mechanism by which each component of bad housing
can influence well-being. Subsequently, we shall
discuss the interactive nature of the influence of
the whole complex of components.
A further preliminary must be mentioned.
The present paper is concerned with the externalities generated by good housing. not with all
of its consequences. The distinction is important.
Bad housing is generally the type of housing
consumed by poor households (indeed, it is
generally referred to as "poor" housing), along
with inadequate food, clothing, recreation, health
care, etc. As such, it is a typical accompaniment
of, and symptom of, poverty, and therefore is a
contributor to the low level of well-being associated with poverty. Improvement of housing for
such households is tantamount to mitigating their
poverty and, on that account, increasing their
welfare. This is perfectly straightforward, but it is

Housing Structure
Size: What is often considered the most important component of housing quality is the size
of the housing unit-its physical quantity. Size is
important, and inadequacy is associated with a
significant set of externalities. But size is not a
se~f-evident dimension.
Square footage and number of rooms both
measure size. Yet there is empirical evidence,
both qualitative and econometric, that the two
are not considered equivalent by households.
More of one can substitute for less of the other
with respect to household satisfaction, but the
two are not perfect substitutes. For our purposes
we shall avail ourselves of both. Inadequate size
will be measured in terms of both square footage
and number of rooms.
This treatment diverges from the common
practice of measuring inadequate size in terms
of density of land use-the number of residents
per acre. The reason for the divergence is that a
major externality arising out of inadequate size
is crowding and its consequences. Crowding is a
function of shelter space per person, and this is
better measured by interior space actually occupied by people. Land use density is more a
measure of land crowding than of people crowding. Luxury high-rise apartment buildings may
exhibit extraordinary crowding of land but offer
large, sumptuous interior space per inhabitant.
Overcrowding leads to psychological stress.
Stress is a form of personal disequilibrium. It
can be either a positive or negative stimulus for
change in that it sets in motion psychological
forces to overcome, bypass, or adjust to what
generated it. If the individual under stress can
end the overcrowding or satisfactorily adjust to
it. the stress will have served a positive function.
. 0 - s a permanent disturbIf not, the rct y!':

consumption.

Housing Structure
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Size: What is often considered the most im-

portant component of housing quality is the size

of the housing unitâits physical quantity. Size is
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ance, raising the probability of abnormal behav-

iorâdepression, apathy, aggressivenes, antiso-

cial acts.

This potential consequence of overcrowding

is an "externality" in either of two senses. Its

self-destructive path toward depression and apa-

thy hampers the well-being of the victim inad-

vertently well beyond the mere consumption of a

low quality version of a basic commodity. The

consumer is in effect the inadvertent "third-

party" victim of his own consumption pattern. Its

activist, aggressive path brings the more familiar

spillover damage to genuine third parties.

Overcrowding is not a purely physical rela-

tionship between an individual and his per capita

shelter space. Except in a one-person dwelling

overcrowding is interpersonal: it is a competition

for space on the part of the several inhabitants

of a dwelling unit. The character and intensity of

this competition depends not only on the amount

of space available and the number of individuals

sharing it (per capita square footage) but also on

their relationship to one another, their respective

activities in the shared space, the possibilities

for specialized, noninterfering uses of space,

their mutual expectations, the duration of their

interaction, and other psychosocial factors. The

richness of the situational determination is only

crudely reflected in per capita space magni-

tudes.

A group of n persons sharing a small space

is less likely to be overcrowded if all are famil-

iarly related than if any are unrelated; less if

some of their potentially interfering activities can

be performed in space outside the shelter; less if

the substance of their interaction is gratifying.

Thus, doubling of households in the same unit is

stressful, as is the absence of appropriate sub-

stitute space outside the home. Similarly, house-

holds subject to interpersonal tensions on other

grounds are likely to have these tensions exacer-

bated by the feeling of overcrowdedness. In two

of these cases, poor households are especially

likely to be adversely affected: they double up,

and their budgetary deprivation is likely to elicit

frequent interpersonal tension. In respect to sub-

stitute space outside the home, the poor are

largely restricted to street society. While this has

its strengths, it leads to some of the neighbor-

hood externalities we shall discuss below. One

aspect of it, which has been dealt with in the lit-

erature, is the socialization and general upbring-

ing of children. The need to seek outside space

tends to decrease parental guidance of children

relative to peer group guidance in such families

âwith a variety of attendant consequences.

Finally, a given degree of space competition

may be less stressful if it is known to be tempo-

rary, especially if it is a means to a gratifying

end, than if there seems no present or near fu-

ture prospect of improvement, or if exposure to

it seems to have no instrumental capacity to

achieve desired goals. Thus, upwardly mobile

households are likely better to bear a given de-

gree of physical crowding than households who

feel stalled, excluded, or hopeless. Once again,

ance, raising the probability of abnormal behavior-depression, apathy, aggressivenes, antisocial acts.
This potential consequence of overcrowding
is an "extemality" In either of two senses. Its
self-destructive path toward depression and apathy hampers the well-being of the victim inadvertently well beyond the mere consumption of a
low quality version of a basic commodity. The
consumer is in effect the inadvertent "thirdparty" victim of his own consumption pattern. Its
activist, aggressive path brings the more familiar
spillover damage to genuine third parties.
Overcrowding is not a purely physical relationship between an individual and his per capita
shelter space. Except in a one-person dwelling
overcrowding is interpersonal: it is a competition
for space on the part of the several inhabitants
of a dwelling unit. The character and intensity of
this competition depends not only on the amount
of space available and the number of individuals
sharing it (per capita square footage) but also on
their relationship to one another, their respective
activities in the shared space, the possibilities
for specialized, noninterfering uses of space,
their mutual expectations, the duration of their
interaction, and other psychosocial factors. The
richness of the situational determination is only
crudely reflected in per capita space magnitudes.
A group of n persons sharing a sma" space
is less likely to be overcrowded if all are familiarly related than if any are unrelated; less if
some of their potentially interfering activities can
be performed in space outside the shelter; less if
the substance of their interaction is gratifying.
Thus, doubling of households in the same unit is
stressful, as is the absence of appropriate substitute space outside the home. Similarly, households subject to interpersonal tensions on other
grounds are likely to have these tensions exacerbated by the feeling of overcrowdedness. In two
of these cases, poor households are especially
likely to be adversely affected: they double up,
and their budgetary deprivation is likely to elicit
frequent interpersonal tension. In respect to substitute space outside the home, the poor are
largely restricted to street society. While this has
its strengths, it leads to some of the neighborhood externalities we shall discuss below. One
aspect of it, which has been dealt with in the literature, is the socialization and general upbringing of children. The need to seek outside space
tends to decrease parental guidance of children
relative to peer group guidance in such families
-with a variety of attendant consequen es.

the immobile poor are the chief victims.

To summarize, inadequate space leads to

crowding. But crowding is as much a social phe-

nomenon as a physical one. Sociological fea-
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Finally, a given degree of space competition
may be less stressful if it is known to be temporary, especially if it is a means to a gratifying
end, than if there seems no present or near future prospect of improvement, or if exposure to
it seems to have no instrumental capacity to
achieve desired goals. Thus, upwardly mobile
households are likely better to bear a given degree of physical crowding than households who
feel stalled, excluded, or hopeless. Once again,
the immobile poor are the chief victims.
To summarize, inadequate space leads to
crowding. But crowding is as much a social phenomenon as a physical one. Sociological features of poor households suggest that in addition
to little per capita space the character of their
use of space exacerbates crowdedness. Crowdedness leads to stress and in situations where
the source of stress cannot be meliorated over
significant durations-as with the dead-endedness of many poor families-it can lead to selfdestructive behavior or to third-party damage via
aggressive behavior.
A second type of externality consequence of
crowded ness concerns physical health. Closeness of habitation aggravates the contagion of
infectious diseases. An observable consequence
should be the greater incidence of infectious disease morbidity. This is an explicitly "third-party"
spillover. The mechanism of this externality is
straightforward and persuasive.
A final consequence of crowdedness Is the
increased risk of a different kind of contagion:
fire hazard. The more households are crowded
into a single structure to carry on their daily activities, the more likely is a fire to begin in that
structure; and the closer that structure physically is to others the more likely is a fire beginning in one structure to spread to other structures. The appropriate measure of hazard for this
phenomenon is in terms of households-or
persons-per acre: land use density.
A final remark should be made about policy
issues. Size has been dealt with in terms of
crowding. Yet is is not absolute size at all that is
involved but rather relative size-the size of the
unit relative to the number of individuals who
want to share it. Thus a unit that is too small for
its current occupants may not be too sma" for a
different household. An important part of the policy problem of crowding may therefore involve
shifting households among existing units instead
of automatically attempting to build larger units
for all who are crowded (although some of the
rl.'~Jled). In this it may well
latter may dIz '
differ 1] . ~W~ ~'fl R!~i9mip ation.

Structure Condition: Structure condition af-

fects the way a housing unit can be used. It is of

course a direct constituent of the quality of

housing and accordingly a natural influence on

well-being derived from consumption at that

quality. But it generates externalities as well.

The first, like crowding, affects the user in an in-

advertent, disproportionate way. The second in-

volves "third-party" spillovers.

Bad condition is a user-victimizer in that it

raises the risks of illness, fire, and accident.

Flaking leaded paint, broken windows and faulty

or inadequate heating, broken stairways and

floors and faulty or inadequate wiring, filth and

vermin infestationsâall easily contribute to a

considerably higher incidence of accidents, ill-

ness, and fires. Externality spillovers are closely

related to these: a higher incidence of user-vic-

tim illness or fires increases the absolute num-

ber .of third parties afflicted even under non-

crowded conditions. With crowding as well, the

third-party incidence is likely to increase appre-

ciably.

Lot Characteristics

A lot serves two roles as part of the housing

package. It is both an extension of the shelter

into the outer world and an extension of the

neighborhood into the housing package. For the

Structure Condition: Structure condition affects the way a housing unit can be used. It is of
course a direct constituent of the quality of
housing and accordingly a natural influence on
well-being derived from consumption at that
quality. But it generates externalities as well.
The first, like crowding, affects the user in an inadvertent, disproportionate way. The second involves "third-party" spillovers.
Bad condition is a user-victimizer in that it
raises the risks of illness, fire, and accident.
Flaking leaded paint, broken windows and faulty
or inadequate heating, broken stairways and
floors and faulty or inadequate wiring, filth and
vermin infestations-all easily contribute to a
considerably higher incidence of accidents, illness, and fires. Externality spillovers are closely
related to these: a higher incidence of user-victim illness or fires increases the absolute number -of third parties afflicted even under noncrowded conditions. With crowding as well, the
third-party incidence is likely to increase appreCiably.

former, it represents an effective substitute to in-

secure "halfway house" launching pads to the
unfamiliar outside world. The sense of assuredness,
of security in a potentially benign environment may
be impaired, resulting in personality development
that is dysfunctional for mainstream success.
Another combination occurs with neighborhood components. We shall argue below
that the neighborhood component of the housing
package may be intensely adverse to household
welfare. In such cases presence of an adequate
lot can exercise a moderating influence, since it
may permit performance of some neighborhood
interactions under more controlled and thus benign circumstances: that is, it provides a substitute--albeit imperfect-for neighborhood opportunities. As with the crowding combination,
absence of an adequate lot ratifies adverse
neighborhood characteristics, leaves the household exposed (unprotected) to an uncontrolled
environment if any neighborhood interchange is
to take place. The personality implications may
well be social trauma and misanthropic orientations-both damaging to the long-run success of
the household and its members.

terior space under some circumstances (depend-

ing on weather, time of day, physical character

of the lot and its boundaries). It is differentiated

from the outer world in that it possesses some

of the privacy and exclusion of outsiders of inte-

rior space. For the latter it represents an oppor-

tunity to engage in neighborhood interaction (in-

terpersonal, aesthetic) mediated by some of the

controls characteristic of internal spaceâsome

degree of resident privacy and his proprietary

determination of its use by others.

In addition to its direct impact on well-being

as an amenity of the housing package, it gener-

ates externalities in combination with other com-

ponents. Thus, since the presence of an ade-

quate lot is a safety valve for some of the stress

resulting from interior crowding, an absence of

such a lot ratifies interior crowding. The only

substitute available for the lack of private, pro-

prietary space is then the open, uncontrolledâ

and sometimes uncontrollableâoutside neigh-

borhood space. This can have deep psychological

impact on household members, and especially

children, much of whose socialization thus occurs

with a deficiency of both secure space and quasi-

secure "halfway house" launching pads to the

unfamiliar outside world. The sense of assuredness,

of security in a potentially benign environment may

be impaired, resulting in personality development

that is dysfunctional for mainstream success.

Another combination occurs with neigh-

borhood components. We shall argue below

that the neighborhood component of the housing

package may be intensely adverse to household

welfare. In such cases presence of an adequate

lot can exercise a moderating influence, since it

Lot Characteristics
A lot serves two roles as part of the housing
package. It is both an extension of the shelter
into the outer world and an extension of the
neighborhood into the housing package. For the
former, it represents an effective substitute to interior space under some circumstances (depending on weather, time of day, physical character
of the lot and its boundaries). It is differentiated
from the outer world in that it possesses some
of the privacy and exclusion of outsiders of interior space. For the latter it represents an opportunity to engage in neighborhood interaction (interpersonal, aesthetic) mediated by some of the
controls characteristic of internal space--some
degree of resident privacy and his proprietary
determination of its use by others.
In addition to its direct impact on well-being
as an amenity of the housing package, it generates externalities in combination with other components. Thus, since the presence of an adequate lot is a safety valve for some of the stress
resulting from interior crowding, an absence of
such a lot ratifies interior crowding. The only
substitute available for the lack of private, proprietary space is then the open, uncontrolledand sometimes uncontrollable--outside neighborhood space. This can have deep psychological
impact on household members, and especially
children, much of whose socialization thus occurs
with a deficiency of both secure space and quasi-

Neighborhood
This is the aspect that carries most obvious
and substantial externalities. Since the neighborhood, with its varied positive and negative features, is proprietorially separate from any particular housing unit within it, ownership of such a
unit confers little or no power to affect the
neighborhood configuration. Thus, the attractions
-again positive and/or negative--of the neighborhood are preponderantly externalities.
Since the neighborhood is the area that, because of nearness in a general context of nontrivial costs of travel and communication,
generally concentrates much or most of a hollsehold's buying and socializing activity, as well as
much of its recreational and aesthetic experience, and a good part of its consumption of public services (some of which, like education, represent a crucial investment in human capital),
the opportunities, threats, attractions, dangers,
etc. of the neighborhood have a large impact on
the household's well-being. It often forms the
most palpable form of the society, with its rewards and punishments, for the household. A
bad neighborhood will hurt the family's welfare,
a good one will aid it.
A neighborhood can be bad or good in different ways. A bad neighborhood may be bad
because of a deficiency of shopping or recreational facilit i.e~ l!f -abe ';(]"6e of low quality public

may permit performance of some neighborhood

interactions under more controlled and thus be-

nign circumstances: that is, it provides a substi-

tuteâalbeit imperfectâfor neighborhood oppor-

tunities. As with the crowding combination,
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services, or aesthetic aberrations, or because of

the presence of undesirable neighbors or be-

cause of actual high risk to life, health, and

property through crime, fire hazard, and high

disease incidence.

These different aspects often coexist. Such

coexistence is not accidental, but part of a com-

plex process of self-selected location, consistent

reciprocal expectations, and group exclusion.

Because the purchase of housing typically repre-

sents the largest single consumption transaction

engaged in by a household during the year, poor

households are not likely to buy other than poor

quality housing. Moreover, since housing for the

poor, shops catering to the poor, and the behav-

ior of the poor themselves, are likely to be unat-

tractive or irrelevant to, or actually dangerous

for, nonpoor households, the latter will not will-

ingly locate in areas inhabited by clusters of the

poor. ln general, nonpoor housholds will seek,

and the market will supply, neighborhoods con-

centrating features attractive to them and lacking

features unattractive to them. Neighborhoods of

the nonpoor will tend to be stratified by income

level, and this will be reflected in housing struc-

tures, density, shopping, and demographic com-

position. Through differential political influence,

it will be reflected in the quality of public services

also.

While poor households may be as repelled

as the nonpoor from poor neighborhoods, the

self-selection of good neighborhoods by the lat-

ter, and the relatively homogeneous provision of

facilities by suppliers, will tend to congregate

the poor together as a residual. Sometimes their

absence from better neighborhoods results from

their voluntary market choices, sometimes by ac-

tual exclusion. The latter is especially important

in the case of racial segregation. Here, similarity

by ethnic or racial characteristic is superim-

posed on income stratification.

The upshot of these processes is a high de-

gree of homogeneity in each neighborhood.

Good neighborhoods are likely to be good in

most respects; bad neighborhoods, bad in most.

Paradoxically, this extends not only to what is

present, but to what is absent. One of the symp-

toms of a bad neighborhood, especially in recent

times, is high vacancy rates and heavy abandon-

ments of whole structures by their owners. This

can occur even when the overall market for poor

units is tight, and while occupied units in the

neighborhood are crowded. Their effect is to

make maintenance of units chaotic or nonexist-

ent and to invite the further dynamic of neigh-

borhood destruction through widespread vandal-

ism that renders more and more structures

unmanageable by their owners, and other neigh-

borhood crime that, together with a collapse of

maintenance, make the area repulsive to residents.

Negative neighborhood effects can be

grouped into a passive and an active set. The

passive set refers to what is done to a house-

hold by the neighborhood; the active set refers

to how the household responds to the life

services, or aesthetic aberrations, or because of
the presence of undesirable neighbors or because of actual high risk to life, health, and
property through crime, fire hazard, and high
disease incidence.
These different aspects often coexist. Such
coexistence is not accidental, but part of a complex process of self-selected location, consistent
reciprocal expectations, and group exclusion.
Because the purchase of housing typically represents the largest single consumption transaction
engaged in by a household during the year, poor
households are not likely to buy other than poor
quality housing. Moreover, since housing for the
poor, shops catering to the poor, and the behavior of the poor themselves, are likely to be unattractive or irrelevant to, or actually dangerous
for, nonpoor households, the latter will not willingly locate in areas inhabited by clusters of the
poor. In general, non poor housholds will seek,
and the market will supply, neighborhoods concentrating features attractive to them and lacking
features unattractive to them. Neighborhoods of
the nonpoor will tend to be stratified by income
level, and this will be reflected in housing structures, density, shopping, and demographic composition. Through differential political influence,
it will be reflected in the quality of public services
also.
While poor households may be as repelled
as the nonpoor from poor neighborhoods, the
self-selection of good neighborhoods by the latter, and the relatively homogeneous provision of
facilities by suppliers, will tend to congregate
the poor together as a residual. Sometimes their
absence from better neighborhoods results from
their voluntary market choices, sometimes by actual exclusion. The latter is especially important
in the case of racial segregation. Here, similarity
by ethnic or racial characteristic is superimposed on income stratification.
The upshot of these processes is a high degree of homogeneity in each neighborhood.
Good neighborhoods are likely to be good in
most respects; bad neighborhoods, bad in most.
Paradoxically, this extends not only to what is
present, but to what is absent. One of the symptoms of a bad neighborhood, especially in recent
times, is high vacancy rates and heavy abandonments of whole structures by their owners. This
can occur even when the overall market for poor
units is tight, and while occupied units in the
neighborhood are crowded. Their effect is to
make maintenance of units chaotic or nonexistent and to invite the further dynamic of neigh-

borhood destruction through widespread vandalism that renders more and more structures
unmanageable by their owners, and other neighborhood crime that, together with a collapse of
maintenance, make the area repulsive to residents.
Negative neighborhood effects can be
grouped into a passive and an active set. The
passive set refers to what is done to a household by the neighborhood; the active set refers
to how the household responds to the life
chances presented to it by the neighborhood.
The first is rather obvious: dense, o~d structures
in poor condition physically increase the hazard
of fires starting and spreading widely. Overcrowded units and low budgets for heating,
clothing, food, and medical care encourage illness to begin, to spread, to flourish. Low political influence with the municipal government plus
high per acre needs for public services together
with less-than-proportional tax payments, lead to
provision of public services at lower than average quality levels. Retailers and owners of housing, faced with inadequate, but often captive,
effective demand in the neighborhood, supply
shoddy commodities at above average prices. All
of these clearly affect resident welfare adversely.
The active responses are more subtle. The
relative homogeneity of neighborhood includes
demographic characteristics. The bad neighborhood contains mostly people who are poor, undereducated, immobile. Their common presence is as
least as much an exc~usion from mainstream society as it is a voluntary cleaving together for comfort. Examples of human failure are ever-present,
examples of conventional success few. The large
numbers of like-minded individuals in the same
economic straits create critical masses of those
for whom the neighborhood represents a defeat in
mainstream activities, a hopelessness of succeeding in traditional occupational trajectories. These
groups exhibit frustration, despair, anger, alienation. Mutua!ly fortifying one another, deviant attitudes and social codes develop, as well as a behavioral repertoire of antisocial, illegal acts. Crime,
both organized and unorganized, becomes institutionalized as an understandable, even accepted,
way of life. Even irrational, symbolic vio'ence becomes more likely. Sometimes these propensities
can spark group orgies of violence in riots.
Thus, the sense of exclusion and hopelessness engendered by the homogeneous deprivation of bad neighborhoods leads to widespread
attitudes and behavior that are, in the form of
apathy and depression, self-destructive of high
motivatia'r::l. rl~~ nCa9 Y-B9-.\ional achievement, and, in

chances presented to it by the neighborhood.
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in poor condition physically increase the hazard

of fires starting and spreading widely. Over-

crowded units and low budgets for heating,
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the form of crime and violence, directly damag-

ing to innocent third parties. These are excep-

tionally important types of negative externality.

Accessibility

Accessibility is a commodity-type compo-

nent of the housing package. Different degrees

the form of crime and violence, directly damaging to innocent third parties. These are exceptionally important types of negative externality.

Accessibility

can often be bought by the customer in such sit-

uations, who knows exactly what he is buying.

This is not an externality. But externalities do

sometimes enter this dimension as well. House-

holds generally select appropriate neighbor-

hoods and they seek specific housing units

within them. Since neighborhoods are not trivial

in size, there is rarely a very large number of

neighborhoods in any urban area. So not every

combination of structure-neighborhood-accessi-

bility is available to every selecting household.

There is a limited range of package types. This

itself does not constitute an externality. But it

does when there is definite exclusion of some

groups from some neighborhoods via discrimina-

tion. This artificial and coercive process can se-

verely limit the overall housing area alternatives

for groups discriminated against. The group's

ability to trade off between accessibility and

other housing components can be seriously ham-

pered. In effect, the locational choices of others

and stipulation of barriers to similar choices by

a household in question have adverse welfare ef-

fect on the latter. This externality can be espe-

cially damaging where inaccessibility affects the

ability to find and hold desirable jobs.

The relation of this to bad housing is that

the segregation that severely diminishes accessi-

bility choice typically is applied to ethnic and ra-

cial groups with mean incomes significantly

below the average for the urban area. Their re-

sulting segregated neighborhoods are likely to

be poorer than the average. Furthermore, bar-

riers restricting their range of locational choices

are likely to raise the real price of housing to

them. This is a consequence of the externality

that exacerbates the real income loss resulting

from the externality itself.

The Structure of Causation

In the last section we treated the impact of

bad housing on welfare as if it were a sum of

separate factors each having a well-defined and

separate impact. Passages throughout, and the

whole of the subsection devoted to neighbor-

hood effects, suggested a very different story. At

the base of the problem is that, because of the

processes of self-selection, exclusion, and the

Accessibility is a commodity-type component of the housing package. Different degrees
can often be bought by the customer in such situations, who knows exactly what he is buying.
This is not an externality. But externalities do
sometimes enter this dimension as well. Households generally select appropriate neighborhoods and they seek specific housing units
within them. Since neighborhoods are not trivial
in size, there is rarely a very large number of
neighborhoods in any urban area. So not every
combination of structure-neighborhood-accessibility is available to every selecting household.
There is a limited range of package types. This
itself does not constitute an externality. But it
does when there is definite exclusion of some
groups from some neighborhoods via discrimination. This artificial and coercive process can severely limit the overall housing area alternatives
for groups discriminated against. The group's
ability to trade off between accessibility and
other housing components can be seriously hampered. In effect, the locational choices of others
and stipulation of barriers to similar choices by
a household in question have adverse welfare effect on the latter. This externality can be especially damaging where inaccessibility affects the
ability to find and hold desirable jobs.
The relation of this to bad housing is that
the segregation that severely diminishes accessibility choice typically is applied to ethnic and racial groups with mean incomes significantly
below the average for the urban area. Their resulting segregated neighborhoods are likely to
be poorer than the average. Furthermore, barriers restricting their range of locational choices
are likely to raise the real price of housing to
them. This is a consequence of the externality
that exacerbates the real income loss resulting
from the externality itself.

like, neighborhoods are relatively homogeneous.

This homogeneity includes housing structures

The Structure of Causation

and their use, demographic features, and area

locational factors. The various components of

many, possibly most, housing packages will be

harmonious with one another: good housing will

be good in most respects; bad housing, bad in

most respects.

One obvious consequence is that we shall

not often be able to observe a high degree of

variability of quality level in the several compo-

nents of a given housing package. This means

that the observed "outcome" of good or bad

housing will be the result of the joint working of

similar quality in all or most of the housing com-

ponents. This complicates the attempt to trace

specific causal links.

In the last section we treated the impact of
bad housing on welfare as if it were a sum of
separate factors each having a well-defined and
separate impact. Passages throughout, and the
whole of the subsection devoted to neighborhood effects, suggested a very different story. At
the base of the problem is that, because of the

processes of self-selection, exclusion, and the
like, neighborhoods are relatively homogeneous.
This homogeneity includes housing structures
and their use, demographic features, and area
locational factors. The various components of
many, possibly most, housing packages will be
harmonious with one another: good housing will
be good in most respects; bad housing, bad in
most respects.
One obvious consequence is that we shall
not often be able to observe a high degree of
variability of quality level in the several components of a given housing package. This means
that the observed "outcome" of good or bad
housing will be the result of the joint working of
similar quality in all or most of the housing components. This complicates the attempt to trace
specific causal links.
A further complication arises from the fact
that the several causal factors are not themselves independent of one another. They are
both contributory factors for the appearance of
one another, and operate on the well-being of
households in significantly interdependent ways
-their mutual impacts are nonlinear, synergistic.
It is difficult, perhaps nearly impossible, to separate some of their effects analytically or stat!stically.
As an example of complex interdependencies, consider space and structure condition,
lot, neighborhood, and population characteristics. Take a group of poor families, also
subject to racial discrimination. The mixed
effects of budget inadequacy and exclusion (discrimination) will find them concentrated in the
s:um areas of ghettos. Here, they will occupy
overcrowded housing units in poor condition, with
little or no outdoor shelter space, located in a
neighborhood relatively homogeneous with respect to absence of aesthetic amenities, relatively ill-served by public services, and often
treated as captive customers by private retail establishments. Their internal overcrowding will be
unmitigated by outdoor shelter, and the resulting
combination of family improverishment (poor
food, for example). very heavy internal use, poor
and hazardous condition, and a lack of feeling of
deep responsibility for what is typically only
rented property (given the pent-up frustration
and fury and sense of hoplessness about their
life chances), will tend to result in heavy depreciation of the property, inadequate maintenance
and other housing services, and a high incidence
of accidents and fire and illness. Besides, the
pervasiveness of despair and rage in the neigh-
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borhood, exacerbated by these ungratifying shel-

ter characteristics, will move residents toward

criminal careers, eruptions of casual violence, in-

terpersonal relations that are poisoned by mutual

disappointments, and a wide variety of personal

and interpersonal maladjustments. The shelter

and neighborhood deprivations will tend to aug-

ment one another, so that neither grants succor

from the harshness of the other. There is no es-

cape. Under these circumstances one would ex-

pect the interplay of physical and social environ-

ment to promote most serious welfare

impairment on its participants.

An earlier treatment by the present writer de-

scribes some aspects of the complex of causa-

tion surrounding these phenomena:

Slums are said to (1) increase fire hazards, (2) in-

crease the menace to health, (3) breed crime, and (4) gen-

erate individual personality difficulties. These are all areas

where quantitative measurement is difficult, but some are

borhood, exacerbated by these ungratifying shelter characteristics, will move residents toward
criminal careers, eruptions of casual violence, interpersonal relations that are poisoned by mutual
disappointments, and a wide variety of personal
and interpersonal maladjustments. The shelter
and neighborhood deprivations will tend to augment one another, so that neither grants succor
from the harshness of the other. There is no escape. Under these circumstances one would expect the interplay of physical and social environment
to
promote
most
serious
welfare
impairment on its participants.
An earlier treatment by the present writer describes some aspects of the complex of causation surrounding these phenomena:

more tractable than others. In most cases the problem is

either that it is not clear exactly what should be measured,

or that even if that is known, measurement is inaccessible.

Except with regard to fire hazards, the mechanism by

which the existence of slums is supposed to "cause" these

effects is neither well understood nor widely agreed upon.

Moreover, in terms of what is understood, the causative

process is broad, diffuse, and long-acting. It is not a case

of a one-shot exposure to the "cause" at a specific time

and place giving rise to a specific instance of the "conse-

quence." The process at any one time is nearly invisible. It

operates as a continuous setting of complicated interrela-

tionships, an environment which slightly enhances the prob-

ability of some kinds of behavior and slightly reduces the

probability of others. Thus, it is a stochastic, long-continu-

ing process. Moreover, many of the alleged effects are also

said to be influenced by a variety of other factors, which

also generally operate in much the same diffuse, long-con-

tinuing way. The picture is often complicated further be-

cause these factors are often interrelated among them-

selves and related to the existence of slums. For example,

health is influenced by income level, occupation, ethnic

background, age, and physical surroundings. Moreover,

these Influences are themselves interrelated. The slums

contain a far higher proportion of individuals who are poor

and old and ill and poorly employed and members of mi-

nority groups than the national average. So causal relation-

ships are, at best, difficult to unravel.

A last difficulty on the purely qualitative level is that

even where a certain effect does occur, it is often difficult

to detect. Personality and family difficulties are extremely

hard to discover. Even aggravations of crime and illness,

apparently so observable, are not easy to become informed

about, since information about them, whether quantitative

or even qualitative, is notoriously imprecise. Finally, the

processes are so intrinsically stochastic that it is not at all

obvious when a significant and not simply chance variation

has occurred. These are important limitations.

To summarize so far: the measurement of social costs

generated by slums is hampered because the causal proc-

ess is complicated and interrelated with other causal fac-

tors; because outcomes are difficult to read; because in

any serious attempt to isolate the effects of slums one

must be prepared to separate out the Influence of the

other, strongly correlated factors: because changes in the

Slums are said to (1) increase fire hazards. (2) Increase the menace to health. (3) breed crime. and (4) generate individual personality difficulties. These are all areas
where quantitative measurement is difficult, but some are
more tractable than others. In most cases the problem is
either that it is not clear exactly what should be measured,
or that even if that is known, measurement is inaccessible.
Except with regard to fire hazards, the mechanism by
which the existence of slums is supposed to "cause" these
effects is neither well understood nor widely agreed upon.
Moreover, in terms of what is understood, the causative
process is broad, diffuse, and long-acting. It is not a case
of a one-shot exposure to the "cause" at a specific time
and place giving rise to a specific instance of the "consequence." The process at anyone time is nearly invisible. It
operates as a continuous setting of complicated interrelationships, an environment which slightly enhances the probability of some kinds of behavior and slightly reduces the
probability of others. Thus, it is a stochastiC, long-continuing process. Moreover, many of the alleged effects are also
said to be influenced by a variety of other factors, which
also generally operate in much the same diffuse, long-continuing way. The picture is often complicated further because these factors are often interrelated among themselves and related to the existence of slums. For example,
health is influenced by income level. occupation, ethnic
background, age, and physical surroundings. Moreover,
these Influences are themselves interrelated. The slums
contain a far higher proportion of individuals who are poor
and old and ill and poorly employed and members of minority groups than the national average. So causal relationships are, at best, difficult to unravel.
A last difficulty on the purely qualitative level is that
even where a certain effect does occur, it is often difficult
to detect. Personality and family difficulties are extremely
hard to discover. Even aggravations of crime and illness,
apparently so observable, are not easy to become informed
about, since information about them, whether Quantitative
or even qualitative, is notoriously impreCise. Finally, the
processes are so intrinsically stochastic that it is not at all
obvious when a significant and not simply chance variation
has occurred. These are important limitations.
To summarize so far: the measurement of social costs
generated by slums is hampered because the causal process is complicated and interrelated with other causal factors; because outcomes are difficult to read; because in
any serious attempt to isolate the effects of slums one
must be prepared to epa rate out the influe cI,'I
f t he

other, strongly correlated factors; because changes In the
arguments of the functional relationship are likely to have
only minor, short-run effects, the important effects being
truly long-run ones; and finally, because even where effects
are isolated, they are likely to be discerned only Qualitatively. Quantitative measurement, especially in terms of dollar values, is extremely difficult.'

These features hold a number of suggestions for the attempt to provide empirical evidence to verify and measure the externality effects of bad housing: (1) Many of the effects are
longrun effects and are observable only as
the chance outcomes of changed tendencies;
(2) many of the effects are in dimensions that
cannot be easily observed, and especially not in
quantitative terms (for example, psychiatric personality assessment); (3) many of the intertwining causative influences cannot be easily measured and, in particular, are not often capable of
being observed in a reasonable range of separate (or separable) variation; and (4) the nature
of the interrelationships among the causative influences themselves, and their interactive influence on resident well-being, are extremely dificult to unravel.
These strictures apply to both statistical and
experimental studies. The present context of
public policy intervention requires further consideration. Since public policy means to change
some aspects of these environments of bad
housing, we are especially interested in what
consequences flow from such potential changes.
This is equivalent to being more interested in the
reduced-form equations of a statistical system
than in the underlying structural equations out of
which the former are generated. In other words,
it may not be necessary to know all of what happens within an immensely complicated system.
so long as one can dependably predict what will
be the outcomes of some particular intervention.
Two cautions are in order. First. the choice
of intervention instruments is crucial. The critical
distinction for this choice is that between variables that are determined within the system of Interaction and variab~es that are determined outside the system (endogenous and exogenous
variables). One can in principle dependably predict the consequences of changes in the second
but not of the first. The first one in effect involves symptoms of the state of the system
rather than genuine levers. To attack such a
symptom directly In a given way will result in different outcomes, depending on the different
states of the overall system when the interven'Jerome Rothenberg, Economic Evaluation of Urben Renewel
(Washington,
.C: . The, rooking. Institution), 1967, pp. 160161,163.
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arguments of the functional relationship are likely to have

only minor, short-run effects, the important effects being

truly long-run ones; and finally, because even where effects

are isolated, they are likely to be discerned only qualita-

tively. Quantitative measurement, especially in terms of dol-
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lion occursâand the effect of those different

system states will not generally be predictable

without knowing the underlying structural (be-

havioral) relations of the system. lnterest rates,

rental levels, even the amount of housing units

at some designated quality level, are endogen-

ous variables. This does not mean that they

should not be valid objects of policy, but only

that their consequences on well-being cannot

generally be predicted without knowing a great

deal about the overall system of influences. Exo-

genous variables are genuine levers to be ap-

plied to the system in the sense that their conse-

quences can be predicted simply by knowing the

initial state of the system and without having to

know more about the internal adjustment proc-

esses of the system.

The second caution concerning policy inter-

vention is that the consequences of interest may

be difficult to discern when they appear, and

they may not appear for considerable periods of

time. Some of the important personality conse-

quences we have mentioned above are those

that are affected by the socialization of the

young generation. The consequences, while real

and potentially of tremendous importance, may

not emerge until the children of the present resi-

dent adults have grown up. Studies with shorter

perspectives will completely miss these.

ln the context of policy intervention, it is im-

portant to attempt some separation of the effects

of the demographic, locational, and structure

variables. This is because public programs gen-

erally have their major focus on one or two of

these, but not all three. ln particular, programs

that lay greatest stress on individual structures

will have less impact on neighborhood and de-

mographic variables. Housing policy has espe-

cially neglected demographic variables. Overall

impacts will be very different where the popula-

tion is essentially unchanged than where signifi-

cant population variables as well as structure

and neighborhood variables have been influ-

enced. Yet demographic variables are not easy

to influence quickly and decisively. The real, dis-

posable incomes of the population can be

changed in rapid, straightforward ways, but

many deeply ingrained characteristics are con-

siderably more difficult to alter, especially in a

short time.

While our emphasis on the intricate, multidi-

rectional interrelationships among dependent

and "independent" variables literally precludes

the possibility of achieving perfect separability of

the effects of the three types of explanatory vari-

ables, some separation can be achieved. Spe-

cific aspects of structures, or neighborhoods, or

affected population, can be "held constant," ei-

ther experimentally or statistically. Efforts of this

sort are quite important. Without it, empirical

findings are at best suggestive, not conclusive.

We now turn to a summary of some of the

empirical evidence bearing on the kinds of exter-

nalities we have discussed.

Evidence of Externalities of

Bad Housing3

ln my book, Economic Evaluation of Urban

tion occurs-and the effect of those different
system states will not generally be predictable
without knowing the underlying structural (behavioral) relations of the system. Interest rates,
rental levels, even the amount of housing units
at some designated quality level, are endogenous variables. This does not mean that they
should not be valid objects of policy, but only
that their consequences on well-being cannot
generally be predicted without knowing a great
deal about the overall system of influences. Exogenous variables are genuine levers to be applied to the system in the sense that their consequences can be predicted simply by knowing the
initial state of the system and without having to
know more about the Internal adjustment processes of the system.
The second caution concerning policy intervention is that the consequences of interest may
be difficult to discern when they appear, and
they may not appear for considerable periods of
time. Some of the important personality consequences we have mentioned above are those
that are affected by the socialization of the
young generation. The consequences, while real
and potentially of tremendous importance, may
not emerge until the children of the present resident adults have grown up. Studies with shorter
perspectives will completely miss these.
In the context of policy intervention, it is important to attempt some separation of the effects
of the demographic, locational, and structure
variables. This is because public programs generally have their major focus on one or two of
these, but not all three. In particular, programs
that lay greatest stress on individual structures
will have less impact on neighborhood and demographic variables. Housing policy has especially neglected demographic variables. Overall
impacts will be very different where the population is essentially unchanged than where significant population variables as well as structure
and neighborhood variables have been influenced. Yet demographic variables are not easy
to influence quickly and decisively. The real, disposable incomes of the population can be
changed in rapid, straightforward ways, but
many deeply ingrained characteristics are considerably more difficult to alter, especially in a
short time.
While our emphasis on the intricate, multidirectional interrelationships among dependent
and "independent" variables literally precludes
the possibility of achieving perfect separabil ity of
the effects of the three types of explanatory vari-

ables, some separation can be achieved. Specific aspects of structures, or neighborhoods, or
affected population, can be "held constant," either experimentally or statistically. Efforts of this
sort are quite important. Without it, empirical
findings are at best suggestive, not conclusive.
We now turn to a summary of some of the
empirical evidence bearing on the kinds of externalities we have discussed.

Evidence of Externalities of
Bad Housing~
In my book, Economic Evaluation of Urban
I classed the externalities associated
with slum living into four groups: (1) fire hazards, (2) illness, (3) crime, (4) personality and
social adjustment difficulties. These classes are
relevant here, but they will be brought in differently to accord with our treatment of extemalities.
Before discussing them separately, an overview of the evidential record is in order. I
reviewed this record up to 1967 In the aforementioned book: 5
Renewa/,~

Studies have been undertaken in search of the answers
to these perplexing questions. Many of them are deficient.
One type of study simply compares the incidence of disease, fire loss, crime, delinquency, etc., In slum areas with
that In non-slum areas, or in the city or nation as a whole.
This is clearly misleading. Since the slum population is a
highly selective one. as suggested above, the method completely fails to abstract out the effects on these observed
behaviors of the very pertinent characteristics of slum
dwellers-such as poverty, minority race, old age, primitive
rural background.
Another kind of study tries to meet this objection by
looking at the same population in both a slum and a nonslum situation, generally by following a group from a slum
to public housing. This is misleading too, but at least In
one direction. It systematically understates the effects of
slum living in the categories studied. Whatever its strength
in fact, the influence of slum living, compounded typically
with the overall subculture of poverty, must be a deepseated diffuse one within the Individual's psyche. A move
into a better environment after long immersion in the slum,
other elements of poverty being unchanged, Is unlikely to
have important, Immediate effects on his deep cast of personality or even his physical health. He will probably bring
his behavior patterns and his ailments with him into the
new surroundings. This Is especially likely if groups of
families move together from one site to the other. Each
family will reinforce the other in retaining behavior traits
generated in their former circumstances. New influences
are likely to have an impact only very gradually over time.
The strongest effect of a radical change in environmental
benevolence is to be seen in the development of the new
generation. This effect may be of great importance; yet it
I ",ant to thank Mr. Kenneth Rosen, MIT. for his extensive help
In collectln this ,evid .ce.
• Ibid.
nglna rom
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Renewal,4 l classed the externalities associated

with slum living into four groups: (1) fire haz-

ards, (2) illness, (3) crime, (4) personality and
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is likely to be missed in many studies, since they typically

take a much shorter time perspective.

The 1951 article, "The Social Cost of Slums," by Jay

Rumney,' who was himself an active empirical investigator

in the field, summarizes many of the statistical studies pro-

duced In the period 1933-46. They cover thirteen cities,

mostly northern. In city after city, the slums are shown to

be the areas with the most disease, fire, crime, and social

disorganization compared with the rest of the city. Slums

and blighted areas are correlated with indices of social

pathology, such as rate of juvenile delinquency, illiteracy,

relief cases, disease, etc. These do not establish causal re-

lationship, of course. Most of the studies simply adduce

gross associations with no attempt to correct for the influ-

ence of special population and other qualifying factors. A

few, however, do try to correct for some factorsâroughly

povertyâby comparing slum dwellers with public housing

dwellers; but other selective characteristics of public hous-

ing inhabitants are not adjusted for in these more carefully

controlled studies (1933-45), which show that public hous-

ing dwellers had a better record than slum dwellers. In the

presence of a 1947 study, which compared the same fami-

lies first in a slum and then subsequently in "decent"

housing and found that transplantation resulted In substan-

tial improvement in behavior, these better-controlled find-

ings add persuasiveness to the hypothesis that slums them-

selvesânot, for example, poverty aloneâcause social

costs.1

There are many studies on the effect of
crowding. The classic study establishing a biological basis is that of John B. Calhoun.~ He investigated the impact of high population density
living on rats in an experimental format. The results of his experiment were that rats in high
density situations develop abnormal behavior
patterns that can even lead to the extinction of
the population. The finding is intended to be extrapolated to human populations: high population
density can be harmful to man.
Application to the human situation has led
to a number of complicating considerations.
Land-use density is a poorer measure of crowdedness than is internal space per resident. And
internal space is perceived heavily in terms of
the privacy it offers. 9 But internal space is
sought not only for privacy but as a sanctuary
against physical and interpersonal danger. This
role is sometimes generalized to external space
-the lot and even the neighborhood. The prime
concern of the lower class is to make "the home
a place of security." The conclusion is strongly

suggested by an interview investigation of social
and community problems in large public housing
projectsY'
But internal space is not an invariant indicator of crowding nor of the ability of a household
to obtain shelter services. External space can be
used as a substitute for internal space, but this
possibility depends on the warmth and benignity
of neighborhood interactions. There may even be
systematic differences in neighborhood supportiveness by ethnic or racial characteristics. An
interview study of poor blacks in Detroit showed
far less sentimental attachments to homes,
neighborhood, and external space in low income
black neighborhoods in Detroit than had been
discovered in the ethnic west end of Boston. 11
Social values, perceptions, and interactions thus
intervene between the purely physical reality of
internal space and the condition of crowding-a
psychosocial reality. This psychosocial aspect of
crowding is stressed in an important interviewcorrelation study by Mitchell in Hong Kong. Incorporating in his sample some of the highest
urban densities on earth, and attempting to control some of the other forms of deprivation and
stress usually associated with poor housing, he
found that internal space per capita influences
satisfaction with housing but has less effect on
deeper aspects of emotional strain and hostility.
In addition, the availability of outside space as a
substitute for internal space has a significant affect on at least one important familial function:
parent-ch ild relationships. Upper floor residents
-having less access and surveillance control
over outer space-have difficulties in the socializing supervision of their children relative to
lower floor residents.l~ The apparent absence of
serious stress consequences of such high densities very likely testifies to the fact that crowdedness is a social fact, not a physical one. In a city
where all densities of the social classes studies
are enormous, the social meaning of space deprivation must be quite different from that in
American cities, where much lower densities are
encountered, even in the worst slums. So crowdedness must refer to a relative space deprivation, defined in terms of customary social expectations.

• Jay Rumney, "The Social Cost of Slums," Journal 01 SocIal
Issues, Vol. VII, Nos. 1-2, 1951.
1 F. Stuart Chapin. Experimental Designs in Sociological Research
(New York: Harper). 1947.
• John B. Calhoun, "Population Density and Social Pathology,"
Scientific American. February 1962.
• Florence C. Ladd, "Black Youths View Their Environments' Some
Views of Housing," Journal of the American Institufe 01 Planning. March 1972.

,. Lee Rainwater, "Fear and House-a9-Haven In the Lower Class."
Journal of the American Inslifute of Planners, January 1966.
Il Eleanor P. Wolt and Charles N. Lebeaux. "On the Destruction
of Poor Neighborhoods by Urbsn Renewal," Social Problems.
Summer 1967. This Is the DetrOit study One of the West End
studies is Chester W. Hartman. "Social Values and HOUSing
Orientations," Journal 01 Social Issues, April 1963.
"Robert E. Mitchell, "Some Social Implications of High Density
Housing," A'®f.(
;c io~c 'if al R_view, February 1971.

Is likely to be missed in many studies, since they typically
take a much shorter time perspective.
The 1951 article, "The Social Cost of Slums," by Jay
Rumney,' who was himself an active empirical investigator
in the field. summarizes many of the statistical studies produced in the period 1933-46. They cover thirteen cities,
mostly northern. In city after city, the slums are shown to
be the areas with the most disease, fire. crime. and social
disorganization compared with the rest of the city. Slums
and blighted areas are correlated with indices of social
pathology, such as rate 01 juvenile delinquency, illiteracy,
relief cases, disease, etc. These do not establish causal relationship, of course. Most of the studies simply adduce
gross associations with no attempt to correct for the influence of special population and other qualifying factors. A
few, however, do try to correct for some factors-roughly
poverty-by comparing slum dwellers with public housing
dwellers; but other selective characteristics of public housing inhabitants are not adjusted for in these more carefully
controlled studies (1933-45), which show that public housing dwellers had a better record than slum dwellers. In the
presence of a 1947 study, which compared the same families first in a slum and then subsequently in "decent"
housing and found that transplantation resulted in substantial improvement in behavior, these better-controlled findings add persuasiveness to the hypothesis that slums themselves-not, for example, poverty alone-cause social
costs.'

Crowding

There are many studies on the effect of

Crowding

crowding. The classic study establishing a biol-

ogical basis is that of John B. Calhoun." He in-

vestigated the impact of high population density

living on rats in an experimental format. The re-

sults of his experiment were that rats in high

density situations develop abnormal behavior

patterns that can even lead to the extinction of

the population. The finding is intended to be ex-

trapolated to human populations: high population

density can be harmful to man.

Application to the human situation has led

to a number of complicating considerations.

Land-use density is a poorer measure of crowd-

edness than is internal space per resident. And

internal space is perceived heavily in terms of

the privacy it offers.9 But internal space is

sought not only for privacy but as a sanctuary

against physical and interpersonal danger. This

role is sometimes generalized to external space

âthe lot and even the neighborhood. The prime

concern of the lower class is to make "the home

a place of security." The conclusion is strongly

suggested by an interview investigation of social

and community problems in large public housing

projects.10

But internal space is not an invariant indica-

tor of crowding nor of the ability of a household

to obtain shelter services. External space can be

used as a substitute for internal space, but this

possibility depends on the warmth and benignity

of neighborhood interactions. There may even be

systematic differences in neighborhood suppor-

tiveness by ethnic or racial characteristics. An

interview study of poor blacks in Detroit showed

far less sentimental attachments to homes,
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neighborhood, and external space in low income

black neighborhoods in Detroit than had been

discovered in the ethnic west end of Boston.11

Social values, perceptions, and interactions thus

intervene between the purely physical reality of
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This intermediation of psychosocial factors

has been systematically integrated into a theo-

retical formulation of crowding by the social psy-

chologist Stokolsâa formulation to which my

treatment in the second section of this paper is

strongly indebted.13 The social complexity of

crowding phenomena suggested by this model

clarifies why empirical researches on crowding

have obtained somewhat mixed results. Their

specification of presumed different degrees of

crowding did not attend to enough facets of the

social situation to guarantee that such differ-

ences existed. Most of these studies also use

quite short-term measures of stress conse-

quences. A further examination of the nonphysi-

cal dimensions of crowding was made by Wilner

and Baer.14

The upshot of all this is that there is sug-

gestive but not conclusive evidence about the

lively perception of, and some adverse conse-

quences from, crowding. The definitive study or

studies have not yet been done, since there has

only gradually and recently been significant

progress in understanding the social complexity

of the phenomenon. One can expect this growing

sophistication about what human crowding really

is to be embedded in empirical investigations in

the near future.

The rest of the empirical evidence will be

introduced in terms of the four category classifi-

cation presented above: fire hazard, illness,

crime, and personality and social maladjust-

ments.

Fire Hazard

The most significant study I have seen in

this category is by Richard F. Syron." He docu-

mented and rationalized the hypothesis that fire

losses are greater in core areas than in noncore

areas of a metropolitan region. He uses multiple

This intermediation of psychosocial factors
has been systematically integrated into a theoretical formulation of crowding by the social psychologist Stokols-a formulation to which my
treatment in the second section of this paper is
strongly indebted. 13 The social complexity of
crowding phenomena suggested by this model
clarifies why empirical researches on crowding
have obtained somewhat mixed results. Their
specification of presumed different degrees of
crowding did not attend to enough facets of the
social situation to guarantee that such differences existed. Most of these studies also use
quite short-term measures of stress consequences. A further examination of the nonphysical dimensions of crowding was made by Wilner
and Baer.1f
The upshot of all this is that there is suggestive but not conclusive evidence about the
lively perception of, and some adverse consequences from, crowding. The definitive study or
studies have not yet been done, since there has
only gradually and recently been significant
progress in understanding the social complexity
of the phenomenon. One can expect this growing
sophistication about what human crowding really
is to be embedded in empirical investigations in
the near future.
The rest of the empirical evidence will be
introduced in terms of the four category classification presented above: fire hazard, illness,
crime, and personality and social maladjustments.

regression analysis to "explain" statistically fire

losses in different parts of the city, using an ex-

planatory variable that expresses poor housing

Fire Hazard

conditions (percentage of dilapidated housing

units) but also variables that control for other

aspects of poor neighborhoods that are associ-

ated with poor structural condition (percentage

of nonwhite population, population per acre, per-

centage renter-occupied, percentage of poor

households, percentage of low housing value,

percentage of low educated adult population).

He found a significant and large positive coeffi-

cient between size of fire loss and percentage of

dilapidated housing units, and this variable had

by far the greatest influence on the size of fire

loss. In a different regression he found that num-

The most significant study I have seen in
this category is by Richard F. Syron. I ". He documented and rationalized the hypothesis that fire
losses are greater in core areas than in noncore
areas of a metropolitan region. He uses multiple
regression analysis to "explain" statistically fire
losses in different parts of the city, using an explanatory variable that expresses poor housing
conditions (percentage of dilapidated housing
units) but also variables that control for other
aspects of poor neighborhoods that are associ-

ber of vacant units also has a significant positive

relationship with fire losses. This is a highly per-

Daniel Stokols, "A Soclal·Psychologlcal Model 01 Human Crowding Phenomena," Journel 01 the AmerIcan Inslltute 01 Plan·
ners, March 1972.
"D. W, Wilner and W. G. Baer. "Soclocullural Factors In ReSidential Space." Environmental ContrOl Admlnlstrallon, HEW,
1970.
Il Richard F. Syron, "An Analysis of the Collapse of the Normal
Markel for Fire Insurance in Substandard Core Areas," Chapter, VII and VIII, Federal Reserve Bank 01 Boston, Research
Report #49, January 1972.

IJ
suasive study.

These findings are consistent with those of a

study by Robert K. Yin, one which does not at-

tempt to separate neighborhood from structure

variables.16 He finds that a higher incidence of

fires is to be found in neighborhoods in poor

condition than those in good condition.

Illness

A large number of studies has attempted to

measure the impact of bad housing on health. I

reported on some of these in my book on urban

renewal. I here quote relevant passages:17

"Daniel Stokols. "A Social-Psychological Model of Human Crowd-

oy

ated with poor structural condition (percentage
of nonwhite population, population per acre, percentage renter-occupied, percentage of poor
households, percentage of low housing value,
percentage of low educated adult population).
He found a significant and large positive coefficient between size of fire loss and percentage of
dilapidated housing units, and this variable had
by far the greatest influence on the size of fire
loss. In a different regression he found that number of vacant units also has a significant positive
relationship with fire losses. This is a highly persuasive study.
These findings are consistent with those of a
study by Robert K. Yin, one which does not attempt to separate neighborhood from structure
variables. 16 He finds that a higher incidence of
fires is to be found in neighborhoods in poor
condition than those in good condition.

Illness
A large number of studies has attempted to
measure the impact of bad housing on health. I
reported on some of these in my book on urban
renewal. I here quote relevant passages: 17
There are a number of studies that use an approach
similar to the first [establish gross statistical association
between housing characteristics and Illness, supplemented
by knowledge of a generally accepted mechanism of
transmission]. Among the most notable are those of Daniel
M. Wilner and his associates.'" The method used most is to
study the effect 01 housing on specific illnesses. The understanding 01 causative connections between housing and
specific illnesses supports a net causal interpretation of its
gross association with total morbidity and mortality. A summary of some of Wilner's findings, as cited in Schorr is
quoted below.'·
1. Acute respiratory
inlections
(cold,
bronchitis,
grippe), related to multiple use 01 toilet and water facilities,
inadequate and crowded sleeping arrangements.
2. Certain inlectious diseases of childhood (measles,
chicken pox, and whooping cough), related to similar causal factors.
'" Robert K. Yin, "The Developmenl of Social Indicators' The Case
of Fire Alarms," New York Rand Inslltute, WN-7565. November 18, 1971.
" Rothenberg, op cit .. pp. 169-170
.. For example. The Housing Environment and Family Life (Johns
Hopkins Press, 1962): "Housing Envl ronment and Mental
Health," in Benjamin Pasam8nlck (ed). Epidemiology 01 Mental Disorder, PUb. No. 60 (American Association for the Ad·
vancement 01 Science, 1949): "The Effects of Housing on
Health, Social Adjustment and School Performance." ProceedIngs 01 39th Annual Meeting 01 American OrthopsychiatriC
Association, 1962; "Housing as an Environmental Factor In
Mental Heallh: The Johns Hopkins Longitudinal Study," Amer.
ican Journal 01 Public Heelth, Vol. 50 (January 1960),
"Alvin L. Schorr, Slums and Social Insecurity (U.S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare), 1963, p. 14, Other ailments,
such as rat bite and certain fillh·borne diseases, also are
closelyasso e-'
i ~' I ~ i1
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3. Minor digestive diseases and enteritis (typhoid, dys-

entery, diarrhea), related to poor facilities for the cold stor-

age of food and to inadequate washing and toilet facilities.

4. lnjuries resulting from home accidents, related to

crowded and lnadequate kitchens, poor electrical connec-

tions, and poorly lighted and unstable stairs.

5. lnfectious and noninfectious diseases of the skin,

related to crowding and facilities for washing.

Other diseases that, one may be confident, may be

caused by poor housing include lead poisoning ln children

from eating scaling paint, and pneumonia and tuberculosis.

This approach could separate out much of the influ-

ence of specific population. But a sizable interplay may re-

main. While certain housing characteristics may raise the

probabilities of specific disorders in perfectly straightfor-

ward ways, the extent of the impact may well depend on

population characteristics that were not allowed for (sys-

tematically controlled) in the investigations.

Such studies are, of course, not conclusive

3. Minor digestive diseases and enteritis (typhoid, dysentery, diarrhea), related to poor facilities for the cold storage of food and to inadequate washing and toilet facilities.
4. Injuries resulting from home accidents, related to
crowded and Inadequate kitchens, poor electrical connections, and poorly lighted and unstable stairs.
5. Infectious and noninfectious diseases of the skin,
related to crowding and facilities for washing.
Other diseases that, one may be confident, may be
caused by poor housing include lead poisoning in children
from eating scaling paint, and pneumonia and tuberculosis.
This approach could separate out much of the influence of specific population. But a sizable interplay may remain. While certain housing characteristics may raise the
probabilities of specific disorders in perfectly straightforward ways, the extent of the impact may well depend on
population characteristics that were not allowed for (systematically controlled) in the investigations.

Of the 1,750 buildings demolished by the City In 1968,
68% were structurally sound. Abandoned buildings are
usually structurally sound, but poorly maintained. Rent and
housing codes, lack of money, bank mortgage policies,
management problems, narcotics, crime and the adjustment
difficulties of newcomers to New York City are some of the
reasons for this situation.
Equally alarming are the environmental conditions now
prevailing in those tenement dwelling units still occupied
and receiving skeletal maintenance services. Environmental
deterioration in these buildings is periling the health and
safety of people residing in slum sections of New York
City. In East Harlem, lead poisoning, home accidents and
injuries, rapid spread of infectious diseases, the winter suffering of the old and the young because of the cold, burns
and deaths from tenement fires, carbon monoxide poisonings, bronchial asthma, and, probably, needless mental suffering are some of the definable and preventable health
hazards of the estimated 130,000 people living in tenement
buildings with inadequate maintenance services. Severe
health and safety burdens are imposed on people living In
buildings with malfunctioning heating and hot-water boilers,
broken plumbing systems, missing window guards, broken
windows, harborages for insects and rodents, stagnant
water pools in cellars and yards, inadequate waste management and disposal arrangements, peeling of leaded
paint, unlit and cluttered passageways, and garbage-filled
courtyards. Thus, tenement building maintenance has implications beyond conservation of the existing housing stock.
It can easily become the basis for efforts to reduce the
major environmental health and safety burdens of slum
dwellers.

because they inadequately control for associated

explanatory influences. A second approach is

called forâone that establishes net statistical

association by abstracting out such coordinate

influences statistically. An early work of this sort

establishes the connection between crowding

and infant mortality rates, controlling for some

aspects of demographic character.20 Another,

more recent study is that of Schmitt.21 Eleven

measures of poor health were associated by

multiple and partial correlation with five meas-

ures of density and overcrowding, controlling for

income and age distribution. Association was

discovered between the two sets, the stronger

being accounted for by the density variables. No

causation is established by this kind of study,

but the statistical association is suggestive.

The special phenomenon of housing aban-

donment has been seen as a particularly serious

health menace. Following is a summary state-

ment by Eliher Richter of his study on the

subject:"

ln New York City, from 1965 through most of 1968,

107,000 dwelling units, housing an estimated 428,000 peo-

ple, were abandoned by their owners; during the same pe-

riod, only 10,115 low-rent units, housing an estimated

40,500 people, were constructed. Abandonment of tene-

Such studies are, of course, not conclusive
because they inadequately control for associated
explanatory influences. A second approach is
called for-one that establishes net statistical
association by abstracting out such coordinate
influences statistically. An early work of this sort
establishes the connection between crowding
and infant mortality rates, controlling for some
aspects of demographic character. 2o Another,
more recent study is that of SchmitPl Eleven
measures of poor health were associated by
multiple and partial correlation with five measures of density and overcrowding, controlling for
Income and age distribution. Association was
discovered between the two sets, the stronger
being accounted for by the density variables. No
causation is established by this kind of study,
but the statistical association is suggestive.
The special phenomenon of housing abandonment has been seen as a particularly serious
health menace. Following is a summary statement by Eliher Richter of his study on the
subject: zz

ments by their owners is now occurring at the rate of

30,000 units per year, predominately in slum areas such as

East Harlem.

* P. Stocks, in Proceedings ol the Royal Society of Medicine,

Vol. 27, 1934; reported in Martin, A.E., "Environment. Housing

and Health," Urban Studies. February 1967. Martin's own work

is a case study of a rehoused community, designed to isolate

the impact ot slum housing by a before-and-after comparison.

In New York City, from 1965 through most of 1968,
107,000 dwelling units, housing an estimated 428.000 people, were abandoned by their owners; during the same period, only 10,115 low-rent units. housing an estimated
40,500 people, were constructed. Abandonment of tenements by their owners is now occurring at the rate of
30,000 units per year, predominately in slum areas such as
East Harlem.

He finds that the complex social background of the group

studied makes assessment of the individual factors practically

lmpossible

11 Schmitl, op. clt.

" Eliher Richter, Program to Train Environmental Service Agents,

Division of Environmental Medicine, Department of Community

Medicine, Mount Slnal, City University of New York, April

1970, pp. 3-4.

Of the 1,750 buildings demolished by the City in 1968,

68% were structurally sound. Abandoned buildings are

usually structurally sound, but poorly maintained. Rent and

housing codes, lack of money, bank mortgage policies,

P. Stocks, In Proceedings 01 the Royal Society 01 Medicine,
VOl. 27, 19304; reported in Martin. A.E., "Environmenl, HOUSing
and Health," Ulban Studies, February 1967. Martin's own work
Is a case study ot a rehoused community, deSigned to Isolate
the Impact of slum housing by a belore-and-Bfter comparison.
He finds that the complex social background ot the group
studied makes assessment of the individual factors practically
Impossible
"Schmitt, op. cit.
%] Ellher Richter,
Program to rrsln Environmental Service Agents,
Division of Environmental Medicine, Department 01 Community
Medicine, Mount Sinal, City University ot New Yo rk , April
1970, pp. 3-4.
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difficulties of newcomers to New York City are some of the

Equally alarming are the environmental conditions now

I quote from my survey in the urban renewal
book: ~3
Once again the Question must be faced: How much of
the gross association between slums and crime represents
a net effect of housing proper? Many statistical studies
show large gross associations between slums and crime.
But they fail to control for important variables. The need
for such control is illustrated by a study referred to above,
that of Bernard Lander on juvenile delinquency. Lander
found significant simple correlations between juvenile delinquency and both overcrowding and substandard housing.
However, after extracting the effects of percentage of nonwhites and median educational level, the net relationship
with the slum variables became zero. The only variables
that maintained significant net associations with delinQuency were racial heterogeneity and the percentage of
homes rented rather than owned, which Lander rationalised
as factors contributing to anomie (social rootlessness),
Characteristics of the slum population, and of their social interaction stemming from other than housing conditions, must play an important role In crime. The complex of
poverty, poor education, low morale, and dlscriminationand its ramifications-must be an Important explanatory
and predictive factor. It should be remembered too that
this complex influences the housing market to produce
slums. So causation is highly complicated and involuted.
An elementary statistical analysis would introduce variables like family income and median education along with
slum variables like overcrowding and dilapidation (or simply percentage of substandard dwellings) as Independent
., R
.

management problems, narcotics, crime and the adjustment

reasons for this situation.

Crime
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variables regressed against crime lncidence (in per capita

terms). lt is not expected that such a regression will com-

pletely untangle the strands of causation. But it is not es-

sential that they be untangled for policy purposes. The fac-

tors do not have an independent impact on crime, but one

rather that results from influencing and being influenced by

the whole cluster of forces. The policy problem is to ma-

nipulate salient factors; and salience is not equivalent to

net statistical significance. Housing could be a salient fac-

tor in the complex. At any rate it can be manipulated on a

substantial scale. This may make it more strategically ac-

cessible than is poverty, or discrimination, or morale.

variables regressed against crime Incidence (in per capita
terms). It is not expected that such a regression will completely untangle the slrands of causation. But it is not essential that they be untangled for policy purposes. The factors do not have an independent impact on crime, but one
rather that results from influencing and being influenced by
the whole cluster of forces. The policy problem is to manipulate salient factors: and salience is not equivalent to
net statistical significance. Housing could be a salient factor in the complex. AI any rale it can be manipulated on a
substantial scale. This may make it more strategically accessible than is poverty, or discrimination, or morale.

No such carefully controlled studies have

been made. lnstead, we have largely gross asso-

ciation between slum conditions and crime.

Sometimes we have interview opinions and ob-

server interpretations about such a connection.

Thus, the Report of the National Advisory Com-

mission on Civil Disorders, using a methodology

of this sort, reports that inadequate housing was

on the first level of intensity in grievances by

populations that had rioted. ln nearly every dis-

order city surveyed grievances related to hous-

ing were important factors in the structure of

Negro discontent.24 Byron E. Munson agrees

that many nonhousing factors are involved in

riots and other social problems. But he denies

that housing is a causative factor at all.25 How-

ever, no decisive counter-case is made either.

A more direct kind of connection is made

on architectural grounds by Oscar Newman.26

Here he shows how the form and design of resi-

dential areas crucially affect the rate of victimi-

zation by criminals by making criminal assaults

physically more or less feasible. He argues that

the design of housing can encourage or discour-

age crime.

Once again there is not a body of decisively

persuasive evidence linking bad housing per se

with crime. But this is not itself negative evi-

dence, either. The task of showing a fully con-

trolled linkage is extremely difficult. We. should

rather conclude again that some provocative and

plausible relationships have been empirically

suggested, but conclusive verification still awaits

an appropriate study design.

Personality and Social Maladjustment

Here too it is convenient to summarize an

overview statement about the evidence from my

urban renewal book.

" Byron E. Munson. Substandard Housing and Social Problems

(Washington, DC U.S. Government Printing Office), 1968, pp.

No such carefully controlled studies have
been made. Instead, we have largely gross association between slum conditions and crime.
Sometimes we have Interview opinions and observer interpretations about such a connection.
Thus, the Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, using a methodology
of this sort, reports that inadequate housing was
on the first level of intensity in grievances by
populations that had rioted. In nearly every disorder city surveyed grievances related to housing were important factors In the structure of
Negro discontenU~ Byron E. Munson agrees
that many non housing factors are involved in
riots and other social problems. But he denies
that housing is a causative factor at al1. 25 However, no decisive counter-case is made either.
A more direct kind of connection is made
on architectural grounds by Oscar Newman. 26
Here he shows how the form and design of residential areas crucially affect the rate of victimization by criminals by making criminal assaults
physically more or less feasible. He argues that
the design of housing can encourage or discourage crime.
Once again there is not a body of decisively
persuasive evidence linking bad housing per se
with crime. But this is not itself negative evidence, either. The task of showing a fully controlled linkage is extremely difficult. We. should
rather conclude again that some provocative and
plausible relationships have been empirically
suggested, but conclusive verification still awaits
an appropriate study design.

467-482.

"lbid.

Personality and Social Maladjustment

"Oscar Newman, Defensible Space (New York: Macmlllan Co.),

1972.

There ls an lmposing literature on the subject, produc-

ing a body of evidence that is perhaps nowhere definitive,

Here too it is convenient to summarize an
overview statement about the evidence from my
urban renewal book.

but together forms a persuasive whole." To indicate the

flavor of the findings, a summary of Schorr's survey of the

2<
literature may be quoted:

467~82.

Though the evidence is scattered, taken as a whole lt

is substantial. The type of housing occupied lnfluences

health, behavior and attitude, particularly if the housing ls

Byron E. Munson, Substandard Housing and Social Problems
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office), 1968, pp.

Ibid.
.. Oscar Newman, Delenslble Space (New York: Macmillan Co.),

211

1972.
desperately inadequate [i.e., "dilapidated" or lacking a major

facility) .... Housing, even when lt is minimally adequate,

appears to influence family and social relationships ....

Those influences on behavior and attitudes that have been

established bear a relationship to whether people can move

out of or stay out of poverty. The following effects may

Dig lize by

There Is an imposing literature on the subject, producIng a body of evidence that Is perhaps nowhere definitive,
but together forms a persuasive whole." To indicate the
flavor of the findings, a summary of Schorr's survey of the
literature may be quoted:
Though the evidence is scattered, taken as a whole It
is substantial. The type of housing occupied Inlluences
health, behavior and attitude, particularly if the housing Is
desperately inadequate [I.e" "dilapidated" or lacking a major
facility] , ... Housing, even when it is minimally adequate,
appears to influence family and social relationships . . . .
Those inlluences on behavior and attitudes that have been
established bear a relationship to whether people can move
out of or stay out of poverty. The following effects may
spring from poor housing: a perception of one's self that
leads to pessimism and passivity, stress to which the Individual cannot adapt, poor health, and a state of dissatisfaction: pleasure In company but not In solitude, cynicism about
people and organizations, a high degree 01 sexual stimulation without legitimate outlet, and difficulty in household
management and child-rearing; and relationships that tend
to spread out In the neighborhood rather than deeply Into
the family. Most of these effects, in turn, place obstacles In
the path of improving one's financial circumstances.-

They decrease both the range of opportunities
and the mobility of families in response to differential opportunities.
These findings receive more solid support
from two statistical investigations that do control
for some associate variables. The earlier cited
study by Robert C. Schmitt did successfully link
measures of density and overcrowding with 11
measures of poor health and social disorganization, controlling for income and age distribution.2!1 Moreover, a directly relevant work
by Stacey and Engle 30 uses a before-after comparative format of slum dwellers to lend even
stronger support. Two groups of black slum
dwellers were relocated to rental status in adjacent slums and ownership status in newly developed suburbs, respectively. with housing quality
better in the latter than the former. Multivariate
analYSis showed that the move to better housing
resulted in a "more positive orientation to soCiety." The change significantly reduced feelings
of powerlessness. The element being explicitly
isolated was perceived as tenure status, but the
complex involved seems appropriately designated as better housing.
How shall this whole record be evaluated? It
is mixed-less in terms of conclusions (although
"A number 01 these works are listed In the appendix to Chapter
III of Rothenberg's Economic Evalual/on of Urban Renewal.
In addition, for examp!e, see James S. Plant, "Some Plychlat ric Aspects of Crowded Living Conditions," American Journal 01 Psychiatry, Vol. 9 (March 1930). Also see the survey
of the literature In Schorr, op. cit., pp. 14-31, as well a. a
useful bibliography.
'" Schorr, op. cit., pp. 31-32.
"" Ibid .
>D William A. Stacey and Ronald C. Engle, Multivariate Analysis of
the Social "epts, 01 H9uslng, University of Texas, 1971.
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there are certainly some contradictory findings)

than of relevance and strength of statistical

and/or experimental handling. The drift of re-

sults does more or less tend to support the gen-

eral hypotheses presented above, but these are

rarely conclusive. The hypotheses are not re-

jected however. lt is primarily a situation where

formidable empirical verification is extremely dif-

ficult to achieve. What is encouraging is that an

appreciation of what constitutes good empirical

procedures is growing. Some of the persuasive

studies we seek may be shortly forthcoming.

l am including the partial bibliography of

works on this subject that appeared in my book

in the bibliography to this paper.

Goals of Governmental Intervention

in Housing Markets

lt is surely beyond the scope of the present

paper to examine systematically the goals and

there are certainly some contradictory findings}
than of relevance and strength of statistical
and/or experimental handling. The drift of results does more or less tend to support the general hypotheses presented above, but these are
rarely conclusive. The hypotheses are not rejected however. It is primarily a situation where
formidable empirical verification is extremely difficult to achieve. What is encouraging is that an
appreciation of what constitutes good empirical
procedures is growing. Some of the persuasive
studies we seek may be shortly forthcoming.
I am including the partial bibliography of
works on this subject that appeared in my book
in the bibliography to this paper.

instruments of public policy in housing. But it is

appropriate very briefly to indicate what implica-

tions for public policy, if any, follow from the

presumed presence of the externalities dis-

Goals of Governmental Intervention
in Housing Markets

cussed above.

First, the policy implications will not repre-

sent a fully proportioned set of goals or appro-

priate instrumentalities, since the externalities

question is not the only ground on which desira-

ble public intervention might be based. lt there-

fore constitutes only one part of the foundation

for public policy. Second, we have discussed the

question of the positive externalities obtainable

from good housing via its inverseânamely, the

negative externalities resulting from bad housing.

This makes a difference. We have not stressed a

spectrum of good things that might arise out of

minute or even moderate improvements in var-

ious aspects of housing. Rather we have empha-

sized the situation in which there is a coherent

concentration of "bads" in the various aspects

of housing. We have argued that such concen-

trations are likely to exist and that their exist-

ence tends to create a multiplicatively negative

impact on well-being. What this implies for pol-

icy goals seems to be that public intervention

should focus on trying to achieve multifaceted

transformations of slum-living conditions.

This has several features. First, the appro-

priate focus of intervention is the poor house-

holds living in slums. Second, attention should

be paid to the mutually augmenting effects of

structure, neighborhood, and accessibility. The

proper goal is to gain improved housing units in

better neighborhood environments without artifi-

cial constraints on accessibility for these house-

holds. Achievement of one part without the oth-

ers may result in inefficiently small overall gains

for the target population.

There are a number of ways to improve

housing unit quality for this population. One in-

volves production of new units aimed directly at

this populationâpublic housing or private subsi-

dized supply or rent allowances to the poor. An-

other involves augmenting the overall supply of

housing so as to accelerate the filtering of units

to the poor through lowering the real costs of

It is surely beyond the scope of the present
paper to examine systematically the goals and
instruments of public policy in housing. But it is
appropriate very briefly to indicate what implications for public policy, If any, follow from the
presumed presence of the externalities discussed above.
First, the policy implications will not represent a fully proportioned set of goals or appropriate instrumentalities, since the externalities
question is not the only ground on which desirable public intervention might be based. It therefore constitutes only one part of the foundation
for public policy. Second, we have discussed the
question of the positive externalities obtainable
from good housing via its inverse-namely, the
negative externalities resulting from bad housing.
This makes a difference. We have not stressed a
spectrum of good things that might arise out of
minute or even moderate improvements in various aspects of housing. Rather we have emphasized the situation in which there is a coherent
concentration of "bads" in the various aspects
of housing. We have argued that such concentrations are likely to exist and that their existence tends to create a multiplicatively negative
impact on well-being. What this implies for policy goals seems to be that public intervention
should focus on trying to achieve multifaceted
transformations of slum-living conditions.
This has several features. First, the appropriate focus of intervention is the poor households living in slums. Second, attention should
be paid to the mutually augmenting effects of
structure, neighborhood, and accessibility. The
proper goal is to gain improved hCDU&ing units in

units at relevantly higher quality levels than are

currently being consumed by the poor. A third

280
involves increasing the scale and intensity of up-

grading of existing low quality units, so that they

better neighborhood environments without artificial constraints on accessibility for these households. Achievement of one part without tlhe others may result in inefficiently small overalll gains
for the target population.
There are a number of ways to improve
housing unit quality for this population. One involves production of new units aimed din~ctly at
this population-public housing or private! subsidized supply or rent allowances to the pC1or. Another involves augmenting the overall supply of
housing so as to accelerate the filtering of units
to the poor through lowering the real costs of
units at relevantly higher quality levels than are
currently being consumed by the poor. A third
involves increasing the scale and intensity of upgrading of existing low quality units, so that they
will be available to the poor at lower real costs
than at present.
Similarly, there is more than one basic route
to the provision of better neighborhoods. One
route involves massive upgrading of existing
slum areas as totalities: in effect, to enable large
scale upgrading to "internalize" the externalities
inherent in slum neighborhoods. Another involves facilitating the ability of present slum
dwellers simply to escape from these areas into
nonslum neighborhoods. This can come about by
two related routes: (1) accelerated filtering of
individual housing units in nonslum areas to
slum resident, (2) breakdown of artificial constraints on interneighborhood residence mobility
because of discriminatory segregation. The first
of these emphasizes housing supply forces operating on individual decisionmakers; the second
emphasizes lumpy, many-party (all-or-nothing)
constraints on market adjustability. The artificial
constraint on accessibility refers primarily to the
existence of such "coalitional" barriers to market mobility: groups arbitrarily restricted in
choice to certain neighborhoods and hence to
the resulting "coerced" pattern of inaccessibility
(especially with respect to job markets).
Considering these different basic routes to
the policy goal suggested here, there are a number of different kinds of policy instrumentalities
available for achieving them. In particular, there
are demand-side, supply-side and market-adjustment-side instrumentalities. Demand-side approaches attempt to augment the purchasing
power potential of the target population through
income or rental supplements. Supply-side approaches have both a direct and an indirect
form. Then direct Iform entails either public construction of' ol ~ uni s meant for occupancy by
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the target population or public subsidization of

private provision of new units for this population

at prices lower than at present. The indirect form

entails public subsidization of an augmented pri-

vate flow of new units at quality levels and in

amounts sufficient to accelerate substantially the

filtering of better existing units to the poor by

lowering their real prices and opening up hith-

erto unattainable better neighborhoods. The mar-

ket-adjustment approach requires measures that

prevent or break up existing patterns of discrimi-

natory neighborhood exclusions (which foster in-

voluntary segregation).

Our brief evaluation of different policy ap-

proaches to follow will make use of this

typology.

Recent Federal Housing Policy and

the Achievement of Intervention Goals

ln this necessarily brief evaluation l shall

emphasize three aspects of recent Federal pol-

icy: the urban renewal program, subsidization of

the target population or public subsidization of
private provision of new units for this population
at prices lower than at present. The indirect form
entails public subsidization of an augmented private flow of new units at quality levels and in
amounts sufficient to accelerate substantially the
fi Itering of better existing units to the poor by
lowering their real prices and opening up hitherto unattainable better neighborhoods. The market-adjustment approach requires measures that
prevent or break up existing patterns of discriminatory neighborhood exclusions (which foster involuntary segregation).
Our brief evaluation of different policy approaches to follow will make use of this
typology.

the supply of single family ownership units, and

subsidization of the supply of apartment build-

ings. While brief and informal, this study uses

the conceptual framework and preliminary empir-

Recent Feder!1 Housing Policy and
the Achievement of Intervention Goals

ical findings of an econometric study of housing

markets in which the author has been involved.

Urban Renewal

This has two branches: the area redevelop-

ment format and the neighborhood rehabilitation

format. ln the first a "slum" neighborhoodwide

demolition of existing structures would be under-

taken, and the dislocated inhabitants would be

relocated to other neighborhoods. lnasmuch as

the original use represented a slum, a slum oc-

cupancy on this site was ended, along with its

In this necessarily brief evaluation I shall
emphasize three aspects of recent Federal policy: the urban renewal program, subsidization of
the supply of single family ownership units, and
subsidization of the supply of apartment buildings. While brief and informal, this study uses
the conceptual framework and preliminary empirical findings of an econometric study of housing
markets in which the author has been involved.

negative externalities. But since the relocated

poor received at best minimal aid (mostly infor-

mational, as well as reimbursement for involun-

Urban Renewal

tary moving expenses),31 availability of units fell

for them and thus real prices of housing rose for

them. Market pressures in their relocated loca-

tions tended to re-create or worsen slum

conditions elsewhere. The discrepancy in quality

level (and in relative numbers) between old and

new units on the original site was too great to

give impetus to increased filtering of existing

units to the poor at lower real prices. Thus, be-

speak here ol the type of project that was carried out in the

major rising phase of the program, before rent allowances

for relocatees was added.

cause there was neither an emphasis on aug-

menting the purchasing power of the poor nor

on augmenting the net supply of housing units to

them, the problem of bad housing was very likely

worsenedâeven though bad units and even bad

neighborhoods were eliminated.

Partly to avoid the heavily income regres-

sive impact of the redevelopment approach, an

emphasis on large-scale rehabilitation of existing

units in poor neighborhoods came to the fore-

front. ln this type of program private rehabilita-

This has two branches: the area redevelopment format and the neighborhood rehabilitation
format. In the first a "slum" neighborhoodwide
demolition of existing structures would be undertaken, and the dislocated inhabitants would be
relocated to other neighborhoods. Inasmuch as
the original use represented a slum, a slum occupancy on this site was ended, along with its
negative externalities. But since the relocated
poor received at best minimal aid (mostly informational, as well as reimbursement for involuntary moving expenses),:!1 availability of units fell
for them and thus real prices of housing rose for
them. Market pressures in their relocated locations tended to re-create or worsen slum
conditions elsewhere. The discrepancy in quality
level (and in relative numbers) between old and
new units on the original site was too great to
give impetus to increased filtering of existing
units to the poor at lower real prices. Thus, be-

tion would be encouraged by: (1) announcement

of a neighborhood as an urban renewal rehabili-

tation area and thus as an area in which large-

scale simultaneous upgrading could be ex-

pected, (2) financial subsidization of private

" I speak here of the type of prolect that was carried out in the
major riSing phase of the program. tj efore ~ e t all owan ces
for relocatees was added

cause there was neither an emphasis on augmenting the purchasing power of the poor nor
on augmenting the net supply of housing units to
them, the problem of bad housing was very likely
worsened-even though bad units and even bad
neighborhoods were eliminated.
Partly to avoid the heavily income regressive impact of the redevelopment approach, an
emphasis on large-scale rehabilitation of existing
units in poor neighborhoods came to the forefront. In this type of program private rehabilitation would be encouraged by: (1) announcement
of a neighborhood as an urban renewal rehabilitation area and thus as an area in which largescale simUltaneous upgrading could be expected, (2) financial subsidization of private
rehabilitation actions.
This emphasis differs in at least two major
respects from the previous one: (1) The discrepancy between new and old land use in the renewal site is much smaller, and thus relative
housing supply dislocations are less severe; (2)
in principle the original site population could
continue to reside in the same neighborhood and
thus the favorable aspects of neighborhood continuity would be preserved.
The observed consequences of this type of
program were not determined so much by its intrinsic nature as by historically contingent circumstances. In really bad neighborhoods, the
condition of many structures was so bad that
only very extensive, very high-cost renovation
could raise them to code-acceptable level. But
the increased level of rentals required to make
such upgrading profitable could not be expected
to come from the original population, and higher
income groups were not likely to move in unless
the neighborhood as a whole were dramatically
improved. So a consistent set of new incentives
on the part of the presumed participants was not
created by the program. Individual supply incentives depended upon either the expectation of
widespread similar actions by others or the willingness to embark on single mammoth projects
oneself. Few mutually enhancing expectational
situations were apparently encountered to warrant the risky upgrading. For owner-occupiers an
additional constraint was the modest means of
the owners and the absence of a profit objective.
The few large rehabilitation projects that operated were hampered by unfamiliar technology
and a higher-than-expected required rent increase, thereby creating ill-will with neighborhood inhabitants. Many developers lost money.
The ove. ral o""~~~fH~iI ~
I Y response has not been
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rehabilitation actions.

This emphasis differs in at least two major

respects from the previous one: (1) The discrep-
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An inherent problem in the context of this

paper is that while existing units are upgraded,

there is no increased supply in the relevant

broader quality level and no mechanism for ei-

ther reducing the real price of adequate housing

to the poor or increasing their budgetary power

to reach it. Extensive upgrading prices them out

of the market (and neighborhood). Thus, even a

more substantial private supply of upgrading

would not solve the problem of their bad hous-

ing. They would very likely relocate, as under

area redevelopment, with only slightly less over-

all regressive impact on housing conditions.

Subsidization of Private Supply

Under this head l shall briefly discuss pri-

vate supply subsidization programs, regarding

both single family ownership units and multiple-

An inherent problem in the context of this
paper is that while existing units are upgraded,
there is no increased supply in the relevant
broader quality level and no mechanism for either reducing the real price of adequate housing
to the poor or increasing their budgetary power
to reach it. Extensive upgrading prices them out
of the market (and neighborhood). Thus, even a
more substantial private supply of upgrading
would not solve the problem of their bad housing. They would very likely relocate, as under
area redevelopment, with only slightly less overall regressive impact on housing conditions.

unit rental structures.

The intention here was to give financial in-

centives for an increased private supply of new

single family owner-occupier units and multiple-

unit structures that could conceivably be

reached by low and moderate income groups.

The emphasis was on the supply side, and on

the supply side of structures, not necessarily of

neighborhoods.

ln principle, a program of this sort could

ease the problem of bad housing by increasing

the supply of housing enough to lower housing

prices, accelerate downward filtering, and en-

courage dispersion of the poor out of slum

neighborhoods into the filtered units. Direct aug-

mentation of supply options for the poor is less

likely.

ln fact, the program did have little direct

supply effect on the poor. A major part of the

units were built at the upper boundaries of cost

eligibility. Ownership tenure is difficult for the

relevant poor to maintain at best, and at the lev-

els offered they were outside the reach of this

population. The rental units were generally too

expensive for the poor. Some downward filtering

is likely to have occurred, but market barriers

may well have curtailed some of this. New units

of both types appearing in the suburbs may have

ledâby the late 1960'sâto a linkage of vacan-

cies in no small part in the suburbs rather than

in the core city. But the poorâespecially non-

whitesâcould still not penetrate the suburbs

easily. So the segmentation of the housing mar-

ket could prevent interneighborhood mobility and

thus dampen the effectiveness of any simple

supply supplement program.

ln addition, the earlier 221 d(3) subsidy pro-

gram was hampered by an inflation of building

costs that pressed upon the upper limits of

structure eligibility. The supply response was

less than anticipated to subsidies of this magni-

tude. The later programs used a more powerful,

but specialized set of financial incentives for

construction. These were most attractive for in-

come tax savings and generated a specialized

pattern of financial layering that led to cost-infla-

tion abuses and a minimum passing through of

the benefits of subsdization to the user popula-

tion. Their impetus to downward filtering was

Subsidization of Private Supply
Under this head I shall briefly discuss private supply subsidization programs, regarding
both single family ownership units and multipleunit rental structures.
The intention here was to give financial incentives for an increased private supply of new
single family owner-occupier units and multipleunit structures that could conceivably be
reached by low and moderate income groups.
The emphasis was on the supply side, and on
the supply side of structures, not necessarily of
neighborhoods.
In principle, a program of this sort could
ease the problem of bad housing by increasing
the supply of housing enough to lower housing
prices, accelerate downward filtering, and encourage dispersion of the poor out of slum
neighborhoods into the filtered units. Direct augmentation of supply options for the poor is less
likely.
In fact, the program did have little direct
supply effect on the poor. A major part of the
units were built at the upper boundaries of cost
eligibility. Ownership tenure is difficult for the
relevant poor to maintain at best, and at the levels offered they were outside the reach of this
population. The rental units were generally too
expensive for the poor. Some downward filtering
is likely to have occurred, but market barriers
may well have curtailed some of this. New units
of both types appearing in the suburbs may have
led-by the late 1960's-to a linkage of vacancies in no small part in the suburbs rather than
in the core city. But the poor-especially nonwhites-could still not penetrate the suburbs
easily. So the segmentation of the housing market could prevent interneighborhood mobility and
thus dampen the effectivene s of any simple
supply supplement program .

thus further diminished.

Thus, while in principle cost-side subsidy

programs can mitigate the problem of bad hous-

ing, the dollar efficiency of such programs is low
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In addition, the earlier 221d(3) subsidy program was hampered by an inflation of building
costs that pressed upon the upper limits of
structure eligibility. The supply response was
less than anticipated to subsidies of this magnitude. The later programs used a more powerful,
but specialized set of financial incentives for
construction. These were most attractive for income tax savings and generated a specialized
pattern of financial layering that led to cost-inflation abuses and a minimum passing through of
the benefits of subsdization to the user population. Their impetus to downward filtering was
thus further diminished.
Thus, while in principle cost-side subsidy
programs can mitigate the problem of bad housing, the dollar efficiency of such programs is low
because: (1) It rests on downward filtering, (2)
this filtering is hindered by incentives to build at
too high market value (and rerttal) levels, (3) it is
not aided by an enhanced purchasing power of
the poor to lubricate the filtering process, (4) by
paying little attention to barriers on interneighborhood market mobility it can diSSipate the mobility potential of induced vacancies, and at the
same time it fails to channel new building to
neighborhoods or political jurisdictions, which
would itself ugrade existing poor neighborhoods.
To summarize our brief, and most informal,
evaluation of recent Federal housing policies, we
argue that there was apparently a neglect to pinpoint the intended goal of policy to the significant multidimensional upgrading of the housing
of slum dwellers. This resulted either in perverse
real income distribution effects, so that the poor
were actually hurt while simply changing some
of the locations of slum occupancy: or in programs that produced a variety of substantial
gains to producer-financer and nonpoor user
groups, and only apparently quite small residual
gains to the poor in the form of additional filtered units, because of incentives to build at too
high market-va:ue levels and an omission of attention to the neighborhood dimension of improved
housing. Such programs display a low goal
achievement per dollar ration-poor efficiency.

Alternative Policy Approaches to
Housing Goal Achievement
The discussion of the last section already
suggests what policy interventions seem warranted. Since the paper is already overlong,
these SU ~Y9' ilm s r H simply be made explicit
an ctJUi

~
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Two basic points have been made. Earlier

policies, for the most part, do not pinpoint their

maximum positive impact on the well-being of

slum residents. Some programs seem to accord

benefits to that level almost as an afterthought

âi.e., through the complex but dampening inter-

sectoral reverberations of the housing market.

Others actually have perversely negative welfare

impact on the poor. The other point is that the

neighborhood dimension of the housing package

has not been accorded adequate attention. The

incentive problems involved in the private up-

grading of existing neighborhoods have not been

adequately handled, nor has the existence of

real barriers to interneighborhood mobility, with

respect to income and especially interracial

group interaction.

One potentially effective way to achieve a

refocusing onto slum dwellers is to enhance di-

rectly the housing purchasing power of this tar-

get group and so to help elicitâon its behalfâthe

adjustive processes of the housing market. Thus,

demand-side intervention may well be called for.

Two basic forms are available, general income

supplementation and rent allowances. The choice

between the two cannot be made within the

present context, because the former is part of a

broader policy of income redistribution while the

latter addresses itself to what is special about

housing. Of course, dollar for dollar, rent allow-

ances will have the larger housing market im-

pact. Whichever is used, an increase in effective

market demand by this group is to be expected.

This should have the further effect of attracting

housing supplies competitively to these users:

both as against other users, and with respect to

use of additional resources to provide more

housing services (either in current upkeep serv-

ices or in physical upgrading or in new units).

This magnetic pull suggestsâbut does not guaran-

teeâa large share of the overall program gains

to present slum dwellers.

One reason that it does not guarantee any-

thing about the size of the net benefits to this

group per program dollar is that the size of

these benefits depends strongly on the size and

character of the supply response to this addi-

tional effective demand in the market. This can

vary greatly. The enhanced bargaining power of

the recipients is greatest if they can spend their

additional desired housing purchasing power in

any part of the market they wish. lf, however,

they are restricted by discrimination or other mo-

bility barriers (e.g., an intense desire to remain

in a given ethnic neighborhood), their power is

lessened. They may find much of the effect of

their additional money demand dissipated in

higher rentals and market values in that part of

the market to which they are voluntarily or invol-

untarily attached. Such barriers and attachments

do exist. A program that would maximize the

effectiveness of its intervention must therefore

deal with these additional aspects of the prob-

lem.

The above suggests that while demand-side

supplementation has attractions, it is likely itself

Two basic pOints have been made. Earlier
policies, for the most part, do not pinpoint their
maximum positive impact on the well-being of
slum residents. Some programs seem to accord
benefits to that level almost as an afterthought
-i.e., through the complex but dampening intersectoral reverberations of the housing market.
Others actually have perversely negative welfare
impact on the poor. The other point is that the
neighborhood dimension of the housing package
has not been accorded adequate attention. The
incentive problems involved in the private upgrading of existing neighborhoods have not been
adequately handled, nor has the existence of
real barriers to interneighborhood mobility, with
respect to income and especially interracial
group interaction.
One potentially effective way to achieve a
refocusing onto slum dwellers is to enhance directly the housing purchasing power of this target group and so to help elicit-on its behalf-the
adjustive processes of the housing market. Thus,
demand-side intervention may well be called for.
Two basic forms are available, general income
supplementation and rent allowances. The choice
between the two cannot be made within the
present context, because the former is part of a
broader policy of income redistribution while the
latter addresses itself to what is special about
housing. Of course, dollar fN dollar, rent allowances will have the larger housing market impact. Whichever is used, an increase in effective
market demand by this group is to be expected.
This should have the further effect of attracting
housing supplies competitively to these users:
both as against other users, and with respect to
use of additional resources to provide more
housing services (either in current upkeep services or in physical upgrading or in new units).
This magnetic pull suggests-but does not guarantee--a large share of the overall program gains
to present slum dwellers.
One reason that it does not guarantee anything about the size of the net benefits to this
group per program dollar is that the size of
these benefits depends strongly on the size and
character of the supply response to this additional effective demand in the market. This can
vary greatly. The enhanced bargaining power of
the recipients is greatest if they can spend their
additional desired housing purchasing power in
any part of the market they wish. If, however,
they are restricted by discrimination or other mobility barriers (e.g., an intense desire to remain
in a given ethnic neighborhood) , their power is
lessened. They may find much of the effect of

their additional money demand dissipated in
higher rentals and market values in that part of
the market to which they are voluntarily or involuntarily attached. Such barriers and attachments
do exist. A program that would maximize the
effectiveness of its intervention must therefore
deal with these additional aspects of the problem.
The above suggests that while demand-side
suppleme1tation has attractions, it is likely itself
to require supplementation in order to be
efficient. Both a supply-side impetus and an improvement of market adjustment seem wanted.
This latter calls for direct attention to both interneighborhood mobility barriers and to the pattern
of incentives necessary to achieve existing
neighborhood upgrading. It is important both to
enhance the ability of slum dwellers to move to
better neighborhoods and to use their increased
money demands within their original neighborhoods to induce considerable neighborhood upgrading there.
Supply-side impetus can, of course, be provided by any of a variety of supply subsidization
approaches. What must be understood, however,
is that the type of subsidy and especially the
quality level sector in which it is applied influence the type and magnitude of supply response
that is likely to result. In general, the size of
subsidies closer to the ultimate target quality
level must be larger to elicit each additional unit
of supply, but the ultimate filtering effect of each
such unit on the housing opportunities of the target population is greater than subsidies further
from the target level. There is a delicate tradeoff,
whose magnitudes depend on empirical knowledge about the housing market that researchers
have not yet satisfactorily discovered.
The improvement of housing market adjustment is more difficult but no less important. Our
constant emphasis on the neighborhood dimension has its branches in this problem. Facilitating
neighborhood upgrading calls for efforts to assure that directly implemented additional supply
activity in any target neighborhood be on a large
enough scale to influence positively the number
of individual expectations necessary to ignite the
self-fulfilling escalation of private actions. Interneighborhood mobility requires additional legislation, or more vigorous enforcement of existing
legislation concerning open occupancy or exclusionary zoning and the like. It may require deft
use of contingent rewards and punishments to
local jurisdictions in return for approval of even
modest op~n j ~ i I I ? . me suburban neighborhoodsuWi
~~ rily the poorest-
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to require supplementation in order to be

efficient. Both a supply-side impetus and an im-

provement of market adjustment seem wanted.

This latter calls for direct attention to both inter-
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residents. This is a complicated subject, and its

complications are well beyond the scope of the

present paper. But the spirit of this discussion,

that explicit attention be devoted to neighbor-

hood aspects of housing, should be amply clear

by now.

To conclude this section, what l am arguing

is that the goal of public intervention can proba-

bly not be efficiently accomplished by a single

type of housing policy. What seems called for is

a many-sided approach, designed both to aim

better on the genuine target and to facilitate

those market adjustments that will help rather

thanâas probably too often in the pastâhinder

the achievement of the policy goals. Demand-

side, supply-side, and market adjustment instru-

mentalities are needed in a synergistic union.

Summary

This paper has stressed the multidimen-

sionality of the housing package, and how that

multidimensionality affects both our understand-

ing of good and bad housing, and the welfare

residents. This is a complicated subject, and its
complications are well beyond the scope of the
present paper. But the spi rit of this discussion,
that explicit attention be devoted to neighborhood aspects of housing, should be amply clear
by now.
To conclude this section, what I am arguing
is that the goal of public intervention can probably not be efficiently accomplished by a single
type of housing policy. What seems called for is
a many-sided approach, designed both to aim
better on the genuine target and to facilitate
those market adjustments that will help rather
than-as probably too often in the past-hinder
the achievement of the policy goals. Demandside, supply-side, and market adjustment instrumentalities are needed in a synergistic union.

consequences of those conditions. We sketched

out the kinds of welfare impact each facet of

housing was likely to have. We emphasized that

Summary

there is an important interplay of housing struc-

ture variables like space and condition with one

another, and with lot and neighborhood aspects

of the housing package, in the overall welfare

impact of bad housing. Concentrations of ad-

verse circumstances among the several facets of

housing are likely to occur, where population

and structure and neighborhood mutually aggra-

vate the negative externalities that impinge on

well-being. These are the cases for which gov-

ernment intervention seem most warranted.

We then examined a variety of the empirical

evidence that exists to verify and measure the

types of welfare impact that we postulated. This

evidential record is spotty and inadequate, yet it

does seem suggestive of the reality of some of

these phenomena.

We discussed the public policy implications

of this emphasis on multidimensionality and its

welfare impact. lt influences the definition of a

warranted policy goal as the upgrading of the

housing package experiences of slum dwellers

âan upgrading that must attend not only to the

structure aspects of housing but to the neighbor-

hood and accessibility aspects as well.

This specification of a housing policy goal

was employed in briefly evaluating recent Fed-

eral housing policies. These are found to be

sometimes inconsistent with the goal, sometimes

inefficiently organized to achieve it.

A final section drew on the presumed inade-

quacy of these recent policies to propose some

of the elements of an alternative policy ap-

proach. lt is itself a multifaceted approach. lt at-

tempts to pinpoint more directly the ultimate

beneficiaries as proposed above, and attempts

as well to influence the adjustment processes of

the housing market to facilitate rather than offset

the achievement of its goals. ln this attempt, the

nonstructure aspects of housing are seen to re-

quire explicit attention.

This paper has stressed the multidimensionality of the housing package, and how that
multidimensionality affects both our understanding of good and bad housing, and the welfare
consequences of those conditions. We sketched
out the kinds of welfare impact each facet of
housing was likely to have. We emphasized that
there is an important interplay of housing structure variables like space and condition with one
another, and with lot and neighborhood aspects
of the housing package, in the overall welfare
impact of bad housing. Concentrations of adverse circumstances among the several facets of
housing are likely to occur, where population
and structure and neighborhood mutually aggravate the negative externalities that impinge on
well-being. These are the cases for which government intervention seem most warranted.
We then examined a variety of the empirical
evidence that exists to verify and measure the
types of welfare impact that we postulated. This
evidential record is spotty and inadequate, yet it
does seem suggestive of the reality of some of
these phenomena.
We discussed the public policy implications
of this emphasis on multidimensionality and its
welfare impact. It influences the definition of a
warranted policy goal as the upgrading of the
housing package experiences of slum dwellers
-an upgrading that must attend not only to the
structure aspects of housing but to the neighborhood and accessibility aspects as well.
This specification of a housing policy goal
was employed in briefly evaluating recent Federal housing pot cies. These are found 0 be
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Effects of Housing on Mental and

Physical Health

By Stanislav V. Kasl

Professor of Epidemiology, Yale University

Summary

Effects of Housing on Mental and
Physical Health

The review brings together empirical evi-

dence from many disciplines in order to answer

the question: What is known about the effects of

various physical parameters of housing and of

the residential neighborhood on behavior and on

mental and physical health? The evidence is dis-

cussed and evaluated under six major groupings:

Satisfaction with housing and neighborhood,

By Stanislav V. Kasl
Professor of Epidemiology, Yale University

urban ecological analyses, parameters of hous-

ing and neighborhood, voluntary rehousing, ln-

voluntary relocation, and "proximate environment"

and short term reactions.

Summary

The conclusions of this review, paradoxi-

cally, center on the importance of the social

environment. The effects of housing are best

documented in those studies where changes in

housing precipitate changes ln the social envi-

ronment. Other studies, less plentiful, show the

joint action (or lnteraction) of the housing and

the social parameters on health. The least plenti-

ful are studies which document the "pure" ef-

fects of housing variables alone on health and

behavior. This general conclusion, however, has

to be tempered by the realization that, given the

complexity of the problem, simplistic study de-

signs tend to yield inconclusive results, and that

we need evidence from longitudinal studies in

which some of the intervening processes of ad-

aptation to the housing environment are also in-

cluded and studied in situ.

Introduction and Scope of Review

The major purpose of this report is to re-

view the empirical evidence regarding the effects

of various physical parameters of housing on

behavior and mental and physical health. A sec-

ondary objective is to derive conclusions regard-

ing the probable consequences of changes or

improvements in various aspects of housing.

The relevant literature on housing is widely

scattered ln the professional journals of many

disciplines: sociology, social psychology, psy-

chiatry, social medicine, gerontology, public

health, and architecture and urban planning.

Consequently, different viewpoints, approaches,

and methodologies are represented by this litera-

ture, which ln turn leads to a great variability ln

the soundness of the evidence and in the degree

The review brings together empirical evidence from many disciplines in order to answer
the question: What is known about the effects of
various physical parameters of housing and of
the residential neighborhood on behavior and on
mental and physical health? The evidence is discussed and evaluated under six major groupings:
Satisfaction with housing and neighborhood,
urban ecological analyses, parameters of housing and neighborhood, voluntary rehousing, Involuntary relocation, and "proximate environment"
and short term reactions.
The conclusions of this review, paradoxically, center on the Importance of the social
environment. The effects of housing are best
documented in those studies where changes in
housing precipitate changes in the social environment. Other studies, less plentiful, show the
joint action (or Interaction) of the housing and
the social parameters on health. The least plentiful are studies which document the "pure" effects of housing variables alone on health and
behavior. This general conclusion, however, has
to be tempered by the realization that, given the
complexity of the problem, simplistic study designs tend to yield inconclusive results, and that
we need evidence from longitudinal studies in
which some of the intervening processes of adaptation to the housing environment are also included and studied in situ.

of relevance for this report. This review, there-

fore, has to be integrative, evaluative, and critical.

Certain areas of the total literature will be

Introduction and Scope of Review

excluded from our consideration: a) the rather

extensive animal literature [1-6], a lot of which

deals with crowding; b) the so-called "psychiat-

ric architecture" writing [7-12], which is primar-

ily intuitive and speculative (albeit very lnterest-

ing) material concerned with designing mental

hospitals in a way that would mitigate some of

the deleterious effects of the institutional setting;

and c) the literature on public health standards

and recommendations for the residential environ-

ment [13-16], where most of the standards, es-

The major purpose of this report is to review the empirical evidence regarding the effects
of various physical parameters of housing on
behavior and mental and physical health. A secondary objective is to derive conclusions regarding the probable consequences of changes or
improvements in various aspects of housing.
The relevant literature on housing is widely
scattered in the professional jour{lals of many

pecially those which deal with mental health or

psychological well-being, are not based on any

empirical evidence, and are phrased ln rather

vague terminology.
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disciplines: sociology, social psychology, psychiatry, social medicine, gerontology, public
health, and architecture and urban planning.
Consequently, different viewpoints, approaches,
and methodologies are represented by this literature, which In tum leads to a great variability In
the soundness of the evidence and in the degree
of relevance for this report. This review, therefore, has to be integrative, evaluative, and critical.
Certain areas of the total literature will be
excluded from our consideration: a) the rather
extensive animal literature [1-6]. a lot of which
deals with crowding; b) the so-called "psychiatric architecture" writing [7-12], which is primarily intUitive and speculative (albeit very interesting) material concerned with designing mental
hospitals in a way that would mitigate some of
the deleteriOUS effects of the institutional setting;
and c) the literature on public health standards
and recommendations for the residential environment [13-16], where most of the standards, especially those which deal with mental health or
psychological well-being, are not based on any
empirical evidence, and are phrased In rather
vague terminology.
There Is also a fairly extensive literature on
certain associations between housing and health
which are considered too "obvious" to need any
empirical proof. This viewpoint Is expressed perfectly by the following quotation: "By deductive
reasoning, a strong relationship between housing
and health can be established" [17]. Some examples of these "obvious" relationships between
housing and health might Inc!ude: presence of
rodents and increased probability of rodent
bites; presence of stairs and Increased probability of Injuries due to falls, especla!ly among the
elderly and those with poor eyesight [18]; living
In old buildings with lead paint and lead poisonIng [19]; crowding and Incidence of rheumatic
fever [20].
While this review will not deal specifically
with the validity of these claimed "obvious" relationships-It is organized around evidence, not
around unsupported but plausib!e claims-several pOints are worth noting. First of all, most of
the "obvious" relationships involve health problems with a very specific, and generally simple,
causal mechanism, and where a specific corrective action can be taken. Secondly, the trouble
with "obvious" relationships Is that some are not
so obvious as we once thought; for example, it
is more p:ausible to talk of an association between tube culosis rand social isolation [21, 22]
fig! 01 C! 11 .
than
t
~~ff le~fG IJ crowding. Rnally,

"obvious" relationships can be strongly modified

by host characteristics and various social varia-

bles and conditions. For example, in the associa-

tion between diarrhea! diseases and lack of

proper sanitary facilities, the habits of the people

can be a more important factor than the absence

of a privy [23]. And even such an apparently

simple parameter as noise has no straightfor-

ward effects: Performance decrement due to un-

predictable noise is experienced only by those

who think they cannot control it but not by those

who think they can [24].

Inasmuch as a number of articles have pre-

viously reviewed some of the evidence [25-35],

this report will build upon these reviews by ex-

tending the coverage of the evidence and by

bringing it up to date. It must be noted, however,

that there is apparently something inherently at-

tractive in the perspective of ecological deter-

minism, because many of the writers of such re-

views are sorely tempted to stretch and

overinterpret the existing evidence. For example,

Schorr [33], in a generally excellent and com-

prehensive review, makes various undocumented

assertions about the effects of slum housing on

self-perception, pessimism, and passivity. Thus

the reader may find that the conclusions in this

report differ considerably from those offered by

many of the writers of the earlier reviews.

It is possible to group the relevant studies

into six major categories: a) satisfaction with

housing and neighborhood, b) urban ecology, c)

parameters of housing and neighborhood, d) vol-

untary rehousing, e) involuntary relocation, and

f) "proximate environment" and short term reac-

tions. This categorization is a very rough one

and is intended primarily to simplify the presen-

tation and evaluation of the evidence.

Satisfaction with Housing and Neighborhood

It appears to this reviewer that a strong em-

pirical link can be established between charac-

teristics or aspects of the residential en-

vironment and satisfaction-dissatisfaction with

this environment. For example, studies of

sources of satisfaction and of complaints [36-41]

"obvious" relationships can be strongly modified
by host characteristics and various social variables and conditions. For example, in the association between diarrheal diseases and lack of
proper sanitary facilities, the habits of the people
can be a more important factor than the absence
of a privy [23]. And even such an apparently
simple parameter as noise has no straightforward effects: Performance decrement due to unpredictable noise is experienced only by those
who think they cannot control it but not by those
who think they can [24].
Inasmuch as a number of articles have previously reviewed some of the evidence [25-35],
this report will build upon these reviews by extending the coverage of the evidence and by
bringing it up to date. It must be noted, however,
that there is apparently something inherently attractive in the perspective of ecological determinism, because many of the writers of such reviews are sorely tempted to stretch and
overinterpret the existing evidence. For example,
Schorr [33], in a generally excellent and comprehensive review, makes various undocumented
assertions about the effects of slum housing on
self-perception, pessimism, and passivity. Thus
the reader may find that the conclusions in this
report differ considerably from those offered by
many of the writers of the earlier reviews.
It is possible to group the relevant studies
into six major categories: a) satisfaction with
housing and neighborhood, b) urban ecology, c)
parameters of housing and neighborhood, d) voluntary rehousing, e) involuntary relocation, and
f) "proximate environment" and short term reactions. This categorization is a very rough one
and is intended primarily to simplify the presentation and evaluation of the evidence.

suggest that satisfaction with housing is clearly

related to size of dwelling and amount of space

available, and that crowding and lack of privacy

Satisfaction with Housing and Neighborhood

are major sources of dissatisfaction. Complaints

about meals, hygiene, sleeping, housework, child

care, and leisure are all associated with crowd-

ing. The social class of the respondent is clearly

an important variable that modifies users' prefer-

ences and satisfactions [42]. In general, it has

been concluded [38] that higher social groups

take for granted the amenities which the lower

classes are aspiring to possess. Specific com-

parisons of residents of slums with working class

individuals [43] reveal that for slum residents,

satisfactions and dissatisfactions center on basic

concerns with safety and space. For working

class individuals, their satisfactions and dissatis-

factions center on creating a pleasant, cozy,

convenient home environment and on living in a

"respectable" neighborhood.

There is other evidence [44, 45] which sug-

gests that residents of high crime areas dislike

their neighborhood and have a strong desire to

move out, especially if they perceive crime and

violence as a serious problem. Subsequent ac-

It appears to this reviewer that a strong empirical link can be established between characteristics or aspects of the residential environment and satisfaction-dissatisfaction with
this environment. For example, studies of
sources of satisfaction and of complaints [36-41]
suggest that satisfaction with housing is clearly
related to size of dwelling and amount of space
available, and that crowding and lack of privacy
are major sources of dissatisfaction. Complaints
about meals, hygiene, sleeping, housework, child
care, and leisure are all associated with crowding. The social class of the respondent is clearly
an important variable that modifies users' Rreferences and satisfactions [42]. In general , it has
•

been concluded [38] that higher social groups
take for granted the amenities which the lower
classes are aspiring to possess. Specific comparisons of residents of slums with working class
individuals [43] reveal that for slum residents,
satisfactions and dissatisfactions center on basic
concerns with safety and space. For working
c:ass individuals, their satisfactions and dissatisfactions center on creating a pleasant, cozy,
convenient home environment and on living in a
"respectable" neighborhood.
There is other evidence [44, 45] which suggests that residents of high crime areas dislike
their neighborhood and have a strong desire to
move out, especially if they perceive crime and
violence as a serious problem. Subsequent actual mobility, however, is only weakly related to
concern with crime and violence or dislike for
neighborhood, and many of the moves of the
more dissatisfied people are made within the
same neighborhood only. This inability to translate the desire to move out of a neighborhood
into actual residential moves presumably reflects
numerous barriers: Inadequate finances, unavailability of housing elsewhere, discrimination
against minority members, and the fact of having
social roots (friendship networks, closeness to
work, etc.) in the neighborhood, together with a
fear of social isolation in the new place of residence. Removing all of these barriers presumably would allow many more people to move out
and thus hasten central city abandonment. Removing only one barrier (e.g., the financial one,
via housing allowance) might have only small effects or even paradoxical consequences, such as
driving rents up without altering anything else.
It is difficult to assess the relative importance of housing satisfaction vs. neighborhood
satisfaction, but in general it has been found that
the nature of the dwelling is a more important
source of satisfactions and dissatisfactions than
is the neighborhood location [40], though the situation appears reversed for elderly subjects [46,
47] and those in high crime areas [45]. However,
when basic housing needs are satisfied (as, for
example, in the case of a middle class house
buyer who can choose among a number ot
houses, all of which would meet his housing
needs), then the quality of the neighborhood becomes the paramount consideration. And we
find, interestingly enough, that the social characteristics of neighbors and the level of maintenance in the neighborhood are the chief determinants of satisfaction with neighborhood [40, 48,
49]. Beyond ,th~t, an ideal neighborhood is described as sp' '['0 fr e2.lutiful, good for children,
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exclusive, having country-like character and

being close to nature (in that order of impor-

tance) and neighborhood facilities listed as im-

portant include a religious building, grocery, bus

stop, elementary school, and shopping center

[50].

The strong empirical link between housing

characteristics and reported satisfaction-dissatis-

faction must be carefully interpreted. Firstly, we

must be aware of the limitations of the various

measures of housing preferences and satisfac-

tions [51]: a) Housing attitudes are related to the

housing conditions with which the respondent is

familiar and/or to the conditions to which he as-

pires; b) preferences are not absolute and per-

manent; c) as some needs are satisfied, other

needs become paramount; d) housing attitudes

are not based on full information; and e) housing

attitudes and satisfactions are more volatile after

rehousing. Secondly, we must remind ourselves

that in a broader perspective on sources of per-

sonal satisfaction and happiness, satisfaction

with one's residential environment does not com-

pare in importance with such other sources as

family relationship, job satisfaction, and social

adjustment [52]. It thus appears that the strong

link between residential characteristics and

housing dissatisfaction does not take us very far,

because we do not know with what it links up at

the other end, i.e., we do not really know what

are the consequences of differential levels of

housing satisfaction. The satisfaction measures

are too volatile, their behavioral significance is

in question, and their association with physical

and mental health is unproven or very weak, at

best [45, 52].

Studies of Urban Ecology

The basic strategy of these studies is quite

simple and consists of utilizing two sources of

data: a) census-type data on characteristics of

individuals and of their housing, aggregated or

averaged over areas of city such as census

tracts; and b) institution or agency data about the

exclusive, having country-like character and
being close to nature (in that order of importance) and neighborhood facilities listed as important include a religious building, grocery, bus
stop, elementary school, and shopping center
[50].
The strong empirical link between housing
characteristics and reported satisfaction-dissatisfaction must be carefully interpreted. Firstly, we
must be aware of the limitations of the various
measures of housing preferences and satisfactions [51]: a) Housing attitudes are related to the
housing conditions with which the respondent is
familiar and/or to the conditions to which he aspires; b) preferences are not absolute and permanent; c) as some needs are satisfied, other
needs become paramount; d) housing attitudes
are not based on full information; and e) housing
attitudes and satisfactions are more volatile after
rehousing. Secondly, we must remind ourselves
that in a broader perspective on sources of personal satisfaction and happiness, satisfaction
with one's residential environment does not compare in importance with such other sources as
family relationship, job satisfaction, and social
adjustment [52]. It thus appears that the strong
link between residential characteristics and
housing dissatisfaction does not take us very far,
because we do not know with what it links up at
the other end, i.e., we do not really know what
are the consequences of differential levels of
housing satisfaction. The satisfaction measures
are too volatile, their behavioral significance is
in question, and their association with physical
and mental health is unproven or very weak, at
best [45, 52].

frequency and distribution of some disease or

social pathology. The data analysis is then ori-

ented toward isolating the differentiating charac-

teristics of census tracts which yield high v. low

rates of some disease or pathology. The design

is simple and the study is fairly inexpensive, but

the price in terms of interpretability of results is

a steep one.

The major results of the urban ecology

studies (and there is a large number of them)

can be summarized as follows: areas of the city

characterized by overcrowded living conditions

(persons per room), poor housing or low rental

value and high rates of several intercorrelated

indices of "disorganization" (the percentage of

peop'e living alone, the percentage of multiple

dwellings, etc.) have yielded higher rates of tu-

berculosis [53, 54], chronic conditions and cases

of disability [55], venereal disease [56], infant

mortality [56], juvenile delinquency [57, 58], and

hospitalization for psychosis [59-61] (for schizo-

phrenia in particular, but apparently not manic-

Studies of Urban Ecology
The basic strategy of these studies is quite
simple and consists of utilizing two sources of
data: a) census-type data on characteristics of
individuals and of their housing, aggregated or
averaged over areas of city such as census
tracts; and b) institution or agency data about the
frequency and distribution of some disease or
social pathology. The data analysis is then oriented toward isolating the differentiating characteristics of census tracts which yield high v. low
rates of some disease or pathology. The design
is simple and the study is fairly inexpensive, but
the price in terms of interpretability of results is
a steep one.
The major results of the urban ecology
studies (and there is a large number of them)

can be summarized as follows: areas of the city
characterized by overcrowded living conditions
(persons per room), poor housing or low rental
value and high rates of several intercorrelated
indices of "disorganization" (the percentage of
peop'e living alone, the percentage of multiple
dwellings, etc.) have yielded higher rates of tuberculosis [53, 54], chronic conditions and cases
of disability [55], venereal disease [56], infant
mortality [56], juvenile delinquency [57, 58], and
hospitalization for psychosis [59-61] (for schizophrenia in particular, but apparently not manicdepression psychosis).
In addition to these findings, many of the
studies also demonstrate the importance of the
social environment and show its interaction with
the built environment. In general, these other
studies [22, 58, 61-64] provide support for what
has been called the "social fit" or "social homogeneity" hypothesis: Persons with a certain social characteristic, who are living in an area
where the characteristic is less common, will
have higher rates of pathology (juvenile delinquency, tuberculosis, hospitalization for mental
illness) than people with a social characteristic
who are living in areas where the characteristic
is more common. The social characteristics investigated most often have been race and ethnic
origin, but support is also found for age, occupation, and place of birth. All of this is a roundabout way of saying that people are better off
among their own. As we shall see below, this
has important implications for effects on rehousing and relocation.
In order to paint a fully accurate picture of
the findings in these urban ecology studies, one
would have to go beyond these generalizations
and consider also many finer details, such as exceptions to these general relationships or secular trends. However, such detail is not necessary, since the whole ecological approach leaves
one in great doubt just what it is we have
learned about housing and health. The only thing
we know with certainty from such studies is the
geographical concentration of the visible cases
of a certain pathology.
The basic problem with the ecological approach is that when one contrasts census tracts
which differ on a housing variable (e.g., crowding or general housing quality), one is simultaneously also contrasting all the other variables that
are part and parcel of poverty: Race, age, education, work status, family structure, housing,
nutrition, medical care habits, attitudes, predispositions, an so 0 .f There is no way to pinpoint

nQlna

rom

depression psychosis).
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the built environment. In general, these other
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the role of housing, and observed differences in

rates of mental or physical illness and disability

are not interpretable. A good illustration of this

difficulty is to list some of the interpretations

that have been offered to account for the ecolog-

ical distribution of rates of hospitalization for

schizophrenia: social isolation, mobility, cultural

change or cultural conflict, diverse social stresses,

psychological frustration, self-selective in- and out-

migration, and various "biases" inherent in the

social class and cultural correlations of differential

detection, diagnosing, and treating of persons with

mental health problems.

So my inclination Is to dismiss these stud-

ies, because from an etiological viewpoint I do

not think we can even tell whether the poten-

tially significant etiological variables which might

be involved are characteristics of the persons or

characteristics of the environment, whether built

or social.

It might be noted that the ecological design,

while cheaper, represents false economy be-

cause it is so difficult to answer etiological ques-

tions. But the survey design approach (such as

the National Health Survey [65-67] or surveys of

the elderly [68]), which is more expensive, has

not yielded proportionally more definite data on

effects of housing on health, since the various

components of poverty are still difficult to disen-

tangle from aspects of poor housing. This whole

issue of research design strategies is discussed

in a more detailed way at the end of this report.

Studies of Various Parameters of

Housing and of Neighborhood

The next category of studies to be consid-

ered represents a zeroing in on specific aspects

of the residential environment. A good many of

them are studies of social interaction and they

generally deal with slums and slum residents,

the role of housing, and observed differences in
rates of mental or physical illness and disability
are not interpretable. A good illustration of this
difficulty is to list some of the in1erpretations
that have been offered to account for the ecological distribution of rates of hospital ization for
schizophrenia: social isolation, mobility, cultural
change or cultural conflict, diverse social stresses,
psychological frustration, self-selective in- and outmigration, and various "biases" inherent in the
social class and cultural correlations of differential
detection, diagnosing, and treating of persons with
mental health problems.
So my inclination is to dismiss these studies, because from an etiological viewpoint I do
not think we can even tell whether the potentially significant etiological variables which might
be involved are characteristics of the persons or
characteristics of the environment, whether built
or social.
It might be noted that the ecological design,
while cheaper, represents false economy because it is so difficult to answer etiological questions. But the survey design approach (such as
the National Health Survey [65-67] or surveys of
the elderly [68]), which is more expensive, has
not yielded proportionally more definite data on
effects of housing on health, since the various
components of poverty are still difficult to disentang'e from aspects of poor housing. This whole
issue of research design strategies is discussed
in a more detailed way at the end of this report.

and with new housing developments.

The literature on slums is quite interesting

because of the evolution of our perceptions of

slums. The traditional description of the slum

Studies of Various Parameters of
Housing and of Neighborhood

areas of the city in the earlier urban ecology lit-

erature has been in terms of a number of inter-

related variables reflecting poor housing, high

rates of crime-delinquency-disease, and a high

proportion of broken families and individuals liv-

ing alone. The label most frequently applied to

this cluster of variables was "social disorganiza-

tion," a concept which in turn was used to ac-

count for the high rates of some pathology.

However, later studies of slum communities

[69-74] began to correct this old picture: a)

Slums were shown to be well organized, with a

good internal social structure; b) the typical

slum dwellers were not newcomers or transients,

and residential mobility was low; c) slum dwell-

ers liked their neighborhood much better than

did dwellers in public housing; and d) they had a

strong sense of spatial identity based on exten-

sive networks of interpersonal contacts and

overlapping role relationships.

Of course, it is not clear how much validity

and general izability this more-or-less ethno-

The next category of studies to be considered represents a zeroing in on specific aspects
of the residential environment. A good many of
them are studies of social interaction and they
generally deal with slums and slum residents,
and with new housing developments.
The literature on slums is quite interesting
because of the evolution of our perceptions of
slums. The traditional description of the slum
areas of the city in the earlier urban ecology literature has been in terms of a number of interrelated variables reflecting poor housing, high
rates of crime-delinquency-disease, and a high
proportion of broken families and individuals living alone. The label most frequently applied to
this cluster of variables was "social disorganization," a concept which in turn was used to account for the high rates of some patholo~y .

However, later studies of slum communities
[69-74] began to correct this old picture: a)
Slums were shown to be well organized, with a
good internal social structure; b) the typical
slum dwe:lers were not newcomers or transients,
and residential mobility was low; c) slum dwellers liked their neighborhood much better than
did dwellers in public housing; and d) they had a
strong sense of spatial identity based on extensive networks of interpersonal contacts and
overlapping role relationships.
Of course, it is not clear how much validity
and generalizability this more-or-Iess ethnographic description of the slum communities has.
For example, is it more applicable to "ethnic
slums" [69] than to black ghettos [43]? Moreover, it is clearly a sympathetic description, perhaps a bit nostalgic, and has served the good
purpose of undermining some earlier preconceptions about slums. It has also been part of a
useful argument against thoughtless, indiscriminate urban renewal.
In the long run, it has served to destroy the
investigators' easy confidence in being able to
detect and trace the consequences of the physical aspects of slum dwellings. Thus, the social
disorganization hypothesis no longer can be applied uncritically; instead, one must determine
the types of social controls that are actually
present in the slums, and how they may lead to
behavior (crime and delinquency) which is considered deviant by the dominant society. Similarly,
the social isolation hypothesis as an explanation
of high rates of schizophrenia in poverty areas
of the city no longer can be accepted uncritically, since it is no longer self-evident either that
such isolation is indeed highly prevalent in those
areas, or that that form of isolation (as opposed
to isolation that comes from rejection by significant others [75]) is trUly of etiological significance in schizophrenia.
There are a number of studies which are
concerned with social interaction and housing.
The interest in this variable derives from the assumption that the quality and quantity of social
interaction are central to a person's well-being
and mental health. [76]. In studies of social interaction, the two variables of central interest
have been physical distance-proximity and social
homogeneity-heterogeneity. Now, there is no
doubt that increasing physical distance is a powerful factor in reducing contact with relatives
and friends [32, 77-79]; this conclusion applies
to face-to-fa!
00;i t e n-as well as to telephone

og

graphic description of the slum communities has.

For example, Is it more applicable to "ethnic
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over, it is clearly a sympathetic description, per-

haps a bit nostalgic, and has served the good
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conversations and letters [77]. For example, Ro-

senberg [79] found that among a group of work-

ing class respondents, there was an average of

five visits with close kin during the previous

week, if they lived within the same block; if the

distance was six blocks or more, the average

frequency dropped to one visit during the pre-

vious week.

In addition to these general findings, there

is also evidence that certain persons in particu-

lar are more dependent on proximity than others

ânamely, housewives with children, the old and

the infirm, and those of lower social class [78,

80-82]. In one study, [83] for example, the great-

est isolation from friends was experienced by

older, poor men whose sociodemographic or ra-

cial characteristics were different from the domi-

nant characteristics of the local residents of the

neighborhood.

When one switches from the studies of so-

cial interaction among relatives and existing

friends to studies of interaction among new

friends, one finds that physical proximity Is of

Importance for initiating contact, but for main-

taining contact, one also needs social homo-

geneity [78, 81, 84-87]. The dimensions along

which homogeneity is important are: socioeco-

nomic status and its components, and variables

related to the life cycle. Incidentally, these are

also the major dimensions that influence individ-

uals' preferences about type of housing and neigh-

borhood. In suburban communities, other dimen-

sions of social homogeneityâsuch as values about

child-rearing, leisure time interests, and general

cultural preferencesâalso may be significant in in-

fluencing social interaction [78].

Sometimes, the relevant dimensions of hous-

ing are not, strictly speaking, physical distance

but "functional distance"âthat is, those aspects

of the physical layout of the buildings and of the

facilities therein which generate passive contact

between neighbors. Study of homogeneous pop-

ulations, such as graduate students, shows that

"functional distance" strongly influences friend-

ship formation [88].

What happens when there is physical prox-

imity but a lack of social homogeneity? Several

studies [89-92] have looked at this in the con-

text of interracial housing and the consequences

for interaction and attitudes. In general, these

studies agree that physical proximity between

white and black residents leads to more contact,

both casual and intimate, and tc more positive

attitudes toward blacks, and fewer negative stere-

otypes about them, among whites. Unfortunately,

in these studies it Is not quite possible to rule

out self-selection: That is, primarily, whites with

initially favorable attitudes toward blacks were

the ones who might have chosen such interracial

housing. It is also interesting to note that the au-

thors of these studies acknowledge the possibil-

ity that their findings may not be generalizable to

the typical, communitywlde housingâpartly be-

cause of the unmeasured effects of the prestige

of the housing authority which, in setting up the

conversations and letters [77]. For example, Rosenberg [79] found that among a group of working class respondents, there was an average of
five visits with close kin during the previous
week, if they lived within the same block; if the
distance was six blocks or more, the average
frequency dropped to one visit during the previous week.
In addition to these general findings, there
is also evidence that certain persons in particular are more dependent on proximity than others
-namely, housewives with children, the old and
the infirm, and those of lower social class [78,
80-82]. In one study, [83] for example, the greatest isolation from friends was experienced by
older, poor men whose sociodemographlc or racial characteristics were different from the dominant characteristics of the local residents of the
neighborhood.
When one switches from the studies of social interaction among relatives and existing
friends to studies of Interaction among new
friends, one finds that physical proximity Is of
Importance for initiating contact, but for maintaining contact, one also needs social homogeneity [78, 81, 84-87]. The dimensions along
which homogeneity Is important are: socioeconomic status and its components, and variables
related to the life cycle. Incidentally, these are
also the major dimensions that influence individuals' preferences about type of housing and neighborhood. In suburban communities, other dimensions of social homogeneity-such as values about
child-rearing, leisure time Interests, and general
cultural preferences-also may be significant In influencing social interaction [78].
Sometimes, the relevant dimensions of housIng are not, strictly speaking, physical distance
but "functional distance"-that is, those aspects
of the physical layout of the buildings and of the
facilities therein which generate passive contact
between neighbors. Study of homogeneous populations, such as graduate students, shows that
"functional distance" strongly influences friendship formation [88].
What happens when there is physical proxImity but a lack of social homogeneity? Several
studies [89-92] have looked at this in the context of interracial housing and the consequences
for interaction and attitudes. In general, these
studies agree that physical proximity between
white and black residents leads to more contact,
both casual and intimate, and tc more positive
attitudes toward blacks, and fewer negative stereotypes about them, among whites. Unfortunately,

in these studies It is not quite possible to rule
out self-selection: That is, primarily, whites with
initially favorable attitudes toward blacks were
the ones who might have chosen such Interracial
housing. It is also interesting to note that the authors of these studies acknowledge the possibility that their findings may not be generalizable to
the typical, communitywide housing-partly because of the unmeasured effects of the prestige
of the housing authority which, in setting up the
interracial housing, appeared to legitimize and
support interracial contact. This point emphasizes the difficulty of studying the effects of
purely residential dimensions without the Intrusion of social variables. And, in fact, a community study of residential contact and attitudes toward blacks [93] did suggest that some forms of
prejudice may be stronger the greater the
proximity.
Studies of nonhomogeneous populations in
other settings, such as planned retirement communities, show that propinquity alone Is not sufficient to overcome the influence of socioeconomic status on social interaction and friendship
formation, and that obvious stratification takes
place [94-96]. One author [81] has also suggested that the combination of physical proximity
and social heterogeneity leads to more hostility
among neighbors, but the evidence for this is not
very compelling.
There is a separate literature on elderly
people, and it clearly demonstrates the great importance of physical distance to friends and to
various facilities [46, 79, 80, 97]. For example,
there is no doubt that distance to grocery and to
some form of transportation has an influence on
the frequency and type of shopping, which in
turn affects the adequacy of nutrition among the
aged [98]. Similarly, the decline in church attendance among the elderly-even as their religious feelings and attitudes grow stronger-is
largely due to problems of accessibility of the
church [99]. Overall, it would appear that among
the elderly, morale and happiness are more
closely linked to the amount of neighboring and
visiting [100, 101] and to perceptions of convenience of location of various facilities, than they
are linked for younger people.
Aside from the literature on the elderly,
there are also a number of studies on children,
since many investigators have been specifically
concerned with effects of housing on children
and child development. Some reports are clinical
case histories [102] which emphasize the deleterious effe·e. ~ g?i a , ~~ A'ng on privacy, consist-

interracial housing, appeared to legitimize and
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support interracial contact. This point empha-

sizes the difficulty of studying the effects of

purely residential dimensions without the intru-

sion of social variables. And, in fact, a commu-
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ency of child care, and competition between par-

ents and grandparents. Other reports [26, 103]

emphasize selected issues, such as the lack of

control parents have over their children when

they live in crowded conditions or in high rise

apartments. The actual evidence for some of

these observations, however, is quite scant. lt

has been shown that children of preschool age

living on upper floors of high rise buildings stay

in open fresh air for considerably shorter pe-

riods of time and are delayed in motor develop-

ment [104]. We also find that there is a negative

relationship between amount of crowding and

total school achievement, but it is quite small

once we control for social class and race [105].

ln another study, low-rent public housing pupils

were compared with controls living in slums

[106]. The two groups were initially comparable

on age, race, lQ, size of family, family stability,

and occupation of head of family. The results re-

vealed that the public housing sample was

somewhat 'superior on grades in reading and

arithmetic, and on teachers' ratings of antisocial

behavior. lnterestingly, there were no differences

in performance on standardized reading and

arithmetic tests, and the slum sample appeared

superior on physical growth and development.

There is an additional study of children

[107] which makes an important point. ln this

study, it was found that physical crowding and

lack of privacy per se were not an important in-

fluence on school achievement. Rather, it was

how the space at home was used; i.e., setting

aside time when a particular room was devoted

only to quiet pursuits. This study carries an im-

portant lesson: We shall keep getting weak rela-

tionships between physical aspects of housing

and outcome variables, such as health and per-

formance, unless we look at some of the inter-

vening processes, such as how the family uses

the facilities and how it has adapted to them.

There are also scattered studies which have

examined a variety of other parameters of hous-

ing. Some of them have not been able to estab-

lish any kind of association, such as between: a)

living in one-vs., two-vs., three-apartment tene-

ment houses and morbidity indices as hospital

admissions, visits to doctors, and doctors calling

at home [108]; b) living in high vs. low rise

apartments and visits to surgery or home visits

for wives and children of British soldiers [109];

c) living in open-bay vs. closed-bay Air Force

barracks and incidence of some common respi-

ratory diseases [110]. The one study which did

find significant differences compared families of

British soldiers living in flats with those living in

houses: Women and children living in flats had

considerably higher rates of visits to physicians,

especially for respiratory conditions and for

"neurotic" complaints [111]. ln general, the liter-

ature on high rise living [112, 113] cannot as yet

support any firm conclusions regarding physical

or mental health effects and, in fact, it is not yet

clear what aspects of high rise living, if any, may

prove to be the crucial operating factors.

Studies of Involuntary Rehousing

The studies examined in this section deal

with rehousing which to all appearances was

voluntary and sought out, and generally repre-

sented some improvement in housing conditions

ency of child care, and competition between parents and grandparents. Other reports [26, 103]
emphasize selected issues, such as the lack of
control parents have over their children when
they live in crowded conditions or in high rise
apartments. The actual evidence for some of
these observations, however, is quite scant. It
has been shown that children of preschool age
living on upper floors of high rise buildings stay
in open fresh air for considerably shorter periods of time and are delayed in motor development [104]. We also find that there is a negative
relationship between amount of crowding and
total school achievement, but it is quite small
once we control for social class and race [105].
In another study, low-rent public housing pupils
were compared with controls living in slums
[106]. The two groups were initially comparable
on age, race, la, size of family, family stability,
and occupation of head of family. The results revealed that the public housing sample was
somewhat 'superior on grades in reading and
arithmetic, and on teachers' ratings of antisocial
behavior. Interestingly, there were no differences
in performance on standardized reading and
arithmetic tests, and the slum sample appeared
superior on physical growth and development.
There is an additional study of children
[107] which makes an important pOint. In this
study, it was found that physical crowding and
lack of privacy per se were not an important influence on school achievement. Rather, it was
how the space at home was used; i.e., setting
aside time when a particular room was devoted
only to quiet pursuits. This study carries an important lesson: We shall keep getting weak relationships between physical aspects of housing
and outcome variables, such as health and performance, unless we look at some of the intervening processes, such as how the family uses
the facilities and how it has adapted to them.
There are also scattered studies which have
examined a variety of other parameters of housing. Some of them have not been able to establish any kind of association, such as between: a)
living in one-vs., two-vs., three-apartment tenement houses and morbidity indices as hospital
admissions, visits to doctors, and doctors calling
at home [108]; b) living in high vs. low rise
apartments and visits to surgery or home visits
for wives and children of British soldiers [109];
c) living in open-bay vs. closed-bay Air Force
barracks and incidence of some common respiratory diseases [110]. The one study which did
find significant differences compared families of

British soldiers living in flats with those living in
houses: Women and children living In flats had
considerably higher rates of visits to physicians,
especially for respiratory conditions and for
"neurotic" complaints [111]. In general, the literature on high rise living [112,113] cannot as yet
support any firm conclusions regarding physical
or mental health effects and, in fact, it is not yet
clear what aspects of high rise living, if any, may
prove to be the crucial operating factors.

Studies of Involuntary Rehousing
The studies examined in this section deal
with rehousing which to all appearances was
voluntary and sought out, and generally represented some improvement in housing conditions
for the movers. None of the studies, however,
actually assessed the perceived voluntariness of
the residential move, and the distinction between
voluntary and involuntary moves is made only by
the reviewer so that he can examine the two
sets of studies separately (see also the next section).
The kind of study that looks at people moving from one residential environment to another
and measures the effects of 'such a residential
change appears to bear a close resemblance to
classical experimental deSign. The ideal here is
a longitudinal investigation in which the data are
secured before the move and on several occasions after the move, in which a control group is
available, and where the allocation of subjects to
the rehoused and the control groups is done
with a minimum of self-selection bias. As we
shall see below, not many studies approach this
ideal. Nevertheless, in principle, we should be
able to look to these rehousing studies for the
best kind of evidence regarding the effects of
the residential environment.
There is. however. a serious complication
that involves even the best-designed rehousing
studies: The rehousing is a change not only In
the residential environment, but also in a possibly large number of known and unknown factors
as well. Schorr [103]. for example, has noted
that moves to better housing for poor people frequently are accompanied by segregation, unfamiliar surroundings and unknown new requirements, inadequate schools and police service,
rigid and unfriendly management, etc. Often they
are also spending more money on rent. A related
issue is that rehousing represents to many individuals a major life change which, as the recent
developments in psychosomatic medicine sug-
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gest [114-117], can be stressful and can have

definite health consequences.

The classical study of the effects of voluntary

rehousing on health and behavior is that by Wil-

ner and associates [34]. In spite of certain inevi-

table shortcomings in design, this study remains

a model for other investigators to follow. Some

300 rehoused families and 300 control families,

both obtained from the files of the Baltimore

Housing Authority, were seen approximately 10

times over a period of 3 years, starting when the

families to be rehoused were still living in their

old residences. The two groups were young

black families, and they were initially compara-

ble on major demographic and some health

characteristics. However, as the study pro-

gressed, some of the families made spontaneous

moves of their own, which necessitated their re-

moval from the study, thereby also destroying

the comparability of the two groups. Specifically,

those rehoused families moving back to poor

slum housing and those control families moving

on their own to better public housing were re-

moved. These easily may be two processes of

selective attrition, both of which favor the re-

housed group over the control group in terms of

some general dimension of social adjustment-

efficacy. For the rehoused families, the major as-

pects of improved housing included less crowd-

ing, better heating and refrigeration, running hot

and cold water, screens, garbage disposal, and

absence of rodent infestation.

The major findings of the Wilner study may

be summarized as follows: (1) On a number of

morbidity and disability indices, the rehoused

group proved to be somewhat healthier than the

controls. But, all in all, the physical health bene-

fits of rehousing were quite small, applied pri-

marily to younger individuals, and were not man-

ifested until some 16 months after the move. (2)

In the area of personal and family relations, no

differences were found in common family activi-

ties, in parental interest in children's activities, in

family quarrels, and in assistance to the house-

wife. The only significant difference was that

control families (those who didn't move) reported

more difficulty over the children spending too

much time away from home. (3) There appeared

to be more neighborly activity (casual contact,

helping out) among the rehoused families. How-

ever, they also complained more about being

farther away from facilities and relatives. The

rehoused families felt better about the

neighborhood as a place to live than did the

controls, but they were less likely to call it their

"home." (4) Various measures reflecting the psy-

chological state of the respondents (mood, nerv-

ousness, general morale, self-esteem, general

anxiety) failed to differentiate the two groups. (5)

The rehoused group was more likely to "feel bet-

ter off in life than 5 years ago," but only for

housing-related reasons. The rehousing had no

effect on the parents' occupational and educa-

tional aspirations for the children, on the hus-

bands' job aspirations, or on various self-pro-

gest [114-117]. can be stressful and can have
definite health consequences.
The classical study of the effects of voluntary
rehousing on health and behavior is that by Wilner and associates [34]. In spite of certain inevitable shortcomings in design, this study remains
a model for other investigators to follow. Some
300 rehoused families and 300 control families,
both obtained from the files of the Baltimore
Housing Authority, were seen approximately 10
times over a period of 3 years, starting when the
families to be rehoused were still living in their
old residences. The two groups were young
black families, and they were initially comparable on major demographic and some health
characteristics. However, as the study progressed, some of the families made spontaneous
moves of their own, which necessitated their removal from the study, thereby also destroying
the comparability of the two groups. Specifically,
those rehoused families moving back to poor
slum housing and those control families moving
on their own to better public housing were removed. These easily may be two processes of
selective attrition, both of which favor the rehoused group over the control group in terms of
some general dimension of social adjustmentefficacy. For the rehoused families, the major aspects of improved housing included less crowding, better heating and refrigeration, running hot
and cold water, screens, garbage disposal, and
absence of rodent infestation.
The major findings of the Wilner study may
be summarized as follows: (1) On a number of
morbidity and disability indices, the rehoused
group proved to be somewhat healthier than the
controls. But, all in all, the physical health benefits of rehousing were quite small, applied primarily to younger individuals, and were not manifested until some 16 months after the move. (2)
In the area of personal and family relations, no
differences were found in common family activities, in parental interest in children's activities, in
family quarrels, and in assistance to the housewife. The only significant difference was that
control families (those who didn't move) reported
more difficulty over the children spending too
much time away from home. (3) There appeared
to be more neighborly activity (casual contact,
helping out) among the rehoused families. However, they also complained more about being
farther away from facilities and relatives. The
rehoused
families
felt
better
about
the
neighborhood as a place to live than did the
controls, but they were less likely to call it their

"home." (4) Various measures reflecting the psychological state of the respondents (mood, nervousness. general morale, self-esteem, general
anxiety) failed to differentiate the two groups. (5)
The rehoused group was more likely to "feel better off in life than 5 years ago," but only for
housing-related reasons. The rehousing had no
effect on the parents' occupational and educational aspirations for the children. on the husbands' job aspirations. or on various self-promotive activities of the adults. (6) On measures
of the children's school performance, no differences were found on 10 tests, or arithmetic
and reading achievement tests. However, the rehoused children did show better school attendance and were more likely to be promoted at the
regular pace.
This set of findings leads one to conclude
that the consequences of rehousing were quite
modest: Aside from some effects on housing
satisfaction and on evaluative perceptions of the
neighborhood. very little was found-certainly no
effects on mental health or well-being or life
goals or aspirations.
Among the other American studies of rehousing. the work of Chapin [118, 119], done in
the late 1930's, is frequently quoted in support
for all sorts of claims of beneficial effects of rehousing. In fact. when he matched the rehoused
families with controls still residing in the slums
(waiting-list applicants) on a number of important
demographic variables. he was unable to show
any differences in morale or general adjustment
in a 1-year followup. However, the rehoused families did show a larger gain in social participation and in quality of home furnishings. and
showed a reduction in "use overcrowding" (subjecting the living room to different uses).
In addition to the American studies, there
are several British studies that deal with rehousing people onto new housing estates that were
built in the early 1950·s. Unlike the American
studies. which showed no mental health effects,
the British studies do reveal some effects. Unfortunately. these effects run in all directions and
are mutually inconsistent. For example, one
study reported no differences. as seen in data
obtained from interviews, general practitioners'
records, and hospital records [120]; another
study [121] reported higher rates of mental
health problems in the housing estate sample,
using admissions to mental hospitals. general
practitioners' consultation rates, and self-reports
of complaints; and a third study [122] found the
rehoused RQPul,a tio ll,. better off by some stand-
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and reading achievement tests. However, the re-

housed children did show better school attend-
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ards (in-patient hospitalizations), no different by

others (out-patient psychiatric hospital referrals,

reports of nervous symptoms), and sicker by still

another (psychiatric conditions treated by gen-

eral practitioners).

In another area, however, these studies

were in substantial agreement. Namely, the move

to a housing estate represents a greater physical

distance to relatives and old friends, and a siza-

ble reduction in social interaction with them

[123-127]. Some authors describe the move as a

transition from a closed network of relationships

(all friends and kin know each other) to an open

network (not a'l of the contacts are intercon-

nected). The consequences of this breaking of

old social ties are many: a) reduced possibility

of mutual aid among relatives; b) a more flexible

division of labor at home; c) more neighboring

and mutual help from new neighbors, even

though some of the contact may be quite super-

ficial; and d) spending more time at home and

belonging to a greater number of (non-church-

related) associations.

In these housing estate studies there was

also some evidence of a higher rate of juvenile

delinquency and of child guidance clinic consulta-

tions among families living on a housing estate

[128]. However, this effect is distinctly tempo-

rary, and the elevation disappears within 4-5

years of the move. Interestingly, the same study

also reports more outdoor play among the hous-

ing estate children [124], and conflict within fam-

ilies appears to be somewhat reduced [123].

In the area of satifaction and dissatisfaction,

it appeared that families on housing estates were

more satisfied with the new dwelling but less

satisfied with the housing estate neighborhood

and its lack of amenities, especially right after

they made the move. Another temporary effect

was the increased loneliness among the wives

on the new housing estates [126].

There is also a sizable American literature

on housing moves to the suburbs [84, 129-133].

The findings here are frequently based on ret-

rospective interviews only with those who

movedâwhich is about the weakest design

which can be used. Nevertheless, it can be

noted that most of the changes which take place

after the move to the suburb are "intended"

changes, i.e., the reasons for which the move

was made in the first placeâincreased satisfac-

tion with housing (especially with amount of

space), increased social life, etc. There seem to

be no effects on mental health, family life, or

marital happiness. Some writers [129] have spe-

cifically noted that moving to the suburbs does

nothing to alter the life style of working class in-

dividuals who do not adopt middle class life

style. Perhaps the only "unintended" change as

a result of the move to the suburb was an in-

creased involvement in local organizations, but

this appears true only when the suburban com-

munity is a new one [130].

Herbert Gans [134] has summarized the find-

ing as follows: "In short, the community itself

ards (in-patient hospitalizations). no different by
others (out-patient psychiatric hospital referrals,
reports of nervous symptoms), and sicker by still
another (psychiatric conditions treated by general practitioners).
In another area, however, these studies
were in substantial agreement. Namely, the move
to a housing estate represents a greater physical
distance to relatives and old friends, and a sizable reduction in social interaction with them
[12~127]. Some authors describe the move as a
transition from a closed network of relationships
(all friends and kin know each other) to an open
network (not a'i of the contacts are interconnected). The consequences of this breaking of
old social ties are many: a) reduced possibility
of mutual aid among relatives; b) a more flexible
division of labor at home; c) more neighboring
and mutual help from new neighbors, even
though some of the contact may be quite superficial; and d) spending more time at home and
belonging to a greater number of (non-churchrelated) associations.
In these housing estate studies there was
also some evidence of a higher rate of juvenile
delinquency and of child guidance clinic consultations among families living on a housing estate
[128]. However. this effect is distinctly temporary, and the elevation disappears within 4-5
years of the move. Interestingly, the same study
also reports more outdoor play among the housing estate children [124], and conflict within families appears to be somewhat reduced [123].
In the area of satifaction and dissatisfaction,
it appeared that families on housing estates were
more satisfied with the new dwelling but less
satisfied with the housing estate neighborhood
and its lack of amenities, especially right after
they made the move. Another temporary effect
was the increased loneliness among the wives
on the new housing estates [126].
There is also a sizable American literature
on housing moves to the suburbs [84, 129-133].
The findings here are frequently based on retrospective interviews only with those who
moved-which is about the weakest design
which can be used. Nevertheless, it can be
noted that most of the changes which take place
after the move to the suburb are "intended"
changes, i.e., the reasons for which the move
was made in the first place-increased satisfaction with housing (espeCially with amount of
space). increased social life, etc. There seem to
be no effects on mental health. family life, or
marital happiness. Some writers [129] have spe-

cifically noted that moving to the suburbs does
nothing to alter the life style of working class individuals who do not adopt middle class life
style. Perhaps the only "unintended" change as
a result of the move to the suburb was an increased involvement in local organizations, but
this appears true only when the suburban community is a new one [130].
Herbert Gans [134] has summarized the finding as follows: "In short. the community itself
does not shape people's ways of life as significantly as has been proposed by ecological and
planning theory. The major behavior patterns are
determined. rather by the period of the life cycle,
and the opportunities and aspirations associated
with class position."
The above quotation represents a strong
rejection of ecological determinism. Elsewhere,
Gans [135] has written about the failure of physical planning. and Blumenfeld [136] has emphasized the social environment and cultural variables at the expense of the physical environment.
The point to remember, however, is that such expressions of skepticism regarding the influence
of the built (physical) environment are most appropriate when applied to the evidence on
moves to suburbs-which is only a small part of
the evidence examined in this review.
Housing moves of the elderly also have
been studied. In general, we know that the elderly, as a group. are less mobile, less likely to
plan or to desire to move, and are less successful in anticipating their mobility behavior [137].
The elderly who are especially unwilling to move
out of their neighborhood are those who lived
there a long time and who have many friends
there [138].
Nevertheless. voluntary rehousing of elderly
from slum conditions of poverty and isolation to
a new public housing facility can be associated
with some striking benefits. One study [139, 140]
showed: a) greater life satisfaction, morale, and
better feelings about life accomplishments; b)
more positive evaluation of health; c) increased
membership in social groups and greater enjoyment of activities with others; d) decrease in
"lost" time and time spent sleeping; and e) decrease in services they felt they needed.
The above results of studies of rehousing
suggest that one group which can experience
the most beneficial effects of a substantial improvement in housing are the elder:y. The benefits
in mental health and well-being of the elderly
are better documented than the benefits in physical health'O'f) add,itj on, one may note that be-
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cause residential moves can have a strong social

uprooting effect, the most beneficial effects can

be expected among those elderly who seek out

and desire such a move, and who are living in

relatively isolated social circumstances. As we

shall see below, the elderly can show the most

disastrous effects when the housing move is

forced upon them.

Studies of Involuntary Relocation

The literature on involuntary rehousing falls

roughly into one of two categories: a) Institution-

cause residential moves can have a strong social
uprooting effect, the most beneficial effects can
be expected among those elderly who seek out
and desire such a move, and who are living in
relatively isolated social circumstances. As we
shall see below, the elderly can show the most
disastrous effects when the housing move is
forced upon them.

alizationâthe change from community living to

institutional living, involving primarily the elderly;

Studies of Involuntary Relocation

and b) enforced change in community residence,

primarily associated with urban renewal, highway

construction, or condemnation of buildings.

The interest in institutionalization stems

partly from the repeated observation [141-144]

of high mortality rates of aged subjects within

the first year of entering a state hospital, nursing

home, or an old-age home. Unfortunately, this

consistent observation is difficult to interpret be-

cause of the strong possiblity of a self-selection

effect, i.e., individuals who are in a seriously de-

bilitated or incapacitated state are largely the

ones who get admitted. A couple of studies [141,

145] of mortality of elderly on a waiting listâac-

cepted into an institution but not yet admittedâ

reveal mortality rates close to the rates within 1

year after admission, and thus appear to support

the self-selection interpretation. However, it is

also possible that persons placed on a waiting

list are under some stress due to anticipation of

the impending move to an institution. Thus, the

waiting list mortality may not be a good baseline

against which to compare institutional mortality.

The clearest, most convincing data come

from studies of institutional transferâmass relo-

cations of elderly subjects from one institution to

another, where mortality data before and after

the move can be compared. Here we find a defi-

nite increase in mortality associated with such

an institutional transfer, especially among elderly

who were labeled as "depressed" or "psychotic"

[146-150]. Because these mass relocations in-

volved comparable or improved institutional

housing, the increased mortality cannot be attrib-

uted to the purely physical parameters of hous-

ing.

It is fascinating to note that in a couple of

instances [149, 151], casework service and psy-

chological support were provided for each eld-

erly person. For example, detailed attention was

paid to such issues as residents' fear of the un-

known, preservation of familiar relationships, re-

tention of familiar belongings, etc. Under such

excellently managed relocation programs, the

postrelocation death rate was found to be ac-

tually slightly lower than the rate at the old insti-

tution for the previous year.

In addition to the above evidence, there are

also many cross-sectional studies comparing eld-

erly people living in institutions with the elderly

living in the community [152, 153]. These studies

yield largely ambiguous data, becauseâshort of

The literature on involuntary rehousing falls
roughly into one of two categories: a) Institutionalization-the change from community living to
institutional living, involving primarily the elderly;
and b) enforced change in community residence,
primarily associated with urban renewal, highway
construction, or condemnation of buildings.
The interest in institutionalization stems
partly from the repeated observation [141-1441
of high mortality rates of aged subjects within
the first year of entering a state hospital, nursing
home, or an old-age home. Unfortunately, this
consistent observation is difficult to interpret because of the strong possiblity of a self-selection
effect, i.e., individuals who are in a seriously debilitated or incapacitated state are largely the
ones who get admitted. A couple of studies [141,
145] of mortality of elderly on a waiting list-accepted into an institution but not yet admittedreveal mortality rates close to the rates within 1
year after admission, and thus appear to support
the self-selection interpretation. However, it is
also possible that persons placed on a waiting
list are under some stress due to anticipation of
the impending move to an institution. Thus, the
waiting list mortality may not be a good baseline
against which to compare institutional mortality.
The clearest, most convincing data come
from studies of institutional transfer-mass relocations of elderly subjects from one institution to
another, where mortality data before and after
the move can be compared. Here we find a definite increase in mortality associated with such
an institutional transfer, especially among elderly
who were labeled as "depressed" or "psychotic"
[146-150). Because these mass relocations involved comparable or improved institutional
housing, the increased mortality cannot be attributed to the purely physical parameters of housing.
It is fascinating to note that in a couple of
instances [149, 151], casework service and psychological support were provided for each elderly person. For example, detailed attention was

paid to such issues as residents' fear of the unknown, preservation of familiar relationships, retention of familiar belongings, etc. Under such
excellently managed relocation programs, the
post relocation death rate was found to be actually slightly lower than the rate at the old institution for the previous year.
In addition to the above evidence, there are
also many cross-sectional studies comparing elderly people living in institutions with the elderly
living in the community [152, 1531. These studies
yield largely ambiguous data, because-short of
using a longitudinal design-it is impossible to
disentangle the effects of the institutional environment from the effects of self-selection, anticipation, and selective attrition (mortality) during
the process of adaptation to the institution.
The literature on involuntary change in a
community residence due to urban renewal or
highway construction is clearly sufficient to
mount an attack on the way Federal and local
governments have managed this social problem.
For example, it has become clear that slum residents who are relocated, generally pay higher
rent without necessarily experiencing better
housing [154, 155]. Sometimes they scatter
throughout the city [156], but more often they
move to adjacent areas where similar housing is
available [154, 155]. Because such housing is
usually substandard, the relocatees experience
additional moves later.
The largest impact of relocation is due to
the uprooting of existing social networks, as is
well demonstrated in the study of relocation of
West End Boston [157, 158]. Fried reports that
even 2 years after relocation, over 40 percent of
the sample gave evidence of fairly severe grief
reaction. Such a grief reaction was especially
likely among those who had a strong prerelocation commitment to the area, who knew a great
part of the neighborhood, who had a great number of close friends in the area, and who had
positive feelings about their neighbors. The grief
reaction, and the associated variables, were also
predictive of poor adjustment-adaptation to the
new neighborhood. In addition, poor adjustment
was likely if the respondents were low on educational and occupational status and first-generation American, had a poor knowledge of Boston
other than West End, and had had no plans to
move out of West End.
There is also extensive literature dealing
specifically with relocation of the elderly [152,
159]. The relocated elderly are generally those
who have been less mobile and who have lived
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using a longitudinal designâit is impossible to

disentangle the effects of the institutional envi-

ronment from the effects of self-selection, antici-

pation, and selective attrition (mortality) during

the process of adaptation to the institution.
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in the old neighborhood longer than the average

person. For the elderly, the move frequently rep-

resents an added financial hardship because

their economic circumstances are already quite

precarious. The old neighborhood which they are

forced to leave has two major advantages for

which the better housing conditions of the new

location cannot adequately compensateâthe ex-

tensive friendship ties and the convenience to

many facilities (grocery, drugstore, church, trans-

portation, etc.).

The social ties to the old neighborhood are

a particularly strong impediment, and the

stronger the ties, the more dissatisfied are they

with the new neighborhood [138] and the more

severe is their grief reaction [157]. Those who

are able to maintain old contacts with friends

from the old neighborhood show the least emo-

tional distress. The loss of friends creates not

only loneliness but also a certain amount of in-

security, inasmuch as the elderly depend partly

upon their friends for help in case of some

emergency [160]. lt is also worth emphasizing

that among all age groups, the elderly appear to

be the most vulnerable to the adverse effects of

the involuntary relocation: Kay [161], for exam-

ple, found more intense depression, sadness,

and negative feelings among older persons who

were forced to move because of urban renewal

or highway construction.

The Evidence from Environmental

Psychology

The last category of evidence to be exam-

ined is based on studies of the "proximate envi-

ronment and short term reactions." The hope is

that in considering these types of studies we

may understand better some of the intervening

in the old neighborhood longer than the average
person. For the elderly, the move frequently represents an added financial hardship because
their economic circumstances are already quite
precarious. The old neighborhood which they are
forced to leave has two major advantages for
which the better housing conditions of the new
location cannot adequately compensat~the extensive friendship ties and the convenience to
many facilities (grocery, drugstore, church, transportation, etc.).
The social ties to the old neighborhood are
a particularly strong impediment, and the
stronger the ties, the more dissatisfied are they
with the new neighborhood [138] and the more
severe is their grief reaction [157]. Those who
are able to maintain old contacts with friends
from the old neighborhood show the least emotional distress. The loss of friends creates not
only loneliness but also a certain amount of insecurity, inasmuch as the elderly depend partly
upon their friends for help in case of some
emergency [160]. It is also worth emphasizing
that among all age groups, the elderly appear to
be the most vulnerable to the adverse effects of
the Involuntary relocation: Kay [161], for example, found more intense depression, sadness,
and negative feelings among older persons who
were forced to move because of urban renewal
or highway construction.

processes that mediate the influence of the built

environment on health and behavior. The ap-

proach here is clearly more microscopic than in

The Evidence from Environmental
Psychology

the previous studies: The focus is on the short

range interaction of a person with some (limited)

aspects of the build environment.

ln spite of the fact that the field of environ-

mental psychology (ecological psychology) is a

rapidly expanding one [162-165], its contribution

to the evidence relevant specifically to the con-

cerns of this paper is disappointing and limited.

For example, from these studies we learn how

verbal interaction between patients on a geriat-

ric ward or in a mental hospital can be in-

creased by manipulating the furniture and the

decor [166]. Or we learn how the seating ar-

rangement of persons around a table affects in-

teraction [167], and how a discussion group is

affected by the presence of a designated leader

and when it is leaderless [168]. And we can find

out about the seating arrangements of individu-

als seeking privacy in a library [169]. But we are

still in the dark about how different members of

a family seek privacy in their home or apartment,

what are the different ways (short term and long

term) of coping with lack of privacy, and what

are the tradeoffs and consequences of the differ-

ent modes of coping. Nor do we know how the

The last category of evidence to be examined is based on studies of the "proximate environment and short term reactions." The hope is
that in considering these types of studies we
may understand better some of the intervening
processes that mediate the influence of the built
environment on health and behavior. The approach here is clearly more microscopic than in
the previous studies: The focus is on the short
range interaction of a person with some (limited)
aspects of the build environment.
In spite of the fact that the field of environmental psychology (ecological psychology) is a
rapidly expanding one [162-165], its contribution
to the evidence relevant specifically to the concerns of this paper is disapPointing and limited.
For example, from these studies we learn how
verbal interaction between patients on a geriatric ward or in a mental hospital can be increased by manipulating the furniture and the
decor [166]. Or we learn how the seatin-g ar-

rangement of persons around a table affects interaction [167], and how a discussion group is
affected by the presence of a designated leader
and when it is leaderless [168]. And we can find
out about the seating arrangements of individuals seeking privacy in a library [169]. But we are
still in the dark about how different members of
a family seek privacy in their home or apartment,
what are the different ways (short term and long
term) of coping with lack of privacy, and what
are the tradeoffs and consequences of the different modes of coping. Nor do we know how the
various' arrangements of rooms and of furniture
affect social interaction in the family and with
others, and what is the quality and quantity of
such interaction. In short, what is needed are
studies carried out specifically in the residential
setting (in situ). Studies done in the social scientist's laboratory, or in selected public places, or
in institutions, have limited generalizability, because in those settings the individuals have a
minimum opportunity to modify or alter the built
environment, only to react to it. And the observation period in such studies is usually so brief
that we can only talk about short term reactions,
not long term accommodations.

Some Conclusions and Implications
Inasmuch as the present report is already a
major distillation of the evidence on housing and
health, any additional summarizing of this literature can be made only at the price of some oversimplification. Aside from this disclaimer, however,
the following conclusions appear defensib!e:
First, the link between parameters of housing and satisfaction is a strong one, especially
when it involves such components as amount of
space, comfort and amenities in the dwelling,
and facilities and safety in the neighborhood.
The major issue here is how to view the housing
satisfaction variable. We can see it as an important aspect of well-being, as a significant indicator of quality of life, i.e., as an outcome variable
in its own right. Or we can treat it as an intermediate variable, only in its relation to the "real"
outcome variables, such as physical and mental
health. In this latter view, housing satisfaction
has an unproven link with physical health and a
weak association with mental health. In neither
case must we forget that housing satisfaction indices are sensitive to the person's present living
conditions as well as his housing aspirationsi.e., they reflect, partly, his state of adaptation to
his housin filt if. a1'" nl ikely that housing satis-

various' arrangements of rooms and of furniture

affect social interaction in the family and with
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others, and what is the quality and quantity of

such interaction. ln short, what is needed are

studies carried out specifically in the residential
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faction has motivational properties and relates to

such behaviors as residential mobility or destruc-

tiveness of public housing property.

Second, the link between parameters of

housing and social interaction is also a strong

one, albeit somewhat more complex. Studies of

slums clearly show that substandard housing

does not preclude the existence of rich social

networks with plentiful social interaction, mutual

help, and social control. Studies of rehousing

and relocation suggest that the disruption of so-

cial networks may be the most significant effect

against which the possible benefits of improved

housing must be weighed. Vulnerable segments

of the society, such as the elderly, may be par-

ticularly affected because they are not as able to

maintain old social ties (in the face of relocation)

or to form new ones. Studies of physical proxim-

ity show that the amount of social interaction is

correlated with this dimension, and that in homo-

geneous populations propinquity and friendship

formation are associated. In heterogeneous pop-

ulations, housing proximity is probably not

enough to overcome social class barriers, al-

though certain attitudinal changes may take

place.

The variable of social interaction may again

be viewed in two waysâas an outcome variable

in itself, or as a link to physical and mental

health. From the latter view, social interaction

and physical health probably do not have any di-

rect linkage, but potentially have many indirect

links via social support and medical care. For

example, in a group of low income mothers, in-

adequate antepartum and postpartum care was

related to various factors reflecting low social

support, such as being unmarried, experiencing

frequent residential moves, and having to man-

age a household with a newborn without help

[170]. A study of men who experienced their first

myocardial infarction showed that they typically

are almost exclusively dependent on family,

friends, and relatives for medical care [171]. And

a study of response to physical rehabilitation

showed that persons living alone have a consid-

erably poorer response [172]. The link between

social interaction and diverse indices of well-

being and mental health is a reasonably well es-

tablished one [100, 101, 173, 174], in the correla-

tional sense. However, the direction of causality

is not clear, and such correlations do not estab-

lish that social interaction contributes to mental

health. But the results from longitudinal studies,

relating changes in social involvement with

changes in life satisfaction and morale [175-177],

suggest that this may be the case and that being

able to maintain stable activity patterns contributes

to mental health [178].

Third, the link between parameters of hous-

ing and indices of physical health has not been

well supported by the reviewed evidence, at

least not in any direct sense. To be sure, certain

relationships involving simple causal mecha-

nismsâpresence of rodents and probability of ro-

dent bites, presence of lead paint in old build-

faction has motivational properties and relates to
such behaviors as residential mobility or destructiveness of public housing property.
Second, the link between parameters of
housing and social interaction is also a strong
one, albeit somewhat more complex. Studies of
slums clearly show that substandard housing
does not preclude the existence of rich social
networks with plentiful social interaction, mutual
help, and social control. Studies of rehousing
and relocation suggest that the disruption of social networks may be the most significant effect
against which the possible benefits of improved
housing must be weighed. Vulnerable segments
of the society, such as the elderly, may be particularly affected because they are not as able to
maintain old social ties (in the face of relocation)
or to form new ones. Studies of physical proximity show that the amount of social interaction is
correlated with this dimension, and that in homogeneous populations propinquity and friendship
formation are associated. In heterogeneous populations, housing proximity is probably not
enough to overcome social class barriers, although certain attitudinal changes may take
place.
The variable of social interaction may again
be viewed in two ways-as an outcome variable
in itself, or as a link to physical and mental
health. From the latter view, social interaction
and physical health probably do not have any direct linkage, but potentially have many indirect
links via social support and medical care. For
example, in a group of low income mothers, inadequate antepartum and postpartum care was
related to various factors reflecting low social
support, such as being unmarried, experiencing
frequent residential moves, and having to manage a household with a newborn without help
[170]. A study of men who experienced their first
myocardial infarction showed that they typically
are almost exclusively dependent on family,
friends, and relatives for medical care [171]. And
a study of response to physical rehabilitation
showed that persons living alone have a considerably poorer response [172]. The link between
social interaction and diverse indices of wellbeing and mental health is a reasonably well established one [100, 101, 173, 174]. in the correlational sense. However, the direction of causality
is not clear, and such correlations do not establish that social interaction contributes to mental
health. But the results from longitudinal studies,
relating changes in social involvement with
changes in life satisfaction and mora:e [175--177].

suggest that this may be the case and that being
able to maintain stable activity patterns contributes
to mental health [178].
Third, the link between parameters of housing and indices of physical health has not been
we~1 supported by the reviewed evidence, at
least not in any direct sense. To be sure, certain
relationships involving simple causal mechanisms-presence of rodents and probability of rodent bites, presence' of lead paint in old buildings and probability of lead poisoning in young
children-do exist, or are highly plausible. But
the relationship between housing and chronic
conditions and disability is not at present supported by any firm evidence, and it would seem
that any association which may be established
will be shown to operate via social variables.
Fourth, the association between housing and
mental health (excluding housing satisfaction) is
supported only by the weakest, most ambiguous
studies using the urban area analysis approach.
The best designed studies do not demonstrate
any mental health benefits, and it now appears
that some of our most cherished hopes-such as
raising educational and occupational aspirations
by moving people out of slums-never will be
realized. However, since there are many studies
suggesting that rehousing may be a severe social uprooting experience, accompanied by adverse mental health effects, it is thus still possible that once we can separate cleanly the
adverse effects of rehousing via the social uprooting, the purely physical aspects of improved
housing will be shown to have some mental
health benefits after all.
Fifth, the findings on children reveal some
direct effects of housing on such behavior as indoor vs. outdoor play, and some modest influence on the more "social" aspects of scholastic
achievement (attendance, teachers' ratings, promotion through the grades), but no effects on
achievement measured by standardized tests.

Needed Future Studies
The above summary of evidence for housing
effects is very likely an underestimate of the true
amount of influence of housing, for the following
reason: Most of the effects of housing on health
and behavior are probably complex and are mediated by various social (and perhaps physiological) processes of reaction, adaptation, and accommodation to the housing environment. Thus,
in order to detect these effects, we need more
comprehen ~ivrg ~ ucii,~
hich not only relate the

ings and probability of lead poisoning in young

childrenâdo exist, or are highly plausible. But

the relationship between housing and chronic

conditions and disability is not at present sup-

ported by any firm evidence, and it would seem
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distal independent and dependent variables

(housing and health), but are a'so concerned

with the whole matrix of intervening processes.

Since such studies so far have been quite rare,

we may suppose that the true story of housing

effects has not yet been told.

Figure 1 represents a schematic outline of

the types of variables that seem re'evant in the

total causal chain that links the built environ-

ment to health and behavior. The presumed causal

sequence progresses from left to right: The

influence of the objective environment (both

physical and social) is believed to operate

through the subjective (perceived) environment,

to short term (proximate) behavioral reactions

and mediating processes, and on to long term

(distal) outcome variab'es. Moreover, each step

in this presumed causal chain can be influenced

by various characteristics of the person. And

even though the diagram is already cluttered, it

is still only a limited representation of the com-

plexity of the whole set of variables involved:

For example, there are no feedback loops to il-

lustrate how proximate reactions or distal out-

distal independent and dependent variables
(housing and health), but are also concerned
with the whole matrix of intervening processes.
Since such studies so far have been quite rare,
we may suppose that the true story of housing
effects has not yet been told.
Figure 1 represents a schematic outline of
the types of variables that seem re~evant in the
total causal chain that links the built environment to health and behavior. The presumed causal
sequence progresses from left to right: The
influence of the objective environment (both
physical and social) is believed to operate
through the subjective (perceived) environment,
to short term (proximate) behavioral reactions
and mediating processes, and on to long term
(distal) outcome variab~es. Moreover, each step
in this presumed causal chain can be influenced
by various characteristics of the person. And

even though the diagram is already cluttered, it
is still only a limited representation of the complexity of the whole set of variables involved ..
For example, there are no feedback loops to illustrate how proximate reactions or distal outcomes can, in turn, modify the objective or the
subjective environment.
In short, Figure 1 is a schema that invites
the reader to view the complex problem of effects of residential environment on health and
behavior from a certain perspective, which may
prove useful in our attempts to answer the many
questions which still must be raised: How do we
conceptualize the environment and the way it
operates to influence behavior? What aspects of
the residential environment in particular can influence behavior? How can we understand "nonconforming" usage and the distinction between
"potential" environment {the way it was built

comes can, in turn, modify the objective or the

subjective environment.

ln short, Figure 1 is a schema that invites

the reader to view the complex problem of ef-

fects of residential environment on health and

Figure 1. Classes ot Variables in a Comprehensive Study of Health and Behavioral
Effects of the Built Environment
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Physical Environment

Perceptions & evalua-

Variations in use
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and "effective" environment (the way it is used)?

How do we separate the physical factors from

the social factors in the overall way the residen-

tial environment affects people? What are the

goals which planners and builders are trying to

achieve and how do the various aspects of the

built environment promote or hinder such goals?

What are the needs of individuals vis-a-vis the

residential environment? What is the best way to

understand the congruence or fit between char-

acteristics of the person and of the specific envi-

ronment in which he is living?

On the other hand, Figure 1 is of no help to

us in setting up better research designs: It is too

immense and too complex to represent the

objectives of a single study, and it ignores the

practical difficulties of conducting housing re-

search in situ. These research design issues

have to be addressed separately.

Better designed studies of housing should

be strong in one or more of the following re-

spects: (1) It should permit before-after compari-

sons and, even better, permit a distinction be-

tween short term and long term changes. (2)

Permit some handle on the problem of self-

selection, I.e., the lack of initial equivalence be-

tween the group of individuals who are exposed

to some residential environment (which is under

study) and those who are not. (3) Devote some

effort to studying the intervening behavioral

processes through which the effects of the resi-

dential environment can be traced, particularly

the proximal reactions to the residential environ-

ment and the actual use to which it is subjected.

(4) Include a consideration of selected social-psy-

chological variables, such as those which char-

acterize the social support system and the

Interactions of the individuals, or those which

characterize the sociodemographic similarity be-

tween the individual and his neighbors. In addi-

tion to these design issues, there is also a great

need for investigators to be sensitive to the total

social milieu or setting in which the problem

they are investigating is embedded. For example,

moves to better housing for poor people may

represent not only the intended change in resi-

dential environment, but also such unintended

changes as increased social segregation, greater

unfamiliarity with rules and regulations, greater

social distance between tenants and manage-

ment, etc.

There would seem to be three compromise

research design strategies which combine feasi-

bility with a certain amount of promise of ad-

vancing our state of knowledge. One is a cross-

sectional design that compares individuals living

in residential environments which differ from

each other in some significant aspect, such as

high rise vs. low rise. The crucial stipulation

here, however, is that the individuals living in

these different residential environments be unusu-

ally comparable in a'l important respects (e.g.,

socioeconomic status, racial-ethnic background,

stage of life cycle, etc.) and that, moreover, the

way they came to live in one kind of a residen-

and "effective" environment (the way it is used)?
How do we separate the physical factors from
the social factors in the overall way the residential environment affects people? What are the
goals which planners and builders are trying to
achieve and how do the various aspects of the
built environment promote or hinder such goals?
What are the needs of individuals vis-a-vis the
residential environment? What is the best way to
understand the congruence or fit between characteristics of the person and of the specific environment in which he is living?
On the other hand, Figure 1 is of no help to
us in setting up better research designs: It is too
immense and too complex to represent the
objectives of a single study, and it ignores the
practical difficulties of conducting housing research in situ. These research design issues
have to be addressed separately.
Better designed studies of housing should
be strong in one or more of the following respects: (1) It should permit before-after comparisons and, even better, permit a distinction between short term and long term changes. (2)
Permit some handle on the problem of selfselection, i.e., the lack of initial equiva~ence between the group of individuals who are exposed
to some residential environment (which is under
study) and those who are not. (3) Devote some
effort to studying the intervening behavioral
processes through which the effects of the residential environment can be traced, particularly
the proximal reactions to the residential environment and the actual use to which it is subjected.
(4) Include a consideration of selected social-psychological variables, such as those which characterize the social support system and the
interactions of the individuals, or those which
characterize the sociodemographic similarity between the individual and his neighbors. In addition to these design issues, there is also a great
need for investigators to be sensitive to the total
social milieu or setting in which the problem
they are investigating is embedded. For example,
moves to better housing for poor people may
represent not only the intended change in residential environment, but also such unintended
changes as increased social segregation, greater
unfamiliarity with rules and regulations, greater
social distance between tenants and management, etc.
There would seem to be three compromise
research design strategies which combine feasibility with a certain amount of promise of advancing our state of knowledge. One is a oross-

sectional design that compares individuals living
in residential environments which differ from
each other in some significal1t aspect, such as
high rise vs. low rise. The crucial stipulation
here, however, is that the individuals living in
these different residential environments be unusually comparable in a'l important respects (e.g.,
socioeconomic status, racial-ethnic background,
stage of life cycle, etc.) and that, moreover, the
way they came to live in one kind of a residential environment or another had little to do with
their own choices and preferences. Admittedly,
the opportunities for carrying out such a study
will not occur frequently, but they do exist. For
example, two comparable communities may have
built similar low cost public housing which differs in some important respect-the housing may
be located in the center of one community and
at the outskirts of the other. If the housing draws
on similar clients and if the clients differ basically only In that they were born and raised in
one community or the other, then we have a
good compromise design that can yield some
useful information.
The second kind of design is best conceived
at the point where the planner and the builder
are contemplating the introduction of some variation in design within one housing development
complex. For example, the se'ective introduction
of indoor nursery-like facilities into some but not
all of the buildings in the complex can lead to a
good study of the effects of such a facility on
child development, mothers' life satisfaction and
leisure activities (especially social interaction
with other tenants), development of as sense of
cohesion and community among neighbors
which, in tum, may lead to group action, such as
the setting up of a true daycare center. However,
such a study must be planned from the start,
since it requires near-random assignment of tenants to the housing and since, in general, it calls
for great sensitivity in anticipating the various
unexpected consequences of such a differential
in facilities.
The third approach is represented by the
strategy of designing longitudinal studies around
"natural experiments." i.e.. changes in the residential environment that are planned and predictable. especially those that involve some governmental action calling for program evaluation.
These "natural experiments" could involve such
events as institutional transfer of the elderly,
urban renewal and rehousing of residents. introduction (or closing down) of some commercial or
RJ.'btYfrd Pn a neighborhood. and
recreationa

d

tial environment or another had little to do with

their own choices and preferences. Admittedly,

the opportunities for carrying out such a study

will not occur frequently, but they do exist. For

example, two comparable communities may have
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building low income housing in high income sub-

urban neighborhoods. ln these kinds of studies,

self-selection may remain a problem, but they

are very useful because they allow before-after

comparisons and because they can provide valu-

able evaluation data on consequences of pro-

grams to which a governmental agency is al-

ready committed but which are subject to

modification.

ln the long run, the major point to empha-

size is that no intervention that involves housing

can ever afford to neglect the social matrix

within which housing is firmly embedded. lt ls a

safe rule of thumb to assume that the physical

aspects of the residential environment always in-

teract with social-psychological variables. Hous-

ing intervention is also a major social interven-

tion. This emphasis on the social matrix of

housing parameters leads to many questions

which, ultimately, can be answered only by join-

ing actual interventions with evaluation studies.

Under what conditions is it preferable to reno-

vate existing housing in a given community,

rather than offering the residents scattered pub-

lic housing elsewhere? What individual counsel-

ing and social services are needed when e'derly

persons are placed in public housing for the eld-

erly, and what services must such housing offer

in the immediate vicinity? Are there strong indi-

vidual differences in housing needs and prefer-

ences among the underpriviledged or the e'derly,

so that a serious effort should be made to con-

struct a variety of public housing and to

selectively screen and place individuals within

these? Can we create a sense of ownership and

of community (strong social ties, mutual helping,

participation in management) in large complexes

of high rise public housing, and will this prevent

the rapid physical degradation and destruction of

the buildings and property that so often take

place?
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Summary

A Rationale for Government
Intervention in Housing: Housing
as a "Merit Good"

There are a number of plausible rationales

for government intervention into private markets.

Among these is the rationale that certain goods

are so meritorious that they should be publicly

provided or subsidized. Such goods are called

merit goods, and housing is frequently thought to

be an example.

lt is seen that the idea of merit good is most

fruitfully treated as a positive consumption exter-

nality, i.e., a good that confers benefits on other

By Joseph S. De Salvo
Associate Professor of Economics,
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

than those directly consuming it. The existence

of such goods gives rise to the need for trans-

fers in kind for the purpose of achieving the

most efficient use of resources.

Whether or not consumption externalities

Summary

take the form of rent certificates rather than
some other form such as public housing projects, interest rate subsidies, rent control, and so
forth.
If in fact consumption-externality benefits
are not created by housing, then the case for
subsidized housing, in whatever form, is weakened and the case for cash transfers is strengthened. There are other factors favoring cash
transfers as well.
Consequently, we conclude that if housing is a
merit good, it should be subsidized via rent certificates. If it is not, then housing should not be
specifically subsidized; rather whatever transfers
are justified should be in cash. Which of these
cases is appropriate in the United States today
is an empirical question not yet answered.

exist and in what magnitude are difficult empiri-

cal questions. Although there now apparently ex-

ists a theoretically sound method for answering

these questions, the method has not yet been

applied to housing (or for that matter to any

other specific good or service). Nevertheless,

some empirical work relevant to the issue has

been performed for housing. This work indicates

that consumption-externality benefits must be at

least as large as 10 to 15 percent of the public

subsidy to ensure that certain existing housing

programs are efficient uses of resources.

Whether or not present housing progtams pro-

duce this much in consumption externalities is

unknown.

lf in fact consumption-externaltity benefits

are created by housing, then the case for subsi-

dized housing programs ls strengthened and the

case for cash transfers is weakened.

Nevertheless, there is still the problem of

the appropriate form of the inkind transfer. lt is

argued in the text that housing transfers should

take the form of rent certificates rather than

some other form such as public housing proj-

ects, interest rate subsidies, rent control, and so

forth.

lf in fact consumption-externality benefits

are not created by housing, then the case for

subsidized housing, in whatever form, is weak-

ened and the case for cash transfers is strength-

ened. There are other factors favoring cash

transfers as well.

Consequently, we conclude that if housing is a

merit good, it should be subsidized via rent cer-

tificates. lf it is not, then housing should not be

specifically subsidized; rather whatever transfers

are justified should be in cash. Which of these

cases is appropriate in the United States today

is an empirical question not yet answered.

The Rationale for Government

Intervention in Private Markets:

General'

One of the greatest achievements of eco-

nomic theory has been the elucidation of the

conditions under which competitive markets pro-

duce efficient resource use. Although the idea

dates back at least to the time of Adam Smith, it

was not until fairly recently that the conditions

There are a number of plausible rationales
for government intervention into private markets.
Among these is the rationale that certain goods
are so meritorious that they should be publicly
provided or subsidized. Such goods are called
merit goods, and housing is frequently thought to
be an example.
It is seen that the idea of merit good is most
fruitfully treated as a positive consumption externality, i.e., a good that confers benefits on other
than those directly consuming it. The existence
of such goods gives rise to the need for transfers in kind for the purpose of achieving the
most efficient use of resources.
Whether or not consumption externalities
exist and in what magnitude are difficult empirical questions. Although there now apparently exIsts a theoretically sound method for answering
these questions, the method has not yet been
applied to housing (or for that matter to any
other specific good or service). Nevertheless,
some empirical work relevant to the issue has
been performed for housing. This work indicates
that consumption-externality benefits must be at
least as large as 10 to 15 percent of the public
subsidy to ensure that certain existing housing
programs are efficient uses of resources.
Whether or not present housing progJams produce this much in consumption externalities is
unknown.
If in fact consumption-externaltity benefits
are created by housing, then the case for subsidized housing programs is strengthened and the
case for cash transfers is weakened.
Nevertheless, there is still the problem of
the appropriate form of the inkind transfer. It is
argued in the text that housing transfers should

The Rationale for Government
Intervention in Private Markets:
General
l

One of the greatest achievements of economic theory has been the elucidation of the
conditions under which competitive markets produce efficient resource use. Although the idea
dates back at least to the time of Adam Smith, it
was not until fairly recently that the conditions
under which the theorem holds were satisfactorily worked OUt.2
Two propositions about competitive markets
are of special importance for our purposes: (1) a
competitive equilibrium is efficient, and (2) any
efficient al/ocation of resources can be achieved
by competitive markets, given a suitable reallocation of initial resources. These characteristics
of competitive markets provide a rationale for
decentralized decisionmaking by individuals and
firms without government intervention. This is
basically Adam Smith's "invisible hand." Private
self-interest on the part of consumers and producers in a competitive environment results in
the best use of scarce resources. Also, if we can
decide on some socially desired distribution of
incomes and a mechanism for attaining it, then
the competitive market can be used to obtain an
efficient allocation of resources consistent with
the desired distribution of income. This means
decisions regarding equity can be separated
This section draws heavily on the author's paper, "The Economic
Rationale for Transportation Planning," In J. S. DeSalvo (ed.l,
Perspectives on Regional Transportation Planning (Lexl ngton:
D. C. Heath, 1973) pp. 21--89.
• The most complete presentation Is found In G. Debreu, Theory
of Value:
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from the efficient operation of an economy; the

latter can be left to private competitive markets.

These propositions provide the intellectual

rationale for private enterprise operating through

competitive markets. Nevertheless, these power-

ful propositions are based on certain assump-

tions that may not hold for particular economies.

When they do not hold, the basic propositions

justifying decentralized decisionmaking no longer

hold, and there is a need for some kind of

collective decisionmaking designed to produce

efficiency.

Competitive markets may fail to be economi-

cally efficient for a number of reasons, and, of

course, there is no presumption that noncompeti-

tive markets will be efficient. Hence, there are

two broad issues with which to deal. The first

concerns those factors that prevent otherwise

competitive markets from achieving efficiency.

The second concerns noncompetitive market

structures.

Since competitive markets are so important

to the efficient operation of a decentralized

economy, the first question one might raise is

whether or not such markets can in fact work.

lt turns out a competitive equilibrium depends on

the absence of increasing returns to scale large

relative to the market.3 The existence of scale

economies large relative to the market may not

permit the operations of competitive markets, for

the firm would be induced to expand its produc-

tion until it was one of a few firms or the only

firm occupying the market. However, if only one

or a few firms operated in a single market, each

would have some control over price. Such "high

concentration" would violate the requirement for

competition that specifies no control over price.

Thus, the absence of increasing returns

large relative to the market means that a com-

petitive equilibrium is possible. There are, how-

ever, other conditions that may not permit such

a competitive equilibrium to be efficient. Perhaps

the most important of these is externalities.4

Externalities are interdependencies among

economic units for which no market exists.

These interdependencies are a barrier to

achieving economic efficiency because there is

no market mechanism to value them. The smoke

emitted by the steel manufacturer may increase

the cleaning bills of neighboring households, but

the producer does not perceive this cost. Hence,

the social cost of steel production is greater

than the private cost. lf it were possible to make

the producer bear the full social cost of his out-

put, the production of steel (and consequently

smoke) would be less. ln fact, the amounts of

these products would be optimal in the sense of

from the efficient operation of an economy; the
latter can be left to private competitive markets.
These propositions provide the intellectual
rationale for private enterprise operating through
competitive markets. Nevertheless, these powerful propositions are based on certain assumptions that may not hold for particular economies.
When they do not hold, the basic propositions
justifying decentralized decision making no longer
hold, and there is a need for some kind of
collective decision making designed to produce
efficiency.
Competitive markets may fail to be economically efficient for a number of reasons, and, of
course, there is no presumption that noncompetitive markets will be efficient. Hence, there are
two broad issues with which to deal. The first
concerns those factors that prevent otherwise
competitive markets from achieving efficiency.
The second concerns noncompetitive market
structures.
Since competitive markets are so important
to the efficient operation of a decentralized
economy, the first question one might raise is
whether or not such markets can in fact work.
It turns out a competitive equilibrium depends on
the absence of increasing returns to scale large
relative to the markeP The existence of scale
economies large relative to the market may not
permit the operations of competitive markets, for
the firm would be induced to expand its production until it was one of a few firms or the only
firm occupying the market. However, if only one
or a few firms operated in a single market, each
would have some control over price. Such "high
concentration" would violate the requirement for
competition that specifies no control over price.
Thus, the absence of increasing returns
large relative to the market means that a competitive equilibrium is possible. There are, however, other conditions that may not permit such
a competitive equilibrium to be efficient. Perhaps
the most important of these is externalities.'
Externalities are interdependencies among
economic units for which no market exists.
These interdependencies are a barrier to
achieving economic efficiency because there is
no market mechanism to value them. The smoke

efficient resource use. Where there exists no

way of "internalizing" externalities, the private

competitive market will result in inefficient re-

source use.

Aside from increasing returns, where com-

petition may not exist, and externalities, where if

competition exists it cannot be efficient, there is

a special kind of commodity that the market may

not produce in appropriate amounts. This kind of

See M. J. Farrell. "The Convexity Assumption in the Theory ot
Competitive Markets," Journal 01 Political Economy, Vol. 67.
No.4. Aug. 1959, PP. 377-391; J. Rothenberg, '·Non·Convexity,
Aggregation. and Pareto Optimality." Journal 01 Political Economy, Vol. 68, No.5, Oct. 1960, pp. 435--468; R. M. Starr,
"Quasi-Equilibria in Markets with Non-Convex Preterences."
Econometrica, Vol. 37, No.1, Jan. 1969. pp. 25-38.
• The classical discussion of externalities may be found In A. C.
Plgou, The Economics 01 Welfare, 4th ed. (London: Macmillan,
1932), Part 2, Ch. 9.
1

commodity is called a public good (also called a

collective or social good). lt is a good that can

be consumed by more than one person at the

same time at no extra expense, and it actually
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emitted by the steel manufacturer may increase
the cleaning bills of neighboring households, but
the producer does not perceive this cost. Hence,
the social cost of steel production is greater
than the private cost. If it were possible to make
the producer bear the full social cost of his output, the production of steel (and consequently
smoke) would be less. In fact, the amounts of
these products would be optimal in the sense of
efficient resource use. Where there exists no
way of "internalizing" externalities, the private
competitive market will result in inefficient resource use.
Aside from increasing returns, where competition may not exist, and externalities, where if
competition exists it cannot be efficient, there is
a special kind of commodity that the market may
not produce in appropriate amounts. This kind of
commodity is called a public good (also called a
collective or social good). It is a good that can
be consumed by more than one person at the
same time at no extra expense, and it actually
costs something to exclude potential consumers."
When an ordinary commodity is consumed,
the units consumed are thereby denied to others.
For public goods, however, it may be impossible
or very costly to exclude people from consumption. In those instances where the cost of exclusion exceeds the gain, private enterprise will not
produce the good, even though it may be desired by consumers, because consumers cannot
be made to pay their fair share for its provision.
Thus, in an economy with a demand for public
goods, these demands may not be satisfied by
private enterprise even when competitive markets prevail. There is therefore a possible role
for collective action in the provision of such
goods.
Implicit in the definition of a competitive
market are certainty and complete information
on the parts of buyers and sellers. Uncertainty, a
lack of knowledge of which state of nature will
prevail in the future, is not in and of itself inconsistent with competition. People can make contracts contingent on the occurrence of certain
possible outcomes. Insurance is an example of
, The implications ot the existence of such goods for attainment
of efficiency by private markets were presented by Samuelson
in three articles: P. A. Samuelson. "Aspects ot Public Expenditure Theories." Review 01 Economics and Statistics. Vol.
40, No.4, Nov. 1958, pp. 332-338; P. A. Samuelson, "Di.grammatic ExpoSition ot a Theory of Public Expenditure,·'
Review 01 Economics and Statisl/cs, Vol. 37, No. 4, Nov 1955.
pp. 350--356; P. A. Samuelson, "The Pure Theory 01 PubliC
Expenditure," Review of Economics and Slatistics , Vol . 36,
No.4, Nov . 1954, pp. 387-389, The definition used here is
adapted ..!. .
i"/an, Publrc SpendIng (New York .
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this kind of contract; common stocks may

also be an example. It is not, therefore, uncer-

tainty itself that is inimical to competitive mar-

kets or efficiency.6 This is true, however, only

when the events insured are not controllable by

individual behavior. There are, of course, situa-

tions in which the fact of insurance affects the

insured's behavior (called "moral hazard" in the

insurance literature). An example is hospitaliza-

tion insurance, where the insured will tend to

spend more on hospital services than he would

if uninsured. In such cases competitive markets

result in overconsumption, since the price paid

by the consumer is artificially low. Inefficiencies

may therefore occur in otherwise competitive

markets because of uncertainty.7

Apart from uncertainty about states of the

world, lack of information itself leads to ineffi-

ciency. Participants in the economic system are

assumed to have full knowledge of prices and

availability of commodities and factor inputs.

Clearly, this assumption does not hold in the

real world. It is approximated in many situations

(for example, commodities that are repeatedly

purchased) but not in others (for example, the

one-time purchase of a durable consumption

item). Where there is incomplete information,

there is no reason to believe the market out-

come will be efficient.

The previous discussion has dealt with the

assumptions underlying competitive equilibrium

and with the other conditions that, although not

inconsistent with competition, result in ineffi-

ciency. Now, there is no presumption that non-

competitive market structures will be efficient.

Seller concentration is the primary charac-

teristic of imperfect markets, fie extreme being

monopoly but with gradations from monopolistic

competition to oligopoly. The inefficiency result-

ing from these market forms manifests itself in

higher prices and sn.aller outputs than would

result under competitive organization.* Whatever

the particular cause of concentration (economies

of scale; product differentiation; or barriers to

entry, such as patent controls, monopolistic re-

* For proofs that this type of uncertainty Is consistent with effi-

ciency and decentralized competitive markets, see K. J.

Arrow, "The Role of Securities In the Optimal Allocation of

Risk Bearing," Review ol Economic Studies, Vol. 31(2), No.

86, April 1964, pp. 91-96; and R. Radner, "Competitive

Equilibrium under Uncertainty," Econometrics, Vol. 36, No. 1,

Jan. 1968, pp. 31-58.

'See K. J. Arrow, "The Economics of Moral Hazard: Further

Comment," American Economic Review, Vol. 38, No. 3, Part

this kind of contract; common stocks may
also be an example. It is not, therefore, uncertainty itself that is inimical to competitive markets or eHiciency.tl This is true, however, only
when the events insured are not controllable by
individual behavior. There are, of course, situations in which the fact of insurance affects the
insured's behavior (called "moral hazard" in the
insurance literature). An example is hospitalization insurance, where the insured will tend to
spend more on hospital services than he would
if uninsured. In such cases competitive markets
result in overconsumption, since the price paid
by the consumer is artificially low. Inefficiencies
may therefore occur in otherwise competitive
markets because of uncertainty.;
Apart from uncertainty about states of the
world, lack of information itself leads to inefficiency. Participants in the economic system are
assumed to have full knowledge of prices and
availability of commodities and factor inputs.
Clearly, this assumption does not hold in the
real world. It is approximated in many situations
(for example. commodities that are repeatedly
purchased) but not in others (for example, the
one-time purchase of a durable consumption
item). Where there is incomplete information,
there is no reason to believe the market outcome will be eHicient.
The previous discussion has dealt with the
assumptions underlying competitive equilibrium
and with the other conditions that, although not
inconsistent with competition, result in inefficiency. Now, there is no presumption that noncompetitive market structures will be efficient.
Seller concentration is the prirT';:!ry characteristic of imperfect markets, t'le extreme being
monopoly but with gradations from monopolistic
competition to oligopoly. The inefficiency resulting from these market forms manifests itself in
higher prices and sn.D.ller outputs than would
result under competitive organization.~ Whatever
the particular cause of concentration (economies
of scale; product diHerentiation; or barriers to
entry, such as patent controls. monopolistic re-

1. June 1968. pp. 537-539.

"See any intermediate microtheory text, e.g., E. Mansfield. Micro-

Economics: Theory and Applications (New York: Norton, 1970),

pp 268-270, 299-300, 329-330.

source ownership, pricing to discourage or pre-

vent entry of new firms, and strong stable buyer

preferences)" and whatever the degree of con-

centration, the allocation of resources through

these markets will be inefficient. To the extent

that market forces do not themselves tend to

mitigate these noncompetitive conditions, there

is a role for government in this area.

In summary, we can safely say there are a

• For prools that this type 01 uncertainty is consistent with eHiciency and decentralized competitive markets. see K. J.
Arrow, "The Role 01 Securities In the Optimal Allocation 01
Risk Bearong," Review of Economic Studies, Vol. 31(2), No.
86, April 1964, PP. 91-96; and R. Radner, "Competitive
Equilibrium under Uncertainty," Econometrica, Vol. 36, No. I,
Jan. 1968, pp. 31-58.
'See K. J. Arrow, "The Economics 01 Moral Haz.ard: Further
Comment," American Economic Review, Vol. 38, No.3, Part
I, June 1968, pp. 537-539.
• See any Intermediate mlcrotheory text, e.g. E. Mansfield, MicroEconomics: Theory and I\ ~p l ( cations (New Yo rk: Nort on, 1970),
pp. 268-270, 29!h'300, 32~330.

source ownership, prlcmg to discourage or prevent entry of new firms, and strong stable buyer
preferences) \> and whatever the degree of concentration, the allocation of resources through
these markets will be inefficient. To the extent
that market forces do not themselves tend to
mitigate these noncompetitive conditions, there
is a role for government in this area.
In summary, we can safely say there are a
number of reasons why a market economy may
not achieve efficient utilization of resources. In
otherwise competitive markets, externalities,
public goods, uncertainty. and incomplete information render the market solution inefficient.
With these factors absent, increasing returns and
noncompetitive markets in general render the
competitive market solution inoperative, the resulting market solution being inefficient. Hence,
the powerful forces of the invisible hand are
stymied when certain conditions prevail. The
case for decentralized decisionmaking is weakened, and the case for governmental intervention
is strengthened, Whether and to what extent
these inefficiency-producing conditions are present in particular markets is an empirical question. What to do about them if present is partly a
theoretical question and partly an empirical
question.
The preceding has been concerned with
efficient resource use and the conditions for
which there exists a rationale for government intervention into private markets for the sake of efficiency. There is. however, another major reason
for government, and that is to affect the distribution of income in socially desired ways. In other
words. efficiency in the use of resources does
not necessarily imply equity in their distribution.
It was noted earlier that. when competitive markets exist, any desired distribution of resources
can be attained by such markets, given a suitable reallocation of initial resources, Consequently. even if all the requisite conditions for
the operation of competition were fulfilled, there
might be a rationale for government intervention
to attain the socially desired distribution of income, Whether there is a socially desired distribution of income different from that produced by
a competitive economy and. if there is, how to
achieve it are difficult questions that are partly
theoretical and partly empirical.
We shall return to the issues of efficiency
and equity later in the context of housing. We
now turn. however, to a rationale for government
P
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number of reasons why a market economy may

not achieve efficient utilization of resources. In

otherwise competitive markets, externalities,
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intervention that has not yet been discussed here,

the concept of "merit goods." This particular ra-

tionale gets separate treatment for two reasons.

First, on the face of things, it appears particu-

larly relevant to a study of transfer programs

such as those for housing and has frequently

been used as a justification for such programs.

Second, there is some question whether it is in

fact different from some of those rationales dis-

cussed earlier.

â¢

The Rationale for Government

Intervention in Private Markets: The

intervention that has not yet been discussed here,
the concept of "merit goods." This particular rationale gets separate treatment for two reasons.
First, on the face of things, it appears particularly relevant to a study of transfer programs
such as those for housing and has frequently
been used as a justification for such programs.
Second, there is some question whether it is in
fact different from some of those rationales discussed earlier.

Case of "Merit Goods"

ln his textbook, The Theory of Public Fi-

nance, Richard Musgrave introduces an addi-

tional rationale for government intervention into

private markets. This rationale is based on the

need to satisfy "merit wants." There are wants

that are satisfied in part by the private market

but not in socially appropriate amounts. Accord-

ing to Musgrave, these include such wants as

housing and education. They are merit wants "if

considered so meritorious that their satisfaction

is provided through the public budget, over and

above what is provided for through the market

and paid for by private buyers."10

Merit wants should be publicly subsidized

(or penalized) because some people will spend

either "too much" or "too little" on them. People

will not live in adequate housing or provide

enough education for their children because they

prefer to spend their incomes on other items.

Consequently, it is in the public interest and is a

government function to induce people to con-

sume appropriate amounts of merit goods

through subsidy and taxation.

This is an appealing idea and one that has

been used to justify governmental intervention

for many years. However, Musgrave has difficulty

with the concept on two grounds. First, he can-

not reconcile the analysis of merit goods with

that of public goods.

The satisfaction of merit wants cannot be explained in

the same terms as the satisfaction of social wants. While

both are public wants in that they are provided for through

the public budget, different principles apply. Social wants

constitute a special problem because the same amount

must be consumed by all, with all the difficulties to which

this gives rise. Otherwise, the satisfaction of social wants

falls within the realm of consumer sovereignty, as does the

satisfaction of private wants. The satisfaction of merit

The Rationale for Government
Intervention in Private Markets: The
Case of "Merit Goods"
In his textbook, The Theory of Public Finance, Richard Musgrave introduces an additional rationale for government intervention into
private markets. This rationale is based on the
need to satisfy "merit wants." There are wants
that are satisfied in part by the private market
but not in socially appropriate amounts. According to Musgrave, these include such wants as
housing and education. They are merit wants "if
considered so meritorious that their satisfaction
is provided through the public budget, over and
above what is provided for through the market
and paid for by private buyers."lo
Merit wants should be publicly subsidized
(or penalized) because some people will spend
either "too much" or "too little" on them. People
will not live in adequate housing or provide
enough education for their children because they
prefer to spend their incomes on other items.
Consequently, it is in the public interest and is a
government function to induce people to consume appropriate amounts of merit goods
through subsidy and taxation.
This is an appealing idea and one that has
been used to justify governmental intervention
for many years. However, Musgrave has difficulty
with the concept on two grounds. First, he cannot reconcile the analysis of merit goods with
that of public goods.

wants, by its very nature, involves interference with con-

sumer preferences."

10 R. A. Musgrave, The Theory ol Public Finance (New York: Mc-

Graw-Hill, 1959), p. 13.

11 lbid.

Second, he is concerned about the appropri-

ateness of including merit wants "in a normative

theory of public economy, based on the premise

of individual preference in a democratic so-

ciety."'- ln his analysis, the individual is the

basic decision unit of society (he rejects an or-

The satisfaction of merit wants cannot be explained in
the same terms as the satisfaction of social wants. While
both are public wants in that they are provided for through
the public budget, different prinCiples apply. Social wants
constitute a special problem because the same amount
must be consumed by all, with all the difficulties to which
this gives rise. Otherwise, the satisfaction of social wants
falls within the realm of consumer sovereignty, as does the
satisfaction of private wants. The satisfaction of merit
wants, by its very nature, involves interference with consumer preferences."

ganic theory of the state); hence, he is decidedly

10

R. A. Musgrave, The Theory 01 Public Finance (New York: Mc-

11

Ibid.

Graw-HIli, 1959), p. 13.

uncomfortable with the concept of merit want

that seems to require interference with individual

preferences.

As a consequence of these twin concerns,

Musgrave, for all practical purposes, abandons

the concept of merit wants. He maintains "that
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Second, he is concerned about the appropriateness of including merit wants "in a normative
theory of public economy, based on the premise
of individual preference in a democratic society."I~ In his analysis, the individual is the
basic decision unit of society (he rejects an organic theory of the state); hence, he is decidedly
uncomfortable with the concept of merit want
that seems to require interference with individual
praferences.
As a consequence of these twin concerns,
Musgrave, for all practical purposes, abandons
the concept of merit wants. He maintains "that
the merit-want situation is not so frequent as is
sometimes assumed; the case at closer inspection frequently proves to be one of social want."
He also claims "that a full theory of the public
household requires multiple explanation, The allocation-branch problem [i.e., those aspects of
the public budget dealing with allocation of resources] posed by social (or mixed social-private)
wants is more amenable to economic analysis than
that posed by merit wants ... "13
A decade later (1969), Musgrave was still
concerned with these issues, except that now he
was ready to propose a reconciliation. In fact, he
proposed two possible ways to reconcile his
concept of merit want with social wants (Le., the
demands giving rise to public goods) and with
an individualistic normative theory of public
economy.
A possible reconciliation may be obtained by granting
that rational individual choice requires acq.. aintance with
alternatives and that experimentation (even though it may
involve imposed choice on a temporary basis) may be
needed to obtain the necessary information. Temporary use
of imposed choice may also be justified as an aid to the
learning process. Then, what appears to be imposed choice
may be compatible, in the longer run, with the objective of
intelligent free choice. This, however, is a somewhat uneasy position to one who may deplore the poor taste of the
"public," but would rather persuade than force them to
choose otherwise. Yet, it is not without some validity in the
realities of the so",al framework.
An alternative possibility of reconciliation emerges
along these lines: Many of the phenomena which appear to
be of the merit good type can actually be explained by interdependence of utilities . . . . In other words, A derives a
utility from his own consumption of Y, but he also derives
a utility (though of a different kind) from 8's consumption
of Y. This, in fact, is a Quite widespread attitude regarding
the consumption of basic commodities, e.g ., minimum reQuirements of food, shelter, health, and so forth. The social
philosophy of Western society appears to be such that the
freedom to tolerate inequality in the distribution of lUxury
consumption and saving is purchased at the cost of earmarked (specific) subsidies which assure equality in the
consumption of necessities. Looked at in terms of this double standard, subsidies in kind, especially to low income
:',Ibtd.
. Ib,d.,

~
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groups, make sense; and what appeared to be the wholly

different phenomena of merit wants may be incorporated

into a subjective preference theory."

ln the first paragraph quoted, Musgrave is

groups. make sense; and what appeared to be the wholly
different phenomena of merit wants may be incorporated
into a subjective preference theory."

saying that some people do not spend their

money wisely. At first he seems to think this is a

technical defect that can be corrected through

acquaintance with alternatives, experimentation,

and temporarily imposed choices. Yet toward the

end of the quoted paragraph, Musgrave realizes

that this view is really a value judgment: lt in-

volves one person's opinion of how another

should act. But, if this is so, the first reconcilia-

tion is no different in principle from the second;

they both involve utility interdependence.

There may, however, be some validity to the

"technical inefficiency of expenditures" argu-

ment. ln standard consumer-choice theory, there

is no concept of inefficiency in a person's ex-

penditure of his income. He is assumed to obtain

maximum satisfaction from consumption subject

to the constraint of his income level and given

prices of the goods he buys. Efficiency in ex-

penditure is therefore implicitly assumed. Re-

cently, however, Kelvin Lancaster has provided a

theory of consumer choice that does not implic-

itly require efficiency in consumer expenditure.1*

lt might, therefore, be possible to interpret

Musgrave's idea of inefficiency in expenditures

and its relation to merit goods in terms of Lan-

caster's theory. This has not been done however.

Lancaster's theory is still fairly new and, al-

though applications are beginning to appear, it

has not yet displaced the standard theory.

Thus, in terms of the standard theory of

consumer choice, it would appear that the only

meaningful way to make sense out of the merit

good concept is as a consumption externality. ln

the next section, we present an exposition of this

approach.

The Theory of Transfers

The traditional treatment of transfers in the-

oretical welfare economics has been through the

device of a social welfare function.16 This func-

tion, though it can be more general, is usually of

the individualist variety. That is, a social welfare

function indicates that society's well-being de-

In the first paragraph quoted, Musgrave is
saying th.at some people do not spend their
money wisely. At first he seems to think this is a
technical defect that can be corrected through
acquaintance with alternatives, experimentation,
and temporarily imposed choices. Yet toward the
end of the quoted paragraph, Musgrave realizes
that this view is really a value judgment: It involves one person's opinion of how another
should act. But, if this is so, the first reconciliation is no different in principle from the second:
they both involve utility interdependence.
There may, however, be some validity to the
"technical inefficiency of expenditures" argument. In standard consumer-choice theory, there
is no concept of inefficiency in a person's expenditure of his income. He is assumed to obtain
maximum satisfaction from consumption subject
to the constraint of his income level and given
prices of the goods he buys. Efficiency in expenditure is therefore implicitly assumed. Recently, however, Kelvin Lancaster has provided a
theory of consumer choice that does not implicitly require efficiency in consumer expenditureY'
It might, therefore, be possible to interpret
Musgrave's idea of inefficipncy in expenditures
and its relation to merit goods in terms of Lancaster's theory. This has not been done however.
Lancaster's theory is still fairly new and, although applications are beginning to appear, it
has not yet displaced the standard theory.
Thus, in terms of the standard theory of
consumer choice, it would appear that the only
meaningful way to make sense out of the merit
good concept is as a consumption externality. In
the next section, we present an exposition of this
approach.

pends on the well-being of its constituent mem-

bers. lt is further assumed that if one person is

made better off, in terms of his own preferences,

The Theory of Transfers

and no one is made worse off, then society is

made better off.

Given an initial distribution of resources

among society's members, competitive markets

will produce an efficient use of these resources.

Such an efficient distribution of resources need

not be a socially most-desired distribution of re-

The traditional treatment of transfers in theoretical welfare economics has been through the
device of a social welfare function."; This function, though it can be more general, is usually of
the individualist variety. That is, a social welfare

sources. lt can be shown that an economy can

produce an infinite number of efficient resource

allocations, only one of which is the competitive

market allocation. Hence if it were possible to

judge society's welfare in terms of these efficient

allocations, society could pick the one most pre-

ferred. This is exactly the role of a social welfare

function in theoretical welfare economics.

One of the fundamental theorems of welfare

,. R. A. Musgrave. "Provision for Social Goods." in J. Margolis
and H. Guitton (eds.). Public Economics (London: Macmillan.
1969), pp. 143-144.
"See K. J. Lancaster. "A New Approach to Consumer Theory."
Journal of Polirical Economy. Vol. 74. No.2, April 1966. PP.
132-157.
,., For a discussion of social welfare functions in the context of
traditional welfare economics, see J. de V. Graaff, Theoretical
Wellare Economics (Cambridge: Cambridge UnIversity Press,
1967).

function indicates that society's well-being depends on the well-being of its constituent members. It is further assumed that if one person is
made better off, in terms of his own preferences,
and no one is made worse off, then society is
made better off.
Given an initial distribution of resources
among society's members, competitive markets
will produce an efficient use of these resources.
Such an efficient distribution of resources need
not be a socially most-desired distribution of resources. It can be shown that an economy can
produce an infinite number of efficient resource
allocations, only one of which is the competitive
market allocation. Hence if it were possible to
judge society's welfare in terms of these efficient
allocations, society could pick the one most preferred. This is exactly the ro~e of a social welfare
function in theoretical welfare economics.
One of the fundamental theorems of welfare
economics is that given an initial reallocation of
resources, competitive markets can attain the
socially preferred allocation efficiently. In other
words, if society can decide on a most preferred
distribution of income and a mechanism for attaining it, the rest can be left to competitive markets. Given that the present distribution of resources is not socially optimal, then transfers of
resources from some people to other people
must take place in order to achieve that social
optimum.
Theoretical welfare economists generally do
not spend much time on the form or mechansims
of the requisite transfers, except to say that suitable lump-sum and, where there are externalities present, ad valorem taxes could lead society
to the social optimum.';
Perhaps the main reason for this lack of
attention to transfers by theoretical welfare
economists is the neatness of the dichotomy between efficiency and equity. It is extremely useful to be able to distinguish between these two
concepts, for very little of a scientific nature can
be said about equity, at least in the tradition91
welfare economics framework. To choose one efficient allocation over another will necessarily involve making at least one person better off and
one worse off. Consequently, in order to evaluate
such a choice involves making comparisons of
the worthwhileness of individuals, comparisons
that welfare economists are loath to make. If
there is a social welfare function, however, then
the equity problem is resolved, and the economist can worry only about efficiency.

.
,. See.

economics is that given an initial reallocation of

resources, competitive markets can attain the

socially preferred allocation efficiently. ln other

words, if society can decide on a most preferred
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The unfortunate thing about this situation,

however, is the unsatisfactory nature of the con-

cept of a social welfare function. How is such a

function obtained? ln a dictatorship we might

simply say the welfare function reflects the indi-

vidual preferences of the dictator. ln a democ-

racy, however, this is not a satisfactory answer.

Without going too far afield, for this issue inevi-

tably ends up on the border between economics

and political science, we can say that principles

underlying formation of social welfare functions

are not at present satisfactorily worked out.

Some even contend that it is impossible to

obtain a satisfactory social welfare function.18

Given this state of affairs, it is not hard to see

why a normative theory of transfers was not de-

veloped in the context of traditional welfare

economics theory.

ln recent years, however, a normative theory

of transfers has been developed. The time

seemed to be ripe for such a development, and

a number of people came forth at about the

same time with remarkably similar ideas.19 The

general feature of these theories is the use of

consumption externalities to justify transfers, in-

stead of a social welfare function. Perhaps the

main contribution of these theories is the proof

that transfers are required for efficient resource

use; in other words, transfers are treated along

with resource allocation on the efficiency side of

the welfare economics ledger. An important

issue brought out by these theories is the appro-

priate form of the transfer, that is, whether it

should be in cash or in kind.

Since the purpose of this paper is to evalu-

ate the rationale of housing as a merit good, and

since the merit good concept is, we think, most

fruitfully interpreted in terms of consumption ex-

ternalities, it is clear that these recently devel-

oped theories are extremely important to the

issue at hand. Consequently, we shall present a

version of the the theory here. The version we pre-

sent is due to Edgar Olsen and is in the form of a

simple numerical example, although generalizable.M

Assume there are two individuals in society,

the grantor and the recipient. Suppose that they

consume two goods, nonhousing and housing.

The grantor directly consumes only nonhousing,

but he also cares about the recipient's consump-

tion of housing. The recipient directly consumes

both nonhousing and housing.

The following utility functions are assumed

(a utility function shows the relationship between

the goods a person consumes and the satisfac-

tion he receives from the consumption of those

goods):

The unfortunate thing about this situation,
however, is the unsatisfactory nature of the concept of a social welfare function. How is such a
function obtained? In a dictatorship we might
simply say the welfare function reflects the individual preferences of the dictator. In a democracy, however, this is not a satisfactory answer.
Without going too far afield. for this issue inevitably ends up on the border between economics
and political science, we can say that principles
underlying formation of social welfare functions
are not at present satisfactorily worked out.
Some even contend that it is impossible to
obtain a satisfactory social welfare function. 18
Given this state of affairs, it is not hard to see
why a normative theory of transfers was not deve!oped in the context of traditional welfare
economics theory.
In recent years. however, a normative theory
of transfers has been developed. The time
seemed to be ripe for such a development, and
a number of people came forth at about the
same time with remarkably similar ideas. 19 The
general feature of these theories is the use of
consumption externalities to justify transfers, instead of a social welfare function. Perhaps the
main contribution of these theories is the proof
that transfers are required for efficient resource
use; in other words, transfers are treated along
with resource allocation on the efficiency side of
the welfare economics ledger. An important
issue brought out by these theories is the appropriate form of the transfer, that is, whether it
should be in cash or in kind.
Since the purpose of this paper is to evaluate the rationale of housing as a merit good, and
since the merit good concept is, we think, most
fruitfully interpreted in terms of consumption externalities, it is clear that these recently developed theories are extremely important to the
rssue at hand. Consequently, we shall present a
version of the the theory here. The version we present is due to Edgar Olsen and is in the form of a

simple numerical example. although generalizable,?O
Assume there are two individuals in society,
the grantor and the recipient. Suppose that they
consume two goods, nonhousing and housing.
The grantor directly consumes only nonhousing,
but he also cares about the recipient's consumption of housing. The recipient directly consumes
both nonhousing and housing.
The following utility functions are assumed
(a utility function shows the relationship between
the goods a person consumes and the satisfaction he receives from the consumption of those
goods):
UJX~, H,) = X c ·9 H r ·1
Ur(X r , HI') = X/' Hr'~

where
X; = the quantity of nonhousing consumed by the
grantor
XI' = the quantity of non housing consumed by the
recipient
HI' = the quantity of housing directly consumed
by the recipient.
Assume further that nonhousing and housing
are produced at constant costs of $2 and $1 per
unit respectively and that the grantor has an
income of $400 and the recipient an income of
$100 per time period.
In a competitive economy without transfers.
each person would attempt to obtain the most
satisfaction from his expenditures by buying the
appropriate quantities of the commodities he
wants; the resulting allocation of resources
would be H, = 20, XI' = 40, and X~ = 200.
These amounts are shown on the indifferencecurve diagram in Figure 1 and are labelled n.
(An indifference curve shows all the consumption
combinations of two goods that will yield the
same level of satisfaction for the consumer.
Higher indifference curves mean greater satisfaction.) Notice that the 20 units of housing bought
by the recipient affect the preference level of the
donor (these levels are indicated by b and a respectively) but that the "donor" has done nothing yet to affect the level of housing consumption of the recipient.

U,.(XK, Hr) = X,-0 Hr1

Ur(Xr, Hr) = Xrâ¢â¢ Hr *

20
where

Xg = the quantity of nonhousing consumed by the

grantor

Xr = the quantity of nonhousing consumed by the

recipient

H, = the quantity of housing directly consumed

by the recipient.

Assume further that nonhousing and housing

" K. J. Arrow. Social Choice and Individual Values, 2nd ed. (New
York: Wiley, 1963).
,. See H. M. Hochman and J. D. Rogers. "Pareto Optimal Redistribution," American Economic Revlaw, Vol. 59, No.4, Part 1,
Sept. 1969, pp. 542-557; B. O. Olsen. "A Normative Theory 01
Transfers," Public Choice, Vol. 6, No.2, Spring 1969, pp.
39-58; and M. V. Pauly, "Mixed PubliC and Private Financing
01 Education," American Economic RevIew , Vol. 5 7, No.1,
March 1967, pp. 120-130.

are produced at constant costs of $2 and $1 per

unit respectively and that the grantor has an

income of $400 and the recipient an income of

$100 per time period.
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E. O. Olsen. "Sublidlzed Housing in a Competitive Market:
Reply." American Economic Review. Vol. 61, No.1. March
1971. PP. 220-224. For the generalization. lee P. A. Samuelson, "Pure Theory of PubliC Expenditure and Taxation." In
J. Margolis and H. Gultton (eds.). PubliC Economics (London:
Macmillan, 1969), pp. 98--123. Samuelson, however, Is unsympathetic to this approach, claiming It has no relevance to
motivated markel behaVior because of the possibility for
gameplay' ;'\1, : R l il€ j
i ',!I uals Involved (ibid., pp. 106-107
and app 1'I'CJ ilt)!. ~
I v r 01 think his remarks apply to the
I rwil~l
~ e~ ~e
umplion externality model.
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It turns out that this competitive maril:et allocation of resources Is IneHlclent becauae at least
one of these people can be made better off without making the other worse off. The reason for
this Is that the donor has a demand for housing
consumed by the recipient, and the donor would
be will ing to pay someth ing to see this demand
satisfied. This something he would pay Is, at the
margin, the dollar value of the amount he would
give up of hIs own consumption of nonhouslng
to see the recipient get another unit of housing.
If this amount could be charged to the
donor In partial payment for the recipient's housIng, and If the rest of the cost of the recipIent's
housing could be charged to the recipient, the
resulting allocation of resources would be Xc =
180, x,. =
and H. = eo. The proportion of
the recIpient's housing paid for by the donor
would be two-thlrds, the recipient paying the , .
malnlng one-third. ThIs aliocatJon and Its associated preference I~s are Illustrated In Figure 1
by the points labelled k. Notice that both the
donor and the recIpient are beHer off than they
were under the nontranster competitive market
al location; I.e., they occupy higher Indifference
curves.
We have not Ind icated the nature ot the
transfer mechan ism In the above el(ample, but
the tranater ltaelf la of an In kind nature. tt Is

.a,

40

56

X,

necessary for a aoclal optImum that the recipient
consume eo units of housing, and the transter Is
rigged so th is outcome wilt result.
Suppose a cash transfer ot $60 were given
to the recipient. He ~ould consume 60 units of
housing but would not choose to do so. In tact,
he would consume only 28 un its ot housing and
56 units of nonhouslng , In effect trading off housIng tor nonhoualng consumption. The donor
would stili consume 180 units of nonhousing.
This allocation la denoted by the points labelled
c In Agure 1.
Notice that In comparIson wIth either the
non transfer competitive marl<et allocation or the
Inklnd transter allocation, the donor la worse off
and the recipIent Is better off. Moreover, thla allocation Is not efficIent because both the recipient and the donor could be made better off, tor
el(ample, at the feaalble allocation X, = 170,
X. = 48.9, and H, = 68.9 (not shown on Figure 1).
Therefore, to allow recipients ot subsidies inkInd to convert these to subsidies In cash may
result In Inefficient resource allocation , and a
fortiori to give cash grants may result In Ineffl·
clent resource use, where Individuals are con·
cerned about the quantity of goods that other
people consume. Whether preferences are ot this
type wou ld seem to be an empirical question ot
great Importt'n~ II from
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The preceding provides a rationale for trans-

fer between individuals for the purpose of eco-

nomic efficiency. Does it, however, provide a ra-

tionale for government intervention to bring

about optimal resource use where preferences

for transfers exist? ln the two-person example

used above, it does not seem unlikely that the

individuals involved would recognize their inter-

dependence and arrive voluntarily at the opti-

mum allocation of resources. However, as the

number of people involved increases, the trans-

fer activity takes on the characteristics of a pub-

lic good. lt then becomes advantageous for any

person with a demand for consumption by some-

one else to hide his preferences, for if the good

is provided, he will get to enjoy it without con-

tributing to its provision. This is the standard

problem of public-good provision pointed out by

Samuelson nearly 20 years ago. lf it were possi-

ble to get information on preferences for such

transfer activities as housing, we could concep-

tually solve the problem of optimal provision. Al-

though preferences are revealed for private

goods by the actual purchase of those goods at

market prices, such preferences for consumption

externalities are not revealed because there are

no markets in these externalities. Moreover, as

already stated, there is every reason not to re-

veal one's preference for consumption externali-

ties. ln any event, the arrangement of transfers

under these conditions appears clearly to be a

governmental concern, for even with preferences

known, the taxing power of the state would be

required to collect sufficient revenue to support

a transfer program.

Given the theoretical rationale for publicly

subsidized housing as a merit good, an empirical

question of some importance arises. ls there in

fact a demand for the provision of publicly subsi-

dized housing? The difficulty of answering this

question has been referred to already. Despite

this rather severe drawback, there has been

some theoretical and empirical work relevant to

the question. We turn now to an analysis of this

work.

Estimating the Demand for

Transfer Activities

ln order to establish the validity of the ra-

tionale for government intervention in private

markets for the provision of goods conferring

consumption externalities, we ideally should

have the demand for the transfer activity. ln the

case of housing, for example, we should have

The preceding provides a rationale for transfer between individuals for the purpose of economic efficiency. Does it, however, provide a rationale for government intervention to bring
about optimal resource use where preferences
for transfers exist? In the two-person example
used above, it does not seem unlikely that the
individuals involved would recognize their interdependence and arrive voluntarily at the optimum allocation of resources. However, as the
number of people involved increases, the transfer activity takes on the characteristics of a public good. It then becomes advantageous for any
person with a demand for consumption by someone else to hide his preferences, for if the good
is provided, he will get to enjoy it without contributing to its provision. This is the standard
problem of public-good provision pointed out by
Samuelson nearly 20 years ago. If it were possible to get information on preferences for such
transfer activities as housing, we could conceptually solve the problem of optimal provision. Although preferences are revealed for private
goods by the actual purchase of those goods at
market prices, such preferences for consumption
externalities are not revealed because there are
no markets in these externalities. Moreover, as
already stated, there is every reason not to reveal one's preference for consumption externalities. In any event, the arrangement of transfers
under these conditions appears clearly to be a
governmental concern, for even with preferences
known, the taxing power of the state would be
required to collect sufficient revenue to support
a transfer program.
Given the theoretical rationale for publicly
subsidized housing as a merit good, an empirical
question of some importance arises. Is there in
fact a demand for the provision of publicly subsidized housing? The difficulty of answering this
question has been referred to already. Despite
this rather severe drawback, there has been
some theoretical and empirical work relevant to
the question. We turn now to an analysis of this
work.

ing of prospective recipients. (As will be indicated later, we can perhaps accomplish the
objective with less information than required by
the ideaL)
If we had these demands, we could couple
them with those of the recipients' own demands
for housing to obtain the social demand for
housing. This together with the cost of housing
could be used to determine the socially optimal
supply of housing as a consumption externality
and the appropriate financing method, as was
seen in the two-person world of the example in
the preceding section. How, in practice, to obtain these demands?
For the private demand component, the answer is clear. A commodity such as housing is
traded on the private market. Hence prices and
quantities are observable, and, although there
are difficulties (as there are with all empirical
work) it is possible to obtain estimates of
demandP
For the consumption-externality demand
component, the situation is considerably less
clear for reasons already given. In fact, until the
last three or four years, most economists would
probably have said that it was impossible to estimate such demands. However, due to the recent
work of Henry Aaron and Martin McGuire, there
appears to be a glimmering of hope that the
problem can be resolved. 22
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the demands by prospective donors for the hous-

ing of prospective recipients. (As will be lndi-

cated later, we can perhaps accomplish the

objective with less information than required by

the ideal.)

lf we had these demands, we could couple

them with those of the recipients' own demands

for housing to obtain the social demand for

housing. This together with the cost of housing

could be used to determine the socially optimal

supply of housing as a consumption externality

and the appropriate financing method, as was
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Estimating the Demand for
Transfer Activities
In order to establish the validity of the rationale for government intervention in private
markets for the provision of goods conferring
consumption externalities, we ideally should
have the demand for the transfer activity. In the
case of housing, for example, we should have
the demands by prospective donors for th e hous-

o

tain these demands?
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For the private demand component, the an-

swer is clear. A commodity such as housing is
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"For example, see the housing demand studies reviewed In F.
Deleeuw, "The Demand for Housing: A Review of CrossSection Evidence," The Review of Economics end St.tlstic.,
Vol. 53. No . 1, Feb . 1971, pp. 1-10.
Zl See H. Aaron and M. C. McGuire , "PubliC Goods and
Income
Distribution ," Econometrica, Vol. 36 , NO.6, Nov. 1970, pp.
907-920; and M. C. McGuire and H. Aaron , " Efficiency and
Equity I the 0 ett ' I SU ~ ply of a Public Good ." Review of
Economl~ r
o/i.; I G !"tIlOI . 51, No.1, Feb . 1969, pp. 31-39.

seen in the two-person world of the example in

the preceding section. How, in practice, to ob-
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The contribution of Aaron and McGuire is

twofold. They have cleared up some theoretical

issues relating to the provision of public goods,

and they have developed a method for imputing

the value of public goods to households. Both

are important, but the latter is directly relevant

to the issue at hand. An exposition of their

method for imputing the benefits of public goods

follows.23

Suppose Figure 2 represents the indiffer-

ence curves of an individual who "consumes" a

public good and private goods (lumped together

and valued in dollar terms). The public good in

this case can be thought of as a consumption

externality, such as the quantity of housing con-

sumed directly by others (like H, that entered the

donor's utility function in the example of the pre-

vious section).

This individual earns (before-tax) income of

OD, pays taxes (less transfers) equal to AD, and

retains disposable income of OA. All these sums

are directly observable.

OA and OG are coordinates of a point C on

indifference curve U. A line tangent to U at C in-

tersects the ordinate at B. Then AB is the value

to this person of OG units of the public good

measured in terms of income or private goods.

This result is obtained by noting that the

slope of BC measures the individual's marginal

rate of substitution of public goods for income,

defined at point C; i.e., it is the subjective value

or price to the individual of a unit of the public

good in terms of income. Multiplying the quantity

of public goods by its "price" gives the income

equivalent of OG to the individual.

AB may also be interpreted as the sum of

taxes the individual would be willing to pay in

return for OG units of the public good, provided

he could be cajoled into revealing his prefer-

ences truthfully. lf OG units of the public good

were financed by taxes according to the benefit

principle, this individual's share would be exactly

AB.

On balance, then, the individual has paid AD

in taxes, for which he has received benefits of

AB. The amount BD, therefore, represents that

portion of his taxes going for purely redistribu-

tional purposes. This might well be considered a

waste unless our individual had preferences for

purely redistributive transfers. Of course, B

might fall well above D, in which case the indi-

vidual would receive redistributive transfers in-

stead of paying taxes.

Assuming a utility function additively separa-

ble in public and private goods, Aaron and

McGuire show that the ratio of imputed benefits

for any one individual to any other individual is

equal to the inverse of the ratio of these individ-

uals' respective marginal utilities of income.

Given n-1 such equations and an nth equation,

say 2ABi = OG as suggested by Maital, then

The contribution of Aaron and McGuire is
twofold. They have cleared up some theoretical
issues relating to the provision of public goods,
and they have developed a method for imputing
the value of public goods to households. Both
are important, but the latter is directly relevant
to the issue at hand. An exposition of their
method for imputing the benefits of public goods
follows. 23
Suppose Figure 2 represents the indifference curves of an individual who "consumes" a
public good and private goods (lumped together
and valued in dollar terms). The public good in
this case can be thought of as a consumption
externality, such as the quantity of housing consumed directly by others (like Hr that entered the
donor's utility function in the example of the previous section).
This individual earns (before-tax) income of
00, pays taxes (less transfers) equal to AD, and
retains disposable Income of OA. All these sums
are directly observable.
OA and OG are coordinates of a point C on
indifference curve U. A line tangent to U at C intersects the ordinate at B. Then AB is the value
to this person of OG units of the public good
measured In terms of income or private goods.
This result is obtained by noting that the
slope of BC measures the individual's marginal
rate of substitution of public goods for income,
defined at point C; I.e., it is the subjective value
or price to the individual of a unit of the public
good in terms of income. Multiplying the quantity
of public goods by its "price" gives the income
equivalent of OG to the individual.
AB may also be interpreted as the sum of
taxes the individual would be willing to pay in
return for OG units of the public good, provided
he could be cajoled into revealing his preferences truthfully. If OG units of the public good
were financed by taxes according to the benefit
principle, this individual's share would be exactly
AB.
On balance, then, the individual has paid AD
in taxes, for which he has received benefits of
AB. The amount BD, therefore, represents that
portion of his taxes going for purely redlstributional purposes. This might well be considered a
waste unless our individual had preferences for
purely redistributive transfers. Of course, B
might fall well above 0, in which case the indi-

vidual would receive redistributive transfers instead of paying taxes.
Assuming a utility function additively separable in public and private goods, Aaron and
McGuire show that the ratio of imputed benefits
for anyone individual to any other individual is
equal to the inverse of the ratio of these individuals' respective marginal utilities of income.
Given n-1 such equations and an nth equation,
say ~ABI = OG as suggested by Maital, then
one can solve for the n unknown AB's.
Aaron and McGuire have used this approach
to estimate the distributive impact of taxes and
government expenditures. Their results cast
doubt on the findings of previous stUdies that
suggest the combined incidence of taxes and expenditures on income distribution is highly progressive.
In order to obtain this result, they computed
the AB's indicated above, but only for two broad
classifications of government expenditures: (1)
public goods, i.e., those goods that everyone
consumes in equal amounts, and (2) "specific"
goods, i.e., "goods or services produced by governments, but which otherwise are similar to private goods privately produced, i.e., not commonly shared, but consumed exclusively by their
'owner.' "24 Following the Tax Foundation's
lead, Aaron and McGuire included housing in the
public goods category. Although their analysis
can accommodate merit goods like housing that
may not enter everyone's utility functions, they
do not present a separate category for this type
of good in their empirical work. Maital also presents aggregate estimates of imputed benefits
from public and "specific" goods, but not merit
goods.
It appears, therefore, that a method exists
for estimating the consumption-externality benefits of goods like housing. Such benefits have
not, however, been measured. Since, as Indicated at length previously, the justification for
government intervention in private markets for
goods like housing depends importantly on the
existence of transfer benefits, the empirical estimation of such benefits ought to be a high priority research item.
It is conceptually possible, although Aaron
and McGuire do not stress it, to use the preceding analysis in obtaining the Individual consumption-externality demands for merit goods. Knowing these would permit the a priori determination

one can solve for the n unknown AB's.

Aaron and McGuire have used this approach

to estimate the distributive impact of taxes and

government expenditures. Their results cast

doubt on the findings of previous studies that

suggest the combined incidence of taxes and ex-

penditures on income distribution is highly pro-

gressive.

ln order to obtain this result, they computed

23

The exposition in the text follows closely that of S. Maital,
"Public Goods and Income Distribution: Some Furt her Resull'," Econometrica, Vol . 41 , May 19 73, liP. 561-668.

21

A. Aaron and M. C. McGuire, "Public Goods and Income Dis~.i:Utlon,,, ' 1~R~ ~r;f O ~ I. 38, No.6, Nov. 1970, P. 908.
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of the optimal level of the good and of the

optimal tax charges. However, such an enter-

prise would be a major undertaking, involving

massive data collection and strong assumptions

to render the analysis empirically tractable. Nor

would such an undertaking seem necessary lf

that described in the previous paragraph could

be done, at least for merit goods provided in

ongoing government programs such as federally

subsidized housing.

Although there do not exist estimates of the

benefits of consumption externalities for specific

goods, including housing, there have been two

studies that shed some light on the magnitude of

such externality benefits for housing.25 lnstead of

measuring the quantity earlier called "imputed

benefits," a quantity is estimated representing

the minimum amount of such benefits necessary

to ensure that a housing program is an efficient

use of resources.

Figure 3

Expenditure on

all other goods

D-

of the optimal level of the good and of the
optimal tax charges. However, such an enterprise would be a major undertaking, involving
massive data collection and strong assumptions
to render the analysis empirically tractable. Nor
would such an undertaking seem necessary if
that described in the previous paragraph couid
be done, at least for merit goods provided in
ongoing government programs such as federally
subsidized housing.
Although there do not exist estimates of the
benefits of consumption externalities for specific
goods, including housing, there have been two
studies that shed some light on the magnitude of
such externality benefits for housing.25 Instead of
measuring the quantity earlier called "imputed
benefits," a quantity is estimated representing
the minimum amount of such benefits necessary
to ensure that a housing program is an efficient
use of resources.

Flow of housing services

* Namely H. J. Aaron and G M. von Furatenberg, "The ineffi-

ciency of Tranafart in Kind: The Case of Housing Assistance,"

Figure 3

Western Economic Journal, Vol. 9, No. 2, June 1971, pp.

184-191; and J. S. DaSalvo, An Economic Analysis of New

York Clty'a Milchall-Lama Houalng Program (New York: The

New York City Rand institute, R-610-NYC, June 1971).

Expenditure on
all other goods

To see how such a concept is obtained, refer

to Figure 3, which represents the preference

map of a prospective (or actual) recipient of

subsidized housing.26 The preference map

shows this person's choices between housing on

the horizontal axis and all other expenditures on

the vertical axis. As a nonparticipant, the house-

hold is at point a where indifference curve U0 is

tangent to his budget constraint. As a partici-

pant, the household is at point 6 on indifference

curve U|. (We assume he is better off as a par-

ticipant or he would not participate in the pro-

gram, but the location of b on U, is arbitrary.)

Since the household's money income is the

same whether or not he participates in the pro-

gram, OB represents this magnitude which is di-

vided between housing expenditures (subsidized)

of AB and expenditures on everything else, OA.

The direct net benefits to the participant are BC,

that is, how much money he would have to be

given to be as well off without subsidized hous-

ing as he is with it. The market value of the sub-

sidized unit is given by AD, which under certain

circumstances is the same as the total resource

cost of providing the subsidized housing unit.

Flow of housing services

This quantity can be divided into two parts: the

tenant's contribution, AB, and his subsidy, BD.

Notice that the subsidy exceeds the direct bene-

fit by the amount CD.

To see how such a concept is obtained, refer
to Figure 3, which represents the preference
map of a prospective (or actual) recipient of
subsidized houslng. 26 The preference map
shows this person's choices between housing on
the horizontal axis and all other expenditures on
the vertical axis. As a nonparticipant, the household is at point a where indifference curve Uo is
tangent to his budget constraint. As a participant, the household is at point b on indifference
curve U1 • (We assume he is better off as a participant or he wouid not participate in the program, but the location of b on U1 is arbitrary.)
Since the household's money Income is the
same whether or not he participates in the program, DB represents this magnitude which is divided between housing expenditures (subsidized)
of AB and expenditures on everything else, OA.
The direct net benefits to the participant are BC,
that is, how much money he would have to be
given to be as weil off without subsidized housIng as he is with It. The market value of the subsidized unit is given by AD, wtNch under certain
circumstances is the same as the total resource
cost of providing the subsidized housing unit.
This quantity can be divided into two parts: the
tenant's contribution, AB, and his subsidy, BO.
Notice that the subsidy exceeds the direct benefit by the amount CD.
If housing created no consumption externalities, the amount CD would be a deadweight loss
to society, for the cost of providing the subsidized housing would exceed the benefits of
doing so. It is a we ii-known theorem of economics that, for indifference curves shaped as in Figure 3, the direct benefits will always fall short of
the resources necessary for the subsidy. On the
other hand, if housing does confer consumption
externalities (I.e., If housing is a merit good as
we use the term), then those consumption-externality benefits must be at least as large as CD
for the housing subsidy to be justified as an
efficient use of resources. If the consumption-externality benefits fail short of CD, then it may be
better to give the subsidy In cash than in kind.
It is possible to estimate these minimum required benefits since the subsidy is observable
and, with a specifiC utility function, direct benefits can be estimated. The magnitude resulting
from their difference can give some guidance as
to the likely efficiency of the program. For exam-

lf housing created no consumption externali-

ties, the amount CD would be a deadweight loss

to society, for the cost of providing the subsi-

dized housing would exceed the benefits of

doing so. lt is a well-known theorem of econom-

ics that, for indifference curves shaped as in Fig-

• Namely H. J. Aaron and G. M. von Furstenberg. "The IneHi·
clency 01 Tran,'er, in Kind: The Case 01 Housing Assistance ,"
Western Economic Journal, Vol. 9, NO.2, June 1971, pp.
184--191; and J. S. DeSalvo, An Economic Analysis of New
York City's Mltchell·Lame Housing Prog ra m (New York: The
New York City Ran d Institute, R-61(}-NYC, J 'lne 1971)

ure 3, the direct benefits will always fall short of

the resources necessary for the subsidy. On the

other hand, if housing does confer consumption

externalities (i.e., if housing is a merit good as
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pie, if minimum required benefits are small, ei-

ther absolutely or relative to the size of the pub-

lic subsidy, then the program would require little

in the way of consumption externalities to justify

its existence.

The author used this approach to evaluate a

New York City housing program for

middle income families.27 As of June 1968, the

123 housing projects containing 57,000 units

were producing $109.6 million a year in direct

beneffts to their occupants. This amounted to

$1,926 per unit. Of this total the tenants them-

selves provided $84 million through payment of

their subsidized rentals. The remainder was

$25.6 million or $450 per unit. On average, then,

each tenant would have had to be given $450

per year in cash to be made as well off without

the program as he was with it. This was a real

income increase amounting to about 5 percent of

the average tenant's actual money income. It re-

quired $130.9 million annually to operate these

projects, of which $47 million or $824 per unit

was the public subsidy. Consequently the mini-

mum required consumption-externality benefits

were $21.3 million or about $374 per unit per

year. This comes to about 16 percent of the total

annual cost of the projects. Whether or not the

projects created this much in consumption exter-

nalities is unknown, but at least this much must

have been created if the subsidized housing was

a worthwhile public investment. Given this kind

of information, one would hope citizens and pub-

lic officials could better evaluate whether such a

program was worth its price.

Aaron and von Furstenberg use exactly the

same conceptual framework to calculate the in-

efficiency of housing subsidies. Their inefficiency

percentage is our minimum required consump-

tion-externality benefits expressed as a percent-

age of the public subsidy. In terms of Figure 3, it

is 100 (BI'-BC) percent or 100 (â¢) percent. For the

BD BD

program discussed above, the inefficiency per-

centage as defined by Aaron and von Furstenberg

would be 100 (Â£^) percent = 45 percent. In other

words, a cash subsidy equal to an amount 16 per-

cent smaller than the inkind subsidy would have

produced the same level of benefits to subsidized

pie, if minimum required benefits are small, either absolutely or relative to the size of the public subsidy, then the program would require little
in the way of consumption externalities to justify
its existence.
The author used this approach to evaluate a
New
York
City
housing
program
for
middle income families. 27 As of June 1968, the
123 housing projects containing 57,000 units
were producing $109.6 million a year in direct
benefils to their occupants. This amounted to
$1,926 per unit. Of this total the tenants themselves provided $84 million through payment of
their subsidized rentals. The remainder was
$25.6 million or $450 per unit. On average, then,
each tenant would have had to be given $450
per year in cash to be made as well off without
the program as he was with it. This was a real
income increase amounting to about 5 percent of
the average tenant's actual money income. It required $130.9 million annually to operate these
projects, of which $47 million or $824 per unit
was the public subsidy. Consequently the minimum required consumption-externality benefits
were $21.3 million or about $374 per unit per
year. This comes to about 16 percent of the total
annual cost of the projects. Whether or not the
projects created this much in consumption externalities is unknown, but at least this much must
have been created if the subsidized housing was
a worthwhile public investment. Given this kind
of information, one would hope citizens and public officials could better evaluate whether such a
program was worth its price.
Aaron and von Furstenberg use exactly the
same conceptual framework to calculate the inefficiency of housing subsidies. Their inefficiency
percentage is our minimum required consumption-externality benefits expressed as a percentage of the public subsidy. In terms of Figure 3, it
is 100 (BV.UC) percent or 100 (Cll) percent. For the
no

households. Aaron and von Furstenberg also cal-

culate the income effect of housing subsidies,

defined in terms of Figure 3 as 100 (JE) percent.

This is the percentage increase in real income

accruing to the occupant of subsidized housing,

given above as 5 percent for the New York City

program.

Aaron and von Furstenberg do not present a

detailed analysis of any subsidized housing pro-

gram. Rather, they calculate values of the two

percentage figures discussed above for various

liD

program discussed above, the inefficiency percentage as defined by Aaron and von Furstenberg
would be 100 (::~) percent = 45 percent. In other
words, a cash subsidy equal to an amount 16 percent smaller than the in kind subsidy would have
produced the same level of benefits to subsidized
households. Aaron and von Furstenberg also calculate the income effect of housing subsidies,
defined in terms of Figure 3 as 100 (~) percent.
oc

values of variables representing (1) the degree

This is the percentage increase in real income
accruing to the occupant of subsidized housing,
given above as 5 percent for the New York City
program.
Aaron and von Furstenberg do not present a
detailed analysis of any subsidized housing program. Rather, they calculate values of the two
percentage figures discussed above for various
values of variables representing (1) the degree
of substitutability between housing and other
goods in consumption (called the elasticity of
substitution) and (2) the percentage size of the
subsidy, I.e" the percentage reduction in the
price of housing for a subsidized household.
(See Table 1.) They find that the greater the degree of substitutability, the greater is the inefficiency of subsidized housing, no matter what is
the percentage size of the subsidy. This just
says that the more housing a person would be
willing to give up for a unit of other goods, the
less cash he would have to be given to be made
as well off as with any given value of subsidized
housing. Aaron and von Furstenberg also find
that the inefficiency of housing subsidies increases as the percentage size of the subsidy increases. That is, the more of a person's housing
budget is subsidized, the better off he would be
with a cash transfer of equal dollar amount. Finally, the income effect of subsidized housing is
found to increase with the elasticity of substitution, given the size of the subsidy, and to increase with the size of the subsidy, given the
elasticity of substitution.

Table 1. Inefficiency and Income Effects
of Subsidized Housing
Elasticity
of Substitution

Percentage Size of Housing Subsidy

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

SO

The Inefficiency Percentage of Housing Subsidies

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.75
0.5

7.5 15.0 22.5
5.711.818.1
3.9
8.2 13.0
2.9
6.3 10.1
2.0
4.3
7.0

30.0 37.5 45.0
24.832.039.8
18.3 24.3 31.4
14.4 19.5 25.6
10.1 13.9 18.6

52.5
4S.4
39.S
33.2
24.3

60.0
5S.2
50.5
43.3
33.2

The Income Effect of Housing Subsidies

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.75
0.5

2.S
2.7
2.7
2.6
2.6

6.2
6.0
5.7
5.6
5.5

10.7
10.0
9.3
9.0
8.7

16.7
15.1
13.6
12.9
12.3

25.0
21.S
1S.9
17.6
16.4

37.5
31.2
25.7
23.4
21.3

5S.3 100.0
45.5 71.4
35.1 49.5
30.8 41.3
27.1 34.6

of substitutability between housing and other

goods in consumption (called the elasticity of

21
substitution) and (2) the percentage size of the

subsidy, i.e., the percentage reduction in the

price of housing for a subsidized household.

See J. 5. Oesal\/o, An Economic Analysis of New York City's
MI/chell·Lama Housing Program (New York: The New York
City Rand Institute. R~I()"'NYC, June 1971). The figures In
the text differ 'rom those reported in the Rand study due to
the correction 0' a ~pecification error in the latter.

Source: H. J. Aaron and G. M. \/on Furstenberg. "The Inefficiency
Trans'ers in Kind: The Case
Housing
Assistance." Wes'ern Economic Journal. Vol. 9. No.2,
June 1 1, .E ' 188,

0'

rlQlna

0'

f

rom

(See Table 1.) They find that the greater the de-

gree of substitutability, the greater is the ineffi-

ciency of subsidized housing, no matter what is

the percentage size of the subsidy. This just

says that the more housing a person would be
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With rough calculations, Aaron and von Fur-

stenberg figure that the inefficiency of public

housing ranges from 3.4 to about 10 percent. For

Sections 235 and 236 housing, they estimate the

inefficiency at about 18 percent. For Section 243

of the Emergency Home Financing Act of 1970,

Aaron and von Furstenberg estimate inefficiency

of at most 5 percent. Unfortunately, dollar mag-

nitudes are not presented. They conclude as fol-

lows:

In sum, if all housing programs operated with maxi-

mum consumption efficiency, the same increase In the wel-

fare of recipients could be purchased for about 10 to 15

With rough calculations, Aaron and von Furstenberg figure that the inefficiency of public
housing ranges from 3.4 to about 10 percent. For
Sections 235 and 236 housing, they estimate the
inefficiency at about 18 percent. For Section 243
of the Emergency Home Financing Act of 1970,
Aaron and von Furstenberg estimate inefficiency
of at most 5 percent. Unfortunately, dollar magnitudes are not presented. They conclude as follows:

percent less, depending on program mix. In fact, because

of quantity constraints, the inefficiencies may be lower

even If no external benefits are attached specifically to the

Increased consumption of better housing." If there are

large inefficiencies In federally assisted housing, they will

have to be found empirically, on the cost side, to the ex-

tent the administration of particular programs involves de-

tailed federal regulations of the conditions of supply."

This is an optimistic conclusion. If Aaron

and von Furstenberg are correct, then the empir-

ical relevance of consumption-externality bene-

In sum, if all housing programs operated with maximum consumption efficiency, the same increase in the welfare of recipients could be purchased for about 10 to 15
percent less, depending on program mix. In fact, because
of quantity constraints, the inefficiencies may be lower
even If no external benefits are attached specifically to the
increased consumption of beller housing." If there are
large Inefficiencies in federally assisted housing, they wil:
have to be found empirically, on the cost side, to the extent the administration of particular programs involves detailed federal regulations of the conditions 01 supply.""

fits is slight, for federally subsidized housing

programs achieve virtually the same results as

cash grants, at least as regards the benefits cre-

ated. Nevertheless, cash grants may well be a

less costly way of achieving the desired results.

It is this writer's view that the optimistic position

of Aaron and von Furstenberg is not well

founded. Even if they are correct that the ineffi-

ciency of subsidized housing programs is only

10-15 percent, this is surely a large amount of

money. For the New York City program dis-

cussed above, the inefficiency percentage was

even higher, amounting to over $21 million in

1968 alone. Unfortunately, there are no other em-

pirical studies of subsidized housing that provide

a dollar estimate of the minimum required con-

sumption-externality benefit.

In summary, we have shown that to justify

inkind transfers requires the existence of con-

sumption-externality benefits. Such benefits are

difficult but not necessarily impossible to esti-

1 In their analysis, Aaron and von Furstenberg assume house-

holds receive a price subsidy and can choose whatever quan-

tity of housing they wish. Of course, many programs are not

like this but instead require a participant to take a partic-

ular unit at the subsidized price. The analysis can be gen-

eralized to Include this type of program; however, we believe

Aaron and von Furstenberg are incorrect In saying Inefficien-

cies will be lower under such programs. See J. S. DeSalvo,

This is an optimistic conclusion. If Aaron
and von Furstenberg are correct, then the empirical relevance of consumption-externality benefits is slight, for federally subsidized housing
programs achieve virtually the same results as
cash grants, at least as regards the benefits created. Nevertheless, cash grants may well be a
less costly way of achieving the desired results.
It is this writer's view that the optimistic position
of Aaron and von Furstenberg is not well
founded. Even if they are correct that the inefficiency of subsidized housing programs is only
10-15 percent, this is surely a large amount of
money. For the New York City program discussed above, the inefficiency percentage was
even higher, amounting to over $21 million in
1968 alone. Unfortunately, there are no other empirical studies of subsidized housing that provide
a dollar estimate of the minimum required consumption-external ity benefit.
In summary, we have shown that to justify
inkind transfers requires the existence of consumption-externality benefits. Such benefits are
difficult but not necessarily impossible to esti-

"A Methodology for Evaluating Housing Programs," Journal ol

Regional Science. Vol. 11, No. 2, Aug. 1971, pp. 173 185

'ri. J. Aaron, and Q. M. von Furstenberg, "The Inefficiency of

In their analysis. Aaron and von Furstenberg assume households receive a price subsidy and can choose whatever quantity of housing they wish. Of course, many programs are not
like this but instead require a participant to take a particular unit at the subsidized price. The analYSIS can be generalized to Include thiS type of program: however, we believe
Aaron and von Furstenberg are incorrect in saying inefficlencias will be lower under such programs. See J. S. DeSalvo,
"A Methodology for Evaluating HOUSing Programs," Journal of
RegIonal Science, Vol. 11, No.2, Aug. 1971, pp. 173-185.
... H, J, Aaron, and G. M. von Furstenberg, "The Inefficiency of
Transfers in Kind: The Case of Housin g ~Assistance," Weslarn
EconomIc Journal, Vo. 9, No. 2, J una 1971, p. 190..

2N
Transfers In Kind: The Case of Housing Assistance," Western

Economic Journal, Vol. 9, No. 2, June 1971, p. 190.

mate. However, no such estimates exist, at least

for housing. Nevertheless, existing studies have

shown the relative and absolute size that such

benefits must attain for certain housing programs

to be justified in terms of efficient resource use.

It turns out that these minimum required benefits

are on the order of at least 10-15 percent of the

public subsidy. In the absence of definite esti-

of subsidized housing versus cash grants. In the

following section we discuss this issue further.

Housing Subsidies or Cash Transfers?
Suppose empiricial evidence supported the
view that housing confers consumption externalities that are of sufficient magnitude to justify
transfers whose purpose would be to increase
the housing consumption of certain people. An
unanswered question would be how best to effect such transfers.
Needless to say, there are a number of
ways in wh ich housing subsidies can be conferred. We do not intend to discuss these. Instead we present briefly a method that is superior in several respects to the standard methods.
Specifically, we recommend a rent certificate
scheme designed to increase the quantity of
housing consumed by low income families. 3 <l
A rent certificate plan is a method that permits a set of families to purchase rent certificates for an amount less than the face value of
the certificate. Sellers of housing services may
redeem these certificates at their face value from
the subsidizing government. The difference between the face value of the certificate and the
amount paid for it by the eligible family is the
public subsidy. It must be illegal to use the rent
certificate for other than the purchase of housing
service. Consequently, a penalty must be imposed
on the illegal use of rent certificates, since, as
implied by the discussion in the last section, recipients of the rent certificate would prefer an
equal dollar cash amount. (In fact they would be
willing to take less, up to a point.)
In order to implement such a scheme, several issues must be settled in advance by the
'" The analySis draws primarily on E. o. Olson. An E"ic/ent
Method 01 ImprOVing the Housing 0' Low Income Families
(Santa MOnica: The Rand Corp .. P--4258. Dec. 1969). See allo
I. S Lowry, J S. DeSalvo, and B. M. Woodfill. Rental Housing in New Yor~ City, Vol II' "The Demand lor Shelter"
(New Yor :
iF'~~ w
f y. r n Clly Rand Institute. R~9-NYC,
Ju

mates of consumption-externality benefits, the

main issue would appear to be the relative costs

mate. However, no such estimates exist, at least
for housing. Nevertheless, existing studies have
shown the relative and absolute size that such
benefits must attain for certain housing programs
to be justified in terms of efficient resource use.
It turns out that these minimum required benefits
are on the order of at least 10-15 percent of the
public subsidy. In the absence of definite estimates of consumption-externality benefits, the
main issue would appear to be the relative costs
of subsidized housing versus cash grants. In the
following section we discuss this issue further.
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subsidizing government. lt must be decided who

is eligible to receive rent certificates, what is to

be the face value of the certificate received by

each person, and what is to be the amount that

each person must pay to receive his certificate.

Given answers to these questions and an ad-

equate administrative set-up, it can be shown

that such a rent certificate plan will have desira-

ble features not shared by other methods of con-

ferring housing subsidies. Specifically, the hous-

ing service consumed by participating families

will be provided at least cost. This is so because

the program uses the private competitive hous-

ing market to provide housing instead of some

other mechanism, e.g., public housing projects.

Competition forces housing producers to operate

efficiently, whereas there is no comparable force

at work in many subsidized housing programs.

Also, the rent certificate plan is considerably

more flexib'e than others. Namely, any distribu-

tion of consumption of housing service can be

achieved by varying the face value of the certifi-

cate and/or the amount required to purchase it.

Suppose, however, that empirical evidence

did not support the view that housing confers

consumption externalities. Then, to the extent in-

come or preference levels of others created con-

sumption externalities, there would be justifica-

tion for transfers in cash rather than in kind.

Efficient methods for transferring cash have been

discussed for some time and will not be ana-

lyzed here. Suffice it to say that something like

the Family Assistance Plan originally proposed

by the Nixon Administration would seem to fill

the bill.

ln the absence of empirical information on

the existence and magnitude of motives for

transfers, whether in cash or kind, one must fall

back on plausible reasons for supporting specific

transfer schemes. ln a recent unpublished paper

Edgar Browning provides a list of advantages of

cash transfers, where the comparison is with

consumption subsidies of equal cost:

ernment policies, etc. (This must be true if the programs

are presented as being "optimal" since what is optimal in

a consumption subsidy depends on all these, and other,

factors.) Frequent, and unpredictable, shifts in government

policy will compound the difficulty of recipients wisely

planning their own affairs. With cash transfers, this type of

uncertainty can be reduced.

4. The administrative cost of a cash transfer program

will be smaller.

subsidizing government. It must be decided who
is eligible to receive rent certificates, what is to
be the face value of the certificate received by
each person, and what is to be the amount that
each person must pay to receive his certificate.
Given answers to these questions and an adequate administrative set-up, it can be shown
that such a rent certificate plan will have desirable features not shared by other methods of conferring housing subsidies. Specifically, the housing service consumed by participating families
will be provided at least cost. This is so because
the program uses the private competitive housing market to provide housing instead of some
other mechanism, e.g., public housing projects.
Competition forces housing producers to operate
effiCiently, whereas there is no comparable force
at work in many subsidized housing programs.
Also, the rent certificate plan is considerably
more flexib:e than others. Namely, any distribution of consumption of housing service can be
achieved by varying the face value of the certificate and/or the amount required to purchase it.
Suppose, however, that empirical evidence
did not support the view that housing confers
consumption externalities. Then, to the extent income or preference levels of others created consumption externalities, there would be justification for transfers in cash rather than in kind.
Efficient methods for transferring cash have been
discussed for some time and will not be analyzed here. Suffice it to say that something like
the Family Assistance Plan originally proposed
by the Nixon Administration would seem to fill
the bill.
In the absence of empirical information on
the existence and magnitude of motives for
transfers, whether in cash or kind, one must fall
back on plausible reasons for supporting specific
transfer schemes. In a recent unpublished paper
Edgar Browning provides a list of advantages of
cash transfers, where the comparison is with
consumption subsidies of equal cost:

5. Problems created by special interests in the govern-

ment bureaucracy and in producer groups are less severe

6. Making one decisionâhow to distribute money

among the poorâwill put less strain on the legislative

process than having to make a multitude of decisions con-

cerning each commodity subsidized.

7. The consequences of cash transfers are easier to

understand so voters will be better informed.

8. Cash transfers will increase understanding of. and

respect for, the ability of markets to cater to the needs of

the poor."

Browning realizes that these points will not

all attract wide agreement. He claims, however,

that they are positive propositions capable of re-

futation and that disagreement about them indi-

cates that there are plenty of issues that need

settling in addition to the basic issue of exist-

ence and magnitude of consumption externali-

1. Recipients will be better off if the assistance is
given in the form of cash. (This familiar reason is still as
good as ever, and deserves to be listed first.)
2. ReCipients will learn to make wiser consumption decisions as a result of having the responsibility of making
their own choices. (The strength of this argument probably
depends, however, on the form of the consumption subsidies. Some forms of consumption subsidies, such as public
housing, are more clearly than others an instance of the
government making choices for reCipients and thereby depriving them of the knowledge and experience to be gained
by making their own choices.)
3. Consumption subsidies would have to be changed
frequently with the introduc tion of new goods and l echnology, and with changes in preferences, incomes, other gov-

ernment policies, etc. (This must be true if the programs
are presented as being "optimal" since what is optimal in
a consumption subsidy depends on all these. and other,
factors.) Frequent, and unpredictable, shifts in government
policy will compound the difficulty of recipients wisely
planning their own affairs. With cash transfers. this type of
uncertainty can be reduced.
4. The administrative cost of a cash transfer program
will be smaller.
5. Problems created by special interests in the government bureaucracy and in producer groups are less severe
6. Making one decision-how to distribute money
among the poor-will put less strain on the legislative
process than having to make a multitude of decisions concerning each commodity subsidized.
7. The consequences of cash transfers are easier to
understand so voters will be better informed.
8. Cash transfers will increase understanding of, and
respect for, the ability of markets to cater to the needs of
the poor."

Browning realizes that these points will not
all attract wide agreement. He claims, however,
that they are positive propositions capable of refutation and that disagreement about them indicates that there are plenty of issues that need
settling in addition to the basic issue of existence and magnitude of consumption externalities.
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Housing Subsidies as Redistribute

Instruments

By Harold M. Hochman

The Urban Institute

Introduction

This paper sets out and evaluates the logic

Housing Subsidies as Redistributive
Instruments

of housing subsidies as instruments of income

redistribution from rich to poor. This objective of

government intervention in housing markets is, of

course, difficult to separate from other objectives

like the reduction of neighborhood or community

segregation, the internalization of external ef-

fects associated with poverty and blight, and the

counterbalancing of imperfections in markets for

By Harold M. Hochman
The Urban Institute

htousing and housing finance. These objectives

interface, in the joint product sense, with the re-

distributive objective. The narrow focus of this

paper, however, is on the legitimacyâother justi-

fications asideâof housing subsidies as means

of redistributing income, where redistribution is

desired for its own sake, and for its effects on

recipients and the communities in which they

live. Desirable effects of housing subsidies which

might occur whether or not they redistribute in-

come, such as reduction of urban externalities,

are neither considered nor denied.

To assess housing subsidies as means of

redistribution, where equalization is itself the

program objective, requires an examination of

their incidence. This must be examined in light

of what might have happened had such pro-

grams not been adopted, as well as what might

have happened if other redistributive programs

such as cash transfer had been used instead.

Henry Aaron's recent volume contains a careful

study of such effects.1

Where the stated objective of a housing pro-

gram is to reduce the extent to which individu-

als, by choice or economic necessity, are ill-

housed, as judged by a majority within one or

more of the political communities (local, State, or

Federal) in which they reside, its logic need not

necessarily be redistributive. The political major-

ity that sanctions the program might, for in-

stance, care only about appearances or esthet-

ics, and not at all with the income or the welfare

of the poor. This cynical view, however, which

calls only for hiding poor housing from public

view (analogous to the annual parade of a mili-

tary dictatorship) seems very much at odds with

the current level of concern with housing and

the community characteristics with which it Is

associated. Far more likely, housing subsidies in-

dicate a concern with both the particular-com-

modity external effects felt to be associated with

substandard housing, and with the long term dis-

tributional implications of these effects. In this

perspective, alleviation of external diseconomies

due to health, crime, and neighborhood decay,

and the redistribution of income, are joint prod-

ucts of housing subsidy programs. The implicit

premise, so far as income redistribution is con-

cerned, is that an upgrading of housing quality

Introduction
This paper sets out and evaluates the logic
of housing subsidies as instruments of income
redistribution from rich to poor. This objective of
government intervention in housing markets is, of
course, difficult to separate from other objectives
like the reduction of neighborhood or community
segregation, the internalization of external effects associated with poverty and blight, and the
counterbalancing of imperfections in markets for
h'ousing and housing finance. These objectives
interface, in the joint product sense, with the redistributive objective. The narrow focus of this
paper, however, is on the legitimacy-other justifications aside-of housing subsidies as means
of redistributing income, where redistribution is
desired for its own sake, and for its effects on
recipients and the communities in which they
live. Desirable effects of housing subsidies which
might occur whether or not they redistribute income, such as reduction of urban externalities,
are neither considered nor denied.
To assess housing subsidies as means of
redistribution, where equalization is itself the
program objective, requires an examination of
their incidence. This must be examined in light
of what might have happened had such programs not been adopted, as well as what might
have happened if other redistributive programs
such as cash transfer had been used instead.
Henry Aaron's recent volume contains a careful
study of such effects.!
Where the stated objective of a housing program is to reduce the extent to which individuals, by choice or economic necessity, are illhoused, as judged by a majority within one or
more of the political communities (local, State, or
Federal) in which they reside, its logic need not
necessarily be redistributive. The political major-

will set in motion a dynamic process in which re-

cipients become more likely to escape their im-

poverished state than they would be under sim-

ple income transfers. Implicit in this justification

I

Henry Aeron, Shelter and Subsldle.: Wh Benefits From Federal
HousIng Pollc/e.? (Washington, D. C. : The 8roollings Inatltulion), 1973.

ity that sanctions the program might, for instance, care only about appearances or esthetics, and not at all with the income or the welfare
of the poor. This cynical view, however, which
calls only for hiding poor housing from public
view (analogous to the annual parade of a military dictatorship) seems very much at odds with
the current level of concern with housing and
the community characteristics with which it Is
associated. Far more likely, housing subsidies indicate a concern with both the particular-commodity external effects felt to be associated with
substandard housing, and with the long term distributional implications of these effects. In this
perspective, alleviation of external diseconomies
due to health, crime, and neighborhood decay,
and the redistribution of income, are jOint prnt4ucts of housing subsidy programs. The impliCit
premise, so far as income redistribution Is concerned, is that an upgrading of housing quality
will set in motion a dynamic process in which recipients become more likely to escape their Impoverished state than they would be under simple income transfers. Implicit in this justification
of income transfers through housing subsidies is
a set of hypotheses about social dynamics and
an equity judgment that involves intergenerational as well as interpersonal considerations.
Viewed within a public choice frame of reference, the suggestion that housing subsidies
are preferable to cash transfers as means of redistribution requires the presence of some sort
of external effect. Simple taxpayer-donor concern for the current well-being of the ill-housed,
as opposed to their consumption of housing, Is
insufficient. Unless a conflict exists between
shortrun and longrun distributional effects, wellto-do members of the community, if concerned
only with the self-perceived welfare of the poor
and ill-housed, can do better by making a given
amount of income transfers in cash rather than
in kind. The reason is the traditional one. 2 Cash
transfers afford recipients a wider range of expenditure options and, therefore, permit greater
increases in self-evaluated welfare per dollar
, See e.g., Mi lton Friedman. "The 'Welfare' Effect. of an Income
Tax and Excise Tax," In Essay. In Po.ltlve Economic. (Chicago : The University of Chicago Preaa). 1953, pp. 100-117. •
For the restatement of this argument In public-choice terms.
Harold M. Hochman. "Individual Preferences and Distributional AdJustmants," American Economic Review, May, 1972,
PP. 353-360; and Jamea W. Rodge,., "Distributional Externalilles and the Optimal Form of Income Tranlfers," (Walhtington , D.C. : The Urban Inltltute), April 1971. See as well,
Jamel W. Rodgerl, "Explaining Income Redlatrlbutlon," In
f llp "'eorge Peterson, eds., Redl.trlbuHarold
.
lion Througfi - Pub'ilc Cfiolce (New York: Columbia Unlvarslty
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of income transfers through housing subsidies is

a set of hypotheses about social dynamics and

an equity judgment that involves intergenera-
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transferred, at least in the short run, in which

tastes are constant. This same argument holds if

redistribution is considered strictly from the

perspective of recipients, rather than within a

perspective that treats them as derived from the

preferences of the taxpayers who finance them.

ln contrast to public choice arguments in

support of income transfers through housing

subsidies, transfers through housing programs

are sometimes justified as a second-best means

of redistribution, on grounds of political failure.

This justification, however, has nothing to do

with the value of housing for its own sake, at

least so far as redistribution itself is the margin-

ally relevant objective. lt derives, rather, from

the judger's view that the political process will

not generate what he feels to be a desired

amount of redistribution, and that housing subsi-

dies are the appropriate instrument for attaining

the overriding redistributive end. How much

credence this argument is to be granted de-

pends, in essence, either on evidence of political

failure, in the sense that the process through

which constituent preferences are translated into

public programs is imperfect and does not re-

flect what taxpayers really want, or on one's will-

ingness to accept an elitist interpretation of the

role of government, in which the desired amount

of redistribution can somehow be determined in-

dependently of the political process. The thrust

of this latter argument is that the political major-

ity, if it could so so, would enact redistributive

income transfer programs in their simplest and

most straightforward form, but that it is thwarted

in so doing by imperfections in the political sys-

tem. Evidence on this question is, to say the

least, scanty.' Moreover, in using this argument

to justify in-kind subsidies, the policymakers

cannot avoid the implication that participatory

democracy is defective.

Even aside from this, no matter how force-

fully the "political failure" argument is put (and l

am not convinced of its merit), it cannot, in it-

self, establish that housing subsidies are the ap-

propriate second-best means through which to

bring about the desired income transfers, or how

important they should be in the mix of such sec-

ond-best means. The "political failure" argument,

possible differences in excess burdens (implicit

inefficiencies in allocative effects of governmen-

tal interventions) aside, is just as consistent with

the use of transportation subsidies, food stamps,

or, for that matter, subsidies to the leisure activi-

ties of the recipients, as it is with housing subsi-

dies. lf monetary transfers are ruled out, the

justification of housing subsidies, rather than

other types of in-kind transfers, reverts to alloca-

tive grounds, and, therefore, to external effect

considerations. Housing subsidies must be dem-

onstrated to be better than their in-kind alterna-

tives on such grounds.

The choice between housing subsidies and

transferred, at least in the short run, in which
tastes are constant. This same argument holds if
redistribution is considered strictly from the
perspective of recipients, rather than within a
perspective that treats them as derived from the
preferences of the taxpayers who finance them.
In contrast to public choice arguments in
support of income transfers through housing
subsidies, transfers through housing programs
are sometimes justified as a second-best means
of redistribution, on grounds of political failure.
This justification, however, has nothing to do
with the value of housing for its own sake, at
least so far as redistribution itself is the marginally relevant objective. It derives, rather, from
the judger's view that the political process will
not generate what he feels to be a desired
amount of redistribution, and that housing subsidies are the appropriate instrument for attaining
the overriding redistributive end. How much
credence this argument is to be granted depends, in essence, either on evidence of political
failure, in the sense that the process through
which constituent preferences are translated into
public programs is imperfect and does not reflect what taxpayers really want, or on one's willingness to accept an elitist interpretation of the
role of government, in which the desired amount
of redistribution can somehow be determined independently of the political process. The thrust
of this latter argument is that the political majority, if it could so so, would enact redistributive
income transfer programs in their simplest and
most straightforward form, but that it is thwarted
in so doing by imperfections in the political system. Evidence on this question is, to say the
least, scanty.' Moreover, in using this argument
to justify in-kind subsidies, the policymakers
cannot avoid the implication that participatory
democracy is defective.
Even aside from this, no matter how forcefully the "political failure" argument is put (and I
am not convinced of its merit), it cannot, in itself, establish that housing subsidies are the appropriate second-best means through which to
bring about the desired income transfers, or how
important they should be in the mix of such second-best means. The "political failure" argument,
possible differences in excess burdens (implicit
inefficiencies in allocative effects of governmental interventions) aside, is just as consistent with
the use of transportation subsidiec;, food stamps,

or, for that matter, st:lbsidies to the leisure activities of the recipients, as it is with housing subsidies. If monetary transfers are ruled out, the
justification of housing subsidies, rather than
other types of in-kind transfers. reverts to allocative grounds, and, therefore, to external effect
considerations. Housing subsidies must be demonstrated to be better than their in-kind alternatives on such grounds.
The choice between housing subsidies and
other types of in-kind transfers depends on the
excess burdens (the welfare loss attributable to
the effect of government intervention on the output quantities concerned) generated by each alternative. In turn, these excess burdens decline
as the price elasticities of demand and supply of
the services involved decline, as lower elasticities imply that output levels deviate less from
what they would be without government intervention. Whether housing subsidies are desirable-assuming the political process inhibits monetary
transfers-depends, then, on the relative values
of such elasticities.
The desirability of housing subsidies als9
depends on the nature and magnitude of the implied collateral transfers to factors of production
that specialize in the supply of the activities,
subject to subsidization. That is, abstracting from
external effects, whether subsidization of activities such as housing is desirable depends on
how one views the transfer of income to persons
who own factors of production that specialize in
the production of housing, as opposed to factors
that are specialized to other uses that might be
subsidized. In the housing case, the specialized
factors are urban land and subsidy building
trades employees. In neither case is the benefici·
ary considered to be a primary candidate type
for redistribution, even in the minds of those who
feel that "political failure" renders redistribution
insufficient.
Indeed, when one considers transfers-inkind, it seems difficult to reject the hypotheSiS
that housing subsidies are politically more palatable than income transfers, precisely because
they permit consumer demands to be supplemented by the self-interested demands of both
producers of housing services and government
officials, both of which are classes with a vested
interest in augmenting the market demand for
housing services. Such speCial interests, certainly in the private sector, are inherently weaker
in the monetary transfer case.'

'See Otto A. Davis and John Jackson, "Re;. resentative Assemblies
and Demands for Redistribution: The Case of Serale Voting
In the Family Allliat anc.e Plan,, ' In Hochman and Peterso.n.

• Hiro'umi Shijlata, :'Incpme Redistribution Thro,ugh Production .0'
Public Go.!>bTuQIro."1fiJl t el r General EQulllbrtum Model WIth

other types of in-kind transfers depends on the

excess burdens (the welfare loss attributable to

the effect of government intervention on the out-

put quantities concerned) generated by each al-

ternative. ln turn, these excess burdens decline

as the price elasticities of demand and supply of

the services involved decline, as lower elastici-

ties imply that output levels deviate less from
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Except when housing subsidies are a pure

substitute for monetary transfers, it is important

to focus on the "effective" degree to which their

receipts are earmarked in evaluating arguments

for housing subsidies as a vehicle for income

transfers."' Where the subsidies are intramarginal

and not tied to increments in housing consump-

tion, recipients can, in practice, use them to

finance continued consumption of initial levels of

housing and housing services. In this case, un-

less donor-taxpayers are irrational and derive

utility from the illusion rather than the reality of

controlling recipient consumption bundles, hous-

ing subsidies are indistinguishable in impact

from cash transfers." Only when subsidies affect

the marginal price of housing can they be ex-

pected to affect housing choice. But even in this

case, the increased housing expenditures result-

ing from housing subsidies will generally be con-

siderably less than the total amount of the subsi-

dies. The fact that such fungibility offsets most

of the impact of housing subsidies will obviously

disturb those who support such subsidies as a

means of income transfers less than those who

support them as a means of alleviating external

effects due to substandard housing. There is, in

other words, a policy tradeoff between effects on

housing and redistributive effects.

External Effects and Housing

Subsidies

Let us now consider the kinds of external

effects that might justify housing subsidies, as

opposed to cash transfers and other types of in-

kind transfers, as a vehicle for transferring in-

Except when housing subsidies are a pure
substitute for monetary transfers, it is important
to focus on the "effective" degree to which their
receipts are earmarked in evaluating arguments
for housing subsidies as a vehicle for income
transfers.:' Where the subsidies are intramarginal
and not tied to increments in housing consumption, recipients can, in practice, use them to
finance continued consumption of initial levels of
housing and housing services. In this case, unless donor-taxpayers are irrational and derive
utility from the illusion rather than the reality of
controlling reCipient consumption bundles, housing subsidies are indistinguishable in impact
from cash transfers.'1 Only when subsidies affect
the marginal price of housing can they be expected to affect housing choice. But even in this
case, the increased housing expenditures resulting from housing subsidies will generally be considerably less than the total amount of the subsidies. The fact that such fungibility offsets most
of the impact of housing subsidies will obviously
disturb those who support such subsidies as a
means of income transfers less than those who
support them as a means of alleviating external
effects due to substandard housing. There is, in
other words, a policy tradeoff between effects on
housing and redistributive effects.

come. There are basically two such justifications:

Either taxpayer-donors are distressed by poor

housing conditions, or, previous reservations

aside, "political failure" prevents them from

External Effects and Housing
Subsidies

transferring income directly and they find that

housing is the second-best form of transfer.

Taxpayer-donors may prefer housing subsi-

dies to cash (and other forms) of income trans-

fers on both shortrun and longrun grounds. The

shortrun consideration is that taxpayer-donors

may attach some importance to the way in

which recipients live, and feel that the private

decisions of recipients will not satisfy these

feelings.7 Specifically, donors may believe that

poor housing conditions promote the high inci-

dence of crime, disease, or drug addiction, which

diminish their own feelings of well-being. The

longrun consideration is that they believe the so-

cial dynamics associated with improvements in

housing quality will somehow reduce the future

dependence of present recipients on transfers,

or somehow transform these recipients so that

they will no longer behave in ways that they, the

donors, consider undesirable.

Let us now consider the kinds of external
effects that might justify housing subsidies, as
opposed to cash transfers and other types of inkind transfers, as a vehicle for transferring income. There are basically two such justifications:
Either taxpayer-donors are distressed by poor
housing conditions, or, pravious reservations
aside, "political failure" prevents them from
transferring income directly and they find that
housing is the second-best form of transfer.
Taxpayer-donors may prefer housing subsidies to cash (and other forms) of income transfers on both shortrun and longrun grounds. The
shortrun consideration is that taxpayer-donors
may attach some importance to the way in
which reCipients live, and feel that the private
decisions of recipients will not satisfy these

The basic thrust of the longrun argument for

housing subsidies is that they will change the

tastes, and thus the behavior, of the transfer re-

cipients in ways that will make them better citi-

zens in the future, both because they will be

more productive members of the labor force and

because their consumption and behavior patterns

will generate fewer external diseconomies. This

possibility, in turn, entails certain expectations

• See Frank de Leeuw. Sam H. Leeman and Helen Blank. "The
Design of a HOUSing Allowance." an Urban Institute Working
Paper. 1970. for a discussIon of the earmarking question in
the context of alternative housing allowance proposals.
• One dlHerence, however. is that costs of administration may be
higher.

feelings. 7 Specifically, donors may believe that
poor housing conditions promote the high incidence of crime, disease, or drug addiction, which
diminish their own feelings of well-being. The
longrun consideration is that they believe the social dynamics associated with improvements in
housing quality will somehow reduce the future
dependence of present recipients on transfers,
or somehow transform these recipients so that
they will no longer behave in ways that they, the
donors, consider undesirable.
The basic thrust of the longrun argument for
housing subsidies is that they will change the
tastes, and thus the behavior, of the transfer recipients in ways that will make them better citizens in the future, both because they will be
more productive members of the labor force and
because their consumption and behavior patterns
will generate fewer external diseconomies. This
possibility, in turn, entails certain expectations
about the process of acculturation. For instance,
it would seem predictable that such programs as
public housing would contribute little, if anything, to the acquisition of such characteristics.
While public housing moves residents of substandard housing to more attractive facilities, it
is unlikely to foster the fundamental personality
changes-i.e., preference changes-on which
the program depends, because it does not alter
preexisting patterns of social relationships.
What is essential is that housing subsidy
programs alter the environment in a manner conducive to generating what one might call "Coleman-type" externalities through demonstration
effects on preferences and behavior.' In this respect, public housing, by perpetuating ghetto
homogeneity, may be ineffectual, although it
does spare the parties involved the discomfort of
disruption of their normal social relationships. By
contrast, diffusion of the recipient population, by
bringing recipients into contact with other segments of the community, may reduce conflict and
alienation and may provide an environment that

'I

rule out. as unlnterasting. aberrant cases. like that of the
millionaire hermit housed in a hovel. in which the red,stribu·
tion Implicit in a housing subsidy would be perverse, though
subSidization in such cases IS appropriate if external appearances are all Ihat matter to taxpayer-donors .
• See James S. Coleman, et al. EqualIty of EducatIonal Opportunity.
(Washington D.C. U.S Department of Health. Education and
Welfare. U.S. Office of Education. OE-36001) otherwise known
as the Coleman Report. p. 22. Reference here Is made to
their finding that the socioeconomic endowments of his/her
classmates are the most important factors In a poor child's
educational attainment. Some diSCUSSion of the effects 01
SOCial cha (1.!lB. OQ be plj,.v lor and attitudes is contained In the
paper pre Pa,J/i f.cI'il a l.lIu f (sU'IIl lorce by Stanlslav V. Kasi. "EIfec
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about the process of acculturation. For instance,

it would seem predictable that such programs as

public housing would contribute little, if any-
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nurtures as well as permits Coleman-type

effects.9

lf housing subsidies do not foster some

such dynamic process of preference and behav-

ioral change as suggested above, housing pro-

grams, interpreted strictly as means of income

transfers, are difficult to reconcile with taxpayer-

donor concern for recipient well-being. This,

of course, does not mean that other arguments

that can be used to justify such programs do not

apply. ln this particular case, it becomes neces-

sary to recast the external effect argument in

terms of the narrow self-interest of taxpayer-do-

nors, and to demonstrate that housing subsidies

promote their well-being, quite aside from

whether they make the recipients feel better off.

Such a rationalization for housing subsidies is

obviously weaker than one that subsumes tax-

payer-donor concern for recipients, attributable

to utility interdependencies, as well as self-inter-

est. Without utility interdependence, housing sub-

sidies become, for taxpayers, only second-best

alternatives. Taxpayers, Forrester-like, would

prefer that the poor go away, moving not merely

to another jurisdiction, but preferably to a juris-

diction far enough away so that their very pres-

ence cannot produce undesirable external

effects.10 They choose to redistribute to the poor

only if this preference cannot be satisfied, and

prefer housing to cash as the vehicle of redistri-

bution, because it acts more directly on the man-

ifestations of poverty that offend them.

Program Constituencies

One would expect that each of the different

rationales for using housing subsidies as a vehi-

cle for income transfer would attract a different

constituency among potential taxpayer-donors.

Those who would prefer cash transfers, and who

nurtures as well as permits Coleman-type
effects."
If housing subsidies do not foster some
such dynamic process of preference and behavioral change as suggested above, housing programs, ~nterpreted strictly as means of income
transfers, are difficult to reconcile with taxpayerdonor concern for recipient well-being. This,
of course, does not mean that other arguments
that can be used to justify such programs do not
apply. In this particular case, it becomes necessary to recast the external effect argument in
terms of the narrow self-interest of taxpayer-donors, and to demonstrate that housing subsidies
promote their well-being, quite aside from
whether they make the recipients feel better off.
Such a rationalization for housing subsidies is
obviously weaker than one that subsumes taxpayer-donor concern for recipients, attributable
to utility interdependencies, as well as self-interest. Without utility interdependence, housing subsidies become, for taxpayers, only second-best
alternatives. Taxpayers, Forrester-like, would
prefer that the poor go away, moving not merely
to another jurisdiction, but preferably to a jurisdiction far enough away so that their very presence cannot produce undesirable external
effects.1o They choose to redistribute to the poor
only if this preference cannot be satisfied, and
prefer housing to cash as the vehicle of redistribution, because it acts more directly on the manifestations of poverty that offend them.

see housing subsidies only as a second-best ve-

hicle for redistribution, may accept housing sub-

sidies as a more feasible though less preferable

Program Constituencies

alternative. lf monetary transfers should suddenly

become practicable, their support for housing

programs is likely to waneâunless feasible lev-

els of monetary transfer are insufficient to satisfy

their demands for income redistribution. Given

the zeal of many egalitarians for redistribution,

this is not at all unlikely.

â¢ On this score, one finds support for the notion of scattered-site

low income housing and Section 23 leased housing, and for

evaluating programs, among other things, in terms of whether

they reduce segregation based on income and race. One also

finds support in this rationale for rehabilitation and mainte-

nance subsidies, as means of setting up demonstration effects.

'" Urban renewal seems best rationalized by this kind of argument

By contrast, support for housing subsidies

based on taxpayer dislike of the manifestations

of poor housing conditionsâas distinct from a

benevolent concern for individuals who are badly

One would expect that each of the different
rationales for using housing subsidies as a vehicle for income transfer would attract a different
constituency among potential taxpayer-donors.
Those who would prefer cash transfers, and who
see housing subsidies only as a second-best vehicle for redistribution, may accept housing subsidies as a more feasible though less preferable
alternative. If monetary transfers should suddenly
become practicable, their support for housing
programs is likely to wane-unless feasible levels of monetary transfer are insufficient to satisfy
their demands for income redistribution. Given
the zeal of many egalitarians for redistribution,
this is not at all unlikely.

housedâis likely to come from a very different

part of the political spectrum. To sustain such

support for housing subsidies, substantial evi-

dence of effectiveness is essential. Overall, Cole-

man-type social dynamics or producer self-inter-

est are the primary considerations to justify

housing subsidy programs as the preferred in-

strument of income redistribution. Recipients,

• On this Icore. one finds support for the notion of scattered-lite
low Income housing and Section 23 leased housing, and for
evaluating programs, among other things, In terms of whether
they reduce segregation based on Income and race. One also
finds support In this rationale for reha bilitation an d maintenance subsidies, as means of selling up d!1 monst ratlon effects,
JO Urban renewal seems be~t rationali~ed by this kind 01 argument.

other things being equal, are likely to prefer as

much redistribution as the political system will

provide. Cash is, in general, the preferred vehi-
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By contrast, support for housing subsidies
based on taxpayer dislike of the manifestations
of poor housing conditions-as distinct from a
benevolent concern for individuals who are badly
housed-is likely to come from a very different
part of the political spectrum. To sustain such
support for housing subsidies, substantial evidence of effectiveness is essential. Overall, Coleman-type social dynamiCS or producer self-interest are the primary considerations to justity
housing subsidy programs as the preferred Instrument of income redistribution. Recipients,
other things being equal, are likely to prefer as
much redistribution as the political system will
provide. Cash is, in general, the preferred vehicle from their viewpoint. If, however, recipients
feel that cash transfers are in some sense more
demeaning than the in-kind subsidies (more
likely to attach an undesirable social label), they
may prefer the in-kind transfers, They may also
prefer in-kind to cash transfers if they feel that
the underlying particular-commodity externalities,
from the donors' perspectives, are strong enough
to give rise to in-kind transfer programs that are
sufficiently larger than the cash transfer programs donors would support to offset the fact
that they afford recipients less expenditure flexibility.

Program Alternatives
There are numerous housing programs,
some of which operate on the demand side of
the market and others which operate on the
supply side, In this section, some of these alternative housing programs are examined briefly in
terms of their performance in promoting income
redistribution and in generating desired changes
in preferences and behavior.
The most interesting possibility is that the
improvement in substandard housing, by inducing changes in the behavior of recipients, can
benefit both reCipients and donors, thus generating support for housing programs among both
sets of parties. For such social change to occur,
housing subsidies must first stimulate expenditures on housing, which, as was explored above,
is not an automatic consequence of housing subsidy programs. Even if housing subsidies do
s1imulate housing expenditures, moreover, the increased housing expenditures must also exert
the desired changes in tastes, behavior, and the
socioeconomic characteristics of recipients. At
present, this impact of housing subsidies is
merely a l11) i ,a I: f lF>. "',Sjibility. No definitive eviden I ~ ~~~ ' p~~~ I h it does happen, and

it is also logically possible that the result will be

"leveling-down" rather than "leveling-up." "

The implications of using housing subsidies

as a means of income maintenance, justified by

"political failure," are more complicated. Here

the issue is not the effects of housing subsidies

on housing markets, but simply whether the sub-

sidies find their way to intended recipients, for

whom poor housing is a proxy for more general

conditions of poverty. On this account, programs

that operate on the demand side of the housing

market are likely to be more effective than pro-

grams that operate on the supply side. Demand-

side programs put real income, albeit in re-

stricted form, directly into the hands of the

intended recipients, whereas supply-side pro-

grams place the income initially into the hands

of owners of factors of production in the housing

industry. Among demand-side programs, more-

over, such alternatives as housing allowances,

which offer recipients considerable expenditure

flexibility, are likely to be more effective than

such programs as rent supplements that restrict

the use of transfer receipts. Thus it is clear that

different types of housing subsidy programs are

suggested by the "income maintenance" ration-

ale than are suggested by the "social dynamics"

rationale.13

The next step is to examine, though briefly,

some major housing programs in terms of their

consistency with these alternative objectives of

housing subsidies. A definitive examination of

this point, of course, would require much more

analysis than the kind of discursive presentation

a paper such as this one can offer. But even

without data and empirical tests of the specific

hypotheses involved, some tentative views are

justified.

In evaluating the redistributive impact of

housing programs, two distinctions as to types of

programs must be addressed. One such distinc-

tion is between such programs as public hous-

ing, which concentrate on a particular (low in-

come) segment of the housing market, and such

programs as general subsidies to homeowners

âincluding the tax deductibility of mortgage in-

terestâwhich operate across a wider spectrum

of the housing market. In these latter cases, re-

distributive effects come about primarily through

filtering. The second distinction is between those

programs that exert their initial impact on ten-

ants and those that initially affect owners.

I have chosen not to consider whether one's

relative evaluation of alternative housing pro-

grams might be altered once differences in ad-

ministrative cost among programs are brought

it is also logically possible that the result will be
"leveling-down" rather than "leveling-up." 11
The implications of using housing subsidies
as a means of income maintenance, justified by
"political failure," are more complicated. Here
the issue is not the effects of housing subsidies
on housing markets, but simply whether the subsidies find their way to intended recipients, for
whom poor housing is a proxy for more general
conditions of poverty. On this account, programs
that operate on the demand side of the housing
market are likely to be more effective than programs that operate on the supply side. Demandside programs put real income, albeit in restricted form, directly into the hands of the
intended recipients, whereas supply-side programs place the income initially into the hands
of owners of factors of production in the housing
industry. Among demand-side programs, moreover, such alternatives as housing allowances,
which offer recipients considerable expenditure
flexibility, are likely to be more effective than
such programs as rent supplements that restrict
the use of transfer receipts. Thus it is clear that
different types of housing subsidy programs are
suggested by the "income maintenance" rationale than are suggested by the "social dynamics"
rationale. I ~
The next step is to examine, though briefly,
some major housing programs in terms of their
consistency with these alternative objectives of
housing subsidies. A definitive examination of
this point, of course, would require much more
analysis than the kind of discursive presentation
a paper such as this one can offer. But even
without data and empirical tests of the specific
hypotheses involved, some tentative views are
justified.
In evaluating the redistributive impact of
housing programs, two distinctions as to types of
programs must be addressed. One such distinction is between such programs as public housing, which concentrate on a particular (low income) segment of the housing market, and such
programs as general subsidies to homeowners
-including the tax deductibility of mortgage interest-which operate across a wider spectrum
of the housing market. In these latter cases, re-

into consideration. As a general principle, of

course, introduction of administrative costs into

the evaluation can change one's rankings of al-

ternative programs. These issues of administra-

tionâwhich include the piggybacking of effective

marginal tax rates, problems of policing and pri-

vacy, and the costs of operating a bureaucracy

âare common tq all discussions of the

desirability of programs of in-kind transfers, so

"Since we can ulely assume that unsalislactory housing. Imply.
ing problems 01 sanitation. health. crime. etc .. provides disutility to those who live in it a8 well as to those who observe
it. the degree to which taxpayer-donors are concerned with
housi ng only because of selfish motives (as opposed to concern for the residents) need not be discussed separately here.
IJ The de Leeuw. Leeman. and Blank paper is a good d,scussion
Of how well different housing allowance programs perform in
terms 01 different program objectives.

distributive effects come about primarily through
filtering. The second distinction is between those
programs that exert their initial impact on tenants and those that initially affect owners.
I have chosen not to consider whether one's
relative evaluation of alternative housing programs might be altered once differences in administrative cost among programs are brought
into consideration. As a general principle, of
course, introduction of administrative costs into
the evaluation can change one's rankings of alternative programs. These issues of administration-which include the piggybacking of effective
marginal tax rates, problems of policing and privacy, and the costs of operating a bureaucracy
-are common to all discussions of the
desirability of programs of in-kind transfers, so
they do not seem to call for separate conceptual
discussion in a paper on housing subsidies.
Programs that rely more heavily on market
processes would seem more likely to diminish
housing segregation, along both income and racial lines. Therefore, such programs will be more
effective in generating the aforementioned
changes in tastes and behavior, to the extent
that housing is able to generate such effects.
Within this perspective, a reliance on filtering
seems preferable to ghetto displacement. Moreover, programs like the leasing of privately
owned housing by public authorities for rental to
the lower income families may be necessary to
set up the Coleman-effects discussed earlier.
Leasing, as de Leeuw and his colleagues have
shown, I< is also less expensive than the alternative of building new housing expressly for low income families, and would appear to be a preferable program on grounds of cost as well.
Where one focuses on changes in the
quality of existing housing, rather than on the
supply of new housing, marginal improvement in
quality seems to offer an opportunity for the creation of significant external benefits. For example, subsidization of maintenance and rehabilitation within neighborhoods that have not
deteriorated beyond the pOint of no return may
both promote desirable demonstration effects
and stimulate civic pride and community orientation. With demand-related programs, by contrast,
one is less assured that the transfers will be
used in ways that generate the changes in tastes
and behavior that are required to justify the use
of housing as a transfer vehicle in the first place.

II

Frank de Leeuw and Sam H. Leeman. ··The Section 23 Leasing
Program"· d waShing 0fr;!. D.C.: The Urban Institute). March
1973.
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On the other hand, demand-related transfers

through housing subsidies will generally be more

effective in promoting redistribution per se, for

they put the funds directly into the hands of the

recipients. But the more flexibility such programs

give recipients, the closer they approach mone-

tary transfers, and the smaller their housing ef-

fects are likely to be. Compared with cash trans-

fers, such programs as housing allowances and

rent supplements are inefficient means of income

maintenance per seâalthough they may be

efficient in the broader frame of reference. And

the more effective housing allowances become

as instruments of a given amount of redistribu-

tion, the less effectively they perform in alleviat-

ing external diseconomies, which was the justifi-

cation for adopting them rather than some other

instruments of redistribution in the first place.

Whether programs that subsidize landlords,

with the intention that they be passed on to ten-

ants, are as efficacious in accomplishing redistri-

bution as are allowances paid directly to tenants

is a moot question. With homeowners or land-

lords, the expenditures are more certain to be

directed toward housing. After allowing for shift-

ing of initial expenditures, however, it is uncer-

tain whether the subsidies are distributed as in-

tended, and careful study would be required to

resolve this issue. lf tenants are subsidized, how-

ever, earmarking may be more difficult, unless

the subsidy is given some sort of supplement

On the other hand, demand-related transfers
through housing subsidies will generally be more
effective in promoting redistribution per se, for
they put the funds directly into the hands of the
recipients. But the more flexibility such programs
give recipients, the closer they approach monetary transfers, and the smaller their housing effects are likely to be. Compared with cash transfers, such programs as housing allowances and
rent supplements are inefficient means of income
maintenance per sa-although they may be
efficient in the broader frame of reference. And
the more effective housing allowances become
as instruments of a given amount of redistribution, the less effectively they perform in alleviating external diseconomies, which was the justification for adopting them rather than some other
instruments of redistribution in the first place.
Whether programs that subsidize landlords,
with the intention that they be passed on to tenants, are as efficacious in accomplishing redistribution as are allowances paid directly to tenants
is a moot question. With homeowners or landlords, the expenditures are more certain to be
directed toward housing. After allowing for shifting of initial expenditures, however, it is uncer-

tain whether the subsidies are distributed as intended, and careful study would be required to
resolve this issue. If tenants are subsidized. however. earmarking may be more difficult. unless
the subsidy is given some sort of supplement
linked to marginal housing expenditure.

Conclusion
The primary conclusion yielded by this evaluation is that the specific case for using housing
subsidies-rather than cash transfers or in-kind
transfers of other types-as instruments of income redistribution hinges on their long term environmental effect. on whether population diffusion and demonstration effects would indeed
bring about the kinds of changes in the behavior
of the low income population that taxpayer-donors desire. Such behavioral evidence. being
long term. is inherently difficult to obtain. Because the issue is fundamental to the justification of housing subsidies, however. it would
seem valuable to invest research resources in
trying to ascertain probab'e answers to such noneconomic questions. This might entail long term
experiments and pilot projects.

linked to marginal housing expenditure.

Conclusion

The primary conclusion yielded by this eval-

uation is that the specific case for using housing

subsidiesârather than cash transfers or in-kind

transfers of other typesâas instruments of in-

come redistribution hinges on their long term en-

vironmental effect, on whether population diffu-

sion and demonstration effects would indeed

bring about the kinds of changes in the behavior

of the low income population that taxpayer-do-

nors desire. Such behavioral evidence, being

long term, is inherently difficult to obtain. Be-

cause the issue is fundamental to the justifica-

tion of housing subsidies, however, it would

seem valuable to invest research resources in

trying to ascertain probab'e answers to such non-

economic questions. This might entail long term

experiments and pilot projects.
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Development of Local Zoning

Introduction

Perhaps few contemporary issues have been

subject to as much vitriolic debate ' as zoning,

especially exclusionary zoning. The latter has

been defended as necessary for fiscal,2 ecologi-

cal, and esthetic considerations â¢' and con-

demned as exacerbating racial and social

polarization.4 In this emotional atmosphere, de-

tached analysisâthough sorely neededâhas

often been lacking.

This study, in an attempt to respond to that

need, examines the issue of local zoning and

evaluates strategies that have been and could be

taken to modify local land use controls. Initially

it describes zoning's current state of the art by

analyzing the following topics: The development

of local zoning; the definition of exclusionary

Introduction

zoning; types of growth-limiting land use con-

trols employed by municipalities; the justifica-

tions given by these municipalities for their ex-

clusionary policies; the allegedly harmful effects

of such policies; and the changing attitudes of the

courts toward exclusionary zoning.

This study's second section focuses on poli-

cies that have been taken to counteract exclu-

sionary zoning's allegedly harmful effects.

Specifically, it focuses on a number of fair-share

plans that have been either effected or proposed

by States, county planning boards, and others.

We then consider whether Federal intervention is

necessary given these State actions and, if nec-

essary, what exactly should be done.

Zoning Exclusionary Zoningâ

State of the Art

Development of Local Zoning

Origins of Local Zoning: American local

municipalities, up until the late 19th century, en-

acted practically no formal land use controls. A

survey of planning during this period concluded

that "apart from building regulations designed to

prevent conflagrations in the densely settled areas

of the city, governments had almost no inclina-

tion or capacity to regulate the use of land or

to take steps to correct abuses."5 The rapid

Perhaps few contemporary issues have been
subject to as much vitriolic debate 1 as zoning,
especially exclusionary zoning. The latter has
been defended as necessary for fiscal,2 ecological, and esthetic considerations 3 and condemned as exacerbating racial and social
polarization.· In this emotional atmosphere, detached analysis-though sorely needed-has
often been lacking.
This study, in an attempt to respond to that
need, examines the issue of local zoning and
evaluates strategies that have been and could be
taken to modify local land use controls. Initially
it describes zoning's current state of the art by
analyzing the following topics: The development
of local zoning; the definition of exclusionary
zoning; types of growth-limiting land use controls employed by municipalities; the justifications given by these municipalities for their exclusionary policies; the allegedly harmful effects
of such policies; and the changing attitudes of the
courts toward exclusionary zoning.

expansion of cities following the Civil War,

however, made this laissez-faire approach in-

creasingly unrealistic and untenable. So New

York City, Washington, D.C., Boston, and other

cities, in the period between 1867 and 1908, en-

• The section 01 this paper on lair-share housing plans. pages
3-41-350. has been published al a separate article: David
Lillokin. "Fair-Share Housing Distribution: Will It Open the
Suburbll to Apartment Development?" Real Estate Law Journal, Spring 197", pp. 73~9.

Origins of Local Zoning: American local
municipalities, up until the late 19th century, enacted practically no formal land use controls. A
survey of planning during this period concluded
that "apart from building regulations designed to
prevent conflagrations in the dense!y settled areas
of the city, governments had almost no Inclination or capacity to regulate the use of land or
to take steps to correct abuses." 5 The rapid
expansion of cities following the Civil War,
however, made this laissez-faire approach increasingly unrealistic and untenable. So New
York City, Washington, D.C., Boston, and other
cities, in the period between 1867 and 1908, enacted statutes regulating such conditions as the
maximum tenement lot coverage and the maximum heights of buildings. s
These statutes, although welcomed by numerous city officials and planners, were seen by
some as needing supplementary comprehensive
zoning ordinances that would rationally segregate the city's land area into residential, Industrial,' and commercial sectors. Influential municipal merchants felt that the uncontrolled
mixing of land uses threatened the success of
their retail establishments and, consequently, devalued their parcels' worth. To prevent such
downgrading, businessmen lobbied for the passage of zoning ordinances. 1 Their efforts met
with considerable success, most notably in New

acted statutes regulating such conditions as the

maximum tenement lot coverage and the maxi-

New York Tlmel, Jan. 18, 1970, Mar. 1, 1970, July 29, 1970;
Newerk Sunday News, Apr. 25. 1971.
, Norman Williams. Jr. and Edward Wacks, "Segregation of Rellldential Areas Along Economic Lines: Llonllheed Lake Revisited." Wisconsin LIlW Review, Vol. 1969, pp. 838-839.
• David Becker, "The Police Power and Minimum Lot Size Zoning,
Part I: A Method of Analysis." Washington University Lllw
QUllrterly. Vol. 1969. pp. 283-284; Norman Marcus. "Exclusionary Zoning: The Need lor a Regional Planning Context,"
New York Lllw Forum, Vol. 16, No .... 1970. pp. 732-733.
• "The New Jersey Judlciary's Response to Exclusionary Zoning,"
Rutgers University Law Review, Vol. 25. No.1, Fall 1970, pp.
172-173.
I

mum heights of buildings.6

These statutes, although welcomed by nu-

merous city officials and planners, were seen by

some as needing supplementary comprehensive

zoning ordinances that would rationally segre-

gate the city's land area into residential, In-

dustrial,- and commercial sectors. Influential mu-

nicipal merchants felt that the uncontrolled

mixing of land uses threatened the success of

their retail establishments and, consequently, de-

valued their parcels' worth. To prevent such

downgrading, businessmen lobbied for the pas-

sage of zoning ordinances.7 Their efforts met

with considerable success, most notably in New

• William Goodman and Eric Freund. PrinCiples lind Practice of
Urban Planning (Washington, D.C.: International City Managera
Association, 1968). p. 15.
• Ibid., p. 17.
T For excellent analyses of both early and more current zoning
lobbying ettorts; see Stanislaw Makielskl, The Pollllcs of
Zoning: The New York Experience (New York: Columbia University Press. 1966); Stanislaw Maklelskl. "Zoning: Legal
Theory and Political Practice," Journal of Urban Law, Vol.
45, 1967; Seymour Toll, Zoned America (New York: Grossman
Publishers, 1969); Richard Babcock. The Zoning Game: Municipal PracJj ces . and,_,ol/c/es (Madison. Wis.: University 01
Wisconsin ,flJ I:n . ~i;
I.a:ney Wilhelm. Urban Zoning and

Lat1NY1: i V r M'It.'H lt

s

of Glencoe, 1962).
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York City, where the Fifth Avenue Association

spearheaded a campaign that resulted in the

passage in 1916 of the Nation's first comprehen-

sive zoning provisions.8

Growth of Local Zoning: ln the 1920's, nu-

merous States passed statutes authorizing mu-

nicipalities and other local units of government

to enact zoning ordinances. Most of these ena-

bling statutes were modeled after the Standard

State Zoning Act, which had been published in

1924 (later revised in 1926) by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Commerce.9 This model enabling act,

often adopted verbatim as State law, broadly

granted municipalities the right to zone so long

as such zoning promoted the "health, safety,

morals or the general welfare of the community."

The passage of these State zoning enabling

statutes, combined with the increasing thrust by

municipalities to control their physical environ-

ment, swelled the initial trickle of cities enacting

zoning ordinances into a flood; by 1925, 368 mu-

nicipalities had zoning ordinances.10 The United

States Supreme Court decision in 1926, Village

of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co.,11 which ruled

that zoning was a justifiable police power, led

still more municipalities to turn to zoning; by the

end of 1930, over 1,000 municipalities had en-

acted zoning ordinances.12 Today local zoning

has become almost a universal municipal

practice.13 A 1968 survey revealed that 76 per-

cent of the Nation's municipalities and over 80

percent of the Nation's townships had zoning

ordinances.14 And in addition to enacting zoning

regulations, many local units of government, in

order to regulate their growth and physical ap-

pearance, also have adopted subdivision regula-

tions and other controls (see Exhibits 1-1 and

1-2).

The growing number of municipalities enact-

York City, where the Fifth Avenue Association
spearheaded a campaign that resulted in the
passage in 1916 of the Nation's first comprehensive zoning provisions.~
Growth of Local Zoning: In the 1920's, numerous States passed statutes authorizing municipalities and other local units of government
to enact zoning ordinances. Most of these enabling statutes were modeled after the Standard
State Zoning Act, which had been published in
1924 (later revised in 1926) by the U.S. Department of Commerce.!! This model enabling act,
often adopted verbatim as State law, broadly
granted municipalities the right to zone so long
as such zoning promoted the "health, safety,
morals or the general welfare of the community."
The passage of these State zoning enabling
statutes, combined with the increasing thrust by
municipalities to control their physical environment, swelled the initial trickle of cities enacting
zoning ordinances into a flood; by 1925, 368 municipalities had zoning ordinancesY' The United
States Supreme Court decision in 1926, Village
of Euclid v. Ambler Realty CO.,II which ruled
that zoning was a justifiable police power, led
still more municipalities to tum to zoning; by the
end of 1930, over 1,000 municipalities had enacted zoning ordinances. 12 Today local zoning
has become almost a universal municipal
practice.13 A 1968 survey revealed that 76 percent of the Nation's municipalities and over 80
percent of the Nation's townships had zoning
ordinances. H And in addition to enacting zoning

ing land use control has been especially evident

in States experiencing rapid growth. ln New Jer-

sey, for example, only 13 percent of the state's

municipalities had zoning ordinances in 1925; by

1971, 96 percent had enacted zoning statutes.

And there was a similar upsurge in the percent

of municipalities enacting subdivision regulations

(see Exhibit 1-3).

What is Exclusionary Zoning?

Exclusionary Zoning Defined: Exclusionary

zoning has been defined largely in terms of ef-

fect. Lawrence Sager of New York University

Law School, for example, defines it as "zoning

that raises the price of residential access to a

particular area and thereby denies that access to

members of low income groups." 15 Similarly,

Norman Williams of Rutgers University describes

exclusionary zoning as those land use controls

"which appear to interfere seriously with the

availability of low and moderate cost housing

where it is needed."16 And Robert Hirshen of

the University of Michigan defines it as that

"practice which results in closing the suburban

housing market to low and moderate income

housing." 17

For the purposes of this study, exclusionary

zoning will be defined as those land use controls

• While New York City Is credited with passing the Nation's first
comprehensi ve zoning ststute In 1916, Los Angeles in 1915
had already, in fact, ZlOned Its entire area in one way or
another. See the National Commission on Urban Problem •.
Building the American City (Washington. DC .: U.S. Government Printing Ollice. 1968). p. 220.
• U.S. Department of Commerce, A Standard Stale Zoning Enabling
Act Under Which Municipalities May Adopt Zoning Regulations ~1 (1926).
10 National CommiSSion on Urban Problems , £Wilding the American
City , p . 200.
II 272 U.S. 365 (1926).
Il National Commission on Urbsn Problems, Building the Amercan City, P. 200.
"In Hawaii zoning Is a State activity. The State land use commission assigns dillerent land areas to one of lour land use
districts (urban, rural, agricultural, and conservation). See
Robert Walsh , "Are Local Zoning Bodies Required by the
Constitution to Consider Regional Needs?" Connecticut Lew
Review, Vol. 3, No.2, Winter 1970-71. p. 256; Jay Sandak.
"Exclusionary Zoning : A Legislative Approach ." Syracuse Law
Review, Vol. 23, 1971, pp. 59~91; James Coke and John
Gargan . Fragmentation in Land Use Planning and Control prepared lor the National Commission on Urban Problems. Research Report No. 18 (Wuhlngton, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Ollice, 1969). pp. 57-58; National Commission on
Urban Problems, Building the American City. p. 209 .
"Allen Manvel . Local Land and Building Regula/ions prepared for
the National Commission on Urban Problems. Research Report
No.6. (Washngton, D.C .: U.S. Gove rn ment Printing Office,
1968). p. 23.

been or most probably would be ruled unlawful

because of their failure to satisfy the judicially

What is Exclusionary Zoning?
Exclusionary Zoning Defined: Exclusionary
zoning has been defined largely in terms of effect. Lawrence Sager of New York University
Law School, for example, defines it as "zoning
that raises the price of residential access to a
particular area and thereby denies that access to
members of low income groups." 15 Similarly,
Norman Williams of Rutgers University describes
exclusionary zoning as those land use controls
"which appear to interfere seriously with the
availability of low and moderate cost housing
where it is needed," 18 And Robert Hirshen of
the University of Michigan defines it as that
"practice which results in closing the suburban
housing market to low and moderate income
housing." \.
For the purposes of this study, exclusionary
zoning will be defined as those land use controls
aimed at restricting the entry or construction of
low and ' moderate income housing which have
been or most probably would be ruled unlawful
because of their failure to satisfy the judicially
approved objectives of such land use. 18
Our definition assumes that it is both erroneous and misleading to define exclusionary
Lawrance Sager, "Tight Lillie Illands: Exclusionary Zoning,
Equal Protection and the Indigent," Stanford La ... Rayi.w,
Vol. 21, No.4, April 1970. p. 767 .
.. Norman Williams and Thomas Norman, "Exclusionary Land U..
Control : The Case of North Eastern New Jersey," SyflCUSI
Law Review. Vol. 22. No. 2, 1970-71. p. 478.
IT Robert Hirschen. "The Interrelationship Between ExclUSionary
Zoning and SubdiviSion Control," Un'ver.'ty pf AlIC!Ullan
Journal 01 Law Relorm, Vol. 5, No . 2. Winter 1972, P. 354.
,. It could be objected that our delinition 01 illegal zoning. which
includes those contro!s that most probably would be Invalidated by the court. all well
tholle that have already been
Invalidated is a very vague definition. The authors agr.e that
there very well may be debate over what controll most probably would be I nvalidated by the courts . But. we leel that
almost apy
i Ib )
xcluslonary zoning will contain
II

a.

C

jud Niv tERSYYV SOF

aimed at restricting the entry or construction of

low and moderate income housing which have

regulations, many local units of government, in
order to regulate their growth and physical appearance, also have adopted subdivision regulations and other controls (see Exhibits 1-1 and
1-2).
The growing number 6f municipalities enacting land use control has been especially evident
in States experiencing rapid growth. In New Jersey, for example, only 13 percent of the state's
municipalities had zoning ordinances in 1925; by
1971, 96 percent had enacted zoning statutes.
And there was a similar upsurge in the percent
of municipalities enacting subdivision regulations
(see Exhibit 1-3).
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Exhibit 1-1. Numbers and Percent Distribution of Local Governments with

Planning, Zoning, and Building Regulation Activities, 1968

Governments with â

Subdivision Building

Regulation Code

Planning

Exhibit 1-1. Numbers and Percent Distribution of Local Governments with
Planning, Zoning, and Building Regulation Activities, 1968

Board

Governments with-

Zoning

Ordinance

Coverage Group

Housing

Planning
Board

Zoning
Ordinance

Subdivision
Regulation

Building
Code

Housing
Code

9,595 (100.0)

8,086 (100.0)

8,344 (100.0)

4,904 (100.0)

Any Building
Regulation 1

Code

Any Building

Regulation 'â¢

Coverage Group

Number of governments:

Number of governments:
Total • and Percent
(Percents are in
parentheses)
10,717 (100.0)

Total1 and Percent

(Percents are in

14,088 (100.0)

Within SMSA's
Outside SMSA's

4,923
5,75<4

(46.3)
(53.7)

5,199
4,396

(54.2)
(45.8)

4,509
3,577

(55.8)
(44.2)

4,527
3,817

(54.3)
(45.2)

2,7S0
2,124

(56.7)
(43.3)

6,264
7,834

(44.5)
(55.5)

County Governments
Municipalities

1,596
6,673

(14.9)
(63.3)

711
6,860

(7.4)
(71.7)

886
5,297

(11.0)
(65.5)

415
6,484

(4.9)
(77.7)

211
3,976

(4.3)
(81.1 )

1,796
8,985

(12.2)
(63.2)

1960 population of
1 ,000 or more
Under 1,000 (in

6,167

(57.5)

6,140

(64.0)

4,894

(60.5)

5,770

(69.2)

3,470

(70.8)

7,827

(55.6)

506

(4.7)

740

(7.7)

403

(5.0)

714

(S.6)

506

(10.3)

1,078

(7.7)

2,448

(22.8)

2,004

(19.8)

1,903

(23.5)

1,445

(17.3)

717

(14.6)

3,387

(24.0)

2,359

(22.0)

1,815

(18.9)

1,827

(22.6)

1,356

(16.3)

666

(13.6)

3,273

(23.2)

89

(.8)

89

(.9)

76

(.9)

89

(1.1 )

51

(1.0)

114

(8.0)

parentheses)

10,717

(100.0)

9,595

(100.0)

8,086

SMSA's)

(100.0)

8,344

New England-type
townships

(100.0)

4,904

1960 population of
1,000 or more
Under 1,000 (in

(100.0)

14,088

(100.0)

SMSA's)
Within SMSA's

4,923

The.. figures cover units reporting any of the other specified typel of activity or a local building-permit system.
The "Total" relatel to governments subject to _ample survey representation, and thus omits (a) all muniCipalities and town_hips of Ie.. than 1,000 population loceted outllde of SMSA'a; and (b) township governments located in States where thela
governmenta lack municipal type power•.
Source: Allen D. Manvel, National Comml ..lon on Urban Problem I, Research Report No.6, Local Land and Building Regulations.

I
(46.3)

5,199

(54.2)

4,509

I

(55.8)

4,527

(54.3)

2,780

(56.7)

6,264

(44.5)

Outside SMSA's

5,754

(53.7)

4,396

(45.8)

3,577

(44.2)

3,817

(45.2)

2.124

(43.3)

7,834

(55.5)

County Governments

1,596

zoning solely as a suburban practice, in the
manner of Hirshen. While suburbs have been the
most visible practitioners, nonsuburban municipalities have also, on occasion, promulgated exclusionary zoning ordinances and are likely to
continue to do so. But more importantly, our definition includes the notion of illegality, for it is
insufficient to say that exclusionary zoning is
characterized by its restrictive effect, since all
zoning has some restrictive affect on land use. 19
And our definition, by noting the objective of exclusionary zoning-restricting the entry or construction of low and moderate income zoning-illuminates the distinction between exclusionary
zoning and other illegal land use practices, such
as spot zoning.

(14.9)

711

(7.4)

886

(11.0)

Exclusionary Zoning: Specific Devices:
There is a wide repertoire of exclusionary land
use controls.20 A recent law review article 21

415

(4.9)

211

(4.3)

1,796

(12.2)

Municipalities

.. Bernard Slegan, Land Us
Heath and Co., 1972).

Witflout Zo nlnf/. (Lb ing ton, Ky.: D. C.

listed the following exclusionary zoning devices:
Minimum lot size requirements, minimum building size requirements, prohibition of multiplefamily dwellings, and various provisions in building codes. Other sources have cited floating or
"non-Euclidean" zoning as an exclusionary zon-

,. See Notes, "ExclUSionary Laning and Equal Protection," Harvard Law Review, Vol. 84, No.7, May 1971, pp. 1645-1646;
Richard Babcock and Fred Boaselman, "Suburban Zoning and
the Aparlment Boom," University of Pennsylvania Law Review, Vol. III, 1963, pp. 1060-1061; Wiley Mayne, Jr., "The
Responsibility of Local Zoning Authorities to Nonresidence
Indigents," Stanford Law R"view, Vol. 23, April 1971, p. 776;
Bartke, Richard, and Gage, Hilda, "Mobile Homes: Zonong
and Taxation," Cornell Law Review, Vol. 55, 1970; Notes,
"Suburban Zoning Ordinance and BUilding Codes: Their Effort on Low and Moderate Income Housing," Notre Dame
Lawyer, Vol. 45, 1969, pp. 123+; Williams and Norman, "Exclusionary Land Use Controls," pp. 481-484, Norman Williams,
Jr., "The Three Systems of Land Use Control," Rutgers Law
Review, Vol. 25, No.1, 1970, pp. 92-95; National CommiSSion
on Urban Problems, Building fhe Amer/can City, pp. 211-217.
For an early study on exclusionary zoning see Norman Williams, "Planning Law and Democratic living," Law and Contemporary Problems, Val. 20, 1955, pp. 317+.
"Frank Alol
(1~ i. [I1 , rf b , Goldberg. "Racial and Economic
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Exhibit 1-2. Proportion of Governments with Planning, Zoning, and Building Regulation
Activities, by SMSA Location and Type and Size of Government, 1968

Board

Percent

Zoning

Percent 01 governments withBuilding
Zoning
Subdivision
Ordinance Regulation
Code

Housing and Building
Regulation 1
Code

Number 01
Governments

Planning
Board

17,998

59.6

53.3

44.9

46.4

27.3

78.3

Within SMSA's
Outside SMSA's

7,609
10,384

65.2
55.4

68.3
42.3

59.3
34.4

50.5
36.8

36.5
20.5

82.3
75.3

County Governments

3,049

52.3

23.3

29.1

13.6

6.9

58.9

Within SMSA's
Outside SMSA's

404
2,645

80.0
28.1

49.3
19.4

62.9
23.9

39.4
9.7

18.6
5.1

89.2

39.8
44.8

89.2
86.2

Ordinance

Coverage Group

of governments

Total

Subdivision

~

Regulation

with â

Building

Code

Housing

Code

54.7

and Building

Municipalities
Within SMSA's

Regulation â¢

Coverage Group

Total 2

1960 population
50,000 or more
5,000 to 49,999
Under 5,000

17,998

59.6

53.3

9,984
4,977

66.8
67.7

68.9
74.8

53.1
61.2

64.9
69.0

314
1,303
3,360

98.4
92.9
54.9

98.7
97.0
54.0

92.7
90.0
47.7

98.7
91.8
57.4

85.3
53.3
37.8

100.0
99.9
79.5

5,007

66.0

63.0

45.0

60.9

34.8

92.2

1,352
3,675

91.8
56.5

90.5
52.9

81.9
31.3

73.5
51.3

54.4
27.6

98.4
89.3

4,960
2,228

49.4
57.1

40.4
57.3

38.4
54.3

29.1
41.0

14.5
21.2

68.3
73.0

765
1,463
2,732

79.1
45.7
430

81.0
44.8
26.6

74.0
44.0
25.4

58.7
33.5
18.7

22.7
20.4
8.9

91.5
63.3
64.4

44.9

Outside SMSA's
1960 population
5,000 to 49,999
1,000 to 4,999

46.4

27.3

78.3

Within SMSA's

New England-type twp
Within SMSA's
1960 population
5,000 or more
Under 5,000
Outside SMSA's

7,609

65.2

68.3

59.3

50.5

36.5

I

82.3

2

Outside SMSA's

10,384

These figures cover units reporting any of the other specified types 01 activity or a local bUilding-permit system.
The "total" relates to governments subject to sample survey representation and thus omits (a) all municipalities and townships
of leaa than 1,000 population located outaide of SMSA's; and (b) township governments located In States where these gOYernments lack municipal-type powers.

55.4

Source: Allen D. Manvel, National CommiSSion on Urban Proble ms, Reaearch Report No.6, LOCBI Land and BuildIng RegulaI/ons.

42.3

34.4

36.8

20.5

75.3

County Governments

3,049

52.3

23.3

29.1

13.6

6.9

58.9

Within SMSA's

404

ing strategy,~~ The following discussion will
focus on the most significant of the allegedly exUSiOnary devices,~:l
Minimum Building Requirements: Many mu, icipalities require that new buildings be constructed with a minimum amount of floor space,
A 1968 national survey, for example, concluded
that almost half of the bodies of government that
had zoning ordinances required a minimum floor
area for single-family houses~' (see Exhibit
1-4), Municipalities in rapidly growing States al-

Z

80.0

49.3

62.9

39.4

18.6

89.2

Outside SMSA's

2,645

28.1

19.4

23.9

9.7

Non-Euctldean or floating zoning is zoni ng that makes a provision for a particular land use, e.g., multifamily zoning, but
does not specify the exact location of that land use. See
Notes, "Exclusionary Zoning and Equal Protection," p. 1646,
and Babcock and Bosselman, "Suburban Zoning and the
Apartment Boom," p. 1060.
2> See Williams and Norman, "Exclusionary Land Use Controls."
For an empirical study ot the impact ot numerous land use
controls on housing cost see George Sternlieb and Lynn
Sagalyn, Zoning and Housing Costs: The Impact of Land Use
Controls on Housing Pflce (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University, Center tor Urban Policy Research, 1972).
,. National CommISsion on Urban Problems , Building the American
City, p. 215.
22

5.1

54.7

Municipalities

9,964
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most universally zone for minimum building floor
area, A 1970 New Jersey survey, for example, revealed that over 90 percent of the State's developable land was zoned for a minimum floor area,
Minimum floor requirements are not, per se,
exclusionary zoning; as researched by the American Public Health Association ~:, and others,
minimum floor areas are frequently dictated by
standards of health, The exclusionary label is
often applied to minimum floor requirements because they needlessly raise the cost of new
housing so that it can be afforded only by middle and higher income families,~" In many instances, the zoned minimum floor area requirements far exceed the minimum required for
health reasons, In New Jersey, for example, in
1970, almost one-fifth of the State's developable
,,', American PubliC Health Association, Committee on the Hygiene
ot Housing, Planning the Home for Occupancy (Washington,
D.C.: Aml1 t.i,,~8n . PubJlc;. Health Association, 1950).
'" National Co fuHll i'o.'?la b rcll'r.o an Problems, Building Ihe Amer-
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Exhibit 1-3. Zoning and Subdivision Control

in New Jersey*

Percent Having

Zoning Ordinance

Percent Having

Exhibit 1-3. Zoning and Subdivision Control
in New Jersey·

Subdivision Controls

Year

1925

12.5 i

Year

Percent Having
Zoning Ordinance

Percent Having
Subdivision Controls

NA

1939

35.0 =

12.1 2

1946

NA

23.23

1925
1939
1946
1947
1960
1964
1971

NA

12.51
35.0 2

12.1 2
23.23

NA
45.3
75.3

5

NA
NA

6

80.0 :1
85.0 Ii

~

NA
96.0

1947

45.3 <

NA

1960

75.35

NA

1964

NA

80.03

1971

96.06

85.0 Â«

* All municipalities sampled

• All municipalities sampled.
NA = In'ormation not available.
Sources: (1) Slale of New Jersey Depar'menl of Commerce
Report. 1925. (2) Municipal and County Planning Legis·
lalion and Procedures In New Jersey. 1939. (3) Administrative Guide to Subdivision Regulation (New Jersey Deparlment 0' Community Affairs) p. 2. 3. (4)
Zoning In New Jersey-l~ (New Jersey Department
Community AffairS) (5) Zoning In New Jersey1967 (New Jersey Department
Communily Affairs).
p 37. (6) Rutgers CUPR: Municipality Survey-1971.
Cited 'rom George Sternlleb and Lynne Sagalyn. Zoning and Housing Costs: The Impact of Land Use ConIrols on Housing Price (New Brunswick. N.J" Rutgers
University. Center 'or Urban Policy Research. 1972).

0'

0'

NA - information not available.

Sources: (1) Slain ol New Jersey Department ot Commerce

Report, 1925. (2) Municipal and County Planning Legls-

lalion and Procedures in New Jersey, 1939. (3) Ad-

ministrative Guide to Subdivision Regulation (New Jer-

sey Department of Community Affairs) p. 2, 3. (4)

Zoning in New Jerseyâ7980 (New Jersey Department

of Community Affairs). (5) Zoning in New Jerseyâ

7007 (New Jersey Department of Community Affairs),

p. 37. (6) Rutgers CUPR: Municipality Surveyâ1971.

Cited from George Sternlieb and Lynne Sagalyn, Zon-

ing and Housing Costs: The impact ot Land Use Con-

land had a minimum floor size zoning requirement of 1,400 or more square feet, an amount
that, according to the American Public Health
Association, was needed only by families of five
or more people. It is charged that these excessive minimum floor area requirements are often
imposed to raise the cost of housing, making it
inaccessible to low and moderate income families.

trols on Housing Price (New Brunswick, N.J., Rutgers

University, Center for Urban Policy Research, 1972).

land had a minimum floor size zoning require-

ment of 1,400 or more square feet, an amount

that, according to the American Public Health

Association, was needed only by families of five

or more people. lt is charged that these exces-

sive minimum floor area requirements are often

imposed to raise the cost of housing, making it

inaccessible to low and moderate income fami-

lies.

Minimum Lot Size Requirements: Many

Minimum Lot Size Requirements: Many
communities specify the minimum lot size on
which housing can be constructed. These minimum lot sizes are frequently quite large. The Regional Plan Association's 1962 study of the 17county New York Metropolitan regions, for
example, revealed that one-fourth of the metropolitan residential areas was zoned for lots of 1
acre or larger, and almost one-fifth was zoned
for lot sizes of 2 acres or larger.~·

communities specify the minimum lot size on

which housing can be constructed. These mini-

mum lot sizes are frequently quite large. The Re-

gional Plan Association's 1962 study of the 17-

county New York Metropolitan regions, for

example, revealed that one-fourth of the metro-

politan residential areas was zoned for lots of 1

acre or larger, and almost one-fifth was zoned

for lot sizes of 2 acres or larger.2

7

:' Regional Plan Association, Spread City (New York, N.Y.:

Regional Plan Association, 1962), p. 40. See also Linda and

Paul Davldoff, "The Suburbs Have to Open Their Doors," The

New York Times Magazine, Nov. 7, 1971, p. 41; and Curtis

Berger. Land Ownership and Use Cases, Statutes and Other

Ualerlals (Boston. Mass.: Little, Brown and Co., 1966), pp.

686-690; "Availability of Land for Housing for Low and Mod-

., Regional Plan Association. Sprud City (New York. NY:
Regional Plan Association. 1962). P. 40. See also Linda and
Paul Dllvidoff. "The Suburbs Have to Open Their Doors," The
New York Times Magazine. Nov. 7. 1971, p. 41; and Curtis
Berger, Land Ownership and Use Cases. Slatules and Other
I.#.'erial, (Boston, Mass: Little. Brown and Co .• 1968). pp.
686-690; "Availability
Land 'or Housing 'or Low and Moderate Income Families." in President's Commillee on Urban
Housing. Technical Sludies Vol. II. pp. 287~09; Santa Clara
County Planning Department, Zoning and Housing (Santa
Clara. Calif.: December 1970); Plainfield N.J" Planning Division. Suburban Zoning Practices Surrounding F? /al fie ld (J an.
5. 1971).

0'

Other studies have revealed similar findings.
A Connecticut survey revealed that 92 percent of
the State's land was zoned for lot sizes of an
acre or more.~' With few exceptions, Philadelphia's suburbs have zoned all of their undeveloped land for single units in one-half acre or
larger lots.~!> And a 1968 national survey showed
the following: :'"
25 percent of metropolitan area municipalities of 5,000
plus permit no single family houses on lots of less than
one-half acre. Of these same governments. 11 percent have
some 2-acre zoning; 20 percent have some 1- to 2-acre
zoning; 33 percent have some one-half to 1-acre zoning;
and more than 50 percent have some one-fourth to one-half
acre zoning.

Large lot zoning has often been condemned
as an exclusionary zoning practice :11 in that required lot size is not justifiable from the standpoint of health, ecology, or aesthetics. Critics
charge that large lot sizes are mandated in order
to raise the price of housing to a level affordable
only by middle or higher income families. Large
lot size raises housing cost for the following
reasons:l~ By decreasing the number of houses
that can be built in a community, large lot zoning raises the demand and hence the price of
land, which in turn will increase the cost of
housing because it often increases the average
frontage per lot and hence improvement costs; ~3
large lot requirements therefore increase the total
housing cost, and builders understandably avoid
building comparatively cheap housing on large,
expensive lots.

Subdivision and Frontage Regulations: Subdivision regulations are those that determine the
number of linear feet of various improvement,
e.g., street paving and sewers, which are required to serve a given house as well as the

'" "Bailie to Open the Suburbs: New Attack on
Zoning Laws."
U.S. News and World Report. Vol. 68. June 22. 1970. p. 39.
,. "The Subsidized Noose-Priced Out. Zoned Out. How the State
Subsidizes Exclusionary Suburbs." Infill. Spring 1973. p. 13.
A recent New Jersey zoning survey reached similar results.
See New Jersey Department 01 Community Affairs. Zoning
Survey 1970 .
.. U.S. National CommiSSion on Urben Problem.. Building the
American City. p. 214.
"Norman Williams and Thomas Norman have argued that the
actual impact of large lot size requirements on driving up
housing costs IS ques"onable. See Williams and Norman.
"Exclusionary Land Use Controls," pp 3-'- .
., U.S National Commission on Urben Problems. Building the
American City. p 214.
3.1 Ibid. See Table 7. p
214. Williams and Norman believe that
larger lots are usually, though not necessarily. wide and
hence they believe that lot size may sometimes increase
hOUSing CO tto
,'i CIIl JJ).Q t,tle average frontage per lot. See
Williams an ' I'~()rril~ , '~E c\ uslonary Land Use Control ....
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Exhibit 1-4. Percent of Zoning Municipalities and New England-Type Townships of 5,000-

Plus having Selected Minimum Floor Area Requirements in their Zoning for 1-Story,

Single-Family Houses, by Size, Type, and Location of Government: 1967

All

zoning

Within SMSA's

Exhibit 1~. Percent of Zoning Municipalities and New England-Type Townships of 5,000Plus having Selected Minimum Floor Area Requirements in their Zoning for 1-Story,
Single-Family Houses, by Size, Type, and Location of Government: 1967

Municipalities

Outside SMSA's

Within SMSA's

govern-

50,000

5,000 to

Minimum Floor Area

â¢Town-

All
zoning
governments

Municipalities

Outside SMSA's

Total

50,000
plus

7.6
13.5
15.8

8.8
17.5
17.6

6 .5
5.5
9 .7

11.4
17.7
12.3

3.9

3.6

5.8

2.9

4.8
23.1
32.4
3.9

4.4

4.6

1.0

6.0

3.7

5,000 to
49,999

Townships

Total

Municipalities

Townships

Munici-

Town-

Minimum Floor Area

ments

Total

plus

49.999

ships

1,000 SQ . It. or more
800 to 999 SQ . It.
600 to 799 sQ . It
Under 600 sQ . It.
Applicable, but
areas not reported

1

13.0

4.5
5.1
13.4

12.2
18.7
11 .0

4.4

4.0

6.5

3.9

3.8

U

5.8
7.4

Total

1

These governments had a minimum lIoor area requirement but did not specify its size In response to the survey .

palities

Source : Allen D. Manvel, National Commission on Urban Problems. Research Report No. 6. Local Land and Building Regulations.
ships

1,000 sq. ft. or more

7.6

8J

65

11.4

4.8

5.6

4.5

122

800 to 999 sq. ft.

13.5

17.5

55

17.7

23.1

7.4

5.1

16.7

600 to 799 sq. ft

15.8

17.6

9.7

12.3

32.4

13.0

13.4

11.0

Under 600 sq. ft.

3.9

3.6

5JJ

23

3.9

4.4

4.0

6.5

Applicable, but

areas not reported 1

4.4

amount of land within a subdivision that can actually be devoted to housing.
Many municipalities also control lot width by
imposing frontage requirements. The impact of
frontage regulations on housing costs largely depends on the municipality's subdivision requirements; if the latter are severe, then a large frontage
requirement will have a fairly significant impact on
housing costs. These differences in municipal subdivision regulations notwithstanding, however, a
recent New Jersey study concluded :q that lot front
requirements had one of the most significant impacts on housing costs.
Subdivision and frontage regulations can
and do insure that new houses are adequately
served by roads, streets, and sewers; and they
can reduce suburban sprawl as well. But detractors deplore their frequent use in order to raise
housing costs primarily to exclude families of
limited means.:'"
Exclusion of Multiple Dwellings: Multiple
dwellings are generally the most readily affordable housing to low and moderate income families. Because many communities impose severe
restrictions on the number of multiple-family
units that can be constructed-while others completely zone out multifamily construction-there
is a dearth of sites for such construction, especially in suburban areas. In New Jersey, for example, in 1970, less than 4 percent of the available zoned land was earmarked for multifamily
construction. And a New York metropolitan survey similariy revealed that of the undeveloped

4.6

1.0

3. Sternlieb and Sagalyn . Zoning and Housing Costs.
33

6.0

3.7

U.S. National Commission on Urban Problems. Building the
American City, p. 216; Williams an d Norma , " E-xclusl onary
Land Use ControlS ."

3.9

33

49

1 These governments had a minimum floor area requirement but did not specify its size in response to the survey.
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land zoned for residential purposes, 99 percent
was restricted to single family dwellings. a"
Despite the protestations of the practioners
that multiple-family housing restrictions are based
on sound fiscal, esthetic, and ecological considerations, critics have charged that multiple dwellings have been restricted preCisely because they
are the only kind of housing accessible to low
and moderate income families.~;
Exclusion of Mobile Homes: Mobile homes,
an increasingly important segment of the housing market, are probably the major important
source of new housing for comparatively low income families.:" Yet, as with multifamily housing,
many communities either zone out mobile homes
or severe:y restrict the number of mobile units
allowed. A New York State survey, for example,
,., u.s.

National Commission on Urban Problems, Building th,
American City. p 215.
"See U.S Nalional Commission on Urban Problems. Building the
American City, p. 215; Williams and Norman, "ExCIUlionlry
Land Use Conlrols"; Babcock and Bosse:man . "Suburban
Zon ing and the Apartment Boom ," Symposium . "Apartment'
In Suburbia: Local Responsibility and Judicial Raltr.lnt,"
Northwestern University Law Review. Vol. 59. NO . 3. July.
August 1964, pp. 344-367 ; John A. Parkins, Jr., "Judicial
Attitudes Toward Multiple-Family Dwellings: A Reappraisal."
Washington and Lee Law Review, Vol. 28. NO. 1. April 1971,
pp. 220-230 ; "Zoning-Need lor Low Income Housing Held
to be a Special Reason to Support a Use Variance Within
the Meaning 01 N.J. Rev . Stat. § 40 :55-39 (d)." Rutgers Cllmden Law Journal, Vol. 2, No. 3, Fall 1970, pp. 4~12 .
:rI See Frederick Bair, "Mobile Homes and the General Housing
Supply ; Past. Present and OutlOOk." (Chicago Mobile Homes
Manufacturers' Association, 1970); Margaret Drury, 1I0bile
Homes: The Unrecognized Revolution in ~merican Housif19
(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University PreIS, 1967): Conatance GIbson . Policy AI/ernatives tor Mobile Homes (New Brunswick.
N.J .: Rutgers Unlverlity, Center lor Urban Policy Reselrch,
1971); Earl Morris and Margaret Woods (edilors) , "Housing
Crisis and ,Rellpon I!;-The Place of Mobile Homes In Amer·
ican Lif .
ew York State College 01 Human

UN~
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revealed that of the 237 zoning ordinances stud-

ied, more than half either explicitly or implicitly

excluded mobile homes.39 Such restriction has

often been criticized as exclusionary in both in-

tent and effect.10

Other Exclusionary Devices: Antiquated

building codes that incorporate inefficient and

costly housing codes often exclude moderate in-

come families by elevating the cost of housing.41

Floating zones for multiple-family and similar

needed housing often serve to exclude such

housing. And lengthy, complicated zoning admin-

istrative procedures have been accused of indi-

rectly inflating housing costs by increasing the

cost and time needed to make zoning amend-

ments and obtain variances.42

Exclusionary Zoning: Municipal

Justifications

The previous description of the prevalance

of exclusionary land use controls begs the ques-

revealed that of the 237 zoning ordinances studied, more than half either explicitly or implicitly
excluded mobile homes. 39 Such restriction has
often been criticized as exclusionary in both intent and effect. 'o
Other Exclusionary Delfices: Antiquated
building codes that incorporate inefficient and
costly housing codes often exclude moderate income families by elevating the cost of housing.H
Floating zones for multiple-family and similar
needed housing often serve to exclude such
housing. And lengthy, complicated zoning administrative procedures have been accused of indirectly inflating housing costs by increasing the
cost and time needed to make zoning amendments and obtain variances.4~

tion of why such controls have been enacted.

This section analyzes the municipal justifications

for exclusionary zoning.

Explicit Justifications: Following are some

Exclusionary Zoning: Municipal
Justifications

explicit justifications.

Budgetary Considerations: On the average,

local governments derive a considerable amount

â87 percentÂ«âof their revenue from local

property taxes. In recent years, as governmental

expenditures have mushroomed, local property

taxes have skyrocketed. In New Jersey, for ex-

ample, between 1960 and 1970, the total property

taxes collected doubled and there was a large

increase in the equalized local tax rate.44 And

New Jersey is not atypicalâthe Nation's $40 bil-

lion current total property taxes collected are

double that of a decade ago.45 To stem even

larger increases in property taxes, communities

have often enacted larger lot and other exclusion-

ary zoning controls in the belief that such con-

trols would restrain municipal expenditures and

would insure that projected housing units would

yield property taxes at least equal to the muni-

cipal expenditures they would incur.

Restrain Municipal Expenditures: Many mu-

nicipalities believe that houses built on large lots

require fewer and cheaper municipal services

The previous description of the prevalance
of exclusionary land use controls begs the question of why such controls have been enacted.
This section analyzes the municipal justifications
for exclusionary zoning.
Explicit Justifications: Following are some
expl icit justifications.
Budgetary Considerations: On the average,
local governments derive a considerable amount
--87 percent '~--of their revenue from local
property taxes. In recent years, as governmental
expenditures have mushroomed, local property
taxes have skyrocketed. In New Jersey, for example, between 1960 and 1970, the total property
taxes collected doubled and there was a large
increase in the equalized local tax rate. H And
New Jersey is not atypical-the Nation's $40 billion current total property taxes collected are
double that of a decade agoY To stem even

than multifamily and other comparatively high

density residential developments.46 Large lot

houses, for example, often relying on septic

tanks, preclude the need for municipal construc-

tion of costly sewer plants. Considerations such

as these have impelled municipalities to enact

exclusionary land use controls, e.g., large lot re-

quirements and restrictions on multifamily hous-

ing.

Yield High Property Taxes: Many local

officials are persuaded that expensive, single

family houses built on large lots are good

ratables4;âyielding more property tax revenue

than the municipal expenditures they incur. Con-

versely, they assume that inexpensive single-

family homes on small lots and 3-4 bedroom

multifamily units at increased densities are poor

ratablesâincurring greater municipal services

than the property taxes they yield. Hence, to

stem local property tax increases, municipal

officials often have enacted exclusionary controls

restricting or prohibiting the construction of

these less desirable ratables while encouraging

• u.s.

National Commlulon on Urban Problems, Building the
Ame"can City, p. 216.
.. Ibid. and Williams, "The Three SYltem. of Land Use Control,"
P. 93; William. and Norman, "Exclusionary Land U.e Controls," pp. 3+ .
.. R,chard Cutler, "Legal and Illegal Methods for Controling CommunIty Growth on the Urban Fringe," Wisconsin Law Review.
Vol. 1961, May 1961, pp. 370+: "Suburban Zoning Ordinances
and Building Codes," Notre Dame Lawyer. See also AdviSOry
CommiSSion on Intergovernmental Relations, Building Codes:
A Program for Intergovernmental Reform (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966) .
.. U.S. National Commission on Urban Problems, Building the
American City. p. 216 .
.. "The Coming Change In the Property Tax," Business Week.
Feb. 12, 1972, p. 50.
•• New Jersey Education Association, Basic Structural Data of
New Jersey School Districts (Trenton, N.J.: New Jersey Education Association, 1972). p. 15 .
.. "The Coming Change in the Prope rty Tall, " p. 50 ,

larger increases in property taxes, communities
have often enacted larger lot and other exclusionary zoning controls in the belief that such controls would restrain municipal expenditures and
would insure that projected housing units would
yield property taxes at least equal to the municipal expenditures they would incur.
Restrain Municipal Expenditures: Many municipalities believe that houses built on large lots
require fewer and cheaper municipal services
than multifamily and other comparatively high
density residential developments. 46 Large lot
houses, for example, often relying on septic
tanks, preclude the need for municipal construction of costly sewer plants. Considerations such
as these have impelled municipalities to enact
exclusionary land use controls, e.g., large lot requirements and restrictions on multifamily housing.
Yield High Property Taxes: Many local
officials are persuaded that expensive, single
family houses bUilt on large lots are good
ratables I;-yielding more property tax revenue
than the municipal expenditures they incur. Conversely, they assume that inexpensive singlefamily homes on small lots and 3-4 bedroom
multifamily units at increased densities are poor
ratables-incurring greater municipal services
than the property taxes they yield. Hence, to
stem local property tax increases, municipal
officials often have enacted exclusionary controls
restricting or prohibiting the construction of
these less desirable ratables while encouraging
or permitting the construction of only the more
preferred ratables.
Aesthetic Justifications: Communities practicing exc:usionary zoning often defend their
actions on the grounds of esthetic considerations. Municipal officials in such communities, for
example, frequently assert that their major co~
cern is to preserve the rural character of the
area by retaining large open space and by r
ducing traffic. 48 Their exclusion of multifamily
housing is almost universally justified on esthetic
(as well as for fiscal) reasons; they maintain that
.. Mary Brooks, "Exclusionary Zoning," ASPO Report No. 254,
February 1970, p. 6.
.. Babcock and Bosselman, "Suburban Zoning and the Apartment
Boom," p. 1062; "Exclusionary Zoning and Equal Protection,"
p. 1667; Williams and Wacks, "Segregation of Residential
Areas Along Economic Lines," pp. 838~39; Arthur Lazerow,
"Discriminatory Zoning: Legal Battleground of tha Saventlea,"
American Universlry Law Review, Vol. 21, No. I, September
1971, P 167; "Large Lot Zoning," p. 10421; "Danger Zoning,"
The Record, Aug. 3, 1970 .
.. Brooks, Erclusionary Zoning, p. 7; Schoenbrod, "Large Lot
Zoning," p. 10420; "Snob Zoning," p. 252; "Exclusionary ZonIng and . l~g ~ "A'~ i, );!).rn p. 1667; Babcock and Bosselman,
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such high-rise housing will cut off light and air

and will increase traffic congestion.49

Ecological Justifications:50 The topography

of some communities necessitates their strict

limitation on the density of development in order

to prevent dangerous flooding and sewer condi-

tions. Municipal officials in such communities

often have enacted zoning statutes which in ef-

fect may be exclusionary but which are defended

on the grounds of environmental protection.51

Property Value Consideration: Community

officials often believe that land zoned for moder-

ate income housingâe.g., multifamily housingâ

depresses the value of adjacent properties. Con-

versely, they believe that exclusionary zoning, by

limiting housing construction to high-priced

dwellings raises the value of both the property

and its adjacent land. Consequently, in an at-

tempt to insure property value stability and to

appreciate local property values, many communi-

ties enacted large lot and comparable zoning

ordinances.52

Other Explicit Justifications: Among the

other justifications communities offer for their

exclusionary zoning practices are the following:

Such controls are needed for public health and

fire prevention reasons; â¢'â¢â¢' in excluding high

density suburban these controls eliminate tomor-

row's slums;r'4 and that by preserving Ipace

and privacy," these controls forestall the an-

omie and antisocial conduct that accompany

the lack of such amenities in many cities.

lmplicit Reasons: â¢' One of the implicit

objectives of exclusionary zoning is the preser-

vation of a racially, socially, and economically ho-

mogeneous community by zoning out racial mi-

norities and the poor.57 Another is the exclusion

of multifamily housing that would attract

transient families with no firm interest in their

neighborhood.r<v These and other implicit

objectives 59âas well as the aforementioned ex-

plicit justificationsâoften dictate the pattern of

suburban land use controls as one article con-

cluded:

By the simple device of large lot zoning, suburbanites

believe that a municipality can achieve its developmental

goals in a single stroke. The community will be beautiful,

its taxes will be low, and "undesirables" will be kept out.

Minimum lot-size zoning requirements become the keystone

for the arch, the focus of strong pressures for larger and

larger lots, an extraordinarily salient feature of the subur-

ban political process.'"

But as we shall soon see, exclusionary zoning

has many vocal critics. Before examining the lat-

ter's specific charges, we shall first overview na-

tional demographic and social trends accompa-

nying the growth of restrictive land use controls.

The Context: Outmigration to the Suburbs:

A discussion of outmigration to the suburbs

follows.

Urban-Surburban Population Shift: Since

1910, cities have been growing at a much slower

rate than have the suburbs; sometimes they have

actually experienced a drop in population. Only

in the first decade of this century, between 1900

and 1910, did the central cities outpace the

such high-rise housing will cut off light and air
and will increase traffic congestion. 19
Ecological Justifications: '.11 The topography
of some communities necessitates their strict
limitation on the density of development in order
to prevent dangerous flooding and sewer conditions. Municipal officials in such communities
often have enacted zoning statutes which in effect may be exclusionary but which are defended
on the grounds of environmental protection.'01
Property Value Consideration: Community
officials often believe that land zoned for moderate income housing--e.g., multifamily housingdepresses the va!ue of adjacent properties. Conversely, they believe that exclusionary zoning, by
limiting housing construction to high-priced
dwellings raises the value of both the property
and its adjacent land. Consequently, in an attempt to insure property value stability and to
appreciate local property values, many communities enacted large lot and comparable zoning
ord inances. ,,2
Other Explicit Justifications: Among the
other justifications communities offer for their
exclusionary zoning practices are the following:
Such controls are needed for public health and
fire prevention reasons; ,,3 in excluding high
density suburban these controls eliminate tomorrow's slums; H and that by preserving space
and privacy.'·~ these controls forestall the anomie and antisocial conduct that accompany
the lack of such amenities in many cities.
Implicit Reasons: :,6 One of the implicit
objectives of exclusionary zoning is the preservation of a racially, socially, and economically homogeneous community by zoning out racial minorities and the poor.',7 Another is the exclusion
of multifamily housing that would attract

t.

Babcock and Bosselman. "Suburban Zoning and tha Apartmant
Boom." p. 1065.
rA Brooks. Exclusionary Zoning. p. 7.
"Large lot and aimilar zoning has also been defended for another
ecological reason-historic preservation. See Marcus. "Exclusionary Zoning," pp. 732-i"Coke and Gargan, Fragmentation In Land Use Planning and
Control, pp. 13-14; Babcock and Bosselman, "Suburban Zoning and the Apartment Boom," p. 1067; Schoenbrod, "Large
Lot Zoning," p. 1421; Williams and Wacks, "Segregalion 01
Residential Areas Along Economic Lines," p. 838.
M See the arguments in Simon v. Needham. 3tl Mass. 560, 42
N.E. 2d 516 (1942).
.. Babcock snd Bosselman, "Suburban Zoning and the Apartment
Boom." p. 1065.
50 Brooks. "Exclusionary Zoning," p. 7.
.. See Babcock and Bosselman. "Suburban Zoning and the Apartment Boom," P. 1065.
51 Schoenbrod,
"Large Lot Zoning," p. 1420; Norman Williams.
"Planning Law and Democratic Living," Law and Contemporery Prob.'ems, Vol. 20, 1955, P 330. Babcock and Bosselman,
"Suburban Zoning and the Apartment Boom." p. 1071. Georga
Sternlieb has called the explicit justification ot exclusionary
zoning the "dance at the seven veils." i.e., attempts to obsecure the lact that the true reason for such zoning is racial
and economic segregation. See the Ne w York Times, Apr. 19,
1971.

suburbs.61 Between 1940 and 1960, suburban

growth rates far outstripped those of central cit-

ies; between 1950 and 1960, the central city rate,

for example, was less than one-fourth the growth
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transient families with no firm interest in their
neighborhood.'"
These
and
other
implicit
objectives "('-as well as the aforementioned explicit justifications-often dictate the pattern of
suburban land use controls as one article conc:uded:
By the simple device of large lot zoning, suburbanites
believe that a municipality can achieve its developmental
goals in a single stroke. The community will be beautiful,
its taxes will be low, and "undesirables" will be kepI out.
Minimum lot-size zoning requirements become the keystone
for the arch, the focus of strong pressures for larger and
larger loIs. an extraordinarily salienl feature of the suburban political process.1Il

But as we shall soon see, exclusionary zoning
has many vocal critics. Before examining the latter's specific charges, we shall first overview national demographic and social trends accompanying the growth of restrictive land use controls.
The Context: Outmigration to the Suburbs:
A discussion of outmigration to the suburbs
follows.
Urban-Surburban Population Shift: Since
1910, cities have been growing at a much slower
rate than have the suburbs; sometimes they have
actually experienced a drop in population. Only
in the first decade of this century, between 1900
and 1910, did the central cities outpace the
suburbs.'lI Between 1940 and 1960, suburban
growth rates far outstripped those of central cities; between 1950 and 1960, the central city rate,
for example, was less than one-fourth the growth
rate of suburban areas. Some cities not only
grew slower than their suburban neighbors, but
in fact declined in population. In the 1950's, population losses were recorded in eight of the 10
largest American cities,"~ including New York,~J
Chicago, Philadelphia, and Detroit.
The 1970 census demonstrates that the
trend continues unabated. In the Nation's standard metropolitan statistical areas, between 1960
and 1970 the central cities' populations increased
by 6 percent while the population of areas outside central cities increased 27 percent.6~ And
as in previous decades, many central cities experienced an absolute decline in population;
"" Babcock and Bosselman, "Suburban Zoning and the Apartment
Boom." pp. 1069-1070 .
" Ibid., p. 1072.
... James Coke and Charles liebman, "Po!itical Values and Population Density Control," Land Economics. Vol. 37. November
1961. p 355.
., U.S. National Commission on Urban Problems. Building rhe
American City, p. 42.
., U.S. PreSident's Committee on Urban Housing, A Decent Home
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1968). p.
136.
., Ibid.
•• U.S. Department at Commerce, Bureau 01 the Census. Number
of Inhabltallts .Un/ted tStates. Summary (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Governmen l'tr;g O.n 10)
971). p. 1-180 (Census Publicalio
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Rochester, N.Y., St. Louis, and Savannah, for ex-

ample, declined 7, 17, and 21 percent, respec-

tively." That the United States has become a pre-

dominantly suburban Nation is borne out by the

1970 census figures, which report 76 million sub-

urbanites as compared to 64 million city dwellers.06

Urban-Suburban Racial Shift: Concomitant

Rochester, N.Y., St. Louis, and Savannah, for example, declined 7, 17, and 21 percent, respectively."" That the United States has become a predominantly suburban Nation is borne out by the
1970 census figures, which report 76 million suburbanites as compared to 64 million city dwellers. o6

to the urban growth lag has been the exodus of

whites from central cities. In 1950, 12 percent of

the central cities' populations was nonwhite; this

increased to 17 percent in 1960, 20 percent in

1966, and 21 percent in 1970.67 And projections

to 1985 indicate that the percent of nonwhite

population will increase to almost 31 percent."8

Urban-Suburban Job Shift: As whites have

fled the cities, so have industries. The result has

been a large increase in the number of jobs in

Urban-Suburban Racial ShHt: Concomitant
to the urban growth lag has been the exodus of
whites from central cities. In 1950, 12 percent of
the central cities' populations was nonwhite; this
increased to 17 percent in 1960, 20 percent in
1966, and 21 percent in 1970. 67 And projections
to 1985 indicate that the percent of nonwhite
population will increase to almost 31 percent. 68

suburban areas while the number of city jobs

has either remained stable or declined. A 1967

study concluded that between 1959 to 1965, in-

dustrial employment in 12 central cities grew by

12 percent; in contrast, employment in adjacent

suburbs increased by 36 percent.69 And the

1970 census shows that during the 1960's, sub-

urbs of the Nation's 15 largest metropolitan

areas gained more than 3 million jobsâan in-

crease of 44 percent. In contrast, central cities

lost 835,000 jobsâa 7 percent decline.70

Alleged Effects of Exclusionary Zoning in a

Period of Urban-Suburban Shift: Many of the ex-

clusionary controls previously discussed were

imposed between 1950 and 1970, a period when

the urban-suburban shifts were most prominent.

The spread of such exclusionary zoning during

Urban-Suburban Job Shift: As whites have
fled the cities, so have industries. The result has
been a large increase in the number of jobs in
suburban areas while the number of city jobs
has either remained stable or declined. A 1967
study concluded that between 1959 to 1965, industrial employment in 12 central cities grew by
12 percent; in contrast, employment in adjacent
suburbs increased by 36 percent. 09 And the
1970 census shows that during the 1960's, suburbs of the Nation's 15 largest metropolitan
areas gained more than 3 million jobs-an increase of 44 percent. In contrast, central cities
lost 835,000 jobs-a 7 percent decline. 70

this particular period has been blamed for exac-

erbating the following problems:

National Housing Problem:71 Exclusionary

zoning, by raising the cost of housing, makes it

more difficult for minority groups, who often

have only moderate incomes, to obtain housing.

Some observers have charged that even middle

class groups in some areas of the country have

been adversely affected by exclusionary land use

controls. One law review article, for example,

Alleged Effects of Exclusionary Zoning In a
Period of Urban-Suburban Shift: Many of the exclusionary controls previously discussed were
imposed between 1950 and 1970, a period when
the urban-suburban shifts were most prominent.
The spread of such exclusionary zoning during
this particular period has been blamed for exacerbating the following problems:

National Housing Problem: 71 Exclusionary
zoning, by raising the cost of housing, makes it
more difficult for minority groups, who often
have only moderate incomes. to obtain housing.
Some observers have charged that even middle
class groups in some areas of the country have
been adversely affected by exclusionary land use
controls. One law review article, for example,
concluded that "exclusionary zoning Is a major
factor in New Jersey's current housing crisis
which affects not only the lower classes ... but
also the greater part of the middle class." 72
Residential Segregation and Polarization:
By creating el1claves of higher priced housing inaccessible to minority group, moderate income
families.'1 exclusionary land use controls in the
suburbs have been cited as a major contributor
to the widening urban-suburban racial schism.
According to one law review article:
[AI closed suburb (through exclusionary zoning) has
and will continue to have a serious effect upon life in our
Nation. This condition is largely responsible for the continuation of a pattern of inner city racial ghettos and slums."

Central City Educational Problems: The
Coleman Report concluded that a major determinant of education quality is the socioeconomic
background of the student body.'5 Inner city
schools, whose enrollments preponderantly comprise minority group and lower income families,
face a Herculean task in instructing such pupils.
Because the central city's increasing racial and
social homogenization can be at least partially
attributed to exclusionary zoning, it has been
charged that such zoning has multiplied the

concluded that "exclusionary zoning is a major

factor in New Jersey's current housing crisis

which affects not only the lower classes . . . but

also the greater part of the middle class." "

Residential Segregation and Polarization:

By creating enclaves of higher priced housing in-

accessible to minority group, moderate income

families,71 exclusionary land use controls in the

suburbs have been cited as a major contributor

to the widening urban-suburban racial schism.

According to one law review article:

[A] closed suburb (through exclusionary zoning) has

and will continue to have a serious effect upon life in our

Nation. This condition is largely responsible for the contin-

uation of a pattern of inner city racial ghettos and slums.14

Central City Educational Problems: The

Coleman Report concluded that a major determi-

nant of education quality is the socioeconomic

background of the student body.75 Inner city

schools, whose enrollments preponderantly com-

prise minority group and lower income families,

face a Herculean task in instructing such pupils.

Because the central city's increasing racial and

"Ibid., pp. 1-18<4, 1-185.
• Thff Nffw York TimffS. Oct. 15, 1972.
"Nstional AdVISOry CommiSSion on Civil Disorders, Report of
the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (New
York, N.Y.: Bantam Books, 1968), p. 250. See also U.S. Nalional Commission on Urban Problems, Building the American
City, p. 43 and U.S. PreSident's Committee on Urban HaUling,
A Decent Home, p. 137.
• PatriCia Hodge and Philip Hauser, The Challenge of America's
Metropolitan Housing Outlook (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968), p. 31 (Research Report No.3,
National Commission on Urban Problems).
.. US. Department 01 Labor. Bureau of Labor Statstics, "The
Decentralization 01 Jobs," Melropolis 1985 (Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday and Co., 1963); Edgar Hoover and Raymond Vernon, Anatomy of a Metropolis (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday
and Co., 1962); Nalional Industrial Conterence Board, Inc.,
Manufacturing Employment by Type 01 Location, An Eumlnalion of Recent Trends (New York, N.Y.: National Industrial
Conterence Board. 1969). For a reviewal the literature on
employment decentralization see Franklin James, Employment
Decentralization. Urban Change and Job Opportunity: A Review 01 the Literature (New BrunswiCk, N.J.: Rutgers University, Center lor Urban Policy Resea rch, 1972) (mlmeo) ,
'" The New York Times, Oct . IS, 1972.

"See Sager, "Tight Little Islands," p. 781; "Segregation and the
SuburbS: Low Income Housing. Zoning and the Fourteenth
Amendment." Iowa Law Review, Vol. 56, June 1971, pp. 1300.
1303; Mary Brooks, Exclusionary ZonIng, ASPO (planning Advisory Service) No. 254, February 1970, p. 24. For a discussion
01 the locational consideration (urban vs. vacant land) In
housing the urban poor, see Anthony Downs. "Housing the
Urban Poor: The Economics of Various Strategies," American
EconomiC Review. Vol. 56, September 1969, p. 648.
""The New Jersey Judiciary's Response to Exclusionary Zoning,"
Rutgers University Law Review. Vol. 25, No.1, Fall 1970, p.
4
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a "The New Jersey Judiciary's R'lsponse to ExclUSionary Zoning."
p. 172; Sager, "Tight Little Islands," p. 781; Robert Freilich
and G. Allen Bass, "ExclUSionary Zoning: Suggested Litigation
Approaches," The Urban Lawyer. Vol. 3, No.1, 1971, p. 245:
Arthur Lazerow. "Discrimi natory Zoni ng: Legal Battleground
of the Seventies." American University Law Review, Vol. 21,
No.1. September 1971, p. 157.
"Frank Alai, Arthur GOldberg, and James White. "Racial and
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Rule?" University of Toledo Law Review. No.1. 1969, p. 74.
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social homogenization can be at least partially

attributed to exclusionary zoning, it has been

charged that such zoning has multiplied the
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problems implicit in educating inner city

youths.78

Minority Group Job Opportunities: Many ln-

dividuals, ranging from former Vice President

Spiro Agnew ;r to NAACP head Percy Button,78

have labeled exclusionary zoning a major stum-

bling block to minority group employment. Their

criticism is based on the assumption that many

minority group members could be employed if

they could only live where there are jobs. Exclu-

sionary zoning, by keeping blacks and other mi-

norities in the cities at the same time that cities

have been losing jobs, is thus seen as a strategy

exacerbating the minority group employment

problem.79 One law review article,80 for exam-

ple, charged that:

Because low cost housing is not widely available in

the suburbs, (as a result of exclusionary zoning) many

inner city workers are confronted with the choice of com-

muting to workâthe expense and inconvenience of which

problems implicit in educating inner city
youths.;';
Minority Group Job Opportunities: Many individuals, ranging from former Vice President
Spiro Agnew;; to NAACP head Percy Sutton,7~
have labeled exclusionary zoning a major stumbling block to minority group employment. Their
criticism is based on the assumption that many
minority group members could be employed if
they could only live where there are jobs. Exclusionary zoning, by keeping blacks and other minorities in the cities at the same time that cities
have been losing jobs, is thus seen as a strategy
exacerbating the minority group employment
problem.;!! One law review article,''' for example, charged that:

may be prohibitiveâor doing without work altogether. This

contributes to the severe problem of unemployment in the

central cities.

Exclusionary Zoning: Other Alleged Effects:

The prevalence of suburban sprawl, almost uni-

versally criticized as an aesthetic blight and as a

spur to the spiraling costs for providing munici-

pal services, has often been attributed to large

lot and other exclusionary zoning devices.81 Ex-

clusionary zoning has also been blamed for ex-

acerbating the cities' fiscal woes by contributing

to the problem of growing urban concentrations

of lower income residents requiring high munici-

pal expenditures.82

" Sager, "Tight Little lslands," p. 790: Notes, "Exclusionary Zon-

ing and Equal Protection," p. 1664; Brooks, Exclusionary

Zoning, p 17; Harold Schulz, "Excluslvism in the Suburbs:

Restrictive Zoning Must Go," Christianity and Crisis, Mar.

30, 1970, p. 56. See also Alfred Lee, "The lmpact of Segre-

gated Housing on Public Schools," Schools and Soclety, Apr.

Because low cost housing is not widely available In
the suburbs. (as a result of exclusionary zoning) many
inner city workers are confronted with the choice of commuting to work-the expense and inconvenience of which
may be prohibitive--Or doing without work altogether. This
contributes to the severe problem of unemployment in the
central cities.

Exclusionary Zoning: Other Alleged Effects:
The prevalence of suburban sprawl. almost universally criticized as an aesthetic blight and as a
spur to the spiraling costs for providing municipal services, has often been attributed to large
lot and other exclusionary zoning devices.~1 Exclusionary zoning has also been blamed for exacerbating the cities' fiscal woes by contributing
to the problem of growing urban concentrations
of lower income residents requiring high municipal expenditures.~~
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Exclusionary Zoning: Legal Arguments,
Evolving Courts' Response, and Reactions
to the Current Courts' Position
The clash between proponents and critics of
exclusionary zoning has often resulted in litigation-in fact, its opponents have relied during
the last decade almost exclusively on such legal
action as a strategy for change. '3
This section briefly examines the legal arguments pro and con; the evolving attitude of the
courts toward exclusionary land use controls and
the reactions to the current position of the
courts.

Legal Arguments Supporting Exclusionary
Zoning: In a landmark decision, Village of Euclid
v. Ambler Realty Co.," the U.S. Supreme Court
declared municipal zoning to be a valid exercise
of the State's police power when such zoning
was necessary for the community's general welfare, Communities have argued that large lot and
comparable zoning is necessary for their general
welfare, i.e" for their fiscal integrity, for stabilizing property values, and for aesthetic and ecological reasons. Communities practicing exclusionary zoning thus have argued for a broad
definition of the general welfare criterion established by Euclid, Such a broad interpretation has
been accepted by many courts for years.
Legal Arguments Against Exclusionary Zoning: Critics of exclusionary zoning have countered
this general welfare justification by stating that it
violates certain constitutional guarantees.
Violation of Equal Protection: The Constitution's Fourteenth Amendment guarantees equal
protection under the law. Within the past 20
years the Supreme Court has expanded the
scope of protection,'" especially in areas affectprocess,~;
and
ing voting,"; the criminal
education," Today legislative action is subject
to two levels of review vis-a-vis equal protection:
a rationality test and a close scrutiny test. 89
"Geoffrey Shields and L. Sanford Spector, "Opening Up t".
Suburbs: Notes on a Movement for Social Change," Yale
Review 0/ Law and Social Actions, Vol. 2, Summer 1972. p.
309
.. 272 U.S 365 (1926).
.. Sager, "Tight lillie Islands," pp. 767-780.
.. See Reynolds v. Sims, 377 US. 533 (196-4); Harper v. Virginia
Board 0/ Elections, 383 U.S. 663 (1966).
., See Douglass v. California, 372 U.S. 353 (1963); Grlftin v. illinois. 351 U.S. 12 (1956); Anders v. Cali/ornia, 386 U.S. 738
(1967).
... See Griffin v. County School Board. 377 U.S 218 (1964); BrowI!
v. Board of Education, 374 U.S. 483 (1954).
.. Freilich an si-.. Bass, " tx.c lusionary Zoning: Suggestad litigation
Approach'e.!l rlg~ !5I a i34,
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The rationality standard, typically applied

when economic regulations are under attack,90

requires that the classification drawn by the leg-

islation bear a reasonable relation to the permis-

sible State objective. The close scrutiny stand-

ard, applied when legislative classifications are

drawn along constitutionally suspect linesâe.g.,

race, or, when they jeopardize a particularly fa-

vored right, e.g., educationârequires that there

be a compelling need for the legislative classifi-

cation.91 Many critics of exclusionary zoning

have alleged that such zoning, when subjected

to the close scrutiny test, falls short on all of

this test's criteria. Hence, they argue, such zon-

ing allegedly violates the equal protection

clause.92

Violation of Right to Travel: Although there

is no explicit constitutional guarantee of the right

to travel,93 recent decisions94 have considered

such a right to be implicit in certain explicit con-

stitutional guarantees and clauses, e.g., the com-

merce clause. It is alleged that exclusionary zon-

ing, by restricting low and moderate income

housing, violates the freedom to reside freely

within a desired Stateâa right that is implicit in

the constitutional guarantee of the right to

travel.95 Â»

""Constitutional LawâEqual Protection ZoningâSnob Zoning,"

pp. 342-343.

11 Ibid., p. 344.

"The specifics of how exclusionary zoning violates the due

process clause has been interpreted in numerous ways. And

there have also been differences In opinion concerning the

The rationality standard, typically applied
when economic regulations are under attack,SO
requires that the classification drawn by the legislation bear a reasonable relation to the permissible State objective. The close scrutiny standard, applied when legislative classifications are
drawn along constitutionally suspect lines-e.g.,
race, or, when they jeopardize a particularly favored right, e.g., education-requires that there
be a compelling need for the legislative classification. 91 Many critics of exclusionary zoning
have alleged that such zoning, when subjected
to the close scrutiny test, falls short on all of
this test's criteria. Hence, they argue, such zoning allegedly violates the equal protection
clause.~2

Vlol.tlon of Right to Tra"el: Although there
is no explicit constitutional guarantee of the right
to travel,D3 recent decisions"~ have considered
such a right to be implicit in certain explicit constitutional guarantees and clauses, e.g., the commerce clause. It is alleged that exclusionary zoning, by restricting low and moderate income
housing, violates the freedom to reside freely
within a desired State-a right that is implicit in
the constitutional guarantee of the right to
travel. 95
~

likelihood that the courts will overturn exclusionary zoning on

the grounds that such land use controls do not afford equal

protection. See Sager, "Tight Little Island"; "Exclusionary

Zoning and Equal Protection," pp. 1649-1670: Freilich and

Bass, "Exclusionary Zoning: Suggested Litigation Approaches,"

pp. 347-361; Williams and Norman, "Exclusionary Land Use

Control," pp. 732 :-; Comments, "A Survey of the Judicial

Response to Exclusionary Zoning," Syracuse taw Review, Vol.

22, No. 2, 1971, pp. 577; Brooks, Exclusionary Zoning, p. 14;

"State Police PowerâZoningâValidity of Local Ordinances

Depends on Consideration of Regional Not Merely Local

General Welfare," VandeibiH Law Review, Vol. 25. No. 2,

March 1972, pp. 468-469; "The Constitutionality of Local Zon-

ing," Ytle Law Journal, Vol. 79, No. 5, April 1970. pp. 896-917;

Norman Williams. Jr., Tatyana Doughty, R. William Pot-

tar, "The Strategy of Exclusionary Zoning: Towards What

Rationale and What Remedy?" Land Use Controls Annual,

1972, pp. 77-f-; Richard Cutler, "Legality of Zoning to Exclude

the Poor: A Preliminary Analysis of Evolving Law," Brooklyn

Law Review, Vol. 37, No. 3, Spring 1971. pp. 496-499.

"See Aloi and Goldberg, "Racial and Economic Exclusionary

Zoning," pp. 3- ; and Freilich and Bass, "Exclusionary Zon-

ing: Suggested Litigation Approaches," p. 361.

"Scftapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 616 (1969); Edwards v. Call-

torn/a, 314 U.S. 160 (1941).

"See sources cited in footnote 93 and "Exclusionary Zoning and

the Problem In Black Jack: A Denial of Housing to Whom,"

St. Louis University Law Journal, Vol. 16, 1971, p. 307. For â¢

discussion of the possible serious consequences of exclu-

sionary zoning being ruled unconstitutional as violating the

right to travel see Williams, Doughty, and Potter, "The Stra-

tegy of Exclusionary Zoning" (mimeo), p. 30.

Violation of the Supremacy Clause: Recent

Federal programs, e.g., Section 236 of the 1968

.. "Constitutional Law-Equal Protection Zonlng-5nob Zoning."
pp, 342-343,
•• Ibid" p. 3«,
n The specifics of how exclusionary zoning violates the due
process clause has been interpreted in numerous ways. And
there have also been differences In opinion concerning the
likelihood that the courts will overturn exclusionary zoning on
the grounds that such land use controls do not afford equal
protection, See Sager. "Tight Little laland"; "Exclusionary
Zoning and Equal Protection," pp. 1649-1670; Freilich and
B.... "Exclusionary Zoning: Suggested Litigation Approaches,"
pp, 347-361; Williams and Norman, "Exclusionary Lend Use
Control," pp. 732+; Comments, "A Survey of the Judicial
Responle to Exclulionary Zoning," Syracuse Law Review, Vol.
22, No.2, 1971, pp, 577; Brooks, Exclusionary Zoning, p, 14;
"State Police Power-Zoning-Validity of Local Ordinancea
Depend. on Con.lderatlon 01 Regional Not Merety Local
General Welfare." Vanderbilt Law Review, Vol. 25, No.2,
March 1972, pp. 46~69; "The Constitutionality of Local Zoning," Yale Law Journal. Vol. 79, No, 5, April 1970, pp, 896-917;
Norman Williams, Jr., Tatyana Doughty, R. William Potter, "The Strategy 01 Exclusionary Zoning: Towards What
Rationale and What Remedy?" Land Use Controls Annual,
1972, pp, 77+; Richard Cutler. "Legality 01 Zoning to Exclude
the Poor: A Preliminary Analysis of Evolving Law," Brooklyn
Llw Review. Vol. 37. No, 3. Spring 1971, pp. 496-499.
n See Aloi and Goldberg, "RaclI!!1 and Economic ExclUSionary
Zoning," pp, 3+; and Freilich and Bass, "Exclusionary Zoning Suggested Litigation Approaches," p. 361.
H Schaprro v. Thompson,
394 U.S. 618 (1969); Edwards v. Cal/fornla, 314 U,S 160 (1941)
• See lourcel cited in footnote 93 and "Exclusionary Zoning and
the Problem In Black Jack: A Denial of Housing to Whom,"
Sr. Louis University Law Journal, Vol. 16, 1971, p. 307, For a
d,.cu.. ion of the possible serious consequences of exclulionary zoning being ruled unconstitutional as violating the
right to travel see Williams, Doughty, and Potter, "Tl\e St rategy 01 EXClusionary Zo nihg " (mim eo). p . 30.

Violation of the Supremacy Clause: Recent
Federal programs, e.g., Section 236 of the 1968
Housing Act, have been enacted to encourage
the construction of low and moderate income
housing. The construction of such housing, however, has been thwarted by communities enacting exclusionary zoning statutes. Observers have
alleged, then, that to the extent that these Federal programs are impeded by exclusionary
zoning, there has been an encroachment upon
the Federal Government's power by localities;
such encroachment is unlawful under the Constitution's supremacy clause. 96
Violation of the Due Process Clause: Exclusionary zoning may depress the value of a property. A plot of land zoned for single family
house, for example, may be worth less than if it
were zoned for multifamily construction. Because
of its depressive effect, such zoning has been attacked as unconstitutional, like taking property
without due process. s ;
Violation of the "General Welfare" Requirement: Zoning, from both a statutory and constitutional perspective, is lawful only if it serves the
"general welfare." Critics of exclusionary zoning
have charged that it is unlawful in that it serves
only the community's parochial interest at the
expense of the general welfare. One recent article stated this argument as follows: 9~
The "general welfare" is thus both a statutory and
constitutional concept in zoning . . . . If the notion of promoting the general welfare is to have any meaning in the
context of contemporary metropolitan development, the pro.. Local exclusionary zoning's encroachment upon the Federal
Government power has been described by the National Committee
Against
Discrimination
in
Housing
as
follows:
The power of suburban governments to block residency by
low and moderate income families effectively reduces Federal
guarantees of open housing to an empty right for the bulk of
America's minority families, This suburban power, likewise,
largely frustrates the HOUSing and Urban Development Act of
1968, Since ita goals of building an average of 2.6 million
homes annually for the next ten years can be achieved only
through massive construction on open land in outlying localities. Land-locked central cities, especially their overcrowded
ghetto areas, can accommodate only a relat.vely small portion of this annual volume of urgently needed housing, In
addition to 8pace limitations, build.ng progress in central
cities Is tortUOUSly slow because of relocation problems, clearance of buildings, high-rise construction. and other conditions which impede rebuilding
See National Committee on Discrimination In Housing,
"NCDH Program Identification and Research to End Exclusionary Land-Use Controls and Other Regulatory Devices
which Block HOUSIng for Low and Moderate Income Families
in the Suburbs," April 1969, p, 3, Cited in Brooks, Exclusionary Zoning, p. 15. See also Marcus, "Exclusionary Zoning:
The Need for a Regional Planning Context," p. 736,
., Brooks. Exclusionary Zoning, p, 15; "State Police Power ZonIng-Validity of Local Ordinance," p. 468; Marcus, "Exclusionary ZOning: The Need lor a Regional Planning Context," p.
736,

.. Williams, Dou
Zoni r.l
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Housing Act, have been enacted to encourage

the construction of low and moderate income

housing. The construction of such housing, how-
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vision of substantial new housing (especially inexpensive

housing) is clearly one of its most important aspects. ln

this context, it does not involve a major stepâassuming

appropriate plaintiffs are present who can raise the issue

âto expand the notion of municipal responsibility to in-

clude a share of regional housing need. Under this theory

then (exclusionary) restrictions may be held not to conform

to the general welfare requirement as set forth in the ena-

bling law or in general constitutional law.

vision of substantial new housing (especially inexpensive
housing) is clearly one of its most important aspects. In
this context, it does not involve a major step-assuming
appropriate plaintiffs are present who can raise the issue
-to expand the notion of municipal responsibility to include a share of regional housing need. Under this theory
then (exclusionary) restrictions may be held not to conform
to the general welfare requirement as set forth in the enabling law or in general constitutional law.

0'

Violation of the Civil Rights Act: lt also has

sometimes been alleged that because exclusion-

ary zoning severely restricts the housing choices

open to black Americans, it violates the 1968

Civil Rights Act as well as earlier Civil Rights

Acts, e.g., the 1964 Act.'J0 Suits against exclu-

sionary zoning on the grounds of Civil Rights Act

violations 100 have been brought, but various

commentators have questioned the viability of

such a strategy.101

Exclusionary Zoning: Evolution of the Court1s

Attitude

Violation
the Civil Rights Act: It also has
sometimes been alleged that because exclusionary zoning severely restricts the housing choices
open to black Americans, it violates the 1968
Civil Rights Act as well as earlier Civil Rights
Acts, e,g., the 1964 Act."" Suits against exclusionary zoning on the grounds of Civil Rights Act
violations Ion have been brought, but various
commentators have questioned the viability of
such a strategy.IOI

For many years, the legal arguments of

communities practicing exclusionary zoning were

upheld by the courts. Recently, however, the

courts' attitude has been much more sympathetic

Exclusionary Zoning: Evolution of the Court's
Attitude

to the critics of such zoning. The courts' position

toward zoning in general, and exclusionary zon-

ing in particular, has gone through four stages

which can be labeled as pre-Euclid, Euclid, and

two stages of post-Euclid decisions.

Pre-Euclid: ln the early 1900's, a laissez-

faire attitude toward land use prevailed.102

Courts, adhering to the belief that the private

property owner's rights had to be protected,

often declared zoning ordinances unconstitu-

tional."" When courts did allow zoning statutes

to stand, they did so only when such ordinances

were clearly necessary to protect the public's

health, safety, morals, or material welfare.

During the 1920's, as previously noted, the

number of cities enacting zoning ordinances

mushroomed. During this period, many State

courts, reversing their previous stand, declared

these zoning statutes constitutional.104 They fre-

quently held that zoning was justified by the

State's police powerâa power that they felt

could and should be construed as a positive and

For many years, the legal arguments of
communities practicing exclusionary zoning were
upheld by the courts. Recently, however, the
courts' attitude has been much more sympathetic
to the critics of such zoning. The courts' position
toward zoning in general, and exclusionary zoning in particular, has gone through four stages
which can be labeled as pre-Euclid, Euclid, and
two stages of post-Euclid decisions,
Pre-Euclid: In the early 1900's, a laissezfaire attitude toward land use prevailed.!O~
Courts, adhering to the belief that the private
property owner's rights had to be protected,
often declared zoning ordinances unconstitutionaIY" When courts did allow zoning statutes
to stand, they did so only when such ordinances
were clearly necessary to protect the public's
health, safety, morals, or material welfare,

affirmative force to promote the general welfare,

and not merely as a suppressor of offensive or

harmful property uses.10-"' But despite the grow-

ing acceptance of zoning by State courts, a legal

cloud hovered over local zoning ordinances until

1926,100 when the United States Supreme Court

declared zoning constitutional.

Euclid: The Decision and lts lmpact: The

Euclid v. Ambler case involved a challenge of

Euclid's (Ohio) zoning ordinance, which re-

stricted the use of land, and established mini-

mum lot sizes and maximum building heights in

designated zones. The district court ruled that

Euclid's zoning statute was unconstitutional be-

cause it had the effect of taking property without

due process. ln language remarkably similar to

current decisions condemning exclusionary zon-

ing, the court held that "the true object" of the

(zoning) ordinance in question was to place all

.. See u.s. Presiden!"s Committee on Urban HoUSing. Technical
Studies. p. 390; Aloi and Goldberg, "Racial and Economic
Exclusionary Zoning," pp. 3+: Chester Johnson, "Exclusionary Zoning: Damage Actions Under the Civil Rights Act,"
Law and tha Social Order-Arizona State University Law
Journal. NO.3. 1971, pp. 578-587: "Exclusionary Zoning and
the Problem in Black JaCk." p. 312.
". Some zoning suits brought under the Civil Rights Act have
included Urban Developers v. City 01 Tempe. Cor. No. 70-373
(D. Ariz. filed June 29, 1970): Dalley v, City of Lawton, 296
F. Supp 266 (W. 0, Ok'l. 1969). olf'd., 425 F. 2d 1037 (10th
Clr. 1970) and other suits. See Johnson. "ExclUSionary Zoning: Damages Under the Civil Rights Act," PP. 538-543,
'01 See supra footnote 99.
"" "Suburban Apartment Zoning: Legality and Technique," Boston College Industriat and CommerCIal Law Review. Vol. 12.
1971, p. 956.
"'" Calvo v. City 01 New Orleans, 136 La. 480. 67 So. 338 (1915):
People ex rei Frlent v. City 01 Chicago. 261 III. 16, 103 N.E.
609 (1913).

come or situation in life.107 The Supreme Court,

however, overruled this decision; it declared Eu-

[I)t is not meant by this (decision), however, to exclude the possibility of cases where the general public interest would so far outweigh the interest 01 the municipality
that the municipality would not be allowed to stand in the
way.'"
,,,' Mil/er v. Board of PUb. Works, 195 Cal. 477, 485. 2~, p. 381.
384 (1925): In reo Wolfsohn v. Burden, 214 N.Y. 288. 150 N.E.
120 120 (1925).
, .., "Suburban Apartment Zoning." pp. 957-958.
100 The Supreme Court in Buchanan v. Warley. 245 US. 60 (1917)
declared raCially tinged zoning to be unconstitutional. but it
could only Indirectly be Inferred from this deciSion that zoning
that was nol racially motivated was constitutlonal.
'''' Ambler Realty Co. v. Village of Eucl/d, 297 F. 307 (N.D. OhiO
1924).
,,,' 272 U.S. 365 (1926) at 390. See Comment. "The Equal Protection Clause: A Single-Edged Sword for the Gordian Knot of
Exclusionary Zoning," University 01 Missouri-Kansas City Lllw
Revrew, Vol. 40, No.1. Autumn 1971, p. 20: "The Battle for
Apartments in Benign Suburbia: A Case ot Judicial Lathargy."
p. 301: Michael Holmes, "Removing the Bar of ExclUSionary
Zoning to a Decent Home," Ohio Siale Law Journal, Vol. 32,
1971.' pp. (' 83::-~e,4' /. !,-"¥!J,Q
"Excluslonary Zoning from
a
Regional Prosp . :HJ , rp."24
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property in a strait jacket and trta,t it would seg-

regate Euclid's population according to their in-

During the 1920's, as previously noted, the
number of cities enacting zoning ordinances
mushroomed. During this period, many State
courts, reversing their previous stand, declared
these zoning statutes constitutional.lO-f They frequently held that zoning was justified by the
State's police power-a power that they felt
could and should be construed as a positive and
affirmative force to promote the general welfare,
and not merely as a suppressor of offensive or
harmful property usesyl~' But despite the growing acceptance of zoning by State courts, a legal
cloud hovered over local zoning ordinances until
1926,11>'; when the United States Supreme Court
declared zoning constitutional.
Euclid: The Decision and Its Impact: The
Euclid v. Ambler case involved a challenge of
Euclid's (Ohio) zoning ordinance, which restricted the use of land, and established minimum lot sizes and maximum building heights in
designated zones. The district court ruled that
Euclid's zoning statute was unconstitutional because it had the effect of taking property without
due process. In language remarkably similar to
current decisions condemning exclusionary zoning, the court held that "the true object" of the
(zoning) ordinance in question was to place all
property in a strait jacket and t"'1t .it would segregate Euclid's population according to their income or situation in life. I", The Supreme Court,
however, overruled this decision; it declared Euclid's zoning ordinance constitutional, stating
that it was justifiable under the State's police
power as a necessary measure for the public's
general welfare.
However, the Euclid decision did not give
local zoning advocates carte blanche; it specifically stated that:
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But Euclid's guarded affirmation of zoning was

almost totally ignored; instead, the decision was

viewed as removing any legal question regarding

local zoning's constitutionality. Specifically, Eu-

clid and a similar 1928 Supreme Court decision,

Nectow v. City of Cambridge,1â¢ were inter-

preted as a virtually absolute upholding of zon-

ing ordinances as a valid exercise of the State's

police power. Both decisions were also inter-

preted as giving zoning statutes a presumption

of validity110 so that such ordinances could be

challenged only if they were shown to be clearly

arbitrary and unreasonable.

Post-Euclid I: Strong Affirmation of Zoning:

Following Euclid, many municipalities enacted

exclusionary zoning statutes. Although many of

these ordinances were challenged by owners

and developers of the restrictively zoned land,

the controls were almost universally upheld by

the courts.111

Minimum Lot Area Regulations Upheld: In

Simon v. Town of Needham,"- the Massachu-

setts Supreme Court, in upholding a zoning stat-

ute establishing a 1-acre minimum lot size, rea-

soned that a large lot size requirement was

needed for the public's health and safety and

thus was a reasonable exercise of the State po-

lice power. ThÂ» court described the advantages

of large minimum lots in glowing terms, stating

that:113

The Needham decision was not unique;

scores of other courts similarly upheld large

minimum lot sizes.111 The court in Bilbar Con-

struction Company v. Board of Adjustment115

upheld a one-half acre minimum lot size. A Con-

But Euclid's guarded affirmation of zoning was
almost totally ignored; instead, the decision was
viewed as removing any legal question regarding
local zoning's constitutionality. Specifically, Euclid and a similar 1928 Supreme Court decision,
Nectow v. City of Cambridge, 1011 were interpreted as a virtually absolute upholding of zoning ordinances as a valid exercise of the State's
police power. Both decisions were also interpreted as giving zoning statutes a presumption
of validity 110 so that such ordinances could be
challenged only if they were shown to be clearly
arbitrary and unreasonable.
Post-Euclid I: Strong Affirmation of Zoning:
Following Euclid, many municipalities enacted
exclusionary zoning statutes. Although many of
these ordinances were challenged by owners
and developers of the restrictively zoned land,
the controls were almost universally upheld by
the cou rts.ll I
Minimum Lot Area Regulations Upheld: In
Simon v. Town of Needham,l1~ the Massachusetts Supreme Court, in upholding a zoning statute establishing a 1-acre minimum lot size, reasoned that a large lot size requirement was
needed for the public's health and safety and
thus was a reasonable exercise of the State police power. The court described the advantages
of large minimum lots in glowing terms, stating
that: 113

The Needham decision was not unique;
scores of other courts similarly upheld large
minimum lot sizes. ll' The court in Bi/bar Construction Company v. Board of Adjustment m
upheld a one-half acre minimum lot size. A Connecticut decision, Senior v, Zoning Commission
of the Town of New Canaan,116 upheld a zoning
statute that established a 2-acre minimum lot
size. Many courts have even upheld extremely
large minimum lot sizes; both an Illinois 117 and
a New Jersey m court, for example, have upheld the legality of zoning ordinances requiring a
5-acre minimum lot size.
Minimum Floor Area Regulations Upheld:
For years many courts declared that minimum
floor area ordinances were an unreasonable 119
exercise of the police power. But their position
began to change in the post-World War II period,
when they almost uniformly started accepting
such local requirements.
The New Jersey Supreme Court landmark
decision, Lionshead Lake, Inc. v. Wayne Township,l~n for example, declared that Wayne Township's minimum floor area requirements (ranging
from over 700 to 1,200 square feet) were constitutional. The court reasoned that these requirements were needed to protect the public's general welfare. 121
The Lionshead Lake case was not
unique,l2~ As suburban development acceler-

The advantages enjoyed by those living in onefamily dwellings located upon an acre lot might be thought
to exceed those possessed by persons living upon a lot of
ten thousand square feet. More freedom from noise and
traffic might result. The danger from fire from outside
sources might be reduced. A better opportunity for rest and
relaxation might be afforded. Greater facilities for children
to play on the premises and not in the street would be
available.

"4 Appeal 01 Blackstone, 38 Del. 230, 190 A. 597 (1937); R. B.

necticut decision, Senior v. Zoning Commission

of the Town of New Canaan,118 upheld a zoning

statute that established a 2-acre minimum lot

size. Many courts have even upheld extremely

large minimum lot sizes; both an Illinois 117 and

a New Jersey n" court, for example, have up-

held the legality of zoning ordinances requiring a

5-acre minimum lot size.

Minimum Floor Area Regulations Upheld:

For years many courts declared that minimum

floor area ordinances were an unreasonable 119

exercise of the police power. But their position

began to change in the post-World War II period,

when they almost uniformly started accepting

such local requirements.

The New Jersey Supreme Court landmark

decision, Lionshead Lake, Inc. v. Wayne Town-

ship,120 for example, declared that Wayne Town-

ship's minimum floor area requirements (ranging

from over 700 to 1,200 square feet) were consti-

tutional. The court reasoned that these require-

ments were needed to protect the public's gen-

eral welfare.121

The Lionshead Lake case was not

unique.122 As suburban development acceler-

. . . The advantages enjoyed by those living in one-

family dwellings located upon an acre lot might be thought

to exceed those possessed by persons living upon a lot of

ten thousand square feet. More freedom from noise and

traffic might result. The danger from fire from outside

sources might be reduced. A better opportunity for rest and

relaxation might be afforded. Greater facilities for children

to play on the premises and not in the street would be

available.

Â»Â»277 U.S. 183 (1928).

""277 U.S. 183 (1928).
,. "Exclulionary Zoning and Equal Protection," p. 1674-1648;
Holman, "Removing the Bar of Exclusionary Zoning to a
Decent Home,'" P. 381; "Segregation and the Suburbs,'" pp.
1304-1305; Ger.ld Fisher, "'The General PubliC Interest vs.
The Presumption of Zoning Ordinance Validity: A Deb.table
Question. '" Journal 01 Urban Law, Vol. 50, No. I, August
19n, p. 132; '"State Police Power-Zoning-Valldlty ot Local
Ordinance Depends on Consider.tlon 01 Region.l. Not Merely
Local. General Wellare,'" Vanderbilt lllw Rel/iew, Vol. 25,
1972, pp. 468+; "State Police Power-Zonlng-Validlty ot
Local Ordinance Depends on ConSideration 01 Regional Not
Merely Loc.1 General Welfare,'" p. 467; Mayse, '"The Responsibility 01 Loc.1 Zoning Authorities to Nonresident Indigents,"
p. 779.
m It Is difficult to pinpoint why courts lor so many years upheld
exclusion.ry 2lOning controll. Many commentators. though,
have .ttrlbuted this wide ecceptance to the lact that zoning
wu and is considered one 01 the most powerlul local powers
.nd hence courts were extremely hesit.nt to restrict a power
considered essential tor local home rule. See Brooks. Excluslon.ry Zoning, p. 6; Cutler, "Legality ot Zoning to Exclude
the Poor.'" p. 487.
112 311 Mass. 560, 42 N.E. 2d 516 (1942).
1113111.4.... at 565~68, ~. E . 2nd .t 519.

Construction Co. v. Jackson, 152 Md. 671, 137 A. 278 (1927);
Demars v. Zoning Commission, 142 Conn. 580, 115 A. 2nd
653 (1955); Dillard v. Village 0/ No. Hills, 276 App. Dlv. 969,
94 N.V.S. 2nd 715 (1950). See also Comments, "A Survey 01
the Judicial Responses to Exclusionary Zoning," Syrllcuae
Law Review, Vol. 22, No.2, 1971, pp. 53~48; "Zoning Law
In Michigan and New Jersey: A Comparative Study," MichIgan Law Rel/iew, Vol. 63, No.7, May 1965, pp. 1191-1192;
William Bowe. "Regional Planning versus Decentralized Land
U.e Controla: Planning tor the Megalopolis," DeP.ul L.w
ReI/lew, Vol. 18, 1968-1969, pp. 150-154.
110 393 Pa. 62, 141 A. 2d 851 (1950).
""146 Conn. 531, 153 A. 2d 415 (1959). cert. denied, 363 U.S.
143 (1968).
", Honeck v. County 01 Cook, 12 III. 2d 257, 146 N.W. 2d 35
(1957).
118 Fisher v. Bedminster Township, 11 N.J. 194, 93 A. 2d 378 (1952).
III Frlschkorn Const. Co. v. Lambert, 315 Mich. 556, 24 N.W. 2d
209 (1946); Sene/sky v. City 0/ Huntington Woods, 307 Mich.
738, 12 N.W. 2d 387 (1943); Brookdale Homes Inc. v. Johnson,
123 N.J.L. 602, 10 A. 2d 473 (1940), a"d 126 N.J.L. 516, 19 A.
2d 868 (1941). See Lazerow, "Discriminatory Zoning: Legal
Battleground of the Seventies," pp. 162-163.
uo 10 N.J. 165, 89 A. 2d 693 (1952).
12' For discussions 01 the decision see Charles Haar, "Zoning lor
Minimum Standards: The Wayne Township Case," Harl/ard
Law ReI/lew, Vol. 67, 1954, PP. 986+; Ch.rles H.ar, "Wayne
Township: Zoning lor Whom? In Brlet Reply," Harvard
Law Rel/iew, Vol. 67, 1954, pp. 986+; Williams .nd Wacks,
"Segregation ot ReSidential Areas A.long Economic Lines,"
pp. 827-847.
1tl DeMars v. Zoning Comm'n., 142, Comm. 580, 115 A. 2d 653
(1955); Konvltz v. Board 0/ County Commr's., 180 K.n. 230,
303 P. 2d 180 (1956). Also see cases cited in loot notes 123
to 125 su ~ ci [Ii g
"A Survey 01 the Judicial Responses t E _fus i£>na ,l)) Zoning," pp. 551-553.
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ated in the post-World War II period,123 many

other courts upheld the constitutionality of mini-

mum floor area ordinances. The Nebraska Su-

preme Court in Dundee Realty Co. v. Omaha,1-*

for example, declared that a 1,200-square foot

minimum floor area was constitutional because it

was needed for the public's safety, for maintain-

ing local property values, and because of es-

thetic consideration. Similarly, a Texas decision,

Thompson v. Carrollton,12* upheld an ordinance

requiring a 900-square foot minimum floor area,

and a New York decision, Flower Hill Building

Corp. v. Village of Flower Hill,"9 declared that

an 1,800-square foot minimum floor area require-

ment was constitutional.

Exclusion or Restriction of Multiple Dwell-

ings Upheld: A judicial hostility to multiple-family

housing can be traced to the Euclid decision,

wherein Justice Sutherland, writing for the ma-

jority, stated that multiple dwellings were often a

"mere parasite" 127 and that with the construc-

tion of such housing "the residential character of

the neighborhood and its desirability as a place

of detached residence are utterly destroyed." "8

Scores of decisions 1=0 have since upheld local

communities' exclusion and restriction of multi-

ple-family housing, contending that such housing

was "productive of disease, dirt, noise, fire and

congestion." 13Â°

Other Exclusionary Devices Upheld: In the

years following the Euclid decision, many courts

have upheld the constitutionality of exclusionary

zoning controls other than those discussed

above. The New Jersey Supreme Court in Vikers

v. Township of Gloucester, for example, upheld a

local ordinance prohibiting trailer camps."1 And

courts have frequently allowed local communities

to adopt secondary exclusionary devices,132 e.g.,

setback requirements,133 height regulations,13* and

architectural controls. The court in State ex. re/

Save/and Park Holding Company v. Willand,"*

ated in the post-World War " period,123 many
other courts upheld the constitutionality of minimum floor area ordinances. The Nebraska Supreme Court in Dundee Realty Co. v. Omaha,1~4
for example, declared that a 1,200-square foot
minimum floor area was constitutional because it
was needed for the public's safety, for maintaining local property values, and because of esthetic consideration. Similarly, a Texas decision,
Thompson v. Carrollton,125 upheld an ordinance
requiring a 900-square foot minimum floor area,
and a New York decision, Flower Hill Building
Corp. v. Village of Flower HiII,12G declared that
an 1,800-square foot minimum floor area requirement was constitutional.
Exclusion or Restriction ot Multiple DwellIngs Upheld: A judicial hostility to multiple-family
housing can be traced to the Euclid decision,
wherein Justice Sutherland, writing for the majority, stated that multiple dwellings were often a
"mere parasite" 1~7 and that with the construction of such housing "the residential character of
the neighborhood and its desirability as a place
of detached residence are utterly destroyed." m
Scores of decisions 129 have since upheld local
communities' exclusion and restriction of multiple-family housing, contending that such housing
was "productive of disease, dirt, noise, fire and
congestion." 1:10
Other Exclusionary Devices Upheld: In the
years following the Euclid decision, many courts
have upheld the constitutionality of exclusionary
zoning controls other than those discussed
above. The New Jersey Supreme Court in Vikers
v. Township of Gloucester, for example, upheld a

local ordinance prohibiting trailer camps.l31 And
courts have frequently allowed local communities
to adopt secondary exclusionary devices, 132 e.g.,
setback requirements,· ~3 height regulations,l34 and
architectural controls. The court in State ex. reI
Saveland Park Holding Company v. Wi/land,m
for example, uphe'd the legality of an ordinance
providing that new structures could not be at
variance with the exterior architectural appearance
of existing houses.
Post-Euclid II: Exclusionary Zoning Challenged As Judicial Approach Modifies: During
the 1960's, many courts began to modify their
strong defense of exclusionary zoning. Numerous
courts placed restrictions on when and where
exclusionary controls could be applied; some
even declared that certain controls could not be
applied at all. The changing judicial attitude,
however, did not constitute a new line of legal
thinking, because even among the strong proexclusionary rulings cited above, there were often
articulate and vigorous dissents.
Judge Hall' in the Vickers v. Gloucester
Township decision, for example, dissented from
the majority, stating:

''''' Even in the post World War II period courts did not unanl·
mously uphold minimum floor area zoning. See Elizabeth
Lake Estates v. Township of Waterford, 317 Mich. 359, 26
N.W. 2d 788 (1947); Senefsky v. Lawler, 307 Mich. 728, 12
NW. 387 (1943).
u< 144 Neb. 448. 13 N.W. 2d 634 (1944).
= 211 SW. 2d 970 (Tex. Cir. App. 1948).
ue 199 Misc. 344, 100 N.Y.S. 2d 903 (Sup. Ct., Sp. Term. Nassau
Co. 1950).
'21 272 U.S. 365 (1926) at 394, Cited in "The Battle tor Apartment.
in Benign Suburbia," p. 346.
"'" Ibid.
"" Ml/ler v. Board 01 Public Works, 195 Cal. 477, 234 P. 381
(1925); Minkus v. Pond, 236 III. 467, 158 N.E. 121 (1927);
Wollsohn v. Burden, 241 N.Y. 288, 150 N.E. 120 (1925); Sui·
livan v. Anglo-American Investment Trust Inc .. 89 N.H. 112,
116, 193 All. 225, 227 (1937); City 01 Bismark v. Hughes, 53
N.D. 838, 208 NW. 711 (1926).
,:>3 See Comments, "A Survey ot JudiCial Responses to Exclusion·
ary Zonln9," p. 555; Babcock and Bosselman, "Suburban
Zoning and the Apartment Boom," pp. 1073-1074; lor dis·
senting opinions against the restriction on exclusion ot multitamlly hOUSing. See City 01 Youngstown v. Kahn Brothers
Bldg. Co., 112 Ohio SI. 654, 662~3 148 N.E. 842, 844-845
(1925); Bjork v. Safford, 333 III. 255, 164 N.E. 699 (1928);
ciled in Comments, "A Survey of the Judicial Responses to
Exclusionary Zoning." p. 556.

Similarly, the minority opinion in the Lionshead
Lake decision declared that a zoning amendment
that can produce this effect (precluding individuals in the $8,600 to $12,000 income bracket

for example, uphe'd the legality of an ordinance

In my opinion, legitimate use of the zoning power by
such municipalities does not encompass" the right to erect
barricades on their boundaries through exclusion or too
tight restriction of uses where the real purpose is to prevent feared disruption with a so-called chosen way of life.
Nor does it encompass provisions designed to let in 8S
new residents only certain kinds of people, or those who
can afford to live in favored kinds of housing, or to keep
down tax bills of present property owners. When one of the
above is a true situation, deeper considerations intrinsic in
a free society gain the ascendancy and courts must not be
hesitant to strike down purely selfish and undemocratic
zoning enactments.'·

providing that new structures could not be at

variance with the exterior architectural appearance

of existing houses.

Post-Euclid II: Exclusionary Zoning Chal-

lenged As Judicial Approach Modifies: During

the 1960's, many courts began to modify their

strong defense of exclusionary zoning. Numerous

courts placed restrictions on when and where

exclusionary controls could be applied; some

even declared that certain controls could not be

applied at all. The changing judicial attitude,

however, did not constitute a new line of legal

thinking, because even among the strong pro-

exclusionary rulings cited above, there were often

articulate and vigorous dissents.

Judge Hall in the Vickers v. Gloucester

Township decision, for example, dissented from

the majority, stating:

In my opinion, legitimate use of the zoning power by

such municipalities does not encompass, the right to erect

barricades on their boundaries through exclusion or too

tight restriction of uses where the real purpose is to pre-

vent feared disruption with a so-called chosen way of life.

37 N.J. 232. 181 A. 2d 129 (1962); cert. denied, 371, U.S. 233
(1963).
III See Comments.
"A Survey 01 the Judicial Responses to E~·
c1usionary Zoning," pp. 557-562.
III See Goreib v. Fox. 274 U.S. 603 (1927); Preoll v. MesSftr, 112
Ohio SI. 628, 149 N.E. 30 (1925); Thille v. Board of Pub.
Works, 82 Cal. App. 187, 255 P. 294 (1927); Richard v.
Zoning Bd. 01 Appea.'s. 285 App. Div. 287, 137 N.Y.S. 2d
603 (2d Dep·1. 1955). See supra loot note 131, pp. 556-560.
," Welch v. Swassey, 193 Mass. 364, 79 N.E. 745 (1907) af/'d, 214
U.S. 91 (1909); Tol/alerro v. So/zer. 162 Cal. App. 2d 685, 328
P. 2d 799 (1958); Michigan Lake Building Corp. v. Hamilton,
340 III. 284, 172 N.E. 70 (1930); Bay Harbor Islands v. Burk,
114 So. 2d 225 (Fla. 1959), See supra loot note 131, pp.
560-561.
I» 269 Wis. 262, 69 NW. 2d 219, cert. danled, 350 U.S. 841
IJl

(1955).
r,"
,"" See supra 1c..o,1 b
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Nor does it encompass provisions designed to let in as

new residents only certain kinds of people, or those who

can afford to live in favored kinds of housing, or to keep

down tax bills of present property owners. When one of the

above is a true situation, deeper considerations intrinsic in
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from affording a house) certainly runs afoul of

the fundamental principles of our form of

government.137

Pre-1970 Decisions Challenging Exclusion-

ary Zoning: A 1959 decision, Board of County

Supervisors of Fairfax County v. Carper,â¢* was

one of the earliest modern decisions to overturn

an exclusionary zoning strategy. Fairfax County,

(Va.), had for fiscal reasons enacted an ordinance

requiring a minimum of 2-acre lots in its western

section Subsequent litigation contended that the

2-acre zoning would in effect exclude low in-

come people from living in the rezoned area and

hence was unconstitutional. The court in Fairfax

County v. Carper agreed, ruling that the county

rezoning served only private rather than justifi-

able public interests and therefore was unconsti-

tutional.139

Six years later, the Pennsylvania Supreme

Court "" declared as unconstitutional a zoning

ordinance establishing a 1-acre minimum lot

size,141 declaring that:

The question posed Is whether the township can stand

In the way of the natural forces which send our growing

population into undeveloped areas in search of a comforta-

ble place to live. We have concluded not. A zoning ordi-

nance whose primary purpose is to prevent the entrance of

from affording a house) certainly runs afoul of
the fundamental principles of our form of
government. 13 ;
Pre-1970 Decisions Challenging Exclusionary Zoning: A 1959 decision, Board of County
Supervisors of Fairfax County v. Carper,l38 was
one of the earliest modern decisions to overturn
an exclusionary zoning strategy. Fairfax County,
(Va.), had for fiscal reasons enacted an ordinance
requiring a minimum of 2-acre lots in its western
section Subsequent litigation contended that the
2-acre zoning would in effect exclude low income people from living in the rezoned area and
hence was unconstitutional. The court in Fairfax
County v. Carper agreed, ruling that the county
rezoning served only private rather than justifiable public interests and therefore was unconstitutional. 139
Six years later, the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court 110 declared as unconstitutional a zoning
ordinance establishing a 1-acre minimum lot
size,HI declaring that:

newcomers in order to avoid future burdens, economic and

otherwise, upon the administration of public services and

facilities cannot be held valid.

A 1969 Illinois decision, Lakeland Bluffs Inc.

v. County of Will,*4- struck at the core of the ra-

tionale used by municipalities to defend exclu-

sionary zoning. The court in Lakeland declared

that where certain land usesâe.g., zoningâare

The question posed Is whether the township can stand
In the way of the natural forces which send our growing
population Into undeveloped areas in search of a comfortable place to live. We have concluded not. A zoning ordinance whose primary purpose is to prevent the entrance of
newcomers in order to avoid future burdens, economic and
otherwise, upon the administration of public services and
facilities cannot be held valid.

concerned, the term "general welfare" cannot be

interpreted solely as the local municipality's gen-

eral welfare but must be defined more broadly to

meet the exigencies of urbanized society.

Post-1970 Decisions Challenging Exclusion-

ary Zoning: Since 1970, there has been a verita-

ble deluge of court decisions overturning

exclusionary zoning. State courts, especially in

Pennsylvania and New Jersey, have repeatedly

questioned the constitutionality of exclusionary

land use controls. The Pennsylvania Supreme

Court, striking down minimum lot size in a 1970

decision, Appeal of Kit-Mar Builders,143 reaf-

firmed its 1965 contention that municipalities had

an obligation to deal with the problem of popula-

tion growth. In another decision in the same

year,144 the Pennsylvania Supreme Court ruled

that municipalities did not have the right totally

to exclude multifamily housing. The court argued

that:145

Apartment living is a fact of life that communities like

Nether Providence must learn to accept. If Nether Provi-

dence is located so that it is a place where apartment liv-

A 1969 Illinois decision, Lakeland Blu"s Inc.
v. County of Will, H~ struck at the core of the rationale used by municipalities to defend exclusionary zoning. The court in Lakeland declared
that where certain land uses-e.g., zoning-are
concerned, the term "general welfare" cannot be
interpreted solely as the local municipality's general welfare but must be defined more broadly to
meet the exigencies of urbanized society.
Post-1970 Decisions Challenging Exclusionary Zoning: Since 1970, there has been a veritable deluge of court decisions overturning
exclusionary zoning. State courts, especially in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey, have repeatedly
questioned the constitutionality of exclusionary
land use controls. The Pennsylvania Supreme
Court, striking down minimum lot size in a 1970
decision, Appeal of Kit-Mar Builders,H3 reaffirmed its 1965 contention that municipalities had

an obligation to deal with the problem of population growth. In another decision in the same
year,IH the Pennsylvania Supreme Court ruled
that municipalities did not have the right totally
to exclude multifamily housing. The court argued
that: )15
Apartment living is a fact of life that communities like
Nether Providence must learn to accept. II Nether Providence is located so that it is a place where apartment living is in demand, it must provide for apartments in its plan
for future growth; it cannot be allowed to close its doors
to others seeking a "comfortable place to live."

A number of New Jersey decisions have
also strongly challenged exclusionary zoning.
The New Jersey Supreme Court in 1970, for
example, upheld a zoning variance in Englewood H6 that was effected to allow the construction of multifamily housing for low and moderate
income housing. The court argued that the need
for such housing justified the granting of the zoning variance under New Jersey law.
In 1971, a New Jersey lower court in Oakwood at Madison v. Tp. of Madison 147 overturned a local exclusionary zoning plan. Madison, in an effort to curb population growth and
reduce its expenditures, had rezoned its land
area to exclude multifamily housing almost completely; it also had stipulated minimum lot sizes
of 1 and 2 acres. The Madison decision declared
that this zoning change was invalid. The court
argued that: IH·
(I)n pursuing the valid zoning purpose of a balanced
community a municipality must not ignore housing needs,
that is its fair proportion of the obligation to meet the
housing needs of its own population and of the region ....
Large areas of vacant and developable land should not
b~ zoned as Madison Township has into such minimum lot
sizes and with such other restrictions that regional as well
as local housing needs are shunted aside.

In the same year, the New Jersey Superior
Court WI ruled as unconstitutional a local
Glassboro ordinance restricting the number of
two or more bedroom apartments that could be
built and requiring that certain expensive amenities be included in apartment house developments. The court found that the ordinance would
severely restrict the ability of low and moderate
income families and families with children to ob-

ing is in demand, it must provide for apartments in its plan

to others seeking a "comfortable place to live."

A number of New Jersey decisions have

also strongly challenged exclusionary zoning.

The New Jersey Supreme Court in 1970, for

example, upheld a zoning variance in Engle-

wood 146 that was effected to allow the construc-

tion of multifamily housing for low and moderate

In Ae: Appeal of Joaeph Glrah, 437 Pa. 237, 263 A. 2d 395
(1970).
H' 263 A. 2d at 398.
,.. DISImone v. Greater Englewood Hou,/ng Corp., 56 N.J. 428, 267
A. 2d 31 (1970).
'" 117 N.J. Super. 11 (Superior Ct. 1971).
'''Ibid.
... Molino v.
11 dI;J lJn
I, of Bor. of G/auboro, 116 N.J.
'M

for future growth; it cannot be allowed to close its doors

'" 89 A, 2d at 701.
'·200 Va, 653, 107 S,E. 2d 390 (1959).
,. See 107 S.E. 2d at 390 and 396.
, .. Natlona' Land and Invaatmant Co. v. Kohn, 419 Pa. 5004 (1965).
'<1 Ibid., 215 A. 2d at 597, 215 A. 2d at 610-616.
IG 114 III. App. 2d 267, 252 N.E. 2d 765 (1 969).
439 P •. 466, 268 A. 2d 766 (1 970).
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income housing. The court argued that the need

for such housing justified the granting of the zon-

ing variance under New Jersey law.
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tain housing in Glassboro. And in a 1972 deci-

sion,150 a lower New Jersey State court de-

clared that Mount Laurel's zoning ordinance was

unconstitutional because it "exhibited economic

discrimination in that the poor have been de-

prived of adequate housing and used govern-

mental finances and resources solely to aid mid-

dle and upper income persons." The court then

gave Mount Laurel 90 days to submit a program

that would provide housing for the low and mod-

erate income families either living or working in

the municipality.

While Pennsylvania and New Jersey State

courts have been at the forefront in challenging

exclusionary zoning, other State courts have also

joined the battle. The Michigan Court of Appeals

in two recent decisions, Bristow v. City of Wood-

haven,17'1 and Green v. Township of Lima,1"

overturned local ordinances prohibiting mobile

home parks. And State courts in Oklahoma,163

New York,154 California,1-" and elsewhere have

similarly begun to question the constitutionality

of exclusionary zoning.

Reaction to the Court's Changed Position

Toward Exclusionary Zoning

Exclusionary zoning's critics have under-

standably welcomed and praised the courts'

growing critical view towards restrictive land use

controls.156 But even among those who for

tain housing in Glassboro, And in a 1972 decision,1511 a lower New Jersey State court declared that Mount Laurel's zoning ordinance was
unconstitutional because it "exhibited economic
discrimination in that the poor have been deprived of adequate housing and used governmental finances and resources solely to aid middle and upper income persons," The court then
gave Mount Laurel 90 days to submit a program
that would provide housing for the low and moderate income families either living or working in
the municipality,
While Pennsylvania and New Jersey State
courts have been at the forefront in challenging
exclusionary zoning, other State courts have also
jOined the battle, The Michigan Court of Appeals
in two recent decisions, Bristow v, City of Woodhaven,I~'l and Green v, Township of Lima,152
overturned local ordinances prohibiting mobile
home parks, And State courts in Oklahoma,153
New York,154 California,l~..-. and elsewhere have
similarly begun to question the constitutionality
of exclusionary zoning,

years have condemned exclusionary zoning there

has been frequent criticism of the courts'

changed stance; courts have been accused of

Reaction to the Court's Changed Position
Toward Exclusionary Zoning

becoming "super planning agencies" without the

competence and experience needed for such a

role. Because of the importance zoning has had

and will continue to have on national land use,

we shall describe some of these criticisms,

which can be grouped into two categories:

Broad criticisms of the ability and desirability of

courts acting as planners, and specific criticisms

directed against specific court decisions.

Antiexclusionary Zoning Decisions: Broad

Criticisms: Courts overturning exclusionary zon-

ing ordinances and requiring zoning changes to

allow the construction of specified numbers of

low and moderate income housing have been ac-

cused of becoming de facto regional planners

without the necessary competence. One recent

law review article,1"-7 for example, stated:

I think everyone is somewhat nervous over the pros-

pect of courts deciding future planning for an area without

any standards and criteria (other than equal protection).

Such standards are properly the role of elected govern-

ments to provide. One judge's planning ideas on the appro-

priateness of the inevitability of highrise housing should

Exclusionary zoning's critics have understandably welcomed and praised the courts'
growing critical view towards restrictive land use
controls. 1['6 But even among those who for
years have condemned exclusionary zoning there
has been frequent criticism of the courts'
changed stance; courts have been accused of
becoming "super planning agencies" without the
competence and experience needed for such a
role, Because of the importance zoning has had
and will continue to have on national land use,
we shall describe some of these criticisms,
which can be grouped into two categories:
Broad criticisms of the ability and desirability of
courts acting as planners, and specific criticisms
directed against specific court decisions.
Antiexclusionary Zoning Decisions: Broad
Criticisms: Courts overturning exclusionary zoning ordinances and requiring zoning changes to

not determine the future of a region as, for example, Judge

Roberts' determination in the Girsh case when he implied

that every community should contain areas zoned for high

density housing.

The viewpoint in the passage cited above is

not unique; similar sentiments have been ex-

pressed by other legal commentators15S and

,.. Southam Burlington County NAACP v. Township of Mount Laurel,

119 N.J. Super. 16<4 (Superior Ct. 1972).
'" 35 Mich. App. 205, 192 NW. 2d 322 (1971).
,.. <40 Mich. App. 655 (1972).
a'Dalley v. CIty of Lawton, Okla., <425 F. 2d 1037 (10th Clr. 1970).
'M

Kennedy Park Homes Ass'n Inc. v. City 01 Lackawanna, N.Y., 318

F. SuPP. 669 (W.O.N.Y.) an'd., <436 F. 2d 108 (2nd Cir. 1970),
even by the courts themselves. One article,159

for example, described that "equally distressing

to planners ... is the tendency of many courts

to assume an activist role in an area quite apart

from the articulation of basic legal principles. In

short, courts have become 'super-zoning commis-

sions' without the necessary expertise to fulfill

this function." And even the court in the land-

cert. denied, 401 U.S. 1010 (1971).
, .. Southern Alameda Spanish-SpeakIng Organization (SASSO) v.
City of Union City, Calif., 42<4 F. 2d 291 (9th Clr. 1970).

,.. See Lazerow, "Dlscriml nllto(}, Zoni ng," pp. 182-183 ' Davi doff and
Gold, "The Suburbs Have1\0 Open Their Gates," p. 58.

allow the construction of specified numbers of
low and moderate income housing have been accused of becoming de facto regional planners
without the necessary competence. One recent
law review article,lc., for example, stated:
I think everyone is somewhat nervous over the prospect of courts deciding future planning for an area without
any standards and criteria (other than equal protection).
Such standards are properly the role of elected governments to provide. One judge's planning ideas on the appropriateness of the inevitability of high rise housing should
not determine the future of a region as, for example, Judge
Roberts' determination in the Girsh case when he implied
that every community should contain areas zoned for high
density housing.

The viewpoint in the passage cited above is
not unique; similar sentiments have been expressed by other legal commentators 1~,8 and
even by the courts themselves. One article,159
for example, described that "equally distressing
to planners ... is the tendency of many courts
to assume an activist role in an area quite apart
from the articulation of basic legal principles, In
short, courts have become 'super-zoning commissions' without the necessary expertise to fulfill
this function." And even the court in the landmark antiexclusionary decision, National Land
and Investment Co. v. Board of Adjustment,
stated that "this court has become increasingly
aware that it is neither a super board of adjustment nor a planning commission of last resort. , . ,
The zoning power is one of the tools of government which in order to be effective must not
be subjected to judicial interference unless
clearly necessary."
Antiexclusionary Zoning Decisions: SpecifiC
Criticisms: Fear that the courts may act as planners without sufficient competence has not been
a mere academic worry; already, specific criticisms have been made of certain decisions that
have overturned exclusionary zoning ordinances.
In the recent Madison decision, for example, Norman Williams, who has long criticized exclusionary zoning, commented that the court completely
ignored the strong ecological drawbacks of
building on the site that was involved in the
litigation. If]Il
Norman Williams and others Inl have also
criticized courts, especially the Pennsylvania
MarculI, "Exclusionary Zoning: The Need for a Regional Planning Context," p. 736.
"" "The Battle for Apartments In Benign Suburbia." p. 355.
,>0 <419 Pa. 50<4, 521, 215 A. 2d 597, 607 (1965).
,"" Norman Wlillama, Jr., Memo on the Madison Decision.
1<1 Williams and Norman, "Exclusionary Land Use Controls," p. 498;
Williams, Do ''1 -t>i.1'i
e l' "The Structure of Exclusionsry
Zonlnp~ ' (,rrI1'!!.~~ ..... p . 32=3.8. See also "Constitutional LawEq 4!11Vf1;~~rj f O
. ,*6:4tf IM~ g," p. 353.
U1
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courts, for establishing unduly mechanical hous-

ing formulae, e.g., that at least one area must

allow multiple-family housing, or that no lot sizes

shall be over a specified minimum area. Williams

has critically noted that the Pennsylvania courts'

approach provides no public control at all over

the quantity of new housing, provides little or no

local control on the location of new housing, and

could prove to be potentially devastating to the

local environment. ln fact he has differentiated

between two approaches to modify existing ex-

clusionary zoning: a "sensible" rationale or

strategy that would allow municipalities flexibility

in providing low and moderate income housing;

and the Pennsylvania rationale, the mechanical

approach taken by the Pennsylvania courts.

Implemented and Suggested

Strategies to Reform Zoning

Exclusionary Zoning

Fair-Share Housing Formulas: A Regional

courts, for establishing unduly mechanical housing formulae, e.g., that at least one area must
allow multiple-family housing, or that no lot sizes
shall be over a specified minimum area. Williams
has critically noted that the Pennsylvania courts'
approach provides no public control at all over
the quantity of new housing, provides little or no
local control on the location of new housing, and
could prove to be potentially devastating to the
local environment. In fact he has differentiated
between two approaches to modify existing exclusionary zoning: a "sensible" rationale or
strategy that would allow municipalities flexibility
in providing low and moderate income housing;
and the Pennsylvania rationale, the mechanical
approach taken by the Pennsylvania courts.

Approach to Zoning Reform and Housing

Allocation

Need for a Regional Approach to Housing:

Underlying Norman Williams' and similar criti-

cisms is the feeling that the reform of land use

Implemented and Suggested
Strategies to Reform Zoning
Exclusionary Zoning

housing policies according to regional consideras have numerous participants in the
National Conference on Housing.I60
Although a regional approach to planning 161
and housing has long been advocated, it is only
in recent years that such an approach has begun
to attract serious interest. At this writing, at least
16 governmental and quasi-public bodies have
either implemented or proposed regional housing
allocation strategies, and their number is constantly growing.
But what exactly is fair share? Why has it
generated so much recent attention? What are
its cri1eria for housing distribution? What effect
have these regional housing strategies had in the
past? And what can be expected of them In the
future? We shall attempt to answer all of these
questions here.
ations,'fl~.

Fair-Share Plans: Objectives and Background

controls cannot be effected myopically, by focus-

ing on one single community. lnstead, a regional

perspective is needed. The need for a regional

orientation to zoning (as well as housing) has

been reiterated by urbanologists and economists,

as well as legal scholars.

Norman Marcus, for example,102 concluded

that unless the remaining vacant land in the

State is allocated according to a set of sound re-

gional priorities, it may be impossible to undo

the mistakes which have been made in central

cities. One recent law review articlele3 criti-

cized the Girsh and National Land decisions for

not considering whether other areas in the re-

gion provided sites for construction while an-

other law review article "â¢' asserted that the

overall solution (to exclusionary zoning) is

greater regional planning. And the Douglass

Commission has stressed the importance of for-

mulating and evaluating zoning statutes and

housing policies according to regional consider-

ations,165 as have numerous participants in the

National Conference on Housing.166

Although a regional approach to planning 16T

and housing has long been advocated, it is only

in recent years that such an approach has begun

to attract serious interest. At this writing, at least

16 governmental and quasi-public bodies have

either implemented or proposed regional housing

allocation strategies, and their number is con-

stantly growing.

But what exactly is fair share? Why has it

Fair-Share Housing Formulas: A Regional
Approach to Zoning Reform and Housing
Allocation
Need for a Regional Approach to Housing:
Underlying Norman Williams' and similar criticisms is the feeling that the reform of land use
controls cannot be effected myopically, by focusing on one single community. Instead, a regional
perspective is needed. The need for a regional
orientation to zoning (as well as housing) has
been reiterated by urbanologists and economists,
as well as legal scholars.
Norman Marcus, for example,102 concluded
that unless the remaining vacant land in the
State is allocated according to a set of sound regional priorities, it may be impossible to undo
the mistakes which have been made in central
cities. One recent law review article 1,,:1 criticized the Girsh and National Land decisions for
not considering whether other areas in the region provided sites for construction while another law review article lr.·1 asserted that the
overall solution (to excl usionary zoning) is
greater regional planning. And the Douglass
Commission has stressed the importance of formulating and evaluating zoning statutes and

generated so much recent attention? What are

its criteria for housing distribution? What effect

have these regional housing strategies had in the

past? And what can be expected of them in the

future? We shall attempt to answer all of these

questions here.

Fair-Share Plans: Objectives and Background

Fair-share housing plans typically determine

where housingâespecially low and moderate in-

come unitsâshould be built within a region, ac-

cording to such criteria as broadening the eco-

nomic mix in communities and the placement of

housing in environmentally suitable locations.

I'" Marcus,

"Exclu.lonary Zoning: The Need for a Regional Planning
Context," p. 740.
- "Con.tltutlonal Law--Oue Process-Zonlng-Suburban Township
Ordinance Which Doell Not Provide for Apartmentll as PermiSsible ReSidential Land Use Violates Due Process," Alabama
Law Reylew, Vol. 23. No.1, Fall 1970. p. 166.
1" Thomas O'Keefe, "Time Controlll on Land Ulle: Prophylactic Law
for Planne,.." Cornell Law Review. Vol. 57, No.5, May 1972.

p.834.

Fair-share housing plans typically determine
where housing---especially low and moderate income units-should be built within a region, according to such criteria as broadening the economic mix in communities and the placement of
housing in environmentally suitable locations.
The following governmental and institutional
bodies have either implemented or proposed
fair-share plans: 16R Dade County MetropOlitan
Planning Board; I6U Delaware River Valley Regional Planning Commission; 170 Fairfax County,
Va.; 171 The Greater Hartford Process, Inc.; 172
the State of Massachusetts; 1.3 Metropolitan
... Nallonal Commlnlon on Urban Problemll, Building the Amer/cen
City, pp. 222-224.
.01 See addresse. by Eugene Moody, "Regional Housing Inue ....
and Richard Dosen, "Regional Leaderahlp and Housing," In
National Conference on HaUling; Regional Ilsues and Strategies, Summary of Proceedings, August 8-10, 1971. St. Louis.
Mo.
.01 See Friedmann, "The Concept of a Planning Region-The Evolulion of an Idea in the United Statel," In Friedmann & Alon.o,
Reg/onal Development and Planning, P. 497 (1964).
.111 For an excellent overview of the existing and implemented falrshare plans, see Mary Brooks, "Lower-Income Housing: The
Planners' Response." ASPO Report (No. 282 July-August 1972);
"Fair-Share Idea Begins to Spread," 16 NCDH Trends In HousIng (No. 2 July-August 1972). Much of the first part of this
article was derived from Brooks' analYllls.
... Metropolitan Dade County Planning Department. "Housing In the
Metropolitan Plan: Dade County. Florida-Final Report" (undated).
lTO Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commlsalon. "Equal Share
Housing Allocation: Criteria, Assumptions and Methodology,"
Working Pllper NO.4 (June 30, 1972).
ITI Amendment
156, Fairfax County Zoning Ordinance, effective
Sept. 1, 1971.
112 See, "Concerted Action in Hartford Region," 18 NCDH Trflnd.
In Housing. at 1 (No.4 December 1972).
m Mass. Gen. @~( g~q fl -( §
•.~ inserted by State 1'169. Ch. 774,
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Washington Council of Governments;174 Metro-

politan Dade County Planning Department;1T5

Metropolitan Council of the Twin Cities Area;176

Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission; 177

Middlesex County (N.J.) Planning Board;178 the

State of New Jersey; 17" New York State Urban

Development Corporation; 180 Sacramento Re-

gional Area Planning Commission;I"I and the

San Bernardino County Planning Department.182

Others developing fair-share mechanisms have

included the University of Pennsylvania's Fels

Center of Government183 and the St. Louis Met-

ropolitan Section of the American lnstitute of

Planners.184

Although it is difficult to pinpoint the exact

reasons for the recent proliferation of fair-share

plans, we can isolate a number of precipitating

factors, chief among which is the growing recog-

nition of the need for regionalism in land use

and housing decisions. Many urbanologists, at-

torneys, and governmental officials have been

pressing for a regional approach as opposed to

a local perspective. The National Commission on

Urban Problems, for example, has stressed the

importance of formulating and evaluating zoning

statutes and housing policies according to re-

gional considerations.185 Similarly, Norman Mar-

cus, ln a recent law review article, concluded

that unless the State's remaining vacant land is

allocated according to a set of sound regional

priorities, it may be impossible to undo the mis-

takes that already have been made in central

cities.186 This sentiment has been echoed by

Governor William Cahill of New Jersey187 and

by participants in the National Conference on

Housing.188

Contributing significantly to the mounting

support for regionalism is an increased aware-

ness that piecemeal, local actions in housing

and zoning can have arv adverse impact upon

Washington Council of Governments; 174 Metropolitan Dade County Planning Department; 175
Metropolitan Council of the Twin Cities Area; 176
Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission; 117
Middlesex County (N.J.) Planning Board; m the
State of New Jersey; 17" New York State Urban
Development Corporation; I~O Sacramento Regional Area Planning Commission; 181 and the
San Bernardino County Planning Department. lk2
Others developing fair-share mechanisms have
included the University of Pennsylvania's Fels
Center of Government 1~3 and the St. Louis Metropolitan Section of the American Institute of
Plan ners. 184
Although it is difficult to pinpoint the exact
reasons for the recent proliferation of fair-share
plans, we can isolate a number of precipitating
factors, chief among which is the growing recognition of the need for regionalism in land use
and housing decisions. Many urbanologists, attorneys, and governmental officials have been
pressing for a regional approach as opposed to
a local perspective. The National Commission on
Urban Problems, for example, has stressed the
importance of formulating and evaluating zoning
statutes and housing policies according to regional considerations. 185 Similarly, Norman Marcus, in a recent law review article, concluded
that unless the State's remaining vacant land is
allocated according to a set of sound regional
priorities, it may be impossible to undo the mistakes that already have been made in central
cities. 186 This sentiment has been echoed by

the environment. Another important reason is the

growing recognition that local housing and zon-

ing decisions are dichotomizing our society into

Metropolitan Waahlngton Council of Governmentl. "A Falr-Share
Houllng Formula for Metropolitan Washington." (January 1972) .
• 1$ Metropolitan Dade County Planning Department. "HOUllng In the
Metropolitan Plan" (undated).
1T8 Metropolitan Council of the Twin Cillel Area. "Metropolitan Development Guide, Houllng Polley Program" (1972).
J1T Miami Valley Regional Planning Commlulon, "A Houllng Plan
for the Miami Valley Region" (July 1970) .
ItS John Kim (Principel Planner Middlesex County Planning Board).
"Outline for Study on Low and Moderate Income HOUling in
Mlddlelex County, New Jerley Analylll Forecaat and Allocation
of 1975" (undated).
no Auem. Bill No. 10421 (introduced Nov. 13, 1972).
.80 New York State Urban Development Corporation Programming
Unit, "Five-Year UDC Development Programl Guide lor the
Central New York Region" (December 1971) .
181 Sacramento Regional Area Planning Commission, "An Approach
to the Diatribution of Low- and Moderate·lncome Housing"
(August 1972) .
... San Bernardino County Planning Department. "Government SubIldlzed Housing Dillribution Model" (Jan. 20, 1972) .
... University of Pennsylvania, The Fels Center 01 Government,
Standards for Suburban Housing Mix, Bucks County, Pennsyl·
vanIa (1971).
1M American Inllitute of Planners, St. Louis Section, "SI. Louis
Housing: A Regional PrOblem" (1973) .
... National Commission on Urban Problems, Building the American
City, pp. 222-204 (Government Printing 0 ri Clt , 1968).
... Norman Marcus, "Excluli onary Zoning: The Need tor a Iileglonal
Planning Content," N.Y.L. Forum No.4, 740 (1970).
ITt

white suburban enclaves and minority group cit-

ies with adverse racial, social, and economic

effects.189 Many of the fair-share plans are

based on concern for increasing the housing

availability and choice of those who currently

are ill-housed. The Dade County regional alloca-

tion strategy, for example, lists among its objec-

tives the substantial improvement of the quality

of newly built and rehabilitated low and moder-

ate income housing units, and the provision of

open occupancy, low and moderate income

housing in suitable, new locations.190

Fair-Share: Variations

There are many differences among the fair-

share plans. One variation is generated by the

type of body selected to formulate or implement

the specific strategy. Our enumeration of fair-

share plans shows variously that States, e.g.,

Massachusetts, New Jersey; counties, e.g., Dade

County, Fla., Middlesex County, N.J.; Councils of

Governments (COG's), e.g., Metropolitan Wash-

ington, COG; and regional planning agencies,

e.g., Delaware River Valley Regional Planning

Commission, have adopted or are considering

strategies for regional housing allocation.

Another variation arises from the geographi-

cal areas encompassed by the fair-share plans.
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Governor William Cahill of New Jersey 187 and
by participants in the National Conference on
Housing. 188
Contributing significantly to the mounting
support for regionalism is an increased awareness that piecemeal, local actions in housing
and zoning can have an adverse impact upon
the environment. Another important reason is the
growing recognition that local housing and zoning decisions are dichotomizing our society into
white suburban enclaves and minority group cities with adverse racial, social, and economic
effects.18~
Many of the fair-share plans are
based on concern for increasing the housing
availability and choice of those who currently
are ill-housed. The Dade County regional allocation strategy, for example, lists among its objectives the substantial improvement of the quality
of newly built and rehabilitated low and moderate income housing units, and the provision of
open occupancy, low and moderate income
housing in suitable, new locations. ISO

Fair-Share: Variations
There are many differences among the fairshare plans. One variation is generated by the
type of body selected to formulate or implement
the specific strategy. Our enumeration of fairshare plans shows variously that States. e.g.,
Massachusetts, New Jersey; counties, e.g., Dade
County. Fla., Middlesex County, N.J.; Councils of
Governments (COG's). e.g., Metropolitan Washington, COG; and regional planning agencies.
e.g., Delaware River Valley Regional Planning
Commission, have adopted or are considering
strategies for regional housing allocation.
Another variation arises from the geographical areas encompassed by the fair-share plans.
These can range from groups of adjacent States.
e.g., in those plans considered by regional plan181 Cahill. "New Horlzonl in Houling," pp. 27, 33 (March 19n).
•.. See addre ..el by Eugene Moody, "Regional Houllng lsau","
and Richard Dusen, "Regional Leaderahip and Housing," in
National Conference on Housing, Reg/on.' Issues and S/,ateg/es: Summary of Proceedings at 6 and 17 (Aug . 8-10, 1971).
... Sager. "Tight Lillie Illenda; Exclulionary Zoning; Equal Prot~
lion and the Indigent," 21 Stanford L. Rev. 767. (1969); William
& Wackl. "Segregation of Relidential Areal Along Economic
Linel; Lionlhed Lake Revllited," Wis. L. Rev. 27 (1969); Jam••
Coke and John Gargan. Fragmentation in Land Use Planning
.nd Control, National Commillion on Urban Problems Research
Rep. No. 18 (Waahington. D.C., 1969); Norman William. and
Thomas Norman. "ExclUSionary Land Ule Control: The C ... of
North Ealtern New Jersey." 22 Syracuse L. Rev. 0476 (197G-71);
Frank Aloi and Arthur Goldberg. "Racial and Economic E"'CI~
slonary Zo 1 ~ g ~
18:,11 . g of the End,'· 1971 U,ban L.
Annual 9 (1971 .
~ ~Ta(
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ning commissions, to much smaller areas, such

as individual counties.

But, the most important differentiations in

fair-share plans involve these questions: What

type of housing is being allocated? What are the

criteria for housing allocations? Who is responsi-

ble for building the fair-share housing? And, last,

will compliance be enforced?

Variations in the Types of Allocatable

Housing:191 Some fair-share programs, e.g., the

Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission

plan, project the total number of low to moder-

ate income units needed in the region. Others,

e.g., the Washington COG plan, allocate only

those units subsidized by the Federal, State, or

local governments.

The advantage of projecting the total num-

ber of housing units needed (both subsidized

and unsubsidized units) is that this projection

provides a more accurate estimate of the re-

gion's need for low and moderate income hous-

ing than can be obtained by merely calculating

the number of subsidized units to be built. But,

on the other hand, it is probable that in subur-

ban areas, low and moderate income families

could afford only subsidized housing. Hence, in

a fair-share housing formula, it may be more real-

istic to project only the subsidized housing units,

as in the second example, and then to allocate

these units to districts or municipalities within the

region.

Variations in the Allocation Criteria: The

most frequently mentioned criteria192 for fair-

share housing allocations are based on consider-

ations of equal share, need, distribution, and

suitability.

Equal Share: One way to achieve the objec-

tive of equal housing distribution might be to es-

tablish equitable minimum percentages of low

and moderate income housing to be contained in

each community. The rationale for this strategy

is that all areas within a region have the same

obligation to meet the region's housing needs.

Such an approach has been adopted by the

Massachusetts fair-share plan, which establishes

boards of review empowered to overrule local

zoning bodies that refuse to allow the construc-

tion of low to moderate income housing. Local

decisions can be overturned when the review

board finds that a proposed housing project

poses no environmental problem and in cases

where the locality is not meeting its minimum

percentage requirements. The minimum standard

specifies that 10 percent of the community's

housing be comprised of units subsidized for low

and moderate income families, or that such

housing should occupy 1.5 percent of the com-

munity's local land area minus public lands,

whichever is less. These long term guidelines

are supplemented by annual standards specify-

ing that the review boards cannot permit the

ning commiSSions, to much smaller areas, such
as individual counties.
But, the most important differentiations in
fair-share plans involve these questions: What
type of housing is being allocated? What are the
criteria for housing allocations? Who is responsible for building the fair-share housing? And, last,
will compliance be enforced?
Variations In the Types of Allocatable
Housing: 1111 Some fair-share programs, e.g., the
Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission
plan, project the total number of low to moderate income units needed in the region. Others,
e.g., the Washington COG plan, allocate only
those units subsidized by the Federal, State, or
local governments.
The advantage of projecting the total number of housing units needed (both subsidized
and unsubsidized units) is that this projection
provides a more accurate estimate of the region's need for low and moderate income housing than can be obtained by merely calculating
the number of subsidized units to be built. But,
on the other hand, it is probable that in suburban areas, low and moderate income families
could afford only subsidized housing. Hence, in
a fair-share housing formula, it may be more realistic to project only the subsidized housing units,
as in the second example, and then to allocate
these units to districts or municipalities within the
region.
Variations in the Allocation Criteria: The
most frequently mentioned criteria 192 for fairshare housing allocations are based on considerations of equal sha~, need, distribution, and
suitability.
Equal Share: One way to achieve the objective of equal housing distribution might be to establish equitable minimum percentages of low
and moderate income housing to be contained in
each community. The rationale for this strategy
is that all areas within a region have the same
obligation to meet the region's housing needs.
Such an approach has been adopted by the
Massachusetts fair-share plan, which establishes
boards of review empowered to overrule local
zoning bodies that refuse to allow the construction of low to moderate income housing. local
decisions can be overturned when the review
board finds that a proposed housing project
poses no environmental problem and in cases
where the locality is not meeting its minimum

construction in any one year of a low to moder-

ate income housing development that would oc-

cupy 10 acres or .3 percent of the town's land,

whichever is larger. These annual guidelines

were instituted to assure communities that they

would not be inundated by housing they did not

want.

Fairfax County also has opted for an equal-

share approach. ln 1971, it passed an

... See Brook., note 168 supra at 18.
11!2 Id., at 20.

by

percentage requirements. The minimum standard
specifies that 10 percent of the community's
housing be comprised of units subsidized for low
and moderate income families, or that such
housing should occupy 1.5 percent of the community's local land area minus public lands,
whichever is less. These long term guidelines
are supplemented by annual standards specifying that the review boards cannot permit the
construction in anyone year of a low to moderate income housing development that would occupy 10 acres or .3 percent of the town's land,
whichever is larger. These annual guidelines
were instituted to assure communities that they
would not be inundated by housing they did not
want.
Fairfax County also has opted for an equalshare approach. In 1971, it passed an
amendment 193 stipulating that applicants for rezoning in its Planned Development Housing District must provide, or cause others to provide,
that at least 6 percent of the total housing units
initiated would be for low income families, and
an additional 9 percent must be allotted to moderate income units. Developers of SO-unit or
larger tracts in the county's residential Garden
Court district must provide the same percentages of low and moderate income housing units.
One advantage of an equal-share requirement is that no one community can charge that
it is being forced to do more than its sister communities. Another benefit is that it facilitates calculating the number of units to be assigned.
But, equal share has several serious drawbacks. In most instances, the minimum equal-share
percentages are chosen arbitrarily, thereby negating the rational objectives of fair share. Such was
the case in Massachusetts, where considerable
criticism was provoked.I!H The legality of the equalshare approach has also been questioned-Fairfax
County's plan was overturned by the Virginia Supreme Court 1!'~ and the constitutionality of the
Massachusetts plan was also chalienged,I1I6 although this challenge was subsequently defeated.
Need: In contrast to an equal-share strategy,
one could allocate housing to regions where
there is the greatest need. These might be areas
,.., See note 171 supra.
,.. See Nathaniel Taylor "Reconsidering the Massachusetts Suburban Housing and z~ning Reform Law: The Need for Change."
paper submitted at American Institute of Planners Conference,
Boston, 1972 (mlmeo).
, .. The Board of Supervisor. v. DeGroff Enterprises, Inc ., 198 S.E.2d
600 (1973).
, .. Bosrd of Appeal. v. Housing Appeals Comm., Bosrd of Appeals
01 Concord
lQ
I" Comm. (Both cases heard togeth r
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with a large number of dilapidated or deteriorat-

ing units, neighborhoods with extensive, over-

crowded housing and geographical sectors, and

areas that offer attractive employment potential.

Such an approach, especially if the primary aim

is to improve the quality of the housing stock,

usually results in more housing units being allo-

cated to urban areas than to suburban locations

and to more units in slum neighborhoods within

these urban enclaves, as opposed to higher

housing quality neighborhoods.

Distribution: An alternative strategy ls to al-

locate low and moderate income units to areas

lacking such units in order to achieve a greater

income and, implicitly, a greater racial mixture in

those communities. For example, most of the low

to moderate income housing units could be allo-

cated to those communities with the lowest num-

ber of families on welfare or the highest incomes

or the least amount of subsidized housing. Such

a fair-share strategy would allocate the most

housing to wealthy white suburban areas and the

least to urban areas with high percentages of non-

whites and low income families.

with a large number of dilapidated or deteriorating units, neighborhoods with extensive, overcrowded housing and geographical sectors, and
areas that offer attractive employment potential.
Such an approach, especially if the primary aim
is to improve the quality of the housing stock,
usually results in more housing units being allocated to urban areas than to suburban locations
and to more units in slum neighborhoods within
these urban enclaves, as opposed to higher
housing quality neighborhoods.
Distribution: An alternative strategy is to allocate low and moderate income units to areas
lacking such units in order to achieve a greater
income and, implicitly, a greater racial mixture in
those communities. For example, most of the low
to moderate income housing units could be allocated to those communities with the lowest number of families on welfare or the highest incomes
or the least amount of subsidized housing. Such

a fair-share strategy would allocate the most
housing to wealthy white suburban areas and the
least to urban areas with high percentages of nonwhites and low income families.
Suitability: Another guideline for allocating
housing is the selection of areas containing the
most suitable housing sites, e.g., those that are
already serviced by sewer and utility lines, or
that contain adequate vacant land for development. In addition to physical suitability, there is
the matter of a subregion's financial capacity to
service additional housing. When financial capacity is of prime concern, then most of the
housing units are allocated to subregions with a
high property tax base behind each student or
resident. since these communities are better able
to bear the additional municipal and school expenditures incurred by new housing construction.

Suitability: Another guideline for allocating

housing is the selection of areas containing the

most suitable housing sites, e.g., those that are

Exhibit 1-5. Allocation Criteria of Six Fair-Share Plans

already serviced by sewer and utility lines, or

that contain adequate vacant land for develop-

Implemented
Miami Valley
Regional
San Bernardino
Planning
County, Calif.
Commission

ment. ln addition to physical suitability, there is

Metropolitan
Washington
Council of
Governments

the matter of a subregion's financial capacity to

service additional housing. When financial ca-

pacity is of prime concern, then most of the

Metropolitan
Council,
MinneapolisSI. Paul

housing units are allocated to subregions with a

high property tax base behind each student or

resident, since these communities are better able

to bear the additional municipal and school ex-

Need
Allocation
Criteria

penditures incurred by new housing construc-

tion.

Exhibit 1-5. Allocation Criteria of Six Fair-Share Plans

lmplemented

Proposed

Metropolitan

Miami Valley

Metropolitan

Sacramento

New Jersey

Washington

Regional

Council,

Regional Area

(Assembly Bill

Council of

Planning

San Bernardino Minneapolis-

Planning

1421,1972)

(1) Number of
households of
less than $10.000
annual Income
with commuters
into the area (the
greater the number of households. the greater
the share of new
units)
(2) Number of
overcrowded
housing units (the
greater the number of units. the
greater the share
of new units)
(3) Number of
deficient housing
units (the greater
the number of
units, the greater
the share of new
units)

(1) Share of
households of
less than $10,000
annual income
($7,000 in rural
areas) (the
greater the number of households, the greater
the share of new
units)

(1) Deficient
housing units
within income
group level
appropriate (the
greater the number of units, the
greater the share
of new units)
(2) Number of
jobs (the greater
the number of
jobs. the greater
the share of new
units)
(3) Number of
households with
annual gross income less than
$10,000 (the
greater the population in this
category, the
greater the share
of new units)

Governments

Commission

County, Calif. St. Paul

Commission

Voluntary

Distribution

Need (1) Number of

(1) Share of

(1) Deficient

(Continued on p. 345.)

(1) Total popula-

(1) Substandard

Allocation households of

households of
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iglli e by

Original f

Proposed
New Jersey
Sacramento
(Assembly Bill
Regional Area
1421,1972)
Planning
Voluntary
Commission
Distribution
(1) Total popula- (1) Substandard
housing in the
tion in the area
municipality
as a percent of
the regional
(2) The number
population (share of low and
is in proportion
moderate into the population) come house(2) Number of
holds as a
percentage of
households in
the 0-$5,000 cate- households in
the municgory as a peripality
centage of the
total regional
low income
households (the
greater the numberofsuch
households the
greater the share
of new units)
(3) Number of
households in the
$5.000-$8,000
income bracket
(see 2)
(4) Number of
jobs in the area
as a percent of
the total region's
jobs (the greater
the number of
jobs, the greater
the share of new
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Exhibit 1-5. Allocation Criteria of Six Fair-Share Plans (Continued)

Distributive

(4) Percent of

(2) Equal share

Exhibit 1-5. Allocation Criteria of Six Fair-Share Plans (Continued)

(4) Equal share

(1) Percent-

(5) Inverse of (3)

(3) Proximity

and Equal

jobs within 45

Distributive
and Equal
Share Allocation Criteria

(3) Proportion to

(5) Number of

age of exist-

in urban areas

to existing and

Share Alloca-

minutes of area

the population

households

ing low and

projected loca-

tion Criteria

(used as a modi-

(4) Inverse of (1)

(share is in pro-

moderate

tions of low

fier)

(the greater the

portion to the

income hous-

and moderate

(5) Percent of

number of house-

population)

ing (the

income em-

units less than

holds, the smaller

higher priority

Suitability
Allocation
Criteria

(4) Percent of

jobs within 45
minutes of area
(used as a modifier)
(5) Percent of
units less than
$25,000 or $250
rent (used as a
modifier)
(6) Potential per
capita fiscal resources (used as
a modifier)
(7) Number of
acres of vacant
serviced residential land (the
greater the
amount in acres,
the greater the
share of new
units)
(8) Number of
vacant housing
units (the greater
the number of
units, the greater
the share of new
units)

(2) Equal share
(3) Proportion to

(4) Equal share
(5) Number of

the population
households
(4) Inverse of (1)
(share is in pro(the greater the
portion to the
number of house- population)
holds, the smaller
the share of new
units)

(5) Assessed valuation per pupil
(the higher the
valuation, the
greater the share
of new units)
(6) Overcrowding
in schools (the
greater the overcrowding, the
smaller the share
of new units)

(6) Assessed valuation of pupil
average daily
attendance (the
higher the value,
the greater the
share of new
units)
(7) Existing additional school capacity (the less
the capacity, the
less the share
of new units)
(8) Vacant residential land valued at $10,000
per acre or less
(the more acres
in vacant land,
the greater the
share of new
units)

(5) Inverse of (3)
(1) Percentage of existin urban areas
ing low and
moderate
income housing (the
higher priority
is given to
lower percent)

(2) Amount of
land currently
developed
(the higher
priority is
given to areas
with more development)

(6) Elementary
school district
assessed valuation per household as a percentage of the
assigned valuation in urban area
(for MarysvilleYuba City and
urban areas only)
(the higher the
assessed valuation, the greater
the share of new
units)

ployment

$25,000 or $250

the share of new

is given to

rent (used as a

units)

lower percent)

modifier)

(6) Potential per

capita fiscal re-

sources (used as

a modifier)

(3) Proximity
to existing and
projected locations of low
and moderate
income employment

(4) Availability
of sites for
construction
of low and
moderate income housing.
Uniformity with
state development plan and
county and
municipal
master plans.
(5) Availability
of land and
open space
area and their
intended use
(6) Existence,
feasibilitY,and
estimated cost
of providing
local and regional public
services and
facilities to
support proposed housing.
Impact on local
taxation.
(7) Effect on
the community
and impact on
existing land
use development regulations

Suitability

(7) Number of

(5) Assessed val-

(6) Assessed val-

Note: Following Brooks' approach proximity to jobs was consid ered as a distributive criterion. The proposed New Jersey plan
did not specify whether the ellocation would be manipulated Inversely or dlreclly.
Source: Brooks. Lower Income Housing: The Planners' Response. Planning AdviSOry Service Report No. 282 (July-August 1972),
and fair-share reports.

(2) Amount of

(6) Elementary

(4) Availability

Allocation

acres of vacant

uation per pupil

uation of pupil

land currently

school district

of sites for

Criteria

Although we have discussed each of the
four allocation criteria separately, it is important
to realize that these criteria can be interdependent. For example, in allocating housing to areas
where there are jobs, one may well achieve the
additional goal of housing distri bution since- expanding job opportunities are largely in t e sub-

urbs. Similarly, if the most suitable housing sites,
e.g., those with a well-developed infrastructure,
are in urban areas, then the allocation of housing to urban sites may well result in the assignment of housing to areas to greatest need.
Moreovgrr,j . ~;'1lYfrf1,l;i share plans are explicitly dUlW ~ S ~ ~ . ~~ H e al objectives. The

n

serviced residen-

(the higher the

average daily
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Massachusetts fair-share plan, for example,

stresses the equal-share approach, but also

specifies that the zoning review boards be

guided by such suitability considerations as open

space and health and safety of local residents.

That other fair-share plans also have chosen to

combine several criteria is illustrated in Exhibit

1-5.

Responsibility for Building the Fair-Share

Housing: The third major variation among fair-

share plans involves their implementation. ln

some cases, the body that formulates the plan

builds the housing. For example, the Urban De-

velopment Corporation's housing allocation plan

is primarily a corporate planning instrument for

its own use in deciding where it should build low

and moderate income housing units.1''7 Simi-

larly, the Chicago Housing Authority's plan for a

wider distribution of public housing units through-

out the city was designed for its own use.1'"'

ln instances where the body formulating and

promulgating the fair-share plan does not con-

struct the housing itself, the question of just pre-

cisely who is responsible for implementing the

fair-share plan is often left unanswered. ln the

opinion of Mary Brooks, a leading authority,199

those allocation plans establishing priority areas

for housing development (rather than allocating

specific numbers of housing to subregions) are

predominately directed toward developers to try

to orient them to focus this construction in the

priority locations. But, since the specifics of how

developer compliance is to be insured is often

rather vague, there is some doubt about the via-

bility of such a strategy. ln contrast, the fair-

share plans that allocate specific numbers of

units to communities make the locality primarily

responsible for seeing that the allocated housing

is built. The community can either construct the

allocated housing itself or arrange for or encour-

age others, e.g., nonprofit housing sponsors, to

do so.

Local compliance with the fair-share plan is

insured by the agency effecting the fair-share

plan using both persuasive and coercive strate-

gies. The first strategy is useful when opposition

to the construction of low and moderate income

housing is based on unfounded fears that such

activity will quickly destroy neighborhoods. ln

many instances, the fair-share agency can re-

duce opposition to their plan by attempting to

persuade and demonstrate to the antagonists

that the entry of lower income housing will not

have an adverse impact.

But since persuasive strategy proves inef-

fective where the opposition is deeply rooted,

many agencies have resorted to more coercive

methods in order to assure compliance. For ex-

Massachusetts fair-share plan, for example,
stresses the equal-share approach, but also
specifies that the zoning review boards be
guided by such suitability considerations as open
space and health and safety of local residents.
That other fair-share plans also have chosen to
combine several criteria is ill ustrated in Exhibit
1-5.
Responsibility for Building the Fair-Share
Housing: The third major variation among fairshare plans involves their implementation. In
some cases, the body that formulates the plan
builds the housing. For example, the Urban Development Corporation's housing allocation plan
is primarily a corporate planning instrument for
its own use in deciding where it should build low
and moderate income housing units. I"; Similarly, the Chicago Housing Authority's plan for a
wider distribution of public housing units throughout the city was designed for its own use.I·OIn instances where the body formulating and
promulgating the fair-share plan does not construct the housing itself, the question of just precisely who is responsible for implementing the
fair-share plan is often left unanswered. In the
opinion of Mary Brooks, a leading authority,I!'~
those allocation plans establ ish ing priority areas
for housing development (rather than allocating
specific numbers of housing to subregions) are
predominately directed toward developers to try
to orient them to focus this construction in the
priority locations. But, since the specifics of how
developer compliance is to be insured is often
rather vague, there is some doubt about the viability of such a strategy. In contrast, the fairshare plans that allocate specific numbers of
units to communities make the locality primarily
responsible for seeing that the allocated housing
is built. The community can either construct the
allocated housing itself or arrange for or encourage others, e.g., nonprofit housing sponsors, to
do so.
Local compliance with the fair-share plan is
insured by the agency effecting the fair-share
plan using both persuasive and coercive strategies. The first strategy is useful when opposition
to the construction of low and moderate income
housing is based on unfounded fears that such
activity will quickly destroy neighborhoods. In

ample, a regional unit of government, e.g.,

county government, may withhold financial aid

unless a municipality agrees to build low and

moderate income housing. But, by far the most

popular instrument used by regional govern-

ments to insure municipal compliance has been

using their A-95 review power.-00 This sanction

required that municipal proposals for Federal as-

I"' Interview with James D. Wiley 01 the UDC. February 1973: also
see loreword. New York State Urban Development Corporation.
Program Development Division. Programming Unit, "Five-Year
UDC Housing Development PrCgram Guide lor the Central
New York Region" (December 1971).
"" Chicago's public housing distribution acllon was prom pled by
GaulreauK v. Chicago Housing AUlhorlly 436 F.2d 306 (7th Clr.
1970).
, .. Note 168 supra at 19.

sistance for public facilitiesâespecially for sewer

and water facilitiesâbe first evaluated by re-

gional planning bodies as to their necessity and

regional impact. Currently, also subject to such
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many instances, the fair-share agency can reduce opposition to their plan by attempting to
persuade and demonstrate to the antagonists
that the entry of lower income housing will not
have an adverse impact.
But since persuasive strategy proves ineffective where the opposition is deeply rooted,
many agencies have resorted to more coercive
methods in order to assure compliance. For example, a regional unit of government, e.g.,
county government, may withhold financial aid
unless a municipality agrees to build low and
moderate income housing. But, by far the most
popular instrument used by regional governments to insure municipal compliance has been
using their A-95 review power.~oo This sanction
required that municipal proposals for Federal assistance for public facilities-especially for sewer
and water facilities-be first evaluated by regional planning bodies as to their necessity and
regional impact. Currently, also subject to such
review are all local applications to Federal agencies for subsidies or mortgage insurance for
subdivisions of over 50 lots, multifamily and public housing projects of over 100 units, and mobile
home courts of over 100 spaces.
Frequently, the agencies formulating and effecting the fair-share programs also are empowered to conduct the A-95 review. Therefore, they
have considerable leverage in persuading municipalities to comply with fair-share requirements;
because these municipalities often cannot construct sewers and other facilities without Federal
aid, they tend to avoid dOing anything that would
incur the wrath of the review bodies. The effectiveness of this review power is corroborated by
Dale Bertsch, executive director of Dayton,
Ohio's fair-share program, who reports that the
A-95 review power of Miami Valley Regional
Planning Commission is his most important tool for
insu ring compliance with fair-share objectives. ZOl

Fair Share: Potential Impact
Because fair-share plans are still in their infancy, it is too early to conclusively gauge their
impact. But we can attempt a preliminary evaluation by discussing their potential impact and
then examining their performance to date and
their prospects for the future.
Fair-share plans are designed to substantially increase housing choice and housing mix
"'''' See David Myhra, "A-95 Review and the Urban Planning Process," 50 J. Urban L. No.3, p. 4.. 9 (February 1973), and William
Brussat, "KlJgwlng ; Yo~{ -95." Urban Land. p. 13 (March 1973).
...', Bertsch, in Nc!!- r6 In c;\n e ~1
on Housing, note 188 lupr.
a!
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in suburban areas. The Washington, D.C., COG

fair-share plan illustrates this. Back in October

1971, almost 60 percent of the federally subsi-

dized housing units in the metropolitan Washing-

ton area were allocated for the District of

Columbia.-0- Many subregions had few or no

subsidized unitsâFairfax County, for example,

had only 6 percent while Arlington contained

none. The COG plan would markedly change this

uneven distribution by allocating only 20 percent

of the future subsidized units to the District of

Columbiaâi.e., one-third its current total. Con-

versely, suburban areas would be given a much

larger share of the region's low and moderate in-

come housing. Fairfax County, for example,

would be allocated 24 percent, while Arlington's

share would be 9 percent. The projected impact

of the Washington COG fair-share plan through-

out the region is shown in Exhibit 1-6.

Marked changes were also envisioned by

the Sacramento Regional Area Planning Commis-

sion's plan which would, if effected, significantly

increase the percentage of subsidized housing

units allocated in many of the region's

suburbs.203 This projected impact is not surpris-

ing, for the goal of many fair-share plans is to

increase housing opportunities in the suburbs.

Progress has been made in achieving this objec-

tive, but not without some difficulty, as we shall

demonstrate shortly.

Fair Share: Impact to Date

Fair share has had a mixed but promising

track record to date. The Metropolitan Council

(Minneapolis-St. Paul) and Washington COG

fair-share plans have both begun auspiciously

and have elicited widespread approval. The Day-

in suburban areas. The Washington. D.C.. COG
fair-share plan illustrates this. Back in October
1971. almost 60 percent of the federally subsidized housing units in the metropolitan Washington area were allocated for the District of
Columbia.~o~ Many subregions had few or no
subsidized units-Fairfax County, for example,
had only 6 percent while Arlington contained
none. The COG plan would markedly change this
uneven distribution by allocating only 20 percent
of the future subsidized units to the District of
Columbia-i.e., one-third its current total. Conversely, suburban areas would be given a much
larger share of the region's low and moderate income housing. Fairfax County, for example,
would be allocated 24 percent. while Arlington's
share would be 9 percent. The projected impact
of the Washington COG fair-share plan throughout the region is shown in Exhibit 1-6.
Marked changes were also envisioned by
the Sacramento Regional Area Planning Commission's plan which would, if effected, significantly
increase the percentage of subsidized housing
units allocated in many of the region's
suburbs. 203 This projected impact is not surprising, for the goal of many fair-share plans is to
increase housing opportunities in the suburbs.
Progress has been made in achieving this objective, but not without some difficulty, as we shall
demonstrate shortly.

ton plan, having confronted and solved numer-

ous problems, is quite successful today. But

Fair Share: Impact to Date

some fair-share strategiesânamely the Fairfax

County, UDC, and Massachusetts plansâhave

encountered significant problems.

Before we examine the individual perform-

ance records, we must reemphasize that be-

cause fair share has just started, our conclu-

sions about its results can be regarded as only

tentative.

Metropolitan Council and Washington COG

Plans: Auspicious Beginnings: Both the Metro-

politan Council (Minneapolis-St. Paul)204 and

Washington COG fair-share plans205 have

gained strong support in their areas. The former

has generated considerable suburban accept-

ance, as well as actual construction of low and

moderate income housing; some suburban com-

munities had even complained that they were not

allocated sufficient housing. At lease 10 subur-

Fair share has had a mixed but promising
track record to date. The Metropolitan Council
(Minneapolis-St. Paul) and Washington COG
fair-share plans have both begun auspiciously
and have elicited widespread approval. The Dayton plan, having confronted and solved numerous problems, is quite successful today. But
some fair-share strategies-namely the Fairfax
County, UDC, and Massachusetts plans-have
encountered significant problems.
Before we examine the individual performance records, we must reemphasize that because fair share has just started, our conclusions about its results can be regarded as only
tentative.

ban communities already have established public

housing authorities and have issued bonds to

finance these authorities. Some localities have

even gone so far as to adopt a Fairfax County

strategy, requiring private large-scale developers

Metropolitan Council and Washington COG
Plans: Auspicious Beginnings: Both the MetropOlitan Council (Minneapolis-St. Paul) 201 and
Washington
COG
fair-share
plans ~n"
have

to construct certain minimum percentages of low

and moderate income housing.

The Washington COG fair-share plan also

has received considerable initial support from

both the Department of Housing and Urban De-

velopment and the COG's constituent members.

The former agreed to subsidize over 6,000 hous-

ing units under the 221 (d)(3)-236, 235, rent sup-

plement, Project Rehab, Operation Breakthrough,

,... See note 174 supra at II and 10.
- See note 181 supra at 5.
- Telephone Interview with Metropolitan Council stafl, October
1973.
,.,. Telephone Interview wit h Y'ash lngton COG st afl , Oct ober 1973.

gained strong support in their areas. The former
has generated considerable suburban acceptance, as well as actual construction of low and
moderate income housing; some suburban communities had even complained that they were not
allocated sufficient housing. At lease 10 suburban communities already have established public
housing authorities and have issued bonds to
finance these authorities. Some localities have
even gone so far as to adopt a Fairfax County
strategy, requiring private large-scale developers
to construct certain minimum percentages of low
and moderate income housing.
The Washington COG fair-share plan also
has received considerable initial support from
both the Department of Housing and Urban Development and the COG's constituent members.
The former agreed to subsidize over 6,000 housing units under the 221 (d)(3)-236, 235, rent supplement, Project Rehab, Operation Breakthrough,
and public housing programs. About 1,800 of
these units were granted as a bonus by HUD in
recogr:lition of the COG's innovative regional allocation strategy, The COG's members cooperated in many ways-agreeing occasionally to
construct public housing and granting property
tax abatements on the prOjected subsidized
housing that would be built.
To date, however, little subsidized housing
has been built under the Metropolitan Council
and especially the Washington COG fair-share
plans. One reason for their low output is their
relatively short existence-both plans were
adopted in early 1972. Other restraints have
been the high cost of undertaking housing without financial aid, combined with the uncertainty
of obtaining housing subsidies.
Dayton Plan: Initial Difficulties Overcome:
The Dayton plan was formulated in cooperation
with local public officials, planning consultants,
and community groups.~06 This team approach,
coupled with favorable press coverage during its
gestation period, resulted in the Dayton plan's
unanimous adoption in September 1970 by
elected officials of the Miami Valley Regional
Planning Commission (MVRPC).
Its smooth beginning led to the expectation
that the Dayton plan could be effectuated without opposition. However, such optimism was unfounded, according to the account of one
observer: 207
... Dale Bertsch and Ann Shafer, "A Regional Housing Plan: The
Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission ExperIence,"
Planner's Notebook, pp. 2-5 (No.1. April 1971).
".,... Lois Craig, "The Dayton Area's 'Fair Share' Housing Plan Enters
ee,,-ii 1972 City 50, p. 54 (Januarythe Imple '= ~ ti
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Exhibit 1-6. Impact of Washington COG

Fair-Share Plan

Percent of New

Exhibit 1-6. Impact of Washington COG
Fair-Share Plan

Federally Subsidized

Housing Units

to be Allocated to

Indicated Jurisdiction

under the Fair-Share

Plan

Jurisdiction

1971 Distribution
of Subsidized
Housing Units

Alexandria

Arlington

Jurisdiction
Alexandria
Arlington
Bowie
College Park
District of Columbia
Fairfax County
Fairfax City
Greenbelt
Loudon County
Montgomery County
Prince George's
County
Prince William
County
Rockville

Bowie

College Park

District of Columbia

Fairfax County

Fairfax City

Greenbelt

Loudon County

Montgomery County

Prince George's

County

Prince William

County

Rockvllle

1971 Distribution

3.5
.0
.0
.3
59.6
5.9
.2
.0
.5

Percent of New
Federally Subsidized
Housing Units
to be Allocated to
Indicated Jurisdiction
under the Fair-Share
Plan
2.6

9.0
.2
.8
20.3
24.4

7.8

.6
.6
1.4
26.7

18.1

10.9

2.2
1.3

.2
1.0

of Subsidized

Housing Units

Source: Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments.
"A Fair Share Housing Formula for Metropolitan Washington" (1972) at II and 10.

3.5

.0

.0

.3

59.6

5.9

.2

.0

.5

7.8

18.1

2.2

Consensus [in adopting the Dayton plan) did not mean
mandate . Now the struggle Is taking place over finding flat
sites for real housing units. And if emotion did battle with
reason in getting the plan accepted that was only a skirmish compared with the difficulties of implementation.
Not surprisingly there is resistance in white suburbs.
There is also passionate resistance in a middle income
black suburb . There is trouble too when MVRPC tries to
stop proposed projects.

1.3

2.6

9.0

2

.8

20.3

24.4

.6

.6

1.4

26.7

10.9

1.0

Source: Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments,

"A Fair Share Housing Formula for Metropolitan Wash-

ington" (1972) at II and 10.

Consensus [in adopting the Dayton plan] did not mean

mandate. Now the struggle is taking place over finding flat

sites for real housing units. And if emotion did battle with

reason in getting the plan accepted that was only a skir-

mish compared with the difficulties of implementation.

Not surprisingly there is resistance in white suburbs.

Resistance to the Dayton plan was often vociferous . Some of its supporters were roundly
defeated in the November 1971 election. Two
counties and 10 municipalities even threatened
to secede from the MVRPC. ~O~ And when the
MVRPC proposed a 166-unit for Miamisburg, a
blue-collar suburb of Dayton, a local ad hoc
committee was formed to oppose it. The Committee's persuasive arguments that the proposed
housing would increase local taxes and overburden schools, sewers, and transportation faci lities, resulted in overwhelming defeat for the
Miamisburg housing plan.
Today such opposition has largely died
down. ~ 1)9 The reasons for the sudden change in
attitude are not clear. Among the mitigating factors might be the MVRPC's established reputation, the dynamism of its executive director, Dale
Bertsch, and the willingness and patience of the

There is also passionate resistance in a middle income

black suburb. There is trouble too when MVRPC tries to

stop proposed projects.

Resistance to the Dayton plan was often vo-

..... Id., at 56.
... Telephone interview with Ann Shafer 01 the Miami Va ll ey Regional Planning Com missi on, Oct obe r 1973.

ciferous. Some of its supporters were roundly

defeated in the November 1971 election. Two
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counties and 10 municipalities even threatened

to secede from the MVRPC.208 And when the

~

MVRPC 's staff in explaining the fair share's intentions to hostile communities. The decline in
opposition is reflected in the fact that no county
or municipality ever made good on its withdrawal threats. Furthermore, there was a sharp
rise in the Dayton plan's construction peace;
whereas a 1972 report ~ In revealed that 800
units had been built since the plan's inception,
there were 3,000 completed as of early 1973
(over 4,000 if we include housing built under
HUD's 235 and 502 subsidy programs). The Dayton plan, then, after weathering stiff opposition,
now seems on its way to dispersing considerable
numbers of low and moderate income units in
the region's suburbs.
The Massachusetts Plan: Limited Success:
During fiscal years 1971 to 1973, almost 50,000
low and moderate income housing units were
constructed in Massachusetts under subsidy programs from HUD, Massachusetts Department of
Community Affairs (MDCA), Massachusetts Housother
ing Finance
Agency
(MHFA),
and
agencies. ~ ll Although much of this housing has
been built in the major cities, especially Boston,
there has been considerable construction in suburban areas as well. In the opinion of MacDonald Barr, MCDA's Coordinator of Planning
and Program Development, this construction has
significantly broadened Massachusetts' suburban
housing mix . ~l~
This dispersion has not been effected
through the Massachusetts zoning review plan,
however, rather, it has resulted from the independent efforts of private developers. The State's
fair-share strategy has in itself accomplished
very little.
Two 1972 reports ~I I corroborate the Massachusetts fair-share plan's slow pace. The State
plan provides two levels of zoning review--one
by local zoning boards of appeals and another
by a State Housing Appeals Committee. As of
mid-1972, only 19 appeals had been received by
the latter group and perhaps more significant, a
total of only 35 applications had been filed before the former group. Of this 35, 18 had been
denied and subsequently appealed, 12 were still
awaiting a decision, and only 5 had resulted in
permits to build."11 Of these 5 approvals, 2 were
:no Craig. note 207 supra at 53.
'" Telephone interview with MacDonald Barr of the Masaachusetta
Department of Community Affairs. October 1973.
:12 Id .
213 See Taylor. note 194 supra and MacDonald Barr. "The Massachusetts Zoning Appeala Law : LesBons of the First Three
Years." paper submitted at American Institute of Planners
Conlerena.! !) ~ : ,ra 1(" . ~ i meo) .
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stalled until recently by court action, and the re-

maining 3 resulted in the construction of 364

units, all for the elderly. Clearly, the Massachu-

setts track record has not been impressive.

Why such a slow pace? One explanation is

that until recently, the entire Massachusetts fair-

share plan was under a legal cloud.215 And

there have been substantive problems as wellâ

poorly defined administrative procedures and

high out-of-pocket costs for developers who sub-

mit to the zoning review process.-16 The follow-

ing account summarized the defects:217

The Massachusetts suburban housing and zoning re-

form law is not working. lts failure can be summarized in

the following manner: first its approach to the problem of

inadequate housing and exclusionary zoning is negative.

stalled until recently by court action, and the remaining 3 resulted in the construction of 364
units, all for the elderly. Clearly, the Massachusetts track record has not been impressive.
Why such a slow pace? One explanation is
that until recently, the entire Massachusetts fairshare plan was under a legal cloud.~l" And
there have been substantive problems as wellpoorly defined administrative procedures and
high out-of-pocket costs for developers who submit to the zoning review process.:!!'; The following account summarized the defects: ~!;

Rather than attempting to implement an affirmative housing

strategy, the law seeks only to break down exclusionary

suburban barriers where they conflict with the construction

of low and moderate income housing.

Second, it establishes an undesirable adversary system

between developers of subsidized housing on the one hand

and suburban communities which are generally opposed to

such housing on the other. This increases the risk of finan-

cial loss to developers, puts communities unprepared to ac-

cept such housing in the defensive, requires an almost au-

tomatic appeal to the state, and diminishes the legitimacy

of the entire housing effort. . . .

Third, the law provides insufficient policy direction,

planning standards and state legislative mandate by which

conflicts can be resolved at the local level. . . .

The UDC Plan: Stalled by Opposition: The

New York State Urban Development Corporation

(UDC), established in 1969,-'- had tremendous

The Massachusetts suburban housing and zoning reform law is not working. Its failure can be summarized in
the following manner: first its approach to the problem of
inadequate housing and exclusionary zoning is negative.
Rather than attempting to implement an affirmative housing
strategy, the law seeks only to break down exclusionary
suburban barriers where they conflict with the construction
of low and moderate income housing.
Second, it establishes an undesirable adversary system
between developers of subsidized housing on the one hand
and suburban communities which are generally opposed to
such housing on the other. This increases the risk of financial loss to developers, puts communities unprepared to accept such housing in the defensive, requires an almost automatic appeal to the state, and diminishes the legitimacy
of the entire housing effort. ...
Third, the law provides insufficient policy direction,
planning standards and state legislative mandate by which
conflicts can be resolved at the local level. ...

potential for dispersing large numbers of low

and moderate income housing in the State's sub-

urbs. lt had a dynamic executive director, Ed-

ward Logue, and strong support from Governor

Nelson Rockfeller. Moreover, as a fair-share

plan, it was unique on two counts: lt had its own

financing capability and was legally empowered

to override local zoning restrictions. Yet, despite

its commendable achievementsâthe construction

of more than 30,000 housing units219 and the

implementation of such innovative projects as in-

dustrial condominiumsâthe UDC has done little

in the way of housing dispersal.

Opposition to the UDC has been most vehe-

ment in Westchester County. The State's fair-

share approach was initiated in this county

through a UDC proposal for the construction of

900 units in the unincorporated areas of the

towns of Westchester,-20 with no more than 100

units to be built in any one town or school dis-

trict. The 900-unit objective was established after

analysis of the UDC's statewide construction ca-

pability in relation to both the overall needs of

Westchester County and to the specific require-

ments of the UDC's current and proposed pro-

The UDC Plan: Stalled by Opposition: The
New York State Urban Development Corporation
(UDC), established in 1969, ~" had tremendous
potential for dispersing large numbers of low
and moderate income housing in the State's suburbs. It had a dynamic executive director, Edward Logue, and strong support from Governor
Nelson Rockfeller. Moreover, as a fair-share
plan, it was unique on two counts: It had its own
financing capability and was legally empowered
to override local zoning restrictions. Yet, despite
its commendable achievements-the construction
of more than 30,000 housing units ;!!!. and the
implementation of such innovative projects as industrial condominiums-the UDC has done little
in the way of housing dispersal.
Opposition to the UDC has been most vehement in Westchester County. The State's fairshare approach was initiated in this county
through a UDC proposal for the construction of
900 units in the unincorporated areas of the

grams in the cities and villages.

Anticipating vigorous opposition by many

Westchester communities, the UDC made special

conciliatory efforts. Not only would the scale of

the housing projects be small (100 units each),

but they would be of low density with each de-

velopment situated on no less than 10 acres. ln

addition, each site would be provided with its

21J See note 196 supra.
:n. Barry, note 213 supra at 9-12.
." Taylor, note 194 supra at 1.
:no See Reilly and Shulman, "The State Urban Development Corporation: New York's Innovation," 1 Urban tawyer 129 (1 969).
3'. Telephone interview wi, h New York State Urban Qeve opment
Corporation 8taH, November 1973.

towns of Westchester,:!:!o with no more than 100
units to be built in anyone town or school district. The 900-unit objective was established after
analysis of the UDC's statewide construction capability in relation to both the overall needs of
Westchester County and to the specific requirements of the UDC's current and proposed programs in the cities and villages.
Anticipating vigorous opposition by many
Westchester communities, the UDC made special
conCiliatory efforts. Not only would the scale of
the housing projects be small (100 units each),
but they would be of low density with each development situated on no less than 10 acres, In
addition, each site would be provided with its
own recreation spaces, And the UDC also recommended State reimbursement to those communities incurring cost-revenue deficits because
of the projects.
Despite all of these concessions, the UDC
projects were vociferously opposed. In September 1972, Governor Rockefeller imposed a moratorium on the UDC Westchester projects so that
both UDC and local Westchester officials could
further discuss the proposed housing units. 221
The present status of the UDC Westchester proposals remains unclear; no housing has been
built to date; and in light of continued protest,
there is some doubt whether the UDC is still
committed to building these projects. The
strength of the opposition is evident in the successful pressure brought to bear upon the New
York legislature to strip the UDC of its power to
override local zoning-a move that many feel resulted from the UDC's fair-share efforts.:!~2 Although it would be premature to conclude that
the UDC will abandon future fair-share efforts, its
experiences to date clearly reveal the potential
difficulty of such undertakings.
The present impact of fair share, then, is
mixed-widespread acceptance by communities
in the Minneapolis-St. Paul and greater Washington areas, belated success in Dayton, and limited
success in Massachusetts and New York, But
what about the future? Will we be likely to see
more regional allocation strategies? And what
will their impact be?

Future of Fair Share
Current trends indicate increasing adoptions
of fair-share plans in the future. With racial and
""'. See New York State Urban Development Corporation,
Share" at 6 (undated).
... The New YI{} jt i 1r~ p - ~
1972.
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own recreation spaces. And the UDC also rec-

ommended State reimbursement to those com-

munities incurring cost-revenue deficits because

'V

environmental problems intensifying, there will

be increasing pressure to centralize zoning-hous-

ing decisions through such instrumentalities as

fair share. A growing advocacy for regional re-

view of zoning-housing policies underlies both

the American Law Institute land-use

revisions22;1 and national land-use bill(s).224

Such sentiment undoubtedly will encourage the

further adoption of regional housing allocation

strategies.

We can expect support for fair share from

at least three groups: developers, the courts,

and suburban communities themselves. Housing

developers, seeking expanding business oppor-

tunities in the suburbs, already have sided with

antiexclusionary zoning groups, e.g., the Subur-

ban Action Institute; -â¢'â¢ this same motive may

also prompt developers to support fair share.

Many courts involved in exclusionary zoning

suits have voiced their support for a legislatively

established regional housing and zoning plan

that would free them from their current duties as

"super planning agencies."22e This sentiment,

which has already been echoed by political lead-

ers, points to further adoption of fair-share

plans. And, finally, suburban communities them-

selves may well support fair share, viewing it as

a lesser evil when compared to court challenge

and possible overrule of their present zoning-

housing policies.

Although we can expect the spread of fair-

share plans, we cannot confidently predict their

success in dispersing significant amounts of

housing. A major restraint is the Federal housing

subsidy moratorium, which already has stalled

many fair-share plans. Almost no housing has

been built under the Washington COG fair-share

plan, for example, because the area's high hous-

ing costs would place unsubsidized units beyond

the reach of low and moderate income

families.227 The continued success of the Dayton

plan is also jeopardized by Federal housing sub-

sidy cutbacks.--'1 And, although increased State

subsidies might compensate for Federal cut-

backs in most cases, State housing aid does not

match recent Federal housing subsidies.

environmental problems intensifying, there will
be increasing pressure to centralize zoning-housing decisions through such instrumentalities as
fair share. A growing advocacy for regional review of zoning-housing policies underlies both
the
American
Law
Institute
land-use
revisions z~" and national land-use bill(s).~~4
Such sentiment undoubtedly will encourage the
further adoption of regional housing allocation
strategies.
We can expect support for fair share from
at least three groups: developers, the courts,
and suburban communities themselves. Housing
developers, seeking expanding business opportunities in the suburbs, already have sided with
antiexclusionary zoning groups, e.g., the Suburban Action Institute; ~Z" this same motive may
also prompt developers to support fair share.
Many courts involved in exclusionary zoning
suits have voiced their support for a legislatively
established regional housing and zoning plan
that would free them from their current duties as
"super planning agencies." Z~~ This sentiment,
which has already been echoed by political leaders, pOints to further adoption of fair-share
plans. And, finally, suburban communities themselves may well support fair share, viewing it as
a lesser evil when compared to court challenge
and possible overrule of their present zoninghousing policies.
Although we can expect the spread of fairshare plans, we cannot confidently predict their
success in dispersing significant amounts of
housing. A major restraint is the Federal housing
subsidy moratorium, which already has stalled
many fair-share plans. Almost no housing has
been built under the Washington COG fair-shar.e
plan, for example, because the area's high hous-

With fair-share plans addressed primarily to

housing location rather than to housing finance,

their success, assuming their elimination of local

opposition, depends largely upon the availability

of housing subsidy funds. Lacking adequate

housing subsidies, regional allocation strategies

can have little impact upon the distribution of

low and moderate income housing units in sub-

urban areas.

Another possible obstacle to fair share is its

m American Lllw Institute, "Model Land Development Code" (Tentative Draft No.3, 1971).
ro'See Vance Hartke, "Toward a National Growth Policy," 22
Catholic U.L. Rev. 279 (1973); William Reilly, "New Directions
In Federal Land Use Legislation," 1973 Urban Law Annual 29 .
• 2!5 See Geoffrey Shields and L. Sanford Spector, "Opening Up the
Suburbs: Notes on a Movement lor Social Change," 6 Yale
Rav. L. & Social Act/on 300 (1972).
, .. Naf/onal Land and Investment Co. v. Board of Adjustmant 419
Pa. 504, 521, 215 A.2d 597, 607 (1965).

ing costs would place unsubsidized units beyond
the reach of low and moderate income
families.~~7 The continued success of the Dayton
plan is also jeopardized by Federal housing subsidy cutbacks.~~' And, although increased State
subsidies might compensate for Federal cutbacks in most cases, State housing aid does not
match recent Federal housing subsidies.
With fair-share plans addressed primarily to
housing location rather than to housing finance,
their success, assuming their elimination of local
opposition, depends largely upon the availability
of housing subsidy funds. Lacking adequate
housing subsidies, regional allocation strategies
can have little impact upon the distribution of
low and moderate income housing units in suburban areas.
Another possible obstacle to fair share is its
conflict with nongrowth sentiments.229 Such a
hold-the-line position may well be a convenient
justification by suburban communities for retaining their exclusive nature; but whatever its origins, its spreading popularity and its underlying
conservatism pose a direct threat to fair-share
programs. Whereas the latter strategy advocates
rapid housing production within a regional plan,
the nongrowth position completely rejects the
desirability of speedy construction maintaining
instead that housing production should be reduced, and in some cases, halted entirely. It is
upon the outcome of this philosophical-social.
conflict and the availability of subsidies that the
future of regional housing allocation depends.

Conclusion
If widespread interest is a reliable indfcator,
then the fair-share plan is an idea whose time
has come, A marked change from the status quo
requires careful analysis of the variations in
such plans as well as their drawbacks and potential impacts, This article has attempted to facilitate such analysiS,
on See note 205 supra.
21'\ See note 209 supra.
... See Finkler, "Nongrowth as
port 283 (September 1972).
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The Federal Government is now involved in

the housing field in different ways and for many

reasons. The purpose of this report is to exam-

ine some of the rationales often advanced for the

special treatment of housing which stem from

the contention that tools of monetary and fiscal

policy aimed at general economic stabilization

have specific impacts on housing that are differ-

entially severe and discriminatory. The alleged

discrimination against housing construction ex-
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penditures is then taken to justify special and

compensatory treatment of housing under a wide

"range of Federal Government programs. The re-

port will examine whether the usual tools of

countercyclical monetary and fiscal policy dis-

Introduction: The Issues

criminate against housing, but it leaves the eval-

uation of housing programs resulting from this

and other concerns to others.

Cyclical Volatility

There is essentially universal agreement on

several characteristics of the housing construc-

tion expenditures component of gross national

product. First, housing construction expenditure

is one of the most volatile of the important com-

ponents of gross national product. Second, hous-

ing construction expenditures lead the business

cycle at both peaks and troughs. Third, it is gen-

erally agreed that housing expenditures are more

responsive to credit market conditions and ex-

hibit shorter response lags to interest rates than

other gross national product components.

The volatility of housing construction ex-

penditure is not surprising in view of some of

its economic and technological characteristics.

Housing is very durable, long-lived capital with

perhaps the longest life of any important GNP

component. This means that the demand for the

The Federal Government is now involved In
the housing field in different ways and for many
reasons. The purpose of this report is to examine some of the rationales often advanced for the
special treatment of housing which stem from
the contention that tools of monetary and fiscal
policy aimed at general economic stabilization
have specific impacts on housing that are differentially severe and discriminatory. The alleged
discrimination against housing construction expenditures is then taken to justify special and
compensatory treatment of housing under a wide
-range of Federal Government programs. The report will examine whether the usual tools of
countercyclical monetary and fiscal policy discriminate against housing, but it leaves the evaluation of housing programs resulting from this
and other concerns to others.

total stock of housing will tend to be relatively

stable and unresponsive to many of the short-pe-

Cyclical Volatility

riod fluctuations of the economy, especially

when these changes are understood to be tem-

porary. (These are the kinds of fluctuations that

have generally characterized the relatively mild

business cycles since World War II.) Like the de-

mand for most goods and services, the demand

for housing depends upon the level of income.

The relevant concept of income, however, is not

current income. Instead, it is permanent or life-

time income which considers a person's antici-

pated future income in addition to his current

income.1

Because the business cycles of the past

generation have been mild, permanent income

has been relatively stable even when business

turned down during periods of recession. Down-

turns have tended to be viewed as temporary

disturbances, so the demand for the stock of

housing has been little affected. By contrast, the

Great Depression of the 1930's was severe. Per-

manent income declined, resulting in a corre-

There is essentially universal agreement on
several characteristics of the housing construction expenditures component of gross national
product. First, housing construction expenditure
is one of the most volatile of the important components of gross national product. Second, housing construction expenditures lead the business
cycle at both peaks and troughs. Third, it is generally agreed that housing expenditures are more
responsive to credit market conditions and exhibit shorter response lags to interest rates than
other gross national product components.
The volatility of housing construction expenditure is not surprising in view of some of
its economic and technological characteristics.
Housing is very durable, long-lived capital with
perhaps the longest life of an y important GNP

component. This means that the demand for the
total stock of housing will tend to be relatively
stable and unresponsive to many of the short-period fluctuations of the economy, especially
when these changes are understood to be temporary. (These are the kinds of fluctuations that
have generally characterized the relatively mild
business cycles since World War II.) Like the demand for most goods and services, the demand
for housing depends upon the level of income.
The relevant concept of income, however, is not
current income. Instead, it is permanent or lifetime income which considers a person's anticipated future income in addition to his current
income. l
Because the business cycles of the past
generation have been mild, permanent income
has been relatively stable even when business
turned down during periods of recession. Downturns have tended to be viewed as temporary
disturbances, so the demand for the stock of
housing has been little affected. By contrast, the
Great Depression of the 1930's was severe. Permanent income declined, resulting in a correspondingly sharp fall in the demand for the stock
of housing.
Housing construction represents additions to
the stock of housing. While the demand for the
stock of housing is highly stable, small changes
in the demand for the stock cause large changes
in the rate of construction activity. It also means
that changes viewed as temporary in the remainder of the economy and also with respect to the
demand for housing may, and do, show up as
large shifts in housing construction. When demands for other products decline and the demand for housing remains stable, resources shift
out of other uses into housing construction, and
vice versa. This is why there is a widespread
view that housing construction is a balancewheel for the remainder of the economy.
For example, when temporary fluctuations
produce a situation where there is a slack in
labor, materials, and financial resources, some of
this slack will tend to move into housing construction. Alternatively, as the economy moves
closer to full employment, resources tend to be
bid away from housing construction, both to
other forms of construction and to other activi-

1

Frank de Leeuw. "The Demand lor Housing: A Review 01 CrossSection EVIdence." Review of Economics and StatistiCS; Msrgaret Reid. Housing and Income (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1962); and Richard E. Muth. "The Demand lor
Non-Farm H ~slng" I n Arn Id C. Harberger. ed .. The Demand
lor Durab l I. b
(C!: ;\;Q II(;): University of Chicago Press,
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spondingly sharp fall in the demand for the stock

of housing.

Housing construction represents additions to
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ties, especially if some of the expansion and

tightened markets for labor, materials, and credit

are viewed as temporary.

Interest Sensitivity

Interest rates typically rise during the ex-

ties, especially if some of the expansion and
tightened markets for labor, materials, and credit
are viewed as temporary.

pansion phase of the cycle. The tightening of

credit markets is one of the mechanisms

whereby financial resources are bid away from

Interest Sensitivity

housing construction to other purposes. Corre-

spondingly, interest rates typically fall during the

contraction phase of the cycle, which leads to

an expansion of housing construction. Since

some part of the change in interest rates and

credit market conditions is typically viewed as

temporary, there is an incentive for an amplified

response on the part of housing either to take

advantage of temporarily loose credit on the one

hand or to postpone construction activities when

credit is viewed as temporarily tight.

Several features in the U.S. financial system,

some of which are direct consequences of legal

and regulatory restraints, amplify these shifts. A

proportion of mortgage funds used to finance

housing, especially single family dwellings, is

supplied by the so-called thrift institutions, sav-

ings and loans, and mutual savings banks. Sav-

ings and loans, and to a lesser degree, mutual

savings banks, specialize in using their funds to

make mortgage loans, in part because they are

legally restricted on the type and volume of

loans they can make. The sources of funds of

these institutions are also regulated, especially

with respect to the maximum interest rates they

are permitted to pay to attract funds. Thrift insti-

tutions must compete for funds with other short

term investment alternatives available to a large

and growing number of sophisticated people.

These funds represent an important share of

people's wealth, not merely the current additions

to that wealth resulting from current saving.

Thrift institutions essentially borrow short

term and invest the proceeds in long term mort-

gages. The spread between short term and long

term rates is an index of market incentives to

channel funds from the short term to the mort-

gage market. When short term rates are low rel-

ative to mortgage rates, savings and loans tend

to grow and to increase their mortgage loans.

When short term rates rise relative to mortgage

rates, flows to mortgage markets tend to dimin-

ish.

All interest rates tend to move with the busi-

ness cycle, rising during expansions and falling

during contractions. While short term and long

term rates tend to move in the same direction,

short term interest rates are more volatile. When

the level of interest rates is cyclically low, short

term rates are low relative to long term rates.

When the level of rates is high, short term rates,

which rise faster, tend to be higher than long

term rates. That is why it is generally necessary

to affect the level of rates to alter the relation-

ship between short and long term rates.2 Thus,

interest rate movements impart some counter-

cyclical timing to the flow of funds to thrift insti-

tutions; this, in turn, contributes to some of the

Interest rates typically rise during the expansion phase of the cycle. The tightening of
credit markets is one of the mechanisms
whereby financial resources are bid away from
housing construction to other purposes. Correspondingly, interest rates typically fall during the
contraction phase of the cycle, which leads to
an expansion of housing construction. Since
some part of the change in interest rates and
credit market conditions is typically viewed as
temporary, there is an incentive for an amplified
response on the part of housing either to take
advantage of temporarily loose credit on the one
hand or to postpone construction activities when
credit is viewed as temporarily tight.
Several features in the U.S. financial system,
some of which are direct consequences of legal
and regulatory restraints, amplify these shifts. A
proportion of mortgage funds used to finance
housing, especially single family dwellings, is
supplied by the so-called thrift institutions, savings and loans, and mutual savings banks. Savings and loans, and to a lesser degree, mutual
savings banks, specialize in using their funds to
make mortgage loans, in part because they are
legally restricted on the type and volume of
loans they can make. The sources of funds of
these institutions are also regulated, especially
with respect to the maximum interest rates they
are permitted to pay to attract funds. Thrift institutions must compete for funds with other short
term investment alternatives available to a large
and growing number of sophisticated people.
These funds represent an important share of
people's wealth, not merely the current additions
to that wealth resulting from current saving.
Thrift institutions essentially borrow short
term and invest the proceeds in long term mortgages. The spread between short term and long
term rates is an index of market incentives to
channel funds from the short term to the mortgage market. When short term rates are low relative to mortgage rates, savings and loans tend
to grow and to increase their mortgage loans.
When short term rates rise relative to mortgage
rates, flows to mortgage markets tend to diminish.
All interest rates tend to move with the business cycle, rising during expansions and falling
during contractions. While short term ahd long

countercyclical variability of housing construc-

tion as well as the corresponding countercyclical

shifts in residential mortgage borrowing.3

During the business cycle expansion phase,
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term rates tend to move in the same direction,
short term interest rates are more volatile. When
the level of interest rates is cyclically low, short
term rates are low relative to long term rates.
When the level of rates is high, short term rates,
which rise faster, tend to be higher than long
term rates. That is why it is generally necessary
to affect the level of rates to alter the relationship between short and long term rates. 2 Thus,
interest rate movements impart some countercyclical timing to the flow of funds to thrift institutions: this, in turn, contributes to some of the
countercyclical variability of housing construction as well as the corresponding countercyclical
shifts in residential mortgage borrowing. 3
During the business cycle expansion phase,
if thrift institutions are prohibited from raising
rates they pay, alternatives to savings accounts
become more attractive. Fewer funds are thereby
attracted to savings and loans and to mutual
savings banks. Because of the reduction in the
supply of mortgage funds, mortgage rates turn
out to be higher than they would be in the absence of deposit ceilings. The effect may be tempered if other important lenders respond to the
higher mortgage rates by shifting some of the
funds to the mortgage market. If, however, because of State usury laws or other reasons,
there also are ceilings on mortgage rates which
are below yields on other uses of funds, there
are no incentives for other lenders to shift into
the mortgage market. Mortgage funds simply dry
up.
Role of U. S. Financial System and Regulation: These mechanisms are some of the reasons
why, even without government intervention or
changes in public policy, housing construction
would tend to be relatively volatile and to lead
business cycle turns, turning up in mid-recession
and down in mid-expansion.' It would seem that
'See David Melselman. The Term Slructure 01 Inleresl RalliS
(PrentIce· Hall. Inc., 1962): and Dav,d Melselman. "The PolICY
ImplicatIons 01 Current Research in the Term Structure 01
Interest Rates," 1968 Proceedings. Conlerence on Savings
and ReSidential Financing.
'Lyle E. Gramley, "Short· Term Cycles ,n Housing Production: An
Overv,ew ot the Problems and Poss,ble Solutions," Federal
Reserve Statt Study: Ways to Moderate Fluctuations In Hous·
Ing Construction, Board 01 Governors 01 the Federal Reserve
System. (December 1972)
• See the charts depictIng the cyclical patterns 01 the resldentlsl
constructIon component to Gross NatIonal PrOduct In both
nominal and constant dollars In "BUSIness Cycle Developments." Deparlment 01 Commelee, various Issues. See espeCially the chart showing the eompaflson 01 new pflvate hous·
Ing units started In the love post·World War II recovefles on
page 117 01 the September 1972 Issue See also charts 1
through 5 In Lyle E Gramley. "Short· Term Cycles in HOUSIng
Production An Overview 01 the Problems and POSSIble Solu·
tlons." Fe~ral Reser.vII Statt Study Ways to Moderate Fluc·
tuatlons In ~Jf0fils~
IC n m '/on, Board 01 Governors 01 the

Fet1r;fIvt:R'SrirO~ ' I~H
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the effect of ceilings on deposit and mortgage

rates tends to amplify this variability.

Does Interest Sensitivity Create a Bias

Against Housing Construction? It is important to

acknowledge that the interest sensitivity of hous-

ing or its cyclical variability does not necessarily

represent an overall bias against housing con-

struction. The principal reason is that the re-

sponse of housing to interest rates and to the

business cycle appears to be symmetrical. Anal-

yses which emphasize the depressing effects of

high and rising rates typically neglect the other

side of the coinâthe expansionary effects of

falling rates. (In this sense, it would seem that

the discussion of the phenomenon may well be

the strongly biased element here, not the phe-

nomenon itself.) The argument that cyclical vari-

ability results in higher costs is weakened by the

fact that the housing construction industry is

characterized by low startup costs, low fixed

costs, larger numbers of relatively small firms

with highly variable and nonspecialized inputs,

many of which readily move between housing

and other forms of construction. In addition, di-

rect evidence on costs of variability is lacking.

The term "bias" suggests that the outcome sys-

tematically differs from a norm, especially an at-

tainable norm. The attainable norm is not speci-

fied.

Countercyclical Fiscal and Monetary

Policies and Their Impacts on Housing

In the context of the above analysis of

housing's sensitivity to changing credit market

conditions, let us now turn to an analysis of the

roles of countercyclical fiscal and monetary poli-

the effect of ceilings on deposit and mortgage
rates tends to amplify this variability.
Does Interest Sensitivity Create a Bias
Against Housing Construction? It is important to
acknowledge that the interest sensitivity of housing or its cyclical variability does not necessarily
represent an overall bias against housing construction. The principal reason is that the response of housing to interest rates and to the
business cycle appears to be symmetrical. Analyses which emphasize the depressing effects of
high and riSing rates typically neglect the other
side of the coin-the expansionary effects of
falling rates. (In this sense, it would seem that
the discussion of the phenomenon may well be
the strongly biased element here, not the phenomenon itself.) The argument that cyclical variability results in higher costs is weakened by the
fact that the housing construction industry is
characterized by low startup costs, low fixed
costs, larger numbers of relatively small firms
with highly variable and nonspecialized inputs,
many of which readily move between housing
and other forms of construction. In addition, direct evidence on costs of variability is lacking.
The term "bias" suggests that the outcome systematically differs from a norm, especially an attainable norm. The attainable norm is not specified.

cies, especially with respect to their impacts on

housing. Most of the differences among econo-

mists' analyses and judgments on the impact of

stabilization policies on housing reduce to differ-

Countercyclical Fiscal and Monetary
Policies and Their Impacts on Housing

ences in the interpretation of the effects, espe-

cially on interest rates, of monetary and fiscal

phenomena, rather than the relationship between

interest rates and housing construction. Conse-

quently, the emphasis of the report is on the in-

terest rate effects of monetary and fiscal policies

rather than on questions of the responsiveness

of housing to credit market conditions.

We shall first discuss fiscal policy, then

monetary policy, and finally combinations of the

two. Fiscal policy is generally understood to de-

scribe the use of the spending and taxing pow-

ers of the Federal Government to moderate eco-

nomic fluctuations, especially to achieve stable

prices and high levels of capacity utilization.

Reaching these goals is understood to be helped

by stabilizing the fluctuations in aggregate ex-

penditures.

Fiscal Policy: Changing Government

Expenditures and Tax Rates

Government expenditures are seen as po-

tentially making a contribution to the stability of

aggregate expenditures by rising when aggregate

expenditures are too low, and declining when

aggregate expenditures are too high. The pur-

pose of varying government expenditures is to

offset some or all of the fluctuations in aggre-

gate expenditures, especially the expenditures of

In the context of the above analysis of
housing's sensitivity to changing credit market
conditions, let us now turn to an analysis of the
roles of countercyclical fiscal and monetary policies, especially with respect to their impacts on
housing. Most of the differences among economists' analyses and judgments on the impact of
stabilization pOlicies on housing reduce to differences in the interpretation of the effects, especially on interest rates, of monetary and fiscal
phenomena, rather than the relationship between
interest rates and housing construction. Consequently, the emphasis of the report is on the interest rate effects of monetary and fiscal policies
rather than on questions of the responsiveness
of housing to credit market conditions.
We shall first discuss fiscal policy, then
monetary policy, and finally combinations of the
two. Fiscal policy is generally understood to describe the use of the spending and taxing powers of the Federal Government to moderate economic fluctuations, especially to achieve stable
prices and high levels of ca,pacity ut i li ~at i on.

Reaching these goals is understood to be helped
by stabilizing the fluctuations in aggregate expenditures.

Fiscal Policy: Changing Government
Expenditures and Tax Rates
Government expenditures are seen as potentially making a contribution to the stability of
aggregate expenditures by rising when aggregate
expenditures are too low, and declining when
aggregate expenditures are too high. The purpose of varying government expenditures is to
offset some or all of the fluctuations in aggregate expenditures, especially the expenditures of
the private sector, in order to achieve stability in
the total of both public and private expenditures.
Taxes, especially individual and corporate income taxes, are also understood to contribute to
overall stability of aggregate expenditures if tax
rates increase when there are excess aggregate
expenditures and decrease when there are deficient aggregate expenditures. Changes in tax
rates alter the amount of income left in the
hands of private individuals after taxes, thereby
affecting their ability and willingness to spend.
An increase in government expenditures
channels resources into the public sector. If, as
in the 1930's, there are vast amounts of unused
resources, government expenditures may merely
put to work resources which might otherwise be
idle. This extreme situation surely has not been
typical of the economy since the end of World
War II. Thus, whatever income payments are
generated by a rise in government expenditures,
the rise in government expenditures typically
leaves fewer resources that can be devoted to
other purposes, including housing. In this general sense, there would seem to be no essential
difference between housing and other uses to
which the Nation's limited resources can be put.
Changing Government Expenditures. Some
General Effects on Resource Allocation and
Housing: There is, however, another sense in
which there may be a differential shortrun, but
not necessarily longrun, impact of increases in
government expenditures on housing. This relates to the permanent income context of the demand for housing and the other technological
factors discussed above. If there is a sharp increase in aggregate government expenditures,
resources in the shortrun may be made available
for government purposes by being driven out of
housing. Alternatively, a decline in government
-Ii (; resources in the short
expenditur Q r
run,
~11?~F t j eAlG Mtilable for housing

rum

":n .

the private sector, in order to achieve stability in

the total of both public and private expenditures.

Taxes, especially individual and corporate in-
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construction in a similar manner. lf there is a

bias in this situation, it would have to reflect a

secular bias in the growth of government ex-

penditures relative to private capacity and ex-

penditures which, in the shortrun, due to the

relative mobility of resources, may affect housing

more than other spending.

Along these lines it is useful to cite the re-

search of Leonall Andersen and Jerry Jordan of

the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis5 regard-

ing the shortrun impact of changes in Federal

Government expenditures. lt turns out that short-

run changes in government expenditures have a

very shortrun impact on gross national product

when taxes, as well as the stock of money, the

main tool of monetary policy, are held constant.

According to their findings, within 3 months after

the increase in Federal Government expendi-

tures, gross national product rises by approxi-

mately 89 percent of the initial increase in gov-

ernment expenditures. Thereafter, however,

gross national product declines. Within a year,

GNP is essentially back to its original point.

Government expenditures replace or "crowd

out" private expenditures, and alter the composi-

tion of expenditures and output. This is in the

context of a given stock of money, which seems

to be the central variable controlling aggregate

GNP.

The change in government expenditures

mainly changes the composition of expenditures

and of output. Thus, holding the stock of money

constant, if we consider a large increase in gov-

ernment expenditures, we may well get a lagged,

but abrupt, decline in housing expenditures as

private GNP shrinks. Alternatively, for a signifi-

cant decline in government expenditures the re-

sulting increase in private GNP may have a dif-

ferentially large positive impact on housing

expenditures in the shortrun. There is, however,

no direct evidence on the relationships between

government expenditures in general and housing

expenditures in particular.

Finally, there would seem to be relatively

little support for the use of variations in govern-

ment expenditures as a stabilization tool. The

reasons generally offered are well known and

typically reflect concern about the long lags re-

quired to change government expenditures,

problems involved in specifying which expendi-

tures are to be altered over which span of time,

and uncertainty about the aggregative and re-

' Leonall C. Andersen and Jerry L. Jordan, "Monetary and Fiscal

Actions: A Test of their Relative lmportance in Economic

Stabilization," Review, Federal Reserve Bank ot St. Louis, Vol.

50 (November 1968).

source allocative effects of what is generally

taken to be an extremely crude instrument of

stabilization policy. These are some of the rea-

sons that most discussions of monetary and

fiscal policy tools for stabilization typically cen-

ter on varying either tax rates or the money sup-

construction in a similar manner. If there is a
bias in this situation, it would have to reflect a
secular bias in the growth of government expenditures relative to private capacity and expenditures which, in the shortrun, due to the
relative mobility of resources, may affect housing
more than other spending.
Along these lines it is useful to cite the research of Leonall Andersen and Jerry Jordan of
the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis~' regarding the shortrun impact of changes in Federal
Government expenditures. It turns out that shortrun changes in government expenditures have a
very shortrun impact on gross national product
when taxes, as well as the stock of money, the
main tool of monetary policy, are held constant.
According to their findings, within 3 months after
the increase in Federal Government expenditures, gross national product rises by approximately 89 percent of the initial increase in government
expenditures.
Thereafter,
however,
gross national product declines. Within a year,
GNP is essentially back to its original point.
Government expenditures replace or "crowd
out" private expenditures, and alter the composition of expenditures and output. This is in the
context of a given stock of money, which seems
to be the central variable controlling aggregate
GNP.
The change in government expenditures
mainly changes the composition of expenditures
and of output. Thus, holding the stock of money
constant, if we consider a large increase in government expenditures, we may well get a lagged,
but abrupt, decline in housing expenditures as
private GNP shrinks. Alternatively, for a significant decline in government expenditures the resulting increase in private GNP may have a differentially large positive impact on housing
expenditures in the shortrun. There is, however,
no direct evidence on the relationships between
government expenditures in general and housing
expenditures in particular.
Finally, there would seem to be relatively
little support for the use of variations in government expenditures as a stabilization tool. The
reasons generally offered are well known and
typically reflect concern about the long lags required to change government expenditures,
problems involved in specifying which expenditures are to be altered over which span of time,
and uncertainty about the aggregative and re-

ply.

Changing Tax Rates. lmpacts on lnterest

Rates and on Household Spending and Saving:

For given levels of government expenditures and

the stock of money, variations in tax rates also

• Leonali c. Andersen and Jerry L. Jordan. "Monetary and Fiscal
Actions: A Test of thelf Relative Im portance in EconomiC
Stabilization."' Review. Federal Reserve Bank oj Sf Louis , Vol.
50 (November 1968),

have been proposed to stabilize aggregate de-

mand and influence housing expenditures. Dur-

ing periods of excess demand pressures, an in-
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source allocative effects of what is generally
taken to be an extremely crude instrument of
stabilization policy. These are some of the reasons that most discussions of monetary and
fiscal policy tools for stabilization typically center on varying either tax rates or the money supply.
Changing Tax Rates. Impacts on Interest
Rates and on Household Spending and Saving:
For given levels of government expenditures and
the stock of money, variations in tax rates also
have been proposed to stabilize aggregate demand and influence housing expenditures. During periods of excess demand pressures, an increase in income tax rates tends to reduce
aggregate demand by draining off from the private sector some of the income that might otherwise be spent. It is as if the increase in tax rates
and the corresponding rise in tax revenues become instruments for increasing the saving of
the private sector. The increase in Treasury receipts necessitates the sale of fewer bonds if
there had been a deficit (or the retirement of
more debt if there is a surplus). The decline in
bond offerings tends to lower the interest rate.
Because housing is taken to be especially sensitive to interest rates, the increase in tax rates is
seen as simultaneously reducing expenditures in
the aggregate and stimulating expenditures for
housing in particular. This is especially true if
the tax rise is coupled with an expansionary
monetary policy. These were some of the reasons advanced in support of the 10 percent surtax which was enacted in 1968.
The evidence from many studies of consumer behavior indicates that consumer outlays
depend largely on longrun expected income-permanent income, rather than current income
after taxes. Changes in income tax rates, especially when understood as temporary, have little
effect on permanent income. Variations in tax
rates for short-period stabilization purposes are
bound to be interpreted as temporary, especially
with repeated use. They can be expected to have
only small effects on consumption outlays. If income tax rates increase, consumer spending is
little affected in the shortrun. Consumers adjust
to the higher taxes by reducing saving.
Impacts on Investment Ouflays: Similarly,
the evidence from many studies on investment
behavior also suggests that outlays for capital
goods depend on longrun expected profits after
taxes, not current profits after taxes. Thus, a
temporary ris~.in corporation income tax rates,
rather tha;: "! fI ;~eI t'l) m capital outlays, merely
tendsU WV fiR§~T VrG
" [~fi:!,\.J retained earnings,

current corporate saving. Because capital out-

lays are little affected, corporations, too, pay for

the higher taxes mainly by reducing saving.

The Permanent lncome Hypothesis: A corol-

lary of the permanent income hypothesis is that

changes in income tax rates viewed as tempo-

rary also tend to have very minor effects on in-

terest rates. Most current saving shows up as an

addition to the supply of loans, however complex

the network of financial intermediaries the funds

pass through. When saving falls in response to

the temporary rise in income tax rates, the sup-

ply of loan funds declines, roughly matching the

decline in the Treasury's borrowing needs. On

balance, then, very little happens to interest

rates. The same mechanisms also hold for short-

run decreases in income tax rates. These are

also some of the reasons why there has been

widespread disenchantment with the use of short-

run variations in tax policy, so-called "fine-tun-

ing," to offset the effects of shortrun variations

in public as well as in private spending. The

same analysis holds for the impact of shortrun

variations in the lnvestment Credit.

lt should be noted that temporary variations

in sales taxes would tend to have a significant

impact for the same reasons that temporary

changes in income taxes do not. A rise in sales

or excise taxes, when viewed as temporary,

would tend to cause people to reduce or post-

pone purchases until the tax fell. Thus, the effect

on spending would be greater than if the sales

tax increase were understood to be permanent.

Little use has been made of sales taxes for sta-

bilization purposes, and there appears to be no

widespread support for the countercyclical use

of general or specific sales taxes or value added

taxes.

ls There a Bias For or Against Housing? The

limited shortrun effects of countercyclical varia-

tions in income tax rates would seem to leave

little basis for any bias for or against housing. Of

course, the long-period permanent tax structure

does affect resource allocation, including hous-

ing, since permanent tax levels influence saving,

or using resources for investment in housing

rather than other purposes.

Monetary Policy

Let us now turn to monetary policy. There

are two main analytical orientations for evaluat-

ing monetary policy. One looks to interest rates

and credit market conditions as the appropriate

indicators of monetary policy. The other empha-

sizes the quantity of money as the correct indi-

cator of monetary policy. The interpretation of

both the intent and the impact of monetary pol-

current corporate saving. Because capital outlays are little affected, corporations, too, pay for
the higher taxes mainly by reducing saving.
The Permanent Income Hypothesis: A corollary of the permanent income hypothesis is that
changes in income tax rates viewed as temporary also tend to have very minor effects on interest rates. Most current saving shows up as an
addition to the supply of loans, however complex
the network of financial intermediaries the funds
pass through. When saving falls in response to
the temporary rise in income tax rates, the supply of loan funds declines, roughly matching the
decline in the Treasury's borrowing needs. On
balance, then, very little happens to interest
rates. The same mechanisms also hold for shortrun decreases in income tax rates. These are
also some of the reasons why there has been
widespread disenchantment with the use of shortrun variations in tax policy, so-called "fine-tuning," to offset the effects of shortrun variations
in public as well as in private spending. The
same analysis holds for the impact of shortrun
variations in the Investment Credit.
It should be noted that temporary variations
in sales taxes would tend to have a significant
impact for the same reasons that temporary
changes in income taxes do not. A rise in sales
or excise taxes, when viewed as temporary,
would tend to cause people to reduce or postpone purchases until the tax fell. Thus, the effect
on spending would be greater than if the sales
tax increase were understood to be permanent.
Little use has been made of sales taxes for stabilization purposes, and there appears to be no
widespread support for the countercyclical use
of general or specific sales taxes or value added
taxes.
Is There a Bias For or Against Housing? The
limited shortrun effects of countercyclical variations in income tax rates would seem to leave
little basis for any bias for or against housing. Of
course, the long-period permanent tax structure
does affect resource allocation, including housing, since permanent tax levels influence saving,
or using resources for investment in housing
rather than other purposes.
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the two approaches often yield contradictory re-

sults, it may prove helpful to delineate each in

order to understand, and perhaps to reconcile,

apparent differences in analyses and in policy

conclusions.

The quantity of money is essentially what-

ever the Federal Reserve desires or permits it to

be. The Federal Reserve can control the quantity

Let us now turn to monetary policy. There
are two main analytical orientations for evaluating monetary policy. One looks to interest rates
and credit market conditions as the appropriate
indicators of monetary policy. The other emphasizes the quantity of money as th e correCt indi-

cator of monetary policy. The interpretation of
both the intent and the impact of monetary policy, including the implications for housing, depend crucially art which analysis is used. Because
the two approaches often yield contradictory results, it may prove helpful to delineate each in
order to understand, and perhaps to reconcile,
apparent differences in analyses and in policy
conclusions.
The quantity of money is essentially whatever the Federal Reserve desires or permits it to
be. The Federal Reserve can control the quantity
of money within rather narrow limits as a matter
of deliberate policy. However, it may prefer to
control other variables such as interest rates, or
to exert no specific control at all.
Money is usually understood to be the volume of currency and coin held in private hands
outside banks plus commercial bank depositscheckbook money. Some monetary experts prefer to define money to include all commercial
bank deposits in addition to currency and coin.
The two measures of money typically move together and the relationships between either
money concept and GNP and other important
economic variables tend to be similar. Thus, for
most discussions it makes little difference which
concept of money is used. (One slight difference
is that the broader definition of money, M2 , tends
to have a somewhat longer lead, rarely more
than one quarter, over GNP and business conditions than the narrower definition of money, M l .)
Money and Interest Rates: According to the
credit view, when there is an increase in the
quantity of money, people take some of the additional money and use it to make loans, buy
bonds, or acquire other credit instruments,
thereby lowering interest rates. (A decrease in
the demand for money would tend to have the
same easing effects on interest rates and credit
market conditions.) Alternatively, a decrease in
the quantity of money would lead some people
to try to reestablish their cash positions by seiling bonds and other credit instruments or by
making fewer loans, thereby raising interest
rates.
The change in interest rates becomes more
than a financial matter because changes in interest rates alter incentives to spending, especially
on long-lived assets such as housing, plant and
equipment, and other producer durables. The sequence of events is understood to lead from
money to interest rates to capital goods.
This is why, following the credit view, the initial impact ~
Qn~t
policy, and under many
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is largely evaluated in terms of interest rates and

credit markets. lndeed, the terms money and

credit generally are used interchangeably. Rising

interest rates are interpreted as reflecting a re-

strictive monetary policyâtight moneyâand fall-

ing interest rates are interpreted as a conse-

quence of an expansionary monetary policyâeasy

money.

lmpacts on Resource Allocation: Because

interest rates respond to Federal Reserve action,

and spending for capital goods responds to in-

terest rates, it therefore follows that monetary

policy can influence total spending and total in-

come as well as the division of the economy's

output between capital goods and consumer

goods.

There is a presumption that changes in in-

terest rates affect various parts of the private

sector differently. For example, housing is taken

to be especially sensitive to interest rate

changes, but outlays on consumer services or

food are assumed to be relatively insensitive.

Thus, credit policy is understood to affect both

the level of output, the composition of output,

and the rate of growth. There are also parallel

and reciprocal effects on many kinds of financial

institutions and financing activities that depend

on the level of interest rates. Deliberate use of

monetary (credit) policy is thereby taken to imply

an added dimension of control over the size and

composition of output, the rate of economic

growth, and the many other issues involving the

allocation of both real and financial resources as

well as the welfare of particular industries and

financial institutions.

The Mix of Monetary and Fiscal Policies:

This view of monetary policy also encourages its

use in combination with fiscal policy and is cor-

respondingly associated with great concern over

the "mix" of monetary and fiscal policies. The

basic rationale for the "mix" is as follows: lf

more money leads to lower interest rates, and

low interest rates encourage capital formation,

there may be such a large volume of expendi-

tures for capital goods that excess demand pres-

sure is created which leads to inflation. One pre-

scription for encouraging large-scale capital

formation without inflation is to combine an easy

credit policy with budget surplusesâa tight

fiscal policy. The expansionary monetary policy's

low interest rates encourage capital formation;

the tight fiscal policy's high taxes restrain the

boom. This policy "mix" envisages public sector

surpluses and the use of taxation to force people

to consume less of their current income, thereby

freeing resources to move into capital forma-

tion. The low interest rates encourage the use of

the resources for the production of housing and

other capital goods. lf higher interest rates were

employed to achieve the same reduced con-

sumption, these higher interest rates would be a

deterrent to capital formation.

Following this analysis, the use of credit

policy to affect aggregate demand has frequently

led to charges that monetary policy is discrimi-

is largely evaluated in terms of interest rates and
credit markets. Indeed, the terms money and
credit generally are used interchangeably. Rising
interest rates are interpreted as reflecting a restrictive monetary policy-tight money-and faIling interest rates are interpreted as a consequence of an expansionary monetary policy---easy
money.
Impacts on Resource Allocation: Because
interest rates respond to Federal Reserve action,
and spending for capital goods responds to interest rates, it therefore follows that monetary
policy can influence total spending and total income as well as the division of the economy's
output between capital goods and consumer
goods.
There is a presumption that changes in interest rates affect various parts of the private
sector differently. For example, housing is taken
to be especially sensitive to interest rate
changes, but outlays on consumer services or
food are assumed to be relatively insensitive.
Thus, credit policy is understood to affect both
the level of output, the composition of output,
and the rate of growth. There are also parallel
and reciprocal effects on many kinds of financial
institutions and financing activities that depend
on the level of interest rates. Deliberate use of
monetary (credit) policy is thereby taken to imply
an added dimension of control over the size and
composition of output, the rate of economic
growth, and the many other issues involving the
allocation of both real and financial resources as
well as the welfare of particular industries and
financial institutions.
The Mix of Monetary and Fiscal Policies:
This view of monetary policy also encourages its
use in combination with fiscal policy and is correspondingly associated with great concern over
the "mix" of monetary and fiscal policies. The
basic rationale for the "mix" is as follows: If
more money leads to lower interest rates, and
low interest rates encourage capital formation,
there may be such a large volume of expenditures for capital goods that excess demand pressure is created which leads to inflation. One prescription for encouraging large-scale capital
formation without inflation is to combine an easy
credit policy with budget surpluses-a tight
fiscal policy. The expansionary monetary policy's
low interest rates encourage capital formation;
the tight fiscal policy's high taxes restrain the
boom. This policy "mix" envisages public sector
surpluses and the use of taxation to force people
to consume less of their current income, thereby

freeing resources to move into capital formation. The low interest rates encourage the use of
the resources for the production of housing and
other capital goods. If higher interest rates were
employed to achieve the same reduced consumption, these higher interest rates would be a
deterrent to capital formation.
Following this analysis, the use of credit
policy to affect aggregate demand has frequently
led to charges that monetary policy is discriminatory because it appears to bear most heavily
on those classes of expenditures that are interest-sensitive, including housing. As mentioned
above, most of this discussion is itself biased
because it generally focuses only on periods of
restrictive monetary policy and omits differentially stimulating effects of easy credit at other
periods of the business cycle.
One proposal to moderate the alleged discriminatory effects of monetary policy is to vary
the "mix" of monetary and fiscal policies. If, for
example, there is undesirable inflationary pressure, reliance on restrictive monetary policy to
counter the inflation is taken to involve higher interest rates. To mitigate the rise in rates and still
achieve the same restraint on aggregate expenditures, this approach suggests that income tax
rates be raised in order to place less of a 50called "burden" on monetary policy. A proportionate increase in income tax rates is assumed
to reduce all demands more evenly than if monetary policy achieved the same aggregate effects.
At the same time, the additional restraint imposed by higher taxes would permit an easier
monetary policy with its associated lower interest rates. This was a major part of the case for
the 1968 surtax that failed to stem both accelerating inflation and rising interest rates.
These arguments are flawed for several reasons. The first, discussed above, relates to the
weak shortrun impact on aggregate demand of
changes in tax rates, which brings into serious
question whether there is any effective trade-off
in the short period of the business cycle. The
second relates to the analysis of monetary policy
with respect to the consequences of changes in
the quantity of money for interest rates and,
therefore, for housing. In my judgment, the response of interest rates to monetary change is
almost exactly the opposite of that indicated by
the above analysis. This is why I conclude that
the quantity of money rather than interest rates
should be used as the indicator of monetary policy.
The approach that emphasizes the quantity
of money ra
~Iil r' t est rates as the appro-
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priate indicator of monetary policy does not pre-

sume that people use money only to buy securi-

ties and credit instruments. When there is an

increase in the quantity of money, people can

take some of the money and use it to buy goods

as well as securities. Monetary change can and

does affect spending directly; it need not pass

through credit markets. (l shall report below

some recent findings in my research regarding

the response of housing expenditures to mone-

tary change.)

Traditional credit analysis of monetary

change has another, and possibly more impor-

tant, flaw because it overlooks virtually all of the

feedback effects of the initial impact of monetary

change on credit markets, which tends to contra-

dict the initial impact. The credit view, by focus-

ing on the initial impact, takes many of the initial

effects of monetary change to be the final ones.

lt turns out that the feedbacks are so great that

they generally swamp the initial effects of mone-

tary change. This explains why expansionary

monetary policy eventually leads to higher, not

lower, interest rates. Further, even though in the

very first lnstance monetary contraction may

temporarily drive up rates, contractionary mone-

tary policy eventually produces lower interest

rates. The initial impact of monetary change on

housing is only the first scene in a larger drama.

There are two mechanisms that help to ex-

plain these feedbacks.6 First, an increase in

money eventually leads to an increase in aggre-

gate demand. lnterest rates may initially fall if

the increase in money is associated with a cor-

responding increase in bank credit, as it usually

is. Later, the increase in aggregate demand

tends to drive up prices. As we have learned in

recent years, inflation tends to cause interest

rates to rise.7 Second, if the monetary expansion

starts from a period when the economy has

some slack, the resulting rise in aggregate de-

mand generally leads to higher employment and

to a rise in real income. Business profits also

tend to rise. ln fact, profits generally rise propor-

tionately more than output during business cycle

expansions. As the profitability and the produc-

tivity of capital rises during the expansionary

process, business loan demands to finance capi-

tal expenditures increase. ln addition, as in-

comes rise, many consumers also increase their

demands for credit to finance the acquisition of

durable goods and other purchases.

After a lag, the simultaneous increase in

consumer and business demand for credit even-

tually swamps the change in the supply of credit

priate indicator of monetary policy does not presume that people use money only to buy securities and credit instruments. When there is an
increase in the quantity of money, people can
take some of the money and use it to buy goods
as well as securities. Monetary change can and
does affect spending directly; it need not pass
through credit markets. (I shall report below
some recent findings In my research regarding
the response of housing expend itures to monetary change.)
Traditional credit analysis of monetary
change has another, and possibly more important, flaw because it overlooks virtually all of the
feedback effects of the initial impact of monetary
change on credit markets, which tends to contradict the initial impact. The credit view, by focusing on the initial impact, takes many of the initial
effects of monetary change to be the final ones.
It tums out that the feedbacks are so great that
they generally swamp the initial effects of monetary change. This explains why expansionary
monetary policy eventually leads to higher, not
lower, interest rates. Further, even though in the
very first instance monetary contraction may
temporarily drive up rates, contractionary monetary policy eventually produces lower interest
rates. The initial impact of monetary change on
housing is only the first scene in a larger drama.
There are two mechanisms that help to explain these feedbacks." First, an increase in
money eventually leads to an increase in aggregate demand. Interest rates may initially fall if
the increase in money is associated with a corresponding increase in bank credit, as it usually
is. Later, the increase in aggregate demand
tends to drive up prices. As we have learned in
recent years, inflation tends to cause interest
rates to rise.' Second, if the monetary expansion
starts from a period when the economy has
some slack, the resulting rise in aggregate demand generally leads to higher employment and
to a rise in real income. Business profits also
tend to rise. In fact, profits generally rise proportionately more than output during business cycle
expansions. As the profitability and the produc-

tivity of capital rises during the expansionary
process, business loan demands to finance capital expenditures increase, In addition, as incomes rise, many consumers also increase their
demands for credit to finance the acquisition of
durable goods and other purchases.
After a lag, the simultaneous increase in
consumer and business demand for credit eventually swamps the change in the supply of credit
stemming from the initial increase in the money
supply. Thus, the rate of interest rises. When a
rise in interest rates stems from an increase in
demand for credit, the Federal Reserve attempts
to keep rates from rising by increasing the money
supply and bank credit will lead to still higher
interest rates. The opposite sequence of events
occurs when there is a contraction of the money
supply. Although interest rates may rise initially,
they tend to end up lower than before the monetary contraction. This is why interest rates are
high during booms and low during business
cycle contractions. This also explains why interest rates are very high in countries that experience much inflation; why rates were very low
during the Great Depression of the 1930's, despite the severe contraction of money, which
was its major cause; and why the focus on interest rates may lead people to miSinterpret both
the impact and the intent of Federal Reserve
policy.
The Lagged Impact of Money on Housing: I
have been conducting research on the impact of
changes in the quantity of money on both the
aggregate of expenditures and the differential
impact of money on components of GNP' and
have experimented with different estimating techniques, including the Almon lag technique, for
estimating the response of housing construction
expenditures and other GNP components.!l The
distributed lag relations between first differences
of the nominal stock of money, M I , and housing
construction expenditures, using quarterly, seasonably adjusted data for the period 1952
through 1969, are as follows: 10
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supply. Thus, the rate of interest rises. When a

rise in interest rates stems from an increase in

demand for credit, the Federal Reserve attempts

to keep rates from rising by increasing the money

supply and bank credit will lead to still higher

interest rates. The opposite sequence of events

occurs when there is a contraction of the money

supply. Although interest rates may rise initially,

they tend to end up lower than before the mone-

See Milton Friedman. "The Role 01 Monetary Policy." The American Economic Review, Vol. 58 (March 1968); David Meiselman.
'"The Role 01 Money in National EconomiC Policy," Controlling
Monetary Aggregates (Boston; Federal Reserve Bank 01 Boston.
1969). and William E. Gibson, "Interest Rates and Monetary
Policy," Journal of Political Economy, (May-June 1970).
'See David Melselman, "Bond Yields and the Price Level: The
Gibson Paradox Regained," in Banking and Monetary Studies.
Deane Carson, ed., (1963).
4

• See David Melselman and Thomas Simpson, "Monetary Policy
and Consumer Expenditures: The Historical Evidence," Consumer Spending and Monelary Policy: The Linkages, Federal
Reserve Bank 01 Boston, 1971
, A 4th degree interpolating polynomial constrained to zero at
(t -L I) and (t -. n). where n IS the length 01 the lag, was
used lor the published results. Experiments with unconstrained
regressions as well as single-ended constraints at (t
I) and
(t ~ n) were also perlormed. Some 01 these results will be
presented in thiS paper.
I" See Meiselman . and Simpson, "Monetary PoliCY and Consumer
Expendltu - ~jgt ' ,0;1
,W 252.
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AH = 0 085 + 0.395AM, + 0.291AM,-! 4- 0.019AM,_2

(0.54) (5.86) (7.17) (0.35)

-0.202AM.-3 -0.261AM.-4 -0.157AM.-5

(-3.84) (-6.16) (-2.20)

.:lH = 0.085 + 0.395~Mt + 0 . 291~Mt_1 + 0.019~Mt_2
(0.54) (5.86)
(7.17)
(0.35)

Sum: 0.084

-0.202~Mt_3

- 0 . 261~Mt-l

-0.157~Mt-!l

(0.75)

R2 = 0.46

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.54

The "t" statistics for the regression coeffi-

cients are in parentheses.

For the broader definition of money, M2, the

distributed lag relations between first differences

of money and first differences of housing con-

(-3.84)
( - 6.16)
(-2.20)
Sum: 0.084
(0.75)
R2 = 0.46
Durbin-Watson statistic =:c 1.54
The "t" statistics for the regression coefficients are in parentheses.

struction expenditures are similar." ln com-

menting on these results, the study noted:

More recently l have attempted to test, ex-

tend, and replicate these results by examining

the distributed lag relations between monetary

change and housing construction expenditures

by experimenting with alternative forms of the

For the broader definition of money, M 2 , the
distributed lag relations between first differences
of money and first differences of housing construction expenditures are similar.11 In commenting on these results, the study noted:

Almon lag estimating technique as well as other

estimating techniques, including ordinary least

squares and spectral regression. Although there

are some differences in the distribution of the

coefficientsâthe lags may be somewhat larger

than in the original studyâthe sum of the coeffi-

cients remains essentially zero. This means that

monetary change has no longrun effect on hous-

ing construction expenditures.

There is a complementary analysis by Arnold

Harberger that emphasizes the permanent income

hypothesis in explaining the strong impact of

monetary change and the weak impact of fiscal

policy on housing.

The responsiveness of expenditures lor residential con-

struction, H, to changes in M, is one of the most interest-

ing aspects of (the study). Monetary policy has a relatively

great impact on housing expenditures in the same quarter.

The coefficient of 0.395 indicates that when MI increases

by one dollar, housing expenditures in the same quarter in-

crease by 39.5?, which is about 28% of the synchronous

change in GNP explained by the change in M,. One quar-

ter later, housing expenditures expand to 68.6? for each

dollar increase in M,, or 29.V more than in all the quarter

before. One quarter later, the effect of the once-for-all

change in the stock of money or the flow of housing con-

struction expenditures is essentially a maximum of 70.5(

for each dollar increase in M,. By the third quarter housing

construction expenditures fall by 2CV. ln the fourth quarter

they continue to fall. By the fifth quarter the cumulative ef-

fect is essentially zero, and housing construction expendi-

tures have returned to the level that existed before the

once-for-all change in M,. Housing construction expendi-

tures are affected only temporarily, but the temporary

change in housing construction does tend to alter the stock

of housing permanently.

The pattern of lags for housing suggests several ele-

ments of the adjustment process to monetary change, in-

cluding an apparent tendency for overshooting, which may

help to generate cycles in housing construction expendi-

tures, especially in the context of variable rates of mone-

tary change. lf the demand for housing is related to inter-

est rates, as is generally conceded, the initial increase ln

the stock of money, by lowering interest rates, quickly

The responsiveness of expenditures for residential construction. H. to changes in MI is one of the most interesting aspects of (the study) . Monetary poliCy has a relatively
great impact on housing expenditures in the same quarter.
The coefficient of 0.395 indicates that when M I increases
by one dollar, housing expenditures in the same quarter increase by 39 .5¢, which is about 28% of the synchronous
change in GNP explained by the change in M I' One quarter later, housing expenditures expand to 68.6" for each
dollar increase in M I , or 29.1¢ more than in all the quarter
before . One quarter later, the effect of the once-for-all
change in the stock of money or the flow of housing construction expenditures is essentially a maximum of 70 .5¢
lor each dollar increase in MI. By the third quarter housing
construction expenditures fall by 20¢. in the fourth quarter
they continue to fall. By the lifth quarter the cumulative elfect is essentially zero, and housing construction expenditures have returned to the level that existed before the
once-for-all change in MI ' Housing construction expenditures are affected only temporarily , but the temporary
change in housing construction does tend to alter the stock
of housing permanently.
The pattern of lags for housing suggests several eiements of the adjustment process to monetary change, including an apparent tendency for overshooting, which may
help to generate cycles in housing construction expenditures, especially in the context 01 variable rates 01 monetary change. " the demand for housing is related to interest rates, as is generally conceded , the initial increase in
the stock of money, by lowering interest rates. quickly
causes a sharp increase in housing construction expenditures. However, once the effects of monetary change result
in an increase in aggregate demand , interest rates start to
rise, moderating the increase in demand. As GNP rises further, there is a tendency for interest rates to continue rising and to over-shoot, ending up higher than before the
monetary expansion . The resulting tendency for a housing
retardation may also be strengthened by resources being
bid away from housing construction by the expansion of
other GNP components which respond to monetary change
with longer lags . These may be some of the damping
mechanisms for both housing and consumer durables, as
well as for the economy as a whole. (Note that the lag patterns for consumer durables suggest a response generally
similar to housing but somewhat weaker and slower.) The
U.S . financial structure and regulation would appear to ac·
centuate these tendencies . (pp. 261-262)
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More recently I have attempted to test, extend, and replicate these results by examining
the distributed lag relations between monetary
change and housing construction expenditures
by experimenting with alternative forms of the
Almon lag estimating technique as well as other
estimating techniques, including ordinary least
squares and spectral regression. Although there
are some differences in the distribution of the
coefficients-the lags may be somewhat larger
than in the original study-the sum of the coefficients remains essentially zero. This means that
monetary change has no longrun effect on housing construction expenditures.
There is a complementary analysis by Arno:d
Harberger that emphasizes the permanent income
hypothesis in explaining the strong impact of
monetary change and the weak impact of fiscal
po:icy on housing.
... I don't believe that fiscal policy is designed for the
fine tuning of the economy . I think that our experience
with the temporary surcharge shows that if people know that
an extra tax is temporary and that it is soon going off, it
doesn't much affect their behavior. Nor does a temporary
reduction in taxes much affect their behavior.
The permanent income hypothesiS and a number of
other explanations 01 consumption behavior all lean in the
direction 01 saying that the reaction 01 people to unexpected
or short-run changes in their Income position is much
weaker than their reaction to longer-run changes in fiscal
policy. Reactions to price changes, on the other hand, are
quite different. The reaction of a housewife to a permanent
reduction in the price of white sheets will be smaller than
the reaction of the same housewife to the January white
sale. Since sheets are cheaper only so long as you buy
them in January, the response to a short-term price reduction will be larger than that stemming from a permanent
reduction of the same magnitude in the price 01 sheets .
Monetary policy is like that. When interest rates go
down in a fashion which is not regarded to be permanent,
you get people to enter the market as borrowers in order
to take advantage of the bargain price of credit. When
interest rates go up in a way that is not regarded to be
permanent, people hold off the market in a way that they
would not do il those higher interest rates were to prevail
forever. So. you get a lot of bang out 01 fine tuning the
economy by way of monetary policy-an amount 01 bang
that I do not think can be duplicated readily by temporary
movements in fiscal policy. As a consequence I think that
the proper way 01 operating the economy-not just proper,
but even almost necessary-is to set fiscal policy with regard
to relatively longer term considerations, and to leave to the
monetary authority the job of helping us attain our particullar policy goals in the shorter run. This is my first major
point.
II one accepts that position, there is a consequence
that al most inevitably follows. That Is that historically the
construction industry has been what I call the handmaiden
of monetary policy. When monetary policy is tight. the construction industry is squeezed. The purpose of tight monetary policy is to free resources some-to reduce the total
demand for resources , if you like-and that squeeze takes
place largel ~
', ~ tl i , r. \lources out of the construction
indusUfIJr
n o r Ite'~ I~ Ii Y is easy, somehow the

E

t>

resources crawl out of the woodwork to allow housing starts

to go up by three or four hundred thousand, as between a

tight and an easy period.

. . . the housing industry has acted as a sponge,

absorbing resources when money is easy and releasing them

when it ls tight ..."

Does Countercyclical Stabilization Policy
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resources when money is easy and releasing them
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To sum up, based on analysis and the evi-

dence there is no clear or convincing case that

the tools of fiscal and monetary policy aimed at
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Policy

short-period economic stabilization discriminate

against housing.13 The instruments of monetary

and fiscal policy in the shortrun may cause some

intertemporal shifting of housing construction ac-

tivity, but there is no evidence that they have

any permanent effects on construction.

lt is worth noting that special concern for

short-period variations in construction activity,

on the other hand, may have had a role in the

inflationary bias of public policy in recent years.

Paradoxically, concern for housing may have

worsened housing rather than the other way

around. Because rising interest rates in the short

run appear to bear heavily on construction, the

attempt to modify the depressing impact of rising

interest rates on housing has contributed to the

excessive focus of monetary policy on interest

rates. To stem a high rise in interest rates, the

Federal Reserve has repeatedly resorted to ex-

cessive money creation. ln the very shortrun,

the easy money has moderated the rise in inter-

est rates, and as a consequence has tended to

stimulate housing in the very shortrun. However,

the longer-period effect of the additional money

is to cause still more inflation, and still higher in-

terest rates, without at the same time causing

any permanent change in the volume of nominal

housing construction expenditures. Because

prices have risen, l suspect that if the estimates

presented in this report were corrected for price

change and were in real rather than nominal

terms, it would turn out that monetary increase

might well lead to a decrease in real construc-

tion rather than returning it to the zero point.

"Arnold C. Harberger, "Discussion," Housing and Monetary Policy,

Conference Series No. 4, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston,

(October 1970), pp. 36-37.

11 See also Norman N. Bowsher and Lionel Kalish. "Does Slower

Monetary Expansion Discriminate Against Housing?" Review,

Federal Reserve Bank ol St. Louis, (June 1968).

Although there is no evidence that the cycli-

cal instability of housing construction seriously

increases costs, nobody argues that the high

To sum up, based on analysis and the evidence there is no clear or convincing case that
the tools of fiscal and monetary policy aimed at
short-period economic stabilization discriminate
against housing.13 The instruments of monetary
and fiscal policy in the shortrun may cause some
intertemporal shifting of housing construction activity, but there is no evidence that they have
any permanent effects on construction,
It is worth noting that special concern for
short-period variations in construction activity,
on the other hand, may have had a role in the
inflationary bias of public policy in recent years.
Paradoxically, concern for housing may have
worsened housing rather than the other way
around, Because rising interest rates in the short
run appear to bear heavily on construction, the
attempt to modify the depressing impact of rising
interest rates on housing has contributed to the
excessive focus of monetary policy on interest
rates. To stem a high rise in interest rates, the
Federal Reserve has repeatedly resorted to excessive money creation. In the very shortrun,
the easy money has moderated the rise in interest rates, and as a consequence has tended to
stimulate housing in the very shortrun. However,
the longer-period effect of the additional money
is to cause still more inflation, and still higher interest rates, without at the same time causing
any permanent change in the volume of nominal
housing
construction
expenditures.
Because
prices have risen, I suspect that if the estimates
presented in this report were corrected for price
change and were in real rather than nominal
terms, it would turn out that monetary increase
might well lead to a decrease in real construction rather than returning it to the zero point.

cyclical variability of housing construction is

"good" for housing. But housing is not the entire

economy, and even though construction varies

widely, the stock of housing and the flow of

housing services are very stable from year to

year. lf there are specific policies to insulate

.. Arnold C. Harberger, "Discus,ion," Housing and Monetary Policy,
Conference Series No.4, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston,
(October 1970), pp. 36-37.
1J See also Norman N. Bowsher and Lionel Kalish, "Does Slower
Monetary Expansion Discriminate Against Housing?" Review.
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. (June 1968).

Although there is no evidence that the cyclical instability of housing construction seriously
increases costs, nobody argues that the high
cyclical variability of housing construction is
"good" for housing, But housing is not the entire
economy, and even though construction varies
widely, the stock of housing and the flow of
housing services are very stable from year to
year. If there are specific policies to insulate
housing, there may be greater instability elsewhere in the economy with, perhaps, greater
costs than in housing construction, an activity
uniquely well suited to minimize the costs of
changes over mild business cycles. Much of this
discussion would be helped if it were placed in
the context of what is attainable for the economy
as a whole. To the extent that instability in monetary and fiscal policies is reflected in instability
in housing, there is still another argument for
avoiding the stop-go pOlicies which themselves
have been independent sources of economic
instability. For monetary policy, this requires a
relatively stable rate of growth of money, and for
fiscal policy, corresponding stability and predictability in both tax rates and expenditures.

Secular Inflation and Housing Policy
It is also important to note that even though
this report is skeptical regarding the claims of
discrimination against housing during the business cycle, there does appear to be some merit
to the claim that the lack of effective long-period
stabilization policy, notably the inability to maintain stable prices over time, is likely to have a
depressing effect on housing construction. In
other words, secular inflation, especially at a
variable and unpredictable rate, would seem to
bias investment decisions against housing. Some
of the reasons relate to the nature of financial
regulation, especially regulations relating to maximum interest rates on both mortgages and deposits that do not take the inflation adjustment
into account. Another reason is that long-period,
variable, and unpredictable rates of inflation tend
to shorten the planning horizon, biasing people's
spending decisions toward shorter-period consumption expenditures and away from long-period commitments of the kind required for housing production and finance.

housing, there may be greater instability else-

where in the economy with, perhaps, greater

costs than in housing construction, an activity

uniquely well suited to minimize the costs of

changes over mild business cycles. Much of this
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the context of what is attainable for the economy
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Introduction

The study to follow analyzes housing search

behavior, the relevant institutions of the housing

market and the interaction between the two. The

study will proceed by describing first the rele-

vant aspects of the search for housing when

viewed as a behavioral process; then by describ-

ing the structural elements of the housing market

that affect the search process, and finally by de-

scribing the actual and potential empirical in-

dexes used to evaluate and describe the search

process.

Search Behavior

The search for housing must be viewed as

part of a larger field of study: consumer behav-

ior. Consumer behavior, for the purpose of this

study, is defined as, "the acts of individuals di-

rectly involved in obtaining and using economic

By George Sternlieb
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Rutgers Unillersity
and W. Patrick Beaton
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Unillersity of Utah

goods and services including the decision proc-

ess that precedes and determines these acts."

(Engel, p. 5.)

Introduction

Thus, search must be viewed in the center

of a larger analytical model of the consumer de-

cision process. The consumer decision process

can be analyzed through the following classifica-

tion system: in the first stage, the consumer be-

comes aware of a particular need. ln so doing,

the consumer generates a perception of the goal

object desired. ln the second stage, the search

process is initiated. The search process involves

the following steps: First, the acquisition of infor-

mation; second, with the help of this information,

recognition of alternative solutions; third, the

evaluation of these solutions; fourth, the selec-

tion of a consumption strategy; fifth, the pur-

The study to follow analyzes housing search
behavior, the relevant institutions of the housing
market and the Interaction between the two. The
study will proceed by describing first the relevant aspects of the search for housing when
viewed as a behavioral process; then by describing the structural elements of the housing market
that affect the search process, and finally by describing the actual and potential empirical indexes used to evaluate and describe the search
process.

chase decision. (Donald H. Grambois, 1963.)

ln a more formal sense, consumer search is

defined as a set of information seeking and in-

Search Behavior

formation processing activities in which a

consumer engages, preliminary to a decision on

obtaining some goal object presumed by that

consumer to be available in the market place.

(Kelley, p. 273.)

ln order to link together each stage in the

consumer search process, a tacit or explicit de-

cision must be made by the consumer involving

an evaluation of both the previous stages and

those still to be performed. Thus, search behav-

ior and its duration depend upon the consumer's

perceptional value of the results of search and

the costs involved in engaging in search. Thus

the rational consumer will proceed only when

the increment to the perceived value of the good

purchased through a unit of search is equal to

the perceived cost of the unit of search.

The perceived value of the good can be af-

fected by the store of information available to re-

The search for housing must be viewed as
part of a larger field of study: consumer behavior. Consumer behavior, for the purpose of this
study, is defined as, "the acts of individuals directly involved in obtaining and using economic
goods and services including the decision process that precedes and determines these acts."
(Engel, p. 5.)
Thus, search must be viewed in the center
of a larger analytical model of the consumer decision process. The consumer decision process
can be analyzed through the following classification system: in the first stage, the consumer becomes aware of a particular need. In so doing,
the consumer generates a perceptjon of the ~ oal
object desired. In the second stage, the se~rc h

call to the person, the appropriateness of the

stored information, and the perceived risk ob-

tained through the procession of this acquired

goal. Use of this information is occasionally
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process is initiated. The search process involves
the following steps: First, the acquisition of information; second, with the help of this information,
recognition of alternative solutions; third, the
evaluation of these solutions; fourth, the selection of a consumption strategy; fifth, the purchase decision. (Donald H. Grambois, 1963.)
In a more formal sense, consumer search is
defined as a set of information seeking and information processing activities in which a
consumer engages, preliminary to a decision on
obtaining some goal object presumed by that
consumer to be available in the market place.
(Kelley, p. 273.)
In order to link together each stage in the
consumer search process, a tacit or explicit decision must be made by the consumer involving
an evaluation of both the previous stages and
those still to be performed. Thus, search behavior and its duration depend upon the consumer's
perceptional value of the results of search and
the costs involved in engaging in search. Thus
the rational consumer will proceed only when
the increment to the perceived value of the good
purchased through a unit of search is equal to
the perceived cost of the unit of search.
The perceived value of the good can be affected by the store of information available to recall to the person, the appropriateness of the
stored information, and the perceived risk 0btained through the procession of this acquired
goal. Use of this information is occasionally
termed "internal" search. The determinant of internal search can be analyzed in terms of social,
psychological, and financial risks.
In tum, external search involves the transformation of wealth into activity within the housing market. Additional increments of search
extend the time that the consumer must live
with the awareness of the initial problem; the
seller searching for the best buyer faces this
same situation. Thus, the consumer's perception
of a lengthened search process may induce two
alternative behaviors: First, search may be Intensified in order to reduce the perceived time
delay, or second, search may be retarded
through a reevaluation of the Initial goal.
The performance of external search involves
actual costs; that is, real inputs of resources
must be spent in the process of gathering the Information. Similarly, the cost of search is elevated for some persons as well as social groups
due to the psychological risk perceived to exist
!or the~ wh i Wi'~rrq . R the various sources of
InformCOWR
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The Structural Determinants of

Housing Search

Of equal importance, consumer search can

be viewed from the point of view of the struc-

tural determinants of the entire consumer deci-

sion process. Search behavior is itself deter-

mined by the disposition of the various elements

and institutions whose presence defines the

particular market in which the consumer finds

himself. To the extent that an actor's perception

does not match reality, personal satisfaction will

require a change in the perceptual goal image.

ln the long run, the structural determinants of

the search process will alter the initial goal pres-

ent to the consumer. A marked absence of the

commodity desired will probably halt the search

process. Likewise, the presence of the object,

but at a price exceeding that which the con-

sumer can pay, will halt the search process.

From the point of view of the economist,

search behavior is analyzed as the outgrowth of

price dispersion. To the extent that the seller of-

fers a homogeneous product, price dispersion

becomes a measure of ignorance in the market.

(Stigler, p. 214.) Thus the removal of ignorance

through search will probably alert the buyer to a

lower selling price. lt is assumed, however, that

increased search will yield diminished returns as

measured by the expected reduction in the mini-

mum asking price. (Stigler, p. 215.)

The market for unique goods such as hous-

ing is representative of a problem of ignorance.

Out of the difficulty manifested in finding the

correct buyer or seller has emerged a diverse

set of institutions capitalizing upon the reduction

in housing market ignorance. The principal mid-

dleman is, of course, the real estate broker.

However, of equal importance at certain stages

of the search process are the financial institu-

tions, friends and associates, newspapers, and

the channels of purposeful or accidental infor-

mation flow. Under certain conditions the

searcher can also be a source of information.

To the extent that past experiences are rele-

vant, memory will serve to modify (most likely to

shorten) search behavior. Housing does not rep-

resent a repetitively purchased item; the circum-

stances of spatial location, time frame, and a

high, but subtle, degree of complexity render

even the highly mobile individual unfamiliar with

the housing market he is presently involved in.

These factors necessitate the transformation of

personal resources into the search process.

Thus the seller will place signs directing

prospective buyers or renters to his property, ac-

quire real estate agents, and/or advertise

through one or more types of newspapers; how-

ever, this is not so much for the purpose of re-

ducing price dispersion as it is for the identifica-

tion of a product to be marketed. lt is the

prospective buyers who reduce the price disper-

sion through their varying degrees of search and

as a result find available houses, observe them,

find financing, and close the transaction. ln-

come-related search behavior has also been

clarified by economists. Several empirical stud-

The Structural Determinants of
Housing Search
Of equal importance, consumer search can
be viewed from the pOint of view of the structural determinants of the entire consumer decision process. Search behavior is itself determined by the disposition of the various elements
and institutions whose presence defines the
particular market in which the consumer finds
himself. To the extent that an actor's perception
does not match reality, personal satisfaction will
require a change in the perceptual goal image.
In the long run, the structural determinants of
the search process will alter the initial goal present to the consumer. A marked absence of the
commodity desired will probably halt the search
process. Likewise, the presence of the object,
but at a price exceeding that which the consumer can pay, will halt the search process.
From the pOint of view of the economist,
search behavior is analyzed as the outgrowth of
price dispersion. To the extent that the seller offers a homogeneous product, price dispersion
becomes a measure of ignorance in the market.
(Stigler, p. 214.) Thus the removal of ignorance
through search will probably alert the buyer to a
lower selling price. It is assumed, however, that
increased search will yield diminished returns as
measured by the expected reduction in the minimum asking price. (Stigler, p. 215.)
The market for unique goods such as housing is representative of a problem of ignorance.
Out of the difficulty manifested in finding the
correct buyer or seller has emerged a diverse
set of institutions capitalizing upon the reduction
in housing market ignorance. The principal middleman is, of course, the real estate broker.
However, of equal importance at certain stages
of the search process are the financial institutions, friends and associates, newspapers, and
the channels of purposeful or accidental information flow. Under certain conditions the
searcher can also be a source of information.
To the extent that past experiences are relevant, memory will serve to modify (most likely to
shorten) search behavior. Housing does not represent a repetitively purchased item; the circumstances of spatial location, time frame, and a
high, but subtle, degree of complexity render
even the highly mobile individual unfamiliar with
the housing market he is presently involved in.
These factors necessitate the transformation of
personal resources into the search process.
Thus the seller will place signs directing
prospective buyers or ren ters to his property, ac-

quire real estate agents, and/or advertise
through one or more types of newspapers; however, this is not so much for the purpose of reducing price dispersion as it is for the identification of a product to be marketed. It is the
prospective buyers who reduce the price dispersion through their varying degrees of search and
as a result find available houses, observe them,
find financing, and close the transaction. Income-related search behavior has also been
clarified by economists. Several empirical studies over the preceding decade have indicated
that the quantity of housing bought, as measured
by its purchase price, increases but at a decreasing rate with increases in family income.
For this reason it will pay the wealthier buyer to
search longer to find the best package of housing services available to him. (Mincer, p. 80.)
Therefore, it is expected that the private market
will respond with middleman services that are income-dependent in their provision.

The Structural Determinants
The structural determinants of the search
process can be analytically identified as the following:
1. The goal elements whose purchase (sale)
is desired by the consumer.
2. The set of objects responsible for producing information regarding the availability of the
goal objects.
3. The socioeconomic conditions of the
searcher that determine his ability to proceed
through the search process.

The Goal Objects
Thus independent of the perception obtained
by the searcher, there exists a set of real objects, the quantity and price of which are formed
independently of the shortrun efforts and desi res
of the searcher. In the case of housing, the
stock of acceptable housing is determined by
structural configuration, neighborhood effects,
and price level. In other words, the search for
adequate or acceptable housing is constrained
by the initial specification placed upon housing
by the searcher, the characteristics of the stock,
and its relation to present job location.
Preconceived specifications limit the applicability of many information sources. In one of
the original studies in this field, Rossi found that
51 percen ~tQ
<f ' 'es seeking housing had
speciUN I ~'V ~ l e~ 'A s a prerequisite.

ies over the preceding decade have indicated

that the quantity of housing bought, as measured

by its purchase price, increases but at a de-

creasing rate with increases in family income.
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Overlapping with this, he found that 50 percent

of the families had particular design require-

ments involving heating, layout, and utilities. Al-

though less important, specific neighborhood at-

tributes formed constraints to search. Among the

most important is the location of a proposed

dwelling unit. In a similar fashion, tenure forms a

constraint to the search process. Rossi's 1950

study found that a relatively small percentage of

searchers avail themselves of both the rental

and the ownership market in their search for

dwelling units. It was found that 89 percent of

present renters search only within the homeown-

ership market. Thus, depending upon the supply

of dwellings in either market, prior commitment

to one market but not the other can extend the

search process. When viewed on the macro-

level, this suggests that the rate of transfers will

be markedly slowed when compared to the situa-

tion in which the searcher will avail himself of

both markets.

Information Channels: The characteristics of

channels of information materially affect the

search process. The basic channels for housing

information are six:

â¢ Friends, relatives, and business associ-

ates;

â¢ Real estate agencies;

â¢ Mass media;

â¢ Signs on or directing searchers to a spe-

cific location;

Overlapping with this, he found that 50 percent
of the families had particular design requirements invoiving heating, layout, and utilities. Although less important, specific neighborhood attributes formed constraints to search. Among the
most important is the location of a proposed
dwelling unit. In a similar fashion, tenure forms a
constraint to the search process. Rossi's 1950
study found that a relatively small percentage of
searchers avail themselves of both the rental
and the ownership market in their search for
dwelling units. It was found that 89 percent of
present renters search only within the homeownership market. Thus, depending upon the supply
of dwellings in either market, prior commitment
to one market but not the other can extend the
search process. When viewed on the macrolevel, this suggests that the rate of transfers will
be markedly slowed when compared to the situation in which the searcher will avail himself of
both markets.
Information Channels: The characteristics of
channels of information materially affect the
search process. The basic channels for housing
information are six:

â¢ Banks, lending institutions;

• Friends,

â¢ Builders and contractors.

The characteristics used to define are two:

â¢ The breadth of coverage;

â¢ Its effectiveness vis-a-vis successful

completion of the search process.

Socioeconomic Determinant of Search Be-

havior: The socioeconomic characteristics of the

potential consumer determine the outcome of

each of the stages within the search process.

relatives,

and

business associ-

ates;
• Real estate agencies;
• Mass media;
• Signs on or directing searchers to a specific location;
• Banks, lending institutions;
• Builders and contractors.

From the perspective of consumer behavior, four

socioeconomic characteristics have been found

The characteristics used to define are two:

to increase the intensity of the search process.

These are:

â¢ The consumer is in the middle income

category (as opposed to high or low income cat-

egory);

â¢ The consumer has a college education;

â¢ The consumer is under 35 years of age;

â¢ The consumer's education falls in the

white collar class. (Engal, Kollat and Blackwell,

p. 387.)

Empirical Research: The empirical analysis

of the search process as it relates to the hous-

ing market requires a set of operational defini-

• The breadth of coverage;
• Its
effectiveness
vis-a-vis
successful
completion of the search process.
Socioeconomic Determinant of Search Behavior: The socioeconomic characteristics of the
potential consumer determine the outcome of
each of the stages within the search process.
From the perspective of consumer behavior, four
socioeconomic characteristics have been found
to increase the intensity of the search process.
These are:

tions of search behavior. Donald Hempel, in the

most exhaustive study of the phenomenon yet

performed, resolves this issue by defining the

three dimensions of search. The first dimension

is the length of time during which the buyer is

engaged in the search process. Duration of

search is both a measure of the buyer's behavior

and structural determinants of the housing mar-

ket. From the point of view of the individual it

represents the period during which information

sources will be actively utilized. All other things

• The consumer is in the middle income
category (as opposed to high or low income category) :
• The consumer has a col!ege education;
• The consumer is under 35 years of age;
• The consumer's education falls in the
white collar class. (Engal, Kollat and Blackwell,
p.387.)

being equal, it represents the presence of a pre-

established set of object attributes and the abil-

ity of the searcher to maintain his present resi-
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Empirical Research: The empirical analYSis
of the search process as it relates to the housing market requires a set of operational definitions of search behavior. Donald Hempel, in the
most exhaustive study of the phenomenon yet
performed, resolves this issue by defining the
three dimensions of search. The first dimension
is the length of time during which the buyer is
engaged in the search process. Duration of
search is both a measure of the buyer's behavior
and structural determinants of the housing market. From the point of view of the individual it
represents the period during which information
sources will be actively utilized. All other things
being equal, it represents the presence of a preestablished set of object attributes and the ability of the searcher to maintain his present residential location over that period of time. From
the point of view of the housing market the duration of the search represents either a limitation
in the supply of the type of dwelling unit or the
failure of information channels to alert the
searcher to the existence of available units.
The second dimension to the specification of
search behavior is the number and types of information sources. This is viewed as an indirect
measure of search behavior. As in the previous
dimension the meaning imputed to the indexes
of the dimension have both a behavioral and
structural perspective. On the personal level utilization of various information sources depends
upon the previous store of knowledge held by
the searcher. The degree of urgency placed
upon the acqUisition of the goal object and the
personal resources, i.e., time and/or money
available to the searcher. Interacting with the
behavioral determinants of search intensity are
structural characteristics. The structural determinants of search intensity are both intrinsic to the
searcher and a property of the market within
which he is an actor. Socioeconomic characteristics of the searcher can eliminate certain information sources from his effective utilization.
Race and ethnicity are known to limit the
searcher to certain spatial locations and specific
information sources. Similarly, the lack of ability
of the searcher to purchase the essential professional help will block entry of certain types of institutionalized middlemen to the low income
housing market.
The intensity of search also depends upon
the characteristics of the market. For example, a
tight market for a particular type of housing will
necessitate a more intensive search effort. The
ability to 0 ill :i9 i ISp' ; rtic level of financing is
deter~ M'9 ER5I ~ . 'ifC\" C
EH ~ Nby national or re-

gional economic conditions as well as the exist-

ence of government aid. Finally, the perception

of the owner, agent, or landlord of the accepta-

ble occupant vis-a-vis phase of life cycle, race,

or income level will generate varying degrees of

search intensity on both sides of the market.

The third dimension used to measure

search behavior is the degree of active participa-

tion performed by the searcher. This includes

personal observation, examination, and inspec-

tion of the dwelling unit. Activity in this dimen-

sion generates the greatest cost for the

searcher; thus, it is to be expected that all other

things being equal, the termination of the search

activity should be most closely related to activity

on this dimension.

Analysis: The basic research into search be-

havior comes largely from the work of Donald

Hempel. The empirical results to follow for the

most part fill out Hempel's three-dimensional em-

pirical paradigm of the buyer's search process.

Search from the housing seller's point of view is

limited to secondhand observation and conjec-

tural statements.

Hempel's research involves an analysis of

335 questionnaires obtained from two Connecti-

cut metropolitan areas for home buyers in 1967

and 1968. ln order to obtain a homogeneous

sample, houses were chosen for inclusion in the

study if their sale price ranged from $18,000 to

$35,000 (p. 242).

The initial analysis is conducted in two parts.

First, an analysis of the three dimensions of

search behavior obtained from the aggregate

samples, and second, the analysis of the same

information when the sample is partitioned by

means of various socioeconomic characteristics

of the buyers.

The first dimension measuring search behav-

ior is the duration of search. Exhibit 1 shows

that this is conceptualized in terms of three time-

frames: First, the time interval between decision

to look and the signing of the purchase agree-

ment; second, the interval between actual news-

paper search and purchase agreement; and

third, the interval between contact with the real

estate agent and the purchase. Clearly, each

time the prospective buyer takes a more active

stance the search period is shortened. Therefore,

all other things being equal, individual initiative

is an effective input in the search process.

The second dimension of search behavior is

the extent of information seeking. Four measures

describe behavior on this axis: First, the number

of information sources actually used; second, the

Exhibit 1. The First Dimension of Search

Behavior: The Duration of Search in Terms

of Months

Stand- No. of

ard Re-

Operational Devia- spond-

Deviation Median Mean tion ents

Time interval be-

tween decision to

look for new resi-

dence and signing

of purchase agree-

gional economic conditions as well as the existence of government aid. Finally, the perception
of the owner, agent, or landlord of the acceptable occupant vis-a-vis phase of life cycle, race,
or income level will generate varying degrees of
search intensity on both sides of the market.
The third dimension used to measure
search behavior is the degree of active participation performed by the searcher. This includes
personal observation, examination, and inspection of the dwelling unit. Activity in this dimension generates the greatest cost for the
searcher; thus, it is to be expected that all other
things being equal, the termination of the search
activity should be most closely related to activity
on this dimension.
Analysis: The basic research into search behavior comes largely from the work of Donald
Hempel. The empirical results to follow for the
most part fill out Hempel's three-dimensional empirical paradigm of the buyer's search process.
Search from the housing seller's point of view is
limited to secondhand observation and conjectural statements.
Hempel's research involves an analysis of
335 questionnaires obtained from two Connecticut metropolitan areas for home buyers in 1967
and 1968. In order to obtain a homogeneous
sample, houses were chosen for inclusion in the
study if their sale price ranged from $18,000 to
$35,000 (p. 242).
The initial analYSis is conducted in two parts.
First, an analysis of the three dimensions of
search behavior obtained from the aggregate
samples, and second, the analysis of the same
information when the sample is partitioned by
means of various socioeconomic characteristics
of the buyers.
The first dimension measuring search behavior is the duration of search. Exhibit 1 shows
that this is conceptualized in terms of three timeframes: First, the time interval between decision
to look and the signing of the purchase agreement; second, the interval between actual newspaper search and purchase agreement; and
third, the interval between contact with the real
estate agent and the purchase. Clearly, each
time the prospective buyer takes a more active
stance the search period is shortened. Therefore,
all other things being equal, individual initiative
is an effective input in the search process.
The second dimension of search behavior is
the extent of information seeking. Four measures
describe behavior on this axis: First, the number
of information sou ces actually used; secbnd, the

Exhibit 1. The First Dimension of Search
Behavior: The Duration of Search in Terms
of Months

Operational
Deviation
Median
Time interval between decision to
look for new residence and signing
of purchase agree4
ment.
Time interval between start of
search through
homes-for-sale
section of
newspaper and
signing of purchase agreement
3
Time interval between contacting
first real estate
agent and signing
of purchase agree2
ment

Mean

Standard
Deviation

No. of
Respondents

8.8

14.0

251

7.8

10.7

352

6.7

12.5

244

Source: Donald J. Hempel. "Search Behavior and Information Utilization In the Home Buying Process ... Center
for Real Estllte and Urban Economic Studies, The University of Connecticut, p. 243.

number of dwelling units about which Information is acquired; third, the number of real estate
agents contacted; and fourth, the number of
agents contacted regarding financing. Exhibit 2
displays this information.
The median score shows that the first 50
percent of the respondents, as rank-ordered on
the number of information sources used, specified the use of up to four sources. Most likely
this includes newspapers, friends, signs, and real
estate agents. In that the mean for the total distribution of respondents is 4.8 sources, it is safe
to say that only one major population of search
was identified by this characteristic. In fact, only
in the case of the "number of dwelling units for
which information is sought" is there evidence
for the existence of several subpopulations of
buyers. The reason for this is that 50 percent of
the buyers were successful after at most 10
dwelling unit inspections. However, the search
by the remaining 50 percent increased the average number of dwelling units for which the information was asked up to 19 per buyer. Why some
eed to carry on such exbuyers sh 0 ~Q\Nfl tf·
tensiY.fN 1 . ~ ~rt't' ~ Mf(~~~ N will be explored

ment. 4 8.8 14.0 251

Time interval be-

tween start of
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Exhibit 2. The Second Dimension of Search

Behavior: The Intensity of Information

Source Utilization

Exhibit 3. The Third Dimension of Search

Behavior: The Intensity of Dwelling Unit

Examination

Stand-

Exhibit 2. The Second Dimension of Search
Behavior: The Intensity of Information
Source Utilization

Exhibit 3. The Third Dimension of Search
Behavior: The Intensity of Dwelling Unit
Examination

ard

Mean

Standard
Deviation

No. of
Respondents

4B

2.3

335

No. Of

Re-

spond-

ents

Operational

Deviation Median Mean

Devia-

tion

Number of differ-

ent types of infor-

mation sources

used 4 4.8

2.3

335

Number of dwell-

ing units about

which information

was requested 10 19.0

Operational
Deviation
Median
Number of different types of information sources
u~d
4
Number of dwelling units about
which information
was requested
10
Number of real
estate firms contacted
3
Number of lending institutions
contacted about
mortgage loan
2

19.0

3.8

2.9

26.7

4.4

6.6

No. of
Respondents

Median

Mean

3

2.9

1.4

249

9

21.6

30.5

252

335

Number of
houses visited
with intent
of considering
for purchase

4

4.9

3.3

249

250

Number of
houses entered
for inspection

8

12.8

12.0

256

252

26.7

252

Operational
Deviation
Number of different towns
in which
houses were
inspecled
Number 01
dwelling units
actually visited

Standard
Deviation

Source: Donald J. Hempel, "Search Behavior," p. 243.
Source: Donald J. Hempel. "Search Behavior," p. 243.

Number of real

estate firms con-

tacted 3 3.8

4.4

335

Number of lend-

ing institutions

contacted about

mortgage loan 2 2.9

6.6

250

Source: Donald J. Hempel, "Search Behavior," p. 243.

within the socioeconomic determinants of

search. However, in light of the policy orientation

of this report, it must be recognized that any gov-

ernmental intervention must be to minimize

search. Those who by choice extend their search

endeavor must be encouraged to do so only by

means of their own resources.

The third dimension of search behavior

measures the intensity of dwelling unit examina-

tion. Four indexes measure behavior on this

axis: One, the number of different towns in

which houses were inspected; two, the number

of dwelling units actually visited; three, the num-

ber of dwelling units visited with consideration of

purchase; and four, the number of dwelling units

entered for inspection only. Exhibit 3 displays

this information.

It is found that 50 percent of the recent buy-

ers inspected up to eight houses. However, they

entered only up to four with the actual intent to

purchase. The conclusion here is that there ex-

ists a conscious educational process on the part

of this set of buyers. In a result similar to that

obtained here, it is shown that the number of

within
the
socioeconomic
determinants
of
search. However, in light of the policy orientation
of this report, it must be recognized that any governmental intervention must be to minimize
search. Those who by choice extend their search
endeavor must be encouraged to do so only by
means of their own resources.
The third dimension of search behavior
measures the intensity of dwelling unit examination. Four indexes measure behavior on this
axis: One, the number of different towns in
which houses were inspected; two, the number
of dwelling units actually visited; three, the number of dwelling units visited with consideration of
purchase; and four, the number of dwelling units
entered for inspection only. Exhibit 3 displays
this information.
It is found that 50 percent of the recent buyers inspected up to eight houses. However, they
entered only up to four with the actual intent to
purchase. The conclusion here is that there exists a conscious educational process on the part
of this set of buyers. In a result similar to that
obtained here, it is shown that the number of
dwelling units actually visited prior to purchase
is at most nine for 50 percent of the buyers. But
the remaining 50 percent move the value up to
21.6. This evidence also emphasizes the existence of several sets of home buyers within Hempel's data set.

The previous section has described the
search dimensions for the sample set taken as a
whole. At several pOints of the analysis it was
emphasized that several subpopulations may
exist within the sample set; this was indicated by
the fact that the mean and median scores were
quite far apart. Further, as indicated by the
standard deviation for each distribution, the variation in the value of the scores may be due to
variation in one or more structural determinants
of the search process. Specifically, the analysiS
to follow concentrates upon the socioeconomic
characteristic of the recent home buyers. The
technique used by Hempel to study the various
possible determinants is first, the identification of
the determinant; second, the construction of
nominal or ordinal scales; third, the calculation
of group means for each nonimal category or ordinal cell value; and fourth, the visual comparison of the group means. In essence these are
analyses of variances without the use of significance tests.
The understanding of the socioeconomic determinants of search behavior is derivable from
Hempel's summary indexes constructed for each
search dimension. Each index is a linear sum of
an ordinal value assigned to each behavioral
measure: For example, a low value is assigned a
number 1, an intermediate value is assigned a
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number 2, and a high value is assigned a num-

ber 3. Thus, a maximum of 12 and a minimum of

4 are obtainable on each summary index. The use

of socioeconomic characteristics as structural de-

terminants of consumer behavior is well-estab-

lished in studies of consumer consumption func-

tion (Maisel & Winnick, pp. 359-435).

The paradigm most commonly used to

describe the three socioeconomic structures of

population groups is social area analysis

(Shevky & Bell, pp. 226-235). ln essence, three

independent dimensions are hypothesized to

exist within human populations; each of these di-

mensions explains certain types of human behav-

ior. The explanatory model applied by Hempel

fits into the social area paradigm. The model

contains three indexes of social classâeduca-

tion, occupation, and income; and two dimen-

sions of life cycleâage of husband and number

of homes purchased. The third social area di-

mension is ethnicity. Apparently, the sample set

constructed by Hempel did not permit his analy-

sis of this dimension's impact upon search be-

havior. Fortunately, a recent Knoxville, Tenn.,

study will help shed some light on this structural

determinant.

Social class is commonly described as the

measure of perceived life style. The indexes

commonly used to describe the presence of a

social class factor are median education of the

head of household, occupation of head, and fam-

ily income. lncome is the more complex index

and therefore less revealing in that it is not only

the temporal link between education and occu-

pation but also indicates the seniority level of

the worker. ln addition to this, income can also

indicate the presence of a working wife and the

age of the chief wage earner. Empirical studies

of the consumption function for housing have re-

moved these confounding influences by arguing

that the true income determinant is the normal,

permanent, or expected income obtainable from

a specific class of wage earners (Maisel & Win-

nick). However, in this study Hempel utilizes cur-

rent measured family income.

Current or measured family income, roughly

speaking, is an index both of an ability to pay

and of the increased opportunity costs faced by

personal search. As shown in Exhibit 4, the in-

tensity of search behavior describes an inverted

U-shaped curve when compared with increasing

family income. Famiiies in the lower income cate-

gory obtain the longest time for search but are

lowest in the intensity of information seeking and

product examination. ln contrast, families in the

intermediate income ranges tie for the lowest du-

ration of search but obtain high intensity search

for information and product examination. Fami-

lies in the high income class obtain the lowest

on all three search indexes. On the surface, it

may be said that if low income families made a

more intensive search effort, their duration of

search may be reduced to that found in the

upper income levels. However, this ignores sev-

number 2, and a high value is assigned a number 3. Thus, a maximum of 12 and a minimum of
4 are obtainab:e on each summary index. The use
of socioeconomic characteristics as structural determinants of consumer behavior is well-established in studies of consumer consumption function (Maisel & Winnick, pp. 359-435).
The paradigm most commonly used to
describe the three socioeconomic structures of
population groups is social area analysis
(Shevky & Bell, pp. 226-235). In essence, three
independent dimensions are hypothesized to
exist within human populations; each of these dimensions explains certain types of human behavior. The explanatory model applied by Hempel
fits Into the social area paradigm. The model
contains three indexes of social class-education, occupation, and income; and two dimensions of life cycle-age of husband and number
of homes purchased. The third social area dimension is ethnicity. Apparently, the sample set
constructed by Hempel did not permit his analysis of this dimension's impact upon search behavior. Fortunately, a recent Knoxville, Tenn.,
study will help shed some light on this structural
determinant.
Social class is commonly described as the
measure of perceived life style. The indexes
commonly used to describe the presence of a
social class factor are median education of the
head of household, occupation of head, and family income. Income is the more complex index
and therefore less revealing in that it is not only
the temporal link between education and occupation but also indicates the seniority level of
the worker. In addition to this, income can also
indicate the presence of a working wife and the
age of the chief wage earner. Empirical studies
of the consumption function for housing have removed these confounding influences by arguing
that the true income determinant is the normal,
permanent, or expected income obtainable from
a specific class of wage earners (Maisel & Winnick). However, in this study Hempel utilizes current measured family income.
Current or measured family income, roughly
speaking, is an index both of an ability to pay
and of the increased opportunity costs faced by
personal search. As shown in Exhibit 4, the intensity of search behavior describes an inverted
U-shaped curve when compared with increasing
fami:y income. Famiiies in the lower income category obtain the longest time for search but are
lowest in the intensity of information seeking and

eral factors. Based upon studies of the consump-

tion function of housing, it is expected that

higher income families will be spending more of

their income on housing but in addition will be

willing and capable of purchasing the time reduc-

ing middleman services. However, what these

Digiti

e by

product examination. In contrast, families in the
intermediate income ranges tie for the lowest duration of search but obtain high intensity search
for information and product examination. Families in the high income class obtain the lowest
on all three search indexes. On the surface, it
may be said that if low income families made a
more intensive search effort, their duration of
search may be reduced to that found in the
upper income levels. However, this ignores several factors. Based upon studies of the consumption function of housing, it is expected that
higher income families will be spending more of
their income on housing but in addition will be
willing and capable of purchasing the time reducing middleman services. However, what these
specific services may be and at what income or
housing price level they may effectively mediate
in the market is not known. Second, this analysis
ignores the supply determinant of search behavior. The ability of the required types of dwelling
units (in terms of prices, bedrooms, location,
etc.) is not known from the Hempel study. Nor is
the impact of these factors upon the search behavior for the different socioeconomic groups
known.

Exhibit 4. The Average Score on Each
Summary Search Index by Level of
Annual Family Income

Income
Level
Less than $10.000
$10,000-$14.999
$15,000 or more

Duration
of
Search
8.3
7.6
7.6

Intensity of
Information
Source
Utilization
7.5
8.1
7.7

Intensity of
DwellIng
Unit
Examinalion
7.6
8.0
7.8

Source: Donald J. Hempel. "Search Behavior." p. 245.

The effect of education on search behavior
is displayed on Exhibit 5. It can be summarized
by stating that the higher level of education corresponds with extensive search behavior, both in
terms of information seeking and product examination. As a result, the period of search is
shown to be reduced.
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Exhibit 5. The Average Score on Each

Summary Search Index by Educational

Level of Husband

lnten-

lnten-

sity of

Exhibit 5. The Average Score on Each
Summary Search Index by Educational
Level of Husband

greater problem locating the right house. The
data displayed on Exhibit 7 confirm this rationale.

sity of

Dwell-

Duration
of
Search

Intensity of
Informati on
Source
Utilizatlon

Intensity of
Dwelling
Unit
Examination

8.1

7.4

7.4

8.3

7.9

7.6

7.4

8.0

8.2

lnfor-

ing

mation

Unit

Educational

Duration

Source

Ex-

Level of

of

Utiliza-

amina-

Husband

Educational
Level of
Husband
High school
graduate
or less
Some college or
tech. school
College graduate
or more

Search

tion

Source : Donald J. Hempel, "Search Behavior," p. 245.

tion

High school

graduate

or less

8.1

7.4

7.4

Some college or

tech. school

8.3

7.9

7.8

Occupation is partitioned into professional,
managerial, and other groups. This is shown on
Exhibit 6. The clearest finding is that managerial
homebuyers are lower on all indexes. Although
not explained by Hempel, it is expected that this
refers to the force mobility of corporate managers and the corresponding housing aid they receive from their firms to minimize relocation
problems.

College graduate

or more

7A

8.0

82

Exhibit 6. The Average Score on Each
Summary Search Index by Occupation ot

Husband

Source: Donald J. Hempel,

"Search Behavior," p.

Intenslty
of
Informalion
Source
Utilization

Intensity
of
Dwelling
Unit
Examination

8.0

8.0

8.2

7.6
7.9

7.6
7.7

7.7
7.8

245.

Occupation is partitioned into professional,

managerial, and other groups. This is shown on

Exhibit 6. The clearest finding is that managerial

homebuyers are lower on all indexes. Although

not explained by Hempel, it is expected that this

refers to the force mobility of corporate manag-

ers and the corresponding housing aid they re-

ceive from their firms to minimize relocation

problems.

Exhibit 6. The Average Score on Each

Summary Search lndex by Occupation of

Husband

Occupation
of
Husband
Professional or
technical
Managerial or
administrative
Other

Duration
of
Search

lnten-

Source : Donald J. Hempel. "Search Behavi or." p. 245.
lnten-

sity

sity

of

of

Dwell-

lnfor-

ing

mation

Unit

The stage in the family life cycle has been
found to affect significantly the consumption
function for both durable and nondurable goods
(Lansing and Kish, 1957). It is argued that
younger families, due to their more severe
budget constraints and requiremel') ts for a location adaptable to young chi ld ren , Will have a

Occupation

Duration

Source

Ex-
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Exhibit 7. The Average Score on Each
Summary Search Index by Age of Husband
and Number of Previous Moves
Intensity
Intensity
of
of
Dwelling
Duration Information
Unit
of
Source
ExaminaUtilization
tion
Search
Age 01 husband
Under 35
35-44
45 or older
Number of homes
purchased
One (first home)
Two
Three or more

8.0
8.0
7.3

8.0
7.6
7.4

8.1
7.6
7.1

8.1
8.0
7.1

7.8
8.1
7.8

7.9
7.8
7.4

Source : Donald J . Hempel. "Search BehaVior." p. 245.

However, life cycle as a determinant of
search behavior is not a simple independent variable. Rather, several confounding influences
serve to complicate its interpretation. First,
young families associate highly with lower current income levels. Likewise, being young, they
will have less experience in the search for housing. Each of these facts acts to bias upward each
of the search dimensions.
On the other end of the life cycle dimension,
the confounding influences act to reduce search
behavior. Intrinsic to the over-45-years-of-age
life cycle is the increasing absence of children
and therefore the lessening of size and location
requirements. However, in addition to this, many
families will have experienced several housing
hunts in the past with up to three or four moves
in their background; thus, they will be more
knowledgable of the problems to look for in the
purchase of a house. Exhibit 7 also shows the
impact of these factors. In addition to this consideration, this class of families will be at their
upper income range and capable of purchasing
the available middleman services. This should
reduce the cost and effort expended as well as
lower the duration of search .
Personal Motivation and Search: The attitudinal structure within the family, to the extent
that it is independent of the preceding socioeconomic characteristics, is shown by Hempel to
have ~~ i , Aa~ t .Jpon. search b~h~vior. Three
~ a Fa~~1
0 eliCit responses
proPTII

lor s

Exhibit 8. The Average Score on Each Summary Search Index for Various Attitudes toward

Homeownership Held by Members of the Family

Operational

Statement

of Attitude

Exhibit 8. The Average Score on Each Summary Search Index for Various Attitudes toward
Homeownership Held by Members of the Family

Children should not have to grow up

in an apartment or rented house

Attitude important to both

Attitude important to husband only

Attitude important to wife only

Attitude important to neither

Owning your home is a means of

achieving personal satisfaction

Attitude important to both

Attitude important to husband only

Attitude important to wife only

Attitude important to neither

Buying is less expensive than renting

a residence of similar size

Attitude important to both

Attitude important to husband only

Atitude important to wife only

Attitude important to neither

Duration

of Search

82

Operational
Statement
of Attitude
Children should not have to grow up
in an apartment or rented house
Attitude important to both
Attitude important to husband only
Attitude important to wife only
Attitude important to neither
Owning your home is a means 01
achieving personal satisfaction
Attitude important to both
Attitude important to husband only
Attitude important to wife only
Attitude important to neither
Buying is less expensive than renting
a residence of similar size
Attitude important to both
Attitude important to husband only
Atitude important to wile only
Attitude important to neither

Duration
of Search

Intensity 01
Source
Utilization

Intensity of
Dwelling Unit
Examination

8.2
7.9
8.6
7.2

8.3
7.8
7.7
7.6

8.5
8.0
8.0
7.8

8.5
8.6
7.2
7.2

7.7
8.5
7.9
7.6

8.0
8.9
7.9
7.9

7.6
8.1
8.3
7.8

7.7
8.4
8.1
7.6

7.7
8.5
8.8
7.9

7.9

86

Source: Donald J. Hempel. "Search Behavior." p. 245.

7.2

8.5

8.6

7.2

7.2

7.6

8.1

83

7.8

Intensity of

Source

Utilization

8.3

7.8

7.7

7.6

7.7

8.5

7.9

7.6

7.7

8.4

8.1

7.6

Intensity of

Dwelling Unit

Examination

8.5

8.0

8.0

7.8

8.0

8.9

7.9

7.9

7.7

8.5

8.8

testing the impact of favorable attitudes toward
homeownership on the part of husband or wife,
and both husband and wife upon the three summary indexes of search behavior. Exhibit 8 displays these results.
When the proposition is important to neither
party, duration and intensity of search are relatively low. When questioned regarding aspects of
owning the house independent of child-rearing
purpose, the concern by one but not the other
member maximizes the value of each of the
three indexes. In terms of concern for a childrearing environment a positive attitude by the
husband greatly reduces the duration of search
but does not affect the intensity of search. When
both husband and wife are affirmative toward
houseownership, both duration and intensity of
search behavior are elevated. The exception to
this occurs in the response to the assertion that
buying is cheaper than renting. This serves to reduce all indexes.
Information and the Search Process: Information flow is essential for both the search for
the correct buyer and the search for the correct
seller. However, information flows are only made
possible through the various housing-market institutions or structures. Included in this category
are newspapers, realtors, and friends and associates. One or more of these elements of structure must act as agents to the principles of
market agreement, in both forlT)al and/or ·accidental ways.

Information Indexes: The analysis of the various channels of information in the context of
questionnaire research is carried out by means
of two indexes: the index of coverage and index
of impact. The index of coverage is the percentage of respondents who use the specific information source sometime during the search period. The index of impact is the percentage of
respondents who found their place of residence
as a direct result of the information obtained
through the specific information source.
Rossi's 1950 survey of recent movers provides the first empirical insights into these characteristics. Exhibit 9 reproduces a part of this
work.

Exhibit 9. Measures of Utilization of Channels
of Information in the Housing Market
Information Source
Newspaper
Personal contact
Walking or riding around
Real estate agents
Windfall

Index of
Coverage

Index of
Impact

63%
62
57
50
31

18%
47
19
14
25

Source: Rossi. Why Families Move. p. 161.

This shows that well over half of the recent
movers referred at some point to the newspaper,
personal ce, nt'al 1fo actual search for "for
sale" ill
~ofV ?c
r.cent were real es-

d1\

7.9

Source: Donald J. Hempel, "Search Behavior," p. 245.

testing the impact of favorable attitudes toward

homeownership on the part of husband or wife,
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Exhibit 10. Relative Importance of Information Sources for Selected Decisions

in the Home Buying Process

Decision for which

lnformation was Obtained

Percent Exposed to lnformation Source and lndex of Effectiveness

Exhibit 10. Relative Importance of Information Sources for Selected Decisions
In the Home Buying Process

Friends & Real Builders

Business Estate and

Percent Exposed to Information Source and Index of Effectiveness
Builders
Real
Estate
and
Other
Agents
Bankers Contractors Newspapers

Associates Relatives Agents Bankers Contractors Newspapers Other

Preferred neighborhood

Decision for which
Information was Obtained

54%'

Friends &
Business
Associates Relatives

N

19%

35%

8%

8%

30%

7%

244

or location

.66

.52

.33

Preferred neighborhood
or location
Price range to be considered
Which real estate agents
to contact
Where to apply for a
mortgage loan
Which firm to contact for
property insurance

54% I
.66
16%
.41
51 %
.64
33%
.66
44%
.87

19%
.52
11 %
.48
10%
.57
11 %
.62
13%
.74

35%
.33
38%
.43
3%
.43
.38%
.69
.13%
.10

8%
.00
34%
.52
4%
.38
27%
.70
6%
.43

8%
.21
13%
.42
3%
.71
8%
.90
1%
.67

30%
.22
30%
.34
59%
.65
3%
.29
3%
.43

7%
.00
8%
.33
3%
.33
5%
.67
22%
.90

244
240
215
236
232

.00

I
.21

.22

.00

Price range to be con-

16%

Interpretation: The first number in each set indicates the proportion of respondents reporting that they referred to the information source in making the decision tisted. The second number is an index measure representing the ratio of the number
designllting the source liS that having the "most inlluence" for each decision to the totllt number referring to that sourc•.
For example. 54 percent of the respondents mentioned friends and business associates as sources of Information they referred to In deCision making concerning their preferred neighborhood or location; 66 percent of those using this source
also designated it as the most inlluential source of information for this deciSion. The exposure percentages do not III ways
totlll 100 percent because some respondents mentioned several sources or their own personal evaluations.

11%

Source: Donllid J. Hempel. p. 247.
38%

34%

13%

30%

8%
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sidered

.41

.48

.43

.52

.42

.34

.33

Which real estate agents

51%

10%

3%

tate agents and trailing behind were windfall accidents. The impact of each source varied considerably from that of coverage. Peronal contact
was by far the most directly responsible channel
for ultimate transactions. Following this is the
presence of windfall accidents with real estate
agents falling far behind with 14 percent.
Information Sources and the Consumer Decision Process. Hempel has extended this analysis by considering the steps in the deCision
process for which different types of information
sources must be located by the prospective
buyer. At least five decisions must be made by
the buyer. Briefly these are:

4%

3%

59%

3%

215

to contact

.64

.57

• The neighborhood in which to search.
• Price range, for consideration of purchase.
• Real estate agent.
• The financing source.
• The insurance agent.

.43

.38

.71

.65

.33

Where to apply for a

33%

11%

.38%

27%

8%

3%

Exhibit 10 shows both the percentage of respondents who used a particular information
channel to make one of their five decisions and
the percentage of persons using the channel
who thought it was the most important information source for the particular decision.
Hempel's research shows that friends and
associates are most often consulted regarding a
prospective residential neighborho od and are the
most effective. Following thi s are real estate

5%

236

mortgage loan

.66
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agents and newspapers. Locating a real estate
agent is most often accomplished through the
newspaper search, followed by inquiries among
friends and associates. Information requisite to
the procurement of financing most often comes
from the realtor; however, friends and associates
as well as bankers also provide inputs. More
often than not, once a source is used for the
purpose of locating a house, it is also used for
procurement of financial information. In contrast
to this, the search for the insurance agent is
largely performed within the context of friends
and associates.
The Socioeconomic Determinants of Information Source Utilization: Underlining these
conditions is a set of socioeconomic characteristics that may direct individuals toward predictable information sources. However, the interpretation of Hempel's data is hindered by the inability
to control for confounding influences. For
example, the impact of education cannot be separated from that of age. That is, those with high
school or less education have a high probability
of being older than average for the population as
a whole. Income suffers from a similar disability.
However, since empirical research is severely
limited; Hempel's data will again be utilized for
this analysis.
As in the previous analysis of the socioeconomic determinants of the duration and intensity
~ social class, life cycle,
of search ~ ti1~l-f 9
1'i~(tW~
~ in be utilized.
and

1cr;'G

Exhibit 11. Relation Between Buyer Characteristic and Most Helpful Source

of Information in Locating and Purchasing Home
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Exhibit 11. Relation Between Buyer Characteristic and Most Helpful Source
of Information in Locating and Purchasing Home
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Percent Mentioning as "Most Helpful" Source of
Percent Mentioning as "Most Helpful"
Information in Arranging for Purchase of Home
Source of Information in Locating Home
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Banks & Builders
Lending
and
Relatives Real
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Real
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Estate News- Riding
tractors
N
Agents papers Around Assoc. Agents tutions
Buyer Characteristic
Assoc.

Riding Bus. Estate lnsti- Con-

Assoc. Agents papers Around Assoc. Agents tutions tractors
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Education of husband

High school graduate or less

31%

29%

32%

8%

22%

44%

16%

7%

77

Some col. or techn. school

22

38

29

15

Education of husband
High school graduate or less
Some col. or techno school
College graduate or more
Annual family income
Less than $10,000
$10,000-$14,999
$15,000 or more
Occupation 01 husband
Professional or technical
Managerial or administrative
Other
Age of husband
Under 35
35-44
45 or older
Number of homes purchased
One (first home)
Two
Three or more

31%
22
15

29%
38
53

32%
29
23

6%
15
10

22%
13
7

44%
47
53

16%
13
14

7%
9
10

77
78
120

23
19
26

43
48
26

28
25
34

16
8
9

14
14
4

57
47
43

8
19
11

7
9
13

83
134
53

18
23
24

39
43
44

33
25
25

11
9
11

12
18
10

50
41
52

12
16
16

11
14
7

94
56
122

19
19
33

45
41
33

31
25
22

9
12
13

12
14
9

46
44
44

13
16
16

10
12
9

156
73
45

20
27
18

44
37
39

27
30
32

11
15
3

12
13
5

54
49
42

11
14
18

8
17
8

142
71
38

13

47

Source: Donald J. Hempel, "Search Behavior," p. 248.

13

9

78

College graduate or more

15

53

23

10

7

53

14

10

120

Annual family income

Less than $10,000

23

43

28

16

14

67

8

7

83

$10,000-514,999

19

48

25

8

14

47

19

9

134

$15,000 or more

26

26

Social Class: The social class determinants
are once more education, occupation, and income. The impact of an increase in the husband's educational level on the selection of information sources is to increase the importance
of the real estate agent in the purchase and location of a home. In terms of husband's occupational level, managers and administrative personnel rely most heavily upon real estate agents for
the location of the home. However, purchase arrangements are more likely to be made with
friends or associates or the bank. In contrast,
professionals rely upon both real estate agents
and newspapers for the location of their home;
however, the real estate agent is used most
often in arranging purchase of the house.
Family income operates in three different
ways depending upon the level of income. Families with an annual income less than $10,000 are
more reliant upon friends, et aI., newspapers,
and personal inspection for the location of the
house than are families in the $10,000-$15,000
bracket. However, for help in purchasing the
hause, dependence is highest upon real estate
agents. Families with incomes greater than
$15,000 annually do not concentrate their information sources for either home location or purchase to the same extent th at occur in low in-

come brackets; that is, with higher income there
comes a flexibility in the use of the various market information sources.
Life Cycle: The increase in the age of the
husband reflects both a gradual lifting in the
family budget constraint and the experience acquired from previous moves as well as its usual
life cycle connotation. Increasing age acts to
lessen the impact of the use of real estate
agents in both the location and the purchase of
the house. This information is summarized on
Exhibit 11.
Ethnicity: Neither search behavior nor use
of information sources by ethnicity was included
in Hempel's study. And in spite of the widespread concern for racially segregated housing
patterns, relatively little research has been reported involving ethnicity and the search for
housing. An opening has recently been made
through a case study of a southern city.
In a questionnaire-based study of housing
costs and race in Knoxville, Tenn. (Neufeld and
Kenney, 1971), the distribution by race of the
most important information sources for the location of the respondent's present home has been
constructed rit · i, ~ airi r. pjI\ation is displayed on Exhibit ~
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Exhibit 12. The Percentage of Respondents

Within Each Racial Category Answering

the Question: "Which of the Following Did

You Most Use in Helping You Find Your

Present Home? One Only." By Type of

Information Channel Used

lnformation Channel

Negro

White

Newspaper ads

Exhibit 12. The Percentage of Respondents
Within Each Racial Category Answering
the Question: "Which of the Following Did
You Most Use in Helping You Find Your
Present Home? One Only." By Type of
Information Channel Used

10.9

28.2

Driving around to see

what was available

31.9

29.5

lnformation from relatives

or friends

33.6

24.8

Information Channel
Newspaper ads
Driving around to see
what was available
Information from relatives
or friends
Real eslate agents
(owners only)
Rental agents (renters only)
Old landlord (renters only)

Negro
10.9

White

31.9

29.5

33.6

24.8

16.0
4.2
3.4

10.7
0.7
6.0

28.2

Real estate agents

(owners only)

16.0

10.7

Rental agents (renters only)

Source J. L. Neufeld and K. B. Kenney. "The Lack of
Relation Between Race and Housing Costs: A Case
Study of Knoxville, Tennessee," C,v,l Defense Research
Project, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 1971. pp. A-8
and B-4.

4.2

0.7

Old landlord (renters only)

3.4

6.0

Source: J. L. Neufeld and K. B Kenney, "The Lack of

Relation Between Race and Housing Cotts: A Case

Study of Knoxville, Tennessee," Civil Defense Research

Project. Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1971, pp. A-8

and B-4.
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average family size.

Based upon this sample, it is argued that

black and white families exhibit essentially dif-

ferent search behavior in terms of information

sources. The information source most signifi-

cantly influenced by racial groupings was the

use of the newspaper. White families indicate

that the newspapers were most important 28 per-

cent of the time, whereas black families indicate

this only 11 percent of the time. As a conse-

quence of this, blacks utilize to a greater extent

both word of mouth and personal inspection.

Lastly, but of minimal importance, is the utiliza-

tion of real estate agents and rental agents; in

both cases black families relied more heavily

upon the agency of middlemen than whites.

Not having alternative case studies by which

to compare this finding, the increased use of

structural middlemen by black searchers must

be thought of as quite possibly a property of the

Neufeld and Kenney sample set. However, it is

The sample consists of 137 Negro respondents and 156 white. In terms of income. both
subsets were evenly matched. However, white
families had, on the average, a slightly higher
average family size.
Based upon this sample, it is argued that
black and white families exhibit essentially different search behavior in terms of information
sources , The information source most significantly influenced by racial groupings was the
use of the newspaper. White families indicate
that the newspapers were most important 28 percent of the time, whereas black families indicate
this only 11 percent of the time. As a consequence of this, blacks utilize to a greater extent
both word of mouth and personal inspection.
Lastly, but of minimal importance, is the utilization of real estate agents and rental agents; in
both cases black families relied more heavily
upon the agency of middlemen than whites.
Not having alternative case studies by which
to compare this finding, the increased use of
structural middlemen by black searchers must
be thought of as quite possibly a property of the
Neufeld and Kenney sample set. However, it is
quite reasonable to argue that racial barriers are
a root cause of the added reliance upon personal as opposed to mass media search techniques by black buyers.
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The Search Process and the Housing
Consumption Function
To the extent that this is the case, the
search process adds an additional cost onto the

To the extent that this is the case, the

search process adds an additional cost onto the

price of the housing unit transaction. Since the

cost of housing to a certain extent determines
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price of the housing unit transaction. Since the
cost of housing to a certain extent determines
the quantity of housing bought, the added price
for search by black over white families theoretically alters the quantity of housing capable of
being consumed by black Americans.
Thus, the analysis of the search process
leads back to the study of the housing consumption function, Aggregate studies of black versus
white have found that: "Negro families spent
less on housing in 1950 than white families of
the same size and with the same measured income," (Maisel and Winnick, 1960, p. 381.) Kain
and Quigley's study of the probability of homeownership on the part of St. Louis black and
white families shows that after other socioeconomic considerations as well as prior tenure are
held constant, black families are still less likely
to be homeowners.
Neither of these studies expl icitly considers
the cost of search. However, as shown by Mincer (1963, pp. 67~9) the opportunity cost of time
(the increased personal search by black families
over whites) biases the income parameter upward. Therefore it would appear that separate
housing consumption functions must be constructed for each racial group.
Kain and Quigley recognize that psychic
costs involved in the search process might well
be more significant than out-of-pocket costs for
the explanation of the black family's housing
consumption. However, when the dependent variable is the probability of homeownership, stratification by race does not significantly alter the
previous conclusion (Kain & Quigley, 1972, p.
209).
In an alternative approach to the study of
the outcome of the search process for black
families, Chester Rapkin finds that the percentage of families living in substandard dwellings
decreases with monthly rental for both white and
black families . However, an increase in monthly
rentals reduces the presence of the whites in
substandard dwelling units to minimal numbers;
whereas the decrease in the percentage of substandard dwellings occupied by black families
under similar rental increases remains relatively
low (Rapkin, 1966, p. 242). It is, therefore, concluded that the result of the search process for
black families is significantly different than it is
for whites. The environment places a different
set of structural determinants to the search process upon the black families.
Therefore, although the use of a racial specific equati Qn-~¢.1 \<,)Igi , housing ownership was
not rEf.Wli
$rTV' fl<r
y analysis, studies

'rtAl '

investigating the quantity of housing consumed

may find it beneficial to construct separate con-

sumption functions for each racial category.
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may find it beneficial to construct separate consumption functions for each racial category.
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made to determine the effectiveness of the Cam-

den, N.J., Housing Improvement Projects (CHIP).
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mately 37,000 dwelling units standing at the end

of that time period. However, it is estimated that

due to demographic shifts, an additional 6,000

dwelling units should be added to the housing

stock. This is needed in order to satisfy both

new household formation and the inevitable

decay and demolition of the older stock (Listo-

kin, p. 111). The result has been a severe hous-

ing shortage impinging specifically upon low and

moderate income families.
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rehabilitated over 400 dwelling units. Marketing

techniques are relatively simple: open houses

are held in various neighborhoods and brochures

are distributed both at the open houses and at

community centers catering to the target popula-

tion (Listokin, p. 137). In terms of tho number of

successful transactions, these marketing devices

appear to be unnecessary. The successful appli-

cation for a CHIP house depends mainly upon

the recommendation passed to the searcher by a

present CHIP homeowner. Exhibits 13 and 14

display this finding. This is clearly shown from

the question, "If you found out about CHIP from

friends or relatives, are they CHIP homeown-

ers?" Respondents who have been CHIP owners

for more than 2 years are evenly split on this

question. More recent owners relied on previous

CHIP owners fully 64 percent of the time. There-

fore, in conclusion, successful homeownership

within the context of a tight housing market de-

pends to a large extent upon the good fortune

on the part of the applicant in having someone

in a position to provide specific housing informa-
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About CHIP?

CHIP

CHIP

Homeowner

Homeowner

for less than

for over

2 Years

2 Years

Response

Percent

Percent

Relative

15.0

Further insights into the effectiveness of the
various information sources can be gained from
an analysis of the search process vis-a-vis recently rehabilitated housing. In 1972 a study was
made to determine the effectiveness of the Camden, N.J., Housing Improvement Projects (CHIP).
Camden, as with many older cities, has experienced extensive demolition and deterioration
of its housing stock. Between 1950 and 1967,
2,217 units had been destroyed, leaving approximately 37,000 dwelling units standing at the end
of that time period. However, it is estimated that
due to demographic shifts, an additional 6,000
dwelling units should be added to the housing
stock. This is needed in order to satisfy both
new household formation and the inevitable
decay and demolition of the older stock (Listokin, p. 111). The result has been a severe housing shortage impinging specifically upon low and
moderate income families.
Within this context, CHIP has inserted its rehabilitated units. As of May 1972, CHIP had
rehabilitated over 400 dwelling units. Marketing
techniques are relatively simple: open houses
are held in various neighborhoods and brochures
are distributed both at the open houses and at
community centers catering to the target population (Listokin, p. 137). In terms of th"J number of
successful transactions, these marketing devices
appear to be unnecessary. The successful application for a CHIP house deprnds mainly upon
the recommendation passed to the searcher by a
present CHIP homeowl,er. Exhibits 13 and 14
display this finding. This is clearly shown from
the question, "If you found out about CHIP from
friends or relatives, are they CHIP homeowners?" Respondents who have been CHIP owners
for more than 2 years are evenly split on this
question. More recent owners relied on previous
CHIP owners fully 64 percent of the time. Therefore, in conclusion, successful homeownership
within the context of a tight housing market depends to a large extent upon the good fortune
on the part of the applicant in having someone
in a position to provide specific housing information.

Response
Relative
Friend
Newspaper
Radio
Welfare department
Office 01 Economic
Opportunity
CHIP employee
Other
No response/Don't know
Total

CHIP
Homeowner
lor less than
2 Years
Percent

CHIP
Homeowner
lor over
2 Years
Percent

15.0
46.2
5.0

10.4
43.8
8 .3
1.0
11.5

11.2
2.5
8.7
8.1
3.1
99 .8

13.5
11 .5
100.0

Source: David Listokin, The Dynamics 01 Housing Rehabili·
tation: Macro and Micro Analyses (CUPR, 1973, p. 138) .

Exhibit 14. If You Found Out About CHIP
From Friends or Relatives, Are They CHIP
Homeowners?

Response
Yes
No
No response/Don't know
Total

CHIP
Homeowner
lor less than
2 years
Percent

64.3
34.7
1.0
100.0

CHIP
Homeowner
lor over
2 Years
Percent

51.9
46 ,2
1.9
100.0

Source: David Listokin, Housing Rehabilitation, p . 139.

Information Sources, the Search Process,
and Welfare
The search for housing takes on its more
severe personal aspects for those families that
are under the poverty level. Extensive information is now available identifying the housing
search process incurred by poverty families who
are enrolled in one of four welfare programs.
The study centers on New York City as of 1970.
Four categories of welfare families are investigated: home relief, old age assistance, aid to
disabled, and aid to families who have dependent children (AFDC) .
Existin ~ housin ~ patterns find that home reng nal,d ron~ d
h'ld
f
'I'
' f
I Ie
V ~ IT Of- . r~ 1 ~ c I ren ami les

10.4

Friend

46.2

43.8
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mainly occupy apartments in the private sector,

and old age and aid to dependent children fami-

lies are the most frequent residents found in

public housing. The growth of welfare occupancy

during the period 1968-1970 shows that the

search for housing has been fruitful for the most

part only in developments already obtaining ex-

tensive welfare occupancy. This is producing

what has been termed welfare structures.

The problem evidenced in the search for

housing is shown by the fact that one of five

families sampled require accommodations for six

or more persons. When asked, "How did you

find your apartment?" the dominant response by

all types of welfare families was that word of

percent of the time. More often the reason for

this treatment was thought to be the result of

their welfare status (40 percent). Twenty-seven

percent felt that racial discrimination was the

mainly occupy apartments in the private sector,
and old age and aid to dependent children families are the most frequent residents found in
public housing. The growth of welfare occupancy
during the period 1968-1970 shows that the
search for housing has been fruitful for the most
part only in developments already obtaining extensive welfare occupancy. This is producing
what has been termed welfare structures.
The problem evidenced in the search for
housing is shown by the fact that one of five
families sampled require accommodations for six
or more persons. When asked, "How did you
find your apartment?" the dominant response by
all types of welfare families was that word of

percent of the time. More often the reason for
this treatment was thought to be the result of
thei r welfare status (40 percent). Twenty-seven
percent felt that racial discrimination was the
cause.
In addition to the dual problems involved in
finding an acceptable dwelling and a willing
landlord, other factors impact on the operation
of the search process for welfare families. As an
example of this, most landlords (75 percent) require a security deposit: this factor weighs far
more heavily on AFDC families than on others.
Similarly, most welfare recipients pay deposits
for their utilities-gas, electricity, telephone, etc.

cause.
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Category of Welfare

Old

Aid

Aid to

"How did you

Age

to

Dependent

"How did you
fiind this
apartment?"
Broker
Newspaper
Relative or Friend
Sign on Premises
Applied to Public Housing
Through Welfare
Relocation
Other
NA/DK
Total

Home
Relief

13.3%
4.0
54.7
6.7
5.3
4.0
4.0
6.7
1.3
100.0%

1.8%
3.6
54.5
9.1
5.5
3.6
3.6
16.4
1.8
100.0%

17.5%
0.0
45.6
7.0
5.3
3.5
1.B
17.5
1.B
100.0%

Aid to
Dependent
Chi 1dren

11.6%
4.9
44.4
6.7
B.O
4.0
3.6
15.6
1.3
100.0%

Total
11.4%
3.9
47.8
7.0
6.B
3.9
3.4
14.3
1.5
100.0%

fiind this

Home

Assist-

, Includes Aid to the Blind and Veterans' Assistance
Source: George S. Sternlieb and Bernard P. Indik. The Ecology 01 Welfare (New Brunswick: Transaction. 1973).

Dis-

Chil-

apartment?"

Relief

ance

abled*

dren

Total

Broker

13.3%

1.8%

17.5%

11.6%

11.4%

Newspaper

4.0

3.6

0.0

4.9

3.9

Relative or Friend

54.7

54.5

45.6

mouth by relative or friend directed them to the
successful conclusion of the quest for housing.
Exhibit 15 shows these results. Public agencies
such as public housing, welfare, and relocation
services account for a modest 10 to 15 percent
of the successful conclusions to the search
process. Ethnicity also enters the search pattern
for welfare families. Although white and black
families are equal in their use of brokers and
word-of-mouth information channels, close to 20
percent of the black families responded that information from various public agencies did help
them to find their present housing. This is close
to double that found in white and Spanish-speaking respondents.
When asked, "In searching for housing,
were you always treated fairly?" only in the case
of families receiving aid for dependent children
did a large number of welfare recipients say no.
(See Exhibit 16.) This occurred m0re thah 25

44.4

47.8

Sign on Premises

6.7
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In light of the problems faced by welfare reCipients within the search process, the respondents were asked if the welfare department aided
in the search for housing. Twenty-six and onehalf percent of the sample said that it had; it
must be recog:lized, however, that 16 percent of
the sample was not on welfare at the time of
thei r housing search. Of the 87 percent of the
AFDC group that looked for housing while they
were on welfare, nearly a third (32.4 percent) indicated they received aid from the department.
This is shown in Exhibit 17. It was further found
that Spanish-speaking families received aid with
greater frequency (25 percent) than either black
(14 percent) or white (10 percent) welfare recipients.
The type of assistance most often provided
by the department is financial. This aid covers
charges ~, q in si f
<;J lord deposits and first
I ~$ffVr.ff.s EA I:JH nd time-consuming
rent

Exhibit 16. The Percentage Distribution of

Answers by Welfare Families to the

Question: "In Searching for Housing, Were

You Always Treated Fairly?" by Category

of Welfare, New York City, 1970

Category of Welfare

Aid to

De-

Exhibit 16. The Percentage Distribution of
Answers by Welfare Families to the
Question: "In Searching for Housing, Were
You Always Treated Fairly?" by Category
of Welfare, New York City, 1970

Old Aid pend-

Category of Welfare

Age

Old
Age
Assistance

Aid
to
Disabled"

Aid to
Dependent
Chi 1dren

92.7%
7.3
100.0%

87 .7%
12.3
100.0%

73.8%
26.2
100.0%

to

ent

Treated

Home

Assist-

Dis-

Chil-

Fairly

Relief

Treated
Fairly
Yes
No
Total

Home
Relief

84 .0%
16.0
100.0%

Total
80.1%
19.9
100.0%

ance

abled*

dren

• Includes Aid to the Blind and Veterans' Assistance
Source : George S. Sternlieb and Bernard P.
Ecology 01 WeI/are , 1973.

Indik , The

Total

Yes

84.0%

92.7%

87.7%

73.8%

80.1%

No

16.0

7.3

12.3

26.2

19.9

Total

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

* Includes Aid to the Blind and Veterans' Assistance

Source: George S. Sternlieb and Bernard P. IndiK, The

Ecology ol Welfare. 1973.

part of the search process is for the most part

left to the initiation of the welfare recipients, in

part of the search process is for the most part
left to the initiation of the welfare recipients, in
that these families are for the most part extremely vulnerable to the demands of the landlord. The development of a tenant referral service may produce a more satisfactory solution to
the search process as well as a better landlordtenant relationship at the lower end of the rental
spectrum . However, in light of the scarcity of adequate housing, this may force marginal income
nonwelfare searchers into rental levels that may
well require them to move on to welfare.
The preceding section has identified the existence and use by housing searchers of information sources. Ideally, each of the information
sources should, in turn, be analyzed from both a
functional and behavioral point of view vis-a-vis
search. In no case can this be done. Only in the

case of the real estate broker can fragments of
evidence be acknowledged.
From the perspective of many homebuyers,
the real estate agent has not been considered
the most important market information source.
However, he is the institutionalized and licensed
middleman designated to bring together the
buyer and the seller. To improve this system and
to increase the rate of the transactions, multiple
listing services (MLS) have been developed. In
New Jersey, a multiple listing service is chartered as a nonprofit organization by a local real
estate board. Although MLS's are widely utilized
empirical research identifying the structural
characteristics of the MLS as well as their operating procedures is singularly absent. Thus the
analysis of MLS vis-a-vis the search process is
necessarily fragmentary. Ideally the function of
the MLS should be to maximize the number of
transfers and thereby minimize the duration of
the search process. Although this may be the
case for some sectors of the housing market,
persistent commentary by critics indicates the
presence of exclusionary listing services.
Exclusive MLS's may develop in two ways:
First, by limiting the number of members in the
local MLS, and second, by selective placement
of listing on the MLS. The latter has not been
substantiated by empirical evidence. Rather it is
an indictment commonly found in popular criticisms of this establishment. More readily available is information regarding the first exclusionary device. The limitation of membership in the
MLS has been attacked by the courts as being
an unlawful restraint of trade (Grillo v. Board
Realtors of Plainfield Area 91 N.J. 205).
In the 1966 New Jersey case, the operation
of the MLS by a local real estate board to the
exclusion of nonboard members was ruled un-

that these families are for the most part ex-

tremely vulnerable to the demands of the land-

lord. The development of a tenant referral serv-

ice may produce a more satisfactory solution to

the search process as well as a better landlord-

tenant relationship at the lower end of the rental

Exhibit 17. The Percentage Distribution of Answers by Welfare Families to the Question:
"Did You Receive Any Assistance from the Welfare Department in your Search for
Apartment?" by Category of Welfare, New York City, 1970

spectrum. However, in light of the scarcity of ad-

equate housing, this may force marginal income

Home
Relief

Old
Age
Assistance

17.3%
64.8
18.7
100.0%

20.0%
58.2
21.8
100.0%

nonwelfare searchers into rental levels that may

well require them to move on to welfare.

The preceding section has identified the ex-

istence and use by housing searchers of infor-

mation sources. Ideally, each of the information

sources should, in turn, be analyzed from both a

functional and behavioral point of view vis-a-vis

search. In no case can this be done. Only in the

Received
Assistance
Yes
No
Not on Welfare
Total

Category of Welfare
Aid
to
Disabled·

Aid to
Dependent
Children

32.4%
54.2
13.3
100.0%

21 .1%
61.4
17.5
100.0%

Total
26.5%
57.5
16.0
100.0%

case of the real estate broker can fragments of

evidence be acknowledged.

From the perspective of many homebuyers,

" Includes Aid to the Blind and Veterans' ASSistance
Source : George S . Sternlieb and Bernard P. Indik, The Ecology of Welfare , 1973.
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However, he is the institutionalized and licensed

middleman designated to bring together the

buyer and the seller. To improve this system and
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constitutional. Before that time membership was

acquired only after a difficult testing periodâthat

is, the applicant had to operate within the

board's region for a year prior to application.

Further, he had to have three board members as

references and a $1,000 initiation fee. Grillo was

recently upheld in a case involving the admit-

tance of a black realtor to the MLS. (Oates v.

Eastern Bergen Co. Multiple Listings Services

Corp. (113, N.J. Super 371), 1971).

Since that time, membership requirements

have been relaxed and broad use of the MLS by

regional brokers is permitted. However, a poten-

tial source of exclusion does appear on the hori-

zon. There is presently a move by several mem-

bers of the Eastern Bergen County, N.J., MLS to

remove an area under their immediate interest

from the Eastern Bergen MLS and incorporate a

new MLS. Thus, just as in the delimitation of

school district lines, gerrymandering local real

estate board lines will continue the existence of

racially exclusive residential patterns (Jobs and

Housing, 1970, pp. 70-71).

Efforts to Aid the Search for Housing

The preceding sections have identified the

search behavior of the buyer as well as the mar-

ket structures used by him in the acquisition of

constitutional. Before that time membership was
acquired only after a difficult testing period-that
is, the applicant had to operate within the
board's region for a year prior to application.
Further, he had to have three board members as
references and a $1,000 initiation fee. Grillo was
recently upheld in a case involving the admittance of a black realtor to the MLS. (Oates v.
Eastern Bergen Co. Multiple Listings Services
Corp. (113, N.J. Super 371). 1971).
Since that time, membership requirements
have been relaxed and broad use of the MLS by
regional brokers is permitted. However, a potential source of exclusion does appear on the horizon. There is presently a move by several members of the Eastern Bergen County, N.J., MLS to
remove an area under their immediate interest
from the Eastern Bergen MLS and incorporate a
new MLS. Thus, just as in the delimitation of
school district lines, gerrymandering local real
estate board lines will continue the existence of
racially exclusive residential patterns (Jobs and
Housing, 1970, pp. 70-71).

housing. lt has been documented that several

subgroups of searchers have more difficulty

within the search process than others; therefore,

Efforts to Aid the Search for Housing

this concluding section studies several formal

and informal programs that have been designed

to aid persons in their housing search problems

Two sections follow: The first describes the

housing problem faced by employees of recently

relocated firms to suburban areas and the sec-

ond describes the efforts of the State of New

Jersey through its division of civil rights to over-

come discrimination in housing.

To what extent does the private sector aid

employees in their search for housing? A recent

study conducted by the Rutgers Center* ques-

tioned 739 firms in northern New Jersey regard-

ing housing problems of their employees. Firms

were chosen only if they had recently moved

into one of the newly developed suburban com-

munities. Thus, employment problems brought

about by deficiencies in the housing market

should be clearly evident to them.

When asked the question regarding their

firm's awareness of housing conditions in their

new location, 85 percent of the firms indicated

that no consideration was made regarding the

* Rutgers Center for Urban Policy Research, Alter Zoning, study

presently in progress.

housing market faced by their employees. Exhibit

18 displays these results. However, the two

groups of firms, raw resource relining and ma-

chinery, that were most concerned with the hous-

ing market prior to moving identified themselves

as two of the three sectors with the most hiring

problems resulting from the housing shortage.

Exhibit 19 displays these results.

Exhibit 18. The Percentage of Firms in Each

Reporting Classification Answering the

Question: "Did You Consider Potential

The preceding sections have identified the
search behavior of the buyer as well as the market structures used by him in the acquisition of
housing. It has been documented that several
subgroups of searchers have more difficulty
within the search process than others; therefore,
this concluding section studies several formal
and informal programs that have been designed
to aid persons in their housing search problems
Two sections follow: The first describes the
housing problem faced by employees of recently
relocated firms to suburban areas and the second describes the efforts of the State of New
Jersey through its division of civil rights to overcome discrimination in housing.
To what extent does the private sector aid
employees in their search for housing? A recent
study conducted by the Rutgers Center- questioned 739 firms in northern New Jersey regarding housing problems of their employees. Firms
were chosen only if they had recently moved
into one of the newly developed suburban communities. Thus, employment problems brought
about by deficiencies in the housing market
should be clearly evident to them.
When asked the question regarding their
firm's awareness of housing conditions in their
new location, 85 percent of the firms indicated
that no consideration was made regarding the
• Rutgers Center lor Urban Policy Resear ch. Alter Zonin g, study
presently in progres .
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housing market faced by their employees. Exhibit
18 displays these results, However, the two
groups of firms, raw resource relining and machinery, that were most concerned with the housing market prior to moving identified themselves
as two of the three sectors with the most hiring
problems resulting from the housing shortage.
Exhibit 19 displays these results.

Exhibit 18. The Percentage of Firms in Each
Reporting Classification Answering the
Question: "Did You Consider Potential
Worker Housing Deficiencies at the Time
of Initial Location to Area?" By Type of
Response.
Industrial
Classification·
Soft Goods
Hard Goods
Raw Resource Refining
Metallurgy
Machinery
Miscellaneous
Business and Education
All firms

Yes

8.4
16.1
20.7
7.0
27.3
18.2
0.0
15.5

Response
No

91.6
83.9
79.3
93.0
72.7
81.8
100.0
84.5

Total

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

• Appendix contains the component industries within each
major Industrial classification.
Source: "Employer Survey of the Mahwah Primary Housing
Region," Center lor Urban Policy Research, Spring
1973.

When asked about the housing market
within their new municipality, significant numbers
(52 percent) of the firms in each sector regiStered a recognition of a housing shortage in
their new location. (See Exhibit 20.) The shortage is perceived to exist in both the homeowner
and rental markets. The price range most often
cited as requiring additional housing ranged
from $17,500 to $29,000. When asked about the
most needed rental range, the values ranged
from $100 to $174 per month rentals. These data
are displayed on Exhibits 20 and 21.
The following analysis shows the awareness on the part of the respondent firms of housing shortages. The next series of questions identifies the types of problems faced by the recently
relocated firms vis-a-vis the housing market.
Compared to their previous location, 41
percent of the firms indicated that their level of
difficulty in finding production workers was about
the same. About 34 percent indicated that it was
greater. Firms requiring clerical and executive
help have for the most part benefited from their
move. Only 12 percent indicate a greater level of
difficulty i " La
. di OQft e e types of employees. Exhibit

~f~~ IT~I' ~ I~ " ~W results.

Exhibit 19. The Percentage of Firms in Each

Reporting Classification Answering the

Question: "Are There Currently Any

Housing Deficiencies in the Town of Your

Firm's Location Which Would Inhibit Your

Future Hiring Plans?" by Type of Response.

Industrial

Response

Classification

Exhibit 19. The Percentage of Firms In Each
Reporting Classification Answering the
Question: "Are There Currently Any
Housing Deficiencies in the Town of Your
Firm's Location Which Would Inhibit Your
Future Hiring Plans?" by Type of Response.

Exhibit 20. The Percentage of Firms in Each
Reporting Classification Answering the
Question: "Do You Think There is
Currently a Shortage of Housing in the
Town of Your Firm's Location?" by Type
of Response.

Yes

No

Total

Soft Goods

19.5

80.5

100

Hard Goods

17.8

82.2

100

Industrial
Classification
Soft Goods
Hard Goods
Raw resource refining
Metallurgy
Machinery
Miscellaneous
Business and Education
All firms

Yes
19.5
17.8
24.6
12.7
20.1
17.8
34.3
19.3

Response
No
80.5
82.2
75.4
87.3
79.9
82.2
65.7
80.7

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Industrial
Classification
Soft Goods
Hard Goods
Raw Resource Refining
Metallurgy
Machinery
Miscellaneous
Business and Education
All firms

Yes
42.9
54.0
66.9
44.0
65.0
28.4
24.5
52.1

Response
No
57.1
46.0
33.1
56.0
35.0
71.6
75.5
47.9

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Raw resource refining

24.6

Source: "Employer Survey," Center for Urban Policy Re88arch, 1973.

Source: "Employer Survey," Center for Urban Policy Research, 1973.

75.4

100

Metallurgy

12.7

87.3

100

Machinery

20.1

Exhibit 20a. The Percentage of Firms in Each Reporting Classification Answering the
Question: "If You Think There Is a Current Shortage of Housing In the Town of Your
Firm's Location, in What Rental Price Range Does it Exist?" by Type Response.

79.9

100

Monthly Rental Range of Housing Shortage
$136 to
$175 to
$250 to
$100 to
$399
$174
$249
$135
0.0
22.0
34.5
8.9
0.0
15.9
11.5
35.4
0.0
31.4
31.1
3.2
0.0
25.6
25.0
0.0
2.5
13.9
23.8
9.5
0.0
16.9
0.0
64.0
0.6
10.9
24.8
23.9

Miscellaneous

17.8

82.2

100

Business and Education

34.3

65.7

100

All firms

Industrial
Classification
Soft Goods
Hard Goods
Raw Resource Refining
Metallurgy
Machinery
Miscellaneous
All firms

Under
$100
7.0
3.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.7

No
Response
27.6
33.2
34.3
49.4
50.3
19.1
37.2

19.3

80.7

Source: "Employer Survey," Center for Urban Policy Research, 1973.

100

Exhibit 20. The Percentage of Firms in Each

Reporting Classification Answering the

Question: "Do You Think There is

Currently a Shortage of Housing in the

Town of Your Firm's Location?" by Type

of Response.

Exhibit 21. The Percentage of Firms in Each Reporting Classification Answering the
Question: "If You Do Think There is a Current Shortage of Housing in the Town of Your
Firm's Location, in What Purchase Price Ra nge Does it Exist?" by Type of Response.

Industrial

Response

Classification

Ye*

No

Industrial
Classification

Total

Soft Goods

42.9

57.1

100

Hard Goods

54.0

46.0

Soft Goods
Hard Goods
Raw Resource Refining
Metallurgy
Machinery
Miscellaneous
Business and Education
All firms

Under
to
$12,000
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.6

$12,000
to
$14,999
0.0
0.0
10.6
15.2
4.6
0.0
0.0
4.8

Purchase Price Range of Housing Shortage
$30,000
$17,500
$25,000
$15.000
to
to
to
to
$49,999
$24,999
$29,999
$17.499
2.5
0.0
50.7
14.0
18.7
41.6
0.0
14.9
3.1
25.3
29.9
3.5
0.0
0.0
31.3
18.2
12.6
6.6
0.0
23.8
21.7
54.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0
3.5
30.0
22.9
3.3

No
Response
32.7
24.8
27.6
29.0
52.4
23.5
0.0
34.8

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

100

Raw Resource Refining

Source: "Employer Survey," Center for Urban PoliCY Research, 1973.

Original from

66.9

33.1

100

Metallurgy

44.0
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Exhibit 22. The Percentage of Firms in Each

Reporting Classification Answering the

Question, "How Would You Rate the Work

Force in the Area Compared to Your

Previous Location for Executive Workers?"

Easier

More

About

lndustrial

Exhibit 22. The Percentage of Firms In Each
Reporting Classification Answering the
Question, "How Would You Rate the Work
Force in the Area Compared to Your
Previous Location for Executive Workers?"

Exhibit 24. The Percentage of Firms in Each
Reporting Classification Answering the
Question, "How Would You Rate the Work
Force in this Area Compared to Your
Previous Location for Production Workers?"

to

Difficult

the

Classification

Hire

to Hire

Same

Total

Soft Goods

20.9

11.5

58.6

100

Industrial
Classification
Soft Goods
Hard Goods
Raw Resource
Refining
Metallurgy
Machinery
Miscellaneous
Business and
Education
All Firms

Easier
to
Hire

More
Difficult
to Hire

About
the
Same

Total

29.9
40.2

11.5
9.6

58.6
50.2

100
100

10.3
46.1
24.5
26.7

9.6
2.7
24.8
0.0

80.1
51.2
50.7
73.3

100
100
100
100

39.3
29.8

19.7
11.1

41.0
59.1

100
100

Industrial
Classification
Soft Goods
Hard Goods
Raw Resource
Refining
Metallurgy
Machinery
Miscellaneous
Business and
Education
All Firms

More
Difficult
to Hire

About
the
Same

Total

48.5
25.3

20.2
35.3

31.3
39.4

100
100

10.5
32.4
24.0
6.8

23.2
45.9
36.7
45.9

66.3
21.7
39.2
47.3

100
100
100
100

32.4
25.8

32.4
33.7

35.2
40.5

100
100

Easier
to
Hire

Hard Goods

40.2

9.6

Source: "Employer Survey," Center for Urban Policy Research. 1973.

Source: "Employer Survey." Center for Urban Policy Research, 1973.

50.2

100

Raw Resource

Refining

10.3

9.6

80.1

100

Metallurgy

Exhibit 23. The Percentage of Firms in Each
Reporting Classification Answering the
Question, "How Would You Rate the Work
Force in This Area Compared to Your
Previous Location for Clerical Workers?"

Exhibit 25. The Percentage of Firms In Each
Reporting Classification Answering the
Question "If Absenteeism is a Serious
Problem at this Location, Why?" by Type
of Response.

46.1

2.7

51.2

100

Machinery

24.5

24.8

50.7

100

Miscellaneous

26.7

0.0

73.3

Industrial
Classification
Soft Goods
Hard Goods
Raw Resource
Refining
Metallurgy
Machinery
Miscellaneous
Business and
Education
All Firms

Easier
More
Difficult
to
Hire
to Hire

About
the
Same

Total

41.1
61.8

10.1
2.1

48.8
36.1

100
100

17.7
55.4
26.3
5.1

4.1
13.8
25.3
20.5

78.1
30.8
48.3
74.3

100
100
100
100

39.3
38.0

19.7
11.9

41.0
50.1

100
100

100

Business and

Education

Source: "Employer Survey," Center for Urban Policy Research. 1973.

39.3

19.7

41.0

100

All Firms

29.8

11.1

59.1

100

Source: "Employer Survey," Center for Urban Policy Re-

search, 1973.

Exhibit 23. The Percentage of Firms in Each

Reporting Classification Answering the

Question, "How Would You Rate the Work

Force in This Area Compared to Your

Previous Location for Clerical Workers?"

As a further indication of the severity of this
problem, the firms were asked if there was a
problem of absenteeism within the technical,
clerical, or production employment force. If such
a problem exists, the reason from the firm's
point of view was elicited. Absenteeism among
technicians and clerical workers was largely absent or unrelated to the issue at hand. Among
production workers the problem appears to be of
concern. Nearly fifty percent of the firms indicated the existence of a problem. However, as
Exhibit 25 shows, most of the problem IS perceived to be poor work habits. On ly 10 percent

Easier

More

About

lndustrial
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Industrial
Classification
Soft Goods
Hard Goods
Raw
Resource
Refining
Metallurgy
Machinery
Miscellaneous
Business
and Education
All Firms

Reason
for
Length
Pro- WorkAbduction er
senteeof
Work Work
111- Weath- ism
Habits Trip
Other Total
ness
er

41.0
81.0

6.8
0.0

19.7
3.7

0.0
0.0

32.6
15.3

100
100

59.9

0.0

10.0

2.1

28.1

100

38.2

32.7

9.3

0.0

19.8

100

65.0

2.3

27.4

0.0

5.3

100

86.9

0.0

13.1

0.0

0.0

100

48.0
54.2

52.0
9.0

0.0
15.0

0.0
0.4

0.0
21.4

100
100

Source: "Employer Survey," Center for Urban Policy Research. 1973.

of the firms viewed the length of journey to work
as a possible problem.
It is not surprising, therefore, that housing
assistance is provided by only 29 percent of the
firms interviewed. As Exhibit 26 shows, most of
the aid is provided by the firms in the machinery
industry, ~ i.tl I •fs fin goods industry a distant

secq]l~ fVERSITV OF

MICHIGAN

Exhibit 26. The Percentage of Firms in Each

Reporting Classification Answering the

Question: "Does the Firm Make Any

Arrangements to Assist Newly Hired

Employees to Find or Buy Housing?"

By Type of Response.

lndustrial

Response

Classification

Yes

Exhibit 26. The Percentage of Firms In Each
Reporting Classification Answering the
Question: "Does the Firm Make Any
Arrangements to Assist Newly Hired
Employees to Find or Buy Housing?"
By Type of Response.

No

Total

Soft Goods

22.1

77.9

100

Hard Goods

22.1

77.9

100

Raw Resource Refining

29.3

70.7

100

Industrial
Classification
Soft Goods
Hard Goods
Raw Resource Refining
Metallurgy
Machinery
Miscellaneous
Business and Education
All Firms

Yes
22.1
22.1
29.3
21.3
37.2
75.9

Response
No
77.9
77.9
70.7
78.7
62.8
24.1

43.5

56.5

29.3

70.7

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Source : "Employer Survey," Center for Urban Policy ReMarch, 1973.

Metallurgy

21.3

78.7

100

Machinery

37.2

62.8

100

Miscellaneous

75.9

24.1

100

Business and Education

43.5

56.5

100

Alt Firms

29.3

70.7

100

Source: "Employer Survey,"

In order to grasp the magnitude of housing
aid provided by each sector, the employment
distribution must be known. The hypothesis is
that sectors rich in executive employment will be
most apt to provide housing aid.
Exhibit 27 displays the employment composition within each of the seven industrial classes.
Each value is the median percentage of workers
of a particular job classification. Machinery and
soft goods production industries represent the
two extremes in employment specialization. (The
business and education industry includes nine
nrms and employs fewer than 2,000 employees,
whereas the machinery sector has over 12,000
employees and soft goods production, 9,000.
Therefore, the machinery sector is used as most
representative of worker specialization).

search, 1973.

Center for Urban Policy Re-

in order to grasp the magnitude of housing

aid provided by each sector, the employment

distribution must be known. The hypothesis is

Exhibit 27. The Median Percentage of Each
Worker Employed Within Each
Type
Industrial Classification

0'

that sectors rich in executive employment will be

most apt to provide housing aid.

Exhibit 27 displays the employment composi-

tion within each of the seven industrial classes.

Each value is the median percentage of workers

of a particular job classification. Machinery and

soft goods production industries represent the

two extremes in employment specialization. (The

business and education industry includes nine

firms and employs fewer than 2,000 employees,

whereas the machinery sector has over 12,000

Type of Worker
Industrial
Classification
Executive Clerical
Production
Soft Goods
9
81
7
Hard Goods
12
12
72
Raw Resource Refining
11
10
75
Metallurgy
15
11
72
Machinery
19
15
60
Miscellaneous
15
26
46
Business and Education
28
60
4

employees and soft goods production, 9,000.

Therefore, the machinery sector is used as most

Source : "Employer Survey," Center lor Urban Policy ReMarch . 1973.

representative of worker specialization).

Exhibit 27. The Median Percentage of Each

Type of Worker Employed Within Each

Industrial Classification

With a median of 81 percent production
workers per plant, the soft goods production in-

dustry displays the greatest dependence upon
the blue collar worker. On the other side, the
machinery sector shows the second highest dependence upon executive staff. Clerical workers
are most strongly associated with business and
educational industries obtaining a median of 60
percent of the firms's labor force.
In spite of the spread in employment specialization, housing assistance is strongly limited
to one employment group, the executive staff.
While only 29 percent of all firms provide any
housing assistance, 83 percent of these firms
provide it only for executives and 12 percent
offer assistance to production workers. Exhibit
28 displays these results.
In addition, Exhibit 28 shows that with employee specialization, there is increased assistance in the procurement of housing. Twenty-one
percent of the soft goods manufacturing firms
that offer housing assistance do so for production workers. In contrast, firms In the machinery
and instruments industry offer no housing assistance to their production employees. The highest
level of assistance to production workers comes
from the firms in the miscellaneous sector (19
percent). Only 5 percent of the soft goods production firms offer housing assistance_
Housing assistance takes the following
forms: relocation money, housing loans for
down payment, mortgage guarantees, information
on specific dwelling units, and assistance to local
builders. Firms that provide housing assistance
ranked the type of assistance as of primary or
secondary importance. As Exhibit 29 shows, 55
percent of the firms grant relocation money
while 33 percent primarily grant housing information. Fifty-eight percent of the firms provide
housing information and 28 percent provide
housing loan down payments (both services are
ranked as secondary in importance). Unfortunately the affirmative response to the information
form of housing assistance indicates neither the
quality of information nor the effectiveness, visa-vis the occupational groups.

Efforts of State Government
State government efforts to improve the
search for housing have taken several forms. Financing procured through the department. of
community affairs has permitted the construction
of low and moderate income developments, thus
allowing n .~~ ir , di SlSful termination to the
housi rm~ pe~gp-r~UfD fCW . i s.

Type of Worker

lndustrial

Classification Executive Clerical Production

~77

Exhibit 28. The Percentage of Firms in Each Reporting Classification Answering The

Question: "Who are the Most Frequent Recipients of Housing Assistance?" by Type of

Response.

lndustrial

No

Classification

Executive

Exhibit 28. The Percentage of Firms in Each Reporting Classification Answering The
Question: "Who are the Most Frequent Recipients of Housing Assistance?" by Type of
Response.

Clerical

Production

Response

Total

Soft Goods

75.8

0.0

20.6

3.7

Industrial
Classification
Soft Goods
Hard Goods
Raw Resource Refining
Metallurgy
Machinery
Miscellaneous
Business and Education

Executive

Clerical

Production

No
Response

Total

75.8
81.3
92.5
68.7
92.9
75.2
100.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
5.9
2.3
0.0
0.0

20.6
14.4
7.5
20.1
0.0
24.8
0.0

3.7
4.3
0.0
5.4
4.8
0.0
0.0

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

100

Hard Goods

Source: "Employer Survey," Center for Urban Policy Research, 1973.

81.3

0.0

14.4

43

100
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Raw Resource Refining

92.5

0.0

7.5

Industrial
Classification

0.0

100

Metallurgy

68.7

5.9

20.1

5.4

100

Machinery

Soft Goods
Hard Goods
Raw Resource Refining
Metallurgy
Machinery
Miscellaneous
Business and Education
All Firms

Relocation
Money

Loan for
Down
Payment

46.7
47.5
70.8
35.3
75.6
30.6
67.6
55.3

3.9
4.5
0.0
5.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.9

Mortgage
Guarantee

0.0
9.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
24.8
0.0
4.6

Information
on
Available
Housing

Other

Total

31.8
33.4
21.2
59.0
24.4
44.7
32.4
33.0

17.7
4.9
8.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.1

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

92.9

2.3

Source: "Employer Survey," Center for Urban Policy Research, 1973.

0.0

4.8

100

Miscellaneous

75.2

0.0

24.8

0.0

100

Business and Education

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

100

Source: "Employer Survey," Center for Urban Policy Research. 1973.
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lnfor-

mation

Relo-

Loan for

Mort-

on

lndustrial

cation

Down

gage

Available

A more direct stance is being pursued by
The court's decision is essential to the ilTl"
the division of civil rights of New Jersey. In re- plementation of the Federal civil rights law.
sponse to current demands for open housing for Without it, persons operating with a tight budget
all racial groups, the division has instituted court constraint were easily dissuaded from taking
action on specific discrimination complaints and . their complaint to the courts. With it, landlords
is now developing a framework for a broader at- know that overt discriminatory action on their
part will be unsuccessful if taken to court and
tack upon this problem.
In a recent decision, the New Jersey Su- that a payment will be required to be made to
preme Court has upheld a two-pronged attack the aggrieved individual.
upon discrimination. In Jackson v. Concord Co.
The successful attack upon overt housing dis(54 N.J, 115) the plaintiff, a Negro, attempted to crimination practices has forced these practices
secure an apartment within the Concord apart- into more subtle forms.
ment complex. Having been thwarted in these atRecent testimony by Kay Potter of the Fair
tempts, Jackson, with the help of the division, Housing Council of Bergen County, N.J., inditook the development to court and asked for in- cates the new direction of this thrust.
junctive relief and damages. In its referral to the
Techniques of discrimination are becoming increasingly
New Jersey Supreme Court, the court upheld a
subtle and we have sensed over the last year an increasing
lower court ruling enjoining the Concord owners tendency for apartment owners to hide behind brokers Infrom further discrimination in renting apartments stead of advertising directly. This impression was confirmed
to blacks; in addition, it asserted the right of the recently by a white apartment seeker who was told by a
N.J. division of civil rights to order reimburse- broker that a large apartment development in Ridgefield no
ment for out-of-pocket costs suffered by the ag- longer advertised directly but depended upon the broker to
screen out NeW aPRI~i<w.t~as the Ridgefield development
grieved individual iC) the housing acco modation did not allo rNI~roe's. \~p'p~ ndix N, Edited Transcript of
case.
the Hd§f;H
S~~Vpu r.;q rIff! 1*11H~~ Dwelling Rule enforc-

Classification

Money

Payment
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ing Fair Housing Laws; Apartments in White Suburbia, A

Report by the Administrative Process Project, Rutgers Law

School. Newark, N.J., p. 186.)

Recognition of the more subtle forms of dis-

Ing Fair Housing Laws: Apartments in White Suburbia, A
Report by the Administrative Process Project, Rutgers Law
School, Newark, N.J., p. 186.)

crimination in the search process is brought out

in the recent brief for Civil Rights Division in

Blair v. Knoll Manor, et al. This action involves

18 of 22 multiple housing developments in Par-

sippany Troy Hills, N.J. Of the 5,684 dwelling

units involved, only 35 are occupied by black

families. ln this case, effective search is initiated

by the landlord group; "respondents rely upon

signs on the premises and word-of-mouth refer-

rals by present tenants as their method of re-

cruiting tenants" (Apartments in White Suburbia,

p. 240).

The processing of referrals also inhibits

search. The lack of waiting lists discriminates

against minority persons because, "they are

more likely not to pursue housing in a white

neighborhood after a first rebuff than are whites"

(lbid., p. 241). Similarly, the building superintend-

ent sets the minimum income requirements for

entrance and evaluates the outcome of credit

checks. Often income earned by wives is ex-

cluded from the family income for purposes of

evaluating an application.

The Landlord Reporting Rule

The measures used to thwart the obstruction

of the search process have taken the form of in-

dividual actions. These have been effective from

the point of view of establishing legal precedent.

However, the broad-range impact is missing. As

Recognition of the more subtle forms of discrimination in the search process is brought out
in the recent brief for Civil Rights Division in
Blair v. Knoll Manor, et a/. This action involves
18 of 22 multiple housing developments in Parsippany Troy Hills, N.J. Of the 5,684 dwelling
units involved, only 35 are occupied by black
families. In this case, effective search is initiated
by the landlord group; "respondents rely upon
signs on the premises and word-of-mouth referrals by present tenants as their method of recruiting tenants" (Apartments in White Suburbia,

p.24O).
The processing of referrals also inhibits
search. The lack of waiting lists discriminates
against minority persons because, "they are
more likely not to pursue housing in a white
neighborhood after a first rebuff than are whites"
(Ibid., p. 241). Similarly, the building superintendent sets the minimum income requirements for
entrance and evaluates the outcome of credit
checks. Often income earned by wives is excluded from the family income for purposes of
evaluating an application.

a means of advancing beyond the case-by-case

attack on discrimination in the search process,

the N.J. division of civil rights in 1970 proposed

in an administrative rule requiring owners of

The Landlord Reporting Rule

multiple apartment developments of 25 units or

more to report annually to the division the fol-

lowing information:

â¢ Racial designation of applicants for

apartment rental.

â¢ Racial designation of apartment lease-

holders.

â¢ Apartment rental turnovers.

â¢ Apartment rental recruiting techniques.

â¢ Rental rates and apartment sizes.

â¢ Such other information as the State at-

torney general determines is necessary to per-

petuate the purposes of this rule (lbid., p. 120).

The purpose of this rule ls adequately

The measures used to thwart the obstruction
of the search process have taken the form of individual actions. These have been effective from
the paint of view of establishing legal precedent.
However, the broad-range impact is missing. As
a means of advancing beyond the case-by-case
attack on discrimination in the search process,
the N.J. division of civil rights in 1970 proposed
in an administrative rule requiring owners of
multiple apartment developments of 25 units or
more to report annually to the division the following information:

summarized by Justice Mountain in his recent

decision upholding the rule:

As the testimony at the hearing made clear, it was the

• Racial
designation
apartment rental.

of

applicants

for

hope and the expectation that the statistical data derived

from the reports of property owners would serve to identify

particular instances of housing discrimination and that

• Racial
holders.

designation

of

apartment

lease-

where pronounced patterns of racial balance emerged,

these might offer appropriate targets for investigation and

such action as might then be indicated. (N.J. Builders,

• Apartment rental tumovers.
• Apartment rental recruiting techniques.

Owners, and Managers Association v. Blair 60 N.J. 335.)

The essence of the search process is the

manipulation of information by the principals in

the housing market. lnterference with the flow of

information necessitates the creation of new in-

formation channels. The reporting rule is not a

direct aid to the searcher; however, it presents

the designated State agency with information on

rental turnover, landlord search procedure, mi-

nority group occupation, and occupancy ratios to

• Rental rates and apartment sizes.
• Such other information as the State attorney general determines is necessary to perpetuate the purposes of this rul e (Ibid ., p. 1200).

The purpose of this rule is adequately
summarized by Justice Mountain in his recent
decision upholding the rule:
As the testimony at the hearing made clear. it was the
hope and the expectation that the statistical data derived
from the reports of property owners would serve to identify
particular Instances of housing discrimination and that
where pronounced patterns of racial balance emerged,
these might offer appropriate targets for investigation and
such action as might then be indicated. (N.J. Builders,
Owners, and Managers Association v. Blair 60 N.J. 335.)

The essence of the search process is the
manipulation of information by the principals in
the housing market. Interference with the flow of
information necessitates the creation of new information channels. The reporting rule is not a
direct aid to the searcher; however, it presents
the designated State agency with information on
rental turnover, landlord search procedure, minority group occupation, and occupancy ratios to
use in developing administrative remedies.
To insure a direct impact upon the search
process, the N.J. division of civil rights is further
proposing a tenant referral system. As proposed,
the landlord must notify a specified group of
open housing organizations of all units owned or
operated by the landlord, as well as a description of each unit presently available or due to
become available for rental within the next three
months. The civil rights division will receive
quarterly reports, thereafter including all rejected
minority group applicants, the reason for the
rejections, and all new minority group tenants
(Appendix Z, Tenant Referral System, Enforcing
Fair Housing Laws, p. 382, ibid.)
The need for such action can be clearly
seen within the context of B:air v. Knoll Manor
et al.
The Parsippany Troy Hills action offers the
unique opportunity to analyze the obstructions
placed within the search process. Parsippany
Troy Hills, a municipality in Morris County, N.J.,
is approximately 15 miles and 35 minutes by car
from Newark. Newark, as well as other older cities within the same radius from Parsippany Troy
Hills, has become a large enclave of minority
population. Due to the structural change within
modern industry, many jobs are moving to the
suburbs. However, many blacks desiring to follow their jobs have been unable to move because of housing discrimination.
Evidence exists that many large industrial
plants in the Parsippany Troy Hills area employ
blacks. Howeyer, blqcks seeking to find housing
in the area fll~a ~ I 1
great difficulty. Edward
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Thomas, an executive for the Warner Lambert

Corporation, is responsible for finding housing

for workers and employees. He has testified that

8.5 percent of the Warner Lambert employees

are black and that they earn enough to live in

Parsippany Troy Hills apartments. However, he

has found that his black employees have much

greater difficulty finding apartments in Parsip-

pany Troy Hills than do white employees (Enforc-

ing Equality in Housing and Employment Through

State Civil Rights Laws, the Administrative Proc-

ess Project of Rutgers Law School, Newark, N.J.

and the N.J. Division of Civil Rights, 1969-1972,

p. 190).

Effective search is initiated by apartment

owners, not by the potential tenants. Based upon

interviews with the landlord group, five search

techniques are found to exist:

1. Five of 18 developments use newspapers.

2. Two of 18 developments use road signs.

3. Seventeen of 18 developments use on-

site signs.

Thomas, an executive for the Warner Lambert
Corporation, is responsible for finding housing
for workers and employees. He has testified that
8.5 percent of the Wamer Lambert employees
are black and that they earn enough to live in
Parsippany Troy Hills apartments. However, he
has found that his black employees have much
greater difficulty finding apartments in Parsippany Troy Hills than do white employees (Enforcing Equality in Housing and Employment Through
State Civil Rights Laws, the Administrative Process Project of Rutgers Law School, Newark, N.J.
and the N.J. Division of Civil Rights, 1969-1972,
p. 190).
Effective search is initiated by apartment
owners, not by the potential tenants. Based upon
interviews with the landlord group, five search
techniques are found to exist:

ther, the establishment of a formal tenant refferal
service has not been acted upon by the division.
This is largely the result of the traditional deadlock involving the division's suit against the
Parsippany Troy Hills developers: Blair v. Knoll
Manor, et al., which has been before a hearing
examiner for the preceding year and a half. In
Blair v. Knoll, the division asserts that "the
maintenance of a segregated development combined with the failure to provide notice of vacancies to minority groups constitutes a withholding
of property on account of race, and therefore violates Section 10:12-5{G) of the Law Against
Discrimination." (Appendix 0, Brief for Civil
Rights Division in Blare v. Knoll, et. a/., Enforcing
Fair Housing Laws, p. 254.)

1. Five of 18 developments use newspapers.
2. Two of 18 developments use road signs.
3. Seventeen of 18 developments use onsite signs.
4. None of the 18 developments use broker
listings.
5. Of those that responded, all indicate that
the source of tenants are walk-ins.

There is a substantial potential in perfecting
the housing search process. The present situation is marked by substantial variation in procedures as a function of socioeconomic factorsparticularly age, race, and income. Defining the
Federal Govemment's possible role will require
more analysis of current procedures and the
market reaction to alternate activity. The process
is not simple; the payoffs, however, look promising.

Conclusions

4. None of the 18 developments use broker

listings.

5. Of those that responded, all indicate that

the source of tenants are walk-ins.

ln no case was it reported that a sign stating

that discrimination is illegal was visible on devel-

opment property.

The landlord reporting rule, though in opera-

tion for more than a year, is maintained through

the voluntary compliance of landlords. Present

use of the information involves the identification

of high turnover developments, i.e., more than 25

percent per year, followed by the formal notice

by the division of possible action in light of con-

tinued absence of minority tenants. More inten-

sive use of this information must await an ex-

panded budget and continuing leadership by the

new division director.

On occasion the division has acted as a re-

ferral service through the forwarding of vacan-

cies to open housing groups. However, the com-

bination of time delay and tight rental markets

render these efforts minimally effective.

The impact of the various division of civil

rights proposals has been markedly limited to

date. Field research indicates that oppressively

tight markets for intermediate and low income

apartments render the efforts to improve the

search process negligible. For example, in Ber-

gen County, a large area of postwar industriali-

zation near New York City, the open housing or-

ganizations could not find two-bedroom

apartments for under $250 a month rental. Fur-

ther, the establishment of a formal tenant refferal

service has not been acted upon by the division.

This is largely the result of the traditional dead-

lock involving the division's suit against the

Parsippany Troy Hills developers: Blair v. Knoll

Manor, et a/., which has been before a hearing

examiner for the preceding year and a half. ln

Blair v. Knoll, the division asserts that "the

maintenance of a segregated development com-

bined with the failure to provide notice of vacan-

cies to minority groups constitutes a withholding

In no case was it reported that a sign stating
that discrimination is illegal was visible on development property.
The landlord reporting rule, though in operation for more than a year, is maintained through
the voluntary compliance of landlords. Present
use of the information involves the identification
of high turnover developments, i.e., more than 25
percent per year, followed by the formal notice
by the division of possible action in light of continued absence of minority tenants. More intensive use of this information must await an expanded budget and continuing leadership by the
new division director.
On occasion the division has acted as a referral service through the forwarding of vacancies to open housing groups. However, the combination of time delay and tight rental markets
render these efforts minimally effective.
The impact of the various division of civil
rights proposals has been markedly limited to
date. Field research indicates that oppressively
tight markets for intermediate and low income
apartments render the efforts to improve the
search process negligible. For example, in Bergen County, a large area of postwar industrialization near New York City, the open housing organizations
could
not
find
two-bedroom
apartments for under $250 a month rent1ii . Fur-

Discrimination." (Appendix 0, Brief for Civil

Rights Division in Blare v. Knoll, et. al., Enforcing

The purpose of this report was to describe
the existing theory and research centering upon
the search for housing. In review, the search itself was analyzed first through its behavioral or
decisional components. Second, the conditions
within which this behavior was manifested were
analyzed into the structural determinants of
search.
Both theory and research are still in an incipient form. Each of the studies reported herein
uses a highly restricted group of individuals and
records their impressions regarding the several
aspects of their last housing search. Hempel's
pioneering work has uncovered the socioeconomic characteristics associated with both the
duration and intensity of search as well as the
types of information sources most likely to be
used by different types of families. However, a
clear separation of housing markets awaits future work. For example, the search for rental
units has yet to be adequately described. Neither
the search behavior nor the type of government
policy nee@~ in. I fimprove it is known for the
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of property on account of race, and therefore vi-

olates Section 10:12-5(G) of the Law Against
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large number of young families as well as older

persons without children at home who appear to

prefer apartment living and rental tenure over

the other alternatives.

Save for the Neufeld-Kenney study, nothing

is known of the search behavior of black Ameri-

cans; similarly, the existence and impact of the

structural barriers and the several market open-

ings upon the various social-class and life-cycle

groupings of black Americans is unknown.

Most debilitating, from a policy perspective,

is the inability of the present research to deal

with specific search behavior in light of its mar-

ket-specific supply of housing. We have taken

the a priori view that housing supply is a deter-

minant of search behavior; however, how it af-

fects the recent homeowner, renter, and the un-

successful searcher is not known.

The deficiencies previously noted deal with

either the supply or demand side of the market.

The institutional and informal middlemen linking

the two sides of the market provide us with little

additional knowledge. At best, we have identified

a group of institutional middlemen and services

such as the real estate broker, rental agent, and

multiple listing service; however, their operation

in each of the submarkets for housing, as well

as their influence upon the housing transaction

process in tight housing markets, does not pro-

vide sufficient knowledge from which to predict

future behavior.

We are aware of the presence of a new in-

stitutional middleman in the market; the housing

warehouse. The service is designed to increase

a family's mobility by holding their present house

and where possible relocating them in another

city through a cooperative warehousing firm. Un-

fortunately, where and in which housing submar-

ket these services appear is still conjecture.

lnformation regarding middlemen services

internalized into the processing sector of our

economy offers little more in the way of effective

guidance. lt has been found that firms move into

suburban areas knowing that a housing shortage

exists and that it will affect both the relocation

of their present employees as well as their abil-

ity to hire new employees. However, even after

acknowledging the problem, little help is ex-

tended to that class of workers most affected by

the difficult search process. What is not known

is whether the firms have been ingenuous in

their responses, and if so, whether their present

lack of adequate resources to deal with the

problem or the costs involved in absenteeism

and labor force shortages are insufficient to pro-

voke much more than a personal complaint by

the firm's respondent.

Thus, although many governmental pos-

tures can be suggested, the insufficiency of our

present models linking behavior with structural

characteristics renders each policy relatively

blind. As of this writing, it is in no way clear

which of several personal or family search goals

should guide a governmental posture. Undoubt-

edly, families seek housing for income, security,

status, and amenity goals; in turn, each most

likely has a shortrun and a longrun dimension. A

feasible governmental policy must be capable of

identifying and controlling the goal or goals felt

to be the most needed. As yet, this cannot be

large number of young families as well as older
persons without children at home who appear to
prefer apartment living and rental tenure over
the other alternatives.
Save for the Neufeld-Kenney study, nothing
is known of the search behavior of black Americans; similarly, the existence and impact of the
structural barriers and the several market openings upon the various social-class and life-cycle
groupings of black Americans is unknown.
Most debilitating, from a policy perspective,
is the inability of the present research to deal
with specific search behavior in light of its market-specific supply of housing. We have taken
the a priori view that housing supply is a determinant of search behavior; however, how it affects the recent homeowner, renter, and the unsuccessful searcher is not known.
The deficiencies previously noted deal with
either the supply or demand side of the market.
The institutional and informal middlemen linking
the two sides of the market provide us with little
additional knowledge. At best, we have identified
a group of institutional middlemen and services
such as the real estate broker, rental agent, and
multiple listing service; however, their operation
in each of the submarkets for housing, as well
as their influence upon the housing transaction
process in tight housing markets, does not provide sufficient knowledge from which to predict
future behavior.
We are aware of the presence of a new institutional middleman in the market; the housing
warehouse. The service is designed to increase
a family's mobility by holding their present house
and where possible relocating them in another
city through a cooperative warehousing firm. Unfortunately, where and in which housing submarket these services appear is still conjecture.
Information regarding middlemen services
internalized into the processing sector of our
economy offers little more in the way of effective
guidance. It has been found that firms move into
suburban areas knowing that a housing shortage
exists and that it will affect both the relocation
of their present employees as well as their ability to hire new employees. However, even after
acknowledging the problem, little help is extended to that class of workers most affected by
the difficult search process. What is not known
is whether the firms have been ingenuous in
their responses, and if so, whether their present
lack of adequate resources to deal with the
problem or the costs involved in absenteeism
and labor force shortages are insufficient to pro-

voke much more than a personal complaint by
the firm's respondent.
Thus, although many governmental postures can be suggested, the insufficiency of our
present models linking behavior with structural
characteristics renders each policy relatively
blind. As of this writing, it is in no way clear
which of several personal or family search goals
should guide a governmental posture. Undoubtedly, families seek housing for income, security,
status, and amenity goals; in turn, each most
likely has a shortrun and a longrun dimension. A
feasible governmental policy must be capable of
identifying and controlling the goal or goals felt
to be the most needed. As yet, this cannot be
done.
Traditional policy has centered upon the
structural aspects of the housing market. Local
tax and mortgage interest deductions from the
Federal income tax benefit the homeowner only
after the successful completion of his search.
The National Housing Act has helped construct
and/ or finance new dwelling units as well as rehabilitate existing developments. To the extent
that these deal with the housing market, they
deal with it on the supply side. However, a policy involving search must deal either with the
elements of the demand side or with the institutional middlemen. Before preceding upon such a
policy, a realistic model must be built that will
not only project the direct effects of any governmental policy but also the indirect and feedback
effects both upon the housing market and the
political structure of the governmental level involved.

Appendix 1: Components of
Industrial Sectors
The Center's employer survey has grouped
together firms in various SIC for the purpose of
clarifying the questionnaire response patterns.
The following section identifies the 6 major classifications referred to in the text, and the 2 digit
SIC numbers as well as a description of each industrial group included within the major classification.

SIC Number
1.

Description

2. Hard Goods

24 Wood and Wood Products

25 Furniture

26 Paper and Paper Products

27 Printing and Publishing

3. Raw Resource/Refining

28 Chemicals

29 Petroleum

30 Rubber and Rubber Products

31 Leather and Leather Products

4. Metallurgy

32 Stone, Clay and Glassware

33 Primary Metals

34 Fabricated Metals

5. Machinery

2. Hard Goods
24
Wood and Wood Products
25
Furniture
26
Paper and Paper Products
27
Printing and Publishing
3. Raw Resource/Refining
28
Chemicals
29
Petroleum
30
Rubber and Rubber Products
31
Leather and Leather Products

35 Non-Electrical Machinery

36 Electrical Machinery

37 Transportation Equipment

38 lnstruments

6. Miscellaneous

4. Metallurgy
32
Stone, Clay and Glassware
33
Primary Metals
34
Fabricated Metals

39 Toys, Sporting Goods, Jewelry, etc.

7. Business and Education
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Transportation Equipment
38
Instruments
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Construction Workers and Contractors
Are Victims of Discrimination

There is much evidence that minorities have

been prevented from entering the skilled building

trades. The major offenders in most areas are

the highly skilled mechanical crafts and the car-

penters rather than the trowel trades.

Some progress has been made in involving

minorities in crafts in the past decade. Outreach

programs have successfully identified and pre-

pared candidates for union apprenticeship

classes. "Pressures" and "plans" have forced

unions to allocate a larger share of training slots

to minority youth. Government subsidies have

helped to finance many of these programs. l rec-
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ommend that they be continued and intensified

where necessary.

Consideration should be given to expanding

the nonunion sources of training. Perhaps train-

Summary

ees could be subsidized to work as electricians'

and carpenters' aides in conjunction with some

vocational school training. This might be fruitful

in the housing sector, which in many cities is

nonunion.

Quota plans sometimes tend to overlook

training and assume incorrectly that minority

journeymen would be available, if only unions

and contractors would look for them. As a result,

such plans often fail. Contractors hire travelers

and permit holders, and reshuffle available mi-

norities in an attempt to find shortrun expedient

solutions.

The problems of minority contractors have

been less well identified. Although they face se-

rious difficulty, there is little evidence that these

contractors encounter greater problems in con-

struction than in other industries. Minority con-

tractors have difficulty obtaining finanging, insur-

ance, reliable labor, and "know-tow" but so do

minority firms in all other industries. The one

distinguishing factor is that there are fewer mi-

nority employees in the industry who might even-

tually utilize their accumulated knowledge as

managers and employers. But this difference

eventually will be eliminated through training

programs.

Repeal of the Davis-Bacon Act will aid mi-

nority labor and contractors by loosening the

monopoly power of unions. Maintenance of a

generally prosperous and growing construction

sector will make integration more palatable to

unions and hence more successful.

Carefully conceived subsidies to minority

training and upgrading programs seem to me to

be the natural and direct approach to the prob-

lem. The more general housing subsidy plans

such as the National Housing Act are too indi-

rect to be the major weapon in the battle against

discrimination in construction labor markets.

They may be a helpful complement in a balanced

attack against such discrimination or may be

There is much evidence that minorities have
been prevented from entering the skilled building
trades. The major offenders in most areas are
the highly skilled mechanical crafts and the carpenters rather than the trowel trades.
Some progress has been made in involving
minorities in crafts in the past decade. Outreach
programs have successfully identified and prepared candidates for union apprenticeship
classes. "Pressures" and "plans" have forced
unions to allocate a larger share of training slots
to minority youth. Government subsidies have
helped to finance many of these programs. I recommend that they be continued and intensified
where necessary.
Consideration should be given to expanding
the nonunion sources of training. Perhaps trainees could be subsidized to work as electricians'
and carpenters' aides in conjunction with some
vocational school training. This might be fruitful
in the housing sector, which in many cities is
nonunion.
Quota plans sometimes tend to overlook
training and assume incorrectly that minority
journeymen would be available, if only unions
and contractors would look for them. As a result,
such plans often fail. Contractors hire travelers
and permit holders, and reshuffle available minorities in an attempt to find shortrun expedient
solutions.
The problems of minority contractors have
been less well identified. Although they face serious difficulty, there is little evidence that these
contractors encounter greater problems in construction than in other industries. Mi nOrity con-

tractors have difficulty obtaining finan(fing, insurance, reliable labor, and "know-oow" but so do
minority firms in all other industries. The one
distinguishing factor is that there are fewer minority employees in the industry who might eventually utilize their accumulated knowledge as
managers and employers. But this difference
eventually will be eliminated through training
programs.
Repeal of the Davis-Bacon Act will aid minority labor and contractors by loosening the
monopoly power of unions. Maintenance of a
generally prosperous and growing construction
sector will make integration more palatable to
unions and hence more successful.
Carefully conceived subsidies to minority
training and upgrading programs seem to me to
be the natural and direct approach to the problem. The more general housing subsidy plans
such as the National Housing Act are too indirect to be the major weapon in the battle against
discrimination in construction labor markets.
They may be a helpful complement in a balanced
attack against such discrimination or may be
quite appropriate for other purposes. But in my
opinion, housing subsidies cannot be justified
primarily as a weapon to fight discrimination
against minority construction workers and contractors.
This paper attempts to assess the problem
of racial discrimination against workers and contractors in the construction industry and to make
recommendations on the proper role of Government.
To the extent that unions have been able to
exercise monopoly power and exclude minorities
and others from the skilled building trades, Government has an obligation to eliminate either the
source of this monopoly power or to regulate it
so as to correct its abuses. This paper will investigate the role of unions in detail.
To the extent that minorities are underrepresented in the skilled crafts for reasons such as
general social discrimination in the public
schools, a case might be made for corrective
government action on the grounds of equity.
However, Government should be aware of the
actual impact of the policy relative to the intended impact. This paper will attempt to analyze
the effectiveness of current Government programs.
The first section discusses and interprets
the facts concerning discrimination in the skilled
building trades. The second focuses on the vital
role of aPP-110 ti ;'>,S l!i> raining. The third ana:mp
ial treatment plans
lyzes ~J. 5l

quite appropriate for other purposes. But in my

opinion, housing subsidies cannot be justified

primarily as a weapon to fight discrimination
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that of late have been invoked in the construc-

tion industry. Jhe fourth section highlights the

special problems of minority contractors. The

fifth section presents some alternative policies

and programs. The final section draws conclu-

sions and makes recommendations.

History of Blacks in the Union

Movement

Blacks have not always been excluded from

that of late have been invoked in the construction industry. l'he fourth section highlights the
special problems of minority contractors. The
fifth section presents some alternative policies
and programs. The final section draws conclusions and makes recommendations.

the building trades. lt is well documented that

many slaves were trained for a variety of skilled

jobs needed in the plantation economy, espe-

cially for construction. But it is clear that blacks

have been excluded since emancipation. North-

History of Blacks in the Union
Movement

rup and Marshall discuss the history of discrimi-

nation by craft unions in the South and the North

in detail.1

Table 1 presents census data on the repre-

sentation of blacks in various building trades

from 1890 to 1970. The highly skilled mechanical

trades for electricians, plumbers, and structural

metal workers, among others, did not develop

until after the Civil War and appear to have been

Blacks have not always been excluded from
the building trades. It is well documented that
many slaves were trained for a variety of skilled
jobs needed in the plantation economy, especially for construction. But it is clear that blacks
have been excluded since emancipation. Northrup and Marshall discuss the history of discrimi-

nation by craft unions in the South and the North
in detaiL!
Table 1 presents census data on the representation of blacks in various building trades
from 1890 to 1970. The highly skilled mechanical
trades for electricians, plumbers, and structural
metal workers, among others, did not develop
until after the Civil War and appear to have been
exclusive from their beginnings. In the older
skills of carpentry, painting, paperhanging, and
roofing, blacks accounted for less than 4 percent
of the membership in 1890. Minority entry has
been relatively easy only into the trowel trades
(plastering, cement finishing, and bricklaying).
Minorities have always been admitted into the
ranks of the unskilled laborers.
I

See H. R. Northrup, OrganIzed Labor and the Negro, Chpt. 2; and
F. R. Ma"hall, The Negro and OrganIzed Labor, Chpta. 1, 5, 6.

exclusive from their beginnings. ln the older

skills of carpentry, painting, paper-hanging, and

roofing, blacks accounted for less than 4 percent

of the membership in 1890. Minority entry has

Table 1" Male Negro Representation in the Building Trades

been relatively easy only into the trowel trades

(plastering, cement finishing, and bricklaying).

Negroes as Percent
Minorities have always been admitted into the

ot

Negroes as Percent

Employed

Census Bureau

1 See H. R. Northrup, Organized Labor and the Negro, Chpt. 2; and

ot

Unionists

1890

1910

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1966

1970

EEOC
1967
1969

11.2

10.0

10.1

9.4

9.4

10.2

10.1

10.6

11.1

N.A.

3.7
N.A.

4.7
1.0
3.3
3.9
3.1
6.9
5.5
19.6
10.9
4.9
2.7
6.9

5.5
1.4
3.3
4.4
3.6
7.8
6.9
21.3
12.1
7.1
3.9
10.9

7.1
3.0
4.7
5.5
7.5
10.0
9.9
27.6
15.9
13.4
2.3
11.6

4.5

3.6

4.4
2.9
13.0
7.5
2.9
0.9
4.3

3.6
0.7
2.2
3.9
N.A.
5.1
3.8
15.2
6.0
2.3
2.9
N.A.

5.1

3.0
2.0
10.3
6.1
N.A.
N.A.
4.0

3.8
0.7
2.0
3.5
4.4
5.8
3.6
15.8
6.9
2.8
1.2
3.1

3.2

3.6

3.8
0.6
1.7
4.3

2.5
0.6
0.2
1.6
4.0
6.8
3,7
14.0
9.6
3.3
1.7
13.5

2.9

2.7

2.2

N.A.

1.6

2.4

4.5

20.0

19.8

21.4

19.0

25.0

25.9

22.4

ranks of the unskilled laborers.

F. R. Marshall, The Negro and Organized Labor, Chpts. 1, 5, 6.

Table 1. Male Negro Representation in the Building Trades

All Civilian Occupations

and lndustries

11.2

10.0

10.1

9.4

9.4

10.2

10.1 10.6

11.1 N.A.

N.A.

Skilled Building Trades

3.7

3.8

3.8

All Civilian Occupations
and Industries
Skilled Building Trades
Electricians
Plumbers-Pipetilters
Carpenters
Excavators-Graders
Painters-Plasterers
Painters-Paper
Plasterers-Cement
Brick & Stone Masons
Other Building Trades
Structural Metals
Rooters
Building Trades
Apprentices
Unskilled Laborers
(Building)

3.6

1.1

33.9

23.2

N.A.
3.1"
1.9

O.B
2.9
2.7
9.3"
4.2
15.3
9.5
3.3"

1.7
13.3

N.A.

5.3

30.5

24.1

4.7

5.5

7.1 32

5.1 2.5

3.1'

Electricians

N.A.

0.6

0.7

0.7

10

1.4

3.0

0.6

1.9

Plumbers-Pipefitters

" Estimated by author from incomplete data.
Sources:
R Marshall. The Negro and Organized Labor. John Wiley & Sons. 1965. p. 157 for many trades 1890-1950.
U.S. Bureau of Census. 15th Censul of the U.S.: 1930, General Report on Occupations. Washington 1933.
U.S. Bureau of Census. Comparatille Occupational Statistics for the United States 1870 to 1940. 16th Census of Population, WI.hington 1943.
U.S. Bureau of Census. 16th Census of Population, Occupational Charactaristics. Washington 1943, and U.S. Summary, Vol. III,
Part 1. Washington 1943.
U.S. Bureau of Census, Cenlus of Population: 1950, Occupational Charact.ristics. Vol. IV, Special Repon, Pan 1. Chapter B.
Table B.
U.S. Bureau of Census, Census of Population: 1960, Occupational Characteristics, PC(2)-7A, Table 3.
U.S. Bureau of Census, CenJus of Population, 1970, Occupational Characteristics. Subject Report, PC(2)-7A, Washington 1973,
Tables 38-39.
U.S. Bureau of Census, Current Population Reports, Seriel P-20, N. 218, "Labor Union Membership in 1966," March 8, 1971.
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Report 417, "Selected Earningl and Demographic Characteristics of Union Membe". 1970,"
October 1972.
A. Blumrosen. Blsck Employment and the Law, Rutgers Univ. Press, 1971, p. 318.
' "
CI
H. Hlmmlrmln. "Mlno~i ty WorKe rs In Conltructio n Rl f,rr, I Union.," Monthly La d"
vF2 · (M~ ~ an), p. 21.
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1.1

1.7

2.0

2.2
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Table 1 also indicates that little progress

was made during the 50 years between 1890 and

1940. ln fact there is evidence of retrogression

during the Depression of the 1930's. The tight

labor markets of the 1940's stimulated a full per-

centage point increase in the black proportion of

skilled building tradesmen. Progress continued

during the 1950's, although more slowly. Job op-

portunities for blacks expanded most rapidly

among the traditional trowel trades and least

rapidly in the mechanical crafts. The greatest de-

cennial increase in black employment occurred

during the 1960's. Presumably this has been due

in part to relatively tight labor markets as well

as to the civil rights legislation and agitation of

the last half of the decade.

Data on Negro membership in unions are

available only for recent years. Bureau of the

Census survey estimates show that in 1970 only

5.1 percent of all skilled building craft unionists

were Negro, compared to 7.1 percent of all

skilled building craft workers (union and nonun-

ion). More detailed information is available only

from reports submitted to the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission (EEOC). ln 1969, plumb-

ers, electricians, and structural metals unions

had a Negro membership of less than 2.0 per-

cent while the carpenters, excavators, and paint-

ers unions had between 2.0 percent and 4.5

percent.3 ln virtually all trades (except laborers),

blacks are better represented in the nonunion

construction sector than in the union sector.

That does not necessarily imply that they are not

also discriminated against in nonunion employ-

ment.

Table 1 also indicates that little progress
was made during the 50 years between 1890 and
1940. In fact there is evidence of retrogression
during the Depression of the 1930's. The tight
labor markets of the 1940's stimulated a full percentage point increase in the black proportion of
skilled building tradesmen. Progress continued
during the 1950's, although more slowly. Job opportunities for blacks expanded most rapidly
among the traditional trowel trades and least
rapidly in the mechanical crafts. The greatest decennial increase in black employment occurred
during the 1960's. Presumably this has been due
in part to relatively tight labor markets as well
as to the civil rights legislation and agitation of
the last half of the decade.
Data on Negro membership in unions are
available only for recent years. Bureau of the
Census survey estimates show that in 1970 only
5.1 percent of all skilled building craft unionists
were Negro, compared to 7.1 percent of all
skilled building craft workers (union and nonunion). More detailed information is available only
from reports submitted to the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC). In 1969, plumbers, electricians, and structural metals unions
had a Negro membership of less than 2.0 percent while the carpenters, excavators, and painters unions had between 2.0 percent and 4.5

percent. z In virtually all trades (except laborers),
blacks are better represented in the nonunion
construction sector than in the union sector.
That does not necessarily imply that they are not
also discriminated against in nonunion employment.
The limited evidence available in Table 1
suggests that the building trade unions did admit
more blacks during the late 1960's. The 1967 and
1969 EEOC surveys should be treated with caution, however, because in some trades the reporting unions differed greatly between the two
years.1
Table 2 presents the available data for
Spanish-speaking Americans. In general Mexican, Puerto Rican, and Cuban Americans have
the same labor patterns as Negroes, although
the degree of exclusion is less pronounced.
Overall the Spanish were as well represented in
the skilled building trades in 1970 as they were
in the labor force. They were underrepresented
among the electricians and plumbers in general
and underrepresented within the operating engineers unions.
• The Census Bureau and EEOC samples are different and not
8trlctly comparable. See H. Hammerman, "Minority Workers In
Construction Unions"; and U.S.B.L.S .• Selected Earnlnps and
Demographic Characteristics 01 Union Members, 1970.
I See H. Hammerman, op. cit.

The limited evidence available in Table 1

suggests that the building trade unions did admit

more blacks during the late 1960's. The 1967 and
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tion, however, because in some trades the re-
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Percent of
Employed
Census Bureau
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years.3

Table 2 presents the available data for

Spanish-speaking Americans. ln general Mexi-

1970

can, Puerto Rican, and Cuban Americans have

Spanish as Percent of
Unionists
EEOC

1967

1969

the same labor patterns as Negroes, although

the degree of exclusion is less pronounced.

Overall the Spanish were as well represented in

the skilled building trades in 1970 as they were

in the labor force. They were underrepresented

among the electricians and plumbers in general

and underrepresented within the operating engi-

neers unions.

Table 2. Male Spanish-American Representation in the Building Trades

Spanish as

Percent of

Employed

Spanish as Percent of

Unionists

Census Bureau

All Civilian Occupations
Skilled Building Trades
Electricians
Plumbe rs-Pi pefillers
Carpenters
Excavators-Graders
Painters-Plasterers
Painters-Paperhangers
Plasterers-Cement Finishers
Brick and Stone Masons
Other Building Trades
Structural Metals
Roofers
Building Trades Apprentices
Unskilled Laborers (Building)

3.9
4.0
2.8
3.0
3.7
4.0
5.8
5.7
6.7
3.9
5.8
2.7
5 .3
3.8
7.6

N.A.

2.9
1.8
1.4
2.7
1.4
8.5
6.7
12.6
2.1
3.4
3.4
3.3
N.A.

9.8

N.A.
N.A.

3.9
1.4
4.9
1.4
N.A.

8.0
15 .B
2.B
N.A.
3.8
4.7
3.1
10.7

EEOC

1970

1967

1969

All Civilian Occupations

Sources:
Bureau 01 Census, Census 01 Population, 1970, Occupational Characteristics. Final Report PC(2)-7A, Washington 1973. Tables
38-39.
A. Blumrosen. Black Employment and the Law. Rutgers Univ. Press, 1971. p. 318.
-p 72l, p. 21.
H . Hammerman. "Minority Workers in C nstructlon Rele ral Unions," Monthly La /;lb r' "' rt ~ ' 1 ( ~ .

3.9

N.A.
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It is clear that the skilled construction crafts

exclude minorities. Do they also discriminate in

pay? That is, do black unionists gain less from

union membership than do white unionists? Ash-

enfelter has concluded, "We also consistently

find the ratio of black to white wages in labor

markets organized by craft or 'referral' unions

differs little from the ratio in unorganized labor

markets."4 Unions will promote the interests of

black members if blacks can get into the unions.

Ashenfelter estimates that exclusion of blacks

from the skilled crafts alone has reduced the na-

tional ratio of black to white male wages by 5

percent.5

In the early years of the movement to inte-

grate minorities into the construction trades, un-

ionists often argued that they were not discrimi-

natory but that few qualified blacks ever applied

for apprentice training. In part they were correct.

As Marshall, Briggs, and others have argued,

however, young blacks seldom were aware of

apprenticeship programs because of the secrecy

imposed by the crafts. Closely held information

helped sons and relatives to enter the crafts and

minimized the "risk" of a glut of unqualified out-

siders diluting skills. Even when minority youths

were aware of the programs they were discour-

aged from applying by parents and counselors

who recognized the low probability of success-

fully challenging the white crafts.6 Such argu-

ments are now only of historical interest, given

the recent interest of minority youths in entering

the trades.

Other factors also have played a role. Dis-

criminatory and inferior public education has left

minorities less well prepared to enter the white

collar professional, technical, and managerial

jobs as well as the blue collar trades. A particu-

lar difficulty has been the achievement-aptitude

tests required for entry into the crafts. Many

have argued that these are heavily dependent

upon educational and cultural background, which

often are inferior (or at least different) for minor-

ities.

In conclusion, the underrepresentation of

minorities in the skilled construction crafts is

due to a complex of social and economic fac-

tors. Unions have played an important but not

exclusive role in this phenomenon, as shown by

the small numbers of Negro skilled craftsmen in

the nonunion sector of the industry.

Increasing Minority Participation in

Apprenticeship Programs

One of the most important and effective

means for expanding the supply of minority

craftsmen would be to integrate the apprentice-

ship training programs. The Federal Government

and many States have legislation that regulates

apprenticeship. Until recently, this power was ex-

ercised primarily to improve the quality and

It is clear that the skilled construction crafts
exclude minorities. Do they also discriminate in
pay? That is, do black unionists gain less from
union membership than do white unionists? Ashenfelter has concluded, "We also consistently
find the ratio of black to white wages in labor
markets organized by craft or 'referral' unions
differs little from the ratio in unorganized labor
markets."1 Unions will promote the interests of
black members if blacks can get into the unions.
Ashenfelter estimates that exclusion of blacks
from the skilled crafts alone has reduced the national ratio of black to white male wages by 5
percent. 5
In the early years of the movement to integrate minorities into the construction trades, unionists often argued that they were not discriminatory but that few qualified blacks ever applied
for apprentice training. In part they were correct.
As Marshall, Briggs, and others have argued,
however, young blacks seldom were aware of
apprenticeship programs because of the secrecy
imposed by the crafts. Closely held information
helped sons and relatives to enter the crafts and
minimized the "risk" of a glut of unqualified outsiders diluting skills. Even when minority youths
were aware of the programs they were discouraged from applying by parents and counselors
who recognized the low probability of successfully challenging the white crafts.6 Such arguments are now only of historical interest, given
the recent interest of minority youths in entering
the trades.
Other factors also have played a role. Discriminatory and inferior public education has left
minorities less well prepared to enter the white
collar professional, technical, and managerial
jobs as well as the blue collar trades. A particular difficulty has been the achievement-aptitude
tests required for entry into the crafts. Many
have argued that these are heavily dependent
upon educational and cultural background, which
often are inferior (or at least different) for minorities.
In conclusion, the underrepresentation of
minorities in the skilled construction crafts is
due to a complex of social and economic factors. Unions have played an important but not
exclusive role in this phenomenon, as shown by
the small numbers of Negro skilled craftsmen in
the nonunion sector of the industry.

Increasing Minority PartiCipation in
Apprenticeship Programs
One of the most important and effective
means for expanding the supply of minority
craftsmen would be to integrate the apprenticeship training programs. The Federal Government
and many States have legislation that regulates
apprenticeship. Until recently, this power was exercised primarily to improve the quality and
vigor of the programs. For years, the laws have
required nondiscriminatory selection of candidates but only recently have governmental agencies made any effort at enforcement. Since February 1971 the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training (BAT) has required that minority
enrollment within each program be in proportion
to minority representation in the area population."
The rules apply only to programs that are
voluntarily registered with BAT. A Department of
Labor survey indicated that two out of three apprentices in the U.S. are registered.tl Apparently
there are relatively few advantages to induce unions and management to register the programs.
Participants at one time were eligible for military
deferments but this is no longer a factor. Registration allows the beginning apprentice to be
paid somewhat less than the prevailing minimum
wage; however, in many areas and trades the
apprentices begin well above the minimum wage
anyway.!'
The February 1971 BAT regulation is unlikely to be effective because the only penalty
provided is deregistration. In addition observers
often have charged that BAT and the State regulatory agencies tend to be staffed by ex-craftsmen sympathetic to the unions.
One of the more effective techniques for increasing minority participation in apprenticeship
programs has been the "outreach" concept. To
provide better information and reduce some of
the secrecy surrounding the programs, Apprenticeship Information Centers have been opened
in some of the larger cities. In many cities agencies have been set up in conjunction with the
National Urban League (NUL), the Workers' Defense League (WDL), and the local Building
Trades Councils to recruit, tutor, and advise minority youths for apprenticeship training. In late
1971, at least 110 local outreach programs were
in operation, many with financial support from

vigor of the programs. For years, the laws have

required nondiscriminatory selection of candi-

dates but only recently have governmental agen-

cies made any effort at enforcement. Since Feb-

ruary 1971 the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship

and Training (BAT) has required that minority

• o.

Ashenfelter, "Racial Discrimination and Trade Unionism," p.
462.
• Ibid., p. 463.
• See F. R. Marshall and V. M. Briggs. The Negro end Apprenllceship. pp. 29-45.

enrollment within each program be in proportion

to minority representation in the area population.7

The rules apply only to programs that are

voluntarily registered with BAT. A Department of
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'A. Maurlzl, "Minority Membership In Apprenticeship Programs In
the Construction Trades." p. 200.
IF. R. Marshall an" 1(. M. Brlggl. Equal Apprenticeship Opportunities, p. 9. Onglnal from
'Ibid.,
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the U.S. Department of Labor and private

groups.10

Marshall and Briggs attribute much of the

success of the outreach programs to the fact

that they concentrate on locating qualified and

motivated minority youth. These programs tend

to recruit among persons working steadily at

low-paid unskilled jobs rather than among those

"hanging around street corners" or those going

to college. Recruits are tutored intensively in

taking and passing verbal and mathematical apti-

tude exams. They undergo dress rehearsal inter-

views for the real interview they must pass in

order to be admitted to apprenticeship. Upon

completion of this pre-apprenticeship training,

the recruit is directed to the appropriate office

and is aided in filling out the application form,

paying fees, and obtaining a medical exam. He

may be aided in finding temporary work if there

is a long lag between admittance and the begin-

ning of the apprenticeship class.11

Some less successful attempts have been

made to evade union controls over training. ln

particular, the extended lengths of the classes

have been questioned. Maurizi reports that train-

ing time varies from 2.5 years for roofers to 4.5

years for plumbers and electricians.12 Undoubt-

edly, unions design lengthy classes to increase

the costs of entry, thereby limiting supply and in-

creasing the incomes of trained journeymen.

Strauss has observed that those who com-

plete the full apprenticeship program obtain a

broad and deep knowledge of their occupation.

ln fact many of the available jobs do not require

that much expertise and versatility. This allows

many of the apprentice graduates to move up to

supervisory and management positions while the

more routine tasks are filled by nongraduate

craftsmen. Many of the latter are apprentice drop-

outs or received on-the-job training in a more

casual, nonunion environment. Others may have

learned some skills in public vocational schools

and still others simply picked up some skills by

watching others at work.13

One attempt at bypassing formal apprentice-

ship training was made in Buffalo, N.Y. Enrollees

were given 9 weeks of intensive classroom train-

ing followed by 20 weeks of on-the-job work ex-

perience. Upon completion of the 7-month

project and the passing of an examination, the

enrollees were certified as Journeyman Trainees

by cooperating unions. Out of 50 students ini-

tially enrolling in this experimental program, 25

eventually were certified as carpenters, masons,

electricians, and painters. Fifteen others who

completed the training were not allowed to take

the final exam by rebellious unions. Analysts of

this project suggest that its "success" might not

be applicable to large scale programs because

the applicants had unusually good qualifications

prior to selection.11

Public vocational schools are widely utilized

the U.S. Department of Labor and private
groups.1O
Marshall and Briggs attribute much of the
success of the outreach programs to the fact
that they concentrate on locating qualified and
motivated minority youth. These programs tend
to recruit among persons working steadily at
low-paid unskilled jobs rather than among those
"hanging around street corners" or those going
to college. Recruits are tutored intensively in
taking and passing verbal and mathematical aptitude exams. They undergo dress rehearsal interviews for the real interview they must pass in
order to be admitted to apprenticeship. Upon
completion of this pre-apprenticeship training,
the recruit is directed to the appropriate office
and is aided in filling out the application form,
paying fees, and obtaining a medical exam. He
may be aided in finding temporary work if there
is a long lag between admittance and the beginning of the apprenticeship class. 11
Some less successful attempts have been
made to evade union controls over training. In
particular, the extended lengths of the classes
have been questioned. Maurizi reports that training time varies from 2.5 years for roofers to 4.5
years for plumbers and electricians. 12 Undoubtedly, unions design lengthy classes to increase
the costs of entry, thereby limiting supply and increasing the incomes of trained journeymen.
Strauss has observed that those who complete the full apprenticeship program obtain a
broad and deep knowledge of their occupation.
In fact many of the available jobs do not require
that much expertise and versatility. This allows
many of the apprentice graduates to move up to
supervisory and management positions while the
more routine tasks are filled by nongraduate
craftsmen. Many of the latter are apprentice dropouts or received on-the-job training in a more
casual, nonunion environment. Others may have
learned some skills in public vocational schools
and still others simply picked up some skills by
watching others at work. 13
One attempt at bypassing formal apprenticeship training was made in Buffalo, N.Y. Enrollees
were given 9 weeks of intensive classroom training followed by 20 weeks of on-the-job work experience. Upon completion of the 7-month
project and the passing of an examination, the
enrollees were certified as Journeyman Trainees

by cooperating unions. Out of 50 students initially enrolling in this experimental program, 25
eventually were certified as carpenters, masons,
electricians, and painters. Fifteen others who
completed the training were not allowed to take
the final exam by rebellious unions. Analysts of
this project suggest that its "success" might not
be applicable to large scale programs because
the applicants had unusually good qualifications
prior to selection. H
Public vocational schools are widely utilized
as a source of more formal theoretical training
of apprentices in conjunction with on-the-job
training. This suggests that expanded use of
the schools for preapprenticeship or "paraapprenticeship" training might be attempted.
However, there is some criticism of the vocational schools' performance and their "academic"
rather than "applied" orientation. 15
The Federal manpower training programs
(Manpower Development Training Act programs
and the Job Corps) have been utilized to train
some craftsmen. Marshall and Briggs report that
these efforts were limited initially.16 More recent
evidence suggests that they have expandedY
In many onsite construction projects, unskilled laborers work directly with skilled craftsmen in "teams." Since entry is relatively easy
into the Laborers Union, it would seem natural to
try to upgrade minority laborers who are members of these teams. Such an approach relies
heavily upon the willingness of the craftsmen to
take the time and effort to instruct the laborers.
Such cooperation may be limited in view of the
attitude of craftsmen toward those who "pick
up" the skills more cheaply than they.
In my opinion, discrimination in apprenticeship has been most effectively breached by beating the unions at their own game. The outreach
programs have located, tutored, and placed
many minorities in union training programs by
meeting and surpassing the unions' own standards. However, more effort might also be made
in shortening the length of training and upgrading minority laborers.

Federal "Goals" Programs
A second tactic used by Government to promote integration in the crafts has been to impose quotas (now called goals) in various major

as a source of more formal theoretical training

of apprentices in conjunction with on-the-job

training. This suggests that expanded use of

the schools for preapprenticeship or "para-

apprenticeship" training might be attempted.

'0 See U.S.D.L.. Manpower Report ot President 1972, p. 95.
Marshall and Briggs, Equal . .. , pp. 26-54.
A. Meurlzl, op. cll., p. 205.
10 See G. Strauss, "Apprantlceshlp: An Evaluation of the Need."
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However, there is some criticism of the voca-

tional schools' performance and their "academic"

rather than "applied" orientation.15
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cities. Construction firms bidding for Federal

contracts (of $500,000 or more) must submit "af-

firmative action" plans to make minority employ-

ment in their firms equal the percentage of mi-

nority representation in the metropolitan area's

labor force. This is to be done by upgrading

skills of laborers and helpers, increasing appren-

ticeship training, and recruiting currently quali-

fied minority journeymen. Plans are to be

completed in steps over 4 to 5 years. Pressure is

applied to contractors who (along with minority

interest groups) in turn are expected to apply

pressure to unions to meet the goals. The pen-

alty for refusing to participate in "good faith" is

permanent debarment from eligibility for Federal

contracts. If the contractor cannot meet his

goals but has participated in "good faith" he will

not be harmed.18

Opponents of the plans criticize them as

discriminating in reverseâthat is, in favor of

blacks and other minorities. Proponents defend

the plans as being fair compensation to make up

for years of exclusion and discrimination. They

point out that the goals are intended to be met

by attrition and expansion rather than by re-

placement. Regardless of the philosophical is-

sues involved, the Supreme Court in effect up-

held a lower court decision that the plans were

legal by denying review in 1971.

Executive Order 11246 was first invoked in

the Philadelphia construction industry in 1969

and hence affirmative action plans are some-

times referred to as "Philadelphia Plans." The

Department of Labor prefers that hometown

plans be voluntarily devised by labor, manage-

ment, and minority groups rather than imposed

by the Federal Government. The first hometown

plan was signed in Chicago in 1970; similar

plans are sometimes called "Chicago Plans." In

late 1972 there were 56 imposed and voluntary

plans in operation in major cities.19

Experience with the Involuntary Plans

The evidence suggests that the quota plans

have induced some limited progress in certain

cities but that they have encountered many diffi-

culties. In this section we discuss some of these

experiences.

Initially the Philadelphia Plan applied only to

Federal construction sites. One reaction to the

cities. Construction firms bidding for Federal
contracts (of $500,000 or more) must submit "affirmative action" plans to make minority employment in their firms equal the percentage of minority representation in the metropolitan area's
labor force. This is to be done by upgrading
skills of laborers and helpers, increasing apprenticeship training, and recruiting currently qualified minority journeymen. Plans are to be
completed in steps over 4 to 5 years. Pressure is
applied to contractors who (along with minority
interest groups) in turn are expected to apply
pressure to unions to meet the goals. The penalty for refusing to participate in "good faith" is
permanent debarment from eligibility for Federal
contracts. If the contractor cannot meet his
goals but has participated in "good faith" he will
not be harmed.l~
Opponents of the plans criticize them as
discriminating in reverse-that is, in favor of
blacks and other minorities. Proponents defend
the plans as being fair compensation to make up
for years of exclusion and discrimination. They
point out that the goals are intended to be met
by attrition and expansion rather than by replacement. Regardless of the philosophical issues involved, the Supreme Court in effect upheld a lower court decision that the plans were
legal by denying review in 1971.
Executive Order 11246 was first invoked in
the Philadelphia construction industry in 1969
and hence affirmative action plans are sometimes referred to as "Philadelphia Plans." The
Department of Labor prefers that hometown
plans be voluntarily devised by labor, management, and minority groups rather than imposed
by the Federal Government. The first hometown
plan was signed in Chicago in 1970; similar
plans are sometimes called "Chicago Plans." In
late 1972 there were 56 imposed and voluntary
plans in operation in major cities. 111

goals was that contractors and unions shifted

minority craftsmen from private sites to Federal

sites. They thereby met or partially met their

goals without increasing minority employment in

the industry as a whole. In response, the Gov-

ernment developed a plan that was applied to

the Washington, D.C., area in 1970. Federal con-

tractors were required to attain goals for their

public and private construction sites jointly.

Rowan and Rubin have examined the Wash-

ington Plan experience in detail. They report that

there are still many loopholes in the rules that

reduce the pressure to expand minority

participation.20 First, contractors have often

Experience with the Involuntary Plans
The evidence suggests that the quota plans
have induced some limited progress in certain
cities but that they have encountered many difficulties. In this section we discuss some of these
experiences.
Initially the Philadelphia Plan applied only to
Federal construction sites. One reaction to the
goals was that contractors and unions shifted
minority craftsmen from private sites to Federal

sites. They thereby met or partially met their
goals without increasing minority employment in
the industry as a whole. In response, the Government developed a plan that was applied to
the Washington, D.C., area in 1970. Federal contractors were required to attain goals for their
public and private construction sites jointly.
Rowan and Rubin have examined the Washington Plan experience in detail. They report that
there are still many loopholes in the rules that
reduce the pressure to expand minority
participation.~n First,
contractors have often
been able to meet their goals by using temporary employees such as "trainees," "travelers"
from out of town, and nonunion workmen who
are given temporary union permits to work for
the duration of the contract but who lack union
membership and guarantees of work once the
Federal project is complete. Second, there is
some evidence that minority laborers have been
"promoted on paper" to skilled crafsmen. They
may be paid the higher rate for the duration of
the contract but lack prospects for upgrading in
the long run. Third, subcontractors are still able
to shift minority workers from private sites to
Federal sites to help the general contractor attain his goal. Only the general contractor reports
on his own job sites. Fourth, contractors readily
agree in principle to meet the. goals but rely
upon "good faith" efforts as a safety valve to get
them off the hook. This appears to be a rational
strategy since the Government's will and resources to enforce the orders are limited.
Through mid-1972 no contractor had been debarred in Washington despite numerous findings
of noncompliance. A single case of debarment of
a plumbing contractor in Philadelphia in late
1972 was newsworthy enough to be written up in
a recent issue of the Monthly Labor Review.~1
Fifth, nonunion contractors and craftsmen have
generally been uninvolved with the Washington
Plan because of the implicit assumption by Government that they are nondiscriminatory. In fact,
however, the proportion of minorities employed
in nonunion firms differs little from union firms,
at least in the Washington area. "Minority concentrations in the lower skilled categories may
be primarily due to educational and training inadequacies in the community at large . . . . we
believe that the average nonunion contractor is
nonexclusionary and indeed wants quality work
for the wages he pays .... Many nonunion contractors have always hired minorities, but as in

been able to meet their goals by using tempo-

rary employees such as "trainees," "travelers"
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the union sector, blacks are rare in the electri-

cal, mechanical, and plumbing trades." -- To the

extent that nonunion firms do little Government

work and are not covered by the plan, nonunion

minority craftsmen undoubtedly will be bid away

by other contractors to meet their quotas. Again

minority employment will simply be redistributed

rather than promoted.

In conclusion, there is some evidence that

the involuntary plans have induced some token

increase in aggregate opportunities for minorities

(particularly in the previously all white crafts)

and have guaranteed steady employment for ex-

isting black craftsmen. But short term expedien-

cies to meet goals are no substitute for long

term training of minority representatives.

Experience with the Voluntary Plans

In principle, Chicago-type plans are superior

to imposed plans to the extent that they are

based on cooperation rather than threat. On

paper, they also are preferable in that they aim

the union sector, blacks are rare in the electrical, mechanical, and plumbing trades." 2~ To the
extent that nonunion firms do little Government
work and are not covered by the plan, nonunion
minority craftsmen undoubtedly will be bid away
by other contractors to meet their quotas. Again
minority employment will simply be redistributed
rather than promoted.
In conclusion, there is some evidence that
the involuntary plans have induced some token
increase in aggregate opportunities for minorities
(particularly in the previously all white crafts)
and have guaranteed steady employment for existing black craftsmen. But short term expediencies to meet goals are no substitute for long
term training of minority representatives.

at longrun attempts to train minority journeymen

rather than on shortrun attempts to find expedi-

Experience with the Voluntary Plans

ent solutions. And in many cases the voluntary

plans cover all contractors in the area including

those without Federal contracts. This reduces

the possibility of meeting goals simply by reshuf-

fling labor.23

On the other hand, Chicago-type goals tend

to be general. They set no goals by specific

craft. They provide no penalties for noncompli-

ance other than the implied threat of a Govern-

ment-imposed plan. The Chicago operations ran

into heavy opposition from local unions that re-

fused to comply with the rules agreed upon by

the area Trades Council. Because of this and

various other problems, the hometown plan was

abandoned in 1971 and replaced in mid-1972

with a new voluntary plan.

Rowan and Rubin have studied the Indian-

apolis voluntary plan in detail. They conclude

that "the Indianapolis Coalition was the only one

of its kind that genuinely wanted the hometown

plan to succeed." -' Planners recognized that

there were only 35 to 40 qualified minority jour-

neymen in all of Indianapolis and wisely empha-

sized outreach training and apprenticeship. As a

result some progress has been made, although

some unions have been less enthusiastic partici-

pants than others.

With the possible exception of Indianapolis

and a few other cities, there is little evidence

that the voluntary plans have actually been more

successful than the involuntary plans. The major

problem in many cases is that these plans are

"voluntarily" signed primarily in order to avoid a

compulsory plan. Rowan and Rubin suggest that

a periodic review of the progress of the opera-

tion is necessary to maintain vigilance. A pros-

perous construction market also may be a pre-

requisite as integration is less painful during a

period of expanding employment than contract-

In principle, Chicago-type plans are superior
to imposed plans to the extent that they are
based on cooperation rather than threat. On
paper, they also are preferable in that they aim
at longrun attempts to train minority journeymen
rather than on shortrun attempts to find expedient solutions. And in many cases the voluntary
plans cover all contractors in the area including
those without Federal contracts. This reduces
the possibility of meeting goals simply by reshuffling labor.::3
On the other hand, Chicago-type goals tend
to be general. They set no goals by specific
craft. They provide no penalties for noncompliance other than the implied threat of a Government-imposed plan. The Chicago operations ran
into heavy opposition from local unions that refused to comply with the rules agreed upon by
the area Trades Council. Because of this and
various other problems, the hometown plan was
abandoned in 1971 and replaced in mid-1972
with a new voluntary plan.
Rowan and Rubin have studied the Indianapolis voluntary plan in detail. They conclude
that "the Indianapolis Coalition was the only one
of its kind that genuinely wanted the hometown
plan to succeEd." "I Planners recognized that
there were only 35 to 40 qualified minority journeymen in all of Indianapolis and wisely emphasized outreach training and apprenticeship. As a
result some progress has been made, although
some unions have been less enthusiastic participants than others.

ing opportunities.

Minority Contractors

It has been suggested by many that Govern-

ment should help minority contractors in the

construction industry as a weapon against dis-

22 Rowan and Rubin, op. cil., p. 93.
.. Much 01 this section draws on Rowan and Rubin, op. cit., pp.
135-170.
U Rowan and Rubin, op. cit., p. 185.

With the possible exception of Indianapolis
and a few other cities, there is little evidence
that the voluntary plans have actually been more
successful than the involuntary plans. The major
problem in many cases is that these plans are
"voluntarily" signed primarily in order to avoid a
compulsory plan. Rowan and Rubin suggest that
a periodic review of the progress of the operation is necessary to maintain vigilance. A prosperous construction market also may be a prerequisite as integration is less painful during a
period of expanding employment than contracting opportunities.

Minority Contractors
It has been suggested by many that Government should he~p minority contractors in the
construction industry as a weapon against discrimination. Not surprisingly, there are even
fewer minorities on the ownership and management side of the industry than on the labor side.
Table 3 presents Census Bureau estimates of
minority ownership. In 1969, blacks owned only
1.9 percent of all construction firms in the United
States and these tended to be the smallest
(often one-man) operations. When measured by
the value of total receipts, blacks controlled only
0.5 percent of the industry. The situation is similar, if not quite so pronounced, for Spanishspeaking Americans.
Those minority firms that are in business appear to have just as much trouble getting
qualified minority labor as the white-owned firms.
"Although major white contractors have hired
unskilled trainees, despite the obvious cost, in
order to comply with the Plan, few minority contractors can be so generous .... In fact we have
found signs that minority contractors will hire
skilled whites, or seek white referrals from the
union, in order to compete effectively . . . . Thus,
minorities entering the industry through this
route may remain at the lower end of the skill
spectrum." ,,-, Thus, it is not clear that increased
Federal contracts granted to minority contractors
would necessarily increase minority employment
in the shortrun although more evidence should
be accumulated.
One of the major problems standing in the
way of expansion for minority contractors is a
lack of financial resources and credit. This in
turn can be traced to a lack of business experience. Second, most public construction projects
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require "bonding" to insure the public against

shoddy or delayed work, misuse of funds, and

cost overruns by the contractor. The inexperi-

enced, marginal firms have difficulty becoming

bonded. Third, like most marginal operations, mi-

nority contractors have difficulty getting and

keeping quality labor of any race."

Table 3. Minority Ownership of Business in

the Building Trades

1969

require "bonding" to insure the public against
shoddy or delayed work, misuse of funds, and
cost overruns by the contractor. The inexperienced, marginal firms have difficulty becoming
bonded. Third, like most marginal operations minority contractors have difficulty getting' and
keeping quality labor of any race.~6

Percent

Percent Spanish Speaking

Negro Americans

Total Labor Force

Table 3. Minority Ownership of Business in
the Building Trades

pie, experience gained while operating under special joint corporate status has often been ruled
irrelevant in determining the experience of the
minority corporation for bonding or for a loan.
Upgrading minority contractors might be an
admirable goal in itself but Glover warns, "By itself, upgrading minority contractors does not
offer a 'shortcut solution' to achieving integration
in the building trades unions," 28 nor, we might
add, in the nonunion trades.

10.1

3.9

Suggested Reforms

1969

Number of Firms

Percent
Negro

Percent
Spanish Speaking
Americans

10.1

3.9

2.2
1.9

1.3
1.2

0.3
0.5

0.2
0.3

All lndustries

Contract Construction

2.2

1.9

1.3

1.2

Total Receipts

All lndustries

Contract Construction

0.3

Total Labor Force
Number of Firms
All Industries
Contract Construction
Total Receipts
All Industries
Contract Construction

0.5

02

03

Source: US Bureau of Census, Minority-Owned Business:

Source: US Bureau of Census, Mlnority·Owned Business:
1969, MB-l, U.S. Government Pflnting OHice, Washing·
ton 1971, Table B, page 2.

1969, MB-1, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washing-

ton 1971, Table B, page 2.

Many methods of upgrading minority con-

struction firms have been suggested. The Federal

Small Business Administration (SBA) has various

programs to help minority firms obtain Federal

contracts and bonding. Many departments of the

Federal Government require that whenever feasi-

ble, contracts should be granted with priority to

minority business. Joint contracting ventures be-

tween experienced white firms and less experi-

enced minority firms have been suggested and

attempted occasionally. Hopefully, the latter will

be able to "learn the ropes" and build a record

of success in such ventures. lt has been sug-

gested that minority contractors' associations be

formed and strengthened to provide educational,

technical, and political assistance to struggling

entrepreneurs.

Glover has been among the first to study

such upgrading programs. Focusing on Atlanta

and Houston he concludes that, "The power of

government programs to assist minority contrac-

tors have far exceeded their accomplishments." 2T

At least in those cities the SBA appears to have

hindered more than helped. Glover finds many

instances in which joint venturing yields little obvi-

ous payoff for the minority contractor. For exam-

ple, experience gained while operating under spe-

cial joint corporate status has often been ruled

irrelevant in determining the experience of the

Many methods of upgrading minority construction firms have been suggested, The Federal
Small Business Administration (SBA) has various
programs to help minority firms obtain Federal
contracts and bonding. Many departments of the
Federal Government require that whenever feasible, contracts should be granted with priority to
minority business, Joint contracting ventures between experienced white firms and less experienced minority firms have been suggested and
attempted occasionally, Hopefully, the latter will
be able to "learn the ropes" and build a record
of success in such ventures. It has been suggested that minority contractors' associations be
formed and strengthened to provide educational,
technical, and political assistance to struggling
entrepreneurs.
Glover has been among the first to study
such upgrading programs. Focusing on Atlanta
and Houston he concludes that, "The power of
government programs to assist minority contractors have far exceeded their accomplishments." 27
At least in those cities the SBA appears to have
hindered more than helped. Glover finds many
instances in which jOint venturing yields little obvious payoff for the minority contractor. For exam-

Revising Labor Legislation
Wherever there is monopoly power, Government has an obligation to eliminate its sources
or to regulate the monopOly. Most of the policies
discussed in this paper emphasize regulation of
entry into unions. Would it be possible to eliminate the source of union power?
Government conceivably might outlaw the
closed shop and hiring hall arrangement in construction. History suggests that this would be futile. Construction unions were relatively well organized and powerful In the 19th century, long
before society accepted unions in general. The
1947 Taft-Hartley Act did outlaw the closed shop
but with little real effect. In 1959, Congress
amended the law to legalize union referrals in
construction. 2n The hiring hall does play a necessary role in this industry where workers move
from employer to employer as projects end and
begin.
It has been argued by many that the DavisBacon Act of 1931 has strengthened union monopoly power. The act requires that all Federal
construction contracts (of $2,000 or more) must
pay the "prevailing" wage rate in the immediate
area in which the work is to be performed. The
Department of Labor has usually interpreted the
"prevailing" wage to be the union wage, in part
because data on union wages is more readily
available. In addition to the Federal law, 35
States have similar laws covering State and local
government construction contracts. 30
Several studies by economists as well as by
the U.S. General Accounting Office indicate that
in practice the Davis-Bacon Act has extended
higher than "prevailing" wages to Government
building sites. This has provided increased em-

minority corporation for bonding or for a loan.

Upgrading minority contractors might be an

admirable goal in itself but Glover warns, "By it-

self, upgrading minority contractors does not

offer a 'shortcut solution' to achieving integration
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r. Ibid., p. 118.
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ployment opportunities for higher wage union

labor and has limited opportunities for nonunion

labor and contractors. The latter are reluctant to

bid on Government jobs because of their lower

productivity and because of the labor morale

problems they would face when their employees

completed Davis-Bacon jobs and returned to

"competitive" wages.

Since minority construction workers and

firms have been more highly concentrated in the

marginal, nonunion sector of the industry, they

undoubtedly have been harmed by Davis-Bacon

regulations. Attempts to increase minority repre-

sentation are in direct conflict with this act. lt is

interesting to note also that attempts under the

National Housing Act to subsidize and reduce

housing costs to low income families are directly

offset in part by the Housing Act's requirement

that costs be raised by paying "prevailing"

wages.31

Repeal of the Davis-Bacon Act would help

promote minority interests in the construction in-

dustry. However, experience during the brief sus-

pension of the act in 1971 by President Nixon

suggests that such an attempt would be met by

stiff political opposition from unions.

Expanding Prefabricated Housing

Construction unions are faced with growing

competition from lower cost prefabricated prod-

ucts and modular housing units. These are often

built on an assembly line basis using less skilled

and often nonunion labor. On the surface, it

ployment opportunities for higher wage union
labor and has limited opportunities for nonunion
labor and contractors. The latter are reluctant to
bid on Government jobs because of their lower
productivity and because of the labor morale
problems they would face when their employees
completed Davis-Bacon jobs and returned to
"competitive" wages.
Since minority construction workers and
firms have been more highly concentrated in the
marginal, nonunion sector of the industry, they
undoubtedly have been harmed by Davis-Bacon
regulations. Attempts to increase minority representation are in direct conflict with this act. It is
interesting to note also that attempts under the
National Housing Act to subsidize and reduce
housing costs to low income families are directly
offset in part by the Housing Act's requirement
that costs be raised by paying "prevailing"
wages.:!!
Repeal of the Davis-Bacon Act would help
promote minority interests in the construction industry. However, experience during the brief suspension of the act in 1971 by President Nixon
suggests that such an attempt would be met by
stiff political opposition from unions.

would seem that increased support for the prefab-

ricated building sector might provide leverage

to induce unions to integrate. This might not be

realistic for several reasons. First, since modular

housing operates in regional or national markets,

integrated contractors and unions would be pen-

alized just as much as would discriminators.

Second, to tha extent that modular housing is

built in white rural areas, longrun job opportuni-

ties may be reduced for minority workers. Fi-

nally, declining job opportunities in the onsite

construction sector would undoubtedly intensify

union attempts to save jobs for current mem-

bers. ln this sense, policies designed to expand

the prefabricated construction sector are proba-

bly in conflict with policies to involve minority

craftsmen. Partially offsetting these effects, how-

ever, is the fact that it might be easier to police

affirmative action plans in the more permanent

(less transient) work setting of a "pre-fab" fac-

tory.

Housing Subsidies

Many economists have pointed to mainte-

nance of high levels of aggregate demand and

intense competition for scarce labor as the

most effective means of promoting economic in-

tegration. On this ground, larger subsidies and

tax breaks for housing and construction might be

justified. Such a policy might be quite successful

if coupled with outreach apprenticeship pro-

grams. But one must be skeptical of this strategy

if unions are able to ration training and jobs at

Expanding Prefabricated Housing
Construction unions are faced with growing
competition from lower cost prefabricated products and modular housing units. These are often
built on an assembly line basis using less skilled
and often nonunion labor. On the surface, it
would seem that increased support for the prefabricated building sector might provide leverage
to induce unions to integrate. This might not be
realistic for several reasons. First, since modular
housing operates in regional or national markets,
integrated contractors and unions would be penalized just as much as would discriminators.
Second, to the extent that modular housing is
built in white rural areas, longrun job opportunities may be reduced for minority workers. Finally, declining job opportunities in the on site
construction sector would undoubtedly intensify
union attempts to save jobs for current members. In this sense, policies designed to expand
the prefabricated construction sector are probably in conflict with pOlicies to involve minority
craftsmen. Partially offsetting these effects, however, is the fact that it might be easier to police
affirmative action plans in the more permanent

will. ln Table 1, we see that virtually no minority

gains were made during the relatively prosper-

ous period from 1910 to 1930 and only limited

2. Ibid., pp. 6-7.
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(less transient) work setting of a "pre-fab" factory.

Housing Subsidies
Many economists have pOinted to maintenance of high levels of aggregate demand and
intense competition for scarce labor as the
most effective means of promoting economic integration. On this ground, larger subsidies and
tax breaks for housing and construction might be
justified. Such a policy might be quite successful
if coupled with outreach apprenticeship programs. But one must be skeptical of this strategy
if unions are able to ration training and jobs at
will. In Table 1, we see that virtually no minority
gains were made during the relatively prosperous period from 1910 to 1930 and only limited
gains during the labor shortages of the 1940's.
At least three types of public housing subsidies are in use or have been suggested.:'~ Public housing typically has been built under direct
Government contract. In this case, Philadelphiaor Chicago-type plans may be imposed to promote minority building interests. However, the
limited effectiveness of these plans (as discussed above) is compounded by the fact
that such contractors must pay prevailing DavisBacon wages.
Section 235 of the National Housing Act provides for subsidies to low and middle income
families who locate housing of their own choice.
Families pay 20 percent of their adjusted gross
income toward the mortgage and the Federal
Government pays any residual. In concept, the
housing units should have been built by "equal
opportunity" contractors, but casual inquiry by
the author in Columbus, Ohio, suggests that
such requirements may not be strict or binding.
Older, existing homes cannot feasibly be
checked because of a lack of records. With respect to newly built housing, the local Housing
and Urban Development office in Columbus knew
of no contractors who did not display their
"equal employment opportunity signs" or who
did not qualify. But the office did indicate that it
would take action if it ever discovered such a
case. Unfortunately, more rigorous studies of the
enforcement problem do not appear to be available.
More aggressive attempts at enforcement
might be made. Lists of approved contractors,
.. See H. J. Aaron, Shalter and Subsidies, Brookings Institution,
1972; R. F. Muth, Public Housing: An Economic Evaluation,
American EnJeJJjra§ II Q"8tY.l.!!, 1973; C. L. Edson and B. S. Lane.
A PractiCal ' 'Q!iltj to
<JWI and Moderate Income Housing.
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gains during the labor shortages of the 1940's.

At least three types of public housing subsi-

dies are in use or have been suggested.3- Pub-
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subcontractors, and homes might be drawn up.

Firms engaged in the low-cost housing sector

would have an incentive to comply in order to

participate in the subsidized sector. However,

they would also have incentives to hire available

minority workers away from other construction

sectors, thereby simply reshuffling minority em-

ployment rather than expanding it. This problem

can be minimized by making compliance depend

upon training and apprenticeship rather than

upon the employment of journeymen.

Many have proposed a housing allowance

program that would provide a family with a cer-

tificate of a fixed amount for the purchase of

housing of the family's choice. lf eligible housing

was unrestricted, the program would have little

impact upon discriminatory labor practices. Con-

sumers have limited knowledge of (or interest in)

the racial composition of the construction crews

that built the housing being considered for pur-

chase. On the other hand, restrictions on eligibil-

ity would imply a situation similar to that dis-

cussed above under the Section 235 program.

Any housing subsidy program will assist the

integration of the building trades in the sense

that rising demand for housing and construction

labor will make affirmative action plans more

palatable to white craftsmen. The grounds for se-

lecting among the various subsidy plans is more

limited although in some ways the Section 235-

type subsidy or a restricted-choice housing al-

lowance might be preferred. lf unions and con-

tractors were required to maintain continuing

integrated training and upgrading programs in

order to have their housing qualify for the subsi-

dies, the ultimate impact on minority employment

might be greater than a subsidy to public hous-

ing. ln the latter case, contractors may drop

their affirmative action programs once the public

housing is complete.

The impact of housing subsidies on minority

contractors is even more ambiguous. On the one

hand, a concerted effort can channel more pub-

lic housing projects directly to minority firms. On

the other hand, the marginal, low-wage nature of

most minority firms suggests that they cannot af-

ford Davis-Bacon wages and that they do not

have the capacity to handle multistory public

housing. Perhaps expanded housing allowances

for low cost, single-family homes will aid minority

contractors the most.

Many of the proposals to revise labor legis-

lation or to subsidize housing that l have dis-

cussed in this section appear to complement

rather than substitute for training and upgrading

programs. Several of the proposals have limited

or questionable prospects for success in reduc-

ing discrimination against minorities. The most

helfpul actions discussed in the section might be

to suspend the Davis-Bacon Act and to maintain

a growing construction industry.

Conclusion

ln my opinion, there is much evidence that

minorities have been prevented from entering the

skilled building trades. Government can best

correct this distortion by helping minorities ob-

subcontractors, and homes might be drawn up.
Firms engaged in the low-cost housing sector
would have an incentive to comply in order to
participate in the subsidized sector. However,
they would also have incentives to hire available
minority workers away from other construction
sectors, thereby simply reshuffling minority employment rather than expanding it. This problem
can be minimized by making compliance depend
upon training and apprenticeship rather than
upon the employment of journeymen.
Many have proposed a housing allowance
program that would provide a family with a certificate of a fixed amount for the purchase of
housing of the family's choice. If eligible housing
was unrestricted, the program would have little
impact upon discriminatory labor practices. Consumers have limited knowledge of (or interest in)
the racial composition of the construction crews
that built the housing being considered for purchase. On the other hand, restrictions on eligibility would imply a situation similar to that discussed above under the Section 235 program.
Any housing subsidy program will assist the
integration of the building trades in the sense
that rising demand for housing and construction
labor will make affirmative action plans more
palatable to white craftsmen. The grounds for selecting among the various subsidy plans is more
limited although in some ways the Section 235type subsidy or a restricted-choice housing allowance might be preferred. If unions and contractors were required to maintain continuing
integrated training and upgrading programs in
order to have their housing qualify for the subsidies, the ultimate impact on minority employment
might be greater than a subsidy to public housing. In the latter case, contractors may drop
their affirmative action programs once the public
housing is complete.
The impact of housing subsidies on minority
contractors is even more ambiguous. On the one
hand, a concerted effort can channel more public housing projects directly to minority firms. On
the other hand, the marginal, low-wage nature of
most minority firms suggests that they cannot afford Davis-Bacon wages and that they do not
have the capacity to handle multistory public
housing. Perhaps expanded housing allowances
for low cost, single-family homes will aid minority
contractors the most.
Many of the proposals to revise labor legislation or to subsidize housing that I have discussed in this section appear to complement
rather than substitute for training and upgrad ing
programs. Several of ~h e proposals have lim ited

tain training.

The major offenders in most areas are the

highly skilled mechanical crafts and the carpen-

ters. The focus should be on these occupations
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or questionable prospects for success in reducing discrimination against minorities. The most
helfpul actions discussed in the section might be
to suspend the Davis-Bacon Act and to maintain
a growing construction industry.

Conclusion
In my opinion, there is much evidence that
minorities have been prevented from entering the
skilled building trades. Government can best
correct this distortion by helping minorities obtain training.
The major offenders in most areas are the
highly skilled mechanical crafts and the carpenters. The focus should be on these occupations
rather than upon the trowel trades.
Some progress has been made in involving
minority craftsmen in the past decade. Outreach
programs have successfully identified and prepared candidates for union apprenticeship
classes. "Pressures" and "plans" have forced
unions to allocate a larger share of training slots
to minority youth. Government subsidies have
helped to finance many of these programs. I recommend that they be continued and intensified
where necessary.
Consideration should be given to expanding
the nonunion sources of training. Perhaps trainees cou'd be subsidized to work as electricians'
and carpenters' aides in conjunction with some
vocational school training. This might be fruitful
in the housing sector, which in many cities is
nonunion.
Training is a more effective solution to the
problem in the case of affirmative action plans,
which sometimes overlook training and focus on
the employment of journeymen. These plans are
well meaning but of questionable effectiveness
due to the availability of many expedient ways of
temporarily achieving goals. Of course, affirmative action plans that are aimed at apprentices
and trainees should be beneficial in the long run.
The problems of minority contractors have
been less well identified. Although minority contractors face serious difficulty, there is little evidence that they encouflter greater problems in
construction than in other industries. Minority
contractors have difficulty obtaining financing, insurance, reliable labor, and "know-how" but so
do minority firms in all other industries. The one
distinguishing factor is that there are fewer minority employees in the industry who might eventually utilize ri , ~ ra l ,t.l1nulated knowledge as
mana~ V ~ Tf ~I ~~IG
t this difference

eventually will be eliminated through training

programs.

ln the above sense, the problems of minority

craftsmen and contractors can be separated.

Government may wish to provide preferential

treatment to minority construction firms as part

of a general attempt to rectify the impact of

past discrimination, but this author sees little

reason to focus on construction uniquely. ln par-

ticular, as we discussed earlier in this paper, it

does not necessarily follow that increased as-

sistance to minority contractors will directly aid

minority craftsmen in the near future. Without a

major expansion in training, minority firms often

will be forced to hire white skilled labor.

Repeal of the Davis-Bacon Act will aid mi-

nority labor and contractors by loosening the

monopoly power of unions. Maintenance of a

generally prosperous and growing construction

sector will make integration more palatable to

unions and hence more successful.

Carefully conceived subsidies to minority

training and upgrading programs seem to me to

be the natural and direct approach to the prob-

lem. The more general housing subsidy plans

such as the National Housing Act are too indi-

rect to be the major weapon in the battle against

discrimination in construction labor markets.

They may be a helpful complement in a balanced

attack against such discrimination or may be

quite appropriate for other purposes. But in my

opinion, housing subsidies cannot be justified

primarily as a weapon to fight discrimination

against minority construction workers and con-

tractors.
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Summary

Background Paper on Housing Market
Discrimination and Its Implications
for Government Housing Policy

This paper outlines the nature, causes, and

the direct and indirect effects of racial discrimi-

nation in urban housing markets and identifies

the implications for government housing policy.

Negro Americans are intensely segregated in

U.S. metropolitan areas. There is ample docu-

mented evidence that all levels of government at

times have sanctioned private market discrimina-

tory practices and have enacted official policies

which contributed to segregated housing pat-

terns.

By John F. Kain
Professor of Economics, Harvard University

Substantial research evidence indicates that

because of housing market discrimination:

1. Blacks must pay more than similar white

households for housing of comparable size, qual-

ity, and neighborhood amenity.

Summary

2. Blacks less often consume high quality

bundles of housing attributes than similar white

households.

3. Blacks are less likely to be homeowners

than white households of similar income and

family structure, and therefore do not obtain the

benefits of this important form of investment, tax

shelter, and inflationary hedge.

4. Blacks spend a smaller fraction of their

income on housing than whites of similar in-

comes and family structure because of the

higher relative prices of good quality housing

and the restricted supply available in the ghetto.

ln addition, housing market discrimination

produces a number of indirect effects whose ad-

verse consequences may be even greater than

This paper outlines the nature, causes, and
the direct and indirect effects of racial discrimination in urban housing markets and identifies
the implications for government housing policy.
Negro Americans are intensely segregated in
U.S. metropolitan areas. There is ample documented evidence that all levels of government at
times have sanctioned private market discriminatory practices and have enacted official policies
which contributed to segregated housing patterns.
Substantial research evidence indicates that
because of housing market discrimination:

its direct effects.

lf the ghetto is allowed to continue its rapid

expansion, land and housing prices in central

cities will remain at high levels, the expectation

1. Blacks must pay more than similar white
households for housing of comparable size, quality, and neighborhood amenity.

that the city will become a lower class slum will

persist, and government programs aimed at re-

versing these trends will fail.

The major implication of these findings for

2. Blacks less often consume high quality
bundles of housing attributes than similar white
households.

public policy is that the Federal Government

should make major efforts to open suburban

housing to minority households. All HUD pro-

grams should encourage minority households to

locate and to secure housing outside of estab-

lished minority neighborhoods. The Department

should vigorously enforce requirements that

3. Blacks are less likely to be homeowners
than white households of similar income and
family structure, and therefore do not obtain the
benefits of this important form of investment, tax
shelter, and inflationary hedge.

If the ghetto is allowed to continue its rapid
expansion, land and housing prices in central
cities will remain at high levels, the expectation
that the city will become a lower class slum will
persist, and government programs aimed at reversing these trends will fail.
The major implication of these findings for
public policy is that the Federal Government
should make major eHorts to open suburban
housing to minority households. All HUD programs should encourage minority households to
locate and to secure housing outside of established minority neighborhoods. The Department
should vigorously enforce requirements that
builders, developers, and leaders pursue aggresive open occupancy policies as a condition for
participation in Federal programs.
Housing allowances presumably are being
considered in the Department's review of current
and potential housing programs. Because of the
severe restrictions on the black housing supply
in many metropolitan areas, a general income
transfer would be more eHective than allowances
tied directly to housing. Housing allowances are
preferable to production subsidies, however. Furthermore, a housing allowance program that provided greater subsidies to minority households
who obtain housing outside of minority neighborhoods could be a powerful instrument to foster
greater racial and economic integration.
The overwhelming evidence that discrimination decreases the opportunity of black households to be homeowners provides a powerful rationale for a special minority mortgage loan
program. Such a program could favor applications by blacks who wish to purchase outside of
the ghetto.
Policies to insure that minority households
have access to the entire metropolitan housing
market on an equal basis with the white majority
will be diHicult to formulate because of the persistence and subtlety of racial prejudice. The
task is demanding, but the benefits to the entire
population are inestimable.

builders, developers, and leaders pursue aggre-

sive open occupancy policies as a condition for

participation in Federal programs.

Housing allowances presumably are being

considered in the Department's review of current

and potential housing programs. Because of the

severe restrictions on the black housing supply

in many metropolitan areas, a general income

transfer would be more effective than allowances

tied directly to housing. Housing allowances are

preferable to production subsidies, however. Fur-

thermore, a housing allowance program that pro-

4. Blacks spend a smaller fraction of their
income on housing than whites of similar incomes and family structure because of the
higher relative prices of good quality housing
and the restricted supply available in the ghetto.
In addition, housing market discrimination
produces a number of indirect eHects whose adverse consequences may be even greater than
its direct effects.
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vided greater subsidies to minority households

who obtain housing outside of minority neighbor-

hoods could be a powerful instrument to foster

greater racial and economic integration.

The overwhelming evidence that discrimina-
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Introduction
The direct and indirect eHects of racial discrimination in urban housing markets on the welfare of white and black Americans, on the
efficiency of metropolitan growth, and on the
effectiveness of other government programs are
numerous and diHicult to describe. Some of
them are well established and uncontroversia\.
Others ar , p. ~ L
<fHmented and are subject
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to considerable debate. Moreover, much of the

highest quality research that investigates the ef-

fects of racial discrimination on urban housing

markets is recent and remains nearly inaccessi-

ble in preliminary reports, in draft manuscripts,

or in professional journals.

lt is important to articulate these effects be-

cause discrimination, along with poverty, is

largely responsible for the unsatisfactory out-

comes produced by urban housing markets and

provides the major justification for government

intervention. There are, of course, other justifica-

tions for government intervention in predomi-

nately private housing markets: to stabilize the

economy, to stimulate research and develop-

ment, to insure health and safety, and to correct

market imperfections resulting from neighbor-

hood effects. These concerns, however, are

minor considerations when compared to the ad-

verse effects stemming from discrimination and

poverty.

Other authors have primary responsibility for

tracing the effects of poverty and its implications

for government housing policy. Therefore, this

paper examines the impact of racial discrimina-

tion in urban housing markets, and considers

policy prescriptions suggested by that perspec-

tive. The empirical studies summarized in this

paper and much of the analysis of housing mar-

ket discrimination and segregation refer to Negro

Americans. Other minorities unquestionably ex-

perience similar forms of discrimination and

comparable welfare losses. ln some areas these

groups may be numerous enough to cause dis-

tortions in metropolitan growth and development

similar to those ascribed to the Negro popula-

tions of large cities. Because of the limited re-

search that has been done on the effects of dis-

crimination on other minority groups, however,

the analysis in this report is based on the expe-

rience of black Americans.

Racial Discrimination, Segregation,

and their Direct Effects

Policymakers responsible for the formulation

and administration of housing and urban devel-

opment programs should consider the following

findings about the nature and effects of housing

market discrimination:

1. Negro Americans are intensely segre-

gated in U.S. metropolitan areas. Existing pat-

to considerable debate. Moreover, much of the
highest quality research that investigates the effects of racial discrimination on urban housing
markets is recent and remains nearly inaccessible in preliminary reports, in draft manuscripts,
or in professional journals.
It is important to articulate these effects because discrimination, along with poverty, is
largely responsible for the unsatisfactory outcomes produced by urban housing markets and
provides the major justification for government
intervention. There are, of course, other justifications for government intervention in predominately private housing markets: to stabilize the
economy, to stimulate research and development, to insure health and safety, and to correct
market imperfections resulting from neighborhood effects. These concerns, however, are
minor considerations when compared to the adverse effects stemming from discrimination and
poverty.
Other authors have primary responsibility for
traCing the effects of poverty and its implications
for government housing policy. Therefore, this
paper examines the impact of racial discrimination in urban housing markets, and considers
policy prescriptions suggested by that perspective. The empirical studies summarized in this
paper and much of the analysis of housing market discrimination and segregation refer to Negro
Americans. Other minorities unquestionably experience similar forms of discrimination and
comparable welfare losses. In some areas these
groups may be numerous enough to cause distortions in metropolitan growth and development
similar to those ascribed to the Negro populations of large cities. Because of the limited research that has been done on the effects of discrimination on other minority groups, however,
the analYSis in this report is based on the experience of black Americans.

terns of segregation have existed for decades,

andâunlike the experience of other immigrant

groupsâblacks have become increasingly segre-

gated over time (Taeuber and Taeuber, 1964;

Racial Discrimination, Segregation,
and their Direct Effects

Taeuberand Taeuber, 1965; Lieberson; McEntire).

Only a fraction of existing patterns of segrega-

tion can be explained by the low incomes and

other characteristics of Negro households (Taeu-

ber and Taeuber, 1965; Pascal; Kain and Persky,

1969). Moreover, what little attitudinal informa-

Policymakers responsible for the formulation
and administration of housing and urban development programs should consider the following
findings about the nature and effects of housing
market discrimination:

tion exists indicates that most black persons

would prefer to live in integrated rather than in

segrated neighborhoods (Brink and Harris).

2. Governments, including the Federal Gov-

ernment, are deeply implicated in creating and in

maintaining existing patterns of segregation.

Early Federal housing policy accepted prevailing

private practices of racial exclusion and discrim-

ination (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights; Na-

tional Committee Against Discrimination;

1. Negro Americans are intensely segregated in U.S. metropolitan areas. Existing patterns of segregation have existed for decades,
and-unlike the experience of other irpm igrant

groups-blacks have become increasingly segregated over time (Taeuber and Taeuber, 1964;
Taeuber and Taeuber, 1965; Lieberson; McEntire).
Only a fraction of existing patterns of segregation can be explained by the low incomes and
other characteristics of Negro households (Taeuber and Taeuber, 1965; Pascal; Kain and Persky,
1969). Moreover, what little attitudinal information exists indicates that most black persons
would prefer to live in integrated rather than in
segrated neighborhoods (Brink and Harris).
2. Governments, including the Federal Government, are deeply implicated in creating and in
maintaining existing patterns of segregation.
Early Federal housing policy accepted prevailing
private practices of racial exclusion and discrimination (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights; National
Committee
Against
Discrimination;
Abrams; McEntire). FHA, for example, not only
acquiesced in the discriminatory private practices, but encouraged them to the pOint of recommending a model racially restrictive covenant
to insure against "inharmonious racial groups."
The Federal Home Loan Bank Board and the
Home Owners Loan Corporation openly espoused policies favoring racial residential exclusion. In recent years, Federal, State, and local
governments have less often actively supported
discriminatory practices, but they have not been
forceful in their efforts to overcome decades of
government inaction or outright support of racial
segregation. Local governments today seldom
pursue policies whose avowed effects are to exclude minority households. Race, however, is
often a factor in the resistance of local communities to subsidized and low income housing. The
exclusionary policies of local governments cannot explain either the segregation of black
households or thei r concentration in central cities. However, zoning and similar policies do support existing patterns of segregation by income
and race and make it more difficult to develop
polices to overcome these patterns.
3. As a result of discriminatory practices in
urban housing markets and the intense segregation of Negro households in most U.S. metropolitan areas, blacks must pay more than similar
white households for housing of comparable
size, quality, and neighborhood amenity. A recent high quality study by Robert Gillingham
using BLS and census data for 1960-61 provides
the best an,d .most e~tensive systematic evidence
on the mag' rt~ I, 10 ~gcrimination markups for
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rental properties (Gillingham). Of the 10 large

SMSA's included in his study, Gillingham found

evidence of discrimination markups in all but

one, San Francisco (Table 1).

There is some reason to believe these dis-

crimination markups may have declined some-

what in the past 13 years as the rate of growth

of urban black populations has declined. Analy-

ses by King and Mieszkowski and by John Quig-

ley and me using more recent data indicate,

however, that comparable differentials remain

(King and Mieszkowski; Kain and Quigley, 1972a;

Kain and Quigley, 1972b). The King-Mieszkowski

study obtained a discrimination markup of 18

percent for rental units in New Haven, Connecti-

cut, in 1968-69. John Quigley's and my analysis

of 1,500 households in St. Louis (1967) obtained

a markup of 9 percent for rental units and 5 per-

cent for owner-occupied units.

These analyses of discrimination markups

implicitly assume that housing is a homogeneous

good and that housing in the ghetto is the same

as housing outside the ghetto, except for price.

The facts are quite different. Housing is a collec-

tion of heterogeneous attributes; the characteris-

tics of housing bundles vary in major ways be-

tween the ghetto and the rest of the metropolitan

housing market; and the discrimination markups

of the numerous housing attributes are not uni-

form (Kain and Quigley, 1972b; Straszheim;

Apgar and Kain). Larger price differences arise if

the different price structures of the ghetto and

nonghetto housing markets are taken into ac-

count. Quigley's and my analysis reveals that the

typical ghetto rental unit could be obtained for

13 percent less in all white areas. Similarly, the

typical nonghetto rental and owner-occupied

units would cost 14 percent and 15 percent

more, respectively, in the ghetto than in the

nonghetto housing market. The difference in the

average weighted and unweighted markups, of

course, reflects the tendency of both ghetto and

nonghetto households to buy less of those hous-

ing attributes which are relatively more expen-

sive.

These findings are consistent with earlier in-

vestigations based on aggregate census data by

Muth for Chicago in 1950 and 1960; by Ridker

and Henning for St. Louis, in 1960; and by nu-

merous others (Muth 1969; Becker; Haugen and

Heins; Duncan and Duncan, 1957; Duncan and

Hauser; McEntire; Ridker and Henning; Tilly,

Jackson, and Kay; Rapkin; and Rapkin and

Grigsby). For example, Richard Muth obtained

estimates of discrimination markups of approxi-

mately 30 percent for owners and 5 percent for

Table 1. Estimated Discrimination Markups

for Nonwhite Renters, 1960-61

City

Chicago

Los Angeles

Detroit

Boston

Pittsburgh

Cleveland

Washington, D.C.

Baltimore

rental properties (Gillingham). Of the 10 large
SMSA's included in his study, Gillingham found
evidence of discrimination markups in all but
one, San Francisco (Table 1).
There is some reason to believe these discrimination markups may have declined somewhat in the past 13 years as the rate of growth
of urban black populations has declined. Analyses by King and Mieszkowski and by John Quigley and me using more recent data indicate,
however, that comparable differentials remain
(King and Mieszkowski; Kain and Quigley, 1972a;
Kain and Quigley, 1972b). The King-Mieszkowski
study obtained a discrimination markup of 18
percent for rental units in New Haven, Connecticut, in 19&H)9. John Quigley's and my analysis
of 1,SOO households in St. Louis (1967) obtained
a markup of 9 percent for rental units and 5 percent for owner-occupied units.
These analyses of discrimination markups
implicitly assume that housing is a homogeneous
good and that housing in the ghetto is the same
as housing outside the ghetto, except for price.
The facts are quite different. Housing is a collection of heterogeneous attributes; the characteristics of housing bundles vary in major ways between the ghetto and the rest of the metropolitan
housing market; and the discrimination markups
of the numerous housing attributes are not uniform (Kain and Quigley, 1972b; Straszheim;
Apgar and Kain). Larger price differences arise if
the different price structures of the ghetto and
nonghetto housing markets are taken into account. Quigley's and my analysis reveals that the
typical ghetto rental unit could be obtained for
13 percent less in all white areas. Similarly, the
typical nonghetto rental and owner-occupied
units would cost 14 percent and 15 percent
more, respectively, in the ghetto than in the
nonghetto housing market. The difference in the
average weighted and unweighted markups, of
course, reflects the tendency of both ghetto and
nonghetto households to buy less of those housing attributes which are relatively more expensive.
These findings are consistent with earlier investigations based on aggregate census data by
Muth for Chicago in 1950 and 1960; by Ridker
and Henning for St. Louis, in 1960; and by numerous others (Muth 1969; Becker; Haugen and
Heins; Duncan and Duncan, 1957; Duncan and
Hauser; McEntire; Ridker and Henning; Tilly,
Jackson, and Kay; Rapkin; and Rapkin and
Grigsby). For example, Richard Muth obtained
estimates of disc ~imi nation ma rkups of approximately 30 percent for owners and 5 percent for

St. Louis

San Francisco-Oakland

Percent
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Table 1. Estimated Discrimination Markups
for Nonwhite Renters, 1980-61
City
Chicago
Los Angeles
Detroit
Boston
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Washington. D.C.
Baltimore
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland

Percent
20.'-

9.5
9.6

3.1
16.9
12.6

3.0
17.'13.'-0.1

Source: Robert F. Gillingham. "Place to Place Rent Comparillons Ulling Hedonic Quality Adjustment TeChnique .... Re.earch DI.cusslon Paper No.7. March 1973.
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Research Division, Office of Prices and LivIng Conditions, WUhlngton. D.C ..

p.60.

renters in Chicago in 1960 [Muth, p. 239]. Similarly, Ridker and Henning obtained discrimination
markups for owner-occupied units in S1. Louis of
20 percent. Indeed, of the large number of studies that have examined the problem only two,
one by Martin Bailey (South Side of Chicago)
and the other by Victoria Lampman (Houston),
find no evidence of discrimination markups (Bailey, Lampman). The methodological difficulties of
Bailey's study are too numerous to discuss at
this point; those of Lampman's are obvious.
Lampman considers no neighborhood characteristics, even though Gillingham's and numerous
other studies have shown them to be as important as structure attributes in determining housing prices and rents.
4. As a result of a price structure that is unfavorable to the consumption of high quality
units and of more subtle supply restrictions,
blacks less often consume high quality bundles
of housing attributes than similar white households. Many kinds of housing are scarce or completely unavailable in the ghetto. To consume
these desirable kinds of housing, Negro households often must move to neighborhoods not
sanctioned for Negro occupancy. To obtain
housing in these neighborhoods, they must, without guarantee of success, devote inordinate
amounts of time and money to househunting,
and subject themselves and their families to humiliation and harassment. As a result, most
blacks limit their search for housing to the
ghetto.
. .
Housi 1'9 1 !'a F e diScrimination operates to
restr ~ HMIi l a~d.ei:>
lili~ t)west, highest qual-

Table 2. Estimates of Housing Consumption

by St. Louis Households *

Actual

Black

Dwelling Quality 9.10

Table 2. Estimates of Housing Consumption
by SI. louis Households 1

purchased a home 20 years earlier (Kain and
Quigley, 1972a). These increases in housing
costs are in addition to any price markups.

lnterior space 55.03

Neigh. Qual. 42.21

Exterior Space 5.42

Est. Black Actual White

Consumption Consumption

20.53 24.52

55.07 58.10

Dwelling Quality
Interior space
Neigh. Qual.
Exterior Space

Actual
Black
9.10
55.03
42.21
5.42

Esl. Black
Consumption
20.53
55.07
48.08
6.21

Actual White
Consumption
24.52
58.10
49.84
11.03

48.08 49.84

6.21 11.03

1 Estimates of the four housing bundle components shown

in Table 2 were obtained by weighting the quantities

of a large number of housing attributes by the price of

these attributes outside the ghetto and aggregating

them into the four housing bundle components shown.

Source: John F. Kaln and John M. Qulgley, Discrimination

Eatlmatea 01 the lour houalng bundle componenta ahown
In Table 2 were obtained by weighting the quantltlel
01 a large number 01 houllng attributes by the price of
theas attributes outside the ghetto and aggregating
them Into the lour houaing bundle components Ihown.
Source: John F. Kaln and John M. Quigley, Dlscrlmlnal/on
and a Heterogeneous Housing Stock: An Economic
Analy.,. (New York: National Bureau of Economic Rsasarch, IBn).
1

and a Heterogeneous Housing Stock: An Economic

Analvsis (New York: National Bureau of Economic Re-

search, 1972).

ity housing in the best neighborhoods. As a re-

sult, black households consume less of both

neighborhood and dwelling unit quality and exte-

rior space than would be expected on the basis

of their incomes and other characteristics (Kain

and Quigley, 1972b). Quantitative estimates of

these effects for St. Louis households, summa-

rized in Table 2, illustrate how these supply re-

strictions affect Negro consumption of four hous-

ing bundle components: dwelling quality, interior

space, neighborhood quality, and exterior space.

Recent analyses by Mahlon Straszheim indicate

a similar situation exists in the San Francisco-

Oakland housing market (Straszheim).

5. Discriminatory practices and resulting

supply restrictions insure that blacks are much

ity housing in the best neighborhoods. As a result, black households consume less of both
neighborhood and dwelling unit quality and exterior space than would be expected on the basis
of their incomes and other characteristics (Kain
and Quigley, 1972b). Quantitative estimates of
these effects for St. Louis households, summa. rized in Table 2, illustrate how these supply restrictions affect Negro consumption of four housing bundle components: dwelling quality, interior
space, neighborhood quality, and exterior space,
Recent analyses by Mahlon Straszheim indicate
a similar situation exists in the San FranciscoOakland housing market (Straszheim).

less likely to be homeowners than white house-

holds of similar income and family structure.

Table 3 provides some estimates of actual levels

of Negro homeownership in 18 large SMSA's in

1960 and of the levels of homeownership that

might exist if blacks did not encounter housing

market discrimination.

The restrictions of Negro homeownership

opportunities suggested by the statistics in Table

3 have far greater ramifications than may be evi-

dent at first glance. Estimates prepared by John

Quigley and me indicate that an effective limita-

tion on homeownership can increase Negro

housing costs by over 30 percent, assuming no

price appreciation. Moreover, calculations by

Quigley and me show that, given reasonable as-

sumptions about the appreciation of single family

homes, a Negro household prevented from buy-

ing a home in 1950 would have out-of-pocket

housing costs in 1970 more than twice as high

as the costs would have been if the family had

purchased a home 20 years earlier (Kain and

Quigley, 1972a). These increases in housing

costs are in addition to any price markups.

Table 3. Actual and Expected Proportions of

Negro Households Who Are Homeowners

by SMSA

SMSA

Actual

Expected

Atlanta

5. Discriminatory practices and resulting
supply restrictions insure that blacks are much
less likely to be homeowners than white households of similar income and family structure.
Table 3 provides some estimates of actual levels
of Negro homeownership in 18 large SMSA's in
1960 and of the levels of homeownership that
might exist if blacks did not encounter housing
market discrimination.
The restrictions of Negro homeownership
opportunities suggested by the statistics in Table
3 have far greater ramifications than may be evident at first glance. Estimates prepared by John
Quigley and me indicate that an effective limitation on homeownership can increase Negro
housing costs by over 30 percent, assuming no
price appreciation. Moreover, calculations by
Quigley and me show that, given reasonable assumptions about the appreciation of single family
homes, a Negro household prevented from buying a home in 1950 would have out-of-pocket
housing costs in 1970 more than twice as high
as the costs would have been it the faTily had

Table 3. Actual and Expected Proportions of
Negro Households Who Are Homeowners
by SMSA
SMSA
Atlanta
Boston
Chicago
Cleveland
Dallas
Detroit
Los Angeles/Long Beach
Newark
Philadelphia
SI. Louis
Baltimore
Birmingham
Houston
Indianapolis
Memphis
New Orleans
Pittsburgh
San Francisco-Oakland

Actual
.31
.21
.18
.30
.39
.41
.41
.24
.45
.34
.36
.44
.46
.45
.37
.28
.35
.37

Expected
.52
.43
.47

.58
.54
.67
.51
.50
.66
.55
.61

.56
.56
.58
.50
.40
.59
.51

Source: John F. Kaln and John M. Quigley, "Housing Markel Discrimination, Homeownershlp, and Savings Behavior," American Economic Review, June 1972.

Much of the savings from homeownership
results from the favorable treatment accorded
homeowners under the Federal income tax.
These tax provisions favoring homeowners are
widely recognized and well documented (Aaron;
Shelton). Quigley's and my findings suggest that
Negro households at all income levels are
impeded by housing market discrimination from
purchasing and owning single family homes. As
a consequence, Negro households are prevented
from taking full advantage of these tax benefits.
Since tax savings from homeownership increase
with income, this aspect of discriminatory housing markets cuts most sharply against middle
and upper income black households.

6. Racial discrimination in urban housing
markets is an important part of the explanation
for the smaller quantity of assets owned by
Negro households at each income level. It has
been well established that Negro households at
every income level have less wealth than white
households (Terrell). Current and historical limitations on homeownership are an important part
of the explanation. A simple example is useful in
demonstratiog. tl)e ~u.bstanti~1 effect of homeo~n
ership on cap~
ac ', I:Jlatlon by low and mld-
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die income households. The average house pur-

chased with an FHA 203 mortgage in 1949 had a

value of $8,286 and a mortgage of $7,101 (FHA).

Assume this house was purchased with a 20-year

mortgage by a 30-year-old household head. If

the home neither appreciated nor depreciated, the

purchaser of this unit would have saved more

than $7,000 and would own his home free and

clear by his 50th birthday.

But the postwar years have not been char-

acterized by price neutrality. The average appre-

ciation of single-family houses during the past 20

years must have exceeded the 100 percent in-

crease in the Boeck composite cost index for

small residential structures. Use of this conserv-

ative estimate of appreciation would mean that

the typical FHA-financed homeowner would have

accumulated assets by age 50 worth at least

$16,000, a considerable sum that he could use to

reduce his housing costs, to borrow against for

the college education of his children, or simply

to hold for his retirement. The mean wealth accu-

mulation of white households in 1966 was only

$20,000 (Terrell).

7. Blacks spend less on housing than whites

of identical incomes and family structure. Some

earlier studies of housing markets indicated that

blacks spent a larger fraction of their income on

housing than whites at each income level (Muth).

die income households. The average house purchased with an FHA 203 mortgage in 1949 had a
value of $8,286 and a mortgage of $7,101 (FHA).
Assume this house was purchased with a 20-year
mortgage by a 30-year-old household head. If
the home neither appreciated nor depreciated, the
purchaser of this unit would have saved more
than $7,000 and would own his home free and
clear by his 50th birthday.
But the postwar years have not been characterized by price neutrality. The average appreciation of single-family houses during the past 20
years must have exceeded the 100 percent increase in the Boeck composite cost index for
small residential structures. Use of this conservative estimate of appreciation would mean that
the typical FHA-financed homeowner would have
accumulated assets by age 50 worth at least
$16,000, a considerable sum that he could use to
reduce his housing costs, to borrow against for
the college education of his children, or simply
to hold for his retirement. The mean wealth accumulation of white households in 1966 was only
$20,000 (Terrell).

More recent studies, based on more adequate

data, have established that blacks spend a

smaller fraction of their incomes on housing than

whites of similar incomes and family structures

(de Leeuw; Kain and Quigley, 1972b; Straszheim,

1972). This result is a completely rational re-

sponse to the higher relative prices of good

quality housing in the ghetto and to the inferior

selection of housing available to them (Kain and

Quigley; Straszheim). There is no evidence to

suggest that black households would spend less

than comparable white households if a similar

range of housing were made available to them at

prices equivalent to those prevailing outside the

ghetto. This inability to consume high quality

housing, which largely explains their lower ex-

penditures, is, of course, a major welfare loss

for black Americans.

Indirect Effects of Housing Market

Discrimination

The full effects of housing market discrimi-

nation extend far beyond housing and include

additional, more subtle costs and welfare losses

for both nonwhites and whites. Segregated hous-

ing patterns create unequal educational opportu-

nity, increase insurance and other living costs,

and contribute to employment discrimination for

7. Blacks spend less on housing than whites
of identical incomes and family structure. Some
earlier studies of housing markets indicated that
blacks spent a larger fraction of their income on
housing than whites at each income level (Muth).
More recent studies, based on more adequate
data, have established that blacks spend a
smaller fraction of their incomes on housing than
whites of similar incomes and family structures
(de Leeuw; Kain and Quigley, 1972b; Straszheim,
1972). This result is a completely rational response to the higher relative prices of good
quality housing in the ghetto and to the inferior
selection of housing available to them (Kain and
Quigley; Straszheim). There is no evidence to
suggest that black households would spend less
than comparable white househ~ds if a similar
range of housing were made available to them at
prices equivalent to those prevailing outside the
ghetto. This inability to consume high quality
housing, which largely explains their lower expenditures, is, of course, a major welfare loss
for black Americans.

blacks. Discrimination also results in higher

commuting costs for whites and distorts the

overall pattern of metropolitan growth and devel-

opment.

De facto segregation, rooted in racial dis-

Indirect Effects of Housing Market
Discrimination

crimination in urban housing markets, has dis-

placed de jure segregation as the principal

cause of segregated education and the inferior

quality it typically signifies (U.S. Commission on

The full effects of housing market discrimination extend far beyond housing and include
additional, more subtle costs and welfare losses

for both nonwhites and whites. Segregated housing patterns create unequal educational opportunity, increase insurance and other living costs,
and contribute to employment discrimination for
blacks. Discrimination also results in higher
commuting costs for whites and distorts the
overall pattern of metropOlitan growth and development.
De facto segregation, rooted in racial discrimination in urban housing markets, has displaced de jure segregation as the principal
cause of segregated education and the inferior
quality it typically signifies (U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights, 1967; Hanushek). Again, it is middle
class and upwardly mobile blacks who wish their
children to have the best education possible who
suffer most from existing patterns of segregated
education.
Blacks who buy homes in the ghetto must
pay more for theft and fire insurance than the
cost of similar coverage in suburban communities or are unable to obtain them at all (Holshouser, et al.). Mortgage financing will be more
difficult to obtain and often will be obtained only
on less favorable terms than in the suburbs.
These premiums will be in addition to the discrimination markups and homeownership considerations discussed previously. Ghetto residents,
moreover, will usually pay more for auto insurance than will suburban whites.
Housing segregation and discrimination reinforce more direct forms of employment discrimination. Geographic limitations on the residential
choice of nonwhites insure that blacks can reach
many jobs only by making time-consuming and
expensive commutes (Kain, 1968). If nonwhites
seek, obtain, and accept these distant jobs, their
real wages (money wages minus the money and
time outlays for commuting) will be less than
those of comparable white workers. Often they
will not even learn of available jobs far from the
ghetto or will not bother to apply because of the
cost and difficulty of reaching them. Faced with
these difficulties, they may accept low paying
jobs near the ghetto or no job at all, choosing
leisure and welfare as rational alternatives to
low pay and poor working conditions.
Racial discrimination imposes costs on the
majority white population as well as on minorities. Commuting costs of centrally employed
whites are appreciably higher than they would
be if housing market discrimination and segregation did not exist. The steady growth of central
city ghettos has forced centrally employed high
~ ites to move farther and
and mid dl i ' ~

Civil Rights, 1967; Hanushek). Again, it is middle
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suffer most from existing patterns of segregated
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farther from their places of employment, increas-

ing commuting time and costs. The intense pres-

sure for expensive high speed highway and

transit links to declining central employment

areas is one of the consequences (Kain and Per-

sky, 1969).

Racial discrimination and the steady growth

of central city ghettos have seriously distorted

the patterns of urban growth and development in

recent decades. lf racial discrimination had not

existed in urban housing markets, private loca-

tion decisions would have produced a far differ-

ent geographic distribution of the low income,

black population. lf the suburbs had been open

to middle and low income blacks, many would

have moved to suburban areas along with their

jobs, much in the fashion of whites of similar so-

cioeconomic status. This would have affected the

central city housing market in two ways. First,

central cities would have had a very different

image. A slower rate of growth of the poverty

population would have affected the prestige of

central city residential areas. lf more middle and

high income families had remained in the central

cities, the quality of public schools and of other

public services would have been maintained.

Similarly, the quality of neighborhood environ-

ments would have declined less often. Second, a

larger number of black suburban residents would

have increased the competition for, and prices

of, suburban housing. The competition for, and

prices of, central city properties would have

been correspondingly reduced. The exact magni-

tudes of these price changes are difficult to pre-

dict, but their direction is indisputable. Given

these changes in relative housing prices, many

more centrally employed whites would have de-

cided to live in the central city. Similarly, few

blacks employed at suburban workplaces would

commute long distances back to the central city

core to pay more for housing. lncreased Negro

residence in the suburbs also would have re-

duced under-representation of blacks in subur-

ban plants.

The relative and often absolute dispersal of

employment, rising incomes, and declining real

transport costs would have decreased the de-

mand for, and price of, dwelling units in central

residential areas (Kain, May 1969). Centrally em-

ployed middle and high income households

would have been encouraged by bargain prices

to buy and renovate central city residences. ln

neighborhoods where individual units were struc-

turally unsound and unsuitable for renovation by

individual buyers, still lower prices would have

encouraged private developers, perhaps assisted

by government programs, to carry out more com-

prehensive renewal schemes.

But the poverty of entrapped minority and

other disadvantaged populations insured that

central city housing would deteriorate. The result

has been a steady expansion of slum housing,

deterioration of urban services, and an expecta-

tion that the process would continue until the

entire central city became a black slum. This

farther from their places of employment, increasing commuting time and costs. The intense pressure for expensive high speed highway and
transit links to declining central employment
areas is one of the consequences (Kain and Persky, 1969).
Racial discrimination and the steady growth
of central city ghettos have seriously distorted
the patterns of urban growth and development in
recent decades. If racial discrimination had not
existed in urban housing markets, private location decisions would have produced a far different geographic distribution of the low income,
black population. If the suburbs had been open
to middle and low income blacks, many would
have moved to suburban areas along with their
jobs, much in the fashion of whites of similar socioeconomic status. This would have affected the
central city housing market in two ways. First,
central cities would have had a very different
image. A slower rate of growth of the poverty
population would have affected the prestige of
central city residential areas. If more middle and
high income families had remained in the central
cities, the quality of public schools and of other
public services would have been maintained.
Similarly, the quality of neighborhood environments would have declined less often. Second, a
larger number of black suburban residents would
have increased the competition for, and prices
of, suburban housing. The competition for, and
prices of, central city properties would have
been correspondingly reduced. The exact magnitudes of these price changes are difficult to predict, but their direction is indisputable. Given
these changes in relative housing prices, many
more centrally employed whites would have decided to live in the central city. Similarly, few
blacks employed at suburban workplaces would
commute long distances back to the central city
core to pay more for housing. Increased Negro
residence in the suburbs also would have reduced under-representation of blacks in suburban plants.
The relative and often absolute dispersal of
employment, rising incomes, and declining real
transport costs would have decreased the demand for, and price of, dwelling units in central
residential areas (Kain, May 1969). Centrally employed middle and high income households
would have been encouraged by bargain prices
to buy and renovate central city residences. In
neighborhoods where individual units were structurally unsound and unsuitable for renovation by
individual buyers, still lower prices would have

encouraged private developers, perhaps assisted
by government programs, to carry out more comprehensive renewal schemes.
But the poverty of entrapped minority and
other disadvantaged populations insured that
central city housing would deteriorate. The result
has been a steady expansion of slum housing,
deterioration of urban services, and an expectation that the process would continue until the
entire central city became a black slum. This
pattern of urban development presents us with
the current policy dilemma: Can these historical
trends be reversed, or is the economic, physical,
and social decline of our great cities inevitable?

Implications for Government
Housing Policy
A major emphasis of Federal urban development programs has been to arrest the physical
and economic decline of central cities. These
programs have been unequal to powerful market
and non market forces that operate in the opposite direction and thus have not been particularly
successful. Discriminatory practices in urban
housing markets and the resulting rapid growth
of central city ghettos are the most important of
these countervailing forces.
As long as the ghetto continues its rapid
growth, land and housing prices in central cities
will remain at high levels, the expectation that
the city will become a lower class slum will persist and government programs aimed at reversing these trends will fail. If the growth of the
ghetto could be arrested, positive programs to
make the central city attractive to middle income
families, either white or black, would have a
chance. Without this change in the dynamics of
metropolitan development, trends outlined in this
paper cannot be reversed. The first objective of
Federal housing policy should, therefore, be to
open suburban housing to minority households.
The Department of Housing and Urban Development should review its existing programs
and policies to insure that to the maximum extent possible they encourage individual minority
households to consider housing outside of established minority neighborhoods and that they facilitate minority groups in locating and securing
housing throughout the entire metroplitan housing market. In particular, if the numerous interest
and construction subsidies to builders and developers are continued, the Department should
make an even greater effort to insure that these
agents purs-ve activi e 0 en occupancy and equal
unQlna HO n
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opportunity programs as a condition for contin-

ued Federal subsidy.

lf current Federal responsibilities for hous-

ing and urban development are transferred to

State agencies, it is imperative that adequate

safeguards be developed to insure that active

open occupancy policies are developed and car-

ried out. A policy to combat racial discrimination

and segregated living patterns may be the

strongest rationale for a major Federal role in

housing. There is considerable evidence that

Federal officials, who are insulated from local

pressures, are able to take a longer view of

urban development trends than local officials

and are more willing and successful in pressing

for reductions in discriminatory practices.

The Department also should evaluate the in-

direct effects of all of its programs to insure

that they do not operate to maintain and to sup-

port existing patterns of racial segregation. Fi-

nally, it should make every effort to obtain a sim-

ilar review of all other Federal programs. For

example, a racial segregation impact statement

similar to the environmental impact statements

might be required of all Federal programs. Such

a provision might encourage policymakers to

consider explicitly the indirect effects of their ac-

tions on the patterns of racial segregation in

American cities.

As long as minority households do not have

access to the entire metropolitan housing supply,

measures to increase the amounts available for

them to spend on housing will be far less effec-

tive in reducing the housing deficiency of minor-

ity households than similar measures would be

for the majority. lf these minority households are

given the freedom to spend the increased pur-

chasing power in the manner they deem best,

they will spend less on housing then would white

households of similar incomes and circum-

stances. lf they are forced to spend all of the in-

creased resources on housing, they will obtain

less housing than similar white households.

Even if there is no reduction in housing

market discrimination, increases in black ex-

penditures for housing undoubtedly would induce

some additional housing investment and improve

housing conditions somewhat within the ghetto.

But the improvement obtained in this way would

generally be much smaller than that which would

be achieved if blacks had free access to the en-

tire metropolitan housing market, where the pos-

sible supply responses are more variegated.

Because of the severe restrictions on the

black housing supply in many metropolitan areas

and the past reluctance of state and local gov-

ernments to provide subsidized housing outside

of low income neighborhoods, a general income

transfer would be more effective than allowances

tied directly to housing. Black households would

benefit even less from a housing allowance than

white households; Quigley's and my analysis

suggests that low income black households

would obtain about two-thirds as much housing

per housing subsidy dollar as whites. Moreover,

they would typically be unable to obtain the

opportunity programs as a condition for continued Federal subsidy.
If current Federal responsibilities for housing and urban development are transferred to
State agencies, it is imperative that adequate
safeguards be developed to insure that active
open occupancy policies are developed and carried out. A policy to combat racial discrimination
and segregated living patterns may be the
strongest rationale for a major Federal role in
housing. There is considerable evidence that
Federal officials, who are insulated from local
pressures, are able to take a longer view of
urban development trends than local officials
and are more willing and successful in pressing
for reductions in discriminatory practices.
The Department also should evaluate the indirect effects of all of its programs to insure
that they do not operate to maintain and to support existing patterns of racial segregation. Finally, it should make every effort to obtain a similar review of all other Federal programs. For
example, a racial segregation impact statement
similar to the environmental impact statements
might be required of all Federal programs. Such
a provision might encourage policymakers to
consider explicitly the indirect effects of their actions on the patterns of racial segregation in
American cities.
As long as minority households do not have
access to the entire metropolitan housing supply,
measures to increase the amounts available for
them to spend on housing will be far less effective in reducing the housing deficiency of minority households than similar measures would be
for the majority. If these minority households are
given the freedom to spend the increased purchasing power in the manner they deem best,
they will spend less on housing then would white
households of similar incomes and circumstances. If they are forced to spend all of the increased resources on housing, they will obtain
less housing than similar white households.
Even if there is no reduction in housing
market discrimination, increases in black expenditures for housing undoubtedly would induce
some additional housing investment and improve
housing conditions somewhat within the ghetto.
But the improvement obtained in this way would
generally be much smaller than that which would
be achieved if blacks had free access to the entire metropolitan housing market, where the possible supply responses are more variegated.
Because of the severe restrictions on the
black housing su pply in many metropolitan areas

kinds of housing they prefer. Nevertheless, sub-

sidies tied specifically to housing production are

likely to be an even less effective means of in-

creasing the supply of good quality housing
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and the past reluctance of state and local governments to provide subsidized housing outside
of low income neighborhoods, a general income
transfer would be more effective than allowances
tied directly to housing. Black households would
benefit even less from a housing allowance than
white households; Quigley's and my analysis
suggests that low income black households
would obtain about two-thirds as much housing
per housing subsidy dollar as whites. Moreover,
they would typically be unable to obtain the
kinds of housing they prefer. Nevertheless, subsidies tied specifically to housing production are
likely to be an even less effective means of increasing the supply of good quality housing
available to minorities. There is little evidence
that state and local governments are more inclined to build subsidized projects outside of low
income neighborhoods today than they were a
few years ago. Therefore, it is likely that such
projects will continue to be built in high-cost,
central locations with unfavorable neighborhood
environments. Because of the high land costs,
the required subsidy per assisted unit would be
quite large. Moreover, these heavily subsidized
units, in general, will not be the kinds of housing
in strong demand by black households and in
limited supply in the ghetto: single family units.
in quality neighborhoods, suitable for homeownership.
To encourage racial integration in urban
housing markets some economists have proposed the use of payments to encourage whites
to move into predominately black neighborhoods and to encourage blacks to move into all
or predominately white neighborhoods. The size
of the payments would be scaled to the degree
of integration existing in the neighborhood. No
payments would be provided to blacks who wish
to live in all-black neighborhoods or to whites
choosing all-white neigborhoods. Although simple incentives of this kind are hard to fault on
grounds of narrow economic efficiency. they
have little chance of gaining public acceptance.
Still, a number of more modest plans in the spirit
of this proposal may be worth considering.
The Department currently has a large-scale
experiment underway to evaluate the efficacy of
housing allowances, and. presumably, programs
of this kind are being considered in the Department's review of current and potential housing
programs. A housing allowance program could
be designed to encourage greater racial and
economic integration and. more importantly. to
discourag. - liE)n : t:€r ~~ concentration of black
and f.ll'llmsl~
iWC I~ produce unfavora-

!Jl

ble neighborhood effects in urban housing mar-

kets. Specifically, allowances either could be

scaled to the social and economic concentration

of particular neighborhoods, or quotas could be

employed. ln the first instance, housing allow-

ance recipients would be given larger allow-

ances for housing in neighborhoods where few

allowance recipients currently resided. A quota

system might operate with a uniform allowance,

but refuse to approve units in neighborhoods

once the number of recipients reaches a cer-

tain prescribed level. Quotas and sliding subsidy

scales might be justified as a way to spread the

burden, to insure that no community or neighbor-

hood is forced to accept a disproportionate num-

ber of disadvantaged households, and to mini-

mize the likelihood of adverse neighborhood

effects.

A housing allowance program also could

provide attractive opportunities to aid minority

households in locating housing outside the

ghetto and to monitor the activities of lenders,

builders, and housing suppliers. The success of

such measures, of course, depends on adequate

and sympathetic staffing and on high level sup-

port for the aims of the program. Extreme care

would have to be taken to insure that these in-

formation and counseling programs did not oper-

ate in precisely the opposite way, i.e., to dis-

courage black households from searching for

housing outside the ghetto and to channel them

into the ghetto housing supply.

The overwhelming evidence that discrimina-

tion decreases the opportunity of black house-

holds to be homeowners provides a powerful ra-

tionale for a special minority mortgage loan

program. The large impact of this impairment on

Negro housing costs and on the ability of black

households to save and to accumulate wealth

justifies a special effort to insure that the mort-

gage applications of black households receive

sympathetic review, regardless of the location of

the properties concerned. A minority mortgage

loan program should give full credit to the earn-

ings of black females in the assessment of the

financial strength of potential black borrowers.

Female earnings are, of course, far more impor-

tant for black households. Unfortunately, the

effectiveness of such a program would be appre-

ciably diminished by the limited supply of suita-

ble housing in existing black neighborhoods.

HUD in particular, should insist on rapid and

sympathetic review of mortgage applications by

blacks wishing to buy properties outside of es-

tablished minority concentrations. ln addition,

the Department might consider developing legis-

lation that would enable FHA to give more favor-

able terms (lower interest rates, smaller down-

payments, and longer terms) to minority

households purchasing properties in areas dis-

tant from the ghetto.

Negro households are a large potential mar-

ket for homeownership. As Negro incomes con-

tinue to increase, this potential demand will

grow. lt is well to emphasize, however, that

these higher levels of homeownership will not be

realized unless Negro households gain access to

a supply of suitable housing. A combination of

favorable terms, good service, and aggressive

marketing by FHA would be a powerful force to

ble neighborhood effects in urban housing markets. Specifically, allowances either could be
scaled to the social and economic concentration
of particular neighborhoods, or quotas could be
employed. In the first instance, housing allowance recipients would be given larger allowances for housing in neighborhoods where few
allowance recipients currently resided. A quota
system might operate with a uniform allowance,
but refuse to approve units in neighborhoods
once the number of recipients reaches a certain prescribed level. Quotas and sliding subsidy
scales might be justified as a way to spread the
burden, to insure that no community or neighborhood is forced to accept a disproportionate number of disadvantaged households, and to minimize the likelihood of adverse neighborhood
effects.
A housing allowance program also could
provide attractive opportunities to aid minority
households in locating housing outside the
ghetto and to monitor the activities of lenders,
builders, and housing suppliers. The success of
such measures, of course, depends on adequate
and sympathetic staffing and on high level support for the aims of the program. Extreme care
would have to be taken to insure that these information and counseling programs did not operate in precisely the opposite way, i.e., to discourage black households from searching for
housing outside the ghetto and to channel them
into the ghetto housing supply.
The overwhelming evidence that discrimination decreases the opportunity of black households to be homeowners provides a powerful rationale for a special minority mortgage loan
program. The large impact of this impairment on
Negro housing costs and on the ability of black
households to save and to accumulate wealth
justifies a special effort to insure that the mortgage applications of black households receive
sympathetic review, regardless of the location of
the properties concerned. A minority mortgage
loan program should give full credit to the earnings of black females in the assessment of the
financial strength of potential black borrowers.
Female earnings are, of course, far more important for black households. Unfortunately, the
effectiveness of such a program would be appreciably diminished by the limited supply of suitable housing in existing black neighborhoods.
HUD in particular, should insist on rapid and
sympathetic review of mortgage applications by
blacks wishing to buy properties outside of established minority concentrations. In addition,
the Department might consider developi(l g legis-

lation that would enable FHA to give more favorable terms (lower interest rates, smaller downpayments, and longer terms) to minority
households purchasing properties in areas distant from the ghetto.
Negro households are a large potential market for homeownership. As Negro incomes continue to increase, this potential demand will
grow. It is well to emphasize, however, that
these higher levels of homeownership will not be
realized unless Negro households gain access to
a supply of suitable housing. A combination of
favorable terms, good service, and aggressive
marketing by FHA would be a powerful force to
loosen the barriers to Negro entry into middle
and high income neighborhoods. Such policies
would enable black households to obtain the
higher quality housing that existing patterns of
discrimination and segregation now appear to
prevent them from consuming. A minority mortgage loan program would help redress the effects of earlier FHA policies that made it difficult
or impossible for minorities to acquire housing in
white residential areas, policies that were among
the most effective instruments for maintaining
segregated living patterns.
In the aftermath of the Detroit and Watts
riots a number of banks and insurance companies instituted minority mortgage loan programs.
Valuable lessons in how not to design a minority
mortgage loan program can be gleaned from this
experience. The BBURG (Boston Banks Urban
Renewal Group) program was typical. It provided
mortgages on more favorable terms to minority
households. Unfortunately, eligibility for BBURG
loans was limited to a few neighborhoods adjacent to Boston's ghetto. The consequences were
completely predictable. Black demand for homeownership was channeled into these few neighborhoods accelerating the process of racial
transition and consolidating Boston's black
ghetto. Racial antagonism in the neighborhood
was heightened, and many white occupants who
might have remained in an integrated neighborhood were forced out. A minority mortgage
program should be designed to reduce the pressure on transitional neighborhoods in the path of
ghetto expansion rather than to exacerbate it. At
minimum, it should be neutral in terms of residential location. Preferably, it shoul1 encourage
minority households to seek out housing in predominantly white middle and upper income
neighborhoods distant from existing minority
concentrations.
Gove '. rpent p'f ice guarantees for. properties
locate • jp H~I °a1hrDo : ghetto expansion should
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also be considered. lt is widely believed that

racial integration causes property values to de-

cline. This belief would appear to be inconsistent

with the evidence that housing prices and rents

are higher in the ghetto than outside.

A number of studies of the trends in hous-

ing prices in transitional neighborhoods have

identified a pattern of shortrun price movements

that may explain this apparent contradiction (Kar-

lin; Phares; McKenna; and Werner). White de-

mand for properties in threatened neighborhoods

may suddenly fall off in anticipation of their tran-

sition to Negro occupancy. Although prices are

eventually reestablished at an even higher level,

they may reach quite low levels during the hiatus

between white flight and large-scale black entry.

Owners who panic and sell their properties dur-

ing this period may suffer large capital losses.

Even a few experiences of this kind, no matter

how atypical, may be sufficient to perpetuate the

myths about the effect of integration on property

values. lf a program could be designed to sup-

port prices during these critical periods in transi-

tional neighborhoods, it would remove a source

of racial hostility, inhibit panic selling, and per-

haps help stabilize neighborhoods in the path of

ghetto expansion.

lt would be difficult to design a program of

this kind because of the complexity of urban

housing markets and the difficulty of disentan-

gling the shortrun dynamics accompanying racial

integration from longer-run influences in housing

markets. Even so, the feasibility of such a pro-

gram should be investigated. Extreme care

should be taken, however, to insure that the pro-

gram does not encourage more rapid transition.

The evidence that housing market discrimi-

nation significantly reduces Negro homeowner-

ship, supports the case for revision of the

current treatment of homeownership expenses

under the Federal income tax. Several research-

ers have demonstrated that existing provisions of

the Federal income tax benefit high income

homeowners far more than low income ones

and, of course, provide no benefits to renters

(Aaron; Shelton). These provisions, which en-

courage high income households to increase

their housing consumption and which provide far

fewer benefits and inducements to low income

households, cannot be justified either in terms of

equity or efficiency. They are even more difficult

to justify when the differential access of black

households to homeownership is recognized. lf

there is a strong policy preference to encourage

homeownership, a simple tax credit would be far

more effective.

Some Concluding Observations

Rapid expansion of the Negro ghetto into

good quality neighborhoods adjacent to the

ghetto is the most likely way in which black

housing conditions would be improved under

current market circumstances. ln some metropol-

itan areas, a large increase in Negro purchasing

power would cause relatively large amounts of

good housing to be added to the ghetto fairly

quickly. ln other metropolitan areas, where the

supply of appropriate housing on the boundaries

of the ghetto is less plentiful, rapid peripheral

growth would do little to improve Negro housing

conditions. But if the social costs of continued

also be considered. It is widely believed that Some Concluding Observations
racial integration causes property values to deRapid expansion of the Negro ghetto into
cline. This belief would appear to be inconsistent
with the evidence that housing prices and rents good quality neighborhoods adjacent to the
ghetto is the most likely way in which black
are higher in the ghetto than outside.
A number of studies of the trends in hous- housing conditions would be improved under
ing prices in transitional neighborhoods have current market circumstances. In some metropolidentified a pattern of shortrun price movements itan areas, a large increase in Negro purchasing
power would cause relatively large amounts of
that may explain this apparent contradiction (Karlin: Phares: McKenna; and Werner). White de- good housing to be added to the ghetto fairly
mand for properties in threatened neighborhoods quickly. In other metropOlitan areas, where the
supply of appropriate housing on the boundaries
may suddenly fall off in anticipation of their tranof the ghetto is less plentiful, rapid peripheral
sition to Negro occupancy. Although prices are
growth would do little to improve Negro housing
eventually reestablished at an even higher level,
conditions. But if the social costs of continued
they may reach quite low levels during the hiatus
peripheral expansion of massive central city
between white flight and large-scale black entry.
Owners who panic and sell their properties dur- ghettos are as high as I believe, these desirable
short term improvements in black housing condiing this period may suffer large capital losses.
Even a few experiences of this kind, no matter tions may exact a very high longrun price in adverse impacts on metropolitan growth and develhow atypical, may be sufficient to perpetuate the
opment.
myths about the effect of integration on property
Although black Americans remain intensely
values. If a program could be designed to support prices during these critical periods in transisegregated, there are some indications that intional neighborhoods, it would remove a source
creasing numbers of black households are movof racial hostility, inhibit panic selling, and per- . ing to the suburbs (Birch). A full evaluation of
haps help stabilize neighborhoods in the path of these changes and their implications must await
ghetto expansion.
a careful analYSis of changes over the last decIt would be difficult to design a program of ade based on 1970 census data. The limited
analyses available suggest that the forces of
this kind because of the complexity of urban
housing markets and the difficulty of disentan- housing discrimination in a number of metropolitan areas are waning. At the same time, other
gling the shortrun dynamics accompanying racial
metropolitan areas, particularly those in the
integration from longer-run influences in housing
South, may be becoming more segregated. Hismarkets. Even so, the feasibility of such a protorically, southern metropOlitan areas, particugram should be investigated. Extreme care
should be taken, however, to insure that the prolarly older ones, did not exhibit the massive
concentration of black households that chargram does not encourage more rapid transition.
The evidence that housing market discrimi- acterized northern ones. Unfortunately, they
nation significantly reduces Negro homeowner- appear to be developing patterns of racial segregation similar to those found in large northern
ship, support~ the case for revision of the
metropolitan areas.
current treatment of homeownership expenses
Qualitative changes in recent decades in the
under the Federal income tax. Several researchers have demonstrated that existing provisions of nature of the forces that maintain housing market segregation provide more basis for optimism.
the Federal income tax benefit high income
homeowners far more than low income ones A few years ago, government actively supported
and, of course, provide no benefits to renters
and maintained segregated living patterns. The
(Aaron; Shelton). These provisions, which enmost effective weapons to maintain segregation
courage high income households to increase -for example, racial covenant and FHA morttheir housing consumption and which provide far
gage loan policies-are no longer available. Rafewer benefits and inducements to low income cial discrimination in urban housing markets is
households, cannot be justified either in terms of now unlawful and the Federal Government and
equity or efficiency. They are even more difficult numerous State and local governments have proto justify when the differential access of black mulgated a number of important regulations that
households to homeownership is recognized. If would limit the ability of lenders, brokers, sellthere is a strong policy preference to encourage ers, property owners, and developers to discrimihomeownership, a simple tax credit would be far nate against mino ~ i tjes. These changes in law
more effective.
and govern m ~A' oll c "'Rnd Rractice in turn re-
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flect long term trends in the attitudes of the

American population toward racial discrimination

(Sheatsly). Where a short time ago an individual

who would openly discriminate in housing could

expect strong and vocal approval from his neigh-

bors, today he may not receive their support and

in many communities will feel increasingly the

need to hide his actions and motives from his

friends and neighbors.

Brokers who once openly refused to serve

blacks must now disguise their discriminatory

actions. Because of changes in law and commu-

nity attitudes, brokers are increasingly willing to

show property in white neighborhoods to black

households.

Because racial prejudice persists and be-

cause discriminatory acts in urban housing mar-

kets are so difficult to detect and prove, policies

that insure that minority households have access

to the entire metropolitan housing market on an

equal basis with the white majority will be very

difficult to formulate. lt would be irresponsible to

design and implement housing programs and

policies that depended on minority access to the

entire housing market without a sober evalution

of the likelihood of breaching the barriers which

currently limit the housing choices of these

households. The task is clearly a difficult and de-

manding one. But it is not hopeless, and the

benefits to the entire population of the success-

ful eradication or even significant amelioration of

existing discriminatory practices are inestimable.
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Introduction

Metropolitan Employment
Suburbanization as a Rationale for
Housing Policy Interventions:
A Statement of the Argument and
Review of the Evidence

1. Policies aimed at increasing the number
of jobs which are "appropriate" for the central
city households in question and are located in
close proximity to their present residential location.

By Lawrence H. Thompson

3. Policies aimed at facilitating the greater
movement of the particular group in question
into suburban neighborhoods.

Over the last quarter century, the great bulk

of the new metropolitan housing units con-

structed have been located in the suburban rings

that surround the Nation's central cities. These

"suburban" rings have come to be characterized

by low density, generally newer and more expen-

sive housing occupied, in the main, by more af-

Economist, Office 01 the Secretary,
Department 01 Health, Education, and
Weltare

fluent persons; while the inner, "central city"

area has come to be characterized by generally

older, denser, less expensive housing occupied,

in the main, by less affluent persons.

Over the past few years, it has also become
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increasingly apparent that, in addition to contain-

ing most of the new housing, suburban areas are

also accounting for an ever increasing fraction

of the total metropolitan employment. Coupled

with the reputation these suburbs have acquired

for providing housing in the main to only the

more affluent, white segments of the metropoli-

tan population, this trend has given rise to the

following fear: That the movement of jobs to the

suburbs has created a geographic mismatch be-

tween the location of the metropolitan employ-

ment centers and the location of certain of the

residents of central cities; and that, as a conse-

quence, the economic well-being of these central

city residents is being artificially decreased by

their inability to compete effectively for jobs that

are available elsewhere.

Those who believe that employment subur-

banization is having the impact feared usually

suggest as a corrective the adoption of one or

more of three types of public policy

interventions:1

1. Policies aimed at increasing the number

of jobs which are "appropriate" for the central

city households in question and are located in

close proximity to their present residential loca-

tion.

2. Policies aimed at improving the transpor-

tation network connecting central city residential

neighborhoods to suburban work places.

3. Policies aimed at facilitating the greater

movement of the particular group in question

into suburban neighborhoods.

In this paper we are concerned with only

the third of these policy intervention types, those

policies designed to facilitate the greater move-

ment of the particular central city residents in

question into suburban neighborhoods. Our

objective is to test proposals for this type of In-

tervention against the evidence currently avail-

Over the last quarter century, the great bulk
of the new metropolitan housing units constructed have been located in the suburban rings
that surround the Nation's central cities. These
"suburban" rings have come to be characterized
by low density, generally newer and more expensive housing occupied, in the main, by more affluent persons; while the inner, "central city"
area has come to be characterized by generally
older, denser, less expensive housing occupied,
in the main, by less affluent persons.
Over the past few years, it has also become
increasingly apparent that, in addition to containing most of the new housing, suburban areas are
also accounting for an ever increasing fraction
of the total metropOlitan employment. Coupled
with the reputation these suburbs have acquired
for providing housing in the main to only the
more affluent, white segments of the metropolitan population, this trend has given rise to the
following fear: That the movement of jobs to the
suburbs has created a geographic mismatch between the location of the metropolitan employment centers and the location of certain of the
residents of central cities; and that, as a consequence, the economic well-being of these central
city residents is being artificially decreased by
their inability to compete effectively for jobs that
are available elsewhere.
Those who believe that employment suburbanization is having the impact feared usually
suggest as a corrective the adoption of one or
types
of
public
policy
more of three
interventions: 1

able; to determine whether or not that evidence

suggests that the great movement of these par-

1
ticular central city residents into the suburbs

For a list of options almollt Identical to this one, see Kerner,
p. 392-3. See, aillo, Cassidy, Davidoff, a l)d~K aln.

will, in fact, enhance their employment pros-

pects.

The remainder of this paper is divided into

three major sections. In the first of these, we

shall be examining the assumptions implicit in
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2. Policies aimed at improving the transportation network connecting central city residential
neighborhoods to suburban work places.

In this paper we are concerned with only
the third of these policy intervention types, those
policies designed to facilitate the greater movement of the particular central city residents in
question into suburban neighborhoods. Our
objective is to test proposals for this type of intervention against the evidence currently available; to determine whether or not that evidence
suggests that the great movement of these particular central city residents into the suburbs
will, in fact, enhance their employment prospects.
The remainder of this paper is divided Into
three major sections. In the first of these, we
shall be examining the assumptions implicit in
arguing for the adoption of this particular type of
policy. In the second, we shall be examining the
evidence currently available to see how accurately these assumptions appear to describe current metropolitan labor and housing markets.
And, in the third, we shall draw the public policy
conclusions that seem to be justified by the discussions contained in the preceding two
sections.~
• It must be noted that throughout this paper the terms "centrll
city" and '"suburban'" will be employed aa If they delcrlbed
two sepsrate, relatively distinct, and relatively homogeneous
portions of a metropolitan area. Obvloully, for virtually all purposes, this ullage will be, at best, only an IIpproximatlon.
As far ss residential patterns go, by many standarda there are
neighborhoods In moat central cillea that would appear mora
'"auburban'" than most neighborhoods located In the suburbs.
Just ss there are neighborhoods In the suburbs that would
appear more "central cltylsh" Ihan most portlona of the central
city. Moreover, In terms of employment location. there ara
undoubtedly many "central city" locations that are lesll acce.
sible to the central city poor than are a good number 01
"suburban" locationa. Such might well be the csse, for Instance, lor a peraon living In the Bronx and laCing the choice
01 working either In "lIuburban" Yonkers or In Queena VIllage
lIection 01 the "central city."
The Ideal way to go about studying Job location and Job accessibility would be to look at which particular locations sr.
accesaible and which are not, without regard to their partlculsr
location within or outside the boundaries 01 the central city.
Given the present data IImltatlona, however, such a study I.
not generally possible. so that we are forced to lump all central city locations Into ona set and all suburban locationa into
another set
ncr; ~ d 7er;; here.

&'

The Logic of the Argument

The Assumptions Behind the Argument

The Logic of the Argument

The argument that policies aimed at facilitat-

ing the movement of certain central city resi-

The Assumptions Behind the Argument

dents to the suburbs can be expected to en-

hance their employment prospects rests on the

following five assumptions about current condi-

tions in metropolitan housing and labor markets:

â¢ Assumption (1): That the geographic lo-

cation of a metropolitan employer affects the

ability of at least some metropolitan residents to

obtain employment from him; and, specifically,

The argument that policies aimed at facilitating the movement of certain central city residents to the suburbs can be expected to enhance their employment prospects rests on the
following five assumptions about current conditions in metropolitan housing and labor markets:

that his location outside of the central city re-

stricts the ability of certain households now liv-

ing in the central city to gain employment at his

firm.

â¢ Assumption (2): That a significant num-

ber of the metropolitan jobs these households

might want to obtain are now located in the sub-

urbs.

â¢ Assumption (3): That, whatever is the

barrier now preventing the particular central city

residents in question from competing for jobs in

the suburbs, it would not exist if these people

occupied suburban residential locations.

â¢ Assumption (4): That these people are

now effectively prevented from securing such

suburban residences.

And, finally, either:

â¢ Assumption (5a): That, whereas the

movement of these persons to the suburbs would

remove the barrier which previously prevented

them from competing for suburban jobs, it would

not at the same time create a similar barrier to

their continuing to compete for central city jobs;

or

• Assumption (1): That the geographic location of a metropolitan employer affects the
ability of at least some metropolitan residents to
obtain employment from him; and, specifically,
that his location outside of the central city restricts the ability of certain households now living in the central city to gain employment at his
firm.
• Assumption (2): That a significant number of the metropolitan jobs these households
might want to obtain are now located in the suburbs.
• Assumption (3): That, whatever is the
barrier now preventing the particular central city
residents in question from competing for jobs in
the suburbs, it would not exist if these people
occupied suburban residential locations.
• Assumption (4): That these people are
now effectively prevented from securing such
subu rban residences.

â¢ Assumption (5b): That, relative to its sup-

ply in each place, the demand for the kind of

And, finally, either:

labor supplied by the central city poor and mi-

nority group households is greater in the sub-

urbs than it is in the central city.

The Necessity of Making These Assumptions

The first of these assumptions concerns bar-

riers that now prevent certain central city

resident* from competing for suburban jobs. The

assumption is necessary because, if there are no

such barriers, then it clearly makes no difference

where people live or where the jobs are located,

and the whole discussion becomes moot.

The traditional assumption about metropoli-

tan areas has always been that they constitute,

for all intents and purposes, one labor market.3

• Assumption (Sa): That, whereas the
movement of these persons to the suburbs would
remove the barrier which previously prevented
them from competing for suburban jobs, it would
not at the same time create a similar barrier to
their continuing to compete for central city jobs;
or
• Assumption (5b): That, relative to its supply in each place, the demand for the kind of
labor supplied by the central city poor and minority group households is greater in the suburbs than it is in the central city.

The traditional assumption about metropolitan areas has always been that they constitute,
for all intents and purposes, one labor market.3
Those who are concerned about the impact of
employment suburbanization are implicitly arguing that this traditional assumption is in error,
and that certain barriers prevent particular central city residents from competing for suburban
jobs.
Let us note two things at this point. First, to
be persuasive, the argument requires one to be
fairly specific about what the barriers are that he
assumes exist. For, as we see in assumptions (3)
and (5), in order to argue for the policy in question, it is also necessary to make certain additional assumptions about how the particular barriers will be affected by a move to the suburbs.
Secondly, one may note that the discussion
has heretofore been rather vague about just
which central city residents are the ones whose
employment prospects would be enhanced by a
move to the suburbs. That has been intentional,
for the proponents of this type of policy intervention do not themselves agree.
I believe that all proponents argue that central city minority group households-and, in particular, blacks-would benefit from the policy
intervention. There is some disagreement, however, about whether such intervention is also required on behalf of lower income whites. Some
authors are silent on the question; 4 some argue
that intervening is required; 5 and some imply
that it is not. 6 We shall examine the evidence on
possible suburbanization victims in the next section.
The second of the assumptions listed above
is that metropolitan employment has, in fact,
suburbanized. This assumption has been included in the list solely to give the argument a
logical completeness. To the best of my knowledge, this particular assumption is not an issue

Those who are concerned about the impact of

employment suburbanization are implicitly argu-

ing that this traditional assumption is in error,

The Necessity of Making These Assumptions

and that certain barriers prevent particular cen-

tral city residents from competing for suburban

jobs.

Let us note two things at this point. First, to

be persuasive, the argument requires one to be

fairly specific about what the barriers are that he

assumes exist. For, as we see in assumptions (3)

and (5), in order to argue for the policy in ques-

tion, it is also necessary to make certain addi-

tional assumptions about how the particular bar-

The first of these assumptions concerns barriers that now prevent certain central city
resident8 from competing for suburban jobs. The
assumption is necessary because, if there are no
such barriers, then it clearly makes no difference
where people live or where the jobs are located,
and the whole discussion becomes moot.

• Thill "traditional" allllumption Iiell behind many of the recent
econometric IItudles In labor economics. See. for Instance, the
literature on labor force partiCipation rates.
This "traditional" assumption Is also one 01 the assumptions upon
which the whole concept 01 "metropolitan area" Is built. One
of the most Important determinants 01 which community should
be linked to which other community In constructing a "metropolitan area" Is palterns 01 intercommunity Journeys to work.
None of this IIhould be taken as evidence, though, that this "traditional assumption" necessarily holds lor particular central city
residents.
• See Kain, Kerner, and Mooney.
• See ACIR, Burt. Cassidy, Davidoff, and Gooding.
• See Kaln-Persky.
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Secondly, one may note that the discussion

has heretofore been rather vague about just

which central city residents are the ones whose

employment prospects would be enhanced by a
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in the suburbanization debate because nobody

argues that employment has not suburbanized.

If one can accept these two assumptions as

being accurate descriptions of current conditions

in metropolitan labor markets, one can conclude

that employment suburbanization may well have

harmed the central city residents in question and

that policy interventions of the first typeâthose

to increase the fraction of metropolitan jobs that

are located in the central cityâcan have a bene-

ficial impact on the employment prospects of

these particular people.7 To argue for either of

the other two types of intervention, however, re-

quires one to make additional assumptions about

metropolitan housing and labor markets.

The first of these additional assumptions,

and the third of the assumptions listed pre-

viously, concerns the particular barrier that now

prevents these central city residents from com-

peting for suburban jobs.8 The assumption is

that, whatever this barrier is, it will be removed

(or substantially reduced) if the particular central

city residents were to live in the suburbs. The

assumption is necessary because to the'extent

the barrier would remain even after such a

move, the move itself is not going to do much to

improve the access these people have to the

suburban jobs, and cannot, therefore, be ex-

pected to enhance their employment prospects.

As we shall see, those who have expressed

concern with the impact of employment subur-

banization have focused on several potential bar-

riers which they feel prevent persons now living

in the central city from competing effectively for

jobs located in the suburbs. Not all of these hy-

pothesized barriers would be removed if these

people were moved to the suburbs, though; and,

as a consequence, not all of the persons who

have expressed concern about the impact of em-

ployment suburbanization have been supporters

of this third type of policy intervention.9

T That is to say that if there is a barrier preventing certain central

city residents from competing for jobs located in the suburbs,

then employment suburbanization has reduced the number of

such jobs for which these central city residents can compete.

Thus, by seeking to increase the number of jobs available for

these people, policy interventions of the first type may indeed

enhance their employment prospects.

in the suburbanization debate because nobody
argues that employment has not suburbanized.
If one can accept these two assumptions as
being accurate descriptions of current conditions
in metropolitan labor markets, one can conclude
that employment suburbanization may well have
harmed the central city residents in question and
that policy interventions of the first type-those
to increase the fraction of metropolitan jobs that
are located in the central city-can have a beneficial impact on the employment prospects of
these particular people. 7 To argue for either of
the other two types of intervention, however, requires one to make additional assumptions about
metropolitan housing and labor markets.
The first of these additional assumptions,
and the third of the assumptions listed previously, concerns the particular barrier that now
prevents these central city residents from competing for suburban jobs.~ The assumption is
that, whatever this barrier is, it will be removed
(or substantially reduced) if the particular central
city residents were to live in the suburbs. The
assumption is necessary because to the 'extent
the barrier would remain even after such a
move, the move itself is not going to do much to
improve the access these people have to the
suburban jobs, and cannot, therefore, be expected to enhance their employment prospects.
As we shall see, those who have expressed
concern with the impact of employment suburbanization have focused on several potential barriers which they feel prevent persons now living
in the central city from competing effectively for
jobs located in the suburbs. Not all of these hypothesized barriers would be removed if these
people were moved to the suburbs, though; and,
as a consequence, not all of the persons who
have expressed concern about the impact of employment suburbanization have been supporters
of this third type of policy intervention. 9

1 The second type of policy Intervention, that of improving the

transportation system connecting central city residential neigh-

borhoods with suburban work-sites, is predicated on the as-

sumption that this barrier is, purely and simply, transportation

availability. To the extent that this Is the case, improving the

transportation network would then provide access to suburban

jobs without diminishing the present access to central city

jobs, thereby leading to a definite increase in the jobs poten-

tially available to the central city residents in question.

â¢ One example of such a nondisappearing barrier is the lack of

public transportation at a suburban worksite. As will be dis-

cussed later, it is not clear that a change in the residential

location of a given household would do much to remove this

barrier.

The fourth assumption is that the particular

central city residents in question are, for one

reason or another, now effectively prevented

That is to say that if there is a barrier preventing certain central
city residents from competing for jobs located in the suburbs.
then employment suburbanization has reduced the number of
such jobs for which these central city residents can compete.
Thus. by seeking to increase the number of jobs available for
these people, policy intervenllons of the first type may indeed
enhance their employment prospects
• The second type of policy intervention. that of improving the
transportation system connecting central city residential neighborhoods with suburban work·sites. is predicated on the assumption that this barrier is. purely and simply, transportation
availability. To the extent that thiS is the case. improving the
transportation network would then provide access to suburban
jobs without diminishing the present access to central city
jobs. thereby leading to a definite increase in the jobs potentially available to the central city residents in question.
g One example of such a nondisappearing barrier is the
lack of
public transportation at a suburban worksite. As will be discussed later, it is not clear that a change In the residential
location of a given household would do much to remove this
barrier.
T

The fourth assumption is that the particular
central city residents in question are, for one
reason or another, now effectively prevented
from obtaining suburban housing. Obviously, it is
necessary to make this assumption in order to
argue that some sort of public policy intervention
is necessary in order to make such housing
available.
In a sense, the thrust of these first four assumptions is that public intervention is called for
and that such intervention in the form of encouraging certain central city residents to move to
the suburbs can be expected to produce certain
employment benefits for them. Specifically, it is
assumed that after such a move, these people
would be able to acquire jobs which they could
not have acquired were they still living in the
central city.
It is entirely possible, however, that in the
process of moving to the suburbs, these people
will lose access to certain of the jobs for which
they could previously compete. To the extent
that this happens, the move to the suburbs may
well be detrimental to their employment prospects. The "cost" in terms of job opportunities
lost may exceed the "benefit" of the job opportunities gained.
The fifth assumption is, in essence, a statement to the effect that the benefits of such a
move (stated in terms of newly accessible jobs)
are greater than are the costs (stated in terms of
jobs no longer accessible). It is actually two assumptions, of which only one need hold. Either
(1) the move does not prevent these former central city residents from continuing to compete for
central city jobs, in which case there is no
"cost," so that if there is any benefit, it will be
greater than the cost, or (2) relative to the supply of workers in each place, there are more of
the types of jobs these people need located in
the suburbs, which is to say that there are costs
but that the benefits are greater than the costs.

The Particular Lines of Arguments
and the Evidence
Aggregate Trends in Metropolitan Job
location
As noted previously, there does not appear
to be any dispute about the general trends in
employment location. All observers seem to
agree that in most metropolitan areas, employment has been growing more rapidly in the suburbs than it has in the central city, with the consequence l' fl·· i - '\ ftrn ion of metropolitan jobs

from obtaining suburban housing. Obviously, it is

necessary to make this assumption in order to

argue that some sort of public policy intervention

is necessary in order to make such housing

available.
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Table 1. Estimated Average Annual Employment in Six Metropolitan Areas,

1957 and 1967 ' (000)

1957

1967

Central

Table 1. Estimated Average Annual Employment in Six Metropolitan Areas,
1957 and 1967 1 (000)

City

1967

1957

Suburban

Ring

Industry

Percent

Central
City

Suburban
Ring

Total

Percent

Percent
C.C.5

Central
City

Suburban
Ring

Total

42

2.4
11.2
133.8
705.5
33.3
232.5
228.1
383.5
224.8
568.5
181.1
59.4
176.8
2940.9
5546.9
53.0

8.2
8.4
134.0
904.8
18.3
107.9
107.9
451.7
82.1
395.2
254.3
56.8
93.0
2622.6
9287.6
28.2

10.6
19.6
267.8
1610.8
51.6
340.4
336.0
835.2
306.9
963.7
435.4
116.2
269.8
5563.5
14834.5
37.5

C.C.~

Central

City

Suburban

Ring

Percent

Industry

Total

C.C.5

Total

C.C.5

Agriculture, etc. -

3.1

4.2

7.3

42

2.4

Agriculture, etc. 2
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Railroads
Public Utilities 3
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Finance, etc .•
Services
Local Government
State Government
Federal Government
TOTAL
POPULATION
JOBS/l00 RESIDENTS

3.1
8.6
141.4
759.7
59.1
241.1
242.4
404.9
201.0
449.0
151.3
30.0
157.9
2851.3
5728.1
49.8

4.2
7.4
110.2
793.7
22.9
88.1
63.5
280.4
54.1
199.3
144.8
29.6
66.0
1864.2
7216.0
25.8

7.3
16.0
251.6
1553.4
82.0
329.2
305.9
685.3
255.1
648.3
297.9
59.6
223.9
4715.5
12944.1
36.4

54
56
49
72
73
79
59
79
69
51
50
71
60
44.2

23
57
50
44
65
68

68
46
73
59
42
51

68
53
37.4

8.2

10.6

Notes:
The lix metropolitan areas covered are Baltimore, Boston, Denver, New Orleans, Philadelphia, and SI. Louis.
, Includes Agriculture, Mining, and Fisheries.
1

23

Mining

J

Includes transportation except railroada.

8.6

7.4

16.0

54

11.2

8.4

19.6

67

Construction

141.4

110.2

• Includel insurance and real estate.
• Percent of total located In central city.
Sources and Procedures:
1. Total metropolitan employment In each Industry Is the es:imate reported in Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and
Earnings.
2. Each industry's employment total was divided between central city and suburb on the basis of an estimate of the fraction
of employment in each industry which was located in each place.
3. Estimates of the fraction of employment in each industry located in each place were derived from the following sources:
"Railroads" from unpublished data supplied by the Railroad Retirement Board; "State and Local Government"' from the
Census of Governments, "Federal Government" from unpublished deta supplied by the U.S. Civil Service Commission; and
all other industries from Bureau of the Census, County Businass Patterns.
4. Population 81l1mate. are geometric Interpolations.

251.6

56

133.8

134.0

267.8

50

Manufacturing

759.7

793.7

that is located in most central cities has
declined,lo The only issue with respect to aggregate trends about which there is any dispute
seems to be the question of just how great the
difference between the central city and its suburbs has been,u

1553.4

49

705.5

904.8

1610.8

44

Railroads

59.1

22.9

82.0

72

33.3

18.3

51.6

65

Public Utilities 3

241.1

88.1

329.2

73

232.5

,. For instance, Rosenthal reports on Census data which show that
the central city share of the total employment in the fifteen
largelt metropolitan areas declined from 63 percent In 1960
to 524 percent in 1970. Fairly comprehensive estimates of
employment trends in selected large metropolitan areas can
alIa be found in Fremon and Lewis. My own estimates of
trends In six large metropolitan areas are shown In Table 1.
11 There are some rather significant diNerences among authors in
the reported magnitude by which suburban job growth has exceeded central city job growth.
Some of the dlNerence can be ascribed to the completeness
with which a given set of employment estimates covers the
indultrial structure. Earlier studies (e.g., Meyer-Kain-Wohl and
Mooney) focused on the more readily available data for the
manufacturing and trade sectors; however, later studies suggest that looking only at Ihese seclors lends to overstale the
problem, since manufacluring and trade appear 10 be Iwo of
the mOSI exlenslvely suburbanized ,"dustries. (See, for inslance, my estimales 01 employment by i'nd ustry contal ned in
Table 1.)

Another discrepancy recently uncovered is between Ihe estimatea
generaled by the Census Bureau and those generaled by
either the Bureau of Labor Statislics or the Social Security
Adminislrallon. The former generates estimates by asking
people where Ihey work: the latter two generale estimates
by asking employers how many people work for them. For
March 1970, the BLS reported some 321,000 more jobs in
New York City and 51,000 fewer jobs In Ihe New York suburbs
than does Ihe Census Bureau. To my knowledge, nobody has
yel adequately explained the reasons for this discrepancy.

Potential Barriers to Suburban Employment
As noted previously, though, justifying any
sort of intervention requires more than just proving employment locations have changed, For one
thing, it also requires one to assume that there
exists some set of forces that now prevents the
central city residents in question from competing
for jobs in the suburbs.
The suburbanization literature contains several lines 0 argu~Wlt in support of the proposition that s "cd 11'c:)'rc~SJ xist. Though differing in
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some of the details, these arguments all seem to

have two common elements: (1) That, for some

reason, the central city residents in question

cannot obtain adequate housing in the suburbs;

and (2) that without obtaining such suburban

housing, they cannot adequately compete for the

jobs that are located in the suburbs.

Housing Barriers: There are two factors

commonly cited as preventing certain central city

residents from obtaining suburban housing. One

is racial discrimination, which, it is alleged, pre-

vents blacks of all income levels from moving to

the suburbs.1- The other is "fiscal zoning," a

form of economic discrimination, which, it is al-

leged, keeps poor and working class families of

all races out of the suburbs by maintaining artifi-

cially high prices on newly constructed

housing.13

There can be no question about the fact that

blacks living in metropolitan America reside,

overwhelmingly, in central cities.11 I also would

doubt that anybody would seriously dispute the

contention that past and present patterns of ra-

cial discrimination have played a major role in

producing this pattern. As a consequence, I think

it would be difficult for one to take issue with

the assumption that blacks have, in general, not

been able to gain access to suburban housing as

readily as have whites.

The proposition that lower income whites

are also denied access to suburban housing is

less generally accepted than is the proposition

that minority group families are denied such ac-

cess.

To my knowledge, nobody involved in the

suburbanization debate has ever done a very de-

tailed study of suburban housing availability for

such lower income whites. The evidence cited in

support of the contention that these people are

excluded from suburban housing usually consists

of either a recitation of a few examples about in-

dividual plant moves or a computation of the

percentage of the currently vacant land in the

New York area that is zoned for single family

houses on relatively large lots.15

"See Kaln.

13 See, for Instance, Cassidy and Davidolf At least In this regard,

"fiscal zoning" refers to requirements that new housing on

currently vacant land be on lots of a (large) minimum size or

of a minimum aggregate value.

11 For example, the 1970 Census showed that central cities housed

78 percent of the metropolitan black population. By compari-

son, they housed only 41 percent of the metropolitan white

some of the details, these arguments all seem to
have two common elements: (1) That, for some
reason, the central city residents in question
cannot obtain adequate housing in the suburbs;
and (2) that without obtaining such suburban
housing, they cannot adequately compete for the
jobs that are located in the suburbs.
Housing Barriers: There are two factors
commonly cited as preventing certain central city
residents from obtaining suburban housing. One
is racial discrimination, which, it is alleged, prevents blacks of all income levels from moving to
the suburbs.l~ The other is "fiscal zoning," a
form of economic discrimination, which, it is alleged, keeps poor and working class families of
all races out of the suburbs by maintaining artificially
high prices on
newly constructed
housing,l3
There can be no question about the fact that
blacks living in metropolitan America reside,
overwhelmingly, in central cities.'1 I also would
doubt that anybody would seriously dispute the
contention that past and present patterns of racial discrimination have played a major role in
producing this pattern. As a consequence, I think
it would be difficult for one to take issue with
the assumption that blacks have, in general, not
been able to gain access to suburban housing as
readily as have whites.
The proposition that lower income whites
are also denied access to suburban housing is
less generally accepted than is the proposition
that minority group families are denied such access.
To my knowledge, nobody involved in the
suburbanization debate has ever done a very detailed study of suburban housing availability for
such lower income whites. The evidence cited in
support of the contention that these people are
excluded from suburban housing usually consists
of either a recitation of a few examples about individual plant moves or a computation of the
percentage of the currently vacant land in the
New York area that is zoned for single family
houses on relatively large lots.l~

population.

"See, for instance, Cassidy, p. 22.

There is one fact, however, which casts con-

siderable doubt on the contention that, in gen-

See Kaln.
See. for instance. Cassidy and Davidoff. At least in this regard.
"fiscal zoning" relers to requirements that new housing on
currently vacant land be on Iota 01 a (large) minimum size or
01 a minimum aggregate value.
,. For example. the 1970 Census showed that central cities housed
78 percent of the metropolitan black population. By com palllon, they housed only 41 percent of the metropolitan white
population.
15 See. for Instance, Cassidy. p. 22.

12
eral, lower income whites are not able to secure

13

housing in the suburbs. The fact is that, by and

large, a majority of them already live there.

Kain examined the residential location of the

white and black poor in the ten largest metropol-

itan areas, and concluded that:

. . . the poor are found less frequently in the central

city; it is mainly the Negro poor who are found there. The

by

inference is inescapable, central cities are poor largely be-

cause they are black, and not the converse.â¢ (Emphasis in

original.)

For my own work, I examined data showing

the 1971 residential location of both black and
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There is one fact, however, which casts considerable doubt on the contention that, in general, lower income whites are not able to secure
housing in the suburbs. The fact is that, by and
large, a majority of them already live there.
Kain examined the residential location of the
white and black poor in the ten largest metropolitan areas, and concluded that:
. . . the poor are found less freQuently in the central
city; it is mainly the Negro poor who are found there. The
inference is inescapable. central cities are poor largely because they are black, and not the converse.'" (Emphasis in
originaL)

For my own work, I examined data showing
the 1971 residential location of both black and
white families living in the 33 largest metropOlitan areas. Those data suggest that in 1971, 53
percent of the white families having incomes
below $3,000 and 55 percent of the white families having incomes below $8,000 already lived
in suburban areas.'; By comparison, the fraction
of all white families that lived in the suburbs was
a little less than 65 percent of the total. It may
be that there are serious shortages of low or
moderate income housing in certain areas, which
shortages may prevent some white families from
living relatively close to some particular suburban worksite; it may be that there is a general
shortage of such housing for whites in the suburbs of a particular metropolitan area; and it
may be that in many metropolitan areas there is
more of such housing needed everywhere, both
in central cities and in suburbs. But this evidence suggests that, as a general proposition,
low or moderate income white families can find
housing in the suburbs. Therefore, it is far less
clear why public policy intervention might be required to correct for the impact of employment
suburbanization on those white families.
Barriers Preventing City Residents from Securing Suburban Jobs: The second element of
the argument is that without obtaining housing in
the suburbs, the particular central city residents
in question are at a disadvantage when competing for suburban jobs. There are two .gener~1
factors which are usually cited as creating thiS
disadvantage: Transportation problems and racial discrimination in employment.
Transportation: It is useful, at this point, to
divide the central city population in question into
two groups: (1) Those who do not now own an

'~Kaln-Perskey.
11

p. 75.

"
If
0 nQlna
rom

See Table 2
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Table 2. 1970 Residential Location of Families Living in the Thirty-three Largest

Metropolitan Areas (000)

TOTAL 1970

FAMILY INCOME

ALL RACES

Table 2. 1970 Residential Location of Families Living in the Thirty-three Largest
Metropolitan Areas (000)

No. of % in

TOTAL 1970
FAMILY INCOME

ALL RACES
No. of
% in
C.C.!
Families

Less than $3,000
$3,000 to $5,999
$6.000 to $7,999
sa,ooo to $9,999
$10,000 to $11,999
$12,000 to $14,999
$15.000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $49,999
$50,000 and over
TOTAL

1,038
2,307
1,824
2,164
2,825
2,843
4.095
1,162
143
17,882

Families C.C.1

WHITE

No. of % in

WHITE
No. of
Families

% in
C.C.!

711
1,763
1,483
1,786
2.097
2,765
3,822
1,212
134
15,532

46.3
47.5
41.0
35.3
35.3
35.3
29.5
29.3
31.2
35.3

NEGRO
No. of
Families

% in
C.C.l

Families C.C.1

NEGRO

No. of % in

Families C.C.i

Less than $3,000

1,038

58.0

711

46.3

299

58.0
55.7
48.7
43.4
39.5
34.8
32.1
30.3
30.8
41.0

299
503
311
276
246
223
244
37
3
2,145

85.6
85.1
81.0
81.1
82.9
77.6
70.1
70.2
81.1

85.6

$3,000 to $5,999

2,307

Source: 1971 Current Population Survey.
1

Percent of total located in central city.

55.7

1,763

47.5

503

85.1

$6,000 to $7,999

1,824

48.7

1,483

41.0

311

81.0

$8,000 to $9,999

2,164

43.4

1,786

35.3

276

81.1

$10,000 to $11, 999

2,825

39.5

2,097

35.3

246

82.9

$12.000 to $14,999

2,843

34.8

automobile, and would find that the purchase of
one imposes an unreasonable financial burden,
and (2) those who either own an automobile now
or could reasonably be expected to be able to
afford to purchase one.l~
Most of those in the first of these two
groups, the nonowners, must rely on public
transportation in order to get to work. Several
authors have argued that current public transportation systems are organized primarily to get
workers into and out of the central business district, and that, if they serve suburban worksites
at all, they do so so poorly as to make it virtually impossible to use them to get to work
there. 19
As far as I know, nobody has ever taken
issue with this argument, and I see no reason
why anyone should. Thus, it seems reasonable to
conclude that employment suburbanization has,
indeed, been detrimental to the employment
prospects of those central city residents who
cannot commute to work by car.~(J And, further,
it seems reasonable to conclude that consideration of policy interventions of either of the first

2,765

35.3

223

77.6

$15,000 to $24,999

4,095

32.1

3,822

29.5

244

70.1

$25,000 to $49,999

1,162

30.3

1,212

29.3

37

70.2

$50,000 and over

... One survey of the poor showed that in 1968. 15.4 percent of the
poor families headed by white males and 566 percent of the
poor families headed by black males owned no car. Among
families with female heads and children present, 63.2 percent
of the poor white families and 90.6 percent 01 the poor black
families had no car. These figures are national averages, and
no breakdown by central city or suburbs was available from
the source I found them in. See Benus.
,. See CassIdy, Gooding. and Kain.
"" Although the conclusion appears logical. I must also report that
the only study of this kind of which I am aware lound no
Significant relationship between the unemployment rates lor
partIcular groups and the availability of good public transpor.
tlltion. See Benus.

by

two types-either those to increase aggregate
central city employment or those to improve the
transportation-is justified.~!
However, at least with respect to this group
of non-automobile-owners, it does not seem reasonable to argue that a movement to the suburbs would be beneficial, since the same inadequacies of public transportation would still
prevent these people from having access to suburban jobs; the barrier to their employment
would remain after their move. Indeed, since
public transit is generally far more adequate in
central cities than it is in suburban areas, it
would seem that the moving to the suburbs of
people who must rely on such public transit
would actually be doing them a disservice.
With regard to the second group of central
city residents, the group that either now owns or
could afford to purchase an automobile, the argument that they do not have access to suburban jobs, is a little more subtle. For this group
the argument is that the distance involved in
commuting from the central city to the suburbs
imposes a cost high enough to make the suburban jobs, for all intents and purposes, unavailable. The subtleness comes in a need to distinguish between residents of the central city and
residents of the suburbs, for while it is hypothesized that central city residents cannot commute
" Whether any particular pOlicy having either 01 these two objectives would, In fact, succeed In enhancing the employment
prospects of central city residents is quite another question,
and one outSide of the scope of this paper. Indeed, several
attempts to provide public transportation to suburban worksitea
have not appeared to have much Impact. See KalacheK and
Goering.

Original from
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to the suburbs, there appears to be nothing that

is preventing suburban residents from commut-

ing to the central city.

Since the distance of an inbound commuting

route is presumably as great as the distance of

an outbound commuting route, and the time re-

quired for inbound travel is presumably as great

(if not greater), the cost of the inbound commut-

ing must be as great as the cost of the outbound

commuting. However, it can be argued that this

constant commuting cost looms proportionately

larger for lower income workers than for higher

income workers; and that, as a consequence, it

is not a barrier to higher income residents of the

suburbs, whereas it is a barrier to lower income

residents of the central city. This is the argument

which has been made, either explicitly or implic-

itly, by several of the authors who are concerned

about the impact of employment suburbaniza-

tion.22

There is evidence that lower income metro-

politan workers do not normally commute as far

as do higher income metropolitan workers,23

and there is also evidence that metropolitan

black employment tends to decrease the farther

one moves from areas of black housing.-4 None

of this evidence necessarily shows that black

and/or lower income workers cannot commute

further if they must,25 but it is at least consistent

with the argument that the relationship between

the costs of automobile transportation and the

income of different workers may be a factor

which prevents certain central city employees

from competing for jobs in the suburbs.

Let us note, however, that to the extent that

one is willing to assume that these commuting

costs are an effective barrier for these lower in-

come individuals, then wherever the individuals

live, they will be restricted in their job search

activities to jobs located nearby. Thus, if they

live in the central city, they will be able to

search for jobs only in the central city; and if

they live in the suburbs, they will be able to

search for jobs only in the suburbs. We shall see

the importance of this in the next section.

Racial Discrimination: lt is appropriate here

to note that one prominent author has argued

that a second factor, racial discrimination by

suburban employers, has also worked to prevent

- See Davidoff. Gooding, and Kaln.

a See. for instance, Rees and Shultz.

11 See Kain (1968). Kaln's work will be examined in more detail

in a subsequent section.

* For instance, evidence from studies of rural labor markets sug-

gest that blue collar workers are willing to commute ex-

tremely long distances, say 50 miles one way, in order to

obtain manufacturing jobs.

greater employment of blacks in the suburbs and

to the suburbs, there appears to be nothing that
is preventing suburban resident~ from commuting to the central city.
Since the distance of an inbound commuting
route is presumably as great as the distance of
an outbound commuting route, and the time required for inbound travel is presumably as great
(if not greater). the cost of the inbound commuting must be as great as the cost of the outbound
commuting. However, it can be argued that this
constant commuting cost looms proportionately
larger for lower income workers than for higher
income workers; and that, as a consequence, it
is not a barrier to higher income residents of the
suburbs, whereas it is a barrier to lower income
residents of the central city. This is the argument
which has been made, either explicitly or implicitly, by several of the authors who are concerned
about the impact of employment suburbanization. 22
There is evidence that lower income metropolitan workers do not normally commute as far
as do higher income metropolitan workers,23
and there is also evidence that metropolitan
black employment tends to decrease the farther
one moves from areas of black housing. H None
of this evidence necessarily shows that black
and/ or lower income workers cannot commute
further if they must,~" but it is at least consistent
with the argument that the relationship between
the costs of automobile transportation and the
income of different workers may be a factor
which prevents certain central city employees
from competing for jobs in the suburbs.
Let us note, however, that to the extent that
one is willing to assume that these commuting
costs are an effective barrier for these lower income individuals, then wherever the individuals
live, they will be restricted in their job search
activities to jobs located nearby. Thus, if they
live in the central city, they will be able to
search for jobs only in the central city; and if
they live in the suburbs, they will be able to
search for jobs only in the suburbs. We shall see
the importance of this in the next section.
Racial Discrimination: It is appropriate here
to note that one prominent author has argued
that a second factor, racial discrimination by
suburban employers, has also worked to prevent

to prevent some people from competing for sub-

urban jobs while they are residing in the central

city. The argument is made by John Kain, and

will be examined in greater detail in the next

section.

Supply and Demand for Labor in Central

Cities and Their Suburbs

ln the discussion thus far, we have seen

>2 See Davidoff. Gooding. and Kaln.
'" See. for instance, Rees and Shultz.
24 See Kain (1968). Kain'S work will be examined in more detail
In a subsequent section.
>S For instance, eVidence from studies of rural labor markets suggest that blue collar workers are wi IIlng to commute extremely long distances. say 50 mile s" one way , in order to
obtain manufacturi ng jdbs.

that there is no reason to dispute the assertion

that metropolitan employment has suburbanized.

We have also seen that, at least with respect to

the black population, the assertion that the pop-
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greater employment of blacks in the suburbs and
to prevent some people from competing for suburban jobs while they are residing in the central
city. The argument is made by John Kain, and
will be examined in greater detail in the next
section.

Supply and Demand for Labor in Central
Cities and Their Suburbs
In the discussion thus far, we have seen
that there is no reason to dispute the assertion
that metropOlitan employment has suburbanized.
We have also seen that, at least with respect to
the black population, the assertion that the population seeking employment has not also been
able to suburbanize their residences seems to
have validity; but that the validity of the proposition with respect to the lower income white population is far less clear.
I have argued that it is difficult to justify a
movement to the suburbs of the residential location of those poor households not now owners of
automobiles, since the public transportation networks in most suburbs are far less adequate
than those in the central city. And I have also
argued that with respect to those families having
access to an automobile, the argument that a
central city residential location prevents one
from competing for a suburban job is, in essence, a two-edged sword. For, if it is accepted,
it argues with equal force that residents of the
suburbs are prevented from competing for jobs
in the central city. Thus, before one can conclude that the employment prospects of these
central city automobile owners would be enhanced were they to move to the suburbs, one
must show not only that there are jobs in the
suburbs, but that, as far as these people are
concerned, there are more jobs per resident
seeking these jobs in the suburbs than there are
in the central city. This is the assertion which we
shall now examine.
The data currently available do not allow us
to estimate directly either labor demanded in or
labor supplied to a particular part of a metropolitan area. Thus, although a good deal of effort
has been devoted to analyzing this question. all
of it has been spent conducting indirect tests.
Among these indirect tests are the following:
Employment-Population Ratio Calculations:
One approach taken by several researchers has
been to compare estimates of the employment
located i · t1
n of a metropolitan area
With U tY~t t'R~frBrl ~ffi~'
there. In employing

rBafrF W
,

this procedure, the researcher is assuming that

the demand for labor relative to its supply in

each location can be approximated by this em-

ployment-population ratio.26

Aggregate Ratios: Researchers exploring

the ratio between the total employment located

In central cities or their suburbs and the total

population of each respective metropolitan sec-

tor, have found there are more jobs per resident

in the central city than in the suburbs. Moreover,

they have generally found that trends over time

have not caused a significant erosion in the mar-

gin held by most central cities.27

If one accepts the proposition that residents

of one jurisdiction are at a disadvantage, when

they must seek employment in another, the

greater ratio of aggregate jobs to aggregate pop-

ulation in central cities would suggest that, from

the standpoint of finding employment, the most

advantageous residential location is in the cen-

tral cityâand, as a consequence, that policies

aimed at suburbanizing the poor would not en-

hance their employment prospects.

Most of the persons who are concerned

about the impact of employment suburbanization

argue, however, that ratios of aggregate employ-

ment to aggregate population do not correctly

approximate relative demand for the type of

labor supplied by central city poor and black

households. They argue that aggregate employ-

ment is not a valid proxy for the demand for the

labor of these particular centra, city residents,

and that aggregate population is not a valid

proxy for the supply of labor to the jobs most

appropriate for these people.

Adjustments in Labor Demand Estimates:

Several of the authors who are concerned about

the impact of employment suburbanization have

this procedure, the researcher is assuming that
the demand for labor relative to its supply in
each location can be approximated by this employment-population ratio. 26
Aggregate Ratios: Researchers exploring
the ratio between the total employment located
in central cities or their suburbs and the total
population of each respective metropolitan sector, have found there are more jobs per resident
in the central city than in the suburbs. Moreover,
they have generally found that trends over time
have not caused a significant erosion in the margin held by most central cities. 27
If one accepts the proposition that residents
of one jurisdiction are at a disadvantage, when
they must seek employment in another, the
greater ratio of aggregate jobs to aggregate population in central cities would suggest that, from
the standpOint of finding employment, the most
advantageous residential location is in the central city-and, as a consequence, that policies
aimed at suburbanizing the poor would not enhance their employment prospects.
Most of the persons who are concerned
about the impact of employment suburbanization
argue, however, that ratios of aggregate employment to aggregate population do not correctly
approximate relative demand for the type of
labor supplied by central city poor and black
households. They argue that aggregate employment is not a valid proxy for the demand for the

argued that even though aggregate central city

employment may not be falling, there has been a

decline in those jobs most "appropriate" for

many of the central city's poor and minority

group households. Specifically, it has been sug-

gested that central city employment demand has

"twisted" in one or both of the following man-

ners: (1) That jobs for women are growing while

,. Thia, in turn, requires the folowing assumptions:
a. That the market segmentation tenet discussed previously
does hold, at least with respect to some workers. (Otherwise
II would make no lIenlle to compare the number of joba located in one place only to the number of workers living in
that place.)

jobs for men are declining, making it increas-

b. That observed employment represents a valid proxy for the
quantity of labor demanded in each location (which is to lIay
thaI the unobserved unfilled vacancies are everywhere proportional to the observed employment).

ingly difficult for central city male family heads

to work their way out of poverty;28 and (2) that,

to the extent that central city jobs for men are

not declining, those jobs available in the central

city are increasingly jobs not appropriate for the

particular central city households about which

we are concerned, because they are either high

wage, white collar jobs requiring a relatively

~
high level of skill or education or because they

are unskilled, high turnover, low-paying, dead-

end jobs.29

Two researchers have addressed this

"twist" issue, and, although neither was able to

conduct as conclusive a test as one might like,

neither found evidence that a "twist" was invali-

dating the results indicated by a comparison of

aggregate employment to aggregate population.

Fremon estimated the skill requirements as-

sociated with the net job growth occurring in

eight large metropolitian areas between 1965 and

c. That in each section of the metropolitan area, the population estimates employed represent a val id proxy for labor
supply (which is to say that to the extent adjustments are not
made, the distribution of workers by skill type and the labor
force participation rates are the same everywhere, and that
al/ workers oHer themselves first to local employers).
For instance, Fremon found that jobs had not suburbanized
more rapidly than the population in eight of the Nation's largest cities. She found them to contain, on average, 44.8 jobs
for each 100 residents in 1959 and 50 jobs for each 100 residents in 1967. My own estimates of 1957 and 1967 employment in six large metropolitan areas showed that the ratio of
employment to reSident population was significantly higher
in central cities than in their suburbs. and that over time the
margin held by the central citiea was not being eroded.
Specifically, they showed tha 1957 ratioa to be 49.8 jobs per
each 100 residents in the central cit.es and 25.8 jobs per
each 100 residents in the suburbs. They showed the 1967
ratios to ba 53 jobs per each 100 re aiaents in the central
c.ties and 28.2 jobs per each 100 reli de nl s ''1. the suburbs.
See Table 1.

labor of these particular centra. city residents,
and that aggregate population is not a valid
proxy for the supply of labor to the jobs most
appropriate for these people.
Adjustments in Labor Demand Estimates:
Several of the authors who are concerned about
the impact of employment suburbanization have
argued that even though aggregate central city
employment may not be falling, there has been a
decline in those jobs most "appropriate" for
many of the central city's poor and minority
group households. Specifically, it has been suggested that central city employment demand has
"twisted" in one or both of the following manners: (1) That jobs for women are growing while
jobs for men are declining, making it increasingly difficult for central city male family heads
to work their way out of poverty; 28 and (2) that,
to the extent that central city jobs for men are
not declining, those jobs available in the central
city are increasingly jobs not appropriate for the
particular central city households about which
we are concerned, because they are either high
wage, white collar jobs requiring a relatively
high level of skill or education or because they
are unskilled, high turnover, low-paying, deadend jobs. 29
Two researchers have addressed this
"twist" issue, and, although neither was able to
conduct as conclusive a test as one might like,
neither found evidence that a "twist" was invalidating the results indicated by a comparison of
aggregate employment to aggregate population.
Fremon estimated the skil! requirements associated with the net job growth occurring in
eight large metropolitian areas between 1965 and
1967, and concluded that the skill requirements
associated with new central city jobs were not
significantly different from those associated with
new suburban jobs. 30
In my own work, I tried to examine the possibility of a "twist" by dividing all nongovernment employment in six large metropolitan areas
according to two attributes: first, whether they
were held by a man or a woman, and second,
whether they were "appropriate" for relatively
low-skilled persons.
'" See, for instance. Mooney, p. 310.
See. for instance, ACIR, p. 58.
", Fremon's estimates were that central cities accounted for 44
percent of the metropOlitan increase in all jobs, 41.7 percent
of the metropolitan increase in semiskilled jobs. and 41.2
percent of the metropolitan increase in unskilled jobs. Thus,
although central city job growth appeared to be slightly more
highly cons ~ n!r-)ia n' } , 'more highly Skilled jobs. the differf ~c~ . QIi f q. til ).Ien I
,.!lI1 Jobs and trends In only the
se rllJU II .ill;! P-JI \J~ i
j blrilb. tq ot very significant.

:It
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1967, and concluded that the skill requirements

associated with new central city jobs were not

significantly different from those associated with
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Table 3. Persons Finding Employment in Six Major Metropolitan Areas Divided According

to Sex and Annual Wages, 1957 and 1967'(000)

1957

1967

Central

Table 3. Persons Finding Employment in Six Major Metropolitan Areas Divided According
to Sex and Annual Wages, 1957 and 1967 1 (000)

Cities

Suburbs

1967

1957

Central

Suburbs

Central
Cities

Suburbs

1.809
1,118
2,927

1.249
644
1.893

1.851
1,315
3,165

1.673
1.061
2,734

66.8
36.8
51.1

36.0
16.9
26.2

72.6
45.4
57.1

36.9
22.7
29.4

977
261
1,238

746
137
883

892
492
1,384

839
341
1,180

36.1
8.6
21.6

21.5
3.6
12.2

35.0
17.0
25.0

18.5
7.3
12.7

Central
Cities

Cities

Suburbs

All Jobs:
(1) Persons Finding Employment:
Males
Females
Total
(2) Ratio: Persons Finding Employment
Per 100 Residents of Each Sex:
Males per 100 males
Females per 100 females
Total per 100 residents
All "Appropriate" Jobs 2
(1) Persons Finding Employment:
Males
Females
Total
(2) Ratio: Persons Finding Employment
Per 100 Residents of Each Sex:
Males per 100 males
Females per 100 females
Total per 100 residents

All Jobs:

(1) Persons Finding Employment:

Males

Females

Total

(2) Ratio: Persons Finding Employment

Per 100 Residents of Each Sex:

Males per 100 males

Females per 100 females

Total per 100 residents

All "Appropriate" Jobs 2

(1) Persons Finding Employment:

1.809

1,118

2.927

66.8

36.8

51.1

1,249

644

1,893

Notes:
1 Data applies to the following six metropolitan areal: Baltimore. Boston, Denver, New Orleans, Philadephia and St. louia. Data
excludes government employment.

36.0

16.9

26.2

• "Appropriate" jobs are those in which the occupant earned more than the poverty line for a family of four but less than the
BlS medium standard budget. All cutoff lines were adjusted across cities and through time for any dlfferencea in the COlt
of living.

1,851

1,315

Sources and Procedures:

3,165

1. Employment totals for each industry in each location and in each metropolitan area were taken from the data standing behind
Table 1.
2. These totals were adjusted to produce an estimate of total number of persons finding employment In each place by multiplying them times the national average ratio of persons wh ose major employment was found in each Industry in each year
to the average annual employment in each Industry In each year.
3. This estimated total number of persons finding employment in each place. in each industry. and In each year were than
divided by sex of the occupant and the level of annual earn ings he received on the basis of the employment information in
the Social Security One Percent Continuous Work History File.
4. Population estimates are geometric interpolations.

72.6

45.4

57.1

1,673

1,061

2,734

36.9

22.7

29.4

Males

977

748

892

839

Females

261

137

492

To obtain a proxy for the type of employment "appropriate" for the unskilled central city
labor force, I excluded two categories of employment from consideration, those jobs in which the
occupant earned "too much" and those in which
he earned "too little." 31

341

Total

Jl
1,238

883

1,384

1,180

(2) Ratio: Persons Finding Employment

Per 100 Residents of Each Sex:

Males per 100 males

36.1

"Too much" was defined as being greater than the BlS Medium
Standard Budget in each area. about $9.200 a year in 1967.
"Too little" was defined as being less than the poverty line
for a family of four. Both cutoH lines were adjusted through
time by each city's consumer price inde~. The Jobs in which
the occupant earned "too much" were excluded on the assumption that the" education or skill reQui rements were
greater than those possessed by that segment of the labor
force with which the hypothesis is interested; the jobs in
which he earned "too little" were e~cluded because they
would not lead the occupant out of pove rty.

My estimates of trends in the metropolitan
location of these "appropriate" jobs, divided by
the sex of the person holding them, indicated
that a twist may well have occurred prior to
1957, for by that time the central cities' share of
the "appropriate" jobs for men was somewhat
lower than their share of all jobs: Central cities
accounted for 60.7 percent of all employment
and only 56.7 percent of the "appropriate" jobs
for men. Between 1957 and 1967, however, I
found no evidence of a continued twist; indeed,
it appears that the central cities' share of the
"appropriate jobs for men" declined less rapidly
than did their share of all jobs. By 1967, the central cities armg' f, ~o6 t'K 51.5 percent of these

21.5
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35.0

18.5

Females per 100 females

8.6
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"appropriate" jobs for men and 53.6 percent of

all jobs.

As can be seen from the estimates noted

above, the central cities' share of total metropol-

itan employment did decline in these 10 years,

and their share of the "appropriate" jobs for

men was smaller than was their share of all

jobs. However, when one compares the 1967

ratio of employment to resident population in the

central cities to the ratio of employment to resi-

dent population in their suburbs, one finds far

higher ratios for jobs of all types in the central

cities. Thus, central cities housed 35 "appropri-

ate" jobs for men for each 100 resident males,

while their suburbs housed only 18.5 such jobs

for each 100 resident males. For each 100 resi-

dent females, central cities housed 17 "appropri-

ate" jobs for women, and their suburbs housed

7.3 such jobs.

Moreover, because resident population also

suburbanized in these 10 years, one finds that

the declining central city share of metropolitan

employment did not cause an erosion in the mar-

gin by which the central city employment-popula-

tion ratio exceeded the suburban ratio. For in-

stance, between 1957 and 1967, the ratio of

"appropriate" jobs for men to resident males de-

clined by 1.1 percentage points in central cities

(from 36.1 per 100 in 1957 to 35 per 100 in 1967)

and by 3 percentage points in their suburbs

(from 21.5 per 100 in 1957 to 18.5 per 100 in

1957).32

Adjustments to Labor Supply: A potential

criticism of using this employment population

ratio as an index of relative labor demand is that

the denominatorâpopulationâdoes not accu-

rately describe the quantity of labor being sup-

plied to the "appropriate" jobs located in each

place. Specifically, if the type of labor supplied

by residents of the suburbs is primarily higher-

skilled, then the argument would be that even

though there are fewer "appropriate" suburban

jobs per capita, there are more "appropriate"

suburban jobs per resident supplier of unskilled

or semiskilled labor.

ln order to test the impact of considering

differences in the structure of the central city

and suburban resident labor forces, l used 1970

census data to prepare two estimates of the sup-

ply of unskilled labor in the central city and sub-

urban areas of the six large metropolitan areas.

The first approximation that l employed to

the unskilled labor force residing in each place

was the number of persons aged 25 or more

who had not graduated from high school. Divi-

sion of the estimated 1967 number of "appropri-

ate" jobs in each location by the estimated 1970

number of such high school (or earlier) dropouts

living in each location produced the following

estimated demand-supply relationships: The cen-

tral cities averaged 1.13 "appropriate" male jobs

to each resident male without a high school di-

ploma, while the suburbs averaged .92 "appro-

"appropriate" jobs for men and 53.6 percent of
all jobs.
As can be seen from the estimates noted
above, the central cities' share of total metropolitan employment did decline in these 10 years,
and their share of the "appropriate" jobs for
men was smaller than was their share of all
jobs. However, when one compares the 1967
ratio of employment to resident population in the
central cities to the ratio of employment to resident population in their suburbs, one finds far
higher ratios for jobs of all types in the central
cities. Thus, central cities housed 35 "appropriate" jobs for men for each 100 resident males,
while their suburbs housed only 18.5 such jobs
for each 100 resident males. For each 100 resident females, central cities housed 17 "appropriate" jobs for women, and their suburbs housed
7.3 such jobs.
Moreover, because resident population also
suburbanized in these 10 years, one finds that
the declining central city share of metropolitan
employment did not cause an erosion in the margin by which the central city employment-population ratio exceeded the suburban ratio. For instance, between 1957 and 1967, the ratio of
"appropriate" jobs for men to resident males declined by 1.1 percentage points in central cities
(from 36.1 per 100 in 1957 to 35 per 100 in 1967)
and by 3 percentage points in their suburbs
(from 21.5 per 100 in 1957 to 18.5 per 100 in
1957).32
Adjustments to Labor Supply: A potential
criticism of using this employment population
ratio as an index of relative labor demand is that
the denominator-population-does not accurately describe the quantity of labor being supplied to the "appropriate" jobs located in each
place. Specifically, if the type of labor supplied
by residents of the suburbs is primarily higherskilled, then the argument would be that even
though there are fewer "appropriate" suburban
jobs per capita, there are more "appropriate"
suburban jobs per resident supplier of unskilled
or semiskilled labor.
In order to test the impact of considering
differences in the structure of the central city
and suburban resident labor forces, I used 1970
census data to prepare two estimates of the supply of unskilled labor in the central city and suburban areas of the six large metropolitan areas.
The first approximation that I employed to
the unskilled labor force residing in each place

priate" jobs for each such resident male; the

central cities averaged .52 "appropriate" jobs for

women to each resident woman without a high

school diploma, while the suburbs averaged .32

.. These results are ba8eCl on d ata prese nted in Ta bt " 3.

was the number of persons aged 25 or more
who had not graduated from high school. Division of the estimated 1967 number of "appropriate" jobs in each location by the estimated 1970
number of such high school (or earlier) dropouts
living in each location produced the following
estimated demand-supply relationships: The central cities averaged 1.13 "appropriate" male jobs
to each resident male without a high school diploma, while the suburbs averaged .92 "appropriate" jobs for each such resident male; the
central cities averaged .52 "appropriate" jobs for
women to each resident woman without a high
school diploma, while the suburbs averaged .32
"appropriate" jobs for women for each such resident woman. 33
The second approximation to the unskilled
labor force living in each location which I employed was the number of persons aged 16 or
more who were either employed in an "unskilled" job or, if unemployed, has last been
employed in an "unskilled" occupation.34 The
division of my estimates of 1967 private sector
employment in each location by those estimates
of the 1970 unskilled labor force living in each
location produced the following results: That the
central cities averaged an estimated 3.4 "appropriate" jobs for men to each male resident in the
"unskilled" labor force, while the suburbs averaged an estimated 2.9 "appropriate" jobs for
men for each such male resident; and that the
central cities averaged an estimated 2.3 "appropriate" jobs for women for each female resident
in the "unskilled" labor force, while their suburbs averaged 1.5 "appropriate" jobs for women
for each female resident in the "unskilled" labor
force.
Employment-Population Ratios: Summary:
The results of the employment-population ratios
seem to indicate that, relative to resident labor
supply in each place, there were significantly
more jobs located in the central cities studied
than in their suburbs. The conclusion held even
after adjustments were made for whether or not
these jobs were "appropriate" for the poor, after
the jobs were divided according to whether they
were held by men or women, and after resident
population was adjusted to reflect only that portion of the resident population of each place that
might be considered to be part of the unskilled
labor force.
"These calculations, as well as those reported next , can be
found in Table 4 on the following page .
l< "Unskilled" (i p" otIlt). i (15
i JS;~ll ded "laborers, except farm."
"service wor'ke·rs.· uand
p ~,vate household workers ."
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"appropriate" jobs for women for each such res-

ident woman.33

The second approximation to the unskilled
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Tabl. 4. ComparllOn 0' E.tlmated Tot.,
Number of "Approprlat." Jobs In 1967 to
Vark»u. M.a.ure.
the 1970 Un.kllied
Labor Force, Six MIJor Metropolitan Area.'
(000)

0'

Ctintral
CW ••

Suburb,

(1) " Approprl.t." Job •• 1"7
H.ld by Mil.,
892.5
&39.5
H.td by F.m.le,
4111.8
341 .0
Tot.1
1384.3
1180.5
(2) Un,kllied Re.'dent Llbor Fore • •1970 l
Mlle.
2&1.9
316.4
F.mlle,
212.2
249.0
Totll
474.1
565.4
(3) Rltlo: Jobs to Un.klliid R.. I·
dent Llbor Forel ((1)+12)J
For Mil.,
2.65
3 .41
For F.m.l ..
U7
Both Se.....
2.92
' .09
(4) Un.kllied Ind Seml'kllted
Re.ld.nt L.bor Forel. 11170 '
M. I..
1157.0
892.8
F.m.le,
sao.9
951 .8
Tot.1
1337.9
11!144.4
(5) Rltlo: Job. to U" .klllid Ind Seml,kllt.d l.bor Fore.
!I l)+ (4)1
M.'n
Flmlln
0.72
0.36
TOtl1
(II) Re,ld."t. Over Age 25 Without
High School Dlplo m• • 1970:
1.002.0
Mil..
772.11
Femll..
11048.1
1.121.2
Totlt
1718.7
2,123.2
(1) Retlo: Jobs 10 Re.ldent. Wllhout
HI9h School Dlplo ml Ul)+ (I1)1
M.I ..
1.111
0."
"em.te.
0.30
0."
Total
0.81
(8) F.mlly Held, Under Age 115
Uvln91n Poverty. 1970 :
Mlle.
56.4
F.mlle.
79.8
Tot.,
136.2
104.3
(9) R.tlo: Job. to Poor flmlly H•• d, \( 1) + (II))
M.t"
15.8
15.0
6.2
7.0
Totll
10.2
11 .3

'"

..,.
.."

0."

....

0."

.....
....

F.m.'11

Mol..:
I. 0.11 .pply 10 B.tUmo •• • Bo.lo ... Dtonnf. N_ Orl.. n• •
PhU.de'Jphl• . • nd $1. lou , • . In 8o.lon . • 11 01 Sullolk
COlinty I. conlldlred to be the ~ ...!"t c tty. Dillon
lob. . .~Iude' .mJ)laym.n' 11'1' . 11 gover ......nt• .
2. In~lu~ 1 _ pe ....... . mplo~ed In Dr. If u".",plQYId .
1. .1 ,,"played I.. the tollow lr>g OC~uP ll ion . · lo1bo" •.
.1I<:'PI ' .. m : Seme. Wo. ~er : .nd PIIU I. Ho ..... hold
Wo , k"
3. lneludll. In ICIdlt lon ' 0 IhoM I.. ··unUHlICI·· occupelion •. IhOll pe,.......mployed I .. 0' . II u",mploy.d.
I.., .mploy• ., I.. 'IMo loUowlny """uP,lion" Ope •• Tln •
• nd CIe,tc" .
SoUIC.1:

Emptoy",,'" 0.1. I. thlt t,om T.ble 3.

l.IIO' Fo.e. Ind P_rI)'
/~

POpul./,o .. ,

' CII"IIiCl

.,6

0 ....'"

0.,.

hom

Soct.. III1CI

"'0 C• ...u. 0/
ElIvnom,e Ch*"

These calculation. .ugge.t, then, that if
one', job search Is restricted to the jurisdiction
In wh ich he lives, he will find more Jobs per resident jobseeker In the cenlral city than in the
suburb., and he i., theretore, better off IIYing in
the central City.
Wage Rel.tlonahip.: A second way 01 test·
ing the proposition that there Is a greater relatiYe demand for labor In the .uburbs i. to look
at Ihe wage rate paid in the central city and that
paid In the suburbs tor a given unskilled or semi·
skilled job.
If, a. has been hypothe.lzed, workers would
prefer to work (or, because of transoportalion
problems, are better able 10 work) at location.
close 10 their homes, Ihen we should expect
that, at a gIven wage rate, more workers will
offer themselyes to employers located in the
area haying the grealest relatiye .upply of workers, and fewer will offer themselye. to employers
located In the area haYing the greate.t relative
demand. As a consequence, those employers located in the area haying the greatest relatiye demand for labor will haye to raise their wages to
"bribe" nonresidents Into commuting In (or out,
as the case may be), while those employer. located In the area having the greater relative supply of workers will be able to pay lower wages
due to their relatlYe ease In attracting workers.
If, therefore, the demand for labor, relatiYe
to Its supply, Is greater In the suburbs, one
would expect that tor similar Jobs, wages In the
areas of labor shortage-suburb.......would exceed weges In tho central cltlea-ereas 01 tabor
surplus.
In order to conduct a test of such a proposition , Noll compared central city wage rates to
suburban wage rate. for flye different types of
r.tall trade .stabllshm.nts In 30 dlff.rent m.tropolitan areas.'5 01 the 129 comparisons he was
able to mak., h. found the c.ntral bu.iness district wage (ate hlgh.r In 101 cases and the suburban wage rate higher In 21 ca ...... He also
conducted such a I•• t for 11 types 01 nondurable
manufacluring plants In two m.tropolltan ar.as,
finding Ihat of the 20 comparisons possible, the
central city wag. rate was higher In 17 cases.':
Bolh of Ihese comparisons would suggest Ihat,
relaliy. 10 supply, the d.mand for work.rs at a
giYen wag. ral. was gr.aler In the central city
Ihan in Ihe suburbs.
• TIMo n... typn 01 H ,.bll""""nl, ..,ml... d _.. .Ulomot>lr.
dial.,., d~lIor ••• • hOl .10'" . ,IIl,u. ,"' • • ",d wom.,,·'
t"" .

~~'::'()"

'\J
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Although undertaken for a different purpose,

a second test of this type was conducted by

Rees and Shultz in their study of the Chicago

labor market. They divided metropolitan Chicago

into three zones: The central business district; a

"South and East zone" containing the South Chi-

cago Ghetto and the neighboring Hammond-Gary

Steel Complex; and a "North West Zone" con-

taining most of the higher income suburbs of

Chicago. When they then tried to "explain" sta-

tistically the wages of individual workers in Chi-

cago, they found that after controlling for such

factors as age, sex, race, experience, occupa-

tion, industry, and union status, in most cases

workers employed in the North and West Region

received lower wages, and those employed in

the South and East Region received higher

wages. They concluded that:

The whole wage pattern described by the regional vari-

ables might be roughly described as a wage gradient that

is lowest in the northwest corner of the Chicago area and

highest in the southeast. This gradient is related to the pat-

tern of location of employment and residences, since the

Although undertaken for a different purpose,
a second test of this type was conducted by
Rees and Shultz in their study of the Chicago
labor market. They divided metropolitan Chicago
into three zones: The central business district; a
"South and East zone" containing the South Chicago Ghetto and the neighboring Hammond-Gary
Steel Complex; and a "North West Zone" containing most of the higher income suburbs of
Chicago. When they then tried to "explain" statistically the wages of individual workers in Chicago, they found that after controlling for such
factors as age, sex, race, experience, occupation, industry, and union status, in most cases
workers employed in the North and West Region
received lower wages, and those employed in
the South and East Region received higher
wages. They concluded that:

North and West region has a heavier concentration of resi-

dential neighborhoods and the South and East Region has

a heavier concentration of nonresidential areas.18

They seem to be saying, then, that relative

to the supply of workers, the demand for labor

in Chicago is greatest in that portion of the met-

ropolitan area which is located closest to the

major ghetto.

The whole wage pattern described by the regional varIables might be roughly described as a wage gradient that
is lowest in the northwest corner of the Chicago area and
highest in the southeast. This gradient is related to the pattern of location of employment and residences, since the
North and West region has a heavier concentration of residential neighborhoods and the South and East Region has
a heavier concentration of nonresidential areas.'"

Statistical Correlations: A third method that

has been employed to answer the question of

relative demands for labor in center city and

suburb has been to examine various statistical

correlations between employment or wage level

and job location. Perhaps the two most promi-

nent articles written on the topic of employment

suburbanization, those by John Kain and Joe

Mooney, both employed this technique, as have

several others. All have been addressing the

question of the impact of employment suburbani-

zation only with respect to the black population.

Kain's Work: Using 1952 Detroit and 1956

Chicago data, Kain correlated the percentage of

black employees working in a given location with

two variables: (1) The percentage of the resi-

dents in the same location that were black, and

(2) the distance in miles between the location in

question and the boundary of the nearest ghetto.

His results suggested that there was a significant

positive relationship between the percentage of

black employees working in a given location and

the percentage of black residents of that loca-

tion, signifying, Kain believes, that racial discrim-

ination reduced black employment opportunities

in predominantly white neighborhoods (and that

discrimination in favor of blacks increases black

employment opportunities in predominantly black

neighborhoods). They also suggest a significantly

negative relationship between the percentage of

black employees working in a given location and

the distance between that location and the near-

est ghetto boundaryâa finding, he believes,

They seem to be saying, then, that relative
to the supply of workers, the demand for labor
in Chicago is greatest in that portion of the metropolitan area which is located closest to the
major ghetto.
Statistical Correlations: A third method that
has been employed to answer the question of
relative demands for labor in center city and
suburb has been to examine various statistical
correlations between employment or wage level
and job location. Perhaps 'he two most prominent articles written on the topic of employment
suburbanization, those by John Kain and Joe
Mooney, both employed this technique, as have
several others. All have been addressing the
question of the impact of employment suburban ization only with respect to the black population.
Kain's Work: USing 1952 Detroit and 1956
Chicago data, Kain correlated the percentage of
black employees working in a given location with
two variables: (1) The percentage of the residents in the same location that were black, and
(2) the distance in miles between the location in
question and the boundary of the nearest ghetto.
His results suggested that there was a significant
positive relationship between the percentage of
black employees working in a given location and
the percentage of black residents of that loca-

which shows that blacks cannot compete as

effectively for jobs located a long way away from

the ghetto.38

179,

• Reea and Shultz, p.
Data empl oyed In th eir at udy w ere
collected from employers in June 1963.

tion, signifying, Kain believes, that racial discrimination reduced black employment opportunities
in predominantly white neighborhoods (and that
discrimination in favor of blacks increases black
employment opportunities in predominantly black
neighborhoods). They also suggest a significantly
negative relationship between the percentage of
black employees working in a given location and
the distance between that location and the nearest ghetto boundary-a finding, he believes,
which shows that blacks cannot compete as
effectively for jobs located a long way away from
the ghetto. 39
Kain goes on to assert that these results
can be used to show that blacks in Chicago
would have had some 9 percent more jobs if
their residences were to be spread equally
across the metropOlitan area rather than concentrated in a few major ghettos. He reaches this
conclusion by assuming that the residential location of blacks is altered so that their percentage
in any location is equal to their percentage of
the total metropolitan population; that the location of jobs is not altered; and that his equation
will continue to predict black employment in
each location under the altered distribution of
resident population. ~o
Kain's results can be (and have been) attacked on two grounds. First, his procedure for
estimating aggregate employment under an alternative distribution of residences seems to make
the rather strong assumption that nothing affects
aggregate black employment except ratios of
black to total population, and distances between
job location and black residence locations-specifically, that such factors as the number of
blacks looking for jobs and the skills they possess have no impact.
Secondly, in addition to the assumption that
these two variables are the only two which enter
into the determination of aggregate black employment, this procedure also requires one to
assume that the Kain equation represents the
best possible estimate of the impact that these
two variables have. Two authors, while them"" Kain (1968). These conclusions are based on raaulls such as
Kain's Equation (1). That equation is:

W

= 9.18 + O.<l58R
(10.7)

(15.6)

-

0.521d
(U)

R'

= 0.78

Where:
W = Percentage 01 zone i's wo-kers who are black
R = Parcentage of zone I"s residents who are black
d = Airline distance In milea to nearest boundary point 01 a
Negro residence area
Numbers in percentages are t-ratios .
.. By a simiiao pr,QC~ !<I ~eff
estimatas that distributing black
residences eQli Ill y ' Wcros
etropolitan Detroit would have led
1r( fij N e employment.
to ~ ~';I < trFl~tT¥c rs~ 1

Kain goes on to assert that these results

can be used to show that blacks in Chicago

would have had some 9 percent more jobs if
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selves disavowing the assumption that these two

variables could accurately predict aggregate em-

ployment under different distributions of black

population, have also questioned the assumption

that the Kain formulation is the "best estimate"

of their impact.41 Specifically, they reestimated

Kain's equation and found that a slightly differ-

ent formulation, with the same base data, pro-

duced a slightly superior statistical correlation.42

Further, if one wished to assume that either of

these equations could accurately predict the im-

pact of a massive change in black residential

patterns on aggregate black employment, these

two authors show that their equation produces a

result in direct contradiction to the result ob-

tained by Kain. Specifically, they show that the

proposed shift to an even distribution of black

residences across the metropolitan area would

be expected to reduce aggregate black employ-

ment in Chicago by some 13 percent.43

Employment Rates and Employment Subur-

banization: A third statistical study is that under-

taken by Mooney.44 For each of the 25 largest

cities, Mooney correlated the fraction of the

males and females who were employed and liv-

ing in predominantly black central city poverty

tracts with the metropolitan unemployment rate,

a measure of the extent of employment subur-

banization and a measure of black access to

suburban worksites.45 His results were consist-

ent with the assertion that employment subur-

banization had "harmed" central city blacks (i.e.,

reduced the fraction of them that were em-

ployed), and that greater access to suburban

jobs could offset this harm.

Mooney's results do not speak to the ques-

tion of whether these blacks would be better off

living in the suburbs; they speak only to tl

tion of what impact suburbanization r

Moreover, he himself cautions against e

too great an impact from changes in a<

in the rate of employment suburbanizal

instance, at one point Mooney says:

... the reader should not lose sight of IN

the size of the coefficient of the unemployment n

selves disavowing the assumption that these two
variables could accurately predict aggregate employment under different distributions of black
population, have also questioned the assumption
that the Kain formulation is the "best estimate"
of their impact}! Specifically, they reestimated
Kain's equation and found that a slightly different formulation, with the same base data, produced a slightly superior statistical correlation. 42
Further, if one wished to assume that either of
these equations could accurately predict the impact of a massive change in black residential
patterns on aggregate black employment, these
two authors show that their equation produces a
result in direct contradiction to the result obtained by Kain. Specifically, they show that the
proposed shift to an even distribution of black
residences across the metropolitan area would
be expected to reduce aggregate black employment in Chicago by some 13 percent. 43
Employment Rates and Employment Suburbanlzatlon: A third statistical study is that undertaken by Mooney. H For each of the 25 largest
cities, Mooney correlated the fraction of the
males and females who were employed and living in predominantly black central city poverty
tracts with the metropolitan unemployment rate,
a measure of the extent of employment suburbanization and a measure of black access to
suburban worksitesY His results were consistent with the assertion that employment suburbanization had "harmed" central city blacks (Le.,
reduced the fraction of them that were employed), and that greater access to suburban
jobs could offset this harm.
Mooney's results do not speak to the question of whether these blacks would be better off

stantially higher than the size of the coefficients

of the other variables. Thus, although the geogra

ration of the central city Negro from the metropo

<, See

Offner-Saks.

u The Offner-Saks formulalion added a quadratic term to the "R "
areas reduces to some extent his employment op

(percent 01 residenta that were black) term, Justified, they
argue, under the alllumption that discrimination in favor of
blacks in neighborhoods with a high percentage 01 black
residentl would cause an unulually high percentage of black
employment. The Offner-SakI formulation of Klln'a Equation
(1) was :

relative to aggregate demand conditions in a

metropolitan area .... the factor of geographic

does not seem to be too important."

And at another point, in relationship

onstration projects aimed at improving tl

W

transit connecting the central city re

neighborhoods to suburban worksites,

that:

The preliminary findings of this study wou

indicate that major increases in total Negro i

should not be expected from these experiments."

Policy Conclusions

We have been examining the evidt

tive to whether, in general, we could e)

the employment prospects of certain a

residents would be enhanced by the ac

policies designed to encourage thÂ«

movement of these particular residents

0.67d
(12.8)
(0 .6)
(4.8)
(5.9)
with the Iymbols having the same meaning as thole appearing
in Kain's equation (footnote "). Offner-Saks reportl that the
Idjusted coefficient of determination on Kain's equation was
. 77 and that the adjusted coefficient of determination on their
equation was .82.
"Offner-Saks claim that their result is not intended to be a prediction of the consequence of complete residential desegregation. but rather to show that predictions such as Kain'lI Ire
virtually worth Ie.. becllulle they are 110 sensitive to the way in
which one formulates the equation .
.. See Mooney .
.. The measure of accells was the number of central c ity blacks
already working In tile euburbs diVided by the number of
central city blecks working in the central city.

ban residential locations.

We have seen that all of the available evi-

dence suggests that metropolitan employment lo-

= 10.804 + 0.049R + O.OO5R' -
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living in the suburbs; they speak only to tl
tion of what impact suburbanization t
Moreover, he himself cautions against e
too great an impact from changes in af
in the rate of employment suburbanizal
instance, at one point Mooney says:
. . . the reader should not lose sight of thl
the size of the coefficient of the unemployment ri
stantially higher than the size of the coefficients
of the other variables. Thus, although the geogra
ration of the central city Negro from the metropo
areas reduces to some extent his employment op
relative to aggregate demand conditions In a
metropolitan area . .. , the factor of geographic
does not seem to be '11)0 Important."

And at another point, in relationshi~
onstration projects aimed at improving tl
transit connecting the central city rf
neighborhoods to suburban worksites,
that:
The preliminary findings of this study wou
Indicate that major increases In total Negro I
should not be expected from these experiments'"

Policy Conclusions
We have been examining the evidf
tive to whether, in general, we could e)
the employment prospects of certain CI
residents would be enhanced by the ae
pOlicies designed to encourage thE
movement of these particular residents
ban residential locations.
We have seen that all of the available evidence suggests that metropolitan employment locations have suburbanized. I have argued,
however, that the position that policies such as
that described above can be expected to enhance employment prospects requires that certain additional assumptions be made about metropolitan housing and labor markets. These
include the assumption that those persons cannot now obtain suburban housing; that without
obtaining such suburban housing, those now living in the central city cannot adequately compete for jobs in the suburbs, whereas with such
housing, they could; and that, relative to its supply, the demand for labor is greater in suburban
locations .
Based upon the evidence that was reviewed
here, it seems reasonable to conclude that central city blacks have, in general, been denied access to suburban housing; but it is not at all

clear that low or moderate income whites have,

in general, also been denied access to such

housing. Thus, while the proposition that public

sector intervention is required to facilitate the

finding of such housing seems justified with re-

spect to central city blacks, it does not seem

justified with respect to central city whites.

I have argued that most suburban jobsites

are not served by adequate public transit, and

that, as a consequence, a public policy of en-

couraging persons who cannot commute to work

by automobile to move to the suburbs makes no

sense. Proposals to enhance employment oppor-

tunities by encouraging residential suburbaniza-

tion must then be aimed primarily at those cen-

tral city residents who either now own or could

afford to purchase an automobile.

There is evidence that in metropolitan areas,

lower and middle income workers do not, on av-

erage, commute as far to work as do higher in-

come workers. It is possible to use this as evi-

dence to support the contention that those

central city residents who own automobiles

would not want to, or be able to, compete for

jobs in the suburbs without having residences

there. However, such an argument also requires

one to assume that suburban residents would

not want to, or be able to. compete for jobs in

the central city. Thus, even granting the assump-

tion about the inability of those persons to com-

mute across the city boundary, the question of

whether or not a suburban residential location is

more advantageous than a central city residen-

tial location appears to depend on the question

of which location has the most potential jobs rel-

ative to its resident jobseekers.

The preponderance of evidence suggests

that, relative to resident supply, the demand for

virtually all kinds of labor is not greater in the

suburbsâthat, in fact, it is greater in the central

cities than it is in the suburbs. Thus, it would ap-

pear that, even if it is granted that certain cen-

tral city residents cannot now find housing in the

suburbs, and even if it is granted that without

such housing they cannot now adequately com-

pete for suburban jobs, there is no reason to be-

lieve that, as a general proposition, their moving

to suburban residential locations would enhance

their employment prospects.

The evidence on employment locations sug-

gests that if one assumes that certain residents

of one metropolitan jurisdiction are unable to

compete effectively for jobs located in the other,

then these persons would be worse off living in

the suburbs than in the central city. I, for one,

do not believe that either. My own feeling is that,

with the possible exception of the three or four

largest metropolitan areas in the country, per-

sons who commute to work by automobile are

perfectly capable of commuting to most major

job locations in the metropolitan area, regardless

of where they live. As a consequence, my own

opinion is that moving such persons into or out

of suburban areas would probably have little im-

pact on their employment prospects.

This paper has not taken issue with the as-

sertion that metropolitan employment suburbani-

zation may have had an unfavorable impact on

the employment prospects of certain central city

residents. It is entirely possible that it has, espe-

clear that low or moderate income whites have,
in general, also been denied access to such
housing. Thus, while the proposition that public
sector intervention is required to facilitate the
finding of such housing seems justified with respect to central city blacks, it does not seem
justified with respect to central city whites.
I have argued that most suburban jobsites
are not served by adequate public transit, and
that, as a consequence, a public policy of encouraging persons who cannot commute to work
by automobile to move to the suburbs makes no
sense. Proposals to enhance employment opportunities by encouraging residential suburbanization must then be aimed primarily at those central city residents who either now own or could
afford to purchase an automobile.
There is evidence that in metropolitan areas,
lower and middle income workers do not, on average, commute as far to work as do higher income workers. It is possible to use this as evidence to support the contention that those
central city residents who own automobiles
would not want to, or be able to, compete for
jobs in the suburbs without having residences
there. However, such an argument also requires
one to assume that suburban residents would
not want to, or be able to. compete for jobs in
the central city. Thus, even granting the assumption about the inability of those persons to commute across the city boundary, the question of
whether or not a suburban residential location is
more advantageous than a central city residential location appears to depend on the question
of which location has the most potential jobs relative to its resident jobseekers.
The preponderance of evidence suggests
that, relative to resident supply, the demand for
virtually a" kinds of labor is not greater in the
suburbs-that, in fact, it is greater in the central
cities than it is in the suburbs. Thus, it would appear that, even if it is granted that certain central city residents cannot now find housing in the
suburbs, and even if it is granted that without
such housing they cannot now adequately compete for suburban jobs, there is no reason to believe that, as a general proposition, their moving
to suburban residential locations would enhance
thei r employment prospects.
The evidence on employment locations suggests that if one assumes that certain residents
of one metropolitan jurisdiction are unable to
compete effectively for jobs located in the other,
then these persons would be worse off living in
the suburbs than in the central city. I, for one,
do not believe that either. My own feeling is that,

with the possible exception of the three or four
largest metropolitan areas in the country, persons who commute to work by automobile are
perfectly capable of commuting to most major
job locations in the metropolitan area, regardless
of where they live. As a consequence, my own
opinion is that moving such persons into or out
of suburban areas would probably have little impact on their employment prospects.
This paper has not taken issue with the assertion that metropolitan employment suburbanization may have had an unfavorable impact on
the employment prospects of certain central city
residents. It is entirely possible that it has, especia"y on those residents who do not own automobiles.
This paper has not examined the potential
impact on the employment prospects of particular central city residents that other policy options might be expected to have-policy options
such as the encouragement of an increase in
jobs located in the central city or the improvement of metropolitan public transportation systems. It, therefore, offers no conclusions about
thei r potential.
Much of the analysis contained in this paper
relates to housing and labor markets in only a
few selected metropolitan areas. I believe that
conditions in these areas are representative of
conditions in a" metropolitan areas, but there
may be a few metropolitan areas for which they
are not representative. Moreover, much of the
analysis is based on data aggregated over an
enti re suburban area or over an entire central
city, and it may be that a suburban "average"
does not correctly portray the situation in one
particular piece of the suburbs of a particular
metropOlitan area, or that a central city "average" does not correctly portray the situation in a
particular neighborhood of a particular central
city.
With this in mind, then, let us carefully state
just what we have concluded. This paper has concluded that. as a general proposition based
upon the currently available evidence, policies
designed to encourage the greater movement of
particular central city residents to the suburbs
cannot be expected to enhance the employment
prospects of these residents.
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Summary

On balance, the nonhousing decisions con-

sidered below favor the rich and work against

the poor. Not only are the poor at an inherent

disadvantage in obtaining housing, but they are

handicapped as well by the bulk of the consid-

ered nonhousing decisions. The major reason for

this relatively favorable treatment of the rich

over the poor can be traced directly to the Fed-

eral income tax. This situation could only be jus-

tifiable, in terms of housing goals, if it could be

conclusively shown that the "extra" units con-

structed by the rich filtered down to the poor. ln

By David D. Ramsey
Associate Professor of Economics,
Illinois State University
and George M. Vredeveld
Assistant Professor,
University of Missouri-Columbia

the absence of such data, it seems reasonable to

conclude that, although a higher stock is encour-

aged by such policies, its overall quality is prob-

ably not higher, nor are lower income families

Summary

benefited. HUD, therefore, with the bulk of its

housing policies aimed directly at the poor, finds

its efforts frustrated.

Stabilization Policies: There is general

agreement that rising interest rates reduce hous-

ing starts. Fiscal policy should be improved so

that monetary policy can be used in moderation.

The investment tax credit probably has little im-

pact on total investment but affects its composi-

tion by reducing housing starts and encouraging

equipment purchasing. There is growing empiri-

cal evidence that strongly suggests that the

credit and financial policies of the Federal Gov-

ernment are ineffective in stabilizing housing de-

mand because the demand for housing is only

slightly affected by the stock of mortgages.

Federal Tax Policies: The Federal tax laws

grant substantial subsidies to homeownership

which accrue almost entirely to middle and

upper income families. Recent changes in the

tax laws have had both positive and negative im-

pacts on housing; the 7-percent investment tax

credit reduces housing starts and increases

equipment purchases. Adoption of a negative in-

come tax would substantially improve the quality

of housing demanded by the poor.

Labor-Manpower Policies: There is substan-

tial agreement that construction unions have

been able to maintain higher relative wage rates;

eliminating this differential would permanently

raise annual housing starts. The impact on hous-

ing prices would be insignificant according to

one view, but another study indicates that a 1-

percent reduction in wages would reduce hous-

ing prices by 1.45 percent.

Timber lndustry Policies: Even though the

industry gets favorable tax treatment, its impact

on the housing market is likely to be very small.

The impact of the Jones Act is minimal.

On balance, the non housing decisions considered below favor the rich and work against
the poor. Not only are the poor at an inherent
disadvantage in obtaining housing, but they are
handicapped as well by the bulk of the considered non housing decisions. The major reason for
this relatively favorable treatment of the rich
over the poor can be traced directly to the Federal income tax. This situation could only be justifiable, in terms of housing goals, if it could be
conclusively shown that the "extra" units constructed by the rich filtered down to the poor. In
the absence of such data, it seems reasonable to
conclude that, although a higher stock is encouraged by such policies, its overall quality is probably not higher, nor are lower income families
benefited. HUD, therefore, with the bulk of its
housing policies aimed directly at the poor, finds
its efforts frustrated.
Stabilization Policies: There is general
agreement that rising interest rates reduce housing starts. Fiscal policy should be improved so
that monetary policy can be used in moderation.
The investment tax credit probably has little impact on total investment but affects its composition by reducing housing starts and encouraging
equipment purchasing. There is growing empirical evidence that strongly suggests that the
credit and financial policies of the Federal Government are ineffective in stabilizing housing demand because the demand fo r housing is only
slightly affected by the stock of mortgages.

Federal Tax Policies: The Federal tax laws
grant substantial subsidies to homeownership
which accrue almost entirely to middle and
upper income families. Recent changes in the
tax laws have had both positive and negative impacts on housing; the 7-percent investment tax
credit reduces housing starts and increases
equipment purchases. Adoption of a negative income tax would substantially improve the quality
of housing demanded by the poor.
Labor-Manpower Policies: There is substantial agreement that construction unions have
been able to maintain higher relative wage rates;
eliminating this differential would permanently
raise annual housing starts. The impact on housing prices would be insignificant according to
one view, but another study indicates that a 1percent reduction in wages would reduce housing prices by 1.45 percent.
Timber Industry Policies: Even though the
industry gets favorable tax treatment, its impact
on the housing market is likely to be very small.
The impact of the Jones Act is minimal.
Transportation: Subsidization of highways
accrues mainly to the nonpoor and contributes
to the existence of many suburban local governments.
Urban Renewal: Urban renewal, at best, is
neutral in its impacts on housing. Its probable
impacts were to reduce the supply of slum housing causing slum relocation and increases in
slum rents.
State and Local Governmental Policies: The
major impact of these governments on housing
is transmitted via the property tax and made
worse by the existence of many small local governments within metropolitan areas. Its impact is
to constrain the supply of housing and worsen
its quality in the central city. The adverse impacts of the property tax are increased because
of the current Federal tax treatment of housingrelated income and expenditures.

Conceptual Problems
The Federal housing goal is to provide "a
decent house and a suitable living environment
for every American family." To achieve this goal,
26 million housing units are to be constructed by
1978, 20 million of these are to be provided by
the private sector, and 6 million by the public
sector. Whether this is a realistic goal or not, its
achievement will be affected to a certain extent
by governmental decisions that are not related to
housing aCi8l t . i~ m (a.G ,,,,ny governmental decision
that EJ~f! E I 'ffmc I t!WI · ~ ply and demand for

Transportation: Subsidization of highways

accrues mainly to the nonpoor and contributes

to the existence of many suburban local govern-
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housing will make the achievement of this goal

less likely.

The multiplicity of Federal goals requires

the use of many policy instruments. The manipu-

lation of one set of instruments or policy varia-

bles to achieve a certain set of goals may affect

another set of goals either adversely or benefi-

cially. This occurs when some second set of

goals depends on the values of the first set of

instrument variables, some of which are beyond

the control of the agency responsible for the

second set of goals. lf the decisionmakers who

attempt to achieve the second set of goals can-

not affect the behavior of decisionmakers who

control the first set of instruments, then their

ability to achieve their stated goals is dimin-

ished. This problem is especially hard to resolve

unless the sources of conflicts are budgetary in

nature. One approach around this problem is to

create special purpose agencies in an attempt to

insulate and offset the adverse impact of other

decisions. The establishment of Federal credit

agencies is, perhaps, an example of this.

The creation of mechanisms to resolve these

inherent "side effects" is difficult because of so

many interactions. Effective management prac-

tices, however, require that decisionmakers re-

sponsible for, say, housing goals should have

some control over the policy variables that affect

housing goals, where conflicts arise some

method for resolving conflicts at least should be

available.

The purpose of this study is to identify these

policy variables that influence housing goals and

to specify the impacts that nonhousing policies

have on those instrument variables and ulti-

mately on the impacts of Federal housing goals.

Federal Government Policies

Stabilization and Credit Policies

The Federal Government has several stabili-

zation goals, the basic two being full employ-

ment and price stability. ln terms of familiarity or

perhaps professional acceptance, the other goals

are "adequate" growth and balance of payments

housing will make the achievement of this goal
less likely.
The multiplicity of Federal goals requires
the use of many policy instruments. The manipulation of one set of instruments or policy variables to achieve a certain set of goals may affect
another set of goals either adversely or beneficially. This occurs when some second set of
goals depends on the values of the first set of
instrument variables, some of which are beyond
the control of the agency responsible for the
second set of goals. If the decision makers who
attempt to achieve the second set of goals cannot affect the behavior of decision makers who
control the first set of instruments, then their
ability to achieve their stated goals is diminished. This problem is especially hard to resolve
unless the sources of conflicts are budgetary in
nature. One approach around this problem is to
create special purpose agencies in an attempt to
insulate and offset the adverse impact of other
decisions. The establishment of Federal credit
agencies is, perhaps, an example of this.
The creation of mechanisms to resolve these
inherent "side effects" is difficult because of so
many interactions. Effective management practices, however, require that decision makers responsible for, say, housing goals should have
some control over the policy variables that affect
housing goals, where conflicts arise some
method for resolving conflicts at least should be
available.
The purpose of this study is to identify these
policy variables that influence housing goals and
to specify the impacts that nonhousing pOlicies
have on those instrument variables and ultimately on the impacts of Federal housing goals.

equilibrium. lnterest rate stability has also been

suggested as an appropriate goal. Not all of the

above goals are mutually consistent or compati-

Federal Government Policies

bleâthe most important being price stability and

full employment as reflected by the controversial

Stabilization and Credit Policies

Phillips curve. To achieve these goals (target vari-

ables) requires the manipulation of certain policy

instruments such as changes in the rate of

change of the money supply, changes in tax

rates on provisions of the tax laws, and so on.

Thus, the achievement of these multiple stabiliza-

tion goals requires the use of many policy instru-

ments.

lf there were only two goals, price stability

and full employment, many different mixes of

monetary and fiscal policy could be used to

achieve them simultaneously. The selection of

the monetary-fiscal mix, however, affects the ex-

tent to which other stabilization goals can be

achieved. To achieve a given decrease in the un-

employment rate, either a "tight" monetary and

"loose" fiscal policy can be used, or a "loose"

The Federal Government has several stabilization goals, the basic two being full employment and price stability. In terms of familiarity or
perhaps professional acceptance, the other goals
are "adequate" growth and balance of payments
equilibrium. Interest rate stability has also been
suggested as an appropriate goal. Not all of the
above goals are mutually consistent or compatible-the most important being price stability and
full employment as reflected by the controversial
Phillips curve. To achieve these goals (target variables) requires the manipulation of certain policy
instruments such as changes in the rate of
change of the m () n ~y supply, changes in tax

monetary and "tight" fiscal policy. Typically, the

first alternative is associated with high or rising

interest rates, whereas the second alternative is

associated with low or falling interest rates. Con-
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rates on provisions of the tax laws, and so on.
Thus, the achievement of these multiple stabilization goals requires the use of many policy instruments.
If there were only two goals, price stability
and full employment, many different mixes of
monetary and fiscal policy could be used to
achieve them simultaneously. The selection of
the monetary-fiscal mix, however, affects the extent to which other stabilization goals can be
achieved. To achieve a given decrease in the unemployment rate, either a "tight" monetary and
"loose" fiscal policy can be used, or a "loose"
monetary and "tight" fiscal policy. Typically, the
first alternative is associated with high or rising
interest rates, whereas the second alternative is
associated with low or falling interest rates. Concern over the balance of payments would probably lead policymakers to choose the first alternative over the second. In the same way,
nonstabilization
goals-particularly
housing
goals-can be affected by the monetary-fiscal
mix. To the extent that housing starts are inversely related to interest rates, stabilization policies which affect interest rates will have an impact on the achievement of federal housing
goals.
If one accepts the position-as most economists do--that monetary and fiscal policies are
both effective in terms of achieving full employment or price stability, then other goals or targets must be considered in choosing the appropriate monetary-fiscal mix, otherwise the mix
would not matter.1 Furthermore, if stabilization
policymakers do not consider other objectives,
including nonstabilization goals, then other policy instruments will have to be devised to counteract the unfavorable effects of the monetaryfiscal mix. In fact, this is part of the rationale for
Federal credit agencies, for policies designed to
insulate savings and loan associations from fluctuating interest rates, and so on. The conduct of
monetary and fiscal policy requires that nonstabilization goals be the basis for the choice of the
monetary-fiscal mix. In particular, the efficient
achievement of housing goals, whatever they
may be, also requires that the impacts of stabilization policies on housing be considered by the
formulators of stabilization policy.

I

Lags are being Ignored here. One 01 the vlrtuea 01 mon.tary
policy Is that it can be Implemented Immediately upon recognilion that some change In policy la appropriate. Flacal
policy. on the other hand, cannot be Implemented as quickly
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One rationale often given for the existence

of Federal housing policies is that stabilization

policiesâespecially monetary policiesâcause

fluctuations in housing starts. A tight monetary

policy causes high or increasing interest rates;

this reduces availability of mortgages and alleg-

edly causes a reduction in housing starts. A less

restrictive monetary policy causes low or de-

creasing interest rates; this increases the availa-

bility of mortgages and, ostensibly, stimulates

housing starts. Thus, the residential construction

industry bears a more-than-proportional share of

the burden of stabilization. This generates wide

fluctuations in the residential construction indus-

try that probably raise the cost of housing con-

struction. Thus, the achievement of housing

goals is more expensive and less predictable in

the presence of such policies.

Of course, this occurs only to the extent

that the above is an accurate description of the

economy. As will be shown later, there is convinc-

ing and growing evidence that this is not an ac-

curate description of the housing and mortgage

markets. On both theoretical and empirical

grounds, however, there is near-unanimous

agreement that there is an inverse relationship

between rising interest rates and housing starts;

the divergence of views centers primarily on the

"transmission mechanism."

In response to the existence of the inverse

relationship between rising interest and housing

starts, many proposals have been made to guide

the formulation of stabilization policies so that

housing would be insulated from these adverse

affects. Arthur Okun has formulated perhaps the

best recent set of stabilization rules.2 In his

framework, full employment and price stability

are the basic goals, and the subsidiary economic

targets are: (1) The composition of final output,

(2) stability of interest rates and asset values, (3)

minimizing financial dislocation, (4) balance of

payments equilibrium, and (5) adequate growth.

The basis for choice of the monetary-fiscal mix

to achieve the basic goals rests on the subsidi-

ary economic targets. His rules for stabilization

policy are:

1. Monetary policy should follow the middle

of the road, i.e., it should be neither too loose

nor too tight. Tightness or looseness must be in-

terpreted in terms of interest rates and credit

conditions.

'Arthur M. Okun, "Rules and Rules (or Fiscal and Monetary

Policy," issue* In Fiscal and Monetary Policy: The Eclectic

Economist Views the Controversy, edited by James J. Dia-

One rationale often given for the existence
of Federal housing policies is that stabilization
policies-especially monetary policies-cause
fluctuations in housing starts. A tight monetary
policy causes high or increasing interest rates;
this reduces availability of mortgages and allegedly causes a reduction in housing starts. A less
restrictive monetary policy causes low or decreasing interest rates; this increases the availability of mortgages and, ostensibly, stimulates
housing starts. Thus, the residential construction
industry bears a more-than-proportional share of
the burden of stabilization. This generates wide
fluctuations in the residential construction industry that probably raise the cost of housing construction. Thus, the achievement of housing
goals is more expensive and less predictable in
the presence of such policies.
Of course, this occurs only to the extent
that the above is an accurate description of the
economy. As will be shown later, there is convincing and growing evidence that this is not an accurate description of the housing and mortgage
markets. On both theoretical and empirical
grounds, however, there is near-unanimous
agreement that there is an inverse relationship
between rising interest rates and housing starts;
the divergence of views centers primarily on the
"transmission mechanism."
In response to the existence of the inverse
relationship between rising interest and housing
starts, many proposals have been made to guide
the formulation of stabi lization policies so that
housing would be insulated from these adverse
affects. Arthur Okun has formulated perhaps the
best recent set of stabilization rules. 2 In his
framework, full employment and price stability
are the basic goals, and the subsidiary economic
targets are: (1) The composition of final output,
(2) stability of interest rates and asset values, (3)
minimizing financial dislocation, (4) balance of
payments equilibrium, and (5) adequate growth.
The basis for choice of the monetary-fiscal mix
to achieve the basic goals rests on the subsidiary economic targets. His rules for stabilization
policy are:

mond, (DePaul University, 1971) pp. 51-74.

2. Fiscal policy should be conducted to

avoid either a "tight" or "loose" monetary pol-

icy.

3. The fiscal policy variables that should be

manipulated first are the timing of new spending

or tax programs, but if these do not provide the

1. Monetary policy should follow the middle
of the road, i.e., it should be neither too loose
nor too tight. Tightness or looseness must be interpreted in terms of interest rates and credit
conditions.

desired effect, personal income tax rates should

be charged.

I
4. To avoid lasting impacts on future budg-

ets, an expansionary fiscal policy should be tem-

porary and self-terminating.

5. It should be recognized that stabilization

policies must be made on the basis of a fore-

cast, but this should not inhibit decisive action

when the forecast calls for it.

Arthur M. Okun, "Rules and Rules for Fiscal and Monetary
Policy." Issue. In Fiscal and Monetary Policy: The Eclectic
Economl.t Vie,..., the Controversy, ed ited by James J. Diamond, (DePlul University, 1971) pp. 51 -74.

2. Fiscal policy should be conducted to
avoid either a "tight" or "loose" monetary policy.

3. The fiscal policy variables that should be
manipulated first are the timing of new spending
or tax programs, but if these do not provide the
desired effect, personal income tax rates should
be charged.
4. To avoid lasting impacts on future budgets, an expansionary fiscal policy should be temporary and self-terminating.
5. It should be recognized that stabilization
policies must be made on the basis of a forecast, but this should not inhibit decisive action
when the forecast calls for it.
6. "Presidents should listen to the advice of
their economists on fiscal policy and so should
the Congress"3 (Emphasis his).
7. "The makers of monetary policy should
be guided by both aggregate quantities and interest rates and by the present and prospective
state of aggregate demand; they will serve the
Nation best by using fully their capability to
make small and prompt adjustments in light of
the best current evidence and analysis"· (Emphasis his).

The net effect of following Okun's rules
would be to stabilize interest rates within a narrower range than in the past. This would minimize the impact of stabilization policy in those
sectors, especially housing, which move inversely to interest rates. To the extent that fluctuations in residential construction are due to
fluctuating interest rates, these fluctuations will
be minimized. The striking thing about Okun's
rules is that they are essentially a reform of
fiscal policy and not monetary policy. The usual
prescription to minimize the adverse eHects of
monetary policy is a reformation of monetary
policy or an attempt to insulate the adversely affected sectors from the impacts of monetary policy by making monetary policy less potent in
those sectors. This approach has led to a proliferation of agencies whose primary task is, in effect, to conduct offsetting monetary operations
for the benefit of specific institutions. The Federal Home Loan Bank Board is an example of
such an agency. If Okun's approach is correct, it
is fiscal policy, not monetary policy, that is long
overdue for reform.
'Ibid., p. 69.
'Ibid.,

Original from
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The Board of Governors of the Federal Re-

serve System has also made some recommenda-

tions that would help moderate fluctuations in

the construction industry.5 The board recorn-

mended a heavier reliance on fiscal policy; that

is, of course, consistent with Okun's rules. They

also state that improvements in federally spon-

sored credit agencies, while helpful in the past,

probably should not be explored any further.

Recommendations to eliminate ceiling rates on

FHA-insured and VA-guaranteed loans, as well

as encouraging State governments to remove

usury ceilings and certain changes in the Fed-

eral banking laws, would help to insure more

even flows of mortgage funds. Recommendations

are also offered to improve the functioning of

depository institutions. Their recommendations

for improving fiscal policy offer a more active

use of the investment tax credit. Recommenda-

tions such as Okun's, they state, are not likely to

be accepted by Congress. lt is argued that out-

lays on machinery and equipment are large and

especially volatile and that if these outlays could

be stabilized, their growth in production and em-

ployment would also be more stable. Thus the

investment tax credit could be lowered when ag-

gregate demand became excessive, or raised

when demand became deficient. This would

smooth variations in business' external financing

so that fluctuations in interest rates and mort-

gage creditâand fluctuations in housing con-

struction as wellâwould be minimized. This rec-

ommendation clearly depends on the

effectiveness of the investment tax credit.

What have studies shown about the efficacy

of using the investment tax credit? A simulation

study of impacts of the Tax Reform Act of 1969

and the Revenue Act of 1971 shows that the com-

position of fixed investment is strongly influ-

enced by the investment tax credit.6 Repeal of

the tax credit yields substantial increases in resi-

dential construction primarily at the expense of

equipment purchases, whereas reinstating the

tax credit decreases residential construction.

Harberger argues that, because of the savings

constraint, tax stimuli cannot increase overall in-

vestment in relation to GNP; thus, only the com-

position of investment will be affected by varia-

tions in the investment tax credit.7 To what

extent the recent boom in residential construc-

tion is due to the repeal of the investment tax

credit is difficult to say, and to what extent hous-

ing construction will be adversely affected by its

reinstatement is just as difficult to predict.

ln light of this evidence, the recent declines

in housing starts and the substantial growth in

unfilled machine tool orders suggest that the

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System has also made some recommendations that would help moderate fluctuations in
the construCtion industry.s The board recommended a heavier reliance on fiscal policy; that
is, of course, consistent with Okun's rules. They
also state that improvements in federally sponsored credit agencies, while helpful in the past,
probably should not be explored any further.
Recommendations to eliminate ceiling rates on
FHA-insured and VA-guaranteed loans, as well
as encouraging State governments to remove
usury ceilings and certain changes in the Federal banking laws, would help to insure more
even flows of mortgage funds. Recommendations
are also offered to improve the functioning of
depository institutions. Their recommendations
for improving fiscal policy offer a more active
use of the investment tax credit. Recommendations such as Okun's, they state, are not likely to
be accepted by Congress. It is argued that outlays on machinery and equipment are large and
especially volatile and that if these outlays could
be stabilized, their growth in production and employment would also be more stable. Thus the
investment tax credit could be lowered when aggregate demand became excessive, or raised
when demand became deficient. This would
smooth variations in business' external financing
so that fluctuations in interest rates and mortgage credit-and fluctuations in housing construction as well-wOUld be minimized. This recommendation
clearly
depends
on
the
effectiveness of the investment tax credit.
What have studies shown about the efficacy
of using the investment tax credit? A simulation
study of impacts of the Tax Reform Act of 1969
and the Revenue Act of 1971 shows that the composition of fixed investment is strongly influenced by the investment tax credit. 6 Repeal of
the tax credit yields substantial increases in residential construction primarily at the expense of
equipment purchases, whereas reinstating the
tax credit decreases residential construction.
Harberger argues that, because of the savings
constraint, tax stimuli cannot increase overall investment in relation to GNP; thus, only the composition of investment will be affected by varia-

tions in the investment tax credif.1 To what
extent the recent boom in residential construction is due to the repeal of the investment tax
credit is difficult to say, and to what extent housing construction will be adversely affected by its
reinstatement is just as difficult to predict,
In light of this evidence, the recent declines
in housing starts and the substantial growth in
unfilled machine tool orders suggest that the
composition of investment is shifting away from
housing toward equipment. Thus, flexible use of
the investment tax credit may stabilize the individual components of fixed investment, but the
choice about the composition will be difficult. In
fact, Harberger argues that shifting the composition of investment from housing to any of the
other components represents a gain because the
marginal productivity of capital in the nonresidential sector is substantially higher than in the
residential sector. This is primarily due to the existing tax provisions that substantially subsidize
housing. To determine the impacts of a more
flexible use of the investment tax credit, more
study is required.
One striking feature of residential construction cycles is their persistence both in the United
States and other industrial countries. The report
of the FRS Board of Governors states: "There is
no evidence that short term fluctuations in traditional types of residential construction are moderating with the passage of time." S Andrew
Stern, in a study which utilized the techniques of
spectral analysis, compared residential construction cycles for the periods 1857-1926 and
1901-70 and concluded that there was little evidence that a structural change had occurred,
and that the cycles in the two subperiods had
essentially the same characteristics even though
the financial structure of the 1901-70 period was
seemingly stacked in favor of residential
construction. 9 He also stated: "Fluctuations in
the financial variables do not appear to bear a
systematic relationship of any significance with
movements in residential construction_" 10 According to his analysis, housing is related to demographic variables over the long run, and the
cost variables, including the interest rate, in the
short run. His financial variables included bank
loans and mortgages. O. H. Brownlee argues that

• "Ways to Moderate Fluctuations in the Construction of Housing,"
Report of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System-March 3, 1972. Federal Reserve Bullefin, March 1972,
pp. 215-25.
• Henry J. Aaron, Frank S. Rus.ek, Jr., and Nell M. Singer, "Tax
Changes and Composition of Fixed Investment: An AljIgregalive Simulation," Th e Review of Eco noml sand Slal (sl/cs,
LIV (November 1972), pp. 343-66.

C. Harberger, Chapter VII of rlllC Incentives and Cllpll.'
Spending edited by Gary Fromm, (The Brooki ngs InstituMn,
1971), pp. 256-09.
• Ibid., p. 215.
• Andrew Stern, "Fluctuallon In Residential Construction: SOme
Ev;dence f.. til the Sp ctral Estimates," The Review of Economics lin S! 1
" ",g, Ifl I ~Ugu.t 1972). pp. 328-32.

composition of investment is shifting away from

housing toward equipment. Thus, flexible use of

the investment tax credit may stabilize the indi-

vidual components of fixed investment, but the

choice about the composition will be difficult. ln

fact, Harberger argues that shifting the composi-

tion of investment from housing to any of the

other components represents a gain because the

marginal productivity of capital in the nonresi-

dential sector is substantially higher than in the

residential sector. This is primarily due to the ex-

isting tax provisions that substantially subsidize

housing. To determine the impacts of a more
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the interest elasticity of demand for housing is

relatively high primarily because of its long life

and also indicates that financial constraints have

not significant impact on residential construction

at least until mid-1967.11 A recent article by Ar-

celus and Meltzer,1- which is bound to be con-

troversial, rejects the view that the availability of

mortgages is a primary determinant of housing

starts.

lt was indicated above that two views are

emerging concerning how housing markets are

affected by monetary policy. By far the more pop-

ular view (the conventional wisdom) is that in-

creasing interest rates reduce the rate at which

deposits at mortgage institutions grow, which

causes a decrease in the rate at which mortgages

increase; this finally causes a decrease in the

demand for housing.13 The policy implications

derived from this view are twofold: (1) Monetary

policy should steer a middle course, and (2)

credit or financial policies that increase the sup-

ply of mortgages can be effective in negating the

adverse affects of a tight monetary policy or in

insulating the housing sector from generally tight

credit conditions. lt is this view which serves as

the rationale for virtually all Federal credit agen-

cies and policies with respect to housing. The

major support for this view is the observation

that housing starts and the stock of mortgage

credit are positively related and that both are

negatively related to the interest rate.14

An alternative view is that because housing

is a durable asset, its interest elasticity is rela-

tively large, so that rising interest rates reduce

housing starts, and falling interest rates increase

starts.15 Concomitantly, rising interest rates on

securities increase net withdrawals from thrift in-

stitutions; this also reduces the rate at which

their assets can grow. The policy implications of

this view also call for moderation in the conduct

of monetary policy, but no credit policies are im-

plied at all; they show that the availability of

mortgage credit has little or no effect on the de-

mand for housing.

Â«O. H. Brownlee. "The Effects of Monetary and Credit Policies

on the Structure of the Economy," The Journal of Political

Economy, 76. Part tl. (July/August 1968), pp. 766-95.

" Francisco Arcelus and Allan H. Meltzer, "The Markets for

Housing and Housing Services," Journal ol Money Credit and

Banking, V, Part l, (February 1973), pp. 78-99.

" Many references could be cited here; some of the more recent

and representative ones are: Sherman J Malsel, "The Effects

of Monetary Policy on Expenditures in Specific Sectors of

the interest elasticity of demand for housing is
relatively high primarily because of its long life
and also indicates that financial constraints have
not significant impact on residential construction
at least until mid-1967. 11 A recent article by Arcelus and Meltzer,l~ which is bound to be controversial, rejects the view that the availability of
mortgages is a primary determinant of housing
starts.
It was indicated above that two views are
emerging concerning how housing markets are
affected by monetary policy. By far the more popular view (the conventional wisdom) is that increasing interest rates reduce the rate at which
deposits at mortgage institutions grow, which
causes a decrease in the rate at which mortgages
increase; this finally causes a decrease in the
demand for housing. 13 The policy implications
derived from this view are twofold: (1) Monetary
policy should steer a middle course, and (2)
credit or financial policies that increase the supply of mortgages can be effective in negating the
adverse affects of a tight monetary policy or in
insulating the housing sector from generally tight
credit conditions. It is this view which serves as
the rationale for virtually all Federal credit agencies and policies with respect to housing. The
major support for this view is the observation
that housing starts and the stock of mortgage
credit are positively related and that both are
negatively related to the interest rate. H
An alternative view is that because housing
is a durable asset, its interest elasticity is relatively large, so that rising interest rates reduce
housing starts, and falling interest rates increase
starts.!" Concomitantly, rising interest rates on
securities increase net withdrawals from thrift institutions; this also reduces the rate at which
their assets can grow. The policy implications of
this view also call for moderation in the conduct
of monetary policy, but no credit policies are implied at all; they show that the availability of
mortgage credit has little or no effect on the demand for housing.

the Economy," The Journal ol Political Economy, 76, Part tl,

(July/August 1968), pp. 796-814, and Leo Grebler, "Discus-

sion," The Journal ol Finance, XXVtl (May 1972), pp. 224-26.

11 O.

"Arcelus and Meltzer, p. 79.

"This is the approach of Arcelus and Meltzer.

Huang also finds that housing starts are in-

dependent from savings and loan liquidity.16

Thus, the credit policies of the Federal Govern-

ment are ineffective, and to the extent that they

impose costs and affect interest rates in an ad-

verse way (Kwon and Thornton give evidence to

support this view17) these policies should be

discontinued.

On the basis of the evidence presented by

H. Brownlee, "The Effects 01 Monetary and Credit Policies
on the Structure 01 the Economy," The Journal of Political
Economy, 78, Part II, (July/August 1968), pp. 786-95 .
• 2 Francisco
Arcelus and Allan H. Meltzer, "The Markets for
Housing and Housing Services," Journal of Money Credit and
Sanklng, V, Part I, (February 1973), pp. 78-99.
.. Many references could be cited here; some of the more recent
and representative ones are: Sherman J. Maisel, "The Effects
of Monetary Policy on Expenditures in Specific Sectors of
the Economy," The Journal of Political Economy, 76, Part II,
(July/August 1968). pp. 796-814, and Leo Grebler, "Dlscus'ion," The Journal of Finance, XXVII (May 1972). pp . 224--26.
,. Arcelus and Mellzer, pl 79 .
II Thi. i. the approach of Arcelu8 and Me ltzer.

Huang also finds that housing starts are independent from savings and loan Iiquidity.I6
Thus, the credit policies of the Federal Government are ineffective, and to the extent that they
impose costs and affect interest rates in an adverse way (Kwon and Thornton give evidence to
support this view 10) these policies should be
discontinued.
On the basis of the evidence presented by
Arcelus and Meltzer, the composition of credit
has no impact on residential construction. The
basis for their conclusions rests on a three-equation model of the housing market, demand for
housing services, and the supply of and demand
for housing. Their empirical estimates indicate
that the principal determinants of housing starts
are relative prices, interest rates, and income
and real wealth including equity in homes. The
authors fail to find any significant influence of
mortgage credit on the demand for housing. The
demand for housing starts has an interest elasticity of -1.75, and the interest elasticity of the
supply of housing starts is about - 2.0. Thus, rising interest rates reduce housing starts, not because of lack of availability of mortgages, but directly because of the interest elasticity of supply
and demand functions.
The evidence presented by Arcelus and
Meltzer is convincing. Their analysis is corroborated by others and is firmly based upon good
economic theory. Their analYSiS, however, will
have to stand the test of professional scrutiny
which, we are sure, will be forthcoming. As indicated above, their view, as well as the conventional wisdom, can still be interpreted as implying moderation in the conduct of monetary
policy. It does, however, reject Federal credit
policies because of their ineffectiveness.

Tax Policies
The provisions of the Federal personal income tax have substantial impacts on the supply
of and demand for housing. In fact, the income
tax laws probably have an impact on housing
that is greater than any other Federal regulations
except perhaps those at the Federal Reserve
Board. Included in this section is a description

•• David S. Huang, "Effect of Different Credit Policies on Housing
Demand," Irwin Friend (editor). Study 01 the Savings and
Loan Industry, (Washington: Federal Home Loan Bank Board,
1969), Vol. III, p. 1236.
"Jene K. Kwon and Richard M. Thornton. "The Federal Home
Loan Bank and Savings and Loan Associations: An Examination of the . 'i!J,l' [i1l
lJ ral Home Loan Bank Advances,"

Iqr

~;jjimllR~ITVTIr~l l~ I~AiM iCS,

L1V (February 1972),

Arcelus and Meltzer, the composition of credit

has no impact on residential construction. The

basis for their conclusions rests on a three-equa-
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of the favorable benefits to homeownership be-

stowed by the lnternal Revenue Service, an anal-

ysis of recent tax changes, and the likely im-

pacts of the negative income tax on housing

quality.

Tax advantages accrue to homeowners be-

cause (1) imputed rent is not taxed, (2) mortgage

interest payments are deductible, and (3) prop-

erty taxes are deductible. These provisions of

the federal personal income tax law mean that

for two identical familiesâexcept that one is a

renter and the other a homeownerâthe income

tax paid by the homeowner is lower than the in-

come tax paid by the renter. ln 1966, the loss in

revenue was about $7 billion, assuming un-

changed tax rates.18 However, if tax rates were

reduced so that tax collections remained un-

changed in 1966, a 12 percent reduction in in-

come tax rates would have been possible. Rent-

ers would have gained by the 12 percent

reduction in tax rates (assuming no increase in

rents due to elimination of tax advantages),

whereas homeowners as a group would have

lost.

The value of these tax advantages varies di-

rectly with tax rates and hence income, i.e.,

higher incomes and hence higher tax rates

make these tax advantages more valuable.

Households earning less than $5,000 in 1966 re-

ceived only about 8 percent of the $7 billion sub-

sidy contained in the income tax loss.

These tax benefits to homeownership have

several impacts: (1) They encourage homeowner-

ship over renting; (2) they encourage consump-

tion of housing services relative to nonhousing

services (20 percent more was demanded in

1966 than would have been in the absence of tax

subsidies)19, and (3) they encourage investment

in housing relative to nonhousing. Of course,

these incentive effects are directly related to a

family's income. Thus, in terms of HUD's concern

over the size of the housing stock, these regula-

tions are consistent with this goal. But to the ex-

tent that HUD's direct programs focus on lower

income families, these tax provisions work con-

trary to the housing goals of HUD.

Renters do receive a slight break, although

indirectly, via income tax laws. lnvestors in

rental property are permitted to deduct deprecia-

tion for tax purposes in excess of true rates of

depreciation. Taxes are deferred, or rental prop-

" Henry J. Aaron, Shelter and Subsidies, Who Deneiit:, From

Federal Housing Policies? (Washington, D.C., The Brookinga

institution), 1972, pp. 55-56.

"lbid., p. 62.

erty is sold for capital gains income that is taxed

at a lower rate. lf rental markets are competitive,

the benefits of excess depreciation will accrue to

renters if rents are reduced over time. Capital

will also be attraced into rental properties, and

more rental housing will be constructed relative

of the favorable benefits to homeownership bestowed by the Internal Revenue Service, an analysis of recent tax changes, and the likely impacts of the negative income tax on housing
quality.
Tax advantages accrue to homeowners because (1) imputed rent is not taxed, (2) mortgage
interest payments are deductible, and (3) property taxes are deductible. These provisions of
the federal personal income tax law mean that
for two identical families-except that one is a
renter and the other a homeowner-the income
tax paid by the homeowner is lower than the income tax paid by the renter. In 1966, the loss in
revenue was about $7 billion, assuming unchanged tax rates. IS However, if tax rates were
reduced so that tax collections remained unchanged in 1966, a 12 percent reduction in income tax rates would have been possible. Renters would have gained by the 12 percent
reduction in tax rates (assuming no increase in
rents due to elimination of tax advantages),
whereas homeowners as a group would have
lost.
The value of these tax advantages varies directly with tax rates and hence income, i.e.,
higher incomes and hence higher tax rates
make these tax advantages more valuable.
Households earning less than $5,000 in 1966 received only about 8 percent of the $7 billion subsidy contained in the income tax loss.
These tax benefits to homeownership have
several impacts: (1) They encourage homeownership over renting; (2) they encourage consumption of housing services relative to non housing
services (20 percent more was demanded in
1966 than would have been in the absence of tax
subsidies) 1:', and (3) they encourage investment
in housing relative to nonhousing. Of course,
these incentive effects are directly related to a
family's income. Thus, in terms of HUD's concern
over the size of the housing stock, these regulations are consistent with this goal. But to the extent that HUD's direct programs focus on lower
income families, these tax provisions work contrary to the housing goals of HUD.
Renters do receive a slight break, although
indirectly, via income tax laws. Investors in
rental property are permitted to deduct depreciation for tax purposes in excess of true rates of
depreciation. Taxes are deferred, or rental prop-

to owner-occupied housing. The percentage of

reduction in rentals, however, can vary from 0 to

almost 20 percent, and it is extremely difficult to

estimate with any precision just what these im-

,. Henry J. Aaron. Shelter and Subsidies, Who Benefits From
Federal Housing Policies? (Washington. D.C .• The Brookings
Institution). 1972. pp. 55-56.
•• Ibid., p. 62.
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pacts will be.

The lnternal Revenue Code thus gives sub-

stantial subsidies to housing, most of which ac-

crue to upper income homeowners. ln terms of

most redistribution goals, it is extremely difficult
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erty is sold for capital gains income that is taxed
at a lower rate. If rental markets are competitive,
the benefits of excess depreciation will accrue to
renters if rents are reduced over time. Capital
will also be attraced into rental properties, and
more rental housing will be constructed relative
to owner-occupied housing. The percentage of
reduction in rentals, however, can vary from 0 to
almost 20 percent, and it is extremely difficult to
estimate with any precision just what these impacts will be.
The Internal Revenue Code thus gives substantial subsidies to housing, most of which accrue to upper income homeowners. In terms of
most redistribution goals, it is extremely difficult
to justify these subsidies. In terms of housing, if
these subsidies were eliminated and the extra
tax revenue used to subsidize, in some way, the
consumption of housing services by low income
familes, this would be a more efficient way of
achieving the Nation's housing goals. This would
leave the total housing subsidy constant, but the
net effect would be to upgrade the quality of the
housing stock. To be sure, the quality of housing
services demanded by upper income families will
fall in the long run, but the quality of that stock
would not fall below minimal standards. The
quality of the housing stock available to lower
income families would certainly rise. The extent
to which it would increase depends partly on the
form in which housing is subsidized.
Recent changes in Federal income tax laws
also have had an impact on housing. The Tax
Reform Act of 1969 repealed the 7-percent investment tax credit, disallowed certain forms of
accelerated depreciation, increased capital gains
rates, tightened recapture provisions on excess
depreciation, and introduced a minimum tax on
certain incomes. The Revenue Act of 1971 restored the 7-percent investment tax credit in a
slightly modified form and permitted businesses
to reduce depreciable lives up to 20 percent.
Simulating these impacts based on the investment sector of the 1969 FRB-MIT model yielded
the following results:
1. The net effect of both changes on housing was negative, i.e., the changes tended to
reduce housing starts.
2. Repeal of the investment tax credit favorably affected housing, and its reinstatement adversely affected housing. The impacts were substantial-as high as a 5 percent change in
expenditu .e's ~ginal from
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3. Reducing depreciation allowances shifts

the composition of investment from plants to

housing.20

Thus, changes in tax provisions in the lnter-

nal Revenue Code since 1969 have tended to af-

fect housing adversely. These results may be in-

terpeted with some care and should only be

considered as very rough approximations. The

point is that tax laws are changed and these

changes potentially affect housing. Certainly,

HUD should involve itself, at least to some ex-

tent, in tax changes that adversely affect its

housing goals.

Another proposed tax change which has re-

ceived much attention is the negative income

tax. The negative income tax means simply that

families earning below some minimum, based on

deductions and exemptions, receive a benefit

equal to 50 percent of the difference between

their income and the minimum. Hugh Nourse has

estimated that for 1960 there would have been

857,000 fewer substandard housing units if the

negative income tax had been in effect.21 This

amounted to about 8 percent of the substandard

stock of housing. Compared to the number of

public housing units constructed, this is a sub-

stantial figure. Public housing units constructed

until about 1968 only amounted to about 850,000

units.

The tax laws are, and could be even more

of, a powerful tool to accomplish the Nation's

housing objectives. These objectives, however,

must also be considered in light of other goals

such as equity in taxation and the equitable dis-

tribution of income.

Labor and Manpower Policies â¢

There has been increasing interest in wage

determination in the construction industry. The

size of wage settlements in this industry has

been rising more rapidly than for other indus-

tries. For example, in 1970 the average wage

settlement in construction involved a 15 percent

3. Reducing depreciation allowances shifts
the composition of investment from plants to
housing. 20
Thus, changes in tax provisions in the Internal Revenue Code since 1969 have tended to affect housing adversely. These results may be interpeted with some care and should only be
considered as very rough approximations. The
point is that tax laws are changed and these
changes potentially affect housing. Certainly,
HUD should involve itself, at least to some extent, in tax changes that adversely affect its
housing goals.
Another proposed tax change which has received much attention is the negative income
tax. The negative income tax means simply that
families earning below some minimum, based on
deductions and exemptions, receive a benefit
equal to 50 percent of the difference between
their income and the minimum. Hugh Nourse has
estimated that for 1960 there would have been
857,000 fewer substandard housing units if the
negative income tax had been in effect. 21 This
amounted to about 8 percent of the substandard
stock of housing. Compared to the number of
public housing units constructed, this is a substantial figure. Public housing units constructed
until about 1968 only amounted to about 850,000
units.
The tax laws are, and could be even more
of, a powerful tool to accomplish the Nation's
housing objectives. These objectives, however,
must also be considered in light of other goals
such as equity in taxation and the equitable distribution of income.

wage increase.2- Professor D. Quinn Mills 23, in

analyzing the determinants of wages in contract

construction, has found that a number of factors

Labor and Manpower Policies

•

significantly contribute toward the rise in con-

struction wages. Some of his results are briefly

"Aaron, Russek. and Singer.

-â¢ Hugh O. Nourse, "The Effect of a Negative income Tax on the

Number of Substandard Housing Units," Land Economics.

XLVl (November 1970), pp. 435-46.

" Report by the Construction industry Collective Bargaining

Commission, October 29. 1970.

23 "Wage Determination in Contract Construction," industrial

Relations, Vol. 10, No. 1, February 1971.

summarized: (1) Wage settlements tended to be

higher where demand has been most expansive

and supply of construction workers has been

There has been increasing interest in wage
determination in the construction industry. The
size of wage settlements in this industry has
been rising more rapidly than for other industries. For example, in 1970 the average wage
settlement in construction involved a 15 percent
wage increase.~~ Professor D. Quinn Mills 23, in
analyzing the determinants of wages in contract
construction, has found that a number of factors
significantly contribute toward the rise in construction wages. Some of his results are briefly

most limited; (2) there is a positive influence of

strikes on the size of the settlement; (3) unions

tend to compete against each other in order to

get the highest wage settlement; and (4) the

general state of the economy is positively corre-

lated with the magnitude of wage settlements.

Employment in the construction industry is

,., Aaron. Russek, and Singer.
., Hugh O. Nourse, "The Effect 01 a Negative Income Tax on the
Number 01 Substandard Housing Units," Land Economics,
XLVI (November 1970), pp. 435-46.
"Report by the Construclion Industry Collective Bargaining
CommISSion, October 29, 1970.
'" "Wage DeterminatIon in Contract Construction," Indus/rial
Relations, Vol. 10, ~o. I , February 1971.

summarized: (1) Wage settlements tended to be
higher where demand has been most expansive
and supply of construction workers has been
most limited; (2) there is a positive influence of
strikes on the size of the settlement; (3) unions
tend to compete against each other in order to
get the highest wage settlement; and (4) the
general state of the economy is positively correlated with the magnitude of wage settlements.
Employment in the construction industry is
seasonal, uncertain, and cyclical. Unions play a
significant role in modifying the uncertainties of
construction employment by controlling the supply of labor through the operation of hiring halls
and through the apprenticeship system. The ability of unions to achieve monopolistic control
over the supply of labor is facilitated by the fact
that they are highly organized into 18 major
crafts and deal with contractors that are usually
small and fragmented into numerous, and often
competing, associations.2~ Recently, the Government has attempted, somewhat successfully, to
modify the wage effects of the unions' monopolistic-like control of construction labor by initiating the Construction Industry Collective Bargaining Commission and the Construction Industry
Stabilization Committee. These organizations apparently had some success in reducing the rate
of wage increases and have reduced the number
of stri kes by 50 percent. 25
There still remains much to be done. A few
improvements in the construction labor market
might include the following:
1. Increasing the scope of bargaining to reduce competition for wage increases among
crafts and areas.

2. Development of vocational education programs with a strong link to the unions' apprenticeship programs in order to increase the supply of construction labor.
3. Vigorous enforcement of equal employment opportunities, especially for nonwhites seeking to enter apprenticeship programs.
Another factor that affects construction
wages is the Davis-Bacon Act. This act specifies
that for every Federal construction contract in
excess of $2,000, each class of labor will receive, at a minimum, the prevailing or average
See Michael H Moskow, "New Initiatives ,n Public Policy lor
the Construction Industry," Proceedings of the Twenty-Fourth
Annual Winter Meeting 01 the Industrial Research Association, NeW OQ rl,ear;lS, D,el'ember 1971.
n Ibid.
nQlna rrom
21

seasonal, uncertain, and cyclical. Unions play a

significant role in modifying the uncertainties of
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construction employment by controlling the sup-

ply of labor through the operation of hiring halls

and through the apprenticeship system. The abil-
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wages in the area.-8 The minimum wage deter-

minations for each area are made by the Labor

Department. Perhaps because of limited staffing

and a heavy reliance on published union wage

scales, the Labor Department's wage determina-

tions have exhibited a large and persistent up-

ward bias. As examples of this bias, Damodar

Gujariti27 has cited numerous cases in which

the prevailing wage determinations were inap-

propriately high. ln some cases the rates have

been so high that nonunion contractors will not

bid on contracts for fear that their employees

will resist working for lower wages after the com-

pletion of the Federal project. This, of course, in-

creases the appeal of unions to more workers

and strengthens the unions' bargaining power.

Because of the numerous cases of overestimat-

ing the prevailing wage, upward pressure is

placed on construction wages. But even if pre-

vailing wages were not overstated, the act would

tend to increase wages. Ronald Ehrenberg, Mar-

vin Kosters, and Michael Moskow *" suggest that

the structure of the industry is changed due to

the wage inelasticity of the Government's de-

mand. Since the contractor is not legally permit-

ted to pay wages below the "prevailing rate,"

the employer must sacrifice much bargaining

power.

ln testing this hypothesis, Ehrenberg, Kos-

ters, and Moskow found that if unionization and

construction growth are held constant, an in-

crease in the proportion of publicly financed

construction in an area will increase construc-

tion wage rates relative to manufacturing wage

rates. Furthermore, they find that an increase in

the proportion of Federal construction increases

apprenticeship wages to a greater extent than

the wages of journeymen. This latter effect tends

to discourage the use of apprentices on public

construction projects.

Although it seems rather certain that the

Davis-Bacon Act exerts upward pressure on

wage rates and increases the bargaining power

of unions, the precise magnitude of the effect is

difficult to specify. Some preliminary results are

available from Ehrenberg, Kosters, and Moskow,

however. They regress relative wages of union-

ized construction workers on the extent of union-

ization in nonresidential construction, on the pro-

-â¢ ih.. discussion of the Davis-Bacon Act relies heavily on John P.

Gould's "Davis-Bacon Act: The Economics of Prevailing Wage

Laws," American Enterprise institute, Special Analysis Num-

ber 15. November 1971.

â¢'â¢ "The Economics of the Davis-Bacon Act," Journal ol Business,

Vol. 40, July 1967, pp. 303-16.

--This la an unpublished paper referred to by Gould, op. clt.

portion of nonresidential construction which is

publicly supported, and on a measure of growth

wages in the area.~6 The minimum wage determinations for each area are made by the Labor
Department. Perhaps because of limited staffing
and a heavy reliance on published union wage
scales, the Labor Department's wage determinations have exhibited a large and persistent upward bias. As examples of this bias, Damodar
Gujariti ~7 has cited numerous cases in which
the prevailing wage determinations were inappropriately high. In some cases the rates have
been so high that nonunion contractors will not
bid on contracts for fear that their employees
will resist working for lower wages after the completion of the Federal project. This, of course, increases the appeal of unions to more workers
and strengthens the unions' bargaining power.
Because of the numerous cases of overestimating the prevailing wage, upward pressure is
placed on construction wages. But even if prevailing wages were not overstated, the act would
tend to increase wages. Ronald Ehrenberg, Marvin Kosters, and Michael Moskow ~~ suggest that
the structure of the industry is changed due to
the wage inelasticity of the Government's demand. Since the contractor is not legally permitted to pay wages below the "prevailing rate,"
the employer must sacrifice much bargaining
power.
In testing this hypothesis, Ehrenberg, Kosters, and Moskow found that if unionization and
construction growth are held constant, an increase in the proportion of publicly financed
construction in an area will increase construction wage rates relative to manufacturing wage
rates. Furthermore, they find that an increase in
the proportion of Federal construction increases
apprenticeship wages to a greater extent than
the wages of journeymen. This latter effect tends
to discourage the use of apprentices on public
construction projects.
Although it seems rather certain that the
Davis-Bacon Act exerts upward pressure on
wage rates and increases the bargaining power
of unions, the precise magnitude of the effect is
difficult to specify. Some preliminary results are
available from Ehrenberg, Kosters, and Moskow,
however. They regress relative wages of unionized construction workers on the extent of unionization in nonresidential construction, on the pro-

in the construction industry. Although the au-

thors caution the readers about implications to

be drawn, their results are interesting. They find

that when the proportion of publicly supported

construction increased by 1 percent, the relative

wage rates increased by 0.68 percent. This type

of relationship between wages and publicly

financed construction could seriously inhibit the

,. The discussion of the Davis-Bacon Act relies heavily on John P.
Gould's "Davis-Bacon Act· The Economics of Prevailing Wage
Laws," American Enterprise Institute, Special Analysis Number 15, November 1971
z; "The Economics of the Davis-Bacon Act ." Journal 01 Business,
Vol. 40, July 1967, pp 303- 16.
:0 ThiS Is an unpublished pape r referred to by Gould. op. ci t .

benefits of governmental participation in the

housing industry.

One would suspect that the monopolistic

practices of unions and the Davis-Bacon Act, by
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portion of nonresidential construction which is
publicly supported, and on a measure of growth
in the construction industry. Although the authors caution the readers about implications to
be drawn, their results are interesting. They find
that when the proportion of publicly supported
construction increased by 1 percent, the relative
wage rates increased by 0.68 percent. This type
of relationship between wages and publicly
financed construction could seriously inhibit the
benefits of governmental participation in the
housing industry.
One would suspect that the monopolistic
practices of unions and the Davis-Bacon Act, by
increasing relative construction wages, will have
the effect of limiting the supply of housing and
increasing the price of housing services. Theoretically, the effects of high wages will be
greater the less the elasticity of factor-substitution in the construction industry.
Before considering the effects of wages on
housing prices, we will make a brief digression
to consider the housing market. At any point in
time, there is an existing stock of houses that
yields housing services. In the short run, these
housing services are fixed, and their price is d~
termined by demand.~9 This stock of housing is
influenced, in the long run, by the annual volume
of new construction, which is approximately 3
percent of existing stock. The dominant forces in
explaining the price of housing services are the
existing stock and the demand for the stock.
Since purchasers of housing services may opt
for either new housing or existing housing (because the stock of housing and the flow of new
housing are close substitutes), the two markets
are inJegrally related.
For example, if demand for housing services
increases, rental prices rise. This increase in
rent encourages the consumer to purchase new
houses (a close substitute), and the higher
prices of new houses encourage an increased
supply of this product. The increase in supply of
houses adds to the stock of existing homes and
thus offsets part of the initial increase in rental
prices. Any consideration of the effects of unions
on the housing market should attempt, therefore,
to include estimates of their impact on the cost
of new houses, the supply of new houses, and
rental rates for housing services.
Recent empirical estimates of the effect of
increases in wages on the cost of new houses
suggest that labor costs are presently much less

influential than they were 15-20 years ago. Jo-

seph T. Finn,30 for example, shows that onsite

man-hours per $1,000 of contract cost have de-

clined by more than 2 percent annually over the

period 1960-68. Sara Behman and Donald

Codella31 show that the importance of carpen-

ters' wage rates (used as a proxy for labor

costs) has declined significantly over the period

from 1950 to 1967. Their findings suggest that in

1950, labor costs had a significant effect on

housing costs and that this effect was about

two-thirds that of the land cost or site cost. For

1967, levels of wage rates did not account for

differences in final house prices, suggesting that

the influence of labor costs was virtually zero.

Francisco Arcelus and Allen Meltzer3- also

calculated the effects of wages on prices and

supply of housing services. Using a system of

equations to explain the demand for housing

services and supply of new housing, the authors

conclude that their data cannot be used to sup-

port any generalizations about the effect of labor

union monopolies on the relative price of hous-

ing. They argue, however, that their equations do

provide a basis for distinguishing some of the

factors affecting housing prices if one is willing

to make some assumptions. Assuming that (1)

real wages of construction workers are entirely a

result of productivity changes and increases in

the unions' monopoly power, (2) that all in-

creases in wages due to monopoly power in-

crease the relative price of housing, and (3) that

all increases in labor productivity in homebuild-

ing either increase the quality or reduce the rel-

ative price of housing, they conclude the follow-

ing:

A 1 percent increase in the real wage of construction

workers has much less effect on housing starts and rental

prices than on the index of housing prices. Equilibrium

housing starts decline 0.06 percent and rental prices rise

0.13 percent with each percentage point increase in real

wages. Housing prices increase by 1.45 percent."

influential than they were 15-20 years ago. Joseph T. Finn,30 for example, shows that onsite
man-hours per $1,000 of contract cost have declined by more than 2 percent annually over the
period 1960-68. Sara Behman and Donald
Codella 3) show that the importance of carpenters' wage rates (used as a proxy for labor
costs) has declined significantly over the period
from 1950 to 1967. Their findings suggest that in
1950, labor costs had a significant effect on
housing costs and that this effect was about
two-thirds that of the land cost or site cost. For
1967, levels of wage rates did not account for
differences in final house prices, suggesting that
the influence of labor costs was virtually zero.
Francisco Arcelus and Allen Meltzer 3~ also
calculated the effects of wages on prices and
supply of housing services. Using a system of
equations to explain the demand for housing
services and supply of new housing, the authors
conclude that their data cannot be used to support any generalizations about the effect of labor
union monopolies on the relative price of housing. They argue, however, that their equations do
provide a basis for distinguishing some of the
factors affecting housing prices if one is willing
to make some assumptions. Assuming that (1)
real wages of construction workers are entirely a
result of productivity changes and increases in
the unions' monopoly power, (2) that all increases in wages due to monopoly power increase the relative price of housing, and (3) that
all increases in labor productivity in homebuilding either increase the quality or reduce the relative price of housing, they conclude the following:

There is obviously some difference in the

estimates of the effects of wages on housing

prices. It is beyond the scope of this report to

determine which estimate is more accurate, but

it is informative to note that the Arcelus and

Meltzer estimates include all types of housing,

whereas the Behman and Codella estimates in-

A 1 percent increase in the real wage of construction
workers has much less effect on housing starts and rental
prices than on the Index of housing prices. Equilibrium
housing starts decline 0.06 percent and rental prices rise
0.13 percent with each percentage point increase in real
wages. Housing prices increase by 1.45 percent."

clude only single family dwellings.

We might conclude that wage rates may

contribute toward higher rental and new housing

prices while limiting housing supply. Using the

Arcelus and Meltzer estimates, a reduction in real

wages of 5 percent, due to the repeal of the Davis-

Bacon Act or to some reduction of labor costs in

the housing industry, would lead to an increase

of 3 percent in the supply of new housing, a .65

percent decrease in real rental prices, and a de-

There is obviously some difference in the
estimates of the effects of wages on housing
prices. It is beyond the scope of this report to
determine which estimate is more accurate, but
it is informative to note that the Arcelus and
Meltzer estimates include all types of housing,
whereas the Behman and Codella estimates include only single family dwellings.

crease of 7.25 percent in housing prices.

One potential determinant of housing prices

not previously referred to in this report is land

or site costs. According to the President's Com-

mittee on Urban Housing (The Kaiser Commit-

tee),34 and the work by Behman and Codella

cited above, land cost has been a key variable in

the rising prices of new homes. In each of 4

years studied (1950, 1955, 1960, 1967) the site

price was the most influential variable account-

ing for interarea house price differences.

.. "Labor Requirements lor Public Housing," Monthly Labor Revlaw,
April 1972. pp. 40-42.
,. "Wage Rates and Housing Prices," Industrial Relations, Vol. 10,
No. 1, February 1971, pp. 86-104.
r.l Ibid, pp. 78-99.
.. Ibid., p, 98.

We might conclude that wage rates may
contribute toward higher rental and new housing
prices while limiting housing supply. Using the
Arcelus and Meltzer estimates, a reduction in real
wages of 5 percent, due to the repeal of the DavisBacon Act or to some reduction of labor costs in
the housing industry, would lead to an increase
of 3 percent in the supply of new housing, a .65
percent decrease in real rental prices. and a decrease of 7.25 percent in housing prices.
One potential determinant of housing prices
not previously referred to in this report is land
or site costs. According to the President's Committee on Urban Housing (The Kaiser Committee)," and the work by Behman and Codella
cited above, land cost has been a key variable in
the rising prices of new homes. In each of 4
years studied (1950, 1955. 1960, 1967) the site
price was the most influential variable accounting for interarea house price differences.
Through the time period from 1950-1967, the site
cost variable became more influential in explaining price differences.

Policies Related to the Timber Industry
Through forest and transportation policies,
the Federal Government has had some effect on
the timber industry. Because this industry is a
supplier of an important input in the production
of housing, some of these effects will be analyzed. The three significant areas to be considered are: (1) The Federal tax treatment of the industry, (2) the Jones Act as it affects the
transport of timber, and (3) other transportation
policies that influence the industry.
The Federal tax system's treatment of the
timber industry extends a subsidy to the industry. The tax subsidy consists of three components: (1) The capital gains treatment of income
derived from the increase in the value of standing timber, (2) the overstatement of costs
charged against ordinary income, and (3) the
conversion of ordinary income into capital
gainsY
As a result of the tax laws, virtually any income derived from the increase in the value of

"The Report 01 rhe President's Committee on Urban Housing:
A Decent Home, Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing
Office, 1969.
"" See Emil M. Sun ley, Jr., "The Federal Tax Subsidy of the
Timber Industry," In The Economics 01 Federal Subsidy Programs, Part 3, U. S. Joint EconomiC Committee, G.P.O., July
1972, pp. 317-342 and Walter J. Mead, "Effects 01 Capital
Gains Taxation on the Timber Industry," ProceedIngs 01 rhe
FiltY-Eighth ~ ~r. u§./,
nt r nee on Taution, National Tax
Association:-'N ~_ I tlN Eoa s, ~Gs, pp, 342-360 .
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standing timber qualifies for the preferential cap-

ital gains tax rate. A second feature of the tax

laws allows the timber industry to apply many

expenses of growing timber against current in-

come rather than against income derived from the

increase in the value of standing timber. The ef-

fect of this mismatching of income and expenses

is to underestimate current income (which is

taxed at the higher rate) and to overstate income

that qualifies for the lower capital gains tax.

Together, these three components of the

timber tax subsidy lead to significantly higher

rates of return in the industry. A second conse-

quence of the tax law is to encourage more inte-

grated timber industry ownership. ln order to

take maximum advantage of the income-shifting

potential arising out of mismatching income and

expenses, the firm must have a stable and siza-

ble income from sources other than capital

gains. The tax treatment, therefore, encourages

the formation of larger firms and influences the

structure of the industry toward a more oligopol-

istic and less competitive product markets. ln

this sense, the subsidy would tend to limit sup-

ply and raise the price of timber.

On the other hand, increased profits in the

industry encourage more capital investments and

thus stimulate more intensive and extensive for-

est land use. lncreased profits, therefore, have

the effect of increasing supply and reducing the

price of timber products. According to Emil M.

Sunley,36 the tax subsidy is expected to reduce

Federal revenues by $130 to $140 million per

year, an amount equal to one-fourth of the Fed-

eral Government's direct subsidies to the indus-

try. The difference between the two subsidy pro-

grams is that the tax subsidy accrues to large,

integrated firms, whereas the direct subsidies ac-

crue to small timber owners.

lt is difficult to calculate the effects of the

tax subsidy on housing prices. As an extreme

overestimate of the effects, one can assume that

all subsidies to the industry are realized in lower

housing costs. Using this assumption, Sunley es-

timates that the tax treatment of the timber in-

dustry reduces the price of housing by less than

.5 percent. Using the same extreme assumptions,

we find that all subsidy programs reduce hous-

ing prices by approximately 12 percent, at the

most. ln reality, of course, it is doubtful that all

subsidies are passed on to the consumers of

timber productsâmuch less to the consumers of

housing services.

A second governmental policy affecting the

timber industry centers on the Jones Act. This

act limits the water shipment of timber produced

in the United States to carriers under the juris-

diction of the lnterstate Commerce Commission

(lCC). Published rates applicable to firms af-

fected by the Jones Act were equivalent to $27

per thousand board feet.37 However, firms not

under lCC regulation (the relevant firms in our

case are located primarily in British Columbia)

standing timber qualifies for the preferential capital gains tax rate. A second feature of the tax
laws allows the timber industry to apply many
expenses of growing timber against current income rather than against income derived from the
increase in the value of standing timber. The effect of this mismatching of income and expenses
is to underestimate current income (which is
taxed at the higher rate) and to overstate income
that qualifies for the lower capital gains tax.
Together, these three components of the
timber tax subsidy lead to significantly higher
rates of return in the industry. A second consequence of the tax law is to encourage more integrated timber industry ownership. In order to
take maximum advantage of the income-shifting
potential arising out of mismatching income and
expenses, the firm must have a stable and sizable income from sources other than capital
gains. The tax treatment, therefore, encourages
the formation of larger firms and influences the
structure of the industry toward a more oligopolistic and less competitive product markets. In
this sense, the subsidy would tend to limit supply and raise the price of timber.
On the other hand, increased profits in the
industry encourage more capital investments and
thus stimulate more intensive and extensive forest land use. Increased profits, therefore, have
the effect of increasing supply and reducing the
price of timber products. According to Emil M.
SunleY,36 the tax subsidy is expected to reduce
Federal revenues by $130 to $140 million per
year, an amount equal to one-fourth of the Federal Government's direct subsidies to the industry. The difference between the two subsidy programs is that the tax subsidy accrues to large,
integrated firms, whereas the direct subsidies ac-'
crue to small timber owners.
It is difficult to calculate the effects of the
tax subsidy on housing prices. As an extreme
overestimate of the effects, one can assume that
all subsidies to the industry are realized in lower
housing costs. Using this assumption, Sunley estimates that the tax treatment of the timber industry reduces the price of housing by less than
.5 percent. Using the same extreme assumptions,
we find that all subsidy programs reduce housing prices by approximately 12 percent, at the
most. In reality, of course, it is doubtful that all
subsidies are passed on to the consumers of
timber products-much less to the consumers of
housing services.

pay approximately $10 per thousand board feet

less than U.S. water transportation rates. The

higher shipping rates paid by U.S. firms give Ca-

,. Op. cit., p. 317.

nadian firms an obvious advantage in shipping

and marketing timber products. This advantage

explains, in part, why 70 percent of timber pur-

chased in the Northeast (the major destination of
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A second governmental policy affecting the
timber industry centers on the Jones Act. This
act limits the water shipment of timber produced
in the United States to carriers under the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission
(ICC). Published rates applicable to firms affected by the Jones Act were equivalent to $27
per thousand board feet.:·; However, firms not
under ICC regulation (the relevant firms in our
case are located primarily in British Columbia)
pay approximately $10 per thousand board feet
less than U.S. water transportation rates. The
higher shipping rates paid by U.S. firms give Canadian firms an obvious advantage in shipping
and marketing timber products. This advantage
explains, in part, why 70 percent of timber purchased in the Northeast (the major destination of
timber shipped from the west coast by water)
comes from Canadian firms.
Our immediate interest is the effect of the
ICC regulation of timber shipped by water on the
housing market. To estimate this effect, consider
the following: Water transportation accounts for
twice the amount of lumber shipped from British
Columbia coastal mills to the Northeast, Southern, and Western States than by other modes of
transportation. If American firms, given the same
water rates as British Columbian firms, used
water transport in the same two-to-one ratio,
they would have shipped, in 1970, 5.4 billion
board feet by water and 2.7 billion board feet by
other modes. If it is assumed that rates would be
reduced by $10 per thousand board feet, and the
total amount were passed on in the form of reduced timber product prices, total savings would
be $54 million. Once again we use the extreme
assumption that the entirety of these savings
would accrue to the housing market in the form
of reduced prices. The $54 million reduction accounts for between ,1 and .2 percent of total expenditures on new housing. Although these estimates overestimate the influence of timber policy
on the price of housing, the effects are still very
small. If the trend towards multiple dwellings
and mobile homes continues, the influence of
timber costs on the housing market will be even
smaller .
An implicit assumption of the above estimates is that the supply of timber products is
constant; however, there are Governmental policies which affect this supply. Because more than
.. The number. referring to the Jonel Act and Ihlpment of timber
by water are taken Irom a Department of Transportation memo
lor the CE,A . lnl erag,e c Committee on Lumber and Plywood.
entitled • rr~ ~*' - I i 1'1 n · Welt Coalt Lumber Availability,"

AEf~1
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22 percent of the total supply of softwood timber

is taken from national forests, policy affecting

the Forest Service, which manages national for-

est, will affect total supply of timber produced

and delivered to the market.38 ln addition to

pressures from environmental and conservation

groups (e.g., the Sierra Club) to alter the method

of cutting timber and limit the total cut of timber,

the Forest Service faces a severe limitation of

funds. Although private firms pay for the timber

cutâ$321 million in 1971âalmost all of it goes

to the Federal Government's general funds, not

to the Forest Service. The result is that as the

cost of cutting timber increases, the Forest Serv-

ice, which faces limited budgets and is little af-

fected by the revenues it generates, must reduce

the amount of timber it sells. ln 1970, for ex-

ample, the sale of timber was down by about 8

percent from the previous year.

Transportation policies also affect the

amount and cost of timber placed on the market.

Perhaps the two most influential factors are the

shortage of rail cars and the difficulty of truckers

in obtaining "authority" to haul timber as part of

a return trip from the east coast to the west

coast.

Rail car shortages, even under normal oper-

ations, have been a persistent problem, accord-

ing to C. R. Allenwood of the American Plywood

Association. These problems have been exacer-

bated recently by the increase in demand for

cars as a result of huge shipments of grain to

foreign countries. Other factors that have aggra-

vated the problem are the collapse of Penn Cen-

tral and the bankruptcy of five other northeast

lines. ln addition, rail car manufacturers have

delayed producing large quantities of cars be-

cause of anticipation of the passage of Federal

legislation to finance the production of railroad

equipment.39 This legislation is still pending in

Congress. Some of these problems are tempo-

rary and should dissipate as the supply of cars

increases. But a general shortage of railroad

cars, if it exists, is a symptom of some failure of

the market or regulatory bodies in allocating re-

sources.

A second problem faced by the timber in-

dustry is the difficulty experienced by truckers in

obtaining lCC authority to haul timber on the re-

turn from a trip which originates in the East and

involves another commodity. To send back empty

Â» See "The Timber industry's Struggle for Wood," Business Week,

November 25. 1972.

" See "Freight Car Shortage," Barton's. May 7, 1973.

trucks from the West to the East is an obvious

waste of resources.

Finally, the timber industry faces some prob-

lems in transporting timber products because of

limitations on the width of trucks. Many products

are commonly cut in 4-foot by 8-foot sheets. The

22 percent of the total supply of softwood timber
is taken from national forests, policy affecting
the Forest Service, which manages national forest, will affect total supply of timber produced
and delivered to the markeP~ In addition to
pressures from environmental and conservation
groups (e.g., the Sierra Club) to alter the method
of cutting timber and limit the total cut of timber,
the Forest Service faces a severe limitation of
funds. Although private firms pay for the timber
cut-$321 million in 1971-almost all of it goes
to the Federal Government's general funds, not
to the Forest Service. The result is that as the
cost of cutting timber increases, the Forest Service, which faces limited budgets and is little affected by the revenues it generates, must reduce
the amount of timber it sells. In 1970, for example, the sale of timber was down by about 8
percent from the previous year.
Transportation policies also affect the
amount and cost of timber placed on the market.
Perhaps the two most influential factors are the
shortage of rail cars and the difficulty of truckers
in obtaining "authority" to haul timber as part of
a return trip from the east coast to the west
coast.
Rail car shortages, even under normal operations, have been a persistent problem, according to C. R. Allenwood of the American Plywood
Association. These problems have been exacerbated recently by the increase in demand for
cars as a result of huge shipments of grain to
foreign countries. Other factors that have aggravated the problem are the collapse of Penn Central and the bankruptcy of five other northeast
lines. In addition, rail car manufacturers have
delayed producing large quantities of cars because of anticipation of the passage of Federal
legislation to finance the production of railroad
equipment.J 9 This legislation is still pending in
Congress. Some of these problems are temporary and should dissipate as the supply of cars
increases. But a general shortage of railroad
cars, if it exists, is a symptom of some failure of
the market or regulatory bodies in allocating resources.
A second problem faced by the timber industry is the difficulty experienced by truckers in
obtaining ICC authority to haul timber on the return from a trip which originates in the East and
involves another commodity. To send back empty

maximum width of trucks permitted by the Fed-

eral Government is 8 feet, leaving approximately

7'8" in a covered trailer for the commodities

shipped. Obviously, to increase the width by 6 to

7 inches would greatly facilitate transport by

truck. Since size regulations were set over 25

years ago, it is possible that our present high-

way system could accommodate wider trucks. lt

seems that this regulation deserves some atten-

tion.

.. See "The Timber Induetry·. Struggle for Wood." Bus/ness Week,
November 25, 1972.
.. See "Freight Car Sho alg e," Barron's. May 7. 1973.

trucks from the West to the East is an obvious
waste of resources.
Finally, the timber industry faces some problems in transporting timber products because of
limitations on the width of trucks. Many products
are commonly cut in 4-foot by 8-foot sheets. The
maximum width of trucks permitted by the Federal Government is 8 feet, leaving approximately
7'8" in a covered trailer for the commodities
shipped. Obviously, to increase the width by 6 to
7 inches would greatly facilitate transport by
truck. Since size regulations were set over 25
years ago, it is possible that our present highway system could accommodate wider trucks. It
seems that this regulation deserves some attention.
Lacking empirical estimates on the severity
of the aforementioned problems and the price
elasticities of demand and supply for timber
products used in the housing industry, it is difficult to predict the effects of these poliCies on
the housing markets. On the one hand, they may
partially explain the substitution of other inputs
for lumber in the construction industry. On the
other hand, these effects may be rather insignificant because of the trend to substitute other materials for lumber.

Transportation Policies
The availability of transportation facilities
has had a significant effect on the spatial patterns of economic development. As such it has
influenced land and housing markets. The single
most important type of transportation is commuting-that is, the transportation of people for the
exchange of labor services. This section will
center on the impact of transportation's policies
(especially policies affecting commuting) on the
housing market.
To a very large extent, the supply of transportation is a responsibility of the public sector.
Streets and highways are constructed and maintained by public agencies. Public transportation
is usually owned or regulated by governments.
However, the demand for transportation services
is basically private in nature, and the consumer,
in maximizing his welfare, chooses among different modes of transportation. But since supply is
controlled by the public sector, governments
through public policy affect the consumers'
choice concerning the preferred mode of transportation.
It is rather clear that the popularity of auto
travel has increased significantly over the last
several de Ga ·~.; a i=f~.11940 to 1967, for exam-
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pie, urban auto travel more than tripled, but use

of public transportation declined. The substi-

tution of public transit for automobiles can be

explained by improvements in auto travel and a

growing preference for its convenience. An addi-

tional explanation of the increasing popularity of

the auto is based on the underpricing of automo-

bile services.

The most serious case of underpricing oc-

curs on congested roads. Alan Walters4" has

argued that at some point the number of cars on

a stretch of highway will be large enough so that

when another vehicle uses the same section of

the road, all cars must slow down in order to

maintain the same degree of safety. The entry of

this last car increases the cost for all drivers (if

time is considered a costly input of transporta-

tion) because it has necessitated reduced

speeds for everyone. Thus the average cost of

travel has increased for everyone and each

driver assumes the cost. If average cost is in-

creasing, marginal cost must be greater than av-

erage costs.

Since all drivers perceive only their own

costs (equal to the average cost), the number of

users of the road can be illustrated by the in-

tersection of the demand curve for auto services

and the average cost curve. According to tradi-

tional price theory, this allocation represents an

inefficient use of resources in that too many peo-

ple use the road. Efficient use of the road would

be at the intersection of the demand curve with

the marginal cost curve. William Vickrey41 has

estimated that during rush hours the marginal

cost to all drivers on an expressway is 4.3 times

the average cost incurred by the driver imposing

those costs.

These external costs (the difference between

marginal and average costs) that an additional

driver creates are also imposed on public transit

if public transit utilizes the same roads as the

auto. The most familiar type of public transit so

affected is the bus.

Auto transportation also is underpriced in

the sense that it contributes to air and noise pol-

lutionâcosts not fully borne by the drivers but

imposed in part on city residents. The construc-

tion of highways creates additional costs when it

removes land from tax rolls. To maintain tax

yields, the remaining property owners must bear

higher tax burdens.

"' "The Theory of Measurement of Private and Social Coals of

Highway Congeatlon," Econom/ca, October 1961.

" "Pricing In Urban and Suburban Transport," American Economic

Review, Vol. S3, May 1963, pp. 452-465.

Another factor contributing to the inefficient

pricing of automobile transportation is the pric-

ing of parking facilities. Parking officials often

see their duties as making parking facilities as

abundant and as cheap as possible. Even if

pie, urban auto travel more than tripled, but use
of public transportation declined. The sUbstitution of public transit for automobiles can be
explained by improvements in auto travel and a
growing preference for its convenience. An additional explanation of the increasing popularity of
the auto is based on the underpricing of automobile services.
The most serious case of underpricing occurs on congested roads. Alan Walters 411 has
argued that at some paint the number of cars on
a stretch of highway will be large enough so that
when another vehicle uses the same section of
the road, all cars must slow down in order to
maintain the same degree of safety. The entry of
this last car increases the cost for all drivers (if
time is considered a costly input of transportation) because it has necessitated reduced
speeds for everyone. Thus the average cost of
travel has increased for everyone and each
driver assumes the cost. If average cost is increasing, marginal cost must be greater than average costs.
Since all drivers perceive only their own
costs (equal to the average cost), the number of
users of the road can be illustrated by the intersection of the demand curve for auto services
and the average cost curve. According to traditional price theory, this allocation represents an
inefficient use of resources in that too many people use the road. Efficient use of the road would
be at the intersection of the demand curve with
the marginal cost curve. William Vickrey H has
estimated that during rush hours the marginal
cost to all drivers on an expressway is 4.3 times
the average cost incurred by the driver imposing
those costs.
These external costs (the difference between
marginal and average costs) that an additional
driver creates are also imposed on public transit
if public transit utilizes the same roads as the
auto. The most familiar type of public transit so
affected is the bus.
Auto transportation also is underpriced in
the sense that it contributes to air and noise pollution-costs not fully borne by the drivers but
imposed in part on city residents. The construction of highways creates additional costs when it
removes land from tax rolls. To maintain tax
yields, the remaining property owners must bear
higher tax burdens.

these policies are not followedâbut parking

officials seek to maximize profit or simply break

evenâlittle thought is given to coordination of

parking with transportation. Municipal parking

areas remove land from tax rolls and compete

with housing for use of available space. The

•" . 'The Theory 01 Measurement of Private and Social Costs of
Highway Congestion," Economica, October 1961.
.. "Pricing in Urban and Suburban Transport," Amefl ca EconomIc
Review, Vol. 53, May 1963, pp. 452-465 .

usual practice is to ignore social costs created

by the auto; this further exacerbates the under-

pricing problem of auto transportation. Thus a

large cost element (e.g., parking spaces, traffic
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Another factor contributing to the inefficient
priCing of automobile transportation is the pricing of parking facilities. Parking officials often
see their duties as making parking facilities as
abundant and as cheap as possible. Even if
these policies are not followed-but parking
officials seek to maximize profit or simply break
even-little thought is given to coordination of
parking with transportation. Municipal parking
areas remove land from tax rolls and compete
with housing for use of available space. The
usual practice is to ignore social costs created
by the auto; this further exacerbates the underpricing problem of auto transportation. Thus a
large cost element (e.g., parking spaces, traffiC
signals, etc.) of transportation is not incurred by
the individual commuter. Although there are no
precise estimates of these costs borne by society over and above the costs borne by individual commuters, William Vickrey has estimated
that in Washington, D.C., the societal cost is
$25,000 for each additional car entering the center city during rush hour. At 250 round trips per
year, the carrying charges on such an investment equal approximately $3 per round trip for
each auto, or, on a 1-year basis, $9 per round
trip.'~

The underpricing of automobile travel has
encouraged greater use of the car and has facilitated the movement of households to the suburbs. Thus subsidies to automobile travel encourage the consumer to forsake public transit
and drive his own car. But the effects are cumulative, for public transit is severely damaged by
heavily subsidized competition, and in the long
run by the fostering of a land use pattern too
dispersed for mass transit to serve.
The immediate effects on the housing market are summarized below. First, the construction of roads, which use increasingly more valuable land as road systems are expanded,
competes with housing for available land. Because of this effect alone, the reduction of the
amount available for housing increases the price
of land and the cost of housing services. On the
other hand, expansion of highway systems facilitates the dispersion of the population and of
firms in the city, and thus reduces the demand
for land and housing services in the city. This
decrease in the demand for land and housing in
the center city (and a concomitant increase of
demand in the suburbs) reduces rents in the
center city and creates a flatter rent gradient
curve .

____--=.J
Original from
"Ibid.
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Although the effects of an expansion of

roads is not obvious with respect to housing

prices, there are two effects which are almost

certain to materialize. First, public transit will

suffer. Second, those families that commute by

car will benefit from low-priced auto transporta-

tion, but families without a car will not be able

to take advantage of the subsidy. To a large ex-

tent, the low income family is not able to pur-

chase cars. Thus they are not able to receive the

transportation subsidy and also suffer because of

the diminution of public transit services caused

by highway subsidies. lf families without cars

had access to better transportation systems, it is

likely that the population would become even

more dispersed and that the rent gradient would

be even flatter.

lt should also be noted that mass transit

systems now being planned are designed to

bring persons from suburbia to the central city

rather than bring central city residents to the

suburbs. ln addition, it is clear that suburban

bus systems are planning to bring suburban resi-

dents to line haul stations and not to bring cen-

tral city resident from line haul stations to subur-

ban employment centers.

lt has been shown that while underpriced

auto transportation may not increase the abso-

lute cost of housing service in the city, the bene-

fits of this pricing system accrue to higher in-

come households rather than to low income

households. One obvious method of dealing with

Although the effects of an expansion of
roads is not obvious with respect to housing
prices, there are two effects which are almost
certain to materialize. First, public transit will
suffer. Second, those families that commute by
car wi II benefit from low-priced auto transportation, but families without a car will not be able
to take advantage of the subsidy. To a large extent, the low income family is not able to purchase cars. Thus they are not able to receive the
transportation subsidy and also suffer because of
the diminution of public transit services caused
by highway subsidies. If families without cars
had access to better transportation systems, it is
likely that the population would become even
more dispersed and that the rent gradient would
be even flatter.
It should also be noted that mass transit
systems now being planned are designed to
bring persons from suburbia to the central city
rather than bring central city residents to the
suburbs. In addition, it is clear that suburban
bus systems are planning to bring suburban residents to line haul stations and not to bring central city resident from line haul stations to suburban employment centers.

the underpriced transportation problem is to set

a price of auto services equal to the longrun

marginal cost. Since highways are increasing-

cost industries, transportation authorities could

make a profit from auto user fees. Public transit,

on the other hand, is less subject to peak-hour

congestion and, because of very high initial capi-

tal costs, may be a decreasing-cost industry.

Therefore, to set a price equal to marginal cost

for public transit would create losses. One solu-

tion might be to price both types at marginal

cost and use the profits from the highway pro-

gram to offset losses from public transit.

lt is likely that the policymaker does not

have jurisdiction over transportation pricing. Al-

though housing policies may not have any signif-

icant effect on the consumers' choice of trans-

portation, it can compensate those subgroups

which receive relatively few benefits from subsi-

dies to auto transportation. Such policies might

include housing subsidies based on income. lde-

ally, the subsidy would take the form of a lump-

sum transfer payment and be granted to individ-

uals for the purpose of purchasing housing

services, but not contingent on consuming any

particular amount of housing. These payments

should be based on income rather than the

availability of private or public transportation. To

grant subsidies based on distance from transpor-

tation lines, or on the condition that the individ-

ual owns no car, may act as an inducement for

him to remain in his present location or refrain

from purchasing a car. lnducements of this type

could be counterproductive by creating an artifi-

cial immobility of households from the center

city to other areas, or by lowering a certain

subgroup's demand for automobiles.

Urban Renewal

It has been shown that while underpriced
auto transportation may not increase the absolute cost of housing service in the city, the benefits of this pricing system accrue to higher income households rather than to low income
households. One obvious method of dealing with
the underpriced transportation problem is to set
a price of auto services equal to the longrun
marginal cost. Since highways are increasingcost industries, transportation authorities could
make a profit from auto user fees. Public transit,
on the other hand, is less subject to peak-hour
congestion and, because of very high initial capital costs, may be a decreasing-cost industry.
Therefore, to set a price equal to marginal cost
for public transit would create losses. One solution might be to price both types at marginal
cost and use the profits from the highway program to offset losses from public transit.
It is likely that the policymaker does not
have jurisdiction over transportation pricing. Although housing policies may not have any significant effect on the consumers' choice of transportation, it can compensate those subgroups
which receive relatively few benefits from subsidies to auto transportation. Such policies might
include housing subsidies based on income. Ideally, the subsidy would take the form of a lumpsum transfer payment and be granted to ind ivid-

uals for the purpose of purchasing housing
services, but not contingent on consuming any
particular amount of housing. These payments
should be based on income rather than the
availability of private or public transportation. To
grant subsidies based on distance from transportation lines, or on the condition that the individual owns no car, may act as an inducement for
him to remain in his present location or refrain
from purchasing a car. Inducements of this type
could be counterproductive by creating an artificial immobility of households from the center
city to other areas, or by lowering a certain
subgroup's demand for automobiles.

Urban Renewal
The Federal urban renewal program, started
in 1949 and greatly expanded in the 1960's, has
become the most ambitious effort (and perhaps
the most controversial) to eliminate central city
slums and decay. A large part of this program
has been devoted to the improvement of slum
conditions. In this section the discussion of
urban renewal will be limited to the slum removal aspect of urban renewal.
In Jerome Rothenberg's B excellent study
of urban renewal, a detailed categorization of
the benefits generated by urban renewal is presented. According to Rothenberg, the elimination
of slums may produce benefits in the following
three ways:
1. Internalization of externalities will occur
-because of the effects on the property value of
other homes in the neighborhood-when a
homeowner improves the value of his own property. If an individual rehabilitates his property
while his neighbors fail to do so, the increase in
the value of his property will be modest because
the improved property is surrounded by blight.
However, his neighbors will benefit to some extent from the improvements to his property. If all
propertyowners invest in improvements, the returns to the investment will be considerably
higher. Internalization of benefits occurs when
the local urban renewal agency acquires all the
property in an area, razes the existing structures, and resells the land to the highest bidder.
The value of the internalized externalities is
measured by the change in the value of land between acquisition and resale.
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2. As a result of the internalization of exter-

nalities, there may be spillovers to land adjacent

to the project area. These benefits are also meas-

ured by the change in the value of land so

affected.

3. Reductions of social costs such as crime

prevention, fire departments, and health services

2. As a result of the internalization of externalities, there may be spillovers to land adjacent
to the project area. These benefits are also measured by the change in the value of land so
affected.

which are generated by slums can be considered

benefits.

With respect to the first two benefits, Stephen

Messner" found that changes in land values in

and near the project area did not equal the dol-

3. Reductions of social costs such as crime
prevention, fire departments, and health services
which are generated by slums can be considered
benefits.

lar costs of the project. Rothenberg also con-

cluded that in the three cases for which he pre-

sents data, changes in the value of land are less

than the cost of the project.

More recently, John Weicher45 has measured

the benefits of a Chicago urban renewal project

as it relates to the third category of benefits. He

concludes that the reduction in slum-generated

social costs accounts for approximately 8 percent

of the project costs.

Given these admittedly sketchy empirical re-

sults, it appears that urban renewal cannot be

justified using a cost-benefit calculus. lt may be

justifiable on redistributive grounds, however.

That is to say, urban renewal projects may be

justifiable if they are successful in providing im-

proved housing services for the poor. But evi-

dence suggests that urban renewal has not im-

proved conditions for the poor; rather, it has had

the opposite effect.

The reasons for this perverse effect can be

stated rather simply. Physical removal of urban

blight has all too often been substituted for the

solution of the problem. Families with low in-

comes require inexpensive housing; they buy or

rent blighted housing because it is inexpensive.

Typical urban renewal projects improve the aver-

age quality of housing by destroying substandard

dwellings and thus reduce the supply of this type

of housing that the poor commonly purchase.

With a decrease in supply (and no change in de-

mand) the price of housing services will increase

for the poor. The poor will not benefit even if a

large proportion of those displaced find standard

alternative housing. The fact that the poor who

are displaced by urban renewal did not move

until coerced reveals that renewal made them

worse off.

Furthermore, improvements in the quality of

housing services are likely to be short-lived.

Edgar Olsen "'â¢ argues that slum clearance and

urban renewal merely shift the location of slums

rather than reduce the number of slums. lf mar-

kets are competitive, Olsen argues, owners of

near-blighted housing can profit by renting their

property to low income households by reducing

maintenance costs. Through lack of mainte-

nance, more substandard dwellings are created

With respect to the first two benefits, Stephen
Messner \I found that changes in land values in
and near the project area did not equal the dollar costs of the project. Rothenberg also concluded that in the three cases for which he presents data, changes in the value of land are less
than the cost of the project.
More recently, John Weicher 45 has measured
the benefits of a Chicago urban renewal project
as it relates to the third category of benefits. He
concludes that the reduction in slum-generated
social costs accounts for approximately 8 percent
of the project costs.
Given these admittedly sketchy empirical results, it appears that urban renewal cannot be
Justified using a cost-benefit calculus. It may be
justifiable on redistributive grounds, however.
That is to say, urban renewal projects may be
justifiable if they are successful in providing improved housing services for the poor. But evidence suggests that urban renewal has not improved conditions for the poor; rather, it has had
the opposite effect.
The reasons for this perverse effect can be
stated rather simply. Physical removal of urban
blight has all too often been substituted for the
solution of the problem. Families with low incomes require inexpensive housing; they buy or
rent blighted housing because it is inexpensive.
Typical urban renewal projects improve the average quality of housing by destroying substandard
dwellings and thus reduce the supply of this type
of housing that the poor commonly purchase.
With a decrease in supply (and no change in demand) the price of housing services will increase
for the poor. The poor will not benefit even if a
large proportion of those displaced find standard
alternative housing. The fact that the poor who
are displaced by urban renewal did not move
until coerced reveals that renewal made them
worse off.

Furthermore, improvements in the quality of
housing services are likely to be short-lived.
Edgar Olsen III argues that slum clearance and
urban renewal merely shift the location of slums
rather than reduce the number of slums. If markets are competitive, Olsen argues, owners of
near-blighted housing can profit by renting their
property to low income households by reducing
maintenance costs. Through lack of maintenance, more substandard dwellings are created
in different locations.
Another defense of urban renewal is that it
attracts middle income residents back into the
city. But the program attempts to make them
move to the central city by providing them with
publicly subsidized services which are large relative to the taxes they pay. As Edwin S. Mills 4;
has stated: "If removal does not alter the proportion of public services and taxes, they will
not come. But if it does alter the proportion
enough to attract middle-income people, they
will be a liability rather than an asset to the city
govern ment."
Mills, in commenting further, explains that
one reason the projects lose money is " ... that
the public sector decides the uses to which
cleared sites should be put. ... Selling sites to
highest bidders would reduce the losses to the
public sector on renewal projects. If it were felt
that certain institutions, such as hospitals, deserve public subsidy, it should be given to them
directly so they could use it either to bid on renewal sites or for other purposes, whichever
best su its thei r needs." 48
Some of the failing of urban renewal in its
goal to provide a decent house for all Americans
is caused by the municipalities' desire to seek
the return of middle and high income families
from the suburbs. But this represents a fundamental conflict between national and municipal
goals. There seems to be some confusion as to
whether the public purpose of a clearance project is the removal of blight and slums, as specified by Congress, or the creation of a new use.
Clearer guidelines and more specifically stated
goals on the part of municipalities could alleviate some of these problems. It now appears
that one of the unstated purposes of renewal
programs is to inhibit large capital losses on
downtown properties that would have occurred.
These losses have been transferred from the

in different locations.

Another defense of urban renewal is that it

attracts middle income residents back into the

city. But the program attempts to make them

move to the central city by providing them with

publicly subsidized services which are large rel-

.. "Urban Renewal In Indianapolis: A Benefit-Cost Analysis,"
Journal of Regional Science. Vol. 8. No.1, Winter 1968, pp.
145~8.

.. "The EHect of Urban Renewal on Municipal Service Expenditures," Journal 01 Polil/cal Economy, Vol. 80, No.1, Januaryl
February 1972, pp. 86-101.

portion of public services and taxes, they will

not come. But if it does alter the proportion
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ative to the taxes they pay. As Edwin S. Mills47

has stated: "lf removal does not alter the pro-

.. "A Competitive Theory of the Housing Market," American Economic Review, Vol. 59, September 1969, pp. 612~22,
47 Urban Economies, SCOIl, Foresman and Company, Glenview. III,
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propertyowner to the public sector and hence to

the general taxpayer. Whether one feels it is jus-

tified depends on his attitude toward the redistri-

bution question.

Given past shortcomings of renewal pro-

grams and effects which have created greater

hardships for the less affluent residents of the

city, the future of the program should be care-

fully considered. Since the Housing and Urban

Development Bill of 1965, greater emphasis has

been placed on rehousing the poor. But any

slum renewal program is doomed to fail lf it

does not increase the ability of the poor to pur-

chase better quality housing. Unless the hous-

ing demand of the poor increases, propertyown-

ers will, rightly or wrongly, limit maintenance of

housing until the owner's capital investment is

commensurate with the rent received from the

poor. Thus it is imperative to link renewal pro-

grams closely with rental subsidies for the poor,

or with other income maintenance programs.

The danger of dismembering the renewal

program may be as great as that of continuing

programs as conceived and administered during

the 1960's. For example, those who feel that

urban renewal should be oriented toward hous-

ing (and this view seems to be correct) conclude

that downtown renewal should be stopped. But,

as many have argued, the downtown section

must be vitalâif not for economic reasons, then

for social or cultural reasons. Even severe critics

of urban renewal recognize the potential for

downtown development.49 But to accomplish

these objectives, more careful attention must be

given to market forces as they pertain to the in-

come constraints of the poor and the best use

(in most cases, the use to which the highest bid-

der would put the property) of cleared property.

The new-town approach is another concept

which has received considerable attention as a

tool to improve housing and the general life style

of Americans. The Housing and Urban Develop-

ment Act of 1970 envisioned new communities as

one device for achieving a more "balanced"

growth, which would in turn "preserve and en-

propertyowner to the public sector and hence to
the general taxpayer. Whether one feels it is justified depends on his attitude toward the redistribution question.
Given past shortcomings of renewal programs and effects which have created greater
hardships for the less affluent residents of the
city, the future of the program should be carefully considered. Since the Housing and Urban
Development Bill of 1965, greater emphasis has
been placed on rehousing the poor. But any
slum renewal program is doomed to fail if it
does not increase the ability of the poor to purchase better quality housing. Unless the housing demand of the poor increases, propertyowners will, rightly or wrongly, limit maintenance of
housing until the owner's capital investment is
commensurate with the rent received from the
poor. Thus it is imperative to link renewal programs closely with rental subsidies for the poor,
or with other income maintenance programs.
The danger of dismembering the renewal
program may be as great as that of continuing
programs as conceived and administered during
the 1960's. For example, those who feel that
urban renewal should be oriented toward housing (and this view seems to be correct) conclude
that downtown renewal should be stopped. But,
as many have argued, the downtown section
must be vital-if not for economic reasons, then
for social or cultural reasons. Even severe critics
of urban renewal recognize the potential for
downtown development. '9 But to accomplish
these objectives, more careful attention must be
given to market forces as they pertain to the income constraints of the poor and the best use
(in most cases, the use to which the highest bidder would put the property) of cleared property.

hance both the natural and urban environment."

There are presently four types of new townsâin-

dependent, satellite, peripheral, and in-townâ

recognized by HUD as eligible for various kinds

of Federal assistance.50

*â¢ See, for example, Raymond Vernon, The Myth and Reality ol

Our Urban Problems. Joint Center for Urban Studles of M.l.T.

and Harvard University. Cambridge, Miss . 1962, p. 42.

' â¢ lt it assumed that the readers of this report are familiar with

these categories, no elaboration will be made on the differ-

ences among these four types.

The major arguments that have been pre-

sented in support of the new town approach are:

a) Relief of population pressures in central cit-

ies, b) internalization of external economies, c)

The new-town approach is another concept
which has received considerable attention as a
tool to improve housing and the general life style
of Americans. The HouSin9 and Urban Development Act of 1970 envisioned new communities as
one device for achieving a more "balanced"
growth, which would in turn "preserve and enhance both the natural and urban environment."
There are presently four types of new towns-independent, satellite, peripheral, and in-townrecognized by HUD as eligible for various kinds
of Federal assistance.'·o

elimination of diseconomies of scale, d) increase

in the esthetic quality of the city, and e) develop-

ment of "community." These justifications are

briefly discussed below.

1. By creating new towns, some of the de-

mand for existing urban land will be diverted to

the new town. This decrease in demand for land

•• See, lor example, Raymond Vernon, The Myth and Realily 01
Our Urban Problems, Joint Center for Urban Studies of M.I.T,
and Harva,d University, Cambridge, Mass., 1962, P. 42.
.. ' II is assumed that the readers 01 this report are familiar with
these categories, no elaboration will be mad e on tl)e diNerencel among these f our t,y pes.

The major arguments that have been presented in support of the new town approach are:
a) Relief of population pressures in central cities, b) internalization of external economies, c)
elimination of diseconomies of scale, d) increase
in the esthetic quality of the city, and e) development of "community." These justifications are
briefly discussed below.
1. By creating new towns, some of the demand for existing urban land will be diverted to
the new town. This decrease in demand for land
in older cities will lower land values and therefore housing price. This reduction in demand
also will relieve other congestion pressures in
the central city that lead to high social costs.
2. Externalities characterize population aggregation so that the action of one decisionmaking unit affects another unit. Small-scale builders
or other decision units do not internalize these
externalities but equate their own, nonsocietal,
marginal costs and benefits. Under these conditions, firms may continue to locate in large urban-core cities, where operations at least appear
profitable, even though the net social product
(taking diseconomies into account) is less than
that which would have been generated by an alternative location.',] A large-scale planned and
developed unit can more easily incorporate the
economies of urbanization and internalize otherwise external economies.
3. Large urban centers are believed to experience diseconomies of scale. Although there
is no conclusive proof, it appears that per-capita
costs of public services are substantially higher
in very large cities than elsewhere. The creation
of new smaller cities would reduce population
growth in cities suffering from diseconomies of
scale but would not be so large as to incur
these diseconomies.
4, New towns, it is argued, will provide
open space, greenbelts, and other esthetic
amenities vital to quality neighborhoods but difficult to provide in existing cities.
5. New towns will be reasonably self-sufficient or self-contained, with shopping, homes,
recreation centers, and work places located
within the area. The new town will be a "social
enterprise" that will facilitate a sense of community. These justifications of new towns imply certain end products which are anticipated.
'" See Nonna M.ol.o ,and V,srle Johnston, "New Towns VB. Old
Problems, "V te.
«t e .eLVe Bank 01 San Francisco, Monthly
Re I
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These implications will be discussed below:

1. Relieving the demand pressures on the

These implications will be discussed below:

property of existing cities will lead to lower land

prices and consequently lower housing prices.

But as radical as the new town proposals seem,

they will affect only a small part of our housing

production. The effects on center city housing

will likely be small. Moreover, if the housing

markets are competitive, a diminution in rental

prices will lead to a decrease in the mainte-

nance of housing so affected. Thus the quality of

housing services will also decrease.

2. As has been stated above, the question

of diseconomies of scale is still unresolved. It is

conceivable that new townsâthrough planning

and controlled growthâcould produce public

1. Relieving the demand pressures on the
property of existing cities will lead to lower land
prices and consequently lower housing prices.
But as. radical as the new town proposals seem,
they will affect only a small part of our housing
production. The effects on center city housing
will likely be small. Moreover, if the housing
markets are competitive, a diminution in rental
prices will lead to a decrease in the maintenance of housing so affected. Thus the quality of
housing services will also decrease.

services more cheaply than larger older cities. If

new towns attract the higher income persons

from the cities, however, the problems of provid-

ing public services will be exacerbated for those

residents remaining (usually lower income per-

sons) unless the cost of those services is reduced

dramatically.

3. One of the strongest arguments for new

towns is the potential for the internalization of

externalities. But this requires unprecedented co-

operation among all levels of government and

the private sector. Presently, large scale con-

struction and planning is frustrated by a frag-

2. As has been stated above. the question
of diseconomies of scale is still unresolved. It is
conceivable that new towns-through planning
and controlled growth-could produce public
services more cheaply than larger older cities. If
new towns attract the higher income persons
from the cities. however, the problems of providing public services will be exacerbated for those
residents remaining (usually lower income persons) unless the cost of those services is reduced
dramatically.

mented governmental structure. Administrative

and political constraints have tended to impede

consistency in the attainment of public interest

objectives. Techniques for shaping the urban re-

gion operating within these constraints have in-

cluded: Extraterritorial zoning and subdivision

powers and consolidation and annexation; agri-

cultural and development zoning and floating

zones; State and county zoning and subdivision

regulation; purchase of scenic easements by

States; purchase of conservation easements; and

development rights and changes in assessment

practices for taxation purposes." A commission

with broad coordinating powers and the use of

eminent domain would help to alleviate many of

these problems and would facilitate the internali-

zation of externalities.

4. In Great Britain, greenbelt as a concept

has tended to work haltingly at best. Permanent

restrictions on growth are not compatible with

increases in population and the economic and

social advantages of the city. In the United

States, the conservation of green areas is not so

severe a problem. To accommodate 100 million

people at suburban densities would take about

14 million acres. This represents only about

one-half the decrease in planted crop acreage

3. One of the strongest arguments for new
towns is the potential for the internalization of
externalities. But this requires unprecedented cooperation among all levels of government and
the private sector. Presently, large scale construction and planning is frustrated by a fragmented governmental structure. Administrative
and political constraints have tended to impede
consistency in the attainment of public interest
objectives. Techniques for shaping the urban region operating within these constraints have included: Extraterritorial zoning and subdivision
powers and consolidation and annexation; agricultural and development zoning and floating
zones; State and county zoning and subdivision
regulation; purchase of scenic easements by
States; purchase of conservation easements; and
development rights and changes in assessment
practices for taxation purposes."~ A commission
with broad coordinating powers and the use of
eminent domain would help to alleviate many of
these problems and would facilitate the internalization of externalities.

that occurred during the 1959-64 period. It is un-

likely that new towns would use less space than

a simple expansion of suburbia, but if properly

planned they may offer more usable green areas

than an unplanned growth.

5. The final justification for new towns is

that through creation of self-contained cities the

4. In Great Britain. greenbelt as a concept
has tended to work haltingly at best. Permanent
restrictions on growth are not compatible with
increases in population and the economic and
social advantages of the city. In the United

values of a "social enterprise" will be realized.

But self-contained cities create many problems,

especially if they are rather small. The self-con-

!I"l

See Her.':nan G. Berkman. "The New Tow r and Urban C ~ ange
Form. Land EconomI c s. Vo l. 48 , No.2. May 1972, PP. 93- 103.

tained city may be able to economize on certain

resources (commuting time for example) but it is

likely to result in lower per-capita income as

well as the cyclical risks and instability that af-
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States, the conservation of green areas is not so
severe a problem. To accommodate 100 million
people at suburban densities would take about
14 million acres. This represents only about
one-half the decrease in planted crop acreage
that occurred during the 1959-64 period. It is unlikely that new towns would use less space than
a simple expansion of suburbia. but if properly
planned they may offer more usable green areas
than an unplanned growth.
5. The final justification for new towns is
that through creation of self-contained cities the
values of a "social enterprise" will be realized.
But self-contained cities create many problems,
especially if they are rather small. The self-contained city may be able to economize on certain
resources (commuting time for example) but it is
likely to result in lower per-capita income as
well as the cyclical risks and instability that affect small cities. In small cities. career opportunities are far fewer. and the decline of a major
firm can spell disaster. People seem unwilling to
constrain themselves to the localized and small
range of choices that would likely exist in
smaller new towns. Furthermore. a small. selfcontained town will not be able to achieve the
speCialization which leads to efficiency. But if the
towns are not self-contained, the space that intervenes between them and other cities will
lengthen travel time and create higher commuting costs.
It is not obvious that a self-contained town
is the ideal community that many people have
suggested. While many writers have associated
large cities with alienation. others give a less
than flattering view of small city life. William
Alonso articulates another difficulty of new towns
to those who stress the importance of " ... participation in planning. The great problem with
such participation is that several years of planning and developrnent must take place before a
new town has any residents. Except in rare
cases ... there appears to be no feasible mode
of participation that would amount to more than
a consumer survey .... This accounts for some
of the tension that commonly occurs between
residents and developers in some new town
under way." c., As part of a feeling of community, supporters of new towns emphasize the social balance that can be achieved. There is little
hope, however. that this balance has occurred.
Low income families need inexpensive housing;

. omThe

Public Int8r8sl," Vol. 19,

this usually is older housing. Presently, we can-

not build new housing for low income families

without heavy public subsidies. In Reston, Va.,

and Columbia, Md., there has been some suc-

cess in achieving racial mix, but the median in-

come of minority residents is well above the me-

dian income of minority groups generally. At

present, the new town has not achieved social

balance with respect to the inclusion of all in-

come groups.

In spite of some of the limitations of the

new-town approach, further development of the

program may be justifiable on the grounds of the

internalization of externalities and, to some ex-

tent, the creation of a sense of community

among its residents. In addition, new towns

might serve as testing laboratories for urban in-

novation. They provide a chance to experiment

with new housing and transportation designs as

well as with new methods of public administra-

tion. In the process, they may provide solutions

to some of the problems of the central city. On

several countsâeconomic, social, and purely

structuralânew towns can provide an experi-

ment in stimulating urban thinking.54

State and Local Government Policies

The policies of State and local governments

potentially affect housing supply and demand in

numerous, diverse, and complex ways. Generally

speaking, States establish the legal framework in

this usually is older housing. Presently, we cannot build new housing for low income families
without heavy public subsidies. In Reston, Va.,
and Columbia, Md., there has been some success in achieving racial mix, but the median income of minority residents is well above the median income of minority groups generally. At
present, the new town has not achieved social
balance with respect to the inclusion of all income groups.
In spite of some of the limitations of the
new-town approach, further development of the
program may be justifiable on the grounds of the
internalization of externalities and, to some extent, the creation of a sense of community
among its residents. In addition, new towns
might serve as testing laboratories for urban innovation. They provide a chance to experiment
with new housing and transportation designs as
well as with new methods of public administration. In the process, they may provide solutions
to some of the problems of the central city. On
several counts-economic, social, and purely
structural-new towns can provide an experiment in stimulating urban thinking.'"

which local governments operate, but do not

seem actively to affect housing markets. There

are significant differences among States with re-

spect to the kinds of taxes that local units can

levy, the kinds of activities that local units can

undertake, the legal relationships among the var-

ious kinds of local units, etc. State-usury laws

State and Local Government Policies

and laws governing the operation of financial in-

stitutions within States could possibly affect

housing, but these do not seem too important.

The significant areas in which State and local

governments affect housing are the levying of

the property tax, the structure of local govern-

ments, and the various regulations concerning

zoning and building codes.

The importance of the property tax as a

source of revenue for local governments is well

known and widely documented.55 For our pur-

poses we will concentrate on the real property

tax, neglecting only the taxation of personal

property such as autos, household appliances,

etc. It is important to note first that wide varia-

tions exist in the property tax laws and practices

among States. Not all classes of property are

taxed by every State; some classes of property

are legally taxed more than othersâin practice,

some classes of property are taxed more than

other classes even though the intent of the law

is to not do so. States also determine the kinds

of nonproperty taxes that local units can levy,

and this seems to explain differences in property

tax collections among areas and regions.5"

The policies of State and local governments
potentially affect housing supply and demand in
numerous, diverse, and complex ways. Generally
speaking, States establish the legal framework in
which local governments operate, but do not
seem actively to affect housing markets. There
are significant differences among States with respect to the kinds of taxes that local units can
levy, the kinds of activities that local units can
undertake, the legal relationships among the various kinds of local units, etc. State-usury laws
and laws governing the operation of financial institutions within States could possibly affect
housing, but these do not seem too important.
The significant areas in which State and local
governments affect housing are the levying of
the property tax, the structure of local governments, and the various regulations concerning
zoning and building codes.
The importance of the property tax as a
source of revenue for local governments is well

The real property tax can be separated into

(1) a tax on residential property, both owner-oc-

cupied and rental property, and (2) a tax on real

business property, including agriculture. The tax

on residential property can be considered as a

sales tax on housing services because housing

services are derived almost totally from the char-

acteristics of the house, which is, of course, cap-

,. See Nato and Johnston. op. cit. , p. 6.

known and widely documented. 5 :; For our purposes we will concentrate on the real property
tax, neglecting only the taxation of personal
property such as autos, household appliances,
etc. It is important to note first that wide variations exist in the property tax laws and practices
among States. Not all classes of property are
taxed by every State; some classes of property
are legally taxed more than others-in practice,
some classes of property are taxed more than
other classes even though the intent of the law
is to not do so. States also determine the kinds
of non property taxes that local units can levy,
and this seems to explain differences in property
tax collections among areas and regions.',6
The real property tax can be separated into
(1) a tax on residential property, both owner-occupied and rental property, and (2) a tax on real
business property, including agriculture. The tax
on residential property can be considered as a
sales tax on housing services because housing
services are derived almost totally from the characteristics of the house, which is, of course, capital. It makes little practical difference whether
the tax is expressed in terms of the input-the
house--or the output-housing services-as
long as all capital is taxed. Roughly half of the
property tax revenue comes from taxes on housing; this was equivalent to an excise tax of 24
percent on rental value in 1962."; Like most
sales taxes or excise taxes, the property tax is
regressive.'" The property tax discourages the
consumption of housing services; this especially
hurts the poor because of its regressivity, and to
the extent that the production of housing services is more capital-intensive than the production
of nonhousing services, investment in housing is
discouraged, as well as improvements in existing
properties.
The property tax by itself has deleterious effects on the quantity and quality of housing. but
these negative aspects are reinforced by another
phenomenon: The existence of large numbers of

,.• In the 1950's and 1960'11. properly taxes accounted lor about
45 percent of total State and local taxes. By 1970. this percentage had fallen to 39.2 percent and is projected to fall
about 35 percent by 1980. Total property tax collections are
projected to increase from the $34 billion collected in 1970
to about $70 billion in 1980. See The Financial Oul/ook fOf
State and Local Governments to 1980. Tax Foundation. Inc .•
New York. 1973. p 89.
'" Dick Netzer. "Impact of the Property: Its Economic Implications
for Urban Problems." reprinted in Slale and Local Finance.
ed. by William E. Mitchell and Ingo Walter. (New York:
Ronald PresV. 1970. p. 145.
"Ibid. pp. 147-14
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small local governmental units, especially In met-

ropolitan areas, where the bulk of the housing

problem is to be found. Many explanations have

been given for the growth of suburban areas; the

important and relevant ones for our purposes are

given below.

One reason for this growth is the intent to

minimize the redistributive impacts of local gov-

ernment tax and expenditure programs. The most

effective way to prevent redistribution is to put

the "price" of governmental programs beyond

the reach of the poor. This is accomplished via

high property values or rents, and this is a much

more effective device than zoning out the poor.

Of course, the subsidization of highways made

travel for the nonpoor much cheaper and permit-

ted movement away from the rental city. The

production of poor or low quality housing is also

cheaper in the central city than in the suburbs.

Effective property tax rates are lower in the

richer suburban units, and this attracts housing

capital away from the central city to the suburbs.

Property tax payments in smaller, less complex

units are more readily identified with expenditure

programs, so that it takes on many characteris-

tics of user-charges. This is not true for central

city residents.

The net impact of the property tax, com-

bined with suburbanization or fragmentation of

local units, is to inhibit the quantity and quality

of housing available to the poor. Because of the

Federal tax subsidies and isolation from the

poor, the nonpoor are much less adversely af-

fected. To offset these negative impacts, States

could encourage a heavier reliance on nonpro-

perty taxes, or Federal income tax breaks could

be granted to the poor based on their rents. The

Federal revenue sharing programâto the extent

that it reduces property taxesâwill help to alle-

viate this situation.

Zoning laws attempt to minimize the impact

of potential external diseconomies caused by the

construction of properties that impose costs on

individual in surrounding properties. Zoning

laws permit these problems to be handled at a

cost lower than would occur if litigation were the

only solution. To the extent that zoning insures

against unforeseen declines in property values

because of changing land use patterns, the con-

struction of housing is encouraged 'â¢'â¢â¢ over what

it would be in the absence of zoning. Zoning,

however, must be optimal in the sense that the

side effects or externalities are neither overesti-

mated nor underestimated. If a disproportionate

share of urban land is zoned for single family

units, a shortage of rental units will be created,

or overcrowding will exist outside the single fam-

small local governmental units, especially in metropolitan areas, where the bulk of the housing
problem is to be found. Many explanations have
been given for the growth of suburban areas' the
important and relevant ones for our purpose~ are
given below.
One reason for this growth is the intent to
minimize the redistributive impacts of local government tax and expenditure programs. The most
effective way to prevent redistribution is to put
the "price" of governmental programs beyond
the reach of the poor. This is accomplished via
high property values or rents, and this is a much
more effective device than zoning out the poor.
Of course, the subsidization of highways made
travel for the non poor much cheaper and permitted movement away from the rental city. The
production of poor or low quality housing is also
cheaper in the central city than in the suburbs.
Effective property tax rates are lower in the
richer suburban units, and this attracts housing
capital away from the central city to the suburbs.
Property tax payments in smaller, less complex
units are more readily identified with expenditure
programs, so that it takes on many characteristics of user-charges. This is not true for central
city residents.
The net impact of the property tax, combined with suburbanization or fragmentation of
local units, is to inhibit the quantity and quality
of housing available to the poor. Because of the
Federal tax subsidies and isolation from the
poor, the non poor are much less adversely affected. To offset these negative impacts, States
could encourage a heavier reliance on non property taxes, or Federal income tax breaks could
be granted to the poor based on their rents. The
Federal revenue sharing program-to the extent
that it reduces property taxes-will help to alleviate this situation.
Zoning laws attempt to minimize the impact
of potential external diseconomies caused by the
construction of properties that impose costs on
individuals in surrounding properties. Zoning
laws permit these problems to be handled at a
cost lower than would occur if litigation were the
only solution. To the extent that zoning insures
against unforeseen declines in property values

because of changing land use patterns, the construction of housing is encouraged ~9 over what
it would be in the absence of zoning. Zoning,
however, must be optimal in the sense that the
side effects or externalities are neither overestimated nor underestimated. If a disproportionate
share of urban land is zoned for single family
units, a shortage of rental units will be created,
or overcrowding will exist outside the single family zone. This will tend to discourage housing
construction or at least reduce the quality of the
housing stock.
On the other hand, zoning might unduly limit
the supply of slum housing so that slum rents
are maintained at artificially high levels, or so
that the slums are relocated. eo One zoning problem that seems to be prevalent is related to mobile homes. Given the substantial increases in
mobile home shipments, more and better land
will have to be made available for this kind of
housing unit.
Somewhat related to zoning regulations are
building and maintenance enforcement codes. Inadequate maintenance by a single-property
owner imposes costs on nearby properties so
that it is in everybody's interest to have laws
governing minimal maintenance standards. Building codes are an attempt to insure that new
housing construction meets minimum standards.
Just what impact these laws have had is hard to
judge. To the extent that the building codes do
not get revised, the cost of housing construction
is higher than if the new updated production
techniques and materials were used. If the codes
are too severely enforced, this could result in a
large reduction of slum housing, thereby driving
up rents that low income families have to pay. It
would also eliminate a low-cost method of providing housing for the poor.61 Stricter code enforcement would raise the cost of poor or substandard housing.
.10tto A, Davia, "Economic Elements In Municipal Zoning Dacislona:' Land EconomIcs, XXXIX (November 1963). pp, 37586,
eo Martin J, Bailey, "Notel on the Economics 01 Relidential ZOrling and Urbln Renewsl," Land Economics, xxv (Augult 1959),
pp, 288-92,
., Richard F, Muth, op, ell.
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held below a warranted level by institutional fac-
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count for the necessity of urban renewal pro-
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A Rationale for Government

Intervention in Housing

The Concept of Adequate Housing

Minimum standards of housing in the United

States have been devised and implemented, or

suggested, by a great variety of public and pri-

vate agencies, including the Federal Housing Ad-

ministration; local planning, building, and health

codes; local housing authorities and State wel-

fare departments; and the American Public

Health Association. The principal criteria em-

ployed relate to floor area, density, sanitary facil-

ities, structural soundness, particular hazards

such as infestation or faulty wiring, and expo-

sure to various nuisances.

Locational accessibility and the quality of

local public services are generally only implicit

housing criteria, but nevertheless important.

There is a powerful tradition which asserts that

homeownership should be attainable by all fami-

lies, and a less explicit tradition which asserts

that the cost of housing should not exceed some

fixed proportion of the household's income.

Neighborhood racial composition is also of wide

concern, though no clear quantitative criteria

have emerged. The Federal Government has

never enunciated standard criteria for judging

the adequacy of housing, except insofar as the

Bureau of the Census has attempted to classify

The Federal commitment to housing remains
poorly defined as to minimum shelter quality and
the quantity or scope of the effort. Involvement
has been mainly reactive to emerging special
needs, rather than directed to basic reforms of
the housing market.
Assistance to families displaced by urban
renewal and highway programs has evolved from
simple condemnation awards to provision of social casework assistance and special-purpose
housing. The principal reason for this has been
the local vacancy rate constraint-i.e. the failure
of the local market to anticipate and accommodate relocation needs. Critical problems arise,
however, when public works agencies are required to perform social casework functions and
to develop special-purpose relocation housing.
An alternative approach is to strengthen social
assistance agencies and ordinary housing market
institutions sufficiently, so that public works
agencies can properly assume that assistance
and facilities exist for families to be displaced.
There is evidence to suggest that the replacement rate of the U.S. housing inventory is
held below a warranted level by institutional factors in the market. If true, this would help to account for the necessity of urban renewal programs and for difficulties in rehousing particular
categories of displaced households. It would
also suggest that governmental emphasis on
basic housing sector reforms, in lieu of primarily
reactive programs, would be an appropriate national housing strategy. The principal responsibility for that strategy would lie at the Federal
level.

Minimum standards of housing in the United
States have been devised and implemented, or
suggested, by a great variety of public and private agencies, including the Federal Housing Administration; local planning, building, and health
codes; local housing authorities and State welfare departments; and the American Public
Health Association. The principal criteria employed relate to floor area, density, sanitary facilities, structural soundness, particular hazards
such as infestation or faulty wiring, and exposure to various nuisances.
Locational accessibility and the quality of
local public services are generally only implicit
housing criteria, but nevertheless important.
There is a powerful tradition which asserts that
homeownership should be attainable by all families, and a less explicit tradition which asserts
that the cost of housing should not exceed some
fixed proportion of the household's income.
Neighborhood racial composition is also of wide
concern, though no clear quantitative criteria
have emerged. The Federal Government has
never enunciated standard criteria for judging
the adequacy of housing, except insofar as the
Bureau of the Census has attempted to classify
components of the inventory once every 10
years. Census classification systems have been
changeable and inexact, however. Neither the
Federal census nor any other source provides
nationwide information on the amount of distribution of housing space in areal units (e.g. square
feet)-using room counts instead as a very
crude approximation-nor of the amount of residential land in use. Hence, there is virtually no
comprehensive data on residential density. Housing analYSis in the United States would be assisted if systematic information were developed
concerning:
• Areal measures-floor areas of housing
units and ground area of lots or parcels.
• Housing history of individual households
-longitudinal information on the changes in tenure, location, housing unit size and quality, rent
or price (and financing) at each move since the
household was established.
• Occupant history of individual housing
units-longitudinal information on the size, income, race, e,mploYlTlent, and other characteristics of sucGes -i''V oe ~ant households over a
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period of 1 decade at least, together with infor-

mation about structural changes, major repair,

and rent or price.

The Nation has, then, only partial, imprecise,

and largely implicit ideas about what makes a

period of 1 decade at least, together with information about structural changes, major repair,
and rent or price.

family's housing adequate, and no stable statisti-

cal programs to determine whether that standard

is getting closer or receding.

Reactive Strategy

This is not as strong a criticism as it might

seem. Housing needs in the United States are

met primarily through the private market, and

The Nation has, then, only partial, imprecise,
and largely implicit ideas about what makes a
family's housing adequate, and no stable statistical programs to determine whether that standard
is getting closer or receding.

this mechanism has given the American popula-

tion a general standard of housing which is ad-

Reactive Strategy

mired and envied elsewhere. The public sector's

role in the production of housing or its distribu-

tion has been almost entirely confined to specific

problems to which the marketplace seemed un-

responsive, such as low income public housing

and urban renewal. ln only one respectâmort-

gage insuranceâhas government in the United

States introduced a basic reform affecting, both

directly and indirectly, the bulk of housing mar-

ket activity by altering its institutional premises.

(Some might argue that secondary mortgage ar-

rangements belong in the same category.)

Various provisions of Federal income tax law

have undoubtedly had major impacts on housing

standards and housing construction. Accelerated

depreciation and favorable capital gains treat-

ment have been important incentives for the con-

struction of rental housing.1 Deductibility of

mortgage interest and property taxes, and exclu-

sion of imputed rental value of owner-occupied

homes have acquired the status of politically un-

assailable institutions.- lt is far from clear, how-

ever, whether these effects were consciously in-

tended or anticipated when tax legislation was

framed; at best, their impacts could be pre-

sumed only subjectively because no suitable

econometric or investment model has been de-

veloped.

Government intervention in housing has

been mainly reactiveâresponding to speical

problems as they arose to claim attention. For

example, interest rate subsidies have been used

to stimulate the production of special types of

housing, such as that for senior citizens. Reloca-

tion requirements have been written into the

1W. F. Smith, The Low-Rise Speculative Apartment, Center lor

Real Estate and Urban Economics. University of California,

Berkeley. 1964.

1 Henry J. Aaron, Shelter and Subsidies, The Brookings institution,

Washington, D.C., 1972, Ui 4.

Highways Act. Monetary measures were taken to

shore up the housing sector in the recent credit

crunches.

This reactive strategyâif inchoate and cu-

mulate responses to separate issues can be

called a "strategy"âdoes not require complete

knowledge of how the housing sector as a whole

This is not as strong a criticism as it might
seem. Housing needs in the United States are
met primarily through the private market, and
this mechanism has given the American population a general standard of housing which is admired and envied elsewhere. The public sector's
role in the production of housing or its distribution has been almost entirely confined to specific
problems to which the marketplace seemed unresponsive, such as low income public housing
and urban renewal. In only one respect-mortgage insurance-has government in the United
States introduced a basic reform affecting, both
directly and indirectly, the bulk of housing market activity by altering its institutional premises.
(Some might argue that secondary mortgage arrangements belong in the same category.)
Various provisions of Federal income tax law
have undoubtedly had major impacts on housing
standards and housing construction. Accelerated
depreciation and favorable capital gains treatment have been important incentives for the construction of rental housing.1 Deductibility of
mortgage interest and property taxes, and exclusion of imputed rental value of owner-occupied
homes have acquired the status of politically unassailable institutions.~ It is far from clear, however, whether these effects were consciously intended or anticipated when tax legislation was
framed; at best. their impacts could be presumed only subjectively because no suitable
econometric or investment model has been developed.
Government intervention in housing has
been mainly reactive-responding to speical
problems as they arose to claim attention. For
example, interest rate subsidies have been used
to stimulate the production of special types of
housing, such as that for senior citizens. Relocation requirements have been written into the

functions. A problem or complaint arises, meas-

ures specific to that condition are devised and

1

implemented, and, after a while, the difficulty is

under control. One does not need to be an auto-

3
motive engineer to drive the family car to the su-

F. Smith. The Low·Rise Specular/ve Apartment, Center lor
Real Estate and Urban Economics, University of California,
Berkeley, 1964.
Henry J Aaron, Shell~r and Subsidies, The Brookings I nstitution.
Washington, D.C., 97 2, Cr. 4 ,

W.

permarket, and in a complex field such as hous-

ing, where ultimate expertise is nonexistent, the

sensible thing is often to deal with immediate

problems in shortrun, reasonable-sounding
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Highways Act. Monetary measures were taken to
shore up the housing sector in the recent credit
crunches.
This reactive strategy-if inchoate and cumulate responses to separate issues can be
called a "strategy"-does not require complete
knowledge of how the housing sector as a whole
functions. A problem or complaint arises. measures specific to that condition are devised and
implemented, and, after a while, the difficulty is
under control. One does not need to be an automotive engineer to drive the family car to the supermarket, and in a complex field such as housing, where ultimate expertise is nonexistent, the
sensible thing is often to deal with immediate
problems
in
shortrun,
reasonable-sounding
terms.
The reactive strategy does not define needs.
nor does it test whether the basic performance
of the housing sector is all that it might be. Extensive studies made in anticipation of the Housing Act of 1968 attempted to remedy both of
these criticisms of Federal housing policy formulation. It is interesting to note that the principal
thrust of the studies and of the legislation itself
was toward a quantitative increase in housing
production-a numerical goal of about 26 million
housing units in 10 years, to amortize a measured inventory of substandard dwellings while
also providing for a growing population. Needs
were measured with census data and definitions.
crude though these are known to be. And though
many questions were raised about the efficiency
of the private housing industry, the only substantial structural "reform" attempted was an extension of mortgage subsidies to a wider portion of
the population. We did not really learn much that
helps us to identify the things that government
should do and can do from that 1967-68 spate of
housing studies.

The Right to Housing
Government's proper responsibility in housing remains ill-defined partly because policymakers often seem to regard it as self-evident. The
1949 Housing Act committed the Nation to " . . .
the goal of a decent home and a suitable living
environment for every American family. . . ."
There are many ways to interpret such a statement, and one of them is the extreme notion
that government guarantees that adequate housing, like schooling, will be available for all. If
this were really the case, inadequately housed
fa~ilies -o~ ~ n irn I ~l come to a government
~R
~t
~ care of.
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Several important programs with almost this

premise actually exist. Probably as many as one

household in three qualifies on grounds of income

for public housing or housing assistance under

Sec. 235 or 236. ln New York City, a family of

four is eligible for public housing if its income is

less than $9,500; about 150,000 families are on

the waiting list for such housing.3

Categorical welfare programs and general

assistance are committed to the principle of pro-

viding recipients of aid with sufficient income to

obtain standard housing, though housing allow-

ances often tend to lag seriously behind in-

creasing market rent levels. lf all qualified

households sought help under these programs

and were accommodated, the Nation's housing

problem would already have been substantially

solved. Of course, the quantities of assisted

housing units actually provided or obtained fall

far short of the number of theoretically qualified

households. This may not be a legal dilemma,

but it is a moral one, and it raises a question

about the real nature of the public commitment.

Token Programs

When Robert Weaver was Secretary of HUD,

he encountered strong congressional opposition

to a proposal for rent supplements to "moderate

income" families. Critics wanted these supple-

Several important programs with almost this
premise actually exist. Probably as many as one
household in three qualifies on grounds of income
for public housing or housing assistance under
Sec. 235 or 236. In New York City, a family of
four is eligible for public housing if its income is
less than $9,500; about 150,000 families are on
the waiting list for such housing. 3
Categorical welfare programs and general
assistance are committed to the principle of providing reCipients of aid with sufficient income to
obtain standard housing, though housing allowances often tend to lag seriously behind increasing market rent levels. If all qualified
households sought help under these programs
and were accommodated, the Nation's housing
problem would already have been substantially
solved. Of course, the quantities of assisted
housing units actually provided or obtained fall
far short of the number of theoretically qualified
households. This may not be a legal dilemma,
but it is a moral one, and it raises a question
about the real nature of the public commitment.

ence to a vehicle tends to discredit subsequent
complaints from the target group, Urban renewal
got rolling toward its large relocation headache
by assuming that displaced low income families
would be "referred to public housing"-in cities
where waiting lists for public housing were already very long. These referrals are sometimes
specious, but they may nevertheless meet the responsibilities of urban renewal agencies under
more recent relocation laws and directives.
Urban renewal itself was initially construed
by many of its advocates as a subsidized rehousing scheme-which is what "slum clearance" means in many other nations. In 1945, for
example, while Congress was involved in the
lengthy process of drafting urban redevelopment
legislation, a spokesman for the Family Welfare
Association of America expressed his support in
these words:
The basic purposes of the general housing bill ... now
under consideration in the Senate are to provide as quickly
as possible adequate low-cost housing for middle-income
and low-income families.'

ments limited to truly low income families, and

the answer offered these critics was to the effect

that low income families already had their pro-

Token Programs

gramâpublic housing. At the time, public hous-

ing units made up scarcely more than 1 percent

of the nation's housing inventory and accommo-

dated only a small fraction of families that fell

within public housing income limits.

Only a slim fraction of the Nation's "moder-

ate income" families benefit from housing pro-

grams directed to them, and only a small propor-

tion of the elderly population occupies senior

citizen housing that has resulted from Federal

efforts. For almost any group that can be said to

have housing problems, there is some type of

program on the books. But there is not very

much of that type of housing on the ground.

This tokenism is partly explained by the re-

active strategy described above. ln response to

a new type of need, some new vehicle is cre-

ated; but there is insufficient feedbackâor pro-

gram evaluationâto reveal whether that vehicle

is adequate for the task. lndeed, the very exist-

ence to a vehicle tends to discredit subsequent

complaints from the target group. Urban renewal

got rolling toward its large relocation headache

by assuming that displaced low income families

would be "referred to public housing"âin cities

where waiting lists for public housing were al-

ready very long. These referrals are sometimes

specious, but they may nevertheless meet the re-

sponsibilities of urban renewal agencies under

more recent relocation laws and directives.

Urban renewal itself was initially construed

by many of its advocates as a subsidized re-

When Robert Weaver was Secretary of HUD,
he encountered strong congressional opposition
to a proposal for rent supplements to "moderate
income" families. Critics wanted these supplements limited to truly low income families, and
the answer offered these critics was to the effect
that low income families already had their program-public housing. At the time, public housing units made up scarcely more than 1 percent
of the nation's housing inventory and accommodated only a small fraction of families that fell
within public housing income limits.
Only a slim fraction of the Nation's "moderate income" families benefit from housing programs directed to them, and only a small proportion of the elderly population occupies senior
citizen housing that has resulted from Federal
efforts. For almost any group that can be said to
have housing problems, there is some type of
program on the books. But there is not very
much of that type of housing on the ground.
This tokenism is partly explained by the reactive strategy described above. In response to
a new type of need, some new vehicle is created; but there is insufficient feedback-or program evaluation-to reveal whether that vehicle
is adequate for the task. Indeed, the very exist-

housing schemeâwhich is what "slum clear-

ance" means in many other nations. ln 1945, for

example, while Congress was involved in the

lengthy process of drafting urban redevelopment

S

Cited in the OntariO Housing Magazine, April 1973, p. 2 H. J.
Aaron provides eSlim,a!es ot the number of tl ousehol ds wh ich
Qualify for public housing. Aaron, op. cit., p. 115.

When redevelopment legislation was at
length introduced to the Senate by Senator Allen
J. Ellender, he explained:
The basic justification for Federal assistance In slum
clearance Is the serious impact of slum conditions on the
lives and development of millions of American families and
their children.'

The same Senator Ellender, however, had
been told by a witness representing the National
Association of Real Estate Boards (an affiliate of
which played a leading role in drafting the 1949
bill) that slum clearance was not only not a subsidized housing program, but that the addition of
a relocation requirement would discourage
redevelopment. 6
With the beginning of actual urban redevelopment projects, it became manifest that the
program was harmful rather than helpful to families in substandard housing. In 1954, a new program of FHA mortgage insurance (Sec, 221) was
introduced to remedy this problem by encouraging the provision of "low-cost housing for
families displaced because of . . , urban renewal
projects . . . . "; Once again, the slum dweller's
• Hearings Belore the Committee on Banking and Currency, U.S.
Senate, The General Housing Act of 1945, 79th Congress,
Part 1. p. 319.
• Congressional Record, 8151 Congress, 1st Session, Senate,
p. 4613.
• Hearings Belore the Committee on Banking and Currency, op. cit.,
pp. 450-453.
'8th Annual R:::Jprt. '0)...111 , ~of{sing and Home Finance Agency,
1954, U.S. Ml!:lI,'rr1 'nt ~int 119 ONice, Washington, D.C., 1955,

p.
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housing problem was "solved" by well-inten-

tioned legislation. But mortgage insurance failed

to provide anything like the deep subsidy re-

quired for effective housing help; when this at

last became apparent, a new solution (Sec.

221(d)(3)) emerged, consisting, of below-market

interest rate mortgages with FHA insurance and

FNMA market support. ln its own time, this was

also seen to be inadequate, so that, by 1968,

another "ultimate solution" (Sec. 235-236) was

proclaimed, 19 years after a bold effort which had

been billed as the slum dweller's salvation. The

author prefers to believe that this extended

"comedy of errors" simply reflects the dismal

state of the study of housing economics in the

United States, rather than the perversity of legis-

lators or lobbyists, but other views could be en-

tertained.

Putting the Burden on the Individual

ln American communities, local ordinances

go far toward specifying the minimum quality of

housing that a family can occupy. Construction

of housing with quality lower than this is prohib-

housing problem was "solved" by well-intentioned legislation. But mortgage insurance failed
to provide anything like the deep subsidy required for effective housing help; when this at
last became apparent, a new solution (Sec.
221 (d)(3)) emerged, consisting. of below-market
interest rate mortgages with FHA insurance and
FNMA market support. In its own time, this was
also seen to be inadequate, so that, by 1968,
another "ultimate solution" (Sec. 235-236) was
proclaimed, 19 years after a bold effort which had
been billed as the slum dweller's salvation. The
author prefers to believe that this extended
"comedy of errors" simply reflects the dismal
state of the study of housing economics in the
United States, rather than the perversity of legislators or lobbyists, but other views could be entertained.

ited, and existing dwellings that fall short are

sometimes declared "unfit for human habitation"

and ordered vacated. Although code enforce-

ment rarely puts families physically into the

street, it has the effect of forcing most families

to pay the market price for standard housing,

whether they think they can afford it or not. ln

this respect, housing standards are treated

somewhat like automobile standardsâif you can-

not afford a car that is safe to drive, you may

not drive.

ln the early days of urban renewal, some of

its advocates took just this approach to the slum

problemâthe occupants would have to meet

their community responsibilities by providing

themselves with a higher standard of housing.

This view was that slum residents were the

sourceânot the victimsâof the housing prob-

lem. Today, the great majority of U.S. house-

holds live under this budgetary rubric, laying out

enough money to obtain housing that meets

community expectations, whether they individu-

ally prefer it or not. There is some current criti-

cism that the average or modal level of housing

consumptionâparticularly as to landâis too

high. But to be adequately housed is something

most American families tend to feel they owe to

their communities, rather than the other way

around, just as personal standards of dress and

cleanliness are partly a response to community

expectations.

A Confusion of Aims

lt is not clear, then, that government is ac-

countable, in general, for lapses in housing

standards. Where government itself is the cause

of housing difficulties, the case may seem

clearer for specific remedial actionâto provide

replacement housing for families caught up in a

public works program, for example. But even

here, responsibility does not define action; we

can meet the responsibility in various ways.

The Case of Relocation

Households displaced by urban renewal and

Putting the Burden on the Individual
In American communities, local ordinances
go far toward specifying the minimum quality of
housing that a family can occupy. Construction
of housing with quality lower than this is prohibited, and existing dwellings that fall short are
sometimes declared "unfit for human habitation"
and ordered vacated. Although code enforcement rarely puts families physically into the
street, it has the effect of forcing most families
to pay the market price for standard housing,
whether they think they can afford it or not. In
this respect, housing standards are treated
somewhat like automobile standards-if you cannot afford a car that is safe to drive, you may
not drive.
In the early days of urban renewal, some of
its advocates took just this approach to the slum
problem-the occupants would have to meet
their community responsibilities by providing
themselves with a higher standard of housing.
This view was that slum residents were the
source-not the victims-of the housing problem. Today, the great majority of U.S. households live under this budgetary rubric, laying out
enough money to obtain Ilousing that meets
community expectations, whether they individually prefer it or not. There is some current criticism that the average or modal level of housing
consumption-particularly as to land-is too
high. But to be adequately housed is something
most American families tend to feel they owe to
their communities, rather than the other way
around, just as personal standards of dress and
cleanliness are partly a response to comm unity
expectations.

highway programsâand by some other forms of

public actionâare entitled to specific public as-

sistance in securing replacement housing. This

entitlement is recent. Prior to 1954 (at the earli-
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A Confusion of Aims
It is not clear, then, that government is accountable, in general, for lapses in housing
standards. Where government itself is the cause
of housing difficulties, the case may seem
clearer for specific remedial action-to provide
replacement housing for families caught up in a
public works program, for example. But even
here, responsibility does not define action; we
can meet the responsibility in various ways.

The Case of Relocation
Households displaced by urban renewal and
highway programs-and by some other forms of
public action-are entitled to specific public assistance in securing replacement housing. This
entitlement is recent. Prior to 1954 (at the earliest), displaced homeowners were awarded the
appraised value of real property taken. Displaced
families who were renting had no direct claim
for compensation against the government and
were probably only rarely able to recover
against the landlord for loss of a valuable leasehold. Tenants even lacked legal standing to protest the taking of property in which they lived.
This is the traditional and "normal" state of affairs to which right-of-way agents and urban renewal real estate officers were long accustomed.
The procedure could be lengthy-if the condemnee were persistent and imaginative-but the
course and the rules were clear. Payment of the
appraised value of property taken satisfied the
obligation of the public agency and allowed the
project to proceed. Households displaced by
public action had the same rights as households
forced to move by decisions of private landowners-and no more.
The implicit rationale for this very narrow
definition of public responsibility was the assumption that substitute housing was always
readily available, and that particular households
were relatively mobile within the urban community. Tenants could simply stop paying rent at
one address and start paying it somewhere else;
homeowners could take the cash received in
condemnation and purchase a home of equal
value somewhere else. If these market conditions
existed, the displaced households were not much
worse off than households which at the same
time were changing their places of residence
voluntarily-something that most households do
rather regularly.
Self-rel ®;~ 'Q1il I iN E; t'ler voluntary or compuls0 '1j
~SfPyt IF 'if'
of surplus hous-

ing inventoryâvacant units available for pur-

chase or rent. Eventually, the housing

construction might make up for demolition losses

brought about by the public program, but dis-

placed families are in need of an immediate re-

course. Hence the local vacancy factor is an im-

portant determinant of the impact of public

programs on housing conditions.

lf there is a large inventory of vacant, avail-

able dwellings in the community, families dis-

placed by small-scale public projects can be

readily rehoused. lf the project is large in scale

but phased over a long period of time, the prob-

lems of relocation may still be minimalâif the

supply of vacant dwellings is also gradually re-

plenished at the same time. Projects that soak

up substantially all of the community's vacant

dwellings will make it increasingly difficult for all

the households in the community to enjoy mobil-

ity, and will also make it very unlikely that dis-

placed households will find substitute dwellings

of the type, price, and location they desire.

Unfortunately, the quantity and quality of

local housing vacancy data in the United States

are quite inadequate for objective evaluation of

relocation resources, generally speaking. There

is the further substantial difficulty that we do not

know the minimum vacancy rate which protects

a local housing market from the condition of

"scarcity" (and possible inflation). For these rea-

sons, people who are concerned about the wel-

fare of potential relocatees have been correctly

suspicious of large-scale projects; the local va-

cancy rate, whatever it is, is assumed unlikely to

remain at a viable level.

The "critical level" of vacancy ratesâbelow

which scarcity prices are expected to appearâis

generally believed to be approximately 1 percent

for owner-occupied dwellings and 5 percent for

rental housing; these are subjective judgments.

Statistical verification of the scarcity threshold

would require disaggregated time series on both

rents (or prices) and vacancy for a particular

community. Suitable data are not ordinarily avail-

able, though economical methods of gathering

them have been developed.8

Urban renewal and highway construction

projects are likely to create relocation needs in

excess of local vacancy resources for two rea-

sons: They involve the removal of housing in

large quantitiesâby the city blockâin a rela-

tively compressed period of time, and they affect

For example, J. M. Carman, Rental Housing Vacancy and Turn-

over. Technical Report No. 3, Center for Real Estate and

Urban Economics, University of California, Berkeley, 1969.

a particular category of housing rather than a

cross section of all the housing in the community.

Thus, large numbers of quite particular types of

dwellings are needed, while market-produced va-

cancies tend to be spreadâalbeit unevenlyâ

across the board of dwelling unit sizes, prices,

ing inventory-vacant units available for puror
rent.
Eventually,
the
housing
chase
construction might make up for demolition losses
brought about by the public program, but displaced families are in need of an immediate recourse. Hence the local vacancy factor is an important determinant of the impact of public
programs on housing conditions.
If there is a large inventory of vacant, available dwellings in the community, families displaced by small-scale public projects can be
readily rehoused. If the project is large in scale
but phased over a long period of time, the problems of relocation may still be minimal-if the
supply of vacant dwellings is also gradually replenished at the same time. Projects that soak
up substantially all of the community's vacant
dwellings will make it increasingly difficult for all
the households in the community to enjoy mobility, and will also make it very unlikely that displaced households will find substitute dwellings
of the type, price, and location they desire.
Unfortunately, the quantity and quality of
local housing vacancy data in the United States
are quite inadequate for objective evaluation of
relocation resources, generally speaking. There
is the further substantial difficulty that we do not
know the minimum vacancy rate which protects
a local housing market from the condition of
"scarcity" (and possible inflation). For these reasons, people who are concerned about the welfare of potential relocatees have been correctly
suspicious of large-scale projects; the local vacancy rate, whatever it is, is assumed unlikely to
remain at a viable level.
The "critical level" of vacancy rates-below
which scarcity prices are expected to appear-is
generally believed to be approximately 1 percent
for owner-occupied dwellings and 5 percent for
rental housing; these are subjective judgments.
Statistical verification of the scarcity threshold
would require disaggregated time series on both
rents (or prices) and vacancy for a particular
community. Suitable data are not ordinarily available, though economical methods of gathering
them have been developed.~
Urban renewal and highway construction
projects are likely to create relocation needs in
excess of local vacancy resources for two reasons: They involve the removal of hvusing in
large quantities-by the city block-in a relatively compressed period of time, and they affect

locations, and other significant characteristics.

There is likely to be a serious mismatch between

relocation requirements and vacancy resources;

unfortunately for all concerned, the poor quality

of local vacancy information typically obscures

• For example, J. M. Carman, Rental Housing Vacancy and Turnover, Technical Report No, 3, Cente r for Real Est at e and
Urban Economics, Univers ity of Cal if ornia, Ber keJey , 1969.

a particular category of housing rather than a
cross section of all the housing in the community.
Thus, large numbers of quite particular types of
dwellings are needed, while market-produced vacancies tend to be spread-albeit unevenlyacross the board of dwelling unit sizes, prices,
locations, and other significant characteristics.
There is likely to be a serious mismatch between
relocation requirements and vacancy resources;
unfortunately for all concerned, the poor quality
of local vacancy information typically obscures
this mismatch.
Urban renewal relocation-and to a lesser
extent that resulting from highway construction
-also implies an upgrading of the displaced
families' housing standards. It was a most disingenuous assumption of early relocation programs that families could be relocated from slum
dwellings to standard housing without someone's
having to pay a higher price; of course, there
would have to be an extraordinary vacancy situation in the local market for this to happen-a
surplus of standard housing sufficient to pull its
price level down, but which the slum families
had not themselves discovered.
Urban renewal relocatees, then, are in need
of substitute housing at a market level above
what they can usually afford. Not only do they
look for some form of financial assistance for
this upgrading of their housing standards, but
they also encounter manY-Sided difficulties in
shifting to an unfamiliar socioeconomic environment; neighborhoods where some of the required type of dwellings might be vacant resist
the intrusion. Housing that seems to be suitable
and vacant often is not practically available.
Not enough is known about families displaced by highway construction, but it is apparent that their relocation is not always the "lateral
transfer" through the housing stock that might
be supposed, If their housing is even moderately
substandard to begin with, then relocation involves upgrading, and the special difficulties associated with urban renewal are encountered.
Homeowner families requiring new mortgage
loans in the relocation process sometimes face
higher interest rates than they had been paying,
and some householders-particularly the elderly
-may no longer be eligible for normal mortgage
loans.
Both urban renewal and (to a lesser extent)
highway programs encounter families with needs
for many social services besides housing assistance, One prominent urban renewal director, in
an unpleas-afl ~ f e, ceptive analogy, likened
·
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this mismatch.

Urban renewal relocationâand to a lesser

extent that resulting from highway construction

âalso implies an upgrading of the displaced
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of loathsome insects in the decay beneath.

Long-neglected needs for health care, family

counseling, education, and employment guid-

ance, as well as extreme destitution, come to the

attention of public agencies that are nominally

responsible for meeting these needs, when occu-

pants of buildings to be demolished are sur-

veyed. Alienation and occasionally criminality

add to the social challenge which is revealed.

Relocation thus became a convenient point

at which a full range of social services could be

brought to bear. Not only is it difficult for the

community to close its eyes to needs revealed in

this way, but the concept emerges that social

services can facilitate relocation. For example, if

an elderly widow's reluctance to apply for wel-

fare can be overcome, she may be able to afford

better housing. lf a man who is ill and unem-

ployed can be given medical treatment and

found a job, he may be able to fend for himself

in the market for adequate housing. lf "open

housing" laws are scrupulously enforced, minor-

ity families may be able to move out of slum

dwellings without subsidy and into a broad spec-

trum of available housing.

The reactive strategy to housing needs

places responsibility for ancillary social case-

work on the public works agency engaged in de-

molishing housing units and therefore in relocat-

ing its occupants. Urban renewal and highway

agencies build up staffs of social workers and

establish complex, ad hoc liaison with numerous

other public and institutional agencies, so that

of loathsome insects in the decay beneath.
Long-neglected needs for health care, family
counseling, education, and employment guidance, as well as extreme destitution, come to the
attention of public agencies that are nominally
responsible for meeting these needs, when occupants of buildings to be demolished are surveyed. Alienation and occasionally criminality
add to the social challenge which is revealed.
Relocation thus became a convenient point
at which a full range of social services could be
brought to bear. Not only is it difficult for the
community to close its eyes to needs revealed in
this way, but the concept emerges that social
services can facilitate relocation. For example, if
an elderly widow's reluctance to apply for welfare can be overcome, she may be able to afford
better housing. If a man who is ill and unemployed can be given medical treatment and
found a job, he may be able to fend for himself
in the market for adequate housing. If "open
housing" laws are scrupulously enforced, minority families may be able to move out of slum
dwellings without subsidy and into a broad spectrum of available housing.

all the significant needs of relocated households

can be met on a case-by-case basis. Since the

proper performance of these functions can re-

quire lengthy time horizons, the agencies' goals

are compromised, or they are tempted to give

just "a lick and a promise" to these large new

responsibilities.

Properly done, social casework in the relo-

cation process increases the effective availability

of vacant, standard dwellings in the community.

lt does not create additional housing, and it may

provoke opposition in the new neighborhoods to

which the "rehabilitated families" are directed.

This is most significantly true in the case of

racial minorities, the elderly, and fatherless

households. There are quantitative limits to the

relocation effectiveness of even the most

comprehensive social service program, and

those limits are determined by the local vacancy

situation in conjunction with basic community

attitudes.

Consequently, the public works agencies

have become increasingly involved with the de-

velopment of new, special-purpose housing for

relocation, as well as with complex social case-

work. ln one approach, local public housing au-

thorities are persuaded to adapt their develop-

ment programs to relocation needs; this is

sometimes an uneasy relationship because these

agencies have divergent rationales and funding

âthe 1949 Housing Act which inaugurated urban

redevelopment specifically divorced these func-

tions. ln another scheme, the redevelopment

The reactive strategy to housing needs
places responsibility for ancillary social casework on the public works agency engaged in demolishing housing units and therefore in relocating its occupants. Urban renewal and highway
agencies build up staffs of social workers and
establish complex, ad hoc liaison with numerous
other public and institutional agencies, so that
all the significant needs of relocated households
can be met on a case-by-case basis. Since the
proper performance of these functions can require lengthy time horizons, the agencies' goals
are compromised, or they are tempted to give
just "a lick and a promise" to these large new
responsibil ities.
Properly done, social casework in the relocation process increases the effective availability
of vacant, standard dwellings in the community.
It does not create additional housing, and it may
provoke opposition in the new neighborhoods to
which the "rehabilitated families" are directed.
This is most significantly true in the case of
racial minorities, the elderly, and fatherless
households. There are quantitative limits to the
relocation effectiveness of even the most
comprehensive soci<;ll service program, and

agency encourages creation of nonprofit organi-

zations as housing sponsors under appropriate

Federal legislation. ln either case, new housing

units are developed which are precommitted to
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those limits are determined by the local vacancy
situation in conjunction with basic community
attitudes.
Consequently, the public works agencies
have become increasingly involved with the development of new, special-purpose housing for
relocation, as well as with complex social casework. In one approach, local public housing authorities are persuaded to adapt their development programs to relocation needs; this is
sometimes an uneasy relationship because these
agencies have divergent rationales and funding
-the 1949 Housing Act which inaugurated urban
redevelopment specifically divorced these functions. In another scheme, the redevelopment
agency encourages creation of nonprofit organizations as housing sponsors under appropriate
Federal legislation. In either case, new housing
units are developed which are precommitted to
displaced households. Sponsored, special-purpose housing may also be developed by spontaneous groups, and the new housing from whatever source may be available to families
displaced by various public programs, such as
highway construction or code enforcement, as
well as urban renewal.
For an urban renewal agency, the necessity
to arrange for the construction of special-purpose new housing creates important operating
problems. The principal land resource is that
which the agency is undertaking to redevelop.
and of course this is not completely available
until after the land has been cleared. An intricate
phasing problem is created which requires that
some housholds first be relocated away from the
project area, that new relocation housing be
constructed on the released land, and that the
next households displaced be rehoused in this
new construction. A further complication is that
households displaced from one block, for example, may have diverse housing needs-some may
be single, elderly people and others members of
large families, so they cannot all be shifted to a
homogeneous new development.
It is obvious that a redevelopment agency
that undertakes to rehouse displaced families
within the project area surrenders important
freedom concerning the reuse of that land. The
central purpose of the initial urban renewal legislation
1 11 iVr:1 itE( i9tates was to allow slum
area I
,... ~( ~ Itlfl (i? e other purpose-

housing for some other socioeconomic group, or

commercial enterprises, or public facilities.9

Many of the supposed benefits of urban renewal

âincrease in the tax base, reduction of social

service costs, attraction of new enterprises to

the communityâare difficult to realize when on-

site rehousing becomes an operating constraint.

This does not imply that these initial goals are

superior, but it does mean that the cost-benefit

assumptions underlying urban renewal are at

least partially invalidated.

lndeed, if social casework and housing con-

struction efforts arising out of the need for relo-

cation are added into project cost estimates,

both urban renewal and highway construction

become much less attractive works of govern-

ment than they otherwise appear. From the initial

situation, in which perhaps too little "social

cost" was charged against such projects in the

planning stage, we may have moved to a situa-

tion in which too much is charged, so that es-

sentially worthwhile efforts are curtailed.

An alternative conceptâwhich might be

called "administrative pluralism"âwould place

the responsibility for social casework and for the

provision of replacement housing in other agen-

cies. The work that social agencies perform

should be done irrespective of urban renewal or

highway building, and their costs should not be

charged against those programs simply because

the need for social services is revealed by them.

As for new housing resources, the fact that some

groups in our communities cannot obtain ade-

quate housing through the marketplace is not

something to be laid at the door of urban re-

newal or highway agencies.

While these programs do remove housingâ

some of it substandardâfrom the inventory, they

do not diminish entrepreneurial motivation to

supply other housing in its stead. They may, de-

pending on their timing and scale, cause the

marginal cost of housing to rise, and that is a

social cost which, by rights, should be part of

the cost-benefit judgment preceding the renewal

or highway project. But if entrepreneurial re-

sponses in the housing market are sluggish and

inefficient, renewal and highway programs do not

housing for some other socioeconomic group, or
commercial enterprises, or public facilities. 9
Many of the supposed benefits of urban renewal
-increase in the tax base, reduction of social
service costs, attraction of new enterprises to
the community-are difficult to realize when onsite rehousing becomes an operating constraint.
This does not imply that these initial goals are
superior, but it does mean that the cost-benefit
assumptions underlying urban renewal are at
least partially invalidated.
Indeed, if social casework and housing construction efforts arising out of the need for relocation are added into project cost estimates,
both urban renewal and highway construction
become much less attractive works of government than they otherwise appear. From the initial
situation, in which perhaps too little "social
cost" was charged against such projects in the
planning stage, we may have moved to a situation in which too much is charged, so that essentially worthwhile efforts are curtailed.
An alternative concept-which might be
called "administrative pluralism"-would place
the responsibility for social casework and for the
provision of replacement housing in other agencies. The work that social agencies perform
should be done irrespective of urban renewal or
highway building, and their costs should not be
charged against those programs simply because
the need for social services is revealed by them.
As for new housing resources, the fact that some
groups in our communities cannot obtain adequate housing through the marketplace is not
something to be laid at the door of urban renewal or highway agencies.
While these programs do remove housingsome of it substandard-from the inventory, they
do not diminish entrepreneurial motivation to

make them so; the problem lies elsewhere. Re-

newal and highway agencies have no meaningful

control over the housing economy as a whole,

but simply function as additional consumers of

housing space, in a very real sense. We already

have a large set of agencies and institutions in

the marketplace whose function it is to supply

housing space in response to effective demand

from all sources.

Administrative pluralism does not mean an

absence of coordination among public works, so-

cial services, and housing activities, but means

rather that coordination should be the responsi-

bility of government itself at a higher level than

the operating agencies. Reconciliation of dispar-

ate aims is a policymakers' function that individ-

ual operating agencies are inherently unable to

perform. For example, an urban renewal director

has no basis for selecting a tradeoff point be-

tween the welfare of relocated families and the

.. In Congressional hearings on early urban redevelopment proposalS, the Administrator of the National Housing Agency,
John B. Blandford, Jr., expressed such a view in the following
words:
Up to the present time, practically all slum clearance and
rebuilding of the blighted areas of our cities have been in
connection with public housing. Broadly speaking, this hal
tended to limit the amount of slum clearance and redevelopment according to the size of the public housing program.
But a broader question certainly presents itself: Does not
sufficient progress in the rebuilding of blighted and deteriorated areas depend upon making it possible to reuse them
for a variety of purposes-ror housing for middle and upper
income families as well as low Income families, and for
other purposes besides?
Hearings Be/ore rhe Committee on Banking and Currency.
op. cit., p. 109. See. also, James Q. Wilson (ed·I,Urban
Renewa/-The Record and the Controversy. Cambridge, Mass.,
M.I.T. Press, 1965, Ch. 4. Gradually increasing emphasis on
rehabilitation and on resident-oriented sponsored hOUSing
in project areas implies abandonment of ! hlS early view, but
this has not deterred local agency offiCials from port raying
their project proposal. as fiscally benefiCial to the city .

supply other housing in its stead. They may, depending on their timing and scale, cause the
marginal cost of housing to rise, and that is a
social cost which, by rights, should be part of
the cost-benefit judgment preceding the renewal
or highway project. But if entrepreneurial responses in the housing market are sluggish and
inefficient, renewal and highway programs do not
make them so; the problem lies elsewhere. Renewal and highway agencies have no meaningful
control over the housing economy as a whole,
but simply function as additional consumers of
housing space, in a very real sense. We already
have a large set of agencies and institutions in
the marketplace whose function it is to supply
housing space in response to effective demand
from all sources.
Administrative pluralism does not mean an
absence of coordination among public works, social services, and housing activities, but means
rather that coordination should be the responsibility of government itself at a higher level than
the operating agencies. Reconciliation of disparate aims is a policymakers' function that individual operating agencies are inherently unable to
perform. For example, an urban renewal director
has no basis for selecting a tradeoff point between the welfare of relocated families and the
benefit to his community of the proposed change
in land use. If he is given responsibility and discretion in both areas, he must make arbitrary
and inefficient choices, or be subjected to unmanageable pressures, or both.
Applied to relocation housing, this concept
of plural agencies means that local housing inventories would be made to expand appropriately in anticipation of displacement caused by
urban renewal, highway building, code enforcement, or other activities. The local housing inventory would be managed and planned, to some
extent, if only in terms of a good simulation
model and refined information systems. These
planning tools have not been developed in the
United States (although some useful preliminary
work has been done).lo Local city planning
staffs sometimes use what data they have very
effectively, but are handicapped by the lack of
economic concepts. They, and other agencies
such as regional FHA or FHLB housing economists, now rely primarily on intuitive extrapolations and implicit judgment models about how
the local housing economy would respond to
,. See Douglaa; B. Lee .J:L "Requiem for Large-Scale Models,"
Journal 01 ~ _:AFi!~lc1a~lffilirure 01 Planners. May 1973. pp.
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benefit to his community of the proposed change

in land use. lf he is given responsibility and dis-

cretion in both areas, he must make arbitrary
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particular exogenous events such as land-clear-

ance programs.

Indeed, one important reason for locking

housing functions into renewal and highway

agencies is that these agencies have precise in-

formation about relocation needs, though it is on

an extremely short time horizon. An urban re-

newal agency knows for a fact, for example, that

today Family X must move into a 3-bedroom

dwelling renting for $100 or less. If the communi-

ty's housing market has not somehow antici-

pated this need, the renewal director will have to

put Family X up in his own living room, so to

speak; he may end up manufacturing something

for themâwhich is approximately what urban re-

newal directors have been doing in recent years.

The local housing economy has not anticipated

his needs, either because these needs were not

known soon enough or because the housing

economy was unresponsive.

So, if relocation housing activities are to be

spun off from public works programs, accurate

short term forecasting of local housing market

activities must be made possible. There must

also be some form of public handle on changes

in the nature and use of the local housing inven-

toryâdirect public construction, incentives to

private investors or developers, or other devices.

Such "handles" exist, in the form of numerous

housing assistance laws, and powers granted for

their use by public or quasi-public bodies. The

information and analysis systems do not yet exist

in usable form.

It can be argued that urban renewal and

highway relocation problems are so localized

and limited in scale that no fundamental restruc-

turing of national housing market institutions is

called for; ad hoc measures will do, in the same

way that response to housing needs created by

a natural disaster can only be handled ad hoc.

This is an area very much deserving of careful

empirical study. But it cart be said that national

housing market institutions and public programs

relating to them exist in any case, and that these

institutions may be responsible in some measure

for the embarrassment that relocation has come

to mean for urban public works undertakings.

Strategies for Public Involvement

Housing needs that arise from relocation

can be provided for in several alternative ways.

These strategy options are not applicable only to

relocation, however. They pertain to the general

concept of governmental involvement in housing;

public responsibility for housing in particular cir-

cumstances cannot be defined until policy deci-

sions have been taken with regard to housing as

particular exogenous events such as land-clearance programs.
Indeed, one important reason for locking
housing functions into renewal and highway
agencies is that these agencies have precise information about relocation needs, though it is on
an extremely short time horizon. An urban renewal agency knows for a fact, for example, that
today Family X must move into a 3-bedroom
dwelling renting for $100 or less. If the community's housing market has not somehow anticipated this need, the renewal director will have to
put Family X up in his own living room, so to
speak; he may end up manufacturing something
for them-which is approximately what urban renewal directors have been doing in recent years.
The local housing economy has not anticipated
his needs, either because these needs were not
known soon enough or because the housing
economy was unresponsive.
So, if relocation housing activities are to be
spun off from public works programs, accurate
short term forecasting of local housing market
activities must be made possible. There must
also be some form of public handle on changes
in the nature and use of the local housing inventory-direct public construction, incentives to
private investors or developers, or other devices.
Such "handles" exist, in the form of numerous
housing assistance laws, and powers granted for
their use by public or quasi-public bodies. The
information and analysis systems do not yet exist
in usable form.
It can be argued that urban renewal and
highway relocation problems are so localized
and limited in scale that no fundamental restructuring of national housing market institutions is
called for; ad hoc measures will do, in the same
way that response to housing needs created by
a natural disaster can only be handled ad hoc.
This is an area very much deserving of careful
empirical study. But it can be said that national
housing market institutions and public programs
relating to them exist in any case, and that these
institutions may be responsible in some measure
for the embarrassment that relocation has come
to mean for urban public works undertakings.

a whole, for the Nation as a whole. Thus, consid-

eration of what should be done in connection with

urban renewal and highway relocation leads

Strategies for Public Involvement

directly to the question of general housing strat-

egy.

This involved issue can usefully be simpli-

fied down to choices along three dimensions:

1. Whether to provide special-purpose hous-

ing (e.g. public housing, Sec. 235-236 projects)

which directly accommodates households lacking

Housing needs that arise from relocation
can be provided for in several alternative ways.
These strategy options are not applicable only to
relocation, however. They pertain to the general
concept of governmental involvement in hou sing;
public responsibility for hous ing in particu la r ci r-

adequate shelter, or to influence or "manage"

the general housing market in such a way that

adequate housing becomes available to all

households.
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cumstances cannot be defined until policy decisions have been taken with regard to housing as
a whole, for the Nation as a whole. Thus, consideration of what should be done in connection with
urban renewal and highway relocation leads
directly to the question of general housing strategy.
This involved issue can usefully be simplified down to choices along three dimensions:
1. Whether to provide special-purpose housing (e.g. public housing, Sec. 235-236 projects)
which directly accommodates households lacking
adequate shelter, or to influence or "manage"
the general housing market in such a way that
adequate housing becomes available to all
households.
2. Whether to rely on a single governmental
agency to perform all hOUSing-related functions,
including social services, or to divide responsibility among several agencies with independent
functional missions.
3. Whether to place the responsibility for
housing and related functions at the Federal,
State, or local level of government.
It is convenient to separate the "level of
government" question for discussion in the following section. This leaves two dimensions, with
two extreme positions in each. Their combinations identify four "strategy types," as in this
scheme:
Single
Agency
Special-purpose
housing
General-market
approach

Plural
Agencies

A

B

C

0

Strategy A describes approximately the position toward which urban renewal agencies have
been pushed by the course of events. The agency's original public works mission becomes enlarged to include social services for families to
be displaced, and efforts to provide special-purpose housing in which (some of) the displaced
families can be rehoused with financial assistance in money or in kind.
Strategy B can be illustrated by the position
of urban renewal agencies some years ago, and
probably of highway agencies at this time. In it,
the public works agency turns over caseloads
consisting
ri @'i ~ 8,y en families to the local
housi ~N~~ Yt ~ ftf~f~Aw encies of various

1

kinds, to nonprofit housing sponsors of FHA

counselors, to fair housing groups, etc.

For the most part, A and B represent "reac-

tive strategies." Concern is focused on particular

households whose needs are assumed to be irrel-

evant to the general housing market.

Strategy C might be said to represent the

original, implied mission of HUD. The aim, in this

case, is merely to create circumstances in the

area of housing finance and housing subsidy so

that opportunities for adequate housing exist for

all. By stretching the point slightly, HUD's assist-

ance to local housing authorities can be con-

strued consistently with this concept; local

housing authorities are, in effect, surrogate

households. lt is interesting that local planners

sometimes seem attracted to Strategy C, believ-

ing that their land-use control powers can ma-

nipulate the local housing economy so as to

achieve community housing aims. Metropolitan

councils of government also appear confident

that local taxing powers, plus controls over com-

munity services and transportation as well as

land use, are nearly sufficient to handle regional

housing problems.

Strategy D involves a collection of agencies

working to maintain housing adequacy in ways

other than construction of special-purpose hous-

ing. Welfare agencies would be responsible for

solving socioeconomic problems that deprive

some households of "effective demand" for ade-

quate housing; public works agencies such as

urban renewal and highway programs would

have no responsibility for the housing welfare of

families displaced beyond recognition of irredu-

cible social costs in the initial cost-benefit

stages of planning; monetary and economic or-

ganizations in government would assure, ade-

quate flows of funds to meet housing construc-

tion and related urban capital needs; the

principal housing agency of government would

confine its activities to developing usable hous-

ing market information and forecasts in all com-

munities and bringing cogent cases for housing-

related tax legislation to the legislative body,

while administering such mortgage market func-

tionsâinsurance and trading, for exampleâas

are required ancillary to the operation of the

capital market.

Division of Labor in the Public Sector

The housing sector of the economy, while

basically private in principle, is extensively and

quite directly influenced by all levels of govern-

ment. This is due more to the nature of the

housing commodity and to the necessary general

roles of government rather than to explicit deci-

sions by government to be responsible for hous-

ing welfare. Much of the government's involve-

kinds, to nonprofit housing sponsors of FHA
counselors, to fair housing groups, etc.
For the most part, A and B represent "reactive strategies." Concern is focused on particular
households whose needs are assumed to be irrelevant to the general housing market.
Strategy C might be said to represent the
original, implied mission of HUD. The aim, in this
case, is merely to create circumstances in the
area of housing finance and housing subsidy so
that opportunities for adequate housing exist for
all. By stretching the point slightly, HUD's assistance to local housing authorities can be construed consistent:y with this concept; local
housing authorities are, in effect, surrogate
households. It is interesting that local planners
sometimes seem attracted to Strategy C, believing that their land-use control powers can manipulate the local housing economy so as to
achieve community housing aims. Metropolitan
councils of government also appear confident
that local taxing powers, plus controls over community services and transportation as well as
land use, are nearly sufficient to handle regional
housing problems.
Strategy D involves a collection of agencies
working to maintain housing adequacy in ways
other than construction of special-j!turpose housing. Welfare agencies would be responsible for
solving socioeconomic problems that deprive
some households of "effective demand" for adequate housing; public works agenCies such as
urban renewal and highway programs would
have no responsibility for the housing welfare of
families displaced beyond recognition of irredu~ible social costs in the initial cost-benefit
stages of planning; monetary and economic organizations in government would assure. adequate flows of funds to meet housing construction and related urban capital needs; the
principal housing agency of government would
confine its activities to developing usable housing market information and forecasts in all communities and bringing cogent cases for housingrelated tax legislation to the legislative body,
while administering such mortgage market functions-insurance and trading, for example-as
are required ancillary to the operation of the
capital market.
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allocation of credit through the capital market.
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of credit. The Federal Government is also in a

strongâbut not uniqueâposition to exercise le-

The housing sector of the economy, while
basically private in principle, is extensively and
quite directly influenced by all levels of government. This is due more to the nature of the

housing commodity and to the necessary general
roles of government rather than to explicit decisions by government to be responsible for housing welfare. Much of the government's involvement with housing is thus inherited and
fortuitous.
In a lengthy historical process, the Federal
Government has acquired overriding responsibility for the health of financial institutions and the
allocation of credit through the capital market.
Hence, it affects housing, which is a major user
of credit. The Federal Government is also in a
strong-but not unique-position to exercise leverage upon the private use of credit by creating
ancillary institutions for insuring and exchanging
residential mortgages, which it has done. The
massive and involved Federal tax system automatically creates additional leverage in housing
finance, while on the expenditure side, virtually
every Federal activity from military procurement
to the payment of rent supplements has some
important impact on housing, directly or indirectly.
State governments affect housing primarily
by regulating hOUSing-related businesses-land
development and subdivision, construction, mortgage lending, real estate brokerage, property
management, etc. They are responsible for some
kinds of housing-related infrastructure, particularly highways, and they provide enabling legislation for special-purpose authorities such as
local public housing agencies and transportation
entities.
Local government has traditional responsibility for basic urban infrastructure (streets,
schools, water, and sewage) and services (police, fire protection, sanitation, parks), all of
which are components of the housing "package"
and may usefully be thought of as goods or
services that households elect to purchase and
consume jOintly. Land-use control, and control
over the manner of construction and the use of
buildings, are also local functions.
Federal, State, and local governments share
responsibility and control with respect to welfare
payments. Local governments have the option of
using Federal funds for programs such as public
housing, urban renewal, and sewage disposal.
In recent years, both State and local governments have experimented with "development
corporations" which are authorized to build special-purpose housing or other facilities, free of
some restraints (e.g., zoning) that might apply to
private or~ ' m
' :af ~ .:::I!,rnd of some obligations
~l1 tal bodies per se.
(e·g·, U""fE ~~ ·f · fjlt
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Significant external (i.e., avoidable) costs

are associated with special-purpose housing in

the United States. Low income households bring

with them needs for extensive social services

and assistance. Neighborhoods resist the intro-

duction of lower socioeconomic status house-

holds because of fears and prejudice. It is only

at the community or neighborhood level of social

interaction that these phenomena can be exter-

alized. That is, some neighborhoods may be

able to avoid the status and income-transfer

costs of special-purpose housing programs while

adjoining neighborhoods are compelled to bear

them both. The residents of affluent Orinda, in

San Francisco's East Bay area, for example,

enjoy, at least indirectly, the benefits of low-

wage labor residents in neighboring Oakland, for

whom Oakland must provide assistance in hous-

ing, health, and education. In the competition not

to be stuck with the "bad penny," the likely

loser is the urban district whose physical and

fiscal situation is already the most difficult.

Because low-priced housing is generally con-

centrated in older central cities where land val-

ues are highâreflecting metropolitan accessibil-

ity and encroaching commercial usesâit is

particularly difficult for those communities to

provide special-purpose new housing. Unfortu-

nately, high land values in the central cities do

not equate with fiscal strength, for in residential

areas they reflect high density rather than high

per capita income. The per capita income of

many central city residents is inadequate to sup-

port normal local government services, let alone

new housing on expensive land.

A neighborhood community which does not

presently have special-purpose housing in its

midst, and which in good conscience elects to

take on its "fair share," runs the risk of over-

shooting the mark, as some of its affluent resi-

dents opt out. Among competing urban neigh-

borhoods, "nice guys finish last."

It follows that many local governments tend

to disdain special-purpose housing programs,

even if subventions are provided for this pur-

pose. Even in the older central city, other fiscal

aid is needed along with housing assistance, if

the latter is to provide, dollar for dollar, the serv-

ices and amenities that housing money pur-

chases in the suburbs. Suburban communities,

for their part, may need virtual bribes as well as

comprehensive subventions to be encouraged to

provide special-purpose housing. To make it

both discretionary and attractive for local gov-

ernments to run the assisted housing "show"

may be very costly for the effects achieved.

The natural and easy role for local govern-

ments with respect to housing is to keep its in-

frastructure healthy and growing, so that expan-

sion and replacement of its housing inventory

can proceed steadily. Then housing opportunities

for all its residents can be improved progres-

sively. This requires that local governments have

good access to capital marketsâwhich, by and

large, they have in the United Statesâand that

they do a good job of short term forecasting (of

Significant external (i.e., avoidable) costs
are associated with special-purpose housing in
the United States. Low income households bring
with them needs for extensive social services
and assistance. Neighborhoods resist the introduction of lower socioeconomic status households because of fears and prejudice. It is only
at the community or neighborhood level of social
interaction that these phenomena can be exteralized. That is, some neighborhoods may be
able to avoid the status and income-transfer
costs of special-purpose housing programs while
adjoining neighborhoods are compelled to bear
them both. The residents of affluent Orinda, in
San Francisco's East Bay area, for example,
enjoy, at least indirectly, the benefits of lowwage labor residents in neighboring Oakland, for
whom Oakland must provide assistance in housing, health, and education. In the competition not
to be stuck with the "bad penny," the likely
loser is the urban district whose physical and
fiscal situation is already the most difficult.
Because low-priced housing is generally concentrated in older central cities where land values are high-reflecting metropolitan accessibility and encroaching commercial uses-it is
particularly difficult for those communities to
provide special-purpose new housing. Unfortunately, high land values in the central cities do
not equate with fiscal strength, for in residential
areas they reflect high density rather than high
per capita income. The per capita income of
many central city residents is inadequate to support normal local government services, let alone
new housing on expensive land.
A neighborhood community which does not
presently have special-purpose housing in its
midst, and which in good conscience elects to
take on its "fair share," runs the risk of overshooting the mark, as some of its affluent residents opt out. Among competing urban neighborhoods, "nice guys finish last."
It follows that many local governments tend
to disdain special-purpose housing programs,
even if subventions are provided for this purpose. Even in the older central city, other fiscal
aid is needed along with housing assistance, if
the latter is to provide, dollar for dollar, the services and amenities that housing money purchases in the suburbs. Suburban communities,
for their part, may need virtual bribes as well as
comprehensive subventions to be encouraged to
provide special-purpose housing. To make it
both discretionary and attractive for local governments to run the assisted housing "show"
may be very costly tbr the effects ach ieved .

employment and housing trends) and of fiscal

management.

State governments could conceivably play

an important role in assuring the provision of
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The natural and easy role for local governments with respect to housing is to keep its infrastructure healthy and growing, so that expansion and replacement of its housing inventory
can proceed steadily. Then housing opportunities
for all its residents can be improved progressively. This requires that local governments have
good access to capital markets-which, by and
large, they have in the United States-and that
they do a good job of short term forecasting (of
employment and housing trends) and of fiscal
management.
State governments could conceivably play
an important role in assuring the provision of
special-purpose or assisted housing in either of
two ways-imposition of metropolitan government upon contiguous communities, or establishment of powerful urban development corporations. Either of these encounters important
political obstacles. Very large personal windfalls,
both negative and positive, are implied in any
metropolitan land use planning. scheme, and this
makes "objective" judgment very difficult. An
urban development corporation exercises public
power without public accountability; political authority is generally not strong enough to sustain
major efforts, particularly because a development corporation can practically create only
windfall losses for people in the vicinity of its
projects. State governments have, in addition,
virtually no means of improving the structure or
performance of the national housing industry.
Federal Government, which is answerable to
the entire national community, has both the
means and the authority to engage in specialpurpose housing development. In the early days
of public housing (1933-37), the Federal Government backed away from direct housing development activities because of opposition on grounds
of "States' rights" and "socialism." At the present time, it may be judged that both of these
criticisms have weakened. The largest difficulty
in direct Federal development of special-purpose
housing is informational-knowing just what a
particular community needs and will accept.

What Is America's "Housing Problem"?
It is possible to state a housing goal-such
as "adequate housing within the means of all"
-without suggesting why that goal has not yet
been achieved. But the reasons for failure in the
past have significance for the selection of methods for pursuit of the goal in the future. In simplest terms,
i '~It-i' f\> topusing situation can be
inadeq
I ~'V FtP.'fr(I~
as been invested
i

in it, or because the distribution of housing is

inequitable or inefficient. In the United States,

government has generally acted on the presump-

tion that the distribution and not the quantity of

housing is deficient. Another way of stating this

presumption is that housing supply is elastic but

housing demand is sometimes artificially con-

strained.

Clearly, the housing inventory of the United

States has never been devastated as Germany's

was in World War II. Nor has the United States

seen a sudden influx of new population, in this

century, as Hong Kong and Israel have. And it

is self-evident that the United States does not

lack the real economic resources to create an

adequate housing inventory, as seems to be the

case in India. The most significant suggestion

that housing output in the United States has

been quantitatively inadequate was developed by

studies preceding the housing legislation of

1968; these studies identified a need to replace

some 6 million housing units deemed substand-

ard-w-about 10 percent of the occupied inventory.

Otherwise, implicit and explicit criticisms of

housing in the United States clearly focus on

qualitative and distribution issues. Homeowner-

shipâone form of housing tenureâhas long

been perceived as a social value in its own right.

In the 1930's, the production of housing was

thought of, at least partly, as a means of stimu-

lating employment; beginning in that period, pub-

lic housing produced is used as a welfare device

for families in general economic distress.

Mortgage insurance and mortgage guaran-

tees provided by Federal agencies were intended

mainly as ways of making homeownership

possible for greater numbers of families. Mort-

gage insurance and secondary mortgage market

programs also have been introduced on the as-

sumption that technical defects existed in the

link between housing and the capital marketâ

not that physical resources were scarce or that

the housing construction industry was unrespon-

sive to effective demand.

Urban renewal may have been understood

by many as a new form of housing assistance

when it was introduced in 1949, but it is now

clear to most that such was not the case. Urban

renewal's primary mission is to alter the use of

some central city land; relocation housing now

produced in the process is a distinctly secondary

and inadvertent objective.

The idea that housing costs more than it

need cost, because of the industry's technologi-

cal backwardness, appears to have been dis-

credited after very ambitious efforts such as Op-

eration Breakthrough. Instead, demand for new

housing has been broadened by new subsidy

programs for low and moderate income families.

On occasion, the proportion of new rental

units in total housing output has increased dra-

matically in response to special mortgage and

tax stimuli, only to be choked off because of un-

popular windfalls arising in the process. Housing

discrimination has been deprived of legal sanc-

tion. And development of special new housing

for senior citizens has been effectively encour-

in it, or because the distribution of housing is
inequitable or inefficient. In the United States,
government has generally acted on the presumption that the distribution and not the quantity of
housing is deficient. Another way of stating this
presumption is that housing supply is elastic but
housing demand is sometimes artificially constrained.
Clearly, the housing inventory of the United
States has never been devastated as Germany's
was in World War II. Nor has the United States
seen a sudden influx of new population, in this
century, as Hong Kong and Israel have. And it
is self-evident that the United States does not
lack the real economic resources to create an
adequate housing inventory, as seems to be the
case in India. The most significant suggestion
that housing output in the United States has
been quantitatively inadequate was developed by
studies preceding the housing legislation of
1968; these studies identified a need to replace
some 6 million housing units deemed substandard-rabout 10 percent of the occupied inventory.
Otherwise, implicit and explicit criticisms of
housing in the United States clearly focus on
qualitative and distribution issues. Homeownership---one form of housing tenure-has long
been perceived as a social value in its own right.
In the 1930's, the production of housing was
thought of, at least partly, as a means of stimulating employment; beginning in that period, public housing produced is used as a welfare device
for families in general economic distress.
Mortgage insurance and mortgage guarantees provided by Federal agencies were intended
mainly as ways of making homeownership
possible for greater numbers of families. Mortgage insurance and secondary mortgage market
programs also have been introduced on the assumption that technical defects existed in the
link between housing and the capital marketnot that physical resources were scarce or that
the housing construction industry was unresponsive to effective demand.
Urban renewal may have been understood
by many as a new form of housing assistance
when it was introduced in 1949, but it is now
clear to most that such was not the case. Urban
renewal's primary mission is to alter the use of
some central city land; relocation housing now
produced in the process is a distinctly secondary
and inadvertent objective.
The idea that housing costs more than it
need cost, because of the industry's technological backwardness, appears to h-ave been discredited after very ambitious efforts sucH as Op-

eration Breakthrough. Instead, demand for new
housing has been broadened by new subsidy
programs for low and moderate income families.
On occasion, the proportion of new rental
units in total housing output has increased dramatically in response to special mortgage and
tax stimuli, only to be choked off because of unpopular windfalls arising in the process. Housing
discrimination has been deprived of legal sanction. And development of special new housing
for senior citizens has been effectively encouraged.
It is fair to say, then, that Americans,
through their governments, appear to judge that
the housing problem is not a sheer scarcity of
space, but a feeling that homeownership should
be encouraged, that decent shelter should be
available to families who may not be able to afford it, that overt racial discrimination is improper, that sometimes and in some places apartments are needed instead of single-family
houses, and that special kinds of housing are
needed by elderly people and other special
groups. These are matters of distribution and
quality, not quantity of housing output.
The implied assumption is that the housing
industry-an umbrella term for a great assortment of interests, institutions, and enterprisesprovides whatever the consumer is able and willing to pay for. Some consumers lack effective
demand, for one reason or another, and they are
the ones who have housing problems. The general population gets its money's worth from a
reasonably efficient and responsive set of businesses, according to this image.
This assumption is open to serious challenge. There is historical evidence to support the
hypothesis that aggregate housing production in
the United States is limited by institutional constraints, and that housing output has been deficient and unresponsive over a very long period
to real, effective demand for better housing, and
that much of the perceived "qualitative" or distributional housing problem actually originates in
cumulative quantitative deficiencies.

The Underlying Problem-Supply Inelasticity
A housing structure is a durable good
which, even with normal maintenance, gradually
becomes less serviceable as time passes. It is
subject to physical deterioration and to obsolescence. We would expect houses, like automobiles, to become cheaper as they get older, and
to be scraQ:~' " ,nt(l ~HYn-lN hen a replacement is
prod YJNfV E f1 <tj~ f (m~1 ~ement, or alterna-

aged.

It is fair to say, then, that Americans,

through their governments, appear to judge that
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lively the average duration of use, is an index of

the general quality of the inventory in use; an in-

tively the average duration of use, is an index of
the general quality of the inventory in use; an increase in the replacement rate is necessary if
the average quality is to rise.
For American housing, the replacement
process appears to be very sluggish, and subject
to institutional limitations that national housing
programs have done little to overcome. Based on
a recent study, the average annual replacement
rate of the U.S. housing inventory during the period 1889-1969 was approximately one-third of 1
percent. l I
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Figure 1 shows the historical relationship of
housing starts to increases in the number of
American households; the excess of starts is
what makes replacement of superannuated units
possible. Figure 2 describes a rate of inventory
replacement in terms of value (rather than in
numbers of units). From 1950 through 1959, the
value replacement rate fluctuated generally
below 1 percent, a relatively good performance.
The general quality of the inventory in use, however, is the result of replacement levels over a
very long period of time, and there have been
prior periods of substantial replacement deficits.
These numerical estimates are important primarily for an issue they raise concerning the
structure of the housing economy. Superannuated housing is made redundant only by new
construction in excess of population (household)
growth. The housebuilding industry and its mortgage lending affiliates traditionally respond with
alarm to any suggestion of "overbuilding."
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Among other reasons for this response, housing

output in excess of growth requirements ob-

viously diminishes the market value of older

units in the inventory, creating windfall capital

losses for particular owners and lenders. As 4ong

as older units are not made redundant by "ex-

cess" new output, their market value can be sus-

tained even through their serviceability is falling.

Econometric studies of the housing market

have been inconclusive on the subject of the in-

come elasticity of housing supplyâpartly be-

cause of the theoretical difficulty of separating

Among other reasons for this response, housing
output in excess of growth requirements obviously diminishes the market value of older
units in the inventory, creating windfall capital
losses for particular owners and lenders. As .ong
as older units are not made redundant by "excess" new output, their market value can be sustained even through their serviceability is falling.
Econometric studies of the housing market
have been inconclusive on the subject of the income elasticity of housing supply-partly because of the theoretical difficulty of separating
demand factors from supply factors by econometric techniques. A recent Urban Land Institute
study concludes, for example, that "the supply of
rental housing is less than perfectly elastic, even
in the long run," but the argument is very
indirect. 12 Richard Muth's well-known study of
housing demand includes a finding that "new
construction is highly responsive indeed to
changes in income or in the price of housing".ll
This is not inconsistent with a longrun replacement rate which might be judged, subjectively, to
be "low," because it merely correlates fluctuations in absolute increments, not in their bases;
it does not indicate how rapidly the inventory as
a whole is becoming either better or worse. Curiously, Muth demonstrates in the same article
that "desired stock" of housing exceeded actual
stock through the high construction period of the
1920's; this seems to agree with our suggestion
that people were not getting as much housing

demand factors from supply factors by econome-

tric techniques. A recent Urban Land Institute

11

study concludes, for example, that "the supply of

rental housing is less than perfectly elastic, even

in the long run," but the argument is very

A study by the aulhor, lorthcomlng in Soclo-Econom/c Planning
Sciences under the tlUe, "Should a Houle Lal! 300 Yea,,?"
It should be noted that special definitions- are Involved in thie
measurement, and Ihat the accuracy 01 origina l data mU~1 be
qualilied in some resp.ec ts .
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improvement as they were willing and able to

pay for.11

Attention has also been focused recently on

housing abandonment, a phenomenon which

might seem to indicate that the housing inven-

tory is being replaced at an accelerating rate.

Although it is doubtless an acute problem in par-

ticular cities, the national quantitative impact of

abandonment is not clear.1-"' Concern seems to

center on the belief that families who could be

accommodated in such housing have been

"pushed" into inferior housing by something akin

to a natural disaster affecting neighborhoods that

have been abandoned, rather than having been

"pulled" out of obsolescent areas because

something better was available elsewhere.

"Abandonment" today seems to mean housing

discarded by its owners, not by the marketplace

of usersâa new form of demand for housing

space not unlike urban renewal or highway

building, rather than a reflection of superabun-

dant new construction. Studies of abandonment

have emphasized micro rather than macro as-

pects, and so the larger significance of abandon-

ment is not clear.

At this stage, it can only be considered a

hypothesis that the housing and mortgage indus-

tries in the United States discourage replace-

ment construction, and so contribute to continu-

ous deterioration of the real quality of the

inventory. But it is a reasonable hypothesis. In-

deed, the formula for Federal urban renewal sub-

sidies worked out in 1949 (and still essentially in

use) is based on the assumption that market val-

ues of slum housing need to be written down,

because these substandard dwellings have not

been made redundant and therefore still com-

mand a market with effective demand for hous-

ing. Figures 1 and 2 (and the material on which

they are based) suggest that this resistance to

replacement is characteristic of the U.S. housing

economy as a whole.

Of course, resistance is a matter of degree;

some replacement activity occurs more readily,

no doubt, in some areas and for some types of

housing than others. A far more serious look at

the economic dynamics of the U.S. housing in-

dustry is warranted than has yet been under-

taken, because the easy and attractive presump-

tion of supply elasticity can be challenged.

If there is, in fact, significant institutional

resistance to the replacement of older and less

serviceable housing, then we may have to rein-

" Ibid., p. 79

"The National Urban League, Tha National Survey ol Housing

Abandonment, 1971.

terpret the concept of special housing needsâ

for low income or even moderate income fami-

lies, for minorities, for relocatees, for senior

citizens, etc. Some of these "special" problems

âsituations in which the marketplace seems ob-

viously unresponsive to effective demandâmay

actually be manifestations of a more general

improvement as they were willing and able to
pay for.lI
Attention has also been focused recently on
housing abandonment, a phenomenon which
might seem to indicate that the housing inventory is being replaced at an accelerating rate.
Although it is doubtless an acute problem in particular cities, the national quantitative impact of
abandonment is not clearY Concern seems to
center on the belief that families who could be
accommodated in such housing have been
"pushed" into inferior housing by something akin
to a natural disaster affecting neighborhoods that
have been abandoned, rather than having been
"pulled" out of obsolescent areas because
something better was available elsewhere.
"Abandonment" today seems to mean housing
discarded by its owners, not by the marketplace
of users-a new form of demand for housing
space not unlike urban renewal or highway
building, rather than a reflection of superabundant new construction. Studies of abandonment
have emphasized micro rather than macro aspects, and so the larger significance of abandonment is not clear.
At this stage, it can only be considered a
hypothesis that the housing and mortgage industries in the United States discourage replacement construction, and so contribute to continuous deterioration of the real quality of the
inventory. But it is a reasonable hypothesis. Indeed, the formula for Federal urban renewal subsidies worked out in 1949 (and still essentially in
use) is based on the assumption that market values of slum housing need to be written down,
because these substandard dwellings have not
been made redundant and therefore still command a market with effective demand for housing. Figures 1 and 2 (and the material on which
they are based) suggest that this resistance to
replacement is characteristic of the U.S. housing
economy as a whole.
Of course, resistance is a matter of degree;
some replacement activity occurs more readily,
no doubt, in some areas and for some types of
housing than others. A far more serious look at
the economic dynamics of the U.S. housing industry is warranted than has yet been undertaken, because the easy and attractive presumption of supply elasticity can be challenged.
If there is, in fact, significant institutional
resistance to the replacement of older and less
serviceable housing, then we may have to rein-

problem. In that case, the policy issues would be

whether to attack the general problem by basic

.. Ibid .. p. 79.
The National Urban League, The National Survey of Hou,lng
Abandonment, 1971.

II
institutional reforms in the housing economy or

to go on treating the special difficulties ad hoc.

There is an alternative and, perhaps, supple-

mentary explanation for the low replacement rate

of the U.S. housing inventory, and that concerns

terpret the concept of special housing needsfor low income or even moderate income families, for minorities, for relocatees, for senior
citizens, etc. Some of these "special" problems
-situations in which the marketplace seems obviously unresponsive to effective demand-may
actually be manifestations of a more general
problem. In that case, the policy issues would be
whether to attack the general problem by basic
institutional reforms in the housing economy or
to go on treating the special difficulties ad hoc.
There is an alternative and, perhaps, supplementary explanation for the low replacement rate
of the U.S. housing inventory, and that concerns
urban land markets. During the past 50 years, at
least, general urban densities-not only residential but commercial and industrial as well-have
been falling. Market pressure to reutilize the
land under older housing has been weakening.
The reasons for this phenomenon, in turn, include the automobile, changes in the availability
of mortgage loans, and preferences or life styles
as they affect housing. Thus, local land-use policy is related to the overall performance of the
housing economy, partly by way of the replacement rate.

Defining the Federal Rol.
It now has been about 40 years since the
American conscience was pricked by the phrase,
"one-third of a nation ill-housed." In that time,
the Federal Government has responded to the
ill-defined challenge with a wide variety of efforts
that have no coordinating philosophy, and the
effectiveness of which has not been regularly
evaluated. It has been an experimental period,
perhaps not overlong, given the nature of the
housing commodity. But at some pOint a set of
clear working rules ought to emerge, reflecting
the lessons of experience concerning what the
Federal Government can do and should do with
respect to housing, and which Federal agencies
should perform which functions. That is, policy
decisions of a longrun character should be
made.
The preceding brief survey of some highlights of government involvement with housing
supports a new definition of the appropriate Federal role. This definition is offered below in an
intentionally provocative way, without excessive
deference to long-established positions, In the
spirit of encouraging a fresh and open consideration of fundamental policy issues.
The. F. A w.l al r~ m as it has evolved, has
three
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1. Augmenting effective demand for housing

âthrough welfare payments, rent and mortgage

supplements, mortgage insurance and guaran-

tees, antidiscrimination measures, etc. The basic

weakness of this type of effort lies in the possi-

bility that the supply of adequate housing might

not expand in proportion to augmented demand.

2. Stimulating additions to the supply of

housingâby means of tax incentives, innovations

in the mortgage market such as secondary mar-

1. Augmenting effective demand for housing
-through welfare payments, rent and mortgage
supplements, mortgage insurance and guarantees, antidiscrimination measures, etc. The basic
weakness of this type of effort lies in the possibility that the supply of adequate housing might
not expand in proportion to augmented demand.

ket arrangements and mortgage-backed securi-

ties, and guarantees for long term credit re-

quired by developers. The two central

uncertainties about this approach have to do

with the incidence of the benefitâof tax shelter,

for exampleâand with the net effect on housing

output. It has never been made completely clear

that tax benefits or new secondary market facili-

ties have caused housing output to exceed the

level it would otherwise have reached.

3. Benefits-in-kindâpublic development or

promotion of special-purpose housing allocated

directly to defined categories of housing need.

Public housing and sponsored low and moderate

income housing fall into this category. This ap-

proach involves subsidy, the potential need for

2. Stimulating additions to the supply of
housing-by means of tax incentives, innovations
in the mortgage market such as secondary market arrangements and mortgage-backed securities, and guarantees for long term credit required
by
developers.
The
two
central
uncertainties about this approach have to do
with the incidence of the benefit-of tax shelter,
for example--and with the net effect on housing
output. It has never been made completely clear
that tax benefits or new secondary market facilities have caused housing output to exceed the
level it would otherwise have reached.

which exceeds the apparent willingness of the

general public to bear; it also requires the pro-

duction of new housing for income groups

whose needs would be served at less cost by

older dwellings if the latter were in redundant

supply.

None of these three basic approaches ought

to be abandoned, but the following reformulation

of them is suggested:

Augmenting Demand: Assuring that families

have adequate current income to afford standard

housing is essentially a function of welfare and

employment-related agencies of government. An-

tidiscrimination efforts are a law enforcement

function. Federal housing responsibility in this

side of the equation should be restricted to a

broadened program of mortgage credit guaran-

tees sufficient substantially to obviate personal

credit screening of mortgage borrowers by lend-

ing institutions. This is really an extension of the

Gl loan principle to all households.

Stimulating Supply: Without discarding any

of the existing tools for encouraging the produc-

tion of housing, new incentives for the retirement

from use of privately owned, superannuated

housing should be designed and implemented.

This envisages a spontaneous, continuous, pri-

vate form of urban renewal; it calls for a major

policy decision about the incidence of the finan-

cial cost of taking older housing off the market.

The adequacy of housing-supply responses

should be measured with a carefully defined re-

placement-rate conceptâas a social indicator.

Economic and monetary agencies of govern-

ment should acknowledge a commitment to as-

sure sufficient annual flow of mortgage funds for

residential construction equal to the rate of net

household formation plus at least 1 percent of

the value of the existing housing inventory. In

addition, appropriate new capital must be avail-

3. 8enefits-in-kind-public development or
promotion of special-purpose housing allocated
directly to defined categories of housing need.
Public housing and sponsored low and moderate
income housing fall into this category. This approach involves subsidy, the potential need for
which exceeds the apparent willingness of the
general public to bear; it also requires the production of new housing for income groups
whose needs would be served at less cost by
older dwellings if the latter were in redundant
supply.
None of these three basic approaches ought
to be abandoned, but the following reformulation
of them is suggested:
Augmenting Demand: Assuring that families
have adequate current income to afford standard
housing is essentially a function of welfare and
employment-related agencies of government. Antidiscrimination efforts are a law enforcement
function. Federal housing responsibility in this
side of the equation should be restricted to a
broadened program of mortgage credit guarantees sufficient substantially to obviate personal
credit screening of mortgage borrowers by lending institutions. This is really an extension of the
GI loan principle to all households.
Stimulating Supply: Without discarding any
of the existing tools for encouraging the production of housing, new incentives for the retirement
from use of privately owned, superannuated
housing should be designed and implemented.
This envisages a spontaneous, continuous, private form of urban renewal; it c all s for a maj or

able to urban communities for infrastructure in-

vestment to meet growth and replacement re-

quirements consistent with changes in the

housing inventory. This suggestion amounts to a
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policy decision about the incidence of the financial cost of taking older housing off the market.
The adequacy of housing-supply responses
should be measured with a carefully defined replacement-rate concept-as a social indicator.
Economic and monetary agencies of government should acknowledge a commitment to assure sufficient annual flow of mortgage funds for
residential construction equal to the rate of net
household formation plus at least 1 percent of
the value of the existing housing inventory. In
addition, appropriate new capital must be available to urban communities for infrastructure investment to meet growth and replacement requirements consistent with changes in the
housing inventory. This suggestion amounts to a
limited form of capital rationing.
With Federal guidance and assistance. each
urban community should develop information and
analysiS systems SUfficient to monitor housing
trends, make short term forecasts of construction requirements and suitable forecasts of special needs arising from public works programs.
Federal agencies in the housing field
should, in liaison with local government and
housing businesses, use such information and
other tools to encourage sufficient housing activity to prevent specific or general shortages from
arising.
Benefits-In-Kind: Construction of specialpurpose housing should be undertaken on a
"last-resort" basis only; it should cease to be an
open-ended commitment to large segments of
the urban population.
Special-purpose housing development should
be federalized-i.e., a Federal Housing Development Corporation should be the principal instrument for creating this type of housing resource in
the future. Whenever such projects are undertaken, compensation shou:d be provided to the
community affected for legitimate social costs
which may be created.
Again, these are sweeping and perhaps impolitic suggestions about the role the Federal
Government should acknowledge in connection
with urban housing in the United States. They
are laid out primarily to help focus policy discussions. The author believes they are workable and
promising, and that they are the implied lessons
of previous efforts to define and cope with housing problems.
These general concepts have particular implications with respect to urban renewal. highway
constructio . r QI91a~t. r. governmental activities
ent . One princithat c . Ei ~i~, r~ afl~

wn

pie is that each such undertaking be preceded

by a careful cost-benefit evaluation, so that the

totality of likely housing consequences can be

charged against the project to see if it still

seems worth doing. The second principle is that

if the cost-benefit evaluation is positive, the pub-

lic works agencies be allowed to proceed with-

out being obliged to operate parallel rehousing

schemes.

Still more specifically, this philosophy of

government's role in housing suggests fol-

lowing requirements in connection with a partic-

ular renewal or highway proposal:

1. A "housing impact study" as an input to

the cost-benefit analysis, such study to describe

the chain of moves and the pattern of inventory

changes most likely to facilitate the absorption

pie is that each such undertaking be preceded
by a careful cost-benefit evaluation, so that the
totality of likely housing consequences can be
charged against the project to see if it still
seems worth doing. The second principle is that
if the cost-benefit evaluation is positive, the public works agencies be allowed to proceed without being obliged to operate parallel rehousing
schemes.
Still more specifically, this philosophy of
government's role in housing suggests following requirements in connection with a particular renewal or highway proposal:

of displaced households without the need for

special-purpose housing. lt would also describe

the requirements for social services (from all lev-

els of government, through existing programs)

incident to this absorption, and the local infras-

tructure needs corresponding to anticipated

housing construction activity.

(This study would be quite different from the

"relocation resources" study required in connec-

tion with urban renewal, which tends to focus on

static vacancy levels and often misleading "turn-

over" rates, rather than on the dynamic adjust-

ment of the whole local housing market to a

block of additional home-seekers.)

2. Regular "housing audits" in communities

with active residential displacement programs.

This would be an examination of the actual re-

sponse of the local housing market, with particu-

lar attention to entrepreneurs.

3. A local housing liaison service, to employ

the information generated by impact studies and

audits, and every permissible and appropriate in-

1. A "housing impact study" as an input to
the cost-benefit analysis, such study to describe
the chain of moves and the pattern of inventory
changes most likely to facilitate the absorption
of displaced households without the need for
special-purpose housing. It would also describe
the requirements for social services (from all levels of government, through existing programs)
incident to this absorption, and the local infrastructure needs corresponding to anticipated
housing construction activity.
(This study would be quite different from the
"relocation resources" study required in connection with urban renewal, which tends to focus on
static vacancy levels and often misleading "turnover" rates, rather than on the dynamic adjustment of the whole local housing market to a
block of additional home-seekers.)

centive to stimulate suitable responses by entre-

preneurs, so that housing opportunities will ex-

pand rather than shrink in the face of

displacement from renewal or road construction

areas.

4. A Federal housing development corpora-

2. Regular "housing audits" in communities
with active residential displacement programs.
This would be an examination of the actual response of the local housing market, with particular attention to entrepreneurs.

tion, ready to provide special-purpose relocation

housing if there is clearly no reasonable expec-

tation of an adequate response by the local

housing market to liaison efforts. Such housing

would bring with it other equitable assistance to

the community in which it is placed, so that

standards of community services would not suf-

fer.

This set of suggestions has a limited impli-

cation for the very large issue of revenue shar-

3. A local housing liaison service, to employ
the information generated by impact studies and
audits, and every permissible and appropriate incentive to stimulate suitable responses by entrepreneurs, so that housing opportunities will expand rather than shrink in the face of
displacement from renewal or road construction
areas.

ing. lt says that the responsibility for the

residential displacement problem arising from

federally funded renewal and highway programs

rests with the Federal Government; that first reli-

ance will be placed on market institutions and

the complement of existing social assistance

programs administered by any and all levels of

government, to see that this responsibility is met;

and that if these prove inadequate in a particular

situation, the Federal Government must have re-

tained the option and the duty of carrying the

ball. lt is not realistic to expect that a community

4. A Federal housing development corporation, ready to provide special-purpose relocation
housing if there is clearly no reasonable expectation of an adequate response by the local
housing market to liaison efforts. Such housing
would bring with it other equitable assistance to
the community in which it is placed, so that
standards of community services would not suffer.

This set of suggestions has a limited implication for the very large issue of revenue sharing. It says that the responsibility for the
residential displacement problem arising from
federally funded renewal and highway programs
rests with the Federal Government; that first reliance will be placed on market institutions and
the complement of existing social assistance
programs administered by any and all levels of
government, to see that this responsibility is met;
and that if these prove inadequate in a particular
situation, the Federal Government must have retained the option and the duty of carrying the
ball. It is not realistic to expect that a community
will feel compel~ed to use its "free money" from
a revenue-sharing program to compensate private injuries (displacement) occasioned by activities that are conceived to be beneficial to the
public (urban renewal and highway building).
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The Incorrect View of the Workings of

Housing Markets Underlying

this Rationale

The following view of the workings of hous-

ing markets seems to underlie the statement to

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the
following statement, which has been offered as a
justification for government intervention in housing:

be analyzed: in the shortrun, the quantity of

housing is fixed. Therefore, if there is an in-

crease in the demand for housing, prices and

rents will rise substantially above their longrun

equilibrium levels, but no more housing will be

Housing is such an Important part of the family budget
that shortrun price and rent increases which result from the
slow adjustment of housing supply to demand should not
be permitted.

available.

This view is depicted in Figure 1. For sim-

plicity, we begin at a position of longrun equilib-

rium. The price per unit of housing service is

LRDi1)

010'014) 01 Hl GUl

Quantity of housing service per time period

P(O). At this price, the sum of the quantities that

households want to consume and the sum of the

quantities that producers want to supply is Q(O).

The view of the workings of housing markets
that appears to underlie this statement will be
presented and criticized. Some government interventions that seem consistent with this rationale
will also be presented and their effects analyzed.
It is concluded that the case for government intervention on these grounds has not been established.

Now suppose that the demand for housing in-

creases from LRD(O) to LRD(1). Since the

amount of housing available is considered to be

insensitive to price in the shortrun, the shortrun

equilibrium price will be P(2), which is greater

The Incorrect View of the Workings of
Housing Markets Underlying
this Rationale

than the new longrun equilibrium price P(1).

This view is inconsistent with existing empir-

ical evidence on the adjustment to longrun equi-

librium in the housing market. Let me begin by

explaining the theoretical defects of this argu-

ment and then cite the empirical evidence.

We should distinguish between two types of

changes in demand, namely a change in the

number of households that demand distinct

dwellings, and a change in the quality of housing

demanded by existing households. Either type of

change leads to a change in the aggregate de-

mand for housing services. lt is not reasonable

to expect either the number of distinct dwellings

The following view of the workings of housing markets seems to underlie the statement to
be analyzed: in the shortrun, the quantity of
housing is fixed. Therefore, if there is an increase in the demand for housing, prices and
rents will rise substantially above their longrun
equilibrium levels, but no more housing will be
available.
This view is depicted in Figure 1. For simplicity, we begin at a position of longrun equilibrium. The price per unit of housing service is

auWltity

0(3)

O( 1)

of housing servia per time period

P(O). At this price, the sum of the quantities that
households want to consume and the sum of the
quantities that producers want to supply is 0(0).
Now suppose that the demand for housing increases from LRD(O) to LRD(1). Since the
amount of housing available is considered to be
insensitive to price in the shortrun, the shortrun
equilibrium price will be P(2), which is greater
than the new longrun equilibrium price P(1).
This view is inconsistent with existing empirical evidence on the adjustment to longrun equilibrium in the housing market. Let me begin by
explaining the theoretical defects of this argument and then cite the empirical evidence.
We should distinguish between two types of
changes in demand, namely a change in the
number of households that demand distinct
dwellings, and a change in the quality of housing
demanded by existing households. Either type of
change leads to a change in the aggregate demand for housing services. It is not reasonable
to expect either the number of distinct dwellings
available or the quality of existing units to be insensitive to price, even over periods as short as
a few weeks. At any point in time, there are
houses at all stages of construction. It is possible to provide many new units in a short-period
of time by speeding up the completion of these
units. The ~fqtiB Itm lfJ.rice of housing during a
periqgl ' ~R9Pr trn=~1'1 aI41GJh.p number of houses

available or the quality of existing units to be in-

sensitive to price, even over periods as short as

a few weeks. At any point in time, there are
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we expect to be completed during that period.

Furthermore, among existing dwellings, the num-

ber of occupied units is not fixed. At any point in

time there are vacancies. lf the demand for dis-

tinct dwellings increases, many of these new

households can be accomodated in existing va-

cant housing. Finally, it is not difficult to vary the

quality of existing units. (How long does it take to

paint a room?) Higher prices make a greater

quantity of maintenance and repair activities

profitable. Therefore, even in the shortrun, we

expect the quantity of housing service that pro-

ducers will provide to vary directly with its price.

This tends to dampen the price rise accompany-

ing an increase in demand.

ln Figure 1, we expect a shortrun supply

curve similar to SRS rather than one similar to

VSRS. Therefore, taking into account only this

objection to the analysis of those who make the

statement under consideration, we expect a

shortrun price of P(3) rather than P(2).

We should also distinguish between shortrun

and longrun demand, just as we distinguish be-

tween shortrun and longrun supply. Suppose that

there are changes in economic circumstances or

tastes so that, at existing prices and rents, all

families eventually want better housing. Not all

families will attempt to change their housing

consumption immediately in response to these

changes in circumstances or tastes. lt is in the

nature of housing decisions that they are consid-

ered carefully, and moving into new quarters

often is meshed with other events, such as chil-

dren on vacation from school, marriage, and

birth or death of family members. Because short-

run increases in demand corresponding to

changes in economic conditions and tastes are

not so great as longrun increases in demand re-

sulting from these changes, we expect shortrun

price and rent increases to be less than they

would be were consumers to respond instantly

to such changes.

ln Figure 1, if economic circumstances and

tastes change so that the longrun demand curve

shifts from LRD(O) to LRD(1), then we expect the

shortrun demand curve SRD to be positioned be-

tween these two longrun curves. Therefore, tak-

ing account of this and the preceding objection,

we expect the shortrun price per unit of housing

service to be P(4) rather than P(2).

Now suppose that economic conditions and

tastes change in such a way that at existing

prices some families want better housing during

the next time period, while other families desire

no change in their housing consumption. There

is some set of higher prices that would induce

sellers of housing services to upgrade their

housing to the extent desired by families at

these higher prices. Actual prices during the

next month will not rise to these shortrun equi-

librium levels, because there are lags in the ad-

justment of prices. One reason is that leases are

often negotiated for a year or more at a time,

making inevitable some delay in the response of

prices to changing housing market conditions.

This is yet another reason for skepticism con-

cerning the existence of shortrun price increases

exceeding increases in longrun equilibrium

prices.

ln Figure 1, we expect the actual shortrun

we expect to be completed during that period.
Furthermore, among existing dwellings, the number of occupied units is not fixed. At any point in
time there are vacancies. If the demand for distinct dwellings increases, many of these new
households can be accomodated in existing vacant housing. Finally, it is not difficult to vary the
quality of existing units. (How long does it take to
paint a room?) Higher prices make a greater
quantity of maintenance and repair activities
profitable. Therefore, even in the shortrun, we
expect the quantity of housing service that producers will provide to vary directly with its price.
This tends to dampen the price rise accompanying an increase in demand.
In Figure 1, we expect a shortrun supply
curve similar to SRS rather than one similar to
VSRS. Therefore, taking into account only this
objection to the analysis of those who make the
statement under consideration, we expect a
shortrun price of P(3) rather than P(2).
We should also distinguish between shortrun
and longrun demand, just as we distinguish between shortrun and longrun supply. Suppose that
there are changes in economic circumstances or
tastes so that, at existing prices and rents, all
families eventually want better housing. Not all
families will attempt to change their housing
consumption immediately in response to these
changes in circumstances or tastes. It is in the
nature of housing decisions that they are considered carefully, and moving into new quarters
often is meshed with other events, such as children on vacation from school, marriage, and
birth or death of family members. Because shortrun increases in demand corresponding to
changes in economic conditions and tastes are
not so great as longrun increases in demand resulting from these changes, we expect shortrun
price and rent increases to be less than they
would be were consumers to respond instantly
to such changes.
In Figure 1, if economic circumstances and
tastes change so that the longrun demand curve
shifts from LRD(O) to LRD(1), then we expect the
shortrun demand curve SRD to be positioned between these two longrun curves. Therefore, taking account of this and the preceding objection,
we expect the shortrun price per unit of housing
service to be P(4) rather than P(2).
Now suppose that economic conditions and
tastes change in such a way that at existing
prices some families want better housing during
the next time period, while other families desire
no change in their housing consumption. here
is some set of highe/'i prices that wou ld induce

sellers of housing services to upgrade their
housing to the extent desired by families at
these higher prices. Actual prices during the
next month will not rise to these shortrun equilibrium levels, because there are lags in the adjustment of prices. One reason is that leases are
often negotiated for a year or more at a time,
making inevitable some delay in the response of
prices to changing housing market conditions.
This is yet another reason for skepticism concerning the existence of shortrun price increases
exceeding increases in longrun equilibrium
prices.
In Figure 1, we expect the actual shortrun
price P(5) to be higher than the original price
P(O), but lower than the shortrun equilibrium
price P(4).
Taken together, these considerations suggest the possibility that the actual shortrun price
increase accompanying an increase in demand
will be less than the increase in the longrun
equilibrium price. This is the case depicted in
Figure 1.
Fortunately, there is some empirical evidence concerning the adjustment in housing
prices and quantities from one longrun equilibrium position to another. Frank de Leeuw and
Nkanta Ekanem constructed a demand and supply model of the housing market which allowed
for the possibilities discussed in the preceding
paragraphs. They were not able to estimate all of
the parameters of their structural equations.
However, using a combination of regression and
simulation techniques, they were able to conclude: (1) The quantity of housing service supplied does vary directly with price even in the
shortrun; (2) consumers do not try to rapidly adjust their housing consumption to changes in
their economic circumstances; and (3) landlords
do not rapidly adjust rents to their new shortrun
equilibrium levels. The first conclusion is consistent with the earlier findings by Richard Muth and
Tong Hun Lee that about 30 percent of the adjustment in the quantity of housing service to its
longrun equilibrium level occurs each year.
These results suggest that if the longrun equilibrium price and quantity of housing service rise.
the actual price per unit of housing service will
rise toward the new longrun equilibrium level,
but will not overshoot this level.

An Analysis of Some Alternative
Government Actions
let us consider
actions which

seem to be in the spirit of the rationale under

consideration.

The government could attempt to set the

price per unit of housing service at the new long-

run equilibrium level. If the new longrun equi-

librium price and quantity were greater than the

initial ones, then the price fixed by the govern-

ment would be greater than the price that would

prevail in the market in the absence of govern-

ment intervention. As a result, consumers would

demand fewer distinct dwellings and poorer

quality housing than otherwise. I take it that this

is not what the people who offer this rationale

have in mind.

The government could attempt to set the

price at a level above the initial level but below

the level that would be established in the mar-

ket. This would induce sellers of housing service

to provide fewer distinct dwellings and poorer

quality housing than in the absence of govern-

ment intervention. Because the price per unit of

housing service would be lower and the quantity

of housing service supplied would be less, total

housing expenditure would be less than other-

wise. Because total expenditure on housing will

be lower, total expenditure on other goods will

be greater. Therefore, the prices of other goods

will be driven up. Families who spend a large

proportion of their income on housing will gain;

families who spend a small proportion will lose.

Producers of housing will lose; producers of

other goods will gain. I suspect that many peo-

ple who favor this government intervention fail to

recognize its effect on the price of nonhousing

goods.

This rationale is usually offered by people

who want to have the government set rents per-

manently below longrun equilibrium levels. Fortu-

nately, there are several empirical studies of the

economic effects of this type of rent control.

In a study of rent control in New York City,

Edgar Olsen estimated that occupants of con-

trolled apartments consumed 4 percent less

housing service and 10 percent more nonhousing

goods than they would have consumed in the

absence of rent control. This change in con-

sumption patterns is clearly inconsistent with the

change implied by arguments for housing subsi-

dies.

There is considerable variation around each

of these measures of central tendency. Some

families experienced much greater decreases in

their consumption of housing service, while other

families experienced increases. Likewise, some

families experienced much greater increases in

their consumption of nonhousing goods, while

other families experienced decreases. The net

effect of these distortions in individual consump-

tion patterns was that the dollar value of the

benefit of rent control to tenants was only half

its cost to owners of this housing.

seem to be in the spirit of the rationale under their consumption of housing service, while other
consideration.
families experienced increases. Likewise, some
The government could attempt to set the families experienced much greater increases in
price per unit of housing service at the new long- their consumption of nonhousing goods, while
run equilibrium level. If the new longrun equi- other families experienced decreases. The net
librium price and quantity were greater than the effect of these distortions in individual consumpinitial ones, then the price fixed by the govern- tion patterns was that the dollar value of the
ment would be greater than the price that would benefit of rent control to tenants was only half
prevail in the market in the absence of govern- its cost to owners of this housing.
ment intervention. As a result, consumers would
Furthermore, one can question the fairness
demand fewer distinct dwellings and poorer of providing benefits to a large class of families
quality housing than otherwise. I take it that this in rental housing at the expense of the small
is not what the people who offer this rationale number of owners of this housing. Although the
have in mind.
mean income of owners of rental housing is
The government could attempt to set the probably greater than the mean income of their
price at a level above the initial level but below tenants, the magnitude of the difference has
the level that would be established in the mar- never been established with an)' great accuracy.
ket. This would induce sellers of housing service The best available evidence suggests that the
to provide fewer distinct dwellings and poorer mean income of owners of rental housing is not
quality housing than in the absence of govern- significantly greater than that of their tenants.
ment intervention. Because the price per unit of (See the study by D. Gale Johnson.) However,
housing service would be lower and the quantity even if each owner of rental housing had an inof housing service supplied would be less, total come greater than that of the richest tenant, the
housing expenditure would be less than other- implicit tax inherent in rent control would be inewise. Because total expenditure on housing will quitable because it is borne entirely by the small
subset of rich families who happen to own rental
be lower, total expenditure on other goods will
be greater. Therefore, the prices of other goods housing, and because the magnitude of the tax
will be driven up. Families who spend a large borne by individual landlords is not closely related to their economic pOSition.
proportion of their income on housing will gain;
Olsen's study also indicated that there is a
families who spend a small proportion will lose.
Producers of housing will lose; producers of . great variance in the distribution of the dollar
other goods will gain. I suspect that many peo- value of the benefit from rent control among
ple who favor this government intervention fail to families that are identical with respect to income
recognize its effect on the price of non housing and size, and the age, race, and sex of the head
of the household. That is, there is nothing apgoods.
This rationale is usually offered by people proaching equal treatment of equals among the
who want to have the government set rents per- beneficiaries of rent control. I conclude that this
manently below longrun equilibrium levels. Fortu- type of rent control has little to recommend it.
nately, there are several empirical studies of the
economic effects of this type of rent control.
In a study of rent control in New York City, Conclusions
Edgar Olsen estimated that occupants of conAfter examining this possible rationale for
trolled apartments consumed 4 percent less
government
intervention in housing, I have found
housing service and 10 percent more nonhousing
goods than they would have consumed in the no reason to believe that shortrun equilibria in
absence of rent control. This change in con- housing markets correspond to inefficient allocasumption patterns is clearly inconsistent with the tions of resources, or that the speed with which
change implied by arguments for housing subsi- these markets adjust to their longrun equilibria
fail to account correctly for the real costs and
dies.
There is considerable variation around each benefits of adjustment. I have also concluded
of these measures of central tendency. Some that several possible government policies that
families experienced much greater decreases in could stem from this rationale have no merit.

Furthermore, one can question the fairness

of providing benefits to a large class of families

in rental housing at the expense of the small

number of owners of this housing. Although the

Original from

mean income of owners of rental housing is

probably greater than the mean income of their
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tenants, the magnitude of the difference has

never been established with any great accuracy.

The best available evidence suggests that the
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business activity. This means that cities will be-

come increasingly unable to provide services es-

sential for the maintenance of decent housing.

Furthermore, low income families will be unable

to avail themselves of job opportunities that

arise in the suburbsâthus heightening their

housing problems.

To offset the perverse consequences of

fiscal redistribution, it is proposed that the Fed-

eral Government subsidize the public service

costs of low income individuals. This would take

the form of a voucher which would be paid to

the jurisdiction in which the individual resides.

This not only will ease the fiscal crisis of our
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centives is to strip the city of its middle and
upper income groups, as well as much of its
business activity. This means that cities will become increasingly unable to provide services essential for the maintenance of decent housing.
Furthermore, low income families will be unable
to avail themselves of job opportunities that
arise in the suburbs-thus heightening their
housing problems.
To offset the perverse consequences of
fiscal redistribution, it is proposed that the Federal Government subsidize the public service
costs of low income individuals. This would take
the form of a voucher which would be paid to
the jurisdiction in which the individual resides.
This not only will ease the fiscal crisis of our
central cities, but would eliminate the penalty a
suburban community faces if it admits low income families.

central cities, but would eliminate the penalty a

suburban community faces if it admits low in-

Introduction

come families.

Summary

The principal theme of the paper is that the

Summary

present structure of local government in metro-

politan areas contributes non-negligibly to the

housing problems of low income families. This

arises from two features of the current system:

(1) Property tax rates in central cities tend to be

considerably higher than in their suburbs; (2) the

provision of local public services entails a redis-

tribution of income from higher to lower income

groups.

While high city property taxes fall upon the

housing of rich and poor alike, they tend to have

a greater impact upon low income housing. This

is due to the fact that higher income groups

have housing opportunities in the suburbs,

whereas the poor do not. lt is proposed that the

Federal Government provide direct housing sub-

sidies to low income groups to offset the deleter-

ious effect of property taxes.

While taxes vary directly with family income,

most public services do not. As a result, higher

income groups subsidize the public services of

low income groups. For a variety of nonfiscal

reasons, the suburbs tend to be populated by

relatively affluent families, while the cities house

the bulk of the poor. Together with the fact that

public services tend to be more costly in the

city, this results in greater income redistribution

activity in the city. Thus, families have a fiscal

incentive to leave the city. ln turn, suburban ju-

risdictions have a fiscal incentive to exclude low

income families. The joint operation of these in-

Introduction

The process of urbanization in the United

States has continued unabated for the past 200

years. The result has been that, by 1970, nearly

three out of every four Americans reside in

urban areas. Few will deny the contribution of

urbanization to the high living standards we

The principal theme of the paper is that the
present structure of local government in metropOlitan areas contributes non-negligibly to the
housing problems of low income families. This
arises from two features of the current system:
(1) Property tax rates in central cities tend to be
considerably higher than in their suburbs; (2) the
provision of local public services entails a redistribution of income from higher to lower income
groups.
While high city property taxes fall upon the
housing of rich and poor alike, they tend to have
a greater impact upon low income housing. This
is due to the fact that higher income groups
have housing opportunities in the suburbs,
whereas the poor do not. It is proposed that the
Federal Government provide direct housing subsidies to low income groups to offset the deleterious effect of property taxes.
While taxes vary directly with family income,
most public services do not. As a result, higher
income groups subsidize the public services of
low income groups. For a variety of nonfiscal
reasons, the suburbs tend to be populated by
relatively affluent families, while the cities house
the bulk of the poor. Together with the fact that
public services tend to be more costly in the
city, this results in greater income redistribution
activity in the city. Thus, families have a fiscal
incentive to leave the city. In turn, suburban jurisdictions have a fiscal incentive to exclude low
income families. The joint operation of these in-

The process of urbanization in the United
States has continued unabated for the past 200
years. The result has been that, by 1970, nearly
three out of every four Americans reside in
urban areas. Few will deny the contribution of
urbanization to the high living standards we
enjoy today. Without it, widespread industrialization of the U.S. economy would not have been
possible, since it is predicated on scale economies, which in turn require the concentration of
population in space.
While urbanization has been vital to the economic development of this country, it has not
been withouts its costs. High population density
gives rise to problems not adequately coped with
by a system of private markets. Included here
are problems of transportation, environmental
quality, and land use. In addition, private markets fail because of the concentration of low income residents within the urban area itself.
Hence, we have the problems of urban slumssubstandard housing, inadequate public health,
crime, etc. While the latter problems are usually
associated with poverty, wherever it may occur,
they are particularly acute in our large cities,
owing to spillovers that result from the clustering
of poor in ghettos.
Common to each of these private market
failures is the presence of externalities. That is,
in pursuing their private interests, individuals do
not take into account the impact of their actions
upon others. As a result, we observe congestion,
air and v;;a.t~in ~ (:> ~ i'W:n, and slum creation,
amonQr tt.l 51~brnn1 HCHIGAN

enjoy today. Without it, widespread industriali-

zation of the U.S. economy would not have been

possible, since it is predicated on scale econo-
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While the problems posed by externalities

are formidable and have been resolved with only

a limited degree of success, they are widely rec-

ognized and are subject to intensive study. The

latter cannot be said with respect to another

source of resource misallocation in urban areas

âthose that stem from the operation of the pub-

lic sector itself. Our present system for providing

urban public goods and services gives rise to

spatial misallocation of resources in addition to

exacerbating private market externalities.

There are two principal sources of such

misallocation. The major source of local govern-

ment revenue is the property taxâa tax which

tends to discourage investment in housing. The

rapid growth of local public services in recent

years has led to substantial increases in the rate

of the property tax, intensifying resource misallo-

cation in housing. Perhaps more importantly, the

rate of property tax is not uniform across an

urban area, being substantially higher in the cen-

tral city. Because poor families tend to be con-

centrated in the central city, the property tax

may bear relatively heavily on the supply of their

housing. Furthermore, higher property tax rates

tend to inhibit the growth of the city's taxable

base, reducing its ability to provide public serv-

ices which are highly complementary to housing

for the urban poor.

The second source of resource misalloca-

tion is the result of the redistribution of income

implied by our present system of financing urban

public services. Since the extent of such redistri-

bution is not uniform across an urban area, loca-

tional choice is affected. Specifically, it is more

extensive within the central city. This provides

incentives for people to relocate to the suburbs.

For reasons to be set out in this paper, such in-

centives are most operative for middle and

upper income groups. The result may be to strip

the city of such residents, sharply curtailing the

city's ability to engage in programs which en-

hance the quality of low income housing, and/or

requiring a property tax rate so high that it

greatly diminishes the quantity of housing avail-

able for the urban poor. Perhaps more impor-

tantly, the "ghettoization" of the central city in-

tensifies the housing and other externalities

generally associated with geographic clustering

of low income groups.

In what follows, we shall set out these argu-

ments in greater detail, carefully scrutinizing the

assumptions that underlie them. In the last sec-

tion, we discuss their implications for policy and

further research.

Fiscal Redistribution

We begin the analysis with a stylized de-

scription of the mechanics of income redistribu-

tion through the public sector, and its impact

upon the spatial distribution of the urban popula-

While the problems posed by externalities
are formidable and have been resolved with only
a limited degree of success, they are widely recognized and are subject to intensive study. The
latter cannot be said with respect to another
source of resource misallocation in urban areas
-those that stem from the operation of the public sector itself. Our present system for providing
urban public goods and services gives rise to
spatial misallocation of resources in addition to
exacerbating private market externalities.
There are two principal sources of such
misallocation. The major source of local government revenue is the property tax-a tax which
tends to discourage investment in housing. The
rapid growth of local public services in recent
years has led to substantial increases in the rate
of the property tax, intensifying resource misallocation in housing. Perhaps more importantly, the
rate of property tax is not uniform across an
urban area, being substantially higher in the central city. Because poor families tend to be concentrated in the central city, the property tax
may bear relatively heavily on the supply of their
housing. Furthermore, higher property tax rates
tend to inhibit the growth of the city's taxable
base, reducing its ability to provide public services which are highly complementary to housing
for the urban poor.
The second source of resource misallocation is the result of the redistribution of income
implied by our present system of financing urban
public services. Since the extent of such redistribution is not uniform across an urban area, locational choice is affected. Specifically, it is more
extensive within the central city. This provides
incentives for people to relocate to the suburbs.
For reasons to be set out in this paper, such incentives are most operative for middle and
upper income groups. The result may be to strip
the city of such residents, sharply curtailing the
city's ability to engage in programs which enhance the quality of low income housing, and/or
requiring a property tax rate so high that it
greatly diminishes the quantity of housing available for the urban poor. Perhaps more importantly, the "ghettoization" of the central city intensifies the housing and other externalities
generally associated with geographic clustering
of low income groups.

tion. Then we shall examine the sensitivity of the

conclusions to some of the simplifying assump-

tions of the model.

Responsibility for the provision and finance

of urban public services generally rests with a

number of local jurisdictions whose boundaries

In what follows, we shall set out these arguments in greater detail, carefully scrutinizing the
assumptions that underlie them. In the last section, we discuss their implications for policy and
further research.

may or may not overlap. An often observed pat-

tern is a large central city government, whose

constituents comprise about half of the urban

area's population, and a multiplicity of small
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Fiscal Redistribution
We begin the analysis with a stylized description of the mechanics of income redistribution through the public sector, and its impact
upon the spatial distribution of the urban population. Then we shall examine the sensitivity of the
conclusions to some of the simplifying assumptions of the model.
Responsibility for the provision and finance
of urban public services generally rests with a
number of local jurisdictions whose boundaries
mayor may not overlap. An often observed pattern is a large central city government, whose
constituents comprise about half of the urban
area's population, and a multiplicity of small
suburban local jurisdictions who serve the remainder. Within each jurisdiction, public services
are financed by taxes which tend to vary directly
with income. The distribution of public services
among residents, however, tends to be uncorrelated with income.! Unlike private goods and
services, therefore, there is no correspondence
between payment and benefits received. It follows that the public services of relatively low income individuals are subsidized by high income
individuals. The extent of such redistribution will
vary directly with the heterogeneity (with respect
to income) of residents and the level of public
services. If taxes are proportional to income-which approximates reality for most urban local
governments-the redistribution cost (benefit) to
an individual is proportional to the amount his
income exceeds (falls short of) the average for
the community as a whole, and to the per capita
level of public expenditure.
The preceding would not create a source of
resource misallocation if all jurisdictions enjoyed
the same distribution of income and provided the
same level of public services. This is not the
case, however. In the vast majority of large
urban areas, the central city houses a disproportionate share of the poor, while the suburbs are
populated primarily by middle and upper income
groups. Thus, central cities tend to have lower
average income as well as larger variance than
their suburbs. Making matters worse is the fact
that locally financed public expenditure tends to
1

To the extent that there are services directed toward the poor.
e.g .. public weifare, there may be a negative correlation between pubhc services consumption and income. For the most
part, however, such services are financed by grants from
higher levels 01 government. The statement In the text and
Similar references thereafter are meant to apply to locally
financed se fV loes , No t ,theless, if the consumption of locally
financed se ,
11'"/ n e~ ' Iy correlated with income, the
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be considerably greater in the central city. To a

large measure, this expenditure differential is

compensatory in nature and does not reflect true

differences in public service levels. The need for

compensatory expenditures arises from two prin-

cipal sources: (1) Clustering of the poor in urban

ghettos intensifies problems of crime, fire, public

health, substandard housing, etc.; (2) service de-

mand is imposed upon the central city by subur-

ban commuters. From the standpoint of an

individual making a residential choice, such

compensatory outlays are of no net benefit to

him, because they are unnecessary in the sub-

urbs. For example, greater police expenditures

are necessary in the central city to afford the

same level of personal safety as exists in subur-

ban communities.

Thus, the central city engages in substan-

tially more redistribution through the provision of

public services because: (1) lts population is

more heterogeneous with respect to income than

the suburbs; (2) the benefit per dollar of public

expenditure is lower in the central city. lt follows

that individuals have a fiscal incentive to reside

in the suburbs rather than in the central city.

This is true for all income groups. For the well-

to-do, the redistributive cost is lower in the sub-

urbs, while for the poor the redistributive benefit

is greater. However, there are reasons to believe

that these incentives are an increasing function

of income: (1) Because moving costs tend to

have fixed elements, such costs may tend to be

a higher fraction of relocation benefits for the

poor than for the well-to-do; (2) the redistributive

benefits to the poor have a ceilingâper capita,

locally financed expenditureâwhile there is no

such ceiling for the well-to-do; (3) the recipient

suburban jurisdiction will tend to be much more

receptive to high income individuals for reasons

similar to those that motivate the individual to

relocate in the first place. lf the prospective resi-

dent's income exceeds the average for the juris-

diction, and public services can be expanded at

constant cost, then existing residents will enjoy

a redistributive gain. Conversely, those whose in-

come falls below the community's mean will im-

pose a redistributive cost on existing residents.

Because local governments have instruments

such as zoning at their disposal, they can suc-

cessfully exclude those who would impose a

fiscal burden on them.

For the preceding reasons, then, we can ex-

pect fiscal incentives to be much more operative

for higher income classes than for lower income

groups. To the extent that such fiscal incentives

play a major role in the locational choice of mid-

dle and upper income groups, we have a mecha-

nism that is self-reinforcing. As the well-to-do

begin to leave the central city, the fiscal incen-

tives for those remaining will increase. This will

stimulate further outmigration of upper income

groups. The process will not stop until all of

those whose incomes are above the suburban

average have departed. The city will find itself

stripped of its middle and upper classes.2

The result is to intensify the concentration

of poor within the metropolitan area, giving rise

to higher public service requirements. Since the

poor are confined within the city's boundaries,

the city will have to make a substantial fiscal ad-

be considerably greater in the central city. To a
large measure, this expenditure differential is
compensatory in nature and does not reflect true
differences in public service levels. The need for
compensatory expenditures arises from two principal sources: (1) Clustering of the poor in urban
ghettos intensifies problems of crime, fire, public
health, substandard housing, etc.; (2) service demand is imposed upon the central city by suburban commuters. From the standpoint of an
individual making a residential choice, such
compensatory outlays are of no net benefit to
him, because they are unnecessary in the suburbs. For example, greater police expenditures
are necessary in the central city to afford the
same level of personal safety as exists in suburban communities.
Thus, the central city engages in substantially more redistribution through the provision of
public services because: (1) Its population is
more heterogeneous with respect to income than
the suburbs; (2) the benefit per dollar of public
expenditure is lower in the central city. It follows
that individuals have a fiscal incentive to reside
in the suburbs rather than in the central city.
This is true for all income groups. For the wellto-do, the redistributive cost is lower in the suburbs, while for the poor the redistributive benefit
is greater. However, there are reasons to believe
that these incentives are an increasing function
of income: (1) Because moving costs tend to
have fixed elements, such costs may tend to be
a higher fraction of relocation benefits for the
poor than for the well-to-do; (2) the redistributive
benefits to the poor have a ceiling-per capita,
locally financed expenditure-while there is no
such ceiling for the well-to-do; (3) the recipient
suburban jurisdiction will tend to be much more
receptive to high income individuals for reasons
similar to those that motivate the individual to
relocate in the first place. If the prospective resident's income exceeds the average for the jurisdiction, and public services can be expanded at
constant cost, then existing residents will enjoy
a redistributive gain. Conversely, those whose income falls below the community's mean will impose a redistributive cost on existing residents.
Because local governments have instruments
such as zoning at their disposal, they can successfully exclude those who would impose a
fiscal burden on them.
For the preceding reasons, then, we can expect fiscal incentives to be much more operative
for higher income classes than for lower income
groups. To the extent that such fi scal incentives
playa major role in the loeati onal choice of mid-

die and upper income groups, we have a mechanism that is self-reinforcing. As the well-to-do
begin to leave the central city, the fiscal incentives for those remaining will increase. This will
stimulate further outmigration of upper income
groups. The process will not stop until all of
those whose incomes are above the suburban
average have departed. The city will find itself
stripped of its middle and upper classes. 2
The result is to intensify the concentration
of poor within the metropolitan area, giving rise
to higher public service requirements. Since the
poor are confined within the city's boundaries,
the city will have to make a substantial fiscal adjustment. If the city attempts to maintain public
service standards, the resulting rise in its property tax rate will adversely affect housing investment, and thus increase the cost of housing to
low income residents. If, on the other hand, the
city chooses to reduce the quality of public services, the quality of housing will deteriorate because most city services are complementary with
housing. In either event, the housing services
consumed by low income groups will be curtailed. Perhaps the most important impact upon
low income housing, however, is the fact that the
concentration of poor within the city limits will
increase the incidence of poverty. The flight of
middle and upper income groups to the suburbs,
and the relatively high rate of city property
taxes, will encourage business and industry to
relocate as well. Given the lack of adequate
transportation, the city's poor will be unable to
follow employment opportunities to the suburbs.
Because the major cause of substandard housing is low income, the resulting unemployment or
underemployment will intensify the "housing
problem."

Further Consideration
The preceding argument suggests a gloomy
outlook for our central cities. To what extent
does it square with the facts? There are a number of issues here, including the factual basis for
some of my assertions, and the validity of hypotheses concerning the motivation of individuals and local jurisdictions. In this section, I
provide evidence to substantiate the model.
First of all, consider the question of citysuburban disparities. In Table 1, selected characteristics of central cities and their suburbs for
the 37 largest SMSA's are shown. A cursory
2
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inspection reveals that, as of 1970, most of my

generalizations concerning city-suburban differ-

entials are valid. The proportion of poor families

residing in central cities is nearly twice that of

the suburbs. This is also evidenced by the differ-

ence in racial composition of the population, be-

cause race and poverty are highly correlated.

The preponderance of middle and upper income

families in the suburbs is reflected by the fact

that, on average, the proportion of homeowners

whose house value exceeds $25,000 is nearly

twice as high in the suburbs than in the central

city. Because homeownership is more prevalent

in the suburbs, this probably understates the ac-

tual difference. The table also reveals that per

capita income in the central city was, on aver-

age, 96 percent of that in the suburbs. This dif-

ference is smaller than expected. However, the

newer cities in the South and West tend to enjoy

higher incomes than do their suburbs. The older

cities of the Northeast and Midwest, where urban

problems are most severe, follow the expected

Table 1. Central City (CC)âSuburban (OCC)

Disparities: 37 Largest SMSA's

Median

37

Largest

inspection reveals that, as of 1970, most of my
generalizations concerning city-suburban differentials are valid. The proportion of poor families
residing in central cities is nearly twice that of
the suburbs. This is also evidenced by the difference in racial composition of the population, because race and poverty are highly correlated.
The preponderance of middle and upper income
families in the suburbs is reflected by the fact
that, on average, the proportion of homeowners
whose house value exceeds $25,000 is nearly
twice as high in the suburbs than in the central
city. Because homeownership is more prevalent
in the suburbs, this probably understates the actual difference. The table also reveals that per
capita income in the central city was, on average, 96 percent of that in the suburbs. This difference is smaller than expected. However, the
newer cities in the South and West tend to enjoy
higher incomes than do their suburbs. The older
cities of the Northeast and Midwest, where urban
problems are most severe, follow the expected

SMSA's

Central City population as a percentage

of SMSA, 1960 46.1

Central City population as a percentage

of SMSA, 1970 40.4

Table 1. Central City (CC)-Suburban (OCC)
Disparities: 37 Largest SMSA's

Percent nonwhite in CC, 1970 21

Median

Percentage of households with incomes less

37

than $3000 CC/OCC ratio, 1970 180

Largest
SMSA's

Median house values, CC/OCC ratio, 1970- 81

Percentage of owner-occupied housing

valued at over $25,000, ratio, 1970 !>fi

Per capita income CC/OCC ratio, 1970 96

Per capita expenditures, CC/OCC ratio, 1957 132

Per capita expenditures, CC/OCC ratio, 1970 138

Per capita tax collections, CC/OCC, 1957 152

Per capita tax collections, CC/OCC, 1970 139

Per capita noneducational expenditures,

CC/OCC 1957 193

Per capita noneducational expenditures,

CC/OCC ratio, 1970 212

Crime rate per 100,000 population,

CC/OCC ratio, 1970 245

Percentage population growth, 1960-1970

Central City -2-2

Outside Central City 34.3

Central City's share of nonwhite population

growth, 1960-1970 82

Percentage increase in median house

value 1960-1970 CC 29

OCC 45

Source: Sacks and Callahan (1973).

pattern. ln Baltimore, for example, per capita in-

come in the central city is only 73 percent of the

suburban figure.

That local public expenditure and taxes are

considerably higher in the central city is also

brought out by the table. lf we abstract from ed-

Central City population as a percentage
of SMSA, 1960
Central City population as a percentage
of SMSA, 1970
Percent nonwhite in CC, 1970
Percentage 01 households with incomes less
than S3000 CC/OCC ratio, 1970
Median house values, CC/OCC ratio, 1970'
Percentage of owner·occupied housing
valued at over $25,000, ratio, 1970
Per capita income CC/OCC ratio, 1970
Per capita expenditures, CC/OCC ratio, 1957
Per capita expenditures, CC/OCC ratio, 1970
Per capita tax collections, CC/OCC, 1957
Per capita tax collections, CC/OCC , 1970
Per capita noneducational expenditures,
CC/OCC 1957
Per capita noneducational expenditures,
CC/OCC ratio, 1970
Crime rate per 100,000 population,
CC/OCC ratio, 1970
Percentage population growth, 1960-1970
Central City
Outside Central City
Central City's share 01 nonwhite population
growth, 1960-1970
Percentage increase in median house
value 1960-1970 CC
OCC

ucational expenditure, the average central city

Source: Sacks and Callat)an (1973).
spends more than twice as much as its suburbs,

reflecting greater demands for services within

the central city. The fact that the crime rate is

'')
nearly 2Vz times as great in the central city

gives further support to this observation. That

46.1
40.4
21
180
81
56
96
132
138
152
139
193
212
245
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34.3

82
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45

pattern. In Baltimore, for example, per capita income in the central city is only 73 percent of the
suburban figure.
That local public expenditure and taxes are
considerably higher in the central city is also
brought out by the table. If we abstract from educational expenditure, the average central city
spends more than twice as much as its suburbs,
reflecting greater demands for services within
the central city. The fact that the crime rate is
nearly 2Y2 times as great in the central city
gives further support to this observation. That
central cities engage in substantially more redistribution of income through the public sector is
quite evident from these figures.
The table also indicates that disparities between cities and suburbs widened significantly
during the recent past, corroborating the paper's
thesis of central city decay. The population of
large central cities has tended to decline. This
was the result of a considerable exodus of
whites from central cities. It is interesting to
note, however, that despite an absolute decline
in total population, nonwhite city residents increased rapidly during the 1960's. Indeed, although the central city accounted for less than
half the urban area's population, it accounted for
over 80 percent of the growth of nonwhite population during the 1960's. Race and income are
highly correlated; this suggests that the economic position of central city residents declined
relative to the suburbs during the 1960's. This is
further evidenced by the fact that the median
value of owner-occupied homes increased less
rapidly in the city than in the subu~bs. Finall~,
the ratio of city to suburban per capita expenditure widened during the 1960's, while the ratio of
per capita taxes diminished. This was made possible by an expansion of intergovernmental
grants. Because of the rapid rate of growth of
local budgets, however, the absolute gap in per
capita taxes widened over this period. Thus, central cities entered the seventies with a greater
fiscal disadvantage than existed a decade earlier, and were redistributing income to a relatively greater extent.
Having established that significant socioeconomic and fiscal disparities exist between
central city and suburbs, we now turn to the
question of whether fiscal incentives provide a
major thrust to the exodus of m.iddle and upper
income groups from the central City.
The question of residence site choice has
come unr,l . r. >If((; I pe
afiY scrutiny by urban economis I;r;~ ~111~r ~
0 voluminous that it

precludes any attempt to survey it here.3 l will

restrict my attention to what l believe to be the

findings of major relevance for this paper. First

of all, the process of suburbanization or urban

decentralization has proceeded extremely rapidly

since the late 19th century. For a small sample

of metropolitan areas, Mills found that the den-

sity gradient, by 1963, had fallen to one-fourth its

value for 1880.' Much of the initial outward ex-

pansion took place within the city border itself.

This was made further possible by the expansion

of city boundaries. By World War ll, however,

the boundaries of most large cities became

fixed. As a result, much of the postwar subur-

banization took place outside the city limits. ln-

deed, as Table 1 shows, more than all of the

urban growth in the typical SMSA during the

1960's occurred outside city limits. This suggests

that the fiscal incentives we have discussed

were not important before the postwar period, or

perhaps even later. The figures in Table 1, how-

ever, support the connection that considerable

fiscal incentives were present by 1960.

There is general agreement that the process

of urban decentralization resulted from three

major forces: (1) population growth; (2) income

growth; (3) transport cost reduction. Of the

three, the last is usually assigned greatest im-

precludes any attempt to survey it here. 3 I will
restrict my attention to what I believe to be the
findings of major relevance for this paper. First
of all, the process of suburbanization or urban
decentralization has proceeded extremely rapidly
since the late 19th century. For a small sample
of metropolitan areas, Mills found that the density gradient, by 1963, had fallen to one-fourth its
value for 1880. 4 Much of the initial outward expansion took place within the city border itself.
This was made further possible by the expansion
of city boundaries. By World War II, however,
the boundaries of most large cities became
fixed. As a result, much of the postwar suburbanization took place outside the city limits. Indeed, as Table 1 shows, more than all of the
urban growth in the typical SMSA during the
1960's occurred outside city limits. This suggests
that the fiscal incentives we have discussed
were not important before the postwar period, or
perhaps even later. The figures in Table 1, however, support the connection that considerable
fiscal incentives were present by 1960.

portance. By increasing the supply of accessible

land at the urban fringe, transport cost reduction

lowered the rent gradient, thus lowering the den-

sity gradient. Whether or not fiscal incentives

exist, therefore, there are powerful forces induc-

ing people to move to the suburbs. Furthermore,

as Muth argues, it is the middle and upper in-

come groups that are most likely to relocate.5 lf

the income elasticity of demand for housing

services exceeds unity, and transport costs are

proportional to the wage rate, upper income

groups can be expected to locate at the urban

fringe. There are further reasons to believe that

middle and upper income groups are relatively

attracted to the suburbs. One of the most ob-

vious is that higher income groups have stronger

effective demands for lower density and the pri-

vacy it affords. Furthermore, as incomes in-

crease over time, people will demand a greater

quantity of housing services. This will require the

construction of newer, larger homes for the

upper income classes. Since building costs, for a

variety of reasons, are lower on the urban fringe,

these newer homes will be built in the suburbs.

By a process of filtration, lower income groups

are also able to expand their housing consump-

tion. Because the city's housing structure tends

to be older than that of the suburbs, lower in-

come groups will tend to be concentrated in the

central city.

Thus, it is clear that there are other forces

at work, in addition to fiscal incentives, inducing

the exodus of the middle and upper income

groups from the city. lndeed, Muth concludes

There is general agreement that the process
of urban decentralization resulted from three
major forces: (1) population growth; (2) income
growth; (3) transport cost reduction. Of the
three, the last is usually assigned greatest importance. By increasing the supply of accessible
land at the urban fringe, transport cost reduction
lowered the rent gradient, thus lowering the density gradient. Whether or not fiscal incentives
exist, therefore, there are powerful forces inducing people to move to the suburbs. Furthermore,
as Muth argues, it is the middle and upper income groups that are most likely to relocate. 5 If
the income elasticity of demand for housing
services exceeds unity, and transport costs are
proportional to the wage rate, upper income
groups can be expected to locate at the urban
fringe. There are further reasons to believe that
middle and upper income groups are relatively
attracted to the suburbs. One of the most obvious is that higher income groups have stronger
effective demands for lower density and the privacy it affords. Furthermore, as incomes increase over time, people will demand a greater
quantity of housing services. This will require the
construction of newer, larger homes for the
upper income classes. Since building costs, for a
variety of reasons, are lower on the urban fringe,
these newer homes will be built in the suburbs.

By a process of filtration, lower income groups
are also able to expand their housing consumption. Because the city's housing structure tends
to be older than that of the suburbs, lower income groups will tend to be concentrated in the
central city.
Thus, it is clear that there are other forces
at work, in addition to fiscal incentives, inducing
the exodus of the middle and upper income
groups from the city. Indeed, Muth concludes
that " ... the forces influencing the distribution
of an urbanized area's population between the
central city and its suburbs are very much the
same as those which affect the spread of the
population within the central city itself." 6 This
would appear to contradict our hypothesis that
fiscal redistribution plays a major role in resi·
dential choice. However, Muth goes on to point
out an important exception to his argument: If • • •
with a fall in the average income level of the
central city relative to its suburbs, the centralcity population tends to decline and the urba~
ized area's land to increase. Although there IS
no direct evidence, the best explanation for this
phenomenon is, I believe, the increased tax. burden on higher income households and bUSiness
firms in the central city .... " 7 Apparently, then,
fiscal factors cannot be dismissed as insignificant factors in locational choice within a metropolitan area. As Muth correctly points out, however, we have no direct evidence concerning this
influence.
While the significance of fiscal incentives
probably can be uncovered by a complete, and
thus complex, econometric model of residential
location, knowledge of the magnitude of fiscal
redistribution would be most helpful. Unfortunately, we have little information on this, either.
A crude calculation can be made from Table 1.
In 1970, taxes per capita were approximately 40
percent higher in the city than in the suburbs,
while per capita incomes, on average, were
equal. Local tax revenues, in large metropolitan
areas, average about 5.5 percent of personal income; it follows that the tax differential amounts
to 2.2 percent of personal income. Because the
average family tends to devote more than 20
percent of its income for housing, the tax differential amounts to approximately 10 percent of
housing expenditure. This hardly would seem
sufficient to induce a massive flight to the suburbs.

that ". . . the forces influencing the distribution

of an urbanized area's population between the

central city and its suburbs are very much the

same as those which affect the spread of the

population within the central city itself." e This

J See lor example, Alonso (1964) and Mulh (1969).
• See Mills (1972).
• Mulh (1969). ch. 2.
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There are a number of reasons, however, to

suspect that a simple comparison of city-subur-

ban tax burdens is an inaccurate measure of

fiscal incentives. First of all, it ignores any differ-

ences that may exist with respect to the quality

of public services. This may be particularly sig-

nificant for public education. ln the eyes of many

middle and upper income families, the decision

to live in the city simultaneously commits them

to send their children to private schools. The

cost of private education is not an insignificant

fraction of housing expenditure. The cost of pri-

vate education is equivalent, for practical pur-

poses, to a tax the family must pay if it chooses

to reside in the inner city.

Also overlooked by the crude calculation is

the fact that the tax differential between city and

suburbs is reduced by the process of capitaliza-

tion. Most likely, the fiscal incentive will lower

city property values relative to the suburbs. This

means that property tax rates in the city will

have to be raised to extract the desired sum.

Since the city housing stock will depreciate over

time, maintenance and/or new investment out-

lays are required to keep it intact. Such outlays,

however, are taxed at the effective property tax

rate, as opposed to the average tax rate with re-

spect to income. Since the city-suburban differ-

ential with respect to the former often exceeds

that of the latter, the crude calculation above un-

derstates the difference in tax burden on invest-

ments in housing. This is brought out by an ex-

ample drawn from the author's recent study of

the Baltimore SMSA.* Local taxes as a fraction

of income, in 1970, amounted to 6 percent in

Baltimore City and 4.2 percent in the suburbs.9

The major source of this difference was the

property tax. ln 1970, the effective property tax

rate was 3 percent in the city, compared with 1.5

percent in the suburbs. lf we assume a propor-

tionate relationship between income and local

taxes, a family with an income of $15,000 would

pay $900 and $630, respectively, if it chose to lo-

cate in the city or suburbs. This $270 differential

applies if the family lives in an existing home in

the city or suburbs. However, if such a family

decided to build a new home worth, say,

$25,000, its property tax would be $750 in the

city and $375 in the suburbs.10 For a new home,

therefore, the tax differential is $105 higher than

for an existing home. This difference reflects the

fact that property values of comparable existing

> Oakland, et al., (1972).

â¢This includes all local taxes: property, income, aales, etc.

10 A family ol four with an income ol $15,000 would tend to pur-

chase a home worth $25,000. See Teplin [1973].

homes are substantially lower in the city than in

the suburbs, perhaps due to fiscal redistribution.

Thus, there is greater fiscal incentive to locate

new housing in the suburbs than a simple com-

parison of average tax burdens would indicate.

There are a number of reasons, however, to
suspect that a simple comparison of city-suburban tax burdens is an inaccurate measure of
fiscal incentives. First of all, it ignores any differences that may exist with respect to the quality
of public services. This may be particularly significant for public education. In the eyes of many
middle and upper income families, the decision
to live in the city simultaneously commits them
to send their children to private schools. The
cost of private education is not an insignificant
fraction of housing expenditure. The cost of private education is equivalent, for practical purposes, to a tax the family must pay if it chooses
to reside in the inner city.
Also overlooked by the crude calculation is
the fact that the tax differential between city and
suburbs is reduced by the process of capitalization. Most likely, the fiscal incentive will lower
city property values relative to the suburbs. This
means that property tax rates in the city will
have to be raised to extract the desired sum.
Since the city housing stock will depreciate over
time, maintenance and/or new investment outlays are required to keep it intact. Such outlays,
however, are taxed at the effective property tax
rate, as opposed to the average tax rate with respect to income. Since the city-suburban differential with respect to the former often exceeds
that of the latter, the crude calculation above understates the difference in tax burden on investments in housing. This is brought out by an example drawn from the author's recent study of
the Baltimore SMSA.M Local taxes as a fraction
of income, in 1970, amounted to 6 percent in
Baltimore City and 4.2 percent in the suburbs. 9
The major source of this difference was the
property tax. In 1970, the effective property tax
rate was 3 percent in the city, compared with 1.5
percent in the suburbs. If we assume a proportionate relationship between income and local
taxes, a family with an income of $15,000 would
pay $900 and $630, respectively, if it chose to locate in the city or suburbs. This $270 differential
applies if the family lives in an existing home in
the city or suburbs. However, if such a family
decided to build a new home worth, say,
$25,000, its property tax would be $750 in the
city and $375 in the suburbs. to For a new home,
therefore, the tax differential is $105 higher than
for an existing home. This difference reflects the
fact that property values of comparable existing

This discussion suggests that the magnitude

of fiscal incentives to relocate to the suburbs

cannot adequately be determined by a "back-of-

the-envelope" calculation. Rather, it requires a

careful cost and benefit accounting that takes

into account the quality of public services, de-

mographic characteristics of the potential mi-

grant (i.e. age, family size, etc.), and the differ-

ence between the tax treatment of new and

, Oakland. et aI., (1972).
• This includes all local taxes: property, income, sales, etc.
,.. A family of four with an income of $15,000 would tend to purchase a home worth $25000. See T I?lin (1973) .

homes are substantially lower in the city than in
the suburbs, perhaps due to fiscal redistribution.
Thus, there is greater fiscal incentive to locate
new housing in the suburbs than a simple comparison of average tax burdens would indicate.
This discussion suggests that the magnitude
of fiscal incentives to relocate to the suburbs
cannot adequately be determined by a "back-ofthe-envelope" calculation. Rather, it requires a
careful cost and benefit accounting that takes
into account the quality of public services, demographic characteristics of the potential migrant (i.e. age, family size, etc.), and the difference between the tax treatment of new and
existing property. While such a task will involve
many difficulties, none is insurmountable. Such
estimates are necessary first steps in explaining
the role fiscal incentives play in the city-suburban locational choice.
We now turn to the question of the behavior
of suburban jurisdictions. It is my view that they
are the key actors in the entire central city
decay scenario. Recall that there are fiscal incentives for all income groups to migrate to the
suburbs. Furthermore, although it has been
argued that middle and upper income groups
have the strongest nonfiscal incentives to move
to the suburbs, it is not true that such incentives
do not exist for low income groups. As the urban
area becomes decentralized, job opportunities
for low income groups will arise in suburban
areas. Clearly, it will be in the interests of such
employees to seek to reduce their transportation
costs. Indeed, for many, commuting from the
central city may be prohibitively costly.
The argument that the poor are best house.d
in the central city because its housing stock IS
older and easier to convert to low rent uses
overlooks a number of considerations. l l The
most important is that to restrict low income
groups to the central city is tantamount to perpetuating the poverty cycle and to creating .c.onditions for the proliferation of slums. In addition.
it is by no means clear that new low inc~e
suburban housing could not be a commercial
success. While under current building codes and
lot size restrictions, new housing for the poor
may not be profitable, these restrictions need n?t
be taken as given. Furthermore, most close-In
suburban communities surrounding Northeastern
cities are now old enough to provide the basis
for profitable conversion of existing housing for
low income uses. It is mainly restrictive cove11 An exam pi
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nants, density restrictions, and racial prejudice

that stand in the way of such conversion.

Whether or not the central city becomes a

low income ghetto is clearly in the hands of sub-

urban jurisdictions. lndeed, the ability of even

the middle class to relocate depends upon the

willingness of the suburbs to accept them. lt is

conceivable, although not likely, that the process

of central city decay could be halted by the re-

fusal of suburban areas to expand. ln such a

case, suburban land values would rise to the

point where new investment by middle and upper

income groups in the central city would become

profitable.

lt appears important, therefore, that we have

a firm understanding of the behavior of local

governments in urban areas, including the cen-

tral city government. The model sketched earlier,

nants, density restrictions, and racial prejudice
that stand in the way of such conversion.
Whether or not the central city becomes a
low income ghetto is clearly in the hands of suburban jurisdictions. Indeed, the ability of even
the middle class to relocate depends upon the
willingness of the suburbs to accept them. It is
conceivable, although not likely, that the process
of central city decay could be halted by the refusal of suburban areas to expand. In such a
case, suburban land values would rise to the
point where new investment by middle and upper
income groups in the central city would become
profitable.

although quite simple, is highly suggestive. lts

major limitations are that it does not allow for in-

tergovernmental revenues and "congestion" ef-

fects of new residents. More importantly, it over-

looks other motives guiding suburban

government behavior, e.g., racial discrimination.

Nevertheless, it provides insight into a potentially

important factor affecting the receptiveness of

suburban governments to new residents.

Unfortunately there has been no attempt, to

my knowledge, to test the model for predictive

content. However, a recent study of Baltimore

City and its principal suburban counterpart, Bal-

timore County, provides interesting quantitative

information on the question.12 The objective of

It appears important, therefore, that we have
a firm understanding of the behavior of local
governments in urban areas, including the central city government. The model sketched earlier,
although quite simple, is highly suggestive. Its
major limitations are that it does not allow for intergovernmental revenues and "congestion" effects of new residents. More importantly, it overlooks
other
motives
guiding
suburban
government behavior, e.g., racial discrimination.
Nevertheless, it provides insight into a potentially
important factor affecting the receptiveness of
suburban governments to new residents.

the study was to measure the local revenues and

expenditures which would result frohi the intro-

duction of families of different socioeconomic

characteristics. One of the principal findings was

that a family of four would produce a deficit in

both city and county. This was true, in 1970, for

a family with an income as high as $22,600. The

principal source of the deficit was expenditure

upon education. Both jurisdictions appear to

have incentives to zone out families with chil-

dren in public school. Of greater significance, for

our purposes, was the finding that the deficit de-

creased much more rapidly with family income in

the county than in the city. lndeed, the size of

the deficit in the city was almost invariant to

changes in family income. Thus, the county

stands to gain much more by "zoning out" low

income residents than does the city. One is

tempted to speculate that this consideration

might have had a lot to do with the fact that the

city absorbed virtually all of the increase in the

area's poor during the 1960's. Finally, the study

found that the deficit for low income families in-

creased eightfold from 1960 to 1970 in the

county, while increasing only half as fast in the

city. Pressures to "zone out" low income fami-

lies from suburban communities are evidently in-

creasing rapidly.

The Baltimore study provides valuable evi-

dence that the supply of housing opportunities in

the suburbs may be every bit as important as

Unfortunately there has been no attempt, to
my knowledge, to test the model for predictive
content. However, a recent study of Baltimore
City and its principal suburban counterpart, Baltimore County, provides interesting quantitative
information on the questionY The objective of
the study was to measure the local revenues and
expenditures which would result from the introduction of families of different socioeconomic
characteristics. One of the principal findings was
that a family of four would produce a deficit in
both city and county. This was true, in 1970, for
a family with an income as high as $22,600. The
principal source of the deficit was expenditure
upon education. Both jurisdictions appear to
have incentives to zone out families with children in public school. Of greater significance, for
our purposes, was the finding that the deficit decreased much more rapidly with family income in
the county than in the city. Indeed, the size of
the deficit in the city was almost invariant to
changes in family income. Thus, the county
stands to gain much more by "zoning out" low
income residents than does the city. One is
tempted to speculate that this consideration
might have had a lot to do with the fact that the

demand considerations in the allocation of popu-

lation in an urban area. This is of great signifi-

USee Teplin [1973).

city absorbed virtually all of the increase in the
area's poor during the 1960's. Finally, the study
found that the deficit for low income families increased eightfold from 1960 to 1970 in the
county, while increasing only half as fast in the
city. Pressures to "zone out" low income families from suburban communities are evidently increasing rapidly.
The Baltimore study provides valuable evidence that the supply of housing opportunities in
the suburbs may be every bit as important as
demand considerations in the allocation of population in an urban area. This is of great significance fo Federal policymakers. It may be just as
effective, and perhaps more feasible, to increase
the supply of suburban housing to low income
groups by measures which eliminate incentives
for fiscal zoning, such as affecting the demand
side through housing subsidies and the like. Unfortunately, this hypothesis is only tentative,
since solid general evidence of its validity has
yet to be developed. Further study of this question is surely in order. Research, similar to that
for Baltimore, should be carried out in other
metropolitan areas, and the results should be
tested for predictive content.

The Property Tax
We turn next to the property tax. Although I
will argue that city-suburban disparities, like
fiscal redistribution, are of most importance,
there is a substantial body of opinion that the
property tax, per se, aggravates housing problems. My initial comments concern the validity of
this view. Then I turn to what I feel to be the
nub of the problem-city-suburban property tax
differentials.
The property tax has received considerably
more attention than fiscal redistribution as a
contributing factor to housing problems. This
possibly reflects the more direct relationship between property taxes and housing, because it is
a tax on the value of capital and land inputs
used to produce housing services. The latter has
led some observers to equate the property tax
with a sales tax upon housing services. Dick
Netzer, the foremost authority on property taxes,
has estimated that in 1962 the property tax had
raised the price of housing 24 percent. 13 Since
no other good is taxed at such high rates,
Netzer concludes that the property tax has considerably reduced the effective demand for housing services. Furthermore, the effect is alleged to
-------'oO"""'~-+· Q ina I fro m
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be worse in central cities because of their rela-

tively high property tax rates. Thus, the property

tax affects most adversely those whose housing

problems are most acuteâthe low income city

dweller.

This view of the property tax has come

under critical review in recent years.14 lt is

argued that a uniform tax upon capital will not

be passed on to consumers, but will be borne by

owners of capital. The relative price of capital

intensive goods, such as housing, will rise in the

long run only if aggregate saving is reduced.

Available empirical evidence, however, suggests

no such response. Hence, a truly general prop-

erty tax will be reflected in lower profits and not

in higher prices.

The proponents of this view, however, do

concede that, to the extent that capital is not

taxed uniformly, excise tax effects will result. Be-

cause the property tax varies across space and

exempts certain classes of real assets, relative

prices will be affected. ln general, owners of

capital will bear the average rate of property tax,

while consumers will bear (enjoy) the difference

between the average tax rate and the rate of tax

on the particular use to which capital is being

put. ln 1969, the ratio of property taxes to the

total stock of privately held tangible assets in

the United States was 1.33 percent.15 On the

other hand, the ratio of property taxes paid to

the value of residential property was 2.25 per-

cent. Using Netzer's estimates, this would imply

an excise tax effect of approximately 10 percent

(.92/2.25 x 24%). Since retail sales taxes tend to

average about 4 percent, this means that the rel-

ative price of housing is raised by approximately

6 percentâa much smaller distortion than that

implied by Netzer.

Even a figure of 6 percent is misleading,

however. ln order to calculate the excise tax on

housing, one should consider all taxes on capi-

tal. Since capital is heavily taxed under the cor-

poration and personal income tax, considering

the property tax alone could seriously bias the

estimates. lndeed, this is the case, since most

residential property is exempt from the corpora-

tion income tax, and owner-occupied housing is

exempt from the personal income tax. Even if we

ignore the favorable treatment given owner-occu-

pied housing under the personal income tax, we

find that capital invested in housing is taxed less

than virtually any other use.16 Only farm capital

is taxed less heavily. lf we further allow for the

favorable treatment of housing under the per-

sonal income tax, it is clear that housing capital

is taxed substantially less than the average.

Therefore, it is simply not true to say that the

present tax structure discourages housing invest-

ment. lf anything, the United States overinvests

in housing. The mounting drive to provide gen-

be worse in central cities because of their relatively high property tax rates. Thus, the property
tax affects most adversely those whose housing
problems are most acute-the low income city
dweller.
This view of the property tax has come
under critical review in recent years. H It is
argued that a uniform tax upon capital will not
be passed on to consumers, but will be borne by
owners of capital. The relative price of capital
intensive goods, such as housing, will rise in the
long run only if aggregate saving is reduced.
Available empirical evidence, however, suggests
no such response. Hence, a truly general property tax will be reflected in lower profits and not
in higher prices.
The proponents of this view, however, do
concede that, to the extent that capital is not
taxed uniformly, excise tax effects will result. Because the property tax varies across space and
exempts certain classes of real assets, relative
prices will be affected. In general, owners of
capital will bear the average rate of property tax,
while consumers will bear (enjoy) the difference
between the average tax rate and the rate of tax
on the particular use to which capital is being
put. In 1969, the ratio of property taxes to the
total stock of privately held tangible assets in
the Un ited States was 1.33 percent. 15 On the
other hand, the ratio of property taxes paid to
the value of residential property was 2.25 percent. Using Netzer's estimates, this would imply
an excise tax effect of approximately 10 percent
(.92/2.25 x 24%). Since retail sales taxes tend to
average about 4 percent, this means that the relative price of housing is raised by approximately
6 percent-a much smaller distortion than that
implied by Netzer.
Even a figure of 6 percent is misleading,
however. In order to calculate the excise tax on
housing, one should consider all taxes on capital. Since capital is heavily taxed under the corporation and personal income tax, considering
the property tax alone could seriously bias the
estimates. Indeed, this is the case, since most
residential property is exempt from the corporation income tax, and owner-occupied housing is
exempt from the personal income tax. Even if we
ignore the favorable treatment given owner-occupied housing under the personal income tax, we
find that capital invested in housing is taxed less

eral property tax relief, if successful, will only

lead to greater overinvestment in housing. The

"housing problem" in the United States is not

than virtually any other use. IS Only farm capital
is taxed less heavily. If we further allow for the
favorable treatment of housing under the personal income tax, it is clear that housing capital
is taxed substantially less than the average.
Therefore, it is simply not true to say that the
present tax structure discourages housing investment. If anything, the United States overinvests
in housing. The mounting drive to provide general property tax relief, if successful, will only
lead to greater overinvestment in housing. The
"housing problem" in the United States is not
one of an inadequate average level of housing,
but involves the distribution of the housing stock
we have. While it may be possible that, by increasing the aggregate supply of housing, we
can increase the quantity of housing available to
low income groups, such a policy would be a
very clumsy and costly method of achieving this
objective. It would be much more efficient to design policies that directly increase the supply of
housing to lower income groups.
The preceding comments should not make
us lose sight of the fact that there is another
source of nonuniformity in property taxationone which is spatial in nature. Thus, while it is
true that investment in housing is generally favored by the present tax system, the rate of tax
on housing investment varies sharply between
central city and suburbs. Netzer found that in
1961, of the 38 largest SMSA's, central city
effectiVe property tax rates were higher in all but
six. I ; The differences were often quite substantial. In 12 cases, tax rates were more than 25
percent higher in the central city, and in nine
cases, they were 40 percent higher. Since the
relative fiscal position of cities has tended to deteriorate during the sixties, there is good reason
to believe that present property tax differentials
are even greater now than in 1961.
The effect of city-suburban property tax differentials is to reduce the relative attractiveness
of new investment-including maintenance outlays-in the central city. This might appear to be
of greatest significance for the mobile elements
of an urban area-middle and upper income
groups and business. However, it is not the
property tax per se which provides an incentive
to relocate, and hence reduce investment outlays
in the central city. Essentially the same incentives would exist even if local government were
financed through a personal income tax. Because of fiscal redistribution, the value of exist-

one of an inadequate average level of housing,

but involves the distribution of the housing stock

we have. While it may be possible that, by in-

creasing the aggregate supply of housing, we

See for example. Mieszkowski [1972).
"This calculation is bssed upo ~ estil"ates of the p l iv!lte capit al
stock made by Christensen and Jorgenson [1969) and [1972).
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ing city middle and upper income housing would

fall relative to that of the suburbs. This capitali-

zation process acts as a brake on the flight of

above-average income groups to the suburbs.

When the time comes to replace the wornout city

housing stock, however, it will have to be done

on the same terms that exist in the suburbs. This

means that middle and upper income groups will

have to absorb the full amount of fiscal redistri-

bution if they build in the city.18 Hence, they

have an incentive to build in the suburbs. There-

fore, the dampening of investment incentives for

mobile urban groups is not a unique conse-

quence of the property tax.

The same line of reasoning does not carry

over to lower income groups, who, for reasons

cited earlier, tend to be locked in the central

city. Any factor that tends to reduce the supply

of housing available to them will increase their

housing costs and lower their consumption of

housing services. Because of the relatively high

city property tax rate, the attractiveness of real

estate investment in the city is reduced. This will

reduce the supply of low cost housing in the

central city.

There are two reasons to believe that the

property tax bears particularly hard on low in-

come housing. First, because homeownership is

highly correlated with income, a substantial frac-

tion of low income families are unable to avail

themselves of the favorable income tax treatment

accorded owner-occupied housing. Second, be-

cause of assessment practices, low income

housing tends to be taxed at rates substantially

above the city average.19 Because reassess-

ment occurs with a lag, housing in a declining

neighborhood tends to be assessed at a higher

fraction of its market value than elsewhere in the

city. More dangerous, however, is the procedure

often used to assess the market value of

rental property. Generally, value is determined

by applying some multiple of gross rents. Such

multipliers are a decreasing function of the age

of the structure, since the length of the rental

stream declines with age. However, lower in-

come rental units of a given age tend to have

lower multipliers than for higher income rental

" This assertion does not allow for capitalization ot fiscal redis-

tribution in city land values. lf the land presently occupied by

upper income housing has no alternative use, full capitaliza-

tion will result. However, such land has alternative uses;

e.g., for housing lower income groups, sites for nonprofit

institutions, and commercial and industrial uses. Demand for

land by such groups will preclude full capitalization of differ-

ential income redistribution.

ing city middle and upper income housing would
fall relative to that of the suburbs. This capitalization process acts as a brake on the flight of
above-average income groups to the suburbs.
When the time comes to replace the wornout city
housing stock, however, it will have to be done
on the same terms that exist in the suburbs. This
means that middle and upper income groups will
have to absorb the full amount of fiscal redistribution if they build in the cityY Hence, they
have an incentive to build in the suburbs. Therefore, the dampening of investment incentives for
mobile urban groups is not a unique consequence of the property tax.
The same line of reasoning does not carry
over to lower income groups, who, for reasons
cited earlier, tend to be locked in the central
city. Any factor that tends to reduce the supply
of housing available to them will increase their
housing costs and lower their consumption of
housing services. Because of the relatively high
city property tax rate, the attractiveness of real
estate investment in the city is reduced. This will
reduce the supply of low cost housing in the
central city.
There are two reasons to believe that the
property tax bears particularly hard on low income housing. First, because homeownership is
highly correlated with income, a substantial fraction of low income families are unable to avail
themselves of the favorable income tax treatment
accorded owner-occupied housing. Second, because of assessment practices, low income
housing tends to be taxed at rates substantially
above the city average. 19 Because reassessment occurs with a lag, housing in a declining
neighborhood tends to be assessed at a higher
fraction of its market value than elsewhere in the
city. More dangerous, however, is the procedure
often used to assess the market value of
rental property. Generally, value is determined
by applying some multiple of gross rents. Such
multipliers are a decreasing function of the age
of the structure, since the length of the rental
stream declines with age. However, lower income rental units of a given age tend to have
lower multipliers than for higher income rental

Â» See Peterson [1973],

units. This reflects two considerations: (1) Lower

income units tend to have shorter economic

lives; (2) the ratio of gross to net rents for lower

income units is greater because of higher oper-

ating costs (see Peterson [1973]). All too often

these considerations are overlooked by asses-

sors. The result is higher assessment ratios on

lower income rental units. ln a study now under-

way for Baltimore City, l have uncovered numer-

ous instances of assessment ratios of two or

more on low income housing units.

While there is general agreement that the

property tax adversely affects the supply of low

income housing, we have virtually no information

'" This assertion does not allow for capitalization of fiscal redistribution In city land values. If the land presently occupied by
upper income housing has no alternative use. full capitalization will result, However, such land has alternative uses;
e.g.. for housing lower income groups, sites for nonprofit
institutions, and commercial and industrial uses, Demand for
land by such groups will preclude full capitalization of differential income redistribution.
,. See Peterson (1973),

units. This reflects two considerations: (1) Lower
income units tend to have shorter economic
lives; (2) the ratio of gross to net rents for lower
income units is greater because of higher operating costs (see Peterson [1973]). All too often
these considerations are overlooked by assessors. The result is higher assessment ratios on
lower income rental units. In a study now underway for Baltimore City, I have uncovered numerous instances of assessment ratios of two or
more on low income housing units.
While there is general agreement that the
property tax adversely affects the supply of low
income housing, we have virtually no information
concerning the magnitude of its impact. In a recent study of a sample of U.S. cities, however,
Peterson et al. could find little evidence that the
maintenance and abandonment decisions of low
income housing investors were directly affected
by property taxes. 21J They found some evidence,
however, of an indirect impact because of impediments to the transfer of ownership.
The argument goes something like this:
Many low income property owners find themselves with mortgage debt exceeding the value
of their property. They are effectively locked in.
Their ability to make maintenance outlays is directly related to the cash flow their property generates. Since the property tax reduces this cash
flow, it will reduce maintenance outlays. Peterson goes on to hypothesize that bringing assessments into line with market values will not only
increase cash flow, but may raise the value of
the property sufficiently to enable its owner to
sell to someone else who, because mortgage
payments are more in line with the market value
of the structure, is in a better position to make
profitable maintenance outlays.

Implications for Policy
The central theme of this paper has been
that fiscal arrangements at the local level exacerbate the housing problem facing the urban
poor. This arises from two considerations: (1)
The property tax bears heavily upon low income
housing; (2) the income redistribution implied by
our present system of financing urban public
services distorts locational decisions. We now
consider policies that may eliminate or at least
ameliorate these effects.
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Let us begin with the property tax. For rea-

sons given above, the appropriate policy is one

which is directed towards providing relief for the

low income segment of the housing market. Two

proposals are considered: (1) housing allow-

ances of low income families; (2) the so-called

"circuit-breaker."

That housing allowances can overcome the

disincentives created by the property tax is

straightforward. By subsidizing housing costs,

demand will be increased and hence rents in-

creased. The increase in rents will offset prop-

erty taxes and hence encourage maintenance

and rehabilitation expenditures. The major ques-

tion involves the price elasticity demand for

housing. The greater the price elasticity, the

lower the subsidiy necessary to offset property

tax disincentives.

A "circuit-breaker" is a measure which would

place a ceiling on the property taxes a family

pays relative to its income. An example of such

a measure is Senate Bill 1255 (the Muskie-Percy

Bill).21 Although the intent of circuit-breaker leg-

islation is to mitigate the alleged regressivity of

the property tax, it also will offset some of the

present disincentive to invest in low income

housing. lndeed, as currently proposed, it may

more than offset existing disincentives. This

owes to the fact that, for rental housing, a gen-

erous fraction of gross rentâ20 percentâis as-

sumed to be paid in property taxes. lf the

effective property tax rate is 0.03, this would

imply a gross rent-value relationship of nearly 7.

Since gross rent multipliers are often much

lower in poor city neighborhoods, the formula

would overstate the property tax such individuals

pay. For example, if a $3,000 income family

spends $900 per year on rent, it is assumed that

it pays $180 in property taxes. However, if the

gross rent multiplier on the house is 3, and the

property tax rate is 0.03, the true property tax is

only $51. Senate Bill 1255 would provide for a

rebate for any tax above 3 percent of income

(for a $3,000 income). Hence, the family would

be rebated $90, or $39 more than was actually

paid on the unit.

The circuit-breaker has come under attack

because of its assumptions regarding the incid-

ence of the property tax and its use of money in-

come as a measure of need. The incidence

question has been discussed in an earlier sec-

tion and will not be repeated here. The issue of

money income mainly, though not exclusively, re-

31 For a discussion of Senate Bill 1255 and circuit-breakers in

general, see Aaron [1973].

lates to the position of the aged. Although an

aged person may have substantial assets, such

as a home, he may also have low money income.

Hence, it is argued that the circuit-breaker gives

unwarranted subsidies to such individuals.

The merits of circuit-breakers cannot be

pursued further in this paper. Suffice it to say

that direct housing subsidies would appear to be

Let us begin with the property tax. For reasons given above, the appropriate policy is one
which is directed towards providing relief for the
low income segment of the housing market. Two
proposals are considered: (1) housing allowances of low income families; (2) the so-called
"circuit-breaker."
That housing allowances can overcome the
disincentives created by the property tax is
straightforward. By subsidizing housing costs,
demand will be increased and hence rents increased. The increase in rents will offset property taxes and hence encourage maintenance
and rehabilitation expenditures. The major question involves the price elasticity demand for
housing. The greater the price elasticity, the
lower the subsidiy necessary to offset property
tax disincentives.
A "circuit-breaker" is a measure which would
place a ceiling on the property taxes a family
pays relative to its income. An example of such
a measure is Senate Bill 1255 (the Muskie-Percy
Bill). ~1 Although the intent of circuit-breaker legislation is to mitigate the alleged regressivity of
the property tax, it also will offset some of the
present disincentive to invest in low income
housing. Indeed, as currently proposed, it may
more than offset existing disincentives. This
owes to the fact that, for rental housing, a generous fraction of gross rent-20 percent-is assumed to be paid in property taxes. If the
effective property tax rate is 0.03, this would
imply a gross rent-value relationship of nearly 7.
Since gross rent multipliers are often much
lower in poor city neighborhoods, the formula
would overstate the property tax such individuals
pay. For example, if a $3,000 income family
spends $900 per year on rent, it is assumed that
it pays $180 in property taxes. However, if the
gross rent multiplier on the house is 3, and the
property tax rate is 0.03, the true property tax is
only $51. Senate Bill 1255 would provide for a
rebate for any tax above 3 percent of income
(for a $3,000 income). Hence, the family would
be rebated $90, or $39 more than was actually
paid on the unit.
The circuit-breaker has come under attack
because of its assumptions regarding the incidence of the property tax and its use of money income as a measure of need. The incidence
question has been discussed in an earlier section and will not be repeated here. The issue of
money income mainly, though not exclusively, re-

superior because they can be better tailored to

offset the property tax and do not involve unde-

sired side effects.

"For a discussion 01 Senate Bill 1255 and c i rc u it-breakers In
general. see Aaron [1973] .

Let me turn now to fiscal redistribution. The

issues here are more complex and difficult to de-

fine than those involving the property tax. Not

only do we have the question of the individual's
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lates to the position of the aged. Although an
aged person may have substantial assets, such
as a home, he may also have low money income.
Hence, it is argued that the circuit-breaker gives
unwarranted subsidies to such individuals.
The merits of circuit-breakers cannot be
pursued further in this paper. Suffice it to say
that direct housing subsidies would appear to be
superior because they can be better tailored to
offset the property tax and do not involve undesired side effects.
Let me turn now to fiscal redistribution. The
issues here are more complex and difficult to define than those involving the property tax. Not
only do we have the question of the individual's
fiscal incentives to relocate, but we have fiscal
zoning by suburban jurisdictions and the fiscal
viability of the city government. Each of these is
intimately related to the distortion produced by
fiscal redistribution.
Fiscal redistribution arises because of the
divorce between payment of taxes and receipt of
services within a jurisdiction. This suggests that
if public services were priced in a fashion similar to private services, redistribution could be
avoided. While it is clear that certain urban services-such as transportation, recreation, schools,
and libraries-could be financed on a user
charge basis, and that in some cases allocative
efficiency would also be enhanced, there are
many services-such as general government, police, fire, health, etc.-which cannot. Furthermore, even if it were feasible to impose user
charges, it is not clear that this would prove a
satisfactory mode of finance. This certainly
would be the case for public schools. User
charges carry the implication that the quantity
and quality of services consumed are subject to
choice by the user. Given their current income,
the poor would have to curb their consumption
of education drastically; that clearly is not in the
interest of society. Although this outcome could
be avoided by a voucher system, we are still left
with the question of how to finance the vouchers.
The preceding remarks would appear to preclude user charges as a satisfactory mode for
financing local public services. The alternative is
to finance services on a wider geographic basis
-metropolitanwide, statewide, or nationwide. We
shall treat these in turn.
Metrowide government has often been proposed as a solution to the present fiscal crisis in
our central cities. Because redistribution cannot
within the urban area
be avoided ~Ii) ' i~-e'
~.M~e present outflux
itself, u" 1~~h<sqrr;~PEf~1

from the central city would be mitigated. Further-

more, the resources of the entire urban area

rather than just the central city, would be avail-

able to be brought to bear on the problems of

the urban poor.

While there is little doubt that metropolitan

government would eliminate the perverse fiscal

incentives that mark the current system, it is not

without its shortcomings. First of all, it is not

clear that a metrowide constituency would be as

sensitive as the present city government is to the

problems faced by the poor. Secondly, it would

eliminate a mechanism through which individuals

can express their preferences for public serv-

ices. The diversity in the level of local public

services that results from a decentralized system

of local government gives people the opportu-

nity, by means of their locational choice, to se-

lect that bundle of services that most closely

corresponds to their preferences.22 This takes

on added significance when it is recognized that

the ballot box is a highly imperfect mechanism for

expressing preferences, and that centralization

inevitably is followed by uniformity.

Despite these limitations, l believe that me-

trogovernment would constitute a major improve-

ment over current arrangements. While it is true

that a decentralized system has advantages vis-

a-vis voter preferences, we do not presently

have decentralized government in urban areas.

What we have is a system by which half of the

urban area's population is governed by a single

government, and the other half by a multiplicity

of governments. Thus, the opportunity to "vote

with one's feet" is limited to a select subset of

the area's population, at considerable cost to the

remainder.

The major shortcoming of metrogovernment

as a solution is its lack of feasibility. Such ar-

rangements exist in only a few of our large

urban areasâmost notably the newest ones,

where urban problems are less severe. There is

very little reason to believe that suburban com-

munities will voluntarily join with the city under a

single government. Although it is conceivable

that the State could force consolidation, the

present rural-suburban dominance of State legis-

latures would effectively preclude such an even-

tuality. Thus, as matters now stand, metrogovern-

ment is no more than a speculative concept.

Since a local government solution seems to

be ruled out, we are left with the alternatives of

State or Federal intervention. Much of the central

city's fiscal plight could be resolved by an ag-

gressive equalization program by the State or

Federal Government. That is, centrally collected

funds could be channeled to the city through in-

tergovernmental grants. lf the level of such funds

were sufficient, the level of fiscal redistribution

prevailing in the city would be reduced to sub-

urban levels. Thus, not only would the central

city be able to provide adequate service levels,

from the central city would be mitigated. Furthermore, the resources of the entire urban area
rather than just the central city, would be available to be brought to bear on the problems of
the urban poor.
While there is little doubt that metropolitan
government would eliminate the perverse fiscal
incentives that mark the current system, it is not
without its shortcomings. First of all, it is not
clear that a metrowide constituency would be as
sensitive as the present city government is to the
problems faced by the poor. Secondly, it would
eliminate a mechanism through which individuals
can express their preferences for public services. The diversity in the level of local public
services that results from a decentralized system
of local government gives people the opportunity, by means of their locational choice, to select that bundle of services that most closely
corresponds to their preferences. ~~ This takes
on added significance when it is recognized that
the ballot box is a highly imperfect mechanism for
expressing preferences, and th3t centralization
inevitably is followed by uniformity.
Despite these limitations, I believe that metrogovernment would constitute a major improvement over current arrangements. While it is true
that a decentralized system has advantages visa-vis voter preferences, we do not presently
have decentralized government in urban areas.
What we have is a system by which half of the
urban area's population is governed by a single
government, and the other half by a multiplicity
of governments. Thus, the opportunity to "vote
with one's feet" is limited to a select subset of
the area's population, at considerable cost to the
remainder.
The major shortcoming of metrogovernment
as a solution is its lack of feasibility. Such arrangements exist in only a few of our large
urban areas-most notably the newest ones,
where urban problems are less severe. There is
very little reason to believe that suburban communities will voluntarily join with the city under a
single government. Although it is conceivable
that the State could force consolidation, the
present rural-suburban dominance of State legislatures would effectively preclude such an eventuality. Thus, as matters now stand, metrogovernment is no more than a speculative concept.
Since a local government solution seems to
be ruled out, we are left with the alternatives of
State or Federal intervention. Much of the central

but the incentive to migrate from the city would

be eliminated. ln addition, the present property

governments to low income migrantsâa point to

"" Oakland. et al. (1972).
.. This argument is spelled out in Musgrave [1969; p. 310). Basically, the reasoning is that sub-national governments should
not engage i,l;1 income Irli\distribution because of the locatlonal
distortions
II'El Itf Fiili(m because all citizens share the
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tax gap would be closed. However, such a sys-

tem would not affect the attitude of suburban

city's fiscal plight could be resolved by an aggressive equalization program by the State or
Federal Government. That is, centrally collected
funds could be channeled to the city through intergovernmental grants. If the level of such funds
were sufficient, the level of fiscal redistribution
prevailing in the city would be reduced to suburban levels. Thus, not only would the central
city be able to provide adequate service levels,
but the incentive to migrate from the city would
be eliminated. In addition, the present property
tax gap would be closed. However, such a system would not affect the attitude of suburban
governments to low income migrants-a point to
which we shall return.
The prospects for State intervention along
these lines appear slim. This is due in part to the
lack of city voting power in State legislatures
and in part to interstate competition for industry
and well-to-do residents. Whatever the reason,
however, there is evidence that, with the exception of direct welfare payments, present State
aid programs tend to be nonequalizing.
There is, however, mounting pressure in
many States for State takeover of the cost of
education. This would shift the locus of redistribution through education to the State level. Because educational outlays constitute a substantial fraction of local government budgets, such
action by the State could be expected to provide
considerable relief. However, this may not in fact
be the case. In Maryland, a State takeover would
widen the fiscal disparities that now exist between Baltimore City and its suburbs. n This
stems from the fact that the Federal Government
presently provides considerable educational aid
to Baltimore City. The result is that the suburbs
stand to gain much more by State takeover. I believe that an analysis of other large cities would
produce similar results.
Given the apparent reluctance of States to
act, resolution of the problem would appear to
rest squarely on the shoulders of the Federal
Government. This is not surprising, since it is
widely recognized that the Federal Government
is the most suitable agent for income redistribution activities. 21 Thus far, however, Federal redistributive activity has focused mainly upon
private goods and services. Hence we have
Federal welfare programs, social security, medicare and medicaid, housing, etc. Since individu-
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which we shall return.

The prospects for State intervention along

these lines appear slim. This is due in part to the
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als require public as well as private goods, it

seems reasonable to expect that Federal policy

should begin to look after the public-goods

needs of poor individuals as well. This has been

particularly true in recent years, since the share

of public goods in individuals' market baskets has

risen sharply.

There would seem to be two approaches the

Federal Government could follow with respect to

public goods redistribution. The first is to pro-

vide relief on an individual basis. That is, the

Government would provide for the public serv-

ices of the needy, wherever they may be located.

This could be done by payments to the local

government in whose jurisdiction the individuals

reside. Thus, the Federal Government would

write two relief checks. One would be for the in-

dividual's private good needsâi.e. the present

welfare checkâand the other for his public good

needs.

The second approach would be to direct

Federal aid to those jurisdictions which are

heavily populated by low income residents. In

practice, this would mean that aid would be tun-

neled to central cities and depressed rural

areas. Aid could be restricted to those jurisdic-

tions where the incidence of poverty was above

some critical level. This would simplify the ad-

ministration of the program.

While both approaches are capable of elimi-

nating city-suburban fiscal disparities, there is a

strong reason to prefer the first, or individual,

approach. This has to do with the incentives for

fiscal zoning by suburban jurisdictions. Because

each poor individual, under the first approach,

carries with him the resources necessary for his

public good consumption, suburban jurisdictions

would no longer have a fiscal interest in keeping

him out.

Such a feature is absent from the second

program. While it eliminates the fiscal incentive

for the individual to migrate, it leaves unaffected

the recipient community's incentives. Since there

are powerful nonfiscal incentives to migrate, re-

moving the fiscal incentives alone may do little

to alter the composition of population between

city and suburbs.

My principal policy recommendation, then, is

for the Federal Government to underwrite, on an

individual basis, the local public service costs of

low income families. The cost to the Federal

Government will depend upon the nature of the

aid formula and its scope of coverage. Two aid

formulas are considered. The first, Plan 1, allo-

cates aid on the basis of per capita local service

cost. The second, Plan 2, allocates aid partly on

a per capita basis and partly upon education

costs. The costs of both programs for fiscal

years 1969 and 1973 are shown in Table 2. The

1969 figure is shown because the basic data

used in arriving at the estimates were available

for that year. The 1973 figures, shown for total

program cost only, are projections. These figures

give us a better idea of what a presently enacted

program would cost.

Let us begin with Plan 1. Here, each person

als require public as well as private goods, it
seems reasonable to expect that Federal policy
should begin to look after the public-goods
needs of poor individuals as well. This has been
particularly true in recent years, since the share
of public goods in individuals' market baskets has
risen sharply.
There would seem to be two approaches the
Federal Government could follow with respect to
public goods redistribution. The fi rst is to provide relief on an individual basis. That is, the
Government would provide for the public services of the needy, wherever they may be located.
This could be done by payments to the local
government in whose jurisdiction the individuals
reside. Thus, the Federal Government would
write two relief checks. One would be for the individual's private good needs-Leo the present
welfare check-and the other for his public good
needs.
The second approach would be to direct
Federal aid to those jurisdictions which are
heavily populated by low income residents. In
practice, this would mean that aid would be funneled to central cities and depressed rural
areas. Aid could be restricted to those jurisdictions where the incidence of poverty was above
some critical level. This would simplify the administration of the program.
While both approaches are capable of eliminating city-suburban fiscal disparities, there is a
strong reason to prefer the first, or individual,
approach. This has to do with the incentives for
fiscal zoning by suburban jurisdictions. Because
each poor individual, under the first approach,
carries with him the resources necessary for his
public good consumption, suburban jurisdictions
would no longer have a fiscal interest in keeping
him out.
Such a feature is absent from the second
program. While it eliminates the fiscal incentive
for the individual to migrate, it leaves unaffected
the recipient community's incentives. Since there
are powerful nonfiscal incentives to migrate, removing the fiscal incentives alone may do little
to alter the composition of population between
city and suburbs.
My principal policy recommendation, then, Is
for the Federal Government to underwrite, on an
individual basis, the local public service costs of
low income families. The cost to the Federal
Government will depend upon the nature of the
aid formula and its scope of coverage. Two aid
formulas are consider~d. The first, Plan 1, allocates aid on the basis of per capita local service
cost. The second, Plan 2, allocates aid partly on

whose income falls below the poverty line is al-

located a public service voucher equal to per

capita local tax receipts in his community. At

first glance, this might appear grossly to under-
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a per capita basis and partly upon education
costs. The costs of both programs for fiscal
years 1969 and 1973 are shown in Table 2. The
1969 figure is shown because the basic data
used in arriving at the estimates were available
for that year. The 1973 figures, shown for total
program cost only, are projections. These figures
give us a better idea of what a presently enacted
program would cost.
Let us begin with Plan 1. Here, each person
whose income falls below the poverty line is allocated a public service voucher equal to per
capita local tax receipts in his community. At
first glance, this might appear grossly to underprovide for local public service costs, since
taxes finance less than half of local expenditure.
However, expenditure financed by grants from
higher level governments are not a source of
local income redistribution, and hence are not
relevant for the problem at hand. The same can
be said of non-tax locally derived revenues from
charges, licenses, permits, etc. Many of such
fees are in the nature of user charges whiCh, by
their nature, do not involve redistribution. Thus
we need only consider services financed by local
taxes.
In 1969. local taxes per capita for the country as a whole amounted to $174. At the same
time, there were 24.3 million people classified as
poor in the United States. One estimate of a program cost, then, is the product of these figures
-$4,225 million. Because this is based upon
1969 figures. adjustments are necessary to bring
it forward to 1973. This was done as follows: The
poverty population decreased at an annual rate
of 5 percent per year during the 1960's. I assume that this trend will continue to 1973;
hence, the 1973 poverty population is estimated
at 21 million. On the other hand, per capita local
taxes have been rising rapidly. Between 1969
and 1971, they grew by 20 percent. I assume
that the 1973 figure increased by 15 percent over
its 1971 level-to $243. Together, these adjustments imply a program cost of $5,068 million for
1973.
The preceding calculation is admittedly
quite simplistic. It ignores the fact that poverty
may be concentrated in high tax areas. Furthermore, it can tell us little about the distribution of
program benefits among cities, suburbs, and
rural areas. To correct for this, separate calculations were made for each of these areas. From
Census sources, we can estimate metropolitan
and non metropolitan tax differentials. and from
Table 1 w , a f~ . . s. 'mate of intrametropolitan
r~~
I ~I,(W
nsus provides data
tax

9jffi

1Y'f

on poverty by place of residence. Using this in-

formation, l calculated program costs by area for

1969, as shown in Table 2. Remarkably, the total

program cost, $4,229, is almost exactly equal to

our first estimate. This suggests that accurate

estimates can be made by employing simple ag-

gregates. Nevertheless, this approach enables us

to see the distribution of benefits. Central cities

are shown to be the major beneficiaries of the

program, receiving 57 percent of all benefits. The

suburbs, on the other hand, receive only 11 per-

cent of the benefits. As Table 2 shows, the aid

under Plan 1 is equivalent to $41 per capita in

central cities and only $6.50 in the suburbs. My

calculations suggest that, in 1969, the per capita

tax gap between cities and suburbs averaged

$53. Hence, Plan 1, if it had been in effect,

would have eliminated two-thirds of this gap.

Thus, the program has the double effect of re-

ducing fiscal incentives to relocate and reducing

the incentive to zone out the poor.

We turn now to Plan 2, which takes into

consideration the education costs a family may

impose on its local government. This is important

because education costs are of overwhelming

significance in local budgets, absorbing 42 per-

cent of the local tax dollar in 1969. Unlike other

government services, school costs vary directly

with the number of pupils in the school system

as opposed to the size of population per se.

Since current outlays per pupil are high, and be-

cause grants cover only about half of such

costs, a family with school-age children will im-

pose considerably more costs than one without

such children. For example, in 1969, locally

financed school expenditure averaged $300 per

pupil. Plan 1 would assign a family of four with

two school age children a voucher of $696.

Since local education costs, alone, amount to

$600, it is unlikely that such a voucher would

prove suffficient to cover all local government

service costs.

To allow for the disproportionate role of ed-

ucation, l propose the following scheme. From

per capita local taxes, deduct locally financed

school costs. ln 1969, l estimate the latter to be

$72.35. This leaves $101.65 ($174-$72.35) to be

allocated on a per capita basis, as under Plan 1.

For school costs, we would provide the family

with an allowance equal to the number of school

age children times the local cost per pupil. As

indicated above, in 1969, the latter amounted to

approximately $300. Thus, in the average com-

munity, our family of four would receive $406.60

in per capita aid and $600 in school aid, for a

total of $1006.60.

Table 2. Estimated Program Costs and

Distribution of Benefits

Planl Plan 2

FY1969 FY1973 FY1969 FY1973

Central Cities

(total) ' $2,391 n.c. $2,154 n.c.

Central Cities

(per capita) 41.00 n.c. 37.00 n.c.

Suburbs (total) * 471 n.c. 739 n.c.

Suburbs (per capita) 6.50 n.c. 10.20 n.c.

on poverty by place of residence. Using this information, I calculated program costs by area for
1969, as shown in Table 2. Remarkably, the total
program cost, $4,229, is almost exactly equal to
our first estimate. This suggests that accurate
estimates can be made by employing simple aggregates. Nevertheless, this approach enables us
to see the distribution of benefits. Central cities
are shown to be the major beneficiaries of the
program, receiving 57 percent of all benefits. The
suburbs, on the other hand, receive only 11 percent of the benefits. As Table 2 shows, the aid
under Plan 1 is equivalent to $41 per capita in
central cities and only $6.50 in the suburbs. My
calculations suggest that, in 1969, the per capita
tax gap between cities and suburbs averaged
$53. Hence, Plan 1, if it had been in effect,
would have eliminated two-thirds of this gap.
Thus, the program has the double effect of reducing fiscal incentives to relocate and reducing
the incentive to zone out the poor.
We turn now to Plan 2, which takes into
consideration the education costs a family may
impose on its local government. This is important
because education costs are of overwhelming
significance in local budgets, absorbing 42 percent of the local tax dollar in 1969. Unlike other
government services, school costs vary directly
with the number of pupils in the school system
as opposed to the size of population per se.
Since current outlays per pupil are high, and because grants cover only about half of such
costs, a family with school-age children will impose considerably more costs than one without
such children. For example, in 1969, locally
financed school expenditure averaged $300 per
pupil. Plan 1 would assign a family of four with
two school age children a voucher of $696.
Since local education costs, alone, amount to
$600, it is unlikely that such a voucher would
prove suffficient to cover all local government
service costs.
To allow for the disproportionate role of education, I propose the following scheme. From
per capita local taxes, deduct locally financed
school costs. In 1969, I estimate the latter to be
$72.35. This leaves $101.65 ($174-$72.35) to be
allocated on a per capita basis, as under Plan 1.
For school costs, we would provide the family
with an allowance equal to the number of school
age children times the local cost per pupil. As
indicated above, in 1969, the latter amounted to
approximately $300. Thus, in the average community, our family of four would receive $406.60
in per capita aid and $600 in school aid, for a
total of $1006.60.

Table 2. Estimated Program Costs and
Distribution of Benefits
Plan 1
Plan 2
FY 1969 FY 1973 FY 1969 FY 1973
Central Cities
(total) •
$2,391
Central Cities
(per capita)
41.00
Suburbs (total) •
471
Suburbs (per capita) 6.50
Nonmetropol itan
(total) •
1,367
Nonmetropolitan
(per capita)
19.10
Total Costs'
4,229

n.c.

$2,154

n.c.

n.c.
n.c.
n.c.

37.00
739
10.20

n.c.
n.c.
n.C.

n.c.

1,972

n.c.

n.c.
5,068

27.50
4,865

n.c.
5,839

• millions 01 dolla,.
n.C. = not calculated

Since poor families tend to have a greater
number of school-age children than do nonpoor
families, Plan 2 would be somewhat more expensive than Plan 1, as indicated in Table 2. From
Census data, I estimated that, in 1969, there
were 7,990,000 school-age poor children. Hence,
the education portion of Plan 2 would cost
$2,398 million, while the per capita portion would
cost $2,468 million-totaling $4,866 million for
1969. PrOjecting to 1973, we arrive at a total oost
of $5,839 million.
Table 2 also shows the breakdown of benefits by area for 1969. It is interesting to note that
the central cities allocation under Plan 2 is lower
than under Plan 1, despite the fact that the total
cost of the former exceeds the latter by 15 percent. This reflects the fact that cities have a
smaller proportion of all poor children than they
have of all poor individuals. The converse is true
for non metropolitan areas; hence, they obtain
considerably more under Plan 2 than under Plan
1. Whether this pattern will continue in the future
-indeed whether it holds for 1973-is difficult to
ascertain. The continuing urbanization of the Nation may increase the share received by cities.
Lack of more recent demographic data precluded me from making assignments of total
costs among areas for 1973. I doubt, however,
that the percentage breakdown for 1969 would
be significantly altered in the near future.
Let us briefly consider the relative merits of
the two plans. Plan 1 has the advantage of providing the greatest relative fiscal relief to the
area that needs it most-the central cities. On
the other hand, Plan 2 has the advantage of
more nea[~ ' ~RPI?]:ti.r.r.ating the marginal public
servi
rli J ~fC~ IGb poor families. In

V8 Y

Nonmetropolitan

(total) ' 1,367 n.c. 1,972 n.c.

Nonmetropolitan

(per capita) 19.10 n.c. 27.50 n.c.
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terms of impacts on urban housing patterns,

then, Plan 1 does more to reduce incentives to

relocate to the suburbs, while Plan 2 does more

to remove fiscal barriers to suburban housing for

the urban poor. If the tentative hypothesis of this

paper is correct, the latter consideration should

be given greater weight.

To sum up, the costs of a comprehensive

public service program are high but not stagger-

ingâ$5.1 billion to $5.8 billion. This makes it of

the same order of magnitude of general revenue

sharing. Furthermore, such a program is con-

ceived in the same spirit as general and special

revenue sharing. Indeed, it should be relatively

easy to redesign the general revenue sharing

program to produce the results of the plans dis-

cussed above. Whether the public service

voucher is sent directly to the citizen or to his

government makes little difference.

Program costs could be considerably re-

duced if aid were limited to citizens of metropoli-

tan areas or central cities. In the former case,

costs would be reduced to approximately $3.4

billion. Since fiscal distortions are most preva-

lent in urban areas, such a limitation would ap-

pear to make sense. Both plans above, particu-

larly Plan 2, provide considerable aid to

nonmetropolitan areas. If aid were limited to

central cities, program costs would be reduced

to $2.5 billion. While this would do much to re-

duce metropolitan fiscal disparities and reduce

fiscal incentives to migrate to the suburbs, it

does little to mitigate fiscal zoning by suburban

governments.

Even if large-scale measures, such as the

above, are beyond reach, there is a lesson to be

drawn for HUD policy. The Federal Government

has long been striving to induce local suburban

governments to accept federally financed public

housing. In many instances, HUD has met stub-

born resistance. Such resistance may be weak-

ened, however, if, in addition to providing the

funds for constructing the housing itself, HUD

were to pay the cost of providing local public

services to the low income residents. Our calcu-

lations above revealed that a family of four, in

1969, imposed local public service costs in ex-

cess of $1,000. This figure is even higher in large

urban areas. For the typical suburb, I estimate

this cost to be over $1,200. Because the amor-

tized cost of public housing unit is also in the

$1,000 range, present HUD policy pays only half

the cost of accommodating a low income family.

Cast in this light, the reluctance of suburban

communities to engage in low income housing

programs has substantial economic underpin-

nings. While the proposal would tend to double

the cost of present housing programs, it may

have substantial payoffs in the form of dispersing

the urban poor.

In closing, it is clear that whatever policy

actions HUD or other Federal agencies may take

in response to the issues raised in this paper,

such actions can only be properly formulated

with evidence we do not as yet have. While we

have been able to offer crude evidence of the

terms of impacts on urban housing patterns,
then, Plan 1 does more to reduce incentives to
relocate to the suburbs, while Plan 2 does more
to remove fiscal barriers to suburban housing for
the urban poor. If the tentative hypothesis of this
paper is correct, the latter consideration should
be given greater weight.
To sum up, the costs of a comprehensive
public service program are high but not staggering-$5.1 billion to $5.8 billion. This makes it of
the same order of magnitude of general revenue
sharing. Furthermore, such a program is conceived in the same spirit as general and special
revenue sharing. Indeed, it should be relatively
easy to redesign the general revenue sharing
program to produce the results of the plans discussed above. Whether the public service
voucher is sent directly to the citizen or to his
government makes little difference.
Program costs could be considerably reduced if aid were limited to citizens of metropolitan areas or central cities. In the former case,
costs would be reduced to approximately $3.4
billion. Since fiscal distortions are most prevalent in urban areas, such a limitation would appear to make sense. Both plans above, particularly Plan 2, provide considerable aid to
nonmetropolitan areas. If aid were limited to
central cities, program costs would be reduced
to $2.5 billion. While this would do much to reduce metropolitan fiscal disparities and reduce
fiscal incentives to migrate to the suburbs, it
does little to mitigate fiscal zoning by suburban
governments.
Even if large-scale measures, such as the
above, are beyond reach, there is a lesson to be
drawn for HUD policy. The Federal Government
has long been striving to induce local suburban
governments to accept federally financed public
housing. In many instances, HUD has met stubborn resistance. Such resistance may be weakened, however, if, in addition to providing the
funds for constructing the housing itself, HUD
were to pay the cost of providing local public
services to the low income residents. Our calculations above revealed that a family of four, in
1969. imposed local public service costs in excess of $1.000. This figure is even higher in large
urban areas. For the typical suburb, I estimate
this cost to be over $1,200. Because the amortized cost of public housing unit is also in the
$1,000 range, present HUD policy pays only half
the cost of accommodating a low income family.
Cast in this light, the reluctance of suburban
communities to engage in low 'ncome housing
programs has su bstantial econom ic underpin-

magnitude of fiscal redistribution at the local

level and of the costs of offsetting it, much more

research is needed on this question. Research is

also needed to test the hypothesis of the paper
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nings. While the proposal would tend to double
the cost of present housing programs, it may
have substantial payoffs in the form of dispersing
the urban poor.
In closing, it is clear that whatever policy
actions HUD or other Federal agencies may take in response to the issues raised in this paper,
such actions can only be properly formulated
with evidence we do not as yet have. While we
have been able to offer crude evidence of the
magnitude of fiscal redistribution at the local
level and of the costs of offsetting it, much more
research is needed on this question. Research is
also needed to test the hypothesis of the paper
-that fiscal incentives of local governments substantially affect the spatial distribution of housing
opportunities in an urban area. Given the tremendous diversity of local government arrangements in our large metropolitan areas, it may be
possible to test this hypothesis with the use of
secondary data.
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This paper addresses the specific proposi-

tion that one possible rationale for a Federal

housing policy is that "failure to act on the State

or local level may require Federal action." This

statement, if accepted as correct, assumes that

there is a proper role for government interven-

tion in the housing market, that lower levels of

government are the appropriate units of interven-

tion, and that the Federal Government should

become involved in housing markets only if

lower levels of government abdicate their re-

sponsibility.

It is important to be careful in selecting an

approach to this topic, for it is fraught with po-

tential opportunities for question-begging. First,

By Richard E. Wagner
Associate Protessor ot Economics,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University

the statement assumes that there is an appropri-

ate role for government intervention in housing

markets. But is there a role? It would seem rea-

sonable that one task of this paper should be to

review the grounds on which government inter-

vention in the housing market is justifiable, tak-

ing as given the basic commitment to a market

economy that is widely shared in the United

States, and to describe the characteristics of

such a policy. Second, the formulation of this

topic assumes that it is possible to determine

when lower levels of government have failed to

fulfill their obligations, which, in turn, indicates

the appropriate corrective action for the Federal

Government to undertake. But is it possible to

determine when lower levels of government have

failed to fulfill their responsibilities? By what cri-

teria is this judgment made? And who makes the

judgment that these criteria have been violated?

That is, what is the epistemological content of a

statement that lower levels of government have

failed to fulfill their responsibilities regarding

housing policy?

The first task of this paper will be to exam-

ine possible rationales for government interven-

tion in the housing market, paying attention to

the problem of specifying the level of govern-

ment appropriate for housing policy. While there

are numerous specific rationales, they can gen-

erally be summarized into three. The following

three sections examine in turn each of the pri-

mary rationales, paying special attention to how

they relate to the division of responsibility be-

tween Federal and State and local governments.

Primary Rationales for Government

Intervention in Housing Markets

Even in an extreme laissez faire vision of a

market economy, the definition of property rights

and the enforcement of contracts is considered a

necessary function of government. Even in this

laissez faire vision of social order, then, govern-

ment would participate in the housing market by

defining the terms on which contracts concern-

ing housing are enforced, and then enforcing

This paper addresses the specific proposition that one possible rationale for a Federal
housing policy is that "failure to act on the State
or local level may require Federal action." This
statement, if accepted as correct, assumes that
there is a proper role for government intervention in the housing market, that lower levels of
government are the appropriate units of intervention, and that the Federal Government should
become involved in housing markets only if
lower levels of government abdicate their responsibility.
It is important to be careful in selecting an
approach to this topic, for it is fraught with potential opportunities for question-begging. First,
the statement assumes that there is an appropriate role for government intervention in housing
markets. But is there a role? It would seem reasonable that one task of this paper should be to
review the grounds on which government intervention in the housing market is justifiable, taking as given the basic commitment to a market
economy that is widely shared in the United
States, and to describe the characteristics of
such a policy. Second, the formulation of this
topic assumes that it is possible to determine
when lower levels of government have failed to
fulfill their obligations, which, in turn, indicates
the appropriate corrective action for the Federal
Government to undertake. But is it possible to
determine when lower levels of government have
failed to fulfill their responsibilities? By what criteria is this judgment made? And who makes the
judgment that these criteria have been violated?
That is, what is the epistemologi cal content of a
statement that lower revels of government have

those contracts if necessary. This role as a rule-

maker and umpire is a universally acknowledged

âanarchists exceptedâtask of government, for

which the participation of government in housing
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failed to fulfill their responsibilities regarding
housing policy?
The first task of this paper will be to examine possible rationales for government intervention in the housing market, paying attention to
the problem of specifying the level of government appropriate for housing policy. While there
are numerous specific rationales, they can generally be summarized into three. The following
three sections examine in turn each of the primary rationales, paying speCial attention to how
they relate to the division of responsibility between Federal and State and local governments.

Primary Rationales for Government
Intervention in Housing Markets
Even in an extreme laissez faire vision of a
market economy, the definition of property rights
and the enforcement of contracts is considered a
necessary function of government. Even in this
laissez faire vision of social order, then, government would participate in the housing market by
defining the terms on which contracts concerning housing are enforced, and then enforcing
those contracts if necessary. This role as a rulemaker and umpire is a universally acknowledged
-anarchists excepted-task of government, for
which the participation of government in housing
markets provides one instance of fulfilling this
task. The objective of this paper is to examine
possible rationales for government intervention
in housing markets that go beyond the pOlicing
and enforcing of contracts.
In what sense, if any, is the collective interest in housing different from the collective interest in, say, automobiles? The quality of automobiles varies greatly among the populace, but, so
far at least, there is no government policy of
subsidizing the consumption of automobile services so as to upgrade automobile standards.!
With housing. by contrast, there is a strong
governmental effort to promote increased housing consumption. For instance, there are policies
for providing subsidized interest for both owneroccupied and renter-occupied housing, there are
special housing subsidy programs for the elderly,
there are rent supplements, and there is the public housing program. These programs are
designed to combat the presence of substandard

I There are, 01 course, various pollution and salety raquirements
relat,ng to automobiles, but these are elements relallng 10
the dellnltion 01 the contractual obligation by which an automobile maY(5 i l~.· _p l S(tI'lInbuyerS and sellers There is not.
hOwev~[f a ll.ov liTnmental j:101 <i~ of promoting WIder ownership
of hl1M~~taimtTa¥t ~~
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housing. lt is the intention of these programs

that by reducing the price to purchasers of

standard quality housing, housing standards will

rise in quality. Yet no such programs exist with

respect to automobiles, even though a part of

the present automobile stock is also of sub-

standard quality, and, furthermore, some people

own no automobiles. ls there any rationale for

this difference in the nature of government inter-

vention in automobile and in housing markets?

Certain people gain from any public policy,

and such persons are normally ingenious in gen-

erating rationalizations for such policies. ln the

case of housing policy, numerous specific ration-

alizations have crept into discussions of policy.

lt is claimed that poorer persons will be unable

to afford decent housing without subsidization,

that it is important and valuable to the commu-

nity at large to counteract housing deterioration

and community decay, that zoning and building

codes restrict the supply of housing, that dis-

crimination interferes with the operation of a free

market in housing, and that housing programs

are necessary to offset the effects of such pro-

grams as urban renewal and highway construc-

tion in destroying housing units.

Numerous other specific arguments can also

be found in the literature. The myriad of specific

arguments, however, can for the most part be

condensed into three primary rationales for gov-

ernment intervention in housing markets. One ra-

tionale is based upon alleged imperfections in

the operation of the housing market. lf such im-

perfections are significantly strong, some form of

housing policy might be necessary to offset the

deleterious effects of these imperfections. Other-

wise, there will be insufficient investment in

housing, thereby promoting the existence of sub-

standard housing. A second, related rationale is

based upon alleged externalities in personal

choices concerning housing consumption. lf one

person's decision concerning how much and

what type of housing to consume imposes costs

or confers benefits on others, there may exist

some collective interest in decisions regarding

housing consumption. For instance, if increased

expenditure on housing by persons who con-

sume substandard housing were to generate ex-

ternal benefits for others, the personal decisions

of consumers might yield an insufficient expendi-

ture on housing. A third rationale deals with in-

come redistribution. The lower a person's in-

come, the greater must be the percentage of

income spent on housing in order to purchase

standard rather than substandard housing. Some

people suggest that this necessary percentage

might be excessively large in the lower income

ranges. Subsidized housing then becomes a

means of transferring income to those in the

lower income ranges.2

ln the next three sections l shall examine

the market imperfection, externality, and income

redistribution rationales for government interven-

tion in housing markets, paying particular atten-

tion to what these rationales imply about the rel-

ative responsibilities of Federal and State and

local governments. The problem of trying to

housing. It is the intention of these programs
that by reducing the price to purchasers of
standard quality housing, housing standards will
rise in quality. Yet no such programs exist with
respect to automobiles, even though a part of
the present automobile stock is also of substandard quality, and, furthermore, some people
own no automobiles. Is there any rationale for
this difference in the nature of government intervention in automobile and in housing markets?
Certain people gain from any public policy,
and such persons are normally ingenious in generating rationalizations for such policies. In the
case of housing policy, numerous specific rationalizations have crept into discussions of policy.
It is claimed that poorer persons will be unable
to afford decent housing without subsidization,
that it is important and valuable to the community at large to counteract housing deterioration
and community decay, that zoning and building
codes restrict the supply of housing, that discrimination interferes with the operation of a free
market in housing, and that housing programs
are necessary to offset the effects of such programs as urban renewal and highway construction in destroying housing units.
Numerous other specific arguments can also
be found in the literature. The myriad of specific
arguments, however, can for the most part be
condensed into three primary rationales for government intervention in housing markets. One rationale is based upon alleged imperfections in
the operation of the housing market. If such imperfections are significantly strong, some form of
housing policy might be necessary to offset the
deleterious effects of these imperfections. Otherwise, there will be insufficient investment in
housing. thereby promoting the existence of substandard housing. A second, related rationale is
based upon alleged externalities in personal
choices concerning housing consumption. If one
person's decision concerning how much and
what type of housing to consume imposes costs
or confers benefits on others, there may exist
some collective interest in decisions regarding
housing consumption. For instance, if increased
expenditure on housing by persons who consume substandard housing were to generate external benefits for others, the personal decisions
of consumers might yield an insufficient expenditure on housing. A third rationale deals with income redistribution. The lower a person's income, the greater must be the percentage of
income spent on housing in order to purchase
standard rather than substandard housing. Some
people suggest that this necessary perqentage

might be excessively large in the lower income
ranges. Subsidized housing then becomes a
means of transferring income to those in the
lower income ranges.~
In the next three sections I shall examine
the market imperfection, externality, and income
redistribution rationales for government intervention in housing markets, paying particular attention to what these rationales imply about the relative responsibilities of Federal and State and
local governments. The problem of trying to
judge when a lower level of government has
failed to fulfill its obligation, and whether such
failure justifies Federal intervention, is a particularly complex one. The following may be seen by
way of a brief illustration; more detailed discussion will appear in subsequent sections.
Suppose it is felt that a deterioration in
housing quality in one area inflicts costs on
other areas. Within limits, then, it would be profitable for other residents of the locality to invest
in some program for financing improvements in
housing quality in the offending area. Now, suppose a particular locality is observed to make no
expenditure for such a program of housing subsidy. Does this "failure to act" present a case
for Federal intervention in the local housing market? Under the postulated conditions, some subsidy program is a good business proposition to
the remaining members of the locality. If this
good business proposition is not undertaken,
local taxpayers are harming themselves because
they could get a greater return on their tax dollars at the margin if they were invested in such a
subsidy program that if they were invested in
other uses.
The question of Federal intervention and
financing raises a question as to why residents
of other areas in the Nation should subsidize
benefits for a particular locality when the residents of that particular locality are themselves
unwilling to undertake such a good business
proposition? The failure of the locality to act
quite likely indicates that such spillover benefits
are not viewed by local residents as being significant, or perhaps even extant. In this case, the
failure of the locality to act is quite understandable. and can hardly be labeled a "failure." While
there would be no rationale for government intervention in this latter case, it is quite possible
that federal intervention would take place nonetheless. There are well-known theorems of political economy that show that, when benefits are
Z
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judge when a lower level of government has

failed to fulfill its obligation, and whether such

failure justifies Federal intervention, is a particu-
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highly concentrated while tax payments are dif-

fused, excessive expenditure on such programs

is likely to result.3 Hence, government interven-

tion could emerge from political processes at the

Federal level even though the conditions postu-

lated by the rationale were invalidâthat is, even

though the program being subsidized did not

conform to the conditions necessary to justify

the subsidy in the first place.

Market Imperfection as a Rationale for

Government Intervention in

Housing Markets

highly concentrated while tax payments are diffused, excessive expenditure on such programs
is likely to resulP Hence, government intervention could emerge from pOlitical processes at the
Federal level even though the conditions postulated by the rationale were invalid-that is, even
though the program being subsidized did not
conform to the conditions necessary to justify
the subsidy in the first place.

It is often suggested that investment in

housing is retarded because of market imperfec-

tions that operate to make the gross rate of re-

turn on housing exceed the gross rate of return

on other investments. If the gross rate of return

on housing exceeds the gross rate of return on

other forms of capital, the total return from the

economy's capital stock could be increased by

shifting capital from other forms to housing until

gross rates of return are equalized. Such a dis-

parity in gross rates of return, then, would indi-

cate that the stock of housing was inefficiently

small relative to the stock of other forms of capi-

tal. Zoning and building code regulations, and

the operation of capital and credit markets, are

the most frequently cited instances of market im-

perfections that operate to retard investment in

housing. More specifically, it is claimed that zon-

ing creates an inefficient segregation of housing

by quality of units and income levels of resi-

dents, that building codes increase the cost of

housing, and that credit markets fail to extend

credit to fully efficient amounts.

Zoning is frequently cited as a market im-

perfection that decreases the supply of housing,

consequently bringing forth frequent proposals

to curtail the zoning powers of local govern-

ments. In what sense, if at all, can zoning be

considered a market imperfection? First, it

should be noted that "zoning" is not synony-

mous with "restrictions on the use of land."

Houston, Texas, for instance, has no zoning ordi-

nance. Yet the uses to which property in various

neighborhoods in Houston may be put is regu-

lated by restrictive covenants. These covenants

are the spontaneous outgrowth of the operation

of a competitive market in land, and their func-

tioning illustrates that a competitive market in

urban landâone operating without zoning com-

missions and regulationsâwill not be the unco-

ordinated, disharmonious mess that zoning apolo-

gists so often claim.4

Moreover, to some extent a zoning

ordinance might simply accomplish more or less

what would otherwise have been accomplished

through the operation of market-generated cove-

nants. The minimal lot sizes that were estab-

lished by a zoning board, for instance, might ap-

proach those sizes that would have emerged

through the operation of a free market in urban

Market Imperfection as a Rationale for
Government Intervention in
Housing Markets
It is often suggested that investment in
housing is retarded because of market imperfections that operate to make the gross rate of return on housing exceed the gross rate of return
on other investments. If the gross rate of return
on housing exceeds the gross rate of return on
other forms of capital, the total return from the
economy's capital stock could be increased by
shifting capital from other forms to housing until
gross rates of return are equalized. Such a disparity in gross rates of return, then, would indicate that the stock of housing was inefficiently
small relative to the stock of other forms of capital. Zoning and building code regulations, and
the operation of capital and credit markets, are
the most frequently cited instances of market imperfections that operate to retard investment in
housing. More specifically, it is claimed that zoning creates an inefficient segregation of housing
by quality of units and income levels of residents, that building codes increase the cost of
housing, and that credit markets fail to extend
credit to fully efficient amounts.
Zoning is frequently cited as a market imperfection that decreases the supply of housing,
consequently bringing forth frequent proposals
to curtail the zoning powers of local governments. In what sense, if at all, can zoning be
considered a market imperfection? First, it
should be noted that "zoning" is not synonymous with "restrictions on the use of land."
Houston, Texas, for instance, has no zoning ordinance. Yet the uses to which property in various
neighborhoods in Houston may be put is regulated by restrictive covenants. These covenants
are the spontaneous outgrowth of the operation
of a competitive market in land, and their functioning illustrates that a competitive market in

urban land-one operating without zoning commissions and regulations-will not be the uncoordinated, disharmonious mess that zoning apologists so often claim"
Moreover, to some extent a zoning
ordinance might simply accomplish more or less
what would otherwise have been accomplished
through the operation of market-generated covenants. The minimal lot sizes that were established by a zoning board, for instance, might approach those sizes that would have emerged
through the operation of a free market in urban
land. There would seem to be reasonable
grounds for suggesting that, at least as a first
approximation, a zoning ordinance would tend to
serve as a reasonably close substitute for a free
market in urban land, such as is found in Houston. This possibility concerning zoning may be
explored by examining the implications of the
opposite possibility-that is, by examining the
implications for property ownership and local
political processes if it is assumed that zoning
generally produces inefficient patterns of land
use.
If zoning did indeed operate as a market imperfection, it would imply that property was
zoned in such a manner that the net rate of return to land-owners would be less than what it
would be if the locality had a free market in
urban land. In any locality there will be some
pattern of land use that will maximize aggregate
property values within that locality. Suppose a
zoning commission were to establish minimal lot
sizes that were ineffiCiently large. If such a result
were to transpire, the aggregate value of property contained within the locality would be less
than what it would be if minimal lot sizes were
smaller, Under such circumstances, a locality, by
reducing minimal lot sizes, could attract additional residents in such a manner that the contribution of such residents to the locality's tax
base would exceed the additional cost of providing them with public services. Hence, if zoning
operated as a market imperfection, the net rate
of return to landowners-residents would be less
than it would be under a free market in urban
land. The size of this divergence between the
two rates of return would indicate the size of the
capital loss imposed by inefficient zoning on the
owners of land situated in the locality.
If zoning operates as a market imperfection,
then, it implies that zoning boards are not re-

land. There would seem to be reasonable

grounds for suggesting that, at least as a first

approximation, a zoning ordinance would tend to

serve as a reasonably close substitute for a free

"See James M. Buchanan and Gordon Tulloc k. The Calcu lus 01
Consent (Ann Arbor: University 01 Mich igan F re ss, 19/>2), pp.
131-69.

market in urban land, such as is found in Hous-

ton. This possibility concerning zoning may be

explored by examining the implications of the

opposite possibilityâthat is, by examining the
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sponsive to the aggregative interests of landown-

ers. If zoning boards were responsive to such

aggregative interests, zoning regulations would

tend to approximate what would have resulted

from the operation of a free market in urban

land. There are reasons for suggesting that zon-

ing boards will not be perfectly responsive to the

aggregative interests of landowners. Zoning reg-

ulations grant licensing privileges to a zoning

board, and such a regulatory agency has the

ability to confer monopoly privileges. Conse-

quently, zoning, as with regulation generally, will

tend to generate monopoly rents by restricting

treated at the State and local levels of govern-

ment.5

Policies that maximize the net wealth of the

members of the zoning board, or of a majority of

the members of the zoning board, or even of a

majority of the landowners in the locality, will

not necessarily, nor even generally, maximize the

aggregate value of land situated within the local-

ity. The existence of zoning makes it possible to

create monopoly rents through the operation of

the land market. Whenever monopoly rents can

be created by regulation, it is very likely that

they will be created. Hence, while zoning

choicesâlike political choices generallyâwill

tend to reflect citizen preferences, this approxi-

mation or tendency is not the same thing as say-

ing that zoning is a perfect substitute for a com-

petitive market in restrictions on urban land. A

monopolist, after all, also tends to reflect con-

sumer preferences, but this tendency does not

imply that competition and monopoly are perfect

substitutes.

There is a tendency, then, for land use

under zoning to approximate land use in a free

market. This is only a general tendency, how-

ever, for zoning will serve only as an imperfect

substitute for a free market in urban land. De-

spite this imperfect substitutability, however, it is

questionable to what extent any such imperfec-

tions that might exist can be said to constitute a

rationale for offsetting action by the Federal

Government. That residents of a particular local-

ity may be less wealthy than they could be be-

cause the land market operates imperfectly due

to zoning may be unfortunate for such residents.

But several remedies for such a situation are

available at the State and local level, so any im-

perfection that may exist seems to provide at

most a tenuous rationale for Federal intervention

in housing markets. Such localized imperfections

clearly seem to be an issue more appropriately

treated at the State and local levels of

government.6

More specific than a restriction of the sup-

ply of housing generally, it is frequently claimed

that zoning restricts the supply of low income

housing especially, particularly in more affluent

areas. It is undeniable that low quality housing is

not generally interspersed with high quality

sponsive to the aggregative interests of landowners. If zoning boards were responsive to such
aggregative interests, zoning regulations would
tend to approximate what would have resulted
from the operation of a free market in urban
land. There are reasons for suggesting that zoning boards will not be perfectly responsive to the
aggregative interests of landowners. Zoning regulations grant licensing privileges to a zoning
board, and such a regulatory agency has the
ability to confer monopoly privileges. Consequently, zoning, as with regulation generally, will
tend to generate monopoly rents by restricting
treated at the State and local levels of government. 5
Policies that maximize the net wealth of the
members of the zoning board, or of a majority of
the members of the zoning board, or even of a
majority of the landowners in the locality, will
not necessarily, nor even generally, maximize the
aggregate value of land situated within the locality. The existence of zoning makes it possible to
create monopoly rents through the operation of
the land market. Whenever monopoly rents can
be created by regulation, it is very likely that
they will be created. Hence, while zoning
choices-like pOlitical choices generally-will
tend to reflect citizen preferences, this approximation or tendency is not the same thing as saying that zoning is a perfect substitute for a competitive market in restrictions on urban land. A
monopolist, after all, also tends to reflect consumer preferences, but this tendency does not
imply that competition and monopoly are perfect
substitutes.
There is a tendency, then, for land use
under zoning to approximate land use in a free
market. This is only a general tendency, however, for zoning will serve only as an imperfect
substitute for a free market in urban land. Despite this imperfect substitutability, however, it is
questionable to what extent any such imperfections that might exist can be said to constitute a
rationale for offsetting action by the Federal
Government. That residents of a particular locality may be less wealthy than they could -be because the land market operates imperfectly due
to zoning may be unfortunate for such residents.
But several remedies for such a situation are
available at the State and local level, so any imperfection that may exist seems to provide at
most a tenuous rationale for Federal intervention

housing. This observation, however, would hardly

seem to indicate a market imperfection; if any-

thing, it would seem to indicate the contrary.

Free markets in land, such as those found in

Houston, produce quite similar housing patterns

• For a carelul analysis 01 this general point concerning regulation
in general. see George J. Stigler, "'Tl1.e Theory 01 Eco nomic
Regulation,"' Bell JolJrnal of Economics and Alana ement Science, 2 (Spring 1971), 3-21. 1

in housing markets. Such localized imperfections
clearly seem to be an issue more appropriately
treated at the State and local levels of
government. 1I
More specific than a restriction of the supply of housing generally, it is frequently claimed
that z~>ning restricts the supply of low income
housing especially, particularly in more affluent
areas. It is undeniable that low quality housing is
not generally interspersed with high quality
housing. This observation, however, would hardly
seem to indicate a market imperfection; if anything, it would seem to indicate the contrary.
Free markets in land, such as those found in
Houston, produce quite similar housing patterns
as those found in zoned cities. The present residents of a locality generally will want to attract
residents so long as the marginal tax revenue
generated by additional residents exceeds the
marginal cost of providing public services to
those residents. If, in addition, a locality is constrained to provide approximately equal services
to all residents, the locality will tend toward
homogeneity in the composition of its residents.
That the residents of a locality consisting of
one-quarter acre, single family residences would
not want a high density, low income apartment
development in their midst does not indicate a
market imperfection. On the contrary, it would
seem to indicate that land markets are operating
relatively efficiently.
While zoning is unlikely to perform exactly
as a free market in urban land, the controversy
over zoning seems to have little to do with market imperfections. Homogeneous housing patterns also exist in Houston; this suggests that
homogeneity is a likely outcome of a competitive
market. The opposition to zoning does not seem
to reflect a concern that !ocal residents and propertyowners are being exploited by a monopolistic zoning board, and does not seem to be motivated by a desire to enable local residents to
maximize the aggregate value of property in the
locality. Rather, the opposition to zoning seems
primarily to reflect the dislike by some people of
the outcome of individual choices as reflected in
market processes. That is, the controversy over
zoning exists because some people dislike the
pattern of housing produced by a reasonably
G

ThiS is not to deny that a localized problem that is common to
many localities will not in fact, through the operation of
pOltical processes. come to be treated at the lederal level.
Such a result. however, will often reflect the ability 01
majority coalitions to secure lavored treatment for themselves
despite th ~l . 9tfT let
I ~ t social loss. On thiS point. see
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competitive market. In any market, of course,

those with larger incomes will be able to make

larger purchases. This is as true for housing as

for anything else. To object to the distribution of

income, however, is quite a different matter than

to call a market imperfect.

It is often argued that building codes inject

an additional element of imperfection into the

operation of housing markets. In fact, building

codes and zoning regulations can be viewed as

complementary institutions. Zoning regulations

operate to increase the cost of the land upon

which a structure is to be placed; building

codes operate to increase the cost of the struc-

ture that is to be placed on the land. Building

codes increase the cost of construction, for in-

stance, by requiring thicker foundations, by re-

quiring heavier electrical wiring, or by requiring

more costly plumbing installations.7 Building

codes, then, it is suggested, operate similarly to

featherbedding in that both institutions operate

to increase the cost of production from what it

need be.

The issues surrounding building codes are

quite similar to those surrounding zoning, so

they can be treated in considerably less detail

here. Three points can be made: First, if building

codes truly operate as a market imperfection,

propertyowners in the locality will be earning a

lower rate of return on their property than they

could earn if building codes were not so restric-

tive. Second, if building codes do indeed operate

as a market imperfection, the imperfection is

highly localized, so it is questionable whether a

rationale for Federal internvetion is created.

Third, the concern over building codes, as with

the concern over zoning, seems at base primar-

ily to reflect a concern about the consequences

of competitive market allocation with a particular

distribution of income, rather than reflecting a

concern about market imperfection itself.

Besides zoning and building codes, it is

sometimes suggested that credit and capital

markets also operate imperfectly, thereby re-

stricting the supply of housing. It is especially

suggested that the supply of credit to lower in-

come persons is inefficiently low, thus exacer-

bating the difficulty they face in purchasing

standard quality housing. Interest charges, of

course, form a substantial share of payments for

housing, and such charges generally rise with in-

come. Because mortgage interest is deductible

in determining Federal tax liability, and because

the relative use of itemized deductions rises with

income, the provision for deductibility is a policy

that makes the amount of subsidy rise with income.

While deductibility gives relatively larger subsi-

dies to persons with larger incomes, much of the

allegation concerning imperfect credit markets

nonetheless seems to reflect a concern with the

competitive market. In any market, of course,
those with larger incomes will be able to make
larger purchases. This is as true for housing as
for anything else. To object to the distribution of
income, however, is quite a different matter than
to call a market imperfect.
It is often argued that building codes inject
an additional element of imperfection into the
operation of housing markets. In fact, building
codes and zoning regulations can be viewed as
complementary institutions. Zoning regulations
operate to increase the cost of the land upon
which a structure is to be placed; building
codes operate to increase the cost of the structure that is to be placed on the land. Building
codes increase the cost of construction, for instance, by requiring thicker foundations, by requiring heavier electrical wiring, or by requiring
more costly plumbing installations. 7 Building
codes, then, it is suggested, operate similarly to
featherbedding in that both institutions operate
to increase the cost of production from what it
need be.
The issues surrounding building codes are
quite similar to those surrounding zoning, so
they can be treated in considerably less detail
here. Three pOints can be made: First, if building
codes truly operate as a market imperfection,
propertyowners in the locality will be earning a
lower rate of return on their property than they
could earn if building codes were not so restrictive. Second, if building codes do indeed operate
as a market imperfection, the imperfection is
highly localized, so it is questionable whether a
rationale for Federal internvetion is created.
Third, the concern over building codes, as with
the concern over zoning, seems at base primarily to reflect a concern about the consequences
of competitive market allocation with a particular
distribution of income, rather than reflecting a
concern about market imperfection itself.
Besides zoning and building codes, it is
sometimes suggested that credit and capital
markets also operate imperfectly, thereby restricting the supply of housing. It is especially
suggested that the supply of credit to lower income persons is inefficiently low, thus exacerbating the difficulty they face in purchasing
standard quality housing. Interest charges, of
course, form a substantial share of payments for
housing, and such charges generally rise with in-

come. Because mortgage interest is deductible
in determining Federal tax liability, and because
the relative use of itemized deductions rises with
income, the provision for deductibility is a policy
that makes the amount of subsidy rise with income.
While deductibility gives relatively larger subsidies to persons with larger incomes, much of the
allegation concerning imperfect credit markets
nonetheless seems to reflect a concern with the
distribution of income rather than a belief that
credit markets are imperfect. If the concern
about imperfect credit markets were the dominant one, no rationale wou:d be provided for
making subsidized interest loans to lower income persons. Instead, there would be a desire
to see that all persons faced the same interest
rate, aside from differences due to variations in
riskiness and lending terms. Considerations of
riskiness and lending terms, of course, would
generally operate to produce lower interest rates
for higher income borrowers. With such a policy,
however, it is doubtful whether mortgage interest
could continue reasonably to be deductible in
determining Federal tax liability.
One strand of the argument that credit markets operate imperfectly implies that lenders are
passing up opportunities to make profitable
loans. An argument that the supply of credit to
lower income families is inefficiently low implies
that an expansion of credit to such persons
would be profitable to lenders. There is reason
for suggesting that managers of monopolized
firms will be less vigorous in monitoring their
firm's activities, and in pursuing profit opportunities, than managers of competitive firms.8 The
greater the risk associated with a potential borrower, the greater the required expenditure of
managerial effort in deciding about the case and
in monitoring it. To the extent that the enterprise
is monopolistic, which enables managers to relax
in pursuing their activities, managers will curtail
higher-risk lending more sharply than lower-risk
lending. The net return on the firm's capital will
be less than it could be, and lower income families, who would tend to be disproportionately
represented in higher-risk classes, will be unable
to borrow as much as they could in a competitive market. Such a point as this one, however,
argues not so much for a Federal housing program as for pOlicies designed to promote greater
competition in financial markets-markets that

distribution of income rather than a belief that

credit markets are imperfect. If the concern

about imperfect credit markets were the domi-

nant one, no rationale would be provided for

making subsidized interest loans to lower in-

come persons. Instead, there would be a desire
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currently are among the most highly regulated

and, hence, monopolistic of all markets.9

Standing in contrast to the preceding dis-

cussion of market imperfections that might oper-

ate to curtail the supply of housing, moreover,

are other imperfections that seem to operate to

stimulate investment in housing rather than to

retard it. The presence of the corporation income

tax is the major illustration of such a market im-

perfection. Because the tax on income from cap-

ital invested in the corporate sector exceeds the

tax on income from capital invested in housing,

the gross rate of return on corporate capital will

exceed the gross rate of return on housing capi-

tal. This condition concerning gross rates of re-

turn is necessary to attain an equality of net

rates of return, and it indicates that the social

productivity of corporate capital exceeds the so-

cial productivity of housing capital. Furthermore,

the bias toward housing capital that is produced

by the corporation income tax is compounded by

the deductibility of mortgage interest payments

under the federal income tax. The provision for

deductibility subsidizes the price paid for hous-

ing, thus encouraging investment in housing. Si-

multaneously, the taxation of the income from

corporate capital discourages corporate invest-

ment. Both policies, then, operate to expand in-

vestment in housing relative to investment in

corporate enterprise. Corporate taxation, espe-

cially, and interest deductibility to a lesser ex-

tent, then, are market imperfections that promote

excessive investment in housing. Consequently,

while various market imperfections may impinge

upon the operation of the housing market, they

work in offsetting directions, though not neces-

sarily in offsetting magnitudes, as some im-

perfections operate to stimulate investment in

housing rather than to retard such investment.10

Consumption Externalities as a

Rationale for Government

Intervention in Housing Markets

lt is often claimed that poor housing inflicts

external costs on others, or, conversely, that an

â¢ As an illustration of how regulation may be used to suppress

competitive pressures, the Federal Home Loan Bank an-

nounced on 20 June 1973 that it would continue to refuse to

currently are among the most highly regulated
and, hence, monopolistic of all markets. 9
Standing in contrast to the preceding discussion of market imperfections that might operate to curtail the supply of housing, moreover,
are other imperfections that seem to operate to
stimulate investment in housing rather than to
retard it. The presence of the corporation income
tax is the major illustration of such a market imperfection. Because the tax on income from capital invested in the corporate sector exceeds the
tax on income from capital invested in housing,
the gross rate of return on corporate capital will
exceed the gross rate of return on housing capital. This condition concerning gross rates of return is necessary to attain an equality of net
rates of return, and it indicates that the social
productivity of corporate capital exceeds the social productivity of housing capital. Furthermore,
the bias toward housing capital that is produced
by the corporation income tax is compounded by
the deductibility of mortgage interest payments
under the federal income tax. The provision for
deductibility subsidizes the price paid for housing, thus encouraging investment in housing. Simultaneously, the taxation of the income from
corporate capital discourages corporate investment. Both policies, then, operate to expand investment in housing relative to investment in
corporate enterprise. Corporate taxation, especially, and interest deductibility to a lesser extent, then, are market imperfections that promote
excessive investment in housing. Consequently,
while various market imperfections may impinge
upon the operation of the housing market, they
work in offsetting directions, though not necessarily in offsetting magnitudes, as some imperfections operate to stimulate investment in
housing rather than to retard such investment.!11

permit the use of variable-rate mortgages to supplement

fixed-rate mortgages. The failure to permit variable-rate mort-

gages means that the risk associated with mortgage loans

will continue to be greater than it might be, with the result

being a higher price of mortgage loans to reflect the greater

risk.

"This is not to deny, however, that some imperfections impinge

relatively more heavily on persons with relatively lower in-

comes.

Consumption Externalities as a
Rationale for Government
Intervention in Housing Markets
It is often claimed that poor housing inflicts
external costs on others, or, conversely, that an

increase in the quality of housing units in the

lower quality ranges, would confer external ben-

efits on others. lf this is the case, a person's

choice concerning housing consumption will not

be made with full cognizance of all the costs

and benefits of his choice. lf the external cost of

low quality housing could somehow be incorpo-

rated into personal housing decisions, housing

standards would rise, especially in the lower

quality ranges. lt is often claimed, for example,

that an increase in housing standards in the

• As an Illustration of how regulallon may be used to suppress
competitive pressures, the Federal Home Loan Bank announced on 20 June 1973 that it would continue to refuse to
permit the use of variable-rate mortgages to supplement
f,xed·rate mortgages. The failure to permit variable-rate mortgages means that the risk associated with mortgage loans
will continue to be greater than It might be, with the result
being a higher price of mortgage loans to reflect the greater
risk.
,. Th.s is not to deny, however, that some imperfection s imp .nge
relat.vely more heav ily on per so",s w'ltb r e la ti ~e l y l owe r .ncomes.

increase in the quality of housing units in the
lower quality ranges, would confer external benefits on others, If this is the case, a person's
choice concerning housing consumption will not
be made with full cognizance of all the costs
and benefits of his choice. If the external cost of
low quality housing could somehow be incorporated into personal housing decisions, housing
standards would rise, especially in the lower
quality ranges. It is often claimed, for example,
that an increase in housing standards in the
lower quality range, besides increasing housing
standards for tenants. will also reduce crime
rates, reduce the incidence of contagious disease, and reduce future burdens on welfare
rolls, to name a few possibilities.
If third parties should indeed benefit marginally from increased housing consumption by residents of substandard units, purely private decisions concerning housing consumption will
produce an inefficiently low consumption of
housing. Some subsidization of housing consumption is one possible means of promoting an
increase in the quality of housing units. Moreover, if the external costs from substandard
housing increase as the quality of housing becomes poorer, an efficient subsidization program
will require that the amount of subsidy vary inversely with the quality of the housing unit. To
the extent that housing quality varies directly
with income, income could replace housing quality as a variable for determining the amount of
subsidy in such a subsidy program.
To observe a correlation between poor quality housing and such things as crime, disease,
and broken families, does not, of course, necessarily imply that an improvement in housing
standards will alleviate these ills-as experience
with public housing projects has perhaps tended
to show. Moreover, the existence of social costs
due to substandard housing does not necessarily
imply that subsidization of housing consumption
is required. A program of taxing the source of
the external diseconomy would entail the taxation of substandard units of housing to discourage the non consumption of housing. In this case,
the tax placed on substandard units would vary
inversely with the quality of the unit. Additionally, the presence of substandard units could be
reduced or eliminated by regulation. This could
be accomplished simply by prohibiting occupancy of housing units that fall below minimal
quality standards. The presence of substandard
housing uni ts com ined with a desire to eradicate or rea , ,el • C::lusing, then, does not requireUtItlI~' eafS uenat Ml ra~ i Nve, as distinct from

lower quality range, besides increasing housing

standards for tenants, will also reduce crime

rates, reduce the incidence of contagious dis-
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a negative, housing program. A desire to insure

minimal quality standards does not necessarily

require a positive policy of providing those units.

A negative policy of prohibiting units below

those standards is another possibility.

There are some obvious distributional differ-

ences between a positive and a negative policy,

although either policy seems capable of insuring

that housing units at least attain some minimal

quality standard.11 The positive policy would

subsidize persons with relatively low incomes

while the negative policy would tax them. lf ei-

ther policy were equally efficient and subject to

equal administrative cost, a person's choice

among these programs would be based upon his

own preferences concerning the distribution of

income. lf one program were more efficient than

the other, however, the efficient program should

be chosen, with any adverse distributional con-

sequences being corrected through monetary

transfers. Although it is an empirical matter, it

seems likely that a positive policy would be

more effective in promoting the attainment of

minimal quality standards than a negative policy.

A policy of subsidizing consumption can rely pri-

marily upon market-generated information re-

garding housing expenditure and personal in-

come. A negative policy of taxing nonconsump-

tion, however, would confront the absence of

market-revealed data on "nonconsumption." lt

would be necessary to take information on con-

sumption, develop some measure of desired con-

sumption, and label the difference, "nonconsump-

tion." Therefore, it would seem likely to be more

costly to implement a negative policy for raising

housing standards than to implement a positive

policy.

Thus, the existence of consumption external-

ities associated with low quality housing seems

more likely to provide an argument for the subsi-

dization of acceptable housing than for the taxa-

tion or regulatory prohibition of unacceptable

housing. lt is questionable, however, whether the

existence of such externalities can reasonably

be used to provide a rationale for Federal rather

than State or local government action. Any such

external costs from crime, disease, and broken

families would seem to be highly localized. Due

to personal mobility, some of these external

costs will pass beyond neighborhood and city

boundaries, and a lesser amount will pass be-

yond State boundaries. This latter possibility pro-

vides an argument for Federal as contrasted with

State and local action. The contribution of the

Federal Government, however, would be a rela-

tively small share of the total subsidy payment.

One might object to this analysis by claim-

ing that while most external costs remain local-

ized, local governments fail to act in such

matters; this leaves Federal action as the only

alternative. lf such external costs do indeed

exist, a subsidy program would contribute more

to enhance the value of property within the lo-

a negative, housing program. A desire to insure
minimal quality standards does not necessarily
require a positive policy of providing those units.
A negative policy of prohibiting units below
those standards is another possibility.
There are some obvious distributional differences between a positive and a negative policy,
although either policy seems capable of insuring
that housing units at least attain some minimal
quality standard. l l The positive policy would
subsidize persons with relatively low incomes
while the negative policy would tax them. If either policy were equally efficient and subject to
equal administrative cost, a person's choice
among these programs would be based upon his
own preferences concerning the distribution of
income. If one program were more efficient than
the other, however, the efficient program should
be chosen, with any adverse distributional consequences being corrected through monetary
transfers. Although it is an empirical matter, it
seems likely that a positive policy would be
more effective in promoting the attainment of
minimal quality standards than a negative policy.
A policy of subsidizing consumption can rely primarily upon market-generated information regarding housing expenditure and personal income. A negative policy of taxing nonconsumption, however, would confront the absence of
market-revealed data on "non consumption." It
would be necessary to take information on consumption, develop some measure of desired consumption, and label the difference, "nonconsumption." Therefore, it would seem likely to be more
costly to implement a negative policy for raising
housing standards than to implement a positive
policy.
Thus, the existence of consumption externalities associated with low quality housing seems
more likely to provide an argument for the subsidization of acceptable housing than for the taxation or regulatory prohibition of unacceptable
housing. It is questionable, however, whether the
existence of such externalities can reasonably
be used to provide a rationale for Federal rather
than State or local government action. Any such
external costs from crime, disease, and broken
families would seem to be highly localized. Due
to personal mobility, some of these external
costs will pass beyond neighborhood and city
boundaries, and a lesser amount will pass beyond State boundaries. This latter possibility provides an argument for Federal as contrasted with

cality than would other uses of the funds. There-

State and local action. The contribution of the
Federal Government, however, would be a relatively small share of the total subsidy payment.
One might object to this analysis by claiming that while most external costs remain localized, local governments fail to act in such
matters; this leaves Federal action as the only
alternative. If such external costs do indeed
exist. a subsidy program would contribute more
to enhance the value of property within the locality than would other uses of the funds. Therefore, to argue that local governments fail to act
efficiently is to argue either that their residents
do not know what is best for them or that there
are substantial imperfections in the operation of
local political processes. If the former is held,
there is no reason at all for assuming that people who do not know what is good for them at
one level of government suddenly find out what
is good for them when their affairs are transferred to a higher level. If the latter is held,
there is substantial evidence to suggest that national political processes do not operate any less
imperfectly.l~ Neither argument, then, produces
much of a case for a Federal housing policy to
deal with whatever externalities might be associated with the consumption of housing.
It is possible that the external economies associated with housing consumption would manifest themselves only after a substantial lapse of
time. The significant externalities may be due not
to such things as reductions in the threat of disease, fire, and crime, but, rather, may revolve
around possible longrun changes in the characteristics of the recipients of housing subsidies.
Residents of low-quality housing often have not
only poorly marketable labor skills but also are
unable to provide a home environment that is
conducive to the acquirement by their children
of personal characteristics that are likely to produce future success in the labor market. If the
increase in housing consumption were somehow
able to promote the cultivation of a set of personal characteristics by parents and, probably
more importantly, by children, that would generate greater income prospects in the future, then
the program would reduce the future dependence of such persons on public support. Given
the high rate of mobility that exists in the United
States, such external economies would seem to
require action by the Federal Government, because a lower level of government would lose a
significant share of the benefits of its expenditure through the out-migration of reCipients.
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Scattered-site housing is an illustration that

comes immediately to mind. lf this type of long-

run, dynamical process were to be set in mo-

tion by such a housing program, the recipient

families might acquire habits and modes of be-

haviorâpresumably via demonstration effects

from neighboring familiesâthat were more con-

sistent with success in the labor market. This

would hold for parents, of course, but it would

seem to be an even more important considera-

tion concerning children.

The opposite result is also conceivable, of

course, and no analysis or evidence yet exists to

present a firm basis for choosing between the

two possibilities. lf this opposite result should

transpire, such a housing program would generate

external diseconomics rather than external econ-

omies. The result might not be that children and

parents in lower income families acquire,

through learning via demonstration, habits and

characteristics consistent with success in the

labor market. Rather, the result might be that

children and parents in upper income families

come to acquire, again through learning via

demonstration, habits and characteristics less

consistent with success in the labor market.

Rather than unmotivated children suddenly be-

coming motivated, formerly motivated children

may become less motivated. A still further possi-

bility is some movement in both directionsâ

some regression toward the mean. ln any event,

to summarize, such a policy might be akin to

moving an asthmatic from Florida to Arizona; but

then again, it might be akin to moving a tubercu-

losis patient into a crowded rooming house.

Income Redistribution as a Rationale

for Government Intervention in

Housing Markets

The final rationale for governmental inter-

vention in the housing market is distributional,

with subsidized housing being used as a vehicle

for transferring income among persons. Several

specific arguments commonly advanced in sup-

Scattered-site housing is an illustration that
comes immediately to mind. If this type of longrun, dynamical process were to be set in motion by such a housing program, the recipient
families might acquire habits and modes of behavior-presumably via demonstration effects
from neighboring families-that were more consistent with success in the labor market. This
would hold for parents, of course, but it would
seem to be an even more important consideration concerning children.
The opposite result is also conceivable, of
course, and no analysis or evidence yet exists to
present a firm basis for choosing between the
two possibilities. If this opposite result should
transpire, such a housing program would generate
external diseconomics rather than external economies. The result might not be that children and
parents in lower income families acquire,
through learning via demonstration, habits and
characteristics consistent with success in the
labor market. Rather, the result might be that
children and parents in upper income families
come to acquire, again through learning via
demonstration, habits and characteristics less
consistent with success in the labor market.
Rather than unmotivated children suddenly becoming motivated, formerly motivated children
may become less motivated. A still further possibility is some movement in both directionssome regression toward the mean. In any event,
to summarize, such a policy might be akin to
moving an asthmatic from Florida to Arizona; but
then again, it might be akin to moving a tuberculosis patient into a crowded rooming house.

port of government intervention in housing mar-

kets are, at base, derived from the existence of

persons with low incomes. lncome redistribution

is a theme that underlies nearly all discussion

concerning housing policy, though this theme is

usually submerged within other themes. When

the issues are untangled, however, there would

seem to be little in the way of a housing policy

that would survive if it were not for the existence

of low income persons.

The argument that the housing market can-

not or should not be relied upon to produce and

allocate housing reflects a basic dislike by some

people of market allocations, which, in turn, re-

flects their dislike of the distribution of income.

The concern over zoning and building codes, for

example, cannot readily be explained as reflect-

ing a concern about market imperfections.

Rather, such concern seems largely to reflect

the desire of some people that certain classes of

citizens should receive differentially favored

treatment with respect to the price they pay for

housing and the public services they receive

from their associated tax payments. That is, cer-

Income Redistribution as a Rationale
for Government Intervention in
Housing Markets
The final rationale for governmental intervention in the housing market is distributional,
with subsidized housing being used as a vehicle
for transferring income among persons. Several
specific arguments commonly advanced in support of government intervention in housing markets are, at base, derived from the existence of
persons with low incomes. Income redistribution
is a theme that underlies nearly all discussion
concerning housing policy, though this theme is
usually submerged within other themes. When
the issues are untangled, however, there would
seem to be little in the way of a housing policy
that would survive if it were not for th ~ e,?dstence
of low income persons.

The argument that the housing market cannot or should not be relied upon to produce and
allocate housing reflects a basic dislike by some
people of market allocations, which, in turn, reflects their dislike of the distribution of income.
The concern over zoning and building codes, for
example, cannot readily be explained as reflecting a concern about market imperfections.
Rather, such concern seems largely to reflect
the desire of some people that certain classes of
citizens should receive differentially favored
treatment with respect to the price they pay for
housing and the public services they receive
from their associated tax payments. That is, certain persons should be able to purchase housing
at prices that are lower than they would confront
in a competitive market. Similarly, the discussion
about imperfect capital and credit markets does
not seem substantially to reflect a concern that
such markets operate inefficiently. Rather, the
discussion seems to reflect the belief by some
persons that certain other citizens should be
able to confront lower interest rates than they
would confront in a competitive market.
Even most externality arguments seem, at
base, to be redistributional arguments. Questions
of administrative cost aside, the primary objection that would be raised against a negative policy for reducing substandard housing would be
the distributional objection that such a policy
would be especially burdensome to lower income families. The only externality argument that
does not seem to collapse into a redistribution
argument is the possibility that certain forms of
housing programs may create more productive
citizens in the future by somehow inducing a
change in personal characteristics and attitudes.
If such a process were to exist, and in the correct direction, the attainment of someone's desired income distribution might still leave unexploited an opportunity for a housing program to
promote such demonstration-effect external economies. But this would seem to be the only
nonredistributive rationale for government intervention in the housing market-as contrasted
with government action to increase competitiveness of housing markets.
Thus, it would seem as though the case for
a government housing policy would rest primarily
upon the effort to transfer income. A certain
class of citizens is to be subsidized via its
consumption of housing, with the subsidy being
paid by the remainder of the taxpaying citizenry.
Defense <!il r'~'i ap.cr6;1 'jOn, in turn, should rest
jqe characteristics of
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redistribution in kind via housing subsidies, as

against redistribution through monetary transfers.

Suppose a certain amount is to be trans-

ferred to lower income citizens. This might be

accomplished through some such program as a

negative income tax or a wage subsidy. Or it

might be accomplished through a program of

subsidizing housing expenditure, perhaps a sub-

sidy whereby the rate of subsidy declines with

rises in expenditure on housing. Under what cir-

cumstances would the housing subsidy be pre-

ferable to the negative income tax as a means of

transferring income? Because some higher in-

come families have relatively low housing

expenditures, and because some lower income

families have relatively high housing expendi-

tures, an income transfer program in which the

amount of transfer was based on housing con-

sumption would necessarily involve numerous in-

stances where higher income families received

larger subsidies than lower income families.

Therefore, the use of housing subsidies as a

means of transferring income would seem to

perform poorly in comparison with a negative in-

come tax. Hence, there would seem to be no

case for using housing subsidies as the instru-

ment for pursuing a policy of income redistribu-

tion. Therefore, while it is widely acknowledged

that income redistribution is more appropriately

a function of the Federal Government than of

State and local governments, the issue of the ap-

propriate level of government for using housing

subsidies to transfer income does not seem ger-

mane to an examination of rationales for Federal

intervention in housing markets.

Conclusion

The main thrust of this paper has been that

the case for government intervention in the

housing market seems generally to be weak, es-

pecially at the Federal level. Much of the support

for housing subsidies stems from the existence

of low income persons, and would be dissipated

if the income levels of such persons should rise.

Since some persons with relatively high income

redistribution in kind via housing subsidies, as
against redistribution through monetary transfers.
Suppose a certain amount is to be transferred to lower income citizens. This might be
accomplished through some such program as a
negative income tax or a wage subsidy. Or it
might be accomplished through a program of
subsidizing housing expenditure, perhaps a subsidy whereby the rate of subsidy declines with
rises in expenditure on housing. Under what circumstances would the housing subsidy be preferable to the negative income tax as a means of
transferring income? Because some higher income families have relatively low housing
expenditures, and because some lower income
families have relatively high housing expenditures, an income transfer program in which the
amount of transfer was based on housing consumption would necessarily involve numerous instances where higher income families received
larger subsidies than lower income families.
Therefore, the use of housing subsidies as a
means of transferring income would seem to
perform poorly in comparison with a negative income tax. Hence, there would seem to be no
case for using housing subsidies as the instrument for pursuing a policy of income redistribution. Therefore, while it is widely acknowledged
that income redistribution is more appropriately
a function of the Federal Government than of
State and local governments, the issue of the appropriate level of government for using housing
subsidies to transfer income does not seem germane to an examination of rationales for Federal
intervention in housing markets.

Conclusion
The main thrust of this paper has been that
the case for government intervention in the
housing market seems generally to be weak, especially at the Federal level. Much of the support
for housing subsidies stems from the existence
of low income persons, and would be dissipated
if the income levels of such persons should rise.
Since some persons with relatively high income
live in substandard housing while other persons
with relatively low income live in standard housing, income transfers would seem superior to
housing subsidies as an instrument for transferring income.
Hence, the case for government intervention
in housing markets-as distinct from a policy of
government action to permit housing markets to
become more competitive-would seem to rest
upon the existence of external effects associated
with housing consumption. While empirical evidence on these externalities is scanty to date, it
would nonetheless seem to form the primary rationale for public intervention in housing markets. Such possible externalities from substandard housing as crime, fire, and disease would
seem, however, to call primarily for local action.
And if local governments should be observed not
to act, it seems more likely that the reason for
this inaction is that the external benefits are not
felt to exist than that local governments are
plagued by political failure. A rationale for Federal intervention in housing markets would seem
to require the aforementioned longrun, demonstration externalities, which mayor may not
exist, and which may be either external economies or external diseconomies.
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Summary

There has been steady and impressive prog-

ress in reducing the incidence of substandard

housing in the United States. Nevertheless, there

remains a large role for public policy in acceler-

ating the rate of progress for the Nation as a

whole and for subgroups of the population, par-

ticularly families close to or below poverty levels.

We choose to attack the housing problem

directly rather than relying solely on income

transfers for two reasons. One is that we cannot

realistically expect the Congress to enact in-

come transfer programs in the near future that

By Benjamin Chinitz
Professor of Economics and Director,
Social Policy Institute, State University
of New York at Binghamton

will eliminate poverty altogether, but we seem to

These disappointments generate interest in
other approaches focusing on the existing stock
of housing and on demand side measures. Rent
vouchers not dictating form and location of supply, except for minimum standards, avoid the pitfalls of new construction strategies. But this approach has difficulties from political and
economic standpoints. Inadequate voucher levels
and supply inelasticities constrain this strategy's
potential. Supply side intervention remains essential to achieve greater supply elasticity. Subsidies for new construction thus complement a
demand approach if used effectively in eliminating barriers to supply.
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There has been steady and impressive progress in reducing the incidence of substandard
housing in the United States. Nevertheless, there
remains a large role for public policy in accelerating the rate of progress for the Nation as a
whole and for subgroups of the population, particularly families close to or below poverty levels.
We choose to attack the housing problem
directly rather than relying solely on income
transfers for two reasons. One is that we cannot
realistically expect the Congress to enact income transfer programs in the near future that
will eliminate poverty altogether, but we seem to
be able to transfer some income to the poor in
the form of housing and other commodities and
incomes. The second reason is more fundamental: We believe that the housing market, left to
its own devices, does not generate the socially
desirable quantity and quality of housing, especially for the lower end of the income distribution, even in the absence of absolute poverty.
Traditionally, we have intervened on the
supply side of the market, through the encouragement of new construction by public authorities, or by private builders with government subsidies. Such intervention has been widely
criticized. Many projects have had dismal experiences: some, financial; others, poor and deteriorating housing conditions and asocial behavior.
The size and location of many projects have
been counterproductive in terms of social and
economic integration. Past commitments have
awesome projected budgetary costs. These programs generate serious inequities amon g the
poor.

Although the vast majority of Americans live
in decent housing, as suggested by the figures in
Table 1, the problem of inadequate housing still
occupies a very high position on the Nation's
agenda of issues requiring public attention and
the expenditure of tax resources. Despite considerable disagreement on strategies and goals, nobody is seriously suggesting that we should depend entirely on the workings of the private market for further progress in achieving improved
housing standards. In part this reflects the unequal progress by race and area so that, again
referring to Table 1, the incidence of poor housing is much greater among Negroes and outside
urban areas. In part it reflects the conviction
that, despite the statistics, conditions are getting
worse rather than better in many city neighborhoods. Finally, and perhaps of greatest relevance to this paper, is the fact that the cost of
housing rises almost as fast as income so that,
despite general economic progress, people
whose income has moved up at the average national rate have to devote an ever larger proportion of their income to improve the quality of
their housing. 1
It is this latter phenomenon which creates a
prima facie case for the subsidization of the construction of new housing as an important component of a strategy to improve the nation's housing stock. In this paper we shall focus on this
aspect of public policy, its rationale, the record
and the experience of past and present programs, and suggestions for modifications of such
policies in the future.
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SUBSTANDARD
OVERCROWDED
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(OCCUPIED BY 1.01 OR MORE
COMPLETE PLUMBING
PERSONS PER ROOM)
FACILITIES) 3
1970
1960
1950
1970
1960
1950

1970 1960 1950

SUBSTANDARD

(DlLAPlDATED OR LACKlNG

COMPLETE PLUMBlNG

FAClLlTlES) 3

1970 1960 1950

PERCENTAGE CHANGE,

1960-70,

lN PROPORTlON

Overcrowded Substandard

All Races

Total U.S.

8.2%

11.5%

15.7%

6.0%

16.0%

35.4%

All Races
Total U.S.
Urban
Rural
White 1
Total U.S.
Urban
Rural
Negro 2
Total U.S.
Urban
Rural

8.2%
7.6
10.1

PERCENTAGE CHANGE,
1960-70,
IN PROPORTION
Overcrowded Substandard

11.5%
10.2
15.1

15.7%
13.3
20.6

6.0%
3.1
14.5

16.0%
9.6
32.6

35.4%
21.9
62.4

-29%
-25
-33

6.9
6.3
8.8

9.7
8.5
12.9

13.3

4.8
2.4
11.4

13.0
7.0
28.0

31.8
18.2
59.1

-29
-26
-32

-59

19.9
18.1
30.1

28.3
24.7
40.8

32.0

16.9
8.5
62.3

44.0
31.8
85.5

73.2
61.2
96.3

-30
-27
-26

-62
-73
-27

-62%
-67

-56
-63

-66

-29%

I In 1950 and 1960 this category includes only whites; in 1970 it includes whites and other races, except Negro.
, In 1950 and 1960 this category includes all nonwhites; in 1970 it includes only Negroes.
'Since data on dilapidaloon were not available. ligures for 1970 reler to plumbing condition on:y.
Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Census of Population and HOUSing. 1950. 1960. and 1970; and Housing
Finance Agency, OUf Nonwhite Population and Its Housing. July 1963.
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Total U.S.

6.9
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Why is housing an issue for public policy?
In the jargon of economics, there are both
efficiency and equity motives for intervention. To
isolate the efficiency motive, imagine a society
with complete income equality. In such circumstances the case for intervention rests on the
suspicion that there are such significant gaps
between the private and the social calculations
of benefits and costs that the results of unconstrained private decisions would be viewed by
the group as nonoptimal, namely, that an alternative set of outcomes would be preferred.
Where are the gaps?

4.8
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31.8

-29

-63

Urban

6.3

8.5

â

2.4

7.0

18.2

-26

-66

Rural
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1. The gap between the private and the social valuation of the benefits of good housing to
the individual. This is an elitist view of unproven
validity. But what is maintained is that many of
us do not fully appreciate the beneficiary byproducts of good housing to ourselves (and our
children) so that, left to ourselves, we would
tend to spend less on housing than we "should."
A similar argument is made for education.
2. The gap between the benefit to the individual and the benefit to SOCiety that arises out
of the importance we attach to the quality and
other aspects of other people's housing. In other
words, you may be sa dsfied with you r shac k but

11.4

28.0

59.1

-32
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I'm not satisfied with your shack for a variety of
reasons. First, I don't like to look at shacks, especially if they're on my block. Second, shacks
are more combustible and that costs me money,
either in fire insurance or in taxes to pay for a
bigger local fire department. I can't readily make
you share these extra costs to me unless we
come together and make some collective choices.
The potential for generating "external" benefits and costs from individual acts of production
or consumption is pervasive, but we don't necessarily intervene in every case to alter private decisions, because the costs of administration
would be too great. However, because housing is
so visible, so permanent, and so important in
shaping the quality of the environment, the externalities are sufficiently strong and persistent to
justify intervention.
Thus, we make housing cheaper to encourage greater consumption of housing. But intervention takes many forms, it should be noted,
and subsidization is only one of them. We also
intervene to regulate the quality of housing
(codes) and the location of housing and the relation of housing to size of lot (zoning).
One would have thought that the amount of
subsidy justified by efficiency arguments would
be modest, - ' ecia.I' 51 incomes increased and
Ind'
"
gave" \Y~ ~1TI'l ~ r.WeR
to the consump-

tlon of more housing. But, as Henry Aaron - and

others have so forcefully pointed out, the sub-

sidy implicit in the tax treatment of home owner-

ship is by far the most expensive federal housing

program. The benefits of this "program" accrue

very heavily to the nonpoor. ln fact, because of

the structure of the federal income tax, the

richer you are, the cheaper is an extra invest-

ment in housing insofar as interest and local

property taxes are concerned.

Such subsidies are also defended on the

grounds that, when middle- and upper-income

people purchase more expensive housing, they

vacate good quality housing which "filters" down

to the poor. This is an argument we shall deal

with in detail below. lt applies not only to the im-

plicit subsidy via the tax laws but also to the ex-

plicit subsidization of new construction aimed at

nonpoor buyers and tenants.

Let us now turn to the equity aspects of the

rationale for public intervention in the housing

market. ln this context, housing subsidies are

viewed as a mechanism for achieving income re-

distribution, hence, a greater degree of equality.

Why should we resort to housing subsidies

and not just straight transfers of cash to achieve

that goal? There are three answers to this ques-

tion. One rests on the same fundamentally elitist

view discussed earlier, namely, that we know

better than the poor what is best for themâspe-

cifically, that good housing is more important

than other goods and services they might choose

to purchase with their cash payments.

A second answer flows from a fundamen-

tally selfish interpretation of the redistributive

urge. We really don't "bleed" for the poor ex-

cept as their condition adversely affects the

quality of our lives. Among other things, we are

annoyed by slums and their consequences and

we are willing to spend our income to improve

the housing of the poor more than we are willing

to improve their general welfare. Here the equity

and efficiency arguments are joined.

Finally, and most persuasively:

than in cash, and that this consideration outweighs the

contrary argument based on economic efficiency.3

Do these different answers have important

implications for the goals of policy? They do. lf

the motive for action is the poor quality of hous-

ing occupied by poor people, then the goal of

policy ought to be to provide every family with

adequate housing and to pursue that goal stub-

tlon of more housing. But, as Henry Aaron 2 and
others have so forcefully pOinted out, the subsidy implicit in the tax treatment of home ownership is by far the most expensive federal housing
program. The benefits of this "program" accrue
very heavily to the nonpoor. In fact, because of
the structure of the federal income tax, the
richer you are, the cheaper is an extra investment in housing insofar as interest and local
property taxes are concerned.
Such subsidies are also defended on the
grounds that, when middle- and upper-income
people purchase more expensive housing, they
vacate good quality housing which "filters" down
to the poor. This is an argument we shall deal
with in detail below. It applies not only to the implicit subsidy via the tax laws but also to the explicit subsidization of new construction aimed at
non poor buyers and tenants.
Let us now turn to the equity aspects of the
rationale for public intervention in the housing
market. In this context, housing subsidies are
viewed as a mechanism for achieving income redistribution, hence, a greater degree of equality.
Why should we resort to housing subsidies
and not just straight transfers of cash to achieve
that goal? There are three answers to this question. One rests on the same fundamentally elitist
view discussed earlier, namely, that we know
better than the poor what is best for them-specifically, that good housing is more important
than other goods and services they might choose
to purchase with their cash payments.
A second answer flows from a fundamentally selfish interpretation of the redistributive
urge. We really don't "bleed" for the poor except as their condition adversely affects the
quality of our lives. Among other things, we are
annoyed by slums and their consequences and
we are willing to spend our income to improve
the housing of the poor more than we are willing
to improve their general welfare. Here the equity
and efficiency arguments are joined.
Finally, and most persuasively :

Do these different answers have important
implications for the goals of policy? They do. If
the motive for action is the poor quality of housing occupied by poor people, then the goal of
policy ought to be to provide every family with
adequate housing and to pursue that goal stubbornly until it is achieved. If the motive for action is income redistribution, then we should
abandon housing policies as soon as we discover more efficient ways, which are also politically acceptable, of redistributing income in adequate answers.
Do these different answers have important
implications for the choice of policy tools? They
do. The current popularity of rent vouchers, for
example, could be based on the fundamental
preference for straight income transfers, which
are better approximated by rent vouchers than
by subsidies to new construction or improved
maintenance. One does not have to argue that
rent vouchers are more effective in raising housing standards as one would have to if the goal
of policy is, in fact, not just income redistribution
but redistribution in a particular form, namely,
housing. If we fail to design a rent voucher system of a sort that guarantees that the poor will
spend more on housing but can get congressional approval nevertheless, why bother?
In evaluating policies to encourage new
construction, I shall assume that the goal of policy is better housing for the poor and near-poor.
But, given our uncertainty about the side-effec~s
of good housing, we can only define goals . In
terms of housing conditions, namely, to bring
within closer reach of the low- and moderate-income family a wider choice of housing options
of good quality in preferred locations and to .accomplish that objective at the lowest possible
cost to the taxpayer.

Housing subsidies are an expedient way of redistributing income to the poor. Thus one might favor such subsidies while remaining skeptical about the merits good or external benefits arguments. Economists have generally
agreed that income redistribution is most efficiently accomplished not by making transfers in kind, but by making
cash transfers which leave the recipient free to choose
whatever additional goods he most desires. Yet the "realist" who wishes to redistribute income may believe that it
is politically easier to legislate adequate transfers in kind

The most direct application of the strategy
of new construction to improve housing opportunities for the poor is public housing. This program has been in operation for 35 years and has
resulted in the construction of a little over
1,000,000 units. Such housing now accounts for
1.4 percent of the total stock of housing, and for
approximately 4 percent of the housing occupied
by households with incomes less than $6,000.' It

than in cash, and that this consideration outweighs the
contrary argument based on economic efficiency.'
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is true, however, that the bulk of public housing

is occupied by poor people and, in that sense,

the program is effective, i.e., it is well targeted.

As originally envisioned, a much greater

number of public housing units were to be built.

For example, the Housing Act of 1949 called for

the construction of 810,000 units in 6 years, an

amount close to what has actually been built in

35 years. The recent record has been considera-

bly better than the average for the entire period:

approximately 100,000 per year in the last 3

years. Thus, the program has become more vig-

orous with age.

The failure to achieve more ambitious quan-

titative goals can be attributed only in part to se-

rious reservations about the quality of the

program. The fact is that, despite the many criti-

cisms which we shall detail below, the "de-

mand" for public housing on the part of eligible

tenants has been strong. "Most projects have

extremely low vacancy rates and long waiting

lists for admission." 5

Moreover, this very gap between supply and

demand is itself one of the major issues raised

by critics. lt is unfair, they argue, to offer such

a substantial subsidy ($2,100 per year, on

average0) to such a small proportion of low-in-

come people. This gross violation of equityâthe

unequal treatment of equalsâalso greatly com-

plicates the administration of the program. A lot

of time and energy and frustration is devoted to

the tenant selection process at the level of the

individual project, and to project selection at the

level of the local public authority and at the fed-

eral level. This is a generic problem which has

plagued many underfunded social programs in

the last ten years. But there is hardly another

example where the violation of individual equity

is so clear-cut. lf only one out of ten depressed

areas can get an EDA grant, that is one kind of

problem. But if only one out of ten poor people

can get a $2,100 subsidy, that is another kind of

problem.

To anticipate somewhat, it is precisely the

latter kind of problem that helps to generate a

preference for rent vouchers as opposed to sub-

sidized construction. lf you operate with an inad-

equate budget on the supply side, you cannot

avoid this kind of inequity, because the subsidy

is not sufficiently divisible. lf you tried to spread

the limited budget over a very much larger num-

â¢ Aaron, op. cit., p. 108.

'Salting National Priorities, the 1974 Budget. Washington, D.C.,

The Brookings institution, 1973, p. 137.

ber of projects and housing units, you could

hardly afford to build housing that meets mini-

mum social standards. You could supply every

poor person with a tent. On the other hand, the

rent voucher is perfectly divisible. ln the ex-

treme, you can give each poor person a one-dol-

lar voucher; it will not buy him much in the way

is true, however, that the bulk of public housing
is occupied by poor people and, in that sense,
the program is effective, i.e., it is well targeted.
As originally envisioned, a much greater
number of public housing units were to be built.
For example, the Housing Act of 1949 called for
the construction of 810,000 units in 6 years, an
amount close to what has actually been built in
35 years. The recent record has been considerably better than the average for the entire period:
approximately 100,000 per year in the last 3
years. Thus, the program has become more vigorous with age.
The failure to achieve more ambitious quantitative goals can be attributed only in part to serious reservations about the quality of the
program. The fact is that, despite the many criticisms which we shall detail below, the "demand" for public housing on the part of eligible
tenants has been strong. "Most projects have
extremely low vacancy rates and long waiting
lists for admission." 5
Moreover, this very gap between supply and
demand is itself one of the major issues raised
by critics. It is unfair, they argue, to offer such
a substantial subsidy ($2,100 per year, on
average ") to such a small proportion of low-income people. This gross violation of equity-the
unequal treatment of equals-also greatly complicates the administration of the program. A lot
of time and energy and frustration is devoted to
the tenant selection process at the level of the
individual project, and to project selection at the
level of the local public authority and at the federal level. This is a generic problem which has
plagued many underfunded social programs in
the last ten years. But there is hardly another
example where the violation of individual equity
is so clear-cut. If only one out of ten depressed
areas can get an EDA grant, that is one kind of
problem. But if only one out of ten poor people
can get a $2,100 subsidy, that is another kind of
problem.
To anticipate somewhat, it is precisely the
latter kind of problem that helps to generate a
preference for rent vouchers as opposed to subsidized construction. If you operate with an inadequate budget on the supply side, you cannot
avoid this kind of inequity, because the subsidy
is not suffiCiently divisible. If you tried to spread
the limited budget over a very much larger num-

of housing, but at least everyone would receive

the same treatment. Based on an average sub-

sidy of $2,100 for 10 per cent of the poor, the

same public outlay would allow for $210 vouch-

ers for all. Obviously, equitable programs which

• Aaron. op. cit. p 108.
• Setting National Prioritirs . the 1974 Budg et. W8~h i f) g ton . D.C .•
The Brookings Institut ion, 1973. p. 137 ,
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also stem in part from its limited quantitative im-

pact but may, nevertheless, be considered apart
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ber of projects and housing units, you could
hardly afford to build housing that meets minimum social standards. You could supply every
poor person with a tent. On the other hand, the
rent voucher is perfectly divisible. In the extreme, you can give each poor person a one-dollar voucher; it will not buy him much in the way
of housing, but at least everyone would receive
the same treatment. Based on an average subsidy of $2,100 for 10 per cent of the poor, the
same public outlay would allow for $210 vouchers for all. Obviously, equitable programs which
are grossly inadequate are not the answer, either.
Other difficulties with public housing may
also stem in part from its limited quantitative impact but may, nevertheless, be considered apart
from that issue.
Public housing typically has been built in
large-scale, multibuilding projects, often covering
a large number of acres. These projects have
been widely criticised for their uninspired architecture and inhuman scale. Their interior amenities reflect the deliberate imposition of a "no
frills" policy. Consequently, it has long been predicted that public housing projects, though built
at great expense, are destined to be the slums
of the future. In some cases they have already
taken on the characteristics of slum neighborhoods.
Income limits imposed on tenants both for
admission and for continued occupancy also
raise difficult problems. On the one hand. such
limits seem necessary in order to confine the
substantial benefits of public housing to those
most in need. On the other hand, they produce a
public housing population with a high concentration of poverty and distress. The income limitations for continued occupancy provide a direct
disincentive to individual self-improvement.
"The most serious criticism leveled at the
conventional public housing program is that it
fosters racial and economic segregation, both
within neighborhoods of central cities and between central cities and suburbs. Nonwhites
made up more than 50% of public housing tenantry in 1970, a proportion that was, in fact, far
higher than their share of the central city poverty
population in the same year. Since projects tend
to be large, the high proportion of nonwhite tenants in a project automatically establishes a degree of neighborhood segregation. At the same
time, efforts to reduce such segregation by scattering smaller projects through white neighborhoods ofte rt;;r~ g, -; f'tlb se local opposi!ion from
I t.l ~f
t~lG' he nonwhite popuwhite

lation that they know to be typical in public

housing." 7
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A potentially important improvement in public

lation that they know to be typical in public
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housing policy was introduced by the "Section

23" leasing program, enacted in 1965. Section 23

permits local housing authorities to lease units in

privately owned and operated buildings and sub-

let them at low rents to their usual clientele.

Thus, public housing tenants can live among ten-

ants in conventional buildings and existing

neighborhoods instead of being concentrated

into "projects." Congress has sought to encour-

age use of Section 23 by requiring that 30 per-

cent of assistance funds for future expansion of

the public housing stock be contracted for

leased units.

A leasing program can also contribute to

three other goals. If the units are leased in new

buildings (as some have been), the program

stimulates new construction and helps expand

the supply of new housing. On the other hand, if

units are leased in older buildings and neighbor-

hoods, the program can be used to help arrest

housing deterioration. The rents paid by tenants

plus the contributions added by the local hous-

ing authority are sufficient to cover standard

maintenance and operating costs. Finally, a leas-

ing program can contribute to racial and eco-

nomic integration by placing tenants in appropri-

ately chosen neighborhoods.

In many of the older central cities, the

housing supply is shrinking because demand is

weak. As the population thins out, relatively

good older housing becomes available at moder-

ate cost. Therefore, a policy that makes effective

use of the older stock makes more economic

sense than one which attempts to stimulate new

construction and thereby actually accelerates

wasteful abandonment of existing structures. The

leasing program is thus a variant of the demand

approach to subsidization of low income housing

to the extent that it is directed away from new

construction and toward utilization of the older

stock.

Subsidized Private Housing

By far the most important components of

subsidized new construction in the last few years

have been the units built by private developers

with financial assistance from government. The

figures are shown in Table 2-^Note that of the

total of 439,000 subsidized units irM971.

' Heilbrun. op. cii , p. 272.

ample, 236,000 were built with assistance pro-

The Alternative of "Leased" Public Housing:
A potentially important improvement in public
housing policy was introduced by the "Section
23" leasing program, enacted in 1965. Section 23
permits local housing authorities to lease units in
privately owned and operated buildings and sublet them at low rents to their usual clientele.
Thus, public housing tenants can live among tenants in conventional buildings and existing
neighborhoods instead of being concentrated
into "projects." Congress has sought to encourage use of Section 23 by requiring that 30 percent of assistance funds for future expansion of
the public housing stock be contracted for
leased units.
A leasing program can also contribute to
three other goals. If the units are leased in new
buildings (as some have been), the program
stimulates new construction and helps expand
the supply of new housing. On the other hand, if
units are leased in older buildings and neighborhoods, the program can be used to help arrest
housing deterioration. The rents paid by tenants
plus the contributions added by the local housing authority are sufficient to cover standard
maintenance and operating costs. Finally, a leasing program can contribute to racial and economic integration by placing tenants in appropriately chosen neighborhoods.
In many of the older central cities, the
housing supply is shrinking because demand is
weak. As the population thins out, relatively
good older housing becomes available at moderate cost. Therefore, a policy that makes effective
use of the older stock makes more economic
sense than one which attempts to stimulate new
construction and thereby actually accelerates
wasteful abandonment of existing structures. The
leasing program is thus a variant of the demand
approach to subsidization of low income housing
to the extent that it is directed away from new
construction and toward utilization of the older
stock.

vided under Sections 235 and 236 of the 1968

Housing and Urban DeveTopmeriT~Act alone. (I

shall assume that the reader is generally familiar

with the nature of the financial provisions avail-

able under these sections as well as the older

221(d)(3) provisions and concentrate instead on

the issues raised by these forms of subsidy and

the experience of these programs to date.)

In the most general terms, these programs

Subsidized Private Housing
By far the most important components of
subsidized new construction in the last few years
have been the units built by private developers
with financial assistance from government. The

are aimed at the stimulation of private construc-

tion of units to be offered to eligible tenants at

prices or rents substantially below the costs that

I
would be incurred by the private builder if there

Heilbrun. op. cit.. p. 272.

figures are shown in Table 2\Note that of the
total of 439,000 subsidized units in 1971--LJQLexample, 236,000 were built with aSSlSt8nce provided under Sections 235 and 236 of the 1968
Housing and Urban [JeveTopmenfACt alone. (I
shall assume that the reader is generally familiar
with the nature of the financial provisions available under these sections as well as the older
221 (d)(3) provisions and concentrate instead on
the issues raised by these forms of subsidy and
the experience of these programs to date.)
In the most general terms, these programs
are aimed at the stimulation of private construction of units to be offered to eligible tenants at
prices or rents substantially below the costs that
would be incurred by the private builder if there
were no government subsidies. The subsidy ultimately takes one of two forms: the artificial reduction of capital costs via interest ra'tes substantialty below market rates, and/or the flow of
revenues to the builder supplementing the rent
paid by the tenant. The latter form, which dominates current activity, has the distinct advantage
that the amount of subsidy can be varied with
the income of the tenant, so that tenants with
different incomes pay different amounts, and the
same tenant will pay different amounts as his income varies.
These programs, unlike public housing, have
indeed produced impressive quantitative results,
as indicated above. If they are "working," in that
sense, what are the qualitative faults which have
brought these programs into question?
The recent freeze was unquestionably motivated by reported scandals and the very largelooming budgetary implications associated with
these programs. But these urgencies aside, the
direction of housing policy implied in these programs has also been challenged. An obvious
question is: Do these programs expand housing
opportunities for the poor and near-poor? The
answer varies from program to program, as seen
in Table 3. The most effective program, it would
seem, is rent supplements, in which tenants with
incomes less than $4,000 accounted for 93 percent of the units. The least effective is HomeOwnership Assistance (235), in which 80 percent
of the beneficiaries have incomes of more than
$5,000, and 29 percent have incomes of more
than $7,000. But this measure of effectiveness ignores the relative numbers of people assisted by
each program. While the rent supplement program reaches down deeper into the income distribution, bg C' .' p, It '
y erage cost per tenant is
'Pf£R ~( ffit~ I I ~t.'l r of poor people
very

were no government subsidies. The subsidy ulti-

mately takes one of two forms: the artificial re-

duction of capital costs via interest rates sub-
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Table 2. Housing Production Toward the National Housing Goal

Fiscal Years â

Thousands of Units

Produced

Table 2. Housing Production Toward the National Housing Goal

Est'd

Fiscal Years -

Est'd

1969

1969
1,969
1,806
1,437
369
163
32
8
24
132
64
36
28
1
16
39
12

1970

1971

Total Production of New Units

1972

Unsubsidized production-total
Construction
Mobile homes
Subsidized production-total

1973

Total Production of New Units

1,969

1,762

1 to 4 family homes
Section 235
Other
Multiple dwellings
Public housing
Conventional
Turnkey and leased
Section 236
Rent supplement
Section 221 (d)(3)
Other

2,233

2,750

_

Unsubsidized production â total

Construction

1,806

1.466

1,794

2,330

â

1970
1,762
1,466
1,063
403
296
108
70
38
189
83
29
55
49
22
24
11

Thousands 01 Units Produced
Est'd

1971
2,233
1,794
1,359
435
439
207
136
71
232
92
25
68
100
15
11
14

1972
2,750
2,330
1,780
550
420
212
137
75
209
57
19
38
134
10
4
4

Est'd

1973

496
249
157
92
247
62
15
47
158
18
1
8

Mobile homes

1,437

1,063

Source: President of the United Stat81, Fourth Annual Report on National Housing Goals. Washington. D.C.. June 29. 1972,
Table 1, p. 9, and Table B-2. pp. 44-45.

1,359

1,780

â

369

403

435

affected is much smaller per $1 million of outlay
than is the case under the 235 and 236 assistance programs.

550

â

Subsidized production â total

163

296

439

Table 3. Distribution of Tenants in
Homeowner and Rental Assistance
Programs, by Income

420

498

1 to 4 family homes

32

108

207

212

249

Section 235

Percentage of all tenants in program
8elowRent
Homemarketsupple- ownership
Rental
interest-rate ments assistance assistance
Characteristic
loans (1968) (1969)
(1971)
(1970)
Income bracket (dollars)
Under 1.000
0.3
7.7

1.000--1.999
2.000--2,999
3,000--3,999
4,000--4,999
5,000--5,999
6,OOCHl,999
7,000--7,999
8.000--8,999
9,000--9,999
10,000 and over

8

70

138

137

157

Other

24

38

71

2.5
4 .7
10.1
17.0
22.6
21 .6
12.5
5.3
1.9
1.5

41.1
27.3
17.0
5.7
1.2
0.1

1.1
4.2
15.2
25.7
25.0
16.8
7.7
2.8
1.5

10.7
13.5
23.5
25.6
17.6
6.6
1.9
0.4
0.2

75

92

Source: Henry J. Aaron, Shelter and SubSidies. Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution. 1972, p. 130.

Multiple dwellings

more households whose deprivation is less
severe." 8
Do the poor benefit additionally from 235
and 236 programs through the process of filtering? Aaron reports on a study of Columbus,
Ohio, which concluded that 235 and 236 projects
in that city "reach more households indirectly
through filtering than either rent supplements or
low rent public housing .... Homeownership assistance affected more than three times as many
households and more than one and a half times
as many poor households as did the rent supplement program per dollar spent." II
As we suggested at the outset, the validity
of the "filtering" concept is crucial to an assessment of the antipoverty effectiveness of all assistance programs that are not directly accessible to the poor. Even the massive subsidies
implicit in the federal tax treatment of mortgage
interest and local property taxes acquire some
modicum of respectability if we put credence in
the filtering process. To quote Aaron: "Until
1970, United States housing subsidies added up
unambiguously to a filtering strategy." 10
The seminal critique of filtering was developed by Lowry in a paper published in 1960,11

132

189

232

209

247

Public housing

This "illustrates the brutal choice of housing
assistance-whether to concentrate assistance
on the poorest households whose need is presumably greatest or to spread assistance among

64

83

92

57
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• Aaron, op . cit., p. 143.
• Ibid.
,.. Aaron, op . cit., p. 163.
"Ira S. Low,':Y ;," ; 'F,ill! rin g nd, Housing Standards: A Conceptual
AnalySIS, Ui
I;
(/lien olume 36, No, 4. Nov. 1960, pp.
362
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at a time when Lowry claimed that there were

only "four publications which deal with the sub-

ject at any length" and that "the partisans of fil-

tering . . . have never put anything in writing"

which articulates their model of housing market

behavior. The ideas developed by Lowry in 1960

were fundamental to his late 1960's analysis of

and policy recommendations for the housing cri-

sis in New York City.

The fundamental point in Lowry's paper is

that housing quality depends as much or more

on the flow of maintenance expenditures as it

does on the age or other attributes of the struc-

ture. Even assuming that the capital costs of

sound structures are reduced through a process

of filteringâan assumption which is by no means

valid in all circumstancesâthe operating costs

of maintaining good quality are beyond the

means of poor households. Thus, the filtering

process ultimately leads to a decline in quality

below acceptable standards and is self-defeat-

ing. This is especially true if operating costs rise

at a more rapid rate than the income of the poor

households, as has certainly been the case in re-

cent decades.

The Demand Side Strategy

The limitations of public housing and subsi-

dized private housing in meeting the housing

needs of the poor and the near-poor have en-

gendered a growing preference for subsidy pro-

grams which operate on the demand side of the

at a time when Lowry claimed that there were
only "four publications which deal with the subject at any length" and that "the partisans of filtering . . . have never put anything in writing"
which articulates their model of housing market
behavior. The ideas developed by Lowry in 1960
were fundamental to his late 1960's analysis of
and policy recommendations for the housing crisis in New York City.
The fundamental point in Lowry's paper is
that housing quality depends as much or more
on the flow of maintenance expenditures as it
does on the age or other attributes of the structure. Even assuming that the capital costs of
sound structures are reduced through a process
of filtering-an assumption which is by no means
valid in all circumstances-the operating costs
of maintaining good quality are beyond the
means of poor households. Thus, the filtering
process ultimately leads to a decline in quality
below acceptable standards and is self-defeating. This is especially true if operating costs rise
at a more rapid rate than the income of the poor
households, as has certainly been the case in recent decades.

market. The logic of this, put in its best possible

light, runs as follows: lf you enhance the rent-

paying or purchasing power of poor households,

The Demand Side Strategy

they will be able to afford better housing in the

private market. Responding to the pressure of

their greater demand, producers, without the

benefit of complicated subsidy programs, will

make the additional higher quality housing avail-

able either by upgrading the existing stock or by

new construction that may be appropriate in par-

ticular situations.

The arguments in favor of the demand side

approach are formidable. lncentives to econo-

mize are preserved on both sides of the market.

The tenant or the buyer has resources which he

can devote to other uses and will be looking for

the best housing bargain. Since the supplier is

subject to the usual degree of competition be-

cause he does not have a captive customer, he

will be under the usual pressure to offer as

much quality as an acceptable profit margin will

permit.

The subsidized household will have greater

freedom of choice of location because the fami-

ly's money is good everywhere, and households

will not be constrained as they are now by the

limited number of sites on which subsidized

housing is built. On average, therefore, the de-

mand subsidy should lead to greater racial and

economic integration.

Administrative costs are assumed to be

much lower, though not trivial, for a demand-ori-

ented subsidy. lt is necessary to monitor in-

comes, and that is not a simple task. But it is

not necessary to go through the complex appli-

cation preparation and review process and then,

The limitations of public housing and subsidized private housing in meeting the housing
needs of the poor and the near-poor have engendered a growing preference for subsidy programs which operate on the demand side of the
market. The logic of this, put in its best possible
light, runs as follows: If you enhance the rentpaying or purchasing power of poor households,
they will be able to afford better housing in the
private market. Responding to the pressure of
their greater demand, producers, without the
benefit of complicated subsidy programs, will
make the additional higher quality housing available either by upgrading the existing stock or by
new construction that may be appropriate in particular situations.
The arguments in favor of the demand side
approach are formidable. Incentives to economize are preserved on both sides of the market.
The tenant or the buyer has resources which he
can devote to other uses and will be looking for
the best housing bargain. Since the supplier is
subject to the usual degree of competition because he does not have a captive customer, he
will be under the usual pressure to offer as
much quality as an acceptable profit margin will
permit.
The subsidiz~d household will have greater

freedom of choice of location because the family's money is good everywhere, and households
will not be constrained as they are now by the
limited number of sites on which subsidized
housing is built. On average, therefore, the demand subsidy should lead to greater racial and
economic integration.
Administrative costs are assumed to be
much lower, though not trivial, for a demand-oriented subsidy. It is necessary to monitor incomes, and that is not a simple task. But it is
not necessary to go through the complex application preparation and review process and then,
forever, the complex monitoring process. The
need for planning is greatly diminished.
As suggested earlier, demand subsidies are
also more attractive than supply subsidies on
equity grounds. In either case, you cannot do the
whole job in a period which is so short that you
can afford to overlook the inequities that occur
in the process. But on the demand side you can
distribute the anguish somewhat more evenly
than you can on the supply side, where one is
clearly "in" and the other is clearly "out."
Proponents of demand subsidies have been
careful not to paint such an idealistic picture.
They fear for inadequate and improper supply
side responses and have insisted that, at a minimum, the poor tenant or buyer should have
some extra consumer protection. They are also
concerned that many poor households may elect
not to use any of their augmented purchasing
power for housing and, despite their preference
for consumer sovereignty, they would like to see
better housing result from a housing subsidy
program.
There are enough uncertainties regarding
the working of a housing allowance approach
to the subsidization of housing to justify caution
and experimentation, and this is where we are at
this pOint in the development of housing policy.
The important question for this paper is whether
inevitably, on the most optimistic outcomes of
the experiments, there will be and should be a
role for the subsidization of new construction as
part of our national housing policy, and, if so,
what form should such subsidization take?

What Role for New Construction?
Taking into account a number of factors limiting their effectiveness, we must conclude that
complete reliance on demand side strategies is
not likely to yield an acceptable rate of progress
in housinQj....Q· . 't.y' f(O iIDW- and moderate-income
hou 5f1.~ 1~~5ITV OF ICHIGAN

forever, the complex monitoring process. The

need for planning is greatly diminished.

As suggested earlier, demand subsidies are
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First, one cannot realistically expect Con-

gress to move quickly to adopt levels of income

transfers and/or rent vouchers of sufficient mag-

nitude. Second, one must reckon with supply

inelasticities that will negate part of the addi-

tional purchasing power. These inelasticities will

occur for a variety of reasons, some general,

some specific. A very substantial general in-

crease in demand will inevitably result in higher

prices in the short run because the supply of

both labor and capital to the construction indus-

try is not perfectly elastic in the short run. The

uneven spatial distribution of the poor creates

additional problems. In the central city, housing

sites are in limited supply, but there is the alter-

native of upgrading the existing stock. In the

suburbs, zoning laws introduce an artificial limi-

tation of supply.

But if we are to operate simultaneously on

the supply side, we do not necessarily improve

matters unless we focus on the removal of bar-

riers to greater elasticity. The simple provision of

subsidies for new constructionâas, for example,

First, one cannot realistically expect Congress to move quickly to adopt levels of income
transfers and/or rent vouchers of sufficient magnitude. Second, one must reckon with supply
inelasticities that will negate part of the additional purchasing power. These inelasticities will
occur for a variety of reasons, some general,
some specific. A very substantial general increase in demand will inevitably result in higher
prices in the short run because the supply of
both labor and capital to the construction industry is not perfectly elastic in the short run. The
uneven spatial distribution of the poor creates
additional problems. In the central city, housing
sites are in limited supply, but there is the alternative of upgrading the existing stock. In the
suburbs, zoning laws introduce an artificial limitation of supply.

under 235 and 236âdoes not solve the problem

of inelasticity, unless we assume that labor, cap-

ital, and land are mobilized more quickly in re-

sponse to these subsidies than they are in re-

sponse to the direct demand pressure of the

renter or buyer. This will be true only if supply

subsidies are employed strategically in combina-

tion with other measures to ease supply adjust-

ments or to take advantage of otherwise favora-

ble supply situations which are not likely to be

exploited by the private market in response to

demand pressure alone.

Supply subsidies must be used as an incen-

tive to removing the barriers of zoning, housing

codes, unionization, land assembly costs, and

other resistances to more elastic supply. Other-

wise, supply subsidies and demand subsidies are

indistinguishable in their impact on prices in the

short run, except insofar as we can assume that

government, acting somewhat like a monopo-

list, will exact a lower price than will an unorgan-

ized group of buyers with equivalent purchasing

power. But the logic of that result calls for a

more limited quantity of new construction, or

renovation of the existing stock.

If we could operate directly on the factors

which limit supply, subsidies for new construc-

tion could be justified only as being more politi-

cally acceptable than demand subsidies. I sup-

pose we have made some progress by direct

assaults on zoning laws, housing codes, etc. But

that progress has been slow. Jf it can be accel-

erated by the skillful manipulation of supply sub-

sidies, we ought to be willing to live with some

of the unavoidable inefficiencies of intervention

But if we are to operate simultaneously on
the supply side, we do not necessarily improve
matters unless we focus on the removal of barriers to greater elasticity. The simple provision of
subsidies for new construction-as, for example,
under 235 and 23~oes not solve the problem
of inelasticity, unless we assume that labor, capital, and land are mobilized more quickly in response to these subsidies than they are in response to the direct demand pressure of the
renter or buyer. This will be true only if supply
subsidies are employed strategically in combination with other measures to ease supply adjustments or to take advantage of otherwise favorable supply situations which are not likely to be
exploited by the private market in response to
demand pressure alone.
Supply subsidies must be used as an incentive to removing the barriers of zoning, housing
codes, unionization, land assembly costs, and
other resistances to more elastic supply. Otherwise, supply subsidies and demand subsidies are
indistinguishable in their impact on prices in the
short run , except insofar as we can assume that
government, acting somewhat like a monopolist, will exact a lower price than will an unorganized group of buyers with equivalent purchasing
power. But the logic of that result calls for a
more limited quantity of new construction, or
renovation of the existing stock.

on the supply side.
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The major objective of this paper was to

consider the mechanism through which financial

markets influence housing investment, and to

evaluate current and future roles for government

policies in these markets. The focus of the paper

was further narrowed, in view of space and time

limitations, to the consideration of two basic top-

ics: On the microeconomic level, the effects of

risk factors on mortgage borrowers and the loca-

tion of housing collateral were developed; on the

macroeconomic level, the question of whether

the free capital markets could provide an ade-

quate amount of housing finance was investi-
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gated. The conclusions that were drawn for gov-

ernment policy with respect to these two

questions were quite different. With regard to the

microeconomic question of risk factors, the gen-

Summary

eral conclusion was that government intervention

could be useful under conditions in which risk

factors have caused certain mortgage markets to

cease to function effectively. On the other hand,

with regard to the macroeconomic functioning of

the capital markets, the general conclusion was

that there were only limited opportunities for

government intervention on this level. The follow-

ing two paragraphs give a more specific sum-

mary for each of these questions.

On the level of microeconomic risk factors,

the basic theoretical point is that risk factors

can make markets, which otherwise would have

operated normally, fail to operate effectively.

* This paper was prepared under time limitations and with specific

guidelines from HUD on the specific issues to be covered.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Paul Courant

(currently of the University of Michigan) for exceptional help

in the research and manuscript preparation, which allowed

the time constraints to be met.

Furthermore, when such failure does occur, it is

the minority groups and poor income classes

generally who will suffer. lndeed, the market fail-

ure is likely to take the form that these groups

will be denied access to mortgage markets, al-

most regardless of the mortgage interest rate

that they offer to pay. Consequently, it is under

these circumstances that government interven-

tion in the mortgage markets can be very useful.

As indicated, the government intervention can

take a variety of forms, including further govern-

ment insurance programs, aid and subsidies to

already existing lending institutions, and aid and

subsidies to new forms of institutional lending.

On the level of the macroeconomic function-

ing of the capital markets, an aggregate model

The major objective of this paper was to
consider the mechanism through which financial
markets influence housing investment, and to
evaluate current and future roles for government
policies in these markets. The focus of the paper
was further narrowed, in view of space and time
limitations, to the consideration of two basic topics: On the microeconomic level, the effects of
risk factors on mortgage borrowers and the location of housing collateral were developed; on the
macroeconomic level, the question of whether
the free capital markets could provide an adequate amount of housing finance was investigated. The conclusions that were drawn for government policy with respect to these two
questions were quite different. With regard to the
microeconomic question of risk factors, the general conclusion was that government intervention
could be useful under conditions in which risk
factors have caused certain mortgage markets to
cease to function effectively. On the other hand,
with regard to the macroeconomic functioning of
the capital markets, the general conclusion was
that there were only limited opportunities for
government intervention on this level. The following two paragraphs give a more specific summary for each of these questions.
On the level of microeconomic risk factors,
the basic theoretical point is that risk factors
can make markets, which otherwise would have
operated normally, fail to operate effectively.

Furthermore, when such failure does occur, it is
the minority groups and poor income classes
generally who will suffer. Indeed, the market failure is likely to take the form that these groups
will be denied access to mortgage markets, almost regardless of the mortgage interest rate
that they offer to pay. Consequently, it is under
these circumstances that government intervention in the mortgage markets can be very useful.
As indicated, the government intervention can
take a variety of forms, including further government insurance programs, aid and subsidies to
already existing lending institutions, and aid and
subsidies to new forms of institutional lending.
On the level of the macroeconomic functioning of the capital markets, an aggregate model
of the mortgage markets was developed in the
text. The key point that comes out of such a
model is the importance of the variability of the
mortgage-house ratio. The empirical evidence
strongly indicates that programs that attempt to
create permanently an augmented flow of mortgage funds are likely to fail both becau.se only
the mortgage-house ratio will change (Without a
significant effect on housing investment) an? because the general level of interest rates slmp~y
will be driven up. The implication, therefore, !S
that government intervention on this level Will
not be efficient, and the stress should be instead
on housing subsidy programs and the general
array of institutional changes sug~ested in t~e
Hunt Commission programs. Attention was paid,
however to two more specific problems-the
cyclical 'variability of housing, and the imbalances in regional mortgage and housing markets.
The general conclusion with respect to the ~e
gional imbalances was that this was n.ot.a major
problem, although some Hunt Comn:usslon proposals relating to it should be consldere~, and
the problem reevaluated at a later date ..Wlth r~
gard to the cyclical variability o.f housing, thiS
was acknowledged as a more major problem, although, by definition, it occurs only in a short
run (one or two quarter) context. In this context,
however, it was indicated that government programs that attempt to augment the private market supply of mortgage funds could be effective,
but it was stressed that the value of these programs was limited to a very short run effectiveness.

of the mortgage markets was developed in the

text. The key point that comes out of such a

model is the importance of the variability of the

mortgage-house ratio. The empirical evidence

strongly indicates that programs that attempt to

create permanently an augmented flow of mort-

gage funds are likely to fail both because only

the mortgage-house ratio will change (without a

significant effect on housing investment) and be-

cause the general level of interest rates simply

• Thla paper was prepared under time limitation. and with specific
guidelines Irom HUD on the specific issues to be covered.
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Paul Courant
(currently of the University of Michigan) for exCieptio rfal help
in the research an d manusc ript preparat ion, w ~ l ch allowed
the time constraints to be met.

Part I: Introduction
The major objective of this paper is to consider the 0 :e] :h" l1t. Il1lmthrough which financial
markl§~ VM!:JI'" F ~eH . 'nvestment, and to

evaluate current and future roles for government

intervention in this process. A thorough study of

this topic would exceed the time and space al-

lowed here. Consequently, l have significantly

narrowed my attention to what l consider the two

most important and fundamental questions.

The first of these questions relates to the

means by which factors of risk interact with

mortgage locations and specific borrowers. This

inquiry is developed on a microeconomic level,

and the main issue is whether the risk factors

are such that government intervention in mort-

gage and housing markets might be deemed

useful. The material on this topic is contained in

Part ll of the paper.

The second question is placed on a macro-

economic level and re'ates to the issue of

whether the free capital markets provide a suffi-

cient volume of housing finance. The basic con-

cern of this topic, therefore, is with questions of

the aggregate volume of housing investment. The

material on this topic is contained in Part lll of

the paper.

Part II: Risk Factors Involved With

Mortgage Locations and

Borrowers

11.1 Introduction

The major focus of this part concerns the

implications of risk factors on mortgage loans

evaluate current and future roles for government
intervention in this process. A thorough study of
this topic would exceed the time and space allowed here. Consequently. I have significantly
narrowed my attention to what I consider the two
most important and fundamental questions.
The first of these questions relates to the
means by which factors of risk interact with
mortgage locations and specific borrowers. This
inquiry is developed on a microeconomic level,
and the main issue is whether the risk factors
are such that government intervention in mortgage and housing markets might be deemed
useful. The material on this topic is contained in
Part II of the paper.
The second question is placed on a macroeconomic level and re'ates to the issue of
whether the free capital markets provide a sufficient volume of housing finance. The basic concern of this topic. therefore, is with questions of
the aggregate volume of housing investment. The
material on this topic is contained in Part III of
the paper.

for the intervention of government in the opera-

tion of mortgage markets. lt is useful to be pre-

cise at the outset about the meaning of risk fac-

tors and government intervention as developed

in the report. On the broadest level, there are

basically three types of risk that are faced by an

investor lending funds on a mortgage. First,

Part II: Risk Factors Involved With
Mortgage Locations and
Borrowers

there is the risk of delinquency and default on

the loan. The factors that determine this risk re-

11.1 Introduction

late primarily to the specific borrower, although

the nature of the collateral may be indirectly rel-

evant. Second, there is the risk relating to the

realized value of the collateral (the house)

should default occur. Obviously, this risk is re-

duced on an ex ante basis, the smaller the loan

to (expected) value ratio of the contract. Third,

there are market risks for the lender. A basic

market risk, of course, is the possibility that mar-

ket rates of interest will rise in the future, creat-

ing an implicit or explicit capital loss on the

mortgage contract for the lender. Other market

risks include factors relating to unexpected infla-

tion and, in the case of depository intermedi-

aries, to unexpected changes in deposit rates

and deposit flows. ln this part, we are concerned

only with the implications for the mortgage mar-

ket of the risks relating to delinquency and de-

fault on one hand, and to the realized value of

the collateral on the other. The risks due to mar-

ket factors are considered in Part lll.

With respect to the question of government

intervention, there are two fundamental grounds

on which the government may intervene in the

operation of mortgage markets. First, it may be

the case that mortgage markets are failing to op-

erate effectively. The term "effectively," of

course, is itself not objective, so that some

The major focus of this part concerns the
implications of risk factors on mortgage loans
for the intervention of government in the operation of mortgage markets. It is useful to be precise at the outset about the meaning of risk factors and government intervention as developed
in the report. On the broadest level, there are
basically three types of risk that are faced by an
investor lending funds on a mortgage. First,
there is the risk of delinquency and default on
the loan. The factors that determine this risk relate primarily to the specific borrower, although
the nature of the collateral may be indirectly relevant. Second, there is the risk relating to the
realized value of the collateral (the house)
should default occur. Obviously, this risk is reduced on an ex ante basis, the smaller the loan
to (expected) value ratio of the contract. Third,
there are market risks for the lender. A basic
market risk, of course, is the possibility that market rates of interest will rise in the future, creating an implicit or explicit capital loss on the
mortgage contract for the lender. Other market
risks include factors relating to unexpected infla-

standard or reference must be used in judging

whether a market is operating effectively. Grant-

ing this problem, however, the point is that gov-

ernment intervention may be useful if the private
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tion and, in the case of depOSitory intermediaries, to unexpected changes in deposit rates
and deposit flows. In this part, we are concerned
only with the implications for the mortgage market of the risks relating to delinquency and default on one hand, and to the realized value of
the collateral on the other. The risks due to market factors are considered in Part III.
With respect to the question of government
intervention, there are two fundamental grounds
on which the government may intervene in the
operation of mortgage markets. First, it may be
the case that mortgage markets are failing to operate effectively. The term "effectively," of
course, is itself not objective, so that some
standard or reference must be used in judging
whether a market is operating effectively. Granting this problem, however, the point is that government intervention may be useful if the private
markets do not operate effectively on their own.
Second, even if mortgage markets do operate
effectively, the government may wish to subsidize either mortgage loans or housing on the
basis of social priorities. The premise in this
case would be not that the market is failing, but
that consumers are failing in not buying the socially desired quantity of housing or that the income distribution is wrong. In this part, the main
emphasis is placed on the grounds for government intervention when mortgage markets fail to
operate effectively. Again, the issue of subsidies
to mortgages and housing is discussed in greater
length in Part III.
Thus, in summary, this report is primarily directed at the question of whether factors of risk
arising from delinquency, default, and housing
values can cause mortgage markets to fail to operate effectively, and if so, what are the major
policies for government intervention that are
available? The remainder of this part is divided
into three sections. In section 11.2, the theoretical
economic question of how risk factors can lead
to market failure is considered. This theoretical
material provides the starting point for any serious investigation of the operation of mortgage
markets and for consideration of possible roles
for government intervention. In section 11.3 the
actual operation of mortgage markets, and the
various areas in which the markets do and do
not effectively handle the problems of risk, are
considered. In addition to the general considerations, the discussion also considers the issues of
"red-line," of "reasonable cost" for mortgage
credit, and of whether risk premia on mortgages
are capricou '<: ~Ii j , "l~ itlf"'@ py experience. In section II. ,
r
of the part are
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summarized in terms of general and specific pro-

posals for the role of government intervention in

the mortgage markets.

11.2 The Principles of Risk

It is useful first to review the standard anal-

summarized in terms of general and specific proposals for the role of government intervention in
the mortgage markets.

ysis of general equilibrium and welfare econom-

ics. The starting point of the standard analysis is

an economy consisting of large numbers of

11.2 The Principles of Risk

household units that consume goods and serv-

icesâhereafter called consumersâand of manu-

facturing units that produce the goods and serv-

icesâhereafter called firms and companies. The

final array of prices, factor uses, and produced

goods of an economy using a private enterprise

market mechanism is termed the general equilib-

rium of the system. The analysis of the proper-

ties of the general equilibrium solution, particu-

larly in terms of the allocational efficiency of

factors and goods and in terms of the equity of

the distribution of income, is labeled welfare

economics. Perhaps the most important proposi-

tions available from economic theory concern

the optimality properties of factor and goods al-

location and at least the descriptive properties of

income distribution that are valid for the general

equilibrium of a perfectly competitive market

system. Conversely, welfare economics is equally

concerned with the nonoptimal features of a sys-

tem in which perfect competition breaks down,

and with the possible roles for government inter-

vention in such cases. As a simple example, we

know that generally the price of goods should

equal its marginal cost of production; and should

the market achieve only a higher price, then

there may be grounds for government subsidiza-

tion of the production of the good.

While we shall continue to have in mind an

economic system of the type just outlined, our

point of emphasis is a system or market in which

risk is a critical feature. Economists think of risk

as a commodity or characteristic of commodities

much as, say, vitamin B,., is a commodity or

characteristic of certain foods. One can then

consider markets that specialize in riskâthat is,

in which risk is bought and soldâand these are

It is useful first to review the standard analysis of general equilibrium and welfare economics. The starting point of the standard analysis is
an economy consisting of large numbers of
household units that consume goods and services-hereafter called consumers-and of manufacturing units that produce the goods and services-hereafter called firms and companies. The
final array of prices, factor uses, and produced
goods of an economy using a private enterprise
market mechanism is termed the general equilibrium of the system. The analysis of the properties of the general equilibrium solution, particularly in terms of the allocational efficiency of
factors and goods and in terms of the equity of
the distribution of income, is labeled welfare
economics. Perhaps the most important propositions available from economic theory concern
the optimality properties of factor and goods allocation and at least the descriptive properties of
income distribution that are valid for the general
equilibrium of a perfectly competitive market
system. Conversely, welfare economics is equally
concerned with the nonoptimal features of a system in which perfect competition breaks down,
and with the possible roles for government intervention in such cases. As a simple example, we
know that generally the price of goods should
equal its marginal cost of production; and should
the market achieve only a higher price, then
there may be grounds for government subsi.dization of the production of the good.

generally called futures markets and/or insur-

ance markets. Through the early 1950's the anal-

ysis of economic systems with risk is best de-

scribed as sublime. Culminating in the classic

work of G. Debreu (1959), it was shown that the

basic welfare properties of an economic system

continue to hold even with risk, as long as fu-

tures markets and insurance markets exist and

function properly. Unfortunately, this begs the

basic real-world questionânamely, do markets

for risk exist, and do they, in fact, function prop-

erly? Or to put the question on the other sideâ

are there grounds for expecting that risk markets

will fail under the same conditions that normal

markets operate properly? Fortunately, these

questions have been studied extensively in the

last 20 years, particularly by Professor Kenneth

Arrow ((1971), Chapter 8.)

The answers to these questions that are de-

veloped in the studies of Arrow and others, are

difficult, both in terms of the analysis and the

While we shall continue to have in mind an
economic system of the type just outlined, our
pOint of emphasis is a system or market in which
risk is a critical feature. Economists think of risk
as a commodity or characteristic of commodities
much as, say, vitamin B 1 " is a commodity or
characteristic of certain foods. One can then
consider markets that specialize in risk-that is,
in which risk is bought and sold-and these are
generally called futures markets and/or insurance markets. Through the early 1950's the analysis of economic systems with risk is best described as sublime. Culminating in the classic
work of G. Debreu (1959), it was shown that the
basic welfare properties of an economic system
continue to hold even with risk, as long as futures markets and insurance markets exist and
function properly Unfortunately, this oegs the

basic real-world question-namely, do markets
for risk exist, and do they, in fact, function properly? Or to put the question on the other side-are there grounds for expecting that risk markets
will fail under the same conditions that normal
markets operate properly? Fortunately, these
questions have been studied extensively in the
I?st 20 years, particularly by Professor Kenneth
Arrow ((1971). Chapter 8.)
The answers to these questions that are developed in the studies of Arrow and others, are
difficult, both in terms of the analysiS and the
contents. Also, one can understand, in the context of the present situation of HUD, that there
may be a strong incliniation to scrub theory,
when practical solutions are required immediately. It should be argued strongly, however, that
in matters of risk, and particularly as they apply
to mortgage and other loan markets, an understanding of the theory developed by Arrow is absolutely critical in proceeding to any sort of systematic solution of the problems. On the other
hand, having done this, one is then in a position
to confront directly the specific institutional
structures of mortgage markets and the possibilities for government intervention in these markets.
The major theme of the literature on risk is
that markets, which otherwise would have operated perfectly, break down in the presence of
risk and uncertainty. Then, in the absence of
normal functioning markets, a number of nonmarket institutions and modus operandi arise in
order to perform the necessary economic exchanges. These nonmarket structures, furthermore, have the important and unfortunate feature
that they do not meet the standards of allocational efficiency, or even of equity, that we
generally associate with normally operating markets. Consequently, there arises a potential role
for government intervention; namely, to regulate
the non market structures in such a way to
achieve allocational efficiency and equitable distributions, or to subsidize the market mechanism
in such a way that it operates in a more normal
fashion, or, finally, for the government itself to
operate the market.
11.2.8 The "Pure" Case of Risk-Neutral
Investors Purchasing "Objective" Risk: To begin,
it is necessary to define two terms: "risk-neutrality" and "objective risk." RiSk-neutrality is a
characteristic of an individual investor's reaction
to risk. It is best illustrated and defined by a
simple example. Consider a coin-flipping game
using
'1 ~,t V~) ~ ith 50 percent probabilities
::it"~ ~ I a'
and in which you

contents. Also, one can understand, in the con-

text of the present situation of HUD, that there

may be a strong incliniation to scrub theory,

when practical solutions are required immedi-
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pay a fee (say $1) to play and receive a prize

(perhaps $2) if heads appears. Given the proba-

bilities, it should be clear that the game may be

termed (actuarial) fair if the payoff ratio (prize/

fee) is in fact 2. Similarly, the game is termed

unfair if the payoff ratio is less than 2; and lt is

actuarial favorable if the payoff ratio is more

than 2.

Now, an individual is described as risk-neu-

tral if he will freely play only favorable games,

and he is indifferent between playing or not play-

ing an actuarial fair game. Also, an individual

can be defined as risk-averse if he will never play

an actuarial fair game, and, in fact, he can be in-

duced to play at all only by offering him a suffi-

ciently favorable game.

The term objective risk describes the nature

of the risk or uncertainty that the investor faces.

A simple, although not rigorously complete defi-

nition, is that objective risk is risk that is com-

mon knowledge and that none of the participants

can control. For example, in the coin-flipping

game as we described it, the risk of heads or

tails is objective. On the other hand, we shall

have many examples below in the mortgage mar-

ket where risk is explicitly not objective.

Now let us consider a market where the or-

ganizations in the market are risk-neutral and in

which the risks are objective. We want to ask

whether this market would operate efficiently by

itself, or whether it would tend to break down

and perhaps require government intervention.

pay a fee (say $1) to play and receive a prize
(perhaps $2) if heads appears. Given the probabilities, it should be clear that the game may be
termed (actuarial) fair if the payoff ratio (prizel
fee) is in fact 2. Similarly, the game is termed
unfair if the payoff ratio is less than 2; and it is
actuarial favorable if the payoff ratio is more
than 2.
Now, an individual is described as risk-neutral if he will freely play only favorable games,
and he is indifferent between playing or not playing an actuarial fair game. Also, an individual
can be defined as risk-averse if he will never play
an actuarial fair game, and, in fact, he can be induced to play at all only by offering him a sufficiently favorable game.
The term objective risk describes the nature
of the risk or uncertainty that the investor faces.
A simple, although not rigorously complete definition, is that objective risk is risk that is common knowledge and that none of the participants
can control. For example, in the coin-flipping
game as we described it, the risk of heads or
tails is objective. On the other hand, we shall
have many examples below in the mortgage market where risk is explicitly not objective.

risk and in which the insurance companies are

risk-neutral will operate as well as any other

markets; that is, the risk factors themselves will

not tend to disrupt the markets. Furthermore, the

theory indicates that the purchasers of the insur-

ance (the consumers) will pay a price for insur-

ance that approximates the true actuarial odds

(including the costs of administration in the

odds). The implication, of course, is that risk it-

self would not provide a context for government

intervention in the market. (This is not to deny

that there may be many other grounds for gov-

ernment intervention even in this form of insur-

ance marketâmonopoly power being one case).

Moreover, markets that in reality can be

identified as approximating risk-neutrality with

objective risk do appear generally to function

quite well. Life insurance is one example. Mar-

kets for fire insurance, theft insurance, automo-

bile liability insurance, etc., are all examples of

private markets undertaking insurance roles.

Each of these examples, of course, is also a

case in which there are problemsâand our point

is not to deny these problems. Rather, it is to

stress there are conditions under which private

insurance markets could operate; and that these

conditions are essentially risk-neutrality and

objective risk.

ll.2.b When Markets Do Fail to Operate

Effectively: We now turn to the other sideâand

indeed more relevant sideâof the coin; namely,

the conditions under which risk markets will fail.

Now let us consider a market where the organizations in the market are risk-neutral and in
which the risks are objective. We want to ask
whether this market would operate efficiently by
itself, or whether it would tend to break down
and perhaps require government intervention.
The answer, developed in economic theory, is
that insurance markets dealing with objective
risk and in which the insurance companies are
risk-neutral will operate as well as any other
markets; that is, the risk factors themselves will
not tend to disrupt the markets. Furthermore, the
theory indicates that the purchasers of the insurance (the consumers) will pay a price for insurance that approximates the true actuarial odds
(including the costs of administration in the
odds). The implication, of course, is that risk itself would not provide a context for government
intervention in the market. (This is not to deny
that there may be many other grounds for government intervention even in this form of insurance market-monopoly power being one case).
Moreover, markets that in reality can be
identified as approximating risk-neutrality with
objective risk do appear generally to function
quite well. Life insurance is one example. Markets for fi re insurance, theft insurance, automobile liability insurance, etc., are all examples of
private markets undertaki ng inswrance rol es.

Absence of Objective Risk as Grounds for
Market Failure: The problems that arise when
risk is not objective are well known to partiCipants in insurance markets. First, two main categories should be noted: "moral hazard" and "adverse seleert'?' in Gf I azard is said to occur
when
~rtt ' ~ F I ~ Gi urance policy ra-

As a starting point, we can look to our two con-

ditionsârisk-neutrality and objective risk.

Risk-Aversion as Grounds lor Market Fail-

ure: Using the insurance example, let us con-

1I.2.b When Markets Do Fall to Operate
Effectively: We now turn to the other side-and
indeed more relevant side-of the coin; namely,
the conditions under which risk markets will fail.
As a starting point, we can look to our two conditions-risk-neutrality and objective risk.

Risk-Aversion as Grounds for Market Failure: Using the insurance example, let us consider a case in which the insurance company is
risk-averse in its attitude toward risk. This would
mean that it would not be willing to sell actuarial
fair insurance. Instead, if it were to sell insurance at all, it would require some risk premium,
or payment above the actuarial odds, in order to
induce it to sell the insurance. From the standpoint of the consumers, of course, this means
they are being offered actuarial unfair insurance.
Now, would the consumers buy such insurance?
If the consumers are risk-neutral then they will
not buy actuarial unfair insurance and thus no
insurance market would exist; everyone would
self-insure. On the other hand, if consumers are
sufficiently risk-averse themselves-and indeed it
is required that they be more risk-averse than
the insurance companies-then they would continue to buy insurance, even knowing it was not
fair. The simple principle involved is that the
consumers would be willing to pay a risk premium in order to avoid the risk, and if the premium they are willing to pay is at least as great
as the premium required by the insurance companies, then the market could continue to function. But it is equally clear that the amount of insurance issued in such markets would be less
than the amount that would have been issued if
the insurance companies were truly risk-neutral;
and consumers would be paying more for the insurance that they do buy. Thus, in summary,
risk-aversion limits the activity in risk markets
and introduces the possibility of risk premium,
but it does not generally eliminate the markets.

The answer, developed in economic theory, is

that insurance markets dealing with objective

Each of these examples, of course, is also a
case in which there are problems-and our point
is not to deny these problems. Rather, it is to
stress there are conditions under which private
insurance markets could operate; and that these
conditions are essentially risk-neutrality and
objective risk.
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moves the incentives of the insured to avoid the

calamity. Examples can include automobile driv-

ers who become more careless when insured,

homeowners who do not take precautions

against fire when insured, and, in the extreme,

individuals who commit suicide on account of

life insurance. Moral hazard is a case where the

risk is not objective because the individuals can

control the odds of the calamity and in fact the

act of insuring may indeed create incentives to

worsen the odds.

Adverse se'ection arises when information on

the true odds is not equally well known to all

participants in the market. For example, it might

generally be the case in life insurance markets

that individuals have information on the state of

their health which is not available (or is available

only at a cost) to the insuring company. The in-

surance company then really has three options,

and it will generally pursue all of them: (1) lt can

attempt to buy the informationâfor example, by

requiring and paying for a doctor's examination

of the individual; (2) it can attempt to use var-

ious "screening" devices that tend to correlate

with the desired information, but are less costly

to obtainâfor example, the age of an insurance

applicant would be obviously a very useful

screen; (3) the company can simply set its rates

so that it covers the average of all candidates

for insurance, with the results that some appli-

cants pay too much relative to their actuarial

odds, whereas others pay too little. The impor-

tant point is that, to the extent average pricing is

used, there will be incentive for the less risky in-

dividuals not to insureâand for the above aver-

age risks to "overinsure." The process through

which the higher risk consumers tend to buy the

insurance is called adverse selection.

The meaning of "market failure" in the

cases of moral hazard or adverse selection must

be treated carefully. lt is really neither the issu-

ing company nor the consumer who is at faultâ

both of these groups can be assumed to be fol-

lowing normal profit maximizing or utility

maximizing behavior under the conditions of

competition. Rather, it is truly the market that

fails, and the market failure is in turn due to the

specific features of the commodity "risk." Fur-

thermore, the specific form of the market failure

is difficult to predict in general. As some exam-

ples, the market failure can take the following

forms: (i) "unreasonable" prices may be charged

some consumers; (ii) limits may be placed on

the amount of insurance available; (iii) various

screening devices, not directly related to the

risk, may be used to discriminate between con-

sumers; and (iv) the market may simply cease to

exist in general or, for some consumers, in the

sense that no firm will agree to sell the insurance.

Other Grounds for Market Failure: ln antici-

pating the specific problems of mortgage mar-

kets, at least two other grounds for market

failure deserve special attention. The first con-

cerns noneconomic motivation in supply. For ex-

ample, a case of racial prejudice in which some

group could not obtain loans would be so classi-

fied. The second concerns the effects of exter-

moves the incentives of the insured to avoid the
calamity. Examples can include automobile drivers who become more careless when insured,
homeowners who do not take precautions
against fire when insured, and, in the extreme,
individuals who commit suicide on account of
life insurance. Moral hazard is a case where the
risk is not objective because the individuals can
control the odds of the calamity and in fact the
act of insuring may indeed create incentives to
worsen the odds.
Adverse se'ection arises when information on
the true odds is not equally well known to all
participants in the market. For example, it might
generally be the case in life insurance markets
that individuals have information on the state of
their health which is not available (or is available
only at a cost) to the insuring company. The insurance company then really has three options,
and it will generally pursue all of them: (1) It can
attempt to buy the information-for example, by
requiring and paying for a doctor's examination
of the individual; (2) it can attempt to use various "screening" devices that tend to correlate
with the desired information, but are less costly
to obtain-for example, the age of an insurance
applicant would be obviously a very useful
screen; (3) the company can simply set its rates
so that it covers the average of all candidates
for insurance, with the results that some applicants pay too much relative to their actuarial
odds, whereas others pay too little. The important pOint is that, to the extent average pricing is
used, there will be incentive for the less risky individuals not to insure-and for the above average risks to "overinsure." The process through
which the higher risk consumers tend to buy the
insurance is called adverse selection.
The meaning of "market failure" in the
cases of moral hazard or adverse selection must
be treated carefully. It is really neither the issuing company nor the consumer who is at faultboth of these groups can be assumed to be following normal profit maximizing or utility
maximizing behavior under the conditions of
competition. Rather, it is truly the market that
fails, and the market failure is in turn due to the
specific features of the commodity "risk." Furthermore, the specific form of the market failure
is difficult to predict in general. As some examples, the market failure can take the following
forms: (i) "unreasonable" prices may be charged
some consumers; (ii) limits may be placed on
the amount of insurance available; (iii) various
screening devices, not directly related to the
risk, may be used to discrimira1e between c on-

sumers: and (iv) the market may simply cease to
exist in general or, for some consumers, in the
sense that no firm will agree to sell the insurance.
Other Grounds tor Market Failure: In anticipating the specific problems of mortgage markets, at least two other grounds for market
failure deserve special attention. The first concerns noneconomic motivation in supply. For example, a case of racial prejudice in which some
group could not obtain loans would be so classified. The second concerns the effects of externalities and concern for "spoiling the market."
For example, a lender might be refused to make
a specific loan on the grounds that the loan
would tend to hurt a "neighborhood" and thus
increase the total risk of all the mortgage loans
made by the companies. Both the cases of noneconomic motivation and externality are best discussed directly in the context of the institutional
structure of the mortgage market, and this will
be done below. They are introduced here, however, to stress that they are different from either
the problems of risk-aversion or objective-risk.
1I.2.c Summary and An Introduction to the
Mortgage Market: The main point of this section
has been to outline the significant factors relating to risk that can cause markets to fail. These
factors are:
• Risk Aversion on the part of lending and
insurance companies.
• Adverse Selection, in which the worst
risks of any population opt to buy insurance or
take out loans.
• Moral Hazard, in which the availability of
insurance or a loan affects the behavior of the
borrower or insured in an undesirable fashion.
• Externalities, in which granting a specific
loan can affect the value of other loans already
granted.
• Prejudice and other noneconomic motives that can influence supply in the market.
• Usury Ceilings, in which legal limits are
set on the rate that the lender can charge (or
the borrower can pay), thus eliminating certain
classes of transactions from the market.
The result of each of these factors is that
the market will cease to operate in the normal
fashion of economic theory, and that the standard properties of optimality associated with perfect markets will not be valid. Instead, a variety
of non market mechanisms may arise. For present
purposes, two such mechanisms should be
stressed. In ~ iA' i3 ;, Yil rationing, in which lenders I' i
~ l eH I~ loan that they will
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make, regardless of the interest rate they are of-

fered, may arise. The extreme of quantity ration-

ing, of course, is the case in which a borrower

cannot obtain any loan at all. Second, devices

for screening loan applicants are likely to be-

come important in the operation of the market.

Screening devices will have the property that

they correlate with the various risks that the

lender wishes to avoid. The problem with screen-

ing devices is that they are valid only for aggre-

gate populations, and will not predict perfectly on

an individual basis. This has the implication that

specific borrowers will feel "discriminated"

against, should a screen be used under which

they obtain a poor rating.

We now wish to translate the theoretical ma-

terial of this section into the specific operation

of mortgage markets. The basic issue, of course,

is the nature of risks in mortgage lending. We

define a mortgage contract as a loan with an

effective maturity on the order of 10 years, which

uses a house as the prime collateral. The key

features of the contract are the interest rate

charged on the loan, and the ratio of the loan to

the full value of the house. Needless to say,

there are many other contractual features of a

mortgage loan, including the maturity as one im-

portant item. But for present purposes, the inter-

est rate and the loan-to-value ratio are the criti-

cal variables.

11.3 Risk Factors in Mortgage and Housing

Markets

ll.S.a lntroduction: ln making a mortgage

loan, lending institutions perceive two major

risks. The first is the risk of default, and the sec-

ond is the risk that in case of default the value

make, regardless of the interest rate they are offered, may arise. The extreme of quantity rationing, of course, is the case in which a borrower
cannot obtain any loan at all. Second, devices
for screening loan applicants are likely to become important in the operation of the market.
Screening devices will have the property that
they correlate with the various risks that the
lender wishes to avoid. The problem with screening devices is that they are valid only for aggregate populations, and will not predict perfectly on
an individual basis. This has the implication that
specific borrowers will feel "discriminated"
against, should a screen be used under which
they obtain a poor rating.
We now wish to translate the theoretical material of this section into the specific operation
of mortgage markets. The basic issue, of course,
is the nature of risks in mortgage lending. We
define a mortgage contract as a loan with an
effective maturity on the order of 10 years, which
uses a house as the prime collaterial. The key
features of the contract are the interest rate
charged on the loan, and the ratio of the loan to
the full value of the house. Needless to say,
there are many other contractual features of a
mortgage loan, including the maturity as one important item. But for present purposes, the interest rate and the loan-to-value ratio are the critical variables.

of the mortgaged property will not sufficiently

cover the institution's investment in it. Thus, ". . .

the borrower is the first line of defense against

possible default or foreclosure, while the prop-

11.3 Risk Factors in Mortgage and Housing
Markets

erty as security represents the second line of de-

fense against loss in the event of foreclosure."

(Helms (1973), p. 55) And in the words of the

American Savings and Loan lnstitute (1971),

"The basis of a sound mortgage lending policy is

the reasonable probability that the borrower will

be able and willing to protect his ownership of

the mortgaged property. As long as the borrower

meets his monthly payments, no loss can come

to the lender." (p. 72, emphasis added.)

Given these concerns, we can expect that the

availability of mortgage credit, and the terms at

which such credit is available, will vary both with

the characteristics of the borrower and with the

characteristics of the property on which the loan

is to be made. The following discussion will deal

both with the way in which lending institutions

perceive the riskiness of individual borrowers,

and with their perceptions of the effect of the lo-

cation of properties on the value of such proper-

ties as security for a loan. The emphasis will be

1I.3.a Introduction: In making a mortgage
loan, lending institutions perceive two major
risks. The first is the risk of default, and the second is the risk that in case of default the value
of the mortgaged property will not suffiCiently
cover the institution's investment in it. Thus, " ...
the borrower is the first line of defense against
possible default or foreclosure, while the property as security represents the second line of defense against loss in the event of foreclosure."
(Helms (1973), p. 55) And in the words of the
American Savings and Loan Institute (1971),
"The basis of a sound mortgage lending policy is
the reasonable probability that the borrower will
be able and willing to protect his ownership of
the mortgaged property. As long as the borrower
meets his monthly payments, no loss can come
to the lender. (p. 72, emphasis added.)
Given these concerns, we can expect that the
availability of mortgage credit, and the terms at
which such credit is available, will vary both with
the characteristics of the borrower M d with the

characteristics of the property on which the loan
is to be made. The following discussion will deal
both with the way in which lending institutions
perceive the riskiness of individual borrowers,
and with their perceptions of the effect of the location of properties on the value of such properties as security for a loan. The emphasis will be
on the behavior of savings and loan associations
(S&L's) and mutual savings banks (MSB's), as
these are the institutions which grant most of the
higher risk mortgages. Both life insurance companies and commercial banks tend to purchase
safer mortgages (including FHA and VA), the former due to a lack of knowledge of local conditions, and the latter due to a relatively volatile
liability structure (see Dhrymes and Taubman
(1969), p. 118). These patterns of behavior are
reflected in the fact that the effective yields of
both S&L- and MSB-granted mortgages are generally higher than those of life insurance companies and commercial banks (Fredrikson, (1971)).
Since the characteristics of borrowers desiring business loans (for commercial properties)
can be relatively easily determined by a lending
institution, which will have available to it a great
deal of information about the credit of a firm or
businessman, the discussion below will focus on
the bank's behavior with regard to a borrower
desiring to occupy and own his own home. The
discussion of the riskiness of particular locations, however, will deal both with owner-occupied housing and rental housing, as many of the
locations which have in fact been "red-lined"
are in rental neighbhorhoods.
II.3.b Riskiness and Borrower Characteristics: Both savings and loan associations and mutual savings banks place strong emphasis on the
importance of lending to a credit worthy borrower. The characteristics of borrowers which
are considered to be important by lending institutions will be discussed and evaluated in light
of the potential causes for market failure outlined in section 11.2.
Credit Analysis: The major concern of credit
analysis, of course, is that the creditor will have
adequate income throughout the life of the loan,
and a good attitude toward his debts. The American Savings and Loan Institute lists the following
characteristics as being important to the credit
worthiness of a borrower «1971), pp. 79-81):

II

on the behavior of savings and loan associations

(S&L's) and mutual savings banks (MSB's), as

these are the institutions which grant most of the

higher risk mortgages. Both life insurance com-

panies and commercial banks tend to purchase

safer mortgages (including FHA and VA), the for-

mer due to a lack of knowledge of local condi-

tions, and the latter due to a relatively volatile

liability structure (see Dhrymes and Taubman
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1. Age of Applicant: The prime working
years are considered good. If the applicant is
either !u~t ifltj iH] fJ qr force or of retirement
age, t

II R~ 1~r1 I E~~ AN

2. Number of Dependents Other than

Spouse: The fewer, the better. More than four

children is considered to be poor.

3. Life lnsurance: An index both of the atti-

tude of the borrower and of lender protection in

case of default. More than the amount of the

mortgage is considered good, less than half the

mortgage is poor.

4. Number of Jobs Held: A borrower who

holds more than one job is considered to be a

poor risk.

5. Occupation: Self-employed workers, un-

2. Number of Dependents Other than
Spouse: The fewer, the better. More than four
children is considered to be poor.
3. Life Insurance: An index both of the attitude of the borrower and of lender protection in
case of default. More than the amount of the
mortgage is considered good, less than half the
mortgage is poor.

skilled, and commission salesmen are seen as

poor risks. White collar and skilled, average.

Professional and government employees are

good risks.

4. Number of Jobs Held: A borrower who
holds more than one job is considered to be a
poor risk.

6. Employment Record: Stability is valued.

Less than 2 years on the job is considered poor,

more than 7 years, good. lt is noted that the mo-

bility of certain types of occupations may change

these ratings.

7. Credit References: Small loan and auto

finance companies are poor references; retail

5. Occupation: Self-employed workers, unskilled, and commission salesmen are seen as
poor risks. White collar and skilled, average.
Professional and government employees are
good risks.

trade, average. Banks and mortgage companies

are considered to be good references.

8. Carrying-Charge Ratio: lf the ratio of the

family's net annual income to the monthly mort-

gage payment is less than 50, it is poor. lf it is

more than 75, this indicates a good risk.

6. Employment Record: Stability is valued.
Less than 2 years on the job is considered poor,
more than 7 years, good. It is noted that the mobility of certain types of occupations may change
these ratings.

9. Loan Length: Over 25 years, poor; less

than 15 years, good.

10. Junior Financing Ratio: lf a second

mortgage of 15 percent or more is held, this is

poor.

11. Age of Property: The newer the better.

7. Credit References: Small loan and auto
finance companies are poor references; retail
trade, average. Banks and mortgage companies
are considered to be good references.

Over 50 years is considered to be poor.

12. Equity in Property: The more the better.

Less than 15 percent is considered to be poor.

There are three main points to be stressed

with respect to such rating systems. First, the

8. Carrying-Charge Ratio: If the ratio of the
family's net annual income to the monthly mortgage payment is less than 50, it is poor. If it is
more than 75, this indicates a good risk.

focus of the discussion emphasizes that the de-

cision to be made is whether or not to grant the

loan, not to pick the terms which will satisfy

9. Loan Length: Over 25 years, poor; less
than 15 years, good.

objective risk considerations. ln introducing the

discussion, the manual states:

A rating system for evaluating loan applicants is help-

ful in a number of ways. lt enables clerks and other office

10. Junior Financing Ratio: If a second
mortgage of 15 percent or more is held, this is
poor.

workers to make competent preliminary decisions on loan

applications. lt quickly weeds out many applicants who do

not measure up to association standards, saving the asso-

ciation and the applicant time and money. Most important,

11. Age of Property: The newer the better.
Over 50 years is considered to be poor.

it actually reduces the number of poor loans accepted and

thereby reduces collection costs ((1971), p. 78).

At the end of the discussion the reader is ad-

12. Equity in Property: The more the better.
Less than 15 percent is considered to be poor.

monished to "keep in mind that loan risk does

not necessarily involve loans to borrowers with a

poor credit rating. Higher loan-to-value ratios,

older properties, and longer loan terms will in-

crease risk" ((1971), p. 82).

Second, the discussion emphasizes that a

good credit analysis will also include personal

references and information, such as the stability

of the applicant's marriage, and detailed infor-

There are three main points to be stressed
with respect to such rating systems. First, the
focus of the discussion emphasizes that the decision to be made is whether or not to grant the
loan, not to pick the terms which will satisfy
objective risk considerations. In introducing the
discussion, the manual states:

mation on the way in which the applicant has

managed his financial affairs in the past ((1971),

p. 73).

A rating system for evaluating loan applicants is helpful in a number of ways. II enables cl erks and other office
workers to make competent prel iminary deciSions on loan

applications. It quickly weeds out many applicants who do
not measure up to association standards, saving the association and the applicant time and money. Most important,
it actually reduces the number 01 poor loans accepted and
thereby reduces collection costs ((1971). p. 78).

At the end of the discussion the reader is admonished to "keep in mind that loan risk does
not necessarily involve loans to borrowers with a
poor credit rating. Higher loan-to-value ratios,
older properties, and longer loan terms will increase risk" ((1971), p. 82).
Second, the discussion emphasizes that a
good credit analysis will also include personal
references and information, such as the stability
of the applicant's marriage, and detailed information on the way in which the applicant has
managed his financial affairs in the past ((1971),
p. 73).
The concerns of MSB's in making mortgage
loans are similar to those of S&L's. Again, the
emphasis is on limitation of "probabilities of
collection difficulties and foreclosures" (Held
(1973), p. 57), rather than on finding an interest
rate commensurate with objective risk. And
again, the importance of good personal information, as well as a good objective credit evaluation, is stressed.
Third, and perhaps most importantly, it can
be seen that the factors used in the credit rating
systems will give low rankings both to borrowers
that are poor (low income) and to members of
minority groups (primarily blacks). With respect
to poor borrowers, it can be seen directly from
the list that they will rank low because most of
the factors are income or income related. With
respect to the minority groups, they will rank low
both because they tend to be poor, and because
they tend to be evaluated especially low on such
rating systems (for reasons to be developed in a
moment). This conjunction of poor borrowers
and minority group borrowers creates important
problems in analyzing the effects of risk in mortgage markets. In particular, while the causes for
discrimination against the two groups may appear quite similar, the remedies may well be
quite different. For this reason, it is stressed that
care should be taken in the following section in
distinguishing between those factors that relate
to poor borrowers in general and those that relate directly to minority group borrowers.
1I.3.c Borrower Characteristics and Market
Failure: In section 11.2, it was argued that
charges for objective risk were a "reasonable
cost" of mortgages. In practice, however, the
borrower 0 1~[ ~:<rJ -.ri"" 1 ~, which are of concern to
~
IrM
ay in which they
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The concerns of MSB's in making mortgage

loans are similar to those of S&L's. Again, the

emphasis is on limitation of "probabilities of

collection difficulties and foreclosures" (Held
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are used, may result in mortgage credit simply

being unavailable to certain borrowers. (The

market response to the unavailability of mort-

gage credit is discussed in ll.3.e, below.) There

are a number of causes of this lack of availabil-

ity of mortgage credit to certain borrowers. Al-

though listed separately in the discussion below,

they can, and in fact do, interact.

Overall Conditions in Mortgage Markets:

One cause of lack of mortgage credit to borrow-

ers who have relatively high objective risk is the

are used, may result in mortgage credit simply
being unavailable to certain borrowers. (The
market response to the unavailability of mortgage credit is discussed in 11.3.e, below.) There
are a number of causes of this lack of availability of mortgage credit to certain borrowers. Although listed separately in the discussion below,
they can, and in fact do, interact.

general condition of the mortgage market. Thus,

"When the demand for loan funds is high, asso-

ciations seldom raise interest rates to justify

making higher-risk loans. There are two reasons:

First, at such a time there is no shortage of low-

risk lending opportunities; second, demand has

usually pushed even low-risk rates to regulatory

ceilings." (ASLI (1971), p. 82). Part III of this

paper discusses the behavior of the mortgage

market in a national context. However, it should

be noted here that an environment of "loose

money" can be expected to contribute to the

willingness of lending institutions to grant mort-

gages to borrowers with relatively high objective

risk. Furthermore, interest rate ceilings make the

granting of such mortgages extremely unlikely.

Bias in Credit Criteria: Another potential

cause of a lack of mortgage credit, particularly

to minority group borrowers, is that the list of

characteristics of "objective" creditworthiness

given above will tend to make a white borrower

appear to be a better risk than a minority group

O~erall Conditions in Mortgage Marlcets:
One cause of lack of mortgage credit to borrowers who have relatively high objective risk is the
general condition of the mortgage market. Thus,
"When the demand for loan funds is high, associations seldom raise interest rates to justify
making higher-risk loans. There are two reasons:
First, at such a time there is no shortage of lowrisk lending opportunities; second, demand has
usually pushed even low-risk rates to regulatory
ceilings." (ASlI (1971), p. 82). Part III of this
paper discusses the behavior of the mortgage
market in a national context. However, it should
be noted here that an environment of "loose
money" can be expected to contribute to the
willingness of lending institutions to grant mortgages to borrowers with relatively high objective
risk. Furthermore. interest rate ceilings make the
granting of such mortgages extremely unlikely.

borrower, even if their family incomes are the

same. (The fact that homeownership is less likely

for blacks than whites, at all incomes, has been

well documented. See for example, Kain and

Quigley, (1970)). Among the ways in which this

can happen are the following:

1. Banks often discount the incomes of

working wives of child bearing age, due to the

objective probability that they will have children

and withdraw from the labor force (ASLI (1971),

p. 76, Held (1973), pp. 57-58). But it is well

known, for example, that labor force participa-

tion rates are much higher for black married

women than for white (Rees (1973), p. 9). Thus,

the income of the wife in a black household

Bias in Credit Criteria: Another potential
cause of a lack of mortgage credit, particularly
to minority group borrowers, is that the list of
characteristics of "objective" creditworthiness
given above will tend to make a white borrower
appear to be a better risk than a minority group
borrower, even if their family incomes are the
same. (The fact that homeownership is less likely
for blacks than whites, at all incomes, has been
well documented. See for example, Kain and
Quigley, (1970». Among the ways in which this
can happen are the following:

should be discounted less heavily than that of

the wife in a white household.

2. The concern with moonlighting and part-

time income will make it more difficult for any

borrower whose wages are relatively low, re-

gardless of his motivation to succeed, to obtain

mortgage financing. An argument parallel to that

presented just above will apply as well with ref-

erence to the mortgage granting institution's

concern with occupational status.

3. The fact that lending institutions consider

credit references from small loan and auto

finance companies to be unsatisfactory will re-

1. Banks often discount the incomes of
working wives of child bearing age, due to the
objective probability that they will have children
and withdraw from the labor force (ASLI (1971),
p. 76, Held (1973), pp. 57-58). But it is well
known, for example, that labor force participation rates are much higher for black married
women than for white (Rees (1973), p. 9). Thus,
the income of the wife in a black household
should be discounted less heavily than that of
the wife in a white household.

flect badly on the credit ratings of many poor

families who may have been unable to obtain

financing for durables bought in the past.

4. If it is indeed true that minority groups are

restricted as to the locations in which they can

buy housing, they are much more likely to seek

loans on housing that is more than 50 years old

than are whitesâas housing in most Northern

central cities is of at least that age.

2. The concern with moonlighting and parttime income will make it more difficult for any
borrower whose wages are relatively low/. regardless of his mot ivation to succeed, to obtain

mortgage financing. An argument parallel to that
presented just above will apply as well with reference to the mortgage granting institution's
concern with occupational status.
3. The fact that lending institutions consider
credit references from small loan and auto
finance companies to be unsatisfactory will reflect badly on the credit ratings of many poor
families who may have been unable to obtain
financing for durables bought in the past.
4. If it is indeed true that minority groups are
restricted as to the locations in which they can
buy housing, they are much more likely to seek
loans on housing that is more than 50 years old
than are whites-as housing in most Northern
central cities is of at least that age.
In all of these cases, economic discrimination against the poor and minority groups in
other markets (housing and labor, for example)
would appear to cause the objective risks of default on a loan to be higher. Following the argument presented in section 11.2, it would seem to
be quite reasonable that lending institutions respond to this higher objective risk by lending
only at higher rates of interest, or, within the institutional context in which they operate, not
lending at all.
Ad~erse Selection: However, also following
the argument presented in section 11.2, it seems
quite probable that one cause of market failure
in the market for mortgages to the poor is due
to asymmetries in information, and the fear, on
the part of banks, of adverse selection. The creditworthiness criteria listed here depend crucially on the quality of the information available
to the lending institutions. As long as there is
economic discrimination practiced in the markets
from which the lending institutions obtain their
information, the poor. on average, will not have
available to them credit references, both objective and personal, of the same quality as the
middle class. Phrased differently, it will be both
more difficult and more expensiv&-perhaps
practically impossibl&-for a lending institution
to acquire what it considers to be reliable information on the creditworthiness of many poor
borrowers. The market response to this situation,
as was shown in section 11.2. may be market failure. The poor will be uninsurable against risk, at
terms that they perceive to be reasonable, because the insuring institutions (lending institutions) are u nlit~ ~. tP fpceriJl.i ct reliably the objective
rnt i ft9t;
rf olicy implications
risk t Ulfl~ '

of this phenomenon will be discussed in section

11.4.

Risk Aversion: The factors of risk discussed

so far may also disrupt the mortgage simply on

the basis of risk aversion on the part of the

lender. ln the case of risk aversion, we can as-

sume that the lender has been able to quantify

all the relevant costs of the loan, and has found

an implicit mortgage rate at which he can profit-

ably make the loan on an actuarial basis. How-

ever, the loan will then remain risky in the sense

that the lender cannot be certain of the actuarial

outcome. A simple and direct procedure for the

lender to follow is to charge an additional pre-

mium to compensate for the bearing of risk. Sev-

eral complications make this simple solution

more difficult, however. First, usury ceilings may

make it impossible for the lender to charge the

rate necessary for risk compensation. Second,

borrowers may balk at a high interest rate, using

moral protests as the basis of their complaint.

Third, the considerations of moral hazard and

adverse selection as just discussed may be pres-

ent along with simple risk aversion. The effect of

each of these complications is that the lender

may not achieve his compensation for bearing

risk in the form of a higher interest rate. lnstead,

he will attempt to minimize the size of the loan,

or not grant any loan at all, for the cases of high

innate risk.

Other Causes and Some Evidence of Market

Failure: That lending institutions have, in the

past, been apparently discriminatory in their

granting of mortgages to blacks has been well

documented (McEntire, (1969)). Thus, if we ob-

serve that homeownership rates among blacks

and whites are different at the same incomes

(Kain and Quigley, (1970)), we should not rule

out the possibility of simple racial prejudice on

the part of the institutions.

A more complex cause of such apparent

prejudice which seems equally plausible is that

lending institutions that deal primarily with white

depositors fear that if they deal with blacks they

will build up ill will in the market upon which

they rely for their livelihood. A variant of this ar-

gument will be presented in some detail in sec-

tion ll.3.d.

Another potential cause of the problem is

that race is used as a screening device in the

sense discussed in section ll.2. Or it may be that

screens which work quite well in the evaluation

of whites as credit risks do not work well in

evaluating blacks.

Evidence on the cause of mortgages being

granted less freely to blacks than to whites

would be impossible to obtain without direct ac-

cess to loan negotiations. However, the theory

presented in section ll.2, and the practices used

by banks as enumerated above, make it appear

likely that even if lending institutions are unprej-

udiced themselves and do not respond to the

prejudice of their white customers, the availabil-

ity and terms of mortgage credit will be inferior

for blacks relative to whites.

ll.3.d Riskiness and Neighborhood Charac-

of this phenomenon will be discussed in section
11.4.
Risk Alfersion: The factors of risk discussed
so far may also disrupt the mortgage simply on
the basis of risk aversion on the part of the
lender. In the case of risk aversion, we can assume that the lender has been able to quantify
all the relevant costs of the loan, and has found
an implicit mortgage rate at which he can profitably make the loan on an actuarial basis. However, the loan will then remain risky in the sense
that the lender cannot be certain of the actuarial
outcome. A simple and direct procedure for the
lender to follow is to charge an additional premium to compensate for the bearing of risk. Several complications make this simple solution
more difficult, however. First, usury ceilings may
make it impossible for the lender to charge the
rate necessary for risk compensation. Second,
borrowers may balk at a high interest rate, using
moral protests as the basis of their complaint.
Third, the considerations of moral hazard and
adverse selection as just discussed may be present along with simple risk aversion. The effect of
each of these complications is that the lender
may not achieve his compensation for bearing
risk in the form of a higher interest rate. Instead,
he will attempt to minimize the size of the loan,
or not grant any loan at all, for the cases of high
innate risk.
Other Causes and Some Elfldence ot Market
Failure: That lending institutions have, in the
past, been apparently discriminatory in their
granting of mortgages to blacks has been well
documented (McEntire, (1969)). Thus, if we observe that homeownership rates among blacks
and whites are different at the same incomes
(Kain and Quigley, (1970)), we should not rule
out the possibility of simple racial prejudice on
the part of the institutions.
A more complex cause of sllch apparent
prejudice which seems equally plausible is that
lending institutions that deal primarily with white
depositors fear that if they deal with blacks they
will build up ill will in the market upon which
they rely for their livelihood. A variant of this argument will be presented in some detail in section 11.3.d.
Another potential cause of the problem is
that race is used as a screening device in the
sense discussed in section 11.2. Or it may be that
screens which work quite well in the evaluation
of whites as credit risks do not work well in
evaluating blacks.
Evidence on the cause of mortgages being
granted less freel y to blacks than to whites

would be impossible to obtain without direct access to loan negotiations. However, the theory
presented in section 11.2, and the practices used
by banks as enumerated above, make it appear
likely that even if lending institutions are unprejudiced themselves and do not respond to the
prejudice of their white customers, the availability and terms of mortgage credit will be inferior
for blacks relative to whites.
1I.3.d Riskiness and Neighborhood Characteristics: Housing as Collateral: Housing is a
unique good, largely due to the interaction between its long life and the fact that any unit of
housing (save for mobile homes) is tied to a given
geographical location. In making housing investments, therefore, as well as in financing them,
investors will be properly concerned with the
possibility that changes in the characteristics of
the neighborhood in which the investment is
made will cause changes in the value of the
asset. Put another way, the characteristics of the
neighborhood are an important determinant of
the value of the asset, because the asset is not
mobile.

Neighborhood Characteristics and Rea' Estate Appraisal: Given the characteristics of housing as an asset, it is not surprising that S&L's
and MSS's stress the importance of both the
quality and stability of neighborhoods in making
real estate appraisals. The American Savings
and Loan Institute writes: "The location of a
property certainly has a strong effect on its
value; some experts even go so far as to say
that a neighborhood determines value." ((1971), p.
93) And H. Held of the National Association of
Mutual Savings Sanks, stresses that "Familiarity
with past, present, and probable future neighborhood conditions and with the circumstances surrounding them is an absolute essential to good
appraising." ((1973), p. 65) The American Savings and Loan Institute lists a number of neighborhood characteristics which are important in
determining value ((1971), pp. 93-100):

1. Proximity to desirable or undesirable
other uses of land is an important neighborhood
characteristic in determining value.
2. Governmental influences, such as zoning
and assessment ratios, are also considered to be
important.

teristics: Housing as Collateral: Housing is a

unique good, largely due to the interaction be-

tween its long life and the fact that any unit of

housing (save for mobile homes) is tied to a given
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Homes occupied by owners in lower income brackets

are apt to be poorly maintained unless the owners have a

sizeable equity in the home. Neighborhoods in transition

from primarily owner-occupied to renter-occupied housing

also may show evidence of poor or deteriorating mainte-

nance. These differing attitudes affect value in a neighbor-

hood. Those which attract the junior executive group tend

to show a rapid population turnover, since most of the

breadwinners either move upward into more expensive

homes as their careers succeed or move geographically in

order to obtain a better job opportunity. The turnover rate

gives many chances for disruptive influences to enter the

community and push values downward, (p. 96)

4. The concern with stability expressed in

the above quotation is emphasized again under

the heading, "Effects of Change." Here it is

argued that "any change in a neighborhood can

have a radical effect on property values. ... lt is

not important whether the change is an asset or

a liability when considered objectively; what is

important is the attitude of property owners to-

ward the potential or actual set of new condi-

tions." (p. 96) lndeed, it is argued that the

change need not even take place. Among other

things, it is stated "that there are certain urban

areas which are so precariously balanced that

panic arises when gossip merely hints that a res-

ident is going ... to sell to members of a mi-

nority group. lf 'For Sale' signs sprout all over

the neighborhood as a result of a rumor, prop-

erty values drop . . . whether or not the sale is

made." (p. 96)

One interesting feature about the lending in-

stitution's concern about the effect of future

neighborhood characteristics on future property

values is that it is unsymmetrical. lf the neigh-

Homes occupied by owners in lower income brackets
are apt to be poorly maintaIned unless the owners have a
sizeable equity in the home. Neighborhoods in transition
from primarily owner-occupied to renter-occupied housing
also may Show evidence of poor or deteriorating maintenance. These differing attitudes affect value in a neighborhood. Those which attract the junior executive group tend
to show a rapid population turnover. since most of the
breadwinners either move upward into more expensive
homes as their careers succeed or move geographically in
order to obtain a better job opportunity. The turnover rate
gives many chances for disruptive influences to enter the
community and push values downward. (p. 96)

4. The concern with stability expressed in
the above quotation is emphasized again under
the heading. "Effects of Change." Here it is
argued that "any change in a neighborhood can
have a radical effect on property values .... It is
not important whether the change is an asset or
a liability when considered objectively; what is
important is the attitude of property owners toward the potential or actual set of new conditions." (p. 96) Indeed, it is argued that the
change need not even take place. Among other
things, it is stated "that there are certain urban
areas which are so precariously balanced that
panic arises when gossip merely hints that a resident is going . . . to sell to members of a minority group. If 'For Sale' signs sprout all over
the neighborhood as a result of a rumor, property values drop ... whether or not the sale is
made." (p. 96)

borhood should appreciate in quality, the lending

institution does not gainâit merely gets its loan

back. lf the neighborhood should change in such

a way that a mortgage property should fall in

value, however, there is a real possibility that

the owner of the property may have negative eq-

uity, and that the loan will become insecure.

Viewed in this light, it is not surprising that lend-

ing institutions are so greatly concerned with

neighborhood stability.

The Simple Economics of "Red-Lining:" The

"red-lining" of neighborhoods by institutional

lenders is a clear example of market failure. Fur-

thermore, there is persuasive evidence that this

procedure, which means that institutional mort-

gages are simply unavailable at any price in cer-

tain geographic locations, is a pervasive one.

George Sternlieb, in a number of studies,

has documented the existence of red-lining in

the cities of Newark and New York (Sternlieb,

(1966) (1971)). Michael Stegman (1973) has docu-

mented pervasive red-lining in the central city of

Baltimore. The National Committee Against Dis-

crimination in Housing (1972) finds red-lining in

Oakland, California. Hearings before the Senate

Committee on the Judiciary strongly indicate

red-lining in Boston (1971). Hearings before a

House Subcommittee (1969) strongly indicate the

presence of a form of red-lining in the Nation's

Capital.

One interesting feature about the lending institution's concern about the effect of future
neighborhood characteristics on future property
values is that it is unsymmetrical. If the neighborhood should appreciate in quality, the lending
institution does not gain-it merely gets its loan
back. If the neighborhood should change in such
a way that a mortgage property should fall in
value, however, there is a real possibility that
the owner of the property may have negative equity, and that the loan will become insecure.
Viewed in this light, it is not surprising that lending institutions are so greatly concerned with
neighborhood stability.
The Simple Economics of "Red-Uning:" The
"red-lining" of neighborhoods by institutional
lenders is a clear example of market failure. Furthermore, there is persuasive evidence that this
procedure, which means that institutional mortgages are simply unavailable at any price in certain geographic locations, is a pervasive one.
George Sternlieb, in a number of studies,
has documented the existence of red-lining in
the cities of Newark and New York (Sternlieb,
(1966) (1971)). Mic ha~1 Steg man (1973) has docu-

The cause of red-lining, however, like the

causes of mortgages being less available to

blacks than whites, need not be due to direct ra-

cial discrimination on the part of lending institu-
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mented pervasive red-lining in the central city of
Baltimore. The National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing (1972) finds red-lining in
Oakland, California. Hearings before the Senate
Committee on the Judiciary strongly indicate
red-lining in Boston (1971). Hearings before a
House Subcommittee (1969) strongly indicate the
presence of a form of red-lining in the Nation's
Capital.
The cause of red-lining, however, like the
causes of mortgages being less available to
blacks than whites, need not be due to direct racial discrimination on the part of lending institutions. Rather, both theory and evidence indicate
that the major cause of red-lining is the fact that
the objective risk of lending in certain areas is
either unmeasurable or so high that usury ceilings make it impossible for lending institutions to
be compensated for it.
In The Urban Housing Dilemma, Stemlieb
cites a number of interviews with lending institutions made in an effort to find out their reasons
for being unwilling to lend on particular parcels.
Time and time again, he finds that the neighborhood, or uncertainty about the future of the
neighborhood, is the cause. Indeed, neighborhood characteristics were given as a reason for
negative response to the question "Is the building good collateral?" in 18.4 percent of those
surveyed. No other single cause was more important, though all of the survey buildings were
rent-controlled. One case is cited in which a
building was considered as good collateral, and
had an excellent repayment history, but "the appraiser for the bank indicated that he would not
extend the mortgage 'because of the area which
surrounds this parcel. It has been good and stable to date, but it is questionable in the future.' "
((1970), p. 625)
It is fair to conclude from Sternlieb's interviews and surveys both that red-lining is pervasive in New York, and that the major cause of
red-lining within the city is the concern of institutional lenders that they will be unable to get
their money out-that the volatility of neighborhood characteristics and their effect on property
values make buildings in many areas unsuitable
as collateral for loans of any term. The implication of such behavior for housing investment
within these neighborhoods is, of course, disastrous. Furthermore, it seems likely that some
neighborhoods decline because they are redlined, rather than being red-lined because they
are declining.
~ e theoretical discussion
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In the
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potential causes of red-lining. First, it may be

that the objective risks associated with a given

parcel of land are so high that no legal interest

rate can compensate the lender for these risks.

Second, even if very high rates of interest were

legal, banks might have other reasonsâsuch as

public relations, and the complexities of granting

mortgages at many different rates of interestâ

for not wanting to make loans in such neighbor-

hoods.

More important, however, is the fact that in

a dynamic urban housing market, composed of

many neighborhoods, the cost of obtaining the

information necessary to determine the objective

risk may be extremely high. lndeed, it may be

impossible reliably to estimate objective risk at

any cost.

ln any neighborhood where the estimate of

objective risk is considered to be unreliable by

the lending institution, the institution either will

not make loans, due to the possibility of adverse

selection, or will demand that it be compensated

for the possibility of adverse selection by setting

the cost of mortgage credit so as to reflect the

possibility that its estimate of objective risk is

too low. Even in this case, as described in sec-

tion 11.2, there is the possibility that adverse

selection will cause the market to fall com-

pletely.

Thus, red-lining may be a perfectly rational

response to lack of information in the market. To

the extent that usury ceilings are operative, and

to the extent that lending institutions are unwill-

ing, for other reasons, to lend at greatly different

rates to different mortgage customers, red-lining

will be all the more likely. But even in the ab-

sence of these institutional constraints, the pos-

siblility of adverse selection, due to the inability

of institutions to make reliable estimates of

objective risk, may cause the market for mort-

gages in volatile or declining neighborhoods to

fail completely. The responses of the noninstitu-

tional market will be discussed later in this sec-

tion. The policy implications of red-lining are dis-

cussed in section 11.4.

Market Spoiling and "Greenlining:" While it

is well documented that blacks have a lower

probability of homeownership than do whites, it

is also the case that many blacks do get mort-

gage finance, and do own their own homes. lt is

also widely held, however, that mortgage finance

is unavailable for blacks who wish to locate in

heretofore all-white neighborhoods.

For example, in a study done jointly by the

National Academies of Sciences and Engineer-

ing, it was found that "Mortgage lending institu-

tions have had separate lending policies for

blacks and whites. They have been timid in de-

veloping policies for realizing mixed residential

areas." ((1970), p. 27) The NGDH study cited ear-

lier in this report confirms this observation, for

Oakland.

Rose Helper, in a study of real estate prac-

tices in Chicago, found that all of the real estate

brokers interviewed agreed that lending institu-

tions would not grant credit to a black family that

potential causes of red-lining. First, it may be
that the objective risks associated with a given
parcel of land are so high that no legal interest
rate can compensate the lender for these risks.
Second, even if very high rates of interest were
legal, banks might have other reasons-such as
public relations, and the complexities of granting
mortgages at many different rates of interestfor not wanting to make loans in such neighborhoods.
More important, however, is the fact that in
a dynamic urban housing market, composed of
many neighborhoods, the cost of obtaining the
information necessary to determine the objective
risk may be extremely high. Indeed, it may be
impossible reliably to estimate objective risk at
any cost.
In any neighborhood where the estimate of
objective risk is considered to be unreliable by
the lending institution, the institution either will
not make loans, due to the possibility of adverse
selection, or will demand that it be compensated
for the possibility of adverse selection by setting
the cost of mortgage credit so as to reflect the
possibility that its estimate of objective risk is
too low. Even in this case, as described in section 11.2, there is the possibility that adverse
selection wi" cause the market to fa" completely.
Thus, red-lining may be a perfectly rational
response to lack of information in the market. To
the extent that usury ceilings are operative, and
to the extent that lending institutions are unwilling, for other reasons, to lend at greatly different
rates to different mortgage customers, red-lining
will be all the more likely. But even in the absence of these institutional constraints, the possiblility of adverse selection, due to the inability
of institutions to make reliable estimates of
objective risk, may cause the market for mortgages in volatile or declining neighborhoods to
_fail completely. The responses of the noninstitutional market will be discussed later in this section. The policy implications of red-lining are discussed in section 11.4.
Market Spoiling and "Greenlining:" While it
is well documented that blacks have a lower
probability of homeownership than do whites, it
is also the case that many blacks do get mortgage finance, and do own their own homes. It is
also widely held, however, that mortgage finance
is unavailable for blacks who wish to locate in
heretofore all-white neighborhoods.
For example, in a study done jOintly by the
National Academies of Sciences and Eng ineering, it was found that "Mortgage lending institu-

tions have had separate lending pOlicies for
blacks and whites. They have been timid in developing policies for realizing mixed residential
areas." «1970), p. 27) The NCDH study cited earlier in this report confirms this observation, for
Oakland.
Rose Helper, in a study of real estate practices in Chicago, found that all of the real estate
brokers interviewed agreed that lending institutions wou!d not grant credit to a black family that
wished to purchase a house in an all-white
neighborhood ({1969), p. 71). Older studies, notably McEntire (1960), also have found that mortgage money is generally unavailable for blacks
in white neighborhoods.
The expressed and documented concern of
lending institutions with neighborhood stability
provides a plausible explanation of this phenomenon. MSB's and S&L's rely heavily on their
knowledge of local market conditions in granting
residential mortgages (ASLI (1971), p. 67; Held
(1973), pp. 38,41,87; Jacobs (1966), p. 113). Indeed, much of their competitive ability in originating mortgages will depend on their expertise
in the areas in which they lend. Once a lending
institution "knows" a certain neighborhood, future loans made in that neighborhood will be relatively inexpensive to research-reliable information already will be at hand. Thus, in any
given neighborhood, it is likely that a potential
lending institution already wi" have made loans.
If it has not, some other lending institution will
be prepared to loan in that neighborhood (provided it has not been red-lined) at lower cost.
In granting a mortgage to a black family to
live in an all-white neighborhood in which it has
already granted a number of loans, a lending institution will be running the risk that the change
in neighborhood characteristics caused by its
action will cause a change in the value of all the
properties in the neighborhood. The lending institution would itself be introducing instability
into a neighborhood in which it operates-even
though stability is one of its major concerns in
granting loans in the first place. Such a practice,
therefore, is highly unlikely. In addition, an institution might be concerned that white depositors
would resent its having aided black entry into
their neighborhood. This would further inhibit the
institution's willingness to grant loans for this
purpose.
An interesting feature of the lending institution's concern with neighborhood stability is that
there is considerable evidence that the movement of bl~~bri '1 ''1'1'1 'te areas does not, in the
long
'
ff~s r'i r E~t'A~ lues. (See, for ex-

wished to purchase a house in an all-white

neighborhood ((1969), p. 71). Older studies, nota-

bly McEntire (1960), also have found that mort-

gage money is generally unavailable for blacks
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ample, Laurent! (1960); Guttentag (1970)). How-

ever, if housing values do not fall in the long

run, an attempted exodus of white residents, all

trying to sell at once, could leave the institution

in a position in which it was forced to assume

ownership of a number of propertiesâa practice

which lending institutions would rather avoid.

lt also should be noted that to the extent

that lending institutions are inhibited from mak-

ing loans to blacks in all-white neighborhoods

due to the risk that the neighborhood change

will induce a fall in property values, the risk is

not an insurable one, due to the problem of

moral hazard.

Finally, note that market spoiling in mort-

gage markets need not lead to credit being una-

vailable to blacks or to credit only being avail-

able at unreasonable terms. Rather, it will only

lead to such phenomena in neighborhoods that

are all white. lf there are enough locations in a

city that are all black, or which are known to be

stably integrated, the banks may "greenline"

these areas as being appropriate for loans for

black families. There is evidence that this has

happened in Boston, Oakland, and Chicago,

(U.S. Senate (1971); NGDH (1972), op. cit.;

Helper, (1969), p. 171). The practice may be

quite pervasive (MAS, NAE (1970), p. 27). Green-

lined locations would, of course, have to meet

the institution's normal criteria for neighborhood

quality and stability, and the black borrowers

would have to meet the normal credit criteria.

Greenlining is a phenomenon which gives evi-

dence of a situation in which mortgage credit is

unavailable, or available only at unreasonable

costs to some borrowers at some locations. The

same borrowers may have no difficulty at other

locations. The appropriate policy response would

seem to be legal in focus, rather than economic.

ll.3.e Market Responses to the Unavailability

of Mortgage Credit: We have seen above that in-

stitutional lenders respond to what they perceive

to be high risk situations by simply refusing to

write mortgages on any terms. Where there is

measurable objective risk, such behavior can

only be explained by usury ceilings or by an un-

willingness of respectable institutions to become

ample, Laurenti (1960); Guttentag (1970». However, if housing values do not fall in the long
run, an attempted exodus of white residents, all
trying to sell at once, could leave the institution
in a position in which it was forced to assume
ownership of a number of properties-a practice
which lending institutions would rather avoid.
It also should be noted that to the extent
that lending institutions are inhibited from making loans to blacks in all-white neighborhoods
due to the risk that the neighborhood change
will induce a fall in property values, the risk is
not an insurable one, due to the problem of
moral hazard.
Finally, note that market spoiling in mortgage markets need not lead to credit being unavailable to blacks or to credit only being available at unreasonable terms. Rather, it will only
lead to such phenomena in neighborhoods that
are all white. If there are enough locations in a
city that are all black, or which are known to be
stably integrated, the banks may "greenline"
these areas as being appropriate for loans for
black families. There is evidence that this has
happened in Boston, Oakland, and Chicago,
(U.S. Senate (1971); NCDH (1972), op. cit.;
Helper, (1969), p. 171). The practice may be
quite pervasive (NAS, NAE (1970), p. 27). Greenlined locations would, of course, have to meet
the institution's normal criteria for neighborhood
quality and stability, and the black borrowers
would have to meet the normal credit criteria.
Greenlining is a phenomenon which gives evidence of a situation in which mortgage credit is
unavailable, or available only at unreasonable
costs to some borrowers at some locations. The
same borrowers may have no difficulty at other
locations. The appropriate policy response would
seem to be legal in focus, rather than economic.

involved in what they perceive as speculative

ventures. Where the objective risk is not feasibly

measurable by the institution, it has been argued

that the problem of adverse selection may be at

the root of the problem. ln either event, we are

left with the question of what happens to bor-

rowers who, by virtue of their own credit charac-

teristics or the characteristics of the neighbor-

hoods in which they seek to invest, do not have

institutional mortgage credit available to them.

Unfortunately, little firm evidence on this

question is available, although there is a good

deal of fragmentary and anecdotal evidence to

indicate that credit is available, from noninstitu-

tional sources, at very high cost. Perhaps the

most common instrument that is used to permit

borrowers to obtain credit on housing in chang-

ing neighborhoods, and to permit poor borrowers

who cannot obtain credit from institutional lend-

1I.3.e Market Responses to the Unavailability
of Mortgage Credit: We have seen above that institutional lenders respond to what they perceive
to be high risk situations by simply refusing to
write mortgages on any terms. Where there is
measurable objective risk, such behavior can
only be explained by usury ceilings or by an unwillingness of respectable institutions to become
involved in what they perceive as speculative
ventures. Where the objective risk is not feasibly
measurable by the institution, it has been argued
that the problem of adverse selection may be at
the root of the problem. In either event, we are
left with the question of what happens to borrowers who, by virtue of their own c redit ch aracteristics or the characteristics of he neighbor-

ers, is some form of installment contract, in

which the lender retains title to the property

throughout the length of the contract.

Typically, these contracts demand very
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hoods in which they seek to invest, do not have
institutional mortgage credit available to them.
Unfortunately, little firm evidence on this
question is available, although there is a good
deal of fragmentary and anecdotal evidence to
indicate that credit is available, from noninstitutional sources, at very high cost. Perhaps the
most common instrument that is used to permit
borrowers to obtain credit on housing in changing neighborhoods, and to permit poor borrowers
who cannot obtain credit from institutional lenders, is some form of installment contract, in
which the lender retains title to the property
throughout the length of the contract.
Typically, these contracts demand very
small down payments (a few hundred dollars) and
specify that if the monthly payments are kept up
for the term of the contract, title will be given to
the borrower. The high interest rates associated
with these contracts are easily hidden, as there
is no need for a price of the property in current
dollars ever to be quoted. (Stegman (1970), pp.
199-212).
The use of such instruments in Baltimore has
been well documented by Stegman (1972). Their
use in Chicago has also been well documented
(Helper (1969), pp. 168-71). In Washington, D.C.,
hearings before a House Subcommittee strongly
indicate that the practice has been widespread
there as well, although in a somewhat different
form. The basic mechanism, however, is that the
value of the property is overstated, and that the
seller of the property also sells financing-the
high price of which is hidden in the overstated
price of the property. Sternlieb has documented
a number of such situations in both New York
and Newark for rental properties in the inner city
(1966), (1970).
Unfortunately,
noninstitutional
mortgage
finance is a subject which has received little academic study, largely due, no doubt, to the fact
that there is little in the way of data suitable for
studying the problem. It would seem that credit is
available to some persons and properties that cannot obtain institutional mortgage credit. The cost
of such credit appears to be very high, however.
Whether or not this is reasonable is discussed
below.
1I.3.f. Reasonable COlt: Perhaps the most
common interpretation of the term is that there
be a supply of funds to the national and regional
mortgage markets such that the annual rate of
housing starts grows smoothly in line with
household e rmatioCf and population increase. In
other
r ~fyl ~c
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so much on the
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cost of mortgage credit as upon its availability. lf

mortgage credit is generally available, then the

housing market will be stable, the construction

industry will be efficient, and financial markets

will be easily able to cope with the finance of

both new construction and the sale of old units.

ln a Study of Mortgage Credit (1967), all

those interested groups and specialists submit-

ting papers were concerned with the supply of

funds, rather than the price, except for four. The

four groups which also discussed their opinions

on the appropriate cost of credit were:

1. The VA, which simply pointed out that

with higher interest rates, equity builds up

slower, increasing the possibility of difficulty in

case of default (p. 133).

cost of mortgage credit as upon its availability. If
mortgage credit is generally available, then the
housing market will be stable, the construction
industry will be efficient, and financial markets
will be easily able to cope with the finance of
both new construction and the sale of old units.
In a Study of Mortgage Credit (1967), all
those interested groups and specialists submitting papers were concerned with the supply of
funds, rather than the price, except for four. The
four groups which also discussed their opinions
on the appropriate cost of credit were:

2. The Home Manufacturers' Association,

which was quite concerned with the effect of

high interest rates on consumer demand for

housing: ". . . high rates with short terms make

your housing an unattractive value for the con-

1. The VA, which simply pointed out that
with higher interest rates, equity builds up
slower, increasing the possibility of difficulty in
case of default (p. 133).

sumer." (p. 105) However, no suggestion was

made of the right rate.

3. The National Association of Real Estate

Boards, which, like the two previously mentioned

groups, was primarily concerned with a stable

market for mortgage funds, also noted that mort-

gage terms affect the demand for housing (p.

303).

4. The National Farmers' Union actually

2. The Home Manufacturers' Association,
which was quite concerned with the effect of
high interest rates on consumer demand for
housing: " ... high rates with short terms make
your housing an unattractive value for the consumer." (p. 105) However, no suggestion was
made of the right rate.

uses the phrase "reasonable level," p. 311, and

argues that 3 percent would be a good rate

when there has been a natural disaster, and that,

in general, farm rates must be lower than their

current levels. lndeed, in surveying other

sources of the opinions of special interest

groups (U.S. Senate Hearings (1969); U.S. House

Hearings (1969, 1968)), one finds almost all of the

3. The National Association of Real Estate
Boards, which, like the two previously mentioned
groups, was primarily concerned with a stable
market for mortgage funds, also noted that mortgage terms affect the demand for housing (p.
303).

groups and Congressmen using the words "rea-

sonable costs" are associated with agricultural

interests. The one possible exception is the

AFL-ClO, (House (1969)). While the AFL-ClO fa-

vors interest rate ceilings, it says that it does so

not for considerations of reasonable cost but be-

cause it argues that empirically every time ceil-

ings have been raised, housing starts have fallen

(p. 487).

Thus, in general, it is fair to say that "rea-

sonable cost" is not a well-defined notion, and

that the vast majority of interest groups associ-

ated with housing and mortgage markets are pri-

marily concerned with a stable supply of funds

to those markets, such that they are shielded

from the lack of availability due to the business

cycle, not from paying the cost of capital. Many

issues related to stability of these markets will

be discussed in Part lll of this paper.

ln the context of the concerns of this part

âvariations in mortgage costs by borrower and

4. The National Farmers' Union actually
uses the phrase "reasonable level," p. 311, and
argues that 3 percent would be a good rate
when there has been a natural disaster, and that,
in general, farm rates must be lower than their
current levels. Indeed, in surveying other
sources of the opinions of special interest
groups (U.S. Senate Hearings (1969); U.S. House
Hearings (1969, 1968)). one finds almost all of the
groups and Congressmen using the words "reasonable costs" are associated with agricultural
interests. The one possible exception is the
AFL-CIO, (House (1969)). While the AFL-CIO favors interest rate ceilings, it says that it does so
not for considerations of reasonable cost but because it argues that empirically every time ceilings have been raised, housing starts have fallen

to those markets, such that they are shielded
from the lack of availability due to the business
cycle, not from paying the cost of capital. Many
issues related to stability of these markets will
be discussed in Part III of this paper.
In the context of the concerns of this part
-variations in mortgage costs by borrower and
location at a given time and in a given area, the
phrase "reasonable cost" is rarely used as
stressed above. However, it is implicit in the
comments of many interest groups, particularly
those concerned with equal housing opportunity,
that it is unreasonable that some borrowers of
equal incomes borrow on different terms, and
that housing of equal value in different locations
receives loans on different terms (Denton (1967),
p. 59; NCDH, op. cit., p. 1). Consequently, to
conclude this section, it is useful to comment on
the economic relationship between factors of
risk and "reasonable price" for mortgage credit.
The starting point, and one on which there
can be general agreement, is that factors of
objective and verified risk are reasonable components of the cost of mortgage credit. In this
case the borrower will be charged the actuarial
value (plus administrative costs) of the risk, and
standard principles of economic efficiency will
be valid.
A more difficult case arises when the risk
remains objective, but the lender is risk-averse
and charges a premium above the actuarial
value for bearing the risk. In this case, the interpretation of the term "reasonable" becomes one
of definition.
The most difficult cases, however, occur
when the mortgage market literally fails, due to
considerations of adverse selection, moral hazard, etc. Under these circumstances no mortgage credit may be available, and the issue is
whether this is "reasonable". The opinion of
most special interest groups is that such market
failure is distinctly not reasonable. It should be
stressed, however, that matters of definition of
this sort are generally not usefully discussed at
length. Rather, the critical question is whether
government can intervene in such a way as to
improve the situation, and this is the matter to
which we now turn.

(p.487).

location at a given time and in a given area, the

phrase "reasonable cost" is rarely used as

stressed above. However, it is implicit in the

comments of many interest groups, particularly

those concerned with equal housing opportunity,

that it is unreasonable that some borrowers of

equal incomes borrow on different terms, and

Thus, in general, it is fair to say that "reasonable cost" is not a well-defined notion, and
that the vast majority of interest groups associated with housing and mortgage ma rkets are primarily concerned with a stable supp ly of funds

11.4 Risk Factors and Government
Intervention: Conclusions

that housing of equal value in different locations

receives loans on different terms (Denton (1967),

p. 59; NCDH, op. cit., p. 1). Consequently, to

conclude this section, it is useful to comment on
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tervention in a risk market. We should note

immediately that we are discussing government

intervention in mortgage and housing markets

here only as it relates to the risk character-

istics of the mortgage contract itself. There are,

of course, many other grounds on which argu-

ments for the subsidization of housing and even

mortgages themselves can be based, but they

are not of immediate concern.

The price of risk, as we have developed the

analysis so far, can be divided into essentially

four categories: the costs of the objective risk,

the premia that cover risk aversion, nonobjective

risk (moral hazard and adverse selection), and

noneconomic motives. The economic considera-

tions that apply to government subsidization of

each of these components are quite different,

and it is worthwhile to consider them separately.

The Subsidization of Objective Risk: The

spirit of the argument, so far, has been that ele-

ments of objective riskâfor example, fire in a

houseâshould be and can be treated much as

tervention in a risk market. We should note
immediately that we are discussing government
intervention in mortgage and housing markets
here only as it relates to the risk characteristics of the mortgage contract itself. There are,
of course, many other grounds on which arguments for the subsidization of housing and even
mortgages themselves can be based, but they
are not of immediate concern.
The price of risk, as we have developed the
analysis so far, can be divided into essentially
four categories: the costs of the objective risk,
the premia that cover risk aversion, nonobjective
risk (moral hazard and adverse selection), and
noneconomic motives. The economic considerations that apply to government subsidization of
each of these components are quite different,
and it is worthwhile to consider them separately.

any other cost. Thus, it follows that the ques-

tions of the subsidization of objective risk can

be placed in the framework of more traditional

subsidy analysis. For example, with respect to

housing, the government could provide low-cost

(subsidized) fire insurance as one means to stim-

ulate investment in housing. The point, however,

is that in the case of objective risk the private

markets will function well, and thus there are no

social grounds, or foundations of social external-

ities, except for the outright subsidization of

housing, to warrant government intervention in

this area. On the other hand, there is the possi-

bility that .even seemingly objective insurance

problems, such as fire insurance, may have ele-

ments of risk that are not objective (see, for ex-

ample, Syron (1973) for a discussion of fire in-

surance in ghetto areas).

The Subsidization of Risk Premia Due to

Risk Aversion: Now consider a case where the

company charges a premium for its handling of

risk, with the result that the price exceeds the

true actuarial odds. The government can inter-

vene in this situation in one of two ways. First, it

could undertake the insurance function itself,

thereby eliminating the risk for the private mar-

The Subsidization of Objective Risk: The
spirit of the argument, so far, has been that elements of objective risk-for example, fire in a
house-should be and can be treated much as
any other cost. Thus, it follows that the questions of the subsidization of objective risk can
be placed in the framework of more traditional
subsidy analysis. For example, with respect to
housing, the government could provide low-cost
(subsidized) fire insurance as one means to stimulate investment in housing. The point, however,
is that in the case of objective risk the private
markets will function well, and thus there are no
social grounds, or foundations of social externalities, except for the outright subsidization of
housing, to warrant government intervention in
this area. On the other hand, there is the possibility that .even seemingly objective insurance
problems, such as fire insurance, may have elements of risk that are not objective (see, for example, Syron (1973) for a discussion of fire insurance in ghetto areas).

kets; or it can attempt to induce the private mar-

ket to eliminate the risk premium through gov-

ernment subsidies. The interesting difference

between these two methods is that the govern-

ment insurance route is in principle costless,

whereas the government subsidy route involves

an explicit cost. This creates an obvious pre-

sumption in favor of the government's operating

the insurance funds itself.

The Subsidization of Risk Premia Due to

Nonobjective Risk: The case of nonobjective risk

is the most difficult one for public policy. The

difficulty in this case is that while certain individ-

uals are paying a price for risk that is unreason-

ably high relative to their true risk, the private

market finds it too expensive to isolate these in-

dividuals for special consideration. This leaves

basically two alternative routes for government

The Subsidization of Risk Premia Due to
Risk Aversion: Now consider a case where the
company charges a premium for its handling of
risk, with the result that the price exceeds the
true actuarial odds. The government can intervene in this situation in one of two ways. First, it
could undertake the insurance function itself,
thereby eliminating the risk for the private markets; or it can attempt to induce the private market to eliminate the risk premium through government subsidies. The interesting difference
between these two methods is that the government insurance route is in principle costless,
whereas the government subsidy route involves
an explicit cost. Thi ~ creates ao obvious pre-

subsidy. One possibility is an across-the-board

industry subsidy, in which all consumersâboth

relatively risky and relatively risk-freeâreceive

the benefits of the subsidy. The adverse feature
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sumption in favor of the government's operating
the insurance funds itself.
The Subsidization of Risk Premia Due to
Nonobjective Risk: The case of nonobjective risk
is the most difficult one for public policy. The
difficulty in this case is that while certain individuals are paying a price for risk that is unreasonably high relative to their true risk, the private
market finds it too expensive to isolate these individuals for special consideration. This leaves
basically two alternative routes for government
subsidy. One possibility is an across-the-board
industry subsidy, in which all consumers-both
relatively risky and relatively risk-free-receive
the benefits of the subsidy. The adverse feature
of this approach, of course, is that subsidies will
then be provided to some individuals-the truly
risky ones-who do not warrant it. On the other
hand, such programs may be easy to manage.
The alternative approach is for the government
to subsidize the costs of obtaining information
relating to the riskiness of individuals. In this
case the problem is confronted directly, the information is obtained, and then efficient pricing
is used. The difficulty with this approach is the
possibility that it may be very costly, and there
is, of course, the possibility that the information
is not available at all.
Subsidization When Noneconomic Motives
are Involved: The case of noneconomic motives,
for example of racial discrimination, is perhaps
the easiest to deal with in principle. It is fair to
assume that U.S. law, both in terms of Restraint
of Trade law and Civil Discrimination law, provides an ample basis for prohibiting discriminatory and noneconomic motives in mortgage and
homebuilding activities. One could argue that
economic subsidies should be provided to
counter the discrimination, but in terms of both
costs and moral issues, cases of simple discrimination should be confronted and eliminated directly.
1I.4.b Specific Proposals for Government Intervention: Following is a discussion of some of
the major proposals in this area.
The Elimination of Usury Ceilings on Mortgage Contracts: It is difficult to obtain data on
the extent to which usury ceilings have actually
been effective in restraining the level of mortgage interest rates. This is not surprising, because when usury ceilings are effective, loans
are not made, and thus data exist only in the
form of loan applications. In addition, at least in
some case , ~~~Wa u J .~l ceilings have been regularly Ur. i ~ srt~ea~'" r( m~~ id become effec-

tive. Whatever the situation, however, it is critical

that the adverse effects of usury ceilings be rec-

ognized. The problem is that risky borrowers will

generally be required to pay higher interest rates

than the average borrower. But if usury ceilings

make it impossible for the lender to charge the

borrower an appropriate rate, then the lender's

response will be to limit the size of the loan, and

perhaps make no loan at all. Furthermore, the

advantages of usury ceilingsâprotecting borrow-

ers from "unreasonable" loan ratesâare illu-

sory: in organized loan markets, "unreasonable"

rates are simply never observed; in unorganized

markets (black markets) the ceilings are not re-

spected in any case. The elimination of any legal

limits on the level of mortgage interest rates is

thus strongly endorsed.

The Provision of Government lnsurance on

Mortgage Contracts: Government insurance on

mortgage contracts may be introduced for at

least three reasons. First, insured mortgages are

better instruments for secondary market trading

on a national basis. This is a topic to be dis-

cussed further in Part lll. Second, government

insurance may be used as an inducement for

risk-averse lenders to make certain classes of

loans. A key feature of such an insurance pro-

gram is that it should operate, on average, with-

out loss, and the current FHA programs are

good examples. The alternative to government

insurance for this purpose would be to make

lenders less risk-averse in a direct fashion. ln-

surance programs, however, would appear to be

the more efficient solution. Third, government in-

surance may be used as an attempt to aid a

mortgage market that has ceased to operate

effectively for the reasons of market failure de-

veloped above. Here the issue becomes more

difficult. A key feature of insurance in such situ-

ations is that it is likely to require a significant

subsidy. lndeed, loss rates on insured loans will

be likely to rise simply on account of the availa-

bility of the insurance, since lenders will have

only limited incentive to separate good risks

from bad risks. On the other hand, some subsidi-

zation may be deemed worthwhile if the market

would not function at all otherwise.

The Subsidization of lnformation by the

Government: An alternative to insurance in

cases of market failure is for the government to

subsidize in a direct fashion the information that

is necessary for the market to function in a nor-

mal fashion. As stressed, many parts of the

mortgage market appear to break down because

it is too costly for the standard participants in

the market to obtain the information necessary

for market operation. For example, it may be the

case that existing institutional lenders (commer-

cial banks, S&L's, MSB's) do not have the exper-

tise and personnel required to evaluate "core

city" mortgages. Under the prodding of subsidi-

zation for undertaking credit evaluations in these

areas, however, it may be that the market could

be made operative. Alternatively, the government

may wish to assist a new class of institutions

that would specialize in making loans of this

sort. ln fact, a start has been made in this direc-

tive. Whatever the situation, however, it is critical
that the adverse effects of usury ceilings be recognized. The problem is that risky borrowers will
generally be required to pay higher interest rates
than the average borrower. But if usury ceilings
make it impossible for the lender to charge the
borrower an appropriate rate, then the lender's
response will be to limit the size of the loan, and
perhaps make no loan at all. Furthermore, the
advantages of usury ceilings-protecting borrowers from "unreasonable" loan rates-are illusory: in organized loan markets, "unreasonable"
rates are simply never observed; in unorganized
markets (black markets) the ceilings are not respected in any case. The elimination of any legal
limits on the level of mortgage interest rates is
thus strongly endorsed.
The Provision of Government Insurance on
Mortgage Contracts: Government insurance on
mortgage contracts may be introduced for at
least three reasons. First, insured mortgages are
better instruments for secondary market trading
on a national basis. This is a topic to be discussed further in Part III. Second, government
insurance may be used as an inducement for
risk-averse lenders to make certain classes of
loans. A key feature of such an insurance program is that it should operate, on average, without loss, and the current FHA programs are
good examples. The alternative to government
insurance for this purpose would be to make
lenders less risk-averse in a direct fashion. Insurance programs, however, would appear to be
the more efficient solution. Third, government insurance may be used as an attempt to aid a
mortgage market that has ceased to operate
effectively for the reasons of market failure developed above. Here the issue becomes more
difficult. A key feature of insurance in such situations is that it is likely to require a significant
subsidy. Indeed, loss rates on insured loans will
be likely to rise simply on account of the availability of the insurance, since lenders will have
only limited incentive to separate good risks
from bad risks. On the other hand, some subsidization may be deemed worthwhile if the market
would not function at all otherwise.
The Subsidization of Information by the
Government: An alternative to insurance in
cases of market failure is for the government to
subsidize in a direct fashion the information that
is necessary for the market to function in a normal fashion. As stressed, many parts of the
mortgage market appear to break down because
it is too costly for the standard -participan ts in
the market to obtain the information ne essary

for market operation. For example, it may be the
case that existing institutional lenders (commercial banks, S&L's, MSB's) do not have the expertise and personnel required to evaluate "core
city" mortgages. Under the prodding of subsidization for undertaking credit evaluations in these
areas, however, it may be that the market could
be made operative. Alternatively, the government
may wish to assist a new class of institutions
that would specialize in making loans of this
sort. In fact, a start has been made in this direction under the FNMA Loan Correspondent program. Additionally, it could be that some existing
institutional form of lender, such as Federal
Credit Unions, could serve this purpose with
changes in their chartering regulations. Whatever
the specific form of the institution, however, it
should be recognized that a subsidy will certainly have to be provided in the short run for
the program to begin. In the long run, on the
other hand, there is the possibility that institutions may develop that do not require subsidization.
In this context, it is also useful to distinguish between subsidies for insurance and
subsidies for information retrieval. In the case of
risk aversion, insurance plans should not require
a subsidy, and information is not the problem;
consequently, in this context government insurance programs should be supported. In the case
of market failure, however, the absence of information is really the basic problem. Insurance
programs can provide a partial solution, but the
more effective they are, the more costly they will
be-and there would be no reason to expect the
costs to diminish over time. Subsidies for information, on the other hand, get to the core of the
problem, and although they too have a cost,
there is at least the hope that over time the subsidy element may diminish.

Further Research: Perhaps surprisingly,
there does not appear a great payoff to further
large-scale studies of the current operations of
mortgage markets by HUD. The problems, as developed here, seem clear, and the effectiveness
of alternative solutions is not going to be decided on paper. Instead, a main recommendation
is that HUD consider starting a number of pilot
programs in which alternative attempts at government insurance and at the subsidization of information retrieval be considered. Such studies
could be undertaken with relatively small
amounts of "seed money" and the required subsidies woul'§ ri', 'n e(n.", -I ID iven the scale of pilot
progr
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tion under the FNMA Loan Correspondent pro-

gram. Additionally, it could be that some existing

institutional form of lender, such as Federal
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111.1 General Principles

The stress in Part ll of this study has been

on the conditions under which elements of risk

Part III: Macroeconomic
Considerations: Sufficiency of the
Free Market Supply of Credit

can lead to a failure in mortgage markets and

therefore to a basis under which government in-

tervention in mortgage and housing markets can

be rationalized. These considerations of risk

were essentially microeconomic, in the sense

that the risk is a characteristic of individual bor-

rowers, and must be faced by the individual

lenders. Therefore, the impact of risk, and gov-

ernment programs that affect it, will certainly be

found in the distribution of mortgage funds and

housing among individuals, but there will not

necessarily be an aggregate effect. Conse-

quently, in this part, it is useful to return again

at the outset to basic principles, and to develop

a macroeconomic or aggregative model of the

mortgage and housing markets. As we shall see,

the factors relating to government intervention in

mortgage and housing markets on the macroe-

conomic level are quite differentâwith risk being

only a relatively minor oneâand our conclusions

with respect to the importance of government in-

tervention are quite different from the fundamen-

tal role that we suggested for dealing with

microeconomic (risk-related) market failure.

ll 1.1.a A Model of Housing and Mortgage Mar-

kets: We begin by setting a basic structure for the

mortgage and housing markets, in terms of the

demand and supply components for housing. Be-

cause housing is a durable stock that yields its

services over time, the demand for housing is

accurately presented as a demand for housing

services. Most empirical studies show the aggre-

gate demand for housing services depending on

income and wealth variables, demographic varia-

bles, and the price or rental rate for units. The

supply of housing services, in the short run, con-

sists of the services available from the existing

stock of housing. ln the long run, on the other

hand, the supply of housing services will re-

spond to new construction, which in turn has

been shown to depend on the ratio between the

market value of a housing unit and the cost of

constructing such a unit (see Gramlich and Jaf-

fee (1972), Chapters).

The equilibrium of this market occurs, of

course, when demand equals supply. The equi-

librium is achieved by the price being set at the

appropriate level, indicating a movement along

the demand curve for the shortrun equilibrium,

and along both the demand and supply curves

for the longrun equilibrium. lt is important to

stress that the price referred to here is the mar-

ket value of a house or, equivalently, the present

discounted value of the market determined rental

rates.

The mortgage market is closely related to

this housing market, but for clarity an analytic

distinction should be maintained. A mortgage

contract is a loan based on a house as collat-

eral. One could anticipate that the same individ-

111.1 General Principles
The stress in Part II of this study has been
on the conditions under which elements of risk
can lead to a failure in mortgage markets and
therefore to a basis under which government intervention in mortgage and housing markets can
be rationalized. These considerations of risk
were essentially microeconomic, in the sense
that the risk is a characteristic of individual borrowers, and must be faced by the individual
lenders. Therefore, the impact of risk, and government programs that affect it, will certainly be
found in the distribution of mortgage funds and
housing among individuals, but there will not
necessarily be an aggregate effect. Consequently, in this part, it is useful to return again
at the outset to basic principles, and to develop
a macroeconomic or aggregative model of the
mortgage and housing markets. As we shall see,
the factors relating to government intervention in
mortgage and housing markets on the macroeconomic level are quite different-with risk being
only a relatively minor one-and our conclusions
with respect to the importance of government intervention are quite different from the fundamental role that we suggested for dealing with
microeconomic (risk-related) market failure.
1II.1.a A Model of Housing and Mortgage Markets: We begin by setting a basic structure for the
mortgage and housing markets, in terms of the
demand and supply components for housing. Because housing is a durable stock that yields its
services over time, the demand for housing is
accurately presented as a demand for housing
services. Most empirical studies show the aggregate demand for housing services depending on
income and wealth variables, demographic variables, and the price or rental rate for units. The
supply of housing services, in the short run, consists of the services available from the existing
stock of housing. In the long run, on the other
hand, the supply of housing services will respond to new construction, which in turn has
been shown to depend on the ratio between the
market value of a housing unit and the cost of
constructing such a unit (see Gramlich and Jaffee (1972), Chapter 6).
The equilibrium of this market occurs, of
course, when demand equals supply. The equilibrium is achieved by the price being set at the
appropriate level [ indicating a movement along

uals that are demanding houses also are going

to be demanding mortgage loans. But it is criti-

cal to understand that the house/loan ratio, or

the value-to-loan ratio, is a variable from the
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the demand curve for the shortrun equilibrium,
and along both the demand and supply curves
for the longrun equilibrium. It is important to
stress that the price referred to here is the market value of a house or, equivalently, the present
discounted value of the market determined rental
rates.
The mortgage market is closely related to
this housing market, but for clarity an analytic
distinction should be maintained. A mortgage
contract is a loan based on a house as collateral. One could anticipate that the same individuals that are demanding houses also are going
to be demanding mortgage loans. But it is critical to understand that the houselloan ratio, or
the value-to-Ioan ratio, is a variable from the
homeowners' standpoint that has been shown to
depend in a positive fashion on the mortgage
rate (see Gramlich and Jaffee (1972), Chapter 5).
Consequently, while there is a linkage between
house demand and mortgage demand, the relationship is a flexible one. As an additional point,
it is obvious that the suppliers in the mortgage
and housing markets are different. In the housing
market, the supply is built by the construction industry. In the mortgage market, the supply is the
funds available from the various lending institutions.
As a perfectly functioning, longrun equilibrium system, the mortgage market achieves its
equilibrium by the mortgage rate being set at a
level at which the demand equals the supply. To
see how the system works then, consider an increase in the supply of available funds by the
lending institutions. The increase in the supply of
funds will lower the mortgage rate in order to
bring the mortgage market into equilibrium. The
reduced mortgage rate, however, will then stimulate the demand for housing (since the cost of
capital is one of the elements of demand), causing the price of housing to rise in the short run,
andlor creating more construction in the long
run. The increase in the housing stock could
then stimulate more mortgage demand, creating
some pressure for the mortgage rate to rise, and
in this way the markets would move toward the
final equilibrium. Regardless of how the market
dynamically reaches the equilibrium, however,
the final position resulting from an increase in
available mortgage funds would be a decrease in
the mortgage rate, an increase in the stock of
housing and the stock of mortgages, and some
pressure for housing prices to rise.
An important question, of course, is how
strong ar Er1 ~ ' i ~ eM ,.f the incre~~e in th.e sup1m
~~HI
empirical eVIdence
ply

mtu

here is quite strong as a number of studies have

all pointed in the same direction (see Gramlich

and Jaffee (1972), Meltzer (1972), Fair and Jaffee

(1972), and Swan (1973)). These studies all indi-

cate that the stimulus to housing, resulting from

a shift in the supply of mortgage funds, is very

small. Two main mechanisms have been devel-

oped to explain this small effect.

First, there is the question of the mortgage-

house ratio. As we have indicated, the mort-

gage-house ratio will rise as the mortgage rate

falls upon an increase in the supply of mortgage

funds. Thus it is possibleâand empirical studies

indicate that this is the caseâthat an increase in

mortgage funds results primarily in an increase

in the mortgage-house ratio, and only secondar-

ily and in small amounts in an actual increase in

housing.

As a second explanation for this result, it

has been pointed out that any increase in the

availability of mortgage funds that comes directly

or indirectly from other capital markets will have

the effect of raising the general level of interest

rates in the economy. This general rise in inter-

est rates will certainly offset the relative decline

in the mortgage rate, and some studies indicate

this offset can approach 100 percent. Thus, for

both reasons, it appears to be the case that at-

tempts to stimulate the availability of mortgages

will result primarily in stimulation for the mort-

gage market, but not for the housing market.

It is clear that these results, therefore, are

generally going to point against the use of mort-

gage subsidy programs; rather than pursue the

policy implications here, however, we shall dis-

cuss them in the concluding section. Instead, we

first want to take up two special issuesâthe

cyclical behavior of mortgage and housing mar-

kets, and questions of changing regional de-

mands.

III.2 Factors Relating to Cyclical

Fluctuations of Mortgages and Housing

The material discussed so far relates pri-

marily to the longrun equilibrium of the mortgage

and housing markets and to their longrun growth

trends. The question of the cyclical fluctuations

in mortgages and housing, however, is perhaps

equally important. The shortrun environment that

here is quite strong as a number of studies have
a" pointed in the same direction (see Gramlich
and Jaffee (1972), Meltzer (1972), Fair and Jaffee
(1972), and Swan (1973)). These studies a" indicate that the stimulus to housing, resulting from
a shift in the supply of mortgage funds, is very
small. Two main mechanisms have been developed to explain this sma" effect.
First, there is the question of the mortgagehouse ratio. As we have indicated, the mortgage-house ratio wi" rise as the mortgage rate
falls upon an increase in the supply of mortgage
funds. Thus it is possible-and empirical studies
indicate that this is the case--that an increase in
mortgage funds results primarily in an increase
in the mortgage-house ratio, and only secondarily and in small amounts in an actual increase in
housing.
As a second explanation for this result, it
has been pointed out that any increase in the
availability of mortgage funds that comes directly
or indirectly from other capital markets will have
the effect of raising the general level of interest
rates in the economy. This general rise in interest rates will certainly offset the relative decline
in the mortgage rate, and some studies indicate
this offset can approach 100 percent. Thus, for
both reasons, it appears to be the case that attempts to stimulate the availability of mortgages
will result primarily in stimulation for the mortgage market, but not for the housing market.
It is clear that these results, therefore, are
generally going to point against the use of mortgage subsidy programs; rather than pursue the
policy implications here, however, we shall discuss them in the concluding section. Instead, we
first want to take up two special issues-the
cyclical behavior of mortgage and housing markets, and questions of changing regional demands.

is relevant for the cylical factors can differ from

the longrun situation just discussed in two main

ways. First, one should consider what variables

do show significant cyclical fluctuations in influ-

encing the basic demand and supply functions.

Second, one must allow for the possibility that in

the shortrun the mortgage market is not clearing

âthat is, that the mortgage rate is restrained

from moving to the equilibrium level.

With respect to the variables that cyclically

influence demand and supply, the major interest

is on the supply side. For the demand side, the

variables we have mentionedâincome, wealth,

and demographic factorsâgenerally do not vary

significantly on a cyclical basis. (It should be

noted that the income variable generally found

relevant in empirical studies is some measure of

"permanent income.") On the supply side, in

111.2 Factors Relating to Cyclical
Fluctuations of Mortgages and Housing
The material discussed so far relates primarily to the longrun equilibrium of the mortgage
and housing markets and to their longrun growth
trends. The question of the cyclical fluctuations
in mortgages and housing, however, is perhaps
equally important. The shortrun environment that
is relevant for the cylical factors can differ from
the longrun situation just discussed in two main
ways. First, one should consider what variables
do show significant cyclical fluctuations in influencing the basic demand and supply functions.
Second, one must allow for the pos!:\iQili ty that in

the shortrun the mortgage market is not clearing
-that is, that the mortgage rate is restrained
from moving to the equilibrium level.
With respect to the variables that cyclically
influence demand and supply, the major interest
is on the supply side. For the demand side, the
variables we have mentioned-income, wealth,
and demographic factors-generally do not vary
significantly on a cyclical basis. (It should be
noted that the income variable generally found
relevant in empirical studies is some measure of
"permanent income.") On the supply side, in
contrast, the most important factor has been the
cyclical nature of the flow of funds into depository financial intermediaries-these include savings and loan associations, mutual savings
banks, credit unions, and, of course, commercial
banks. All of these institutions have shown a
tendency to lose time deposits, or to have the
growth rate of their time deposits slowed, in periods of high economic activity. This slowing of
their deposit growth is related, in turn, to a sluggish behavior in their raising of their time-deposit interest rates. Before 1966, the sluggish
rate-setting appears simply a basic part of their
behavior; since 1966, it can also be explained by
the deposit-rate ceilings that have generally restricted the deposit rate-setting of these institutions. (For further discussion along these line!:!,
see my papers on the Hunt Commission Report
-Fair and Jaffee (1971), and Jaffee (1972).)
The upshot on the supply of funds side,
therefore, has been a situation in which during
periods of high economic activity and high and
rising interest rates, the flow of deposit funds to
the thrift institutions and commercial banks has
fallen off, and consequently the flow of funds for
mortgages has been significantly reduced. This,
then, appears to be the major factor responsible
for the observed cyclical sensitivity of the mortgage sector of the economy. In order to link this
with an effect on housing, however, we must
also consider the second factor mentioned
above, namely the shortrun disequilibrium of the
mortgage and housing markets. If the markets
were equilibrating in the short run under the
conditions just developed, then one would expect the mortgage interest rate to rise significantly whenever the supply of mortgage funds is
reduced. One consequence of the higher mortgage rate could be a reduced demand for
housing; but, as we have indicated, the empirical
results indicate that the major change of a rising
mortgage rate would be simply a lower mort~ e amo~nt of housin~ ingage-hous la}jJk~ '
~'f$~ ~'MI
Arw IS led by logic to
vest"lj
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contrast, the most important factor has been the

cyclical nature of the flow of funds into deposi-

tory financial intermediariesâthese include sav-

ings and loan associations, mutual savings
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the conclusion that during cyclical peaks we

should find mortgage flows falling off, mortgage

rates rising, and housing relatively unaffected by

these factors.

Turning to the empirical evidence, however,

we find that, in fact, during cyclical peaks the

mortgage flows fall off (as predicted) but that

mortgage interest rates rise relatively little (that

is, they rise in absolute amount, but fall relative

to the average level of interest rates) and that

housing is indeed adversely affected in such pe-

riods. The explanation offered to fit this all to-

gether is that during such cyclical peaks, the rel-

atively small rise in the mortgage interest rate is

a symptom of a disequilibrium in the mortgage

market. That is, the mortgage rate does not rise

to its long run equilibrium level, and the result is

that mortgage credit is rationed. This results, at

least in part, from the fact that many mortgage

contracts are negotiated on an advance commit-

ment basis that can occur as much as a year be-

fore the contract is actually taken down. From

the borrower's standpoint, this means that he

finds relatively low rates of interest in the mort-

gage market, but funds are simply not available

at this rate. lt might be noted that this is fully

consistent with the view of the various special

interest groups, discussed above in section 11.3,

in which their major concern is not with the cost

of mortgage funds, but with the availability.

The implications of this view should be

treated with care. There are basically two solu-

tions available for solving the problem of short-

run disequilibrium (or limited availability) in the

mortgage market. One possibility is to encourage

the lending institutions to raise their mortgage

rates more quickly, thus allowing the price (or

interest rate) to clear the market as it would nor-

mally in a longrun situation. This would involve

structural changes in the mortgage market, in-

cluding perhaps, some change in the manner by

which advance commitments are negotiated. The

other possibility is for government agencies

(FNMA, GNMA, etc.) to fill the gap between the

demand for funds and the private supply of

funds during such periods. This latter solution

would then effectively make the existing mort-

gage rate the market clearing rate, given the ap-

propriate amount of government supply.

ln terms of actual events, considerable

progress has been made along both of these

lines in reducing the cyclical tendency of the

mortgage and housing markets. As a case in

point, the relatively good performance of housing

in 1969, compared to the dismal performance

in 1966, is generally used as the example. But

while progress has been made, it is clear there

is still room for more advances in both of the in-

dicated areas. To be specific, along the lines of

strucural change, the proposals of the Hunt

Commission should be seriously considered. ln

previous studies (Fair and Jaffee (1972) and Jaf-

fee (1972)), l have provided arguments in favor of

these proposals, so l will not repeat them here. l

stress, however, that it is my view that Hunt

Commission proposals for structural change will

the conclusion that during cyclical peaks we
should find mortgage flows falling off, mortgage
rates rising, and housing relatively unaffected by
these factors.
Turning to the empirical evidence, however,
we find that, in fact, during cyclical peaks the
mortgage flows fall off (as predicted) but that
mortgage interest rates rise relatively little (that
is, they rise in absolute amount, but fall relative
to the average level of interest rates) and that
housing is indeed adversely affected in such periods. The explanation offered to fit this all together is that during such cyclical peaks, the relatively small rise in the mortgage interest rate is
a symptom of a disequilibrium in the mortgage
market. That is, the mortgage rate does not rise
to its long run equilibrium level, and the result is
that mortgage credit is rationed. This results, at
least in part, from the fact that many mortgage
contracts are negotiated on an advance commitment basis that can occur as much as a year before the contract is actually taken down. From
the borrower's standpoint, this means that he
finds relatively low rates of interest in the mortgage market, but funds are simply not available
at this rate. It might be noted that this is fully
consistent with the view of the various special
interest groups, discussed above in section 11.3,
in which their major concern is not with the cost
of mortgage funds, but with the availability.
The implications of this view should be
treated with care. There are basically two solutions available for solving the problem of shortrun disequilibrium (or limited availability) in the
mortgage market. One possibility is to encourage
the lending institutions to raise their mortgage
rates more quickly, thus allowing the price (or
interest rate) to clear the market as it would normally in a longrun situation. This would involve
structural changes in the mortgage market, including perhaps, some change in the manner by
which advance commitments are negotiated. The
other possibility is for government agencies
(FNMA, GNMA, etc.) to fill the gap between the
demand for funds and the private supply of
funds during such periods. This latter solution
would then effectively make the existing mortgage rate the market clearing rate, given the appropriate amount of government supply.
In terms of actual events, considerable
progress has been made along both of these
lines in reducing the cyclical tendency of the
mortgage and housing markets. As a case in
point, the relatively good performance of housing
in 1969, compared to the dismal perfor ance
in 1966, is generally used qS the example, But

help housing and mortgage markets, even if de-

posit-rate ceilings are removed (and they should

be). To be more specific along the lines of gov-

ernment supplied mortgage funds, l would argue
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while progress has been made, it is clear there
is still room for more advances in both of the indicated areas. To be specific, along the lines of
strucural change, the proposals of the Hunt
Commission should be seriously considered. In
previous studies (Fair and Jaffee (1972) and Jaffee (1972»), I have provided arguments in favor of
these proposals, so I will not repeat them here. I
stress, however, that it is my view that Hunt
Commission proposals for structural change will
help housing and mortgage markets, even if deposit-rate ceilings are removed (and they should
be). To be more specific along the lines of government supplied mortgage funds, I would argue
mainly in favor of the extension of current programs for creating a thick and orderly secondary
market for mortgages. With regard to programs
that directly supply mortgage funds to the market, I suspect that current programs are quite
adequate. In particular, I want to stress that the
available FNMA and GNMA programs have been
shown to have an effect on the housing mortgage only during the one or two quarters of the
most severe credit rationing; in any longer-run
context, substitution of public mortgage funds for
private mortgage funds occurs, with no net effect
observed for the FNMA or GNMA operation.

111.3 Factors Relating to Changing and
Imbalanced Regional Demands for
Mortgages
We now turn the discussion from the disequilibrium of mortgage markets over time to the
imbalance of mortgage markets over different
geographic locations. It has been observed frequently over time (see Fredrikson (1971)) that
mortgage interest rates in the Northeast United
States are significantly lower than the equivalent
mortgage rates in the South and West. Indeed,
results have been obtained that show there is a
high and significantly positive correlation between the level of the mortgage rate in a region
and the actual distance of the region from a
point in the Northeastern United States.
Now, if the private markets are to respond
to this situation, then we would expect a flow of
funds available for mortgages from the Northeast
and to the insufficiently supplied regions. To
some extent this has been observed in a variety
of ways, and it is useful to list at least some of
them. For one thing, thrift institutions in the
South and West have competed very strongly for
deposit funds, and have succeeded in creating a
f'o~ of fu, A i I W1 ~n
. ,heir. region. For anot~er.
natl OO'/V'
~ ~ft ~
urance companies)

'TV

have naturally been attracted to the affected

areas and have tended to invest more than the

normal proportion of their funds in mortgages in

these areas. Finally, even local lenders (that is,

local thrift institutions) have found some means

through which they can invest surplus mortgage

funds in mortgages from the insufficiently sup-

plied regions.

What is surprising, however, is that these

various interregional funds flows have not been

sufficient to solve the problemâspecifically, we

continue to observe the regional spread in mort-

gage interest rates. Two questions then arise:

First, what has stopped the private markets from

achieving the complete equalization of mortgage

rates in different regions? Second, is there a

useful role for government intervention in the

private markets on these grounds?

With respect to the question of the private

markets, several answers have been suggested,

and each appears to have some validity. First,

there is the point that the data are less than per-

fect, and part of the problem may therefore be

reporting an error. Second, the contracts that

are being compared for the different regions may

actually be different in terms of their technical

features or in terms of the riskiness of the con-

tract. Third, and finally, it is known that there are

a variety of constraints that limit and inhibit the

ability of various financial institutions to under-

take the necessary capital flows to erase the re-

gional differences. lt is hard to evaluate the rela-

tive importance of these factors, but the third

factor has certainly been acknowledged as im-

portant (see especially Fredrikson (1971)).

With respect to the question of government

intervention, one obvious direction is to eliminate

any government regulations that do currently

limit the ability of financial institutions to make

regional fund flows. Such proposals, for exam-

ple, are provided in the Hunt Commission Report

(1971), and they should be carefully considered.

And, along the same lines, any other proposals

that serve to perfect the capital markets are also

likely to help solve this problem (for example,

deposit insurance has aided the interregional de-

posit flows that do occur). More forceful policies,

of course, would involve government agencies in

supplying funds to the appropriate regions. ln

fact, there already exists a mechanismâthe var-

ious regional Federal Home Loan Banks (as

well as the Federal Reserve Banks, possibly)â

through which such funds could be disbursed. lt

should be indicated, however, that the regional

differences do not appear to be one of the major

problems facing the mortgage and housing mar-

kets, and thus the Hunt Commission proposals

might well be tried as a first step, and the di-

mensions of the problem then reconsidered.

III.4 Conclusions

The basic question considered in this sec-

tion has been whether the free market supply of

housing credit on an aggregate basis can meet

consumer demand. We have indicated that three

more specific questions have to be distinguished:

Will the longrun supply of housing credit be suffi-

cient? Will cyclical factors interfere with the short-

have naturally been attracted to the affected
areas and have tended to invest more than the
normal proportion of their funds in mortgages in
these areas. Finally, even local lenders (that is,
local thrift institutions) have found some means
through which they can invest surplus mortgage
funds in mortgages from the insufficiently supplied regions.
What is surprising, however, is that these
various interregional funds flows have not been
sufficient to solve the problem-specifically, we
continue to observe the regional spread in mortgage interest rates. Two questions then arise:
First, what has stopped the private markets from
achieving the complete equalization of mortgage
rates in different regions? Second, is there a
useful role for government intervention in the
private markets on these grounds?
With respect to the question of the private
markets, several answers have been suggested,
and each appears to have some validity. First,
there is the point that the data are less than perfect, and part of the problem may therefore be
reporting an error. Second, the contracts that
are being compared for the different regions may
actually be different in terms of their technical
features or in terms of the riskiness of the contract. Third, and finally, it is known that there are
a variety of constraints that limit and inhibit the
ability of various financial institutions to undertake the necessary capital flows to erase the regional differences. It is hard to evaluate the relative importance of these factors, but the third
factor has certainly been acknowledged as important (see especially Fredrikson (1971)).
With respect to the question of government
intervention, one obvious direction is to eliminate
any government regulations that do currently
limit the ability of financial institutions to make
regional fund flows. Such proposals, for example, are provided in the Hunt Commission Report
(1971), and they should be Cl:lrefully considered.
And, along the same lines, any other proposals
that serve to perfect the capital markets are also
likely to help solve this problem (for example,
deposit insurance has aided the interregional deposit flows that do occur). More forceful policies,
of course, would involve government agencies in
supplying funds to the appropriate regions. In
fact, there already exists a mechanism-the various regional Federal Home Loan Banks (as
well as the Federal Reserve Banks, possibly)through which such funds could be disbursed. It
should be indicated, however, that the regional
differences do not ~ Rpear to be one {>f the lJ1ajor
problems facing the mortgage and housing mar-

kets, and thus the Hunt Commission proposals
might well be tried as a first step, and the dimensions of the problem then reconsidered.

111.4 Conclusions
The basic question considered in this section has been whether the free market supply of
housing credit on an aggregate basis can meet
consumer demand. We have indicated that three
more specific questions have to be distinguished:
Will the longrun supply of housing credit be sufficient? Will cyclical factors interfere with the shortrun supply of housing credit? And are differences
between regions of the country likely to create
problems? Perhaps the most important point to
make in conclusion with respect to these questions
concerns the extent to which the problems that do
exist in aggregate housing credit markets are
"manmade," That is, many of the problems in
housing credit markets are the result of government legislation and intervention in these markets
that were undertaken at some earlier time and In
a different setting. To be specific, we have indicated how the proposals of the Hunt Commission
Report are to an important degree directed at
eliminating capital market restrictions of this sort.
A second major point concerns the difference between a mortgage subsidy and a housing
subsidy program. It was argued strongly and at
length in Fair and Jaffee (1972) that housing subsidy programs generally will be more efficient in
terms of housing output per dollar input than
mortgage subsidy programs. The reason is that
mortgage subsidy programs operate only indirectly on housing-their direct effects are to increase the amount of mortgage financing, For
this reason, mortgage subsidy programs should
be used primarily as shortrun stopgaps when
disequilibrium characterizes the mortgage markets. Under such circumstances, financing would
be a binding constraint on housing investment,
and thus programs that alleviate the mortgage
constraint will be of value. In any longrun context, however, there is a strong presumption in
favor of housing subsidy programs. These programs can include the so-called "brick and mortar" stipends as well as various rent reduction
programs.
A third and final major point relates to the
interest elasticity of the demand for housing, It is
frequently observed (and documented in Fair and
Jaffee (1972)) that the demand for housing is significantly more, irterest-elastic than the demand
for fixed-pro
h I a ~tal investment. The result, t Hj~' '<ti II (tH~t ~ ~+B. . s of high interest

run supply of housing credit? And are differences

between regions of the country likely to create

problems? Perhaps the most important point to
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rates, housing investment tends to decline rela-

tive to business investment. This raises the ques-

tion of whether this is acceptable or whether

government subsidy should be attempted in

order to raise housing investment in such pe-

riods. Even more basically, one should consider

why housing demand is more interest-elastic.

One possibility is that the capital markets are

particularly imperfect with respect to housing.

Our discussion has indicated, however, that on the

aggregate level this is not the case. The important

exception, perhaps, concerns the technical as-

pects of the mortgage contract under inflationâ

Tucker (1973) has argued that the cost of mort-

gage credit rises "artificially" under inflation, and

that changes in the contract should be madeâand

it would appear that he is quite right. The alterna-

tive ground for the high-interest elasticity of hous-

ing is that consumers view housing as a postpon-

able purchase. lf this is the case, then there may

be true and "real" economic foundations for the

high elasticity; and it would follow that care

should be taken in devising subsidy programs that

circumvent what might be the most efficient re-

sponse of the economic system to high interest

rates.
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Summary

Previous housing policy has assumed the

low income user to be an undifferentiated con-

stant; it failed to consider seriously housing as a

process. The predominant focus on adequacy of

housing stockâwhich is in and of itself a worthy

goalâfails to address the more pervasive life-

styles found in rural areas? The magnitude of in-

adequate housing in rural areas constitutes a na-

tional crisis. The sheer burden of existence in a
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debilitating residential environment reinforces

the alienation and apathyâand, finally, resigna-

tionâso common in rural areas. The ameliora-

tion of generations of ills is not easily nor

quickly possible. There is, however, a clear and

Summary

highly visible product of Federal neglect that can

best be remedied by a recognition of the need

for people-oriented policies.

Results of the rapid urbanization of rural

America have brought the associated problems

of residential relocation, occupational change,

and a host of others. While this population shift

brought with it an inordinately high incidence of

physical and mental health problems, there is no

evidence either of actions to facilitate this proc-

ess of change or to predict and anticipate future

problems of a similar sort. There are, however,

groups in Mississippi, eastern Kentucky, and else-

where that have addressed these issues and at-

tempted to resolve inadequacies of public policy.

The resolution of the rural housing crisis

can be viewed in two stages. Stage one is the

development of a delivery system that can func-

tion effectively to correct serious housing defi-

ciencies that affect safety and physical health.

This delivery system is critically needed in rural

areas where housing problems are the most se-

vere. This rural delivery system should be ori-

ented towards providing basic sanitation (clean

water and waste disposal) and structurally sound

living space for the low income population. Pub-

lic funds first should be used to alleviate the

worst housing problems. Realistically, this ap-

proach necessitates building or rehabilitating

units for the very poor that are smaller and of

lower quality than those occupied by moderate

income families.

The housing delivery process should be

viewed (and planned) as one component of a

comprehensive service delivery system to be ad-

ministered at at the local level by a central gov-

ernmental agency. Such a comprehensive deliv-

ery system would include housing and the basic

human resource services, e.g. health care, day

care, welfare, etc.

Stage two is the introduction into the hous-

Previous housing policy has assumed the
low income user to be an undifferentiated constant; it failed to consider seriously housing as a
process. The predominant focus on adequacy of
housing stock-which is in and of itself a worthy
goal-fails to address the more pervasive lifestyles found in rural are~ The magnitude of inadequate housing in rural areas constitutes a national crisis. The sheer burden of existence in a
debilitating residential environment reinforces
the alienation and apathy-and, finally, resignation-so common in rural areas. The amelioration of generations of ills is not easily nor
quickly possible. There is, however, a clear and
highly visible product of Federal neglect that can
best be remedied by a recognition of the need
for people-oriented policies.
Results of the rapid urbanization of rural
America have brought the associated problems
of residential relocation, occupational change,
and a host of others. While this population shift
brought with it an inordinately high incidence of
physical and mental health problems, there is no
evidence either of actions to facilitate this process of change or to predict and anticipate future
problems of a similar sort. There are, however,
groups in Mississippi, eastern Kentucky, and elsewhere that have addressed these issues and attompted to resolve inadequacies of public policy.
The resolution of the rural housing crisis
can be viewed in two stages. Stage one is the
development of a delivery system that can function effectively to correct serious housing deficloncies that affect safety and physical health.
This delivery system is critically needed in r ural

areas where housing problems are the most severe. This rural delivery system should be oriented towards providing basic sanitation (clean
water and waste disposal) and structurally sound
living space for the low income population. Public funds first should be used to alleviate the
worst housing problems. Realistically, this approach necessitates building or rehabilitating
units for the very poor that are smaller and of
lower quality than those occupied by moderate
income families.
The housing delivery process should be
viewed (and planned) as one component of a
comprehensive service delivery system to be administered at at the local level by a central governmental agency. Such a comprehensive delivery system would include housing and the basic
human resource services, e.g. health care, day
care, welfare, etc.
Stage two is the introduction into the housing delivery system of a predictive process
based on the rationale that the ability of people to
influence public decisions that affect them will
have a direct and abid ing influence on their satisfaction and, ultimately, their health state. This
predictive process would include involving potential users in the decisions concerning the location and size of new projects, the types of
services to be provided, the design of living units,
and the type of management. The Government
should take the responsibility for assessing the
needs and preferences of potential users in a
specific locale. From this assessment a programmatic set of requirements can be formulated.
This program then becomes the criterion to be
used in the planning and design of the project.
Three specific strategies for implementation have
been developed:

Involvement of Users in the Housing Process
The involvement of affected people in the
decision process is clearly the beginning of establishing a better understanding of the meaning
of a "suitable" living environment. The formulation of programs that verbally and graphically
describe the housing needs and preferences of
low income families can enable planners and designers to produce suitable environments. To secure the type of user participation necessary, the
Government must develop administrative techniques that encourage low income people in a
specific locale to voice their feelings. Essential
to this process is the need for a clear presentation to use ~ rP.:t ll~hE) f ll~,S of decisions (I.e., site

ing delivery system of a predictive process

based on the rationale that the ability of people to

influence public decisions that affect them will

have a direct and abiding influence on their sat-

isfaction and, ultimately, their health state. This
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location, room layout, community facilities, etc.)

that must be made and of the alternatives possi-

ble.

Postconstruction Evaluation of All Federally

Subsidized Housing

To determine the degree to which designs

location, room layout, community facilities, etc.)
that must be made and of the alternatives possible.

meet the programmed needs of the users, a post-

construction evaluation of Government-assisted

housing projects should be conducted. The pur-

pose of this policy would be to provide a contin-

uous process of feedback and assessment to the

professionals from the user's point of view. The

Government should take the responsibility for

preparing the evaluation and communicating the

results to the professional community and the

user groups.

Performance Oriented Housing Approach

At present, we establish housing standards

in the form of building codes and minimum prop-

erty standards based on the assumption that

human behavior can fit into traditional three- and

four-bedroom dwelling units. The standards are

generally oriented towards the traditional mid-

Postconstruction Evaluation of All Federally
Subsidized Housing
To determine the degree to which designs
meet the programmed needs of the users, a postconstruction evaluation of Government-assisted
housing projects should be conducted. The purpose of this policy would be to provide a continuous process of feedback and assessment to the
professionals from the user's point of view. The
Government should take the responsibility for
preparing the evaluation and communicating the
results to the professional community and the
user groups.

dle-class view of "housing necessities," and deal

largely with housing technology. What are needed

are performance requirements or a performance

code that would state the desired attributes of a

material, component, or system in order to sat-

isfy the needs of the intended user without re-

gard to the specific means to be employed in

achieving the results. Performance requirements

would be derived from the characteristics of

users (the physiological, psychological, and so-

ciological needs and processes) which the built

environment can affect. ln short, a performance

code would be the legislated final result of the

process of involving users in the housing deliv-

ery system.

Introduction

For the past half century, programs of social

action have been directed toward the achieve-

ment of improved housing for substantial seg-

ments of the population. These programs (such

as health codes and code enforcement, and reg-

ulation of housing infractions) have stemmed, no

doubt, both from humanitarian beliefs in social

justice and from the pragmatic belief that hous-

ing plays a central role in health and well-being.

The belief that housing is a factor in physical

and mental health has arisen from the clinical

Performance Oriented Housing Approach
At present, we establish housing standards
in the form of building codes and minimum property standards based on the assumption that
human behavior can fit into traditional three- and
four-bedroom dwelling units. The standards are
generally oriented towards the traditional middle-class view of "housing necessities," and deal
largely with housing technology. What are needed
are performance requirements or a performance
code that would state the desired attributes of a
material, component, or system in order to satisfy the needs of the intended user without regard to the specific means to be employed in
achieving the results. Performance requirements
would be derived from the characteristics of
users (the physiological, psychological, and sociological needs and processes) which the built
environment can affect. In short, a performance
code would be the legislated final result of the
process of involving users in the housing delivery system.

and common sense observation of physicians,

public health officials, criminologists, law en-

forcement agencies, sociologists, welfare work-

Introduction

ers, and others, that many health and social dis-

abilities have greatest prevalence in areasâurban

or ruralâin which the poor reside. While it is evi-

dent that deleterious housing is caused by poverty,

housing can be isolated as an independent

measure.

The effects of an unsatisfactory residential

environment upon man's physiological health

and psychological well-being, together with his

inability to escape from these conditions be-

cause of economic and/or educational reasons,

demand immediate and extensive involvement by

For the past half century, programs of social
action have been directed toward the achievement of improved housing for substantial segments of the population. These programs (such
as health codes and code enforcement, and regulation of housing infractions) have stemmed, no
doubt, both from humanitarian beliefs in social
justice and from the pragmatic belief that housing plays a central role in health and well-being.
The belief that housing is a factor in physical

and mental health has arisen from the clinical
and common sense observation of physicians,
public health officials, criminologists, law enforcement agencies, sociologists, welfare workers, and others, that many health and social disabilities have greatest prevalence in areas-urban
or rural-in which the poor reside. While it is evident that deleterious housing is caused by poverty,
housing can be isolated as an independent
measure.
The effects of an unsatisfactory residential
environment upon man's physiological health
and psychological well-being, together with his
inability to escape from these conditions because of economic and/or educational reasons,
demand immediate and extensive involvement by
the Federal Government.
The home and its environs commonly involve more of man's time and that of his family
than any other single place in an urban or nonurban area (1).
The most severe threats to health and wellbeing in the residential environment affect the
poor. There are at least 12 million households
(approximately 44 million people) who are forced
to pay in excess of one-fourth of their income
for shelter; the majority of these households are
low and moderate income (2). Families are
forced to pay excessive amounts for housing because shelter, even when inadequate, is very expensive compared to other consumer items. Over
the last 20 years, shelter costs have increased at
a much faster pace than disposable personal income (3).
Thus, when a family is living on a relatively
fixed income (wh ich most of the poor are doing),
the only two alternatives to increased housing
costs are to spend more money or to vacate.
Both of these alternatives result in problems. To
spend more money on housing means reducing
the amount available for food, medical care,
transportation, and the various constructive
forms of release for emotional tensions. To vacate each time shelter costs increase means to
move into successively lower quality or smaller
housing accommodations.
Too little recognition has been given to social and psychological aspects of housing in relation to human health and welfare. Basic human
needs must be met to insure the health and
well-being of individuals and families. These
needs are fulfilled, in part, through tangible
goods and services, including sound dwelling
and means of maintaining the home and its furnishings an •. .tD nl. t.
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Noted psychologist Abraham Maslow has

developed a classification of basic human needs

which are ranked in ascending order. Each need

must be satisfied before an individual can func-

tion at the next higher level. They are:

â¢ Physiological needs such as hunger,

thirst, rest, and activity.

â¢ Personal security and safety and release

Noted psychologist Abraham Maslow has
developed a classification of basic human needs
which are ranked in ascending order. Each need
must be satisfied before an individual can function at the next higher level. They are:

from anxiety aroused by threats of various kinds.

â¢ Love needs, including acceptance and a

feeling of belonging in one's relationship with

parents, friends, and other social groups.

â¢ Esteem needs, including a sense of self-

mastery and self-worth.

â¢ Need for self-actualization through crea-

tive self-expression in personal and social

achievements.

In family life, goods and services connected

with housing and its environs provide satisfac-

tion of a basic need. A dwelling can furnish shel-

ter and protection, thus contributing to physio-

logical and safety needs. The value of household

• Physiological needs such as hunger,
thirst, rest, and activity.
• Personal security and safety and release
from anxiety aroused by threats of various kinds.
• Love needs, including acceptance and a
feeling of belonging in one's relationship with
parents, friends, and other social groups.
• Esteem needs, including a sense of selfmastery and self-worth.
• Need for self-actualization through creative self-expression in personal and social
achievements.

inventories and of the home itself, if it is owned,

may contribute to family financial security and

personal esteem. The house and its furnishings

can serve to provide an important element of

family social and spatial environment. Spatial

patterns provide the setting for social interac-

tions in which love, esteem, and self-actualiza-

tion needs may be met. Where the dwelling fails

to provide protection from the elements and haz-

ards, basic sanitation and facilities, adequate

space for living, and privacy in sleeping, the so-

cial and psychological health as well as the

physical health of its occupants is endangered.

Although this report describes the health

problems related to housing, the combined ef-

fects of these problems may produce irreversible

effects that would not result if they occurred sin-

gly. The problems should be considered in a

total program of managing man's residential en-

vironment.

Lack of Interest in Physical Conditions:

The Effect of Tenure and Turnover

The following discussion is drawn from Rob-

ert Coles' analysis of the hollows of Appalachia

in which he combines clinical work and social

observation.

In the outlying valleys and hollows, where

plumbing may be virtually nonexistent, one can

see an almost uncanny mixture of the tidy and

the orderly, the littered and the unkempt. Among

In family life, goods and services connected
with housing and its environs provide satisfaction of a basic need. A dwelling can furnish shelter and protection, thus contributing to physiological and safety needs. The value of household
inventories and of the home itself, if it is owned,
may contribute to family financial security and
personal esteem. The house and its furnishings
can serve to provide an important element of
family social and spatial environment. Spatial
patterns provide the setting for social interactions in which love, esteem, and self-actualization needs may be met. Where the dwelling fails
to provide protection from the elements and hazards, basic sanitation and facilities, adequate
space for living, and privacy in sleeping, the social and psychological health as well as the
physical health of its occupants is endangered.
Although this report describes the health
problems related to housing, the combined effects of these problems may produce irreversible
effects that would not result if they occurred singly. The problems should be considered in a
total program of managing man's residential environment.
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after the other," a migrant farm worker once
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The Effect of Tenure and Turnover

said when asked whether he ever tried to give

his home the same scrubbing he was then giving

his car. Likewise, among tenant farmers in the

rural South, a similar indifference was noted.

Although many of the cabins have been

abandoned, thousands remain inhabited. Those

who remain know they have been left behindâ

have, in effect, been chosen to be left behindâ

feeling stranded, perhaps (4). "I don't know why

we're still here, but we are; and I guess we al-

The following discussion is drawn from Robert Coles' analysis of the hollows of Appalachia
in which he combines clinical work and social
observation.
In the outlying valleys and hollows where
plumbing may be virtually nonexistent, ~ne can
see an almost uncanny mixture of the tidy and
the orderly, the litte red and the unkempt. Amon g

ways will be, yes sir."

Poor housing conditions are but one of sev-

eral objective expressions of poverty that include

absence of money, and the presence of hunger
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migrants and sharecroppers, Coles found a pervasive lack of interest in the house, its appointments and appearance. "We leave them, one
after the other," a migrant farm worker once
said when asked whether he ever tried to give
his home the same scrubbing he was then giving
his car. Likewise, among tenant farmers in the
rural South, a similar indifference was noted.
Although many of the cabins have been
abandoned, thousands remain inhabited. Those
who remain know they have been left behindhave, in effect, been chosen to be left behindfeeling stranded, perhaps (4). "I don't know why
we're still here, but we are; and I guess we always will be, yes sir."
Poor housing conditions are but one of several objective expressions of poverty that include
absence of money, and the presence of hunger
and malnutrition, parasites, and disease.
A boy of eight drew a picture of his house:
the kitchen, in this case, was the entire house.
He had this to say: "It's what we have. It's not
the best place to live in the world, my mother
says so, and if we looked far enough, we might
find a better place, but it's ours, and so long as
we're here, there's no reason to leave, because
before we'd be long on the road, looking for
something better, we'd probably get put in jailor
get bad sick, and there'd be no one to help us."
The following quotations are based on a
study conducted by R. J. Margolis, former research director of the Rural Housing Alliance.
"In a bad house," a sharecropper has remarked
(5), "troubles do tend to batch." There is no
place in a bad house to iron out one's troubles,
either in private or as a family. "The whole front
room was filled with beds," recalled a former
shack dweller who, with his wife and eight children, now lives in a better house. "There were
just narrow aisles between the beds, like a dormitory in a school, except there was no room to
study. We had another room in the back, but the
only way you could get to it was to walk out the
front door and around the house and through the
back door." He was lucky: few shacks had back
doors.
Noise, crowds, nerve-shattering pressuresthe classic depredations of urban life--are the
daily tormentors of low income rural families.
The toll they take on family morale is incalculable. "I keep yelling at the children," says the
grandmother of a large farmworker family. "Out
of my way . . . can't get by. I try to stop, but I
can't."
The shac i
messa~ I ~RJ3.

helplessness that steals upon one. "It can't be

fixed, it can't be fixed, it can't be fixed. When it

leaks in one room," says a Mississippi woman

'"we move to another."
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criterion consists of more general indicators of

housing quality, ordinarily not measured explic-

itly but rather inferred from the general environs

or employing subjective estimates of overall

quality. Typically, the studies attempt to have

test and control housing representing good and

bad housing, respectively.

The dependent variable, containing those

factors whose association is being sought, have

generally been an investigation of one or two

entities, such as morbidity or adjustment, which

generally have considerable medical or social

importance. Typically, their studies focus on sin-

gle disease categories such as pneumonia (6),

respiratory infections (7), streptococcus infection

(8), as well as crime (9), psychoneurosis (10),

and children's programs in school (11).

Investigations of a small number of serious

or traumatic dependent variables are appropriate

when the interest is primarily in the variables

under consideration. For those with an interest

in housing, this type of research offers some

handicaps to an understanding of the general

range of influence of the housing environment on

human affairs. Moreover, concentration on such

matters as tuberculosis, infant mortality, and ju-

venile delinquency singles out only the "very se-

rious" end of the range of possible physical and

social variables.. It is entirely possible that the

maior effects of housingâas indicated by influ-

ences on the largest number of personsâmay

well lie below the level of the seriously trau-

matic, and may not necessarily be measurable

exclusively by the more traditional pathologies

that reach the state of public statistics.

There is, furthermore, a question as to the

adequacy of exclusively negative measures.

Treating good or improved health only as ab-

sence of lowered incidence of recognizable dis-

ease may possibly be sufficient. For psychologi-

cal health and social adjustment, however,

adequate measurement at the positive end of the

scale seems unlikely to emerge from concentra-

tion on crime, delinquency, and suicide rates

alone.

Although there have been numerous at-

tempts to define mental health and mental ill-

ness, there is still little accord on the definition

of these terms in the health field. The term

"mental ill health" has been used by different re-

searchers to refer to such diverse manifestations

as schizophrenia, suicide, unhappiness, juvenile

delinquency, and passive acceptance of an intol-

erable environment. Many researchers regard

subjective unhappiness as a symptom of mental

disorder. It is, however, important that unpleas-

ant feelings may persist and may lead to serious

physical disturbances (12).

In varying degrees, the frontiers of research

in housing are reaching the problems of types of

The major criteria of housing quality or the
"independent variable" used in most housing research generally are discrete elements of housing usually obtainable from census data or explicit measures of crowding. Another housing
criterion consists of more general indicators of
housing quality, ordinarily not measured explicitly but rather inferred from the general environs
or employing subjective estimates of overall
quality. Typicallv, the studies attempt to have
test and control housing representing good and
bad housing, respectively.
The dependent variable, containing those
factors whose association is being sought, have
generally been an investigation of one or two
entities. such as morbidity or adiustment, which
generally have considerable medical or social
importance. Typically, their studies focus on single disease cateqories such as pneumonia (6),
respiratory infections (7). streptococcus infection
(8), as well as crime (9), psychoneurosis (10),
and children's programs in school (11).
Investigations of a small number of serious
or traumatic dependent variables are appropriate
when the interest is primarily in the variables
under consideration. For those with an interest
in housing, this type of research offers some
handicaps to an understanding of the general
range of influence of the housing environment on
human affairs. Moreover, concentration on such
matters as tuberculosis, infant mortality, and juvenile delinquency singles out only the "very serious" end of the range of possible physical and
social variables .. It is entirely possible that the
maior effects of housing-as indicated by influences on the largest number of persons-may
well lie below the level of the seriously traumatic. and may not necessarily be measurable
exclusively by the more traditional pathologies
that reach the state of public statistics.
There is, furthermore, a question as to the
adequacy of exclusively negative measures.
Treating good or improved health only as absence of lowered incidence of recognizable disease may possibly be sufficient. For psychological health and social adjustment, however,
adequate measurement at the posi tive end of the
scale seems unlikely to emerge from concentra-

tion on crime, delinquency, and suicide rates
alone.
Although there have been numerous attempts to define mental health and mental illness, there is still little accord on the definition
of these terms in the health field. The term
"mental ill health" has been used by different researchers to refer to such diverse manifestations
as schizophrenia, suicide, unhappiness, juvenile
delinquency, and passive acceptance of an intolerable environment. Many researchers regard
subjective unhappiness as a symptom of mental
disorder. It is, however, important that unpleasant feelings may persist and may lead to serious
physical disturbances (12).
In varying degrees, the frontiers of research
in housing are reaching the problems of types of
housing demand (13) or the "ecology" of the
dwelling-that is, the internal spatial deSign of
dwellings as a self-contained shelter for social
relations and personality development-(14-16);
resident morale in planned communities (ranging
from mere inventories of complaints to explorations into the determinants of morale) (17, 18);
the social and psychological consequences of diverse managerial pOlicies and practices (19); the
social relations between residents in housing
projects and environing community (20); factors
involved in privacy (21, 22); and emerging social
organization of residents (23). In several of these
spheres, there are continuing advances in research methods and procedures (24).
Previous empirical studies have made an important case for the argument that physical planning is an important influence on individual
behavior and social action. Planning for housing,
however, like other phYSical and biological conditions to which human beings respond, is significant in the sense that without it there would be
no human SOCiety as we know it. The issue is no
longer the relative importance of the physical
environment to other factors, but rather whether
spatial differences in the environment are related
to corresponding differences in attitudes and behavior.
Different approaches for the study of housing design and social values have been used
yielding different types of data.

Wants and Preferences Approach

ries and number and types of rooms. The weak-

ness of these studies that ask about dining

rooms, kitchens, bedrooms, and basements is

that families must answer within the limits of

their experiences, necessarily disregarding envi-

ronmental possibilities beyond the scope of their

experience. Reimer has pointed out that persons

quizzed about their wants and preferences are

likely to respond to whatever housing wants are

currently of greatest concern. Wants satisfied by

his current accommodations will be overlooked

in favor of wants most keenly felt in comparison

to what other families in his social range have

acquired.

Likes and Dislikes Approach

Second is the likes and dislikes approach

that reveals obvious malfunctioning features ex-

perienced while living in a particular place. ln

ries and number and types of rooms. The weakness of these studies that ask about dining
rooms, kitchens, bedrooms, and basements is
that families must answer within the limits of
their experiences, necessarily disregarding environmental possibilities beyond the scope of their
experience. Reimer has pointed out that persons
quizzed about their wants and preferences are
likely to respond to whatever housing wants are
currently of greatest concern. Wants satisfied by
his current accommodations will be overlooked
in favor of wants most keenly felt in comparison
to what other families in his social range have
acquired.

considering social factors related to planning of

neighborhoods and its positive contributions,

Foote (26) has stated that "When the housing

consumer evaluates his neighborhood satisfac-

tion, his central concern is neither geographic

site nor physical characteristics." Among con-

sumers satisfied with their location (nearly % to

% of all consumers), the chief reason for satis-

faction seems to be the social characteristics.

Furthermore, studies have shown that neighborli-

ness is best achieved in groups that have more

similarities than differences and that neighbor-

hoods are likely to continue to be more homoge-

neous than heterogeneous from the standpoint of

social characteristics.

A survey of housing likes and dislikes with

the purpose of providing answers to architects

and builders was conducted by Paxton (27). The

study dealt with the features the buyers liked in

their houses, the changes they would make if

they were to buy another house, and the

changes buyers would have made if they had

had to buy a lower priced house. Though the re-

sults show wide variations in the responses of

buyers, no effort was made to relate the re-

sponses in terms of sociopsychological or eco-

nomic variables.

These studies provide knowledge about the

preferences of a given population at a certain

time without providing any theoretical basis that

can influence future planning decisions. To fill

the gaps between "wants" and "dislikes," stud-

ies were made dealing with actual use-patterns

from which inferences presumably could be

made as to the "workability" and "suitability" of

the environment for other families. However, due

to the plasticity of human behavior, different

family types adopt their use-pattern to tremen-

dous varieties of dwelling structures, and there-

fore the information gathering had limited pre-

dictability for other families. Also much of the

detail that went into precise evaluation of hous-

ing operations seems to have been above the av-

erage user's threshold of awareness.

Household Activities Approach

Another approach has been to analyze

household activities; that is, what goes on in the

house. The activities approach is sounder than

Likes and Dislikes Approach
Second is the likes and dislikes approach
that reveals obvious malfunctioning features experienced while living in a particular place. In
considering social factors related to planning of
neighborhoods and its positive contributions,
Foote (26) has stated that "When the housing
consumer evaluates his neighborhood satisfaction, his central concern is neither geographic
site nor physical characteristics." Among consumers satisfied with their location (nearly 2h to
:Y4 of all consumers), the chief reason for satisfaction seems to be the social characteristics.
Furthermore, studies have shown that neighborliness is best achieved in groups that have more
similarities than differences and that neighborhoods are likely to continue to be more homogeneous than heterogeneous from the standpoint of
social characteristics.
A survey of housing likes and dislikes with
the purpose of providing answers to architects
and builders was conducted by Paxton (27). The
study dealt with the features the buyers liked in
their houses, the changes they would make if
they were to buy another house, and the
changes buyers would have made if they had
had to buy a lower priced house. Though the results show wide variations in the responses of
buyers, no effort was made to relate the responses in terms of sociopsychological or economic variables.
These studies provide knowledge about the
preferences of a given population at a certain
time without providing any theoretical basis that
can influence future planning decisions. To fill
the gaps between "wants" and "dislikes," studies were made dealing with actual use-patterns
from which inferences presumably could be
made as to the "workability" and "suitability" of
the environment fo [ other famili es. Howe er, due

the previous approaches because it provides a

valid basis for the design of housing that is more

consistent with the preferred mode of perform-

ance of activities in the household. This is signif-
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to the plasticity of human behavior, different
family types adopt their use-pattern to tremendous varieties of dwelling structures, and therefore the information gathering had limited predictability for other families. Also much of the
detail that went into precise evaluation of housing operations seems to have been above the average user's threshold of awareness.

Household Activities Approach
Another approach has been to analyze
household activities; that is, what goes on in the
house. The activities approach is sounder than
the previous approaches because it provides a
valid basis for the design of housing that is more
consistent with the preferred mode of performance of activities in the household. This is significant because there is a higher degree of similarity among the types of activities that are
performed than in the spaces in which they are
performed. This approach also deemphasizes the
influence of existing house arrangements on the
research results.
Many studies have tried to establish the relationship between deviant behavior and housing.
The concepts have been undergoing a process
of evolution. Earlier studies (28) showing a relationship between substandard housing and deviant behavior led people to believe that substandard housing is a cause of deviant behavior.
Comparatively recent studies (29) have indicated
that such a cause-effect interpretation is not
valid.
In the light of these, it is being recognized
that it is important to study the setting in which
a host of social, economic, and political factors
operate, and also the interpretations given to
these settings by the people who find prosperity
and depressions are important only in terms of
aspirations, needs, socially defined status, and
cultural conditions of the person (30).
Other studies have tended to relate social
phenomena with housing. For example, the M.I.T.
study of the Westgate Housing Development
shows that physical layout is clearly related to
the pattern of group formation and the several
pressures they exert on the residents (31).
In other studies, research by Collins and
Deutsch (32) and by Merton (33) concur in the
finding that the residential environment has a
marked influence on race attitudes and friendship formation between the races.
Rainwater stresses the aspect of "high
threat expectancy" in low income families with
the implica rt~1i! i tI~t f' j~f) ing design can amelio~
~
ngers since housrate
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ing has its prime purpose in sheltering individu-

als from threats in their environment. The

taxonomy of dangers that Rainwater describes

are human (e.g., violence or hostility) and non-

human (e.g., fire, freezing, cost, or deteriora-

tion) and in Fried's work (34) it is suggested that

in one type of working class lifestyle, the fami-

lies are content with much about their housing

âeven though it is below standard in the eyes

of housing professionalsâif the housing does

provide security against the most blatant of

threats.

ln addition, studies of attitudes, preferences,

and behavior can be extremely misleading un-

less they are related to an understanding of the

number of types of families in the housing mar-

ket and the lifestyle of the consumer. A signifi-

cant portion of families that occupy housing con-

sists of single persons, households of two or

more unrelated persons, married couples, and

widowed, divorced or separated persons with or

without children. Most studies of housing prefer-

ences deal only with husband-wife-child type

families.

lt is also clear that housing preferences re-

late directly to one's stage in the life cycle,

where a person stands in the sequence of child-

hood, marriage, parenthood, and later life.

From the implications of the research find-

ings stated above and other research in related

areas, one may impute that the whole sociohous-

ing environment should be related to the resi-

dents' total scheme of values.

Explanations are necessary in the context of

social and psychological factors, individual's var-

ious physical needs and preferences, and

neighborhood-related attitudes and values. There

is research needed on the way multiple needs

are compromised in order to fit them into an ad-

equate accommodation and on their differential

impact on housing values and on members

within a family. The associated environmental

factors are the location of the dwelling unit to

other major social environments where family

members participate, the extent to which housing

design encourages or discourages performance

of the living functions within the dwelling space

or outside of the home, the orientation of neigh-

borhood dwelling units to each other and to

local neighborhood contact centers, and the

ways in which the spatial organization is related

to the interaction of family members with each

other.

It is necessary to recognize that families are

influenced by their environments in all sorts of

ways that neither the family, the designer, nor

the social scientist alone may be aware of. ln

order to provide appropriate housing environ-

ments, a designer must be familiar with the so-

cial traits, activities, and desires of a diverse

population. Research investigations could form

the basis for understanding how housing design

relates to human values.

The assumption is that there is an important

relationship between spatial arrangements and

social behavior. Thus the implication for social

ecology is that common residence in the same

ing has its prime purpose in sheltering individuals from threats in their environment. The
taxonomy of dangers that Rainwater describes
are human (e.g., violence or hostility) and nonhuman (e.g., fire, freezing, cost, or deterioration) and in Fried's work (34) it is suggested that
in one type of working class lifestyle, the families are content with much about their housing
-even though it is below standard in the eyes
of housing professionals-if the housing does
provide security against the most blatant of
threats.
In addition, studies of attitudes, preferences,
and behavior can be extremely misleading unless they are related to an understanding of the
number of types of families in the housing market and the lifestyle of the consumer. A significant portion of families that occupy housing consists of single persons, households of two or
more unrelated persons, married couples, and
widowed, divorced or separated persons with or
without children. Most studies of housing preferences deal only with husband-wife-child type
families.
It is also clear that housing preferences relate directly to one's stage in the life cycle,
where a person stands in the sequence of childhood, marriage, parenthood, and later life.
From the implications of the research findings stated above and other research in related
areas, one may impute that the whole sociohousing environment should be related to the residents' total scheme of values.
Explanations are necessary in the context of
social and psychological factors, individual's various physical needs and preferences, and
neighborhood-related attitudes and values. There
is research needed on the way multiple needs
are compromised in order to fit them into an adequate accommodation and on their differential
impact on housing values and on members
within a family. The associated environmental
factors are the location of the dwelling unit to
other major social environments where family
members participate, the extent to which housing
design encourages or discourages performance
of the living functions within the dwelling space
or outside of the home, the orientation of neighborhood dwelling units to each other and to
local neighborhood contact centers, and the
ways in which the spatial organization is related
to the interaction of family members with each
other.
It is necessary to recognize that families are
influenced by their environments in all so rts of
ways that neither the fam ily, the (jesigner, nor

the social scientist alone may be aware of. In
order to provide appropriate housing environments, a designer must be familiar with the social traits, activities, and desires of a diverse
population. Research investigations could form
the basis for understanding how housing design
relates to human values.
The assumption is that there is an important
relationship between spatial arrangements and
social behavior. Thus the implication for social
ecology is that common residence in the same
size and same density does not imply common
psychic or social exposure to the same set of
environmental stimuli. The manipulation of physical space does have effects on social behavior,
but the effects will vary according to the presence of nonphysical variables. Thus, there is literature that suggests that the architect who designs a house and site plan, decides the location
of roads, the orientation to other dwellings, and
the proximity, is to a large extent deciding the
pattern of social life among the people who will
live in these houses.
Conversely, other studies of social life have
shown that people tend to choose friends on the
basis of similarities in backgrounds, such as age
and socioeconomic level, values such as those
with respect to privacy and child rearing and interests such as leisure activity preferences (35).
These findings suggest that social relationships are influenced and explained by people's
homogeneity with respect to a variety of characteristics.
Gans (36) suggests "if propinquity is most
important in determining friendship formations
and neighbor relations, the ideal patterns-if
such exist-would have to be implemented
through the site plan. If homogeneity of characteristics is most important, the planner must decide whether to advocate homogeneous residential areas, if he wishes to encourage friendliness
and friendships among neighbors, and heterogeneous ones, if he wishes to encourage more distant neighbor relations and spatially dispersed
friendships. "
The existing studies suggest that the two explanations are related, but that homogeneity of
characteristics is more important than propinquity (37). Although propinquity initiates many social relationships and maintains less intensive
ones, such as being neighborly," it is not sufficient by itself to create intensive relationships.
Friendship requires homogeneity.
Gans (38) argues that though homogeneity
violates thg ri ffl. iv mdream of a "balanced"
!R'S'~{
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race, and religion live together, heterogeneity at

the level where face-to-face interactions occur

will not produce the intended tolerance, but will

lead to conflict that is undesirable and essen-

tially insoluble. He further suggests the elimina-

tion of the neighborhood unit and plans for a

heterogeneous array of homogeneous blocks,

each separated from the next by a real or sym-

bolic barrier to assure those concerned with

property values.

Thus, the nonphysical dimensions may be as

follows:

Relations with neighbors.

Attitudes and behavior toward neighbor-

hood community.

race, and religion live together, heterogeneity at
the level where face-to-face interactions occur
will not produce the intended tolerance, but will
lead to conflict that is undesirable and essentially insoluble. He further suggests the elimination of the neighborhood unit and plans for a
heterogeneous array of homogeneous blocks,
each separated from the next by a real or symbolic barrier to assure those concerned with
property values.
Thus, the nonphysical dimensions may be as
follows:

Social self-concept and aspirations.

Personal and family relations.

Psychological state (optimism-pessimism).

Reactions to neighborhood environment.

From these dimensions it is possible to ex-

trapolate a number of variables for testing

hypotheses.

Ethnic Group and Migration

Series of associations between mental ill-

• Relations with neighbors.
• Attitudes and behavior toward neighborhood community.
• Social self-concept and aspirations.
• Personal and family relations.
• Psychological state (optimism-pessimism).
• Reactions to neighborhood environment.

ness and ethnic group and between mental ill-

ness and migration have been reported. At pres-

ent, blacks are experiencing much higher rates

of mental institutionalization than whites.

From these dimensions it is possible to extrapolate a number of variables for testing
hypotheses.

Mental hospital admission rates have been

substantially higher for foreign-born than native-

born white populations during periods of heavy

Ethnic Group and Migration

migration, such as in New York State in 1939-41.

ln Manhattan, impairment rates were similar for

the foreign-born and the native-born and for the

native New Yorkers and those who migrated

from another State within the U.S. after World

War ll (39).

ln attempting to reconcile these disparate

observations, it is evident that the circumstances

of migration within the borders of the United

States were very different in 1939-41, shortly

after the peak of Depression, from those after

World War ll. The earlier period reproduced in

the migrant group much more closely the eco-

nomic deprivation that had been consistently as-

sociated with high mental illness rates. lf migra-

tion is causally related to mental illness, then it

is possible that recency of migration and the

economic circumstances accompanying it are

important modifying factors. The current excess

of the hospitalized mentally ill among blacks is

compatible with such interpretations, particularly

in view of the rapid urbanization of rural areas.

Death rates for all causes in the United

States were higher in urban areas than in rural

prior to 1950. By 1960, however, the rates had

become reversed, rural rates being higher than

urban, and since 1960 the ratio of rural to urban

deaths has been increasing steadily (20). Thus,

paradoxically, even though cities have been in-

creasing in size since 1940, death rates have

fallen more rapidly in these crowded circum-

stances than in the more sparsely populated

rural areas. Part of this phenomenon may be due

to improved medical care and sanitation in cities

and part to the migration of younger people to

Series of associations between mental illness and ethnic group and between mental illness and migration have been reported. At present, blacks are experiencing much higher rates
of mental institutionalization than whites.
Mental hospital admission rates have been
substantially higher for foreign-born than nativeborn white populations during periods of ~eavy
migration, such as in New York State in 1939-41.
In Manhattan, impairment rates were similar for
the foreign-born and the native-born and for the
native New Yorkers and those who migrated
from another State within the U.S. after World
War II (39).
In attempting to reconcile these disparate
observations, it is evident that the circumstances
of migration within the borders of the United
States were very different in 1939-41, shortly
after the peak of Depression, from those after
World War II. The earlier period reproduced in
the migrant group much more closely the economic deprivation that had been consistently associated with high mental illness rates. If migration is causally related to mental illness, then it
is possible that recency of migration and the
economic circumstances accompanying it are
important modifying factors. The current excess
of the hospitalized mentally ill among blacks is
compatible with such interpretations, particularly
in view of the rapi d urban ization of rural a eas.

cities leaving an older, more susceptible popula-

tion behind in the rural areas. While these may

be partial explanations for the reversal ln rural-

urban health ratios, it is clear that the rural ex-
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Death rates for all causes in the United
States were higher in urban areas than in rural
prior to 1950. By 1960, however, the rates had
become reversed, rural rates being higher than
urban, and since 1960 the ratio of rural to urban
deaths has been increasing steadily (20). Thus,
paradoxically, even though cities have been increasing in size since 1940, death rates have
fallen more rapidly in these crowded circumstances than in the more sparsely populated
rural areas. Part of this phenomenon may be due
to improved medical care and sanitation in cities
and part to the migration of younger people to
cities leaving an older, more susceptible population behind in the rural areas. While these may
be partial explanations for the reversal in ruralurban health ratios, it is clear that the rural excess in the incidence of scarlet fever cannot be
attributed to either of the above phenomena.
Death rates rise during periods of industrialization and urbanism as explained by the incidence of tuberculosis during those periods, yet
rates have fallen off and continue to do so despite increasing population density. In some recent studies (41). it has been found that tuberculosis does not necessarily occur under crowded
conditions but under circumstances where people are socially isolated. No relationship was
found between crowding and tuberculosis in a
study conducted with all families living in a city.
Those individuals living alone, however, had a
tuberculosis rate some three to four times
greater than families.
Migration theory and its implications will be
further expanded in the section entitled Population Density and Crowding.
From the data then, urbanization and social
change can contribute to the individual's health
state. In fact, Caplan's paradigm, the concept of
life crisis, suggests that during a person's development he encounters periods of psychological
unrest generated by a state of transition or a
challenge of greater severity than he is accustomed to cope with.

Prevention
Measures for the primary prevention of mental illness are of two kinds: 1) those directed
against the specific diseases known to be responsible for organic brain syndromes, and 2)
those directed at psychosocial situations believed to have relevance to the functional disorders. In both cases, the effect of the measures
'ndirect one, since in a
on mental '!,Ip ~ ' f
well-o
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X~ programs would
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be undertaken regardless of their impact on

rates of mental illness. The provisions, then, of

adequate housing consistent with the human

needs of its occupants would be a worthy objec-

tive in its own right, whether or not an impact on

mental illness could be statistically verified.

Clearly both objectives, improved housing and

community programs, are equally important in

preventing mental illness.

Caplan (42) describes psychosocial and

physical components of a prevention program in

terms of "supplies" needed by individuals to re-

main healthy. These supplies are described as

food, shelter, sensory stimulation, and the like.

Failure of one or more of these supplies at ap-

propriate stages of development may shift a per-

son toward the illness end of the illness-health

continuum. In addition, a person's development

is punctuated by "crises"âperiods of emotional

and psychological unrest prompted either by the

transition from one phase of development to an-

other or by a hazard or challenge imposed by

the environment of greater severity or duration

than that with which the individual is accus-

tomed to cope.

Against this background, Caplan describes a

variety of professional, social, and legal actions

aimed at providing appropriate "supplies" or

supporting people in crises that are seen as

being preventive of mental illness. Included are

actions aimed at provision of adequate housing

and its influence on safe-guarding family integ-

rity and functioning, in addition to prevention of

mother-child separation, parental education, etc.

As Caplan and most other proponents of such

notions readily admit, the effectiveness of any

component in reducing mental illness rates re-

mains to be demonstrated. The fact, however,

that a substantial body of psychiatric opinion be-

lieves that such a reduction is a likely effect

lends additional rationale for support on a far

wider scale than now exists (43).

Health and Inadequate Maintenance

of Basic Sanitation

A number of health problems are related to

inadequate facilities and provisions for maintain-

ing basic dwelling sanitation. Acute respiratory

infections (colds, bronchitis, grippe) and certain

infectious diseases of childhood (measles, chick-

enpox, and whooping cough) are causally related

be undertaken regardless of their impact on
rates of mental illness. The provisions, then, of
adequate housing consistent with the human
needs of its occupants would be a worthy objective in its own right, whether or not an impact on
mental illness could be statistically verified.
Clearly both objectives, improved housing and
community programs, are equally important in
preventing mental illness.
Caplan (42) describes psychosocial and
physical components of a prevention program in
terms of "supplies" needed by individuals to remain healthy. These supplies are described as
food, shelter, sensory stimulation, and the like.
Failure of one or more of these supplies at appropriate stages of development may shift a person toward the illness end of the illness-health
continuum. In addition, a person's development
is punctuated by "crises"-periods of emotional
and psychological unrest prompted either by the
transition from one phase of development to another or by a hazard or challenge imposed by
the environment of greater severity or duration
than that with which the individual is accustomed to cope.
Against this background, Caplan describes a
variety of professional, social, and legal actions
aimed at providing appropriate "supplies" or
supporting people in crises that are seen as
being preventive of mental illness. Included are
actions aimed at provision of adequate housing
and its influence on safe-guarding family integrity and functioning, in addition to prevention of
mother-child separation, parental education, etc.
As Caplan and most other proponents of such
notions readily admit, the effectiveness of any
component in reducing mental illness rates remains to be demonstrated. The fact, however,
that a substantial body of psychiatric opinion believes that such a reduction is a likely effect
lends additional rationale for support on a far
wider scale than now exists (43) .

to multiple use of toilet and water facilities, inad-

equate heating and ventilation, and inadequate

and crowded sleeping arrangements. Minor

digestive diseases and enteritis (typhoid, dysen-

Health and Inadequate Maintenance
of Basic Sanitation

tery, diarrhea) are related to poor facilities for

the cold storage of food and to inadequate

washing and toilet facilities. Studies by the U.S.

Public Health Service show that the incidence of

certain parasitic diseases can be reduced four-

fold simply by the installation of water closets

inside the dwelling unit. In addition, interior

water closets reduce accidents and respiratory

infections from exposure to the cold of winter.

Infectious and noninfectious diseases of the skin

are related to crowding and facilities for washing.

Vectors of Disease

A number of health problems are related to
inadequate facilities and provisions for maintaining basic dwelling sanitation. Acute respiratory
infections (colds, bronchitis, grippe) and certain
infectious diseases of childhood (measles, chickenpox. and whooping cough) are causally related
to multiple use of toilet and water facilities, inadequate heating and ventilation, and inadequate
and crowded sleeping arrangements. Minor
digestive diseases and enteritis (typhoid, l:iysen-

tery, diarrhea) are related to poor facilities for
the cold storage of food and to inadequate
washing and toilet facilities. Studies by the U.S.
Public Health Service show that the incidence of
certain parasitic diseases can be reduced fourfold simply by the installation of water closets
inside the dwelling unit. In addition, interior
water closets reduce accidents and respiratory
infections from exposure to the cold of winter.
Infectious and noninfectious diseases of the skin
are related to crowding and facilities for washing.

Vectors of Disease
Rats prOliferate in many areas where environmental sanitation is grossly inadequate-commonly in the poorer parts of our urban centers.
In 1957, the rodent population was estimated at
90 million. In 1965, rats and mice caused an estimated $900 million in damaged food and property. In the same year, no fewer than 6,000
cases of rat-transmitted diseases and 14,000
cases of rat bite were reported nationally (44).
Sampling surveys in New York City revealed that
reported rat bite cases are about one-third of the
actual number each year.
Rat-borne diseases include murine typhus
fever, plague, salmonellosis, trichinosis, Weil's
disease, and rat bite fever. Contact with a rat is
not essential to transmission of some of these
diseases; victims have become infected while living or working in rat-infested buildings (45). In
addition to disease transmission, the presence of
rats in the home and/or evidence of an encounter, such as an infant's rat-multilated lip or ear,
may have deep adverse psychological effects on
an individual's personality. Helpless persons (infants, aged, paraplegics, and persons incapacitated by alcohol and drugs) are attacked more
often than able persons (46). In cities, rat-inflicted injuries are more common under crowded
conditions, in substandard housing, and in areas
with poor environmental sanitation, or in neighborhoods where rat-infested property is being
destroyed. However, rats do not respect socioeconomic status and have been found alive in covered toilet bowls of upper SOCioeconomic homes,
having entered the home via sewer lines (47).

Personal and Family Stresses
Conditioned by the Residential
Environment
,~ acity,

fe l

and death are not
in housing and its

Rats proliferate in many areas where envi-

ronmental sanitation is grossly inadequateâcom-

monly in the poorer parts of our urban centers.

In 1957, the rodent population was estimated at
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environs. The mere threat of such physical harm

from human violence and nonhuman dangers in-

hibits a state of emotional well-being; many

urban poverty groups are particularly sensitive

about the security that housing should provide

against the most blatant threats (48). The Na-

tional Advisory Council on Civil Disorder points

out that 47 percent of the housing units occu-

pied by nonwhites were substandard and 24 per-

cent were overcrowded in the 1967 civil disorder

areas.

One's home is a symbolic extension of one's

self (49, 50). Rats, overcrowding, the stench of

inadequate plumbing, and the inability to keep

one's family from freezing in winter convey to

slum dwellers in devastatingly graphic terms

their inability to control their own destiny and

provide a stable family environment. The physi-

cal and social disorder of their world presents a

constant temptation to give up or retaliate in

kind (51, 52). The continuing disparity between

slum dwellers' housing expectations and their

lack of fulfillment has been stressed as a com-

mon source of recent ghetto rioting. The long-

term consequences for health and well-being in

adapting these and previously mentioned psy-

chological and physiological problems associ-

ated with the residential environment are un-

known.

Wilner (53), in a longitudinal study of 5000

persons, found that rehoused slum families, in

contrast to control families remaining in the

slum, responded to greater space and improved

dwelling conditions. The findings show that

larger proportions of rehoused families liked

their apartments, commented favorably on the

safety of their children's places, felt they were

getting their money's worth for the amount of the

rental, indicated an increased likelihood for per-

sonal privacy, and reported less friction and dis-

sension directly related to space. Other factors

were:

1. Better personal relations and lessened

friction between family members (particularly in

the mother's reaction to and discipline of chil-

dren). The data showed an increase in mutually

shared activities, both routine and leisure-time

pursuits.

2. Markedly increased assistance to neigh-

bors with household chores, children, and in

environs. The mere threat of such physical harm
from human violence and nonhuman dangers inhibits a state of emotional well-being; many
urban poverty groups are particularly sensitive
about the security that housing should provide
against the most blatant threats (48). The National Advisory Council on Civil Disorder pOints
out that 47 percent of the housing units occupied by nonwhites were substandard and 24 percent were overcrowded in the 1967 civil disorder
areas.
One's home is a symbolic extension of one's
self (49, 50). Rats, overcrowding, the stench of
inadequate plumbing, and the inability to keep
one's family from freezing in winter convey to
slum dwellers in devastatingly graphic terms
their inability to control their own destiny and
provide a stable family environment. The physical and social disorder of their world presents a
constant temptation to give up or retaliate in
kind (51, 52). The continuing disparity between
slum dwellers' housing expectations and their
lack of fulfillment has been stressed as a common source of recent ghetto rioting. The longterm consequences for health and well-being in
adapting these and previously mentioned psychological and physiological problems associated with the residential environment are unknown.
Wilner (53), in a longitudinal study of 5000
persons, found that rehoused slum families, in
contrast to control families remaining in the
slum, responded to greater space and improved
dwelling conditions. The findings show that
larger proportions of rehoused families liked
their apartments, commented favorably on the
safety of their children's places, felt they were
getting their money's worth for the amount of the
rental, indicated an increased likelihood for personal privacy, and reported less friction and dissension di rectly related to space. Other factors
were:

time of illness. Closer and more amicable rela-

tions with neighbors occurred among test fami-

lies as a consequence of differences in their

physical environments. Some of the factors in

the housing project that were considered condu-

cive to the formation of these relationships by

the test group were: a dwelling architecture pro-

1. Better personal relations and lessened
friction between family members (particularly in
the mother's reaction to and discipline of children). The data showed an increase in mutually
shared activities, both routine and leisure-time
pursuits.

viding many opportunities for daily contact, a

dwelling unit possessing some aesthetic qualities

and sufficient room space, and the existence of

facilities used in common under noncompetitive

circumstances.

3. More pride and care in maintaining their

immediate neighborhoods. The rehoused families

reported more activities devoted to keeping up

the neighborhood and gave far more favorable

2. Markedly increased assistance to neighbors with household chores, children, and in
time of illness. Closer and more amicable relations with neighbors occurred among test families as a consequence of differences in their
physical environments. Some of the factors in
the housing project that were considered cond u-

views regarding its adequacy as a place to live

and to raise children.

4. An increased sense of improvement in

their position in life, even without increases in
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cive to the formation of these relationships by
the test group were: a dwelling architecture providing many opportunities for daily contact, a
dwelling unit possessing some aesthetic qualities
and sufficient room space, and the existence of
facilities used in common under noncompetitive
ci rcumstances.
3. More pride and care in maintaining their
immediate neighborhoods. The rehoused families
reported more activities devoted to keeping up
the neighborhood and gave far more favorable
views regarding its adequacy as a place to live
and to raise children.
4. An increased sense of improvement in
their position in life, even without increases in
income. The findings show that test respondents
more than controls were likely to indicate felt
improvement in their position in life and to report themselves rising in the world. Findings for
a series of 10 psychosocial scales consisting of
variables pertaining to the self-revealed optimism
and satisfaction with personal state of affairs as
a result of moving from a generally depressed
and deprived environment to good housing.
Psychiatrists believe that these factors indicate a more stable emotional state and better
mental health. Rainwater (54) found that rehoused slum families evidenced a "dramatic
drop in anxiety about nonhuman threats within
the dwelling" and viewed the improved house as a
haven from human threats, but not a complete
solution to human threats.

The Impact of Government Housing
Programs on Mental and Physical
Health Problems in Rural Areas
In the first section of this paper, the causal
relationship between inadequate housing facilities and infectious disease was defined. The relationship between poor housing and mental
health problems was also explored. The effect of
poor housing conditions on health has long been
an issue of public policy. In 1949, Congress declared that the health and living standards of
American people required that government efforts be initiated to realize the ~oal of a "decent
home and a suitable living environment for every
American family" (55). During the past 2 decades, the categorical programs designed by the
Federal Government to produce decent housing
have not been sufficiently funded and/or administered to
lift r1 tfi . ?equate housing (56).
While MI'~Y~
i i al evaluation has

IW·;QF'MleHn

been related to Government housing efforts in

urban areas (57), recent testimony before the Se-

lect Senate Committee on Nutrition and Human

Needs indicated that two-thirds of all inadequate

housing was outside metropolitan areas (58). Un-

fortunately, systematic analysis of rural housing

needs and Government efforts is not available.

Rather, we must depend upon case studies that

relate to a rural context.

When assessing Government housing efforts

in rural areas, we are concerned with two cate-

gorical programs: 1) the rural housing program

administered by the Farmers Home Administra-

tion and, in some cases, 2) the public housing

program administrated by the Department of

Housing and Urban Development (59). The fol-

lowing text explores the effect of new and reha-

bilitated Government-assisted housing on the

mental and physical health of rural Americans.

There are important differences in rural and

urban housing conditions that can affect health

status, particularly physical health. First, the pre-

dominant urban housing problem is overcrowd-

ing. The effects of crowding have been more ex-

tensively investigated than other measures of

housing quality. As a result, crowding has been

identified as the major housing characteristic

that influences health in urban areas (60).

Crowding bears a psychological relationship to

stress, which affects mental health (61).

By comparison, in rural areas inadequate

waste disposal and water supply are the most

prevalent housing problems (62). This is not to

say that overcrowding and deteriorating struc-

tural conditions do not exist and are not impor-

tant. However, inadequate sanitation can have a

serious effect on physical health state. Evidence

of the adverse effect of inadequate sanitation on

infant mortality and infectious disease can be

found in the studies conducted by the Tufts-

Delta Health Center in rural Mississippi (63).

However, the researchers in this program em-

phasize that poor housing and sanitation are

only a part of the health problem. Social condi-

tions involving family and neighbor relations,

economic deprivations, and inadequate nutrition

have significant effects on health status.

lf we accept the premise that inadequate

housing can have an adverse effect on health,

then the primary issue becomes the effect of im-

proved housing on the health status.

At the outset, we want to emphasize that

simply by improving the physical structure and

the design of a dwelling, we cannot expect

health status to automatically improve. ln some

instances, when urban slum dwellers were relo-

cated in better housing, health status actually

declined (this was particularly true for elderly

persons). ln other studies in urban areas, there

are no differences following improved housing

or, if there are differences, they are either slight

or transient (64). These results emphasize the

necessity of defining the circumstances under

which housing improvement efforts are initiated,

including the health status of the person, the

physical characteristics of the inadequate hous-

ing, and the type and location of the improved

been related to Government housing efforts in
urban areas (57), recent testimony before the Select Senate Committee on Nutrition and Human
Needs indicated that two-thirds of all inadequate
housing was outside metropolitan areas (58). Unfortunately, systematic analysis of rural housing
needs and Government efforts is not available.
Rather, we must depend upon case studies that
relate to a rural context.
When assessing Government housing efforts
in rural areas, we are concerned with two categorical programs: 1) the rural housing program
administered by the Farmers Home Administration and, in some cases, 2) the public housing
program administrated by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (59). The following text explores the effect of new and rehabilitated Government-assisted housing on the
mental and physical health of rural Americans.
There are important differences in rural and
urban housing conditions that can affect health
status, particularly physical health. First, the predominant urban housing problem is overcrowding. The effects of crowding have been more extensively investigated than other measures of
housing quality. As a result, crowding has been
identified as the major housing characteristic
that influences health in urban areas (50).
Crowding bears a psychological relationship to
stress, which affects mental health (61).
By comparison, in rural areas inadequate
waste disposal and water supply are the most
prevalent housing problems (62). This is not to
say that overcrowding and deteriorating structural conditions do not exist and are not important. However, inadequate sanitation can have a
serious effect on physical health state. Evidence
of the adverse effect of inadequate sanitation on
infant mortality and infectious disease can be
found in the stUdies conducted by the TuftsDelta Health Center in rural Mississippi (63).
However, the researchers in this program emphasize that poor housing and sanitation are
only a part of the health problem. Social conditions involving family and neighbor relations,
economic deprivations, and inadequate nutrition
have significant effects on health status.
If we accept the premise that inadequate
housing can have an adverse effect on health,
then the primary issue becomes the effect of improved housing on the health status.
At the outset, we want to emphasize that
simply by improving the physical structure and
the design of a dwelling, we cannot expect
health status to automatically improve. In some
instances, when urban slum dwellers w re relo-

cated in better housing, health status actually
declined (this was particularly true for elderly
persons). In other studies in urban areas, there
are no differences following improved housing
or, if there are differences, they are either slight
or transient (64). These results emphasize the
necessity of defining the circumstances under
which housing improvement efforts are initiated,
including the health status of the person, the
physical characteristics of the inadequate housing, and the type and location of the improved
housing. To date, the only systematic analysis
that includes each of these components was
conducted in an urban area (65). This study conducted by Wilner, Walkley, Pinkerton, and Tayback separated physical health problems from
social psychological adjustment in persons relocated from urban slums to high-rise and low-rise
public housing. By studying the relocatees over a
10-year period, the research team identified several directional trends that confirmed the premise that improved housing affects health status.
First, the incidence of morbidity in specific diseases declined among persons living in improved housing, especially children (66). Second,
the psychological state of the persons relocated
to improved housing improved; general morale
was elevated and stress was diminished (67).
Unfortunately, there presently exists no analysis
of this sort that relates housing quality and
health state in a rural context. Consequently, we
cannot assess the effect of such stress-causing
phenomena as urbanization, relocation, and
changing social conditions in rural areas.
A review of existing literature on housing
and health reveals three major distinctions that
should be made in assessing the effect of improved housing quality on health status.
First, we should define the effects of each
measure of housing quality (overcrowding, deteriorating structure, and inadequate waste disposal and water supply) on both physical and
mental health status. Each of these housing
quality deficiencies can be alleviated in several
ways (e.g., additional space can reduce stress,
installation of a toilet can improve sanitation,
etc.) that would reduce the incidence of disease.
Second, there should be a clear definition of the
potential effects on health status that results
from various types of housing improvement programs. Such improvement programs would include: (1) improvement of the existing dwelling,
(2) relocation to improved housing in an area
outside the original community, and (3) relocation to i -; ;,'MiI ffM , sing in the community.
Thir~ I ~~ ,
~r ~ ~ It~¥J one example of the

housing. To date, the only systematic analysis

that includes each of these components was

conducted in an urban area (65). This study con-
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array of factors that affect health status. The so-

cial processes that affect the family are particu-

larly important. Housing quality improvements

are needed, but such improvement programs

should be deliberately used as opportunities to

alter some of the aspects of the social environ-

ment.

The following sections are efforts to develop

these three propositions. A conscious attempt

has been made to relate these issues to the role

Government could assume to improve the quality

of the physical environment, especially in rural

areas.

Population Density and Crowding

Overcrowding in the dwelling unit has been

reported to contribute to the spread of infectious

diseases and affect the response of individuals,

array of factors that affect health status. The social processes that affect the family are particularly important. Housing quality improvements
are needed, but such improvement programs
should be deliberately used as opportunities to
alter some of the aspects of the social environment.
The following sections are efforts to develop
these three propositions. A conscious attempt
has been made to relate these issues to the role
Government could assume to improve the quality
of the physical environment, especially in rural
areas.

as well as society, to many of life's stresses (68).

Secondary attack rates of tuberculosis have

been found to be over 200 percent higher for

Population Density and Crowding

people on relief living in overcrowded dwellings

than for all economic status groups living in less

crowded structuresâone person or less per

room (69). Studies have shown that overcrowd-

ing is associated with the frequency of disabling

illness lasting a week or longer (70), the number

of respiratory infections in infants, infectious

childhood diseases (71), skin diseases, and the

number of home accidents (72). Overcrowding

interacts with home heating and ventilation to

produce increases in morbidity and mortality in

the young and the aged (73, 74).

Overcrowding also conditions personal and

group behavior and mental health. Doubled-up

families in multistory buildings tend to develop

higher levels of emotional illness and hostility

(75). In the 167 metropolitan areas in which riot-

ing occurred during 1967, 24 percent of all

dwellings occupied by nonwhites were over-

crowded, as compared to 8.8 percent of the

white occupied units (76). Obviously, overcrowd-

ing is not the single element that produces a

"culture of poverty"; more likely, crowding

heightens the effects of other deprivations, each

reinforcing the other. All these forces tend to

shape the personality of the slum dwellers.

Overcrowding affects privacy and often re-

sults in family members spending more time out-

side the home (77). When recreation is not avail-

able families have been observed to show

aggravation of any predisposition to neurotic be-

havior (78). When overcrowding forces children

to find activity space outside the home, chil-

dren's study habits suffer and parental supervi-

sion and control is reduced (79, 80, 81). Weak-

ened supervision and exposure of children to the

life of the street may, in turn, contribute to the

development of many of the social problems of

youth assumed to be characteristic of high den-

sity slum communities around the world (82).

Cassel (83) argued that there is a considera-

ble amount of confusion concerning the health

consequences of crowding and the narrowness

of migration theory. To support that conclusion,

a brief review of morbidity rates would be appro-

priate. Death rates for all causes in the United

Overcrowding in the dwelling unit has been
reported to contribute to the spread of infectious
diseases and affect the response of individuals,
as well as society, to many of life's stresses (68).
Secondary attack rates of tuberculosis have
been found to be over 200 percent higher for
people on relief living in overcrowded dwellings
than for all economic status groups living in less
crowded structures--one person or less per
room (69). Studies have shown that overcrowding is associated with the frequency of disabling
illness lasting a week or longer (70), the number
of respiratory infections in infants, infectious
childhood diseases (71), skin diseases, and the
number of home accidents (72). Overcrowding
interacts with home heating and ventilation to
produce increases in morbidity and mortality in
the young and the aged (73, 74).
Overcrowding also conditions personal and
group behavior and mental health. Doubled-up
families in multistory buildings tend to develop
higher levels of emotional illness and hostility
(75). In the 167 metropolitan areas in which rioting occurred during 1967, 24 percent of all
dwellings occupied by nonwhites were overcrowded, as compared to 8.8 percent of the
white occupied units (76). Obviously, overcrowding is not the single element that produces a
"culture of poverty"; more likely, crowding
heightens the effects of other deprivations, each
reinforcing the other. All these forces tend to
shape the personality of the slum dwellers.
Overcrowding affects privacy and often results in family members spending more time outside the home (77). When recreation is not available families have been observed Jo show
aggravation of any predisposition to neurotic behavior (78). When overcrowding forces children
to find activity space outside the home, children's study habits suffer and I?arental superv i-

States were higher in urban areas than in rural

areas prior to 1950. By 1960, however, the ratio

had reversed, and since 1960 the ratio of rural to

urban deaths has been steadily increasing. Thus,
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sion and control is reduced (79, 80, 81). Weakened supervision and exposure of children to the
life of the street may, in turn, contribute to the
development of many of the social problems of
youth assumed to be characteristic of high density slum communities around the world (82).
Cassel (83) argued that there is a considerable amount of confusion concerning the health
consequences of crowding and the narrowness
of migration theory. To support that conclusion,
a brief review of morbidity rates would be appropriate. Death rates for all causes in the United
States were higher in urban areas than in rural
areas prior to 1950. By 1960, however, the ratio
had reversed, and since 1960 the ratio of rural to
urban deaths has been steadily increasing. Thus,
although cities have been increasing in size
since 1940, death rates have fallen more rapidly
in these crowded circumstances than in the
more sparsely populated rural areas. Part of this
phenomenon may be due to the improved medical care and sanitation in the cities, leaving an
older, more susceptible population behind in the
rural areas. While the rural excess in both incidence and mortality rates from typhoid fever, for
example, may well be due to differences in sanitation, and the more effective immunization programs in cities account for the lower urban rates
of diphtheria and pertussis, the rural excess in
the incidence of scarlet fever can hardly be due
to either of these processes, as there are no
adequate means to prevent the occurrence of
streptococcal infections. Similarly, as far as the
migration hypothesis is concerned, this could not
explain the excess mortality rates in children,
both black and white, male and female.
Even from the fragmentary illustrative cases,
population density and/or crowding does not
inevitably lead to poorer health status. Crowding
under certain circumstances may be associated
with certain factors which in themselves can influence health-such as poor housing-but the
relation of crowding to disease situations may be
a reflection of factors other than crowding. per se.
An important factor influencing health consequences is the human environment associated
with housing. Holmes (84), in his studies on tuberculosis in Seattle, has shown that the disease
occurs most frequently in "marginal" people;
that is, those individuals deprived of meaningful
social contact. He found higher rates of tuberculosis in those ethnic groups that were distinct
minorities in the neighborhoods in which they
lived, in people living alone in one room, in
thos~ who a~i
• ir>! n9ccupational and resiSI'ff · FI I ~ G Nwho were more
dential

often single or divorced than in the general pop-

ulation.

Cassel argues for the importance of the so-

cial environment under conditions of increasing

population density and urbanization. The rapid

urbanization of rural areas in the United States,

particularly when it is associated with deteriora-

tion in housing, is usually accompanied by in-

creased death and disease rates.

The situation or environment as a determi-

nant of crowding is a factor described by

Schmitt (85), who distinguishes between inside

and outside density. lnside density refers to the

number of people per unit of living space within

a residence, whereas outside density refers to

the number of people per unit of space as a

larger environmental unit within which the inside

density unit is embeddedâfor example, street,

neighborhood, or census tract. Rural areas are

often characterized by high population densities

within a home but with few people immediately

outside the home.

Altman (86) describes another aspect of the

environmentâthe richness of environmental re-

sources. Two homes with equivalent space and

density can differ enormously in the way space

is laid out, in the interior decor, and in the qual-

ity of facilities in general. An environment that is

poor in resources might be more susceptible to

the effects of crowding.

There are also interpersonal determinants of

crowding. Much has been written about personal

space, privacy, and territoriality. Central to these

concepts is the idea that people establish

boundaries around themselves to maintain their

psychological integrity, protect their environment

and space, and manage interactions with others.

Control of interpersonal interaction is accom-

plished in a variety of ways, including manipula-

tion of the physical environment, verbal and non-

verbal communication, etc. Regarding the use of

the environment, we open and close doors, ar-

range furniture in certain ways, establish seating

patterns around tables, etc.

Where the cost of controlling interaction is

high, where contact with other people is continu-

ous, where environmental resources are limited,

there can be a social and psychological break-

down.

The implications are that the popular con-

ception of the negative effects of crowding seem

largely an issue of too many people in too little

space and consequently massive low cost hous-

ing programs are generated that are designed to

provide more space per person or per family.

Altman suggests that if environmental richness is

also a factor, then more attention should be di-

rected toward interior spatial planning and de-

sign.

Previous research on crowding has gener-

ally lacked a theoretical perspective (87).

Moreover, there has been a tendency to view

crowding in terms of spatial considerations alone

as well as a failure to distinguish between physi-

cal condition (density) and the psychological ex-

perience (crowding). Personal and social varia-

bles do have a direct bearing on an individual's

often single or divorced than in the general population.
Cassel argues for the importance of the social environment under conditions of increasing
population density and urbanization. The rapid
urbanization of rural areas in the United States,
particularly when it is associated with deterioration in housing, is usually accompanied by increased death and disease rates.
The situation or environment as a determinant of crowding is a factor described by
Schmitt (85), who distinguishes between inside
and outside density. Inside density refers to the
number of people per unit of living space within
a residence, whereas outside density refers to
the number of people per unit of space as a
larger environmental unit within which the inside
density unit is embedded-for example, street,
neighborhood, or census tract. Rural areas are
often characterized by high population densities
within a home but with few people immediately
outside the home.
Altman (86) describes another aspect of the
environment-the richness of environmental resources. Two homes with equivalent space and
density can differ enormously in the way space
is laid out, in the interior decor, and in the quality of facilities in general. An environment that is
poor in resources might be more susceptible to
the effects of crowding.
There are also interpersonal determinants of
crowding. Much has been written about personal
space, privacy, and territoriality. Central to these
concepts is the idea that people establish
boundaries around themselves to maintain their
psychological integrity, protect their environment
and space, and manage interactions with others.
Control of interpersonal interaction is accomplished in a variety of ways, including manipulation of the physical environment, verbal and nonverbal communication, etc. Regarding the use of
the environment, we open and close doors, arrange furniture in certain ways, establish seating
patterns around tables, etc.
Where the cost of controlling interaction is
high, where contact with other people is continuous, where environmental resources are limited,
there can be a social and psychological breakdown.
The implications are that the popular conception of the negative effects of crowding seem
largely an issue of too many people in too little
space and consequently massive low cost housing programs are generated that are designed to
provide more space per pe rson or per fam ily.

Altman suggests that if environmental richness is
also a factor, then more attention should be directed toward interior spatial planning and design.
Previous research on crowding has generally lacked a theoretical perspective (87).
Moreover, there has been a tendency to view
crowding in terms of spatial considerations alone
as well as a failure to distinguish between physical condition (density) and the psychological experience (crowding). Personal and social variables do have a direct bearing on an individual's
perception of spatial restriction as well as on his
attempts to cope with this constraint.

Alterations in the Physical
Environment that Affect
Health Status
As mentioned earlier, sanitation (adequate
waste disposal and clean water supply) has a
significant effect on physical health status. It
seems clear that any housing programs that provide basic water and sewer facilities will stimulate the improvement of physical health status.
Furthermore, since rural families are in the
greatest need of adequate water supply and
waste disposal, a program to provide such services would have an important influence on
health.
Although few people in this country die of
direct exposure to the elements because of inadequate shelter, there are health problems associated with heat and cold. Heat and cold are especially critical problems for older people who live
in inadequately insulated dwellings (88). Tolerance of older people to cold and heat has diminished and, as a consequence, their sickness
rates have increased. Several other health problems can be related to physical deficiencies:
lead poisoning from paint, accidents (falls,
burns, etc.), and vermin. By improving the quality
of the physical structure, these problems can be
reduced significantly. It should be noted that improving the structure of a dwelling would probably have a less important effect on health status
than would improving sanitation.

The Physical Environment and
Mental Health Status
A relationship between mental health and inadequate sanitation and physical structure of the
~ f ~E}(I completely developed.
dwelling
g,,,y ~ ~eAII~
may be interpreted
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attempts to cope with this constraint.

Alterations in the Physical
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as stressful, (89) crowding has a stronger influ-

ence on mental health. Crowding (living condi-

tions that require people to interact with and re-

late to others in ways that are not desirable to

them) can contribute substantially to accelerated

intellectual and physical deterioration of older

people, to increased aggression, to withdrawal

and sexual abnormalities among young adoles-

cents, and to the general poor mental health of

adults. The disparity between the number of peo-

ple in a dwelling, whether urban or rural, and

the capacity of the dwelling to contain them and

allow them to perform important human activities

can be shown by a variety of physiological and

psychological processes.

lt is recognized that adequate physical lay-

out of the dwelling cannot cure mental ills al-

ready in existence (such as schizophrenia), but

that it may prevent their further development, in

the sense that physical layout does act as a

reinforcing agent to personality trends already

structured. Neither can adequate physical layout

of the dwelling produce (in the sense of originat-

ing them) new and desirable personality traits.

But an adequately planned and structured physi-

cal layout can be an end or objective. As such,

it should be flexible, to permit the flow of the

process of adjustment and readjustment.

There are two factors of physical layout that

may be considered in relation to crowding: 1)

privacy in the dwelling as related to mental

health, and 2) circulation in the dwelling as re-

lated to the mental hygiene of its occupants.

When discussing privacy we assume that

freedom to be by one's self is a value; and that

hindrances to its realization lead to frustrations,

irritation, and resentments. Thus privacy be-

comes a value. Privacy is needed for thinking,

reflection, reading, study, and for aesthetic enjoy-

ment and contemplation. lntrusions on the fulfill-

ment of personal desires need to be shut off in

order to avoid the internal tensions that are built

up from frustrations, resentments, and irritations

of continual multiple contacts with others. Thus,

the physical factor of circulation within the

dwelling, although related to the factor of pri-

vacy in some obvious respects, also plays a part

in the mental health of occupants.

Ease and freedom of circulation within the

dwelling relieves cramped muscular conditions

and attendant irritations. lt facilitates the normal

performance of family functions, an easy flow of

sequences of overt behavior without interrup-

tions to freedom of movement, or unwanted and

unexpected intrusions on a train of thought.

Historically, government housing planners

have viewed "housing" in terms of quantity of

units. Emphasis has always been placed upon

producing "units" to meet existing "needs" (90).

Often housing needs are not "units" but clear

water supply, additional bedrooms, or bathroom

installations. Too often the only possible result

of government housing efforts are new three-

bedroom, single-family units or new two-bedroom

apartments. Families are expected to conform

their housing needs to the product the govern-

as stressful, (89) crowding has a stronger influence on mental health. Crowding (living conditions that require people to interact with and relate to others in ways that are not desirable to
them) can contribute substantially to accelerated
intellectual and physical deterioration of older
people, to increased aggression, to withdrawal
and sexual abnormalities among young adolescents, and to the general poor mental health of
adults. The disparity between the number of people in a dwelling, whether urban or rural, and
the capacity of the dwelling to contain them and
allow them to perform important human activities
can be shown by a variety of physiological and
psychological processes.
It is recognized that adequate physical layout of the dwelling cannot cure mental ills already in existence (such as schizophrenia), but
that it may prevent their further development, in
the sense that physical layout does act as a
reinforcing agent to personality trends already
structured. Neither can adequate physical layout
of the dwelling produce (in the sense of originating them) new and desirable personality traits.
But an adequately planned and structured physical layout can be an end or objective. As such,
it should be flexible, to permit the flow of the
process of adjustment and readjustment.
There are two factors of physical layout that
may be considered in relation to crowding: 1)
privacy in the dwelling as related to mental
health, and 2) circulation in the dwelling as related to the mental hygiene of its occupants.
When discussing privacy we assume that
freedom to be by one's self is a value; and that
hindrances to its realization lead to frustrations,
irritation, and resentments. Thus privacy becomes a value. Privacy is needed for thinking,
reflection, reading, study, and for aesthetic enjoyment and contemplation. Intrusions on the fulfillment of personal desires need to be shut off in
order to avoid the internal tensions that are built
up from frustrations, resentments, and irritations
of continual multiple contacts with others. Thus,
the physical factor of circulation within the
dwelling, although related to the factor of privacy in some obvious respects, also plays a part
in the mental health of occupants.
Ease and freedom of circulation within the
dwelling relieves cramped muscular conditions
and attendant irritations. It facilitates the normal
performance of family functions, an easy flow of
sequences of overt behavior without interruptions to freedom of movement, or unwanted and
unexpected intrusions on a train of thought.

ment produces, rather than the government's

dealing with the people to determine what im-

provements are needed.

To assess local housing needs adequately,
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Historically, government housing planners
have viewed "housing" in terms of quantity of
units. Emphasis has always been placed upon
producing "units" to meet existing "needs" (90).
Often housing needs are not "units" but clear
water supply, additional bedrooms, or bathroom
installations. Too often the only possible result
of government housing efforts are new threebedroom, single-family units or new two-bedroom
apartments. Families are expected to conform
their housing needs to the product the government produces, rather than the government's
dealing with the people to determine what improvements are needed.
To assess local housing needs adequately,
Government housing efforts must move closer to
the people with housing problems. The quality of
improvements must be given the same consideration as quantity. Programs must be designed to
deliver the type of housing service that conforms
to the individual lifestyle of the family.

The Effect of Housing Relocation
on Health Status
One of the more important aspects of our
environment that affects health is the presence
of members of the same ethnic group, background, economic level, etc. (91). Numerous
studies conducted in urban areas have revealed
the detrimental effect on health that results when
persons are relocated outside of their old neighborhoods (92). Too often improved housing is
available only if a family is willing to leave the
social environment with which it is familiar. Relocation means breaking social ties which underlie
the mental well-being of the individuals in the
family. Generally, mental health is related to the
degree to which people feel they have control
over their destiny. From a mental health point of
view, unless people feel that they have some
control of their envionment, the likelihood that
improvement programs will positively affect
health is remote.
People must be involved in the decisionmaking process. Historically, government housing
programs have not adequately involved people in
the two most important decisions: 1) location of
the residence, and 2) design of the living space.
The process of developing and implementing
housing improvement programs must radically
at these two crucial
change tOI c'''!if IWP
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point.
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Housing as Factor Within a Total

Service Delivery System

As mentioned earlier, housing problems are

but one factor that affect the health status of

people. To deal effectively with health problems,

Housing as Factor Within a Total
Service Delivery System

many social, economic, and physical factors

must be considered simulatneously. Under the

existing government system such an undertaking

would be complex. The efforts of the Tufts-Delta

Health Center to attack rural health problems by

initiating housing, social, and economic pro-

grams have been complicated immeasurably by

the morass of government fragmentation. Too

often the goals of the government rural housing

program conflicted with the economic develop-

ment program objectives or the welfare program

requirements.

lf we expect to see the quality of life im-

prove in the future, then an expanded view of

the way services are delivered by government to

the people must be constructed.

Evaluation

The architects and planners of our physical

environment have seen their task, as if schooled

in noblesse oblige, as that of designing environ-

ments within which other men should be content

to live. Thier buildings and cities have evolved

As mentioned earlier, housing problems are
but one factor that affect the health status of
people. To deal effectively with health problems,
many social, economic, and physical factors
must be considered simulatneously. Under the
existing government system such an undertaking
would be complex. The efforts of the Tufts-Delta
Health Center to attack rural health problems by
initiating housing, social, and economic programs have been complicated immeasurably by
the morass of government fragmentation. Too
often the goals of the government rural housing
program conflicted with the economic development program objectives or the welfare program
requirements.
If we expect to see the quality of life improve in the future, then an expanded view of
the way services are delivered by government to
the people must be constructed.

most often from idiosyncratic, intuitive fantasies

in which spaces and forms are molded by aes-

thetic principles. Architects are encouraged to

Evaluation

conceive individual buildings in terms of their

visual qualitiesâalmost as sculptures (93).

Buildings that meet sculptural criteria are

goodâand necessaryâif the environment is not

to become even uglier than it is.

But they are not good enough. Architects

must learn to attend to human behavior and to

design to human needs.

lt is not clear that while our behavior can

obviously modify the environment, the environ-

ment can also modify our behavior, at all tem-

poral and physical scales, for individuals and for

societies. This is a kind of feedback loop that in

good circumstances is responsible for the evolu-

tion of the behavior of the species and its physi-

cal environment as well.

The loop can be interrupted at several

points. lf individuals are under stress or in a

condition of poverty or illness, it will be much

harder for them to change their environment be-

cause they will lack access to suitable political

power and authority, to actual tools, money, and

time.

Under just such conditions, lives are most

vulnerable to being distorted by outside forces

âthe inconvenient arrangement of the city or

house, the impoverished sensory and social ste-

rility of public housing or hospital, the imposition

of limited housing opportunities by political or

economic forces.

lf we are to live in full health in whole, life-

supporting environments, we must radically reo-

rient our goals. We must concern ourselves with

the quality of life and the quality of life's set-

tings.

Our architecture and city planning schools

are as backward as our building industry. Archi-

The architects and planners of our physical
environment have seen their task, as if schooled
in noblesse oblige, as that of designing environments within which other men should be content
to live. Thier buildings and cities have evolved
most often from idiosyncratic, intuitive fantasies
in which spaces and forms are molded by aesthetic principles. Architects are encouraged to
conceive individual buildings in terms of their
visual qualities-almost as sculptures (93).
Buildings that meet sculptural criteria are
good-and necessary-if the environment is not
to become even uglier than it is.
But they are not good enough. Architects
must learn to attend to human behavior and to
design to human needs.
It is not clear that while our behavior can
obviously modify the environment, the environment can also modify our behavior, at all temporal and physical scales, for individuals and for
societies. This is a kind of feedback loop that in
good circumstances is responsible for the evolution of the behavior of the species and its physical environment as well.
The loop can be interrupted at several
pOints. If individuals are under stress or in a
condition of poverty or illness, it will be much
harder for them to change their environment because they will lack access to suitable pOlitical
power and authority, to actual tools, money, and
time.

Under just such conditions, lives are most
vulnerable to being distorted by outside forces
-the inconvenient arrangement of the city or
house, the impoverished sensory and social sterility of public housing or hospital, the imposition
of limited housing opportunities by political or
economic forces.
If we are to live in full health in whole, lifesupporting environments, we must radically reorient our goals. We must concern ourselves with
the quality of life and the quality of life's settings.
Our architecture and city planning schools
are as backward as our building industry. Architectural education has been directed toward producing famous idiosyncratic architects, and formal, monumental buildings. We must instead
train architects to ask questions, solve problems,
and study the results of their work. Evidence of
this approach has begun to germinate throughout the United States.
Architects are responsible for guiding the
evolution of our society by their control over the
evolution and design of buildings that are the
containers and shapers of our culture. There is
no tradition in the practice of architecture in
which architects are expected to evaluate publicly
their own or other architects' work.
Only careful scrutiny of working buildings in
use can produce an evolution in quality of building types. There has never been a necessary
steady progression of design quality or appropriateness in our public projects-housing, hospitals,
schools, or our private offices, factories, etc.
We must institute and sponsor, from the
Federal level, innovations in architectural education that focus upon research and evaluation. We
must require that all federally and State-sponsored construction be preceded by detailed analysis of program requirements for each building.
Therein, design solutions should be related as
hypothesis to the eventual behavior of the population to be housed.
Every building must also have a followup
evaluation study performed by the architect or
other capable analyst, which is directed toward
identifying and solving malfunctions in the design as well as noting where the structure successfully supports the use and behavior of its inhabitants. The American Institute of Architects
(AlA) has proposed to the House Banking Committee an argument for postconstruction evaluation of all federally assisted projects where evaluation funds would
come from
Federal
allocations;...fi .;W ~~~ r~r en, need to be selected
for ttrn·
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be awarded and monitored in two stages, pro-

graming and design.

Our environments are for the most part de-

signed and built by a few for use by many.

Rarely do people ever have the opportunity to

influence significantly or even modify the form of

their shelter. This practice guarantees that in the

absence of evaluation procedures, whatever

omissions or mistakes are made by the designer

will be repeated and will become the burden of

all to live with.

This magnification of error has for many

years continued unquestioned and unchecked.

Our contemporary urban crises, social and phys-

ical, are in part of the legacy of this practice.

Federally sponsored building or rebuilding

projects should require a maximum of user par-

ticipation and control in the design and later ad-

ministration of all building efforts.

Such projects also should be required to

distribute architectural contracts over as large a

group of individual design firms as possible.

These designers must be bound by contract to

work with local potential or present users.

The more designers, the less monotony and

the less multiplication of errors. Having more de-

signers per large project also facilitates working

in small groups with neighborhood groups or

user committees.

The argument can always be made that

changes in procedures, particularly professional

practices, will consequently result in higher

costs. Over the past 10 years newly formulated

community design centers have attempted to

function in more pluralistic methods. Scott Fere-

bee, Jr., president of the AIA, states, in a dedi-

cation address (94) that the profession must re-

dedicate itself to the fundamental mission of

improving the quality of the Nation's man-made

environment in service to their users. Archibald

Rogers, first vice president of the AIA, calls for

experimentation with the design process (95):

"How one puts a community together, socially as

well as physically, is a design issue."

It is not yet evident that changing processes

will effect increased costs as there are an in-

creasing number of professionals who argue that

the traditional process results in floundering, am-

biguity in decisionmaking, and the architect's

projection of his own values. The author's expe-

rience is that user involvement, particularly in

housing projects, does not increase the costs but

produces more satisfactory results from the

users' viewpoint. There are clear signs that ar-

chitectural education is changing towards the

ends described herein. Each year during the En-

vironmental Design Research Association (EDRA)

(96) conferences, there is considerable student

research in the area of housing satisfaction and

housing need.

Toward Homeostasis

Housing today represents a producer-ori-

ented and supply-dominated system. The supply

structure includes within it industry and govern-

ment procedures, "facilitating beneficiaries,"

such as FHA, FmHA, and the rich, in order to

be awarded and monitored in two stages, programing and design.
Our environments are for the most part designed and built by a few for use by many.
Rarely do people ever have the opportunity to
influence significantly or even modify the form of
their shelter. This practice guarantees that in the
absence of evaluation procedures, whatever
omissions or mistakes are made by the designer
will be repeated and will become the burden of
all to live with.
This magnification of error has for many
years continued unquestioned and unchecked.
Our contemporary urban crises, social and physical, are in part of the legacy of this practice.
Federally sponsored building or rebuilding
projects should require a maximum of user participation and control in the design and later administration of all building efforts.
Such projects also should be required to
distribute architectural contracts over as large a
group of individual design firms as possible.
These designers must be bound by contract to
work with local potential or present users.
The more designers, the less monotony and
the less multiplication of errors. Having more designers per large project also facilitates working
in small groups with neighborhood groups or
user committees.
The argument can always be made that
changes in procedures, particularly professional
practices, will consequently result in higher
costs. Over the past 10 years newly formulated
community design centers have attempted to
function in more pluralistic methods. Scott Ferebee, Jr., president of the AlA, states, in a dedication address (94) that the profession must rededicate itself to the fundamental mission of
improving the quality of the Nation's man-made
environment in service to their users. Archibald
Rogers, first vice president of the AlA, calls for
experimentation with the design process (95):
"How one puts a community together, socially as
well as phYSically, is a design issue."
It is not yet evident that changing processes
will effect increased costs as there are an increasing number of professionals who argue that
the traditional process results in floundering, ambiguity in decisionmaking, and the architect's
projection of his own values. The author's experience is that user involvement, particularly in
housing projects, does not increase the costs but
produces more satisfactory results from the
users' viewpoint. There are clear signs that architectural education is changing towards the
ends described herein . Each year during the En-

provide housing for the poor.

Direct subsidies go to commercial financing

institutions, land developers, and construction

companies; whole subsidized fees go to legal,
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vironmental Design Research Association (EDRA)
(96) conferences, there is considerable student
research in the area of housing satisfaction and
housing need.

Toward Homeostasis
Housing today represents a producer-oriented and supply-dominated system. The supply
structure includes within it industry and government procedures, "faCilitating beneficiaries,"
such as FHA, FmHA, and the rich, in order to
provide housing for the poor.
Direct subsidies go to commercial financing
institutions, land developers, and construction
companies; whole subsidized fees go to legal,
architectural, and management firms.
The policy alternative requires a greater balance between supply and demand factors; a system oriented toward people, toward the development of human resources, and toward the
development of service procedures that can be
controlled by the people who need to be housed.
Direct subsidies to users in combination with
a network of decentralized services could increase the autonomy of low income people without establishing complex regulatory mechanisms
that affect the lives of the poor or the process
by which housing for the poor is created.
For interest groups on the supply side,
housing is an investment channel and a consumption product. For most people on the demand side, housing constitutes a basic human
need for shelter, for privacy, and for a personalized place to raise a family and meet with
friends.
The present government housing delivery
system treats low income families as depersonalized and manipulated objects, often as no more
than statistics. While lip service is often given to
the need for user participation in the government
housing process, the reality is that low income
families have very little input into the location,
planning, or design of new projects. Rather, the
crucial decisions are made by professionals who
often have very little knowledge of, or contact
with, their client group. Earlier we noted the
beneficial effect on mental health that results
when persons feel they have control of their destiny. If government housing efforts are to be directed toward the improvement of the quality of
life of low income families, it is essential that
these families participate in those efforts. The
government should urge policy requirements that
will enable professionals to involve users meaningfully in t e ousing anning and design proc191 la '

ess.
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The Extent of Housing Need

ln discussing housing needs, particularly in

rural areas of America, we are hampered by an

agreed-upon definition as to what constitutes

housing need, or even what constitutes decent

housing. Definitions of "substandard" housing,

which may be dilapidated or lack essential

plumbing facilities, is an extremely narrow one.

The Douglas Commission called this measure of

quality "hopelessly inadequate" and pointed out

that it leads to "a gross understatement of hous-

ing needs" (97).

lt does not consider, for example, the ade-

quacy of heat or of light and ventilation or of the

amount of living space availableâboth in terms

of numbers and size of rooms. lt fails to take

into account the cost of housing, though it can

be argued that a household that shorts its food,

clothing, and medical budgets in order to occupy

a "standard" unit also exhibits a dimension of

housing needs.

We are also hampered by the fact that we

do not bother to collect any detailed information

on housing except once a decade.

Relationship Between Man and

His Residential Environment

Funds have not been available to determine

how deficiencies in the residential environment

affect physiological health, emotional stability, and

well-being. As a result, decisions about environ-
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mental programs are sometimes ill-advised and

result in effects that are the opposite of those

that were intended. The effects of environmental

deficiencies on populations such as the aged

Relationship Between Man and
His Residential Environment

and rural and urban poverty groups are as little

understood as is their effect on the typical mid-

dle-class family. Not only are the health effects

of a single environmental stress inadequately un-

derstood, but the health significance of multiple

stresses on one individual, a family, or a neigh-

borhood is largely unknown. Yet, it is the accu-

mulated stresses of noise, overcrowding, lack of

basic sanitation, etc., that have created the cur-

rent rural housing crisis.
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Summary

In any review of the attitude of the technical

community toward the structure and functioning

of the current building regulation system, the sa-

lient thought that emerges is that the attention of

the practicing architect and engineer is focused

on his own local problems. Generally speaking,

he is interested in national policy and activity

only insofar as they affect his local problem. As

his area of operation expands, he becomes more

cognizant of the scope of the code problem, and

becomes more concerned on a national basis.

Other members of the technical community,

including academic and governmental employ-

ees, are likely to have a broader view.

The practitioner's first reaction to proposals

By Rudard A. Jones
Research Professor of Architecture and
Director, Small Homes Council-Building
Research Council, Unillersity of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign

for Federal Government intervention in the code

system is strongly negativeâhe has had unfortu-

nate experiences with governmental redtape and

bureaucratic autocracy which cause him to be

antagonistic to Federal control. Upon reflection

Summary

he will agree that a single national code would

be ideal in theory, but foresees all sorts of diffi-

culties in practice. He is likely to support only

those kinds of activities that he sees as offering

some possibility of alleviating his difficulties at

the local level. He is generally favorable to activ-

ities that will develop solutions to technical

problems in the area of building technology and

translate these studies to the operational phase

of code administration. He considers his prob-

lems to be largely of a local nature; it is these

problems that concern him most.

Attitudes of Building Professionals

toward Building Regulation

Professionals who are required to deal with

building codes and similar regulations are unani-

mous in support for more uniformity in such reg-

ulations. Any professional, whether architect,

planner, or engineer, complains about the ab-

surdity of today's situation wherein each jurisdic-

tion in which he proposes to work has its own

peculiarities of building regulation. However, the

average professional is resigned to this situation

because he has come to expect it as a way of

life; generally he has worked out some accom-

modation with the system. Once professionals

have adjusted to life as it is, they hesitate to em-

bark upon any crusade that might endanger the

working arrangements they have reached. Many,

though espousing the cause of code uniformity,

hesitate to enlist in the forces that are advocat-

ing such a policy for fear of upsetting the apple-

cart and making enemies among those who have

the power to stop or delay their work.

In any review of the attitude of the technical
community toward the structure and functioning
of the current building regulation system, the salient thought that emerges is that the attention of
the practicing architect and engineer is focused
on his own local problems. Generally speaking,
he is interested in national policy and activity
only insofar as they affect his local problem. As
his area of operation expands, he becomes more
cognizant of the scope of the code problem, and
becomes more concerned on a national basis.
Other members of the technical community,
including academic and governmental employees, are likely to have a broader view.
The practitioner's first reaction to proposals
for Federal Government intervention in the code
system is strongly negative--he has had unfortunate experiences with governmental redtape and
bureaucratic autocracy which cause him to be
antagonistic to Federal control. Upon reflection
he will agree that a single national code would
be ideal in theory, but foresees all sorts of difficulties in practice. He is likely to support only
those kinds of activities that he sees as offering
some possibility of alleviating his difficulties at
the local level. He is generally favorable to activities that will develop solutions to technical
problems in the area of building technology and
translate these studies to the operati onal p hase

of code administration. He considers his problems to be largely of a local nature; it is these
problems that concern him most.

Attitudes of Building Professionals
toward Building Regulation
Professionals who are required to deal with
building codes and similar regulations are unanimous in support for more uniformity in such regulations. Any professional, wh&ther architect,
planner, or engineer. complains about the absurdity of today's situation wherein each jurisdiction in which he proposes to work has its own
peculiarities of building regulation. However, the
average professional is resigned to this situation
because he has come to expect it as a way of
life; generally he has worked out some accommodation with the system. Once professionals
have adjusted to life as it is, they hesitate to embark upon any crusade that might endanger the
working arrangements they have reached. Many,
though espousing the cause of code uniformity,
hesitate to enlist in the forces that are advocating such a policy for fear of upsetting the applecart and making enemies among those who have
the power to stop or delay their work.
Mandatory code uniformity entails the centralization of code regulation at some level
higher than the locality, and professionals recognize that any degree of centalization is running
in the face of popular opinion which, at the moment. seems to be supporting local option and
local control as a means of overcoming bureaucracy and redtape at higher political levels.

Code Uniformity
Why do professionals regard building code
uniformity as desirable? The answer is obvious
to any practitioner working in different areas,
each of which has its own code jurisdiction.
Every time a new jurisdiction is entered, it is
necessary for the professional to become acquainted with a new set of regulations-regulations which will be a controlling factor in his design work. Needless to say, the process of
becoming knowledgeable about a different code
involves effort and time. The amount of time varies, of course. with the format of the code. If the
new code is written in a familiar format, the
process of developing familiarity with the code is
accelerated, but even in these cases it is necessary to exe, ··i e r.c~~ ~ i ~~(fable care to make certain tl:1 I ~ I ~ ~(~
verlooked. On the
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surface, a small matter such as a differing defini-

tion may appear to be minor, but in fact, a small

difference can be of major significance. Changes

in numbersâsuch as design loads, fire resist-

ance requirements, sound transmission reduction

requirementsâcan change the structural require-

ments and increase or decrease costs.

lt might be assumed that through the efforts

of the various model code groups a greater de-

gree of code uniformity could be found in codes,

particularly in view of the fact that many local

jurisdictions profess to have adopted one of the

model codes. The report of the Douglas Commis-

sion, however, makes it very clear that model

codes are seldom adopted in their entirely

and/or without modification. Thus the wise prac-

titioner seldom accepts statements that indicate

the local code is in exact conformance with the

latest edition of the model code. Normally this

requires some periodic legislative action which

is often overlooked by the local body.

The Cost of Code Variations

Accordingly, the architect or engineer work-

ing in a new area must become acquainted with

the local regulations. The cost and time that can

be charged to this task is uncertain. Some indi-

surface, a small matter such as a differing definition may appear to be minor, but in fact, a small
difference can be of major significance. Changes
in numbers-such as design loads, fire resistance requirements, sound transmission reduction
requirements-can change the structural requirements and increase or decrease costs.
It might be assumed that through the efforts
of the various model code groups a greater degree of code uniformity could be found in codes,
particularly in view of the fact that many local
jurisdictions profess to have adopted one of the
model codes. The report of the Douglas Commission, however, makes it very clear that model
codes are seldom adopted in their entirety
and/or without modification. Thus the wise practitioner seldom accepts statements that indicate
the local code is in exact conformance with the
latest edition of the model code. Normally this
requires some periodic legislative action which
is often overlooked by the local body.

viduals talk of "taking the code home over the

weekend to become acquainted with it"; others

talk about 1 to 3 days of intensive study at the

beginning of a new project. But this is only the

beginning. As any individual item comes up dur-

ing the design process, the code has to be

searched for pertinent regulations. This process

is repeated time and again at a considerable

cost in professional time. Although, as men-

tioned above, professionals are not able to place

either a time or dollar cost on this part of the

design process, they are unanimous in their

agreement that it is costly to get acquainted with

a new code, and that this expense contributes

nothing to the betterment of the health, safety,

and welfare of the public.

Other Code Problems

Although architects and engineers credit the

movement toward code uniformity as a move-

ment in the right direction, they are quick to

point out that a single building code is only one

part of the answer to more effective building reg-

ulation; equally important are three other factors:

(1) the elimination of the building regulations

which emanate from governmental bodies other

than the building departments of cities and coun-

The Cost of Code Variations
Accordingly, the architect or engineer working in a new area must become acquainted with
the local regulations. The cost and time that can
be charged to this task is uncertain. Some individuals talk of "taking the code home over the
weekend to become acquainted with it"; others
talk about 1 to 3 days of intensive study at the
beginning of a new project. But this is only the
beginning. As any individual item comes up during the design process, the code has to be
searched for pertinent regulations. This process
is repeated time and again at a considerable
cost in professional time. Although, as mentioned above, professionals are not able to place
either a time or dollar cost on this part of the
design process, they are unanimous in their
agreement that it is costly to get acquainted with
a new code, and that this expense contributes
nothing to the betterment of the health, safety,
and welfare of the public.

ties, (2) the establishment of a system and pro-

cedure that will assure uniform interpretation of

code provisions, and (3) a rational system for

Other Code Problems

evaluation of new products and techniques.

Multiple Layers of Building

Regulations

More often than not designers are plagued

with multiple codes or regulations in a given

area. For example, where public buildings are

concerned, the local or State fire marshal

usually has considerable power to impose addi-

tional requirements which the designer must

meet if the building is to be built. ln school

buildings the state board of education may have

Although architects and engineers credit the
movement toward code uniformity as a movement in the right direction, they are quick to
pOint out that a single building code is only one
part of the answer to more effective building regulation; equally important are three other factors:
(1) the elimination of the building regulations
which emanate from governmental bodies other
than the building dep rtments of citi ~ s and co un-

its own set of rules; some regulations for the

building of hospitals, nursing homes, sheltered

care centers, and the like, are promulgated by

the State board of health; frequently this same
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ties, (2) the establishment of a system and procedure that will assure uniform interpretation of
code provisions, and (3) a rational system for
evaluation of new products and techniques.

Multiple Layers of Building
Regulations
More often than not designers are plagued
with multiple codes or regulations in a given
area. For example, where public buildings are
concerned, the local or State fire marshal
usually has considerable power to impose additional requirements which the designer must
meet if the building is to be built. In school
buildings the state board of education may have
its own set of rules; some regulations for the
building of hospitals, nursing homes, sheltered
care centers, and the like, are promulgated by
the State board of health; frequently this same
board has control of individual sewage disposal
systems. More recently some of the regulations
issued in the area of environmental pollution
controls have impinged on building activities.
This is particularly true in the case of regulation
of emissions from power plants and similar installations. As conservation of energy becomes a
more critical issue, we can anticipate new building requirements that will exercise control over
insulation requirements, thermal comfort levels,
lighting levels, and glass areas, and establish
limitations on allowable heat losses.
This enumeration of certain added building
regulation is by no means a complete list; only
some of the more common extras have been
noted.

Federal Regulations
Any discussion of "extra" regulations that
must be faced by architects and engineers would
be incomplete without mention of those imposed
by agencies of the Federal Government on projects in which the buildings are to be owned or
used by the Federal Government or to be
financed in some degree by the Government. As
examples of this type of regulation one may cite
the Minimum Property Standards of the Federal
Housing Administration and the regulations relating to the construction of hospitals growing out
of the Hill-Burton act.
Some of these de facto building regulations
go beyond the avowed purpose of building
codes, that ~is, of " rotecting the health, safety,
and public ~e~). r " li l&SS a rather liberal inter-
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pretation of the term "public welfare" is ac-

cepted. For example, the regulations of the Fed-

eral Housing Administration have two purposes

beyond the "health and safety" aspect. As an in-

stitution that is concerned with maintaining a

healthy condition for lenders in the mortgage

market, the FHA must be concerned with the

quality of the product upon which loans are to

be made. Accordingly, FHA must adopt a con-

servative approach and must assume that any

owner can default, thereby leaving the property

to the FHA. This being the case, the property

must have a reasonable value on the resale mar-

ket. Thus FHA regulations are aimed at protect-

ing the value of property in order that the financ-

ing process can be stablized.

ln another aspect of its responsibility, the

FHA is charged with improving the housing of

the nationâin this regard, history reveals that

housing standards as exemplified by the FHA

Minimum Property Standards have moved up-

ward over the life of FHA. Most of the improve-

ments will have to be charged to bettering the

"general welfare" of the publicâitems such as

expanded and more specific storage require-

ments fall in this category.

The term "public welfare" is now being in-

terpreted in yet another way. Originally, codes

were concerned mainly with the welfare of the

occupant of the building; now the term is being

expanded to include consideration of the public

at largeâregulations concerning energy con-

sumption are a case in point.

Local Interpretation of Building Codes

Despite the problem of varying building

codes in different jurisdictions, and despite the

problems of multiple and overlapping regulation

in any one geographical area, the professional is

faced with a still more serious impediment to the

pretation of the term "public welfare" is accepted . For example, the regulations of the Federal Housing Administration have two purposes
beyond the "health and safety" aspect. As an institution that is concerned with maintaining a
healthy condition for lenders in the mortgage
market, the FHA must be concerned with the
quality of the product upon which loans are to
be made. Accordingly, FHA must adopt a conservative approach and must assume that any
owner can default, thereby leaving the property
to the FHA. This being the case, the property
must have a reasonable value on the resale market. Thus FHA regulations are aimed at protecting the value of property in order that the financing process can be stablized .
In another aspect of its responsibility, the
FHA is charged with improving the housing of
the nation-in this regard, history reveals that
housing standards as exemplified by the FHA
Minimum Property Standards have moved upward over the life of FHA. Most of the improvements will have to be charged to bettering the
"general welfare" of the pUblic-items such as
expanded and more specific storage requirements fall in this category.
The term "public welfare" is now being interpreted in yet another way. Originally, codes
were concerned mainly with the welfare of the
occupant of the building: now the term is being
expanded to include consideration of the public
at large-regulations concerning energy consumption are a case in point.

building processâlocal interpretation of building

regulations.

By their very nature, certain parts of build-

Local Interpretation of Building Codes

ing codes are imprecise in their content. There-

fore, proper interpretation of the intent and

meaning of the code is an essential part of a

successful administration of the code. The ulti-

mate functioning of any building code system

devolves to the effectiveness and fairness with

which the code is interpreted. lt is obvious that

the final result can range over a wide degree of

satisfaction and dissatisfaction.

Local control of code interpretation can be

troublesome for the design professional in more

than one way. The designer may find himself

faced with a ruling which he feels is not consist-

ent with the code, or he may have the problem

of excessive delay on the part of the code

official in reaching any decision. Sometimes

these actions may be taken because the code of-

ficial has a very personal view about the way the

code is to be interpretedâhe has come to re-

gard himself as the community's guardian in

matters of building control and chooses to make

his rulings in light of his own personal beliefs

rather than in accordance with the law.

Sometimes rulings may reflect a desire to

Despite the problem of varying bu ilding
codes in different jurisdictions, and despite the
problems of multiple and overlapping regulation
in anyone geographical area, the professional is
faced with a still more serious impediment to the
building process-local interpretation of building
regulations.
By their very nature, certain parts of building codes are imprecise in their content. Therefore, proper interpretation of the intent and
meaning of the code is an essential part of a
successful administration of the code. The ultimate functioning of any building code system
devolves to the effectiveness and fairness with
which the code is interpreted. It is obvious that
the final result can range over a wide degree of
satisfaction and dissatisfaction.
Local control of code interpretation can be
troublesome for the design profess ional in more
than one way. Th e designe r may f i r) ~ himse lf

faced with a ruling which he feels is not consistent with the code, or he may have the problem
of excessive delay on the part of the code
official in reaching any decision. Sometimes
these actions may be taken because the code official has a very personal view about the way the
code is to be interpreted-he has come to regard himself as the community's guardian in
matters of building control and chooses to make
his rulings in light of his own personal beliefs
rather than in accordance with the law.
Sometimes rulings may reflect a desire to
protect local enterprise and to "keep foreign enterprise out." Or perhaps the code official feels
it is his duty to "upgrade" the new buildings
built in his jurisdiction. Occasionally delay may
be caused by the lack of knowledge on the part
of the code official-he finds himself without the
necessary knowledge to make the proper decision and is hesitant to reveal his shortcomings
by seeking help and advice.
At other times, conflicts may arise because
of the nature of the individual making the rulings
-he may be the type who likes to "throw his
weight around" or he may be unable to divorce
his personal animosities from his technical decisions.
It is apparent that in all these cases the personalities of the people involved play a large
part in the functioning of the process. Code interpretation must be done in an atmosphere of
reasonable discourse-each side must make an
effort to understand the opposite point of view.
Unfortunately, in many communities the professional finds himself dealing with an inspector
or building official who has not had formal training equivalent to that of the professional with
whom he must work. The building official may be
a competent tradesman of long experience, but
his experience may not lend itself to the process
of evaluation and interpretation of building regulations-he may be more inclined to judge all
buildings in the light of past experience rather
than with regard to the written regulations. To be
blunt, lack of knowledge of new materials and
new techniques can create a problem, and this
problem can become a major obstacle when it is
compounded by certain types of personalities.
Unfortunately, some building officials in this position adopt a very defensive attitude toward
their rulings and it becomes difficult to consider
differences on a rational basis. Needless to say,
these personality conflicts do not occur on only
one side of the table-some professionals by
their own Rat u e lq-f'6 completely unsuited to
carryi
1'fo I ~\ r
I I i building officials.
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built in his jurisdiction. Occasionally delay may
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When conflicting personalities clash, rational,

logical, impartial code interpretation is likely to

fall by the wayside.

When the local code is subject to interpreta-

tion by the local building official, and when there

is no recourse to a higher authority, serious

problems can arise. Honest differences about the

interpretation can result in a serious impasse. Of

course the owner (or his representative, the de-

signer) does have recourse to the courts, but

this is a time-consuming and costly process and

is seldom suitable when a quick decision is re-

quired. Furthermore, the professional is not in a

good position to contest unfavorable decisions

because he (the designer) knows that in the fu-

ture he will undoubtedly need further approvals

from the same office. Thus it is often more expe-

dient to accept a ruling involving a relatively

minor change than to fight the decision and en-

danger the future development of the project.

lt is clear that the design professions not

only seek greater uniformity in codes, but they

are also greatly desirous of developing a code

system that will engender more uniformity in the

interpretation of the code.

Education for Code Interpretation

The enumeration of the various aspects of

code interpretation serves to point out the impor-

tance of this problem in the view of the profes-

sional community. Professionals are also in

When conflicting personalities clash, rational,
logical, impartial code interpretation is likely to
fall by the wayside.
When the local code is subject to interpretation by the local building official, and when there
is no recourse to a higher authority, serious
problems can arise. Honest differences about the
interpretation can result in a serious impasse. Of
course the owner (or his representative, the designer) does have recourse to the courts, but
this is a time-consuming and costly process and
is seldom suitable when a quick decision is required. Furthermore, the professional is not in a
good position to contest unfavorable decisions
because he (the designer) knows that in the future he will undoubtedly need further approvals
from the same office. Thus it is often more expedient to accept a ruling involving a relatively
minor change than to fight the decision and endanger the future development of the project.
It is clear that the design professions not
only seek greater uniformity in codes, but they
are also greatly desirous of developing a code
system that will engender more uniformity in the
interpretation of the code.

agreement that a properly designed educational

program could go a long way in helping to alle-

viate code interpretation problems. Some of the

organizations of code officials and a few univers-

ities have made a start toward the development

of educational programs for the code administra-

tor. These have proven to be extremely useful,

but they have largely been unable to approach

the problem of interpretation of the technical

parts of codes because of the lack of uniformity

of the codes under consideration. lt is practically

impossible to teach a subject in which there are

as many textbooks as students. lt is clear that

the need for educational programs in the area of

understanding the technical provisions of codes

forms a substantial reason for the advocacy of

code uniformity.

Codes and New Construction

Techniques and Materials

Nearly all codes contain some provisions for

the acceptance of nonstandard materials and

construction techniques. The processing of re-

quests for approval of such code deviations at

the local level has been slow and largely unsat-

isfactory. lt is in this area that the local official

is most severely handicapped. He is called upon

to make judgments of products and systems pri-

Education for Code Interpretation
The enumeration of the various aspects of
code interpretation serves to point out the importance of this problem in the view of the professional community. Professionals are also in
agreement that a properly designed educational
program could go a long way in helping to alleviate code interpretation problems. Some of the
organizations of code officials and a few universities have made a start toward the development
of educational programs for the code administrator. These have proven to be extremely useful,
but they have largely been unable to approach
the problem of interpretation of the technical
parts of codes because of the lack of uniformity
of the codes under consideration. It is practically
impossible to teach a subject in which there are
as many textbooks as students. It is clear that
the need for educational programs in the area of
understanding the technical provisions of codes
forms a substantial reason for the advocacy of
code uniformity.

marily on the basis of presentations prepared by

the proponents of the new, although in some in-

stances he may have proponents for the status

quo as well. He is called upon to assess the va-

lidity of the various claims and the supporting

test data and to distinguish between fact and

propaganda. Oftentimes he must listen to pleas

of "vital to progress" and cries of "destruction

of a segment of the industry." The nature of this

Codes and New Construction
Techniques and Materials
Nearly all codes contain some provisions for
the acceptance of nonstandard materials and
construction techniques. The processing of requests for appro · al of such code deviations at

process is such that the code official may find

himself in a most peculiar position. When the

only documentation received is on the part of

the proponent, he finds himself acting as the ad-
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the local level has been slow and largely unsatisfactory. It is in this area that the local official
is most severely handicapped. He is called upon
to make judgments of products and systems primarily on the basis of presentations prepared by
the proponents of the new, although in some instances he may have proponents for the status
quo as well. He is called upon to assess the validity of the various claims and the supporting
test data and to distinguish between fact and
propaganda. Oftentimes he must listen to pleas
of "vital to progress" and cries of "destruction
of a segment of the industry." The nature of this
process is such that the code official may find
himself in a most peculiar position. When the
only documentation received is on the part of
the proponent, he finds himself acting as the advocate for the opposition as well as being the
judge of the case. Under these circumstances
his impartiality and objectivity are bound to be
questioned.
The building official, particularly the official
in the small community, finds himself ill-prepared
organizationally (and perhaps personally) to
cope with this situation . He needs help.
He needs some type of mechanism to assist
him in these judgments. Appeal boards are often
not adequate in this regard-the building official
needs aid in the form of competent technical assessment. Smaller communities usually are neither organized nor financially capable of obtaining the necessary help.
The national code organizations offer some
assistance in this area by providing procedures
for the evaluation of new materials, etc.-most
of these requests, however, are initiated by the
proponents of the new material or system.
Some States that are operating statewide
codes have set up State agencies which can assist in this process. Two types of assistance are
possible: The State agency may make the decision, or it may only provide technical assessment of the point in question, leaving the decision to the appropriate appeal board or code
official.
In at least two States the engineering colleges of the State have been incorporated into
the evaluation process related to the acceptance
of new materials, products, and systems for
building.

Approaches to the Improvement of
Building Regulation

building regulation system currently extant in the

United States. These include the advocacy and

development of State codes and the advocacy

and experimentation with codes that are largely

performance-oriented. The opinion regarding the

usefulness of these movements is not nearly as

solidified as is opinion regarding the fundamen-

tal problems.

State Codes

The demand for uniformity in codes has re-

sulted in a number of States withdrawing build-

building regulation system currently extant in the
United States. These include the advocacy and
development of State codes and the advocacy
and experimentation with codes that are largely
performance-oriented. The opinion regarding the
usefulness of these movements is not nearly as
solidified as is opinion regarding the fundamental problems.

ing code control from local jurisdictions and

establishing some form of a statewide preemp-

tive building code. lt appears that much of the

State Codes

impetus for the introduction of statewide codes

has come from the desire of the State to limit

local control in order to accommodate the intro-

duction of industrialized housing. For this reason

a number of codes have been limited to the field

of industrialized housing; others have been for

housing in general; still others have been for

building other than housing.

Response to this movement has been varied.

The majority of professionals agree that it is a

step in the right direction, but point out that it is

just thatâa step. One professional concerned

with code regulation in relation to industrialized

housing opined that the State codes had largely

been ineffective in reducing red tapeâthat in

many instances it appeared that State codes

have only served to add one more layer to the

approval route. lt is apparent that much more

experience is required before the suitability of

the State code system can be fully evaluated.

lt should also be mentioned that a State

code does not automatically solve the problems

of multiple codes jurisdictions or of code inter-

pretation.

Even if the most favorable results with re-

spect to administration are forthcoming, it must

be realized that it is conceivable that each of the

50 States could have a different code with the

result that interstate reciprocity would not be

greatly improved.

However, despite the fact that professionals

credit the State code with being only a step in

the right direction, they do see in the State code

the opportunity for making progress.

For example, with a single code to interpret

and enforce, the opportunity exists for organizing

effective informational and educational programs

among code administrators. When the State is

regulated by a single code, the education of the

code administrator and building officials can

move into the area of technical interpretation of

the clauses of the code. Under a continuing edu-

cation program of this nature, the possibilities of

uniform code interpretation are greatly en-

hanced. Misinterpretation of code clauses due to

misunderstanding of code provisions can be

largely eliminated and pet prejudices of code of-

ficials may be forced out into the open.

The State code also offers the opportunity

for the devising of a system of appeals which

would permit the designer to approach a higher

authority if he feels he has been unduly re-

The demand for uniformity in codes has resulted in a number of States withdrawing building code control from local jurisdictions and
establishing some form of a statewide preemptive building code. It appears that much of the
impetus for the introduction of statewide codes
has come from the desire of the State to limit
local control in order to accommodate the introduction of industrialized housing. For this reason
a number of codes have been limited to the field
of industrialized housing; others have been for
housing in general; still others have been for
building other than housing.
Response to this movement has been varied.
The majority of professionals agree that it is a
step in the right direction, but point out that it is
just that-a step. One professional concerned
with code regulation in relation to industrialized
housing opined that the State codes had largely
been ineffective in reducing red tape-that in
many instances it appeared that State codes
have only served to add one more layer to the
approval route. It is apparent that much more
experience is required before the suitability of
the State code system can be fully evaluated.
It should also be mentioned that a State
code does not automatically solve the problems
of multiple codes jurisdictions or of code interpretation.
Even if the most favorable results with respect to administration are forthcoming, it must
be realized that it is conceivable that each of the
50 States could have a different code with the
result that interstate reciprocity would not be
greatly improved.
However, despite the fact that professionals
credit the State code with being only a step in
the right direction, they do see in the State code
the opportunity for making progress.
For example, with a single code to interpret
and enforce, the opportunity exists for organizing
effective informational and educational programs
among code administrators. When the State is
regulated by a single code, the education of the
code administrator and bu ilding offic ials can

move into the area of technical interpretation of
the clauses of the code. Under a continuing education program of this nature, the possibilities of
uniform code interpretation are greatly enhanced. Misinterpretation of code clauses due to
misunderstanding of code provisions can be
largely eliminated and pet prejudices of code officials may be forced out into the open.
The State code also offers the opportunity
for the devising of a system of appeals which
would permit the designer to approach a higher
authority if he feels he has been unduly restricted by a local ruling. Such a system may
serve to ameliorate many of the conflicts which
occur between personalities. Under a State system the board of appeals could have access to
an impartial technical authority-as mentioned
before, at least in two instances States have
vested this responsibility in engineering colleges
of the State universities-which would be
charged with preparing technical "briefs"
needed by the appeals board.
The technical community also sees the State
code authority as a means of developing a
mechanism whereby building booms in any given
area could be accommodated.
Once a cadre of competent code officials
has been developed, it would be possible to put
into operation an exchange program for building
officials. Through such a program it would be
possible to augment the staff of the building department laboring under an overload with
officials from neighboring areas where the pressure was less severe. In this manner the pace of
plan evaluation and building inspection could be
adjusted to the community's need.
State code authorities also offer the opportunity for administering building controls in communities that are too small or have too little
building activity to maintain a fulltime building
regulatory activity. The administrative procedures
and staff of the State authority should be organized in such a manner that such services can
be furnished to the communities that require
them. Through proper organization, a maximum
degree of local control commensurate with the
needs of the community can be exercised. Such
an arrangement will facilitate the imposition of
statewide controls.
One of the chief functions of the National
Conference of States on Building Codes and
Standards (NCSBCS) has been to foster State
code activity, Indications are that at this time
over a score of States have adopted some form
of State c 'lj€igi aP'l
be recognized that the
succe
fE "
f it~l tW~lW s upon the volun-

stricted by a local ruling. Such a system may

serve to ameliorate many of the conflicts which

occur between personalities. Under a State sys-

tem the board of appeals could have access to
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tary action of the legislatures of the individual

States. However much progress is being made in

the adoption of State codes, it is apparent that

this program is doing little to increase interstate

uniformity.

A Single National Code

Generally speaking, the technical community

tary action of the legislatures of the individual
States. However much progress is being made in
the adoption of State codes, it is apparent that
this program is doing little to increase interstate
uniformity.

is unable to separate the subject of a single na-

tional code from the idea of Federal dictation

and control. When they are able to divorce the

subjects, most professionals concerned with the

designing of buildings on a multi-State scale will

agree that the ideal situation would be one in

which a single code would be in effect through-

out the nation. However, while agreeing that this

situation would approach the ideal, they are also

very careful to state the limitations which they

feel must apply to any such approach.

Conditions for Acceptance of a

National Code

Assuming for the moment that it would be

legally possible to achieve a single code for the

Nation, it is necessary to outline the conditions

which would make such a code acceptable to

the technical community. ln the first place, it

A Single National Code
Generally speaking, the technical community
is unable to separate the subject of a single national code from the idea of Federal dictation
and control. When they are able to divorce the
subjects, most professionals concerned with the
designing of buildings on a multi-State scale will
agree that the ideal situation would be one in
which a single code would be in effect throughout the nation. However, while agreeing that this
situation would approach the ideal, they are also
very careful to state the limitations which they
feel must apply to any such approach.

would be vitally necessary to develop a system

that would guarantee that the national code

would not become a roadblock in the way of the

inevitable changes which will occur in building

Conditions for Acceptance of a
National Code

technology. Single monolithic authorities without

competitors are inclined to be slow of changeâ

in fact, to be slow in all activities. Safeguards to

prevent this stagnation must be built into the

system.

The technical community is very concerned

about who would "write" such a code. They are

very chary of any regulation which might come

forth from a Federal bureau as an edict. They

have long felt that their expertise in the building

field has not been properly employed in the de-

velopment of building codes. Becauseânext to

the public at largeâmembers of the design pro-

fessions are the persons most affected by build-

ing regulation, it seems logical that their input

should be exploited more fully. Along with con-

cern for their own interests, they are insistent

that all facets of the building industry be consid-

ered.

To be of the most service to the Nation in

regulating the building industry, the technical

community visualizes the code as having a hy-

brid nature. The code should be founded in the

performance concept as such an approach at-

tacks the building problem in the most rational

way. At the same time, the code could not be

considered complete without a prescriptive sec-

tion for the most common materials, structural

systems, and building types. For most routine

building, particularly in the residential field, the

prescriptive code would be the basic working

document. For those cases which did not fall

into this category, the performance code section

would establish a procedure and a basic set of

criteria for evaluation. Also, before giving whole-

hearted support to the idea of a national code,

the technical community wants to be assured

Assuming for the moment that it would be
lega"y possible to achieve a single code for the
Nation, it is necessary to outline the conditions
which would make such a code acceptable to
the technical community. In the first place, it
would be vitally necessary to develop a system
that would guarantee that the national code
would not become a roadblock in the way of the
inevitable changes which wi" occur in building
technology. Single monolithic authorities without
competitors are inclined to be slow of changein fact, to be slow in a" activities. Safeguards to
prevent this stagnation must be built into the
system.
The technical community is very concerned
about who would "write" such a code. They are
very chary of any regulation which might come
forth from a Federal bureau as an edict. They
have long felt that their expertise in the building
field has not been properly employed in the development of building codes. Because-next to
the public at large-members of the design professions are the persons most affected by building regulation, it seems logical that their input
should be exploited more fully. Along with concern for their own interests, they are insistent
that all facets of the building industry be considered.
To be of the most service to the Nation in
regulating the building industry, the technical
community visualize~ the code as having a hy-

that the mechanism by which the code will be

administered will meet its needs for rapid and

flexible response. Basically, the administrative

system should have the possibility of local re-
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brid nature. The code should be founded in the
performance concept as such an approach attacks the building problem in the most rational
way. At the same time, the code could not be
considered complete without a prescriptive section for the most common materials, structural
systems, and building types. For most routine
building, particularly in the residential field, the
prescriptive code would be the basic working
document. For those cases which did not fall
into this category, the performance code section
would establish a procedure and a basic set of
criteria for evaluation. Also, before giving wholehearted support to the idea of a national code,
the technical community wants to be assured
that the mechanism by which the code wi" be
administered will meet its needs for rapid and
flexible response. Basically, the administrative
system should have the possibility of local response combined with the right of appeal to
higher echelons. Such a system should also permit the possibility of a central approval being accepted for multiple areas within the United
States, providing, of course, that special local
conditions have been considered in the evaluation process.

Constraints to the Development of a
National Code
Concern sometimes has been expressed
that a single code (either at the State level or
the national level) could not encompass local
needs. The differing requirements for wind loads,
snow loads, earthquake hazards, foundation conditions, etc., are cited. These issues should provide no obstacle to a single code. Such problems have not affected the effectiveness of the
model codes-the areas of different requirements are easily delineated by a series of maps
or other devices.
There are a number of political and social
considerations that wi" arise in any move toward
a national code. Among these is the existence of
the general antipathy toward Federal bureaucracy and Federal control. This feeling of the design professionals has been alluded to previously. Other elements of the technical
community wi" also have to be reassured in this
regard. Also, the opinion of the general public is
not to be considered lightly. A carefully prepared
and continuously presented informational program designed to meet the requirements of all
g industry and the gensegments
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the project. This is particularly true in view of

the current trend toward a more active consum-

erism, along with the expressed Federal policy

of returning more power to the States. The mere

suggestion of a preemptive Federal code is

bound to raise the hackles of the "States' right-

ers" just as State code stirs the ire of those

that favor local option. There is growing profes-

sional opinion, however, which considers that

the time has come when the larger concept of

the general improvement of the efficiency of the

building industry must take precedence over his-

toric political concepts which are not suitable to

our times.

A major societal problem which enters into

the picture is that of finding a method of utilizing

the code systems that have been developed in

the United States. Historically, the model code

organizations have depended rather heavily upon

the "sale" of their productâa codeâto code ju-

risdictions. Recently there has been a greater

emphasis on the services that code organiza-

tions can render to their members. In some in-

stances these services have been expanded to

inspection activities, quality control measures,

and certification.

Educational programs for code officials have

taken on new importance. Evaluation of nonstan-

dard constructions and materials are available

as a service to members and to industry. Many

of these activities could be continued and ex-

panded. Hopefully, the revenue from such activi-

ties and services would be augmented suffi-

ciently to support the continued viability of the

major code organizations.

After a time, a merger of these groups might

be feasible. The combined code for one- and

two-family dwellings developed by four model

code groups is evidence that such cooperative

work is possible. The fact remains, however, that

the place of the code officials' organization in

the new code system must be considered care-

fully; if this problem is ignored, heavy opposition

can be expected from this quarter.

It also seems that it will be necessary to as-

sure the local building official that he is an es-

sential part of the proposed system and that he

will remain an employee of the local government

(or at most he should become an employee of

the State, but be locally based). Undoubtedly

some upgrading of building officials will be nec-

essary, and this will become a part of the pro-

gram; it should be recognized, however, that a

great majority of plan examination and building

inspection activity at the community level can be

done in a manner little different than is the pres-

ent practice. A system which would furnish an

evaluation service for the out-of-the-ordinary

case would relieve the local code official of this

problem. He would be able to obtain the serv-

ices upon request.

Federal Intervention in Code Matters

Should the Federal Government intervene in

building code matters? This question is mootâ

Federal intervention is already a fact. The ques-

tion of further intervention is debatable, however.

the project. This is particularly true in view of
the current trend toward a more active consumerism, along with the expressed Federal policy
of returning more power to the States. The mere
suggestion of a preemptive Federal code is
bound to raise the hackles of the "States' righters" just as State code stirs the ire of those
that favor local option. There is growing professional opinion, however, which considers that
the time has come when the larger concept of
the general improvement of the efficiency of the
building industry must take precedence over historic political concepts which are not suitable to
our times.
A major societal problem which enters into
the picture is that of finding a method of utilizing
the code systems that have been developed in
the United States. Historically, the model code
organizations have depended rather heavily upon
the "sale" of their product-a code-to code jurisdictions. Recently there has been a greater
emphasis on the services that code organizations can render to their members. In some instances these services have been expanded to
inspection activities, quality control measures,
and certification.
Educational programs for code officials have
taken on new importance. Evaluation of nonstandard constructions and materials are available
as a service to members and to industry. Many
of these activities could be continued and expanded. Hopefully, the revenue from such activities and services would be augmented sufficiently to support the continued viability of the
major code organizations.
After a time, a merger of these groups might
be feasible. The combined code for one- and
two-family dwellings developed by four model
code groups is evidence that such cooperative
work is possible. The fact remains, however, that
the place of the code officials' organization in
the new code system must be considered carefully; if this problem is ignored, heavy opposition
can be expected from this quarter.
It also seems that it will be necessary to assure the local building official that he is an essential part of the proposed system and that he
will remain an employee of the local government
(or at most he should become an employee of
the State, but be locally based). Undoubtedly
some upgrading of building officials will be necessary, and this will become a part of the program; it should be recognized, however, that a
great majority of plan examination and building
inspection activity at the community level can be
done in a manner little different than is the pres-

ent practice. A system which would furnish an
evaluation service for the out-of-the-ordinary
case would relieve the local code official of this
problem. He would be able to obtain the services upon request.

Federal Intervention in Code Matters
Should the Federal Government intervene in
building code matters? This question is mootFederal intervention is already a fact. The question of further intervention is debatable, however.
Any assessment of the professional attitude
toward the promulgation of a Federal building
code would undoubtedly result in an "unfavorable" answer. Even though professionals support
the idea of a single code, they are willing to do
this only after stipulating that such a code
should not be dictated by the Federal Government.
To assess the feeling of the technical community with regard to Federal dictation in code
matters, one need only recall the rebellion when
a partial attempt to change the status of the
"Guide Criteria" for Operation Breakthrough was
attempted.
In view of the current attitude toward Federal intervention, it seems that the only possible
route for such activity will be through some of
the mechanisms already existing. At the moment,
Federal control over building activities can only
be exerted in an indirect manner. This can be
effective when the Federal Government has a
substantial part in the financing of the building
activity. This enforcement can be rather benign,
as in the case of the application of the Minimum
Property Standards of the FHA, or it may be
more forceful as exemplified by the withdrawal
of support for activities in San Francisco because of the use of an outdated regulation in
that city's plumbing code. Perhaps these measures could be augmented to some degree by
some ploy on the regulations of interstate commerce, although just how this might be useful is
not clear at the moment. The withholding of the
revenue sharing funds might be successful, but it
is doubtful if such an approach would be politically expedient at the present time, since the
local governments are even now objecting to
some conditions tied to the use of these funds.
The other method open to the Federal Government is persuasion. The activities of the National Conference of States on Building Codes
and Standards is an attempt of this nature. The
conferenc
sf ~el
fP moting the use of State
code ·N Ii> J:m tl~ tMft G ig some moves to-

Any assessment of the professional attitude

toward the promulgation of a Federal building

code would undoubtedly result in an "unfavora-

ble" answer. Even though professionals support
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ward the preparation or adoption of a model

code which may be recommended to their mem-

bers. To date, this approach has resulted in a

number of States moving to State codes, but the

movement has not been as rapid as desired, nor

has the program resulted in the desired degree

of reciprocity among the States. In the final anal-

ysis the State legislators are the individuals who

have the say, and they generally are inclined to

resist anything that smacks of expanded Federal

control.

Faced with this problem and considering its

great fear of monolithic control, the attitude of

the technical community seems to be one of

compromise. It seems to be saying, "Let's find

a way to have all States and localities adopt one

of the model codes without change." This pro-

cedure is regarded by the professions as offer-

ing an acceptable degree of code uniformity

without incurring the dangers they see in Federal

control of a single national code. They are in-

clined to think that some degree of competition

among the various model codes is healthy and is

of benefit to the building industry.

Growing out of past experience and current

attitudes is the conviction that no effort toward

Federal intervention in the code picture is likely

to be successful unless all parts of the building

industry are participants in the process. Profes-

sionals do not purport to have all of the knowl-

edge in this area, but they will not accept the

proposition that codes are to be written only by

code officials. They are equally insistent that

ward the preparation or adoption of a model
code which may be recommended to their members. To date, this approach has resulted in a
number of States moving to State codes, but the
movement has not been as rapid as desired, nor
has the program resulted in the desired degree
of reciprocity among the States. In the final analysis the State legislators are the individuals who
have the say, and they generally are inclined to
resist anything that smacks of expanded Federal
control.
Faced with this problem and considering its
great fear of monolithic control, the attitude of
the technical community seems to be one of
compromise. It seems to be saying. "Let's find
a way to have all States and localities adopt one
of the model codes without change." This procedure is regarded by the professions as offering an acceptable degree of code uniformity
without incurring the dangers they see in Federal
control of a single national code. They are inclined to think that some degree of competition
among the various model codes is healthy and is
of benefit to the building industry.
Growing out of past experience and current
attitudes is the conviction that no effort toward
Federal intervention in the code picture is likely

to be successful unless all parts of the building
industry are participants in the process. Professionals do not purport to have all of the knowledge in this area, but they will not accept the
proposition that codes are to be written only by
code officials. They are equally insistent that
other governmental agencies cannot appropriately promulgate codes without help from the
professions and from industry.
At the same time it appears that the attitude
of the professionals would give support to more
activities of a fact-finding nature upon which
code regulations and rulings could be based. It
is in this area of "assisting the industry" that the
Federal effort can be most useful and successful. One logical area of Federal activity lies in
the support of further study of the performance
concept. Once again, however, acceptance of
this work will only come about through the participation of all facets of the building industry
during the study process.
It is also apparent that some means must be
found whereby unification of codes can be accomplished by the Federal Government, while
the control of code administration remains in the
hands of the States. Whether or not such can be
accomplished remains a question.

other governmental agencies cannot appropri-

ately promulgate codes without help from the

professions and from industry.

At the same time it appears that the attitude

of the professionals would give support to more

activities of a fact-finding nature upon which

code regulations and rulings could be based. It

is in this area of "assisting the industry" that the

Federal effort can be most useful and success-

ful. One logical area of Federal activity lies in

the support of further study of the performance
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Barrier to Housing Assistance

By Herbert M. Franklin*

Lane and Edson, P. C., Consultant Director,

Potomac Institute Metropolitan

Housing Program

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the

relationship between Federal housing policies

and programs and local land use and related

controls and to suggest ways in which certain

Federal initiatives may be taken to enhance the

housing opportunities of lower income persons

in metropolitan areas.1

Any Department of Housing and Urban De-

velopment (HUD) housing program to aid lower

income households will disproportionately aid

minorities because they are represented in the

By Herbert M. Franklin*
Lane and Edson, P. C., Consultant Director,
Potomac Institute Metropolitan
Housing Program

lower income strata in numbers greater than

their ratio to the majority population. For exam-

ple, in the existing FHA programs alone, unas-

Introduction

sisted sections 202 and 207 housing is 95.5 per-

cent and 87.7 percent occupied by white

households while low rent public housing for

families is occupied only 50 percent by whites.2

Federal court decisions have forced HUD,

through project site selection criteria, to avoid

subsidizing housing on sites that have the pur-

pose or the effect of reinforcing racial concen-

trations.3 Minority groups have also sought the

opportunity provided under sections 235 and 236

housing programs to overcome local land use

and related controls to reside in nonghetto

areas, and in this respect they have found sup-

port in decisions of Federal courts.4

The body of law created by these decisions

would be applicable with greater force to any

program under which State or local governments

sflbsidized the construction of housing. As the

President has observed, local officials "operate

under the same antidiscrimination strictures that

apply to Federal officials." 5 The public official at

any level of government who selects or approves

sites for lower income housing operates under

the constitutional ground rules of the equal pro-

tection clause.

Where racial discrimination is not the moti-

vation or the effect of site approval or selection,

somewhat different rules apply. These rules need

not be discussed at length at this point other

than to observe that some State courts have

begun to question whether localities can ignore

regional or statewide needs for housingâpartic-

ularly housing for lower income householdsâin

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the
relationship between Federal housing pOlicies
and programs and local land use and related
controls and to suggest ways in which certain
Federal initiatives may be taken to enhance the
housing opportunities of lower income persons
in metropolitan areas. 1
Any Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) housing program to aid lower
income households will disproportionately aid
minorities because they are represented in the
lower income strata in numbers greater than
their ratio to the majority population. For example, in the existing FHA programs alone, unassisted sections 202 and 207 housing is 95.5 percent and 87.7 percent occupied by white
households while low rent public housing for
families is occupied only 50 percent by whites. 2
Federal court decisions have forced HUD,
through project site selection criteria, to avoid
subsidizing housing on sites that have the purpose or the effect of reinforcing racial concentrations.~ Minority groups have also sought the
opportunity provided under sections 235 and 236
housing programs to overcome local land use
and related controls to reside in nonghetto

the application of land use and related controls.6

• This paper was submitted to HUD on June 20. 1973.
The policy issue here is an amalgam of legal,

urban planning, housing market, and civil rights

questions.

The submission 01 this paper by the Potomac Institute does not
imply an endorsement of the Department's termination of
hOUSing programs authorired by existing legislation during
the period 01 the policy evaluation
2 Compare Table 130 with Table 105. 1971 HUD Statisticai Yearbook.
• Gautreaux v. Romney. 332 F. Supp. 366 (N.D. III. 1971). 448 F.
2d 731 (7th Clr. 1 ~ 71); Shannon v. HUD . 436 f 2d 809 (3rd
Clr. 1971).
I

An assumption, which we believe needs no

proof, is that any subsidy for new construction

that limits the occupancy of what is produced to

households of a certain income (even if the in-

come is close to the median for the metropolitan

area) will classify such housing in the public

areas, and in this respect they have found support in decisions of Federal courts.4
The body of law created by these decisions
would be applicable with greater force to any
program under which State or local governments
sl1bsidized the construction of housing. As the
President has observed, local officials "operate
under the same antidiscrimination strictures that
apply to Federal officials." ~ The public official at
any level of government who selects or approves
sites for lower income housing operates under
the constitutional ground rules of the equal protection clause.
Where racial discrimination is not the motivation or the effect of site approval or selection,
somewhat different rules apply. These rules need
not be discussed at length at this point other
than to observe that some State courts have
begun to question whether localities can ignore
regional or statewide needs for housing-particularly housing for lower income households-in
the application of land use and related controls.6
The policy issue here is an amalgam of legal,
urban planning, housing market, and civil rights
questions.
An assumption, which we believe needs no
proof, is that any subsidy for new construction
that limits the occupancy of what is produced to
households of a certain income (even if the income is close to the median for the metropolitan
area) will classify such housing in the public
mind as "subsidized." To the even less knowledgeable public, it will be perceived as "public"
housing even if privately owned and managed.
This perception brings in its wake all of the political and public relations problems concerning
local acceptance of such housing. Housing
whose construction is in some way stimulated
• Parkv/ew Heights Corp. V. City 01 Black Jack, Mo., 467 F. 2d
1208 (8th Cir. 1972); Kennedy Park Homes Assn. v. City 01
Lackawanna, New York, 436 F. 2d 108 (2d Cir. 1970); Southern
Alameda Span. Sp. Org. V. City 01 UnIon City, Calli., 424 F.
2d 291 (9th Clr. 1970); Dailey V. City 01 Lawton, Okla., 415
F. 2d 1037 (10th Cir. 1970).
• Statement by the President on Federal Policies Relative to Equal
Housing Opportunity (June ", 1971). Pres. Docs., June 14,
1971, at 892.
• National Land and Invest. Co. v. Easttown Twp. Board 01 Adjust.,
419 P. 504, 215 A. 2d 597 (1965); In re: Appeal of Kit-Mar
Builders, 439 Pa. 466, 268 A. 2d 765 (1970); In re: Appeal 01
Glrsh, 437 Pa. 237, 263 A. 2d 395 (1970); Bd. 01 County Supervisors v. Carper, 200 Va. 653, 107 S.E. 2d 390 (VB. 1959).
These issues Bre currently raised before the New Jersey Supreme Court in the appeals involving Southern Burlingfon
County NAACP V. Township 01 Mount Laurel, 119 N.J. Super.
164 (Sup. Ct. 1972) and Oakwood 81 Madison v. Township 01
Madison, 117 N.J. Super. 11 (Sup. CI. 1971). For a useful collection of State and Federal cllations see Bellman and Baker,
"Summ
ef
~lJ rt Challenges to Exclusionary Land-

Irq I
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mind as "subsidized." To the even less knowl-

edgeable public, it will be perceived as "public"

housing even if privately owned and managed.

This perception brings in its wake all of the po-
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but that may be occupied by households paying

market rents or prices is less likely to be the ob-

ject of hostile treatment by host communities.

Established national housing policy clearly

does not contemplate the Federal reinforcement

of economic stratification of metropolitan areas.

Generally stated, that policy calls upon Federal

officials to weigh the need for economically inte-

grated communities against the legitimate objec-

tives and values inherent in local self-govern-

ment. lt is assumed in this paper that HUD, in

evaluating existing programs and suggesting new

or revised programs, intends to assume some re-

sponsibility for assuring that local communities

respect more than a narrow concern for their im-

mediate fiscal and social integrity in their local

housing and land use policies.

This has become a matter of increasing con-

cern because of the "antigrowth ethic" that has

developed, particularly in localities that control

the vacant land on which most of the Nation's fu-

ture residential development will have to occur.7

This new mood often strengthens a preexisting

hostility to housing for lower income people, ex-

tending that hostility to housing of all kinds.

ln these circumstances, HUD's primary role

should be to intervene, in effective ways, to

achieve greater residential mobility for lower in-

come households than would be possible if the

housing marketâhighly regulated by State and

local government in regard to locationâwere left

to function in traditional ways. The status quo

produces a dysfunction between residential loca-

tion and jobs, a costly and exclusionary system

of low density sprawl, and a reinforcement of ra-

cial and economic segregation in metropolitan

areas. ln addition, the rapidly rising inflation in

the initial and occupancy cost of new and used

housing in suburban areas means that most

American families are being priced out of all

new housing except mobile homes.8

One significant intervention involves the

construction of subsidized controlled occupancy

7 The emergence of this "antigrowth ethic" ls described in Task

Force on Land Use and Urban Growth, Citizens' Advisory

Committee on Environmental Quality, The Use ot Lend: A Citi-

zen's Policy Guide to Urban Growth {T. Y. Crowell Co., 1973).

" "The fact that the median price of new conventionally built hous-

ing approaches $30,000, and the minimal rental for new apart-

ments ls rarely below $175 per month, suggests that one need

not be a trained housing economist to know that new housing

but that may be occupied by households paying
market rents or prices is less likely to be the object of hostile treatment by host communities.
Established national housing policy clearly
does not contemplate the Federal reinforcement
of economic stratification of metropolitan aress.
Generally stated, that policy calls upon Federal
officials to weigh the need for economically integrated communities against the legitimate objectives and values inherent in local self-government. It is assumed in this paper that HUD, in
evaluating existing programs and suggesting new
or revised programs, intends to assume some responsibility for assuring that local communities
respect more than a narrow concern for their immediate fiscal and social integrity in their local
housing and land use policies.
This has become a matter of increasing concern because of the "antigrowth ethic" that has
developed, particularly in localities that control
the vacant land on which most of the Nation's future residential development will have to occur.'
This new mood often strengthens a preexisting
hostility to housing for lower income people, extending that hostility to housing of all kinds.
In these circumstances, HUD's primary role
should be to intervene, in effective ways, to
achieve greater residential mobility for lower income households than would be possible if the
housing market-highly regulated by State and
local government in regard to location-were left
to function in traditional ways. The status quo
produces a dysfunction between residential location and jobs, a costly and exclusionary system
of low density sprawl, and a reinforcement of racial and economic segregation in metropolitan
areas. In addition, the rapidly rising inflation in
the initial and occupancy cost of new and used
housing in suburban areas means that most
American families are being priced out of all
new housing except mobile homes. 8
One significant intervention involves the
construction of subsidized controlled occupancy

is 'off limits' to the majority of American households." Report

of the Land Use Subcommittee of the Advisory Committee to

the Department of Housing and Urban Development. Urban

Growth and Land Development: The Land Conversion Process.

(National Academy of Sciences. National Academy of Engi-

neering. Washington, D.C. 1972).

housing in newly urbanizing areas, although not

necessarily on a project-by-project basis as

under the existing programs. There simply is no

other way, in view of escalating costs of new

housing,0 to assure that the huge metropolitan

housing developments required for the foreseea-

ble future will serve more than the upper half (or

less) of the housing market.

The emergence of this "antigrowth ethic" Is described in Task
Force on Land Use and Urban Growth, Citizens' Advisory
Commillee on Environmental Quality, The Use 01 Land: A Cit/zen's Policy Guide to Urban Growth (T. Y. Crowell Co., 1973).
• "The lact that the median price 01 new conventionally buill housing approaches $30.000. and the minimal rental lor new apartments Is rarely below $175 per month, suggests that one need
not be a trained housing economist to know that new housing
is 'off limits' to the majority 01 American households." Report
of the Land Use Subcommillee 01 the Advisory Commillee to
the Department 01 HOUSing and Urban Development. Urban
Growlh and Land Development: The Land Conversion Process.
(National Academy 01 SCiences, National Academy 01 Engineering, Washington. D.C. 1972).
T

housing in newly urbanizing areas, although not
necessarily on a project-by-project basis as
under the existing programs. There simply is no
other way, in view of escalating costs of new
housing,ll to assure that the huge metropolitan
housing developments required for the foreseeable future will serve more than the upper half (or
less) of the housing market.
The negative spatial impact of this pattern
of development needs no extended comment. We
accept and endorse the report of HUD's Land
Use Subcommittee that "considerations related
to a national urban and! or land development
policy should focus primarily on the differential
growth patterns (and their implications) now occurring between central city and suburban
areas." 10
Land use controls do not produce housing.
Land use controls constrain and guide development. Communities that are not under economic,
pOlitical, or legal pressure to provide sites for
lower income housing tend not to plan or zone
to accommodate it. The recommendations in this
report, particularly in the third part, are based
on this reality. In the present state of land use
planning and zoning in the United States, and for
the foreseeable future, the regulation of land
uses will remain largely ad hoc and, in many
metropolitan areas, increasingly unreceptive to
housing.
It is possible that no single public program
alone may significantly alter this pattern. If true,
this nevertheless is no reason for not pursuing
policies that in concert could moderate metropolitan demographic disparities. This is a major
legitimate concern for public policy since it is
public policy that establishes the character and
sequence of urban development.
A number of possible initiatives are indicated in this report. They are organized into four
sections:
I. Relevant State initiatives.
II. Relevant local initiatives.
III. Federal initiatives-HUD as lead
agency.
IV. Possible initiatives of other Federal
agencies.
Each subsection concludes with a recommendation addressed to the Secretary.

• The cost of housing In the past two decades has increased over
91 percent, second only to the cost 01 services. according to
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. See N.Y. Times, June 11, 1973,
P. 1, col. 6.
..
I·Op. cit., n. 8 a ~i.I.::> ..
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of development needs no extended comment. We

accept and endorse the report of HUD's Land

Use Subcommittee that "considerations related

to a national urban and/or land development
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Relevant State Initiatives

In the absence of Federal incentives, the

States themselves have developed two major ap-

proaches to providing a more equitable pattern

Relevant State Initiatives

of urban growth. These include, on one hand,

the establishment of a State urban development

corporation in New York with powers to preempt

local building and zoning regulations if neces-

sary; and, on the other hand, a comprehensive

special housing permit law in Massachusetts that

allows the developer of proposed subsidized

housing to appeal to the Commonwealth in the

event of local disapproval of his project; and the

passage in Florida of a State land and water

management act that, among other objectives,

permits State approval of developments of "re-

gional impact." All of these initiatives contem-

plate a supervening role for State government in

local land use decisions.

These initiatives should be contrasted with

the regional tax-sharing law enacted by Minne-

sota, a different and as yet untested modulator

of local exclusion of housing.

These two major approaches, State supervi-

sion of certain land use decisions and tax shar-

ing, are most relevant to any Federal concern

with equitable housing policies.

This section also discusses State initiatives

that should be induced by the Federal Govern-

ment: the creation of regional or metropolitan

growth management institutions. In the absence

of such institutions capable of requiring locali-

ties to assimilate needed urban development on

a sound basis, the "antigrowth" ethic will seri-

ously affect national housing objectives.

New York Preemptive Powers

The creation of the New York Urban Devel-

opment Corporation (UDC) in 1968 n seemed to

promise a new method of assuring a better dis-

tribution of lower income housing. Its power to

preempt local zoning and building codes was

widely believed to provide a model for responsi-

ble State action. The New York UDC claims to

In the absence of Federal incentives, the
States themselves have de~eloped two major approaches to providing a more equitable pattern
of urban growth. These include, on one hand,
the establishment of a State urban development
corporation in New York with powers to preempt
local building and zoning regulations if necessary; and, on the other hand, a comprehensive
special housing permit law in Massachusetts that
allows the developer of proposed subsidized
housing to appeal to the Commonwealth in the
event of local disapproval of his project; and the
passage in Florida of a State land and water
management act that, among other objectives,
permits State approval of developments of "regional impact." All of these initiatives contemplate a supervening role for State government in
local land use decisions.
These initiatives should be contrasted with
the regional tax-sharing law enacted by Minnesota, a different and as yet untested modulator
of local exclusion of housing.
These two major approaches, State supervision of certain land use decisions and tax sharing, are most relevant to any Federal concern
with equitable housing policies.
This section also discusses State initiatives
that should be induced by the Federal Government: the creation of regional or metropolitan
growth management institutions. In the absence
of such institutions capable of requiring localities to assimilate needed urban development on
a sound basis, the "antigrowth" ethic will seriously affect national housing objectives.

have become the largest single user of section

236 funds.

Because of the high visibility of the UDC, re-

New York Preemptive Powers

cent New York State legislation to limit sharply

its power to operate in suburban areas takes on

national significance.

"A general background on the New York Urban Development

Corp. and its powers may be found in W. Rellly and S. Schul-

man. "The State Urban Development Corporation: New York's

Innovation." 1 Urban Lawyer 129 (1969).

The recent law, passed by a 2-vote margin

in each house of the New York legislature,

would permit any town or incorporated village to

veto UDC residential projects even though such

proposed projects complied with preexisting

local zoning and building regulations. With re-

spect to towns and villages, accordingly, the

New York statute goes beyond a mere repeal of

The creation of the New York Urban Development Corporation (UDC) in 1968 11 seemed to
promise a new method of assuring a better distribution of lower income housing. Its power to
preempt local zoning and building codes was
widely believed to provide a model for responsible State action. The New York UDC claims to
have become the largest single user of section
236 funds.
Because of the high visibility of the UDC, recent New York State legislation to limit sharply
its power to operate in suburban areas takes on
national significance.

the preemptive power over zoning and building

codes. In this regard, UDC is now left subject to

potentially greater constraints than private devel-

oper of subsidized developments under current

II

A general background on the New York Urban Development
Corp. and its powers may be found in W. Reilly and S. Schulman, "The State Urban Development Corporation: New York',
Innovation," 1 Urban Lawyer 129 (1969).

The recent law, passed by a 2-vote margin
in each house of the New York legislature,
would permit any town or incorporated village to
veto UDC residential projects even though such
proposed projects complied w1th preexisting
local zoning and building regulations. With respect to towns and villages, accordingly, the
New York statute goes beyond a mere repeal of
the preemptive power over zoning and building
codes. In this regard, UDC is now left subject to
potentially greater constraints than private developer of subsidized developments under current
Federal law. Such developers, of course, cannot
wipe away local zoning and building codes, but
they are not subject to such a veto when
complying with local codes.
The operative provision of the new law,
which the Governor has announced his intention
of approving, is:
Notwithstanding any inconsistent provision of this act
or of any general or speCial law, no plan for a proposed
residential project in a town or incorporated village which
has not been affirmed by the corporation prior to May first,
nineteen hundred seventy-three, shall be affirmed if, within
thirty days after the public hearing held pursuant to subdivision two of section sixteen of this act or within thirty
days after June first, nineteen hundred seventy-three,
whichever date is later, the local governing body of such
town or village submits in writing to the corporation formal
objections to the proposed residential project, unless and
until such objections are withdrawn, , , ,"

The law does not define the term "formal
objections," nor does it require that any reasons
for such objections be given.
Many towns and villages in New York are
quite large, and they rarely are the older core
urban areas. The law also adds $500 million to
the UDC bonding authority. To that extent it represents a "tradeoff" that will enable a continuing
level of activity in core cities unaffected by the
foregoing limitation.
The UDC proposal to provide a "fair share"
of subsidized housing-actually only 100 units in
each of nine towns-in Westchester County is
widely believed to have precipitated the new legislation and the Governor's support of it. This
was the first instance in which the corporation
had announced its intention to preempt local
regulations without the prior agreement, tacit or
otherwise, of the local government bodies. The
preemptive power, it is commonly believed, has
seldom been exercised; actually it has frequently
been exercised with local governing body conAssembly Bill RR" N
amending N" I I . I lT4,

n f3,

187, 7323-6 (1973-74 Reg. Se".),
Ws 1968.

Federal law. Such developers, of course, cannot

wipe away local zoning and building codes, but
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they are not subject to such a veto when

complying with local codes.

The operative provision of the new law,
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sent to enable more efficient or innovative

developments." Presumably this will still be the

case where a local veto has not been exercised.

ln other words, the usefulness of the preemptive

power continues as a technical matter but not as

a political matter. lt is no longer available to

strengthen the corporation's bargaining position

with suburban communities, which heretofore

may have "consented" to UDC activity to main-

tain their own bargaining position. lt therefore

remains to be seen how many localities that

have the new veto power will choose not to ex-

ercise it or, probably more important, how many

towns and villages UDC will even attempt to deal

with.

A 5-hour debate in the assembly and a 2-

hour debate in the senate featured, according to

one source who was present, considerable refer-

ence to the racial exclusion expected to result

from enactment.11 lf it could be shown that such

exclusion was the motivation or the known effect

of such an enactment, a question arises as to

whether this legislation has any force or effect.15

Without an examination of the transcript of de-

bate, no definitive answer can be suggested.

Nevertheless, the prominence of UDC, the

fact that it has become the chosen vehicle for

substantial Federal subsidies, and the increasing

role of State action in the housing and land use

area, all indicate that serious consideration

should be given to the use of Federal influence

to evaluate and possibly challenge such legisla-

tion. lf racial exclusion were involved, the ques-

tion would be presented as to whether the Fed-

eral Government can supply funds to an entity

whose operations are restricted in accordance

with a State policy intended to, or inevitably hav-

ing the effect of, limiting the residential mobility

of minorities. ln this connection, it should be

noted that the U.S. Department of Justice has re-

cently moved against Parma, Ohio, which passed

legislation neutral on its face but allegedly moti-

vated by a desire to exclude subsidized

housing.16 UDC's situation may be analagous

because of the chilling effect of the new law on

proposed developments outside core cities.

We raise this question without answering it.

But it is a question that cannot be ignored, re-

gardless of the form of Federal housing subsi-

dies that may be involved.

Recommendation #1: The Secretary, in

conjunction with the Justice Department, should

evaluate the "local veto" provisions of the New

York law to determine if the intent or the effect

of such law is racially discriminatory; if this con-

sent to enable more efficient or innovative
developments. I I Presumably this will still be the
case where a local veto has not been exercised.
In other words, the usefulness of the preemptive
power continues as a technical matter but not as
a political matter. It is no longer available to
strengthen the corporation's bargaining position
with suburban communities, which heretofore
may have "consented" to UDC activity to maintain their own bargaining position. It therefore
remains to be seen how many localities that
have the new veto power will choose not to exercise it or, probably more important, how many
towns and villages UDC will even attempt to deal
with.
A 5-hour debate in the assembly and a 2hour debate in the senate featured, according to
one source who was present, considerable reference to the racial exclusion expected to result
from enactment. 1' If it could be shown that such
exclusion was the motivation or the known effect
of such an enactment, a question arises as to
whether this legislation has any force or effect.1~
Without an examination of the transcript of debate, no definitive answer can be suggested.
Nevertheless, the prominence of UDC, the
fact that it has become the chosen vehicle for
substantial Federal subsidies, and the increasing
role of State action in the housing and land use
area, all indicate that serious consideration
should be given to the use of Federal influence
to evaluate and possibly challenge such legislation. If racial exclusion were involved, the question would be presented as to whether the Federal Government can supply funds to an entity
whose operations are restricted in accordance
with a State policy intended to, or inevitably having the effect of, limiting the residential mobility
of minorities. In this connection, it should be
noted that the U.S. Department of Justice has recently moved against Parma, Ohio, which passed
legislation neutral on its face but allegedly motivated by a desire to exclude subsidized
housing.16 UDC's situation may be analagous
because of the chilling effect of the new law on
proposed developments outside core cities.

clusion is reached, the Attorney General should

be requested to seek injunctive relief to set it

aside.

Statement by Stephen Lefkowitz to Exclusionary Landuse Clearinghouse (National Urban Coalition). December 10. 1970, pp .
2-3.
11 Telephone interview May 30 , 1973 with Richard Callanan of the
New York Ulban Development Corp.
15 See Reitman v. Mulkey, 387 U.S. 369 (1967); Hunter v . Erickson,
393 U.S. 385 (1969)
,,) Civil Action No. C-73--439, N .D. Ohio, April 27, 1973. In November 1971, the voters at Parma passed an in it i ative me asure
requiring a majority r fe re dum be fo re ~ lty approv!l1 pt any
subsidized housing projec t.
13

Recommendation #2: HUD should support

Federal legislation to provide special Federal fi-

nancial assistance for State or metropolitan devel-

opment corporations with preemptive powers

equivalent to those available before May 1973 to

the New York Urban Development Corporation.

Massachusetts Zoning Appeals Act

A different approach has been taken by

Massachusetts in the 1969 enactment of its zon-

ing appeals law.17 This law established a novel

permit process that leaves local land use and

building codes unchanged. lt circumvents these
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We raise this question without answering it.
But it is a question that cannot be ignored, regardless of the form of Federal housing subsidies that may be involved.
Recommendation #1: The Secretary, in
conjunction with the Justice Department, should
evaluate the "local veto" provisions of the New
York law to determine if the intent or the effect
of such law is racially discriminatory; if this conclusion is reached, the Attorney General should
be requested to seek injunctive relief to set it
aside.
Recommendation #2: HUD should support
Federal legislation to provide special Federal financial assistance for State or metropolitan development corporations with preemptive powers
equivalent to those available before May 1973 to
the New York Urban Development Corporation .

Massachusetts Zoning Appeals Act
A different approach has been taken by
Massachusetts in the 1969 enactment of its zoning appeals law.1 7 This law established a novel
permit process that leaves local land use and
building codes unchanged. It circumvents these
regulations to promote specified types of housing required to benefit the State and the region.
Unlike New York, periodic attempts to repeal this
measure have been losing rather than gaining
momentum. The law was adopted after a study
concluded that discriminatory zoning practices in
Massachusetts were motivated by economic
rather than racial concerns. 18
Under this law a developer of proposed subsidized housing may apply to a local zoning
board of appeals for a single comprehensive
permit, combining separate approvals from the
building, health, and planning authorities. If this
comprehensive permit is denied, the developer
may appeal to the State Housing Appeals Committee, which may reverse the denial as "unreasonable" or "not consistent with local needs."
The law establishes a "local needs" requirement
that is, in effect, a general and annual low and
moderate income housing quota for each city
and town . Thus, a local board must grant the
permit unless this quota has been met or there
are sufficient relatively standard planning objec-

"Mass. St. 1969, C. 774 (Mess. G .L.C. 40 B §§20-23. "An Act
Providing For The Construction Of Low. and Moderate-Income
Housi ng in Cities And Towns In Which Local Restrictions
Hamper Such Construction " ).
i ~~ lesearch Council whiCh studied
., The report of ." . t:1f(j'the problem '"i tl a ell t'o rife creation of C. 774 Is described
by t tij M ¥~1 1~1&I I tt[rH l~
opinion, n. 10.

tions to the project. In contrast to New York's

creation of a corporate public entrepreneur,

Massachusetts has given this new tool to local

private or public entrepreneurs to enable them

to carry out their projects more effectively.

The initial hope that the introduction of this

novel direct State power on behalf of developers

would spur municipalities to take action on their

own has not been achieved, although there have

been some local board approvals of proposed

housing, particularly housing for the elderly. Sig-

nificantly, such acceptance as has been won at

the local level for the new system seems to be

based in part on the fact that initial appeals

have involved projects that primarily will benefit

existing residents of the localities in which they

are to be built.18

Three projects have been constructed as the

result of local comprehensive permits. An impor-

tant test of the system has recently been won in

the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court.20 It

is now expected that the new process will be

used more frequently by developers. Even in the

absence of a definitive ruling, the number of ap-

peals to the State Housing Appeals Committee

had risen from three in 1970 to 19 altogether by

June 1972. Practically all of the active applica-

tions for permits have come from metropolitan

suburbs, suggesting that in this instance the as-

sumptions of State legislators were correct: most

suburban representatives opposed the act and

many conservative core city representatives sup-

ported it in the hope that it would not impact

their areas and would require suburban assist-

ance to help relieve core city pressures.

In upholding the law, the Massachusetts Su-

preme Judicial Court made the following obser-

vation:

The legislative reports which promoted c. 774's pas-

sage demonstrated how local restrictive zoning regulations

have set up, in fact if not intentionally, a barrier against

the introduction of low and moderate income housing in

the suburbs. Moreover, this barrier exists at a time when

our housing needs for the low and moderate income

groups cannot be met by the 'inner cities.' This housing

crisis demands a legislative and judicial approach that re-

tions to the project. In contrast to New York's
creation of a corporate public entrepreneur,
Massachusetts has given this new tool to local
private or public entrepreneurs to enable them
to carry out their projects more effectively.
The initial hope that the introduction of this
novel direct State power on behalf of developers
would spur municipalities to take action on their
own has not been achieved, although there have
been some local board approvals of proposed
housing, particularly housing for the elderly. Significantly, such acceptance as has been won at
the local level for the new system seems to be
based in part on the fact that initial appeals
have involved projects that primarily will benefit
existing residents of the localities in which they
are to be builtt"
Three projects have been constructed as the
result of local comprehensive permits. An important test of the system has recently been won in
the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court. 20 It
is now expected that the new process will be
used more frequently by developers. Even in the
absence of a definitive ruling, the number of appeals to the State Housing Appeals Committee
had risen from three in 1970 to 19 altogether by
June 1972. Practically all of the active applications for permits have come from metropolitan
suburbs, suggesting that in this instance the assumptions of State legislators were correct: most
suburban representatives opposed the act and
many conservative core city representatives supported it in the hope that it would not impact
their areas and would require suburban assistance to help relieve core city pressures.
In upholding the law, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court made the following observation:

quires 'the strictly local interests of the town' to yield to

the regional need for the construction of low and moderate

income housing. Chapter 774 represents the Legislature's

use of its own zoning powers to respond to this problem."

â¢" Barr. The Massachusetts Zoning Appeals Law: Lessons of the

First Three Years (unpublished, August 1972).

"Bd. ot Appeals ol Hanover v. Housing Appeals Committee, 294

N.E. 2d 393 (Mass 1973).

"Id.

Although the Massachusetts statute has

ambiguitiesâsome of which have been clarified

by the Supreme Judicial Court opinionâit pro-

The legislative reports which promoted c. 774'5 passage demonstrated how local restrictive zoning regulations
have set up, in fact if not intentionally, a barrier against
the introduction of low and moderate income housing in
the suburbs. Moreover, this barrier exists at a time when
our housing needs for the low and moderate income
groups cannot be met by the 'inner cities.' This housing
crisis demands a legislative and judicial approach that requires 'the strictly local interests of the town' to yield to
the regional need for the construction of low and moderate
income housing. Chapter 774 represents the Legislature's
use of its own zoning powers to respond to this problem. 21

vides a more useful model for State action than

any other existing State legislation. It is more

than a procedural statute to tidy up the zoning

laws; it responds to a State policy of encourag-

ing a better distribution of lower income housing.

In this respect it is compatible with but superior

to the State land use policies contemplated by

the National Land Use Policy Act (see Section IV

infra).

Barr, The Massachusetts Zoning Appeals Law: Lessons of the
First Three Years (unpublished, AU9ust 1972) .
.. Bd. of Appeals of Hanover v. Housing Appeals Committee, 294
N.E. 2d 393 (Masa 197:3).
:lld.
to

Although the Massachusetts statute has
ambiguities-some of which have been clarified
by the Supreme Judicial Court opinion-it provides a more useful model for State action than
any other existing State legislation. It is more
than a procedural statute to tidy up the zoning
laws; it responds to a State policy of encouraging a better distribution of lower income housing.
In this respect it is compatible with but superior
to the State land use policies contemplated by
the National Land Use Policy Act (see Section IV
infra).
Recommendation # 3: The Department of
Housing and Urban Development should prepare
and disseminate a model State statute patterned
on that of Massachusetts as a guide to State action under National Land Use legislation; any
program for allocating Federal funds to States
for housing should require a similar State policy
as a component of eligibility for such funds.

Florida Land and Water Management Act
While Massachusetts chose to develop a
State appeals system limited to low and moderate income housing questions, Florida has
adopted legislation that enables the State to influence all land use decisions that will have a
"substantial" impact outside the local jurisdiction where the land is located. The Florida Environmental Land and Water Management Act of
1972 ~~ grew out of concern with water quality
and recent recurrent periods of drought that
threatened the adequacy of water for the State's
burgeoning population.
Under the law the Governor and cabinet are
empowered, among other things, to adopt standards to decide whether certain land development
activities are "developments of regional impact."
Such standards were not to go into effect until
reviewed and approved by the State legislature.
"Development of regional impact" is defined
under the Florida law to include any development "which because of its character, magnitude
or location, would have a substantial effect upon
the health, safety or welfare of citizens of more
than one county." The Governor and cabinet
may hear and rule on administrative appeals
from development orders by local governments
in regard to developments of regional impact.
As in the case of the American Law Institute
Model Land Development Code on which it is
based, the Florida law is process-oriented and

_ _ _ _=.w.
ri g in aI from
.. S.B.
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Recommendation #3: The Department of

Housing and Urban Development should prepare

and disseminate a model State statute patterned
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does not make normative choices as to whether,

for example, lower income housing in suburban

locations is a desirable goal of State policy.

Regulations under the law, as approved by

the legislature, regarding "developments of re-

gional impact" do not pertain specifically to sub-

sidized housing because the requirement of sub-

stantiality under the statute may not be met

except by the largest of developmentsâand

these are the least desirable to promote under

more contemporary standards that favor "scat-

tered site" development. In addition, there were

obvious political constraints in legislative review

of the proposed regulations.

The Florida law is probably consistent with

the laws to be encouraged under the administra-

tion's original National Land Use Policy Act (see

Section IV). As such, it appears to be an exam-

ple of the relative ineffectiveness of this ap-

proach to the problem of local resistance to

lower income housing.

Minnesota Regional Tax Sharing Program

A dominant reason for the local exclusion of

lower income housingâor housing generallyâ

may be found in the prevailing assumption that

such land uses have a negative impact on the

does not make normative choices as to whether,
for example, lower income housing in suburban
locations is a desirable goal of State policy.
Regulations under the law, as approved by
the legislature, regarding "developments of regional impact" do not pertain specifically to subsidized housing because the requirement of substantiality under the statute may not be met
except by the largest of developments-and
these are the least desirable to promote under
more contemporary standards that favor "scattered site" development. In addition, there were
obvious political constraints in legislative review
of the proposed regulations.
The Florida law is probably consistent with
the laws to be encouraged under the administration's original National Land Use Policy Act (see
Section IV). As such, it appears to be an example of the relative ineffectiveness of this approach to the problem of local resistance to
lower income housing.

local tax base. According to the Land Use Com-

mittee of HUD's Advisory Committee, however,

"we do not know the extent to which exclusion-

ary practices are based on legitimate fiscal op-

portunity costing by local governments, or on

local discriminatory practices." 23 Another study

has tentatively suggested that racialâor, more

properly, socialâprejudices rather than fiscal

calculations explain exclusionary land use poli-

cies:

By surveying American metropolitan areas, the study

produces significant evidence that clustering is aggravated

by the imposition of public land use controlsâsuch as zon-

ingâin the suburbs. It also suggests that such controls are

not typically imposed for fiscal reasons, i.e., to increase

the taxable value of real property in the jurisdiction and to

exclude low income residents who would heavily burden

the jurisdiction's public services. Finally, the study finds

that income group clustering is greater the more heavily

Minnesota Regional Tax Sharing Program
A dominant reason for the local exclusion of
lower income housing-or housing generallymay be found in the prevailing assumption that
such land uses have a negative impact on the
local tax base. According to the Land Use Committee of HUO's Advisory Committee, however,
"we do not know the extent to which exclusionary practices are based on legitimate fiscal opportunity costing by local governments, or on
local discriminatory practices." 23 Another study
has tentatively suggested that racial-or, more
properly, social-prejudices rather than fiscal
calculations explain exclusionary land use policies:

nonwhite are the low income groups involved. These find-

ings thus raise but do not resolve the question whether

clustering results to a degree from racially motivated public

controls."

With these qualifications in mind, it never-

theless appears desirable for HUD to promote

23 Op. clt., n. 8 to Introduction at p. 20.

11 Branfman, Cohen and Trubek, "Measuring the Invisible Wall:

Land Use Controls and the Residential Patterns of the Poor,"

83 Yale L.J. 483, 484 (1973).

State policies that neutralize the fiscal impact of

various land use decisions, particularly decisions

regarding residential rather than nonresidential

By surveying American metro pol itan areas, the study
produces significant evidence that clustering is aggravated
by the imposition of public land use controls-such as zoning-in the suburbs. It also suggests that such controls are
not typically imposed for fiscal reasons, Le., to increase
the taxable value of real property in the iurisdiction and to
exclude low income residents who would heavily burden
the jurisdiction's public services. Finally, the study finds
that income group clustering is greater the more heavily
nonwhite are the low income groups involved. These findings thus raise but do not resolve the question whether
clustering results to a degree from racially motivated public
controls."

uses. Localities commonly compete with one an-

other for those uses that are regarded as having

a positive rather than negative impact on local

With these qualifications in mind, it nevertheless appears desirable for HUO to promote

cost-revenue projections.

The most innovative approach to this issue

is Minnesota's 1971 metropolitan fiscal dispari-

ties law.25 The law guarantees every unit of gov-

ernment in the Twin Cities areaâwhether a city,

village, township, school district, county, or spe-

cial districtâa share of the region's growth in

commercial/industrial property tax base, regard-

less of where this growth occurs in the seven-

730p. cit., n . 8 to Introduction at p . 20.
Branfman. Cohen and Trubek. "Measuring the Invisible Wall:
Land Use Controls and the Residential Patterns of the Poor,"
83 Yale L.J. 483. 484 (1 973j .

State policies that neutralize the fiscal impact of
various land use decisions, particularly decisions
regarding residential rather than nonresidential
uses. Localities commonly compete with one another for those uses that are regarded as having
a positive rather than negative impact on local
cost-revenue projections.
The most innovative approach to this issue
is Minnesota's 1971 metropolitan fiscal disparities law. 2 " The law guarantees every unit of government in the Twin Cities area-whether a city,
village, township, school district, county, or special district-a share of the region's growth in
commercial/industrial property tax base, regardless of where this growth occurs in the sevencounty area.
This is accomplished without changing the
autonomy of some 300 independent taxing units
in the metropolitan area.
The law works entirely within the preexisting
framework of local government. No additional
tax is imposed. No metropolitan taxing agency is
created. All localities continue to make their own
policy decisions on levying property taxes.
Each community continues to have a tax
base, the only difference being that beginning
with the 1972 valuations (which are used for
taxes payable in 1973) a community's valuation
was to be made up of two parts, that which remains local, or not shared, plus its assigned
share of the region's growth over 1971.
None of the existing tax base of a community is shared. The share portion was to be 40
per cent of the net growth of commercial/industrial valuation after 1971. All other valuation, which includes all residential properties,
will continue to be used exclusively by the governmental units where the buildings are physically located.
All communities are to contribute 40 per
cent of their net growth in commercial/industrial
valuation and all communities receive back an
assigned share of the growth.
Each community's share is to be determined
basically by its population but adjusted so that a
community receives a larger share if its property
valuation is below the metropolitan average per
capita and a smaller share if its valuation is
above average.
A unique feature of the law is that it Introduces base sharing as a separate and distinct
concept from revenue sharing.
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The law maintains fiscal responsibility, since

no jurisdiction can levy against its share of the

region's growth anything it is not willing to levy

against its own resident/voters.

If more people move into a community, that

community's share of the region's growth of

commercial/industrial tax base also increases

under the law. Consequently, it can become a

major modulator of the "antigrowth ethic" re-

ferred to in the Introduction.

Unfortunately, the administration of the law

was enjoined in January 1973 by a lower Minne-

sota court on the ground that it "fails to pass

the test of constitutional uniformity requiring that

the burden of a tax must fall equally and impar-

tially upon all persons and properties subject to

lt."2Â« An appeal is pending.

Regardless of the technical limitations that

may, or may not, impede this approach to over-

coming fiscal zoning in Minnesota, this law pro-

vides a useful model for other States, particu-

larly within their metropolitan areas. Neutralizing

the fiscal impact of residential development,

particularly residential development for lower in-

come households, may not entirely neutralize

local exclusionary policies. But it can pierce the

veil, of fiscal rationales for such actions, and

make a fiscal subterfuge far less handy.

Recommendation #4: The formula for grants

under the Better Communities Act or similar legis-

lation providing for metropolitan area entitlement

grants should be increased on a demonstration

basis for any metropolitan area that has a qualified

tax sharing law in effect for the area patterned on

the Minnesota example.

Metropolitan Growth Management Agencies

The fragmentation of governmental jurisdic-

tion and power among a multiplicity of semiau-

tonomous political entities within metropolitan

areas has rendered a coordinated attack on

these problems difficult, if not impossible. Oper-

ating within its constitutional restraints, the Fed-

eral Government has sought to induce interjuris-

The law maintains fiscal responsibility, since
no jurisdiction can levy against its share of the
region's growth anything it is not willing to levy
against its own resident/voters.
If more people move into a community, that
community's share of the region's growth of
commercial/industrial tax base also increases
under the law. Consequently, it can become a
major modulator of the "antigrowth ethic" referred to in the Introduction.
Unfortunately, the administration of the law
was enjoined in January 1973 by a lower Minnesota court on the ground that it "fails to pass
the test of constitutional uniformity requiring that
the burden of a tax must fall equally and impartially upon all persons and properties subject to
it."28 An appeal is pending.
Regardless of the technical limitations that
may, or may not, impede this approach to overcoming fiscal zoning in Minnesota, this law provides a useful model for other States, particularly within their metropolitan areas. Neutralizing
the fiscal impact of residential development,
particularly residential development for lower income households, may not entirely neutralize
local exclusionary policies. But it can pierce the
veil. of fiscal rationales for such actions, and
make a fiscal subterfuge far less handy.
Recommendation #4: The formula for grants
under the Better Communities Act or similar legislation providing for metropolitan area entitlement
grants should be increased on a demonstration
basis for any metropolitan area that has a qualified
tax sharing law in effect for the area patterned on
the Minnesota example.

dictional cooperation in the solution of

metropolitan problems by conditioning certain

Metropolitan Growth Management Agencies

categories of its financial aid on comprehensive

areawide planning.

The State governments, whose legal powers

to achieve areawide coordination are virtually

unlimited, have, by and large, been guilty of non-

feasance. Generally speaking, their permissive

1 Village of Bumsvlllf v. Onischuk et al. (No. 73749, Dial. Ct.

Minn. January 29, 1973).

statutory devices have been ineffective in meet-

ing the problems of metropolitanism. In terms of

the metropolitan problem, their duty may be

viewed as bridging the gap between Federal fin-

ancial inducement and local intransigence.

Ideally, some form of metropolitan govern-

ment is in order. From a realistic point of view,

however, it is quite clear that current political at-

titudes are not receptive to this thinking. A more

palatable alternative is planning machinery that,

The fragmentation of governmental jurisdiction and power among a multiplicity of semiautonomous political entities within metropolitan
areas has rendered a coordinated attack on
these problems difficult, if not impossible. Operating within its constitutional restraints, the Federal Government has sought to induce interjurisdictional cooperation
in
the
solution of
metropolitan problems by conditioning certain
categories of its financial aid on comprehensive
areawide planning.
The State governments, whose legal powers
to achieve areawide coordination are virtually
unlimited, have, by and large, been guilty of nonfeasance. Generally speaking, their permissive

while sensitive to the legitimate values in local

autonomy, effectively compels a comprehensive,

rather than a haphazard, piecemeal approach to

metropolitan area development.

.. Village 01 Burnsville v Onischuk al at. (No. 73749. Dis!. Ct.
Minn. January 29. 1913).

statutory devices have been ineffective in meeting the problems of metropolitan ism. In terms of
the metropolitan problem, their duty may be
viewed as bridging the gap between Federal financial inducement and local intranSigence.
Ideally, some form of metropolitan government is in order. From a realistic point of view,
however, it is quite clear that current political attitudes are not receptive to this thinking. A more
palatable alternative is planning machinery that,
while sensitive to the legitimate values in local
autonomy, effectively compels a comprehensive,
rather than a haphazard, piecemeal approach to
metropolitan area development.
With the new sensitivity to ecological problems has come a better appreciation that highways, sewer and water lines, large recreation
areas, and other major facilities are region-structuring elements that should guide development
rather than respond to it. The location and staging of industrial and commercial facilities and
lower income housing are other major ingredients in a region-structuring plan.
Planning without a bite tends to be less responsible planning. The metropolitan plan should
serve as the constitutional framework within
which local land use plans and any possible
State land use decisionmaking takes place.
In operative terms this means that the regulatory character of the metropolitan plan should
require that all local plans and the efforts of
local implementing legislation and capital facilities projects of local governments or special districts conform to the metropolitan plan.
Given the importance of coordinating statewide and metropolitan area developmental
programs, there should be State review of the
metropolitan plan to insure against any latent
conflicts between statewide and regional policies
that may have been overlooked during the period
of plan formulation. However, where a conflict
does arise and it cannot be resolved by agreement, the State might be vested with a veto
power (to be exercised by the Governor and his
cabinet, i.e., the State planning committee) over
all or any part of the plan in the interests of the
general welfare of the State as a whole. State
approval of the metropOlitan plan as a condition
precedent to its official promulgation would also
be desirable as would a State mandate to the
planning commission to rework its plan to conform to State recommendations or directives.
To guard against an unbridled assumption of
the metropolitan function by the State, the State
legislation i@:J ' ~Jilid blu rf~! indicate that the State
veto Pffiff £ ~fT~ P TEi;I
Wl ly when statewide

With the new sensitivity to ecological prob-

lems has come a better appreciation that high-

ways, sewer and water lines, large recreation
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interests are affected. The power should not be

capable of exercise in relation to concerns in-

digenous to the metropolitan area itself.

Provision must also be made for appeal to

the courts in regard to the relations between

constituent communities and the metropolitan

planning commission.

To cover those situations where local inac-

tion may thwart planned areawide development

(e.g., a housing authority failing to begin a proj-

ect within the time specified by the plan, a local

legislature failing to enact a zoning ordinance

requisite to effectuation of the plan), the metro-

politan commission must be vested with an initi-

ative power. Accordingly, the legislation might

empower the commission to order noncooperat-

ing governmental units to take affirmative action

in appropriate circumstances.

The closest model of this initiative is found

in the Metropolitan Council of the Twin Cities

Area, whose jurisdiction covers a seven-county

area in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area encompass-

ing almost 2 million people and half the population

of the State.27 The council, created in 1967, pre-

pared a development guide, the first component

of which significantly dealt with sanitary sewers.

The council has power to review, and in some

cases suspend, the plans of local government

and local special purpose agencies.

The fiscal disparities legislation previously

described was proposed by the council. lt has

also reproposed a metropolitan housing agency

after the original proposal was not acted upon in

the 1971 legislature.28

This highly abbreviated discussion of metro-

politan planning suggests simply one pattern

among many possibilities to design ways to man-

age urban growth more effectively. This "re-

gional ideal" should be regarded as the next

goal of Federal policy, building on the existence

of regional councils of government (COG) stimu-

lated by the Federal Government and the A-95

process.

COG's have proved to be only the first step to-

ward viable region-structuring planning. ln the

words of one observer, additional Federal pres-

sure on COG's "coupled with the growth of re-

â¢'A description of the Twin Cities Council legislation is described

in Bosselman and Callies, "The Quiet Revolution in Land Use

Controls," p. 136 if. (Council on Environmental Quality 1971).

"ld., p. 151. A bill to allow the Metropolitan Council to act as

a housing and redevelopment authority was recommended for

approval by the Minnesota House Metropolitan Affairs Com-

mittee on May 3, 1973. Under the bill the Council could not

plan or propose any housing project within a municipality

until the municipality asked the council to do so. See Min-

interests are affected. The power should not be
capable of exercise in relation to concerns indigenous to the metropolitan area itself.
Provision must also be made for appeal to
the courts in regard to the relations between
constituent communities and the metropolitan
planning commission.
To cover those situations where local inaction may thwart planned areawide development
(e.g., a housing authority failing to begin a project within the time specified by the plan, a local
legislature failing to enact a zoning ordinance
requisite to effectuation of the plan), the metropolitan commission must be vested with an initiative power. Accordingly, the legislation might
empower the commission to order noncooperating governmental units to take affirmative action
in appropriate circumstances.
The closest model of this initiative is found
in the Metropolitan Council of the Twin Cities
Area, whose jurisdiction covers a seven-county
area in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area encompassing almost 2 million people and half the population
of the State. 2 ' The council, created in 1967, prepared a development guide, the first component
of which significantly dealt with sanitary sewers.
The council has power to review, and in some
cases suspend, the plans of local government
and local special purpose agencies.
The fiscal disparities legislation previously
described was proposed by the council. It has
also reproposed a metropolitan housing agency
after the original proposal was not acted upon in
the 1971 legislature.~'
This highly abbreviated discussion of metropolitan planning suggests simply one pattern
among many possibilities to design ways to manage urban growth more effectively. This "regional ideal" should be regarded as the next
goal of Federal policy, building on the existence
of regional councils of government (COG) stimulated by the Federal Government and the A-95
process.
COG's have proved to be only the first step toward viable region-structuring planning. In the
words of one observer, additional Federal pressure on COG's "coupled with the growth of re-

neapolis Tribune. May 4, 1973 ("Met Council housing protect

bill gains").

gional single purpose agencies, and the lncreas-

ing Visibility' to State legislatures of new

regional governing responses, will lead to the

evaluation (or replacement) of the COG into a

mechanism which can plan to deal with regional

problems and implement those plans." 29

Consequently, the Federal Government must

move beyond its primary concern over the coor-

A description 01 the Twin Cities Council legislation is described
in Bosselman and Callies. "The Quiet Revolution in Land Use
Controls," P. 136 If. (Council on Environmental Quality 1971).
'"'Id., p. 151. A bill to allow the Metropolitan Council to act as
a housing and redevelopment authority was recommended lor
approval by the Minnesota House Metropolitan Alfairs Committee on May 3, 1973. Under the bill the Council could not
plan or propose any housing project within a municipality
until the municipality asked the council to do 80. See Minneapolis Tribune, May 4, 1973 ("Met Council housing p ro~ect
bill gains").
>T

urban growth management in the Nation's metro-

politan areas. One example of the price for fail-

Relevant Local Initiatives
Emerging from the patterns in New York,
Massachusetts, and Florida is a common theme
that allowing local communities unilaterally and
exclusively to select the kind of development
they desire, without conscious consideration of
the social impact on the larger region, seriously
weakens the chances for achieving social objectives important to the State as a whole. This the,. Mogulolf, "Gove (niI)9 Mey opolltan Areas: A Critical Review 01
Council of @PVe'!'
hIlS
the Federal Role" (Urban InBUtut

dination of its grants, to a concern for the pro-

motion of equitable and environmentally sound

gional single purpose agencies, and the Increasing 'visibility' to State legislatures of new
regional governing responses, will lead to the
evaluation (or replacement) of the COG into a
mechanism which can plan to deal with regional
problems and implement those plans." ~9
Consequently, the Federal Government must
move beyond its primary concern over the coordination of its grants, to a concern for the promotion of equitable and environmentally sound
urban growth management in the Nation's metropolitan areas. One example of the price for failure to do this is becoming evident in the ultimate
impact on housing availability of the sewer moratoriums around the Nation. Sewer lines and
sewage treatment plants are region-structuring
facilities; but they can also be convenient means
to discriminate against needed additional urban
development. Pumping Federal resources into a
competitive and fragmented system of metropolitan governance may permit the recipients to undercut not only the effectiveness of Federal resources going to their neighbors but will reduce
the effectiveness of the Federal housing subsidy
dollar (in whatever form) as land costs drive up
housing costs. Housing allocation plans adopted
by such institutions would have more effect than
such plans adopted by existing A-95 agencies.
The Responsive Communities Act now under
consideration may provide a vehicle for Federal
inducements to create effective metropolitan
growth management institutions.
Recommendation #5: The Secretary of HUD
should commission the drafting of model State
metropolitan growth management legislation
along the lines indicated; and generous demonstration funding under the Responsive Communities Act should be made available to States and
regional agencies whose enabling legislation
qualifies under the model within three years passage of the act.
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sis has, of course, been most forcefully im-

pressed politically by ecologically minded

interests that wish to prevent damaging or profli-

gate development that many localities would oth-

erwise permit for fiscal reasons. But many inter-

ests that wish to promote socially needed urban

development have come to the same conclusion;

that is, that local land use policies should be re-

sponsive to the interests of a wider constituency.

Closely allied to the concerns of both social and

environmental interests is the realization that

controlling metropolitan development requires a

sophistication in the balancing of interests that is

in very short supply in the existing highly frag-

mented and decentralized system of land regula-

tion.

Most urbanizing localities follow exclusion-

ary polices that partake of one or all of the

following techniques: (1) underzoning for resi-

dential uses; (2) large-lot residential zoning

and/or excessive minimum cost or floor area re-

quirements; (3) underzoning for multifamily hous-

ing and/or excessive ceilings on allowable bed-

rooms; and (4) discrimination specifically against

subsidized housing. Developers and others have

frequently been required to resort to the courts

to overcome these restrictions.

Challenges to local land use controls in the

State courts have usually been based on the

principle that such regulations must take into ac-

count more than the welfare of the local commu-

nity in order to be authorized under the State's

zoning enabling act or, if authorized, to be con-

stitutional under the due process clause of the

14th amendment. The denial of rights to a racial

minority is usually not the thrust of such chal-

lenges. Rather it is the alleged unreasonable re-

straint on the use of property, and the classic

plaintiff has been the owner or potential devel-

oper of land.30 In this context the cases, particu-

larly in Pennsylvania, take on the aura of re-

gional planning considerations as central to the

local exercise of the police power in a reasona-

ble fashion. This has encouraged a recent trend

to mount challenges to exclusionary zoning on

areawide or countywide bases.31

x National Land and Investment Co. v. Easttown Twp. Board ol

Adluttment, 419 Pa. 504, 215 A. 2d 597 (1965); In re: Appeal

of Kit-Mar Builders. 439 Pa. 466, 268 A. 2d 765 (1970); In re:

Appeal ot Glrsh. 437 Pa. 237, 263 A. 2d 395 (1970); Oakwood

at Madison v. Twp. ol Madison, 117 N.J. Super. 11 (Superior

Ct. 1971); Brlatow v. City ol Woodhaven, 35 Mich. App. 205,

192 N.W. 2d 322 (1971); Lakeland Blufls Inc. v. County ol Will,

114 III. App. 2d 267, 252 N.E. 2d 765 (1969)

sis has, of course, been most forcefully impressed politically by ecologically minded
interests that wish to prevent damaging or profligate development that many localities would otherwise permit for fiscal reasons. But many interests that wish to promote socially needed urban
development have come to the same conclusion;
that is, that local land use policies should be responsive to the interests of a wider constituency.
Closely allied to the concerns of both social and
environmental interests is the realization that
controlling metropolitan development requires a
sophistication in the balancing of interests that is
in very short supply in the existing highly fragmented and decentralized system of land regulation.
Most urbanizing localities follow exclusionary polices that partake of one or all of the
following techniques: (1) underzoning for residential uses; (2) large-lot residential zoning
and/or excessive minimum cost or floor area requirements; (3) underzoning for multifamily housing and/or excessive ceilings on allowable bedrooms; and (4) discrimination specifically against
subsidized housing. Developers and others have
frequently been required to resort to the courts
to overcome these restrictions.
Challenges to local land use controls in the
State courts have usually been based on the
principle that such regulations must take into account more than the welfare of the local community in order to be authorized under the State's
zoning enabling act or, if authorized, to be constitutional under the due process clause of the
14th amendment. The denial of rights to a racial
minority is usually not the thrust of such challenges. Rather it is the alleged unreasonable restraint on the use of property, and the classic
plaintiff has been the owner or potential developer of land. Hl In this context the cases, particularly in Pennsylvania, take on the aura of regional planning considerations as central to the
local exercise of the police power in a reasonable fashion. This has encouraged a recent trend
to mount challenges to exclusionary zoning on
areawide or countywide bases. 3l

" See Southern Burlington County NAACP v. Township ol Mt.

Laurel, 119 N.J. Super 164 (Sup. Ct. 1972); Commonwealth ot

Pennsylvania v. County ot Bucks, 22 Bucks Co. Law Rep. 179

(1972); Acclon Hlspana, Inc. v. Town ol New Canaan, Conn.,

Clr. No. B 312.

Appropriate remedies to permit an individual

project to go forward are not difficult to frame.

But when the entire scheme of land use regula-

tion is invalidated, the remedy becomes more

difficult. How much lower income housing is

enough? Where shall it be located? What kind of

regulation will effectively encourage affirmative

action? These are planning and economic ques-

'" National Land and Investment Co. v. Easllown Twp. Board of
Adiustmenl. 419 Pa. 504, 215 A. 2d 597 (1965); In re: Appeal
01 Kit·Mar Builders, 439 Pa. 466, 268 A. 2d 765 (1970); In ,e:
Appeal 01 Glrsh, 437 Pa. 237, 263 A. 2d 395 (1970); Oakwood
at Madison v. Twp. of Madison, 117 N.J. Super. 11 (Superior
Ct. 1971); Bristow v. City 01 Woodhaven, 35 Mich. App. 205,
192 N.W. 2d 322 (1971); Lakeland Bluffs Inc. v. County of WIll,
114 111. App. 2d 267, 252 N.E. 2d 765 (1969)
"See Southern Burlington County NAACP v. Township of MI.
Laurel, 119 N.J. Super 164 (Sup. Ct. 1972); Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania v. County of Bucks, 22 Bucks Co. Law Rep. 179
(1972); Acelon Hispana, Inc. v. Tow 01 New Canaan, Conn.,
Clf. No. B 312.

Appropriate remedies to permit an individual
project to go forward are not difficult to frame.
But when the entire scheme of land use regulation is invalidated, the remedy becomes more
difficult. How much lower income housing is
enough? Where shall it be located? What kind of
regulation will effectively encourage affirmative
action? These are planning and economic questions that courts are not well equipped to handle. As a result, litigation has been of great assistance to a few sponsors and has proved an
effective way to illuminate the basic conflicts.
But it is only a predicate for institutional reform
that must flow from new legislation and administrative procedures. This section deals with major
local legislation and its potential relevance to
HUD.

Development Timing
Serious questions have arisen in connection
with the increase in the possible use of development timing controls by localities, a technique
likely to flow from the recent opinion of the New
York Court of Appeals in Golden v. Ramapo.32
In that case, the court ruled that New York's
zoning enabling act, which is similar to that of
most States that followed the standard model,
permitted the town of Ramapo to time development permits in relationship to the availability of
public facilities such as sewers, drainage, recreation, roads, and firehouses. The town adopted a
special permit system, applicable only to residential development, that prohibited all such development unless the land was in suitable
proximity to these services. At the same time,
the town also committed itself to provide these
facilities over an 18-year period.
Although the court specifically dealt with the
exclusionary implications of this technique-and
observed that Ramapo did permit a modicum of
public housing-little attention was focused on
the zoning of uses for which permits were to be
given over the next 18 years. No multifamily
housing zones as such exist, and by far the
greatest volume of land developable for residential use is limited to single family housing on traditionally large lots. Thus, the development timing technique may be used even to pace
exclusionary growth.
Critics have also pointed out that allowing
one locality power to pace growth over any period it chooses-18 years being a more or less
-

,
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30 N.Y. 2d 359, 285 N.E.
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tions that courts are not well equipped to han-

dle. As a result, litigation has been of great as-

sistance to a few sponsors and has proved an
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arbitrary multiple of the usual 6-year capital

budgetâmay work against anticipated regional

growth requirements and simply shift the burden

onto other localities.

Although a new public control over the tim-

ing of development is highly desirable if it is

linked to a public commitment to the capital im-

provements necessary to assimilate growth, de-

velopment timing can provide a new sophisti-

cated tool for the exclusion of housing for lower

income households. (This is explained at greater

length in a recent publication of the Potomac ln-

stitute entitled "Controlling Urban GrowthâBut

For Whom?") Ways to make such a policy more

responsive to regional housing needs are spelled

out therein, and will not be repeated here.

The question arises as to whether there can

be any appropriate Federal influence on sequen-

tial development controls attempted by localities

when these controls in effect may inflate housing

costs by withdrawing large areas of land from

development. lt seems inequitable for such local-

ities to receive special revenue sharing funds for

community development purposes when they are

in effect working against regional housing needs.

Recommendation #6: A community that has

adopted an exclusionary development timing pol-

icy should not be entitled to grants under any

program of special revenue sharing for commu-

nity development. (See related Recommendation

#8 in the third section.)

Inclusionary Zoning

The problems of exclusionary zoning have

been analyzed and litigated with mounting fre-

quency in the past few years. Some communities

have attempted, however, to develop "inclusion-

ary" zoning. Usually this has been a response to

the prevailing land use and inflationary trends

arbitrary multiple of the usual 6-year capital
budget-may work against anticipated regional
growth requirements and simply shift the burden
onto other localities.
Although a new public control over the timing of development is highly desirable if it is
linked to a public commitment to the capital improvements necessary to assimilate growth, development timing can provide a new sophisticated tool for the exclusion of housing for lower
income households. (This is explained at greater
length in a recent publication of the Potomac Institute entitled "Controlling Urban Growth-But
For Whom?") Ways to make such a policy more
responsive to regional housing needs are spelled
out therein, and will not be repeated here.
The question arises as to whether there can
be any appropriate Federal influence on sequential development controls attempted by localities
when these controls in effect may inflate housing
costs by withdrawing large areas of land from
development. It seems inequitable for such localities to receive special revenue sharing funds for
community development purposes when they are
in effect working against regional housing needs.
Recommendation #6: A community that has
adopted an exclusionary development timing policy should not be entitled to grants under any
program of special revenue sharing for community development. (See related Recommendation
#8 in the third section.)

that prevent suburban areas from providing resi-

dential opportunities for moderate income public

Inclusionary Zoning

employeesâteachers, firemen, and policemen

are often cited as examples in gaining political

support for inclusionary ordinances. lf develop-

ers are providing only housing costing more than

$25,000, the household earning under around

$12,500âwhich includes many public employees

âmay be priced out of new or nearly new hous-

ing.

lnclusionary techniques have included relax-

ation of the existing zoning regulations to pro-

mote subsidized housing, and the creation of

special incentives for the same purpose. Exam-

ples of the first category include the granting of

a special-use variance for subsidized private

housing, now upheld in New Jersey,33 the crea-

tion of special exceptions and "floating zones,"

or the exempting of public housing from mini-

mum bulk, height, and intensity requirements as

upheld in Massachusetts/" As courts come to

regard subsidized housing as a land use meriting

special treatment in the public interest, the no-

tion that such housing is a "public utility" will

have gained acceptance and will merit close at-

tention to analogous methods proposed for siting

power plants, for example.

Among incentive measures, the most fre-

The problems of exclusionary zoning have
been analyzed and litigated with mounting frequency in the past few years. Some communities
have attempted, however, to develop "inclusionary" zoning. Usually this has been a response to
the prevailing land use and inflationary trends
that prevent suburban areas from providing residential opportunities for moderate income public
employees-teachers, firemen, and pOlicemen
are often cited as examples in gaining political
support for inclusionary ordinances. If developers are providing only housing costing more than
$25,000, the household earning under around
$12,500-which includes many public employees
-may be priced out of new or nearly new housing.
Inclusionary techniques have included relaxation of the existing zoning regulations to promote subsidized housing, and the creation of
special incentives for the same purpose. Examples of the first category include .t he granting of
a special-use vari ance for su bsjdi zed ~rivat e

quently suggested is the "density bonus." This

may be part of a planned unit development

(PUD) regulatory scheme under which the devel-

oper of more than small-scale residential devel-
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housing, now upheld in New JerseY,n the creation of special exceptions and "floating zones,"
or the exempting of public housing from minimum bulk, height, and intensity requirements as
upheld in Massachusetts.:11 As courts come to
regard subsidized housing as a land use meriting
special treatment in the public interest, the notion that such housing is a "public utility" will
have gained acceptance and will merit close attention to analogous methods proposed for siting
power plants, for example.
Among incentive measures, the most frequently suggested is the "density bonus." This
may be part of a planned unit development
(PUD) regulatory scheme under which the developer of more than small-scale residential developments is given freedom from conventional
bulk, height, and use restrictions of the standard
zoning ordinance in return for municipal review
of detailed site designs and other conditions.
One condition may be the provision of lower income housing. in return for increases in otherwise allowable densities. A small number of
communities have experimented with these
incentivesY'
An ordinance of Fairfax County. Va., in the
Washington. D.C.. metropolitan area, has received considerable attention. Although a lower
State court has held the ordinance invalid,36 it
represents a major effort in a rapidly growing
suburban area to develop a balanced growth
policy and demonstrates the difficulties inherent
in such an attempt. Under the county's amendments to its zoning ordinance, developers of 50
units or more in all residential planned communities, residential planned unit developments,
planned apartment developments, multifamily
districts (other than highrise), and townhouse
zones must include at least 15 per cent low and
moderate income housing units. Of this, at least
40 per cent (or 6 per cent of the overall number
of units) must be low income units.
The developer may fulfill the requirement by
constructing the units outside his development,
so long as doing so does not result in "undue
concentration" of low and moderate income families in a particular geographic area. The ordiDeSimone v. Greater Englewood Housing Corp .. 56 NJ. 428. 297
A. 2d 31 (1970).
l ! Cameron v. Zoning Agent of Bellingham, 260 N.E. 2d 146, (Masi.
1970).
~'A number are described in Brooks, Lower Income Housing tne
Planner's Response (ASPO Planning AdviSOry Service, JulyAugust 1972).
'" DeGroff EnterprJ ses . • Inc. If. Board of Supervisors 01 Fairfsx
Counry, (No. (;{; I ~ n ,Ie,
ill ~al was argued in the Supreme
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nance is keyed into the availability of Federal

subsidies. If these are not available after bona

fide attempts to obtain them, the developer is re-

lieved of the obligation and may proceed to de-

velop entirely market rate housing.

Fairfax is the only Washington jurisdiction

with a decrease (to 3 per cent) in its black popu-

lation, mostly because of the large immigration

of whites; the black resident population is in

great need of housing. Although racial consider-

ations moved the church-related coalition that

first pushed for this ordinance, the opportunities

for a black immigration from the central city

would not be greatly increased even were the

ordinance successful since at best it would pro-

duce only 1,000 units a year. The "scattered

site" policy inherent in this approach makes af-

firmative marketing difficult, in the view of many

observers, because relatively few blacks want to

live in racially "isolated" situations and the costs

of affirmative marketing for a handful of units are

uneconomic for many developers.

In addition, the design of existing federally

assisted housing programs tends to discourage

developments of widely mixed incomes under a

single "package" mortgage that covers projects

that appeal to middle income and lower income

occupants. As a model, the 15 per cent and 6

per cent figures are too high for HUD to subsi-

dize in many metropolitan areas even though

they may be too low in relation to needs in a lo-

cality. It is also unclear whether the sites chosen

for upper middle income housing, populated by

two-car households, are desirable for lower in-

come households more dependent on public fa-

cilities, such as transportation. Thus, a "mechan-

istic" policy applying this standard to every

subdivision of over 50 units, were it workable,

could result in the placement of lower income

units in undesirable locations.

In another part of the Washington, D.C.,

metropolitan area, the Montgomery County

(Maryland) Board, elected in 1970 in part on a

platform pledging more moderate income hous-

ing, is still considering ways to implement that

pledge through the county's zoning regulations.

Under study are provisions requiring moderately

priced dwelling units in every moderate and

large site residential development, with accom-

panying density bonuses. Unlike the Fairfax ap-

proach, Montgomery would not tie its program

into available Federal subsidies. Developers

would be required to price units according to a

moderate income schedule on an unsubsidized

basis.

It is apparent that "inclusionary" zoning has

proven to be a difficult concept to implement on

a volume basis outside the context of large scale

developments such as HUD-guaranteed new

communities. (See Recommendation #10.) The

difficulties of predetermining land uses through

zoning are not limited to subsidized housing,

which explains to a large extent the preference

for "negotiated" Jand use controls that are more

common in recent years.

The question arises as to the entry point for

Federal influence in regard to local land use pol-

nance is keyed into the availability of Federal
subsidies. If these are not available after bona
fide attempts to obtain them, the developer is relieved of the obligation and may proceed to develop entirely market rate housing.
Fairfax is the only Washington jurisdiction
with a decrease (to 3 per cent) in its black population, mostly because of the large immigration
of whites: the black resident population is in
great need of housing. Although racial considerations moved the church-related coalition that
first pushed for this ordinance, the opportunities
for a black immigration from the central city
would not be greatly increased even were the
ordinance successful since at best it would produce only 1,000 units a year. The "scattered
site" policy inherent in this approach makes affirmative marketing difficult, in the view of many
observers, because relatively few blacks want to
live in racially "isolated" situations and the costs
of affi rmative marketing for a handful of units are
uneconomic for many developers.
In addition, the design of existing federally
assisted housing programs tends to discourage
developments of widely mixed incomes under a
Single "package" mortgage that covers projects
that appeal to middle income and lower income
occupants. As a model, the 15 per cent and 6
per cent figures are too high for HUD to subsidize in many metropolitan areas even though
they may be too low in relation to needs in a locality. It is also unclear whether the sites chosen
for upper middle income housing, populated by
two-car households, are desirable for lower income households more dependent on public facilities, such as transportation. Thus, a "mechanistic" policy applying this standard to every
subdivision of over 50 units, were it workable,
could result in the placement of lower income
units in undesirable locations.
In another part of the Washington, D.C.,
metropolitan area, the Montgomery County
(Maryland) Board, elected in 1970 in part on a
platform pledging more moderate income housing, is still considering ways to implement that
pledge through the county's zoning regulations.
Under study are provisions requiring moderately
priced dwelling units in every moderate and
large site residential development, with accompanying density bonuses. Unlike the Fairfax approach, Montgomery would not tie its program
into available Federal subsidies. Developers
would be required to price units according to a
moderate income schedule on an unsubsidized
basis.

It is apparent that "inclusionary" zoning has
proven to be a difficult concept to implement on
a volume basis outside the context of large scale
developments such as HUD-guaranteed new
communities. (See Recommendation #10.) The
difficulties of predetermining land uses through
zoning are not limited to subsidized housing,
which explains to a large extent the preference
for "negotiated" Jand use controls that are more
common in recent years.
The question arises as to the entry point for
Federal influence in regard to local land use policies. What incentives can be devised to encourage localities to develop an inclusionary rather
than exclusionary policy?
From time to time, direct incentives to
"sweeten" the acceptability of subsidized housing have been suggested. For example, H.R.
9688 considered in 1971 by the Housing Subcommittee of the House Committee on Banking
and Currency proposed "incentive grants" to localities that accepted subsidized housing.
The following questions pose serious limitations to such grants:
1. As the courts strike down some of the
local barriers to subsidized housing, is it wise to
provide incentives to localities to encourage
them to do what they may, in any event, be legally obligated to do?
2. If Federal incentive grants become limited or unavailable, would the housing programs
become crippled?
3. If the incentive grants are tied to subsidized housing (as usually proposed), what about
those families with children of school age who
move into older unsubsidized housing in close-in
suburbs?
4. The central cities have housed the poor
or near poor for generations without such incentives. It seems ironic that areas that are likely to
be gaining major industrial and commercial developments are thought to need help to do what
central cities have been doing without such help.
(If gilding the ghetto is questionable, is not gilding the lily even more so?)
5. Might the incentive grant in effect unnecessarily subsidize localities that mount a low tax
effort with a high tax base? One suburban community cited in an Urban Land Institute report 31
"Teska, R.,
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icies. What incentives can be devised to encour-

age localities to develop an inclusionary rather

than exclusionary policy?
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can "break even" (that is, no deficit on the cost

of schooling) on new single-family, four-bedroom

homes only if they have a market value of

$100,000. This is because that locality has an ex-

tremely low assessed valuation, and a high tax

base, and spends more per student on education

than any other locality in its metropolitan area.

We believe there are more^ effective ways in

which HUD can stimulate a more inclusionary

land use policy on the part of local communities.

One method is suggested in the third section of

this paper infra, with respect to the housing

component of special revenue sharing for com-

munity development. Another relates to HUD en-

couragement of larger scale planned residential

developments that are subject to requirements

regarding social-economic mixing. (See Recom-

mendation #11.)

ln addition, it can be assumed that HUD has

very likely been paying for exclusionary planning

through the 701 Planning Assistance Program.

Accordingly, we suggest that at the least the De-

partment withdraw its financial support for urban

planning that is not responsive to a full spectrum

of regional housing needs.

Recommendation #7: Urban planning fi-

nanced with Federal funds should adhere to the

following general guidelines:

â¢ Local plans should require the locality to

demonstrate responsiveness to regional housing

needs;

can "break even" (that is, no deficit on the cost
of schooling) on new single-family, four-bedroom
homes only if they have a market value of
$100,000. This is because that locality has an extremely low assessed valuation, and a high tax
base, and spends more per student on education
than any other locality in its metropolitan area.
We believe there are more effective ways in
which HUD can stimulate a more inclusionary
land use policy on the part of local communities.
One method is suggested in the third section of
this paper infra, with respect to the housing
component of special revenue sharing for community development. Another relates to HUD encouragement of larger scale planned residential
developments that are subject to requirements
regarding social-economic mixing. (See Recommendation # 11.)
In addition, it can be assumed that HUD has
very likely been paying for exclusionary planning
through the 701 Planning Assistance Program.
Accordingly, we suggest that at the least the Department withdraw its financial support for urban
planning that is not responsive to a full spectrum
of regional housing needs.

â¢ A local plan should provide for housing

for employee households with existing or antici-

pated jobs in the jurisdiction;

â¢ Plans that do not adhere to these guide-

Recommendation #7: Urban planning financed with Federal funds should adhere to the
following general guidelines:

lines should be financed by non-Federal sources.

A recent report by a Task Force on Land

Use and Urban Growth to a Presidential commit-

tee has described a "new mood" in many urban-

• local plans should require the locality to
demonstrate responsiveness to regional housing
needs;

izing parts of America. This new mood is chang-

ing our traditional "growth ethic" to a "no-growth"

ethic:

Once, citizens automatically accepted the idea that

• A local plan should provide for housing
for employee households with existing or anticipated jobs in the jurisdiction;

growthâin numbers of people, in jobs, in industriesâwould

ease the public burden by increasing the tax rolls and

spreading per capita costs. Now they have doubts. They

• Plans that do not adhere to these guidelines should be financed by non-Federal sources.

seem to be expressing the belief that larger size means

not only lesser quality but also higher costs. Pressed by ln-

flation, they listen carefully to arguments about the hidden

costs of growth.

The new mood reflects a burgeoning sophistication on

the part of citizens about the overall, long-term economic

impact of development. lmmediate economic gains from job

creation, land purchases, and the construction of new facil-

A recent report by a Task Force on land
Use and Urban Growth to a Presidential committee has described a "new mood" in many urbanizing parts of America. This new mood is changing our traditional "growth ethic" to a "no-growth"
ethic:

ities are being set against the public costs of schools,

roads, water treatment plants, sewers, and the services new

residents 'require.**

To the extent that this "new mood" results

in conflict with national housing policy, HUD at

the very least should not be subsidizing planning

techniques that give effect to it. And despite the

fact that the "new mood" focuses on large scale

developments, HUD policy should promote such

developments as the most promising method of

increasing housing choice.

Federal InitiativesâHUD As

Once, citizens automatically accepted the idea that
growth-In numbers of people, in jobs. in industries-would
ease the public burden by increasing the tax rolls and
spreading per capita costs. Now they have doubts. They
seem to be expressing the belief that larger size means
not only lesser quality but also higher costs. Pressed by Inflation, they listen carefully to arguments about the hidden
costs of growth.
The new mood reflects a burgeoning sophistication on
the part of citizens about the overall. long-term economic
impact of development. Immediate economic gains fro m job
creation, land purchases, and the cOr)struct ion 01 new facll-

Lead Agency

This section sets forth recommendations

concerning HUD's potential role as "lead

agency" in reducing the impact of land use and
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illes are being set against the public costs of schools,
roads, water treatment plants, sewers. and the services new
residents 'require.'''

To the extent that this "new mood" results
in conflict with national housing policy, HUD at
the very least should not be subsidizing planning
techniques that give effect to it. And despite the
fact that the "new mood" focuses on large scale
developments, HUD policy should promote such
developments as the most promising method of
increasing housing choice.

Federallnitiatives-HUD As
Lead Agency
This section sets forth recommendations
concerning HUD's potential role as "lead
agency" in reducing the impact of land use and
related regulations as a barrier to the provision
of housing assistance to low and moderate income families. In 1970 HUD proposed legislation
to protect federally assisted housing against prejudicial local zoning. Such legislation, although
sponsored by the Department, did not obtain a
hearing in the Housing Subcommittee of the
House Banking and Currency Committee. Since
it is unlikely that such legislation would obtain
favorable consideration in 1973, attention will be
focused on how some of HUD's potential housing approaches should be fashioned to discourage local barriers, against the placement of low
and moderate income housing outside areas of
economic and racial concentration. Special emphasis will be placed on community development
revenue sharing, utilization of State housing
finance agencies, and the new communities and
planning programs. In addition, recommendations
will be made in connection with subsidies for
larger scale residential developments, metropolitan housing allocations, and special problems
relative to housing allowances.

Community Development Revenue Sharing
The three major legislative efforts regarding
community development revenue sharing are:
• The 1973 administration bill (Better Communities Act) H.R. 7277 (hereinafter referred to
as the "administration bill").
• Chapter III of S.3248 as passed by the
Senate on March 2, 1972 (hereinafter referred to
as the "Senate bill").

- - - ---iO::liri gin aI fro m
'" Op. ci . ~l~tR~'i' u
tW'MI CHIGAN

â¢ Chapter lV of H.R. 16704 as reported by

the House Banking and Currency Committee on

September 21, 1972 (hereinafter referred to as

the "House bill").

These bills will be examined from four as-

pects: eligible recipients and fund allocations, el-

igible activities, application requirements, and

• Chapter IV of H.R. 16704 as reported by
the House Banking and Currency Committee on
September 21, 1972 (hereinafter referred to as
the "House bill").

local share of financing. The analysis will focus

on how this type of legislation should be struc-

tured to reduce barriers to free location of low

and moderate income housing.

1. Grant Recipients and Allocation of

Funds: Both the House and administration bills

have a similar provision concerning grant recipi-

entsânamely cities, counties, or other general

purpose political subdivisions or a consortium

thereof. The Senate bill permits a local public

agency to be designated by a general unit of

local government to undertake the community

development program in whole or in part.

The Senate provision permitting a city to

designate another agency to administer the pro-

gram is a desirable one from the standpoint of

initiating innovative or potentially controversial

housing projects. (See below on the broadening

of a local agency's powers to include housing.)

The political heat would be removed from the

city council to a body that it only indirectly con-

trols; this might prove advantageous to elected

officials facing protests against location of the

housing facility. The optional nature of the Sen-

ate provision is also desirable, as in some cases

the general unit of local government might be in

a stronger position to resist such protests than a

local public agency.

Concerning fund allocation, all three bills

would provide funds to "metropolitan cities,"

generally defined as a city with over 50,000 pop-

ulation in a standard metropolitan statistical area

(SMSA). However, the House bill introduces the

"urban county" concept providing allocations to

counties with a population of 200,000 or more

exclusive of the population of the metropolitan

cities thereinâapproximately 90 counties. The

administration bill also includes urban counties

as grant recipeints.

The inclusion of urban counties seems a de-

sirable provision in the light of our basic recom-

mendation, as it is these counties that have often

been the source of the greatest resistance to low

and moderate income housing. Under our recom-

mendations set forth hereunder, these counties

would not receive any community development

revenue sharing funds absent a positive effort to

provide low and moderate income housing.

2. The Application Requirement: Both the

House and Senate bills set forth detailed appli-

cation requirements. Relative to housing, the

Senate bill requires that the application contain,

among other things, the actions to be taken dur-

ing the forthcoming 3-year period to meet the

community's housing replacement and relocation

needs (especially those of low and moderate in-

come families), to prevent and eliminate slums

and blight, and to upgrade neighborhood envi-

ronments through renewal, code enforcement,

and other community improvement programs.

These bills will be examined from four aspects: eligible recipients and fund allocations, eligible activities, application requirements, and
local share of financing. The analysis will focus
on how this type of legislation should be structured to reduce barriers to free location of low
and moderate income housing.
1. Grant Recipients and Allocation of
Funds: Both the House and administration bills
have a similar provision concerning grant recipients-namely cities, counties, or other general
purpose political subdivisions or a consortium
thereof. The Senate bill permits a local public
agency to be designated by a general unit of
local government to undertake the community
development program in whole or in part.
The Senate provision permitting a city to
designate another agency to administer the program is a desirable one from the standpoint of
initiating innovative or potentially controversial
housing projects. (See below on the broadening
of a local agency's powers to include housing.)
The political heat would be removed from the
city council to a body that it only indirectly controls; this might prove advantageous to elected
officials facing protests against location of the
housing facility. The optional nature of the Senate provision is also desirable, as in some cases
the general unit of local government might be in
a stronger position to resist such protests than a
local public agency.
Concerning fund allocation, all three bills
would provide funds to "metropolitan cities,"
generally defined as a city with over 50,000 population in a standard metropolitan statistical area
(SMSA). However, the House bill introduces the
"urban county" concept providing allocations to
counties with a population of 200,000 or more
exclusive of the population of the metropolitan
cities therein-approximately 90 counties. The
administration bill also includes urban counties
as grant recipeints.
The inclusion of urban counties seems a desirable provision in the light of our basic recommendation, as it is these counties that have often
been the source of the greatest resistance to low
and moderate income housing. Under our recommendations set forth hereunder, these counties
would not receive any community development
revenue sharing funds absent a positive effort to
provide low and mo(je,rate income hous ing.

2. The Application Requirement: Both the
House and Senate bills set forth detailed application requirements. Relative to housing, the
Senate bill requires that the application contain,
among other things, the actions to be taken during the forthcoming 3-year period to meet the
community's housing replacement and relocation
needs (especially those of low and moderate income families). to prevent and eliminate slums
and blight, and to upgrade neighborhood environments through renewal, code enforcement,
and other community improvement programs.
The application also must include a description
of activities for the next 2 years, including any
requirement for federally assisted housing units
and rehabilitation loans. The House bill likewise
requires a detailed application, including the formulation of a program to provide an adequate
supply of standard housing in a suitable living
environment, particularly for low and moderate
income individuals residing in or employed in the
community or who may be "reasonably expected" to reside in the community. The administration bill rejects the application concept in
favor of the submission of a statement of community development objectives and the projected
use of upcoming funds with no specific mention
made of housing.
If community development revenue sharing
is to be utilized to achieve balanced placement
of low and moderate income housing then the
detailed House or Senate application procedure
must be utilized. There must be an ascertainable
commitment of the community to provide low
and moderate income housing within the limit of
funds made available to it. Performance would
be judged against this commitment in the application. The application must also set forth the
specinc method of utilizing revenue sharing to
provide housing assistance. (See below for an
outline of these methods.)
3. Eligible Grant Activities: All three measured contain seven basic permissible uses of
special revenue sharing funds. Acquisition of deteriorated or blighted property appropriate for
rehabilitation and the subsequent disposal
thereof heads all lists. The bills also include authority for historic preservation, urban beautification, and open space conservation. Concerning
housing, the Senate bill specifically provides
grants or loans for rehabilitation or property conservation. Such power is included within the
general authority for rehabilitation in the House
and administration bills. Although the Senate bill
:r~ eligible expenditures,
contains 5', 'f t~ I
noneut I ~ ~rf fj ~ ~f3I~m 0 the provision of

The application also must include a description

of activities for the next 2 years, including any

requirement for federally assisted housing units
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housing. Accordingly, all three lack the neces-

sary incentives for a community to provide low

or moderate income housing, a necessary provi-

sion if the barriers to such housing are to be re-

moved. To remedy these defects, the following

recommendations structure a community devel-

opment revenue sharing bill to achieve such

goals.

A community development revenue sharing

bill should require the provision of low and mod-

erate income housing in conformity with both the

community's overall development plan and

HUD's Project Selection Criteria. ln other words,

the price of community development revenue

sharing funds is an action program to provide

housing for low and moderate income families.

HUD's site selection criteria assure project loca-

tion so as to avoid racial impaction. This recom-

mended housing-community development linkage

also goes far in assuring that a community has

zoning provisions or other ordinances encourag-

ing the provision of such housing.

ln order to make the foregoing recommen-

dations financially feasible, HUD should provide

funding for lower income housing on a level of

the cumulative contract authority utilized in fiscal

year 1972 for the section 235, section 236, Rent

Supplement and Public Housing Programsâap-

proximately $578,000,000.

There seem to be two methods to tie those

housing funds with community development reve-

nue sharing.

â¢ The authorization now contemplated for

the Better Communities Bill could be increased

by $578,000,000 with an earmarking for the hous-

ing component. Accordingly, such funds would

be distributed by the same formula (population,

poverty, and housing overcrowding) as now con-

templated for community development revenue

housing. Accordingly, all three lack the necessary incentives for a community to provide low
or moderate income housing, a necessary provision if the barriers to such housing are to be removed. To remedy these defects, the following
recommendations structure a community development revenue sharing bill to achieve such
goals.
A community development revenue sharing
bill should require the provision of low and moderate income housing in conformity with both the
community's overall development plan and
HUO's Project Selection Criteria. In other words,
the price of community development revenue
sharing funds is an action program to provide
housing for low and moderate income families.
HUO's site selection criteria assure project location so as to avoid racial impaction. This recommended housing-community development linkage
also goes far in assuring that a community has
zoning provisions or other ordinances encouraging the provision of such housing.
In order to make the foregoing recommendations financially feasible, HUO should provide
funding for lower income housing on a level of
the cumulative contract authority utilized in fiscal
year 1972 for the section 235, section 236, Rent
Supplement and Public Housing Programs-approximately $578,000,000.
There seem to be two methods to tie those
housing funds with community development revenue sharing.

sharing.

â¢ Enactment of a separate housing reve-

nue sharing bill that would allocate funds in a

similar, but not necessarily identical, manner to

the Better Communities Bill. The rationale for a

different formula is that communities may have

different needs for housing funds than for other

community development activities, and some

wealthier localities should in effect be enabled to

"catch up" on their deficient supply of lower in-

come housing. Any separate bill would have to

be carefully drafted to assure the dovetailing of

housing and community development revenue

sharing. â¢

Assuming that the programs are not contin-

ued in their present form, local communities

should be granted the maximum flexibility con-

cerning the utilization of housing revenue shar-

ing funds. Today's housing programs are bot-

tomed on guaranteed interest subsidy for up to

40 years. Unless Congress commits itself to rev-

enue sharing payments for such a period, then

this approach would not be feasible. However,

Congress should guarantee housing revenue

sharing funds for a reasonable period, 5 to 10

years, so that communities can enter into lease

• The authorization now contemplated for
the Better Communities Bill could be increased
by $578,000,000 with an earmarking for the housing component. Accordingly, such funds would
be distributed by the same formula (population,
poverty, and housing overcrowding) as now contemplated for community development revenue
sharing.
• Enactment of a separate housing revenue sharing bill that would allocate funds in a
similar, but not necessarily identical, manner to
the Better Communities Bill. The rationale for a
different formula is that communities may have
different needs for housing funds than for other
community development activities, and some
wealthier localities should in effect be enabled to
"catch up" on their deficient supply of lower income housing. Any separate bill would have to
be carefully drafted to assure the dovetailing of
housing and community development revenue
sharing.

arrangements for private housing for terms of

that length or otherwise enter into assistance

commitments.

The following discussion sets forth several

illustrations as to how housing revenue sharing
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Assuming that the programs are not continued in their present form, local communities
should be granted the maximum flexibility concerning the utilization of housing revenue sharing funds. Today's housing programs are bottomed on guaranteed interest subsidy for up to
40 years. Unless Congress commits itself to revenue sharing payments for such a period, then
this approach would not be feasible. However,
Congress should guarantee housing revenue
sharing funds for a reasonable period, 5 to 10
years, so that communities can enter into lease
arrangements for private housing for terms of
that length or otherwise enter into assistance
commitments.
The following discussion sets forth several
illustrations as to how housing revenue sharing
funds might be utilized to further the dispersal of
low and moderate income families.
Shallow Subsidy-Capital Grants: A community could use its funds to establish a program
of no-interest second mortgage loans to either
purChasers of a single family home or developers of moderate income multifamily projects.
Such mortgages could have a significant effect
in reducing monthly payments or rents. Such a
no-interest second mortgage interest loan, coupled with a first mortgage loan from a State
housing finance agency at its below-market rate
(e.g., 6 per cent). could reach the moderate income market.:<9
Under this shallow subsidy program, there
would not be the great economic gap between
the subsidized and the nonsubsidized family that
exists when a section 236 project is placed in a
middle class neighborhood. Accordingly. it
should be easier to locate such units throughout
a community. This approach provides great flexibility in a multifamily project. For example. each
unit need not receive the same $5,000 no-interest
loan. Some units could receive the economic
equivalent of a $10,000 no-interest loan, and oth". Assume 520,000 mortgage; State HFA loan at 6 per cent:
515,000 at 6%~0 years 582.54
5,000 no-interest loan
00

582.54

Comparison with market rate:
520,000 at 8%
$139.07 per month to amortize
Amortization under
82.54
this plan
56.43
4
Savings under this pilln
5226.72 less monthly Income needed
under shallow subsidy plan
It will be observed that this shallow subsidy approach enables a family with $225 less month~y income to live in a unit
carrying 8 520,000 mortgage. This would be a significant program for
0 ' ~ . ' :1 (
! ~mllies.

ers a $2,000 no-interest loan. ln our example, a

section 236 family could afford such a unit if the

owner were paying only 6 per cent interest on

$10,000 and no interest on the other $10,000.

Leasing Program: The community could also

utilize its special revenue sharing funds to lease

standard existing units. This would in essence be

a locally administered housing allowance or Sec-

tion 23 program. The community should be al-

lowed to lease units under a flexible rent scale

to enable it to lease in all portions of the com-

munity. The leasing of existing units for low in-

come people should be operated in tandem with

the production of new units for moderate income

families utilizing the shallow subsidy mechanism

set forth above. Otherwise, there well may be no

units available to lease under this version of the

housing allowance.

Tax Abatement or Other Operating Subsidy:

The community could use its revenue sharing

fund to abate the taxes of low and moderate in-

come owners of single family homes, or the

owner of multifamily units that rent to a given

proportion of low and moderate income families.

Likewise, it could utilize such funds to pay other

operating expenses on such units. The locality

must provide such assistance on units located

throughout the community to accomplish the

ends addressed in this paper.

lf it is determined to continue the housing

subsidy programs in substantially their present

form, then such programs should be adminis-

tered in tandem with community development

revenue sharing. Accordingly we recommend the

following programmatic changes in the way

housing subsidies are now allocated:

â¢ Allocation of housing subsidy funds

should be roughly in the same proportion as com-

munity development revenue sharing funds.

â¢ There should be included in the annual

application filed by the community development

agency a plan for the utilization of Federal hous-

ing subisdy funds in its area.

ers a $2,000 no-interest loan. In our example, a
section 236 family could afford such a unit if the
owner were paying only 6 per cent interest on
$10,000 and no interest on the other $10,000.
Leasing Program: The community could also
utilize its special revenue sharing funds to lease
standard existing units. This would in essence be
a locally administered housing allowance or Section 23 program. The community should be allowed to lease units under a flexible rent scale
to enable it to lease in all portions of the community. The leasing of existing units for low income people should be operated in tandem with
the production of new units for moderate income
families utilizing the shallow subsidy mechanism
set forth above. Otherwise, there well may be no
units available to lease under this version of the
housing allowance.
Tax Abatement or Other Operating Subsidy:
The community could use its revenue sharing
fund to abate the taxes of low and moderate income owners of single family homes, or the
owner of multifamily units that rent to a given
proportion of low and moderate income families.
Likewise, it could utilize such funds to pay other
operating expenses on such units. The locality
must provide such assistance on units located
throughout the community to accomplish the
ends addressed in this paper.
If it is determined to continue the housing
subsidy programs in substantially their present
form, then such programs should be administered in tandem with community development
revenue sharing. Accordingly we recommend the
following programmatic changes in the way
housing subsidies are now allocated:

â¢ The community development agency

This should prove a strong incentive for the local
community to exercise its zoning, building code,
and other powers so as not to impede the location of low and moderate income housing on an
unfettered basis.
4. Local Share: Under the Senate bill, the
Federal share would equal 90 per cent of the
total net program cost, except that the Federal
share of any rehabilitation grants or relocation
payments would be 100 per cent. The local share
would either be in cash or in donated property
or services. Under the House and the administration bills, the Federal share would equal 100 per
cent.
In order to utilize revenue sharing as a prod
to the local community to remove land use barriers, a community must first participate in the
revenue sharing program. For that reason, we
favor 100 per cent Federal funding so that a
community could not fail to participate on the
grounds that the local share presents too onerous a requirement.
Recommendation #8: In essence, no community should be allowed to receive the benefits
of community development revenue sharing
funds absent a specific program to make low
and moderate income housing available throughout its jurisdiction. This should provide the incentive to all communities to have a meaningful
housing program. On the other hand, our proposal would not divert community development
revenue sharing funds to housing, but envisions
a new housing revenue sharing funding source.

State Housing Finance Programs

should have the authority to instruct the HUD

office as to the allocation of up to 80 per cent of

the subsidy funds to assure coordination be-

tween housing and community development ac-

tivities.

â¢ lf the community development agency

does not assure that housing is provided in con-

formity with HUD's present selection criteria,

then HUD can withdraw all community develop-

ment revenue sharing funds to that loacality.

This should prove a strong incentive for the local

community to exercise its zoning, building code,

and other powers so as not to impede the loca-

tion of low and moderate income housing on an

unfettered basis.

4. Local Share: Under the Senate bill, the

Federal share would equal 90 per cent of the

total net program cost, except that the Federal

share of any rehabilitation grants or relocation

payments would be 100 per cent. The local share

would either be in cash or in donated property

• Allocation of housing subsidy funds
should be roughly in the same proportion as community development revenue sharing funds.
• There should be included in the annual
application filed by the community development
agency a plan for the utilization of Federal housing subisdy funds in its area.
• The community development agency
should have the authority to instruct the HUD
office as to the allocation of up to 80 per cent of
the subsidy funds to assure coordination between housing and community development activities.
• If the community development agency
does not assure that housing is provided in conformity with HUD's present selection criteria,
then HUD can withdraw all community development revenue sharing funds to that loacality.

This discussion sets forth the Federal requirements and guidelines to be imposed on
State or metropolitan housing finance or development agencies receiving Federal assistance to
reduce the impact of land use regulations as a
barrier to the provision of housing assistance.
Although there are now 28 such agencies on the
statute books, only a handful have really been in
effective operation (Massachusetts, New York,
New Jersey, Michigan, Illinois, and West Virginia). However, their experience provides some
guidance to the type of Federal requirements
that should be imposed, assuming widespread
utilization of the State housing finance agency
and the desire to reduce local housing impediments.
By and large, State housing finance programs hav GIDiElL lS'tTOiC'®ssful in placing units in

or services. Under the House and the administra-

tion bills, the Federal share would equal 100 per
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cent.

ln order to utilize revenue sharing as a prod

to the local community to remove land use bar-
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suburban locations. A McKinsey and Company,

lnc. study points out that a review of the produc-

tion of three State agencies showed that about

60 per cent of their units went to the suburbs.40

However, the McKinsey study notes that these

were units essentially for middle and moderate

income families with only 10 per cent for low in-

come families. Several factors explained this re-

sult. First, the only way that a project financed

by a State housing finance agency can reach

even moderate income families is through a sec-

tion 236 "piggyback." lt can only reach low in-

come families if a rent supplement is added to

the section 236 subsidy. As such double subsidy

has been relatively scarce, there has not been

the deep subsidy available to combine with State

programs to house low income families.

The second reason, more relevant to this in-

quiry, is that State housing finance agencies, as

an operational arm of a State government, are

more subject to local pressure not to locate low

income projects in areas where low income

housing does not exist. Massachusetts, with its

unique law, is an exception to this generaliza-

tion. The experience of the New York State

Urban Development Corporation, already dis-

cussed, is the latest and most dramatic example

of this problem. ln discussions now taking place

about the expanded role of State or metropolitan

agencies, the objection is often posed that they

would be subject to irresistible political pressure

not to locate assisted housing in areas where

strong local opposition exists.

State programs should not be so structured

as to unduly favor the local developer over the

multistate developer. lt is important that the large

multistate developer of low and moderate in-

come housing continues to participate in subsi-

dized housing programs in that such entities are

less subject to local pressures not to build hous-

ing in a location where it may be unpopular. lf

large scale reliance is to be placed on State

housing finance agencies, HUD should promul-

gate some basic procedures and forms to be uti-

lized by all State agencies receiving Federal as-

sistance in any form. This does not mean that

there should be minute Federal regulation of

State housing finance agency procedures; there

should be general processing similarity so that a

multistate developer will not be inhibited from

operating outside his jurisdiction.

1 New Directions lor Stale Housing Finance Agencies, McKinsey

and Company, 1973 (pp. 2-3).

Our recommendations to meet this problem

assume sufficient Federal leverage to allow the

imposition of the necessary restrictions. This le-

verage could come in the present form of "pig-

gybacking" section 236 and rent supplement

subsidy onto the agency loan or such possible

measures as the Federal guarantee of State

housing finance agency bonds, Federal payment

suburban locations. A McKinsey and Company,
Inc. study pOints out that a review of the production of three State agencies showed that about
60 per cent of their units went to the suburbs. ,n
However, the McKinsey study notes that these
were units essentially for middle and moderate
income families with only 10 per cent for low income families. Several factors explained this result. First, the only way that a project financed
by a State housing finance agency can reach
even moderate income families is through a section 236 "piggyback." It can only reach low income families if a rent supplement is added to
the section 236 subsidy. As such double subsidy
has been relatively scarce, there has not been
the deep subsidy available to combine with State
programs to house low income families.
The second reason, more relevant to this inquiry, is that State housing finance agencies, as
an operational arm of a State government, are
more subject to local pressure not to locate low
income projects in areas where low income
housing does not exist. Massachusetts, with its
unique law, is an exception to this generalization. The experience of the New York State
Urban Development Corporation, already discussed, is the latest and most dramatic example
of this problem. In discussions now taking place
about the expanded role of State or metropolitan
agencies, the objection is often posed that they
would be subject to irresistible political pressure
not to locate assisted housing in areas where
strong local opposition exists.
State programs should not be so structured
as to unduly favor the local developer over the
multistate developer. It is important that the large
multistate developer of low and moderate income housing continues to participate in subsidized housing programs in that such entities are
less subject to local pressures not to build housing in a location where it may be unpopular. If
large scale reliance is to be placed on State
housing finance agencies, HUD should promulgate some basic procedures and forms to be utilized by all State agencies receiving Federal assistance in any form. This does not mean that
there should be minute Federal regulation of
State housing finance agency procedures; there
should be general processing similarity so that a
multistate developer will not be inhibited from
operating outside his jurisdiction.

of agency administrative expenses, or an addi-

tional allocation of funds for the agency on a

revenue sharing basis to be utilized to subsi-

dize further housing units consistent with the

•• New Directions for State Housing Finance Agencies. McKinsey
and Company, 1973 (pp. 2-3).

oy

methods set forth above.

Recommendation #9: Federal assistance to

State or metropolitan housing finance agencies

only assist projects that are in compliance with

locational requirements set forth in applicable ju-
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Our recommendations to meet this problem
assume sufficient Federal leverage to allow the
imposition of the necessary restrictions. This leverage could come in the present form of "piggybacking" section 236 and rent supplement
subsidy onto the agency loan or such possible
measures as the Federal guarantee of State
housing finance agency bonds, Federal payment
of agency administrative expenses, or an additional allocation of funds for the agency on a
revenue sharing basis to be utilized to subsidize further housing units consistent with the
methods set forth above.
Recommendation # 9: Federal assistance to
State or metropolitan housing finance agencies
only assist projects that are in compliance with
locational requirements set forth in applicable judicial doctrine as to project location, and with
HUD Project Selection Criteria. If an agency follows a pattern of refusing to assist projects, otherwise worthy but opposed by neighbors or the
locality, or if such agencies only make loans to
projects that would cause racial impaction, then
Federal assistance to such State housing finance
agencies should be terminated. (See related
Recommendation # 1.)

Large Scale Development and Lower Income
Housing
The major assumption of this subsection is
that it is likely to be easier, from a planning, political. and economic standpoint, to introduce a
greater socioeconomic mix into housing if it is
being developed as part of a much larger scale
development. As already noted in the second
section, those localities experimenting with "inclusionary zoning" have commonly applied such
requirements only to planned developments at
some scale larger than the usual subdivision.
This may be proposed because localities may
believe that the larger developer is more sophisticated in using Federal or State programs to
subsidize housing, or that the additional costs
entailed in providing submarket rental or sales
housing can be more readily transferred to other
purchasers in subdivisions of larger scale.
Special attention will be given to opportunities inherent in the New Communities Program
as established pursuant to Title VII of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1970 and opportunities under Title X of the National Housing
Act.
The New Communities Program: An obvious
way to pre.s.lude restrictions on the free location

original rom
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of low and moderate income housing is to start

with a clean slateâa new community having no

neighbors who may feel threatened by such

housing. HUD, under Title VII, can and does

seek to assure that low and moderate income

housing is included within those new communi-

ties whose obligations are guaranteed by HUD.

This is in accordance with the statutory mandate

set forth in section 712(a)(7) of the Housing and

Urban Development Act of 1970 to the effect that

new communities must "make substantial provi-

sion for housing within the means of persons of

low and moderate income and that such housing

will constitute an appropriate proportion of the

community's housing supply." The draft regula-

tions are equally specific in requiring a housing

mix. Section 32.7(d) requires that there be a

"substantial amount of housing for people of low

and moderate income during each major phase

of residential development." In addition, a new

community developer must include "reasonable

assurances" that the unit planned will actually

be provided.

The concrete embodiment of HUD's policy is

set forth in the project agreement negotiated

with each developer. Agreements with the devel-

opers of Jonathan and Cedar-Riverside, two

"paired" new communities in the St. Paul, Minn.,

area, do not require the developer, in meeting

the foregoing requirements, to integrate housing

on a "unit by unit basis." Each project agree-

ment, however, contains a schedule containing

the number of low and moderate income dwell-

ing units to be provided in each year of the de-

velopment plan, together with 1 year, 3 years,

and long term development plans. Practices

emerging in the HUD New Communities Program,

particularly with respect to the social ingredient

of new community development, thus are taking

on great significance for modern land use plan-

ning.

There is some indication that performance is

bearing a relationship to the promise. For exam-

ple in Cedar-Riverside, construction has begun

on about 1200 residential units, 500 of which will

be for lower income people. In Jonathan, con-

truction has been completed on single-family

detached housing for lower income families on

tracts contiguous to similar housing built for

middle and upper middle income families.

New communities are not without their prob-

lems relative to the placement of low and moder-

ate income housing. There has been little assur-

ance under the present program that subsidized

units will be available for new communities. HUD

has experimented with new community "set

asides" to a relatively limited extent (e.g., $4 mil-

lion of section 236 contract authority in fiscal

year 1971). However, under the section 236 pro-

gram, HUD has attempted to cut down on the

set-aside concept, because it proved to be a

growing limitation on its flexibility in allocating

subsidy funds. Thus, the best plans for low and

moderate income housing in new communities

can founder from the lack of funds for subsi-

of low and moderate income housing is to start
with a clean slate-a new community having no
neighbors who may feel threatened by such
housing. HUD, under Title VII, can and does
seek to assure that low and moderate income
housing is included within those new communities whose obligations are guaranteed by HUD.
This is in accordance with the statutory mandate
set forth in section 712(a)(7) of the Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1970 to the effect that
new communities must "make substantial provision for housing within the means of persons of
low and moderate income and that such housing
will constitute an appropriate proportion of the
community's housing supply." The draft regulations are equally specific in requiring a housing
mix. Section 32.7(d) requires that there be a
"substantial amount of housing for people of low
and moderate income during each major phase
of residential development." In addition, a new
community developer must include "reasonable
assurances" that the unit planned will actually
be provided.
The concrete embodiment of HUD's policy is
set forth in the project agreement negotiated
with each developer. Agreements with the developers of Jonathan and Cedar-Riverside, two
"paired" new communities in the St. Paul, Minn.,
area, do not require the developer, in meeting
the foregoing requirements, to integrate housing
on a "unit by unit basis." Each project agreement, however, contains a schedule containing
the number of low and moderate income dwelling units to be provided in each year of the development plan, together with 1 year, 3 years,
and long term development plans. Practices
emerging in the HUD New Communities Program,
particularly with respect to the social ingredient
of new community development, thus are taking
on great significance for modern land use planning.
There is some indication that performance is
bearing a relationship to the promise. For example in Cedar-Riverside, construction has begun
on about 1200 residential units, 500 of which will
be for lower income people. In Jonathan, contruction has been completed on single-family
detached housing for lower income families on
tracts contiguous to similar housing built for
middle and upper middle income families.
New communities are not without their problems relative to the placement of low and moderate income housing. There has been little assurance under the present program that subsidized
units will be available for new communities. HUD

has experimented with new community "set
asides" to a relatively limited extent (e.g., $4 million of section 236 contract authority in fiscal
year 1971). However, under the section 236 program, HUD has attempted to cut down on the
set-aside concept, because it proved to be a
growing limitation on its flexibility in allocating
subsidy funds. Thus, the best plans for low and
moderate income housing in new communities
can founder from the lack of funds for subsidized units.
Recommendation # 10: Any housing subsidy
program should be coordinated with the New
Communities Program to allow the administrator
thereof to have available subsidy funds to allocate
to new communities. For example, section 7(d)
of the Better Communities Act provides the
HUD Secretary with discretion to allocate 10 per
cent of the funds made available under that act.
Assuming the adoption of the revenue sharing
concept for housing subsidies, the Secretary
should be given an equal percentage of funds
not specifically allocated to either States or localities. However, of that 10 per cent the Secretary should be required to commit a stated percentage to Title VII new communities so that the
new community developer can be assured of a
given number of subsidized units. (Note the analogy of this suggestion to that set forth above
concerning the allocation by a locality of its special revenue sharing funds for housing in conformity with its overall community development
plan.)
Another problem concerning the new communities program is that it cannot be effectively
utilized for large scale developments that are
purely residential. Such developments, often designated as planned unit developments (PUD),
have become increasingly prominent. The PUD
developer has much the same flexibility as the
new community developer in that he is usually
free from strict zoning requirements relative to
use, bulk, height, and setback, thus allowing flexibility in placement of housing, supporting recreational facilities, etc. Title VII cannot be utilized
to guarantee the obligations of the PUD developer because of the requirement that the new
communities have a strong economic base in addition merely to providing residential facilities.
Section 712(a)(2) requires that a new community
be "economically feasible in terms of economic
base or potential for economic growth." Section
32.6(a) of the regulations is more specific in requiring that a new community must include most,
if not all, 0 I
/f.tivities and facilities nor-

iA'"

dized units.

Recommendation #10: Any housing subsidy
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program should be coordinated with the New

Communities Program to allow the administrator

thereof to have available subsidy funds to allocate
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mally associated with the city or town: ". . . ln-

dustry, commerce. . . ."

lt seems desirable that Title Vll assistance

should be made available to the large PUD de-

veloper even though the PUD development does

not have all of the attributes of a full-size city.

This would provide the leverage for low and

moderate income housing to be placed in such

developments. A recent paper11 points out that

in one typical PUD, the average income of a

family residing in a three-story townhouse ap-

proached $19,000 a year, far beyond the range of

any low or moderate income family. Our recom-

mendation is directed to serving a greater income

mix in the PUDs.

Recommendation #11: Title Vll, and its ac-

companying regulations, should be amended to

permit large planned residential developments

with supporting recreational and public facilities

to receive assistance, provided that such devel-

opments include lower income housing.

Title X: At the present time, HUD does have

a mechanism that can be utilized for large scale

land development: Title X of the National Hous-

ing Act. Title X provides mortgage insurance for

land acquisition and improvements undertaken

by private development entities. The mortgage

term is 10 years. Eligible improvements include

water and sewer lines and sewer disposal instal-

lations, steam, gas and electric lines and instal-

lation, roads, streets, curbs, gutters, sidewalks,

and storm drainage facilities deemed necessary

and desirable to "prepare land primarily for resi-

dential and related uses or provide facilities for

public or common use." The principal obligations

of a mortgage under title X may not exceed the

lesser of (a) 75 per cent of the estimate of the

value of the property upon completion of the

land development, or (b) 50 per cent of the esti-

mate of the value of the land before develop-

ment, and (c) 90 per cent of the estimated cost

of such land development. The maximum mort-

gage amount for any single land development

undertaking is $25 million.

Title X, enacted in 1965, is regarded as the

precursor of HUD's new community program.

Title X has not been a widely used program in

its 8 years of existence. The 1971 HUD statistical

yearbook indicates that only four projects with

1,595 lots were insured in that year. Unlike title

Vll, regulations do not impose any requirement

for the inclusion of low and moderate income

housing, even though one section (205.86-CFR)

refers to "New Community Criteria."

Recommendation #12: HUD should encour-

age utilization of the Title X program to a greater

extent than present to encourage large residen-

tial projects. ln so doing, it should impose on

the Title X developer the same type of require-

ment for a housing mix that it does on the new

community developer.

The Housing Element in Comprehensive

mally associated with the city or town: " ... industry, commerce . . . ."
It seems desirable that Title VII assistance
should be made available to the large PUD developer even though the PUD development does
not have all of the attributes of a full-size city.
This would provide the leverage for low and
moderate income housing to be placed in such
developments. A recent paper 11 pOints out that
in one typical PUD, the average income of a
family residing in a three-story townhouse approached $19,000 a year, far beyond the range of
any low or moderate income family. Our recommendation is directed to serving a greater income
mix in the PUDs.
Recommendation # 11: Title VII, and its accompanying regulations, should be amended to
permit large planned residential developments
with supporting recreational and public facilities
to receive assistance, provided that such developments include lower income housing.
Title X: At the present time, HUD does have
a mechanism that can be utilized for large scale
land development: Title X of the National Housing Act. Title X provides mortgage insurance for
land acquisition and improvements undertaken
by private development entities. The mortgage
term is 10 years. Eligible improvements include
water and sewer lines and sewer disposal installations, steam, gas and electric lines and installation, roads, streets, curbs, gutters, sidewalks,
and storm drainage facilities deemed necessary
and desirable to "prepare land primarily for residential and related uses or provide facilities for
public or common use." The principal obligations
of a mortgage under title X may not exceed the
lesser of (a) 75 per cent of the estimate of the
value of the property upon completion of the
land development, or (b) 50 per cent of the estimate of the value of the land before development, and (c) 90 per cent of the estimated cost
of such land development. The maximum mortgage amount for any single land development
undertaking is $25 million.
Title X, enacted in 1965, is regarded as the
precursor of HUD's new community program.
Title X has not been a widely used program in
its 8 years of existence. The 1971 HUD statistical
yearbook indicates that only four projects with
1,595 lots were insured in that year. Unlike title
VII, regulations do not impose any requirement
for the inclusion of low and moderate income

housing, even though one section (205.86-CFR)
refers to "New Community Criteria."
Recommendation #12: HUD should encourage utilization of the Title X program to a greater
extent than present to encourage large residential projects. In so doing, it should impose on
the Title X developer the same type of requirement for a housing mix that it does on the new
community developer.
The Housing Element In Comprehensive
Planning: The Housing and Urban Development
Act of 1968 added the requirement that all comprehensive plans funded under section 701 must
include a "housing element." The statute requires that the consideration of housing needs
take into account all available evidence of the
assumptions and statistical bases upon which
the projection of zoning, community facilities,
and a population growth is based, so that housing needs of both the region and the local community will be adequately covered in terms of
existing population and projected growth.
Section 3 of Chapter IV of the Section 701
Handbook 42 sets forth the specifics of how the
housing work program is to be prepared for a
planning agency. The housing goals requirements seek (a) to assure that housing concerns
become an integral part of community planning,
(b) to eliminate discrimination in housing, (c) to
develop housing growth policy assuring an adequate supply of different types of housing, and
(d) to assure that all housing receives equitable
delivery of public facilities.
Missing among the goals is any specific
direction that low and moderate income housing
be located throughout the jurisdiction. HUD does
require that the housing work program, including
any zoning and subdivision legislation prepared
or revised using comprehensive planning assistance, must promote equal housing opportunity.
However, there are no specifics as to how this
should be done or mention of the broader question of equitable or "fair share" placement of
low and moderate income housing. This omission
seems quite surprising in view of the fact that
the handbook was published in March 1972 after
Dayton, Washington, D.C., and other fair share
plans had become a reality. According to a recent NAHRO studY,H initial housing elements
submitted to HUD in compliance with the 1968
act requirement are, not surprisingly, disappointComprehensive Planning Asslslance Requirements and Guidelines
for a Grant, March 1972 (CPM S041.A) .
.. Housing in Metropolitan Areas: Roles and Responsibilities of
Five Key "C •
nno, NAHRO, 1973 lit page 53.
42

Planning: The Housing and Urban Development

Act of 1968 added the requirement that all com-

prehensive plans funded under section 701 must

.. "Some First Returns on Planned Unit Development." Michael S.
Levin, Barton-Aschman Associates, Rutgers University Conlerence, June 4, 1973.

i _'m'

include a "housing element." The statute re-
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quires that the consideration of housing needs

take into account all available evidence of the

assumptions and statistical bases upon which

the projection of zoning, community facilities,
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ing. This background helps to explain why the

comprehensive plan has often been used as a

tool to impede the construction of low and mod-

erate income housing throughout an area rather

than further it.

Recommendation #13: HUD should require

in the housing element of the comprehensive

plan a strategy to achieve freedom of location

for low and moderate income housing. Assuming

our recommendations on community develop-

ment housing are adopted, the comprehensive

planning agency should coordinate its efforts

with the agency administering the revenue shar-

ing fund to assure a consistent community ap-

proach.

Metropolitan Housing Allocation Systems

Unless the system that produces subsidized

housing is subjected to effective regional plan-

ning, HUD's project selection criteria (or its

ing. This background helps to explain why the
comprehensive plan has often been used as a
tool to impede the construction of low and moderate income housing throughout an area rather
than further it.
Recommendation #13: HUD should require
in the housing element of the comprehensive
plan a strategy to achieve freedom of location
for low and moderate income housing. Assuming
our recommendations on community development housing are adopted, the comprehensive
planning agency should coordinate its efforts
with the agency administering the revenue sharing fund to assure a consistent community approach.

equivalent in the hands of localities) will merely

give a gloss of formal rationality to a locational

policy that is, for the most part, accidental. Re-

gionalization, however, implies that local commu-

nities give up some measure of exclusive control

over land-use and urban growth policy within

their jurisdictions in return for the diminution of

the developer's power over location of his proj-

ects. The courts and HUD have found ways of

accomplishing the latter without completing the

former.

Some movement toward this approach is ev-

ident in "fair share" housing plans adopted in

some metropolitan areas. Attitudes toward these

plans vary with the observer. Too some critics

they are sophisticated wolves in sheeps' clothing

âdesigned to "force" suburban communities to

accept people they do not want. Some members

of the black community point out that since

four-fifths of the households in many metropoli-

tan areas are no longer able to afford new un-

subsidized housing, "fair share" plans are

merely ways to rationalize the dilution of scarce

housing subsidies that should go to central city

residents. Planners point out that these ap-

proaches basically recognize that scarce re-

sources must be allocated all the more deftly to

make the greatest contribution to overcoming ra-

cial and economic separation in metropolitan

areas, and that location is as critical as produc-

tion in most communities.

In addition, "fair share" plans can assist the

scattered site policy of locating and designing

housing that departs from the sterile "projectitis"

of denser central city areas.

The most advanced development of "fair

share" housing plans has occurred under the

auspices of the Miami Valley Regional Planning

Commission in Dayton, Ohio." The commission,

basing its plan on the overall need for lower in-

come housing in its region, allocated over 14,000

units in a five-county area. Importantly, the

Miami Valley plan also sets limits on the number

of subsidized units each area of the region

would be required to absorb, and the commis-

sion has prevented development from taking

Metropolitan Housing Allocation Systems
Unless the system that produces subsidized
housing is subjected to effective regional planning, HUD's project selection criteria (or its
equivalent in the hands of localities) will merely
give a gloss of formal rationality to a locational
policy that is, for the most part, accidental. Regionalization, however, implies that local communities give up some measure of exclusive control
over land-use and urban growth policy within
their jurisdictions in return for the diminution of
the developer's power over location of his projects. The courts and HUD have found ways of
accomplishing the latter without completing the
former.
Some movement toward this approach is evident in "fair share" housing plans adopted in
some metropolitan areas. Attitudes toward these
plans vary with the observer. Too some critics
they are sophisticated wolves in sheeps' clothing
-designed to "force" suburban communities to
accept people they do not want. Some members
of the black community point out that since
four-fifths of the households in many metropOlitan areas are no longer able to afford new unsubsidized housing, "fair share" plans are
merely ways to rationalize the dilution of scarce
housing subsidies that should go to central city
residents. Planners point out that these approaches basically recogn ize that scarce resources must be allocated all the more deftly to
make the greatest contribution to overcoming racial and economic separation in metropolitan
areas, and that location is as critical as production in most communities.
In addition, "fair share" plans can assist the
scattered site policy of locating and designing

housing that departs from the sterile "projectitis"
of denser central city areas.
The most advanced development of "fair
share" housing plans has occurred under the
auspices of the Miami Valley Regional Planning
Commission in Dayton, Ohio." The commission,
basing its plan on the overall need for lower income housing in its region, allocated over 14,000
units in a five-county area. Importantly, the
Miami Valley plan also sets limits on the number
of subsidized units each area of the region
would be required to absorb, and the commission has prevented development from taking
place in one community that had already exceeded its allocation. It has aggressively used its
power to coordinate Federal programs, granted
under Federal legislation and regulations of the
Office of Management and Budget (Circular
A-95), to condition approval of a community's
Federal open-space grant on the acceptance by
it of subsidized housing.
The Metropolitan Council (Minneapolis-St.
Paul) developed a housing allocation plan to
guide the development of lower income housing.
The plan assigns priorities to areas that have an
adequate range of services, such as sewers,
shopping,
employment
opportunities,
mass
transit, and highways. Low priorities were assigned to rural and undeveloped areas. Implicit
in this approach is the goal of assigning housing
obligations to those communities with the best
fiscal base for absorbing new lower income residents. The Metropolitan Council may ultimately
be aided in its program by the unique system for
regionalizing the tax base, discussed in the first
section of this paper.
Budget Bureau Circular A-95 is an outgrowth of legislation that reflected the view of
Congress that proliferating Federal categorical
grants should be subject to some areawide overview by an agency with comprehensive planning
capability. The review under the statute·' is
concerned with "the extent to which the project
is consistent with comprehensive planning developed or in the process of development for the
metropolitan area, and the extent to which such
Although the Dayton example has received the most publicity
because It is In the Implementation phase. differenl approaches have been taken In other metropolitan areas. These
are deSCribed In Brooks, M. "Lower Income Housing. the
Planners' Response" (American Society of Planning Officials
1972). p. 23ff
"Sec. 204 of the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Developm~Jnl Act of 1966 as am9nd~d, BO Stal. 1262; Bl Stat. lOB.
Regulations under A-95 a'e based on Tille IV of the Intergovernme nclri'9'~ JJ~{ ~b Tt of 196B, B2 Stat 1103
I·

place in one community that had already ex-

ceeded its allocation. It has aggressively used its

power to coordinate Federal programs, granted

under Federal legislation and regulations of the

Office of Management and Budget (Circular
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project contributes to the fulfillment of such

planning." The federally assisted projects that

are the subject of this review generally include

housing and urban development and open space

land projects, planning or construction of hospi-

tals, airports, libraries, water supply and distribu-

tion facilities, waste treatment works, highways,

transportation facilities, law enforcement facili-

ties, and water development and land conserva-

tion projects. Water and sewer waste treatment

facilities have drawn active attention, and the

regulation has been broadened to include civil

rights as well as planning, aesthetic, and envi-

ronmental considerations.

This system is embryonic but does enable a

regional commission to delay or prevent Federal

funding of a project that will reinforce patterns

of racial and economic segregation in a metro-

politan area. For example, if a locality has been

financing an exclusionary pattern of urban

growth with the use of Federal water and sewer

facility grants, a regional review might condition

such grants on the acceptance by that locality of

some subsidized housing. The likelihood that this

will happen depends on who controls the re-

gional review.

Unfortunately, minority interests are seldom

represented on these agencies, whether they are

regional commissions or councils of government.

Active review to determine whether a balanced

local growth policy is being followed is the ex-

ception rather than the rule.

ldeally, regional reviews ought to prevent

the "eviction" of suburban minority households

through public action or rezonings that stimulate

private development. lt is not unknown for some

suburban communities to regard minority en-

claves as the most "suitable" areas for commer-

cial and other nonresidential development, or ap-

propriate sites for public buildings or roads.

The proposed Better Communities Act has

left Circular A-95 in limbo. A-95 was premised

on the need for better coordination of categori-

cal programs. With the merger of categories

under special revenue sharing or block grants

the question arises as to what role remains for

A-95. lf each community is entitled to some

amount of community development and housing

funds, and very little Federal guidance or control

is imposed on the purposes for which those

funds are used, the lack of regional coordination

will carry no penalty in the loss of funds. lt may

follow that there will be less regional coordina-

tion or less effective regional planning. (There is

a certain "go it alone" flavor to special revenue

sharing.)

For the purposes of this analysis, the alloca-

tion of Federal housing subsidies in any form,

particularly if separation from a special revenue

sharing, should benefit those metropolitan areas

that have developed an effective "fair share" ap-

proach as the result of State legislation or volun-

tary agreements.

Recommendation #14: Regardless of the

project contributes to the fulfillment of such
planning." The federally assisted projects that
are the subject of this review generally include
housing and urban development and open space
land projects, planning or construction of hospitals, airports, libraries, water supply and distribution facilities, waste treatment works, highways,
transportation facilities, law enforcement facilities, and water development and land conservation projects. Water and sewer waste treatment
facilities have drawn active attention, and the
regulation has been broadened to include civil
rights as well as planning, aesthetic, and environmental considerations.
This system is embryonic but does enable a
regional commission to delay or prevent Federal
funding of a project that will reinforce patterns
of racial and economic segregation in a metropolitan area. For example, if a locality has been
financing an exclusionary pattern of urban
growth with the use of Federal water and sewer
facility grants, a regional review might condition
such grants on the acceptance by that locality of
some subsidized housing. The likelihood that this
will happen depends on who controls the regional review.
Unfortunately, minority interests are seldom
represented on these agencies, whether they are
regional commissions or councils of government.
Active review to determine whether a balanced
local growth policy is being followed is the exception rather than the rule.
Ideally, regional reviews ought to prevent
the "eviction" of suburban minority households
through public action or rezonings that stimulate
private development. It is not unknown for some
suburban communities to regard minority enclaves as the most "suitable" areas for commercial and other nonresidential development, or appropriate sites for public buildings or roads.
The proposed Better Communities Act has
left Circular A-95 in limbo. A-95 was premised
on the need for better coordination of categorical programs. With the merger of categories
under special revenue sharing or block grants
the question arises as to what role remains for
A-95. If each community is entitled to some
amount of community development and housing
funds, and very little Federal guidance or control
is imposed on the purposes for which those
funds are used, the lack of regional coordination
will carry no penalty in the loss of funds. It may
follow that there will be less regional coordination or less effective regional planning. (There is

a certain "go it alone" flavor to special revenue
sharing.)
For the purposes of this analysis, the allocation of Federal housing subsidies in any form,
particularly if separation from a special revenue
sharing, should benefit those metropolitan areas
that have developed an effective "fair share" approach as the result of State legislation or voluntaryagreements.
Recommendation #14: Regardless of the
future of A-95, HUD should propose legislation
allocating housing subsidies to further metropolitan "fair share" plans. (See related recommendation # 13.)

Housing Allowance Programs and Dispersal
Strategy
One of the immediate surface attractions of
a subsidy to needy households to enable them to
seek shelter in the existing, less expensive stock
is the prospect of making such households "invisible" in the local political life of a community,
and satisfying their needs in already built-up
areas. This, in effect, supposedly sidesteps the
controversial land use control issue as it applies
to the construction of new housing.
The following questions must be raised,
however, about the potential "dispersal" effects
of a housing allowance program:
1. The majority of persons who might benefit from such a program could be persons in
standard housing who now pay too much for
such housing, and who will not wish to move.
This amounts to an income transfer with few
spatial implications or impacts on residential mobility.
2. There is a possibility that the universe of
actual participants in such a program, as distinct
from the universe of eligible participants, may be
a more dependent, less "pioneering" group of
people who will not be inclined to leave "traditional" residential areas. The self-selection process thus may eliminate more mobile and venturesome households, reducing the dispersal impact.
Assuming, however, that the participants will
be inclined to be mobile, for whatever reason,
the following potential constraints on such mobility will require special attention.
Dual Housing Market: The tendency of private real estate brokers to "steer" black beneficiaries to racially concentrated areas--or areas

Original from

future of A-95, HUD should propose legislation

allocating housing subsidies to further metropoli-
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undergoing rapid racial changeâcould convert

the program into a "block-busting" tool similar

to the special risk section 223 program in De-

troit. This will require strong Title VIII enforce-

ment by the Justice Department.

Information or Escort Services: The benefi-

ciary group may tend to be relatively uninformed

about housing vacancies.

No Local Option: Federal law and

regulations should provide that benefits may flow

under the program unrestrained by any require-

ment of local approval. In other words, the kind

of restraints placed on the operation of the rent

supplement program, and almost extended to the

sections 235 and 236 programs in the commit-

tee-approved 1972 housing legislation in the

House of Representatives, would seriously un-

dercut a housing allowance program.

Code Enforcement: To avoid in effect subsi-

dizing substandard housing, some code enforce-

ment mechanisms are frequently suggested as an

essential corollary to a housing allowance pro-

gram. Such a code enforcement program might

involve the certification of a locality as a whole

(which bears similarity to the old "workable pro-

gram" approach) or a more finely tuned system

of unit inspections or spot-checks. The possibil-

ity of local frustration of a housing allowance

programâthat is, an effort to prevent its opera-

tion within a jurisdictionâis implied by any local

control over a corollary code enforcement activ-

ity. For example, a locality might desire to avoid

certification making housing within it "off limits"

to the beneficiaries of housing allowances. The

design of any such program must take account

of this possibility.

Recommendation #15: It is highly unlikely

that housing allowances, without corollary ad-

ministrative mechanisms to deal with the forego-

ing constraints, will significantly enhance resi-

de/itial mobility in metropolitan areas.

Federal InitiativesâOther Agencies

This portion of the report concerns initia-

tives by other agencies of the federal govern-

ment that may be stimulated, supported, or al-

tered by HUD representations to those agencies.

The first area concerns achieving a better

relationship between the location of housing and

jobs, including private sector jobs and govern-

ment jobs.

undergoing rapid racial change-could convert
the program into a "block-busting" tool similar
to the special risk section 223 program in Detroit. This will require strong Title VIII enforcement by the Justice Department.
Information or Escort Services: The beneficiary group may tend to be relatively uninformed
about housing vacancies.
No Local Option: Federal
law and
regulations should provide that benefits may flow
under the program unrestrained by any requirement of local approval. In other words, the kind
of restraints placed on the operation of the rent
supplement program, and almost extended to the
sections 235 and 236 programs in the committee-approved 1972 housing legislation in the
House of Representatives, would seriously undercut a housing allowance program.
Code Enforcement: To avoid in effect subsidizing substandard housing, some code enforcement mechanisms are frequently suggested as an
essential corollary to a housing allowance program. Such a code enforcement program might
involve the certification of a locality as a whole
(which bears similarity to the old "workable program" approach) or a more finely tuned sys~e.m
of unit inspections or spot-checks. The possibility of local frustration of a housing allowance
program-that is, an effort to prevent its operation within a jurisdiction-is implied by any local
control over a corollary code enforcement activity. For example, a locality might desire to avoid
certification making housing within it "off limits"
to the beneficiaries of housing allowances. The
design of any such program must take account
of this possibility.
Recommendation #15: It is highly unlikely
that housing allowances, without corollary administrative mechanisms to deal with the foregoing constraints, will significantly enhance resid~ntial mobility in metropolitan areas.

Private Sector Jobs

Section 703(a) of Title VII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964 makes it unlawful for an employer to

engage in discriminatory employment practices.

Federal Initiatives-Other Agencies

The Supreme Court has held that any employ-

ment practice that has a disparate impact on mi-

nority workers constitutes a prima facie violation

of section 703(a) and places the burden of prov-

ing nondiscrimination on the employer.49

The transfer of an employer's facilities could

constitute a prima facie violation of title VII if (a)

the community from which an employer moves

has a higher percentage of minority workers

than the community to which he moves, (b) the

This portion of the report concerns initiatives by other agencies of the federal government that may be stimulated, supported, or altered by HUD representations to those agencies.
The first area concerns achieving a better
relationship between the location of housing and
jobs, including private sector jobs and government jobs.

transfer affects the employment situation of the

employer's minority workers more adversely than

it affects his remaining workers, and (c) the em-
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Private Sector Jobs
Section 703(a) of Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 makes it unlawful for an employer to
engage in discriminatory employment practices.
The Supreme Court has held that any employment practice that has a disparate im~act. on ~i
nority workers constitutes a prima facie violation
of section 703(a) and places the burden of proving nondiscrimination on the employer. 46
The transfer of an employer's facilities could
constitute a prima facie violation of title VII if (a)
the community from which an employer moves
has a higher percentage of minority workers
than the community to which he moves, (b) the
transfer affects the employment situation of the
employer's minority workers more adversely than
it affects his remaining workers, and (c) the employer fails to take measures to correct such a
disparate effect.
When an employer moves to an area with a
lower percentage of minority workers than. t~at
from which he came, he may in effect be diminishing the pool of available minority workers depending on the location. He therefore decreases
the employment opportunities for minority workers while increasing opportunities for nonminority workers.
More specifically, an employer under the
law has a duty of fair recruitment. Locating a
plant in an area with few minority residents gives
rise to minority recruiting problems. Normal recruiting patterns tend to confine notice of job vacancies to those who reside and work in an
area. Unless an employer makes special efforts
to institute a minority recruiting program, he will
have failed in his duty of fair recruitment.
A transfer may also have a disparate effect
on the employer's present minority workers if the
ratio of minority employees who are unable to
continue employment with the company to those
minorities who are able to move is higher than
the ratio of whites who are unable to move to
those whites who do move. In the conventional
employment situation there is this dispar~te .effect: management, which is largely nonmlnonty,
adjusts to the transfer easily; indeed, m~nage
ment personnel may live in the area to which the
facility is transferred. Other personnel, largely
minority, are frequently unable to ~o~low the r~lo
cation; commuting may be too difficult, moving
may be too costly, or minorities may be shut out
.. Griggs v. Duke Powe, Co .• 91 S. Ct. 849 (1971).
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from suburbia by racial attitudes or by restrictive

land use laws. Thus, unless the relocating em-

ployer arranges for his minority employees to

continue employment, he will in effect be dis-

charging employees on the basis of race.

Title Vll is not restricted to eradicating prac-

tices that are intentionally discriminatory. Title

Vll deals with the consequences of an employ-

er's action, not with his motivation. ln the words

of Chief Justice Burger, title Vll condemns

"practices that are fair in form but discriminatory

in operation." The neutrality of the plant reloca-

tion process should not save it from illegality if

its consequences are to restrict minority employ-

ment.

lt should be noted also that the National

Labor Relations Board has dealt firmly with the

corporate relocation problem. An employer who

relocates in order to avoid a union commits an

unfair labor practice.47 An employer who is pro-

hibited from relocating to avoid a union should

not be free to relocate his facilities away from

minority workers.

lf a prima facie violation of title Vll is shown

to be involved in a proposed plant relocation, an

employer may defend the decision by showing

an "overriding legitimate business purpose."48

Corporate moves to suburban locations moti-

vated by the desire of management officials to

locate their offices closer to their homes, how-

ever, is not a legitimate business purpose in this

regard because a distinction should be made be-

tween business "convenience" and business

"necessity." The other often-asserted reasons

(real estate tax benefits, transportation access,

space requirements, etc.) do not justify a failure

to take steps to assure that the risk of exclusion

of minorities from employment is avoided or min-

imized.

What an employer should do to avoid or

minimize a discriminatory impact depends on the

facts of a given situation. Section 706(g) of the

act provides that when a court finds that an em-

ployer is engaging in an unlawful employment

practice, it should "order such affirmative action

as may be appropriate."

These remedies, insofar as the subject of

this paper is concerned, are not likely to include

the return of a plant to the central city or the

cancellation of a plant relocation. They instead

would focus on the housing and transportation of

the workers. ln this connection, moving and relo-

cation expenses might be appropriate, as would

assistance in the search for housing, loans to

assist in the down payment on houses, and other

subsidies that would assist in improving the

availability of housing for the workforce.

lt should be noted that although title Vll

protects only the minority workforce (actual or

potential), private employers made conscious of

this particular problem would be inclined to offer

from suburbia by racial attitudes or by restrictive
land use laws. Thus, unless the relocating employer arranges for his minority employees to
continue employment, he will in effect be discharging employees on the basis of race.
Title VII is not restricted to eradicating practices that are intentionally discriminatory. Title
VII deals with the consequences of an employer's action, not with his motivation. In the words
of Chief Justice Burger, title VII condemns
"practices that are fair in form but discriminatory
in operation." The neutrality of the plant relocation process should not save it from illegality if
its consequences are to restrict minority employment.
It should be noted also that the National
Labor Relations Board has dealt firmly with the
corporate relocation problem. An employer who
relocates in order to avoid a union commits an
unfair labor practice.~7 An employer who is prohibited from relocating to avoid a union should
not be free to relocate his facilities away from
minority workers.
If a prima facie violation of title VII is shown
to be involved in a proposed plant relocation, an
employer may defend the decision by showing
an "overriding legitimate business purpose." ~8
Corporate moves to suburban locations motivated by the desire of management officials to
locate their offices closer to their homes, however, is not a legitimate business purpose in this
regard because a distinction should be made between business "convenience" and business
"necessity." The other often-asserted reasons
(real estate tax benefits, transportation access,
space requirements, etc.) do not justify a failure
to take steps to assure that the risk of exclusion
of minorities from employment is avoided or minimized.
What an employer should do to avoid or
minimize a discriminatory impact depends on the
facts of a given situation. Section 706(g) of the
act provides that when a court finds that an employer is engaging in an unlawful employment
practice, it should "order such affirmative action
as may be appropriate."
These remedies, insofar as the subject of
this paper is concerned, are not likely to include
the return of a plant to the central city or the
cancellation of a plant relocation. They instead
would focus on the housing and transportation of
the workers. In this connection, moving and relo-

assistance to the entire workforceâincluding

lower income whitesâwho wished to follow the

job to a new location.

This analysis is not news to the Equal Em-

., NLRB v. Lewis, 246 F. 2d 886 (9th Cir. 1957).
.. Robinson v. Lor/liard Corp., 444 F. 2d 791 (4th Cir. 1971 ) .

ployment Opportunity Commission.49 The EEOC,

which administers the act, has published guide-

lines for employer action with respect to testing,

sex discrimination, and other employment

practices.50
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cation expenses might be appropriate, as would
assistance in the search for housing, loans to
assist in the down payment on houses, and other
subsidies that would assist in improving the
availability of housing for the workforce.
It should be noted that although title VII
protects only the minority workforce (actual or
potential), private employers made conscious of
this particular problem would be inclined to offer
assistance to the entire workforce-including
lower income whites-who wished to follow the
job to a new location.
This analysis is not news to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. III The EEOC,
which administers the act, has published guidelines for employer action with respect to testing,
sex discrimination, and other employment
practices",n
Its failure to act in this area may result from
a lack of expertise with respect to suburban
housing patterns, an expertise that HUD may be
able to provide.
Recommendation #16. The Secretary of
HUD should recommend to the EEOC that it publish guidelines for employers with respect to the
discriminatory impact of job relocation to exclusionary areas, with an offer to assist in the preparation of such guidelines.

Federal Facility Location
Under Executive Order 11512 (February 27.
1970), President Nixon instructed the executive
branch, and particularly the General Services
Administration, to take into account important
factors in the acquisition, assignment, and use of
Federal space and facilities. Among the criteria
to be considered are the "availability of adequate
low and moderate income housing, adequate access from other areas of the urban center," and
"the impact a selection will have on improving
social and economic conditions in the area." To
carry out the purposes of the order, GSA has
entered into a memorandum of understanding
with HUD under which it agrees to develop,
where needed, "an affirmative action plan deI. "It just may be that the physical lemoval 01 jobs beyond the
reach 01 mlnorrty workers is likewise a violation 01 Title VII,
by bringing about a foreseeable discriminatory effect. I fulfy
intend fo investigate thiS pOSSibility with my General Counsel."
From a speech by William H. Brown III, Chairman, US. EQual
Emp:oyment OpportUnity Commiss,on, entitled "Corporate Location and the Urban Crisis" in December 1970, reprinted in
"Open or Closed SuburbS: Corporate Location and the Urban
Crisis" (Suburban Action Institute 1971), p. 15 .
'" See EEOC Guidelines on Sex Discrimination, 29 C.FR. 1604 on
Employee eJl'T ~1 a fi>r,
es, 29 C.F.R. 1607.
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signed to insure that an adequate supply" of

"low and moderate income housing on a nondis-

criminatory basis will be available" before a

Federal facility is to be occupied or within 6

months thereafter.

Relocated Federal facilities in the area of

Baltimore, Washington, Chicago, and Brookha-

ven, N.Y., have drawn critical attention in

connection with this Executive order. lt is well

known that minorities are disproportionately rep-

resented in the lower ranks of the government

and least able to follow jobs that are relocated

from central cities to the suburbs. Thus a deci-

sion to relocate a facility can in effect be a deci-

sion to fire even those minority employees and

to substitute whites who have a wider choice of

housing.

But the problem is not limited to minorities.

Lower income whites may increasingly find their

ability to move nearer to suburban jobs severely

limited by the rising cost of housing. ln the

Brookhaven case a Federal court declined to en-

join the completion of a huge lnternal Revenue

Service Center but, noting the inadequacy of

housing for the Center's workforce, the court did

enjoin the Federal Government from disposing of

nearby surplus Federal land until the government

developed an affirmative action plan to assure

enough housing for low income and minority

groups.51

The economic benefits to a community that

obtains Federal facilities can be large, especially

in connection with leased facilities. Arlington,

Va., for example, realized an estimated tax base

benefit of $20 million from the leasing by the

Federal Government of 4.2 million square feet

(compared to about 5.9 million in the District of

Columbia) at a time when that jurisdiction in

northern Virginia was the only governmental unit

in the metropolitan area that made no provision

for increasing the supply of low and moderate

income housing.52

lf the question of leased space is viewed

only in the context of the effects on employees,

the location or relocation of Federal facilities in

Arlington, depending on transportation facilities,

may or may not be discriminatory. But we be-

lieve that the Federal Government should not

confer tax base benefitsâprimary or secondaryâ

on localities that lack affirmative housing policies.

The difficulties of complying with Executive

Order 11512 in suburban areas suggests that

GSA may in effect be turning back to the central

city in the location of Federal facilities. The GSA

Public Buildings Service recently directed that a

quantified procedure be formulated that could be

applied nationally to the evaluation of sites for

Federal buildings. Such a procedure has been

developed and recently adopted for use.53 This

Area Delineation and Site Evaluation Model may

signed to insure that an adequate supply" of
"low and moderate income housing on a nondiscriminatory basis will be available" before a
Federal facility is to be occupied or within 6
months thereafter.
Relocated Federal facilities in the area of
Baltimore, Washington, Chicago, and Brookhaven, N.Y., have drawn critical attention in
connection with this Executive order. It is well
known that minorities are disproportionately represented in the lower ranks of the government
and least able to follow jobs that are relocated
from central cities to the suburbs. Thus a decision to relocate a facility can in effect be a decision to fire even those minority employees and
to substitute whites who have a wider choice of
housing.
But the problem is not limited to minorities.
Lower income whites may increasingly find their
ability to move nearer to suburban jobs severely
limited by the rising cost of housing. In the
Brookhaven case a Federal court declined to enjoin the completion of a huge Internal Revenue
Service Center but, noting the inadequacy of
housing for the Center's workforce, the court did
enjoin the Federal Government from disposing of
nearby surplus Federal land until the government
developed an affirmative action plan to assure
enough housing for low income and minority
groups.:;l
The economic benefits to a community that
obtains Federal facilities can be large, especially
in connection with leased facilities. Arlington,
Va., for example, realized an estimated tax base
benefit of $20 million from the leasing by the
Federal Government of 4.2 million square feet
(compared to about 5.9 million in the District of
Columbia) at a time when that jurisdiction in
northern Virginia was the only governmental unit
in the metropolitan area that made no provision
for increasing the supply of low and moderate
income housing.~' 2
If the question of leased space is viewed
only in the context of the effects on employees,
the location or relocation of Federal facilities in
Arlington, depending on transportation facilities,
mayor may not be discriminatory. But we believe that the Federal Government should not
confer tax base benefits-primary or secondaryon localities that lack affirmative housing policies.

in effect put suburban locations "off limits" for

future Federal facilities. ln so doing, it may in ef-

Brookhaven Housing Coalition v . Kunzig, 341 F. Supp . 1026
(1972) .
.. Cassidy, R .. "GSA Plays The Suburban Game On a Grand
Scale," City Magazine, 12 (Fall 1971) .

The difficulties of complying with Executive
Order 11512 in suburban areas suggests that
GSA may in effect be turning back to the central
city in the location of Federal faCilities. The GSA
Public Buildings Service recently directed that a
quantified procedure be formulated that could be
applied nationally to the evaluation of sites for
Federal buildings. Such a procedure has been
developed and recently adopted for use. 53 This
Area Delineation and Site Evaluation Model may
in effect put suburban locations "off limits" for
future Federal facilities. In so doing, it may in effect confess the inability of the Federal Government to exercise affirmative action to alter exclusionary local policy with respect to lower income
housing.
If this is so, there will be no "leverage" to
free up suburban land use controls implicit in
the location of Federal facilities. There will be
considerable leverage with respect to the redevelopment of central cities, however, as well as
some possible reinforcement of racial concentrations,
The implications for HUD poliCies of this potential major change in GSA policy should be
fully evaluated and made public. If this reorientation back to central cities can be articulated as
a governmental policy, it may have marked influence on the policies of EEOC as discussed in
the preceding subsection.
The public agencies concerned with this aspect of public policy are not well apprised of
this apparent shift in government policy.
Recommendation #17: The Secretary of
HUD should request of the GSA Administration
an analysis of the implications of the Area Delineation and Site Evaluation Model with regard
to suburban locations and make such an analysis available to local renewal agencies and regional planning agencies.

National Land Use Policy Act
New communities or other large scale
planned forms of urban development will not
channel the anticipated population growth in soCially and environmentally sensitive patterns unless States reform their existing system of land
use controls. In recognition of this, President
Nixon in 1971 recommended enactment of the
"National Land Use Policy Act of 1971." In transmitting his earlier message on the environment
to the Congress, the President observed:

II

fect confess the inability of the Federal Govern-

ment to exercise affirmative action to alter exclu-

sionary local policy with respect to lower income

.-;, Fuller, S. "SOCial and Economic Factors in Federal Building loo
calion Decisions : Implementing an Executive Order," 4 Growth
and ChangfT 4 ,l ~t.
y tuCky, April 1973) .

9
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housing.

lf this is so, there will be no "leverage" to

free up suburban land use controls implicit in

the location of Federal facilities. There will be

considerable leverage with respect to the rede-
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While most land use decisions will continue to be

made at the local level, we must draw upon the basic au-

thority of State government to deal with land use issues

which spill over local jurisdictional boundaries. The States

are uniquely qualified to effect the institutional reform that

is so badly needed, for they are closer to the local prob-

lems than is the Federal Government and yet removed

enough from local tax and other pressures to represent the

broader regional interests ot the public. Federal programs

which influence major land use decisions can thereby fit

into a coherent pattern." [Emphasis added.]

After amendment in committee, the bill ulti-

mately became the Land Use Policy and Plan-

ning Assistance Act of 1972 (S.632), and passed

the Senate but died in the House of Representa-

tives.

A number of land use policy and planning

bills are before this session of Congress. They

are:

â¢ S.268, as introduced by Senator Henry

M. Jackson and essentially similar to S.632 that

passed the Senate in 1972.

While most land use decisions will continue to be
made at the local level, we must draw upon the basic authority of State government to deal with land use issues
which spill over local jurisdictional boundaries. The States
are uniquely qualified to effect the institutional reform that
is so badly needed, for they are closer to the local problems than is the Federal Government and yet removed
enough from local tax and other pressures to represent the
broader regional interests of the public. Federal programs
which influence major land use decisions can thereby fit
into a coherent pattern.:" [Emphasis added.)

After amendment in committee, the bill Ultimately became the Land Use Policy and Planning Assistance Act of 1972 (S.632), and passed
the Senate but died in the House of Representatives.
A number of land use policy and planning
bills are before this session of Congress. They
are:

â¢ S.924, the administration bill, similar to

the Jackson bill except for the administration's

proposed sanctions (which were eliminated from

the 1972 bill during debate on the Senate floor).

â¢ H.R. 91, introduced by Rep. Charles E.

Bennett, which is far less detailed than the Sen-

ate bills.

Hearings on the Senate bills have been

completed by the lnterior Committee and floor

action is expected soon on S.268. The House,

where land use legislation was reported from

committee but never reached the floor in 1972, is

• S.268, as introduced by Senator Henry
M. Jackson and essentially similar to S.632 that
passed the Senate in 1972.
• S.924, the administration bill, similar to
the Jackson bill except for the administration's
proposed sanctions (which were eliminated from
the 1972 bill during debate on the Senate floor).
• H.R. 91, introduced by Rep. Charles E.
Bennett, which is far less detailed than the Senate bills.

likely to consider some kind of bill before the

end of the year. The President, in his latest mes-

sage on the environment, has given high priority

to land use legislation.

All of these bills originally provided for

grants to the States for the development and im-

plementation of a system of land use controls di-

rected to areas of critical environmental con-

cern, areas impacted by key facilities, large

scale development, and land uses of regional

benefit. lt is our understanding that the concept

of encouraging "land use of regional benefit"

has been eliminated from S.268 to be reported

shortly to the Senate, a crucial omission from

the standpoint of HUD. Although the final draft of

the bill as reported was not available on June 8,

it is our understanding that the regional benefit

concept has been limited to "public facilities and

utilities"âto exclude housing that may be re-

'-* President's Message on the Environment, February 8, 1971.

quired to meet regional needs. Subsidized hous-

ing very likely would not meet the definition of

"public facility or utility" under S.268, such land

uses probably being limited to solid waste dis-

posal or sewage treatment facilities.

Closely related is a bill introduced by Sena-

tor Edmund Muskie, S.792, to amend the Federal

Water Pollution Control Act. The amendment

would require State mechanisms to bar public or

Hearings on the Senate bills have been
completed by the Interior Committee and floor
action is expected soon on S.268. The House,
where land use legislation was reported from
committee but never reached the floor in 1972, is
likely to consider some kind of bill before the
end of the year. The President, in his latest message on the environment, has given high priority
to land use legislation.
All of these bills originally provided for
grants to the States for the development and implementation of a system of land use controls directed to areas of critical environmental concern, areas impacted by key facilities, large
scale development, and land uses of regional
benefit. It is our understanding that the concept
of encouraging "land use of regional benefit"
has been eliminated from S.268 to be reported
shortly to the Senate, a crucial omission from
the standpoint of HUD. Although the final draft of
the bill as reported was not available on June 8,
it is our understanding that the regional benefit
concept has been limited to "public facilities and
utilities"-to exclude housing that may be re-

private development, other than single family

residential construction, that does not meet Fed-

.. President's Message on the Environment, February 8, 1971.

quired to meet regional needs. Subsidized housing very likely would not meet the definition of
"public facility or utility" under S.268, such land
uses probably being limited to solid waste disposal or sewage treatment facilities.
Closely related is a bill introduced by Senator Edmund Muskie, S.792, to amend the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act. The amendment
would require State mechanisms to bar public or
private development, other than single family
residential construction, that does not meet Federal emission and effluent standards or which
exceeds the capacity of existing or planned
water supply, waste treatment, or transportation
systems.
The administration bill from the beginning
has been a "process-oriented" measure drafted
by the Council on Environmental Quality and
borrowing heavily from concepts in the tentative
draft Model Land Development Code of the
American Law Institute. Such process-oriented
legislation would not prescribe or proscribe substantive uses of land-such as prohibiting the
development of wetlands. It would simply require
States to devise a method of regulating land in
areas of critical environmental concern. The legislation assumes that better results will flow from
better decisionmaking procedures, an assumption
that Senator Muskie attacked vigorously in debate on the measure.
The administration's original approach
(S.924) would encourage the States, under pain
of losing Federal highway, airport, and recreation facility assistance funds, to reform land use
regulatory procedures. Specifically, States would
be required: (1) to identify and regulate the use
of their "areas of critical environmental concern"
(defined to include shore lands, flood plains,
scenic and historic districts, and other ecologically valuable or fragile areas); (2) to develop a
method for assuring that "development of regional benefit" is not unduly restricted or excluded by local governments; (3) to identify and
control "areas impacted by key facilities" (such
as major airports and highway interchanges);
and (4) to develop a means to control large
scale development.
Senator Jackson's original 1971 proposal
was more "planning-oriented" than "process-oriented." It would have provided Federal funds to
States for planning and classifying land according to several uses, such as residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural, transportation, and
recreation. 0"
If
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exceeds the capacity of existing or planned

water supply, waste treatment, or transportation

systems.

The administration bill from the beginning
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When the Senate passed the Land Use Pol-

icy and Planning Assistance Act in 1972, it

adopted a previously worked out compromise

between the comprehensive planning aspects of

the initial Jackson bill and the process orienta-

tion of the administration bill. The Senate-passed

bill, however, at Senator Muskie's insistence,

struck out the notion of encouraging "land use

and development of regional benefit" in debate

on the Senate floor; a severely limited version of

it has apparently been reported out in the latest

version of the bill. The bill that will be consid-

ered by the Senate is still process-oriented, with

a planning overlay.

lt is fair to characterize all of these legisla-

tive proposals as conservationist and antidevel-

opment in basic orientation. However, any meas-

ure dealing with the regulation of land, as

distinct from a "development policy," could be

so labeled. Regulation of the use of privately

owned land must be premised on the achieve-

ment of some public good. The public benefit,

however, may be so distributed that it aids only

a limited number of people; or the burdens

placed on the use of land may unduly restrict

the rights or opportunities of certain people in

relation to the public benefit being sought.

The question arises as to whether these bills

would place reasonable burdens on the housing

opportunities of metropolitan lower income

households in relation to the public benefits

accruing from the augmented control over such

development. We believe that S.268 as reported

When the Senate passed the Land Use Policy and Planning Assistance Act in 1972, it
adopted a previously worked out compromise
between the comprehensive planning aspects of
the initial Jackson bill and the process orientation of the administration bill. The Senate-passed
bill. however. at Senator Muskie's insistence,
struck out the notion of encouraging "land use
and development of regional benefit" in debate
on the Senate floor; a severely limited version of
it has apparently been reported out in the latest
version of the bill. The bill that will be considered by the Senate is still process-oriented, with
a planning overlay.
It is fair to characterize all of these legislative proposals as conservationist and antidevelopment in basic orientation. However, any measure dealing with the regulation of land. as
distinct from a "development policy," could be
so labeled. Regulation of the use of privately
owned land must be premised on the achievement of some public good. The public benefit,
however, may be so distributed that it aids only
a limited number of people; or the burdens
placed on the use of land may unduly restrict
the rights or opportunities of certain people in
relation to the public benefit being sought.

will place unreasonable burdens on housing gen-

erally and lower income housing in particular.

The administration's approach of encourag-

ing States to develop a method for overcoming

the local exclusion of developments "of regional

use and benefit" could have ultimately aided the

larger scale balanced residential developments

discussed in the third section of this paper and

could have aided any subsidized housing project

if such projects were defined as of regional use

and benefit (as in the A.L.l, model code). The

Massachusetts Zoning Appeals law, discussed in

the first section, is an example of a State

method that clearly would meet this test of regu-

latory reform. lt should be understood, however,

that both the administration and Jackson bills

were so procedural in orientation that the Florida

law, also described in the first section would

also meet the test even though the application of

the "regional impact" portions of the Florida law

to subsidized housing is tenuous at best (it

would apparently apply to large scale housing

developments, whether subsidized or not).

ln any event, the potential application of the

"development of regional use and benefit" con-

cept to housing of any sort is completely elimi-

nated in S.268 to be reported to the Senate.

The bill also singles out large scale devel-

opment (e.g., a new community) for special

attention, giving it the burden of potential prohi-

bition to protect environmental values but also

enabling such development proposals to over-

The question arises as to whether these bills
would place reasonable burdens on the housing
opportunities of metropolitan lower income
households in relation to the public benefits
accruing from the augmented control over such
development. We believe that S.268 as reported
will place unreasonable burdens on housing generally and lower income housing in particular.
The administration's approach of encouraging States to develop a method for overcoming
the local exclusion of developments "of regional
use and benefit" could have ultimately aided the
larger scale balanced residential developments
discussed in the third section of this paper and
could have aided any subsidized housing project
if such projects were defined as of regional use
and benefit (as in the A.L.I. model code). The
Massachusetts Zoning Appeals law, discussed in
the first section, is an example of a State
method that clearly would meet this test of regulatory reform. It should be understood, however,
that both the administration and Jackson bills
were so procedural in orientation that the Florida
law, also described in the first section would
also meet the test even though the application of
the "regional impact" portions of the Florida law
to subsidized housing is tenuous at best (it

would apparently apply to large scale housing
developments, whether subsidized or not).
In any event, the potential application of the
"development of regional use and benefit" concept to housing of any sort is completely eliminated in S.268 to be reported to the Senate.
The bill also singles out large scale development (e.g., a new community) for special
attention. giving it the burden of potential prohibition to protect environmental values but also
enabling such development proposals to overcome a locally adverse zoning decision. There is,
however, no provision in the bill to encourage a
more equitable development policy in the large
scale projects where "balanced growth" is likely
to be more feasible. In effect, S.268 may encourage the imposition of new regulatory burdens on
larger scale developments, while letting the
small, conventional piecemeal subdivision continue to ravage the land.
The "lead agency" under the Jackson and
administration bills is the Department of the Interior, as the result of a White House decision in
1971. Since that time HUD has had a relatively
"low profile" with respect to the consideration of
this legislation.
At this writing, a "clean bill," S.268, was
due to be reported out of the Senate Interior
Committee. Our information indicates that the interests of HUD may be negatively affected by the
removal or limitation of the regional benefit concept and the bill's predisposition to encourage far
greater restraints on larger scale development
than small scale development.
In addition, it is not clear that the bill recognizes the importance of housing (and particularly
lower income housing) as a major user of land
subject to new regulation. No State land use
plan can be regarded as even minimally adequate unless it is accompanied by projections of
the housing needed to satisfy anticipated needs
in a region. Without at least this component,
new State land use regulations may do little
more than respond to the most negative "antigrowth" posture of suburban areas, adding to
the spiraling cost of new housing.
Recommendation #18: The Department of
Housing and Urban Development should analyze
S.268 to determine its impact on housing needs
and, specifically, to assure that the bill is revised
so that:
1. The law requires State housing need
planning on a regional basis as part of a State
land use pi ;F ginal from

come a locally adverse zoning decision. There is,

however, no provision in the bill to encourage a

more equitable development policy in the large

scale projects where "balanced growth" is likely

to be more feasible. ln effect, S.268 may encour-
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2. The Secretary of HUD takes a leading

role in assuring compliance by States with re-

spect to this standard;

3. The concept of encouraging develop-

ments of regional benefit is retained, with refer-

2. The Secretary of HUD takes a leading
role in assuring compliance by States with respect to this standard;

ence at least to housing required to meet

regional needs as projected by the State plan.

Home Finance Industry

Even with a large scale campaign of hous-

ing subsidies in one form or another, the vast

3. The concept of encouraging developments of regional benefit is retained, with reference at least to housing required to meet
regional needs as projected by the State plan.

majority of the new housing stock and the refi-

nancing of the older stock is provided by "con-

ventional sources." The conventional home

Home Finance Industry

finance industry is only indirectly influenced by

HUD.

ln June 1971, shortly after the President's

statement relative to equal housing opportunities,

then Attorney General Mitchell acknowledged the

existence of racial discrimination by mortgage

lenders and suggested that this be dealt with by

"the regulatory bodies that control these institu-

tions."55

According to the Social Science Panel of the

National Academy of Sciences Advisory Com-

mittee to HUD, "mortgage financing institutions

have had separate lending policies for blacks

and for whites. They have been timid in develop-

ing policies for realizing mixed residential

areas."66

Although the Federal Deposit lnsurance

Corporation has recently proposed regulations

on Fair Housing Lending Practices to pro-

hibit "redlining" and to require the keeping of

racial data by insured institutions, itâand the

Federal Home Loan Bank Boardâhave not yet

begun to examine the potential role they might

play in assuring that a more equitable housing

and urban growth policy develops in metropoli-

Even with a large scale campaign of housing subsidies in one form or another, the vast
majority of the new housing stock and the refinancing of the older stock is provided by "conventional sources." The conventional home
finance industry is only indirectly influenced by
HUD.
In June 1971, shortly after the President's
statement relative to equal housing opportunities,
then Attorney General Mitchell acknowledged the
existence of racial discrimination by mortgage
lenders and suggested that this be dealt with by
"the regulatory bodies that control these institutions."~5

According to the Social Science Panel of the
National Academy of Sciences Advisory Committee to HUD, "mortgage financing institutions
have had separate lending policies for blacks
and for whites. They have been timid in developing policies for realizing mixed residential
areas."~6

tan areas. This would require that lenders obtain

nondiscrimination assurances from builders and

developers and, in the cases of concerns that

have been found in violation of Federal, State, or

local laws, decline to extend financing; or that

lenders require specific fair housing marketing

plans, and that lenders develop their own affirm-

ative marketing program to attract minority cus-

tomers.

Beyond these steps to assure racial nondis-

crimination, however, lies the more complicated

"Hearings Before U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, June 16, 1971.

p. 362.

" "Segregation in Residential Areas" (National Academy ol Sci-

ences, Washington, O.C. 1973), p. 19.

question of whether local lending institutions can

be effective conduits for subsidies to lower in-

come households generally. Few have partici-

pated, for example, in the Home Ownership Op-

portunity Program under the 1970 Housing Act.

Yet the racial and economic stratification of

large metropolitan areas suggests that the exist-

ing regulated private financing system can no

longer remain entirely "neutral" in the face of

Although the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation has recently proposed regulations
on Fair Housing Lending Practices to prohibit "redlining" and to require the keeping of
racial data by insured institutions, it-and the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board-have not yet
begun to examine the potential role they might
play in assuring that a more equitable housing
and urban growth policy develops in metropolitan areas. This would require that lenders obtain
nondiscrimination assurances from builders and
developers and, in the cases of concerns that
have been found in violation of Federal, State, or
local laws, decline to extend financing; or that
lenders require specific fair housing marketing
plans, and that lenders develop their own affirmative marketing program to attract minority customers.
Beyond these steps to assure racial nondiscrimination, however, lies the more complicated

mounting land and housing prices in sprawling

is

Hearings Before U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, June 16, 1971,

suburban areas and the abandonment of housing

p. 362.
and land in some central cities. The redirection

of investment into underutilized but adequately

.. "Segregation in Residential Areas" (Nati o nal Academy of Sciences, Washington, D. C. 1973). p. 19.

serviced central city land could relieve some of

the growth pressures on the urban fringe. Fi-

nancing requirements or incentives might be de-

vised to assure that fringe growth takes place in
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question of whether local lending institutions can
be effective conduits for subsidies to lower income households generally. Few have participated, for example, in the Home Ownership Opportunity Program under the 1970 Housing Act.
Yet the racial and economic stratification of
large metropolitan areas suggests that the existing regulated private financing system can no
longer remain entirely "neutral" in the face of
mounting land and housing prices in sprawling
suburban areas and the abandonment of housing
and land in some central cities. The redirection
of investment into underutilized but adequately
serviced central city land could relieve some of
the growth pressures on the urban fringe. Financing requirements or incentives might be devised to assure that fringe growth takes place in
cluster-type developments that do not waste land
and capital for sewers, water lines, roads, and
other community facilities.
This is clearly an uncharted sea. The conventional home finance industry has operated in
pursuit of functional objectives unrelated to the
spatial consequences of its activities. Some
questions seem pertinent. Should the Federal
Government continue to permit mortgage finance
institutions to make loans for expensive housing
for well-to-do households in areas that exclude
lower income households? Would a requirement
that a certain portion of an institution's loan
portfolio be set aside for lower income loans result in a better spatial distribution of such
households? Should such institutions be required
to impose environmental considerations on development loans? Can a metropolitan "pooling"
of conventional institutions reduce the exposure
of individual institutions on high risk loans in the
central city and second mortgage loans to lower
income house buyers or rental housing developers in suburban areas?
To ask such questions, to which answers
are not readily available, is to suggest that far
too little attention has been paid to the manner
in which the conventional home finance industry
might become a more active participant in assuring a more equitable form of residential growth.
Recommendation #19: The Secretary of
HUD should request the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, the
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, and other relevant Federal chartering, insuring, and regulating agencies to determine
whether legislatio ~ or administrative regulation
can f asibl r ~~e tJr8 ' ~ more favorable conven-
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tional financing for lower income home buyers

and renters in desirable neighborhoods.

The Federal Highway Administration and the

Uniform Relocation Act

tional financing for lower income home buyers
and renters in desirable neighborhoods.

The Federal highway program has had enor-

mous impact on land use patterns. The interstate

program, in particular, with its high ratio of Fed-

eral funding, has promoted the development of

The Federal Highway Administration and the
Uniform Relocation Act

automobile-oriented suburban and exurban com-

munities.

ln so doing, it has contributed to the decline

of the economic vitality of the central city and

stimulated rapid population dispersal in low den-

sity developments on the urban fringe. By pro-

viding accessibility to the fringe areas and in ef-

fect creating land values where little existed, on

the one hand, and taking property off the tax

rolls in the central city, on the other, this Fed-

eral program generated antagonism from central

city residents.

This was particularly the case with respect

to the displacement of disadvantaged central city

residents who were precluded from moving to

suburban localities made more accessible by the

highways that displaced them.

Until the enactment of the Federal Aid High-

way Act of 1970 and the Uniform Relocation As-

sistance and Real Property Acquisition Act of

1970, State highway departments were making

assurances as to replacement housing that were

based on surveys of housing stock within the

city. Unfortunately, housing vacancies recorded,

or new units contemplated at the time of the sur-

vey did not assure their availability at the time of

displacement. ln addition, this "anticipated"

housing stock theory of replacement housing

was dependent on the decisions of private hous-

ing producers to provide housing within the

means of displacees. Generally speaking, the

public housing program could not be consist-

ently relied upon as a relocation resource. This

was due to competing demands on these re-

sources by displacees from other public works

programs, and because, in many instances, high-

way displacees had incomes too high to permit

them to live in public housing and yet too low to

enable them to find housing produced by the pri-

vate market at rents they could afford.

These gaps with respect to relocation hous-

ing were filled to some degree by the 1970

amendment to section 101 of title 23, which ex-

panded the definition of highway "construction"

to include "relocation assistance . . . acquisition

of replacement housing sites, and acquisition

and rehabilitation, relocation and construction of

replacement housing." This should be read with

"houser of last resort" provisions of the Uniform

Relocation Assistance and Property Acquisition

Act of 1970.57 ln essence, these two acts pro-

vide that unless adequate replacement housing

is made available within a reasonable time prior

to displacement, the project causing the dis-

placement cannot go forward. lt would seem that

displacement problems caused by the highway

program are effectively put to rest.

While time has not permitted extensive ex-

The Federal highway program has had enormous impact on land use patterns. The interstate
program, in particular, with its high ratio of Federal funding, has promoted the development of
automobile-oriented suburban and exurban communities.
In so doing, it has contributed to the decline
of the economic vitality of the central city and
stimulated rapid population dispersal in low density developments on the urban fringe. By providing accessibility to the fringe areas and in effect cre",ing land values where little existed, on
the one hand, and taking property off the tax
rolls in the central city, on the other, this Federal program generated antagonism from central
city residents.
This was particularly the case with respect
to the displacement of disadvantaged central city
residents who were precluded from moving to
suburban localities made more accessible by the
highways that displaced them.
Until the enactment of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1970 and the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Act of
1970, State highway departments were making
assurances as to replacement housing that were
based on surveys of housing stock within the
city. Unfortunately, housing vacancies recorded,
or new units contemplated at the time of the survey did not assure their availability at the time of
displacement. In addition, this "anticipated"
housing stock theory of replacement housing
was dependent on the decisions of private housing producers to provide housing within the
means of displacees. Generally speaking, the
public housing program could not be consistently relied upon as a relocation resource. This
was due to competing demands on these resources by displacees from other public works
programs, and because, in many instances, highway displacees had incomes too high to permit
them to live in public housing and yet too low to
enable them to find housing produced by the private market at rents they could afford.
These gaps with respect to relocation housing were filled to some degree by the 1970
amendment to section 101 of title 23, which expanded the definition of highway "construction"
to include "relocation assistance . . . acquisition
of replacement housing sites, and pcquisition

and rehabilitation, relocation and construction of
replacement housing." This should be read with
"houser of last resort" provisions of the Uniform
Relocation Assistance and Property Acquisition
Act of 1970."7 In essence, these two acts provide that unless adequate replacement housing
is made available within a reasonable time prior
to displacement, the project causing the displacement cannot go forward. It would seem that
displacement problems caused by the highway
program are effectively put to rest.
While time has not permitted extensive experience in providing replacement housing under
the provisions of the foregoing laws, it appears
that problems have arisen as to which agency is
to take responsibility for providing for the construction or rehabilitation of such housing. With
a few exceptions, highway departments are not
in the housing development business and tend to
look to the local renewal or housing agency of
the affected locality to carry out a replacement
housing program even if financed with highway
funds. The local housing agencies, on the other
hand, tend to be heavily occupied in carrying out
their own programs and funding housing for
those displaced by their own activities.
Perhaps one of the most effective approaches to meeting the mandate of the Uniform
Relocation Assistance and Property Acquisition
Act, and taking advantage of the additional funds
for provid;ng for replacement housing under the
Federal Aid Highway Act, is through greater reliance on the private housing development industry. In effect, by taking advantage of the loans
for planning replacement housing under section
215 of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and
Property Acquisition Act, which loans can be
made available to limited dividend housing sponsors, for "planning and obtaining federally insured mortgage financing ... for housing for ...
displaced persons" the front-end costs of putting
necessary housing packages together can be
met. Then, to the extent that federally insured
mortgage financing cannot produce housing and
rents sufficiently low to accommodate the displaced families and individuals, highway funds
authorized under section 101 of title 23 might be
used to provide at one time the subsidy needed
to make the housing economically feasible with
regard to the displacees. This approach would
both satisfy the needs of specific displacees at
the time of displacement and would also provide
for a replacement of "housing stock" from the

perience in providing replacement housing under

the provisions of the foregoing laws, it appears

that problems have arisen as to which agency is

to take responsibility for providing for the con-
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local inventory based on highway program activi-

ties.

Highway funds should be called on to a far

greater extent than in the past to bear the true

costs of the highway program, and to contribute

to the placement of that housing in otherwise un-

available locations.

Although State highway departments may

resist the idea, it appears to us that the Federal

Aid Highway Act language already cited would

permit the introduction of lower income housing

into otherwise exclusionary urbanizing areas by

the ancillary acquisition of sites for such re-

placement housing by highway departments. This

could be done as part of the highway program

itself58 with appropriate administrative encour-

â¢As a general proposition State law permits State highway de-

partments to acquire land for replacement housing where such

housing is required to permit the highway project to go for-

local inventory based on highway program activities.
Highway funds should be called on to a far
greater extent than in the past to bear the true
costs of the highway program, and to contribute
to the placement of that housing in otherwise unavailable locations.
Although State highway departments may
resist the idea, it appears to us that the Federal
Aid Highway Act language already cited would
permit the introduction of lower income housing
into otherwise exclusionary urbanizing areas by
the ancillary acquisition of sites for such replacement housing by highway departments. This
cOlJ:d be done as part of the highway program
itself r.s with appropriate administrative encour-

ward. Even if they did not, however, the effect of Federal

statutes ls to require States to permit this activity as a condi-

tion to the receipt of Federal funds. See Â§221 of P.L. 91-646

and 42 U.S.C. Â§4630 and Â§4625.

agement by the U.S. Department of Transporta-

tion.

This nascent power could enable the provi-

... As a general proposition State law permits State highway departments to acquire land lor replacement housing where such
hOUSing ia required to permit the highway project to go lorward. Even II they did not, however, the eNect 01 Federal
statutea Is to requl re States to permit this activity as a conditlon to the receipt 01 Federal lunda. See 1221 01 P.L. 91-&46
and 42 U.S.C. §4630 and 14625,

agement by the U.S. Department of Transportation.
This nascent power could enable the provision of needed housing sites in built-up areas as
well, perhaps on platforms over the right of way.
The inclusion of the Federal aid highway
program in the President's proposed Department
of Community Development would facilitate a
better "mesh" of these programs. In the meantime, however, HUD should stimulate appropriate
initiatives by the Federal Highway Administrator.
Recommendation # 20: The Secretary of
HUD should request the Secretary of Transportation to report on the extent to which highway
funds have been used for replacement housing
and the extent to which regulations of the Department of Transportation can be revised to encourage the acquisition by highway departments
of sites for replacement housing in suburban and
central city areas.

sion of needed housing sites in built-up areas as

well, perhaps on platforms over the right of way.

The inclusion of the Federal aid highway

program in the President's proposed Department

of Community Development would facilitate a

better "mesh" of these programs. ln the mean-

time, however, HUD should stimulate appropriate

initiatives by the Federal Highway Administrator.

Recommendation #20: The Secretary of

HUD should request the Secretary of Transporta-

tion to report on the extent to which highway

funds have been used for replacement housing

and the extent to which regulations of the De-

partment of Transportation can be revistd to en-

courage the acquisition by highway departments

of sites for replacement housing in suburban and

central city areas.
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of building regulation have been, as discussed
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needed. Within the context of considerations pre-

viously suggested, this paper identifies three

broad avenues by which stepped-up Federal par-

ticipation in the regulatory process can realisti-

cally be achieved, each of which is subject to

variation in specific machinery of administration
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and enforcement to accomplish particular objec-

tives. The broad alternatives are as follows:

â¢ Federal preemption of standards for

products distributed in interstate commerce;

â¢ Federal promulgation of a national build-

Summary

ing code to be administered by state enforce-

ment agencies; and

â¢ Federal coordination and certification of

State regulatory programs.

In addition, an effort has been made to de-

fine a fourth alternative, representing an "amal-

gam" approach, by which the third avenue, Fed-

eral coordination and certification, would be

initially adopted, with standby discretionary au-

thority also provided along the lines of the first

two approaches, for implementation as subse-

quently determined to be necessary. In the final

section of this paper, a preliminary set of dis-

tinctions between the four alternatives are set

In recent years, Federal efforts in the field
of building regulation have been, as discussed
separately, scattered and far less effective than
needed. Within the context of considerations previously suggested, this paper identifies three
broad avenues by which stepped-up Federal participation in the regulatory process can realistically be achieved, each of which is subject to
variation in specific machinery of administration
and enforcement to accomplish particular objectives. The broad alternatives are as follows:

forth, to be expanded and supplemented in a

separate paper.

All four approaches will require the develop-

ment of a central Federal authority for imple-

menting the purpose of legislation. While the

scale and volume of activity under each ap-

proach will require varying levels of appropria-

tions and staff, a single responsible entity will

have to be created. This entity is here conceived

• Federal preemption of standards for
products distributed in interstate commerce;
• Federal promulgation of a national building code to be administered by state enforcement agencies; and
• Federal coordination and certification of
State regulatory programs.

as an Administration, in all cases under a single

responsible head. A status wholly separate from

any existing government agency may be appro-

priate, for the purpose of insuring independence

and visibility, or housing within a single govern-

ment agency may be more desirable. While in

the latter instance, location would be preferable

within HUD, as the government department most

centrally concerned and charged by Congress

with specific tasks for increasing the Nation's

housing supply, no recommendation here is

made with respect to the question of overall in-

dependence. To a degree, organizational delega-

tions will be a function of legislative strategy

(i.e., which congressional committees have juris-

diction) as well as administrative considerations.

This paper identifies alternative legislative

approaches to foster a national market for inno-

vative technology in the construction industry. A

separate paper describes the constitutional basis

within which such legislation could be enacted,

assesses the justification presently available and

In addition, an effort has been made to define a fourth alternative, representing an "amalgam" approach, by which the third avenue, Federal coordination and certification, would be
initially adopted, with standby discretionary authority also provided along the lines of the first
two approaches, for implementation as subsequently determined to be necessary. In the final
section of this paper, a preliminary set of distinctions between the four alternatives are set
forth, to be expanded and supplemented in a
separate paper.
All four approaches will require the development of a central Federal authority for implementing the purpose of legislation. While the
scale and volume of activity under each approach will require varying levels of appropriations and staff, a single responsible entity will
have to be created. This.. en ti ty is- here con ceived

as an Administration, in all cases under a single
responsible head. A status wholly separate from
any existing government agency may be appropriate, for the purpose of insuring independence
and visibility, or housing within a single government agency may be more desirable. While in
the latter instance, location would be preferable
within HUD, as the government department most
centrally concerned and charged by Congress
with specific tasks for increasing the Nation's
housing supply, no recommendation here is
made with respect to the question of overall independence. To a degree, organizational delegations will be a function of legislative strategy
(Le., which congressional committees have jurisdiction) as well as administrative considerations.
This paper identifies alternative legislative
approaches to foster a national market for innovative technology in the construction industry. A
separate paper describes the constitutional basis
within which such legislation could be enacted,
assesses the justification presently available and
necessary to be assembled for such legislation,
and discusses the practical factors that will bear
on a choice among alternatives.

The Problem
Since the beginning of the century and before, localities in the United States have imposed
regulations on the materials and methods used
in construction of buildings, in the interests of
protecting the public health, safety, and welfare.
Long ago, State police powers were judicially
sustained as superior to private property rights
in establishing the basis for local control over
building methods, materials, and design. Now the
concern has shifted from too little regulation to
too much, from too few controls to too many, at
the sacrifice of untold opportunities to increase
the supply and reduce the cost of building
through technological innovation. "The web of
restrictive building codes"-in the term often
used to describe simultaneously both the multiplicity and the rigidity of building codes-is one
factor, and an important one, that frustrates the
achievement of national housing goals.
Hence, reducing diversity and facilitating
change may now be a proper goal for public policy in building regulation. Because a central perspective is an essential key in achieving the
widest acceptability for innovation and in forcing
its pace, some role for Federal action is imperative. Howe e~,: g1.\3 U~ 'Q'1 the vast scale on which
regul'
~¥ Fap ~~~
d the limited value

necessary to be assembled for such legislation,

and discusses the practical factors that will bear

on a choice among alternatives.

The Problem
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of any one building subject to regulation, a role

for local regulation must also be preserved. Thus

a balance between centralism and localism must

be struck. At the same time, a balance must also

be found in the regulatory process between

measures that serve the interests of achieving

safety and predictability, on the one hand, as re-

flected in traditional approaches to building, and

flexibility and innovation on the other.

Because existing codes are so highly devel-

oped, any new regulatory mechanisms and

standards will encroach upon and supplement

the existing regime of building regulation. Thus,

three important issues must be successfully re-

solved:

1. What is the proper division of authority

and functions between Federal and State/local

authorities?

2. What is the proper balance to be struck

of anyone building subject to regulation, a role
for local regulation must also be preserved. Thus
a balance between centralism and localism must
be struck. At the same time, a balance must also
be found in the regulatory process between
measures that serve the interests of achieving
safety and predictability, on the one hand, as reflected in traditional approaches to building, and
flexibility and innovation on the other.
Because existing codes are so highly developed, any new regulatory mechanisms and
standards will encroach upon and supplement
the existing regime of building regulation. Thus,
three important issues must be successfully resolved:

between traditional (specification-type) codes

and more venturesome "performance" stand-

ards?

3. At what pace can and should new stand-

ards-setting and enforcement mechanisms at-

1. What is the proper division of authority
and functions between Federal and State/local
authorities?

tempt to supplant existing regulatory processes?

These three considerations establish the

conceptual framework within which the following

analysis of alternative regulatory mechanisms

must fit.

2. What is the proper balance to be struck
between traditional (specification-type) codes
and more venturesome "performance" standards?

Alternative Regulatory Mechanisms

Summary and Overview: In recent years,

Federal efforts in the field of building regulation

have been, as discussed separately, scattered

3. At what pace can and should new standards-setting and enforcement mechanisms attempt to supplant existing regulatory processes?

and far less effective than needed. Within the

context of considerations previously suggested,

this paper identifies three broad avenues by

which stepped-up Federal participation in the

regulatory process can realistically be achieved,

each of which is subject to variation in specific

These
three
considerations
establish
the
conceptual framework within which the following
analysis of alternative regulatory mechanisms
must fit.

machinery of administration and enforcement to

accomplish particular objectives. The broad al-

ternatives are as follows:

â¢ Federal preemption of standards for

products distributed in interstate commerce;

â¢ Federal promulgation of a national build-

ing code to be administered by State enforce-

ment agencies; and

â¢ Federal coordination and certification of

State regulatory programs.

In addition, an effort has been made to de-

fine a fourth alternative, representing an "amal-

gam" approach, by which the third avenueâFed-

eral coordination and certificationâwould be

initially adopted, with standby discretionary au-

thority also provided along the lines of the first

two approaches, for implementation as subse-

quently determined to be necessary. In the final

Alternative Regulatory Mechanisms
Summary and Overview: In recent years,
Federal efforts in the field of building regulation
have been, as discussed separately, scattered
and far less effective than needed. Within the
context of considerations previously suggested,
this paper identifies three broad avenues by
which stepped-up Federal participation in the
regulatory process can realistically be achieved,
each of which is subject to variation in specific
machinery of administration and enforcement to
accomplish particular objectives. The broad alternatives are as follows:

In addition, an effort has been made to define a fourth alternative, representing an "amalgam" approach, by which the third avenue-Federal coordination and certification-would be
initially adopted, with standby discretionary authority also provided along the lines of the first
two approaches, for implementation as subsequently determined to be necessary. In the final
section of this paper, a preliminary set of distinctions between the four alternatives will be set
forth, to be expanded and supplemented in a
separate paper.
All four approaches will require the development of a central Federal authority for implementing the purposes of legislation. While the
scale and volume of activity under each approach will require varying levels of appropriations and staff, a single responsible entity will
have to be created. This entity is here conceived
as an Administration, in all cases under a single
responsible head. A status wholly separate from
any existing government agency may be appropriate for the purpose of insuring independence
and visibility, or housing within a single government agency may be more desirable. While in
the latter instance, location would be preferable
within HUD, as the government department most
centrally concerned and charged by Congress
with specific tasks for increasing the Nation's
housing supply, no recommendation here is
made with respect to the question of overall independence. To a degree, organizational delegations will be a function of legislative strategy
(Le., deciding which congressional committees
have jurisdiction) as well as administrative considerations, as will also be separately discussed.

Federal Preemption of Standards for Products in Commerce: An apt analogy for this approach is found in the Noise Control Act of 1972,
Public Law 92-574, 86 Stat. 1234, 42 U.S.C.
§§4901-4918, 49 U.S.C. §1431. By this act, Congress sought to:
... establish a means for effective coordination of federal research and activities in noise control. to authorize the
establishment of federal noise emission standards for products distributed In commerce. and to provide Information to
the public respecting the noise emission and noise reduction characteristics of such products. (Sec. 2(b))

section of this paper, a preliminary set of dis-

tinctions between the four alternatives will be set

forth, to be expanded and supplemented in a

separate paper.

All four approaches will require the develop-

ment of a central Federal authority for imple-

menting the purposes of legislation. While the

scale and volume of activity under each ap-

proach will require varying levels of appropria-

tions and staff, a single responsible entity will

have to be created. This entity is here conceived

as an Administration, in all cases under a single

responsible head. A status wholly separate from

• Federal preemption of standards for
products distributed in interstate commerce;
• Federal promulgation of a national building code to be administered by State enforcement agencies; and
• Federal coordination and certification of
State regulatory programs.

The principal thrust of the legislation is the requirement that the Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency
must establish
regulations, where feasible, governing noise
emission of products on a specified list and may
~rds for any other prodpublish addHi(') ~J t
uct w r. ~ slif~
andards are "fea-

}!i cMfG'A

sible and are requisite to protect the public

health and welfare." (Sec. 6(a) and (b)). For

sible and are requisite to protect the public
health and welfare." (Sec. 6(a) and (b)). For
such products (designated as "new products," to
apply only to products manufactured after the
effective date of the act), States and localities
are prohibited from adopting or enforcing standards that vary from Federal standards, while
their rights to impose other controls on environmental noise are unaffected. 1
As explained in the Report of the Senate
Public Works Committee urging passage of the
bill, the line of Federal preemption in the Noise
Control Act of 1972 is as follows:

such products (designated as "new products," to

apply only to products manufactured after the

effective date of the act), States and localities

are prohibited from adopting or enforcing stand-

ards that vary from Federal standards, while

their rights to impose other controls on environ-

mental noise are unaffected.1

As explained in the Report of the Senate

Public Works Committee urging passage of the

bill, the line of Federal preemption in the Noise

Control Act of 1972 is as follows:

For any product manufactured after the effective date

of an applicable federal standard, authority to establish

noise emission standards for the product enforceable di-

rectly or indirectly against the manufacturer is preempted.

States and cities, however, retain complete authority to es-

tablish and enforce limits on environmental noise through

the licensing, regulation, or restriction of the use, operation

or movement of a product, or concentration or combination

of products. (U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News, 92nd Cong., p.

4660)

The distinction recognized in the actâ"between

burdens which fall on the manufacturers of prod-

ucts in interstate commerce and burdens which

may be imposed on the users of such products"

For any product manufactured after the effective date
of an applicable federal standard, authority to establish
noise emission standards for the product enforceable directly or indirectly against the manufacturer is preempted.
States and cities, however, retain complete authority to establish and enforce limits on environmental noise through
the licensing, regulation, or restriction of the use, operation
or movement of a product, or concentration or combination
of products. (U.S. Code Congo & Ad. News, 92nd Cong., p.
4660)

(id.)âwould not be directly applicable in build-

ing regulation, where manufacturers per se are

not presently regulated locally, only the "user"

âthe builder or owner.

Nonetheless, the act's preemption of stand-

ard-setting for particular products is a helpful

parallel with respect to such identifiable building

"products" as manufactured buildings, compo-

nents, or materials intended for a specific con-

struction purpose. Thus, either by statute or by

regulation pursuant to statute, a Federal regula-

tory standard would be established, it having

been found that the particular product is fully

adequate to protect life and safety when used in

a prescribed fashion and that any local prohibi-

* "MCI) No state or political subdivltion thereof may adopt or

enforceâ

(A) With respect to any new product for which a regula-

tion has been prescribed by the Administrator under this

section, any law or regulation which sets a limit on noise

emissions from such new product and which is not identi-

cal to such regulation of the Administrator; or

(B) with respect to any component incorporated Into such

The distinction recognized in the act-"between
burdens which fall on the manufacturers of products in interstate commerce and burdens which
may be imposed on the users of such products"
(id.)-would not be directly applicable in building regulation, where manufacturers per se are
not presently regulated locally, only the "user"
-the builder or owner.
Nonetheless, the act's preemption of standard-setting for particular products is a helpful
parallel with respect to such identifiable building
"products" as manufactured buildings, components, or materials intended for a specific construction purpose. Thus, either by statute ' or by
regulation pursuant to statute, a Federal regulatory standard would be established, it having
been found that the particular product is fully
adequate to protect life and safety when used in
a prescribed fashion and that any local prohibi-

new product by the manufacturer of such product, any

law or regulation setting a limit on noise emissions from

â¢uch component when so incorporated.

I
(2) ... [NJothing in this section precludes or denies the

right of any state or political subdivision thereof to establish

and enforce controls on environmental noise (or one of

more sources thereof) through the licensing, regulation, or

restriction of the use, operation, or movement of any product

or combination of products." (Sec. 6(e))

tion on such use would constitute a burden on

commerce. This approach would be more intru-

sive on State regulation than the Noise Control

Act provisions, in that State and local authorities

would be preempted from prohibiting the use of

such products for specific purposes, while per-

mitted to establish other standards "not incon-

sistent with" Federal standards.

"(e)(1) No It ate or political subdivilion thereof may adopt or
enforce(A) With reapect to any new product for which a regulation hal been prelcribed by the Admlniltrator under thil
leclion, any law or regulation which seta a limit on nOise
emiaelons Irom such new product and which i. not identical to luch regulstion 01 the Administrator; or
(8) with reapect to any component incorporated Into such
naw product by the manulacturer 01 su('h product, any
law or regulation setting • limit on noile emillionl Irom
luch component when 10 incorporated.
(2)
[N)othing in this section precludes or denies the
right 01 .ny state or pOlilical subdivision thereol to establilh
and enforce controls on environmental nOise (or one 01
more aource. thereol) through the licen sing, regulati on, or
re"riction of the use, operation , or moveme nt 01 flY p od uct
or combination of pro d uct.. .. (Sec. 6(el )

tion on such use would constitute a burden on
commerce. This approach would be more intrusive on State regulation than the Noise Control
Act provisions, in that State and local authorities
would be preempted from prohibiting the use of
such products for specific purposes, while permitted to establish other standards "not inconsistent with" Federal standards.
Effectively, this approach would "certify" the
acceptability of particular products jor particular
uses. The list of products covered could be
spelled out categorically by legislation or, preferably, left to the discretion of a competent Federal regulator or regulatory body subject to procedural safeguards under the Administrative
Procedure Act (notice to interested parties, opportunity for hearing, judicial review, etc.) and
aided by research and testing facilities. Whenever
a Federal standard for a particular product (tailored to a particular use) had been issued, State
or local regulations in conflict with such a standard in its area of applicability would be
preempted.
Thus, the following might well be included
as key provisions of Federal legislation enabling
regulatory preemption on a product-by-product
basis:
Sec. 1. Short Title: The act could be designated as the "Federal Building Products Standards Act of 197_."
Sec. 2. Statement of Congressional Finding
and Policy: The section would express Congress'
concern to develop wider opportunities for the
introduction of modern building technology by
creating a national mechanism to achieve testing
and to set selective standards for building products in interstate commerce. While preserving
the primary responsibility of the States to protect
the safety and welfare of their citizens in building regulation matters, Federal action would be
declared necessary to focus national concern for
innovation in building, to foster the growth of a
national marketplace for innovative construction
materials and methods. Concentration of research and testing effort to perfect "performance
standards" applicable to building technology
would be identified as a national policy, and participation by industries, regulatory bodies, labor.
consumers, and the general public in the process of setting Federal standards would be required.
Sec. 3. Office of Building Products Standards: The act would create an Office of Building
Products Standards in HUD to implement its provisions. Basl " " @
! c, -'iJ19 and administrative autf n Administrator of
thorit . eR5I ~'" mp~ · ft.~1

Effectively, this approach would "certify" the

acceptability of particular products for particular

uses. The list of products covered could be
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the Office, appointed by the President and con-

firmed by the Senate.

Sec. 4. Definitions: The following would be

among the key terms to be defined by the act:

(a) Commerce. The term "commerce" means

trade, traffic, commerce, or transportationâ

(1) between a place in a State and any place

outside thereof, or

(2) which affects trade, traffic, commerce, or

transportation described in subparagraph (1).

(b) Building Product. The term "product"

means any manufactured article or good or com-

ponent thereof distributed in commerce [or ma-

terial, the preponderant value of which the Ad-

ministrator has found to have been distributed in

commerce during any 12-month period in the 5

years prior to the making of his determination].2

Sec. 5. Research, lnvestigation, Training

and Other Activities: The Administrator would be

authorized to conduct, and to procure from any

source, research into building methods and tech-

nology and to investigate criteria by which the

effectiveness of particular methods and technol-

ogy can best be regulated within a performance

approach. The Administrator also would be au-

thorized to provide technical and financial assist-

ance to other Federal, State and local agencies

concerned with building technology, to dissemi-

nate information, to cooperate with other public

agencies in research and development, and to

provide for educational and training assistance for

building regulatory personnel.

Sec. 6. Criteria for Building Regulation: This

section would authorize the Administrator, on the

basis of the research conducted pursuant to

Sec. 5 and other sources, to publish and dissem-

inate criteria for building regulation which, in the

Administrator's judgment, will protect the public

health and welfare. The Administrator also would

be authorized to compile and publish other infor-

mation pertinent to maintaining the health and

safety of the public in building construction,

such as standards governing the use and occu-

pancy of buildings.

Sec. 7. lssuance of Building Products Stand-

ards: The Administrator would be (author-

ized to issue) (required to issue within a particu-

lar period of time after enactment)3 regulations

governing the use in construction of building

products according to specific criteria which he

has found protect the public health and safety

with respect to the particular building product.

The Administrator would be authorized in estab-

lishing such criteria to take into consideration

the burdens upon commerce in terms of in-

the Office, appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate.
Sec. 4. Definitions: The following would be
among the key terms to be defined by the act:
(a) Commerce. The term "commerce" means
trade, traffic, commerce, or transportation(1) between a place in a State and any place
outside thereof, or
(2) which affects trade, traffic, commerce, or
transportation described in subparagraph (1).
(b) Building Product. The term "product"
means any manufactured article or good or component thereof distributed in commerce [or material, the preponderant value of which the Administrator has found to have been distributed in
commerce during any 12-month period in the 5
years prior to the making of his determination].2
Sec. 5. Research, Investigation, Training
and Other Activities: The Administrator would be
authorized to conduct, and to procure from any
source, research into building methods and technology and to investigate criteria by which the
effectiveness of particular methods and technology can best be regulated within a performance
approach. The Administrator also would be authorized to provide technical and financial assistance to other Federal, State and local agencies
concerned with building technology, to disseminate information, to cooperate with other public
agencies in research and development, and to
provide for educational and training assistance for
building regulatory personnel.
Sec. 6. Criteria for Building Regulation: This
section would authorize the Administrator, on the
basis of the research conducted pursuant to
Sec. 5 and other sources, to publish and disseminate criteria for building regulation which, in the
Administrator's jUdgment, will protect the public
health and welfare. The Administrator also would
be authorized to compile and publish other information pertinent to maintaining the health and
safety of the public in building construction,
such as standards governing the use and occupancy of buildings.
Sec. 7. Issuance of Building Products Standards: The Administrator would be (author-

creased costs to consumers and users of more

ized to issue) (required to issue within a particular period of time after enactment) 3 regulations
governing the use in construction of building
products according to specific criteria which he
has found protect the public health and safety
with respect to the particular building product.
The Administrator would be authorized in establishing such criteria to take into consideration
the burdens upon commerce in terms of increased costs to consumers and users of more
restrictive measures to protect the public health
and safety. After promulgation of a relevant Federal Building Product Standard, States would be
preempted from establishing or enforcing any
other standard with respect to the use of such
building product in accordance with the Federal
standard, while State building regulations affecting other methods, materials, products, or aspects of construction would be unaffected.
Issuance of Building Products Standards
shall be in accordance with procedures of the
Administrative Procedure Act; the Administrator,
however, may adopt provisions or standards set
forth in codes promulgated by national code
groups if he finds that such standards satisfy the
substantive criteria of this act and have been
adopted under procedures which have given diverse views a hearing and which indicate substantial agreement by interested persons. 4
Sec. 8. Building Products Standard Advisory
Committee: The Administrator would be authorized and empowered to appoint an Advisory
Committee, empowered in tum to create subcommittees and task groups, to consult with the
Administrator with respect to the issuance of
any building product standard or any other function assigned to it by the Administrator. The Advisory Committee shall include among its members representatives of industry, labor, national
code groups, academia, and consumers, but it
shall not have any powers with respect to the issuance of building product standards other than
the provision of advice to the Administrator.
Sec. 9. Labeling: This section would authorize the Administrator to establish requirements
for labeling building products complying with
Federal standards, by which attention would be

restrictive measures to protect the public health

Z
and safety. After promulgation of a relevant Fed-

eral Building Product Standard, States would be

preempted from establishing or enforcing any

other standard with respect to the use of such

building product in accordance with the Federal

standard, while State building regulations affect-

ing other methods, materials, products, or as-

pects of construction would be unaffected.

The use of the term "materiat" within the definition of "producr'
creates the possibility that the Administrator's authority to
Issue regulations can be extended to basic construction materials, so long as they have been "manufactured" and moved
preponderantly in interstate commerce. Thus, if it be a fact
that most portland cement used in the United States is dIstributed in commerce, Federal power could reach standards
for the use of concrete in building construction. (The precise
definition of "product" is hence likely to be one of the most
highly controverted aspects of this legislation,)

The Administrator's statutory authority may be permipive or
restricted with respect to the building producta to be regulated, and the pace at which such standards shall be iasued.
• By aNording modet code groups an opening themaelves to writ.
standards for consideration by the Administrator (aasuming
he finds substantiat due process has been observed in their
formation) an opportunity for significant cooperation between
federal regutation end the code groups la created; thus the
code groupe themselves might be given a major Impetul
toward pr v . ria
d
b,l l)antive reform.
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shall be in accordance with procedures of the

Administrative Procedure Act; the Administrator,

however, may adopt provisions or standards set

forth in codes promulgated by national code
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called to the applicable standard with which

such building product complies.

Sec. 10. Enforcement: The Administrator

shall have the power to authorize investigations

called to the applicable standard with which
such building product complies.

of manufacturing processes, at such times and

under such conditions as he deems appropriate,

to insure compliance with applicable Federal

standards by manufacturers of building products.

Such investigations may include visits to con-

struction sites to insure compliance with applica-

ble Federal standards insofar as they relate to

transportation of building products to the site.

Such powers shall not preclude inspections by

State or local enforcement personnel not incon-

sistent with this act. Any aggrieved party and the

Administrator shall have a right to seek injunc-

tive relief from a U.S. District Court from viola-

tions of the Act as he determines necessary to

protect the public health and welfare, in accord-

ance with due process.'

Sec. 11. Judicial Review of Standards:

Within 90 days after the promulgation of a regu-

lation or standard under the act, an interested

person may petition for review of the Administra-

tor's decision in the Court of Appeals for the

Sec. 10. Enforcement: The Administrator
shall have the power to authorize investigations
of manufacturing processes, at such times and
under such conditions as he deems appropriate,
to insure compliance with applicable Federal
standards by manufacturers of building products.
Such investigations may include visits to construction sites to insure compliance with applicable Federal standards insofar as they relate to
transportation of building products to the site.
Such powers shall not preclude inspections by
State or local enforcement personnel not inconsistent with this act. Any aggrieved party and the
Administrator shall have a right to seek injunctive relief from a U.S. District Court from violations of the Act as he determines necessary to
protect the public health and welfare, in accordance with due process ..~

District of Columbia.

Sec. 12. Grants in Support of State Enforce-

ment Programs: In order to effectuate the pur-

poses of this act, and more particularly, to facili-

tate adoption of Federal standards by State

regulatory mechanisms, the Administrator would

be authorized to make planning and program

grants to State and local building control agen-

cies.

Sec. 13. Incentive Purchasing: The Adminis-

trator shall have a fund from which other agen-

cies of the Federal Government may receive

credits to facilitate purchase of building products

(even if noncompetitive in price terms) that are

certified as "significant innovations in building"

by the Administrator, subject to such criteria as

he deems appropriate, to create initial market

Sec. 11. Judicial Review of Standards:
Within 90 days after the promulgation of a regulation or standard under the act, an interested
person may petition for review of the Administrator's decision in the Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia.
Sec. 12. Grants In Support of State Enforcement Programs: In order to effectuate the purposes of this act, and more particularly, to facilitate adoption of Federal standards by State
regulatory mechanisms, the Administrator would
be authorized to make planning and program
grants to State and local building control agencies.

demand for federally certified products.6

â¢ Enforcement through Judicial process need not be time-consum-

ing nor costly. Where the issue of state or local non-

compliance with a duly promulgated standard is raised, the

issues may be ripe for summary judgment without extensive

fact finding, and if the parties are in agreement on the nature

of the issues between them, necessary facts can be intro-

duced by affidavit. Normal court powers of discovery (e.g.,

subpoenas) and sanctions for non-compliance would be avail-

able.

'This power would be In addition or complementary to funds for

Sec. 13. Incentive Purchasing: The Administrator shall have a fund from which other agencies of the Federal Government may receive
credits to facilitate purchase of building products
(even if noncompetitive in price terms) that are
certified as "significant innovations in building"
by the Administrator, subject to such criteria as
he deems appropriate, to create initial market
demand for federally certified products. 6

direct R&D for innovative building, in the budgets of the

Administration or other federal agencies.

Sec. 14. Appropriations: In brief, this ap-

proach to "federalizing" building regulation

would be selective and progressive, emphasizing

only the extension of particular Federal standards

for proven areas of national importance. State

regulation would not be displaced, except to the

extent it conflicts with particular Federal stand-

ards. Enforcement would remain a State and

local responsibility, but "any aggrieved party,"

as well as the Administrator, would have a ready

• Enforcement through judicial process need not be time-consuming nor cosily, Where the issue 01 state or local noncompliance with a duly promulgated standard is raised, the
ISlues may be ripe lor summary judgment without extensive
fact finding, and if the parties are in agreement on the nature
of the iSllues between them, necessary lacts can be introduced by affidavit. Normal court powers of discovery (e.g.,
subpoenas) and sanctions for non-compliance would be available.
• This power would be In addillon or complementary to funds lor
direct R&D lor innovative building, in the budgets of the
Administration or other federal agenci es.

Sec. 14. Appropriations: In brief, this approach to "federalizing" building regulation
would be selective and progressive, emphasizing
only the extension of particular Federal standards
for proven areas of national importance. State
regulation would not be displaced, except to the
extent it conflicts with particular Federal standards. Enforcement would remain a State and
local responsibility, but "any aggrieved party,"
as well as the Administrator, would have a ready
avenue of judicial relief. Finally, the Administrator's power to adopt provisions of model code
groups could produce greater adaptability by the
code groups to building code reform.
Promulgation of a Federal Building Code
Enforced by the States: At the outset of the
analysis of this alternative and of the additional
Federal-coordination approach next discussed, it
should be emphasized that some form of partnership approach is considered essential. This is
so, by contrast to a totally federalized process,
for both practical and political reasons. The vast
scale on which federalized building regulation
would have to apply, displacing extensive building regulation bureaucracies of States and localities, would make complete displacement of
State powers impractical, even though a completely Federal process might well be constitutionally defensible. By the same considerations, any
overlay of Federal standards upon State enforcement mechanisms must be undertaken with a
view to making a partnership approach effective.
Assuming sound comprehensive Federal
codes could be devised, it would be unlikely that
such codes could be fashioned from whole cloth
by any particular target date. Thus, the vastness
of the project would make staged introduction
advisable. It should be pointed out that the coverage of a Federal code would have to be ali-inclusive, rather than merely selective, to protect
against shoddy construction, in addition to opening up opportunities for new products and methods.
A Federal building code-here defined as
an aggregate of one or more standards and permitted uses with which construction of buildings
must comply in particular configurations (as distinguished from the product approach previously
discussed)-can be made applicable to the
States on either a mandatory or a "leveraged"
basis. Mandatory applicability could be achieved
by a congressional declaration that all construction of a particular kind is affected by a national
interest. Three examples may suffice to illustrate
?mprehensive standards
the fashio 'rgl't'l -'

avenue of judicial relief. Finally, the Administra-

tor's power to adopt provisions of model code

groups could produce greater adaptability by the

code groups to building code reform.

Promulgation of a Federal Building Code
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have been universally applied, although the

drafting of a building code's applicability would

require careful and unique attention.

â¢ ln the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938,

standards promulgated by the Administrator of

have been universally applied, although the
draft!ng of a building code's applicability would
require careful and unique attention.

the Wage and Hour Division of the Department

of Labor are applicable to all employees "en-

gaged in commerce or in the production of

goods for commerce" (29 U.S.C. Â§206) with ex-

emptions defined by statute with respect to the

dollar volume of goods sold in intrastate com-

merce and by regulation of the Administrator (29

U.S.C. Â§213).

â¢ ln the Meat lnspection Act, 21 U.S.C.

Â§Â§601-695, all meat-slaughtering establishments

whose products "are to be used in commerce"

are affected (21 U.S.C. Â§603), but products regu-

lated are flatly defined to be those "either in in-

terstate or foreign commerce or [that] substan-

tially effect such commerce" (21 U.S.C. Â§602),

e.g., by competing with those products that are

in commerce.

â¢ Similarly, in the Metal and Nonmetallic

Mine Safety Act, 30 U.S.C. Â§Â§721-740, "Each

mine the products of which regularly enter com-

merce, or the operations of which affect com-

merce" are covered, although the Secretary of

Agriculture may by published rules decline to

exercise authority with respect to a class of

mines where the effect "is not sufficiently sub-

stantial to warrant the exercise of jurisdiction . . .

and the record of injuries and accidents . . .

warrants such a declination of jurisdiction." (30

U.S.C. Â§722(a) and (b))

Selection of a mandatory scope of Federal

applicability would depend on economic analy-

ses of the construction industry in the United

States by value, by proportion of value added at

the site and within the State in which the site is

located, and by types of constructionâupon

which practical judgments must be made as to

• In the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938,
standards promulgated by the Administrator of
the Wage and Hour Division of the Department
of Labor are applicable to all employees "engaged in commerce or in the production of
goods for commerce" (29 U.S.C. §206) with exemptions defined by statute with respect to the
dollar volume of goods sold in intrastate commerce and by regulation of the Administrator (29
U.S.C. §213).
• In the Meat Inspection Act, 21 U.S.C.
§§601-695, all meat-slaughtering establishments
whoSE:: products "are to be used in commerce"
are affected (21 U.S.C. §603) , but products regulated are flatly defined to be those "either in interstate or foreign commerce or [that] substantially effect such commerce" (21 U.S.C. §602).
e.g., by competing with those products that are
in commerce.
• Similarly, in the Metal and Nonmetallic
Mine Safety Act, 30 U.S.C. §§721-740, "Each
mine the products of which regularly enter commerce, or the operations of which affect commerce" are covered, although the Secretary of
Agriculture may by published rules decline to
exercise authority with respect to a class of
mines where the effect "is not sufficiently substantial to warrant the exercise of jurisdiction ...
and the record of injuries and accidents . . .
warrants such a declination of jurisdiction." (30
U.S.C. §722(a) and (b))

the extent to which a Federal standard is desired

to apply. Nonetheless, certain triggers for Fed-

eral jurisdiction (substantiated constitutionally in

a separate paper) can be suggested. The most

comprehensive basis for jurisdiction would be

the finding that all construction not undertaken

by the owner for his own occupancy is a na-

tional concern, because it exerts effect on inter-

state commerce either directly (as the largest

component of a typical family budget) or indi-

rectly (in that local building "casts a shadow" on

interstate commerce). Alternatively, all construc-

tion to which Federal funds have been commit-

tedâeither directly or through a Federal

mortgage guaranty, etc.âcould be made subject

to Federal standards only. Additionally, Federal

regulation could exempt from any definition of

applicability certain classes of construction, ei-

ther statutorily defined or defined by regulation.

"Leverage" applicability could be achieved

by a "carrot and stick" approach in the use of

Federal funds, presently typified by a number of

pending bills establishing a Federal role in land

use planning and policy formation. The Adminis-

Selection of a mandatory scope of Federal
applicability would depend on economic analyses of the construction industry in the United
States by value, by proportion of value added at
the site and within the State in which the site is
located, and by types of construction-upon
which practical judgments must be made as to
the extent to which a Federal standard is desired
to apply. Nonetheless, certain triggers for Federal jurisdiction (substantiated constitutionally in
a separate paper) can be suggested . The most
comprehensive basis for jurisdiction would be
the finding that all construction not undertaken
by the owner for his own occupancy is a national concern, because it exerts effect on interstate commerce either directly (as the largest
component of a typical family budget) or indirectly (in that local building "casts a shadow" on
interstate commerce) . Alternatively, all construction to which Federal funds have been commit-

ted-either directly or through a Federal
mortgage guaranty, etc.-could be made subject
to Federal standards only. Additionally, Federal
regulation could exempt from any definition of
applicability certain classes of construction, either statutorily defined or defined by regulation.
"Leverage" applicability could be achieved
by a "carrot and stick" approach in the use of
Federal funds. presently typified by a number of
pending bills establishing a Federal role in land
use planning and policy formation. The Administration bill (S. 924 and H.R. 4862) couples the inducement of Federal program grants with "crossover" sanctions, by which States are penalized
in graduated amounts-from 7 percent to 21 percent of otherwise available funds-taken from
relevant programs for highways, airport construction. and conservation programs. In the
building regulation context, the Federal carrot
would be the grant of funds to support training
and enforcement by State agencies (a useful inducement, whether or not States have yet
adopted statewide enforcement mechanisms) and
the stick could be the withholding of funds for
urban renewal. model cities, etc., or cutbacks in
the availability of federally guaranteed building
programs. 7
The foregoing assessment of the potential
applicability of a Federal building code sets the
ke~ framework of partnership approaches in
which the Federal standard-setting role would
pred?'!1inate. More specifically, the following
provIsions would have to be embodied in any
legislation.
. Con~re~s/on81 Findings and Policy: As preViously Indicated with respect to a product
standard approach, legislation would require a
finding of urgent need for development of a Federal role in building regulation, articulated in
terms of the economic benefit to the Nation of a
national market for innovative technology in
order to achieve the goals of earlier housing
acts. Additionally, legislation would stipulate a
rol~ for the States in enforcement of federally
defined standards and a commitment for Federal
'The Occupation Safety and Health Act, 29 U.S.C. §651-e78,
which veata atandard-Iettlng powera In an Adminiatration in
the Oepa~tment of Labor to deal with conditiona of employment nationWide, provldel an interelting two-Itage mOd41I.
Without dilplacing Itate authority in areaa where no lederal
Itandard hal been let, the act providel for the lelting of
mandatory lederal Itandardl overriding all Inconlietent Ilala
Itandardl. However, Stala. are encouraged and allilted in
developing Iheir own occupalional health and salety programl, which when embodied in a plan accepled by the
Secrelary 01 Labor, dilplace ("preempt") fedaral Itandards
In the lamll' rfll § ~n
If I billty. 29 U.S.C. 1667.

1'"9.

tration bill (S. 924 and H.R. 4862) couples the in-
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over" sanctions, by which States are penalized

in graduated amountsâfrom 7 percent to 21 per-

cent of otherwise available fundsâtaken from
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assistance to States to aid in the enforcement

process.

Regulatory Mechanisms: A Federal instru-

mentality for promulgating codes would be re-

quired to be established, and machinery for co-

operation and coordination with the States would

be needed. At the Federal level, a mechanism

similar to the Building Products Standards Ad-

ministration previously suggested would be ap-

propriate, under the direction of an Administra-

tor, with the assistance of staff, research

facilities, and a representative advisory commit-

tee. The task of promulgating comprehensive

codes would require setting a floor, as well as

raising the ceiling, for construction standards. A

mechanism for coordinating State enforcement

would also be needed, for which three elements

in particular would have to be spelled out:

1. A program of Federal technical training

and financial assistance that would facilitate in-

tegration of State and local enforcement machin-

ery with Federal standards.

2. A set of criteria for the upgrading of

assistance to States to aid in the enforcement
process.
Regulatory Mechanisms: A Federal instrumentality for promulgating codes would be required to be established, and machinery for cooperation and coordination with the States would
be needed. At the Federal level, a mechanism
similar to the Building Products Standards Administration previously suggested would be appropriate, under the direction of an Administrator, with the assistance of staff, research
facilities, and a representative advisory committee. The task of promulgating comprehensive
codes would require setting a floor, as well as
raising the ceiling, for construction standards. A
mechanism for coordinating State enforcement
would also be needed, for which three elements
in particular would have to be spelled out:

State enforcement machinery, embracing the es-

tablishment in all States of statewide enforce-

ment mechanisms (with subdelegation to local

authorities possible); procedures for expeditious

processing of building applications and criteria

for meaningful judicial review in State or Federal

courts; provisions for making discretionary judg-

ments assigned to State agencies by Federal au-

thority for such questions as application, timing,

and exemption from Federal standards; and pro-

visions for upgrading the professionalism of

State and local enforcement personnel.

3. A mechanism for accomplishing the re-

view of State performance of functions assigned

by Federal statute and providing a hearing for

State viewpointsâespecially necessary to secure

procedural fairness where the imposition of Fed-

eral sanctions for noncompliance will be in-

volved. lf mandatory Federal codes are devel-

oped, an advisory board consisting of a limited

number of rotating appointments among nomi-

1. A program of Federal technical training
and financial assistance that would facilitate integration of State and local enforcement machinery with Federal standards.
2. A set of criteria for the upgrading of
State enforcement machinery, embracing the establishment in all States of statewide enforcement mechanisms (with subdelegation to local
authorities possible); procedures for expeditious
processing of building applications and criteria
for meaningful judicial review in State or Federal
courts; provisions for making discretionary judgments assigned to State agencies by Federal authority for such questions as application, timing,
and exemption from Federal standards; and provisions for upgrading the professionalism of
State and local enforcement personnel.

nees by State governors would be an appropri-

ate source of general advice, so long as control

over Federal decisionmaking was negated. For a

"leveraged" approach, adoption of a grant appli-

cation procedure would be appropriate, with

State agencies required to track Federal guide-

lines in the initial and subsequent submission of

information. lf the sanction of withholding funds

is utilized, a process of notification, opportunity

for hearing, and public report of findings of non-

eligibility would be required, in which, for prac-

tical and political reasons, responsibility for de-

cisions should be exercised by the Secretary of

HUD, rather than any subordinate Administrator.

ln any event, extensive and continuing assess-

ment of performance in implementation j/vould be

required to insure the relevance of Federal

codes and their effectiveness in application.

Judicial Relief: Provisions of Federal codes

must be subject to judicial review in accordance

with the Administrative Procedure Act, and

States must have a right to injunctive relief

where sanctions are imposed. Both Federal au-

3. A mechanism for accomplishing the review of State performance of functions assigned
by Federal statute and providing a hearing for
State viewpoints-especially necessary to secure
procedural fairness where the imposition of Federal sanctions for noncompliance will be involved. If mandatory Federal codes are developed, an advisory board consisting of a limited
number of rotating appointments among nominees by State governors would be an appropriate source of general advice, so long as control
over Federal decisionmaking was negated. For a
"leveraged" approach, adoption of a grant application procedure would be appropriate, with
State agencies required to track Federal guidelines in the initial and subsequent submission of
information. If the sanction of withholding funds
is utilized, a process of notificatiop, oppo rtunity

for hearing, and public report of findings of noneligibility would be required, in which, for practical and political reasons, responsibility for decisions should be exercised by the Secretary of
HUD, rather than any subordinate Administrator.
In any event, extensive and continuing assessment of performance in implementation ;yould be
required to insure the relevance of Federal
codes and their effectiveness in application.
Judicial Relief: Provisions of Federal codes
must be subject to judicial review in accordance
with the Administrative Procedure Act, and
States must have a right to injunctive relief
where sanctions are imposed. Both Federal authority and private parties must have avenues for
judicial review to contest adverse regulatory decisions by State enforcers.
Public Reports: Because of the needs to coordinate Federal and State functions, to
stimulate public responsiveness, and to achieve
political responsibility, an annual or biennial report of the operations of the program, its goals
and its effectiveness, should be rendered by the
Secretary to the President and the Congress.
Appropriations: Because of the scale of regulation intended, and the requirement to insure
adequate enforcement, significant appropriations
may be required.
Effects on Existing Laws: State and local
building regulations would be preempted only to
the extent that they conflict with this act. (The
possibility of Federal preemption followed by redelegation to the States has been noted in
connection with discussion of the Occupational
Health and Safety Act. See f.n. 7.) Other Federal
laws under which funds may be made available
for specific purposes would be modified to the
extent the Secretary of HUD had determined on
the imposition of sanctions in accordance with
the provisions of this act.

In brief, this approach would establish machinery for the promulgation, over time, of Federal building codes covering all or a significant
portion of construction activity in the United
States. State enforcement powers and bureaucratic machinery would be preserved and
brought into compliance by the imposition of
Federal sanctions. If a mandatory Federal code
were adopted, a Federal enforcement mechanism
might subsequently be required to the extent
that State and local mechanisms proved noncooperative. In any event, significant Federal
funding w~u.ld . "p'rppabl~ be required to achieve
satisfacto rS~a\e ah~ acal compliance.
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thority and private parties must have avenues for

judicial review to contest adverse regulatory de-

cisions by State enforcers.
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Federal Coordination and Certification of

State Regulatory Programs: Conceptually, this

approach differs from the Federal building code

approach previously discussed in terms of em-

phasis and timing, placing Federal authority in a

reactive role and putting primary emphasis on

the efforts of States to bring their own regulatory

programs more into line with national needs.

Federal regulatory authority would articulate na-

tional needs and goals, and facilitate the devel-

opment of State regulatory mechanisms in com-

pliance with national policy. A program of

Federal sanctions, both carrot and stick, would

be appropriate, but the initiative for reform

would rest in the States under Federal supervi-

sion. Present efforts to promote model State

codes would be placed in a more pressured pol-

icy framework thereby.

Again, pending land use planning bills sug-

gest useful analogies, at least one of which sug-

gests a very tough approach. S.792, introduced

by Senator Muskie as an amendment to the Fed-

eral Water Pollution Control Act, prohibits Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency grants to States for

water and air pollution activities unless the Ad-

ministrator of the Agency has found that

applicant States have comprehensive environ-

mental protection permit programs approved by

the Administrator in accordance with statutory

standards. These programs must embody an ad-

equate process for issuing permits, and must im-

plement an adequate mechanism for overseeing

compliance with permit requirements, which

must follow environmental protection criteria

specified by statute. As sanctions, S.792 embod-

ies both the withholding of funds for other rele-

vant Federal programs and the making of grants

to effectuate coming into compliance with the

provisions of the amendatory bill.

As defined in the Muskie bill, "process" in-

cludes opportunities for public participation in

the development of standards, in implementation

and review, and in the issuance of particular

permits, while "mechanism" includes ways of

achieving coordination within relevant State

agencies and among States and Federal agen-

cies. The definition of "criteria," specifically set

forth in the bill, precludes certification of a pro-

gram unless State regulation complies with a

number of standards set forth in the bill and in

other existing Federal legislation (to which might

be added, with respect to building regulation,

compliance with additional criteria which Con-

gress would authorize a Federal agency to pro-

mulgate).

With respect to building regulation, a paral-

lel approach may be feasible. lnitially, it should

be established that a State will lose Federal

funds by a particular date unless it has estab-

lished a statewide building regulatory system

(with provisions, of course, for subdelegation

and exemption with respect to particular classes

of political subdivision or building construction),

embodying specified provisions for public partici-

pation in the promulgation of standards, imple-

Federal Coordination and Certification of
State Regulatory Programs: Conceptually, this
approach differs from the Federal building code
approach previously discussed in terms of emphasis and timing, placing Federal authority in a
reactive role and putting primary emphasis on
the effor~s of States to bring their own regulatory
programs more into line with national needs.
Federal regulatory authority would articulate national needs and goals, and facilitate the development of State regulatory mechanisms in compliance with national policy. A program of
Federal sanctions, both carrot and stick, would
be appropriate, but the initiative for reform
would rest in the States under Federal supervision. Present efforts to promote model State
codes would be placed in a more pressured policy framework thereby.
Again , pending land use planning bills suggest useful analogies, at least one of which suggests a very tough approach. S.792, introduced
by Senator Muskie as an amendment to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, prohibits Environmental Protection Agency grants to States for
water and air pollution activities unless the Administrator of the Agency has found that
applicant States have comprehensive environmental protection permit programs approved by
the Administrator in accordance with statutory
standards. These programs must embody an adequate process for issuing permits, and must implement an adequate mechanism for overseeing
compliance with permit requirements, which
must follow environmental protection criteria
specified by statute. As sanctions, S.792 embodies both the withholding of funds for other relevant Federal programs and the making of grants
to effectuate coming into compliance with the
provisions of the amendatory bill.
As defined in the Muskie bill, "process" includes opportunities for public participation in
the development of standards, in implementation
and review, and in the issuance of particular
permits, while "mechanism" includes ways of
achieving coordination within relevant State
agencies and among States and Federal agencies. The definition of "criteria," specifically set
forth in the bill, precludes certification of a program unless State regulation complies with a
number of standards set forth in the bill and in
other existing Federal legislation (to which might
be added, with respect to building regulation,
compliance with additional criteria which Congress would authorize a Federal agency to promulgate).
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mentation, enforcement, and judicial review. ln

addition, criteria for the approval of proposed

buildings should emphasize adoption of uniform

standards throughout a particular State and uni-

formity with other jurisdictions, initially through
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With respect to building regulation, a parallel approach may be feasible. Initially, it should
be established that a State will lose Federal
funds by a particular date unless it has established a statewide building regulatory system
(with provisions, of course, for subdelegation
and exemption with respect to particular classes
of political subdivision or building construction).
embodying specified provisions for public participation in the promulgation of standards, implementation, enforcement, and judicial review. In
addition, criteria for the approval of proposed
buildings should emphasize adoption of uniform
standards throughout a particular State and uniformity with other jurisdictions, initially through
adoption of a model code. The pace of reform,
however, should be expressly pressed both by
statutory provisions and by Federal administrative rulemaking. Specifically, a Federal administrator could be empowered to make rules for
the utilization of specific building products, materials. and techniques which must be "substantially reflected" in the criteria utilized by State
building regulatory processes.
A key to the effectiveness of this approach
would be the requirement, paralleling the provision of the Muskie bill, that Federal certification
of State building regulatory programs be of limited duration, e.g., 4 years. Thus, in the first
phase after enactment of the legislation, States
may be required by a particular time (say, 2
years after enactment) to have in being a prescribed process and program, with regulatory
criteria consistent with a model code. Prior to
that time, the Administrator (of a Federal Building Standards Administration in HUD) will have
completed promulgation of certain specified criteria-probably drawn in the negative (Le., "No
State code may prohibit the use of plastic pipe
for the following purposes . . .") to be made applicable for the next ensuing certification period,
with the threat of nonrenewal a key sanction to
achieve compliance. Such Federal criteria, of
course, would have to be adopted under safeguards of procedural fairness and judicial review, and inputs from the States as well as industry, labor, and consumers would have to be
fostered through an advisory mechanism.
The requirement that States be responsive
to federally imposed criteria would have an organizational corollary for State regulatory mechanisms, that State provisions could be revised by
State administrative action rather than awaiting
the full legislative cycle (often 2 years). Otherwise, State b ,~8 ~ I
themselves crippled in

\i
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their programs, faced with Federal sanctions,

without an opportunity to comply with Federal

standards. ln any event, however, the right of

States to contest sanctions through litigation

would again have to be confirmed.

The "Amalgam" Approach: As a final alter-

native one should note the possibility of forging

"amalgams" among the foregoing approaches.

The Occupational Health and Safety Act has pre-

viously been identified as one such course, in

which total Federal preemption through manda-

tory standards is followed by selective redelega-

tion to States, under statutorily defined guide-

lines. ln the building code field (where extensive

local regulatory structures exist) such a course

would seem, for practical reasons, to put the

cart before the horse.

To reverse the approach by commencing

with a process of coordination and certification,

affording the Administrator discretionary author-

ity to issue product standards or mandatory

building codes, would have the virtues (to intro-

duce a different metaphor) of a mailed fist in a

velvet glove. By this approach, the Administrator

could be afforded authority to speed along the

process of achieving modernization and greater

uniformity by issuing such standards or codes in

his discretion. States, by contrast, would have a

major additional incentive to change, so as to

stave off the requirement of outright Federal

preemption.

The Alternatives Evaluated

With varying degrees of specificity, this

paper has pointed out three broad approaches to

the problem of how a stronger Federal role in

building regulation might be achieved. They are:

Federal definition of standards for particular

building products; promulgation of a Federal

their programs, faced with Federal sanctions,
without an opportunity to comply with Federal
standards. In any event, however, the right of
States to contest sanctions through litigation
would again have to be confirmed.
The "Amalgam" Approach: As a final alternative one should note the possibility of forging
"amalgams" among the foregoing approaches.
The Occupational Health and Safety Act has previously been identified as one such course, in
which total Federal preemption through mandatory standards is followed by selective redelegation to States, under statutorily defined guidelines. In the building code field (where extensive
local regulatory structures exist) such a course
would seem, for practical reasons, to put the
cart before the horse.
To reverse the approach by commencing
with a process of coordination and certification,
affording the Administrator discretionary authority to issue product standards or mandatory
building codes, would have the virtues (to introduce a different metaphor) of a mailed fist in a
velvet glove. By this approach, the Administrator
could be afforded authority to speed along the
process of achieving modernization and greater
uniformity by issuing such standards or codes in
his discretion. States, by contrast, would have a
major additional incentive to change, so as to
stave off the requirement of outright Federal
preemption.

building code to be enforced by the States; and

Federal certification of State processes, mecha-

nisms, and criteria for building regulation within

The Alternatives Evaluated

an overall framework of statutory and administra-

tive guidelines. An additional combination of

these approaches, resting on certification but ac-

cording standby authority for issuance of prod-

uct standards or codes, has also been dis-

cussed. ln a separate paper, the legal and

practical justification for these approaches,

against the background of existing approaches

to building code reform, will be assessed.

Nevertheless, certain preliminary distinctions

and requisites common to the adoption of each

alternative can be usefully pointed out here.

1. Development of building products stand-

ards can be accomplished by a Federal instru-

mentality with minimum participation by the

States; promulgation of Federal codes and Fed-

eral certification of State activities require ongo-

ing coordination with the States, justify extensive

Federal commitments in terms of grants and

training support to effectuate compliance, and

may require toughly imposed sanctions through

the granting and withholding of funds.

2. While the outright development of Federal

standards and codes would require the least

measure of Federal involvement with the activi-

ties of model code groups and traditional inter-

ests in the building industry, coordination with

these interests may be the key to practical im-

provement on the scale needed. Thus, preserving

With varying degrees of specificity, this
paper has pointed out three broad approaches to
the problem of how a stronger Federal role in
building regulation might be achieved. They are:
Federal definition of standards for particular
building products; promulgation of a Federal
building code to be enforced by the States; and
Federal certification of State processes, mechanisms, and criteria for building regulation within
an overall framework of statutory and administrative guidelines. An additional combination of
these approaches, resting on certification but according standby authority for issuance of product standards or codes, has also been discussed. In a separate paper, the legal and
practical justification for these approaches,
against the background of existing approaches
to building code reform, will be assessed.
Nevertheless, certain preliminary distinctions
and requisites common to the adoption of each
alternative can be usefully pointed out here.

1. Development of building products standards can be accomplished by a Federal instrumentality with minimum participation by the
States; promulgation of Federal codes and Federal certification of State activities requi re ongoing coordination with the States, justify extensive
Federal commitments in terms of grants and
training support to effectuate compliance, and
may require toughly imposed sanctions through
the granting and withholding of funds.
2. While the outright development of Federal
standards and codes would require the least
measure of Federal involvement with the activities of model code groups and traditional interests in the building industry, coordination with
these interests may be the key to practical improvement on the scale needed. Thus, preserving
and stimulating State initiative in code formation
as reflected in the Federal certification of State
programs may be an attractive and useful reason
for legislation following that course of action.
3. The development of a comprehensive
Federal building code (even if administered by
the States) would require a Federal reevaluation
of traditional building approaches that may well
be a distraction from the central aim in view of
stimulating innovative measures. Nonetheless, an
opportunity to reassess safety standards (dramatically suggested by the recent building collapse in Bailey's Crossroads, Virginia, and a series of fires in high-rise buildings purportedly
conforming to local codes) may be required.
Moreover, it should be recognized that failures
of coordination between Federal and State agencies may subsequently require the development
of a Federal enforcement mechanism on a vast
scale.
4. In all three approaches, major Federal research initiatives are required, not only in the
development of new building techniques, but
perhaps, more importantly, in fostering the development of methodology for judging innovative
technology persuasively. Thus, the key to success may well be the extent to which a Federal
"handle" on performance standards can be
achieved, a task that appears justified regardless
of the method of greater Federal regulatory involvement chosen. Moreover, the political credibility of any novel departure in regulation may
well depend on a prior demonstration that improved reg"O( ti l,~ l m e:H'j!ods are actually in reach.
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5. In order to tailor the specific application
of desired regulation, as well as to make a political case in support of proposed legislation, extensive statistical inquiries should be made with

respect to the retarding effects of existing build·
ing regulations, the economic benefits of remov·
ing such restrictions, and the most useful targets
for building regulation reform.
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Summary

This paper deals with three aspects of the

Creating a National Market for
Innovation in Building: Justifying
Strong Federal Action

problem of justifying the case before Congress

and the public of the need for a strong Federal

initiative in the building code field. These as-

pects bear on the choice among alternative reg-

ulatory schemes proposed and analyzed in a

separate paper and requiring special enabling

legislation.

The three aspects are:

1. The constitutional framework. The paper

presents an analysis of recent departures from

By Steven R. Rivkln*
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conventional Constitutional doctrine which rele-

gates regulation of building matters exclusively

to the States. Post-New Deal expansion in the

concept of interstate commerce has now been

extended to a range of purely local matters, lim-

Summary

ited only by the necessity of a showing of direct

relationship to trade and commerce among the

States. Recent Supreme Court cases construing

the Civil Rights Act of 1964, in particular, indi-

cate a broad scope for Federal power. There is

no doubt that any of the four proposed regula-

tory alterantives would be amply within the

power of the Congress to enact and of the Exec-

utive Branch to implement.

2. Making the case for Federal action. De-

spite abundant, widely shared, and highly plausi-

ble claims that the prevailing pattern of multiple

restrictive building codes drives up the cost of

housing, the case remains to be substantiated by

careful economic analysis. Yet such hard data

are necessary to present the issue to Congress

â¢ Reference Is made In this paper to a law review article. Be-

cause of space limitations, the article has not been Included In

this volume. The article Is: Steven R. Rlvkln, "Courting Change:

Using Litigation to Reform Local Building Codes," Rutgers Law

Rtvltw, Vol. 26, No. 4, Summer 1973, pp. 774-802.

and overcome anticipated objections, and to lay

the initial course to be followed by Federal regu-

lation. A number of areas for further fact-gather-

ing are suggested that would be material to this

aim. In addition, it is suggested that efforts be

made in justifying the need for Federal interven-

tion to coopt existing institutions at State levels

working to reform building codes. The principal

case for reform should be made in terms of the

economic need, rather than the defects of exist-

ing administrative efforts.

3. Reflections on legislative strategy. A

strong economic case, the availability of Federal

grants, and indications that reform will only in-

crease the volume of construction will go far to-

ward minimizing opposition efforts. Care must be

given in the initiation of legislation to ensure that

This paper deals with three aspects of the
problem of justifying the case before Congress
and the public of the need for a strong Federal
initiative in the building code field. These aspects bear on the choice among alternative regulatory schemes proposed and analyzed in a
separate paper and requiring special enabling
legislation.
The three aspects are:
1. The constitutional framework. The paper
presents an analysis of recent departures from
conventional Constitutional doctrine which relegates regulation of building matters exclusively
to the States. Post-New Deal expansion in the
concept of interstate commerce has now been
extended to a range of purely local matters, limited only by the necessity of a showing of direct
relationship to trade and commerce among the
States. Recent Supreme Court cases construing
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, in particular, indicate a broad scope for Federal power. There is
no doubt that any of the four proposed regulatory alterantives would be amply within the
power of the Congress to enact and of the Executive Branch to implement.
2. Making the case for Federal action. Despite abundant, widely shared, and highly plausible claims that the prevailing pattern of multiple
restrictive building codes drives up the cost of
housing, the case remains to be substantiated by
careful economic analysis. Yet such hard data
are necessary to present the issue to Congress

multiple committee reviews, if necessary, will not

impede passage. Consideration ought to be

given to initiating litigation, or threatening its ini-

tiation, to attempt to create a momentum toward

Federal regulatory intervention as a compromise

• Reference ia made In this paper to a law review article . Becau.e 01 apece limitations. the article has not been Included In
this volume. The article is : Steven R. Rivkin, "Courting Change:
U.lng Litigation to Reform Local Building Codes," Rutgers Lllw
R.vl.w, Vol. 26, No.4, SUfTlmer 1973, pp. 77H02.

and overcome anticipated objections, and to lay
the initial course to be followed by Federal regulation. A number of areas for further fact-gathering are suggested that would be material to this
aim . In addition, it is suggested that efforts be
made in justifying the need for Federal intervention to coopt existing institutions at State levels
working to reform building codes. The principal
case for reform should be made in terms of the
economic need, rather than the defects of existing administrative efforts.
3. Reflections on legislative strategy. A
strong economic case, the availability of Federal
grants, and indications that reform will only increase the volume of construction will go far toward minimizing opposition efforts. Care must be
given in the initiation of legislation to ensure that
multiple committee reviews, if necessary, will not
impede passage. Consideration ought to be
given to initiating litigation, or threatening its initiation, to attempt to create a momentum toward
Federal regulatory intervention as a compromise
acceptable to interests that would otherwise rise
in opposition to a solely legislative approach.
In a separate paper, alternative legislative
approaches have been identified by which the
Federal Government can now move to foster a
national market for innovative technology in the
construction industry. To achieve these ends,
Federal roles have been outlined in promulgating
standards for the use of particular building products and materials; displacing inconsistent State
regulations; promulgating Federal building codes
for mandatory or leveraged enforcement by State
building regulatory mechanisms; coordinating
State regulation within a framework of nationally
defined goals; and a combination approach
whereby the coordination of State activities can
give way to more direct Federal intervention if
circumstances warrant overtime.
Each of these approaches represents the creation of a novel Federal regulatory function, requiring specific statutory authorization. Congress
would be called upon to create an administrative
mechanism (an Administration, either independent or within an eXisting Government agency,
such as HUD) and to provide specific authority
for the exercise of Federal powers and the limited displacement of State powers. In addition to
authorizing appropriations, Congress would be
asked by the executive branch in each year to
appropriate funds to accomplish its purposes as
expressed in the underlying substantive legislation .
Original from
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In a separate paper, alternative legislative

approaches have been identified by which the

Federal Government can now move to foster a
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This paper alms to set forth the legal and
practical framework within which the case for
such legislation would be made, and to note the
relevance of these factors to each of the broad
legislative alternatives previously identified. As
the first step, an analysis 01 recent cases Is
given , by which Federal powers under the Interstate Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution
(Art. I , §8, cl. 3) I are shown to have ample authority for Federal legIslation preempting areas
of traditional jurisdiction under State police
powers,! Subsequently, the paper reviews and
analyzes presently available economic and admlnlstralive justlflcalion for such legislative enactments, essential both to justify the proposal
of new legislation and to guide the Initial choice
of direction by a Federal admlnlslrative body
once legislation is enacted, In addition, suggestions are made for the kind of additional justification that would be useful to support legislation
and to contribute to Inilial administrative orientation. Finally, certain practical assessments are
offered bearing on legislative strategy, continuing
and supplementing the preliminary comments offered in the companion paper,

The Constitutional Framework
The trad itional statement of assumptions
about authority 10 regulale construction-Ignoring latent Federal powers and focusing solely on
the authorities of the Slates-Is typically expressed in the single comprehensive document
that has come to hold greatest authority for
building code lawyers, Charles S, Rhyne's Survey of the Law of Building Codes :
Thl law 01 building codll Is groundld upon whal II
called Ihl " poli ce POwlr" 01 Ihl 11111, Thl police powlr I.
rhe 10urCi 01 all aulhorlty 10 'n,el building codlt , It h..
neVilr been very exac tly dellnld , Ind Indeld II'IfI Uniled
Sial" Supreme Co url h. . .ald Ihal II II 'I nca pable of any
very exac i delln1l10n.' Broa dly lpeakln", II I, Ihe pO_r of
Ihe Ilate 10 la"lllat, for Ihl "en,ral willar, 01 ill cililens.'
(Emph.. ', add ad .)

Rhyne' 1960 study then continues to describe
the then prevalent pattern of delegation of these
exclusively State powers to municipalities:
Th l, PO_r "'lid" In II'IfI 1,,,III'lu re of II'IfI Ilal" end
en,bl" II'IfI le"lll,tufe 10 pa.. lawl s uch II building

• ftlr"

.

"

""01'\0

5","

01 " .. l ... 01 9u //id/"" Coda

Insofar as the above thumbnail sketch Implies that Federal authority is constitutionally excluded from the building regulation field, it
grossly overstetes the case in the light of contemporary constitutional doctrine, implemented
through a number of key Federal statutes referred to in the compenion paper and buttressed
by a solid line of court holdings. These developments have occu rred in fields that are essentially
Indistinguishable from the field of building regulation Insofar as they touch upon the sweep 01
Federal power under the interstate commerce
clause and powers 01 a State under which local
regulation " for the general welfare of its citizens" is permissible. Changed too is the perce~
tion of need for a Federal role, the absence of
which made Federal Initiatives just as unthinkable in 1960 as its presence makes strong Federal
action appropr iate a decade and a half later.
II Is by now a legal maxim that the reach of
legitimate Federal power under the interstate
commerce clause Is far greater than was once
perceived-l lmlted only by the pracllcal requirement 01 some rational nexus to trade and commerce among the States, either explicitly or impliedly before the Congress In Its enactments.
Perhaps the most graphic demonstration of this
change of altitude Is expressed in the recent
reenactment of Federal narcotics control statutes. Where originally Federal powers were considered Inadequate to reach the possession of
narcotic substances, giving rise to an elaborate
(and ultimately constitutionally vulnerable) substitute structure to choke off narcotics traffic,'
now a simple provision of the Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act 01 1970 makes It unlawful to "possess" a "controlled substance" except
in accordance with the provisions of the act.' In
essence, a frank recognition by the Congress
that the problem of drug abuse constitutes a national problem underlay the ability of Congress
to devise a more rational , comprehensive struc• /b/l1. It I .

Con",,"

,Art. 1. • ' providel 1lI.I, " TM
UI.n ha¥a P_. f . ..
To .""III.t. Com .....e. with tor""n H.tlon •. • nd
the
....."1 St.IH. Irld wl' h ,hi Indl.n T.l bI. , . , .,
• Amlnd_ nl X P'OVIdH Ihll. " 'hi _ " nOI de ..,,"1d 101M
Unltld SI.t .. by ' hl Conali lulion . nor !)rol'llo i'ld by II 10 U..
SI.IH, II. f . . . ""'" to thl
flIPlCl i",ty. O. 10 Ill.
~

Codel. Some .11111 h.ve done so. But mo.t IlIlft; "-""
chosen 10 de le"ate a pOrtion 01 lhelr poUc, pO_r to loc.I
gOYlmm,n'al unlll .uch •• cltle. . .. hlch ."' formed by 1M
11.11 1e"lal.tu", and can nefcl.. luch powe •• u at, ~
lerred upgn ' .... m by lhe .tate reg,.'at .. t • • 1\ I. und.r the
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ture of control. As a result, mere possession by

an individualâabout as "local" an act as can be

imaginedâis now an unambiguous Federal

crime.

With a similar perception of need lacking in

the field of construction standards, it is not sur-

prising that a similar comprehensive legislative

mandate has not been sought or secured.7 Nev-

ertheless, it has been clear, at least since New

Deal days, that Federal powers can be exercised

over transactions and types of business activities

for which a strong contrary argument can be

made on behalf of State powers. For example, in

Wickard v. Filburn (1942)8 Federal crop controls

were upheld as they apply to produce that is

grown and consumed entirely on the farm, inas-

much as they cast an appreciable shadow on

product markets, and in U.S. v. South-Eastern

Underwriters Assn. (1944)9 the business of writ-

ing insurance on propertyânever considered

previously to be "commerce" between the States

âwas brought under the standards of the Sher-

man Antitrust Act. And later cases, especially

those Identified with the field of civil rights, go

quite far to affirm Federal powers every bit rele-

vant to the field of building regulation.10

' Nonetheless, limited mandates displacing local codes have long

existed, typified by the provisions of the Lanham Public War

Housing Act, 42 U.S.C. Â§i52l(b). displacing State regulatory

powers for certain federally owned or leased lands to be

utilized for defense housing.

â¢317 U.S. 111 (1942).

ture of control. As a result, mere possession by
an individual-about as "local" an act as can be
imagined-is now an unambiguous Federal
crime.
With a similar perception of need lacking in
the field of construction standards, it is not surprising that a similar comprehensive legislative
mandate has not been sought or secured. 7 Nevertheless, it has been clear, at least since New
Deal days, that Federal powers can be exercised
over transactions and types of business activities
for which a strong contrary argument can be
made on behalf of State powers. For example, in
Wickard v. Filburn (1942) k Federal crop controls
were upheld as they apply to produce that is
grown and consumed entirely on the farm, inasmuch as they cast an appreciable shadow on
product markets, and in U.S. v. South-Eastern
Underwriters Assn. (1944) 9 the business of writing insurance on property-never considered
previously to be "commerce" between the States
-was brought under the standards of the Sherman Antitrust Act. And later cases, especially
those Identified with the field of civil rights, go
quite far to affirm Federal powers every bit relevant to the field of building regulationYJ

â¢322 U.S. 533 (1944).

Nonethele.. , limited mandates dlaplaclng local codea have long
exilled, typifted by the proviaiona 01 the Lanham Public War
Houaing Act, 42 U.S.C. §1521(b), displacing State regulatory
powers lor certain lederally owned or leaaed landa to be
utilized lor delense houling.
• 317 U.S. 111 (1942).
• 322 U.S. 533 (1944) .
.. At thil point, two broad prlncipies underlying the Iweep 01
Federal power over conflicting State Interests are important to
keep In mind. The lirat il the unambiguoul efficiency of
Federal power under the Conatltutlon through the "necessary
and proper" clause (Art. I, 18, cl . 18) and the interstate
commarce clauae, to legislate over domestic economic
activity, dlaplacing State authority. Aa the Supreme Court aaid
In "The Shreveport cale," Houston & Texas Ry. v. U.S. 234
U.S. 342 (1913),
. . . It II unneceSlary to repeat what has frequently been
aald by thil court with relpect to the complete and paramount
character of the power confided to Congress to regulate commerce among the several States. It is 01 the essence 01 this
power that, where it existl, it dominates. Interstate trade was
not left to be destroyed or impeded by the rivalries 01 local
governmenta. The purpose was to make impossible the recurrence of the evill which had overwhelmed the Conlederation
and to provide the necessary basia 01 national unity by insuring 'uniformity of regulation against conllicting and discriminating atate legisiation.· By virtue of the comprehensive
terms 01 the grant, the authority of Congress is at all times
adequate to meet the varying exigencies that arise and to
protect the national interest by securing the Ireedom 01
Interstate commercial intercourle Irom local control. At 350-1.
In addition, the Supremacy Claule of the Conltitution (Article 6)
impoles a reciprocal obligation on the States to yield to Federel power, as lollows:
Thil Constitution, and the Isws of the United States which
ahall be made In Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made,
or which shall be made, under the Authority 01 the United
Statel, Ihall be the supreme Law 01 the Land; and the
Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, anything in the
Conatitution 01 Laws of any State to the Contra ?, notwithItanding.
T

10 At this point, two broad principles underlying the sweep of

Federal power over conflicting State Interests are important to

keep In mind. The first is the unambiguous efficiency of

Federal power under the Constitution through the "necessary

and proper" clause (Art. 1, Â§8, cl. 16) and the Interstate

commerce clause, to legislate over domestic economic

activity, displacing State authority. As the Supreme Court said

In "The Shreveport case," Houston & Texas Ry. v. U.S. 234

U.S. 342 (1913),

... It Is unnecessary to repeat what has frequently been

said by this court with respect to the complete and paramount

character of the power confided to Congress to regulate com-

merce among the several States. It is of the essence of this

power that, where it exists, it dominates. Interstate trade was

not left to be destroyed or impeded by the rivalries of local

governments. The purpose was to make impossible the recur-

rence of the evils which had overwhelmed the Confederation

and to provide the necessary basis of national unity by in-

suring 'uniformity of regulation against conflicting and dis-

criminating state legislation.' By virtue of the comprehensive

terms of the grant, the authority of Congress is at all times

adequate to meet the varying exigencies that arise and to

protect the national interest by securing the freedom of

interstate commercial intercourse from local control. At 350-1.

In addition, the Supremacy Clause of the Constitution (Article 6)

imposes a reciprocal obligation on the States to yield to Fed-

eral power, as follows:

This Constitution, and the laws of the United States which

â¢hall be made In Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made,

or which shall be made, under the Authority of the United

States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the

Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, anything in the

Constitution of Laws of any State to the Contrary notwith-

A few key examples of the extensive scope
of Federal powers recently affirmed by the
courts follow, coupled with a discussion of the
indications that affirming courts have given as to
the requisite connection to interstate commerce.
• The leading edge of modern commerceclause doctrine was set forth in Heart of Atlanta
Motel v. U.S.,l1 where the public accommodations provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
were upheld in the case of a motel. The Supreme Court cited an earlier holding that "[i]f it
is interstate commerce that feels the pinch, it
does not matter how local the operation which
applies the squeeze," 12 even embracing local
activities both in the States of origin and destination. In Heart of Atlanta it was conceded that
the motel was easily accessible to interstate
highways and that approximately 75 percent of
its guests came from out-of-State. The Federal
act was held to bar a" discrimination by the
motel, on a finding that the character of its discrimination was precisely envisaged by Congress
in passing the act.
• In a companion case, Katzenbach v.
McClung,13 the act's application to restaurants
was upheld (the act applying to restaurants serving or offering to serve interstate travelers or
where a substantial portion of its food "has
moved in commerce"), The court found that congressional hearings had laid factual foundation
for the adoption of prohibitions on such discrimination. The court said,
where we find that the legislators, In the light of the
facts and testimony before them, have a rational basis for
finding a chosen regulatory scheme necessary to the protection of commerce, our Investigation is at an end."

Two additional pertinent findings necessary to
complete affirmative review were also made.
First, the lower court had held that the restaurant in question actually did serve interstate travelers, and that its food was substantially imported from other States-the necessary factual
triggers for application of the statute. Second,
the court supplemented its review of the legislative history by finding a rational relationship between applicability so limited by service (to interstate travelers and by interstate products) and
the constitutional
objective
of
protecting
interstate commerce. Thus, in summary, to substantiate the application of Federal controls in a

standing.

A few key examples of the extensive scope

of Federal powers recently affirmed by the

courts follow, coupled with a discussion of the
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particular case, there must be a) legislative de-

liberation of relevant facts; b) legislative tailoring

of controls to relate those facts to particular

objectives; and c) a demonstration that the fact

of a particular situation fall within the legislative

prohibition. (This holding is elaborated upon

here because it sets forth the specific categories

which justification for building code legislation

must fill, steps to be discussed in the second

section.)

â¢ The "rational basis" test was given a

very wide reading by the Supreme Court in

Maryland v. Wirtz,1"' where a 1961 amendment to

the Fair Labor Standards Act was upheld extend-

ing coverage under wage and hour standards

from employees individually engaged in produc-

tion for commerce to any "enterprise" engaged

in commerce (regardless of the function of the

particular employee). The extension of the origi-

nal act from individual employees to all employ-

ees of a particular employer was fought as ex-

ceeding Federal powers, but the Court rejected

that argument, finding a rational basis in two re-

spects (lower wages in part of an enterprise and

labor disruption through strikes both affect inter-

state competition). Significantly, the Court held

that Congress had only to define the class of ac-

tivity (enterprises engaged in commerce, very

widely defined) leaving for courts only the ques-

tion of determining whether the particular class

was within Federal power. ln Wlrtz, the underly-

ing statute was extraordinarily broad,16 and the

result, the Court found, was to eliminate the

claim that an enterprise within the class was not

covered because the magnitude of its activities

in commerce was trivial. The result of Wirtz, in

building-regulation terms, is that virtually any

connection of a construction project with any

Federal power (interstate commerce, Federal

mortgage programs, urban renewal, etc.) is well

within the scope of Federal regulatory power.

â¢ Even a country swimming-hole, 6 miles

from the nearest State or interstate road, where

there was no special showing that any patrons

had come interstate, was held within the Civil

Rights Act of 1964, consistent with the interstate

commerce clause, by the Supreme Court in Dan-

"392 U.S. 183 (1968).

M The term "enterprise engaged in commerce or in the production

of goods lor commerce" was defined by 29 U.S.C. Â§203(s)

to mean "an enterprise which has employees engaged in

commerce or in the production of goods for commerce, in-

cluding employees handling, selling, or otherwise working on

goods that have been moved in or produced for commerce

by any person, and whichâ[falls in any one of four listed

categories]."

particular case, there must be a) legislative deliberation of relevant facts; b) legislative tailoring
of controls to relate those facts to particular
objectives; and c) a demonstration that the fact
of a particular situation fall within the legislative
prohibition. (This holding is elaborated upon
here because it sets forth the specific categories
which justification for building code legislation
must fill, steps to be discussed in the second
section.)
• The "rational basis" test was given a
very wide reading by the Supreme Court in
Maryland v. Wirtz, I', where a 1961 amendment to
the Fair Labor Standards Act was upheld extending coverage under wage and hour standards
from employees individually engaged in production for commerce to any "enterprise" engaged
in commerce (regardless of the function of the
particular employee). The extension of the original act from individual employees to all employees of a particular employer was fought as exceeding Federal powers, but the Court rejected
that argument, finding a rational basis in two respects (lower wages in part of an enterprise and
labor disruption through strikes both affect interstate competition). Significantly, the Court held
that Congress had only to define the class of activity (enterprises engaged in commerce, very
widely defined) leaving for courts only the question of determining whether the particular class
was within Federal power. In Wirtz, the underlying statute was extraordinarily broad,1r. and the
result, the Court found, was to eliminate the
claim that an enterprise within the class was not
covered because the magnitude of its activities
in commerce was trivial. The result of Wirtz, in
building-regulation terms, is that virtually any
connection of a construction project with any
Federal power (interstate commerce, Federal
mortgage programs, urban renewal, etc.) is well
within the scope of Federal regulatory power.
• Even a country swimming-hole, 6 miles
from the nearest State or interstate road, where
there was no special showing that any patrons
had come interstate, was held within the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, consistent with the interstate
commerce clause, by the Supreme Court in Dan-

iel v. Paul,1' where the operators used 15 pad-

dle boats leased from out-of-State. Again, the

volume of commerce need not be great, once lt is

shown (or inferred) that the subject of regulation

is within a constitutionally permitted class.

â¢ ln two criminal casesâPerez v. United

States ls (loan-sharking) and U.S. v. Dawson10

(storage of explosive materials)âFederal courts

have upheld Federal criminal statutes involving

the most localized subjects. Loan-sharking was

15 392 U.S. 183 (1968).
,. The term "enterprise engaged in commerce or in the production
01 goods lor commerce" was deli ned by 29 U.S.C, 1203(s)
to mean "an enterprise which has employees engaged in
commerce or in the production 01 goods lor commerce, including employees handling, selling. or otherwise working on
goods that have been moved in or produced lor commerce
by any person, and which-[Ialls in anyone of lour listed
categoriee). "

revealed in congressional hearings to be tied to

the nationwide operations of the Mafia, and pos-

session of explosives (without an explicit legisla-

tive finding to that effect) was seen by the court
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iel v. Paul,1' where the operators used 15 paddle boats leased from out-of-State. Again, the
volume of commerce need not be great, once it is
shown (or inferred) that the subject of regulation
is within a constitutionally permitted class .
• In two criminal cases-Perez v. United
States l ' (Ioan-sharking) and U.S. v. Dawson 19
(storage of explosive materials)-Federal courts
have upheld Federal criminal statutes involving
the most localized subjects. Loan-sharking was
revealed in congressional hearings to be tied to
the nationwide operations of the Mafia, and possession of explosives (without an explicit legislative finding to that effect) was seen by the court
as tied to political terrorism. Once again, these
cases stand for judicial deference to the ability
of Congress to relate local activities to national
problems and legislate to control them.
• Finally, in a recent Supreme Court decision, City of Burbank v. Lockheed Air Terminal,~" the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a
local Burbank ordinance imposing a curfew on
operation of jet aircraft after 10 p.m. at night on
grounds that the ordinance conflicted with authority of the Federal Aviation Administration to
regulate aircraft noise. Although the powers of
the FAA (supplemented by the Environmental
Protection Agency) did not flatly preempt State
and local noise control, the court read the Burbank ordinance as fouling federally protected
airline scheduling. The case is relevant because
it indicates a parallel instance where Federal
regulation of a problem common to the Nation
and the States may be less restrictive than local
regulations, with national regulatory concerns
being more broadly defined. In building regulation, to achieve the economies of a national market the situation would be parallel.
What relevance do these cases then hold for
the alternative legislative approaches previously
specified?
With respect to the setting of building products standards, the Civil Rights Act cases make
clear that Federal power may be extended to
protect products within the scope of statutory or
regulatory coverage. The breadth of the building
"products" class may even be extended to embrace standards for the use of "materials" which
have moved in commerce or in whose use a
substantial Federal interest can be shown. (For

" 395
"402
1·467
:Jl) No.

U.S. 298 (1969).
U,S. 146 (1971).
F 2d 668
!) 1~~3)
71-1637, i1cl'cIlP'ferm"G '12 (opinion 01 Mey 14, 1973).

n.Jt.
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example, if the Nation is indeed "running out of

wood," standards for wood substitutes would be

appropriate as a conservation measure.)

Instead of focusing on the development of a

market for specific building products which the

building products standards approach would

serve, Federal building codes and Federal certifi-

cation of State programs would both rest on a

more comprehensive purpose of the same sort,

an explicitly stated national goal of fostering

building innovation across the board. This justifi-

cation would be no different in qualitative terms,

only more all-embracing. But the essential re-

quirement would be the showing to Congress,

and its acceptance of it, of the case that the

costs of construction nationwide must be low-

ered, and its efficiences raised, by removing

blockages to a national marketâeither through

total displacement or purposeful coordination. In

each instance, the goal to be achieved could

well be defined in terms of the ill-served aim of

the Housing Act of 1949 (reaffirmed by Congress

in 1968) of "a decent home and a suitable living

environment for every American family

Archaic local building regulations, like Bur-

bank's equally well-intentioned noise ordinance,

will fall where broader Federal purposes are

clearly expressed in legislation. (Implicit in the

Burbank instance is the damage an unduly re-

strictive local code can do to the goal of build-

ing a national market.) On balance, therefore,

Federal constitutional authority would be ample

to permit effective Federal intervention in the

building field.

Making the Case for Federal Action

Simply put, proving the case for Federal ini-

tiatives requires showing that a major national

need exists which is not being met (and cannot

be met) by present State-based initiatives and

other Federal programs. Rather than evaluating

comprehensively either the economic case for a

national regime of building regulation or the pro-

example, if the Nation is indeed "running out of
wood," standards for wood substitutes would be
appropriate as a conservation measure.)
Instead of focusing on the development of a
market for specific building products which the
building products standards approach would
serve, Federal building codes and Federal certification of State programs would both rest on a
more comprehensive purpose of the same sort,
an explicitly stated national goal of fostering
building innovation across the board. This justification would be no different in qualitative terms,
only more all-embracing. But the essential requirement would be the showing to Congress,
and its acceptance of it, of the case that the
costs of construction nationwide must be lowered, and its efficiences raised, by removing
blockages to a national market-either through
total displacement or purposeful coordination. In
each instance, the goal to be achieved could
well be defined in terms of the ill-served aim of
the Housing Act of 1949 (reaffirmed by Congress
in 1968) of "a decent home and a suitable living
environment for every American family .... "
Archaic local building regulations, like Burbank's equally well-intentioned noise ordinance,
will fall where broader Federal purposes are
clearly expressed in legislation. (Implicit in the
Burbank instance is the damage an unduly restrictive local code can do to the goal of building a national market.) On balance, therefore,
Federal constitutional authority would be ample
to permit effective Federal intervention in the
building field.

grammatic defects of existing State and Federal

programs, this section will attempt to point out

guideposts for specialistsâeconomists and ad-

Making the Case for Federal Action

ministrators, respectivelyâmore deeply involved

in their details. This analysis will emphasize the

ways in which these considerations have direct

relevance to choice among the alternative legis-

lative initiatives that have already been identi-

fied.

The Economic Justification: The assumption

is that the diffuse pattern of local regulationâ

under which there exist more than 5,000 separate

regimes of building regulation implementing

more or less archaic regulatory standardsâ

drives up the cost of construction in the United

States. That assumption is logical, widely per-

ceivedâand relatively unproven.

There is little doubt that the cost of residen-

tial housing in the United States is very high,

and rising. Recently, a New York Times story re-

ported a Bureau of Labor Statistics report that

the cost of homeownership has increased 91.7

percent in the last 20 years,21 and ABC News

found a 30-percent increase in the last 5

Simply put, proving the case for Federal initiatives requires showing that a major national
need exists which is not being met (and cannot
be met) by present State-based initiatives and
other Federal programs. Rather than evaluating
comprehensively either the economic case for a
national regime of building regulation or the programmatic defects of existing State and Federal
programs, this section will attempt to point out
guideposts for specialists-economists and administrators, respectively-more deeply inVOlved
in their details. This analysis will emphasize the
ways in which these considerations have direct
relevance to choice among the alternative legislative initiatives that have already been identified.
The Economic Justification:- The assum ption
is that the diffuse pattern of local regulation-

under which there exist more than 5,000 separate
regimes of building regulation implementing
more or less archaic regulatory standardsdrives up the cost of construction in the United
States. That assumption is logical, widely perceived-and relatively unproven.
There is little doubt that the cost of residential housing in the United States is very high,
and rising. Recently, a New York Times story reported a Bureau of Labor Statistics report that
the cost of homeownershi p has increased 91.7
percent in the last 20 years,21 and ABC News
found a 30-percent increase in the last 5
years. ~~ The same ABC broadcast reported a
gap between the cost of the average home
($28,000) and the average family income
($10,000), putting housing ownership out of the
reach of about 50 percent of the American
population.~3 Nor is it controverted that production falls far short of the Nation's quantitative
housing goals, where Congress has authorized
steps to achieve 26 million new units over a 10year period ~4 but reported that production in
the "brightest" of years has fallen far short of
the necessary rate.2~
That multiple restrictive building codes make
a major contribution to this picture of continuing
shortage and cost escalation is often asserted
on a largely impressionistic and unsubstantiated
basis. Journalists have estimated, for example,
that the limitation of productivity caused by diverse restrictive building regulations "swells the
price on typical houses by an estimated $1,000
to $2,500." 2~ Home manufacturers and, in particular, producers of modular assemblies tend to
recite code problems as one of their top
problems.~· It is more than likely that Herbert
Hoover's 1922 finding, as Secretary of Commerce, that building code defects impose addi-

""Home Costs Rise 91.7% in 20 yeara, Outstripped Only by
Service Industry, "New York Times, June 11. 1973. p. 1.
'" "The Building Innovators," ABC Television Network, April 28,
1973. p. 32 (transcript).
2J Ibid .• p. 1.
.. 42 U.S.C. 114.'a.
"" President Nixon has reported 10tal production In 1970 of only
1.9 million units. reflecting an outlook which "is the brightest
In years." Third Annual Report for Housing Goals. H. R. Doc.
No. 92-136. 92nd Cong., 1st Sess. (1971).
"" "Big Battles Over Rules for Builders," Business Week, January
1. 1972. at 46.
%T Charles G. Field, in an unpublished doclorate thesis at Harvard
University reported. out of about 200 firms replying to his 1970
survey questionnaire. that 29 percent of all home manufacturers and 52 percent of modular producers viewed codes as
one of their top three problems. Field, Home Manufacluring
and Bull flll[i,
d
F onfronlalion Belween Technology

, 'f

~nd~fs~Wsrf~al~uMrrH~GAr/npubIiShed)

pp. 161, 165,

years.-'2 The same ABC broadcast reported a

gap between the cost of the average home

($28,000) and the average family income

($10,000), putting housing ownership out of the
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tional housing costs of 10 to 20 percent,28 holds

true today; if so, a rough rule of thumb calcula-

tion indicates that from 200,000 to 400,000 more

units could be built each yearâenough of an in-

crement over current trends to add appreciably

to the effort to meet the Nation's housing needs

as mandated by the Congress.-'' More housing

construction could, of course, be translated not

only into a greater supply or a lower cost, but

also into improved quality.

But because the restrictiveness of existing

codes inhibits the development of market

efficiencies through which logical cost reduction

possibilities might be proven by hard facts,

scratch-pad estimates apparently remain only

that, even though three "blue ribbon" commis-

sions have, in recent years, endorsed these wor-

thy assumptions.30 Such authoritative endorse-

ments may count for something when an issue is

relatively uncontroversial, but the political

influence of interests likely to be deployed

against Federal intervention in the building field

may well be quite formidable. ln that case, bring-

ing together the most meaningful achievable

39 Quoted in US. Advisory Commission on intergovernmental Re-

lations, Building Codes: A Program for intergovernmental

Relorm (1966) p. 2.

"A 10 percent savings on the cost ol the average home ($28,000),

if translated into additional housing construction, would yield

tional housing costs of 10 to 20 percent,~' holds
true today; if so, a rough rule of thumb calculation indicates that from 200,000 to 400,000 more
units could be built each year-enough of an increment over current trends to add appreciably
to the effort to meet the Nation's housing needs
as mandated by the Congress.·:~' More housing
construction could, of course, be translated not
only into a greater supply or a lower cost, but
also into improved quality.
But because the restrictiveness of existing
codes inhibits the development of market
efficiencies through which logical cost reduction
possibilities might be proven by hard facts,
scratch-pad estimates apparently remain only
that, even though three "blue ribbon" commissions have, in recent years, endorsed these worthy assumptions."o Such authoritative endorsements may count for something when an issue is
relatively uncontroversial, but the pOlitical
influence of interests likely to be deployed
against Federal intervention in the building field
may well be quite formidable. In that case, bringing together the most meaningful achievable

a 10 percent increase over the roughly 2 million units being

constructed each year. A 10-year level of 20 million homes

could be increased to 22 million were a 10 percent savings

so realized and 24 million if the savings were increased to

20 percent (measured against the current national goal of

26 million units).

" in 1966 The Advisory Commission on intergovernmental Re-

lations concluded:

The existence of many thousands of different local codes

imposes burdens on the building industry that limit initiative

and innovation in the development of new construction mate-

rials and techniques and result in excessive requirements

adding to the cost of construction. Nothing short of a major

overhaul and restructuring of intergovernmental responsibilities

for building codes will suffice to meet the housing and com-

mercial construction needs of late 20th Century America.

Building Codec A Program tor intergovernmental Reform

(1966), p. 71.

in 1966, the Douglas Commission reported:

in brief, the facts disclosed by the exhaustive inquiries of

people in the building industry, show unmistakably that alarms

sounded over the past years about the building code situ-

ation have been Justified. lf anything, the case has been

understated. The situation calls for a drastic overhaul, both

technically and intergovernmentally. The National Commission

on Urban Problems, Building the American City, H. R. Doc.

No. 34, 91st Cong. 1st Sess. 266 (1968), p. 266.

And also in 1968, the Kaiser Commission found:

The existing crazy-quilt of state and local building codes and

mechanical codes (like those governing electrical and plumb-

ing installations) has discouraged technological innovation,

added to the cost of construction, and increased building

time. The President's Committee on Urban Housing, A Decent

Home (1968), p. 199.

1. What are long term trends in the construction industry in terms of costs and efficiencies, and what are their implications for the
present and future costs and availability of housing for the American people? This information
should be broken down by geography, by components within the construction industry, and by
effects on particular types and categories of
construction and in terms of particular social
and economic categories of consumers.
2. What measures of achievement can be
drawn from comparable trends in other countries, and to what extent is improved performance elsewhere attributable to alternative patterns of building regulation or to other factors
(such as public subsidies)?

,. Quoted in U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Building Codes: A Program lor Intergovernmental
Relorm (1966) p. 2.
.. A 10 percent savings on the cost of the average home ($28.000),
il translated Into additional housing construction, would yield
8 10 percent Increase over the roughly 2 million units being
constructed each year. A 10-year level of 20 million homes
could be increased to 22 million were a 10 percent savings
so realized and 24 million if the savings were increased to
20 percent (measured against the current national goal 01
26 million units).
ltD In 1966 The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations concluded:

3. What cost benefits can be assigned to
the introduction of new technologies, both
proven (as, for example, where plastic pipe has
been utilized) and potential? Which technologies
seem to be the most promising in terms of anticipated benefits from a national market?

The existence 01 many thousands 01 different local codes
Imposes burdens on the building industry that limit iniliative
and innovation in the development of new construction materials and techniques and result in excessive requirements
adding to the cost of construction. Nothing short of a major
overhaUl and restructuring of intergovernmental responsibilities
lor building codes will suffice to meet the housing and commercial construction needs of late 20th Century America.
Building Codes: A Program lor Intergovernmental Reform
(1966). p. 71.

4. Are there any suggestions for improved
performance in the housing industry to be drawn
from performance of other industries? For example, what, if any, technological or economic benefits are suggested by analogy to concentrated,
highly automated production in the automobile
industry?

this Commission at local, State and National levels, and the

problems faced by producers, builders and professional

data in the form most relevant to proposed legislation would be virtually mandatory-both to
support Administration proposals and to guide
their initial implementation.
The aim of such an inquiry would be to indicate the dimension of the problems caused by
current code practices and to show how specific
reforms could contribute to their solution. The
following types of information would appear
most useful for these purposes.

In 1968. the Douglas Commission reported:
In brief. the facts disclosed by the exhaustive inqUiries of
this CommiSsion at local, State and National levels. and the
probtems faced by producers, builders and professional
people in the building industry, show unmistakably that alarms
sounded over the past years about the building code situation have been justified. II anything. the case has been
understated. The situallon calls for a drastic overhaul, both
technically and intergovernmentally. The National Commission
on Urban Problems, Building the American City. H. R. Doc.
No. 34. g'st Congo 1st Sess. 266 (1968). p. 266.
And als(. in 1968. the Kaiser CommiSSion found:
The existing crazy-quilt of state and local building codes and
mechanical codes (like those governing electrical and plumbIng installatIons) has discouraged technologIcal Innovation.
added to the cost of construction, and increased building
time. The President's Committee on Urban Housing. A Decent
Home (1968). p. 199

5. What are realistic long range housing
needs for the Nation, and how can the creation
of a national market for building make specific,
predictable contributions to their solution?
6. Just how important is archaic and decentralized building regulation in holding down
housing industry performance, compared to
other factors such as the cost of land and the
cost of credit? If a national market for building
is created, how likely is it that the consumer will
benefit, or would these other cost factors tend to
rise to redu J 'f i 'rli Il any such benefit?

data in the form most relevant to proposed legis-
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lation would be virtually mandatoryâboth to

support Administration proposals and to guide

their initial implementation.

The aim of such an inquiry would be to indi-
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7. If wider markets for building were cre-

ated, what natural limits would problems of

transportation, credit, or training a competent

labor force impose on the growth of an industry

capable of serving that market effectively?

8. What cost and other programmatic handi-

caps do existing building regulations impose on

the effectiveness of Federal urban programs gen-

7. If wider markets for building were created, what natural limits would problems of
transportation, credit, or training a competent
labor force impose on the growth of an industry
capable of serving that market effectively?

erally and, particularly, of Federal procurement?

What cost/effectiveness increases, if any, in

these programs, could be forecast through build-

ing regulation reform?

9. What legitimate methods, other than reg-

ulation of standards of construction, are avail-

able to protect the economic positions of

industries and groups that might be adversely af-

fected by building code reform? How realistic is

8. What cost and other programmatic handicaps do existing building regulations impose on
the effectiveness of Federal urban programs generally and, particularly, of Federal procurement?
What cost! effectiveness increases, if any, in
these programs, could be forecast through building regulation reform?

the likelihood that such traditional interests

would be damaged, or would reform merely per-

mit the growth of additional market opportuni-

ties?

By no means do these areas of inquiry ex-

haust the field where useful supporting data

should be gathered, for what presently would

seem to be a largely unproven assumption. More

questions can and should be generated for

study. Moreover, the answers to such inquiries

should play a significant role in the choice

9. What legitimate methods, other than regulation of standards of construction, are available to protect the economic positions of
industries and groups that might be adversely affected by building code reform? How realistic is
the likelihood that such traditional interests
would be damaged, or would reform merely permit the growth of additional market opportunities?

among alternatives for a Federal regulatory strategy.

For example, if immediate benefits can be

foreseen from emphasizing a small number of

proven technologies (such as the technologies

proven through Operation Breakthrough), it

may very well be that introduction of a Federal

products standards program for these technolo-

gies would stand the best chance of acceptance

by the Congress, as an initial step, and be easi-

est to administer thereafter. If, on the other

hand, the precise efficacy of Federal controls re-

mains unclear, even though general benefit

would be anticipated from the relationship of an

operating program to a well-funded R&D facility,

then a Federal coordination and certification ap-

proach designed to upgrade and discipline State

efforts might be more sound. Moreover, in any of

the avenues identified, such information would

be of critical value in identifying initial regulation

steps with the highest and most visible payoffs.

The Adequacy of Existing Programs: Seen

in terms of apparent motion, such recent devel-

opments as the adoption by 27 States of state-

wide building regulations, the development of a

model code for manufactured housing, the In-

crease in consultation among the states In build-

ing code matters (largely through the National

Conference of States on Building Codes and

Standards), and the deployment of HUD leverage

to achieve local acceptance of more modem codes

âall suggest progress. If, on the other hand, the

economic inquiries suggested above show no ap-

preciable improvement (in the context of demon-

strating the overall materiality of code problems),

then these activities are failing to meet the need.

In fact, recent improvements in coordination may

constitute more of a barrier than a force for fur-

By no means do these areas of inquiry exhaust the field where useful supporting data
should be gathered, for what presently would
seem to be a largely unproven assumption. More
questions can and should be generated for
study. Moreover, the answers to such inquiries
should play a significant role in the choice
among alternatives for a Federal regulatory strategy.
For example, if immediate benefits can be
foreseen from emphasizing a small number of
proven technologies (such as the technologies
proven through Operation Breakthrough), it
may very well be that introduction of a Federal
products standards program for these technologies would stand the best chance of acceptance
by the Congress, as an initial step, and be easiest to administer thereafter. If, on the other
hand, the precise efficacy of Federal controls remains unclear, even though general benefit
would be anticipated from the relationship of an
operating program to a well-funded R&D facility,
then a Federal coordination and certification approach designed to upgrade and discipline State
efforts might be more sound. Moreover, in any of
the avenues identified, such information would
be of critical value in identifying initial regulation
steps with the highest and most visible payoffs.
The Adequacy of Existing Programs: Seen
in terms of apparent motion, such recent developments as the adoption by 27 States of statewide building regulations, the development of a
model code for manufactured housing, th e in-

crease in consultation among the states in building code matters (largely through the National
Conference of States on Building Codes and
Standards), and the deployment of HUD leverage
to achieve local acceptance of more modem codes
-all suggest progress. If, on the other hand, the
economic inquiries suggested above show no appreciable improvement (in the context of demonstrating the overall materiality of code problems),
then these activities are failing to meet the need.
In fact, recent improvements in coordination may
constitute more of a barrier than a force for further change, if whatever reduction in diversity has
occurred cannot be projected to accelerate.31
As always in such circumstances, one more Federal program would then seem justified.
In that case, one especially potent justification for Federal initiative would appear warranted,
beyond
the
need
for
greater
uniformity-which, after all, is a goal shared by
the model code effort. That need would be to
focus the best scientific and technical resources,
adequately funded, on developing improved performance standards for measuring the effectiveness of building solutions. Only through a concentrated approach, within the framework of a
national commitment to achieve a market for innovation, could appreciable progress be made. A
vigorously led, highly visible, and adequately
funded Federal agency, charged by law with developing such an approach in the earliest possible time frame, could be far better suited to the
task than the widely diffused and underfunded
entities that now occupy the field. By contrast to
the proposed National Institute of Building Sciences, moreover, a Federal agency with continuing responsibilities to develop and promulgate
performance standards would be under a higher
incentive to produce early results capable of
generating high levels of confidence than one
confined to an advisory role.
The results of economic analysis should be
dispositive of the issue whether recent administrative improvements are dOing any good at all,
31

As part 01 the preparallon 01 a thorough case lor an Admlnll.r.tlon proposal. a detailed and objective review 01 the achievements 01 the NCSBCS program could be undertaken. along
with a proviso-by-proviso assessment 01 the accomplishments
01 recent state-wide code programs and 01 the model code
groups. The complexity and magnitude 01 such a careful eHort
would probably outrun its utility. however. and could stimulate
oppOSition to any subseQuent legislative initiative. Thus. the
case lor a federal initiative ought to rest principally on a
showing 01 economic need and opportunity. commending exll'Ing programs for initiative but asserting that without a major
additional Inlusion of lederal talents and resources. locallybased initiatlv,es . have f and will conllnue to have a bull by
the tail,
uflglnal rom

ther change, if whatever reduction in diversity has

occurred cannot be projected to accelerate.31
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As always in such circumstances, one more Fed-

eral program would then seem justified.

In that case, one especially potent justifica-
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and thereby answer the question of whether they

should or should not be left to occupy the field.

(The question, by analogy, might well come

down to whether a losing football team should

change its coach or its quarterback, or whether

President Lincoln was right in switching generals

until he found a winner.) lf an urgent need can

be shown, the best case for Federal intervention

will be made. Then, quickening the pace of State

activity would itself be one of the goals of Fed-

eral initiative, and could be adopted as a further

argument for a strong, complementary Federal

initiative at this time.

Reflections on Legislative Strategy

The companion paper concluded with an

analysis of the functional differences among the

three principal legislative alternatives (supple-

and thereby answer the question of whether they
should or should not be left to occupy the field.
(The question, by analogy, might well come
down to whether a losing football team should
change its coach or its quarterback, or whether
President Lincoln was right in switching generals
until he found a winner.) If an urgent need can
be shown, the best case for Federal intervention
will be made. Then, quickening the pace of State
activity would itself be one of the goals of Federal initiative, and could be adopted as a further
argument for a strong, complementary Federal
initiative at this time.

mented with a fourth, "amalgam" approach), as-

suming enactment, in achieving their goals of re-

ducing diversity and facilitating change. For the

earlier point in time, when the case for a specific

legislative proposal must be made to the Con-

gress and the American people, it is also appro-

priate to draw distinctions between these alter-

natives.

There can be little doubt that opposition to

any central Federal role will be manifest from in-

dustries, craft unions, State and local administra-

tions, and possibly from Federal agencies that

any legislative proposal would bypass. A prudent

legislative strategy would seek to meet and un-

dermine whatever such opposition develops.

For example, assertion of a States' rights

position could be effectively negated, in legal

terms, by the showings made earlier in this

paper. lf litigation were to result after passage,

its prospects for success would not be good,

though it could tie up some aspects of initial ad-

ministration of the resulting programs; nonethe-

less, once suits are brought to a close, the Fed-

eral program would probably be stronger

therefor. ln any possible head-to-head clash with

the States, the availability of ample Federal grant

funding would be a strong force for compromise.

The opposition of industries and craft

groups might best be met by the availability of

economic projections showing that building regu-

lation reform will not (immediately) displace ex-

isting construction activity, only create new mar-

ket opportunities. (For this reason, it would

probably be best for a program of building code

reform to be presented as part of an omnibus

package program, likely to increase the national

volume of building, never by itself.) Enough time

for some suppliers to diversify investments into

new technologies might be offered, along with

programs for worker mobility and retraining (al-

though such programs have never been particu-

larly successful).

For State building bureaucracies (coordi-

nated nationally through the National Conference

of States on Building Codes and Standards at

the Department of Commerce), the inducements

of a flow of Federal funds for planning and en-

forcement and a greater pace of activity would

be counterarguments to likely State resistance

Reflections on Legislative Strategy
The companion paper concluded with an
analysis of the functional differences among the
three principal legislative alternatives (supplemented with a fourth, "amalgam" approach), assuming enactment, in achieving their goals of reducing diversity and facilitating change. For the
earlier point in time, when the case for a specific
legislative proposal must be made to the Congress and the American people, it is also appropriate to draw distinctions between these alternatives.
There can be little doubt that opposition to
any central Federal role will be manifest from industries, craft unions, State and local administrations, and possibly from Federal agencies that
any legislative proposal would bypass. A prudent
legislative strategy would seek to meet and undermine whatever such opposition develops.
For example, assertion of a States' rights
position could be effectively negated, in legal
terms, by the showings made earlier in this
paper. If litigation were to result after passage,
its prospects for success would not be good,
though it could tie up some aspects of initial administration of the resulting programs; nonetheless, once suits are brought to a close, the Federal program would probably be stronger
therefor. In any possible head-to-head clash with
the States, the availability of ample Federal grant
funding would be a strong force for compromise.
The opposition of industries and craft
groups might best be met by the availability of
economic projections showing that building regulation reform will not (immediately) displace existing construction activity, only create new market opportunities. (For this reason, it would
probably be best for a program of building code
reform to be presented as part of an omnibus
package program, likely to increase the national
volume of building, never by its If.) Enough t ime

and defensiveness over greater Federal initia-

tives. Possibly some consultative role for

NCSBCS with a new Federal administration

could be worked out, and for the model code
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for some suppliers to diversify investments into
new technologies might be offered, along with
programs for worker mobility and retraining (although such programs have never been particularly successful).
For State building bureaucracies (coordinated nationally through the National Conference
of States on Building Codes and Standards at
the Department of Commerce), the inducements
of a flow of Federal funds for planning and enforcement and a greater pace of activity would
be counterarguments to likely State resistance
and defensiveness over greater Federal initiatives. Possibly some consultative role for
NCSBCS with a new Federal administration
could be worked out, and for the model code
groups as well (whose existing and proposed
standards could be given a legislative preference
for adoption where they have been shown adequate and developed through procedures satisfying due process requirements).
A final pitfall in the legislative process
should be flagged for attention-the jurisdiction
of substantive committees in the House and Senate. It is the writer's impression that HUD legislation is initiated in the House Committee on
Banking, the House Housing and Urban Affairs
Committee, and the Senate Banking and Currency Committee. Because of the major significance of interstate commerce issues, the commerce committees may also have an interest in
such legislation and may require a separate review. This possibility, threatening delay and further impedence in the event of controversy,
might also be precipitated by inclusion of a role
for the Department of Commerce (via NCSBCS),
or by its exclusion, for that matter. Without suggesting how the issue might be resolved, it may
be highly pertinent to success to insure that any
commerce committee reviews strengthen rather
than weaken any Administration bill.
On balance, it seems clear that the strength
of the economic facts and data that can be marshaled will playa key role in the success or failure of any proposal in Congress. With the market as weak and diffused for manufactured
housing as it undoubtedly is, little weighty support could be antiCipated from suppliers for that
market, although it should certainly be brought
to bear on the legislative process. One is left,
therefore, with the following nagging question:
Who wants meaningful reform, and how strongly,
on balance, can the case for a Federal initiative
be made? This paper has outlined the nature of
the case t ~ i 'i6i a, - n-s,hould be made, but one
shoul N" fER~ffl'< o f re~II~R Nthat the vision of

change may not be sufficient to outweigh the applying antitrust and constitutional principles

forces of lethargy. can weaken the restrictive aspects of existing

Even while the arguments suggested here codes.32 Such litigation can be undertaken by

are documented by hard facts, one ought to con- private parties as well as by the Federal Govern-

sider how the existing building regulatory struc- ment, through the Department of Justice and the

ture might be turned toward seeking Federal in- Federal Trade Commission. Either prior to, or

tervention rather than resisting it. In a law review coupled with, a move toward statutory changes,

article published in the Rutgers Law Review litigation or the threat of litigation could precipi-

entitled "Courting Change: Using Litigation to tate a more general recognition of the desirabil-

Reform Local Building Codes," the author has ity of improving building regulation through Fed-

suggested how a careful strategy of litigation eral participation.
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change may not be sufficient to outweigh the
forces of lethargy.
Even while the arguments suggested here
are documented by hard facts, one ought to consider how the existing building regulatory structure might be turned toward seeking Federal intervention rather than resisting it. In a law review
article published in the Rutgers Law Review
entitled "Courting Change: Using Litigation to
Reform Local Building Codes," the author has
suggested how a careful strategy of litigation

applying antitrust and constitutional principles
can weaken the restrictive aspects of existing
codes. 32 Such litigation can be undertaken by
private parties as well as by the Federal Government, through the Department of Justice and the
Federal Trade Commission. Either prior to, or
coupled with, a move toward statutory changes,
litigation or the threat of litigation could precipitate a more general recognition of the desirability of improving building regulation through Federal participation.
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(PICA) and unemployment insurance, and selling

expenses.

The distribution of these costs has been esti-

mated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in [2].

These breakdowns are presented in Table 1.

As Table 1 shows, onsite labor costs repre-

A BreakdQwn of Cost Factors
In Housing: An Overview

sent about one-fifth of the total construction

costs for private single family housing and about

one-third of the total construction cost for public

The costs of housing can be classified into
the following categories:

housing. As Table 2 from the same BLS study

[2] shows, the proportion of onsite labor costs

for private single family dwellings tends to vary

between 15 and 30 percent. These costs exceed

30 percent less than 5 percent of the time.

Land CostsâLand costs are not included in

the above breakdowns, but using statistics pre-

sented by the National Association of Home

Builders based on a Bureau of Labor Statistics

• Onsite wages.
• Materials.
• Equipment.
• Overhead and profit-including supplemental wage benefits such as social security
(FICA) and unemployment insurance, and selling
expenses.

average hourly earnings for labor in new, private
single family houses rose 28 percent (from $3.07
per hour to $3.94 per hour) between 1962 and
1969. Given the average manhours per square
foot in 1962 and 1969 (85 and 82 respectively),
this represents an increase of about 24 percent
in the labor cost per square foot of housing between 1962 and 1969. By comparison, the total
cost per square foot of housing went from $11.76
in 1962 to $15.94 in 1969, an increase of about
36 percent. Table 3 presents a comparison of the
costs per square foot of housing between 1962
and 1969.
Table 3 Indicates that the cost per square
foot increased for all components of housing, but
that overhead costs increased by more than
twice labor costs or materials and equipment
costs. The comparison is misleading, however, to
the extent that overhead contains some significant wage costs, including employer contributions for social security, unemployment insurance, and fringe benefits such as paid vacations
and retirement. Included also in the overhead
figure are interest payments for builder loans.
which increased fairly substantially over the period 1962-1969.

survey, these may be estimated at about 20 per-

cent on a nationwide basis (see [8] p. 217).

Thus, if land costs were included at the indi-

cated 20 percent share, the share of onsite labor

costs would be 16 or 18 percent for single family

housing. Similarly, including 20 percent land cost

would reduce the onsite labor component to

about 25 percent in the case of public housing

data.

The data in Table 2 indicate that while on-

site labor costs are not the major cost compo-

nent in housing, they are, nonetheless, an impor-

tant component. The BLS study [2] indicates that

average hourly earnings for labor in new, private

single family houses rose 28 percent (from $3.07

per hour to $3.94 per hour) between 1962 and

1969. Given the average manhours per square

foot in 1962 and 1969 (85 and 82 respectively),

this represents an increase of about 24 percent

in the labor cost per square foot of housing be-

tween 1962 and 1969. By comparison, the total

cost per square foot of housing went from $11.76

in 1962 to $15.94 in 1969, an increase of about

36 percent. Table 3 presents a comparison of the

costs per square foot of housing between 1962

and 1969.

Table 3 indicates that the cost per square

foot increased for all components of housing, but

that overhead costs increased by more than

twice labor costs or materials and equipment

costs. The comparison is misleading, however, to

the extent that overhead contains some signifi-

cant wage costs, including employer contribu-

tions for social security, unemployment insur-

ance, and fringe benefits such as paid vacations

and retirement. Included also in the overhead

figure are interest payments for builder loans,

which increased fairly substantially over the pe-

The distribution of these costs has been estimated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in [2].
These breakdowns are presented in Table 1.
As Table 1 shows, onsite labor costs represent about one-fifth of the total construction
costs for private single family housing and about
one-third of the total construction cost for public
housing. As Table 2 from the same BLS study
[2] shows, the proportion of onsite labor costs
for private single family dwellings tends to vary
between 15 and 30 percent. These costs exceed
30 percent less than 5 percent of the time.
Land Costs-Land costs are not included in
the above breakdowns, but using statistics presented by the National Association of Home
Builders based on a Bureau of Labor Statistics
survey, these may be estimated at about 20 percent on a nationwide basis (see (8) p. 217).
Thus, if land costs were included at the indicated 20 percent share, the share of onsite labor
costs would be 16 or 18 percent for single family
housing. Similarly, including 20 percent land cost
would reduce the onsite labor component to
about 25 percent in the case of public housing
data.
The data in Table 2 indicate that while onsite labor costs are not the major cost component in housing, they are, nonetheless, an important component. Th e BLS study [2] indicates that

The Effects of Federal Policies
Toward Labor Which Affect
Housing Costs and Production
The cost data of the fi rst section suggest
that several factors have led to increased housing costs from 1962 to 1969. General inflation
was no doubt a primary cause leading to greater
wages, materials prices, and interest rates which
affect the overhead cost. It is clear that any Federal policies aimed at attenuating rising housing
costs will have to move on several fronts if substantial gains are to be made. In the remainder
of this paper we consider the effects that Federal pOlicies toward labor have on housing costs.
These policies affect not only onsite labor but
also the supplementary wage benefits that contribute to overhead costS. l Specifically, the
paper examines the effect of the Davis-Bacon
Act (as amended) on the costs of Federal construction and housing contracts.

I

In thlll section we IIhall tllke up Ihe quelltlon 01 Ihe Davie-Bacon
Act which determines the wage that musl be paid on lederal
conatrucllon cont racts. Supplementary wage benefit, were
Included in
\I.8.'B1 11 • fj "prevailing wage" In a 1064
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Table 1. Percent Distribution of Construction Costs1

Year of

Construction

Onsite

Table 1. Percent Distribution of Construction Costs 1

Wages

Overhead

and Profit

Year of
Construction

Type

Onsite
Wages

Materials

Equipment

Overhead
and Profit

Total

20.4
22.1
32.4
35.5

43.4
47.2
43.4
45.0

0.9
1.0
02
2.5

35.3
29.7
24.2
16.5

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Type

Materials

1969
1962
1968
1959-60

Private single-family housing
Private single-family housing
Public housing
Public housing

Equipment

Total

Private single-family housing

Private single-family housing

I Source: Bureau of Labor Statiatlcs (2).
• Equipment included in materials coat.

Public housing

Public housing

1969

1962

1968

1959-60

20.4

Table 2. Distribution of Onsite Wage Share
of Costs for New, Private Single-Family
Houses, 1969 and 1962 1

Table 3. Costs Per Square Foot of Housing,
1962 and 1969
Percent Change

22.1

32.4

Onsite Wages as Percent of
Contract Cost
All Groups

35.5

43.4

Percent of Houses Surveyed

1969
100.0

1962
100.0

9.B
41.7
30.0
13.7
4.4

3.0
31.7
45.5
16.8
3.0

47.2

15.0 and under
15.1-20.0
20.1-25.0
25.1-30.0
30.1 and over

43.4

45.0

0.9

1.0

0Â»

1962-1969

Factor

1969

1962

Labor cost/sQ . ft.
Materials and eQuipment cost/sQ. 11.
Overhead and
profit! sQ . ft.

$ 3.23

$ 2.61

23.8

7.07

5.67

24.6

5.64
$15.94

3.48
$11.76

62 .2
35.5

Total cost/sQ. ft.

2.5

I

35.3

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistlca [2).

29.7

24.2

16.5

100.0

100.0

Prevailing Wage Laws and the Davis-Bacon
Act 2

100.0

100.0

1 Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics [2].

1 Equipment included in materials coat.

Table 2. Distribution of Onsite Wage Share

of Costs for New, Private Single-Family

Houses, 1969 and 1962 '

Onsite Wages as Percent of Percent of Houses Surveyed

Contract Cost 1969 1962

All Groups 100.0 100.0

15.0 and under

9.8

3.0

15.1-20.0

41.7

31.7

20.1-25.0

30.0

45.5

25.1-30.0

13.7

16.8

30.1 and over

4.4

3.0

1 Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics [2].

The Davis-Bacon Act and similar State prevailing wage laws (which currently exist in 35
States) require the payment of "prevailing"
wages and fringe benefits on government contracts for the construction of public buildings or
public works. In the case of the Davis-Bacon Act,
the required wage rates are those determined by
the Secretary of Labor to be prevailing in the city,
town, village, or other civil SUbdivision of the State
in which the work is performed. Numerous other
Federal laws incorporate the Davis-Bacon prevailing wage requirement for federally assisted projects. For example, prevailing wage determinations
are included in the National Housing Act, the Housing Act of 1949, the United States Housing Act of
1937 as amended, the Housing Act of 1964, the
Housing and Urban Development Act of 1965,
and the Housing and Urban Development Act of
1968.
The Davis-Bacon Act was enacted in 1931
for the purpose of protecting local wage rates on
Federal construction from the competition of

lower-wage, nonlocal labor. Amendments to the
act included "prevailing" fringe benefits in the
definition of prevailing wages, and charged the
Secretary of Labor with the responsibility of determining the prevailing wages acceptable on
Federal projects.
Specifically, the Davis-Bacon Act provides
that workers employed on every contract in excess of $2,000 to which the United States or the
District of Columbia is a party for construction,
alterations, or repair of public buildings or public
works, shall be paid no less than the rates determined by the Secretary of Labor to be prevailing
on similar projects in the area for which the
work is performed. The rates include prevailing
fringe benefits or the cash equivalent of such
benefits. In 1971,35 states had similar prevailing
wage legislation.
The Administration of Davis-Bacon: Following is a discussion of the procedures for determination of prevailing wage rates.
The procedure for predetermination of prevailing wages was formalized in a directive from
the Secretary of Labor in December 1963. The
Secretary's regulations define the prevailing
wage as follows:

Prevailing Wage Laws and the Davis-Bacon

Act2

The Davis-Bacon Act and similar State pre-

2

Much of the material In thi' aection Is drawn from (6).

vailing wage laws (which currently exist in 35

States) require the payment of "prevailing"

wages and fringe benefits on government con-

tracts for the construction of public buildings or
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â¢ ln the event that there is not a majority

of workers paid the same rate, then the prevail-

ing rate is that paid to the largest numbers of

workers provided that this constitutes at least 30

percent of those employed.

â¢ ln the event that less than 30 percent of

those employed receive the same rate, then the

average rate where the average rate is obtained

by adding the hourly rates paid to all workers in

the classification and dividing by the total num-

ber of such workers.3

ln determining the prevailing wage, the so-

licitor of labor is to obtain wage rate information

from several sources. The types of information

• In the event that there is not a majority
of workers paid the same rate, then the prevailing rate is that paid to the largest numbers of
workers provided that this constitutes at least 30
percent of those employed.
• In the event that less than 30 percent of
those employed receive the same rate, then the
average rate where the average rate is obtained
by adding the hourly rates paid to all workers in
the classification and dividing by the total number of such workers. 3

considered include:

â¢ Statements showing wage rates on proj-

ects.

â¢ Signed collective bargaining agreements.

Â« Wage rates determined for public con-

struction by State and local officials pursuant to

In determining the prevailing wage, the solicitor of labor is to obtain wage rate information
from several sources. The types of information
considered include:

prevailing wage legislation.

• Statements showing wage rates on proj-

â¢ lnformation furnished by Federal and

State agencies.

â¢ Whenever the solicitor deems that the

data on hand are insufficient to make a determi-

nation, he may have a field survey conducted in

the area of the proposed project for the purpose

of obtaining sufficient information upon which to

make a determination of wage rates.

Section 1.6 of Title 29 of the Code of Fed-

eral Regulations contains two other relevant pro-

visions:

â¢ ln making wage rate determinations,

projects completed more than 1 year prior to the

date of request for the determination may, but

need not, be considered.

â¢ lf there has been no similar construction

ects.
• Signed collective bargaining agreements.
• Wage rates determined for public construction by State and local officials pursuant to
prevailing wage legislation.
• Information furnished by Federal and
State agencies.
• Whenever the solicitor deems that the
data on hand are insufficient to make a determination, he may have a field survey conducted in
the area of the proposed project for the purpose
of obtaining sufficient information upon which to
make a determination of wage rates.

within the area in the past year, wage rates paid

on the nearest similar construction may be con-

sidered.

While these conditions are explicit about

Section 1.6 of Title 29 of the Code of Federal Regulations contains two other relevant provisions:

many aspects of the procedure for prevailing

wage determinations, the Branch of Wage Deter-

mination in the Department of Labor has a sub-

stantial amount of discretion in making determi-

nations. ln practice, it appears that an

overwhelming proportion of wage determinations

carry union wage rates regardless of area or

type of construction. This is often a consequence

of the "majority" rule, the "30 percent" rule, and

the Section 1.6 authorization of determinations

• In making wage rate determinations,
projects completed more than 1 year prior to the
date of request for the determination may, but
need not, be considered.
• If there has been no similar construction
within the area in the past year, wage rates paid
on the nearest similar construction may be considered.

on the basis of the "nearest similar construc-

tion." The bias in favor of union wage rates is

also likely to be a consequence of the very large

number of determinations that have to be made

each year and the resulting pressure for expedi-

ence in making determinations.4 This is ex-

plained in the next section.

The Branch of Wage Determinations: Be-

tween 1945 and 1961, the number of wage

determinations issued annually by the Branch of

Wage Determinations rose from 3,884 to 49,740.

A single determination requires wage rates for

While these conditions are explicit about
many aspects of the procedure for prevailing
wage determinations, the Branch of Wage Determination in the Department of Labor has a substantial amount of discretion in making determinations. In practice, it appears that an
overwhelming proportion of wage determinations
carry union wage rates regardless of area or
type of construction. This is often a consequence

anywhere from 10 to 300 job classifications, and

100 classifications per determination is not at all

unusual.9

• Theae directives are contained in Title 29 01 the Code 0 1 Federsl Regulations.

The difficulty of making such a large number

of determinations was noted in 1962 by Charles

Donahue, who was then solicitor of labor. ln his

testimony before the Roosevelt Committee Mr.
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of the "majority" rule, the "30 percent" rule, and
the Section 1.6 authorization of determinations
on the basis of the "nearest similar construction." The bias in favor of union wage rates is
also likely to be a consequence of the very large
number of determinations that have to be made
each year and the resulting pressure for expedience in making determinations.· This is explained in the next section.
The Branch of Wage Determinations: B~
tween 1945 and 1961, the number of wage
determinations issued annually by the Branch of
Wage Determinations rose from 3,884 to 49,740.
A single determination requires wage rates for
anywhere from 10 to 300 job classifications, and
100 classifications per determination is not at all
unusual. 5
The difficulty of making such a large number
of determinations was noted in 1962 by Charles
Donahue, who was then solicitor of labor. In his
testimony before the Roosevelt Committee Mr.
Donahue said:
Unfortunately, I find that the staffing of the wage determination branch has not kept pace with the growth of its
work load. At present (1962) the branch consists of onlv 19
professional and 40 clerical employees. This problem requires immediate attention and we are taking appropriate
action to remedy this situation.

In an effort to alleviate the problems of an
overburdened staff, the Department of Labor, in
1965, began to issue area wage determinations
covering several agencies and projects in an
area. This reduced the number of determinations
to 25,408 in fiscal year 1965. While this new policy no doubt helped, the basic problem of making accurate wage determinations remained, as
indicated by the remarks of Secretary of Labor
W. Willard Wirtz in a letter to Mr. Eschwege of
the U.S. General Accounting Office on November
29,1967.
Determining wage rates under the Davis-Bacon Act for
residential work has been a troublesome problem and will
continue to be a problem so long as the Department of
Labor lacks adequate facilities for collecting wage information in various parts of the country. As you know, wage
rates in the construction industry in any area vary from
time to time, and up-to-date information is essential. The
Department of Labor currenlly (1967) has a staff of 70 per• In

1970. the responsibility lor prevailing wage determination.
was moved from the Office of the Solicitor of Labor to the
OHice 01 the Allistant Secretary for Wage and Labor Standards.
• See the testimony of Charles Donahue, Solicitor of Labor, before
the Roosevelt Committee in 1962: U.S. Congress. HOUle Special Subcommittee on Labor of the Committee on Education
• and Labor. ljearinglJ, A General Innsllgalion of fhe D."i.Bacon Act
r 1'('f/f1JJ.II(l lion, 87th Congre .. , 2nd SeSSion.
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sons engaged In wage determining here In Washington and,

also, 5 field representatives handling special matters as re-

quired. These are not nearly enough tor accurate determi-

nations, particularly in the residential field. (Emphasis

added.) <

In fiscal year 1970, the Department had au-

thorization for 91 employee positions and a

budget of $952,000 for wage determination pur-

poses. In fiscal year 1970, about 58,000 contracts

totaling about $28 billion were covered by wage

determination. The General Accounting Office in

several reports between 1962 and 1970 pointed

out that because of the problems of making de-

terminations or for other reasons, the Depart-

ment of Labor prescribed minimum rates that

were significantly higher than the prevailing

wages in the areas and had substantially in-

creased the costs of construction borne by the

Federal Government. The problem is one of sub-

stantial magnitude in view of the $28 billion in

contracts covered by wage determinations. The

next section examines the effects on wages and

costs of the Davis-Bacon determinations.

Effects on Wages and Costs: Following is an

analysis of GAO and other studies.

To establish a prevailing wage it is neces-

sary to:

â¢ Determine the classes of workers that

apply.

â¢ Determine the relevant geographical area

or locality.

â¢ Determine which projects are of a similar

sons engaged In wage determining here In Washington and,
also, 5 field representatives handling special matters as reQuired. These are not nearly enough for accurate determinations,
particularly in the residential field. (Emphasis
added.) •

GAO and other studies that this requirement has
been seriously violated. In a study of federally
financed construction in New England in 1962,
the GAO stated:

In fiscal year 1970, the Department had authorization for 91 employee positions and a
budget of $952,000 for wage determination purposes. In fiscal year 1970, about 58,000 contracts
totaling about $28 billion were covered by wage
determination. The General Accounting Office in
several reports between 1962 and 1970 pOinted
out that because of the problems of making determinations or for other reasons, the Department of Labor prescribed minimum rates that
were significantly higher than the prevailing
wages in the areas and had substantially increased the costs of construction borne by the
Federal Government. The problem is one of substantial magnitude in view of the $28 billion in
contracts covered by wage determinations. The
next section examines the effects on wages and
costs of the Davis-Bacon determinations.
Effects on Wages and Costs: Following is an
analysis of GAO and other studies.
To establish a prevailing wage it is necessary to:

Our review of the determinations by the Department of
Labor of minimum wage rates to be paid to mechanics and
laborers employed on construction of federally financed
building projects in selected New England areas disclosed
that many of the rates were improperly established at the
higher rates negotiated by labor organizations and building
contractors rather than at the lower rates prevailing on private construction in the project areas. Also , wage rates determined for certain crafts in connection with a federallyassisted low-rent housing project in Massachusetts were on
a level with the negotiated rates normally paid on
commercial-type building construction rather than equal to
the lower rates paid on similar private housing construction
in the locality. Our review showed that these unrealistic determinations were based on inadequate information obtained by the Department on wage rates in these areas,
and we believe that the Dapartment has not complied with
either its own regulations or the intent of the Davis-Bacon
Act that wage determinations be based on the wage rates
prevailing for similar construction in the locality. (Emphasis
added.) T

character to the proposed project.

â¢ Determine what wages actually prevail.

The GAO studies of Davis-Bacon determina-

tions have found in many cases that incorrect

determinations were made because of errors in

one or more of these four points. For example,

in one instance, the Department classified as

"ornamental iron workers" those workers used

to erect chain-link fences, even though chain-link

• Determine the classes of workers that
apply.
• Determine the relevant geographical area
or locality.
• Determine which projects are of a similar
character to the proposed project.
• Determine what wages actually prevail.

fences were ordinarily installed by laborers and

foremen receiving a much lower hourly rate

($1.25 to $2.75) than ironworkers ($3.65). In other

cases, union rates were applied in worker classi-

fications without determining if the union rate

was indeed prevailing in that class.

Even though the act requires that wages be

prevailing in the "city, town, village, or other

civil subdivision of the State in which the work is

to be performed," there is evidence from the

â¢ Report to the Congress of the United States by the Comptroller

General, "Need for More Realistic Minimum Wage Rate De-

terminations for Certain Federally Financed Housing in Wash-

ington Metropolitan Area," transmitted to Congress on Sep-

tember 13, 1968.

GAO and other studies that this requirement has

been seriously violated. In a study of federally

financed construction in New England in 1962,

the GAO stated:

Our review of the determinations by the Department of

The GAO studies of Davis-Bacon determinations have found in many cases that incorrect
determinations were made because of errors in
one or more of these four pOints. For example,
in one instance, the Department classified as
"ornamental iron workers" those workers used
to erect chain-link fences, even though chain-link
fences were ordinarily installed by laborers and
foremen receiving a much lower hourly rate
($1.25 to $2.75) than ironworkers ($3.65). In other
cases, union rates were applied in worker classifications without determining if the union rate
was indeed prevailing in that class.
Even though the act requires that wages be
prevailing in the "city, town, village, or other
civil subdivision of the State in which the work is
to be performed," there is evidence from the

Labor of minimum wage rates to be paid to mechanics and

laborers employed on construction of federally financed

building projects in selected New England areas disclosed

that many of the rates were improperly established at the

higher rates negotiated by labor organizations and building

contractors rather than at the lower rates prevailing on pri-

• Report to the Congress of the United States by the Comptroller
General, "Need for More Realistic Minimum Wage Rate Delerminationl for Certain Federally Financed Housing in Walhington Metropolitan Area," transmitted to Co ng ress on Seplamber 13, 1968.

The GAO report presented several interesting
findings about Davis-Bacon determinations in
New England.
1, Wage determinations for power equipment operators on federally financed projects
throughout Maine were found to be higher than
those prevailing in Maine. The Davis-Bacon rates
corresponded to union-negotiated rates in Boston, Mass,
2. GAO noted several cases in which regular employees of nonunion contractors worked at
or about the same time on private projects and
Federal projects and were paid at higher rates
on the Federal projects. Comparative wages provided in the QAO report showed that employees
working on concurrent projects earned wages on
Federal projects that were from 68 to 221 percent higher than on private projects.
The GAO finding is strongly supported by a
broader sampling study of Davis-Bacon determinations conducted by Professor Damodar Gujarati in 1965. 8 In an analysis of 372 wage determinations Gujarati found:

Comptroller General'l Report to Congre .. , "Wlge Rites lor Federelly Financed Building Construction Improperly Determined
in Excell of the Prevailing Ratel for Similar Work In New
England Areas" (January 1965) .
• Damodar Gujarati, "The Economics of the Davie-Blcon Act,"
doctoral diasertatlon at the Graduate School of BUlinell, University of ellicago, 1 65. Also, see Gujarati's paper, "The
Economic, _
'I)
I'
~ it:.o n Act," In the Journll 01 Bus/T
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vate construction in the project areas. Also, wage rates de-

termined for certain crafts in connection with a federally-

assisted low-rent housing project in Massachusetts were on
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â¢ An overwhelming number of the wage

determinations carried union wage rates. Survey

data were almost never used.

â¢ The union rates were frequently "im-

ported" into a locality from noncontiguous coun-

ties or from statewide data, in what seems to be

a clear contradiction of the language of the act.

From 25 to 38 percent of the building construc-

tion determinations were based on rates from

noncontiguous counties, and 46 to 83 percent of

the heavy and highway construction rates were

based on noncontiguous county rates. As noted

in the GAO study in New England, the Labor De-

partment sometimes went beyond State bounda-

ries for "prevailing" wage data. The tendency to

import union rates varied with the size of the

county, as noted in the following table adapted

from Gujarati's study.

Table 4. Percent of Determinations Based

on Out-Of-County Union Rates by County

Population '

Population

• An overwhelming number of the wage
determinations carried union wage rates. Survey
data were almost never used.
• The union rates were frequently "imported" into a locality from noncontiguous counties or from statewide data, in what seems to be
a clear contradiction of the language of the act.
From 25 to 38 percent of the building construction determinations were based on rates from
noncontiguous counties, and 46 to 83 percent of
the heavy and highway construction rates were
based on noncontiguous county rates. As noted
in the GAO study in New England, the Labor Department sometimes went beyond State boundaries for "prevailing" wage data. The tendency to
import union rates varied with the size of the
county, as noted in the following table adapted
from Gujarati's study.

Percent of Out-of-County

Union Rates

Less than 2,000

2,000- 5,000

5,000- 10,000

10,000- 20,000

Table 4. Percent of Determinations Based
on Out-Of-County Union Rates by County
Population 1

20,000- 50,000

50,000-100,000

Population

100,000-500,000

Percent of Out-of-County
Union Rates

500,000 and over

Less than 2.000
2,000- 5,000
5,000- 10,000
10,000- 20,000
20,000- 50.000
50,000-100,000
100,000-500.000
500,000 and over

100

94.4

68.0

69.0

67.1

39.2

39.2

100

94.4
68 .0
69.0
57 .1
39.2
39.2
18.7

18.7

1 Source: Gujaratl, "The Economics of the Davis-Bacon

1

Act," pp. 303-16.

Source : Gujaral/, "The Economics of the Davis-Bacon
Act," pp. 303-16.

The GAO studies also found cases where

the Department had misclassified, the type of

construction. lndeed, in its 1971 report [5], GAO

expressed the belief that the Department's use

of only three classificationsâbuilding construc-

tion, heavy construction, and highway construc-

tionârepresented too broad a set of categories

for accurate wage determination. This is particu-

larly the case in building construction.9 For ex-

ample, in its study of wage determinations for

federally financed housing in the Washington,

D.C., metropolitan area [4], GAO stated:

We found a significant inconsistency in the Depart-

ment's application of the prevailing wage laws to low-rent

public housing projects in the Washington metropolitan

The GAO studies also found cases where
the Department had misclassified the type of
construction. Indeed, in its 1971 report [5], GAO
expressed the belief that the Department's use
of only three classifications-building construction, heavy construction, and highway construction-represented too broad a set of categories
for accurate wage determination. This is particularly the case in building construction. 9 For example, in its study of wage determinations for
federally financed housing in the Washington,
D.C., metropolitan area [4], GAO stated:

area. We noted that most of the minimum wage rates is-

sued by the Department for a low-rent public housing proj-

â¢ in the 1971 report GAO states that the Department changed its

position and has intensified the use of wage determinations

for residential-type construction.

We found a significant inconsistency in the Department's application of the prevailing wage laws to low-rent
public housing projects in the Washington metropolitan
area. We noted that most of the minimum wage rates issued by the Department for a low-rent public housing proj-

ect constructed for NCHA in the District of Columbia were

considerably higher than the minimum rates issued for a

similar low-rent public housing project constructed in Alex-

andria, Virginia, for the LHA, the Alexandria Redevelopment

• In the 1971 report GAO states that the Department changed its
position and has intensified the use of wage determi nations
for residential-type c on~ tr uc l io n.

and Housing Authority.

ln applying different minimum wage rates for these

similar low-rent public housing projects within the Washing-

ton labor market area, the Department classified the public
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ect constructed for NCHA In the District of Columbia were
considerably higher than the minimum rates issued for a
similar low-rent public housing project constructed in Alexandria, Virginia. for the LHA, the Alexandria Redevelopment
and Housing Authority.
In applying different minimum wage rates for these
similar low-rent public housing projects within the Washington labor ma rket area. the Department classified the public
housing project in the District of Columbia as commercial
building construction . whereas it classified the similar
housing project in Alexandria as residential housing. which
is almost always constructed by private industry at wage
rates lower than the wage rates for commercial building
construction .

The GAO has also identified deficiencies in
the data based used for wage determinations
and has also criticized the "30 percent" rule as
used by the Department. The GAO studies indicate that the Department has placed undue emphasis on prior determinations and has indicated
that this may establish special Federal wage
rates higher than prevailing wages. GAO also
found, as did the Gujarati study, that union-negotiated rates were applied without obtaining supporting data that such rates were actually paid
on the construction projects in the area. In some
cases cited by GAO in [5]. it is shown that the
30 percent rule has led to inappropriately high
determinations. For example, the Department,
using the 30 percent rule for carpenters in an
area, determined a wage rate of $4.25. This was
based on a wage survey in which, of 102 carpenters, only 31 received the $4.25 rate, whereas 71
had rates between $2.50 and $4. The average
rate was $3.32, and the $4.25 determination was
28 percent higher than this average. Similar
problems were found in the determination of
fringe benefits. The GAO also found that the Department did not adequately recognize helper
and trainee classifications in its wage determinations.
On the basis of these studies (involving 16
low rent public housing projects, eight military
family housing projects, four federally insured
housing projects, and one dam constructed by
the Corps of Engineers in Georgia), GAO estimated that, as a result of incorrect minimum
wage determinations, construction costs were increased from 5 to 15 percent. If this estimate
represents a reasonably accurate measure of the
extent of error in general, then incorrect wage
determinations are. costing the Federal Government something like $3 billion a year, given the
current levels of Federal construction spending
of all types subject to Davis-Bacon determinations.
Data f[9.m . the 1971 Suspension: Concern
costs led the
over

~~r~ ~11 ~fi ~f

r f ~c~ion

President to suspend the provisions of the Dav-

is-Bacon Act from February 23 to March 29,

1971. When the act was reinstated, the Construc-

tion lndustry Stabilization Committee was estab-

lished to deal with the problems of rising labor

costs in the construction industry. During the pe-

riod of the suspension, Federal agencies and de-

partments that had gotten bids on contracts sub-

ject to the Davis-Bacon prevailing wage

provisions were asked to get a rebid without the

Davis-Bacon provisions if the contract had not

yet been accepted. Thus, data became available

which permitted a comparison of bids on identi-

cal projects with and without Davis-Bacon re-

quirements.

The Office of Management and Budget

asked the Department of Labor to collect these

comparative data from the various agencies and

departments, and in many cases the reported

data are sufficiently detailed to make some use-

ful comparisons.

The comparisons are not entirely of a "con-

trolled experiment" nature, since factors other

than the Davis-Bacon suspension affected the

change in bids. These other factors include the

following:

â¢ The public announcement of initial bids

is a source of information to bidders. ln particu-

lar, the low bidder may have been able to learn

that he was excessively low because he had in-

correctly understood the provisions of the con-

tract and entered an erroneous bid. The rebid-

President to suspend the provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act from February 23 to March 29,
1971. When the act was reinstated, the Construction Industry Stabilization Committee was established to deal with the problems of rising labor
costs in the construction industry. During the period of the suspension, Federal agencies and departments that had gotten bids on contracts subject to the Davis-Bacon prevailing wage
provisions were asked to get a rebid without the
Davis-Bacon provisions if the contract had not
yet been accepted. Thus, data became available
which permitted a comparison of bids on identical projects with and without Davis-Bacon requirements.
The Office of Management and Budget
asked the Department of Labor to collect these
comparative data from the various agencies and
departments, and in many cases the reported
data are sufficiently detailed to make some useful comparisons.
The comparisons are not entirely of a "controlled experiment" nature, since factors other
than the Davis-Bacon suspension affected the
change in bids. These other factors include the
following:

ding would give him a chance to correct this

error and could lead to an increase in the mini-

mum bid despite the removal of Davis-Bacon

minimum wages. Similarly, he may learn that his

competitors are not very "competitive" and that

he can raise his bid and still get the contract.

The effect of information could conceivably go in

the other direction; that is, information from the

first bid could indicate errors on the high side

and could lead to a reduction in the lowest bid

even if there were no change in Davis-Bacon

minimum wages.

â¢ The number of bidders might influence

the change in bids in the sense that more com-

petition may obtain when there is a large num-

ber of bidders.

â¢ The extent of unionization will presuma-

bly affect the amount of change in bids to the

extent thatâat least in the short runâsuspen-

sion of the Davis-Bacon provisions will have little

or no effect in areas where high union wage

rates are common. ln the longer run, nonunion

contractors may be more competitive, and this

would increase the impact of a Davis-Bacon sus-

pension.

Data from two agencies, the Department of

Defense and the General Services Administra-

tion, have been analyzed. The Department of De-

fense reported on a number of contracts that in-

volved jobs ranging from painting and roof repair

to heavy construction. The data give the original

bid and the rebid for each bidder. The location

of the work is also given, and hence it is possi-

ble to construct a unionization variable by apply-

ing the extent of unionization in the State in

which the construction is performed. Similarly,

by using the lowest bidder and the next highest

bidder on the first bid, it is possible to control in

• The public announcement of initial bids
is a source of information to bidders. In particular, the low bidder may have been able to learn
that he was excessively low because he had incorrectly understood the provisions of the contract and entered an erroneous bid. The rebidding would give him a chance to correct this
error and could lead to an increase in the minimum bid despite the removal of Davis-Bacon
minimum wages. Similarly, he may learn that his
competitors are not very "competitive" and that
he can raise his bid and still get the contract.
The effect of information could conceivably go in
the other direction; that is, information from the
first bid could indicate errors on the high side
and could lead to a reduction in the lowest bid
even if there were no change in Davis-Bacon
minimum wages.
• The number of bidders might influence
the change in bids in the sense that more competition may obtain when there is a large number of bidders.
• The extent of unionization will presumably affect the amount of change in bids to the
extent that-at least in the short run-suspension of the Davis-Bacon proviSions will have little
or no effect in areas where high union wage
rates are common. In the longer run, nonunion
contractors may b~ more com petitive, aAd th is

would increase the impact of a Davis-Bacon
pension.

sus~

Data from two agencies, the Department of
Defense and the General Services Administration, have been analyzed. The Department of Defense reported on a number of contracts that involved jobs ranging from painting and roof repair
to heavy construction. The data give the original
bid and the rebid for each bidder. The location
of the work is also given, and hence it is possible to construct a unionization variable by applying the extent of unionization in the State in
which the construction is performed. Similarly,
by using the lowest bidder and the next highest
bidder on the first bid, it is possible to control in
part for the public announcement effect. In cases
where the second lowest bidder is quite far from
the lowest bidder, we would tend to expect an
increase in the low bid on the second bidding
round as noted above.
The sample included 76 projects ranging in
cost from about $2,000 to over $3 million as indicated by the lowest bids.lO The percentage
change in bids averaged out to a decrease of
about .8 percent for the entire sample of 76 bids.
The following table indicates, however, that this
was significantly affected by the rebidding process and the extent of unionization.
The States with low unionization and bids
that are less than 20 percent below the next bidder had an average reduction of 3.476 percent
between the first bid and the second bid with the
Davis-Bacon provisions suspended. In States
with unionization above 30 percent, and when
the second lowest bid is more than 20 percent
above the lowest bid, the change in bids was an
increase of 14.674 percent. The difference between these two numbers is statistically significant (above two standard deviations).
This comparison suggests that information
from the first bid is an important factor and confounds the measurement of the effect of the Davis-Bacon suspension. Fortunately, we have a
chance to control this problem more directly
using data reported by GSA during the period of
the suspension. GSA reported on 41 bids and rebids with the Davis-Bacon Act suspended, and
on another 15 that were also bid twice but with
the Davis-Bacon Act reinstated for the second
bid. l l Hence, for the latter 15 bids (and rebids),
,,' One observation was not used because there was only one bidder (and rebidder) and two or three others were not used
because no rebid inlormation was available.
11 One 01 the original 42 bids reported by GSA was eliminated
because it was o,b vious that a bidding error had occurred on
the lirst b r'
n
~ r was so large all to completely
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the Davis-Bacon Act was in effect for both the

first and second bids. This provides a control

group to measure the informational affect of re-

bidding perse.

Table 5. Mean Percent Change in Bid with

Davis-Bacon Act Suspended by Extent

I

the Davis-Bacon Act was in effect for both the
first and second bids. This provides a control
group to measure the informational affect of rebidding per se.

of Unionization in the State and by the

contractors that do not currently bid on government jobs because of the Davis-Bacon provisions would do so in greater number if the
provisions were eliminated indefinitely. If so,
even greater longrun gains could be expected.

Percent Difference Between Lowest and

Next Lowest Bidder

Percent Differ-

Unionization in State

ence Between

Lowest Bid and

Less than

Table 5. Mean Percent Change in Bid with
Davis-Bacon Act Suspended by Extent
of Unionization in the State and by the
Percent Difference Between Lowest and
Next Lowest Bidder

More than

Next Lowest Bid

30%

30%

Total

Percent Difference Between
Lowest Bid and
Next Lowest Bid

Less than
30%

Less than 20%
More than 20%
Total

-3.476
3.667
-1.722

Unionization in State
More than
30%

Total

Less than 20%

-3.476

- .462

-

.462
14.674
1.928

-2.66
5.61
-.809

-2.66

More than 20%

3.667

14.674

5.61

Total

-1.722

1.928

-.809

The mean change in the low bids for the 41

contracts for which the Davis-Bacon Act was

suspended was about -5.4 percent. The mean

change in the low bids for the 15 contracts

where the Davis-Bacon Act was in effect for both

bids was about 2 percent. Using the 2 percent

increase as a measure of the informational effect

of rebidding, the estimated impact of the Davis-

Bacon Act is thus about 7.4 percent.

To analyze further the effect of the Davis-

Bacon suspension, some ordinary least squares

regressions were run. The first simply regresses

the percentage change in the bids for the whole

sample of 56 observations on a constant and a

dummy variable, taking the value 1 when the

Davis-Bacon suspension applied and the value 0

otherwise. The estimated coefficient on this vari-

able was about 7.4 percent, as expected from

the above calculation of means, and the t-ratio

was 1.126, which is significant at about the 25

percent level. When the number of bidders on

the second bid is added to this regression, the

overall significance as measured by the F-test

improves and the coefficient of the Davis-Bacon

dummy variable is about 6.5 percent with a t-ratio

of about 1.

The picture that emerges from this analysis

and GAO studies is that the Davis-Bacon Act, as

it has been administered, has raised the cost of

construction projects to the Federal Government.

The total cost increase appears to be between 5

and 15 percent, and it would appear that in the

absence of Davis-Bacon minimum wages such

The mean change in the low bids for the 41
contracts for which the Davis-Bacon Act was
suspended was about - 5.4 percent. The mean
change in the low bids for the 15 contracts
where the Davis-Bacon Act was in effect for both
bids was about 2 percent. Using the 2 percent
increase as a measure of the informational effect
of rebidding, the estimated impact of the DavisBacon Act is thus about 7.4 percent.
To analyze further the effect of the DavisBacon suspension, some ordinary least squares
regressions were run. The first simply regresses
the percentage change in the bids for the whole
sample of 56 observations on a constant and a
dummy variable, taking the value 1 when the
Davis-Bacon suspension applied and the value 0
otherwise. The estimated coefficient on this variable was about 7.4 percent, as expected from
the above calculation of means, and the t-ratio
was 1.126, which is significant at about the 25
percent level. When the number of bidders on
the second bid is added to this regression, the
overall significance as measured by the F-test
improves and the coefficient of the Davis-Bacon
dummy variable is about 6.5 percent with at-ratio
of about 1.
The picture that emerges from this analysis
and GAO studies is that the Davis-Bacon Act, as
it has been administered, has raised the cost of
construction projects to the Federal Government.
The total cost increase appears to be between 5
and 15 percent, and it would appear that in the
absence of Davis-Bacon minimum wages such
savings could be realized in a relatively short
period of time. There is reason is believe that

savings could be realized in a relatively short

Other Federal Policies
Among the other Federal policies that affect
housing costs are those that: 1) encourage or
support restrictive work practices; 2) prevent or
hinder technological change by means of arbitrary, and in some cases irrelevant, standards
and specifications; 3) provide artificial price supports for critical raw materials; and 4) lead to
excessive general inflation.
The problems associated with these other
policies have been acknowledged in recent
years, and some efforts have been made to alleviate them. In 1969, for example, the Government
reviewed its policies regarding the lumber industry and found several places where price-moderating activities could be implemented. These
included use of Federal timber lands, requests to
agencies such as the Department of Defense to
reduce demand for lumber when it was not essential, and suggestions for changing transportation patterns. Similarly, efforts have been made
through the Federal manpower programs to increase training programs and to facilitate the
flow of skilled workers into the construction industry. Through the "Operation Breakthrough"
program, efforts are being made to implement
productivity increases in housing construction.
These policies are discussed in greater detail in
Chapter 4 of the 1970 Economic Report of the
President.

Recommendations for Changes in
Federal Policies
The Davis-Bacon Act
As seen in the second section, the DavisBacon act as currently administered has led to
an appreciable increase in the cost of construction work for the Federal Government. Aside
from questions of the desirability of the act per
se, much of the problem has arisen because the
prevailing wages have not been determined in
accordance with the intent or the letter of the
law. Clearly, then, changes in the administration
of the act are called for. Beyond this, there is a
real question as to whether the act should be
eliminated either VVhoily or in part.
Original from

period of time. There is reason is believe that
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contractors that do not currently bid on govern-

ment jobs because of the Davis-Bacon provi-

sions would do so in greater number if the

provisions were eliminated indefinitely. lf so,
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The Formula for Defining Prevailing Wages:

As noted, the current cutoff point for contracts in

which the act applies is $2,000. That is, any con-

tract in excess of $2,000 requires a wage deter-

mination. In its 1971 report to Congress, GAO

questioned this number and recommended that

the minimum be raised to $25,000 or $100,000.

This recommendation has great merit, since a

large number of contracts are under $100,000,

but these account for only a small fraction of the

total cost. In GAO's studies, it was found that

45.7 percent of the determinations were for con-

tracts under $100,000, but these accounted for

only about .8 percent of the total costs.

This is confirmed by the Defense Depart-

ment data cited in the second section. Of the 76

projects, 66.5 percent were under $100,000, but

these represented only 3.2 percent of the total

cost. Thus, substantial reductions in workload

and expenses could be realized by the Depart-

ment of Labor by this change, and the savings

could be used to improve the accuracy of the re-

maining determinations.

The "30 percent" rule is also clearly a

source of error in wage determinations. It would

seem to be in the spirit of the law to devise a

measure of prevailing wages that at the same

time did not tend to set an excessively high min-

imum. Because the concept of the Davis-Bacon-

determined wage is to establish a minimum wage

that is "prevailing," it would seem reasonable to

use a rule which covers all but the lowest paid

workers. For example, the minimum wage could

be specified as the lowest quartile of the wages

in the areaâthat is, the wage such that 75 per-

cent of the workers in the area made more than

this wage. Such a rule would go far to eliminate

errors of the kind discussed in "Effects on

Wages and Costs," above, and would tend to re-

quire more wage surveys.

Importation of wages from noncontiguous

counties or from other States appears to be an

egregious violation of the law and one that has

probably led to many incorrect determinations.

Strong efforts should be made to halt this prac-

tice, and it would seem desirable to make it ex-

plicitly illegal to base determinations on wages

from different States or noncontiguous counties.

Greater emphasis of onsite wage surveys is

a desirable direction in which to move. In addi-

tion, the classifications of workers and types of

construction should be broadened. Surveys of

such classifications in different geographical

areas would be helpful, and greater effort to ac-

count for trainee and apprentice-class workers

should be made.12

It should be noted here that the Department

of Labor is aware of these problems and has in-

dicated its interest in correcting them in recent

years. In its 1971 report, GAO noted these inten-

tions of the Labor Department but had no firm

evidence of how successfully they had been im-

plemented.

The Failure to Administer the Act Properly:

In large part, the failure to administer the act

The Formula for Defining Prevailing Wages:
As noted, the current cutoff point for contracts in
which the act applies is $2,000. That is, any contract in excess of $2,000 requires a wage determination. In its 1971 report to Congress, GAO
questioned this number and recommended that
the minimum be raised to $25,000 or $100,000.
This recommendation has great merit, since a
large number of contracts are under $100,000,
but these account for only a small fraction of the
total cost. In GAO's studies, it was found that
45.7 percent of the determinations were for contracts under $100,000, but these accounted for
only about .8 percent of the total costs.
This is confirmed by the Defense Department data cited in the second section. Of the 76
projects, 66.5 percent were under $100,000, but
these represented only 3.2 percent of the total
cost. Thus, substantial reductions in workload
and expenses could be realized by the Department of Labor by this change, and the savings
could be used to improve the accuracy of the remaining determinations.
The "30 percent" rule is also clearly a
source of error in wage determinations. It would
seem to be in the spirit of the law to devise a
measure of prevailing wages that at the same
time did not tend to set an excessively high minimum. Because the concept of the Davis-Bacondetermined wage is to establish a minimum wage
that is "prevailing," it would seem reasonable to
use a rule which covers all but the lowest paid
workers. For example, the minimum wage could
be specified as the lowest quartile of the wages
in the area-that is, the wage such that 75 percent of the workers in the area made more than
this wage. Such a rule would go far to eliminate
errors of the kind discussed in "Effects on
Wages and Costs," above, and would tend to require more wage surveys.
Importation of wages from noncontiguous
counties or from other States appears to be an
egregious violation of the law and one that has
probably led to many incorrect determinations.
Strong efforts should be made to halt this practice, and it would seem desirable to make it explicitly illegal to base determinations on wages
from different States or noncontiguous counties.
Greater emphasis of onsite wage surveys is
a desirable direction in which to move. In addition, the classifications of workers and types of
construction should be broadened. Surveys of
such classifications in different geographical
areas would be helpful, and greater effort to ac-

count for trainee and apprentice-class workers
should be made. 12
It should be noted here that the Department
of Labor is aware of these problems and has indicated its interest in correcting them in recent
years. In its 1971 report, GAO noted these intentions of the Labor Department but had no firm
evidence of how successfully they had been implemented.
The Failure to Administer the Act Properly:
In large part, the failure to administer the act
properly appears to be attributable to the enormous number of determinations that must be
made relative to the staff and budget available to
make the determinations. There is a very good
chance that progress could be made here by
raising the minimum contract price for which
Davis-Bacon applies from its current $2,000 to
$100,000. As noted above, this could cut the
workload by 40 to 70 percent while affecting less
than 5 percent of the contracts in terms of total
cost.
GAO had suggested in its August 1970 Report that the Department of Labor switch from a
cumbersome manual system of making wage determinations to one using automatic data processing. The Labor Department studied this possibility and concluded that the decentralization of
responsibility for gathering wage rate data to
field offices made the use of an automated system infeasible. This conclusion is hard to accept
because there are many instances of "decentralized" systems that successfully employ automated data processing techniques. The solution
may involve an alteration in the nature of the decentralization, but there seems to be a strong a
priori case for use of automated data processing. The potential savings from more accurate
determinations may range from $2 billion to $3
billion annually, and this would appear to justify
even a very expensive system of automatic data
processing.
The burden of making determinations may
be eased by involving the contracting agencies
directly in the wage survey and determination
process. Efforts to do so were initiated in 1968
and have been at least partially successful. In
particular, HUD proposed that the Federal Housing Administration assist the Labor Department
in making prevailing wage determinations for
11

Regulations became eHe.tive on January 30. 1972, requiring the
employment of apprentices or trainees on certain federal or
federally aniated . prole ~ts and providing minimum wage rates
for the .. e . ~" al HOm

properly appears to be attributable to the enor-

mous number of determinations that must be
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made relative to the staff and budget available to

make the determinations. There is a very good

chance that progress could be made here by
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federally assisted residential construction. By

October 1970, the HUD plan was in effect and

since that time the casual evidence that has be-

come available indicates that the plan has been

successful in getting more accurate determina-

tions. lt would be very useful to follow up on this

plan and to extend it and formalize it where pos-

sible. ln its 1971 report, GAO suggested the de-

sirability of establishing an interagency

committee to collect and exchange up-to-date

wage information. An enormous amount of such

information is likely to be in the hands of various

agencies and departments of the Federal Gov-

ernment, and the benefits from using it for pre-

vailing wage determinations would be substantial

enough to justify concerted effort in this direc-

tion.

The Desirability of Different Formulas for

Different Types of Housing: One of the problems

with the determination of Davis-Bacon wages has

been the failure to distinguish adequately be-

tween different types of construction projects.

Thus, it has been the practice of the Labor De-

partment to apply commercial construction rates

to residential projects even though the wage

rates and labor practices are quite different be-

tween these two types. More careful surveys to

determine such differences are in order.

Perhaps a more fundamental difficulty with

the act is that it often negates the purposes and

aims of other Federal programs. As Professor

Yale Brozen has pointed out in [1], the Davis-

Bacon Act runs counter to the effect of section

221(d)(4) of the National Housing Act, which pro-

vides what is in effect an interest rate subsidy

for builders of housing for low and moderate in-

come families. Professor Brozen cites cases

where such projects have been abandoned be-

cause the prevailing wages were set at levels so

high as to cancel the effect of the section

221 (d)(4) subsidy.

ln cases where there is such a conflict be-

tween Davis-Bacon and the intent of other legis-

lation, it would be desirable either to suspend or

sharply modify the terms of the Davis-Bacon pro-

visions. This could be accomplished by either

eliminating the Davis-Bacon provisions from cer-

tain pieces of legislationâfor example, the bill

introduced by Senator Tower in May 1972âor

by amending the Davis-Bacon Act itself to allow

for exceptions when low rent housing and similar

projects are obtained.13 The former approach

would be more expeditious.

"The Bill (S.3654, 92nd Congress. 2nd Session) called for the

repeal of Section 212 of the National Housing Act and Sec-

tion 2., Paragraphs (2) and (3) of Section 16 of the U.S.

Housing Act of 1937.

The Desirability of Partial or Complete Elim-

ination of Prevailing Wage Laws: The Davis-Ba-

con Act was passed in 1931, when the country

was in a severe economic depression and there

was great concern about protecting incomes of

federally assisted residential construction. By
October 1970, the HUD plan was in effect and
since that time the casual evidence that has become available indicates that the plan has been
successful in getting more accurate determinations. It would be very useful to follow up on this
plan and to extend it and formalize it where possible. In its 1971 report, GAO suggested the dean
interagency
si rability
of
establ ishing
committee to collect and exchange up-to-date
wage information. An enormous amount of such
information is likely to be in the hands of various
agencies and departments of the Federal Government, and the benefits from using it for prevailing wage determinations would be substantial
enough to justify concerted effort in this direction.
The Desirability of Different Formulas for
Different Types of Housing: One of the problems
with the determination of Davis-Bacon wages has
been the failure to distinguish adequately between different types of construction projects.
Thus, it has been the practice of the Labor Department to apply commercial construction rates
to residential projects even though the wage
rates and labor practices are quite different between these two types. More careful surveys to
determine such differences are in order.
Perhaps a more fundamental difficulty with
the act is that it often negates the purposes and
aims of other Federal programs. As Professor
Yale Brozen has pOinted out in [1], the DavisBacon Act runs counter to the effect of section
221 (d)(4) of the National Housing Act, which provides what is in effect an interest rate subsidy
for builders of housing for low and moderate income families. Professor Brozen cites cases
where such projects have been abandoned because the prevailing wages were set at levels so
high as to cancel the effect of the section
221 (d)(4) subsidy.
In cases where there is such a conflict between Davis-Bacon and the intent of other legislation, it would be desirable either to suspend or
sharply modify the terms of the Davis-Bacon provisions. This could be accomplished by either
eliminating the Davis-Bacon provisions from certain pieces of legislation-for example, the bill
introduced by Senator Tower in May 1972-or
by amending the Davis-Bacon Act itself to allow
for exceptions when low rent housing and similar
projects are obtained.l1 The former approach
would be more expeditious.

workers. The situation has changed dramatically
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since that time, and there is a real question as

to whether the act serves any useful purpose at

present. lndeed, there is strong evidence that the

The Bill (5.3654. 92nd Congress. 2nd Session) called for the
repeal of Section 212 01 the National Housing Act and Section 2.• Paragraphs (2) and (3) of Se'cTlon 16 of th e U.S.
Housing Act of 1937.

The Desirability of Partial or Complete Elimination of Prevailing Wage Laws: The Davis-Bacon Act was passed in 1931, when the country
was in a severe economic depression and there
was great concern about protecting incomes of
workers. The situation has changed dramatically
since that time, and there is a real question as
to whether the act serves any useful purpose at
present. Indeed, there is strong evidence that the
act may be harmful because it runs counter to
legislation that subsequently has been passed to
achieve other goals. Changes in the administration of the act may alleviate the problem, but the
record to date does not appear very encouraging
in this respect. It has been noted that the act
hinders efforts to bring apprentices and trainees
into the construction industry, and it often prevents rather than aids contractors from competing on Federal construction jobs in their localities.
The problem of excessively high and rising
wages in contract construction has been noted
by those who support prevailing wage legislation, but they have often sought other remedies
such as the Construction Industry Stabilization
Committee for this problem. The evidence seems
quite clear, however, that the elimination of the
Davis-Bacon Act would have a measurable impact on construction costs, whereas the success
of alternative programs seems dubious at best.
Despite the compelling disadvantages in
prevailing wage laws, these laws are given
strong support by certain groups, and by organized labor in particular. The experience with the
1971 Presidential suspension of the act suggests
that it would be difficult to get agreement on repeal of prevailing wage legislation. Nonetheless.
it may be possible to get suspension of the act
for certain kinds of projects such as public
housing or subsidized housing. The economic
gains to the country and to the taxpayer of doing
so appear to be substantial.

Summary of Recommendations: Following is
a summary of recommendations.
• The recommendation put forth by GAO in
its 1971 report to the Congress that the minimum
contract for which Davis-Bacon applies be raised
to $100,000 has great merit. This would reduce
the workload of the Department of Labor quite
substantially and may facilitate greater accuracy
in determinations.
• The "30 percent" rule should be modified in a W-ay' whif
sets a minimum level for
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legislation that subsequently has been passed to

achieve other goals. Changes in the administra-

tion of the act may alleviate the problem, but the
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â¢ The use of wage data from noncontig-

uous counties or other States in making prevail-

ing wage determinations should be made explic-

itly illegal.

â¢ Greater use of onsite wage surveys and

more detailed classification of workers and types

of construction are desirable and necessary for

accurate implementation of the act.

â¢ Agencies and departments that are re-

sponsible for legislation with prevailing wage

clauses should become more intimately involved

in the process of wage determination. Efforts

that were started along these lines in 1970

should be supplemented and formalized, and

regular monitoring of the process should be in-

stituted. An interagency committee responsible

for collecting and disseminating accurate wage

data would have great advantages in this re-

spect.

â¢ lt is hard to believe that some system of

automatic data processing could not be used by

the Labor Department. Claims that such a sys-

tem is "infeasible" do not appear persuasive in

view of the very large annual savings to be real-

ized by better accuracy in the wage determina-

tion process.

â¢ The Davis-Bacon Act runs counter to the

objectives of other Federal legislation, and it

would be desirable to eliminate prevailing wage

clauses from such laws.

Other Policies

Policies that facilitate cost saving technolog-

ical innovation and the elimination of restrictive

work practices would be of great value. The Fed-

eral Government has begun to acknowledge that

many of its practices and policies tend to raise

prices and costs, and some efforts have been

• The use of wage data from noncontiguous counties or other States in making prevailing wage determinations should be made explicitly illegal.
• Greater use of onsite wage surveys and
more detailed classification of workers and types
of construction are desirable and necessary for
accurate implementation of the act.
• Agencies and departments that are responsible for legislation with prevailing wage
clauses should become more intimately involved
in the process of wage determination. Efforts
that were started along these lines in 1970
should be supplemented and formalized, and
regular monitoring of the process should be instituted. An interagency committee responsible
for collecting and disseminating accurate wage
data would have great advantages in this respect.
• It is hard to believe that some system of
automatic data processing could not be used by
the Labor Department. Claims that such a system is "infeasible" do not appear persuasive in
view of the very large annual savings to be realized by beUer accuracy in the wage determination process.
• The Davis-Bacon Act runs counter to the
objectives of other Federal legislation, and it
would be desirable to eliminate prevailing wage
clauses from such laws.

made in recent years to correct the situation. At

present, many of these efforts tend to be of a

temporary and ad hoc nature, and it would be

useful to look for more permanent solutions.

Another potential major source of improve-

ment is through greater productivity in construc-

tion techniques. This requires effective means of

changing outdated zoning and building regula-

tions found in many localities and enlisting the

cooperation of organized labor in the introduc-

tion of new construction materials and methods

that is often hindered at present because of bla-

tant "featherbedding" practices. Much of the tes-

timony presented in [8] deals with these problems.

Bibliography

Other Policies
Policies that facilitate cost saving technological innovation and the elimination of restrictive
work practices would be of great value. The Federal Government has begun to acknowledge that
many of its practices and policies tend to raise
prices and costs, and some efforts have been
made in recent years to correct the situation. At
present, many of these efforts tend to be of a
temporary and ad hoc nature, and it would be
useful to look for more permanent solutions.

Another potential major source of improvement is through greater productivity in construction techniques. This requires effective means of
changing outdated zoning and building regulations found in many localities and enlisting the
cooperation of organized labor in the introduction of new construction materials and methods
that is often hindered at present because of blatant "featherbedding" practices. Much of the testimony presented in [8] deals with these problems.
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Introduction

More than 5 years have passed since the

enactment of title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of

1968, which prohibited discrimination in mort-

gage lending because of race, color, religion, or

national origin, and which imposed an affirmative

enforcement duty on all Federal agencies with

activities relating to housing and urban develop-

ment. Yet none of the agencies that regulate

banks and savings and loan associations has yet

adopted regulations and procedures adequate to

By Steven M. Rohde *
Research Associate, Center tor
National Policy Review

investigate and insure compliance with the law.

Instead, they have taken an extremely pas-

sive posture, relying mainly on complaints. Reli-

ance solely on complaints is inadequate as a

Introduction

means of enforcing title VIII. Minorities, even if

they realized that they had a legitimate cause to

complain and knew where to complain, have

generally not been disposed to file a complaint

because they have had little confidence that the

complaint would be resolved in a way that would

enable the person to obtain the particular house

desired. Moreover, discrimination in home

* This paper was submitted to HUD In June 1973. Although the

Information contained In the sections of the paper describing

various types of discriminatory practices and the general ele-

ments needed for a strong nondiscrimlnation program Is still

applicable, some of the information contained in the agency-

by-agency status report has been superseded by events. These

events Include the revision of Veterans Administration guide-

lines relating to counting a wife's income; the promulgation

of guidelines by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board dealing

with a number of discriminatory underwriting practices and

establishing the appropriateness of an "effects" test: and the

establishment by the financial regulatory agencies of a pilot

program In 18 metropolitan areas to collect data on race,

neighborhood, and other variables with respect to mortgage

loan applications. Also, legislation has been passed by the

Congress prohibiting sex discrimination, Including the arbi-

trary discounting of a wife'a Income, and prohibiting discrim-

ination on the basis of marital status. Nevertheless, the finan-

cial regulatory agencies still have not implemented a nation-

More than 5 years have passed since the
enactment of title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of
1968, which prohibited discrimination in mortgage lending because of race, color, religion, or
national origin, and which imposed an affirmative
enforcement duty on all Federal agencies with
activities relating to housing and urban development. Yet none of the agencies that regulate
banks and savings and loan associations has yet
adopted regulations and procedures adequate to
investigate and insure compliance with the law.
Instead, they have taken an extremely passive posture, relying mainly on complaints. Reliance solely on complaints is inadequate as a
means of enforcing title VIII. Minorities, even if
they realized that they had a legitimate cause to
complain and knew where to complain, have
generally not been disposed to file a complaint
because they have had little confidence that the
complaint would be resolved in a way that would
enable the person to obtain the particular house
desired. Moreover, discrimination in home

wide program of data collection essential to the effective

enforcement of the Civil Rights Act of 1968.

finance can be a very subtle thing. Because so

many factors can go into an underwriting deci-

sion on a loan, it is very difficult to prove a dis-

criminatory intent in any given particular case.

Lenders are now sophisticated enough to know

not to tell minority applicants that they will not

lend to them because of their race.

Whereas proving discriminatory intent in an

individual case is difficult, proving a discrimina-

tory pattern of lending would be easier, assum-

ing appropriate records were maintained. To

date, however, Federal regulatory agencies have

been unwilling to require appropriate data

collection, and they have been unwilling to uti-

lize the existing supervisory mechanism to detect

such discriminatory patterns. The regulatory

agencies also have been unwilling to require af-

• This paper WB! submitted to HUD In June 1973. Although the
information contained in the sections 01 the paper describing
various types 01 discriminatory practices and the general elements needed lor a strong nondiscrimination program Is stili
applicable, some 01 the inlormation contained in the agencyby-agency status report has been superseded by events. Thele
events include the revision 01 Veterans Administration guidelines relating to counting a wile's income; the promulgation
of guidelines by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board dealing
with a number 01 discriminatory underwriting practices and
establishing the appropriateness 01 an "effects" test; and the
establishment by the financial regulatory agencies 01 II pilot
program in 18 matropolitan areas to collect data on race,
neighborhood, and other variables with respect to mortgage
loan applications. Also, legislation has been passed by the
Congress prohibiting sex discrimination , including the arbitrary dIscounting 01 a wile's income, and prohibiting discrimination on the basis of marital status. Nevertheless, the Iinancial regulatory agencies stili have not implemented a nationwide program of data collection esaent ia r to the effective
enlorcement 01 the Civil RighI _ Act 01 1968.

firmative actions designed to eliminate the ef-

fects of past discrimination.

Nor have they acted to prohibit lending dis-

crimination on the basis of sex or marital status,
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finance can be a very subtle thing. Because so
many factors can go into an underwriting decision on a loan, it is very difficult to prove a discriminatory intent in any given particular case.
Lenders are now sophisticated enough to know
not to tell minority applicants that they will not
lend to them because of their race.
Whereas proving discriminatory intent in an
individual case is difficult, proving a discriminatory pattern of lending would be easier, assuming appropriate records were maintained. To
date, however, Federal regulatory agencies have
been unwilling to require appropriate data
collection, and they have been unwilling to utilize the existing supervisory mechanism to detect
such discriminatory patterns. The regulatory
agencies also have been unwilling to require affirmative actions designed to eliminate the effects of past discrimination.
Nor have they acted to prohibit lending discrimination on the basis of sex or marital status,
or discrimination against the elderly_ Although
discrimination because of sex, marital status, or
age is not explicitly covered under title VIII, the
regulatory agencies have the authority to take
action against such discrimination under their
own existing regulatory functions. It is important
to note that discrimination on the basis of sex or
marital status also has particularly sharp impact
on minorities. Therefore, such discrimination
must be eliminated in order to affirmatively enforce title VIII.
In addition to the financial regulatory agencies, other agencies affect the access of minorities, women, and the elderly to mortgage credit
because of the credit guidelines and standards
they set in conjunction with their own programs.
Although most of these agencies now have written criteria that are basically nondiscriminatory,
the extent to which these criteria have been
effectively translated into practice remains an
open question. In addition, the Veterans Administration still has standards that have a definite
discriminatory effect on minorities and women.
The balance of this paper describes various
discriminatory lending practices, discusses recommendations designed to overcome such discrimination, and provides an agency-by-agency
status report (including, where appropriate, specific recommendations applicable to the particular agency). Finally, there is a brief reference to
possible legislation, although all of the basic
recommendations of this paper can and should
be implemer:!ted . imroediately under existing aur Ibl i ~
thority nd r
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Description of Discriminatory

Lending Practices

A number of recent studies have demon-

strated the widespread existence of the continu-

ance of many discriminatory practices by the

Nation's mortgage lendersâpractices that result

in the denial of home financing opportunities to

racial minorities, women, and the elderly. The

two most important surveys consist of a report

released in April 1972 by HUD, and a survey re-

leased in March 1972 by the Federal Home Loan

Bank Board.

Racial Discrimination in General

The HUD report, which was a preliminary re-

port on returns from a private lending institu-

tion's questionnaire, provided an indication of

the significant underrepresentation of minorities

Description of Discriminatory
Lending Practices
A number of recent studies have demonstrated the widespread existence of the continuance of many discriminatory practices by the
Nation's mortgage lenders-practices that result
in the denial of home financing opportunities to
racial minorities, women, and the elderly. The
two most important surveys consist of a report
released in April 1972 by HUD, and a survey released in March 1972 by the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board.

in loans made by mortgage lenders. The ques-

tionnaire has been mailed to 18,456 lenders, and

there was a 91 percent response rate.

Lenders were asked to provide a rough esti-

mate of the percentage of loans made to minori-

ties. An analysis was made of responses by

savings and loan associations in the 50 cities

with the largest minority population. Of the 39

million total population for these cities, minori-

ties constitute a 36 percent average population

for all of the cities combined. (The cities them-

selves range from 16 percent to 74 percent mi-

nority population.) However, 29 percent of the

savings and loans estimated that they make less

than 5 percent of their loans to minorities, and

another 31 percent estimated that their loan pro-

duction to minorities was between 5 percent and

15 percent. A very high 16 percent failed to pro-

vide any estimate at all. Only 13 percent indi-

cated that their loan production to minorities

was between 15 percent and 25 percent of their

loans and only 11 percent of the savings and

loans indicated that minority loans totaled more

than 25 percent.

ln analyzing these figures, the HUD report

stated: "Of course minority homeownership is

generally less than proportional to minority pop-

ulation, but even allowing for this fact, the fig-

ures are striking."

The underrepresentation of minorities in the

loan production of savings and loans is caused

not only by invidiously discriminatory practices,

but also by obsolete practices that, although ap-

pearing neutral on their face, have a clear dis-

criminatory impact. A further factor that contrib-

utes to the underrepresentation is that lenders

fail to market their services in a manner de-

signed to attract minority customers. And even if

minorities do happen to seek out a lending insti-

tution, they may be discouraged unnecessarily at

the oral inquiry stage, so that they never get to

file a formal application.

Discrimination Against Minorities Seeking

Loans in White Residential Areas

The low number of loans made to minorities

does not define the extent of the problem. A

practice of discouraging loans to minorities in

white residential areas, or of discouraging loans

to whites to purchase homes in areas in transi-

Racial Discrimination in General
The HUD report, which was a preliminary report on returns from a private lending institution's questionnaire, provided an indication of
the significant underrepresentation of minorities
in loans made by mortgage lenders. The questionnaire has been mailed to 18,456 lenders, and
there was a 91 percent response rate.
Lenders were asked to provide a rough estimate of the percentage of loans made to minorities. An analysis was made of responses by
savings and loan associations in the 50 cities
with the largest minority population. Of the 39
million total population for these cities, minorities constitute a 36 percent average population
for all of the cities combined. (The cities themselves range from 16 percent to 74 percent minority population.) However, 29 percent of the
savings and loans estimated that they make less
than 5 percent of their loans to minorities, and
another 31 percent estimated that their loan production to minorities was between 5 percent and
15 percent. A very high 16 percent failed to provide any estimate at all. Only 13 percent indicated that their loan production to minorities
was between 15 percent and 25 percent of their
loans and only 11 percent of the savings and
loans indicated that minority loans totaled more
than 25 percent.
In analyzing these figures, the HUD report
stated: "Of course minority homeownership is
generally less than proportional to minority population, but even allowing for this fact, the figures are striking."
The underrepresentation of minorities in the
loan production of savings and loans is caused
not only by invidiously discriminatory practices,
but also by obsolete practices that, although appearing neutral on their face, have a clear discriminatory impact. A further factor that cOl1tributes to the underrepresentation is that lenders

fail to market their services in a manner designed to attract minority customers. And even if
minorities do happen to seek out a lending institution, they may be discouraged unnecessarily at
the oral inquiry stage, so that they never get to
file a formal application.

Discrimination Against Minorities Seeking
Loans in White Residential Areas
The low number of loans made to minorities
does not define the extent of the problem. A
practice of discouraging loans to minorities in
white residential areas, or of discouraging loans
to whites to purchase homes in areas in transition from white to black, has the effect of both
causing and perpetuating segregated residential
patterns. Even a special program ostensibly designed to help disadvantaged citizens can have
certain negative effects unless care is taken to
assure that access by minorities to white residential areas is not denied. For example, hearings by the Senate Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee (September 1971) -documented the
"line" of the Boston Banks Urban Renewal
Group (BBURG), which restricted utilization of a
federally insured homeownership program to one
clearly delineated area of Boston. This had the
effect of continuing restrictions on the housing
options of minorities and fostering harmful speculation and blockbusting.

Application of More Stringent Loan Terms to
Minorities
Although it is a violation of Federal law to
discriminate on the basis of race in the setting
of terms or conditions of loans, 4 percent of savings and loans responding to the survey by the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board actually admitted that they require a lower loan/value ratio on
loans to minority group applicants, and 4 percent
admitted that they require a shorter term to maturity on loans to minorities.

Redlining and Other Types of Neighborhood
Discrimination
The arbitrary "red lining" or writing off of
entire areas of a city as un1;lcceptable for mortgage credit is a serious problem restricting
equal access to mortgage financing and contributing to urban decay. It is true that there are
some neighborhoods where rapid decline of property values or a rapid rate of abandonment
cou~d justit~r:! 2 irWI'l~tcrel 0.1 not. making lo.ans
avalla ~I
I
s In other nelgh-

tion from white to black, has the effect of both

causing and perpetuating segregated residential

patterns. Even a special program ostensibly de-

signed to help disadvantaged citizens can have
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borhoods. However, the decay of a neighborhood

can be set in motion by the withdrawal of mort-

gage investment. Thus, such withdrawal can cre-

ate a self-fulfilling prophecy.

lt is a discriminatory practice to redline or

otherwise restrict access of a neighborhood to

mortgage credit on the basis of the racial com-

position of the neighborhood or on the basis of

the average income of neighborhood residents.

Yet in the Bank Board survey referred to above,

30 percent of the responding savings and loans

answered "yes" to the question: "Do you dis-

qualify some neighborhoods from lending be-

cause they are low income or minority group

areas?" Twenty-eight percent stated they require

a lower loan-to-value ratio in low income or mi-

nority group areas (an average of 12.5 percent

lower); 32 percent stated that they require a

shorter term (7.5 years shorter on the average),

and 11 percent stated that they require a higher

interest rate (0.5 percent higher on the average).

ln the HUD survey referred to above, 17 per-

cent of the savings and loans stated that the ra-

cial or ethnic characteristics of the neighbor-

hood were considered in evaluating loan

applications, and 20 percent stated that income

levels of neighborhood residents were consid-

ered.

ln addition, a recent case study of mortgage

disinvestment in Bronx County (Devine, Richard

J., Where the Lender Looks First: A Case Study

of Mortgage Disinvestment in Bronx County,

1960-1970, National Urban League, 1973) found

that the racial composition of a given area had a

significant bearing on the number of mortgages

made.

Refusal to Participate in Federally Insured or

Subsidized Programs

Many savings and loans and other tradi-

tional lenders have abdicated their responsibil-

ities by refusing to participate in insured or sub-

sidized programs that minorities and lower

income families rely on most heavily. These re-

fusals are clearly not dictated by business ne-

borhoods. However, the decay of a neighborhood
can be set in motion by the withdrawal of mortgage investment. Thus, such withdrawal can create a self-fulfilling prophecy.
It Is a discriminatory practice to redline or
otherwise restrict access of a neighborhood to
mortgage credit on the basis of the racial composition of the neighborhood or on the basis of
the average income of neighborhood residents.
Yet In the Bank Board survey referred to above,
30 percent of the responding savings and loans
answered "yes" to the question: "Do you disqualify some neighborhoods from lending because they are low income or minority group
areas?" Twenty-eight percent stated they require
a lower loan-to-value ratio in low income or minority group areas (an average of 12.5 percent
lower); 32 percent stated that they require a
shorter term (7.5 years shorter on the average),
and 11 percent stated that they require a higher
interest rate (0.5 percent higher on the average).
In the HUD survey referred to above, 17 percent of the savings and loans stated that the racial or ethnic characteristics of the neighborhood were considered in evaluating loan
applications, and 20 percent stated that income
levels of neighborhood residents were considered.
In addition, a recent case study of mortgage
disinvestment in Bronx County (Devine, Richard
J., Where the Lender Looks First: A Case Study
of Mortgage Disinvestment in Bronx County,
1960-1970, National Urban League, 1973) found
that the racial composition of a given area had a
significant bearing on the number of mortgages
made.

cessity, since the lender is protected by Federal

insurance. This abdication of responsibility by

traditional lenders, such as savings and loans,

has been a factor contributing to the increased

Refusal to Participate in Federally Insured or
Subsidized Programs

default rates caused by scandals in certain FHA

programs in Detroit and elsewhere. The vacuum

left by the withdrawal of savings and loan asso-

ciations allowed mortgage companies to come in

and dominate the market. ln its report on the De-

troit situation, the Subcommittee on Legal and

Monetary Affairs (House Government Operations

Committee) blamed part of the problem on the

interim lender nature of mortgage companiesâ

institutions that rely almost entirely on the funds

of some other investor, and therefore do not

have much of a permanent stake in the transac-

tion. This facilitated the involvement of specula-

tors and other fast buck artists.

Discrimination Because of Sex or Marital

Status

The most serious manifestation of sexism in

mortgage lending is the widespread practice

Many savings and loans and other traditional lenders have abdicated their responsibilities by refusing to participate in insured or subsidized programs that minorities and lower
income families rely on most heavily. These refusals are clearly not dictated by business necessity, since the lender is protected by Federal
insurance. This abdication of responsibility by
traditional lenders, such as savings and loans,
has been a factor contributing to the increased
default rates caused by scandals in certain FHA
programs in Detroit and elsewhere. The vacuum
left by the withdrawal of savings and loan associations allowed mortgage companies to come in
and dominate the market. In its report on t he De-

whereby many lenders routinely discount or to-

tally ignore a working wife's income in comput-

ing family income, particularly if she is of "child-

bearing age." This widespread practice results in
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troit situation, the Subcommittee on Legal and
Monetary Affairs (House Government Operations
Committee) blamed part of the problem on the
interim lender nature of mortgage companiesinstitutions that rely almost entirely on the funds
of some other investor, and therefore do not
have much of a permanent stake in the transaction. This facilitated the involvement of speculators and other fast buck artists.

Discrimination Because of Sex or Marital
Status
The most serious manifestation of sexism in
mortgage lending is the widespread practice
whereby many lenders routinely discount or totally ignore a working wife's income in computing family income, particularly if she is of "childbearing age." This widespread practice results in
the denial of loans to many families. In addition,
many families are forced by this practice to accept less desirable homes.
Results from the Bank Board survey document the widespread existence of this practice.
Savings and loan managers were asked what
credit they would allow for a working wife's income if she were 25 years old, had two schoolage children, and worked full time as a secretary. Fully 25 percent of the savings and loans
responded by saying that they would count none
of her income. Well over half reported percentages of 50 percent or less. Only 22 percent indicated they would give full credit to her income.
A survey released in May 1972 by the United
States Savings and Loan League yielded similar
results.
The arbitrary practice of discounting all or
part of a working wife's income has a sharp discriminatory impact on minority groups, where the
wife's income often represents a significant contribution to the family's income. Recent data
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics verify this
discriminatory effect. The labor force participation rate for nonwhite wives is 52.5 percent, as
contrasted with a 39.7 percent rate for white
wives. In the keyage group, 25 through 34, the
corresponding percentages are 59.4 percent and
38.0 percent.
Presumably, discrimination against a working wife's income is based on the assumption
that she may have a child and quit working. This
assumption ignores changing social conditions,
the sharp trend toward increased employment of
women, a ',51-' tclR '
e~sed availability of liberal
tN also assumes that
mateu 'txE

frl la IrrmrG

people are devoid of common sense and cannot

rationally plan their livesâthat they will deliber-

ately quit work or refuse to return to work even

if this would mean a loss of their house due to

foreclosure.

The one empirical study of mortgage delin-

quency that dealt with the issue of families with

two wage earners clearly does not support those

who discriminate against a wife's income. The

study by Leon Kendall (Anatomy of the Resi-

dential Mortgage, United States Savings and

Loan League, 1964, p. 66) indicated that, if any-

thing, loans to families where the husband's in-

come accounted for 100 percent of family in-

come actually had a slightly higher likelihood of

being delinquent than loans to families where

the husband's income was only a portion of fam-

ily income.

The Bank Board survey also revealed wide-

spread discrimination on the basis of marital sta-

tus, a practice that has a discriminatory effect on

both women and racial minorities. Sixty-four

percent of the savings and loans admitted that

marital status was used as a factor in evaluating

loan applications, and 18 percent indicated that

a person's marital status, in and of itself, could

be grounds for automatic disqualification. Yet a

1970 study by John Herzog and James Earley for

the National Bureau of Economic Research, enti-

tled Home Mortgage Delinquency and Foreclo-

sure, found no demonstrable relationship be-

tween marital status and mortgage loan risk.

Other Practices that Have a Discriminatory

Effect on Minorities

There are a number of other needlessly

restrictive underwriting practices known to exist

that, although neutral on their face, have a dis-

criminatory impact on minorities. For example,

some mortgage lenders use isolated credit diffi-

people are devoid of common sense and cannot
rationally plan their lives-that they will deliberately quit work or refuse to return to work even
if this would mean a loss of their house due to
foreclosure.
The one empirical study of mortgage delinquency that dealt with the issue of families with
two wage earners clearly does not support those
who discriminate against a wife's income. The
study by Leon Kendall (Anatomy of the Residential Mortgage, United States Savings and
Loan League, 1964, p. 66) indicated that, if anything, loans to families where the husband's income accounted for 100 percent of family income actually had a slightly higher likelihood of
being delinquent than loans to families where
the husband's income was only a portion of family income.
The Bank Board survey also revealed widespread discrimination on the basis of marital status, a practice that has a discriminatory effect on
both women and racial minorities. Sixty-four
percent of the savings and loans admitted that
marital status was used as a factor in evaluating
loan applications, and 18 percent indicated that
a person's marital status, in and of itself, could
be grounds for automatic disqualification. Yet a
1970 study by John Herzog and James Earley for
the National Bureau of Economic Research, entitled Home Mortgage Delinquency and Foreclosure, found no demonstrable relationship between marital status and mortgage loan risk.

culties or credit difficulties in the distant past as

a bar. This practice has a discriminatory effect

on minority families who may have been the vic-

tim of harsh credit practices in the past.

Some lenders use the existence of a prior

criminal record as an absolute bar. In fact, some

use a prior arrest record (12 percent in the Bank

Board survey), even if there was no conviction,

as grounds for absolute disqualification. Because

racial minorities are more subject to arrest, often

without cause, than are whites, this arbitrary rule

operates in a racially discriminatory manner.

Many lenders tend to discriminate against

loan applicants who have not previously owned

their own home. Again, this has the effect of per-

petuating past discrimination against minorities.

Another practice that has a discriminatory ef-

fect is the refusal to count stable income from

overtime, production bonuses, or part-time work;

this penalizes those who are working the hardest

to improve their living conditions.

Finally, some mortgage lenders impose

overly restrictive payment-to-income ratios, or

use payment-to-income ratios in an inflexible

manner. This has the effect of discriminating

against those in the lower income range of the

market who tend to devote a greater portion of

income to basic necessities such as housing.

Other Practices that Have a Discriminatory
Effect on Minorities
There are a number of other needlessly
restrictive underwriting practices known to exist
that, although neutral on their face, have a discriminatory impact on minorities. For example,
some mortgage lenders use isolated credit diffiCUlties or credit difficulties in the distant past as
a bar. This practice has a discriminatory effect
on minority families who may have been the victim of harsh credit practices in the past.
Some lenders use the existence of a prior
criminal record as an absolute bar. In fact, some
use a prior arrest record (12 percent in the Bank
Board survey), even if there was no conviction,
as grounds for absolute disqualification. Because
racial minorities are more subject to arrest, often
without cause, than are whites, this arbitrary rule
operates in a racially discriminatory manner.
Many lenders tend to discriminate against
loan applicants who have not pr eviously owned

their own home. Again, this has the effect of perpetuating past discrimination against minorities.
Another practice that has a discriminatory effect is the refusal to count stable income from
overtime, production bonuses, or part-time work;
this penalizes those who are working the hardest
to improve their living conditions.
Finally, some mortgage lenders impose
overly restrictive payment-to-income ratios, or
use payment-to-income ratios in an inflexible
manner. This has the effect of discriminating
against those in the lower income range of the
market who tend to devote a greater portion of
income to basic necessities such as housing.

Discrimination Against Older Citizens
Many lenders refuse to make loans (or impose stringent terms on loans) to borrowers approaching their senior years. The survey released in May 1972 by the United States Savings
and Loan League revealed that almost 8 percent
of the responding savings and loans use a rule
of thumb that the age of the borrower plus the
term of the loan should not exceed 65. Many
lenders use other similar rules of thumb-that
the age of the borrower plus the loan term
should not exceed 70, 75, or 80 years. Considering that the average term for conventional loans
now exceeds 25 years, it is obvious that a borrower whose age is 50 or 55 may be under a severe handicap in obtaining a loan, and a borrower over the age of 60 may find it almost
impossible. The U.S. League survey also revealed that almost 15 percent of savings and
loans require, as a general rule, a cosigner on
loans to senior citizens.
There is absolutely no economic justification
for these practices. In fact, Kendall's study concluded: "Once the 40th birthday is passed, experience improved markedly, and, generally, as age
increased, payment experience improved. The
most favorable experience was on loans made to
individuals 60 years of age and over." (See p.
38)
Even if a borrower is expected to retire during the early years of the mortgage, he or she
should be favorably considered where circumstances indicate that there will be sufficient financial resources from cash-on-hand, investments,
continuing life insurance benefits, retirement
benefits, and similar income to reasonably assure repayment of the loan during the early
years of th ~ r' (J,iittia.9 ~ hen the lender is most
fi ancialloss.
expo ~ I'Vt~~o . I
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Discrimination Against Older Citizens

Many lenders refuse to make loans (or im-

pose stringent terms on loans) to borrowers ap-
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General Administrative

Recommendations

Regulatory Agencies

The agencies that regulate lending institu-

General Administrative
Recommendations

tions should take vigorous action to implement

their mandate for affirmative enforcement of title

Regulatory Agencies

Vlll of the Civil Rights Act of 1968. The banking

and savings and loan industries are unusual in

that they are already subject to extensive regula-

tion, including regular examinations of lenders

by the regulatory agencies. Thus, there is a great

potential for effectively dealing with discrimina-

tion in mortgage lending by making use of the

regulatory structure already established.

The basic elements of an effective "equal

opportunity in lending" program are as follows:

Racial Data Collection: An essential founda-

tion for such a program of enforcement is the

establishment of a system of racial data collec-

tion with respect to loan applications. Without

such a recordkeeping system, it is impossible to

have an effective system for revealing and meas-

uring discriminatory practices, to enforce nondis-

crimination regulations, or to evaluate their

effectiveness in increasing housing opportunities

for minorities.

Racial data collection should be used for

comparative analyses of local, regional, and na-

tional mortgage lending practices, as well as

being an integral tool for examiners in checking

on compliance of individual institutions. The sys-

tem of data collection must be sophisticated

enough to measure discrimination that occurs in

many forms, including various types of discrimi-

nation based on neighborhood, sex, or marital

status, discrimination in loan terms, and so on.

Recordkeeping should also include a procedure

for obtaining racial data with respect to oral in-

quiries made in person but which do not result

in the filing of a written application.

Prohibiting Sex Discrimination and Other

Practices That Have a Discriminatory Effect:

Through regulations and guidelines, the financial

regulatory agencies should make clear to regu-

lated institutions that the full range of discrimi-

natory practices described in this paper are pro-

hibited. The basic principle should be that once

a practice is shown to have a discriminatory ef-

fect on a protected group, the practice should

be outlawed unless the lender can demonstrate

that it is clearly dictated by business necessity.

The use of an "effects test" has been applied

often with regard to civil rights in both constitu-

tional and statutory interpretation (see, e.g.,

Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 US 424 (1971)). A

recent example of the use of an effects test in

civil rights can be found in the regulations of the

Treasury Department implementating the general

revenue sharing program (see 38 F.R. 9138

51.32(2)).

lndividual lending institutions should be re-

quired to publish an explanation of their own

nondiscriminatory underwriting criteria and lend-

ing policies so that applicants will have some

basis on which to determine whether or not they

have been treated fairly.

The agencies that regulate lending institutions should take vigorous action to implement
their mandate for affirmative enforcement of title
VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968. The banking
and savings and loan industries are unusual in
that they are already subject to extensive regulation, including regular examinations of lenders
by the regulatory agencies. Thus, there is a great
potential for effectively dealing with discrimination in mortgage lending by making use of the
regulatory structure already established.
The basic elements of an effective "equal
opportunity in lending" program are as follows:
Racial Data Collection: An essential foundation for such a program of enforcement is the
establishment of a system of racial data collection with respect to loan applications. Without
such a recordkeeping system, it is impossible to
have an effective system for revealing and measuring discriminatory practices, to enforce nondiscrimination regulations, or to evaluate their
effectiveness in increasing housing opportunities
for minorities.
Racial data collection should be used for
comparative analyses of local, regional, and national mortgage lending practices, as well as
being an integral tool for examiners in checking
on compliance of individual institutions. The system of data collection must be sophisticated
enough to measure discrimination that occurs in
many forms, including various types of discrimination based on neighborhood, sex, or marital
status, discrimination in loan terms, and so on.
Recordkeeping should also include a procedure
for obtaining racial data with respect to oral inquiries made in person but which do not result
in the filing of a written application.
Prohibiting Sex Discrimination and Other
Practices That Have a Discriminatory Effect:
Through regulations and guidelines, the financial
regulatory agencies should make clear to regulated institutions that the full range of discriminatory practices described in this paper are prohibited. The basic principle should be that once
a practice is shown to have a discriminatory effect on a protected group, the practice should
be outlawed unless the lender can demonstrate
that it is clearly dictated by business necessity.
The use of an "effects test" has been applied
often with regard to civil rights in both constitutional and statutory interpret ation (see, e.g.,

Affirmative Marketing to Attract Minority

Customers: Lending institutions should be re-

quired to institute affirmative marketing designed

to attract minorities and convince them that they
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Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 US 424 (1971». A
recent example of the use of an effects test in
civil rights can be found in the regulations of the
Treasury Department implementating the general
revenue sharing program (see 38 F.R. 9138
51.32(2)).
Individual lending institutions should be required to publish an explanation of their own
nondiscriminatory underwriting criteria and lending policies so that applicants will have some
basis on which to determine whether or not they
have been treated fairly.
Affirmative Marketing to Attract Minority
Customers: Lending institutions should be required to institute affirmative marketing designed
to attract minorities and convince them that they
are welcome customers. Each lender should be
required to indicate its nondiscrimination policy
in all of its advertising and public relations material. Further, an essential part of any effective
affirmative marketing program would be to advertise in media that reach the minority market.
Another critical element of an affirmative marketing program would be to establish working relationships with brokers and other agents who
serve members of minority groups.
Lenders should be prohibited from discriminating in the conduct of any aspect of their business, not simply in mortgage lending. If a minority applicant has encountered discrimination
when applying for a consumer loan, he or she
will be discouraged from subsequently applying
for a home mortgage loan. Also, the inability to
develop a credit rating in conjunction with
smaller loans may be a handicap should the applicant subsequently apply for a mortgage loan.
Obtaining Nondiscrimination Assurances
From Builders and Developers: When the marketing is to be done by a builder or developer,
the lender should be required to obtain nondiscrimination assurances from such builders and
developers, a statement of the marketing plan to
be used, and followup racial occupancy reports.
It would not be the function of lenders to operate as "policemen," but rather they would obtain
assurances that their financial resources were
not to be utilized to support illegal practices.
Affirmative Employment Programs: The regulatory agencies should adopt the recommendations made by HUD in its April 1972 report,
which stated that "the regulatory agencies
should develop standards or advisory guidelines
to aid regulated institutions to implement an affirmative e~ual . IDP'lo ment opportunity program
espe'
E ~'I '0 3eFio (R~ efW ries (e.g., apprais-

er and loan officer) which can influence an as-

sociation's lending practices." The HUD survey

of lending institutions discovered very low levels

of minority employment, with the underrepre-

sentation especially severe in such key positions

as loan officers and appraisers (where minority

employment is only 3 percent).

Enforcement: ln the final analysis, a nondis-

crimination program such as outlined above will

only be effective if regulations and guidelines

were vigorously enforced. The key to an effective

enforcement program is the utilization of the reg-

ular examination process, along with a willing-

ness to impose sanctions where violations per-

sist. Examiners should be trained to make

thorough searches of a lender's files, and to

make use of available data, in an effort to detect

discriminatory practices. The major financial reg-

ulatory agencies have at their disposal a range

of potentially effective sanctions, including cease

and desist orders and termination of insurance.

Agencies that Publish Their Own Credit

Standards in Conjunction With Their

Programs

ln order to further equal opportunity in lend-

ing, agencies that administer mortgage loan pro-

er and loan officer) which can influence an association's lending practices." The HUD survey
of lending institutions discovered very low levels
of minority employment, with the underrepresentation especially severe in such key positions
as loan officers and appraisers (where minority
employment is only 3 percent).
Enforcement: In the final analysis, a nondiscrimination program such as outlined above will
only be effective if regulations and guidelines
were vigorously enforced. The key to an effective
enforcement program is the utilization of the regular examination process, along with a willingness to impose sanctions where violations persist. Examiners should be trained to make
thorough searches of a lender's files, and to
make use of available data, in an effort to detect
discriminatory practices. The major financial regulatory agencies have at their disposal a range
of potentially effective sanctions, including cease
and desist orders and termination of insurance.

grams of their own should: (1) Review and revise

their credit standards to insure that they are

clear and nondiscriminatory (this should not

merely be a one time review but a continuing re-

view process aimed at opening up new oppor-

tunities); (2) take steps to assure that local un-

derwriters are properly trained in the use of

nondiscriminatory underwriting criteria and that

lenders are made aware of the nondiscriminatory

criteria; (3) collect and analyze detailed data on

loans made under the program; and (4) make

clear to lenders that the agency will not do busi-

ness with lenders who discriminate on the basis

of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, or

marital status.

Agency-by-Agency Analysis

There follows a status report on eight Fed-

eral agencies with respect to the general recom-

mendations set forth above, including, where ap-

propriate, more specific recommendations for

these agencies.1 Of the eight agencies, the Fed-

1 Not all of the agencies with equal opportunity in mortgage lend-

ing responsibilities are analyzed in this paper. For example,

no analysis is made of the Farmers Home Administration, the

National Credit Union Administration, and the Farm Credit

Administration.

Agencies that Publish Their Own Credit
Standards in Conjunction With Their
Programs
In order to further equal opportunity in lending, agencies that administer mortgage loan programs of their own should: (1) Review and revise
their credit standards to insure that they are
clear and nondiscriminatory (this should not
merely be a one time review but a continuing review process aimed at opening up new opportunities); (2) take steps to assure that local underwriters are properly trained in the use of
nondiscriminatory underwriting criteria and that
lenders are made aware of the nondiscriminatory
criteria; (3) collect and analyze detailed data on
loans made under the program; and (4) make
clear to lenders that the agency will not do business with lenders who discriminate on the basis
of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, or
marital status.

eral Home Loan Bank Board, the Federal Deposit

lnsurance Corporation (FDlC), the Comptroller of

the Currency, and the Board of Governors of the

Federal Reserve System are regulatory agencies.

The other four, the Veterans Administration (VA),

the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), the

Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA),

and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corpora-

tion (FHLMC), fall principally in the second cate-

Agency-by-Agency Analysis
There follows a status report on eight Federal agencies with respect to the general recommendations set forth above. including. where appropriate, more specific recommendations for
these agencies.' Of the eight agencies, the Fed-

goryâagencies that administer their own mort-

gage loan programs. However, with respect to

1
mortgage bankers, FHA has some of the charac-

teristics of a regulatory agency as well.

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

On April 27, 1972, the Federal Home Loan

Not all of the agencies with equal opportunity in mortgage lend·
ing responSibilities are analyzed in this paper, For example.
no analysis is made of the Farmers Home Administrat+on, the
National Credit Uni on Adm'nlstrBtion, and t he
arm Credit
Administration.

eral Home Loan Bank Board. the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC)' the Comptroller of
the Currency, and the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System are regulatory agencies.
The other four, the Veterans Administration (VA),
the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), the
Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA),
and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC), fall principally in the second category-agencies that administer their own mortgage loan programs. However, with respect to
mortgage bankers, FHA has some of the characteristics of a regulatory agency as well.

Federal Home Loan Bank Board
On April 27, 1972, the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board (which regulates the savings and loan
industry) published regulations (37 F.R. 8436)
adding a new "Part 528-Nondiscrimination Requirements" to the regulations of the Federal
Home Loan Bank system. The regulations prohibit lending discrimination because of race,
color, religion, or national origin, and include a
specific provision prohibiting discrimination
based on the racial composition of a neighborhood. Discrimination is also prohibited in
connection with application procedures and inquiries. In addition, the regulations (a) prohibit
the use of words or other symbols in advertising
that imply or suggest a discriminatory policy, (b)
require an equal housing lender logo in advertising "other than for savings," (c) require the
posting of an equal housing lender poster in the
lobby, and (d) prohibit discrimination in employment by member institutions.
Deleted from the regulations was the key
section on racial data collection. Such a section
was included in the proposed regulations published in January 1972. However. in implementing the regulations in April 1972, the Board
stated that it was deferring final consideration of
the data collection provision "pending further
staff study of comments received and consultation with the other financial regulatory agencies." As of this writing. no action has been
forthcoming. Thus, although the Board's regulations have been in effect for more than a year,
no mechanism for effective enforcement or for
measuring their impact has been established.
The regulation as enacted does not deal
with problems of sex discrimination in lending,
although the Board has acknowledged its authority to act U . i 'i'$ala ~m Nor does the regulation
impo I ffi~ri UF
~~ . ~ requirements on

Bank Board (which regulates the savings and loan

industry) published regulations (37 F.R. 8436)

adding a new "Part 528-Nondiscrimination Re-
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savings and loans (in fact, even the impact of

the equal housing lender logo in sharply limited

by the loophole that exempts advertising for sav-

ings), require the obtaining of nondiscrimination

assurances from builders and developers, nor

impose affirmative employment responsibilities

on savings and loans. (The Board does have,

however, a voluntary program, "Vanguard," de-

signed to recruit minorities for savings and loan

employment, and, as noted, all member institu-

tions are prohibited by the Board's regulations

from discrimination in employment.)

The regulation as enacted makes no refer-

ence to the far-ranging problems of underwriting

and other lending policies that are restrictive in

nature and that have a discriminatory effect on

minorities, women, and the elderly. However, the

Board's staff has subsequently drafted "Guide-

lines Relating to Nondiscrimination in Lending"

that deal with the full range of discriminatory

lending policies described earlier in this paper.

These guidelines were approved by the Board's

General Counsel in November and were submit-

ted to the Board for enactment. However, final

action has not yet been forthcoming.

lf the guidelines are enacted by the Board in

their present form, and if the Board's examina-

tion program should be revised to include a re-

view of compliance with the guidelines, there is

great potential for effectively dealing with the

basic discriminatory credit practices.

ln addition to implementing an effective ra-

cial data collection system, the comprehensive

lending policy guidelines, and the other basic

recommendations, the Board, by virtue of its reg-

ulation over an industry that specializes heavily

in home finance, is in a unique position to take

steps to help meet the housing needs of the Na-

tion's disadvantaged citizens. For example, the

Board should restructure its advances system to

provide maximum encouragement for savings

and loans to meet their social responsibilities.

This can be done through a system of differential

advance rates, with savings and loans being re-

warded with bargain rates depending on their

contribution to meeting the social needs of their

community by making certain types of loans or

engaging in special projects. Lower advance

rates can be financed partly by reducing the div-

idend paid on Federal Home Loan Bank capital

stock.

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Currently, the FDlC (which regulates State

banks that are not Federal Reserve members)

has issued a statement of policy (37 F.R. 8908)

that sets forth advertising provisions (similar to

the provision in the Federal Home Loan Bank

Board's regulations) and a requirement for an

equal lending lobby notice. Because a lobby no-

tice is required anyway by HUD's Part 110âFair

savings and loans (in fact, even the impact of
the equal housing lender logo in sharply limited
by the loophole that exempts advertising for savings), require the obtaining of nondiscrimination
assurances from builders and developers, nor
impose affirmative employment responsibilities
on savings and loans. (The Board does have,
however, a voluntary program, "Vanguard," designed to recruit minorities for savings and loan
employment, and, as noted, all member institutions are prohibited by the Board's regulations
from discrimination in employment.)
The regulation as enacted makes no reference to the far-ranging problems of underwriting
and other lending policies that are restrictive in
nature and that have a discriminatory effect on
minorities, women, and the elderly. However, the
Board's staff has subsequently drafted "Guidelines Relating to Nondiscrimination in Lending"
that deal with the full range of discriminatory
lending policies described earlier in this paper.
These guidelines were approved by the Board's
General Counsel in November and were submitted to the Board for enactment. However, final
action has not yet been forthcoming.
If the guidelines are enacted by the Board in
their present form, and if the Board's examination program should be revised to include a review of compliance with the guidelines, there is
great potential for effectively dealing with the
basic discriminatory credit practices.
In addition to implementing an effective racial data collection system, the comprehensive
lending policy guidelines, and the other basic
recommendations, the Board, by virtue of its regulation over an industry that specializes heavily
in home finance, is in a unique position to take
steps to help meet the housing needs of the Nation's disadvantaged citizens. For example, the
Board should restructure its advances system to
provide maximum encouragement for savings
and loans to meet their social responsibilities.
This can be done through a system of differential
advance rates, with savings and loans being rewarded with bargain rates depending on their
contribution to meeting the social needs of their
community by making certain types of loans or
engaging in special projects. Lower advance
rates can be financed partly by reducing the dividend paid on Federal Home Loan Bank capital
stock.

Housing Poster (37 F.R. 3429), the only affirma-

tive provision specifically added by the FDlC is

the provision for indicating the bank's policy of

nondiscrimination in advertisements for home

mortgage loans. This is totally inadequate and

does not begin to meet the basic requirements

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Currently, the FDIC (which regulates State
banks that are not Federal Reserve Te/:1lbers)
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for affirmative enforcement of title Vlll.

On September 20, 1972, FDlC published (37

F.R. 19385) proposed regulations dealing with

fair housing lending practices. The proposed

has issued a statement of policy (37 F.R. 8908)
that sets forth advertising provisions (similar to
the provision in the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board's regulations) and a requirement for an
equal lending lobby notice. Because a lobby notice is required anyway by HUD's Part 110-Fair
Housing Poster (37 F.R. 3429), the only affirmative provision specifically added by the FDIC is
the provision for indicating the bank's policy of
nondiscrimination in advertisements for home
mortgage loans. This is totally inadequate and
does not begin to meet the basic requirements
for affirmative enforcement of title VIII.
On September 20, 1972, FDIC published (37
F.R. 19385) proposed regulations dealing with
fair housing lending practices. The proposed
regulations are similar to the regulations now in
effect for the Federal Home Loan Bank Board,
except for the critical difference that the FDIC
proposal contains the key provision for the
collection of racial data with respect to loan applications. (One weakness of the FDIC proposal
in comparison to the Bank Board's regulations is
the omission, in the FDIC proposal, of a prohibition of employment discrimination by all banks
under FDIC supervisory authority.)
With the exception of racial data collection,
all of the criticisms of the Bank Board's regulations are applicable to the FDIC proposal. These
include the failure to deal with sex discrimination and other discriminatory credit underwriting
practices, the loopholes in the advertising requirements and the failure to impose affirmative
marketing requirements, the failure to require
nondiscrimination assurances from builders and
developers, and the failure to require affirmative
employment programs.
The FDIC racial data collection provision
contains a serious weakness by including language that would have the effect of discouraging
full reporting of the requested information. Another weakness is the omission of any minimal
requirement for record keeping in connection
with oral inquiries made in person but which do
not result in a written application. Although discrimination in connection with such inquiries is
specifically prohibited under the proposed regulations. the lack of any record keeping requirement makes such a provision impossible to enforce effectively. A strong point of the FDIC
recordkeeping proposal is the proposed requirement for notation of the census tract number in
which the property is located. For metropolitan
areas, this requirement would make it possible
to check for . v~Hious types of discrimination re.
lated to net lH -lJ rlilb
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ln December 1972, FDlC held a hearing on

its proposed regulations, and specifically added

to the agenda of the hearing were consideration

of the authority and desirability of: (1) Prohibit-

ing lending discrimination because of sex; and

(2) prohibiting discrimination in any lending

practice (not mortgage lending alone).2

ln the months that have passed, however,

no action has been forthcoming to implement ei-

ther the proposed regulations or the additional

provisions suggested.

Comptroller of the Currency

As with FDlC, the only civil rights provision

now in effect is a policy statement (37 F.R.

10518) relating to advertising and poster proce-

In December 1972, FDIC held a hearing on
its proposed regulations, and specifically added
to the agenda of the hearing were consideration
of the authority and desirability of: (1) Prohibiting lending discrimination because of sex; and
(2) prohibiting discrimination in any lending
practice (not mortgage lending alone).2
In the months that have passed, however,
no action has been forthcoming to implement either the proposed regulations or the additional
provisions suggested.

dures and almost identical to the FDlC policy

statement. Unlike FDlC, however, the Comptrol-

ler of the Currency (which regulates national

Comptroller of the Currency

banks) has not even published proposed regula-

tions. On December 29, 1971, both FDlC and the

Comptroller published notices of intention to

consider the advisability of regulations and

asked for comments. However, when FDlC pub-

lished its proposed regulations in September,

1972, the Comptroller did not follow suit.

The basic recommendations of elements

necessary for an effective nondiscrimination pro-

gram apply with equal force to the Comptroller

of the Currency.

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System

On December 29, 1971, the Board of Gover-

nors (which regulates State Chartered Member

Banks) published (36 F.R. 25168) a "Civil Rights

Nondiscrimination Statement," including advertis-

ing and poster requirements. (The poster was re-

vised slightly by a notice on April 28, 1972, 37

F.R. 8571.) The advertising and poster provisions

As with FDIC, the only civil rights provision
now in effect is a policy statement (37 F.R.
10518) relating to advertising and poster procedures and almost identical to the FDIC policy
statement. Unlike FDIC, however, the Comptroller of the Currency (which regulates national
banks) has not even published proposed regulations. On December 29, 1971, both FDIC and the
Comptroller published notices of intention to
consider the advisability of regulations and
asked for comments. However, when FDIC published its proposed regulations in September,
1972, the Comptroller did not follow suit.
The basic recommendations of elements
necessary for an effective nondiscrimination program apply with equal force to the Comptroller
of the Currency.

for all four agencies are basically the same.

ln its notice in December of 1971, the Board

of Governors noted other steps undertaken by

the Federal Reserve System including: (1) The

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System

use of a civil rights questionnaire in all bank ex-

aminations; (2) a special course of study on the

requirements of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 in

- For further analysis of the FDlC proposed regulations as well

as the other issues raised in conjunction with the hearing,

see the comments submitted to FDIC November 1, 1972, by

the Center for National Policy Review on behalf of 13 original

petitioners and 15 additional organizations; the testimony of

William L. Taylor, Director of the Center, at the Hearing; and

the testimony at the FDiC hearing by Malcolm E. Peabody,

Jr., Acting Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, Depart-

ment of Housmg and Urban Development.

Federal Reserve schools for bank examiners;

and (3) bank examiner inquiry into bank compli-

ance with Equal Employment Opportunity re-

quirements of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

The civil rights questionnaire asks for var-

On December 29, 1971, the Board of Governors (which regulates State Chartered Member
Banks) published (36 F.R. 25168) a "Civil Rights
Nondiscrimination Statement," including advertising and poster requirements. (The poster was revised slightly by a notice on April 28, 1972, 37
F.R. 8571.) The advertiSing and poster provisions
for all four agencies are basically the same.
In its notice in December of 1971, the Board
of Governors noted other steps undertaken by
the Federal Reserve System including: (1) The
use of a civil rights questionnaire in all bank examinations; (2) a special course of study on the
requirements of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 in

ious estimates, such as the number of

2
applications from minorities and the number of

loans made to minorities. But in the absence of

racial recordkeeping requirements, the examina-

tion procedure is crippled in what should be its

basic function of checking compliance with "the

Civil Rights Act. ln addition, the Federal Reserve

has taken no action to deal with lending policies

For lurther analysia 01 the FDIC propoaed regulationa as well
as the other i.aues raised in conjunction with the hearing.
see the comments submitted to FDIC November 1. 1972. by
the Center lor National Policy Review on behalf 01 13 original
petitioners and 15 additional organizationl; the testimony 01
William L. Taylor. Director 01 the Center. at tha Hearing; and
the testimony at the FDIC hearing by Malcolm E. Pea body.
Jr .• Acting Allistant Sec etary lor Equal Qppo rfun ily. De partment 01 Houling and Urban Development.

Federal Reserve schools for bank examiners;
and (3) bank examiner inquiry into bank compliance with Equal Employment Opportunity requirements of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
The civil rights questionnaire asks for various estimates, such as the number of
applications from minorities and the number of
loans made to minorities. But in the absence of
racial recordkeeping requirements, the examination procedure is crippled in what should be its
basic function of checking compliance with "the
Civil Rights Act. In addition, the Federal Reserve
has taken no action to deal with lending policies
that have a discriminatory effect on minorities,
women, or the elderly, and has taken no action
to implement any of the other basic recommendations applicable to financial regulatory agencies.

Federal Housing Administration (FHA)
Subsidized Housing: Of course, the moratorium on subsidized housing programs has a
sharp discriminatory impact on minorities, who
often need to rely on subsidies in order to obtain
decent housing. Thus, the reinstitution of subsidies is a priority of the highest order, and it
must be reinstituted in a manner designed to
promote integration and equal opportunity.
Credit Standards: For the most part, FHA's
credit underwriting standards are sound and
nondiscriminatory. The increased default rate in
some FHA programs has been associated with
widespread fraud involving significant overappraisals of property value. Studies by George
von Furstenberg (Technical Studies of Mortgage
Default Risk: An Analysis of the Experience with
FHA and VA Home Loans During the Decade
1957-66, Center for Urban Development Research, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y., 1971)
have demonstrated, as a general principle, the
sensitivity of default risk to loan-to-value ratio,
particularly at very high loan-to-value ratios. In
cases where fraud has led to overappraisals so
that the ratio of the amount of the loan to the
actual value of the house exceeded 100 percent,
120 percent, or more, an abnormally high default
rate is to be expected.
FHA's credit underwriting standards themselves are basically good, although there are
several areas where revisions should be made
to encourage nondiscrimination. For example,
the entire paragraph 2-7, Family Life and Relationship, on page ~-5 of FHA's Mortgage Credit
Analysis HQ! C:i:, " fK', fn ~s revision. As currently
wordEiHlJ li 'II ,~ff3 ilfe ~~ ·.~~I of loan applicants

that have a discriminatory effect on minorities,

women, or the elderly, and has taken no action

to implement any of the other basic recommen-
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based on an underwriter's subjective concept of

"inharmonious domestic relationships," even if

the applicant has a satisfactory credit record and

income adequate to support the monthly pay-

ments. Particularly objectionable is the sugges-

tion of discrimination on the basis of marital

status contained in paragraph 2-7(a).

Another paragraph that should be revised is

2-11, Motive tor Continuing Ownership, on page

2-^ As currently drafted, there is a great possi-

bility for abuse, with underwriters disqualifying

an applicant because of lack of conformity to the

underwriter's own notion of proper values or life-

styles. An example of this is the testimony of

Quinton Wells before the National Commission

on Consumer Finance last year in which he indi-

cated that a single man or woman without de-

pendents would be rejected for a loan involving

a three-bedroom house even if the applicant had

a favorable credit record and adequate stable in-

come.

Particularly subject to abuse is paragraph

2-11(d), which suggests disqualification of mort-

gagors who apply jointly if they are "unrelated

or who, though related, have no particular family

responsibility to each other." Since household

relationships in minority families often are not

"traditional" according to the norm of the white

community, such a policy could have a discrimi-

natory impact on minorities.

Data Collection: FHA maintains a fairly com-

prehensive data system with respect to charac-

teristics of those participating in FHA programs.

Racial data is now being collected, but there is a

need to integrate racial data with other aspects

of the data system. Also, FHA should collect

data not only with respect to loans made, but

also with respect to loans rejected, for the pur-

pose of comparative analyses.

Counseling: ln order to expand opportuni-

ties for minorities and others to participate in

FHA programs, there is a need for an expanded

and thorough counseling program to assist pro-

spective homeowners in preparing for the re-

sponsibilities of homeownership and budget

planning.

Regulation of Mortgage Bankers: ln addition

to its function of administering its own program,

FHA has undertaken to exercise a certain

amount of regulatory control over mortgage

bankers in conjunction with certifying mortgage

bankers as approved mortgagees under section

203 of the National Housing Act. Because mort-

gage bankers are not regulated by any other

Federal agency, FHA has promulgated some reg-

ulations with respect to mortgage bankers (see

24 CFR section 203.4(c) and (d) under the head-

ings "nonsupervised institutions" and "loan cor-

respondent mortgagees"). To retain the status of

approved mortgagee, mortgage bankers, under

these regulations, are required to file annual au-

dits with the FHA Commissioner and "shall sub-

mit at any time to such examination of its books

and affairs as the Commissioner may require;

and shall comply with any other conditions that

the Commissioner may impose" (24 CFR

based on an underwriter's subjective concept of
"inharmonious domestic relationships," even if
the applicant has a satisfactory credit record and
income adequate to support the monthly payments. Particularly objectionable is the suggestion of discrimination on the basis of marital
status contained in paragraph 2-7(a).
Another paragraph that should be revised is
2-11, Motive for Continuing Ownership, on page
2-Q, As currently drafted, there is a great possibility for abuse, with underwriters disqualifying
an applicant because of lack of conformity to the
underwriter's own notion of proper values or lifestyles. An example of this is the testimony of
Quinton Wells before the National Commission
on Consumer Finance last year in which he indicated that a single man or woman without dependents would be rejected for a loan involving
a three-bedroom house even if the applicant had
a favorable credit record and adequate stable income.
Particularly subject to abuse is paragraph
2-11 (d). which suggests disqualification of mortgagors who apply jOintly if they are "unrelated
or who, though related, have no particular family
responsibility to each other." Since household
relationships in minority families often are not
"traditional" according to the norm of the white
community. such a policy could have a discriminatory impact on minorities.
Data Collection: FHA maintains a fairly comprehensive data system with respect to characteristics of those partiCipating in FHA programs.
Racial data is now being collected. but there is a
need to integrate racial data with other aspects
of the data system. Also, FHA should collect
data not only with respect to loans made, but
also with respect to loans rejected, for the purpose of comparative analyses.
Counseling: In order to expand opportunities for minorities and others to participate in
FHA programs, there is a need for an expanded
and thorough counseling program to assist prospective homeowners in preparing for the responsibilities of homeownership and budget
planning.
Regulation of Mortgage Bankers: In addition
to its function of administering its own program,
FHA has undertaken to exercise a certain
amount of regulatory control over mortgage
bankers in conjunction with certifying mortgage
bankers as approved mortgagees under section
203 of the National Housing Act. Because mortgage bankers are not regulated by any other
Federal agency, FHA has promulgated some reg-

203.4(c)).

These regulations apply to all activities of

mortgage bankers, not simply their participation

in FHA programs. Thus, the same basic elements
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ulations with respect to mortgage bankers (see
24 CFR section 203.4(c) and (d) under the headings "nonsupervised institutions" and "loan correspondent mortgagees"). To retain the status of
approved mortgagee, mortgage bankers, under
these regulations, are required to file annual audits with the FHA Commissioner and "shall submit at any time to such examination of its books
and affairs as the Commissioner may require;
and shall comply with any other conditions that
the Commissioner may impose" (24 CFR
203.4(c)).
These regulations apply to all activities of
mortgage bankers, not simply their participation
in FHA programs. Thus, the same basic elements
of a nondiscrimination program that should be
implemented by the financial regulatory agencies
should be made applicable by FHA to mortgage
bankers. It is true that, in practice, FHA examination of mortgage bankers has been haphazard.
And so the current bureaucratic structure leaves
something to be desired as a potential civil
rights compliance machinery. (Also. the emergence of the 95 percent conventional mortgage
probably means that the potential sanction of
withdrawal of approved status is not quite as
strong as it once was.) Nevertheless, FHA can
require, as part of the normal reporting requirements, the submission of racial data and other
information indicating compliance wth nondiscrimination regulations; where such reports raise
questions, onsite examinations can be conducted.

Veterans Administration (VA)
Credit Underwriting: The credit standards
used by the VA in its home loan program need
substantial revision to remove discriminatory features and to increase the opportunity of veterans, particularly minority veterans, to utilize their
eligibility. Generally speaking, the standards set
forth by VA are much more restrictive than corresponding criteria enunciated by FHA, FHLMC.
and FNMA.
In some cases, the VA standards are applied in practice in an even more restrictive
manner than is indicated by the written standard.
Also, there is a great deal of diversity from
among local field stations in the manner in
which credit standards are applied. These problems also need to be addressed.
The most serious problem in VA underwriting is dis ~ri. · · ( I :gainst the income of working
~ R~n',k ~~tfl(!w "
of other agencies,

Ni.

VA standards indicate that a wife's income can

be discriminated against on the basis that she is

of childbearing age. Also, for even any part of a

wife's income to be considered, it must be con-

cluded that her income "will continue in the

foreseeable future." By contrast, FHA only re-

quires that her employment "may normally be

expected to continue through the early period of

mortgage risk," and FHLMC requires that she

"will probably work for several years."

Other sections needing revision and clarifi-

cation in VA credit standards include the provi-

sions concerning overtime pay and part-time

jobs, the use of the concept of "balance of in-

come available for family support," the compari-

son of proposed housing expense with previous

housing expense, the section on judging an ap-

plicant's credit rating, and the references to the

age of the veteran. For a detailed analysis of VA

credit standards as contrasted with the policies

of other Federal agencies, see the April 1973

memorandum of the Center for National Policy

Review entitled VA's Restrictive Credit Practices

âComparative Analysis with Policies of Other

Federal Agencies. VA has indicated that it in-

tends to make changes in its credit standards,

but no details are yet available.

Data Analysis: VA is now collecting racial

data on its loan programs and preliminary data

are available. However, there is a continuing need

to develop a more comprehensive data analysis

system, including detailed data on borrower and

loan characteristics for accepted and rejected

loans, detailed information analyzing the reasons

for loan rejections, and data to indicate, on both

a national and local basis, how underwriting

standards are actually being applied, e.g., how

the income of working wives is being treated in

the underwriting process. In addition, for loans

processed automatically, VA should use a spot

check system to assure that lenders are not

using discriminatory underwriting standards.

Civil Rights Requirements: VA regulations

already make clear that racial discrimination

constitutes grounds for suspension of approval

of a lender from participation in VA loan pro-

grams. Discrimination because of sex or marital

status should be added as grounds for suspen-

sion.

Federal National Mortgage Association

(FNMA)

Underwriting Guidelines: Although FNMA's

credit and property underwriting guidelines for

its secondary market program for conventional

loans are basically free of discriminatory fea-

tures, in several respects they are vague and

should be revised to prevent possible misinter-

pretations.

Particularly vague is the section dealing

VA standards indicate that a wife's income can
be discriminated against on the basis that she is
of childbearing age. Also, for even any part of a
wife's income to be considered, it must be concluded that her income "will continue in the
foreseeable future." By contrast, FHA only requires that her employment "may normally be
expected to continue through the early period of
mortgage risk," and FHLMC requires that she
"will probably work for several years."
Other sections needing revision and clarification in VA credit standards include the provisions concerning overtime pay and part-time
jobs, the use of the concept of "balance of income available for family support," the comparison of proposed housing expense with previous
housing expense, the section on judging an applicant's credit rating, and the references to the
age of the veteran. For a detailed analysis of VA
credit standards as contrasted with the policies
of other Federal agencies, see the April 1973
memorandum of the Center for National Policy
Review entitled VA's Restrictive Credit Practices
-Comparative Analysis with Policies of Other
Federal AgenCies. VA has indicated that it intends to make changes in its credit standards,
but no details are yet available.
Data Analysis: VA is now collecting racial
data on its loan programs and preliminary data
are available. However, there is a continuing need
to develop a more comprehensive data analysis
system, including detailed data on borrower and
loan characteristics for accepted and rejected
loans, detailed information analyzing the reasons
for loan rejections, and data to indicate, on both
a national and local basis, how underwriting
standards are actually being applied, e.g., how
the income of working wives is being treated in
the underwriting process. In addition, for loans
processed automatically, VA should use a spot
check system to assure that lenders are not
using discriminatory underwriting standards.
Civil Rights Requirements: VA regulations
already make clear that racial discrimination
constitutes grounds for suspension of approval
of a lender from participation in VA loan programs. Discrimination because of sex or marital
status should be added as grounds for suspension.

with counting income in the case of a joint appli-

cation of husband and wife where both work.

The FNMA guideline states: "The key determina-

Federal
(FNMA)

National

Mortgage

Association

tion to be made is whether the circumstances

reasonably indicate that the income, jointly or

severally, will continue in a manner sufficient to

liquidate the debt under the terms of the note

and mortgage." In a series of meetings with

Underwriting Guidelines: Although FNMA's
credit and property underwriting guidelines for
its secondary market program for c0nven tional

loans are basically free of discriminatory features, in several respects they are vague and
should be revised to prevent possible misinterpretations.
Particularly vague is the section dealing
with counting income in the case of a jOint application of husband and wife where both work.
The FNMA guideline states: "The key determination to be made is whether the circumstances
reasonably indicate that the income, jointly or
severally, will continue in a manner sufficient to
liquidate the debt under the terms of the note
and mortgage." In a series of meetings with
mortgage lenders last year, FNMA generally
gave liberal interpretations to this guideline.
However, because the practice of arbitrary discounting of all or part of a wife's income has
been shown to be so widespread, FNMA's guideline should be revised and made more explicit to
indicate that a wife's income should be fully
counted if it may normally be expected to continue during the early years of the mortgage, and
to make clear that the possibility of pregnancy is
not a legitimate basis upon which to discount income.
FNMA should clarify its section on overtime
pay, bonuses, and part-time jobs. Currently, such
income "may be considered as effective income
if it can be determined to be reasonably certain
and of a continuing nature." It should be made
clear that this means that such income should
be counted if it is likely to be stable during the
first few years of the mortgage. In addition,
FNMA should amend Section 311.03(g), Borrower's Credit Ratings, to include a more positive
statement to the effect that a period in the past
containing financial difficulty does not make the
risk unacceptable if the general pattern of recent
credit behavior has been favorable.
FNMA's guidelines state: "FNMA has not
and will not designate certain areas as being acceptable or unacceptable to FNMA, e.g., it will
not 'redline.''' However, other language in the
guidelines could possibly be interpreted as giving lenders an invitation to do their own redlining. Fortunately, in their meetings with mortgage
lenders last year, FNMA officials generally indicated that arbitrary redlining was an unacceptable practice and would be considered a violation
of FNMA's civil rights requirements. This interpretation should be made explicit in writing.
FNMA's Section 311.04(B)(2) states: "Each
property must contain sufficient square footage
to be acceptable generally in the area in which it
is located~ri·
MI'1 II uld make clear that by
"are Nli ! ~~fV'IS O' ~Ar~~1 G rN a" and not neces-

mortgage lenders last year, FNMA generally

gave liberal interpretations to this guideline.

However, because the practice of arbitrary dis-
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sarily the specific neighborhood. Otherwise,

some lenders might interpret this sentence as

encouraging the development of only homogene-

ous neighborhoods.

Civil Rights Requirements: Section 103

(Equal Opportunity) of the FNMA Conventional

Selling Contract Supplement refers to the Fed-

eral Fair Housing Law and states:

A seller shall demonstrate its capability and willing-

ness to assure equal treatment in accordance with this law

by the securing and furnishing to FNMA of racial and eth-

sarily the specific neighborhood. Otherwise,
some lenders might interpret this sentence as
encouraging the development of only homogeneous neighborhoods.
Civil Rights Requirements: Section 103
(Equal Opportunity) of the FNMA Conventional
Selling Contract Supplement refers to the Federal Fair Housing Law and states:

nic data on FNMA Form 1003 for mortgages submitted to

FNMA for purchase.

To assure the carrying out of the goals of equal oppor-

tunity, FNMA will require sellers to maintain appropriate

records for a minimum of one year, whether involving mort-

gages submitted to FNMA for purchase or not, which rec-

ords shall be available to FNMA, upon request, in order to

determine that the seller's loan production to minorities is

consistent with the goal of equal treatment.

While implied, there is no clear statement in

section 103 that lenders who discriminate will be

barred from doing business with FNMA. An addi-

A seller shall demonstrate its capability and willingness to assure equal treatment in accordance with this law
by the securing and furnishing to FNMA of racial and ethnic data on FNMA Form 1003 lor mortgages submitted to
FNMA lor purchase.
To assure the carrying out 01 the goals 01 equal opportunity, FNMA will require sellers to maintain appropriate
records lor a minimum 01 one year, whether involving mortgages submitted to FNMA lor purchase or not, which records shall be available to FNMA, upon request, in order to
determine that the seller's loan production to minorities is
consistent with the goal of equal treatment.

tional civil rights provision is in section 701 (p) of

the FNMA Conventional Selling Contract Supple-

ment requiring the seller to warrant to FNMA,

with request to each mortgage sold, that the

mortgagor has not been discriminated against in

the fixing of the amount, interest rate, duration,

or other terms or conditions of the loan, because

of the race, color, creed, religion, sex, age, or

national origin of the mortgagor. This provision

comes close to saying that FNMA will not do

business with lenders who discriminate, although

it does not go the full distance because, strictly

speaking, it only applies to loans actually made

by the lender and purchased by FNMA. This loop-

hole should be closed, and the phrase "marital

status" should be added.

Data Analysis: FNMA's provision requiring

the furnishing of racial data provides an excel-

lent opportunity for a comprehensive data analy-

sis system analyzing racial data in conjunction

with data on income, debt-to-income ratios, sex,

age, neighborhoods, loan-to-value ratios, and

other variables to determine in detail the kinds

of borrowers and terms associated with mort-

gages benefitting from FNMA purchases. (With

the exception of data on census tracts, the basic

data needed for a comprehensive data analysis

system are readily available from FNMA forms.)

The analysis should include data on loans re-

jected for purchase as well as loans accepted,

and should include the collection and analysis of

data indicating certain underwriting decisions

made by FNMA underwriters (e.g., the treatment

of a working wife). ln addition, there should be

an analysis of loan rejections, with a percentage

breakdown of reasons for rejection, including the

percentage of mortgages rejected for each rea-

son.

FNMA has not yet committed itself to a

comprehensive data analysis system.

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation

(FHLMC)

FHLMC's written credit and property under-

While implied, there is no clear statement in
section 103 that lenders who discriminate will be
barred from doing business with FNMA. An additional civil rights provision is in section 701 (p) of
the FNMA Conventional Selling Contract Supplement requiring the seller to warrant to FNMA,
with request to each mortgage sold, that the
mortgagor has not been discriminated against in
the fixing of the amount, interest rate, duration,
or other terms or conditions of the loan, because
of the race, color, creed, religion, sex, age, or
national origin of the mortgagor. This provision
comes close to saying that FNMA will not do
business with lenders who discriminate, although
it does not go the full distance because, strictly
speaking, it only applies to loans actually made
by the lender and purchased by FNMA. This loophole should be closed, and the phrase "marital
status" should be added,
Data Analysis: FNMA's provision requiring
the furnishing of racial data provides an excellent opportunity for a comprehensive data analysis system analyzing racial data in conjunction
with data on income, debt-to-income ratios, sex,
age, neighborhoods, loan-to-value ratios, and
other variables to determine in detail the kinds
of borrowers and terms associated with mortgages benefitting from FNMA purchases. (With
the exception of data on census tracts, the basic
data needed for a comprehensive data analysis
system are readily available from FNMA forms.)
The analysis should include data on loans rejected for purchase as well as loans accepted,
and should include the collection and analysis of
data indicating certain underwriting decisions
made by FNMA underwriters (e.g., the treatment
of a working wife). In addition, there sho uld be

writing guidelines for its secondary market in

conventional loans are basically sound and non-

discriminatory, and contain a number of affirma-

tive provisions. ln addition, FHLMC is now in the
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an analysis of loan rejections, with a percentage
breakdown of reasons for rejection, including the
percentage of mortgages rejected for each reason.
FNMA has not yet committed itself to a
comprehensive data analysis system.

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation
(FHLMC)
FHLMC's written credit and property underwriting guidelines for its secondary market in
conventional loans are basically sound and nondiscriminatory, and contain a number of affirmative provisions. In addition, FHLMC is now in the
process of aggregating data on borrower and
loan characteristics which should provide some
indication of the way in which FHLMC's criteria
are being reflected in actual mortgage loans
made. This would only be a partially satisfactory
data analysis, however, because FHLMC has not
as of yet determined to collect data on the race
of the borrower and the census tract of the
neighborhood. Also, FHLMC needs to collect
data on specific underwriting decisions made by
its own underwriters.
As far as civil rights requirements are concerned, FHLMC currently states in section 4.2
(Equal Opportunity) of article IV of the Master
Selling Agreement Conventional that lenders
shall comply with title VIII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1968. Presumably, FHLMC would refuse to
purchase mortgages from lenders known to be
violating the act. FHLMC should add a specific
provision to make clear that it will also refuse to
purchase mortgages from lenders who discriminate because of sex or marital status.
Finally, although FHLMC's written guidelines
are basically nondiscriminatory as far as they go,
there are several places where more explicitness
or inclusion of a specific positive statement
would avoid misinterpretations and encourage
nondiscrimination. These would include, for example, a positive statement on making loans to
the elderly, a positive statement indicating that
the age of the home is no limitation as long as
the term of the mortgage is appropriate in relation to the remaining economic life, and a clear
statement to the effect that a period of financial
difficulty in the applicant's past does not make
the risk unacceptable if the general pattern of
recent credit behavior has been favorable.

PPr 'ftRs

in this paper can be
uthority. In fact,

F e~~A

most of them are mandated if the agencies are

to meet their affirmative responsibilities under

title VIM. Thus, the recommendations should be

implemented on a priority basis and need not

await further legislation.

Nevertheless, legislation would be desirable

to explicitly make illegal discrimination on the

basis of sex or marital status, and to specifically

cover discrimination against the elderly. An addi-

tional desirable legislative initiative would be to

strengthen the regulation of mortgage bankers

by establishing a general regulatory responsibil-

ity with FHA or some other agency (so that regu-

lation would not be dependent on a mortgage

banker's participation in a Federal program) and

providing specific enforcement tools such as au-

thority to issue cease and desist orders.

The full implementation of the recommenda-

tions in this paper would result in the elimination

of obsolete practices not dictated by business

necessity, and could encourage mortgage lend-

most of them are mandated if the agencies are
to meet their affirmative responsibilities under
title VIII. Thus, the recommendations should be
implemented on a priority basis and need not
await further legislation.
Nevertheless, legislation would be desirable
to explicitly make illegal discrimination on the
basis of sex or marital status, and to specifically
cover discrimination against the elderly. An additional desirable legislative initiative would be to
strengthen the regulation of mortgage bankers
by establishing a general regulatory responsibility with FHA or some other agency (so that regulation would not be dependent on a mortgage
banker's participation in a Federal program) and
providing specific enforcement tools such as authority to issue cease and desist orders.

The full implementation of the recommendations in this paper would result in the elimination
of obsolete practices not dictated by business
necessity, and could encourage mortgage lenders to meet a high standard of social performance. However, these recommendations cannot
be expected to do the full job. The test of
"soundness" may not be satisfied by all of the
investments that are necessary in order to meet
the Nation's urgent housing crisis, such as, in
particular, investments in a limited number of
neighborhoods that have already experienced a
high degree of abandonment and deterioration.
Addressing such a situation will require a coordinated effort at revitalization, including direct
Federal involvement and possibly a forced pooling of financial institution resources.

ers to meet a high standard of social perform-

ance. However, these recommendations cannot

be expected to do the full job. The test of

"soundness" may not be satisfied by all of the

investments that are necessary in order to meet

the Nation's urgent housing crisis, such as, in

particular, investments in a limited number of

neighborhoods that have already experienced a

high degree of abandonment and deterioration.

Addressing such a situation will require a coor-

dinated effort at revitalization, including direct

Federal involvement and possibly a forced pool-

ing of financial institution resources.
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Mortgage Money: Who Gets It? A Case

Study in Mortgage Lending

Discrimination in Hartford,

Connecticut

By U.S. Commission on Civil Rights *

Chapter 1. Why Study Mortgage

Lending

Homeownership is a goal most American

families aspire to, but which some find difficult

Mortgage Money: Who Gets H? A Case
Study in Mortgage Lending
Discrimination in Hartford,
Connecticut

or even impossible to achieve. In 1970, 65 per-

cent of all white families owned their homes but

only 42 percent of all black families and 44 per-

cent of all Spanish speaking families. In that

year 68 percent of all families headed by men

owned their homes contrasted to 48 percent of

all families headed by women.1 Discrimination

by real estate brokers and mortgage lenders is

By U.S. Commission on Civil Rights *

largely responsible for this disparity.

In 1968, passage of the Federal Fair Hous-

ing Law2 prohibited discrimination against mi-

norities in obtaining mortgage financing. Yet real

estate brokers and mortgage lenders still treat

minority homebuyers differently from white pur-

chasers. White, male-dominated lending institu-

tions use imprecise, subjective criteria in grant-

ing mortgages; and these criteria, such as

motivation and eligibility, are applied differen-

tially.

Although most families have some difficulty

In obtaining the financing necessary to purchase

* This study was prepared and originally published In June 1974

by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights and Is available as

Commission Clearinghouse Publication No. 48.

1 Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census, 7970 Census

ol Housing: Metropolitan Housing CharacteristicsâFinal He-

port, no. HC (2)-1 (Sept. 1972). pp. 9, 18. Department of

Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census ol Housing:

Housing Characteristics by Household CompositionâFinal Re-

port, no. HC(7)-1 (February 1973), pp. 105, 114. See also,

Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1870 Census

ol Housing: Structural Characteristics ol the Housing Inventory

âSublect Report, no. HC(7)-4 (June 1973), p. 2.

>42 u.S.C. (3601 et seq.

a home, minority families and women often en-

counter insurmountable obstacles when they ap-

proach the mortgage lending community. A white

family headed by a male whose income is suffi-

cient by itself to carry the cost of home

purchase conforms easily to the traditional crite-

ria of the lending community and is readily ap-

Chapter 1. Why Study Mortgage
Lending
Homeownership is a goal most American
families aspire to, but which some find difficult
or even impossible to achieve. In 1970, 65 percent of all white families owned their homes but
only 42 percent of all black families and 44 percent of all Spanish speaking families. In that
year 68 percent of all families headed by men
owned their homes contrasted to 48 percent of
all families headed by women. 1 Discrimination
by real estate brokers and mortgage lenders is
largely responsible for this disparity.
In 1968, passage of the Federal Fair Housing Law 2 prohibited discrimination against minorities in obtaining mortgage financing . Yet real
estate brokers and mortgage lenders still treat
minority homebuyers differently from white purchasers. White, male-dominated lending institutions use imprecise, subjective criteria in granting mortgages; and these criteria, such as
motivation and eligibility, are applied differentially.
Although most families have some difficulty
in obtaining the financing necessary to purchase

proved. But minority families, families headed by

women, families in which both the wife's and the

husband's incomes are necessary, and single

persons do not fit as well into the traditional per-

• This study was prepared and originally published In June 1974
by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights and Is available al
Commission Clearinghouse Publication No. 48.

ception of homeowners held by lending institu-

tions. Their applications frequently are handled

arbitrarily.

During a period of tight money, as at pres-

ent, restrictive conditions worsen. As the pool of

money available for mortgages decreases, fewer

families are able to obtain financing. The access

of marginal families to money In this situation,

including families headed by minorities or

women, is even more restricted.

The purpose of this investigation has not

Department 01 Commerce. Bureau 01 the Census. 1970 Census
of Housing: Metropollten Housing Characteristics-Final Report , no. HC (2)-1 (Sept. 1972). pp . 9. 18. Department 01
Commerce. Bureau 01 the Census, 1970 Census of Housing:
Housing Characteristics by Household Composition-Final Report , no. HC(7)-1 (February 1973), pp . 105, 114. See also,
Department 01 Commerce, Bureau 01 the Census, 1970 Census
of Housing: Structural Characteristics 01 the Housing Inventory
-Sub/ect Reporl, no. HC(7)~ (June 1973), p. 2.
• 42 U.S.C. §3601 et seq.
I

a home, minority families and women often encounter insurmountable obstacles when they approach the mortgage lending community. A white
family headed by a male whose income is sufficient by itself to carry the cost of home
purchase conforms easily to the traditional criteria of the lending community and is readily approved. But minority families, families headed by
women, families in which both the wife's and the
husband's incomes are necessary, and single
persons do not fit as well into the traditional perception of homeowners held by lending institutions. Their applications frequently are handled
arbitrarily.
During a period of tight money, as at present, restrictive conditions worsen. As the pool of
money available for mortgages decreases, fewer
families are able to obtain financing. The access
of marginal families to money In this situation,
including families headed by minorities or
women, is even more restricted.
The purpose of this investigation has not
been to uncover individual instances of discrimination by mortgage lenders, but to examine the
system of mortgage finance and its effect on
homeownership opportunities for minorities and
women. The CommiSSion has examined a number of the purportedly neutral criteria that govern mortgage loan decisions to determine the
extent to which they afford equal opportunity to
minorities and women and assure that decisions
will be made on the basis of objective factors,
not personal or institutional bias.
Measuring the extent to which the mortgage
finance system results in discriminatory treatment of minorities and women is a difficult task
because data are unavailable, inadequate, or difficult to obtain. The responsibility for requiring
data collection of the Nation's lenders rests
squarely with the Federal financial regulatory
agencies which have long resisted promulgating
such a regulation. Many statements and actions
of real estate brokers and mortgage lenders that
discourage minorities and women from seeking
to finance the purchase of a home never become
part of a written record. The fact that loan inquiries and application procedures are informal
serves to emphasize that ample opportunity exists for discrimination against minorities and
women. Although the practices of mortgage
lenders are more often covert than overt, they
nevertheless have the effect of denying many
qualified families the opportunity of homeownership.
Original from
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This report reflects the Commission's inves-

tigation of mortgage lending policies and prac-

tices in a demonstrably typical American

cityâHartford, Conn. A sizable minority popula-

tion is clustered in the central city. Although

there are both city and suburban homes priced

within the income range of minorities, the incid-

ence of homeownership is lower among blacks

and the Spanish speaking than among whites,

and the suburbs remain inhabited almost entirely

by whites. The central city is declining in popula-

tion, mainly because of the exodus of white resi-

dents to rapidly growing suburbs. ln short, the

population shifts occurring in Hartford and many

of the factors contributing to these changes in

choice of residence are characteristic of those

found elsewhere. The practices and attitudes of

Hartford mortgage lenders also reflect those

found in cities throughout the Nation.

The Commission believes that the facts un-

covered by this report are sufficiently alarming

to alert the community of mortgage lendersâand

their regulatory agenciesâto the need for a

reexamination of the policies and practices

under which they operate.

Chapter 2. Population and Housing in

Hartford

Hartford, the capital of Connecticut, is a

conveniently located commercial center for the

State. lt is served by Bradley lnternational Air-

port and three major interstate highways. The in-

This report reflects the Commission's investigation of mortgage lending policies and practices in a demonstrably typical American
city-Hartford, Conn. A sizable minority population is clustered in the central city. Although
there are both city and suburban homes priced
within the income range of minorities, the incidence of homeownership is lower among blacks
and the Spanish speaking than among whites,
and the suburbs remain inhabited almost entirely
by whites. The central city is declining in population, mainly because of the exodus of white residents to rapidly growing suburbs. In short, the
population shifts occurring in Hartford and many
of the factors contributing to these changes in
choice of residence are characteristic of those
found elsewhere. The practices and attitudes of
Hartford mortgage lenders also reflect those
found in cities throughout the Nation.
The Commission believes that the facts uncovered by this report are sufficiently alarming
to alert the community of mortgage lenders-and
their regulatory agencies-to the need for a
reexamination of the policies and practices
under which they operate.

surance industry started in Hartford in the early

19th century, and 39 companies have headquar-

ters there. Like many other metropolitan areas in

the country, the city of Hartford is very different

from the surrounding towns which make up the

rest of the Hartford Standard Metropolitan Statis-

tical Area (SMSA).3

Population

During the decade of the 1960's, the popula-

tion of the Hartford metropolitan area grew sub-

stantially, from less than 550,000 to more than

660,000. All of this growth occurred outside of

the central city, which declined from more than

162,000 people in 1960 to about 158,000 in

1970.4

The racial composition of the central city

changed significantly from 1960 to 1970: The

black population nearly doubled, from close to

Chapter 2. Population and Housing in
Hartford
Hartford, the capital of Connecticut, is a
conveniently located commercial center for the
State. It is served by Bradley International Airport and three major interstate highways. The insurance industry started in Hartford in the early
19th century, and 39 companies have headquarters there. Like many other metropolitan areas in
the country, the city of Hartford is very different
from the surrounding towns which make up the
rest of the Hartford Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA).3

25,000 to a little over 44,000, while the Puerto

Rican population almost quadrupled, from about

Population

2,300 to more than 8,500.r> ln 1970, the black and

Puerto Rican population combined represented

about a third of the inner city population.6 Over

the same 10 years, more than 31,000 whites left

the inner city, representing almost 25 percent of

the white population.

Although the black population in the sub-

During the decade of the 1960's, the population of the Hartford metropolitan area grew substantially, from less than 550,000 to more than
660,000. All of this growth occurred outside of
the central city, which declined from more than

urbs of Hartford increased from nearly 4,000 to

6,400 in the 1960's, blacks still represented

barely 1 percent of the suburban population in

1970. Of the more than 9,000 Puerto Ricans re-

siding in the Hartford metropolitan area in 1970,

fewer than 700 lived in the suburbs, an increase

of just 5 persons over the 1960 figure. (See

• An SMSA is a county or group of contiguous counties which
contains at least one city of 50,000 or more inhabitants, or
"twin cities" with a combined population 01 at least 500,000.
Contiguous counties are Included in an SMSA if they meet
criteria lor socioeconomic integration with the central city.
In the New England States, SMSA's consist 01 towns and
cities instead of counties.

162,000 people in 1960 to about 158,000 in
1970.4
The racial composition of the central city
changed significantly from 1960 to 1970: The
black population nearly doubled, from close to
25,000 to a little over 44,000, while the Puerto
Rican population almost quadrupled, from about
2,300 to more than 8,500/' In 1970, the black and
Puerto Rican population combined represented
about a third of the inner city population. s Over
the same 10 years, more than 31,000 whites left
the inner city, representing almost 25 percent of
the white population.
Although the black population in the suburbs of Hartford increased from nearly 4,000 to
6,400 in the 1960's, blacks still represented
barely 1 percent of the suburban population in
1970. Of the more than 9,000 Puerto Ricans residing in the Hartford metropolitan area in 1970,
fewer than 700 lived in the suburbs, an increase
of just 5 persons over the 1960 figure. (See
Table 1, next page.)
The growth of the black and Puerto Rican
population in the city of Hartford has not occurred uniformly. Blacks and Puerto Ricans are
conGentrated largely in the northern section of
the city, while the southern and western sections
have remained predominantly white.

Housing
Housing in the suburbs of Hartford differs
markedly from housing in the central city. It is
• Unless specifically noted, population, housing, and Income figures are taken from the following Department 01 Commerce,
Bureau of the Census publications: 1970 Census 01 Housing:
Metropolitan
Housing
Characteristics-Final
Report,
no.
HC(2)-1 (September 1972). 1970 Census 01 Housing: Housing
Characteristics by Household Composilion- Final Report, no.
HC(7)-1 (February 1973). 1970 Census of Housing: Structural
Characteristics 01 the Housing Inventory-Subject Reports,
no. HC(7)-4 (June 1973). 1970 Census 01 Population and Housing : Census Tracts-Final Report, no. PHC(1)-87, Hartford,
Conn., SMSA (May 1972). 1970 Census 01 Population: General
Social and Economic Characteristics: Final Report, no.
PC(1)-C8. Connecticut (April 1972). 1970 Census 01 Housing:
Metropolitan
Housing
Characteristics-Final
Report,
no.
HC(2)-89, Hartford, Conn., SMSA (May 1972). 1970 Census 01
Population: Puerto Ricans in the United Statas-Sub/ect Reporls, no. PC(2)-1 E (June 1973). 1970 Census of Housing:
Detailed Housing Characteristics-Final Report, no. HC(l)-Bl
U.S. Summary (July 1972), 1970 Census 01 Population: Eernings by Occupation and Education-Final Report, no. PC(2)8B (January 1973).
• Data on Puerto Ricans are limited in the 1970 census becauae
in some instances this ethnic group is classified together with
Cubans and Mexican Americans as persons of "Spanilh language" origin. Where possible. data pertaining exclusively to
Puerto Ricans have been used.
• The 1970 census mey have substantially undercounted Spanish
speaking p~r 80ns in IH rtford and blacks. Nevertheless, while
the undercotl . )Q it ml?\O i es distorts their actual numbera,

Table 1, next page.)
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Table 1. Racial and Ethnic Population of Hartford SMSA, 1960-1970

1960-1970

1970

1960

Table 1. Racial and Ethnic Population of Hartford SMSA, 1960-1970

CHANGE

1960-1970
CHANGE
Percent
Number
20.9
114,642
16.3
84,021
75.3
21,705
6,241
208.4
-2.3
-4,161
-31,401
-23.3
19,236
77.4
6,236
270.3
118,803
30.7
114,422
32.5
2,469
62.4
0.7
5

HARTFORD

1970

Number

HARTFORD
SMSA
White
Black
Puerto Rican
CITY
White
Black
Puerto Rican
SUBURBS 3
White
Black
Puerto Rican

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

SMSA

663,891

100.01

549,249

100.0

114,642

20.9

~

Number
663,891
600,805
50,518
9,236
158,017
103,319
44,091
8,543
505,874
496,486
6,427
693

Percent
100.0 1
90.5
7.6
1.4
100.0
65.4
27.9
5.4
100.0
98.1
1.3
0.1

1960
Number
549,249
516,784
28,813
2,995
162,178
134,720
24,855
2,307
387,071
382,064
3,985
688

Percent
100.0
94.1
5.2
0.5
100.0
83.1
15.3
1.4
100.0
98.7
1.0
0.2

White

600,805

Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census 01 Population and Housing: Census Tracts, no. PHC(1)...a7
(May 1972). Hartford. Conn. SMSA. pp. 1.14. See also City of Hartford, Conn., Commission on the City Plan. AnalYSis 01 1970
Census Data (December 1972) pp. 2-3, table I.
, Data for American Indians and Asian minorities are included in each total but are not shown separately. Therefore, combined
figures do not equal 100 percent in any category.
l Persons of Puerto Rican birth or parentage made up 59 percent of the Spanish speaking population in the Hartford SMSA in
1970 and 72 percent of the Spanish speaking population in tha city of Hartford.
I Figures for the balance of the Hartford SMSA excluding the c ily of Hartford.

90.5

516,784

94.1

84,021

16.3

Black

50,518

7.6

28,813

5.2

21,705

75.3

Puerto Rican -

9,236

1.4

2,995

0.5

6,241

208.4

ClTY

158,017

100.0

162,178

100.0

-4,161

-2.3

White

103,319

65.4

134,720

83.1

-31,401

-23.3

Black

44,091

27.9

24,855

15.3

19,236

77.4

newer, less likely to be overcrowded, and much
more likely to be owned by the occupant. Three
of every five suburban housing units have been
constructed since 1950, while 80 percent of the
housing in the central city was built before 1950.
Fewer than 5 percent of the suburban households are overcrowded, compared to more than
10 percent of the city's households.
Of the more than 100,000 owner-occupied
units in the Hartford metropolitan area, fewer
than 10 percent are in the central city. Eightyfive percent of all black families living in the city
of Hartford do not own their own homes; 97 percent of all Puerto Rican families in the city are
renters. Of the city's female-headed families, 85
percent do not own their own homes.' By contrast, more than 70 percent of the housing in the
suburbs is owned by the occupants, including
the few blacks and Puerto Ricans who live there.
Earnings are one reason why so few black
and Puerto Rican families live in the Hartford
suburbs or can be counted among the area's
homeowners. Median income for all families in
the city as of 1970 was $9,100 a year. But for
blacks it was $7,000 and for Spanish speaking
families, $5,250. Thirty percent of the minority
families in the city of Hartford had incomes
below poverty level. By contrast, in the suburbs

Puerto Rican

8,543

5.4

2,307

T
1.4

Ownership figures are for two or more person female-headed
households only.

6.236

270.3

SUBURBS 3

505,874
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median income for all families was $13,300 a
year. For blacks it was $12,600 and for Spanish
speaking families, $12,400.
Economics, however, by no means fully explains the gross underrepresentation of blacks
and Puerto Ricans in the suburbs of Hartford or
among the area's homeowners. Despite the disparity between the annual income of minority
and majority group families, a substantial proportion of Hartford minority families earn enough
to enable them to buy housing at market prices.
Some 20 percent of the Spanish speaking families in the city and over 30 percent of the black
families in the city earn more than $10,000 a
year and generally can afford housing costing as
much as $25,000. Nearly half of the owner-occupied housing in Hartford's suburbs and fully 75
percent of the owner-occupied units in the city
are valued at less than $25,000. (See Table 2.)
Nonetheless, few blacks or Spanish speaking
families are homeowners.
The more than 18,000 female-headed families, which are almost evenly distributed between
the central city and the suburbs, constitute 11
percent of all families in the area. Nineteen percent of these female-headed families are black
and 4 percent are Spanish speaking.
In both the city and the suburbs, femaleheaded families earned substantially less than
all families. Within the city ot Hartford these tamili~s had -:. r M
.Rfe of $~,206 c0r:"pared
With j
SI r. ~
NThelr mean Income

I.t

'l'MI

in the suburbs was $9,562 compared to $14,595

for all families. In addition, the disparity between

male and female median earnings in the metro-

politan area was equally severe for all races and

ethnicities.8

Table 2. Owner-Occupied Housing Units by

Number and Value, Hartford SMS A, 1970

Percent-

in the suburbs was $9,562 compared to $14,595
for all families. In addition, the disparity between
male and female median earnings in the metropolitan area was equally severe for all races and
ethnicities. 8

Number of

Undoubtedly a variety of factors contributes
to the gross underrepresentation of minority and
female-headed families among Hartford homeowners. What role does mortgage finance play in
denying these people homeownership opportunities?

age of To-

Value of Owner-

Units In

Table 2. Owner-Occupied Housing Units by
Number and Value, Hartford SMSA, 1970

tal Units

Occupied Units

Area

in Area

Hartford

less than $10,000

1,006

Hartford
SMSA

0.9

SMSA

10,000-14,999

4,645

4.4

15,000-19,999

18,742

Hartford
City

17.6

20,000-24,999

28,380

26.7

25,000-34,999

32,892

31.0

35,000 or more

20,580

19.4

TOTAL '

Hartford
Suburbs

Value of OwnerOccupied Units
less than $10,000
10,000-14,999
15,000-19,999
20,000-24,999
25,000-34,999
35,000 or more
TOTAL"
less than $10,000
10,000-14,999
15,000-19,999
20,000-24,999
25,000-34,999
35,000 or more
TOTAL·
less than $10,000
10,000-14,999
15,000-19,999
20,000-24,999
25,000-34,999
35,000 or more
TOTAL"

Number of
Units in
Area
1,006
4,645
18,742
28,380
32,892
20,580
106,245
75
462
2,109
1,973
1,092
366
6,077
931
4,183
16,633
26,407
31,800
20,214
100,168

Percentage of Total Units
in Area
0.9
4.4
17.6
26.7
31.0
19.4
100.0
1.2
7.6
34.7
32.5
18.0
6.0
100.0
0.9
4.1
16.6
26.4
31.7
20.2
100.0

106,245

100.0

Hartford

less than $10,000

Source: Department 01 Commerce, 1970 Census of Popu/etion end Housing: Census Tracts, no. PHC (1)-67
(May 1972), Hartlord, Conn., SMSA, table H-l .
• Total may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.

75

1.2

City

10,000-14,999

462

7.8

15,000-19,999

2,109

34.7

20,000-24,999

1,973

32.5

25,000-34,999

1,092

18.0

Approximately 5 percent of all male- and female-headed families were living in poverty in
1970 in Hartford. Yet, of the female-headed families alone, 14 percent of the white families, 71
percent of the black families, and nearly 57 percent of the Spanish speaking families were living in poverty. These women are not potential
homeowners. Still, a substantial number-about
15 percent-of those women currently renting
their homes earn incomes over $10,000 and can
afford to purchase inner-city or suburban housing.

35,000 or more

366

6.0

TOTAL *

6,077

100.0

Hartford

less than $10,000

931

0.9

Suburbs

• Data are not available on median family Income by race and
sex In Hartford. Median earnings 01 persons by race and sex
in the Hartford metropolitan area are: all males, $8,918; all
females. $4,225; black males, $6,237; black females, $3,548;
Spanish speaking males, $6,131; Spanish speaking females,
$3,861. Department 01 Commerce, Buerau 01 the Cansus, 1970
Census of Population: General Social and Economic Characteristics, no. PC(l) C-6, Connecticut (April 19 72), tabl es 89,
93, and 99.

Chapter 3. Minority Rejection in
Mortgage Lending
In Hartford, as in other communities, the
process by which mortgage loans are made is
complex. 9 At each stage opportunities exist for
denying mortgage loans to qualified minority
families on the basis of nothing more than the
personal prejudice of individuals in positions to
decide. Few complaints are made by minority
families who have been rejected for mortgage
loans because there is little objective basis on
which they can complain. Usually the rejection is
informal, and the minority families rarely know
the precise reasons why they are rejected. Indeed, lending institution officials themselves frequently cannot explain these reasons by reference to objective credit factors.
Typically, most American families must
successfully run a threestage screening gauntlet
before obtaining their first mortgage loan. They
are screened initially by a real estate broker,
next by a loan officer, and finally by the institution's loan committee. Minority families, however,
are much more closely scrutinized than majority
families, and each stage is fraught with the possibility of discriminatory rejection. The criteria
considered in determining approval or rejection
include several factors which are so subjective
as to permit decisions on the basis of personal
prejudice. Even those criteria which appear to
be objective and susceptible to precise measure
turn out, on close examination, to be inconsistent and open to differential application.

The Role of Brokers
The real estate broker serves several functions in a real estate transaction. Generally, brokers represent sellers and their principal
obligation is to arrange for a sale on the most
advantageous terms to their clients. Brokers also
have a direct relationship with buyers in that
• This report is based on data obtained through interviews 01 real
estate brokers, lenders, home buyers, public interest groups,
and Federal and city housing specialists. Interviews were
conduct
'r
-Luly'
7 through September 1973. The original wr m'/l~ ",ll llt\;;lials fe on file and available lor review at
s in Washington, D.C.
~~rr"tft
I

1!lN R

IttHI . 'N

10,000-14,999

4,183

4.1
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buyers usually deal with them when looking for a

house.

Studies have documented discriminatory

rejection by brokers of minority families who are

ready, willing, and able to meet the terms of sale

offered by sellers.10 White brokers have at-

tempted to dissuade minority homeseekers from

making an offer on a house they desire; they

have gone to great lengths to avoid having to

deal at all with minority homeseekers; and they

have flatly refused to tender good-faith offers by

minority families. These actionsâsubtle and cov-

ertâusually have been consciously discrimina-

tory.

Often, brokers also have a direct relation-

ship with lenders. Through continuing contacts

with one or more lenders, they can help arrange

for expeditious financing on favorable terms. It

behooves brokers to remain in the good graces

of lending institutions to assure a friendly recep-

tion for those whom they refer for financing.

Although brokers may handle sales every-

where in the Hartford metropolitan area,11 the

minority brokers are located and work primarily

in the minority area of the cityâBlue Hills and

the suburb of Bloomfield. There are many more

white firms and they are generally larger, some

having branch offices dispersed throughout the

city.

The broker's treatment of the home buyer

differs somewhat according to the home buyer's

race. Both black and white brokers are con-

cerned that the homeseeker is financially able to

buy a home. But several acknowledged that they

expend more energy ascertaining the purchasing

ability of the potential black home buyer, making

the assumption that the white family will be

creditworthy and the black family unqualified in

the eyes of the lender.

A black homeseeker reported that he had

contacted a white broker to purchase a house in

a white suburb. The broker carefully reviewed

his credit report, which reflected current stability

but showed a pattern of late payments 3 years

previous owing to illness. In apparent response

to the report, the broker discouraged the home-

seeker from pursuing further his desire to buy in

the suburbs and steered him toward a "more

suitable" section of town (a minority neighbor-

hood),1- which the broker felt would be more

acceptable to the lender. The black homeseeker

subsequently changed brokers, found a suburban

house, and obtained a mortgage.

Another crucial variable in the broker-buyer

relationship is the race of the broker. Minority

buyers usually deal with them when looking for a
house.
Studies have documented discriminatory
rejection by brokers of minority families who are
ready, willing, and able to meet the terms of sale
offered by sellers.lO White brokers have attempted to dissuade minority homeseekers from
making an offer on a house they desire; they
have gone to great lengths to avoid having to
deal at all with minority homeseekers; and they
have flatly refused to tender good-faith offers by
minority families. These actions-subtle and covert-usually have been consciously discriminatory.
Often, brokers also have a direct relationship with lenders. Through continuing contacts
with one or more lenders, they can help arrange
for expeditious financing on favorable terms. It
behooves brokers to remain in the good graces
of lending institutions to assure a friendly reception for those whom they refer for financing.
Although brokers may handle sales everywhere in the Hartford metropolitan area,l1 the
minority brokers are located and work primarily
in the minority area of the city-Blue Hills and
the suburb of Bloomfield. There are many more
white firms and they are generally larger, some
having branch offices dispersed throughout the
city.
The broker's treatment of the home buyer
differs somewhat according to the home buyer's
race. Both black and white brokers are concerned that the homeseeker is financially able to
buy a home. But several acknowledged that they
expend more energy ascertaining the purchasing
ability of the potential black home buyer, making
the assumption that the white family will be
creditworthy and the black family unqualified in
the eyes of the lender.
A black homeseeker reported that he had
contacted a white broker to purchase a house in
a white suburb. The broker carefully reviewed
his credit report, which reflected current stability
but showed a pattern of late payments 3 years
previous owing to illness. In apparent response
to the report, the broker discouraged the homeseeker from pursuing further his desire to buy in

the suburbs and steered him toward a "more
suitable" section of town (a minority neighborhood), Ie which the broker felt would be more
acceptable to the lender. The black homeseeker
subsequently changed brokers, found a suburban
house, and obtained a mortgage.
Another crucial variable in the broker-buyer
relationship is the race of the broker, Minority
brokers serving minority families who are lower
middle-income buyers view their role as one of
counselor, confidant, and benefactor. They emphasize the importance of developing rapport
with homeseekers and offering advice, based on
their knowledge of lending institution policies
and practices on mortgage qualifications. This
advice constitutes a screening of would-be mortgage applicants before the lender is in any way
involvedY The brokers encourage complete disclosure of social and financial data; then, if they
judge the homeseekers "responsible," they make
an appointment with a lender, coach the buyers
in preparation for the interview, and accompany
them to the lender's office.
White brokers, who generally serve more affluent and knowledgeable homeseekers, develop
a much different relationship. They may advise
the buyer to some degree, but it is the applicants' responsibility to canvas the mortgage market and arrange financing. The most realtors will
do is provide buyers with the names of several
institutions in the area and give some indication
as to the kinds of terms they can expect to be
offered.
By contrast, less affluent purchasers, a disproportionate number of whom are minorities,
frequently need help in obtaining the necessary
financing. This is especially true for first-time
purchasers, who tend to be unfamiliar with the
complexities of mortgage finance. In seeking this
help, they turn to real estate brokers.
If it appears that a minority family is financially able to buy a home, then the broker helps
them to obtain a mortgage. A number of the brokers interviewed in Hartford reported that they
arrange mortgages for up to 90 percent of their
sales. While this practice has been construed as
a service to the families, the prequalifying proc-

brokers serving minority families who are lower

middle-income buyers view their role as one of

counselor, confidant, and benefactor. They em-

phasize the importance of developing rapport

with homeseekers and offering advice, based on

their knowledge of lending institution policies

and practices on mortgage qualifications. This

advice constitutes a screening of would-be mort-

gage applicants before the lender is in any way

involved.11 The brokers encourage complete dis-

0'

'" See Rose Helper. Racial Policies and Practices
Real Estate
Brokers (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. 1969).
Bibliography included.
"CommisSion staH interviewed members of 16 real estate firms
from July 1972 through October 1973. Seven of the firms were
black owned, one of the persons interviewed was a black
woman. This sample is approximately 10 percent of the total
number of real estate firms in Hartford and 80 percent of
the black owned firms.

"The Department of Justice charged seven Hartford real e.tate
companies in May 1974 with promoting reaegregation by
steering black home buyers into Integrated areas and white
home buyers away from them. The areas are Blue Hilla and
the suburb of Bloomfield. All of the firms are white owned
and operated.
11 Although not all were asked, 11 of the Hartford brokers interv,ewed by Commission staH asserted that mortgage lenders
expect them ~r r~r I
applicants.

·ra
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closure of social and financial data; then, if they

judge the homeseekers "responsible," they make

an appointment with a lender, coach the buyers

in preparation for the interview, and accompany

them to the lender's office.
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ess may be detrimental to homeseekers. The

brokers admitted, for example, that they auto-

matically run credit checks on minority families,

but not on white families unless special circum-

stances appear to require it.

lf brokers inaccurately assess the financial

status of homeseekers, they may use any one of

a number of ways to dismiss and discourage

them. Homeseekers may be led to believe that

they are ineligible when, in fact, they have been

victims of deception, discrimination, or both. A

case in point is that of a black couple who con-

tacted a white broker in response to an adver-

tisement for a house. The broker asked about

the husband's income and employment and then

informed them that they did not meet the "in-

come standards of the community." He did not

state the asking price of the house or ask how

much money the couple had for a downpayment.

(They had $5,000.) He simply looked through his

listings and told them that he had nothing he

"felt was suitable" for them. Only later did the

couple think that they might have been discrimi-

nated against, but in the process they were pre-

vented from buying the house they wanted.

Families deemed unqualified by a broker for

the mortgage they seek are so advised infor-

mally and the matter usually ends there. No

written record is kept, nor is a lender involved

and put in the position of having to reject the

applicant. Consequently, acquiring documenta-

tion on the extent of discriminatory rejection of

minorities by brokers is nearly impossible.

Just as minority home buyers are dependent

upon brokers to obtain a mortgage, minority bro-

kers in Hartford have provisional relationships

with white lenders. Compared with white firms,

minority firms are smaller, with lower sales vol-

ume and fewer mortgages to arrange. Thus, they

deal with lenders on fewer occasions; and, when

they do, they feel they must present only well-

qualified families because they do not have the

sales volume to use as leverage in favor of mar-

ginal applicants.

Black brokers are forced to be more cau-

tious than white brokers in dealing with lenders.

lf they feel that a lender is discriminating, they

are reluctant to make an issue of it for fear of

offending the lender. One black broker reported

that she applied for a mortgage for herself to a

lender with whom she dealt regularly. Her in-

come was $13,000 and she was ready to put

$2,000 down on a $20,500 house. Her credit re-

port was favorable. The lender, however, was un-

usually slow in processing the application and

excessively demanding in the documentation re-

quired. For example, he stipulated that cash for

the closing in addition to the downpayment had

to be in the bank prior to approval of the loan.

She then applied to another lender and swiftly

obtained a mortgage. Although this is not an

overt case of discrimination, the broker believes

that she was discriminated against because of

her race and/or her sex. But she would not

press the issue because it might threaten her

ess may be detrimental to homeseekers. The
brokers admitted, for example, that they automatically run credit checks on minority families,
but not on white families unless special circumstances appear to require it.
If brokers inaccurately assess the financial
status of homeseekers, they may use anyone of
a number of ways to dismiss and discourage
them. Homeseekers may be led to believe that
they are ineligible when, in fact, they have been
victims of deception, discrimination, or both. A
case in point is that of a black couple who contacted a white broker in response to an advertisement for a house. The broker asked about
the husband's income and employment and then
informed them that they did not meet the "income standards of the community." He did not
state the asking price of the house or ask how
much money the couple had for a downpayment.
(They had $5,000.) He simply looked through his
listings and told them that he had nothing he
"felt was suitable" for them. Only later did the
couple think that they might have been discriminated against, but in the process they were prEr
vented from buying the house they wanted.
Families deemed unqualified by a broker for
the mortgage they seek are so advised informally and the matter usually ends there. No
written record is kept, nor is a lender involved
and put in the position of having to reject the
applicant. Consequently, acquiring documentation on the extent of discriminatory rejection of
minorities by brokers is nearly impossible.
Just as minority home buyers are dependent
upon brokers to obtain a mortgage, minority brokers in Hartford have provisional relationships
with white lenders. Compared with white fir'ms,
minority firms are smaller, with lower sales volume and fewer mortgages to arrange. Thus, they
deal with lenders on fewer occasions; and, when
they do, they feel they must present only wellqualified families because they do not have the
sales volume to use as leverage in favor of marginal applicants.
Black brokers are forced to be more cautious than white brokers in dealing with lenders.
If they feel that a lender is discriminating, they
are reluctant to make an issue of it for fear of
offending the lender. One black broker reported
that she applied for a mortgage for herself to a
lender with whom she dealt regularly. Her income was $13,000 and she was ready to put
$2,000 down on a $20,500 house. Her credit report was favorable. The lender, however, was unusually slow in processing the application and

excessively demanding in the documentation required. For example, he stipulated that cash for
the closing in addition to the down payment had
to be in the bank prior to approval of the loan.
She then applied to another lender and swiftly
obtained a mortgage. Although this is not an
overt case of discrimination, the broker believes
that she was discriminated against because of
her race and/or her sex. But she, would not
press the issue because it might threaten her
working relationship with the lender.
Hartford brokers contend that they judge the
ability of a potential mortgage applicant on the
same basis as the lending institution. They argue
that because they arrange mortgages so frequently and are in continuing contact with loan
officers, they are thoroughly familiar with the criteria used by the institutions. In fact, it is virtually impossible for brokers to know precisely
the policies of lending institutions because lending criteria vary widely among lenders in Hartford and also vary to a large degree among different offices of the same institution.
Lending institutions also differ on whether or
not brokers are expected to screen potential
applicants. As Table 3 shows, only one of three
institutions surveyed by Commission staff has a
consistent policy on broker screening. Screening
requirements in the other two are determined by
individual loan officers. Nonetheless, a number
of Hartford brokers act on the assumption that
they are expected to conduct screening.
The absence of consistent objective lending
criteria, coupled with the brokers' desire to remain in the good graces of lending institutions,
tends to make brokers overcautious. They, thus,
screen out families whom lenders might well approve. Several brokers conceded that, unless a
family fits the traditional characteristics of acceptable mortgage loan applicants, they will discourage the family because they feel that the
loan officer will not approve a loan.
In short, if brokers are to err in their evaluation of an applicant's qualifications, they would
rather err on the side of conservatism. One lending official reported that, on several occasions
when applicants referred by brokers have been
rejected, the brokers have felt compelled to
apologize for having inadequately screened the
applicant. The same official also expressed the
view that brokers could be considerably more
liberal in their approval.
The process of broker screening also opens
up broad possibilities for rejection on discriminatory grou ~~ g ~1i ' k.~ may screen out qualified

working relationship with the lender.

Hartford brokers contend that they judge the
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ability of a potential mortgage applicant on the

same basis as the lending institution. They argue

that because they arrange mortgages so fre-
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Table 3. Lender Policies on Broker

Screening of Applicants

Do you

expect the

brokers to

Table 3. Lender Policies on Broker
Screening of Applicants

ment to the property and his [her) probable future attitudes toward it."

The text goes on to assert:

have screened Location of

the aplicant? Office

Lend-

ing

lnsti- Official

tution lnterviewed

1 (SSL) President and

vice president

Branch manager

2 (SSL) Vice president

Branch manager

Branch manager

Loan officer

3 (Bank) Vice president

Branch manager

Do you
lendexpect the
ing
brokers to
InstiOfficial
have screened location of
tution
Interviewed
the aplicant?
Office
1 (S&l) President and
vice president
Yes
Main office
Nonminority area
Branch manager
Yes
2 (S&l) Vice president
Yes
Main office
Yes
Minority area
Branch manager
Branch manager
No
Nonminorityarea
loan officer
No
Ma in office
3 (Bank) Vice president
No
Main office
Yes
Minority area
Branch manager
Minority area
No
Branch manager

A borrower's relationship to his [her] family and
friends is a significant element of risk although it is difficult to rate. Evaluators usually consider whether a borrower
has an established reputation, a harmonious home life, associates with good reputations, and if he [she] is active in
civic affairs or whether he [she] has been dishonest and
untruthful in the past, has a troubled family tife, and associates of doubtful reputation,"

Compounding the problem caused by the
subjective nature of the factors consIdered by
the loan officer is the fact that, at this stage of
the mortgage application process, decisions are
made informally. The same text advises:

Branch manager

Source: Commission stalt interviews.
Yes Main office

Yes Nonminority area

Yes Main office

Yes Minority area

No Nonminority area

No Main office

No Main office

Yes Minority area

No Minority area

minority applicants on the basis of their personal
bias or their perception , right or wrong, of the
lender's discriminatory policie~ . Rejection at this
stage is informal. No specific reason need be
given; discrimination is, therefore, difficult to detect.

Source: Commission staff interviews.

minority applicants on the basis of their personal

bias or their perception, right or wrong, of the

lender's discriminatory policies. Rejection at this

stage is informal. No specific reason need be

given; discrimination is, therefore, difficult to de-

tect.

The Role of Loan Officers

lf minority applicants successfully clear the

hurdle of broker screening, they still must pass

another test before reaching the stage at which

their formal application for a mortgage loan is

considered and decided upon by the lending in-

stitution's loan committee. This is a second

screening process, this time by a loan officer. As

in the case of broker screening, this stage is in-

formal and based, at least in part, on subjective

criteria. The loan officer can reject applicants for

any reason, including personal bias, without hav-

ing to explain why to the applicant.

The basic concern of lenders in determining

whether to approve a mortgage loan is security

against loss. One consideration is the value of

the property on which the mortgage is held. An-

other is the credit-worthiness of the borrower.

For the latter purpose, lenders inquire into such

seemingly objective factors as income, occupa-

tion, length of employment, age, and credit rat-

ing. They also inquire into less tangible factors

that clearly call for subjective judgments. For ex-

ample, one standard text on mortgage credit

The Role of Loan Officers
If minority applicants successfully clear the
hurdle of broker screening, they still must pass
another test before reaching the stage at which
their formal application for a mortgage loan is
considered and decided upon by the lending institution's loan committee. This is a second
screening process, this time by a loan officer. As
in the case of broker screening, this stage is informal and based, at least in part, on subjective
criteria. The loan officer can reject applicants for
any reason, including personal bias, without having to explain why to the applicant.
The basic concern of lenders in determining
whether to approve a mortgage loan is security
against loss. One consideration is the value of
the property on which the mortgage is held. Another is the credit-worthiness of the borrower.
For the latter purpose, lenders inquire into such
seemingly objective factors as income, occupation, length of employment, age, and credit rating. They also inquire into less tangible factors
that clearly call for subjective judgments. For example, one standard text on mortgage credit
risks states:

risks states:

ment to the property and his [her] probable future atti-

In judging a borrower's reasons for requesting a loan,
the lender should consider the strength of his [her] attach-

An analysis of the credit risk should include an informal interview between a representative of the lending
agency and the borrower and his wife [her husband] .. ..
The results (including a verification of employment, bank
account, and a check against public records] should enable the lending agency to decide if the borrower should
submit a formal application for a loan, or if he [she) should
be told that his (her] application would be accepted ,'"

Commission staff investigations in Hartford
indicate that lending institutions in that city adhere closely to the above standards and procedures. Savings and loan officers make decisions
on the suitability of filing an application on a
purely impressionistic basis. In fact, one savings
and loan association president reported that only
"eligible" persons are allowed to apply for a
mortgage. When asked to elaborate concerning
what he meant by the term eligible, he said that
it was based on his "feeling about the applicant."
A vice president of another Hartford mortgage loan institution told Commission staff that
he placed great stock in whether the applicants
were "highly motivated" in deciding whether to
accept their application. These criteria obviously
open up broad possibilities for decisions on the
basis of predjudice or other irrational factors.
Nonetheless, they are widely used.
The subjective latitude exercised by a loan
officer in judging the merits of individual applicaDepartment 01 Housing and Urban Development, Mortgage Credit
Risk Analysis and ServiCing 01 Delinquent Mortgages. by
Anthony D. Grezzo (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1972) . p . 14.
.. Ibid. See also Robert H. Pease, ed., Mortgage Banking (New
York : McGraw-Hili, 1965), p. 216, who states that some lenders visit the applicant's home to determine personal habita
that Indicate "those important Intangibles .. . such as pride
of ownership. general housekeeping standard, and reputation
within the immediate community."
•• Mortgage Credit Risk Anaysis. p, 9.
II

tudes toward lt.14

The text goes on to assert:

Dlglliz

A borrower's relationship to his [her] family and

friends is a significant element of risk although it is diffi-

cult to rate. Evaluators usually consider whether a borrower

has an established reputation, a harmonious home life, as-

sociates with good reputations, and if he [she] is active in
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tions is reflected in the case of a black couple

who were rejected because they had "a lot of

debts." The couple's combined income was

$18,700, which normally would have qualified

them to purchase the $32,000 house of their

choice. They had on hand the 20 percent down-

payment required. Yet because of a long term

debt of $3,000, their application was refused by

a white loan officer who argued that the debt

was too much for them to handle in addition to

the mortgage payments. The same loan officer

counsels all minority families to save $15,000 be-

fore attempting to purchase a house. The couple

subsequently obtained a mortgage at another in-

stitution.

Officials at five lending institutions reported

that, following informal interviews at which var-

ious subjective factors are considered, they are

expected to discourage applications from people

they consider "ineligible." No reasons need be

offered to the rejected applicants, nor is any

written record kept to provide a basis for com-

plaint. Applicants are merely informed that they

should not make formal application because it

will be rejected, revealing another opportunity

for discriminatory rejection of minority appli-

cants.

Beyond this, loan officers tend to be over-

cautious in accepting loan applications and for-

warding them to the loan committee. Several

loan officials explained that their future careers

are determined in part by the default rate on ap-

plications they recommend for approval to the

tions is reflected in the case of a black couple
who were rejected because they had "a lot of
debts." The couple's combined income was
$18,700, which normally would have qualified
them to purchase the $32,000 house of their
choice. They had on hand the 20 percent downpayment required. Yet because of a long term
debt of $3,000, their application was refused by
a white loan officer who argued that the debt
was too much for them to handle in addition to
the mortgage payments. The same loan officer
counsels all minority families to save $15,000 before attempting to purchase a house. The couple
subsequently obtained a mortgage at another institution.
Officials at five lending institutions reported
that, following informal interviews at which various subjective factors are considered, they are
expected to discourage applications from people
they consider "ineligible." No reasons need be
offered to the rejected applicants, nor is any
written record kept to provide a basis for complaint. Applicants are merely informed that they
should not make formal application because it
will be rejected, revealing another opportunity
for discriminatory rejection of minority applicants.

loan committee. Thus, they try to avoid accepting

applications which they feel might be rejected by

the loan committee, since this would reflect ad-

versely on their judgment and might hinder their

career advancement.

These policies inevitably result in informal

rejection of applicants who might well qualify for

a mortgage and never default on it. At one sav-

ings and loan institution, two branch managers

reported that 80 to 85 percent of the applications

they forward to the loan committee are ap-

proved. Two branch managers at a savings bank

similarly indicated that nearly all of the applica-

Beyond this, loan officers tend to be overcautious in accepting loan applications and forwarding them to the loan committee. Several
loan officials explained that their future careers
are determined in part by the default rate on applications they recommend for approval to the
loan committee. Thus, they try to avoid accepting
applications which they feel might be rejected by
the loan committee, since this would reflect adversely on their judgment and might hinder their
career advancement.

tions they accept are approved by the loan com-

mittee. At both institutions, submission of an

application is tantamount to approval. One can

only speculate, however, how many applications

would have been approved by the loan commit-

tee had they not been informally rejected at an

earlier stage of the process.

Objective Criteria

Although lending institution officials make

substantial use of subjective criteria such as mo-

tivation and character in determining an appli-

cant's qualifications for a mortgage loan, they

still place heavy reliance on criteria which ap-

pear to be objective and susceptible to fairly

precise measure. These criteria seemingly would

not permit the latitude for decisions based on

personal bias.

One such criterion is the income of the ap-

These policies inevitably result in informal
rejection of applicants who might well qualify for
a mortgage and never default on it. At one savings and loan institution, two branch managers
reported that 80 to 85 percent of the applications
they forward to the loan committee are approved. Two branch managers at a savings bank
similarly indicated that nearly all of the applications they accept are approved by the loan committee. At both institutions, submission of an
application is tantamount to approval. One can
only speculate, however, how many applications
would have been approved by the loan committee had they not been informally rejected at an
earlier stage of the process.

plicants in relation to the monthly payments they

will be required to pay under the mortgage. The

lending institution is legitimately concerned that

the applicant's income be sufficient to afford the

monthly payments, as to assure against default

and possible financial loss to the lender.

Digiti e by

Objective Criteria
Although lending institution officials make
substantial use of subjective criteria such as motivation and character in determining an applicant's qualifications for a mortgage loan, they
still place heavy reliance on criteria which appear to be objective and susceptible to fairly
precise measure. These criteria seemingly would
not permit the latitude for decisions based on
personal bias.
One such criterion is the income of the applicants in relation to the monthly payments they
will be required to pay under the mortgage. The
lending institution is legitimately concerned that
the applicant's income be sufficient to ifford the
monthly payments, as to assure against default
and possible financial loss to the lender.
The credit-worthiness of the applicant is another legitimate concern of the lending institution. An applicant with an unstable financial past
or a history of failing to satisfy debts is a questionable risk and the lender is obliged to be as
sure as possible that the applicant, if approved,
can be expected to meet the long term substantial payments that the mortgage involves.
Another legitimate concern of the lending institution is the value of the house being mortgaged. It is the lender's obligation to set the
amount of the mortgage loan in reasonable proportion to the value of the property, after conducting an appraisal of the property to determine
its fair market value, which may differ from the
sales price.
Although these three criteria are traditional
mortgage credit standards, in Hartford they are
applied inconsistently and offer ample opportunities for decisions based on subjective judgments, including personal bias.
Ratio of Monthly Payment to Income: A
common formula lenders use is that one week's
income should be equal to or greater than the
monthly mortgage payment. Hartford lenders,
however, use a variety of other formulas as well.
(See Table 4, next page.)
Two institutions surveyed by Commission
staff have no official policy on the ratio of
monthly payment to income and leave the decision on an acceptable ratio to the individual loan
officer. Although most loan officers are in a position to judge an acceptable ratio based on experience and training, without official policies or
guidelines it is difficult to hold them accountable.
At these institutions the apparently objective cri-
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terion of the ratio of monthly payment to income

can easily be applied subjectively and discrimi-

natorily.

Seven institutions were surveyed that do

have official policies on the maximum ratio of

monthly payment to income. The two institutions

with the most liberal ratios (a bank and a sav-

ings and loan association) require that one

week's gross income equal the principal, inter-

est, taxes, and insurance (PlTl). Three institu-

tions use differing ratios which are based not

only on PlTl cost but on total housing expenses,

including heat, utilities, and maintenance, in rela-

tion to gross income. Two other institutions use

ratios of net income to housing payments in as-

sessing applicants.

Table 4. Lender Policies on Ratio of Income

to Housing Payment

lnstitution

(S&L)

terion of the ratio of monthly payment to income
can easily be applied subjectively and discriminatorily.
Seven institutions were surveyed that do
have official policies on the maximum ratio of
monthly payment to income. The two institutions
with the most liberal ratios (a bank and a savings and loan association) require that one
week's gross income equal the principal, interest, taxes, and insurance (PITI). Three institutions use differing ratios which are based not
only on PIT I cost but on total housing expenses,
including heat, utilities, and maintenance, in relation to gross income. Two other institutions use
ratios of net income to housing payments in assessing SJ)plicants.

(S&L)

Official

lnterview

President and

vice president

Table 4. Lender Policies on Ratio of Income
to Housing Payment

Branch manager

Vice president

Branch manager

Branch manager

(Bank) Vice president

(S4L)

(Bank)

(Bank)

Official
Institution Interview
(S&L) President and
vice president
Branch manager
(S&L) Vice president
Branch manager
Branch manager

(S&L)

(Bank)

(Bank) Vice president

Branch manager

Branch manager

President

Vice president

Vice president

(S&L)

President

Vice president

Vice president

(Bank) Vice president

(Bank) Vice president

(Bank) Vice president
Policy

PlTl i = 25% of gross or net

income

(S&L) Vice president
(Bank) Vice president

PlTl = 25% of gross income

PlTl = 25% of net income

(Bank) Vice president

Policy
PITI 1=25% of gross or net
income
PITI = 25% of gross income
PITI = 25% of net income
PITI = 25% of net income
Housing expenses e = 30% of
gross income
Housing expenses = 35% of
net income
PITI plus fixed debts = 38 to
40% of net income
Housing price = twice the
gross annual income
PITI = 25% of gross or net
income
Housing expenses = 35% of
gross income
No policy
Housing expenses = 25% of
gross income
No policy

PlTl = 25% of net income

Source: Commission staH interviews.
I PITI is the sum of the Principa and Interest payments on
the mortgage, Taxes. and property Insurance costs.
2 Housing expenses are the sum of Pin. utiities, heat, and
maintenance costs.

Housing expenses -' = 30% of

gross income

Housing expenses â 35% of

net income

PlTl plus fixed debts = 38 to

40% of net income

Housing price = twice the

gross annual income

PlTl = 25% of gross or net

income

Housing expenses = 35% of

gross income

No policy

Housing expenses = 25% of

gross income

No policy

Source: Commission staff interviews.

1 PlTl la the sum of the Principa and interest payments on

Thus, there is little consistency among the
nine lending institutions on the permissible ratio
of monthly payment to monthly income. Moreover, there is also little consistency in this regard among the different offices of the same institution. At one savings and loan association,
for example, while the vice president in charge
of residential mortgage lending and one branch
manager were in accord that the ratio should be
25 percent of net income to eq ual the PITI cost,
another branch manager operated under the for-

the mortgage, Taxea. and property insurance coats.

3 Housing expenses are the sum of PlTl, utiities, heat, and

maintenance costs.

Thus, there is little consistency among the
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mula that 30 percent of gross income should
equal total housing expenses.
Even on a day-to-day basis a bank may alter
its preferred ratio of housing payment to income,
permitting ample opportunity for discrimination.
For example, a black couple sought a loan to
purchase a condominium in a new development.
They went to the lender that had financed a
number of the new condominiums and were able
to satisfy the institution's standard ratio requirement. The lender turned them down, however, on
the grounds that they could not meet a newly
imposed higher ratio. Subsequently, they obtained a loan from a different institution and
were the first blacks to move into the development.
In addition to inconsistent application of the
monthly payment to income ratio among Hartford
lenders, there also is inconsistency in the definition of the basic term, income. Generally, income
can include salary earned by the primary borrower and secondary borrower, along with
commissions, overtime pay, and bonuses. All
Hartford lenders agree that the income of the
primary borrower should be stable, reliable, and
have reasonable prospects for continuation.
These same criteria apply to the income of the
secondary borrower.17 The conditions under
which overtime pay and income from second
jobs are counted, however, are not uniform
among the institutions.
Three institutions allow overtime and second
job income as effective income, provided that
the same criteria as applied to the primary job
are met. Two institutions do not necessarily
allow such income to be counted even if the criteria are met. Each case is treated individually,
and the basic criterion of income becomes less
susceptible to objective definition.
The failure of Hartford lenders to accept income from overtime pay and second jobs on a
consistent basis necessarily has a discriminatory
effect on minority homeseekers, who often rely
on these sources of income. IR The Federal
Housing Administration, however, accepts overtime pay as part of income when such pay is
characteristic of the job. FHA also accepts in"Issues relatIng to the secondary borrower. who ill often the
wife of the primary borrower, art. discussed in Chapter 4 .
.. This argument is supported by guidelines released by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board in December 1973. "Automatically discounting .
income from bonuses, overtime, or part
time employment will cause some applicants to be denied
financing.
. Since statistics show that minority group members and low and moderate income families rely more often
on such supplemental income, the practice may ba racially
discriminatp r:Y . in eH!lCI , as well 81 artificially restnctlve of
opportuniti ~G rt!IV~n'" Orl1'3':) flit,ancing." 38 Fed. Reg. ~6S3
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come from a second job if the applicant has

held it over a substantial period of time and is

expected to continue in it during the early period

of the mortgage.

Credit Reports: Reports on the credit history

of mortgage applicants are necessary informa-

tion for the lender to have in deciding whether

to approve an application. Again, Hartford lend-

ers are not consistent in their use of these re-

ports. Some lenders limit their examination of an

applicant's credit history to the previous 2 years,

reasoning that this is sufficient to determine the

financial responsibility of the applicant. Others,

however, extend their examination to the pre-

vious 5 or even 7 years. By the same token,

while some lenders do not accept at face value

adverse reports on a family's credit but look for

possible mitigating circumstances or other clari-

fying information, other lenders assert that any

adverse information in the report automatically

disqualifies the applicant. No investigation is

conducted to determine the circumstances sur-

rounding the adverse report or even to deter-

mine whether the adverse information is accu-

rate. The discriminatory effect of this policy of

automatic disqualification on minority applicants

is apparent, owing to the discriminatory judg-

ments made by credit bureaus in assigning

credit ratings.19

A 1971 survey of savings and loan associa-

tions by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board

(FHLBB) revelaed that 57 percent of the associa-

tions looked at credit reports for the previous 2

years or less; 34 percent considered the pre-

vious 3 to 5 years and 9 percent considered the

previous 6 to 7 years.20 The survey also re-

vealed that 26 percent of the associations sought

information on arrest records, and 12 percent

automatically disqualified applicants who had

ever been arrested, whereas 14 percent disquali-

fied applicants if they had been convicted. Be-

cause minority persons are arrested in dispro-

portionate percentages, the disqualification on

arrest records alone has a discriminatory

effect."

Similarly, 73 percent of the associations re-

quire information on previous homeownership,

and 23 percent automatically disqualify appli-

cants with "unsatisfactory answer (s)." Because

minority persons are overwhelmingly not home-

owners in metropolitan areas, this imposes an

additional, undue burden on them.22

Appraisals: If a mortgage is needed by most

families to buy a house, it also is true that the

mortage must be large enough. If not, families

must either obtain a second mortgage, which

can be expensive, or abandon their efforts to

purchase the house they desire. The amount of

the mortgage a lender will offer to an applicant

is based largely on the appraisal, which deter-

mines the worth and marketability of the house.

One traditional way of discriminating against mi-

nority homeseekers is through underappraisal of

the houses they wish to purchase.23

Commission staff did not attempt to conduct

an in-depth investigation of the extent to which

discriminatory underappraisal was prevalent in

come from a second job if the applicant has
held it over a substantial period of time and is
expected to continue in it during the early period
of the mortgage.
Credit Reports: Reports on the credit history
of mortgage applicants are necessary information for the lender to have in deciding whether
to approve an application. Again, Hartford lenders are not consistent in their use of these reports. Some lenders limit their examination of an
applicant's credit history to the previous 2 years,
reasoning that this is sufficient to determine the
financial responsibility of the applicant. Others,
however, extend their examination to the previous 5 or even 7 years. By the same token,
while some lenders do not accept at face value
adverse reports on a family's credit but look for
possible mitigating circumstances or other clarifying information, other lenders assert that any
adverse information in the report automatically
disqualifies the applicant. No investigation is
conducted to determine the circumstances surrounding the adverse report or even to determine whether the adverse information is accurate. The discriminatory effect of this policy of
automatic disqualification on minority applicants
is apparent, owing to the discriminatory judgments made by credit bureaus in assigning
credit ratings. 19
A 1971 survey of savings and loan associations by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board
(FHLBB) revelaed that 57 percent of the associations looked at credit reports for the previous 2
years or less; 34 percent considered the previous 3 to 5 years and 9 percent considered the
previous 6 to 7 years.21l The survey also revealed that 26 percent of the associations sought
information on arrest records, and 12 percent
automatically disqualified applicants who had
ever been arrested, whereas 14 percent disqualified applicants if they had been convicted. Because minority persons are arrested in disproportionate percentages, the disqualification on
arrest records alone has a discriminatory
effect. 21
Similarly, 73 percent of the associations require information on previous homeownership,

I.

See S. N. Sesser. "Big Brother Keeps Tabs on Insurance Buyers." New Republic, Apr. 27,1968, pp. 11-12.
2'l Federal Home Loan Bank Board Survey (released March 1972).
The FHLBB considered the results 01 the survey inconclusive,
since it Included only 74 of the 5,000 lederally supervised
savings and loan associations.
"Figures taken Irom the Uniform Crime Report published by the
Federal Bureau 01 Investigation in 1973 and interpolated with
national population statistics show that the arrest record 01
blacks was more than three times that 01 whites in 1972 in
proportion to theirl percentage in t ~ e populat i on ; Spanish
Ipeaking peraonl are in eluded in the category "whlte."

and 23 percent automatically disqualify applicants with "unsatisfactory answer (s)." Because
minority persons are overwhelmingly not homeowners in metropolitan areas, this imposes an
additional, undue burden on them.~2
Appraisals: If a mortgage is needed by most
families to buy a house, it also is true that the
mortage must be large enough. If not, families
must either obtain a second mortgage, which
can be expensive, or abandon their efforts to
purchase the house they desire. The amount of
the mortgage a lender will offer to an applicant
is based largely on the appraisal, which determines the worth and marketability of the house.
One traditional way of discriminating against minority homeseekers is through underappraisal of
the houses they wish to purchase.~·l
Commission staff did not attempt to conduct
an in-depth investigation of the extent to which
discriminatory underappraisal was prevalent in
Hartford. Instead, knowledgeable local lenders
and borrowers were asked for their expert opinion. As expected, most stated that discriminatory
underappraisal was not a common practice, that
most homes were appraised at the sales price.
Officials of one lending institution and three
brokers, however, reported that appraisal value
was lower than the sales price in a substantial
number of cases. In their view, this happened
most often when the purchaser was a minority
group member or when the house was located in
an area of minority concentration.~1 Transitional
Only 34 percent of black familias living in central citias and
just t4 percent of the Nation's urbsn Puerto Rican lamilies
were homeowners in 1970. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census, 1970 Census 01 Housing: Detailed Housing
Characteristics-Final Report, no. HC(1)-Bl. U.S. Summary
(July 1972), p. 292. Also. Department 01 Commerce. Bureau
01 the Census, 1970 Census 01 Popu/afion: Puerto Ricans in
the United States. no. PC(2)-IE (Juna 1973), p. 94.
':0 Underappraisal may be discriminatory in eHect when it results
in a lowered loan amount and a higher downpayment, thus
forCing the homeseeker out 01 the market.
,. According to the FHLBB survey. only 4 percent 01 the savings
and loans use minority appraisers. Thus. the appraisers are
overwhelmin91y white and undoubtedly reflect tha views 01
the associations: 30 percent 01 the associations "disqualify
some neighborhoods from lending because they sre low
income or minority group areas" and 78 percent lee I loans In
such neighborhoods are "more risky than other loans." Additionally, 11 percent ot the associations' appraisers use "dillerent methods or tactors" lor such neighborhoods. For purchasers in such areas, over a quarter 01 the associations
requlfe higher downpayments; 11 percent levy interest rates
05 percent higher, and almost a third give terms 7112 year.
shorter than loans tor homes in other areas.
In May t972 the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD), OHice of Equal Opportunity. issued an initial report
on a private lending Institution's questionnaire. It showed
that 18 percent of the aSSOCiations surveyed refuse to make
loans in areas with high minority concentrations.
The new FHLBB guidelines prohibit "redlining," the refusal to
lend In a neighborhood solely because of minority concentralion. " 1' S' ,.[8[<.! III , !{co
osition 01 the neighborhood where
the loan
b:f ltlti d rnH ~ illl always an Improper underwriting
2l
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and borrowers were asked for their expert opin-

ion. As expected, most stated that discriminatory
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neighborhoodsâthose in the process of integrat-

ingâvery likely fall into this category. They

added that often the underappraisal was made

without discriminatory intent, but rather on the

basis of the traditional appraiser view that prop-

erty values decline in minority and transitional

neighborhoods.-5 They conceded, however, that

sometimes the appraisals were the result of

nothing more than the personal bias of the ap-

praisers.

Chapter 4. Sex Discrimination in

Mortgage Lending

Unequal access to mortgage money for

neighborhoods-those in the process of integrating-very likely fall into this category. They
added that often the underappraisal was made
without discriminatory intent, but rather on the
basis of the traditional appraiser view that property values decline in minority and transitional
neighborhoods.~~· They conceded, however, that
sometimes the appraisals were the result of
nothing more than the personal bias of the appraisers.

Hartford's minorities occurs largely by virtue of

mortgage procedures and criteria which permit

and even facilitate decisions based on personal

bias and other factors not related to objective

lending criteria. Whether because discrimination

in mortgage lending is prohibited by both Con-

necticut and Federal law or for other reasons,

lenders in Hartford do not generally admit that

they reject applicants on the basis of their race

or national origin. ln fact, the criteria which

govern whether mortgage applicants will be

approved or disapproved are, at least on the

surface, nondiscriminatory. To the extent discrimi-

nation does occur, it is subtle, often unconsciously

practiced, and difficult to detect.

Discrimination on the basis of sex is a dif-

ferent matter.-11 Here, the major problem is not

that mortgage procedures or criteria permit op-

portunities for decisions on the basis of discrimi-

nation. Rather, traditional mortgage lending crite-

ria followed by Hartford mortgage lenders

virtually require sex discrimination.27 Under

these criteria, women are automatically consid-

ered suspect risks.

â¢This traditional appraiser perception is prohibited by the new

FHLBB guidelines: "Refusal to lend in a particular area

solely because of the age of the homes or the income level

in a neighborhood may be discriminatory in effect since

minority group persons are more likely to purchase used

housing and to live in low-income neighborhoods." 38 Fed.

Reg. 34653 Â§ 531.8(c).

M Sex discrimination in mortgage lending currently is not pro-

hibited under Federal law. The Federal Home Loan Bank

Board, which regulates Federal savings and loan associations,

Chapter 4. Sex Discrimination in
Mortgage Lending
Unequal access to mortgage money for
Hartford's minorities occurs largely by virtue of
mortgage procedures and criteria which permit
and even facilitate decisions based on personal
bias and other factors not related to objective
lending criteria. Whether because discrimination
in mortgage lending is prohibited by both Connecticut and Federal law or for other reasons,
lenders in Hartford do not generally admit that
they reject applicants on the basis of their race
or national origin. In fact. the criteria which
govern whether mortgage applicants will be
approved or disapproved are, at least on the
surface, nondiscriminatory. To the extent discrimination does occur, it is subtle, often unconsciously
practiced, and difficult to detect.
Discrimination on the basis of sex is a different matter.::'; Here, the major problem is not
that mortgage procedures or criteria permit opportunities for decisions on the basis of discrimination. Rather, traditional mortgage lending criteria followed by Hartford mortgage lenders
virtually require sex discrimination.~; Under
these criteria, women are automatically considered suspect risks.

issued guidelines in December 1973 on nondiscriminatory

lending practices with respect to age, sex, and marital status

(38 Fed. Reg. 34853). The Federal Deposit insurance Cor-

poration, which supervises most of the Nation's commercial

banks, has had under consideration for well over a year, but

has not acted on, the issuance of a regulation prohibiting

sex discrimination in lending.

" in Connecticut, in June 1973, a State law was passed which

prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex or marital status

in credit transactions including mortgage lending transactions

(Conn. Public Act 73-573). Evidence for this chapter was

gathered prior to passage of this law; its impact has not

been analyzed here.

lf married and working, women's incomes

are discounted for purposes of determining the

family's eligibility for a mortgage. No matter how

important their income is to the family budget, it

is considered "secondary" for mortgage lending

purposes, and the family's chances for a mort-

.. This traditional appraiser perception is prohibited by the new
FHLBB guidelines: "Relusal to lend in a particular area
solely because 01 the age 01 the homes or the income level
in a neighborhood may be discriminatory in ellect since
minority group persons are more likely to purchase used
housing and to live in low-income neighborhoods." 38 Fed.
Reg. 34653 § 531.8(c).
'" Sex discrimination in mortgage lending currently Is not prohibited under Federal law. The Federal Home Loan Bank
Board. which regulates Federal savings and loan associations,
issued guidelines In December 1973 on nondiscriminatory
lending practices with respect to age. sex. and marital status
(38 Fed. Reg. 34653). The Federal DepoSIt Insurance Corporation. which supervises most 01 the Nation's commercial
banks. has had under considerat,on lor well over a year. but
has not acted on. the issuance 01 a regulation prohibiting
sex discrimi nation in lending.
1'7 In Connecticut.
in June 1973. a State law was passed which
prohibits discrimination on the basis 01 sex or marital slatus
in credit transactions including mortgage lending transactions
(Conn. PubliC Act 73-573). Evidence lor this chapte , was
gathered prior to passage 01 th is law ; its Impac t as not
been analyzed here.

gage loan are decided largely on the basis of

the husband's financial status.

lf unmarried, women are viewed with great

skepticism under traditional mortgage lending
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If married and working, women's incomes
are discounted for purposes of determining the
family's eligibility for a mortgage. No matter how
important their income is to the family budget, it
is considered "secondary" for mortgage lending
purposes, and the family's chances for a mortgage loan are decided largely on the basis of
the husband's financial status.
If unmarried, women are viewed with great
skepticism under traditional mortgage lending
criteria. Regardless of their professional background or work experience, their status as unmarried women renders them suspect credit
risks. Female heads of household who are separated or divorced also face unfavorable treatment by lenders. Separated women are in an
ambiguious legal status in terms of debt liability,
while both separation and divorce bear a traditional social stigma.
This chapter examines the barriers to homeownership only of those women who are economically capable of owning a home. The ability
to purchase a house depends directly on household income, and on this pOint, women who are
black, Spanish speaking, or white are at a severe disadvantage compared to menY (See
Table 5.) Moreover, the impact of discrimination
is felt doubly by black or Spanish speaking
women who are penalized because of race and
ethnicity as well as sex.
Sex discrimination in mortgage lending is
not nearly as difficult to detect as discrimination
on the basis of race or national origin. Much of
it is based on what lenders consider prudent and
objective criteria. In Hartford, as elsewhere, sex
discrimination is part and parcel of official bank
policy.
This section will detail the various forms
that sex discrimination in mortgage lending takes
in Hartford. Women of different marital statusmarried, unmarried, widowed, separated, or divorced-are all viewed somewhat differently by
the mortgage lending community. No group of
women, however, has equal access to mortgage
money.

The Working Wife
Married women are a substantial part of the
Nation's labor force. The stereotyped pattern of
women giving up their jobs once married to
spend full time caring for the house and children
clearly is no longer true. As of 1970, in two of
every five families with husband and wife both
'" Median
only

earnin~& i i~Ci!~etrQl":ihe
~

'E

tt l cryne:r~

Hartford SMSA In 1970 were

rePfl ':' AN

Table 5. Women1s Earnings as Percentage of

Men1s Earnings, 1969

Men *

White $8,601

Black 5,809

Table 5. Women's Earnings as Percentage of
Men's Earnings, 1969

Spanish speaking 6,606

Women's Earnings

as Percentage of

Women * Men's Earnings

$4,084 47

3,280 56

3,621 55

Men

0

White
$8,601
Black
5,809
Spanish speaking 6,606

Women
$4,084
3,280
3,621

0

Women's Earnings
as Percentage of
Men's Earnings
47
56
55

Source: Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census,

7970 Census of Population: Earnings by Occupation

and EducationâFinal Report, no. PC(2)-8B (January

1973), tables 1, 2, 7, 8.

â¢ Ages 25-64

Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
1970 Census of Population: Earnings by Occupation
and Education-Final Report, no. PC(2)-8B (January
1973), tables " 2, 7, 8.
o Ages 2s-64

present, both the wife and the husband worked.

lncreasingly, the working wife's income is being

relied upon as a substantial and continuing part

of a family's assets.

lmportant as a working wife's income is to

families generally, it often is essential to minority

families. As of 1970, in more than two-thirds of

the Nation's black families with husband and

wife both present, both worked. Table 6 demon-

strates the importance of the wife's income to

the economic well-being of black families.29

Among families in which only the husband

worked, black family income was less than two-

thirds of that for white families. By contrast,

among families in which both husband and wife

worked, black family income was nearly 90 per-

cent of the income for whites.

The importance of the working wife's income

in achieving the goal of homeownership is

shown by data from a sample of mortgage trans-

actions in Hartford, for the years 1971-72.30 As

Table 7 shows, in half of the 72 families in the

sample, the wife worked. This was true for 41

percent of the white families and 58 percent of

the black families.

These statistics strongly indicate that, to the

extent mortgage lenders discount some or all of

the working wife's income in determining

whether to approve a mortgage loan application,

all families necessarily are penalized. For minor-

ity families the penalty may be doubly severe be-

cause this form of sex discrimination, coupled

with discrimination on the basis of race or na-

Work experience and income data on two-earner Spanish speak-

ing families are not available. However, median household

income variation among the three groups would suggest that

a similar pattern occurs in two-earner Spanish speaking

households.

Data gathered through interviews in 1972 with home purchasers.

in only one instance was the female the head of the house-

present, both the wife and the husband worked.
Increasingly, the working wife's income is being
relied upon as a substantial and continuing part
of a family's assets.
Important as a working wife's income is to
families generally, it often is essential to minority
families. As of 1970, in more than two-thirds of
the Nation's black families with husband and
wife both present, both worked. Table 6 demonstrates the importance of the wife's income to
the economic well-being of black families. 29
Among families in which only the husband
worked, black family income was less than twothirds of that for white families. By contrast,
among families in which both husband and wife
worked, black family income was nearly 90 percent of the income for whites.
The importance of the working wife's income
in achieving the goal of homeownership is
shown by data from a sample of mortgage transactions in Hartford, for the years 1971-72. 30 As
Table 7 shows, in half of the 72 families in the
sample, the wife worked. This was true for 41
percent of the white families and 58 percent of
the black families.
These statistics strongly indicate that, to the
extent mortgage lenders discount some or all of
the working wife's income in determining
whether to approve a mortgage loan application,
all families necessarily are penalized. For minority families the penalty may be doubly severe because this form of sex discrimination, coupled
with discrimination on the basis of race or na-

hold. She was a nurse whose income was fully considered

Table 6. Median Income of Families * With
Both Husband and Wife Present, By Work
Experience and Race
1959
Black as
Work
Doliar Percentage
Experience Amount of White
62
Black, total
3,534
Only husband
58
worked
3,025
Husband
and wife
worked
3,845
64
White, total
5,658
Only husband
worked
5,233
Husband
and wife
worked
6,013

1970
Black as
Dollar Percentage
Amount
of White
8,032
82
5,965

66

9,267
9,796

89

9,065
10,396

Source: Department ot Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
The Social and Economic Status of the Black Population in the United States, 1971, P-23, no. 42 (July
1972) p. 34.
o Heads ot households under 35 yeers ot age only.

Table 7. Employment of Wives, by Race
White
No. Pct.
34

Sample
Total wives
employed
14
Part-time
5
FUll-time
9

41
15
26

Black
No.
Pct.
38

No.
72

22
4
18

36
9
27

58
11
47

Total
Pct.

50
12
38

Source: Commission staff interviews with home purchasers,
Hartford. Conn., September t972.

tional ongln, effectively places minority women
and their families in double jeopardy.
Traditionally, lenders have ignored the working wife's income in assessing a family's financial status. Recently, however, because of their
growing recognition of the fact that married
women are a substantial part of the labor force
and because of pressure from various public interest groups,31 they have come to count some
portion of it. Nonetheless, the policies and practices of mortgage lenders still fall far short of
fully accepting the income of working wives.

by the lenders.

Table 6. Median Income of Families * With

Both Husband and Wife Present, By Work

Experience and Race

1959

Black as

1970

Black as

Work Dollar

Percentage

Dollar

Percentage

,. Work experience and income data on two-earner Spanish speaking familiee are not available. However, median household
income variation emong the three groups would suggest that
a similar pattern occurs in two·earner Spanish speaking
households.
.. Dsta gathered through interviews in 1972 with home purchasers.
I n only one instance was the female the head of the household. She was a nurse whose income was tully co nsidered
by the lenders.

31

For example, a statament in opposition to the Federal National
Mortgage Association's proposed guidelines restricting mortgage credit was issuad in t971 by 30 public interest groups
including the National Organization lor Women , National
Associati dln ,. g
,14fl..1)c;t)\l1 ent ot Colored People, Center for

it
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Table 8. Lender Policies on Wife's Income

Institution

Official Interviewed

Policy

Table 8. Lender Policies on Wife's Income

1

(S&L)

Vice president

100% allowance

Institution
1 (S&l)
2 (Sal)

Official Interviewed
Vice president
President and vice president

2

Branch manager

(S&L)

President and vice president

Branch manager

100% if over 35 and employed 2 or 3 years; if under 35, would

take a "hard look"; might require a "baby letter." *

Branch manager

3

(Bank)

100% if 29 or older, with no children and in a professional

Vice president
Branch manager

occupation.

Branch manager
Branch manager

Requires professional occupation; would take a "hard look" at

younger than 30.

3

4
5
6

(S&l
(Bank)
(Bank)

7
8
9

(S&l)
(Bank)
(Bank)

(Bank)

Vice president

100% allowance

Branch manager

President
Vice president
Vice president
Branch manager
Vice president
Vice president
Vice president

Policy
100% allowance
100% If over 35 and employed 2 or 3 years; if under 35, would
take a "hard look"; might require a "baby letter." •
100% if 29 or older, with no children and in a professional
occupation.
Requires professional occupation; would take a "hard look" at
younger than 30.
100% allowance
50% allowance unless in a professional occupation, with no
children and a "baby letter."
75% allowance for a professional occupation if under age 30;
less allowed for others.
50% allowance
Depends upon the case
100% allowance
Does not count income from nonprofessional occupations.
Depends upon the case
Depends upon the case
100% allowance

50% allowance unless in a professional occupation, with no

children and a "baby letter."

Branch manager

Source: Commission staff interviews with banking and savings and loan officials in Hartford, January.February 1973 .
• The "baby letter" is II phYSician's statement attesting to sterility of husband or wife, their use of approved birth control
methods, or their willingness to terminate pregnancy.

75% allowance for a professional occupation if under age 30;

less allowed for others.

4

(S&L

President

50% allowance

5

(Bank)

Vice president

Depends upon the case

6

(Bank)

Vice president

100% allowance

Branch manager

Does not count income from nonprofessional occupations.

7

(S&L)

Vice president

Depends upon the case

8

(Bank)

Vice president

Depends upon the case

9

(Bank)

Vice president

100% allowance

Source: Commission staff interviews with banking and savings and loan officials in Hartford, January-February 1973.

* The "baby letter" is a physician's statement attesting to sterility of husband or wife, their use of approved birth control

methods, or their willingness to terminate pregnancy.

The 1971 survey by the Federal Home Loan

Bank Board on practices of savings and loan as-

sociations showed that 25 percent of the respond-

The 1971 survey by the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board on practices of savings and loan associations showed that 25 percent of the respondents would not count any of the income of a
wife, age 25, with two school children, who held
a full-time secretarial position. More than half of
the mortgage lending institutions would limit
credit to 50 percent or less of her salary, Only
22 percent would count all of it.
The results of the survey not only show the
overly conservative view of mortgage lenders toward a wife's income, but also demonstrate the
lack of any uniform policy. This is reflected in
Hartford, As Table 8 illustrates, not only are there
inconsistencies in policy among the nine Hartford lending institutions surveyed by Commission
staff; but, even within the same institution,
officers differ markedly in their view of a wife's
income,
The refusal to credit the working wife's income is based on the unsupported assumption
that to do so would increase the risk of default
and subsequent foreclosure, In fact, to date no
studies have controlled for this crucial variable.
One study found, however, that as the percentage of family income earned by the husband decreased, the chance of a loan's being delinquent
actually decreased slightly.32 Another more recent

ents would not count any of the income of a

wife, age 25, with two school children, who held

a full-time secretarial position. More than half of

the mortgage lending institutions would limit

credit to 50 percent or less of her salary. Only

,. Leon Kendall, Anatomy 01 Ihe Residen tial Mortgage Markel
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Savi ngs and Loan Le ag ue, 1 9~ ,

22 percent would count all of it.

The results of the survey not only show the

overly conservative view of mortgage lenders to-

ward a wife's income, but also demonstrate the
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study, which related borrower characteristics to
delinquency and foreclosure rates, found that none
of the contributing factors related to the income
of the working wife. n In short, there is no empirical evidence to support the widely practiced
lender policy of discounting the working wife's
income.

Policies of Conventional Lenders
Age and Children: A primary consideration
in mortgage loan underwriting is the female
wage earner's age, This is directly related to the
probability of child-bearing. For example, a married woman in her twenties generally would not
have more than 50 percent of her income
counted, owing to the likelihood that she will
bear children and, it is assumed, leave the labor
force." By contrast, 75 to 100 percent of the income of a married woman in her late thirties
would qualify, according to Hartford lenders.
In addition to the wife's age, the number
and ages of children living at home are also
considered. Lenders assume that families with

John Herzog and James Earley, Homa MOr/gage Delinquency
and Forflc/osure (New York: National Bureau of EconomiC
ResearCh, 1970) .
•• Nationally, 38 percent of all women in the labor force have et
least one child under 18 years of age. Forty·three percent 01
all evermarried women with children under 18 are in the
labor force Depa rtment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Stati,tics,
Marital andU~ ' /)~ ~ t1i ta,t'istics of Workers: March 1972,

31
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young children will have additional children and

discount the working wife's income accordingly.

There are, however, exceptions. A married

woman, even in her twenties, with no children

may have all of her income counted, with certain

documentation. This documentation, known in

the lending trade as a "baby letter," consists of

a physician's statement which attests to her or

her husband's sterility, their use of approved

birth control methods, or their willingness to ter-

minate pregnancy.

Because of the absence of uniform institu-

tional policy, the requirement of a baby letter de-

pends entirely on the attitudes of individual loan

officers. Branch managers in two lending institu-

tions stated to Commission staff that they re-

quired the baby letter as a precondition to cred-

iting all the income of a young wife. However, at

the central offices of these same institutions

opinion differed as to the need for these

letters.35 The lack of consistent policy and re-

sultant confusion is illustrated by the following

cases.

A young Hartford couple applied for a 90

percent loan on a $16,000 home. The husband

earned approximately $10,000 a year; his wife,

$9,500. Their only major long term obligation was

a monthly $200 car payment. At first the savings

and loan the couple applied to for a mortgage

loan was reluctant to approve the mortgage

based on the husband's income alone. In order

to count the wife's income, the institution asked

for a baby letter. The couple refused. Ultimately,

the loan was approved, but the couple was never

informed what part, if any, of the wife's income

was counted.

In another case a married woman was

asked by the broker-builder-seller of the prop-

erty to file a baby letter, which she did. Subse-

quently, however, the lending institution assured

her that no letter was on file. The institution also

informed her that her income had not been

counted. In this case the broker assumed that

the wife's income was necessary and that a baby

letter had to be presented. Neither assumption

was correct.

Working wives with preschool age children

are the least likely of any female subgroup to

have their income fully counted towards maxi-

mum mortgage allowance. Lenders raise ques-

tions and make determinations relying on their

own assumptions about the likelihood of more

children, the costs of child care, and the length

of time spent away from the job after childbirth.

A branch manager at one savings and loan told

Commission staff that his decisions on crediting

a working wife's income are based, in part, on

his observation that a woman usually does not

return to work until a year after the birth of a

child. During that time her income will not be

young children will have additional children and
discount the working wife's income accordingly.
There are, however, exceptions. A married
woman, even in her twenties, with no children
may have all of her income counted, with certain
documentation. This documentation, known in
the lending trade as a "baby letter," consists of
a physician's statement which attests to her or
her husband's sterility, their use of approved
birth control methods, or their willingness to terminate pregnancy.
Because of the absence of uniform institutional policy, the requirement of a baby letter depends entirely on the attitudes of individual loan
officers. Branch managers in two lending institutions stated to Commission staff that they required the baby letter as a precondition to crediting all the income of a young wife. However, at
the central offices of these same institutions
opinion differed as to the need for these
letters.3~ The lack of consistent policy and resultant confusion is illustrated by the following
cases.
A young Hartford couple applied for a 90
percent loan on a $16,000 home. The husband
earned approximately $10,000 a year; his wife,
$9,500. Their only major long term obligation was
a monthly $200 car payment. At first the savings
and loan the couple applied to for a mortgage
loan was reluctant to approve the mortgage
based on the husband's income alone. In order
to count the wife's income, the institution asked
for a baby letter. The couple refused. Ultimately,
the loan was approved, but the couple was never
informed what part, if any, of the wife's income
was counted.
In another case a married woman w~s
asked by the broker-builder-seller of the property to file a baby letter, which she did. Subsequently, however, the lending institution assured
her that no letter was on file. The institution also
informed her that her income had not been
counted. In this case the broker assumed that
the wife's income was necessary and that a baby
letter had to be presented. Neither assumption
was correct.
Working wives with preschool age children
are the least likely of any female subgroup to
have their income fully counted towards maximum mortgage allowance. Lenders raise ques-

tions and make determinations relying on their
own assumptions about the likelihood of more
children, the costs of child care, and the length
of time spent away from the job after childbirth.
A branch manager at one savings and loan told
Commission staff that his decisions on crediting
a working wife's income are based, in part, on
his observation that a woman usually does not
return to work until a year after the birth of a
child. During that time her income will not be
available for mortgage payments. This attitude is
common among Hartford lenders. They are reluctant to count more than 50 percent, if that, of a
young mother's income, predicting that she will
again become pregnant and drop out of the work
force for at least a year during the early mortgage period.
The case of one young Hartford couple
clearly illustrates the effect this policy has on
the ability to purchase a home. The husband, 23
years of age, was a fifth grade teacher who
earned an annual salary of $8,574. His wife, 22
years of age, was a secretary earning $5,600.
They had two children, a 5 year old and an infant.
The couple first contacted a savings and
loan in October 1972 and applied for a $16,150,
8 percent, 30-year mortgage on a house priced
at $17,000. The wife was not then employed. Although the application was approved by the
Mortgage
Guaranty
Insurance
Corporation
(MGIC),"6 it was subsequently rejected by the
lender because the husband had cosigned an
automobile loan for his brother,31
Two months later after the husband had removed his name as cosigner on the auto loan,
the couple reapplied to the savings and loan. By
this time the wife had assumed a position as a
full-time secretary with the University of Hartford.
Several weeks later they received a second notice of rejection from the lending institution. This
time the reason was that the wife was young, in
her childbearing years, and, therefore, likely to
become pregnant and drop out of the work
force.
This case illustrates the perplexing, sometimes erratic, behavior of mortgage lenders in
processing applications from married couples.
The fact that the application initially was approved by MGIC, although subsequently rejected
by the lender, suggests that the couple was, at

• At one lending Institution,
baby letter while another
the central level in the
inclulion of the wife's
branch managers.

,. MGle is one of a number of State-licensed private mortgage
insurance companies which insure lending Institutions against
loss, generally on t ~ e top 20 percent of mortgage loanl.
l: The rejeetio
II
I ~o
El7efore were communicated orally

available for mortgage payments. This attitude is

common among Hartford lenders. They are reluc-

tant to count more than 50 percent, if that, of a

young mother's income, predicting that she will

again become pregnant and drop out of the work

force for at least a year during the early mort-

gage period.

one vice president would require a
would not. In general, executives at
lending establishments favored full
income, unl ike more conservative

to

~
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The case of one young Hartford couple

clearly illustrates the effect this policy has on

the ability to purchase a home. The husband, 23
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worst, a marginal risk for the mortgage they

sought, even though the husband was subject to

liability as cosigner on an auto loan and the wife

was not then working. Two months later, the

husband's liability as cosigner had been elimi-

nated and the wife was working. Given these two

new sets of conditions, the couple had good rea-

son for optimism and resubmitted their applica-

tion. Nonetheless, it was rejected. The fact that

the wife now held a responsible, full-time posi-

tion and earned a substantial income apparently

counted for little in the lender's judgment.

Occupation: Another consideration which

lenders take into account in crediting the work-

ing wife's income is the type of job she holds.

The income of women categorized as "profes-

sional" by lenders is counted more readily than

that of women whose jobs are considered "non-

professional." Although some central office lend-

ing officals interviewed by Commission staff in-

sisted that type of occupation is not a

determining factor in income allowance, most

branch managers interviewed stated that they

consistently differentiate according to profes-

sional and nonprofessional categories. A woman

who is a store clerk or bank teller, for example,

would not have as high a percentage of her in-

come counted as a woman who is a business ex-

ecutive, teacher, or nurse. The presumptions are

that professional jobs are stable, as are the

women who hold them, whereas nonprofessional

jobs are short term and unstable.

Type of occupation does not represent an

independent factor considered by itself in deter-

mining whether and how much to credit the

working wife's income. The wife's age and the

number and ages of the children also figure in,

and the various factors are weighed in an impre-

cise way that defies objective analysis. One

lending institution official said that his rule of

thumb in crediting wife's income was that, if the

woman is in her child-bearing years, she must

hold a professional position, and even then, not

more than 50 percent of her income would be

credited. He would not under any circumstances,

however, count any income of a woman in her

childbearing years who held a blue-collar job.

A branch manager of another lending insti-

tution stated that he allows 50 percent credit to-

ward the income of a working wife under 35 and

100 percent credit of a working wife over 35, re-

gardless of the type of job she holds, provided

that she has been employed for at least 1 year.

Another branch manager of the same institution,

however, stated that he would never allow 100

percent of the income of a female blue-collar

worker. Jobs in that category, he said, are unsta-

ble.

The arbitrary character of the application

evaluation with regard to wife's income is under-

scored in the follwing case. A Puerto Rican cou-

ple applied for a mortgage with a savings bank.

They were both 29, childless, and had been

schoolteachers for the previous 5 years, earning

a joint income of $20,000 annually. The couple

applied for a $16,000 mortgage on a $20,000

worst, a marginal risk for the mortgage they
sought, even though the husband was subject to
liability as cosigner on an auto loan and the wife
was not then working. Two months later, the
husband's liability as cosigner had been eliminated and the wife was working. Given these two
new sets of conditions, the couple had good reason for optimism and resubmitted their application. Nonetheless, it was rejected. The fact that
the wife now held a responsible, full-time position and earned a substantial income apparently
counted for little in the lender's judgment.
Occupation: Another consideration which
lenders take into account in crediting the working wife's income is the type of job she holds.
The income of women categorized as "professional" by lenders is counted more readily than
that of women whose jobs are considered "nonprofessional." Although some central office lending officals interviewed by Commission staff insisted that type of occupation is not a
determining factor in income allowance, most
branch managers interviewed stated that they
consistently differentiate according to professional and nonprofessional categories. A woman
who is a store clerk or bank teller, for example,
would not have as high a percentage of her income counted as a woman who is a business executive, teacher, or nurse. The presumptions are
that professional jobs are stable, as are the
women who hold them, whereas nonprofessional
jobs are short term and unstable.
Type of occupation does not represent an
independent factor considered by itself in determining whether and how much to credit the
working wife's income. The wife's age and the
number and ages of the children also figure in,
and the various factors are weighed in an imprecise way that defies objective analysis. One
lending institution official said that his rule of
thumb in crediting wife's income was that, if the
woman is in her child-bearing years, she must
hold a professional position, and even then, not
more than 50 percent of her income would be
credited. He would not under any circumstances,
however, count any income of a woman in her
childbearing years who held a blue-collar job.
A branch manager of another lending institution stated that he allows 50 percent credit toward the income of a working wife under 35 and
100 percent credit of a working wife over 35, regardless of the type of job she holds, provided
that she has been employed for at least 1 year.
Another branch manager of the same institution,
however, stated that he would never allow 100
percent of the i oome of a female blue-co llar

home but were told that their income was insuffi-

cient. They subsequently obtained a mortgage at

a savings and loan where half the wife's income

was counted, giving them an adjusted income of
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worker. Jobs in that category, he said, are unstable.
The arbitrary character of the appl ication
evaluation with regard to wife's income is underscored in the follwing case. A Puerto Rican couple applied for a mortgage with a savings bank.
They were both 29, childless, and had been
schoolteachers for the previous 5 years, earning
a joint income of $20,000 annually. The couple
applied for a $16,000 mortgage on a $20,000
home but were told that their income was insufficient. They subsequently obtained a mortgage at
a savings and loan where half the wife's income
was counted, giving them an adjusted income of
$15,500.
This case demonstrates two operational
rules of conventional mortgage lending in Hartford. First is the arbitrary nature of lender decisions on counting a working wife's income. At
the first institution, rejection on grounds of insufficient income clearly suggests that the income
of the wife, who held a well-paying professional
job, was totally discounted because, at 29, she
was within childbearing age. At the second institution half of the wife's income was counted.
Secondly, this case reflects the traditional view
of lenders that the income of· the working wife,
under the best of circumstances, cannot really
be relied upon. Even where credit was given to
the wife's income, she was treated as half a
wage earner rather than as a full wage earner.

Policies of Federal Agencies
Federal Housing Administration (FHA): The
FHA's policy on giving credit to the wife's income traditionally differs somewhat from that of
conventional lenders. FHA policy is to count either all of the wife's income or none of it. By the
mid-1960's, according to FHA records, all of the
wife's income was counted in 75 percent of the
FHA mortgages made where both husband and
wife worked. Today, this figure approaches 90
percent. The significance of these statistics must
be qualified by the fact that they apply only to
mortgages that were actually made. FHA does
not maintain records on unsuccessful mortgage
applicants. Thus, there is no way of knowing
how many families were unsuccessful in obtaining an FHA mortgage because the wife's income
was discounted.
The standard used by FHA in crediting the
income of working wives is that "income and
moti~ating -i l~gI~ rn~I.~l normally .be expected to
cont ~NrV~gllf l ~
G~ penod of mortgage

fc

risk." 38 The underwriting manual still addresses

somewhat conservatively the risk involved in

basing net effective income on two wage earn-

ers.

When the effective income is derived from dual

sources of occupational income, as ln a case when both

risk." 38 The underwriting manual still addresses
somewhat conservatively the risk involved in
basing net effective income on two wage earners.

husband and wife are expected to be employed during the

early period of mortgage risk, risk due to possible reduc-

tions in total occupational income frequently will be in-

creased because of the greater probability that one or the

other mortgagor may suffer a loss of income. This factor of

risk is of particular importance when the dual income is

represented by the salaries of young married couples."

On the relationship between the income of the

working wife and pregnancy, FHA softens its po-

When the effective income is derived from dual
sources of occupational income, as in a case when both
husband and wife are expected to be employed during the
early period of mortgage risk, risk due to possible reductions in total occupational income frequently will be increased because of the greater probability that one or the
other mortgagor may suffer a loss of income. This factor of
risk is of particular importance when the dual income is
represented by the salaries of young married couples.II

sition.

The principal element of mortgage risk in allowing the

income of working wives as effective income is the possi-

bility of its interruption by maternity leave. Most employers

On the relationship between the income of the
working wife and pregnancy, FHA softens its position.

recognize this possibility and provide for maternity leave,

with Job retention, as an inducement of employment. With

strong motives for returning to work any failure to do so

after maternity leave would probably be due to causes

which would be unpredictable and would represent such a

very small percentage of volume that it could be accepted

as a calculated risk.40

The "strong motive" standard, however, is vague

and open to individual interpretation.

FHA policy, although liberal at the national

level, is implemented at the local level according

to the facts of each case, thereby permitting

wide latitude in the exercise of judgment by indi-

vidual FHA officials. This local autonomy causes

some disquiet and misunderstanding within the

real estate community. For example, despite the

high national percentage of mortgages made in

which the income of both husband and wife ls

counted, two brokers in Hartford believe that

FHA will not count the income of a married

woman under age 36. The brokers' belief is not

groundless because the mortgage table on which

many local brokers and lenders rely states, in-

correctly, that FHA will not count the income of

a wife under 32 years of age.41

Veterans Administration (VA): Until very re-

cently, the Veterans Administration treated

wives' income more restrictively than the FHA. ln

February 1973, the Washington Post published

an article that alleged that a lender required a

veteran and his wife, who were applying for a Gl

loan, to disclose their method of birth control

through a physician's statement and to take

measures to prohibit conception and/or termi-

nate pregnancy in order to qualify the wife's

income.42 ln response to this incident, the Veter-

ans Administration issued a circular to its field

stations which attempted to establish guidelines

on treatment of wives' income.43 The circular

denied the foregoing allegations:

The principal element of mortgage risk in allowing the
income of working wives as effective income is the possibility of its interruption by maternity leave. Most employers
recognize this possibility and provide for maternity leave,
with job retention, as an inducement of employment. With
strong motives for returning to work any failure to do so
after maternity leave would probably be due to causes
which would be unpredictable and would represent such a
very small percentage of volume that it could be accepted
as a calculated risk ....

The "strong motive" standard, however, is vague
and open to individual interpretation.
FHA policy, although liberal at the national
level, is implemented at the local level according
to the facts of each case, thereby permitting
wide latitude in the exercise of judgment by individual FHA officials. This local autonomy causes
some disquiet and misunderstanding within the
real estate community. For example, despite the
high national percentage of mortgages made in
which the income of both husband and wife Is
counted, two brokers in Hartford believe that
FHA will not count the income of a married
woman under age 36. The brokers' belief is not
groundless because the mortgage table on which
many local brokers and lenders rely states, incorrectly, that FHA will not count the income of
a wife under 32 years of age. 41
Veterans Administration (V A): Until very recently, the Veterans Administration treated
wives' income more restrictively than the FHA. In
February 1973, the Washington Post published
an article that alleged that a lender required a
veteran and his wife, who were applying for a GI
loan, to disclose their method of birth control

. . . it is not now and never has been the policy of

the Veterans Administration to request or demand veterans

and their spouses to make any such disclosures. . . .

Further on, it qualified this assertion by saying:

lf such a medical statement (supporting evidence that

a couple are unable to have children) is voluntarily submit-

ted by the veteran to the lender, it cannot very well be re-

.. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Mortgage
Credit Analysis Handbook lor Mortgage Insurance on One to
Four·Family Properties (1972). sec. 1-22. See also Commission
on Civil Rights, Housing, Report for 1961, vol. 4, ch . 3.
.. Mortgage Credit Analysis Handbook, sec. 2-21.2.
.. Ibid., sec. 1-22.b.
• , Mortgage Guides, Inc. The Mortgage Guide (Portland , Oreg.:
1962). The table su mmarizes FHA guid line* In use in 1962.

through a physician's statement and to take
measures to prohibit conception and/or terminate pregnancy in order to qualify the wife's
income:'2 In response to this incident, the Veterans Administration issued a circular to its field
stations which attempted to establish guidelines
on treatment of wives' income.~3 The circular
denied the foregoing allegations:
. . . it is not now and never has been the policy of
the Veterans Administration to request or demand veterans
and their spouses to make any such disclosures ....

Further on, it qualified this assertion by saying:
II such a medical statement (supporting evidence that
a couple are unable to have children) is voluntarily submitted by the veteran to the lender, it cannot very well be refused upon receipt in VA. However, . . . VA would prefer
that any such statements received by builders and lenders
be retained by them.

The circular's counsel on the treatment of wives'
income was just as ambiguous:
A proper conclusion that the wife's income may be
considered toward the repayment of the loan obligation requires a determination as to whether her employment is a
definite characteristic of the family life; i.e., a condition
which normally may be expected to continue. Her entire income may be inCluded if it is derived from steady employment and her age, the nature and length of her employment, and the composition of the family indicate it is
reasonable to conclude that such income is likely to be reliable in the future . Unless that condition is met, only such
portions of the wife 's Income as is determined to be reasonable may be considered ."

On July 18, 1973, however, the Veterans Administration approved a new circular stating that
"in consideration of present-day social and economic patterns , the Veterans Administration will
hereafter recognize in full both the income and
expenses of the veteran and spouse in determining the ability to repay a loan .... " 45 All of the
VA's regional offices have been instructed that
they should no longer discount income on account of sex or marital status in making this determination.
The Federal Home Loan Bank Board
(FHLBB): Responding to a 3-year drive by 13
public interest groups, the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board issued potentially far-reaching
guidelines in December 1973 on nondiscriminatory lending practices. The guidelines caution
•• Washington Post, Feb. 24, 1973, p. A-I . See also letter from
Carol K. Lewicke to the Federal Trade Commission, Bureau
of Consumer Protection, Dec . 20, 1972. available in Commission on eivi I Rights files.
n Veterans Administration, Department of Veterans Benefits, I nformation Bulletin no. 26-73-1 , Feb. 2, 1973 .
.. Ibid .
Veterans Benefits, Clr-

fused upon receipt in VA. However, . . . VA would prefer

that any such statements received by builders and lenders

be retained by them.

The circular's counsel on the treatment of wives'
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against practices that may result in discrimina-

tion even without actual intent to discriminate.

They state that "each loan applicant's credit

worthiness should be evaluated on an individual

basis without reference to presumed characteris-

tics of a group." "â¢

The guidelines describe those underwriting

decisions as discriminatory which distinguish

credit-worthiness on the basis of age, sex,

and/or marital status. The discounting of a work-

ing wife's income may result in discrimination

against race as well as sex, they argue, because

of the greater reliance of the minority family on

the wife's income for housing and other necessi-

ties.

The Single Woman

The women with the greatest difficulty in

gaining access to mortgage finance are single

womenâunmarried, widowed, separated, or di-

against practices that may result in discrimination even without actual intent to discriminate.
They state that "each loan applicant's credit
worthiness should be evaluated on an individual
basis without reference to presumed characteristics of a group." ""
The guidelines describe those underwriting
decisions as discriminatory which distinguish
credit-worthiness on the basis of age, sex,
and/or marital status. The discounting of a working wife's income may result in discrimination
against race as well as sex, they argue, because
of the greater reliance of the minority family on
the wife's income for housing and other necessities.

vorced women. Each is treated somewhat differ-

ently by mortgage lending institutions, but for all

The Single Woman

it is their status as women who are not part of a

male-headed household that is of greatest signif-

icance to mortgage lenders.

Bias against the single individual is evident

in the FHA's underwriting manual:

The mortgagor who is married and has a family gener-

ally evidences more stability than a mortgagor who is

single because, among other things, he [she] has responsi-

bilities holding him [her[ to his [her] obligations."

Thus, unmarried personsâmen or womenâ

are at a disadvantage in seeking to obtain a

mortgage. This disadvantage, however, is not

shared equally by men and women.

The women with the greatest difficulty in
gaining access to mortgage finance are single
women-unmarried, widowed, separated, or divorced women. Each is treated somewhat differently by mortgage lending institutions, but for all
it is their status as women who are not part of a
male-headed household that is of greatest significance to mortgage lenders.
Bias against the single individual is evident
in the FHA's underwriting manual:

A widely held view in the mortgage lending

community is that single women must present a

stronger paper position than single men. Their

credit and income must be more secure than

The mortgagor who is married and has a family generally evidences more stability than a mortgagor who is
single because, among other things, he (she) has responsibilities holding him (her( to his [her) obligations."

those of men of the same status, and their credit

histories must be more closely scrutinized. As a

result, the filtering process is applied more rig-

idly at each stage of the mortgage application

procedure, from broker to branch manager to

formal application. The myth generating this

stringency holds that the female is inherently un-

stable and incapable of conducting her own af-

fairs. She allegedly needs the protection of a

male, usually a husband or father. ln the lending

industry the myth translates into a reluctance to

grant a woman a mortgage loan outright and

often, a requirement of an assumption '- or a

male cosigner.

A peculiar consequence of the theory that

women need protection is the lenders' disinclina-

tion to grant a loan to a woman who wants to

purchase a multifamily dwelling, reasoning that

she would be unable to perform the necessary

maintenance. Normally, "a man would do the re-

pairs himself whereas a woman has to hire

someone," one lending official argued. Accord-

ing to this official, VA policy is even stricter than

his own. He cited the case of a widow who

Thus, unmarried persons-men or womenare at a disadvantage in seeking to obtain a
mortgage. This disadvantage, however, is not
shared equally by men and women.
A widely held view in the mortgage lending
community is that single women must present a
stronger paper position than single men. Their
credit and income must be more secure than
those of men of the same status, and their credit
histories must be more closely scrutinized. As a
result, the filtering process is applied more rigidly at each stage of the mortgage application
procedure, from broker to branch manager to
formal application. The myth generating this
stringency holds that the female is inherently unstable and incapable of conducting her own affairs. She allegedly needs the protection of a
male, usually a husband or father. In the (ending
industry the myth translates into a reluctance to
grant a woman a mortgage loan outright and

often, a requirement of an assumption'~ or a
male cosigner.
A peculiar consequence of the theory that
women need protection is the lenders' disinclination to grant a loan to a woman who wants to
purchase a multifamily dwelling, reasoning that
she would be unable to perform the necessary
maintenance. Normally, "a man would do the repairs himself whereas a woman has to hire
someone," one lending official argued. According to this official, VA policy is even stricter than
his own. He cited the case of a widow who
worked part-time and received social security.
She wanted to buy a multifamily property. He approved the loan, but VA rejected the application
on the ground of insufficient income. Based on
his previous experience with VA, the lender felt
that this excuse was used to camouflage the true
reason for rejection, which was the repair issue.

The Unmarried Woman: In the case of an
unmarried younger woman, the principal reason
cited for denying mortgages is the likelihood of
marriage and pregnancy, and consequent shift in
economic status, which serve as risk factors.
One broker told Commission staff that in his experience, of all categories of single women, the
young unmarried woman has the most trouble
securing a mortgage.
Another broker said that the only wayan
unmarried woman can get a mortgage is through
an assumption. He tried unsuccessfully to secure
financing on a home for a professional woman
who had worked for 23 years. Such failures not
only disappoint the individual; they also influence the real estate community to discourage
similar clients. Assumptions, however, are considered a safety device; should the woman default, the institution can hold the principal mortgagor liable.
Policies vary both among and within
institutions with regard to unmarried women. Officials of lending institutions at the central level
generally stress length of employment; branch
managers and brokers emphasize age of applicant and type of job. One branch manager went
so far as to assert that an unmarried woman
could obtain a loan only if she had a professional career. The marginal case, according to a
loan officer, would be that of the older, unmarried woman in a nonprofessional occupation,
such as a waitress or store clerk, and with only

worked part-time and received social security.

She wanted to buy a multifamily property. He ap-

proved the loan, but VA rejected the application

on the ground of insufficient income. Based on

.. 38 Fed. Reg. 34653 § 531.8(b).
" Mortgage Credit Analysis H ndbook, sec , 2-7a.

reason for rejection, which was the repair issue.

The Unmarried Woman: ln the case of an

.
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his previous experience with VA, the lender felt

that this excuse was used to camouflage the true

.. In lin assumption, ultimate responsibility reata with the original
mortgagor ~"T,Il1 ~ ~in
,Il:\ gagor takea on. or assumes, payments of tmi' 01'- g n8~ ' 10 irf'.
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a modest downpayment. Even if she has a rea-

sonably long record of employment, it is unlikely

that she would be approved for a home mort-

gage, he said, because her employment is con-

sidered unstable.

The Widow: The widow applying for a home

loan generally has a better chance of obtaining

it than other single women. She more often can

rely on life insurance proceeds, social security

payments, or settlement on an estate to provide

a healthy downpayment and assure a regular in-

come. One lending official said that although

widows represent a variety of ages and eco-

nomic circumstances, if they have a sufficient

downpayment and a guarantee of regular in-

come, their prospects for homeownership often

are relatively bright.

The Separated Woman: ln Hartford, the sep-

arated woman, particularly if informally sepa-

rated, is in an awkward position in trying to pur-

chase a home. Under Connecticut law, a

husband is liable for his "wife's reasonable sup-

port while abandoned [by him]." 10 The hus-

band's liability extends even to cases where the

wife has an independent income.

One of the primary concerns of lenders in

making a mortgage loan is assurance of unambig-

uous liability. For this reason, the informally

separated woman falls into a high risk category.

lf she were approved for a mortgage loan and

then defaulted on payments, lenders could not

be certain that the husband would be required to

make the payments, even assuming he were fin-

ancially able to do so. The reason for uncertainty

is that the husband's liability exists only if the

separation results from his abandoning the wife,

not from her abandoning him. Thus, under an in-

formal separation arrangement, the lender could

not be entirely sure that the husband was liable.

Under formal separation, the legal rights

and liabilities are much clearer. ln Connecticut,

legal separation carries all the conditions of a

divorce except that the parties are not yet free

to marry again. Neither party is liable for the

debts incurred by the other, and a wife's right to

alimony, support of children, and financial allow-

ances are specified by the court. For this reason,

one mortgage company requires proof of legal

separation as a condition to considering sepa-

rated women for a mortgage loan.

Other mortgage lenders simply will not deal

with separated women at all, whether the sepa-

ration is formal or informal. The vice president of

one savings and loan association flatly stated

that, because of ambiguous liability, separated

women are not eligible for mortgage loans from

his institution.

Despite the fact that FHA policy generally

weighs heavily against separated women, in a

recent case in Hartford, the local FHA office did

approve a separated woman for a loan under the

section 235 program.50 lnitially, her application

was not processed because she was only sepa-

rated, not divorced, from her husband. FHA

a modest down payment. Even if she has a reasonably long record of employment, it is unlikely
that she would be approved for a home mortgage, he said, because her employment is considered unstable.
The Widow: The widow applying for a home
loan generally has a better chance of obtaining
it than other single women. She more often can
rely on life insurance proceeds, social security
payments, or settlement on an estate to provide
a healthy downpayment and assure a regular income. One lending official said that although
widows represent a variety of ages and economic circumstances, if they have a sufficient
down payment and a guarantee of regular income, their prospects for homeownership often
are relatively bright.
The Separated Woman: In Hartford, the separated woman, particularly if informally separated, is in an awkward position in trying to purchase a home. Under Connecticut law, a
husband is liable for his "wife's reasonable support while abandoned [by him]." II' The husband's liability extends even to cases where the
wife has an independent income.
One of the primary concerns of lenders in
making a mortgage loan is assurance of unambiguous liability. For this reason, the informally
separated woman falls into a high risk category.
If she were approved for a mortgage loan and
then defaulted on payments, lenders could not
be certain that the husband would be required to
make the payments, even assuming he were financially able to do so. The reason for uncertainty
is that the husband's liability exists only if the
separation results from his abar.doning the wife,
not from her abandoning him. Thus, under an informal separation arrangement, the lender could
not be entirely sure that the husband was liable.
Under formal separation, the legal rights
and liabilities are much clf3arer. In Connecticut,
legal separation carries all the conditions of a
divorce except that the parties are not yet free
to marry again. Neither party is liable for the
debts incurred by the other, and a wife's right to
alimony, support of children, and financial allowances are specified by the court. For this reason,
one mortgage company requires proof of legal
separation as a condition to considering separated women for a mortgage loan.
Other mortgage lenders simply will not deal
with separated women at all, whether the separation is formal or informal. The vice president of
one savings and loan association flatly stated

counsel, however, reversed the decision because

in his view there was no question of ambiguous

liability, arguing that State law permits a wife to

own property with clear title in her name even

when informally separated from her husband.

Aside from the problems associated with

.. 22 Conn. Gen. SIal. An n. Ch. 809. Sec. 48- 10 (t 949).

that, because of ambiguous liability, separated
women are not eligible for mortgage loans from
his institution.
Despite the fact that FHA policy generally
weighs heavily against separated women, in a
recent case in Hartford, the local FHA office did
approve a separated woman for a loan under the
section 235 program."o Initially, her application
was not processed because she was only separated, not divorced, from her husband. FHA
counsel, however, reversed the decision because
in his view there was no question of ambiguous
liability, arguing that State law permits a wife to
own properly with clear title in her name even
when informally separated from her husband.
Aside from the problems associated with
their legal status, another reason why separated
women have difficulty obtaining mortgages is
that their status allegedly reflects domestic
strife. For example, the Federal Housing Administration, traditionally skeptical of discordant
marital relationships, states in its underwriting
manual:
It has been demonstrated that inharmonious domestic
relationships are an important cause of foreclosure. The
determination as to this risk will be dependent upon recognition of items in the credit report and personal history of
the mortgagor which give evidence of family discord, pending divorce suits, reconciliation after initiation of divorce
suits, and other items which point to unstable family
conditions!'

This policy underscores the stigma imposed on
domestic strife and is especially unfair to women
who continue a long and stable informal separation. It is contradicted by a recent study that
found no statistically significant relationship between marital status and loan delinquency or
foreclosure. ~,2
The Divorced Woman: The divorced woman
also has considerable difficulty in obtaining a
mortgage, both because of the alleged probability of an unstable economic situation and because of her social position. Her financial circumstances are often complex: she may rely on
alimony, child support, or an independent income alone, or any combination of these
sources.
The divorced woman who has a substantial
work history and a separate source of income
", T,tle I. Section 235. of the Housing and Urban Development
Act of 1968 provides subsidies in the form of interest reduct,on payments to mortgage lenders on behalf of lower income
famil,es to enable them to purchase their own homes.
:., Mortgage CredIt Analysis Handbook, sec. 2-7.
'" John P. HerzO\l lind James S. Earley. Home Mortgage Delinquency
!-(1g flO'r- II) '([J n (New York: National Bureau of
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will be treated as any other single woman. Dif-

ferential treatment occurs when alimony or child

support payments are listed as contributing and

fundamental sources of income.

Lenders generally will not rely on support

payments which are not court ordered even if

there is a long history of reliable payments/-1

One lender stated, however, that the pattern of

payments would determine their inclusion in total

income. The divorcee whose support is court or-

dered, and her sole source of income, has a fair

chance of negotiating a loan if she can make a

reasonable downpayment or obtain private mort-

gage insurance, and if her total support can sus-

tain the monthly payments.

Credit ratings are a significant factor in

mortgage applications, and a divorced woman

finds establishing credit particularly difficult if

she does not have her own credit rating already.

A divorcee shares the taint of any adverse infor-

mation in her former husband's rating, even if

she paid their bills promptly. Thus, any negli-

gence on his part would impair her effort to se-

cure independent credit.

Even when income and credit ratings are

sound, divorced women still may be turned down

arbitrarily for mortgages as in the following case.

A 51-year-old divorcee with no dependents,

working as a supervisor at an insurance com-

pany in Hartford, sought to purchase a three-

bedroom, two-bath house in November 1971. The

asking price was $21,500; the sale price was

$20,000. At the time, her annual income was

$8,600, and she had worked at the insurance

company for 15 years. Her credit standing was

excellent and she maintained two department

store charge accounts. She was willing to put

$5,000 down, thus applying for a $15,000 mort-

gage.

She tried to apply for a mortgage at the

main offices of four lending institutions. At one

savings and loan she was told not to fill out an

application because she was "not qualified" and

the loan committee would not approve it. No ex-

planation was offered as to why she was not

qualified. At two others she was told that she did

not "fit their formula," i.e., 30 percent of income

for housing expenses. Having been turned down

by three institutions, she went to a fourth, a sav-

ings and loan, and obtained a 25-year, 7Vz per-

cent mortgage.

Chapter 5. Employment in Hartford

Lending Institutions

The policies and practices of Hartford lend-

ing institutions discussed earlier operate with a

discriminatory effect on minorities and women

seeking mortgage loans. Many of these policies

and practices are not overtly or consciously dis-

criminatory but are viewed by the lending com-

munity as necessary elements of prudent bank-

will be treated as any other single woman. Differential treatment occurs when alimony or child
support payments are listed as contributing and
fundamental sources of income.
Lenders generally will not rely on support
payments which are not court ordered even if
there is a long history of reliable payments. C• l
One lender stated, however, that the pattern of
payments would determine their inclusion in total
income. The divorcee whose support is court ordered, and her sale source of income. has a fair
chance of negotiating a loan if she can make a
reasonable down payment or obtain private mortgage insurance, and if her total support can sustain the monthly payments.
Credit ratings are a significant factor in
mortgage applications, and a divorced woman
finds establishing credit particularly difficult if
she does not have her own credit rating already.
A divorcee shares the taint of any adverse information in her former husband's rating. even if
she paid their bills promptly. Thus, any negligence on his part would impair her effort to secure independent credit.
Even when income and credit ratings are
sound, divorced women still may be turned down
arbitrarily for mortgages as in the following case.
A 51-year-old divorcee with no dependents,
working as a supervisor at an insurance company in Hartford, sought to purchase a threebedroom, two-bath house in November 1971. The
asking price was $21,500; the sale price was
$20,000. At the time, her annual income was
$8,600, and she had worked at the insurance
company for 15 years. Her credit standing was
excellent and she maintained two department
store charge accounts. She was willing to put
$5,000 down, thus applying for a $15.000 mortgage.
She tried to apply for a mortgage at the
main offices of four lending institutions. At one
savings and loan she was told not to fill out an
application because she was "not qualified" and
the loan committee would not approve it. No explanation was offered as to why she was not
qualified. At two others she was told that she did
not "fit their formula," i.e., 30 percent of income
for housing expenses. Having been turned down
by three institutions, she went to a fourth, a savings and loan, and obtained a 25-year, 7V2 percent mortgage.

ing. ln fact, they can be traced to longstanding

.1 This criterion has no basIs in fact because support. whether or
bank tradition and are based on certain assump-

not court ordered. is infrequently paid. For instance. the
Citizens Advisory Council on the Status of Women haa reported that in Wisconsin in 1972 only 13 percent of exspouses were in full compliance 10 years after the settlement;
70 percent had discontinued support altog ethe r.

tions concerning the subordinate role of racial

minorities and women in society.

Banking traditionally has been a profession

Chapter 5. Employment in HarHord
Lending Institutions
The policies and practices of Hartford lending institutions discussed earlier operate with a
discriminatory effect on minorities and women
seeking mortgage loans. Many of these policies
and practices are not overtly or consciously discriminatory but are viewed by the lending community as necessary elements of prudent banking. In fact, they can be traced to longstanding
bank tradition and are based on certain assumptions concerning the subordinate role of racial
minorities and women in society.
Banking traditionally has been a profession
dominated by white males. Those in positions to
make bank policy have been white males, and
the policies they have established have been
geared to facilitate credit for white males. Racial
minorities and women rarely have been in positions to change or even influence these policies.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 :;, prohibits discrimination in employment, and all lenders in Hartford are covered by this statutory
prohibition. The Commission examined the employment records of five Hartford mortgage lending institutions to determine minority and female
representation generally and their representation
in decision making positions. (See Tables 9 and
10.) ~.~. The basic findings of this examination are:
• Women are abundantly represented as
employees of these institutions but almost entirely in low-level pOsitions which carry no authority to influence the policies of the institutions.
• Applying the discriminatory occupational
criteria that these lenders use in weighing a
woman's mortgage application, these women
would not qualify for a loan from the very institutions that employ them.
• Minorities-men and women-are grossly
underrepresented in any positions with these lending institutions but especially in decision making
positions. ~6

., 42 U.S.C. 2000 e-2
"Data for one institution cover only the main branch for 1971
because there were no comparable data lor 1969. The inclusion 01 this institution does not distort the interpretation
because it shows the same patterns as the other institutions
For convenience. the 1971 data are treated as though they
were for 1969
,. The May 1972 HUD Private Lending Institutions Questionnaire
showed that 10 percenl of the employees in 50 cities were
mi nority employees. with 4 percent 01 the decisionmaking
pOSitions -!:Iein • filled . b minorities and 12 percent of the
cashiers aA
,/ .!l1 Llein m nority members.

dominated by white males. Those in positions to
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make bank policy have been white males, and

the policies they have established have been

geared to facilitate credit for white males. Racial

minorities and women rarely have been in posi-
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â¢ Of equal importance, the situation has

not appreciably improved over the 3-year period

• Of equal importance, the situation has
not appreciably improved over the 3-year period
between 1969 and 1972.

between 1969 and 1972.

During this period the number of women

employed at these institutions increased by 198,

all in office, clerical, and service jobs. The num-

ber of female officials, managers, and profes-

sionals declined by one, although the total num-

ber of such positions increased by 29. The

number of minority women working as officials,

managers, and professionals increased from one

to five. The number of minority men in such po-

sitions declined, from five to four.

The number of office, clerical, and service

employees increased by more than 260 positions

from 1969 to 1972, but the great majority of new

employees (75 percent) were white women. The

institutions employed an additional 64 white men

in this category but added only 3 minority fe-

males and 8 minority males.

ln 1969, women constituted 58.4 percent of

the employees and by 1972 this figure had in-

creased to 59.7 percent.3 7 But, whereas in 1969,

6 percent of the female employees were officials,

managers, or professionals, by 1972 this figure

had declined to less than 5 percent.58

The comparative statistics between 1969 and

1972 of minority and female employment by Hart-

ford lenders do not suggest that substantial

progress is being made. Until minorities and

women are more adequately represented in posi-

tions to determine or influence lending policy, it

is unlikely that the policies and practices that

serve to discriminate against these two groups

of homeseekers will be changed.

Table 9. Officials, Managers, and

Professionals, by Race and Sex, Five

Hartford Mortgage Lenders

Table 10. Office, Clerical, and Service

Workers, by Race and Sex, Five Hartford

During this period the number of women
employed at these institutions increased by 198,
all in office, clerical, and service jobs. The number of female officials, managers, and professionals declined by one, although the total number of such positions increased by 29. The
number of minority women working as officials,
managers, and professionals increased from one
to five. The number of minority men in such positions declined, from five to four.
The number of office, clerical, and service
employees increased by more than 260 positions
from 1969 to 1972, but the great majority of new
employees (75 percent) were white women. The
institutions employed an additional 64 white men
in this category but added only 3 minority females and 8 minority males.
In 1969, women constituted 58.4 percent of
the employees and by 1972 this figure had increased to 59.7 percent.;'; But, whereas in 1969,
6 percent of the female employees were officials,
managers, or professionals, by 1972 this figure
had declined to less than 5 percent.'·'
The comparative statistics between 1969 and
1972 of minority and female employment by Hartford lenders do not suggest that substantial
progress is being made. Until minorities and
women are more adequately represented in positions to determine or influence lending policy, it
is unlikely that the policies and practices that
serve to discriminate against these two groups
of homeseekers will be changed.

Mortgage Lenders

1969-72

1969

1972

Change

Table 9. Officials, Managers, and
Professionals, by Race and Sex, Five
Hartford Mortgage Lenders

Total number

353

1969-72

362

29

Women

56

56

-1

Minority women

1

5

4

Black

1

Total number
Women
Minority women
Black
Spanish speaki ng
Asian American
Men
Minority men
Black
Spanish speaking
Asian American

1969
353
56

1
1
0
0
297
5
5
0
0

1972
382
55
5
3
1
1
327
4
4
0
0

Change

29
-1

4

2
1
1
30
-1
-1
0
0

3

2

Source: CommisSIon statl review 01 employment records of
five Hartford mortgage InstitutIons, April 1973.

Spanish speaking

0

1

1

Asian American

0

1

1

Men

"The percentage of female employees who were minority women
remained constant at 2 percent both years.
~'Minority women increased their percentag e i n this group from
Just under 2 percent ip 969 to 9 pe rcent In 9 72

Table 10. Office, Clerical, and Service
Workers, by Race and Sex, Five Hartford
Mortgage Lenders
1969-72
1969
1,250
Total number
Women
878
Minority women
19
17
Black
Spanish speaking
2
Asian American
0
Men
372
Minority men
51
Black
44
Spanish speaking
5
Asian American
2

1972
1,513
1,077
22
18
3
1
436
59
44
11
4

Change

263
199
3
1

1
1
64
8
0

6
2

Source: Commission stafl review 01 employment records of
live Hartford mortgage institutions. April 1973.

Chapter 6. Summary and Conclusion
This report has examined mortgage lending
policies and practices in Hartford, Conn., that
bear on homeownership opportunities for minorities and women. The Commission's purpose has
not been to uncover individual instances of discrimination but to answer this question: If left to
operate in accordance with traditional banking
processes and standards, will the system of
mortgage finance in the city assure fair treatment for minorities and women? The basic finding of this report is that it will not. For minorities
and women, the mortgage finance system is a
stacked deck-stacked sometimes inadvertently,
often unthinkingly, but stacked nonetheless.
As the Commission and other agencies and
organizations have documented, mortgage lending traditionally has been a closed community,
operated largely by white male decisionmakers,
and its standards have been geared to facilitate
service to white male customers. Minorities and
women have had great difficulty in joining this
community, either as decisionmakers or customers.
The principal problem for minorities in the
past was overt discrimination. Regardless of
their personal or financial worth, minorities, simply because of race or national origin, were considered less desirable risks than whites. Moreover, it was deemed virtually unthinkable to
provide them mortgages for houses in nonminority areas. In the past, these discriminatory policies were openly admitted by representatives of
the mortgage lending community and stoutly defended as essential elements of prudent banking,
even by agencies of the Federal Government
charged wi tt!. , resp ~ nsibility for supervising and
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Since the enactment of Title Vll l of the Civil

Rights Act of 1968, mortgage lending discrimina-

tion on the basis of race or ethnic origin has

been unlawful. Public pronouncements advocat-

ing such discrimination are now rarely heard. lt

is unlikely, however, that the traditional banking

attitudes and perceptions about minorities, which

developed and hardened over decades, have

changed substantially in the 6 short years since

Title Vlll was enacted. The fact that mortgage

lenders no longer openly avow discriminatory

practices does not mean they no longer engage

in such practices. Rather, it suggests that they

have gone underground.

ln examining the mortgage lending system

as it relates to minorities, the Commission's prin-

cipal concern was to determine the extent to

Since the enactment of Title VIII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1968, mortgage lending discrimination on the basis of race or ethnic origin has
been unlawful. Public pronouncements advocating such discrimination are now rarely heard. It
is unlikely, however, that the traditional banking
attitudes and perceptions about minorities, which
developed and hardened over decades, have
changed substantially in the 6 short years since
Title VIII was enacted. The fact that mortgage
lenders no longer openly avow discriminatory
practices does not mean they no longer engage
in such practices. Rather, it suggests that they
have gone underground.

which safeguards were provided to assure

against decisions based on racial or ethnic dis-

crimination rather than on objective credit crite-

ria. lt also sought to determine whether the sys-

tem afforded sufficient opportunity for minorities

subjected to discrimination to have their griev-

ances redressed. The Commission found that the

mortgage finance system in Hartford not only

lacks sufficient safeguards to assure against dis-

criminatory decisions but facilitates discrimina-

tory rejection of minorities. The Commission also

found that the system affords little opportunity

for such decisions to be reversed.

The process of obtaining a mortgage is ar-

duous for everyone. But running the three-stage

gauntlet required to obtain a loan is even more

difficult for minorities. Before reaching the final

stage of formal submission of a mortgage loan

application to the loan committee, minorities

In examining the mortgage lending system
as it relates to minorities, the Commission's principal concern was to determine the extent to
which safeguards were provided to assure
against decisions based on racial or ethnic discrimination rather than on objective credit criteria. It also sought to determine whether the system afforded sufficient opportunity for minorities
subjected to discrimination to have their grievances redressed. The Commission found that the
mortgage finance system in Hartford not only
lacks sufficient safeguards to assure against discriminatory decisions but facilitates discriminatory rejection of minorities. The Commission also
found that the system affords little opportunity
for such decisions to be reversed.

must first clear two formidable obstacles: the

real estate broker and the loan officer. Each of

these first two stages carries broad opportunities

for discriminatory or other irrational rejection.

Brokers may reject minority applicants on

the basis of their own bias. Further, because

brokers seek to stay in the good graces of lend-

ing institutions, they prefer not to refer question-

able applicants who may not qualify or, if ap-

proved, may default on the mortgage payment.

Thus, brokers may reject minority applicants be-

cause they think, rightly or wrongly, that the

The process of obtaining a mortgage is arduous for everyone. But running the three-stage
gauntlet required to obtain a loan is even more
difficult for minorities. Before reaching the final
stage of formal submission of a mortgage loan
application to the loan committee, minorities
must first clear two formidable obstacles: the
real estate broker and the loan officer. Each of
these first two stages carries broad opportunities
for discriminatory or other irrational rejection.

lending institution frowns on minority applica-

tions, or because they misunderstand the criteria

used by the lending institution. Moreover, this

stage of the transaction is entirely informal. Re-

jected minority applicants usually are merely told

that they do not qualify for a mortgage loan and

the matter ends there.

Even if minority applicants clear the hurdle

of the broker, they are still one difficult step

away from a formal application. The second hur-

dle is the loan officer, who also handles the

transaction on an informal basis. The loan

officer's decision to recommend or discourage

submission of a final mortgage loan application

is based upon a number of factors, including

some that are highly subjective, such as motiva-

tion, character, and the quality of the applicant's

domestic life. Furthermore, loan officers, whose

Brokers may reject minority applicants on
the basis of their own bias. Further, because
brokers seek to stay in the good graces of lending institutions, they prefer not to refer questionable applicants who may not qualify or, if approved, may default on the mortgage payment.
Thus, brokers may reject minority applicants because they think, rightly or wrongly, that the
lending institution frowns on minority applications, or because they misunderstand the criteria
used by the lending institution. Moreover, this
stage of the transaction is entirely informal. Rejected minority applicants usually are merely told
that they do not qualify for a mortgage loan and
the matter ends t ~ ere.

refer for approval to the loan committee, prefer

to err on the side of extreme caution. lndeed,

h.
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opportunities for career advancement depend in

part on the default rate on applications they

Even if minority applicants clear the hurdle
of the broker. they are still one difficult step
away from a formal application. The second hurdle is the loan officer, who also handles the
transaction on an informal basis. The loan
officer's decision to recommend or discourage
submission of a final mortgage loan application
is based upon a number of factors, including
some that are highly subjective, such as motivation, character, and the quality of the applicant's
domestic life. Furthermore, loan officers, whose
opportunities for career advancement depend in
part on the default rate on applications they
refer for approval to the loan committee, prefer
to err on the side of extreme caution. Indeed,
they are reluctant to accept applications which
they feel may be rejected by the loan committee,
since this reflects adversely on their judgment.
Even criteria that appear objective on the
surface often turn out on closer examination to
have subjective factors that discriminate against
minorities. Criteria such as the maximum permissible ratio of monthly payment to monthly income, the definition of income, credit standards,
and appraisals are applied inconsistently by
Hartford lenders and have the effect of screening
out qualified minority applicants.
Thus, the system of mortgage finance, represented by the screening process and the subjectivity of many of the criteria on which qualifications are measured, affords ample opportunity
for discriminatory rejection of minorities. Even
though discrimination in mortgage lending may
have gone largely underground since enactment
of Title VIII. the Commission's assessment of the
policies and practices of Hartford lenders offers
little assurance that such discrimination has
ceased to exist.
While discrimination against minorities by
Hartford lenders is subtle, discrimination against
women is blatant. Minority women suffer the
double effect of both sex and race discrimination.
Women as a class, unlike minorities. are unprotected against discrimination in mortgage
lending under Federal law. Connecticut and a
number of other States now prohibit sex discrimination in credit transactions, but women, by
their very status as women, nevertheless are
openly considered questionable risks by mortgage lenders. Their treatment varies, depending
upon whether they are married, unmarried, widowed, separated, or divorced, but none receives
treatment equal to that received by men.
The i.DC9l)1e 0 married women, a substantial
percentag#"1. ~ •
mdre gainfully employed, is
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considered "secondary" and rarely credited

more than 50 percent, if at all, in determining a

family's" financial status. This policy works con-

siderable hardship on all families for whom the

wife's income is essential. However, it com-

pounds the problems of minority families, a sub-

stantial percentage of whom rely on the wife's

earnings to meet their needs. The policy of dis-

counting some or all of a working wife's income

has a doubly discriminating effect on these fami-

lies, as they are thus penalized because of both

race and sex.

The policies of mortgage lending institutions

on the discounting of a working wife's income

vary widely from institution to institution and fre-

quently within the same institution. Some general

standards do exist, however. The most favored

working wife is beyond childbearing years, holds

a job considered "professional," and demon-

strates a consistent pattern of continued employ-

ment. She has a good chance of having all or

most of her income credited by the mortgage

lending institution.

The least favored working wife is the young

woman of childbearing years, who may have

young children, and who holds a job considered

"nonprofessional." This class of working wives is

viewed skeptically by the mortgage lending com-

considered "secondary" and rarely credited
more than 50 percent, if at all, in determining a
family's· financial status. This policy works considerable hardship on all families for whom the
wife's income is essential. However, it compounds the problems of minority families, a substantial percentage of whom rely on the wife's
earnings to meet their needs. The policy of discounting some or all of a working wife's income
has a doubly discriminating effect on these families, as they are thus penalized because of both
race and sex.
The pOlicies of mortgage lending institutions
on the discounting of a working wife's income
vary widely from institution to institution and frequently within the same institution. Some general
standards do exist, however. The most favored
working wife is beyond childbearing years, holds
a job considered "professional," and demonstrates a consistent pattern of continued employment. She has a good chance of having all or
most of her income credited by the mortgage
lending institution.

munity as "unstable." Certain assumptions are

made about her regardless of her real situation.

One is that, if she has no children, she is likely

to and will leave her job, at least for a time,

thereby reducing the family income. Another is

that if she already has young children, she is

even more likely to have additional children.

Again, she allegedly will leave her job, at least

for a time. The third assumption is that her "non-

professional" job is unstable and that somehow

makes her unstable. These assumptions add up

to a composite picture of a person in whom

lending institutions place little reliance. There-

fore, her income is automatically discounted, ei-

ther substantially or entirely. Moreover, whether

the family is approved or disapproved, they fre-

quently never learn if, or to what extent, the

wife's income was credited.

The single woman has great difficulty in

gaining access to mortgage finance. The fact

that she is without the protection of a male

makes her suspect to the lending community as

a credit risk. The image of women as "weaker

vessels" also makes lending institutions reluctant

to approve mortgage loans, particularly on multi-

family dwellings, on grounds that women are un-

able to perform the necessary maintenance.

The least favored working wife is the young
woman of childbearing years, who may have
young children, and who holds a job considered
"nonprofessional." This class of working wives is
viewed skeptically by the mortgage lending community as "unstable." Certain assumptions are
made about her regardless of her real situation.
One is that, if she has no children, she is likely
to and will leave her job, at least for a time,
thereby reducing the family income. Another is
that if she already has young children, she is
even more likely to have additional children.
Again, she allegedly will leave her job, at least
for a time. The third assumption is that her "nonprofessional" job is unstable and that somehow
makes her unstable. These assumptions add up
to a composite picture of a person in whom
lending institutions place little reliance. Therefore, her income is automatically discounted, either substantially or entirely. Moreover, whether
the family is approved or disapproved, they frequently never learn if, or to what extent, the
wife's income was credited.

The young, unmarried woman has the most

trouble securing a mortgage, principally because

of the assumption made by lenders that she will

marry, have children, and stop working, thereby

reducing her economic status.

The widow generally is in a more advanta-

geous position, since she often can rely on life

insurance proceeds, social security payments, or

the proceeds of her husband's estate to provide

a healthy downpayment and assure a steady in-

come.

The separated woman is in an awkward po-

sition in seeking to obtain access to mortgage

finance. One reason for this is her uncertain

legal status for debt liability, particularly if the

The single woman has great difficulty in
gaining access to mortgage finance. The fact
that she is without the protection of a male
makes her suspect to the lending community as
a credit risk. The image of women as "weaker
vessels" also makes lending institutions reluctant
to approve mortgage loans, particularly on multifamily dwellings, on grounds that women are unable to perform the necessary maintenq{,\ce.

The young, unmarried woman has the most
trouble securing a mortgage, principally because
of the assumption made by lenders that she will
marry, have children, and stop working, thereby
reducing her economic status.
The widow generally is in a more advantageous position, since she often can rely on life
insurance proceeds, social security payments, or
the proceeds of her husband's estate to provide
a healthy down payment and assure a steady income.
The separated woman is in an awkward position in seeking to obtain access to mortgage
finance. One reason for this is her uncertain
legal status for debt liability, particularly if the
separation is informal. Another reason is that her
status is assumed to reflect domestic strife, an
added suspect factor, according to lenders.
The divorced woman also has considerable
difficulty obtaining a mortgage, both because of
the alleged probability of an unstable economic
situation and because of the social stigma attached to divorce. If her support is court ordered, her chances for obtaining a mortgage are
enhanced. If not court ordered, they are diminished. Furthermore, unless she has established
independent credit, any adverse information in
her former husband's credit rating reflects on
her and further diminishes her chances to obtain
a mortgage.
The Commission also inquired into employment of minorities and women by Hartford mortgage lenders, particularly in decision-making positions. It found that, although women constitute
a majority of the employees at the institutions
surveyed, few occupy positions in which they
can determine or influence lender policy; the
vast majority, in fact, are in clerical and service
occupations. Blacks and Puerto Ricans-both
male and female--are scarce in every level of
mortgage finance institutions.
The system of mortgage finance in Hartford,
under which minorities and women are inequitably treated, reflects a reluctance by the lending
community to alter traditional policies and standards, even though many are unrealistic and others facilitate illegal acts. Discrimination on the
basis of race or ethnic origin is prohibited under
Federal and State law, but the mortgage lending
community adheres to a system under which
such discrimination persists, unabated and undetected. Sex discrimination in mortgage finance,
although not yet prohibited by Federal law, is
prohibitedet d ~ i [ . ently passed in several
State ' ~rw~gl/I~'
I c~i~A ' and is totally at
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odds with the reality of modern-day America in

which women are an increasing and substantial

part of the labor force. Yet mortgage lending in-

stitutions cling to images of women as unstable,

unreliable, and in need of male protection.

Reform is clearly needed. One alternative is

for mortgage lending institutions, themselves, to

reexamine their policies and institute the

changes necessary to assure that minorities and

women are treated equitably. The Commission,

however, recognizes the severe limitations of

relying on voluntary reform. The agencies that

supervise and regulate most of the mortgage

lending institutions in Hartford and throughout

the country should, therefore, require that the

needed reforms be instituted.

On several occasions in recent years, the

Commission, other Federal agencies, and private

groups have sought to point the direction for

such reforms. These recommendations are still

valid. Lending institutions should be required to

maintain records of the race or ethnic back-

ground and sex of mortgage applicants and per-

sons who make oral inquiries about home

loans.â¢'"1 Such data is urgently needed as a basis

for uncovering and correcting patterns of dis-

crimination. Otherwise, the burden of redress

'The Federal Reserve System, the Federal Deposit insurance

Corporation, the Comptroller of the Currency, and the Federal

Home Loan Bank Board recently have implemented an experi-

mental program to collect racial and ethnic data over a 6-

month period in 18 cities during 1974. The objective is to

develop a recordkeeping requirement for racial data on the

odds with the reality of modern-day America in
which women are an increasing and substantial
part of the labor force . Yet mortgage lending institutions cling to images of women as unstable,
unreliable, and in need of male protection.
Reform is clearly needed. One alternative is
for mortgage lending institutions, themselves, to
reexamine their policies and institute the
changes necessary to assure that minorities and
women are treated equitably. The Commission,
however, recognizes the severe limitations of
relying on voluntary reform . The agencies that
supervise and regulate most of the mortgage
lending institutions in Hartford and throughout
the country should, therefore, require that the
needed reforms be instituted.
On several occasions in recent years, the
Commission, other Federal agencies, and private
groups have sought to point the direction for
such reforms. These recommendations are still
valid. Lending institutions should be required to
maintain records of the race or ethnic background and sex of mortgage applicants and persons who make oral inquiries about home
loans. '·" Such data is urgently needed as a basis
for uncovering and correcting patterns of discrimination. Otherwise, the burden of redress

disposition of mortgage loan applications. The information

required under the experiment includes the applicant's age,

sex, marital status, and financial situation.

rests entirely on the complaint process, a most

inadequate means of remedying discrimination.

The regulatory agencies, especially the Federal

Deposit lnsurance Corporation and the Federal

Home Loan Bank Board, which have considered

"The Federal Reserve System , the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation. the Comptroller of the Currency. and the Federal
Home loan Bank Board recently have implemented an experomental program to collect racial and ethnic data over a 6month period in 18 cities during 1974. The objective is to
develop a recordkeeping requirement for racial data on the
dispOsition of mortgage loan applications . The information
required under the experiment inctudes the applicant's age,
lex, marital status. and financial situation.

rests entirely on the complaint process, a most
inadequate means of remedying discrimination.
The regulatory agencies, especially the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board, which have considered
such a requirement, should move with speed to
require member institutions to initiate an effective data collection system.
Another way to generate reform is to require
lenders to provide homeseekers with written
statements of the criteria used in determining
their eligibility for a mortgage. Lenders also
should be required to notify in writing rejected
applicants and persons advised against making
application, informing them of the reasons for
their rejection. These steps would discourage
loan officers from arbitrarily dissuading or rejecting applicants, as such actions would be matters
of public record.
Examiners from the financial regulatory
agencies should be charged with the responsibility of detecting discrimination by lenders. To this
end audits and examinations of lender practices
must be expanded. In particular, the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board should establish a monitoring system to assure that its newly established guidelines are being followed.
Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (the
Federal Fair Housing Law) must be amended to
prohibit discrimination based on sex. Single
women and working wives could then more easily fight sex discrimination in the courts.
Unless these measures are instituted, equal
housing opportunity will remain for most minorities and women a slogan without substance.
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Summary

Most rural areas are without an adequate

low income housing delivery system, mainly be-

cause the necessary institutionsâincluding de-

velopers, builders, and public agenciesâare in

short supply. To create all these institutions in

rural areas would be a monumental task. How-

ever, there is a faster, more effective way to de-

velop a low income housing delivery capability in

rural areas through the creation of a public
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housing delivery system. Public institutions have

proved themselves in the forefront of meeting

the housing needs of poor people, and the great-

est housing need in rural areas is surely that of

Summary

the poor.

There are few public institutions in rural

areas that do or can provide low income hous-

ing. Presently, the most active of the alternatives

is the rural housing authority, particularly those

on the regional or State levels. To some extent,

however, other regional agencies are becoming

more involved with housing and may offer worka-

ble approaches to developing a rural low income

housing delivery system. These authorities and

agencies can overcome at least some of the in-

stitutional gaps existing in rural America and

therefore have the capability of combating the

problems of small and dispersed populations

that plague nonmetropolitan areas. These institu-

tions provide a substantial base on which to

build an effective rural delivery system.

Rural Housing Authorities

Most housing authorities in rural areas are

small, and the literature on small authorities

â¢ This paper was printed separately in February 1974 by the

Housing Assistance Council. Inc. The Library of Congress

Catalog Card number Is 74-75448.

points to their inefficiencies and the burden they

place on Federal housing staff. A poll of all De-

partment of Housing and Urban Development

area offices confirmed the problems of small au-

thorities. In an effort to overcome these difficul-

ties and lessen the burden on Federal housing

staff, HUD has published over the past decade

three management circulars critical of small

authorities and praising various efforts at con-

solidation, including cooperative management

agreements and multitown or multicounty ar-

rangements. (HUD has never mentioned State

Most rural areas are without an adequate
low income housing delivery system, mainly because the necessary institutions-including developers, builders, and public agencies-are in
short supply. To create all these institutions in
rural areas would be a monumental task. However, there is a faster, more effective way to develop a low income housing delivery capability in
rural areas through the creation of a public
housing delivery system. Public institutions have
proved themselves in the forefront of meeting
the housing needs of poor people, and the greatest housing need in rural areas is surely that of
the poor.
There are few public institutions in rural
areas that do or can provide low income housing. Presently, the most active of the alternatives
is the rural housing authority, particularly those
on the regional or State levels. To some extent,
however, other regional agencies are becoming
more involved with housing and may offer workable approaches to developing a rural low income
housing delivery system. These authorities and
agencies can overcome at least some of the institutional gaps existing in rural America and
therefore have the capability of combating the
problems of small and dispersed populations
that plague nonmetropolitan areas. These institutions provide a substantial base on which to
build an effective rural delivery system.

authorities.) The regional or multicounty authori-

ties were considered the most efficient because

they require only one annual contributions con-

Rural Housing Authorities

tract and one board of commissioners. Addi-

tional benefits resulting from the regional struc-

ture are their greater financial flexibility and their

Most housing authorities in rural areas are
small, and the literature on small authorities

ability to cover a multitude of small towns and

unincorporated areas which otherwise could not

support housing programs.

Because there are few studies on how these

• This paper was printed separately in Feb ru ary 1974 by the
Housing Assistance Council, Inc. The Library 01 Con g ress
Catalog Card number Is 74-75448.

points to their inefficiencies and the burden they
place on Federal housing staff. A poll of all Department of Housing and Urban Development
area offices confirmed the problems of small authorities. In an effort to overcome these difficulties and lessen the burden on Federal housing
staff, HUD has published over the past decade
three management circulars critical of small
authorities and praising various efforts at consolidation, including cooperative management
agreements and multitown or multicounty arrangements. (HUD has never mentioned State
authorities.) The regional or multicounty authorities were considered the most efficient because
they require only one annual contributions contract and one board of commissioners. Additional benefits resulting from the regional structure are their greater financial flexibility and their
ability to cover a multitude of small towns and
unincorporated areas which otherwise could not
support housing programs.
Because there are few studies on how these
consolidated housing efforts actually operate, the
Housing Assistance Council conducted a study
of seven rural authorities representing various
forms of consolidation. The results were encouraging in terms of the quality of the low income
housing programs found in these rural areas,
and the potential these authorities exhibited for
expanding their responsibilities in housing and
the provision of related services. All the authorities, regardless of type, are well respected public institutions in the areas they serve. They provide housing and other services of a decent and
often superior quality to families and the elderly
living in extremely small towns. Though their
costs are comparable to smaller authorities, the
service they provide their tenants, according to
HUD personnel, is far better. Additionally, these
authorities may achieve cost savings in the long
run.
Generally, the regional or State housing
structures offered the most simplified (only one
set of financial records is required, for example) and, yet, the most extensive housing programs of the authorities studied. One of the regional authorities has created its own nonprofit
housing developer and has used its bonding authority to support the development of a range of
low and moderate income housing. Another authority has placed as few as one to six units in
small rural towns throughout an entire State, and
has stimulated the rehabilitation of substantial
numbers of large older houses. Another provided
·m.t demonstration of the
the Nation
:i1t1n .(
Turnk llHV~ p ~ h ffl~A<w ram.

consolidated housing efforts actually operate, the

Housing Assistance Council conducted a study

of seven rural authorities representing various
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Although regional and State structures can

often best serve rural areas, the size of the re-

gions or the number of units to be managed by

one authority depends on the peculiarities of

local conditions. The proximity of housing loca-

tions or the acce'ssibility of locations to each

other may determine whether certain areas

should combine their housing efforts. Size of

population is also important. ln a primarily rural

State, where each county's population is small,

regional authorities may be less advisable than a

single State authority (this analysis extends to

other types of housing delivery systems as well).

There are no hard and fast rules to determine

optimum size of a rural housing program, since

local conditions must always be considered.

Other Rural Agencies With Housing Delivery

Potential

Economic development districts and other

types of regional planning agencies are grad-

Although regional and State structures can
often best serve rural areas, the size of the regions or the number of units to be managed by
one authority depends on the peculiarities of
local conditions. The proximity of housing locations or the accessibility of locations to each
other may determine whether certain areas
should combine their housing efforts. Size of
population is also important. In a primarily rural
State, where each county's population is small,
regional authorities may be less advisable than a
single State authority (this analysis extends to
other types of housing delivery systems as well).
There are no hard and fast rules to determine
optimum size of a rural housing program, since
local conditions must always be considered.

ually becoming interested in low income housing

development. These organizations have a pres-

ence in rural areas, and their comprehensive

planning function gives them an attractive advan-

Other Rural Agencies With Housing Delivery
Potential

tage over single purpose agencies, such as re-

gional housing authorities. At this time, however,

these agencies are generally limited to planning

functions and, in many States, legislation prohib-

its planning and development district organiza-

tions from program implementation. ln some

areas there is a movement toward providing

them with the powers to implement certain pro-

grams, and nearly a score of such agencies have

already become involved in housing develop-

ment.

ln addition to the various types of regional

agencies, the State housing agencies created in

recent years are also potentially effective rural

housing delivery mechanisms. Approximately 31

States have created housing agencies with

finance or development powers, or both, and

some of these were created specifically to work

in rural areas. Most State housing agencies now

rely on nonprofit and limited dividend developers

to carry out the objectives of the State program.

The tendency is therefore towards shallow sub-

sidy programs and higher income consumers.

Because of the shortage of such developers in

rural areas, the tendency is also towards devel-

opment in the cities and suburbs. When more

State agencies become involved in the direct de-

velopment of housing, including development

under the low rent public housing program, their

potential for serving rural housing needs will be

better realized.

Conclusions and Recommendations

1. For several reasons, public agencies ap-

pear to be the most promising elements for pro-

viding basic low income housing delivery in rural

areas in a relatively short period of time. At the

core of any rural low income housing delivery

system should be a strong public housing and

community development agency.

2. Although the most common public institu-

Economic development districts and other
types of regional planning agencies are gradually becoming interested in low income housing
development. These organizations have a presence in rural areas, and their comprehensive
planning function gives them an attractive advantage over single purpose agenCies, such as regional housing authorities. At this time, however,
these agencies are generally limited to planning
functions and, in many States, legislation prohibits planning and development district organizations from program implementation. In some
areas there is a movement toward providing
them with the powers to implement certain programs, and nearly a score of such agencies have
already become involved in housing development.
In addition to the various types of regional
agencies, the State housing agencies created in
recent years are also potentially effective rural
housing delivery mechanisms. Approximately 31
States have created housing agencies with
finance or development powers, or both, and
some of these were created specifically to work
in rural areas. Most State housing agencies now
rely on nonprofit and limited dividend developers
to carry out the objectives of the State program.
The tendency is therefore towards shallow subsidy programs and higher income consumers.
Because of the shortage of such developers in
rural areas, the tendency is also towards development in the cities and suburbs. When more
State agencies become involved in the direct development of housing, including development

under the low rent public housing program, their
potential for serving rural housing needs will be
better realized.

Conclusions and Recommendations
1. For several reasons, public agencies appear to be the most promiSing elements for providing basic low income housing delivery in rural
areas in a relatively short period of time. At the
core of any rural low income housing delivery
system should be a strong public housing and
community development agency.
2. Although the most common public institution with low income housing capabilities in rural
areas is the small local housing authority, it is
often an inefficient operation. Regardless of
stated HUD "policy," small authorities have proliferated in recent years. HUD should enforce its
policy of consolidation of small housing programs.
3. Regional and State public housing authorities are providing housing for families and
the elderly living in small towns and rural areas.
Their operations have overcome many of the
problems faced by small local housing authorities, and their structure provides a realistic approach to serving rural areas. These types of
agenCies have jurisdictional responsibility for
small towns and unincorporated areas that would
not otherwise be able to sustain their own housing programs. It should become national policy
to encourage regional and State approaches to
rural housing community development needs
wherever feasible.
4. Rural regional housing authorities are,
generally, single purpose agencies, and rarely
administer comprehensive community development programs. Further study of these agencies
would unveil the full spectrum of their powers
and why those powers are not being used. Research is needed into the potentialities and
drawbacks inherent in broadening the responsibilities of rural housing authorities, and there
should be demonstrations of how these authorities could expand their responsibilities to include
other community development roles in rural
areas.
5. Economic development districts and regional planning agencies should have overall development plans for the areas they serve that in-
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tegrate housing with economic and other types

of development. Additionally, some of these

agencies have or are seeking program imple-

mentation powers. There should be further re-

search into the powers (planning, technical as-

sistance, implementation) of these agencies, and

demonstrations of how the full complement of

their powers can be used to house low income

rural people.

6. State housing agencies have yet to meet

the needs of rural areas. State agencies should

be encouraged to take immediate steps towards

tegrate housing with economic and other types
of development. Additionally, some of these
agencies have or are seeking program implementation powers. There should be further research into the powers (planning, technical assistance, implementation) of these agencies, and
demonstrations of how the full complement of
their powers can be used to house low income
rural people.

designing and implementing rural low income

housing programs, even though this entails addi-

tional legislation in many States.

7. All moves toward regional or State hous-

ing delivery mechanisms must respond to the ar-

guments for local control. Particularly in the

public housing program, the notion of local con-

trol has become firmly entrenched. It should be

6. State housing agencies have yet to meet
the needs of rural areas. State agencies should
be encouraged to take immediate steps towards
designing and implementing rural low income
housing programs, even though this entails additional legislation in many States.

national policy to provide communities with in-

formation on the benefits of cooperative efforts,

and there should be rewards (housing unit set-

asides, etc.) for those communities willing to join

in a regional program. State laws should be

amended to allow all options for regional and

State housing structures.

8. There are many more alternatives to rural

low income housing delivery beyond those pre-

sented in this report. Although the case studies

present various rural housing authority opera-

tions and some information was gathered on

other types of agencies, much greater detail

would be useful. Further research should be

conducted into the alternative institutional ap-

7. All moves toward regional or State housing delivery mechanisms must respond to the arguments for local control. Particularly in the
public housing program, the notion of local control has become firmly entrenched. It should be
national policy to provide communities with information on the benefits of cooperative efforts,
and there should be rewards (housing unit setasides, etc.) for those communities willing to join
in a regional program. State laws should be
amended to allow all options for regional and
State housing structures.

population, however, the incidence of poverty
and inadequate housing in rural areas is much
greater than that in the cities. One metropolitan
house in 25 is inadequate, and one person in
nine is below the poverty level. In nonmetropolitan areas, one house in seven is inadequate, and
one person in five is poor.l
Unfortunately, there is a great distance between documentation of this situation and an adequate response to it. Most federally assisted
housing programs, as Table 1 illustrates, have
focused mainly on the housing needs of moderate income families and the elderly. The exception to this moderate income focus is public
housing. With capital grants for construction, and
subsequent operating subsidies, this program is
specifically designed for poverty level families
and the elderly.

Table 1. Percentage Distribution of Families
Served by Federally Assisted Housing
Programs, by Gross Annual Income
PROGRAM
Rent

236 ~
5021
SUpS.2
235 2
Income
0.8
19.0
58.0
less than $3,000 3.7
15.0
20.0
$3,000 to $3,999 7.4
3.8
20.03
$4,000 to $4,999 13.4
14.2
11.0
$5,000 to $5,999 15.6
25.2
19.0
5.0
$6,000 and over 59.0
27.0
5.0
56.0
Median
Income
$6,502 $6,241 $4,831 $2,658 $2,510

proaches to rural low income housing delivery

and more detailed comparisons should be made

of the relative benefits of each.
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greater than that in the cities. One metropolitan

house in 25 is inadequate, and one person in

nine is below the poverty level. In nonmetropoli-

tan areas, one house in seven is inadequate, and

one person in five is poor.1

Unfortunately, there is a great distance be-

tween documentation of this situation and an ad-

equate response to it. Most federally assisted

housing programs, as Table 1 illustrates, have

Public
Housing 2
61.0
21.0
11.0
5.0
3.0

8. There are many more alternatives to rural
low income housing delivery beyond those presented in this report. Although the case studies
present various rural housing authority operations and some information was gathered on
other types of agencies, much greater detail
would be useful. Further research should be
conducted into the alternative institutional approaches to rural low income housing delivery
and more detailed comparisons should be made
of the relative benefits of each.

Farmers Home Administration, 1972.
HUD, 1971 Statistical Yearbook.
, It is doubtful that nearly 50 percent 01 236 tenants would
have annual incomes less than $5,000 if they were not
receiving rent supplements. since the average family
income for nonsubsidized families in 236 housing is
approximately $6,000.

An Overview of Rural Public Housing
Problems

Although it cannot be said that the public
housing program is an accurate measure of the
total Federal response to housing needs, it is a

I
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focused mainly on the housing needs of moder-

ate income families and the elderly. The excep-

tion to this moderate income focus is public

housing. With capital grants for construction, and

subsequent operating subsidies, this program is

specifically designed for poverty level families

and the elderly.

Table 1. Percentage Distribution of Families

Served by Federally Assisted Housing

Programs, by Gross Annual Income

PROGRAM

Public

Rent Hous-

Income 502 ' 235 2 236 2 Sups.: ing 2

Less than $3,000 3.7 0.8 19.0 58.0 61.0

$3,000 to $3,999 7.4 3.8 15.0 20.0 21.0

Rural America's critical problems of poverty
and bad housing are not mentioned as often as
those of the cities, although all available evidence shows that they are as severe. In absolute
numbers, poverty level people and inadequate
housing units are found about equally in urban
and rural areas. Because of the smaller rural

1

Because figures on dilapidated and deteriorating housing are
unavailable, inadequate housing is defined here as housing
that is lacking lome or all essential plumbing facilitiel or
having more than 1.01 persons per room. The poverty definition used is the same as that established by the Office 01
Economic Opportunity, an amount that is now approximately
$4.200 for a family of four. All figures on poverty and inadeQuate hOUSing can be obtained from the 1970 Census 01
Housing (Detailed Housing Characteristics) and Cenlus 01
Population (Detailed Social and Economic Character/lSlica).

riginal from

$4,000 to $4,999 13.4 14.2 20.03 11.0 11.0

$5,000 to $5,999 15.6 25.2 19.0 5.0 5.0
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$6,000 and over 59.0 56.0 27.0 5.0 3.0

Median

Income $6,502 $6,241 $4,831 $2,658 $2.510
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Table 2. Percent Distribution of Public Housing ACC's, Population Inadequate Housing, and

Poverty Level Persons, by Metropolitan Status and Population Density of Counties, 1971

Percent of

Population

Percent Of

Table 2. Percent Distribution of Public Housing ACC's, Population Inadequate Housing, and
Poverty Level Persons, by Metropolitan Stat us and Population Density of Counties, 1971

lnadequate

Housing*

Percent Of

Poverty

County Classification
Metropolitan I
high density~
low density"

Population

Percent

Of

ACC's

Subtotal
County Classification

Nonmetropolitan
high density
low density

Metropolitan<

high density-

low density*

Subtotal
Total

65.1

4.4

Percent of
Population

Percent Of
Inadequate
Housing4

Percent Of
Poverty
Population

Percent
Of
ACC 's

65.1
4.4
69.5

51.2
4.6
55.8

51.9
4.7
56 .6

74 .6
2.9
77.5

7.8
22 .7
30.5
100

8
36.2
44.2
100

7.7
35.7
43.4
100

6 .4
16.1
22.5
100

51.2

46

51.9

4.7

74.6

2.9

Metropolitan counties are those found within a Standard Metropotitan Statistical Area, as designated by the U .S. Bureau 01 the
Census
'A high density county has more than 100 persons per square mile .
'A low density county has less than 100 persons per square mile.
• Lacking some or all essent,al plumbing facilities , or more than 1.01 persons per room
Source : US . Bureau of the Census; Department of Housing and Urban Development.
1

Subtotal

69.5

55.8

56.6

77.5

Nonmetropolitan

high density

low density

7.8

22.7

8

36.2

7.7

35.7

64

16.1

Subtotal

30.5

442

43.4

22.5

Total

100

100

measure of the response to the housing needs of
the poor."
In rural areas. the most critical housing
needs are those of the poor. and the extent to
which public housing is available in these areas
measures how well the housing needs of the
poor are being met. I
The Housing Assistance Council (HAC) and
the Rural Housing Alliance have published a
study on the distribution of federally assisted
public housing units between urban and rural
areas . Table 2 is a brief summary of the findings
of this study.
Roughly half of the Nation's counties and
county equivalents, containing 36 million people.
still had no public housing at the end of 1971,
even though their need for public housing was
as great or greater than in those counties with a

100

1
100

1 Metropofitan counties are those found within a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area, as designated by the U.S. Bureau of the

Census.

2 A high density county has more than 100 persons per square mile.

>A low density county has less than 100 persons per square mile.

4 Lacking some or all essential plumbing facilities, or more than 1.01 persons per room.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census; Department of Housing and Urban Development.

measure of the response to the housing needs of

the poor.2

ln rural areas, the most critical housing

needs are those of the poor, and the extent to

which public housing is available in these areas

measures how well the housing needs of the

poor are being met.:(

The Housing Assistance Council (HAC) and

J

The rent supplement program , when attached to subsidized
hOUSing unils produced under the Federal Housing Administralion (FHA) sections 236 and 221(d)(3) programs. also
serves poverty level families and the elderly. but, like the
other FHA programs. It is largely urban. It is estimated that
as 01 late 1971 only 29 percent of the FHA rent supplement
units were outside of metropolitan areas . (See Low-Income
Housing Bullel i n, November 1972, published by the Rural
Housing Alliance .) The scale of the rent supplement program
should also be considered In fiscal year 1972, there were
more than 100.000 public housing units brought under annual contributions contract (ACC). but only 42,000 rent supplement unit reservations
The Census Bureau's MetropOlitan HOUSIng Characteristics shows
that fully 60 percent of the housing units in nonmetropolitan
areas that lack essential plumbing faCilities or Bre severely
overcrowded (more than 1.5 persons per room) are occupied
by persons and families with i ncomes of less than $4,000 per
year .

19 Ize

the Rural Housing Alliance have published a

study on the distribution of federally assisted

public housing units between urban and rural

areas. Table 2 is a brief summary of the findings

of this study.
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program. I Clearly. rural areas have not received
a share of public housing assistance proportionate to their need."

Reasons for the Inequitable Distribution of
Units
There are a number of reasons why rural
areas have not received their share of public
housing assistance. For one, there are a limited
number of units available and the competition
among localities for these units is intense. (According to the most recently available HUD
data. there were well over 400,000 units in the
• See Public Housing: Where It Is and Isn't, by the Housing Assistance Council and the Rural Housing Alliance (available
upon request) . This study measures the cumulatIve ineqUity
in the distribution of public housing units since the inception
of the program some 30 years ago . In recent years , the diStribution of these units between urban and rural areas has
been more balanced: from 1959 through 1961 only 25 percent
01 public housing starts were outside of Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas: more current figures show the nonmetropolitan share has risen to approximately 42 percent.
" It should be pointed out that none of the existing hOUSIng programs were intended to meet the need fully . To Quote a
lormer Assistant Secretary ot HUD lor HOUSing Production
and Mortgage Credit, ".
those who talk about the Inequalities and inequities in present programs appear to be
lacking in suHicient sophist i cation ,
the very Inequ ities
Bre the only things that make them possible." (Interview With
Eugene Gulledge, Housing Affairs Letler, No . 73-10. March 9.
1973). The point is, 01 course, that any program deSIgned to
meet all low income housing needs would never be created
because 01 the expense . Recognizing thIS, the complaint
made here IS not that rural housing needs have not been
met-thiS IS not a startling discovery-but rather that those
housing resources that do eXist have been dlfected in the
past large Y
a . F~ e

Pg{t
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public housing application pipeline as of Decem-

ber 1971.)6 Because much of the poverty and

bad housing in rural areas is invisible to many

legislators and program administrators, urban

lobbies have taken the lead in the competition

for housing units by citing the grave and highly

visible concentrations of poverty and bad hous-

ing in the cities.7 (Although purely speculative, it

might also be asked whether legislators repre-

senting rural districts have been concerned

enough with low income housing problems to

exert the pressure on the executive branch nec-

essary to see that units are equitably distrib-

uted.)

Not all of the disparity in unit distribution

can be attributed, however, to the Federal Gov-

ernment's failure to recognize rural housing

needs. As mentioned, roughly half of the Na-

tion's counties have no public housing units at

all, and this is usually because small rural com-

munities have not taken the initiative necessary

to obtain them. For example, ignorance of the

program, after 30 years, is still widespread. Al-

though many small rural communities have heard

about public housing, they do not know how to

form a housing authority or how to apply for

units, and HUD does not have an outreach staff

to promote the program. (ln fact, HUD staff will

usually avoid anything resembling promotion,

lest they be accused of "forcing" public housing

on an unwilling community; HUD relies at all

times on "local initiative.")

Some rural communities do not have public

housing because of their suspicion of Federal

programs or fear of becoming involved with what

appears to be a complex undertaking. Others

choose to ignore the housing needs of their

poor. But although these are real barriers to the

development of public housing programs in small

rural communities, they are not insurmountable.

lf a community does not initiate a public

housing program because of suspicion or apa-

thy, the benefits of the program can be ex-

plained and put within the context of that com-

munity's actual need for low rent housing. Most

communities need the housing, and normal civic

pride and the desire to prevent further deteriora-

tion are usually enough to spur action. lf the

problem is a lack of local technical expertise,

0 HUD, Report S-10, Publicly Financed Housing Directory ot Ap-

plications and Reservations. As ot December 31, 1971.

7 it is also true that the larger cities have often had first claim

on available public housing units because of the relocation

needs associated with other Federal programs, e.g., urban

renewal, which are rarely used in small towns and rural areas.

training programs and technical assistance are

the solution.

Recognizing that HUD lacks sufficient staff

for outreach activities, numerous organizations

public housing application pipeline as of December 1971 .)" Because much of the poverty and
bad housing in rural areas is invisible to many
legislators and program administrators, urban
lobbies have taken the lead in the competition
for housing units by citing the grave and highly
visible concentrations of poverty and bad housing in the cities. 7 (Although purely speculative, it
might also be asked whether legislators representing rural districts have been concerned
enough with low income housing problems to
exert the pressure on the executive branch necessary to see that units are equitably distributed.)
Not all of the disparity in unit distribution
can be attributed, however, to the Federal Government's failure to recognize rural housing
needs. As mentioned, roughly half of the Nation's counties have no public housing units at
all, and this is usually because small rural communities have not taken the initiative necessary
to obtain them. For example, ignorance of the
program , after 30 years, is still widespread. Although many small rural communities have heard
about public housing, they do not know how to
form a housing authority or how to apply for
units, and HUD does not have an outreach staff
to promote the program. (In fact, HUD staff will
usually avoid anything resembling promotion,
lest they be accused of "forcing" public housing
on an unwilling community; HUD relies at all
times on "local initiative.")
Some rural communities do not have public
housing because of their suspicion of Federal
programs or fear of becoming involved with what
appears to be a complex undertaking. Others
choose to ignore the housing needs of their
poor. But although these are real barriers to the
development of public housing programs in small
rural communities, they are not insurmountable.
If a community does not initiate a public
housing program because of suspicion or apathy, the benefits of the program can be explained and put within the context of that community's actual need for low rent housing. Most
communities need the housing, and normal civic
pride and the desire to prevent further deterioration are usually enough to spur action. If the
problem is a lack of local technical expertise,

emerged in recent years to assist small commu-

nities in developing low income housing pro-

grams, including public housing. They have been

successful in many instances. Only in those

communities displaying a complete disregard for

the housing needs of the poorâand there are

,: HUD, Reporl 5-10. Publicly Financed Housing Direc/ory 01 Applica/ions and Reserva/ions . As 01 December 31, 1971.
7 II is also Irue Ihal Ihe larger cilies have ollen had lirst claim
on available public hous,ng un iis because 01 Ihe relocalion
needs associaled wilh olher Federal pr og rams. e .g .. urban
renewal, which are ra re ly used in small t own ~ an d rura l are as .

training programs and technical assistance are
the solution .
Recognizing that HUD lacks sufficient staff
for outreach activities, numerous organizations
emerged in recent years to assist small communities in developing low income housing programs, including public housing. They have been
successful in many instances. Only in those
communities displaying a complete disregard for
the housing needs of the poor-and there are
still too many of these-can nothing at all be
done. However, although an aggressive program
of education and technical assistance can result
in the creation of low rent public housing programs in many rural areas and small communities, the problem is more complex than this.
Housing problems always are.
There are thousands of small rural communities; should each one be encouraged to undertake its own public housing program? The inadequacies of this approach are obvious in terms of
time, availability of competent personnel, and
overhead costs. In addition, HUD has been
aware for some time that small housing authorities have inherent operational deficiencies and,
in a number of HUD regions, the agency has
been reluctant to allocate units to small rural authorities. According to HUD management specialists, too many small authorities are unable to run
their programs economically and efficiently .

Small Authority Problems
The proliferation of small housing authorities, particularly in the South, began in the
prewar 1940's and has continued to the present
day. During those early years, many small communities were visited by traveling architects intent on increasing interest in their architectural
wares (and, undoubtedly, by a few ambitious
Congressmen, anxious to bring funds into their
district) . Once one community was convinced of
its need for housing (that is, housing designed
by a particular architect), word would spread to
neighboring communities. In the spirit of "keeping up with the Joneses," the surrounding communities would invite the architects to draw up
plans for each town's own housing authority and
project.
Although the traveling architect is a rarity
today, small authorities continued to proliferate
through 1970. HUD Statistical Yearbooks show
that between 1966 and 1970 there were more
than 1,200 local housing authorities created in
places of 1 ,O@ il,putaltio n or below . As of 1970,

still too many of theseâcan nothing at all be

done. However, although an aggressive program
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of education and technical assistance can result

in the creation of low rent public housing pro-

grams in many rural areas and small communi-
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housing authorities in places of 2,500 population

and below were 49 percent of all housing au-

thorities, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Low Rent Public Housing: Number

and Percent of Places and Housing Units

Represented by Local Housing Authority

housing authorities in places of 2,500 population
and below were 49 percent of all housing authorities, as shown in Table 3.

Programs, by 1960 Population of Place, as

of December 31, 1970

Places with

Population LHA Programs

Housing Units*

Size Group Number Percent

Number Percent

Table 3. Low Rent Public Housing: Number
and Percent of Places and Housing Units
Represented by Local Housing Authority
Programs, by 1960 Population of Place, as
of December 31, 1970

Total

4,399

100

1,270,007

100

1,000,000 and over

5

(b)

191,547

15

500,000 to 999,999

16

(b)

163,223

13

Places with
Population
LHA Program a
Size Group
Number Percent
Total
4,399
100
(b)
1,000.000 and over
5
(b)
500,000 to 999.999
16
31
500.000 to 499.999
1
100,000 to 249.999
82
2
50,000 to 99.999
164
4
25,000 to 49,999
257
6
531
12
10.000 to 24.000
9,999
516
12
5.000 to
2,500 to
14
4.999
646
Under 2,500
2,151
49

Housing Units a
Number Percent

1.270.007
191,547
163,223
173.957
142.126
134.769
112.011
123.261
72,715
60.198
96.200

100
15
13
14
11
10
9
10
6
5
7

500,000 to 499,999

31

1

173,957

• Under program reservation or later stages.
less than 0.5 percent.
Source: HUD. 1970 Statistical Yearbook

b

14

100,000 to 249,999

82

2

142,126

11

50,000 to 99,999

164

4

134,769

10

25,000 to 49,999

257

6

112,011

9

10,000 to 24,000

631

12

123,261

The proliferation of small housing authorities
has had considerable effect on the workload of
Federal housing staff. Not only have hundreds of
applications requi red processing, but relationships have had to be developed with hundreds
of executive directors, mostly part-time, who
often do not know the first thing about the public
housing program. Too often, once a project was
completed, and the impetus for creating the
local program dulled or departed (such as the
traveling architect of earlier days), a community
was left with housing but rarely with the capacity
to see that it was efficiently managed.
In the section entitled "Terms and Conditions" (section 101, article 1) of HUD's public
housing Annual Contributions Contract (ACC),
public housing objectives are clearly stated:

10

5,000 to 9,999

516

12

72,715

6

2,500 to 4,999

Each project shall be undertaken in such a manner
that it will not be of elaborate or extravagant design or
materials. and will be developed and administered to promote service-ability, efficiency. economy. and stability and
to achieve the economic and social well-being and advancement of the tenants thereof. (Emphasis added)

646

14

60,198

5

Under 2,500

2,151

40

Two of the key words here are "economy"
and "efficiency." Prior to the subsidized housing
moratorium, HUD staff was prohibited from allocating units to authorities whose projects could
not show "economic feasibility." The term refers
to the project's abi lity to generate more income

96,200

7

6 Under program reservation or later stages.

b Less than 0.5 percent.

than required for operating expenses, and to do
this without additional HUD operating subsidies.
"Efficiency" is closely related to economy and
good efficient management practices can keep
operating expenses down.
According to HUD regional and area office
staff, efficient management is clearly a function
of good managers: individuals with experience,
initiative, and drive. Such talents generally demand a decent living wage which most small
housing authorities are unable to pay. After its
fixed costs, utilities, insurance, and payment in
lieu of taxes are paid, there is little revenue left
for the payment of salaries. For example, if HUD
approved the allocation of 25 units to an authority, and allowed use of $10 rental income per
unit for administrative salaries and fringe benefits, the authority would have $250 a month to
hire administrative staff. Only part-time staff can
be obtained with this amount of money. This is
how HUD, in its guide, "Low Rent HousingConsolidation and Cooperative Arrangements for
Small Low-Rent Housing Programs," April 1972,
states the problem:
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For some small Low-Rent programs. funds available for
employment of personnel are not sufficient to employ even
one fUll-time employee. Such programs often operate on
the edge of financial feasibility. It may be extremely difficult to find a competent person to accept the responsibility
of Executive Director and housing manager for the small
compensation which the Local Authorities can aHord to
offer. As a consequence. many small Local Authorities have
been unable to carry out their operating responsibilities In
a proper and efficient manner. The deficiencies are usually
manifested by poor accounting records and reports. high
rent delinquencies. and inadequate maintenance. In summary the operational units may be too small to be efficient.

Earlier this year, the Housing Assistance
Council polled the Housing Services and Property Management sections of HUD area offices to
determine if there was a minimum number of low
rent public housing units considered necessary
for an efficient program. Although the responses
were not unanimous and were probably related
to differing local cost factors, there was considerable agreement. One of the questions asked
was as follows:
Based on low income housing experience in your area,
what is the minimum number of units that an authority can
operate and still be considered 'efficienl'?
No. of Responses

No. of Units
No Minimum

3
1

40
50
60
75
100

3
1

0"nQlna Ifrom
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2
12
(Continued on p. 641.)

(Continued from p. 640.)

No. Of Units

No Minimum

125

150

200

250

No. of Responses

1

(Continued from p. 640.)

No. of Units
No Minimum

No. of Responses
1
1
1

125
150
200
250

2

1

1

2

Seventeen of the 27 offices responding

stated that 100 or more units were minimally ade-

quate. When asked why the number given was

considered to be a necessary minimum, 20 of

the 27 responses stressed the ability to recruit

and retain a competent full-time staff. A number

of responses also mentioned the economies of

scale available to a larger program, and a few

expressed some concern about the financial sta-

bility of very small authorities.

In spite of these responses, nearly half of

the Nation's housing authorities now have less

than 100 units under management, and fully 28

percent have 50 units or less.

Seventeen of the 27 offices responding
stated that 100 or more units were minimally adequate. When asked why the number given was
considered to be a necessary minimum, 20 of
the 27 responses stressed the ability to recruit
and retain a competent full-time staff. A number
of responses also mentioned the economies of
scale available to a larger program, and a few
expressed some concern about the financial stability of very small authorities.
In spite of these responses, nearly half of
the Nation's housing authorities now have less
than 100 units under management, and fully 28
percent have 50 units or less.

Table 4. Percent Distribution of Local

Housing Authorities, by Number of Units

Under Management, as of December 31,1972

Number

Number

Table 4. Percent Distribution of Local
Housing Authorities, by Number of Units
Under Management, as of December 31, 1972

Percent

of

of

of

Units

LHA's

LHA's

1-49

763

28.1

50-99

574

21.1

Number
of
Units

Number
of
LHA's

Percent
of
LHA's

1-49
50-99
100-99
200-299
300-499
500-799
800-1,249
1,250 +
TOTAL

763
574
526
266
227
126
87
144
2,713

28.1
21.1
19.4
9.8
8.4
4.6
3.2
5.3
100

100-99

Source: Department of Housing and Urban Development.
526

19.4

200-299

266

0.8

300-499

227

8.4

500-799

126

4.6

800-1,249

87

3.2

1,250 +

144

5.3

TOTAL

2,713

100

Source: Department of Housing and Urban Development.

Complaints against the use of part-time staff

Complaints against the use of part-time staff
are numerous. For example, HUD's southeastern
regional staff has found that part-time employees
of small authorities have neither the time nor the
skill to complete the extensive financial and tenant data forms that HUD requires. Frequently, a
part-time director will leave the program when
yearend reports or reexamination of incomes are
due, leaving accounts in disorder, allowing rents
to become delinquent, and maintenance to decline to a lower level than already existed. The
personnel turnover rate is legendary. One small
authority in Georgia had nine part-time directors
resign in 7 months; another in Alabama saw four
directors leave in less than 2 years. Perhaps the
greatest stability of some of the small authorities
is their low tenant turnover rate.

High turnover in small authority personnel is
acutely felt by HUD area office staff. Each time a
new housing authority director is hired, HUD has
the responsibility for educating that person to
HUD requirements because few have had experience in public housing. In recent years, cutbacks
in HUD housing management staff and the inexperience of the remaining staff has limited the
Agency's ability to respond to the time-consuming needs of small authorities, These authorities
require as much attention (and sometimes more)
as the larger better staffed authorities. In Georgia. where numerous small authorities operate,
the area office recommends a workload of 25 authorities for each HUD "professional" in housing
management. The actual workload, however, is
45 authorities.
Deficiencies of small housing authorities
have been outlined by HUD in various management circulars, and interviews with HUD area
office staff having years of experience with small
authorities confirm these deficiencies. Small authorities, as stated before, tend to be poorly
staffed and, consequently, over-worked. Frequently, rents are not collected on time, and financial and tenant reports are incomplete and
late.
In addition to these administrative deficiencies, there are other aspects of the public housing operation that are given inferior attention,
Without a preventive maintenance program, for
example, any type of housing will deteriorate;
public housing is no exception. But preventive
care of housing units is generally not possible
without a full-time maintenance staff. Instead,
maintenance becomes crisis-oriented and is
often more costly in the long run. Most HUD
area offices confirm that a full-time maintenance
employee is not possible with less than 50 units
under management.
For example, one small authority in Georgia
was operated by a $50 per month, part-time
director. Maintenance was sporadic, and the result was excessive utility bills. When the authority entered into a cooperative management
agreement with a larger local authority, the managing authority found that the project's heating
system had not worked properly for 2 years.
Units were too warm, so tenants kept their doors
and windows open, thus using up more heat.
Utility bills had consistently put the project in
debt, but within 2 months after the new managing authority fixed the heating system, the probject broke e re, I,nal from
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are numerous. For example, HDD's southeastern

regional staff has found that part-time employees

of small authorities have neither the time nor the
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Table 5. Types of Housing Authorities Permitted Under State Legislation

X

X

Cooperative
Agreement
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Table 5. Types of Housing Authorities Permitted Under State Legislation

State

Cooperative

State

Regional

Consolidated

County

Municipal

Agreement

Ala.

X

X

X

X

X

Alaska

X

(D

Ariz.

X

X

X

Ark.

X

X

X

X

Calif.

X

X

X

X

Colo.

X

X

X

Conn.

X

Ala.
Alaska
Ariz.
Ark.
Calif.
Colo.
Conn .
Del.
Fla.

x

Consolidated
X

X
X

County

X
X
X

(2)

X
X
X

Ga.
Hawaii
Idaho
III.
Ind.
Iowa
Kans.
Ky.
La.
Maine
Md.
Mass.
Mich .
Minn.
Miss.
Mo.
Mont.
Nebr.
Nev.
N. H.
N. J.
N. Mex.
N. Y.
N. C.
N. Oak.
Ohio
Okla.
Oreg.

Regional
X
(1 )

X

X
X

Del.

X

X
(4)

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

(6)
X

X

(2)

(2)

Fla.

X

X

(3)

X

Ga.

S. Oak.
Tenn.
Tex.
Utah
Vt.
Va.
Wash.
W. Va.
Wis.
Wyo.
Total

X

X

X
X

X

(7)
X

X

(8)

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

(11 )

(11 )

X

X

(10)

(9)

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

35

47

(12)

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
12

X

10

21

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Pa .
S. C.

(2)
(3)

X
X

X

R.1.
X

Municipal

X
X
X

(5)
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
(13)

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
(14)

X
46

X

X

X

X

Hawaii

X

Idaho

X

X

X

X

III.

(4)

X

X

X

(1) Regional Native Housing Authorities (Indian).
(2) The Delaware Department of Community Affairs and Economic Development may create a housing authority for a county
or any part of a county if the need is demonstrated.
(3) Only in cities of 2.500 population or above.
(4) A maximum of five contiguous counties.
(5) An Iowa attorney general's opinion allows cooperative agreements under the State's Intergovernmental Cooperation Law.
(6) The Kentucky law also includes provisions for a "city-county" authority
(7) Town and city authorities in Massachusetts may provide hOUSing In the surrounding rural areas.
(8) Subsequent to the creation of a county or multicounty authOrity . no additional municipal authorities may be created within
Ihat area without Ihe permission of the county or multicoun ty authority and the State housing commission .
(9) Six regIOnal authorities covering the entire State have been created by the State legislature.
(10) A county authOrity may be created With permiSSion of the director of the State public housing and development authority. and only If no municipal authorities already eXIst In the county.
(11) The OhiO State Board of HOUSing may create "metropolitan" housing authOrities that comprise two or more political subdiVisions. or portions thereof. but that may not comprise an entire county .
(12) Rural eleclrlc cooperatives may now serve as regional housing authorities .
(13) Cooperative agreements may be entered into only with the permission of the secretary of the State department of community affairs .
(14) Cilles of the first class may not enter in to cooperat ive agreements.

Ind.

X

X

X

Iowa
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A Better Approach To Rural Public

Housing

Many small rural authorities have attempted

to overcome their deficiencies by cooperating

with other authorities in the development and

management of public housing units. The notion

of cooperation was first, and perhaps most ex-

tensively, promoted more than 20 years ago in

the South, where most of the small authorities

were located. HUD's staff there (or those of its

predecessor, the Public Housing Administration)

were exhausted by the burden of working with a

multitude of small authorities, and decided that a

better approach to rural public housing was re-

quired. The result was a patchwork of agree-

ments generally authorizing larger authorities to

operate housing units belonging to smaller au-

thorities.

These agreements were legitimized in vari-

ous HUD management circulars published since

1963. The circulars describe the "deficiencies"

of small authorities and urge, but do not require,

various forms of consolidation.â¢

State enabling legislation determines the

types of housing authority consolidations allowa-

ble in each State. Most States fashioned their

basic legislation after a model law prepared by

Federal attorneys following the passage of the

1937 housing bill, which created the public hous-

ing program. Beyond the basic provisions, how-

ever, most States exercised their preferences,

particularly in the area of authority consolidation.

At least 46 States now allow for cooperative

agreements between and among housing authori-

ties, 19 States specifically allow for regional

authorities, and 12 have provisions for consoli-

dated municipal authorities. (Descriptions of

these alternatives follow.)

Types of Housing Authorities

Municipal: A housing authority serving a

single municipality (city, town, village, etc.). ln

many States a municipal housing authority may

also provide housing outside the city limits up to

8 The National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials

(NAHRO) established in 1965 a "small authorities committee"

at part of its housing division. Recognizing the problems of

small authorities and witnessing their proliferation, the small

•

A Better Approach To Rural Public
Housing
Many small rural authorities have attempted
to overcome their deficiencies by cooperating
with other authorities in the development and
management of public housing units. The notion
of cooperation was first, and perhaps most extensively, promoted more than 20 years ago in
the South, where most of the small authorities
were located. HUO's staff there (or those of its
predecessor, the Public Housing Administration)
were exhausted by the burden of working with a
multitude of small authorities, and decided that a
better approach to rural public housing was required. The result was a patchwork of agreements generally authorizing larger authorities to
operate housing units belonging to smaller authorities.
These agreements were legitimized in various HUO management circulars published since
1963. The circulars describe the "deficiencies"
of small authorities and urge, but do not require,
various forms of consolidation.'
State enabling legislation determines the
types of housing authority consolidations allowable in each State. Most States fashioned their
basic legislation after a model law prepared by
Federal attorneys following the passage of the
1937 housing bill, which created the public housing program. Beyond the basic provisions, however, most States exercised their preferences,
particularly in the area of authority consolidation.
At least 46 States now allow for cooperative
agreements between and among housing authorities, 19 States specifically allow for regional
authorities, and 12 have provisions for consolidated municipal authorities. (Oescriptions of
these alternatives follow.)

authorities committee met several times to develop recom-

mendations for more efficient operations. The committee per-

suaded HUD to publish a management circular on consoli-

dated housing efforts. The committee documented the prob-

Types of Housing Authorities

lems of small authorities and the manner in which several had

attempted to overcome their difficulties.

a legislatively determined distance. A municipal

authority is created by the local governing body

with commissioners normally appointed by the

MuniCipal: A housing authority serving a
single municipality (city, town, village, etc.). In
many States a municipal housing authority may
also provide housing outside the city limits up to

mayor.

County: A housing authority serving an en-

tire county, but which may not provide housing

in any incorporated locality within the county

without the permission of that locality. A county

authority is created by the governing body of the

county with commissioners appointed by the

governing body.

Consolidated: A single housing authority

serving several municipalities. lt has a single

board of commissioners, with one member ap-

'The National Association of Housing and Redevelopment OHicials
(NAHRO) established in 1965 a "small authOrities committee"
as part of its housing diVision. Recognizing lhe problems of
small authorities and witnessing their proliferation. the small
authoritIes commIttee met several times to develop recommendations for more effIcient operations. The committee persuaded HUD to publish a management circular on consol,dated hOUSIng eHorts The commIttee docu mented the problems of small authOri tie s and the mann er In wh I ch seve rat h ad
attempted to overcom e the i r dIfficu lt Ies.

a legislatively determined distance. A municipal
authority is created by the local governing body
with commissioners normally appointed by the
mayor.
County: A housing authority serving an entire county, but which may not provide housing
in any incorporated locality within the county
without the permission of that locality. A county
authority is created by the governing body of the
county with commissioners appointed by the
governing body.
Consolidated: A single housing authority
serving several municipalities. It has a single
board of commissioners, with one member appointed by the mayor or governing body of each
participating municipality. It has a single annual
contributions contract for all of its projects. After
meeting certain requirements, additional municipalities may become part of the consolidated authority, or existing members may leave the
union.
Regional: A single housing authority serving
several counties. Like the county authority, it
may not provide housing in any incorporated locality within any of the participating counties
without the permission of that locality. It has a
single board made up of commissioners, appointed by the governing body of each participating county, and a single annual contributions
contract for all projects. After meeting certain
requirements, additional counties may become
part of the regional authority, or existing members may leave the union.
Cooperative Agreements: Most State enabling laws allow any two or more housing authorities to develop and operate housing
cooperatively. The types of combinations among
authorities are unlimited; for example, two or
more city authorities may cooperate, or two or
more counties, or even a combination of city and
county authorities. Forms of cooperation are numerous, also. These are the most common: (1)
Several authorities may decide to use the same
administrative staff and prorate costs among
themselves, usually according to the number of
units each authority controls; (2) several small
authorities may contract with a larger authority
for specific services, such as accounting or
maintenance, and will pay the larger authority a
fee for its work. Other forms of cooperation are
possible but, in all forms, each authority retains
its own board of commissioners and its own annual contributions contract. Although the authorities retain their separate identities. some have
$,cutive committee, comchosen to (f:~~ .n - f
prise rfj
T'rW Irc j1f]~ Neach participating
J

pointed by the mayor or governing body of each

participating municipality. lt has a single annual

contributions contract for all of its projects. After
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authority, to act for the individual boards. Some

•

also have established an unlimited revolving

fund, pooling their funds each month to pay cer-

tain bills.

A variation of the cooperative agreement oc-

curs when a community chooses not to create its

own housing authority, but instead authorizes the

authority of a neighboring town to develop and

manage public housing within its jurisdiction.

State: Some States have enabling legislation

creating a State housing authority to develop

and manage housing units in areas not already

covered by local or regional housing authorities.

Like the county and regional housing authorities,

State housing authorities must obtain local per-

mission to operate in incorporated areas, or

where another authority already has jurisdiction.

State authorities have a single board of commis-

sioners, usually selected by the Governor, and a

single annual contributions contract for all proj-

ects.

The potential advantages of consolidation

are numerous, and will be discussed but, in pref-

ace, a few words are needed on the relative ad-

vantages of each of the various forms of consoli-

dation. Cooperative agreements, although by far

the most widespread form of consolidation, are

authority, to act for the individual boards. Some
also have established an unlimited revolving
fund, pooling their funds each month to pay certain bills.
A variation of the cooperative agreement occurs when a community chooses not to create its
own housing authority, but instead authorizes the
authority of a neighboring town to develop and
manage public housing within its jurisdiction.
State: Some States have enabling legislation
creating a State housing authority to develop
and manage housing units in areas not already
covered by local or regional housing authorities.
Like the county and regional housing authorities,
State housing authorities must obtain local permission to operate in incorporated areas, or
where another authority already has jurisdiction.
State authorities have a single board of commissioners, usually selected by the Governor. and a
single annual contributions contract for all projects.

frequently the least desirable, because each co-

operating authority retains its own board of com-

missioners and annual contributions contract

(ACC). With separate ACC's, the managing au-

thority's accountant must retain a separate set of

books for each authority's account. Also, by re-

taining separate boards of commissioners, each

board (regardless of the number of units it con-

trols) requires individual attention by the manag-

ing authority's executive director. In a Public

Housing Administration circular, dated November

9, 1965, the "major disadvantage" of this ar-

rangement is explained: ". . . the Executive

Director is subject to the control of several

Local Authority Boards, and this sometimes de-

tracts from the time, thought, and effective effort

given to supervision of routine operations."

The diversion of the executive director's

time can be lessened if cooperating authorities

form an executive committee of one representa-

tive from each board of commissioners. This

committee could meet with the executive director

on items affecting all the authorities, and the ex-

ecutive director would have to meet with an indi-

vidual board of commissioners only when there

was an issue affecting that particular authority.

A second form of consolidation, the joint

municipal or consolidated authority, is preferable

in structure to a cooperative agreement because

it provides for only one board of commissioners

and one annual contributions contact. But this

form has one serious disadvantage for rural

areas: it can only provide housing within munici-

pal boundaries (incorporated areas) or, in some

instances, within 10 miles of the municipal

boundaries. There are many unincorporated

areas in need of public housing, and these areas

would normally not be able to participate in a

consolidated (municipal) authority program.

The potential advantages of consolidation
are numerous, and will be discussed but, in preface, a few words are needed on the relative advantages of each of the various forms of consolidation. Cooperative agreements, although by far
the most widespread form of consolidation, are
frequently the least desirable, because each cooperating authority retains its own board of commissioners and annual contributions contract
(ACC). With separate ACC's, the managing authority's accountant must retain a separate set of
books for each authority's account. Also, by retaining separate boards of commissioners, each
board (regardless of the number of units it controls) requires individual attention by the managing authority's executive director. In a Public
Housing Administration circular, dated November
9, 1965, the "major disadvantage" of this arrangement is explained: ". . . the Executive
Director is subject to the control of several
Local Authority Boards, and this sometimes detracts from the time, thought, and effective effort
given to supervision of routine operations."
The diversion of the executive director's
time can be lessened if cooperating authorities
form an executive committee of one representative from each board of commissioners. This
committee could meet with the executive director
on items affecting all the authorities, and the executive director would have to meet with an individual board of commissioners only when there
was an issue affect ing that parti cular authority.

The preferable choice of consolidation for

rural areas is the regional housing authority. This

type of authority covers all unincorporated areas

of the participating counties, and all incorpo-
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A second form of consolidation, the joint
municipal or consolidated authority, is preferable
in structure to a cooperative agreement because
it provides for only one board of commissioners
and one annual contributions contact. But this
form has one serious disadvantage for rural
areas: it can only provide housing within municipal boundaries (incorporated areas) or, in some
instances, within 10 miles of the municipal
boundaries. There are many unincorporated
areas in need of public housing, and these areas
would normally not be able to participate in a
consolidated (municipal) authority program.
The preferable choice of consolidation for
rural areas is the regional housing authority. This
type of authority covers all unincorporated areas
of the participating counties, and all incorporated areas where permission is given to the regional authority to operate its housing program.~1
Small communities wishing to obtain public
housing can participate in the regional program
merely by passing a resolution and thereby avoid
the process of creating and staffing an authority.
In addition, a regional authority has a single
board of commissioners and a consolidated annual contributions contract for all projects.
The State housing authority is a variation of
the regional authority concept, although it could
be more difficult to operate because of the long
distances that staff must cover. In States where
individual county populations are exceptionally
low, however, such as Nevada or Vermont, this
type of authority may be the best or only alternative for a reasonably efficient housing program.

Advantages and Disadvantages
Ten years ago, the Public Housing Administration summarized what are considered the "advantages" of regional authorities. The list is not
only timely, but it can be extended to consolidated and, to some extent, cooperative agreement authorities as well:
• The county authority. permitted in 38 States, also serves thi.
purpose, but the populatIon of many counties may also be too
small to support an adequate sized program Fully 274 percent of the Nation's counties have less than 10,000 populatlon
Percent Distribution 01 US Counties,
by PopulatIon S'ze, 1970
Number

Population
Below 10,000
10,000-24,999
25,000-49,999
50 ,000 - 100,000
Over 100,000
TOTAL

riginal from

Source ' l}N'\Vf~
fl~

Percent

839

27.4

1,002
567
326
331

32,1

3,065

100

MI( HIGA N

18.5
106
10,8

1. The larger total program permits pay-

ments of salaries to attract and retain better

qualified administrative staff.

This is self-explanatory and applies to all

forms of consolidation, not only regional authori-

ties. With a larger number of units under man-

agement, better salaries and full-time employ-

ment can be offered, and an authority is more

likely to attract experienced staff. HUD has

found that competent, well-paid, and full-time

employees tend to stay on the job much longer,

thus lending stability to an authority's housing

program.

2. Operating costs compare favorably with

the average cost of operating other single au-

thorities in the nearby area.

Cost comparison is probably the least relia-

1. The larger total program permits payments of salaries to attract and retain better
qualified administrative staff.
This is self-explanatory and applies to all
forms of consolidation, not only regional authorities. With a larger number of units under management, better salaries and full-time employment can be offered, and an authority is more
likely to attract experienced staff. HUD has
found that competent, well-paid, and full-time
employees tend to stay on the job much longer,
thus lending stability to an authority's housing
program.

ble gauge of the advantages of consolidated

housing efforts. ln some instances it may appear

that regional or similar housing authorities have

higher per unit costs than smaller authorities. The

difference is usually in service. Smaller authori-

ties may cost less because they give less serv-

ice. ln the long run, inadequate but cheap serv-

ice will have its effects. The lack of preventive

maintenance or a procedure for prompt rent

collection will result in higher nonroutine mainte-

nance costs and higher collection losses.

3. Under a consolidated annual contribu-

tions contract, operating receipts from all proj-

ects are combined and are available to meet

emergency and other unforeseen expenditures at

any location.

Although cooperative agreement authorities

have separate annual contributions contracts,

2. Operating costs compare favorably with
the average cost of operating other single authorities in the nearby area.
Cost comparison is probably the least reliable gauge of the advantages of consolidated
housing efforts. In some instances it may appear
that regional or similar housing authorities have
higher per unit costs than smaller authorities. The
difference is usually in service. Smaller authorities may cost less because they give less service. In the long run, inadequate but cheap service will have its effects. The lack of preventive
maintenance or a procedure for prompt rent
collection will result in higher nonroutine maintenance costs and higher collection losses.

many of them pool their rental income in an un-

limited revolving fund-for the payment of monthly

bills. Each authority is then charged, on a pro-

rata basis, for its share of the expenses. Regional

and consolidated authorities have only one ac-

count. By sharing funds, one housing project is

not made to suffer indebtedness, for whatever

reason, while another project is operating in the

black. Projects can support each other. This ar-

rangement can make feasible the placement of a

modest number of units in a small rural town; an-

other larger project can help support the smaller.

4. Budget, accounting and fiscal reporting

functions are performed in a more satisfactory

manner.

lt stands to reason that a more competent

full-time staff produces a better product. ln the

areas of budgeting, accounting, and fiscal re-

porting, the regional or consolidated authorities

are superior to the cooperative agreement au-

thorities because they have a single annual con-

tributions contract. This means that only one set

3. Under a consolidated annual contributions contract, operating receipts from all projects are combined and are available to meet
emergency and other unforeseen expenditures at
any location.
Although cooperative agreement authorities
have separate annual contributions contracts,
many of them pool their rental income in an unlimited revolving fund -for the payment of monthly
bills. Each authority is then charged, on a prorata basis, for its share of the expenses. Regional
and consolidated authorities have only one account. By sharing funds, one housing project is
not made to suffer indebtedness, for whatever
reason, while another project is operating in the
black. Projects can support each other. This arrangement can make feasible the placement of a
modest number of units in a small rural town; another larger project can help support the smaller.

of books needs to be kept, and one set of re-

ports filed.

The Public Housing Administration list of ad-

vantages omits one worth mentioningâadequate

and timely maintenance. Larger authorities can

afford to hire full-time maintenance staff and,

therefore, are able to provide preventive mainte-

nance care. ln the long run, the cost of hiring

full-time staff is balanced with expenses elimi-

nated by preventing deterioration. Rehabilitation

4. Budget, accounting and fiscal reporting
functions are performed in a more satisfactory
manner.
It stands to reason that a more competent
full-time staff produces a better product. In the
areas of budgeting, accounting, and fiscal reporting, the regiona l or consolidated authorities

are superior to the cooperative agreement authorities because they have a single annual contributions contract. This means that only one set
of books needs to be kept, and one set of reports filed.
The Public Housing Administration list of advantages omits one worth mentioning-adequate
and timely maintenance. Larger authorities can
afford to hire full-time maintenance staff and,
therefore, are able to provide preventive maintenance care. In the long run, the cost of hiring
full-time staff is balanced with expenses eliminated by preventing deterioration. Rehabilitation
is much costlier than ordinary maintenance.
In addition, larger authorities can conceivably obtain economies of scale in the bulk purchase of materials and equipment. The purchase
of heavy equipment is especially important because rental charges are often excessive.
Having briefly described the potential
advantages of regional or similar public housing
authorities, attention should be given to what
HUD has characterized as the "disadvantages."
The officially published list is surprisingly short
and usually stresses distance and lack of personal service. For example, when several rural
authorities combine for management services,
the distance between projects may consume a
large amount of travel time and can quickly deplete a travel budget. If the combined number
of units is large enough, however, and the distances great enough, travel time can be lessened
by stationing staff in several locations. Distance
does not have to be a barrier to good management.
There is also the notion that local, as opposed to regional, housing authorities always
have at least a part-time employee nearby to
whom tenants can go with complaints. Even
when this is true, it does not assure that tenant
complaints will be answered. Admittedly, authorities with units dispersed over a large geographical area cannot afford to place a staff member in
each project, but such authorities have found numerous ways to compensate, as the descriptions
in the next section illustrate.
Aside from the two disadvantages listed in
HUD circulars, some HUD area office staff warn
of another potential disadvantage of consolidated housing efforts-political embroilments.
With a variety of separate political jurisdictions
to contend with, regional and other forms of consolidated 0'1 \Writ" mmust tread carefully to
avoi8rJ ~~~¥Q
ft.~AWY at the expense of

F

is much costlier than ordinary maintenance.

ln addition, larger authorities can conceiva-

bly obtain economies of scale in the bulk pur-
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another. Smaller communities may fear that the

larger communities participating in a cooperative

management agreement or regional authority

might attempt to control the direction of the

housing program. Regional authorities confront

these political realities daily and have, as the

following section will show, taken some precau-

tions to avoid divisive political entanglements.

An appropriate conclusion to this introduc-

tion is found in the most recent HUD circular,

"Consolidation and Cooperative Arrangements

for Small Low-Rent Housing Programs" (April

1972):

ln general, the advantages of consolidation or combi-

nation of operations by any of the methods described

above far outweigh the disadvantages. ... lt is hoped that

the favorable results experienced by many Local Authorities

another. Smaller communities may fear that the
larger communities participating in a cooperative
management agreement or regional authority
might attempt to control the direction of the
housing program. Regional authorities confront
these political realities daily and have. as the
following section will show. taken some precautions to avoid divisive political entanglements.
An appropriate conclusion to this introduction is found in the most recent HUD circular.
"Consolidation and Cooperative Arrangements
for Small Low-Rent Housing Programs" (April
1972):

participating in these types of arrangements will serve as

an incentive to other small Local Authorities to enter into

similar arrangements, thereby contributing to manpower and

cost savings and furthering the objectives of the low-rent

public housing program.

Studies of Rural Authorities: Regional,

State, and Cooperative Agreements

Case studies of some rural housing authori-

ties were developed to provide an overview of

In general. the advantages of consolidation or combination of operations by any of the methods described
above far outweigh the disadvantages . . . . It is hoped that
the favorable results experienced by many local Authorities
participating in these types of arrangements will serve as
an incentive to other small local Authorities to enter into
similar arrangements. thereby contributing to manpower and
cost savings and furthering the objectives of the low-rent
public housing program.

how these alternative forms of consolidated

housing efforts operate. An examination of the

lists of regional, State, and cooperative agree-

ment authorities shows that at least for regional

and State authorities, the choices for study were

limited. As of December 1972, approximately 30

Studies of Rural Authorities: Regional,
State, and Cooperative Agreements

regional authorities were organized, but few of

these had units under management. Only nine

States have formed State housing authorities;

many are just beginning their programs. ln con-

trast, cooperative agreement authorities are far

more abundant.

HUD area and regional offices assisted HAC

staff in selecting authorities to visit. Federal

housing officials in the southeast, where there

has been the most activity in combining public

housing programs and where rural regional au-

thorities have operated for decades, were asked

to recommend a variety of regional and coopera-

tive agreement authorities. An additional cooper-

ative agreement authority in the Rocky Mountain

area was chosen because it was recently formed

and offered a fresh outlook on the problems of

creating a unified housing program. The choice

of a State authority was limited by the small

number with units under management, but HAC

selected one with an entirely rural program.

These authorities were selected for the

study:

â¢ Regional: South Carolina Regional Hous-

ing Authority No. l; Mississippi Regional Housing

Authority No. Vlll; Tennessee Valley Regional

Housing Authority, Miss.

â¢ State: Vermont State Housing Authority.

â¢ Cooperative Agreement: Housing Author-

ity of the City of Americus, Ga.; Housing Author-

ity of the City of Nashville, Ga.; San Luis Valley

Housing Committee, Colo.

HAC staff visited these authorities, inter-

viewed their employees, and visited some of

Case studies of some rural housing authorities were developed to provide an overview of
how these alternative forms of consolidated
housing efforts operate. An examination of the
lists of regional. State. and cooperative agreement authorities shows that at least for regional
and State authorities, the choices for study were
limited. As of December 1972, approximately 30
regional authorities were organized, but few of
these had units under management. Only nine
States have formed State housing authorities;
many are just beginning their programs. In contrast, cooperative agreement authorities are far
more abundant.
HUD area and regional offices assisted HAC
staff in selecting authorities to visit. Federal
housing officials in the southeast, where there
has been the most activity in combining public
housing programs and where rural regional authorities have operated for decades, were asked
to recommend a variety of regional and cooperative agreement authorities. An additional cooperative agreement authority in the Rocky Mountain
area was chosen because it was recently formed
and offered a fresh outlook on the problems of
creating a unified housing program. The choice
of a State authority was limited by the small
number with units under management, but HAC
selected one with a enti rely rural progrpm

their housing projects. Personal interviews were

also held with HUD management staff in the Mis-

sissippi, South Carolina, and Georgia area

offices, and the Atlanta and Denver regional
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These
study:

authorities were

selected

for the

• Regional: South Carolina Regional Housing Authority No. I; Mississippi Regional Housing
Authority No. VIII: Tennessee Valley Regional
Housing Authority, Miss.
• State: Vermont State Housing Authority.
• Cooperative Agreement: Housing Authority of the City of Americus. Ga.: Housing Authority of the City of Nashville. Ga.; San Luis Valley
Housing Committee, Colo.
HAC staff visited these authorities, interviewed their employees. and visited some of
their housing projects. Personal interviews were
also held with HUD management staff in the Mississippi. South Carolina, and Georgia area
offices. and the Atlanta and Denver regional
offices. These area and regional offices not only
provided information on the specific authorities,
but also gave overall impressions of regional
and similar housing structures in rural areas.
These impressions have been incorporated
throughout the study. From these interviews, the
following descriptions were developed. It should
be noted that the descriptions represent the status of these authorities prior to March 1973, and
that change may have occurred subsequent to
that date.

Case 1. South Carolina Regional Housing
Authority No. I
South Carolina Regional Housing Authority
No. I, located in Laurens, S.C., was recommended for inclusion in this study by the HUD
regional office in Atlanta and by a number of
southeastern HUD area offices because of its
unique management and maintenance organization and its excellent record for financial solvency. Created under State legislation that favored "regional" authorities, this authority has
extended its housing program to nearly 30 small
towns. Although the housing projects are widely
dispersed, the authority has been able to retain
a constant and remarkably high standard of
maintenance. In terms of efficiency and economy, Region No. I provides one of the best examples of a regional low rent housing program.
Authority Background: South Carolina Regional Housing Authority No. I was organized
under State law in August 1941,· although it remained dormant during the war years. By 1948.
the authority;s first , and current executive director w
.f.; ~ Ilg !
1 An«ations were submitted

ItT

F I(HIGAN

for units to be constructed In 1950-51 . Since that
time, 1,110 units have been built despite two
lengthy construction lulls. The first lasted from
1952 to 1957 when public housing funds were
nonexistent. The second, overlapping the first,
lasted until 1968, during the time when Federal
housing legislation required that a community
have a "workable program" before public housing units could be allocated (most of the region's
small towns could not fulfill workable program
requirements) .
There are 16 States that specifically allow
for the formation of regional authorities. South
Carolina's original housing law was unique, however, because It gave regional authorities jurisdiction over any portion of their member counties having iess tha", 5,000 population, unless
those areas were already served by local housing authorities. The regional authority located Its
main office at Laurens, a town at the center of
Region No. I that had its own authority when the
regional authority was organized. When the need
for elderly housing in laurens became substan-

tial, the town requested the regional authority to
build and manage units there because the laurens authority had only 120 units and was not
eager for more responsibility. A legal waiver was
obtained and the regional authority now owns and
operates 60 units of elderly housing with in the
town 's boundaries.
Since the State's enabling legislation was
adopted, there have been numerous amendments, and now any size town can form its own
authority. A few small towns in Region No. I
formed separate lHA's with units under ACC;
however, none has entered construction. The regional authority is currently considering proposals lor management and maintenance contracts
with these small authorities.
The regional boundaries have not changed
since they were designated In 1941 . At that time,
the State was divided Into three geographic
areas, each with Its own authority. Region No. I
covers the entire northwest triangle of the State
-an 18-county area approximately 160 miles In
diameter, as shown on the accompanying map.
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Small towns, many with less than 1,000 popu-

lation, dot the region and are usually near to

each other. The regional authority will only build

within towns because it has found that county

governments are unable to provide water, sewer,

and other services necessary for housing proj-

ects.

The region provides some striking contrasts

in incomes between the northern and southern

areas, and the differences are reflected in the

authority's slightly higher income limits for appli-

cants in the northern areas of the region. lncome

differences are attributable to the types of em-

ployment available in different parts of the re-

gion. ln the north, the small towns are mostly

industrializedâSouth Carolina is a "right-to-

work" State that attracts numerous small and

large manufacturing plantsâand wages there av-

erage about $4.00 per hour. Employment tends

to be steadier in the north than in the south,

where it is often seasonal and dominated by the

lower paying pulp wood industry and some agri-

culture.

The proliferation of employment opportuni-

ties in the region, particularly in the northern

counties, has been matched by a housing boom,

primarily for moderate income families but at a

cost level low enough to attract from public

housing some higher income families. New hous-

ing, costing about $15,000 to $16,000, has

caused a small exodus of public housing fami-

lies. Several years ago, the proportion of families

to the elderly in the authority's units was 65 to

35; it is now 50 to 50. This reduction has caused

a loss of rental income; the elderly pay an aver-

age of only $25 per month, while the overall av-

erage is $35.

The Authority's Program: There are 57 proj-

ects totalling 1,110 units under management in

the region. Since the projects are numerous, the

total number of units in each town is shown

below; all towns have two projects each, except

for Seneca, which has three projects, and Ninety

Six, which has one.

All these units were built in the conventional

method. An additional 165 units were approved

in January 1973: 75 units for Clover, and 30 each

for Fountain Jnn, Ware Shoals and Belton. Half

the new units are supposed to be built under

Turnkey l, a method that the authority has never

used. However, because of the moratorium on

federally subsidized housing programs, final ap-

proval has been deferred, and construction is

Small towns, many with less than 1,000 population, dot the region and are usually near to
each other. The regional authority will only build
within towns because it has found that county
governments are unable to provide water, sewer,
and other services necessary for housing projects.
The region provides some striking contrasts
in incomes between the northern and southern
areas, and the differences are reflected in the
authority's slightly higher income limits for applicants in the northern areas of the region. Income
differences are attributable to the types of employment available in different parts of the region. In the north, the small towns are mostly
industrialized-South Carolina is a "right-towork" State that attracts numerous small and
large manufacturing plants-and wages there average about $4.00 per hour. Employment tends
to be steadier in the north than in the south,
where it is often seasonal and dominated by the
lower paying pulp wood industry and some agriculture.
The proliferation of employment opportunities in the region, particularly in the northern
counties, has been matched by a housing boom,
primarily for moderate income families but at a
cost level low enough to attract from public
housing some higher income families. New housing, costing about $15,000 to $16,000, has
caused a small exodus of public housing families. Several years ago, the proportion of families
to the elderly in the authority's units was 65 to
35; it is now 50 to 50. This reduction has caused
a loss of rental income; the elderly pay an average of only $25 per month, while the overall average is $35.

Population

Units

2,521
6,027
3,662

32
133
60
225

(Zone 2)
Belton
Pendleton
Honea Path
Williamston
Liberty
Central

5,257
2,615
3,707
3,991
2,860
1,550

34
41
41
41
26
24
207

(Zone 3)
McCormick
Edgefield
Saluda
Johnston
Calhoun Falls
Trenton

1,864
2,750
2,442
2,552
2,234
362

26
41
30
36
24
10
167

(Zone 4)
Landrum
Jonesville
Inman
Cowpens
Pacolet

1,859
1,447
1,661
2,109
1,418

36

(Zone 5)
Heath Springs
Clover
Blacksburg
York
Fort Mill

955
3,506
1,977
5,081
4,505

34
46
44
52
28
204

3,391
10,298
1,114
2,166

22
80
22
24
148
1,110

Location
(Zone 1)
Westminster
Seneca
Walhalla

18
26
54
25
159

The Authority's Program: There are 57 projects totalling 1,110 units under management in
the region. Since the projects are numerous, the
total number of units in each town is shown
below; all towns have two projects each, except
for Seneca, which has three projects, and Ninety
Six, which has one.

(Zone 6)
Fountain Inn
Laurens
Iva
Ninety Six

All these units were built in the conventional
method. An additional 165 units were approved
in January 1973: 75 units for Clover, and 30 each
for Fountain Inn. Ware Shoals and Belton. Half
the new units are supposed to be built under
Turnkey I, a method that the authority has never
used. However, because of the moratorium on
federally subsidized housing programs, final approval has been deferred, and construction is
now uncertain. Four applications for 300 units in
four communities were subrT\i tted to HUD be-

tween 2 and 4 years ago, but these applications
were also returned when the moratorium was announced.

TOTAL

now uncertain. Four applications for 300 units in

four communities were submitted to HUD be-

Location

(Zone 1)

Westminster

Seneca

Walhalla

(Zone 2)

Belton

Pendleton

Honea Path

Williamston

Liberty

Central

(Zone 3)

McCormick

Edgefield
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How the Authority is Governed: The regional
authority is governed by a 19-member board of
commissioners. Eighteen of the members are selected by their respective county's State senator.
and the 19th member, a commissioner-at-Iarge.
18 members. All terms
is selected,:;.!:) i\!1~1
are s[jW ' ~ ~T~r
~ I ~.

Board meetings are held either quarterly, if

0'

there is business to discuss, or on a special pur-

pose basis. Commissioners frequently promote

additional housing in their particular counties.

They act as catalysts, because the authority staff

will not go into an area unless it has been in-

vited (to avoid the appearance of imposing hous-

ing on an unwilling community, but also because

staff does not have the time to do housing pro-

motion).

Housing Administration: South Carolina

Regional Housing Authority No. l has a reputa-

tion for its economy and good service, due

largely to its small but strategically placed staff.

The region is divided into six "zones," each with

its own resident zone manager, office, and

maintenance warehouse. There are approxi-

mately 150 to 225 units under management in

each zone, depending on the distance between

projects. The two zones with the largest number

of units both have an additional full-time mainte-

nance employee to assist the zone manager.

A five member staff in Laurens coordinates

the entire region's activities. This staff consists

of the executive and assistant directors, an ac-

countant, tenant selector, and stenographer. The

central office and zone manager staffs total 11

employees, or one administrator for every 100

units under management, the exact ratio recom-

mended by the South Carolina HUD area office.

But, because the zone managers divide their

time between administration and maintenance,

the ratio is actually less favorable.

ln addition to the zone managers who do

minor maintenance repairs, there are seven

other maintenance employees: two aides who

are located in two of the zones, a maintenance

supervisor, two maintenance mechanics, and two

painters located at the authority warehouse in

Laurens. lf the zone managers are counted as

part-time only, the ratio of maintenance employ-

ees to units is 1 to 110; a lower ratio than what

HUD recommends (1 to 50) but, like the adminis-

trative staff, well placed.

The key to the authority's ability to operate

in a large area is the zone manager. This person

is responsible for all personal contacts with ten-

antsâfrom taking applications to answering

maintenance complaints, supervising move-outs,

and reexamining incomes. For most purposes,

the zone manager is the tenant's only link with

the authority, although some tenants will call the

central office if they are not satisfied with his

service or he cannot be reached for an emer-

gency repair. Most of the zone managers have

long tenure in their jobs.

Applications and Rental of Units: Most ap-

plicant referrals are made by public housing ten-

ants. A potential applicant usually obtains the

zone manager's home or office telephone num-

ber from a tenant, but sometimes the local wel-

fare department will call the zone manager re-

garding a family in need of housing. Publicity is

not used because of few vacancies and a back-

log of applications.

Zone managers maintain scheduled work

hours in each of their projects every week. Ap-

Board meetings are held either quarterly, if
there is business to discuss, or on a special purpose basis. Commissioners frequently promote
additional housing in their particular counties.
They act as catalysts, because the authority staff
will not go into an area unless it has been invited (to avoid the appearance of imposing housing on an unwilling community, but also because
staff does not have the time to do housing promotion).
Housing Administration: South Carolina
Regional Housing Authority No. I has a reputation for its economy and good service, due
largely to its small but strategically placed staff.
The region is divided into six "zones," each with
its own resident zone manager, office, and
maintenance warehouse. There are approximately 150 to 225 units under management in
each zone, depending on the distance between
projects. The two zones with the largest number
of units both have an additional full-time maintenance employee to assist the zone manager.
A five member staff in Laurens coordinates
the entire region's activities. This staff consists
of the executive and assistant directors, an accountant, tenant selector, and stenographer. The
central office and zone manager staffs total 11
employees, or one administrator for every 100
units under management, the exact ratio recommended by the South Carolina HUD area office.
But, because the zone managers divide their
time between administration and maintenance,
the ratio is actually less favorable.
In addition to the zone managers who do
minor maintenance repairs, there are seven
other maintenance employees: two aides who
are located in two of the zones, a maintenance
supervisor, two maintenance mechanics, and two
painters located at the authority warehouse in
Laurens. If the zone managers are counted as
part-time only, the ratio of maintenance employees to units is 1 to 110; a lower ratio than what
HUD recommends (1 to 50) but, like the administrative staff, well placed.
The key to the authority's ability to operate
in a large area is the zone manager. This person
is responsible for all personal contacts with tenants-from taking applications to answering
maintenance complaints, supervising move-outs,
and reexamining incomes. For most purposes,
the zone manager is the tenant's only link with
the authority, although some tenants will call the
central office if they are not satisfied with his
service or he cannot be reached for an emergency repair. Most of the zon e managers have
long tenure in their jobs.

Applications and Rental
Units: Most applicant referrals are made by public housing tenants. A potential applicant usually obtains the
zone manager's home or office telephone number from a tenant, but sometimes the local welfare department will call the zone manager regarding a family in need of housing. Publicity is
not used because of few vacancies and a backlog of applications.
Zone managers maintain scheduled work
hours in each of their projects every week. Applications are usually taken then and mailed to
the central office each Friday. Office hours (in
most of the smaller projects, the office is the
zone manager's pickup truck) are also used to
do maintenance repairs, take maintenance requests, and collect rent.
When an application is sent to the central
office, the tenant selector figures the rent and
then mails back the application to the zone,
where it is filed according to location preference. When a unit becomes vacant, the zone
manager selects the new tenant and prepares
the lease. The tenant's application and lease are
then returned to the central office for permanent
filing. Employment and welfare income verifications, as well as income reexaminations, are all
completed by the zone manager and sent to the
central office for review and approval.
Rent Collection: During the first week of the
month, office hours are used for door-to-door
rent collection, with late rent pickup during the
second week. Tenants who will not be home
leave their rent checks with neighbors, or leave
permission with the zone manager to enter their
homes to pick up the rent checks. When some
tenants pay at the zone offices, the zone manager will visit a tenant's home later in the month,
primarily to check for repairs-a major purpose
of door-to-door rent collection.
Both the zone managers and the authority's
accountant keep a close watch on tenant accounts by maintaining records of every transaction and the amounts owed. This attention has
apparently paid off, because there are few delinquencies (collection losses totalling only $300
last year) and about five evictions a year. Tenants who have rent paying problems will usually
talk with the zone manager and sometimes will
contact the executive director to work out an alternative rent-paying arrangement.
Maintenance:
Routine
maintenance
is
usually handled by the zone managers. Each has
a pickup truck and keeps a variety of supplies at
~ are house. Most tenants
the zone tfi · iu
wait mv~"ppotp:
is scheduled to be

.mE!i

plications are usually taken then and mailed to

the central office each Friday. Office hours (in

most of the smaller projects, the office is the
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at their project before making maintenance re-

quests. ln emergencies, however, tenants can

call the zone managers at their homes, the zone

offices, central office, or warehouse. The central

office has a list of telephone numbers of tenants

in each project who can be called to relay mes-

sages to the zone managers.

Two zone managers have maintenance aides

to assist them. The aides do routine maintenance

work and occasionally will clean or paint an

apartment, although most interior painting is

done by the authority's painters in Laurens.

Work that is not routine is handled by mainte-

nance mechanics who work out of the central

warehouse. These men do work that requires

heavy equipment, including the attachment of

sewer lines to new projects, or they clean apart-

ments after families move out. They have a trac-

tor for cutting grass and a truck with a trailer for

transporting equipment.

ln addition to this maintenance work, the

maintenance mechanics are responsible for com-

pleting a yearly schedule of maintenance assign-

ments. Each month they check most units for re-

pair or replacement of specific items, as follows:

â¢ Januaryâfix inside doors and cabinets.

â¢ Februaryâprune shrubs and trees.

â¢ Marchâfertilize all lawns and replace

faucet washers.

â¢ Aprilârepair door and window screens.

â¢ Mayârepair faucet washers, light

at their project before making maintenance requests. In emergencies, however, tenants can
call the zone managers at their homes, the zone
offices, central office, or warehouse. The central
office has a list of telephone numbers of tenants
in each project who can be called to relay messages to the zone managers.
Two zone managers have maintenance aides
to assist them. The aides do routine maintenance
work and occasionally will clean or paint an
apartment, although most interior painting is
done by the authority's painters in Laurens.
Work that is not routine is handled by maintenance mechanics who work out of the central
warehouse. These men do work that requires
heavy equipment, including the attachment of
sewer lines to new projects, or they clean apartments after families move out. They have a tractor for cutting grass and a truck with a trailer for
transporting equipment.
In addition to this maintenance work, the
maintenance mechanics are responsible for completing a yearly schedule of maintenance assignments. Each month they check most units for repair or replacement of specific items, as follows:

switches and receptacles.

â¢ Juneârepair ovens, door springs, bath-

room accessories.

â¢ Julyârepair refrigerators.

â¢ Augustâ(nothing scheduled).

â¢ Septemberârepair space heaters, hot

water heaters, ranges.

â¢ Octoberâcheck windows and doors.

â¢ Novemberâreplace faucet washers and

packings.

â¢ Decemberârepair switches and recepta-

cles.

An annual inspection of all authority units

begins in mid-May. The executive director and

his assistant visit each unit and recommend re-

pairs to the maintenance supervisor and the

zone managers. The annual inspection also pro-

vides tenants the opportunity to express their

complaints to authority staff other than the zone

managers and keeps the central office more alert

to what is happening in the zones.

The maintenance supervisor is responsible

for seeing that all maintenance work is done

correctly and on schedule. He spends much of

• January-fix inside doors and cabinets.
• February-prune shrubs and trees.
• March-fertilize all lawns and replace
faucet washers.
• April-repair door and window screens.
• May-repair
faucet
washers,
light
switches and receptacles.
• June-repair ovens, door springs, bathroom accessories.
• July-repair refrigerators.
• August-(nothing scheduled).
• September-repair space heaters, hot
water heaters, ranges.
• October-check windows and doors.
• November-replace faucet washers and
packings.
• December-repair switches and receptacles.

his time touring the projects and reporting daily

to the central office to coordinate with the as-

sistant executive director maintenance requests

from the zone managers.

All supplies are purchased by the assistant

director and stored in Laurens until requested by

a zone manager. Either the assistant or a main-

tenance employee from Laurens will deliver sup-

plies so that the zone managers do not have to

leave their work areas.

The authority's comprehensive maintenance

An annual inspection of all authority units
begins in mid-May. The executive director and
his assistant visit each unit and recommend repairs to the maintenance supervisor and the
zone managers. The annual inspection also provides tenants the opportunity to express their
complaints to authority staff other than the zone
managers and keeps the central o.tfice more alert
to what is happening ill th e zones.

program is immediately noticeable. Units that are

20 years old look as well kept as those built last

year, with no peeling paint, torn screens, dead

bushes, or other signs of deterioration. The au-
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The maintenance supervisor is responsible
for seeing that all maintenance work is done
correctly and on schedule. He spends much of
his time touring the projects and reporting daily
to the central office to coordinate with the assistant executive director maintenance requests
from the zone managers.
All supplies are purchased by the assistant
director and stored in Laurens until requested by
a zone manager. Either the assistant or a maintenance employee from Laurens will deliver supplies so that the zone managers do not have to
leave their work areas.
The authority's comprehensive maintenance
program is immediately noticeable. Units that are
20 years old look as well kept as those built last
year, with no peeling paint, torn screens, dead
bushes, or other signs of deterioration. The authority and HUD estimate that there are substantial cost savings in a program of preventive
maintenance. And, according to the authority,
this also creates good tenant-management relations, with repairs handled promptly before they
become irritating to the tenants.
Social Services and Tenant Relations: There
is no organized social service program or tenant
organization for residents of authority housing,
although social service referrals are made by the
zone managers who are regularly in contact with
the tenants and local social service agencies.
Zone managers' monthly visits to tenants serve
three purposes: to collect rent; to inspect the
unit and receive maintenance requests from the
tenants; and to simply talk with the tenant. The
third, to "sit and chat" whenever possible, helps
to identify social, economic, and health needs of
tenants.
Elderly tenants, and particularly those living
in the northern part of the region where the Appalachian Regional Commission sponsors elderly
programs, are recipients of more formal social
services sponsored by agencies other than the
authority. The elderly project in Laurens has a
recreation room where tenants and other elderly
people from the community hold classes, worship services, and social events. Family units in
the region are not similarly equipped.

Case 2: Mississippi Regional Housing
Authority No. VIII
Mississippi Regional Housing Authority No.
VIII, located in Gulfport, Miss., provides a number of cont[}1s s; i f tl r: s of management and
mainte ~ ~R ~ ~ 1 ~ I~ Nother regional au-
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IIVM Ue*t>fibed in this study. Unlike the

., :ii Cdiulma regional program, for example,

.,, .1 ut No. Vlll't services are centralized in two

'l

i.fliv.uj located in the more urbanized areas of

'L
the region where most of the authority's units

dfB found. This centralization helps perpetuate

n' ,bed

ity. Service to the more urbanized areas is handled

somewhat differently from service to the rural proj-

ects. As one might expect, there is a tendency to

focus the most attention on the more accessible

and populated areasâone that extends to na-

tional housing programs as well.

,Il

,

Authority Background: Established in 1944

under the Mississippi housing law permitting the

creation of regional housing authorities, Missis-

sippi Regional Housing Authority No. VIII pro-

vides low rent public housing throughout a 13-

county jurisdiction in the southeastern portion of

the State. Although its early history is obscure,

resolutions establishing the authority were ob-

tained from each of the 13 county governments

as early as 1944. However, the authority re-

mained dormant for years. The Harrison County

Board of Supervisors rekindled interest in low

rent housing when it enabled the county's pur-

chasing agent to resurrect the authority. By

1958, a small staff was hired, three projects were

completed, and several more were planned.

Today, there are 1,302 authority units in a few of

the region's larger cities, their rural outskirts,

and a number of small rural towns.

The authority retains its original boundaries,

outlined on the accompanying map, and, like

some other regional housing authorities, its juris-

diction encompasses two fairly distinct geo-

graphic and economic areas. There is a rela-

tively densely settled, three-county coastal area

along the Gulf of Mexico that includes the cities

of Gulfport, Biloxi, and Pascagoula. Employment

in this coastal area is primarily in the fishing and

tourist industries. Inland, there are sparsely pop-

ulated areas, with Hattiesburg being the only city

of more than 25,000 population in the 10-county

rural area. Tree farming, the attendant paper in-

dustry, and garment manufacturing are the major

sources of employment, and they generally pay

lower wages than do the coastal industries.

Recognizing the coastal-rural disparity in in-

comes, the authority established separate in-

come limits for admission and continued occu-

pancy. A family of four seeking admission to a

project in the small town of Wiggins may have a

maximum income of $3,900, but a family of the

same size applying to a coastal project may

have as much as $5,000 income.

Eleven other local authorities in the region

provide low rent housing for approximately 2,600

families and elderly persons. At least seven have

approximately 100 or less units under manage-

ment, and three of these are located in towns

where the regional authority also has units. The

regional authority developed its units in the three

towns prior to the creation of the local authori-

ties; their creation was largely a response to the

devastation caused by Hurricane Camille. Gulf-

0

o

port, for example, created its own authority in

order to operate an urban renewal program. Be-

cause No. VIII already had 100 units for the eld-

erly in Gulfport, an agreement was signed allow-

Unlike the

services are centralized in two
in the more urbanized areas of
,y,'" writHe most of the authority's units
!,
"J ThiS centralization helps perpetuate
l,~lli,CI "urban-rural" character of the author, , : l e i ',lIce to the more urbanized areas is handled
, , ",,',liat differently from service to the rural projl.:> A5 one might expect, there is a tendency to
, ~ _",5 the most attention on the more accessible
.. ,Cl populated areas-one that extends to na~r,al housing programs as well.
Authority Background: Established in 1944
... nder the Mississippi housing law permitting the
creation of regional housing authorities, Mississippi Regional Housing Authority No. VIII pro.,tIdes low rent public housing throughout a 13county jurisdiction in the southeastern portion of
the State. Although its early history is obscure,
resolutions establishing the authority were obtained from each of the 13 county governments
as early as 1944. However, the authority remained dormant for years. The Harrison County
Board of Supervisors rekindled interest in low
rent housing when it enabled the county's purchasing agent to resurrect the authority. By
1958, a small staff was hired, three projects were
completed, and several more were planned.
Today, there are 1,302 authority units in a few of
the region's larger cities, their rural outskirts,
and a number of small rural towns.
The authority retains its original boundaries,
outlined on the accompanying map, and, like
some other regional housing authorities, its jurisdiction encompasses two fairly distinct geographic and economic areas. There is a relatively densely settled, three-county coastal afea
along the Gulf of Mexico that includes the cities
of Gulfport, Biloxi, and Pascagoula. Employment
in this coastal area is primarily in the fishing and
tourist industries. Inland, there are sparsely populated areas, with Hattiesburg being the only city
of more than 25,000 population in the 10-county
rural area. Tree farming, the attendant paper industry, and garment manufacturing are the major
sources of employment, and they generally pay
lower wages than do the coastal industries.
Recognizing the coastal-rural disparity in incomes, the authority established separate income limits for admission and continued occupancy. A family of four seeking admission to a
project in the small town of Wiggins may have a
maximum income of $3,900. but a family of the
same size applying to a coasta l project may
have as much as $5 ,000 income.
,,,.

VIII's

uv.;l[eJ

the distinct "urban-rural" character of the author-

in this study.

,.,,"a I egional program, for example,
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Eleven other local authorities in the region
provide low rent housing for approximately 2,600
families and elderly persons. At least seven have
approximately 100 or less units under management, and three of these are located in towns
where the regional authority also has units. The
regional authority developed its units in the three
towns prior to the creation of the local authorities; their creation was largely a response to the
devastation caused by Hurricane Camille. Gulfport, for example, created its own authority in
order to operate an urban renewal program. Because No. VIII already had 100 units for the elderly in Gulfport, an agreement was signed allowing the regional authority to continue managing
the elderly project but prohibiting it from further
development within the city limits. (The regional
authority currently operates an additional 560
units in the Gulfport area, but not within the city
limits.)
None of the smaller local housing authorities in the region have been incorporated into
the regional authority, although one authority has
considered requesting this. Like Gulfport. this
LHA was created after the regional authority had
developed housing in the community where the
LHA now has jurisdiction. But. with only 90 of its
own units under management, the LHA is experiencing administrative problems and may ask the
regional authority to manage the units on a contractual basis. The local authority would retain
its own board of commissioners and annual contributions contract. This type of agreement contrasts sharply with the regional authority's current operation by requiring it to keep a separate
set of books and to hold separate board meetings. Such arrangements could be burdensome.
The regional authority is indirectly affected
by Mississippi's "anti housing" law, prohibiting
the development of public housing without a
local referendum. Though the authority has managed to avoid this obstacle, an attitude against
low income housing does exist in the State. To
avoid the appearance of attempting to force low
income housing on a community. the authority
does not promote its services but waits for a locality to take the initiative and inquire about the
program. Thus, many of the small rural communities, desperately in need of housing but apathetic to that need, are unserved. However. the
authority seems to protect itself from political
conflicts.
The Authority's Program: Regional Authority
No. VIII manages 1,302 units dispersed among
24 projects ~ i lr-l Ilr
·pns. Fully 94 percent of
these
~fT~ ~ '
~
coastal counties,

i

ie

and 78 percent are in or around the two cities of

Gulfport and Pascagoula.

Total

Units

and 78 percent are in or around the two cities of
Gulfport and Pascagoula.

Location Population Units Location

location

Population

Units

Total
Units
location

Gulfport
Gulfport
Area

40,791

100

100
560

Pascagoula

27,264

Moss Point

19,321

106
124
200
80
50
152
24
24
85
65
60
72
50
18
12
14
14
12
8
10
6
10
6
1,302

Gulfport 40,791 100 100

Gulfport

Area 106 560

124

200

80

50

Pascagoula 27,264 152 350

24

24

85

65

Moss Point 19,321 60 132

72

D'lberville 7,288 50 50

Poplarville 2,312 18 30

12

Pass Christian 2,979 14 28

14

Lumberton 2,084 12 20

8

Ellisville 4,643 10 16

D'Iberville
Poplarville

7,288
2,312

Pass Christian

2,979

lumberton

2,084

Ellisville

4,643

Wiggins

2,995

6

Wiggins 2,995 10 16

6

TOTAL 1,302

Two additional projects are nearing con-

struction in small rural towns. Lucedale, with a

population of 2,083, will receive its first 72 public

housing units, and Poplarville, which already

has 30 authority owned units, will receive an ad-

ditional 40. These projects will spread more of

the authority's units into rural areas, with the

share in the three coastal counties dropping to

approximately 68 percent.

The authority owns 1,202 of its units and

leases the remaining 100 units for the elderly in

the City of Gulfport. The authority rents all but

200 of its own units under the conventional pub-

lic housing program; the remaining 200 are part

of a single Turnkey III homeownership develop-

mentâthe first in the Nationâjust outside of

Gulfport.

How the Authority is Governed: A single

TOTAL

350

132
50
30
28
20
16
16

Two additional projects are nearing construction in small rural towns. Lucedale. with a
population of 2,083, will receive its first 72 public
housing units, and Poplarville, which already
has 30 authority owned units, will receive an additional 40. These projects will spread more of
the authority's units into rural areas. with the
share in the three coastal counties dropping to
approximately 68 percent.

board of commissioners governs the authority.

There are 13 members, one from each county

under the authority's jurisdiction. Each commis-

sioner is selected by the board of supervisors in

each county for a 5-year term, with all terms co-

inciding. Most board members are reappointed.

A druggist, sheriff, assistant superintendent of

education, insurance salesman, and carpenter,

among others, are currently represented on the

board. No county has appointed a public housing

tenant as its representative.

Members of the board have improved com-

munications between the authority and outlying

communities by translating apparent needs for

low income housing into specific requests for the

authority to visit a community and to explain the

public housing program.

Housing Administration: The authority has

The authority owns 1.202 of its units and
Jeases the remaining 100 units for the elderly in
the City of Gulfport. The authority rents all but
200 of its own units under the conventional public housing program; the remaining 200 are part
of a single Turnkey III homeownership development-the first in the Nation-just outside of
Gulfport.
How the Authority is Governed: A single
board of commissioners governs the authority.
There are 13 members. one from each county
under the authority's jurisdiction. Each commissioner is selected by the board of supervisors in
each county for a 5-year term, with all terms co-

inciding. Most board members are reappointed.
A druggist, sheriff, assistant superintendent of
education, insurance salesman, and carpenter,
among others, are currently represented on the
board. No county has appOinted a public housing
tenant as its representative.
Members of the board have improved communications between the authority and outlying
communities by translating apparent needs for
low income housing into specific requests for the
authority to visit a community and to explain the
public housing program.
Housing Administration: The authority has
decentralized its administrative and maintenance
staffs among two central offices and three suboffices located in the coastal county projects.
The largest of the central offices is outside Gulfport, at a 156 unit housing project. The region's
basic administrative staff-executive and assistant directors, accountant, tenant selector, and
administrative assistant-work here with a staff
of 12 maintenance employees serving 820 units.
Management is provided for the 156 unit project,
the elderly project in Gulfport, and all the rural
projects (including D'Iberville, located in a
coastal county. but which the authority terms
"rural"). Two large projects in the Gulfport area
have small management staffs onsite who report
directly to the central office.
With no office in the rural counties, distance
has been a problem. The projects in these counties are served by a Gulfport management aide
who is required to return to the central office
daily. Since the furthest outlying project is approximately 100 miles from Gulfport, a round trip
can consume up to 4 hours of travel in an 8-hour
work day.
A smaller central office is located in Pascagoula, 30 miles east of Gulfport on the coast.
From this office, three full-time management specialists, a part-time management aide, and 10
maintenance employees serve 482 units in Pascagoula and Moss Point. Although the longest distance traveled by Pascagoula staff is 8 miles,
this will change with the completion of the Lucedale project, 60 miles north of Pascagoula.
Overall. the ratio of full- and part-time administrative staff to units under management is
approximately 1 to 100, a ratio acceptable to
HUD. The maintenance staff. consisting of 22
employees, provides a ratio of 1 to 59. a slightly
lower ratio than HUD prefers. But the overall
ratio is somewhat misleading, since 10 of the
maintenana rl't. ~ l~?~ \30 n serve only 482 units, or
a rat t9>N' E' S
~~ I~ A fJ her 12 employees

If

decentralized its administrative and maintenance

staffs among two central offices and three sub-

offices located in the coastal county projects.
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serve 820 units, or one employee to every 68

units. This disparity affects the promptness of

maintenance service in the areas served by the

Gulfport office.

Applications and Rental of Units: All appli-

cations are kept in the central Gulfport office but

filed according to the community in which the

applicant currently lives or wishes to live. No resi-

dency requirements exist, but the authority as-

sumes that families, particularly those employed,

will not want to move from their communities.

ln the coastal areas, applications, like rents,

are taken at any of the authority's offices. Al-

though there is a waiting list for most coastal

projects, the authority occasionally contacts a

local community action or welfare agency when

applications are lacking for particular units.

ln the rural areas, application taking is in-

formal and normally done on the day scheduled

each month for rent collection. A potential appli-

cant may call the Gulfport office to arrange a

meeting with the project manager, but, more

often, an applicant merely asks rural tenants

when the project manager will be in the area. ln

some small towns the project manager has es-

tablished contacts with the mayor or welfare

agency and will ask them for referrals when nec-

essary. However, most applicants in the rural

areas come to the authority through tenant refer-

rals.

There is a maximum economy of staff time

here, as the management person assigned to the

rural projects performs all necessary functions,

such as collecting rent, taking applications, and

supervising move-ins, on one scheduled day

each month. This serves to cut down on travel

days.

Rent Collection: ln the coastal areas, ten-

ants will normally pay their rent at the nearest

authority office. Rent is due on the first day of

the month but can be paid up to the fifth work-

ing day. Frequently, if a project manager sees

that a tenant has not paid at the beginning of

the month, he will call or visit the tenant to de-

termine if there are any problems and to prevent

future delinquencies.

Rent collection in the rural areas is the re-

sponsibility of the rural project manager who vis-

its tenants door-to-door on a specified day each

month. lf the tenant does not intend to be home,

rent can be left with a neighbor or mailed to the

Gulfport office within 5 days of the project man-

ager's visit. Rent collection in the rural projects

requires roughly 700 miles of travel, and the

rural project manager is required to return to the

central office daily. As previously mentioned, to

compensate for the distances traveled, the proj-

ect manager will use rent collection days for a

number of purposes, including taking applica-

tions and supervising move-ins.

At one time, there were many rent delin-

quencies in the rural projects. Authority staff at-

tributed the number of delinquencies to the fact

that families knew staff could not afford to travel

to the rural projects several times a month to

serve 820 units, or one employee to every 68
units. This disparity affects the promptness of
maintenance service in the areas served by the
Gulfport office.
Applications and Renta' 01 Units: All applications are kept in the central Gulfport office but
filed according to the community in which the
applicant currently lives or wishes to live. No residency requirements exist, but the authority assumes that families, particularly those employed,
will not want to move from their communities.
In the coastal areas, applications, like rents,
are taken at any of the authority's offices. Although there is a waiting list for most coastal
projects, the authority occasionally contacts a
local community action or welfare agency when
applications are lacking for particular units.
In the rural areas, application taking is informal and normally done on the day scheduled
each month for rent collection. A potential applicant may call the Gulfport office to arrange a
meeting with the project manager, but, more
often, an applicant merely asks rural tenants
when the project manager will be in the area. In
some small towns the project manager has established contacts with the mayor or welfare
agency and will ask them for referrals when necessary. However, most applicants in the rural
areas come to the authority through tenant referrals.
There is a maximum economy of staff time
here, as the management person assigned to the
rural projects performs all necessary functions,
such as collecting rent, taking applications, and
supervising move-ins, on one scheduled day
each month. This serves to cut down on travel
days.
Rent Collection: In the coastal areas, tenants will normally pay their rent at the nearest
authority office. Rent is due on the first day of
the month but can be paid up to the fifth working day. Frequently, if a project manager sees
that a tenant has not paid at the beginning of
the month, he will call or visit the tenant to determine if there are any problems and to prevent
future delinquencies.
Rent collection in the rural areas is the responsibility of the rural project manager who visits tenants door-to-door on a specified day each
month. If the tenant does not intend to be home,
rent can be left with a neighbor or mailed to the
Gulfport office within 5 days of the project manager's visit. Rent collection in the rural projects
requires roughly 700 miles of travel, and the
rural project manager is requirecl to return to the

central office daily. As previously mentioned. to
compensate for the distances traveled, the project manager will use rent collection days for a
number of purposes, including taking applications and supervising move-ins.
At one time, there were many rent delinquencies in the rural projects. Authority staff attributed the number of delinquencies to the fact
that families knew staff could not afford to travel
to the rural projects several times a month to
seek payment. The authority has instituted a
strict rent enforcement policy, and delinquencies
have become less of a problem in all areas. Nevertheless, when delinquencies appear at the beginning of the month, the rural project manager
has little opportunity to visit or call a rural tenant to determine if there are problems.
Rents are deposited daily in a number of
coastal banks. At the end of each week. these
banks send statements of all deposits to a computer center in Wisconsin that produces a
monthly tenant account report based on the
banks' accounts and the daily records sent by
the authority's accounting department. The computer service costs approximately $800 per
month and substitutes for an additional employee
the authority would have to hire. However. the
authority is not yet convinced that this is the
most efficient way of handling its accounts, because checks and HUD financial statements are
still processed in the central office.
Maintenance: Maintenance for all projects is
handled through the central offices in Gulfport
and Pascagoula, with the Gulfport office having
responsibility for all of the rural projects. Each
office has a maintenance supervisor, directly responsible to the assistant executive director. and
its own maintenance crew. These crews report
daily to their respective offices where work assignments are made. All equipment, vehicles,
and materials are kept at the two offices. Maintenance materials are purchased by the Gulfport
office in large moneysaving quantities or through
a HUD-designated consolidated supply contractor.
A tenant with a maintenance complaint can
pursue a number of alternative courses, depending upon whether he is located in a coastal or
rural area. If he is a coastal tenant, he can either telephone or deliver his complaint personally to any of the authority's offices. If he is a
rural tenant, and if the complaint is minor. he
can wait until rent collection day to tell the project manager, or he can register his complaint
with the ten
j'''i'a '
oject whose telephone is

seek payment. The authority has instituted a
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strict rent enforcement policy, and delinquencies

have become less of a problem in all areas. Nev-

ertheless, when delinquencies appear at the be-

ginning of the month, the rural project manager
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partially subsidized by the authority and who, in

turn, will relay the complaint to the Gulfport

office. ln an emergency, the tenant can tele-

phone the central office collect.

Maintenance work assignments depend

largely on the number and location of work or-

ders received. For example, if a tenant in Ellis-

ville, 100 miles north of the Gulfport office,

needs repairs, he will usually have to wait until

there are a sufficient number of other complaints

in Ellisville to warrant the 3V2 to 4 hours round-

trip. ln case of an emergency in one of the rural

projects, a local plumber or other skilled crafts-

man may be called to attend the problem if it

will take too long for an authority crew to re-

spond. This is rarely done however.

Obviously, it can take many days for enough

complaints to accumulate at rural projects to ini-

tiate a visit by a maintenance crew, whereas rou-

tine maintenance complaints from coastal ten-

ants are normally answered within a day. The

Gulfport maintenance supervisor estimated that

two of his men may visit Ellisville about 2 days

per month. Ellisville is visited by authority per-

sonnel only about 3 days per month, including

the rent collection trip.

Although the rural projects appear at a dis-

advantage in terms of prompt maintenance, they

do enjoy more frequent inspections for mainte-

nance problems than do the coastal projects.

Yearly maintenance inspections are made of all

units, but the rural units are casually inspected

by the project manager when he collects rent

each month. lf he sees a major problem that the

tenant has not reported, he will complete a work

order. ln this way, excessive damages caused by

tenants, or other maintenance problems which

might not be discovered until the tenants move

out, are repaired much sooner.

The authority's 13-county jurisdiction does

place some constraints on maintenance prac-

tices, particularly since HUD does not take into

account the costs of long distance travel when

determining maximum per unit per month (PUM)

maintenance costs for a particular geographic

area. Public housing authorities that cover great

distances are allowed about the same mainte-

nance PUM as authorities operating in one town

only. Mississippi Regional Authority No. Vlll

would like to hire eight additional maintenance

employees, but finds the PUM allocation prohibi-

tive.

Social Services and Tenant Relations: The

authority is not involved in a social service pro-

gram. A "meals-on-wheels" program serves the

elderly project in Gulfport, and Head Start rents

the community building in the large Turnkey lll

project outside of Gulfport, but neither of these

programs are authority inspired.

Tenant problems, other than those concerning

maintenance, may be telephoned to any of the

authority's offices, and the appropriate project

manager will speak with and sometimes visit the

tenants involved. ln rural areas, however, tenant

problems are handled by mail unless they can

partially subsidized by the authority and who, in
turn, will relay the complaint to the Gulfport
office. In an emergency, the tenant can telephone the central office collect.
Maintenance work assignments depend
largely on the number and location of work orders received. For example, if a tenant in Ellisville, 100 miles north of the Gulfport office,
needs repairs, he will usually have to wait until
there are a sufficient number of other complaints
in Ellisville to warrant the 3Y2 to 4 hours roundtrip. In case of an emergency in one of the rural
projects, a local plumber or other skilled craftsman may be called to attend the problem if it
will take too long for an authority crew to respond. This is rarely done however.
Obviously, it can take many days for enough
complaints to accumulate at rural projects to initiate a visit by a maintenance crew, whereas routine maintenance complaints from coastal tenants are normally answered within a day. The
Gulfport maintenance supervisor estimated that
two of his men may visit Ellisville about 2 days
per month. Ellisville is visited by authority personnel only about 3 days per month, including
the rent collection trip.
Although the rural projects appear at a disadvantage in terms of prompt maintenance, they
do enjoy more frequent inspections for maintenance problems than do the coastal projects.
Yearly maintenance inspections are made of all
units, but the rural units are casually inspected
by the project manager when he collects rent
each month. If he sees a major problem that the
tenant has not reported, he will complete a work
order. In this way, excessive damages caused by
tenants, or other maintenance problems which
might not be discovered until the tenants move
out, are repaired much sooner.
The authority's 13-county jurisdiction does
place some constraints on maintenance practices, particularly since HUD does not take into
account the costs of long distance travel when
determining maximum per unit per month (PUM)
maintenance costs for a particular geographic
area. Public housing authorities that cover great
distances are allowed about the same maintenance PUM as authorities operating in one town
only. Mississippi Regional Authority No. VIII
would like to hire eight additional maintenance
employees, but finds the PUM allocation prohibitive.
Social Services and Tenant Relations: The
authority is not involved in a social service program. A "meals-on-wheels" program serves the

elderly project in Gulfport, and Head Start rents
the community building in the large Turnkey III
project outside of Gulfport, but neither of these
programs are authority inspired.
Tenant problems, other than those concerning
maintenance, may be telephoned to any of the
authority's offices, and the appropriate project
manager will speak with and sometimes visit the
tenants involved. In rural areas, however, tenant
problems are handled by mail unless they can
be dealt with on rent collection day. Project
managers, especially on rural projects, normally
do not make referrals to social service agencies.

Case 3. Tennessee Valley Regional Housing
Authority
The Tennessee Valley Regional Housing Authority, located in Corinth, Miss., is unique
among rural housing authorities, due mainly to
its role as a "mortgage banker," and to the presence of its nonprofit arm, Community Development Inc. (COl). Also, the leased homeownership
program operated by TVRHA is locally designed,
though similar to the HUD Turnkey IV program.
Although the authority probably serves higher income families than most rural public housing authorities, it is described here because of its potential to serve lower income families and its
aggressive use of Federal funds to generate both
housing and water and sewer developments for
families and the elderly living in rural Mississippi.
Authority Background: Tennessee Valley Regional Housing Authority (TVRHA) was incorporated in September 1942, but remained inactive
until February 1969, when residents of Corinth,
Miss., reactivated itY\ In the late 1960's, urban
renewal was underway in Corinth and low rent
housing units were needed. The Corinth Housing
Authority would not apply for the units, leaving
the town leaders with the option to find another
housing authority. They fi rst attempted to create
a county authority, but Mississippi law prohibits
the formation of a county authority where a prior
county authority has become part of a regional
authority. Rather than try to dismantle the regional authority, Corinth town leaders decided
instead to reactivate it. An allocation of 1,000
units was received in 1970; another 33 units
were obtained soon after a tornado destroyed
housing in Corinth's urban renewal area.
,. Corinth is a large town lor northeastern Mississippi. and Is the
locus 01 in \"sl'(
row h lor the area.
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do not make referrals to social service agencies.
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The type of housing program developed for

TVRHAâbasically a leased homeownership pro-

gram, with units developed by the authority's

nonprofit spinoff, using funds loaned by the au-

thorityâwas the result of negotiations with pol-

icy-level HUD staff in Washington and the Atlanta

regional office. Until recently, HUD operations

staff have lacked knowledge of the program.

Community Development Inc. (GDI) was cre-

ated by TVRHA as a Corinth-based, nonprofit

housing development corporation. Its building

operation has, however, taken it beyond

TVRHA's jurisdiction, which extends to the 10

northeastern counties of Mississippi, as shown

on the accompanying map for the previous case.

GDI has crossed the northern boundary of the

region to build in Tennessee. That building site

is probably closer to Corinth than are the proj-

ects that TVRHA leases in the southern areas of

the region, since a trip from the northern bound-

ary where Corinth is located to the southern

boundary of the region is 140 miles. To visit the

entire region would probably take two days

travel.

Only five towns in the region have more

than 5,000 population; most have less than 1,000.

Yet, their economies vary greatly, with some

relying on factory employment and others on

farming. Poverty and bad housing are evident

everywhere. In the 10-county region, 29 percent

of the population is below the poverty level, and

28 percent of the occupied housing is inade-

quate.

The response to the region's need for low

income housing has been limited. Although nine

other housing authorities operate in the region,

all having built their units before TVRHA got

started, these authorities account for only 650

units of conventional low rent housing. (When

the regional authority was reactivated, an agree-

ment was reached with the other authorities that

TVRHA would only do leased housing, while the

others would continue to produce conventional

units.)

When TVRHA's units are added to the other

650, there appears to be a substantial dent in

the need for low rent housing. But, as stated

earlier, TVRHA is probably serving higher in-

come families than other authorities. In fact, the

authority estimates that most of its leased hous-

ing tenants could nearly qualify for section 235

homeownership financing.

The Authority's Program: In the original al-

location of 1,000 units of leased homeownership

units, each of the ten counties was supposed to

receive 100 units. Land availabilityâand actual

needâdictate a different distribution. The follow-

ing chart shows the number of units currently al-

located for each project, and the number that

the authority is leasing from Community Devel-

opment Inc."

Units Units

Town Population Allocated Leased

Corinth 11,581 232 112

Houston 2,720 8 8

The type of housing program developed for
TVRHA-basically a leased homeownership program, with units developed by the authority's
nonprofit spinoff, using funds loaned by the authority-was the result of negotiations with policy-level HUD staff in Washington and the Atlanta
regional office. Until recently, HUD operations
staff have lacked knowledge of the program.
Community Development Inc. (COl) was created by TVRHA as a Corinth-based, nonprofit
housing development corporation. Its building
operation has, however, taken it beyond
TVRHA's jurisdiction, which extends to the 10
northeastern counties of Mississippi, as shown
on the accompanying map for the previous case.
COl has crossed the northern boundary of the
region to build in Tennessee. That building site
is probably closer to Corinth than are the projects that TVRHA leases in the southern areas of
the region, since a trip from the northern boundary where Corinth is located to the southern
boundary of the region is 140 miles. To visit the
entire region would probably take two days
travel.
Only five towns in the region have more
than 5,000 population; most have less than 1,000.
Yet, their economies vary greatly, with some
relying on factory employment and others on
farming. Poverty and bad housing are evident
everywhere. In the 10-county region, 29 percent
of the population is below the poverty level, and
28 percent of the occupied housing is inadequate.
The response to the region's need for low
income housing has been limited. Although nine
other housing authorities operate in the region,
all having built their units before TVRHA got
started, these authorities account for only 650
units of conventional low rent housing. (When
the regional authority was reactivated, an agreement was reached with the other authorities that
TVRHA would only do leased housing, while the
others would continue to produce conventional
un its.)
When TVRHA's units are added to the other
650, there appears to be a substantial dent in
the need for low rent housing. But, as stated
earlier, TVRHA is probably serving higher income families than other authorities. In fact, the
authority estimates that most of its leased housing tenants could nearly qualify for section 235
homeownership financing.
The Authority's Program: In the original allocation of 1,000 units of leased homeownership
units, each of the ten counties was supposed to

receive 100 units. land availability-and actual
need-dictate a different distribution. The forrowing chart shows the number of units currently allocated for each project, and the number that
the authority is leasing from Community Development Inc. l l
Units
Units
Town
Population Allocated leased
112
232
11,581
Corinth
8
2,720
8
Houston
25
25
3,002
Okolona
42
42
646
Houlka
49
78
2,899
Fulton
46
o
1,877
Verona
10
10
20,471
Tupelo
o
81
836
Saltillo
14
14
7,236
Amory
36
75
6,157
Aberdeen
64
1,591
64
Nettleton
31
60
3,453
Pontotoc
27
27
2,366
Baldwyn
20
20
5,895
Booneville
30
42
Jumpertown
30
30
677
Blue Mountain
22
22
458
Walnut
o
72
3,482
Ripley
42
42
luka
2,389
4
5
Tishomingo
410
12
12
968
Belmont
o
25
6,426
New Albany
578
1,033
TOTAL
Nearly all the housing produced by COl is
either detached or townhouse style for single
families, except for a 30-unit apartment complex
in Corinth that was built for victims of a tornado.
Some development is on scattered lots, but most
is in subdivisions where housing for the leased
homeownership tenants is mixed with housing
financed under other Federal programs. Some
also are developed with community facilities,
such as a school or recreation area. There are
design variations in each subdivision, and the
housing is generally attractive and well-spaced.
When COl began operating, it assembled its
own construction crew and "stick-built" the
houses. Overhead costs soon mounted, however,
and COl decided it would be more feasible to
hire contractors to do the work. COl is currently
purchasing panel style houses that are assembled onsite by private contractors.
11

Although 578 units were leased by TVRHA as of February 13.
1973, only 270 01 those units were rented. The discrepancy
is the result 01 TVRHA leasing units with no water and sewer
hookup because 1he development 01 these facilltlel hu been
delayed.
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Okolona 3,002 25 25
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Houlka 646 42 42

Fulton 2,899 78 49

Verona 1,877 46 0

Tupelo 20,471 10 10
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Because this is not a typical public housing

program, the following points may illustrate how

TVRHA and GDI produce housing:

â¢ The program is almost entirely leased

homeownership (only the 30 apartments in Cor-

Because this is not a typical public housing
program, the following points may illustrate how
TVRHA and COl produce housing:

inth are operated on a straight rental basis).

â¢ All units are leased from the Community

Development Inc. Funds for housing development

are loaned to GDI by the authority. TVRHA ob-

tains its money by selling long term notes and

loans the money at 8 percent, lower than the in-

terest rate on interim construction loans avail-

able on the private market. So far, TVRHA has

loaned $11 million, but only $2 million have gone

to GDI. The remaining amount was lent to other

developers of low and moderate income housing

who could not obtain financing on the private

market. TVRHA is filling an institutional gap

found in most rural areas by acting as a finan-

cier.

â¢ TVRHA funds have also been used, on

occasion, to pay a community's share of a Fed-

eral water and sewer grant. Without this assist-

ance, financing of water and sewer development

would have raised land costs to more than GDI

could pay or TVRHA could afford to lease.

â¢ TVRHA sells to FNMA the mortgages it

receives as collateral from GDI (the Federal Na-

tional Mortgage Association has committed itself

to purchasing all TVRHA mortgages) and repays

the long term notes.

â¢ GDI then repays the loan through the

rent payments it receives when TVRHA leases

GDI units. These payments include the mortgage,

taxes, and insurance.

â¢ Until recently, GDI used TVRHA loans

mostly to construct housing sold under various

Federal programs other than public housing: 235,

236, and 221 (d)3.'- If a unit could not be sold, the

agreement with TVRHA required the authority to

lease the unit. HUD has recently required the au-

thority to lease all 1033 units as expeditiously as

possible.

The agreement between TVRHA and GDI,

approved by HUD, has an unusual feature. When

a unit is turned over to homeownership, the au-

thority can lease an additional unit from GDI to

replace the one lost, as long as the total number

of units under lease does not exceed 1033. Ob-

viously, this arrangement perpetuates the author-

ity indefinitely, unlike the operation of a conven-

13 Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) has also approved 132

units of section 515 rural rental to be developed by CDI at

six locations.

tional leased homeownership program such as

Turnkey IV.

Instead of signing a rental agreement when

they are approved for a unit, authority tenants

sign a "homeownership opportunity agreement"

requiring them to assume the mortgage when

their incomes reach a point at which alternate

• The program is almost entirely leased
homeownership (only the 30 apartments in Corinth are operated on a straight rental basis).
• All units are leased from the Community
Development Inc. Funds for housing development
are loaned to COl by the authority. TVRHA obtains its money by selling long term notes and
loans the money at 8 percent, lower than the interest rate on interim construction loans available on the private market. So far, TVRHA has
loaned $11 million, but only $2 million have gone
to COl. The remaining amount was lent to other
developers of low and moderate income housing
who could not obtain financing on the private
market. TVRHA is filling an institutional gap
found in most rural areas by acting as a financier.
• TVRHA funds have also been used, on
occasion, to pay a community's share of a Federal water and sewer grant. Without this assistance, financing of water and sewer development
would have raised land costs to more than COl
could payor TVRHA could afford to lease.
• TVRHA sells to FNMA the mortgages it
receives as collateral from COl (the Federal National Mortgage Association has committed itself
to purchasing all TVRHA mortgages) and repays
the long term notes.
• COl then repays the loan through the
rent payments it recei¥es when TVRHA leases
COl units. These payments include the mortgage,
taxes, and insurance.
• Until recently, COl used TVRHA loans
mostly to construct housing sold under various
Federal programs other than public housing: 235,
236, and 221 (d)3. Ie If a unit could not be sold, the
agreement with TVRHA required the authority to
lease the unit. HUO has recently required the authority to lease all 1033 units as expeditiously as
possible.
The agreement between TVRHA and COl,
approved by HUO, has an unusual feature. When
a unit is turned over to homeownership, the authority can lease an additional unit from COl to
replace the one lost, as long as the total number
of units under lease does not exceed 1033. Obviously, this arrangement perpetuates the authority indefinitely, unlike the operation of a conven-

financing is available. Because the authority

wants to turn over units in order to lease addi-

tional ones, it looks for applicants who seem to

have a good chance of assuming homeowner-

ship. Therefore, all units are leased to families

that have what the authority calls "income

growth potential." Most are young, and few, per-

haps 10 percent, receive welfare payments. Fam-

ilies with welfare incomes usually have some

"Farmera Home Administration (FmHA) has also approved 132
units of section 515 rural rental to be developed by COl at
six locations_

u,

tional leased homeownership program such as
Turnkey IV.
Instead of signing a rental agreement when
they are approved for a unit, authority tenants
sign a "homeownership opportunity agreement"
requiring them to assume the mortgage when
their incomes reach a point at which alternate
financing is available. Because the authority
wants to turn over units in order to lease additional ones, it looks for applicants who seem to
have a good chance of assuming homeownership. Therefore, all units are leased to families
that have what the authority calls "income
growth potential." Most are young, and few, perhaps 10 percent, receive welfare payments. Families with welfare incomes usually have some
employment income as well.
The program is too young to reveal whether
family incomes will actually rise sufficiently for
homeownership. Currently, the average rent on
authority leased units is $50 per month, with utility costs deducted from this amount. Houses
sold by COl under the 235 program have mortgages of between $80 and $125 per month, without utilities. The difference in average monthly
payments between public housing and 235 would
require a substantial income rise .
In addition to the 1,033 units currently allocated, HUO gave preliminary approval for two
other projects (approval came before the moratorium, so the future of the projects is in question), 50 units of conventional housing for the
elderly in Corinth, and a 100-unit intermediate
care leased nursing home.
How the Authority is Governed: The county
commissioners for each member county appoint
a representative to the board of commissioners,
and the 10 commissioners select an 11 th member. All terms coincide and last 5 years.
Members of TVRHA's board of commissioners are, as one member described, persons who
"understand" financing, well educated businessmen who grasp the authority's role as "mortgage
banker." The board has taken an active role in
both formulating the authority's housing program
and, to some extent, carrying out the authority's
daily operation, although this involvement is decreasing as staff gains experience.
COl's board membership is similar to that of
TVRHA; in fact, six of the 10 members on COl's
board are also on the board of TVRHA, although
this situation is expected to change. All members are selected by county boards of supervisors.
riginal from
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Housing Administration: ln nearly all as-

pects of the authority's operation, the roles of

TVRHA and GDl intermingle. Although each or-

ganization has its own staff, they work together.

The authority employs four personsâan execu-

tive director, secretary, and two tenant selectors.

All accounting work is contracted to GDl, which

maintains its own computer service.

GDl's administrative staff is slightly larger,

with an executive director, attorney, secretary,

salesman, and a director of fiscal management

who supervises three bookkeepers and two oper-

ators of the lBM computer system. GDl is able to

support a computer operation by providing ac-

counting services to many other organizations,

including TVRHA, Corinth Urban Renewal

Agency, Neighborhood Youth Corps, and some

local government departments. Other administra-

tive funds are borrowed from TVRHA but will not

be repaid until GDl units are sold to the low in-

come tenants. At that time, GDl will add about

$1200 to the price of each house in order to

repay the administrative loan.

Because some administrative staff serving

the TVRHA leased units work for GDl, it is diffi-

cult to establish a ratio of administrative staff to

units under management. However, there were

only three maintenance employees serving 270

units, as of February 13. This ratio of one em-

ployee to every 90 units is much poorer than

recommended by HUD.

Applications and Rental of Units: TVRHA

employs two tenant selectors who take all appli-

cations, verify incomes and employment, decide

on applicants, and prepare the homeownership

agreement.

The housing program is well publicized

through newspaper and radio announcements.

Applicants are advised to meet the tenant selec-

tors during their regularly scheduled office hours

at each project. The hours are not providing ad-

equate time for all the applicants, since interest

in authority housing is high. On the same day

applications are taken, the tenant selectors must

also supervise move-ins and this, of course, lim-

its the time for interviewing applicants.

When more units are leased, the tenant

selectors intend to split the region in half, with

one person covering the northern five counties

and the other covering the southern five coun-

ties. Little time will be spent in the Corinth

office, which is located near the northern border

of the region near Tennessee. Currently, each

tenant selector drives about 100 miles daily, and

the authority pays them for mileage on their per-

sonal automobiles.

There is a backlog of applications for most

units, although many of the applicants will prove

ineligible, mostly due to "low incomes." Applica-

tions are filed according to the applicant's pre-

ferred location and his income growth potential.

This latter tenant selection criterion is in accord-

ance with the goals of the homeownership

agreement, although it will deny participation in

the program to many lower income families and

the elderly.

Housing Administration: In nearly all aspects of the authority's operation, the roles of
TVRHA and COl intermingle. Although each organization has its own staff, they work together.
The authority employs four persons-an executive director, secretary, and two tenant selectors.
All accounting work is contracted to COl, which
maintains its own computer service.
COl's administrative staff is slightly larger,
with an executive director, attorney, secretary,
salesman, and a director of fiscal management
who supervises three bookkeepers and two operators of the IBM computer system. COl is able to
support a computer operation by providing accounting services to many other organizations,
including TVRHA, Corinth Urban Renewal
Agency, Neighborhood Youth Corps, and some
local government departments. Other administrative funds are borrowed from TVRHA but will not
be repaid until COl units are sold to the low income tenants. At that time, COl will add about
$1200 to the price of each house in order to
repay the administrative loan.
Because some administrative staff serving
the TVRHA leased units work for COl, it is difficult to establish a ratio of administrative staff to
units under management. However. there were
only three maintenance employees serving 270
units, as of February 13. This ratio of one employee to every 90 units is much poorer than
recommended by HUD.
Applications and Rental of Units: TVRHA
employs two tenant selectors who take all applications, verify incomes and employment, decide
on applicants, and prepare the homeownership
agreement.
The housing program is well publicized
through newspaper and radio announcements.
Applicants are advised to meet the tenant selectors during their regularly scheduled office hours
at each project. The hours are not providing adequate time for all the applicants, since interest
in authority housing is high. On the same day
applications are taken, the tenant selectors must
also supervise move-ins and this, of course, limits the time for interviewing applicants.
When more units are leased, the tenant
selectors intend to split the region in half, with
one person covering the northern five counties
and the other covering the southern five counties. Little time will be spent in the Corinth
office, which is located near the northern border
of the region near Tennessee. Currently, each
tenant selector drives about 100 miles daily, and
the authority pays them for mileage on their personal automobiles.
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An important feature of the TVRHA housing

program is that selected applicants are counseled

toward homeownership only. There is no mention

of the traditional public housing rental program,

There is a backlog of applications for most
units, although many of the applicants will prove
ineligible, mostly due to "low incomes." Applications are filed according to the applicant's preferred location and his income growth potential.
This latter tenant selection criterion is in accordance with the goals of the homeownership
agreement, although it will deny participation in
the program to many lower income families and
the elderly.
An important feature of the TVRHA housing
program is that selected applicants are counseled
toward homeownership only. There is no mention
of the traditional public housing rental program,
although income limits are still approved under
HUD and Brooke Amendment guidelines. From
the day an applicant takes possession of the
unit, he gains fee simple title to that unit with
the understanding that eventually it should be
his. Homeownership education is another responsibility of the tenant selectors.
Rent Collection: TVRHA and 18 banks in the
region have signed agreements requiring the
banks to receive tenant rental checks. Each tenant is issued a card identifying the authority's
account, which is presented with the rent check
to the local bank at the beginning of each
month. The banks are expected to send daily
statements to the COl accounting department.
There are problems in this system. Delinquencies are high and the authority is thousands
of dollars short on rent collections. With no field
staff to encourage timel¥ payments, many tenants fall behind. Bank personnel are not authorized to collect rents door-to-door, and the COl
accounting staff rarely becomes involved in delinquencies beyond writing a letter. COl does notify the authority's secretary about all accounts
paid, and she can transmit this information to
the tenant selectors who may talk to the families
when visiting the projects. Evictions are the responsibility of the authority, not COL
All rent transactions are recorded on an
IBM computer system run by COl. The accounting service costs the authority $1.00 per account
per month; eventually, the costs will be $1,033
per month. This is less expensive than what it
would cost the authority to hire an accountant
and bookkeeper to service over 1,000 accounts.
Maintenance: The homeownership agreement requires tenants to perform their own routine maintenance. Part of the monthly rental is
placed in a routine maintenance account and,
when the tenant does not perform this maintenance, CD's. Gosts for labor and materials are
subtracted f.r2H lal tt e maccount. An additional
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amount per month goes into a nonroutine main-

tenance account for major repairs, such as new

roofing. According to TVRHA and GDl, most of

the families have not done their routine mainte-

nance. Consequently, the three-man maintenance

staff employed by GDl is kept busy with numer-

ous complaints called to the Corinth TVRHA

office or given to the tenant selectors.

Maintenance employees report daily to the

Corinth office for work assignments and often

pick up additional work while traveling in their

radio-dispatched trucks. But, because of the dis-

tances covered in the region and the limited

availability of staff, repairs are sometimes de-

layed as long as 1 week. lf a staff maintenance

man cannot fix the problem, repairs are further

delayed. Costs increase because a local plumber

or electrician has to be called. When GDl main-

tenance men repair something, they use mate-

rials that are purchased in quantity at lower

costs; in contrast, the local repairman will

charge GDl both the full price for all materials

and for labor.

Social Services and Tenant Relations:

TVRHA is not a social service agency, although

some informal referrals are made by the tenant

selectors. However, there are no tenant organi-

zations, nor are they encouraged. Tenants are

expected to take care of their needs in the same

way that an individual homeowner would. For a

while, the authority contracted with a local junior

college to provide counseling. The program has

been discontinued, and the funds have not yet

been channeled elsewhere.

Case 4. Vermont State Housing Authority

The Vermont State Housing Authority, lo-

cated in Montpelier, Vt., was selected for the

study because of its almost entirely rural pro-

gram, and because it has produced a large

enough number of units to illustrate the advan-

tages and disadvantages of operating on the

amount per month goes into a non routine maintenance account for major repairs, such as new
roofing. According to TVRHA and COl, most of
the families have not done their routine maintenance. Consequently, the three-man maintenance
staff employed by COl is kept busy with numerous complaints called to the Corinth TVRHA
office or given to the tenant selectors.
Maintenance employees report daily to the
Corinth office for work assignments and often
pick up additional work while traveling in their
radio-dispatched trucks. But, because of the distances covered in the region and the limited
availability of staff, repairs are sometimes delayed as long as 1 week. If a staff maintenance
man cannot fix the problem, repairs are further
delayed. Costs increase because a local plumber
or electrician has to be called. When COl maintenance men repair something. they use materials that are purchased in quantity at lower
costs; in contrast, the local repairman will
charge COl both the full price for all materials
and for labor.
Social Services and Tenant Relations:
TVRHA is not a social service agency, although
some informal referrals are made by the tenant
selectors. However, there are no tenant organizations, nor are they encouraged. Tenants are
expected to take care of their needs in the same
way that an individual homeowner would. For a
while, the authority contracted with a local junior
college to provide counseling. The program has
been discontinued, and the funds have not yet
been channeled elsewhere.

State level. Vermont's program is relatively

young and limited, particularly when compared

to the diverse program of the Hawaii State Hous-

ing Authority which operates in both rural and

densely populated metropolitan areas. But while

the Hawaii program has operated under favora-

ble State legislation and funding, the Vermont

program has not been so fortunate.

Authority Background: Among the last legis-

lative accomplishments of Vermont's first Demo-

cratic Governor in 105 years was the creation, in

1968, of the Vermont State Housing Authority

(VSHA). At that time only five housing authorities

existed in the State, all in the larger cities and

towns. The State authority was created to fill the

low income housing gap in rural areasânearly

the entire State. Legislation prevents the author-

ity from receiving funds for other than sections

10 and 23 leased housing units. The prohibition

was required by a State legislator who feared

the new authority would attempt to compete in

towns where other authorities were already oper-

ating conventional public housing projects. How-

ever, there is speculation that the legislation also

protects Vermont communities from what their

citizens fear: public housing "projects."

Case 4. Vermont State Housing Authority
The Vermont State Housing Authority, located in Montpelier, Vt., was selected for the
study because of its almost entirely rural program, and because it has produced a large
enough number of units to illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of operating on the
State level. Vermont's program is relatively
young and limited, particularly when compared
to the diverse program of the Hawaii State Housing Authority which operates in both rural and
densely populated metropolitan areas. But while
the Hawaii program has operated under favorable State legislation and funding, the Vermont
program has not been so fortunate.
Authority Background: Among the last legislative accomplishments of Vermont's first Democratic Governor in 105 years was the creation, in
1968, of the Vermont State Housing Aut ~ority
(VSHA). At that tim ~ op ly five housing authorities

existed in the State, all in the larger cities and
towns. The State authority was created to fill the
low income housing gap in rural areas-nearly
the entire State. Legislation prevents the authority from receiving funds for other than sections
10 and 23 leased housing units. The prohibition
was required by a State legislator who feared
the new authority would attempt to compete in
towns where other authorities were already operating conventional public housing projects. However, there is speculation that the legislation also
protects Vermont communities from what their
citizens fear: public housing "projects."
Regardless of the intent of the legislation,
there have been some problems. Three small
LHA's (two with 60 units each, and one with 125)
were established after the State program was
created, largely in response to VSHA's inability
to produce conventional, low rent elderly housing . According to the HUD area office, none of
the small authorities is operating efficiently,
and they have requested that VSHA assume
management of their units. Some form of management agreement will, in fact, be the only feasible way for VSHA to rescue these authorities,
since Vermont law prohibits the State authority
from actually leasing additional units in a community once that community has created its own
LHA (though VSHA can continue to operate the
units it already has under lease in that community).
VSHA is further prohibited by law from receiving any State funds. Though loosely tied to
the State's Department of Development and
Community Affairs, the authority remains a separate agency solely dependent on the Federal
Government for funding.
Given the constraints imposed by the State
legislature, VSHA must fight a decidedly uphill
battle to serve its constituency. Low income people living in bad housing are found in every village, town, and city in the State (there are no
unincorporated areas). As long as a resolution
can be obtained from the local government and
no other housing authority is operating in the
community, VSHA may lease housing there.
Since there are only eight other housing authorities in the State providing only 1,500 low rent
units, competition in the low income housing
market is slim.
Few nonprofit organizations are providing
low income housing, although VSHA is leasing
some Farmers Home Administration 515 rental
units in various locations. Other subsidized housing progra StQi I ~: mroa~ HUD 235, 236, and
221 (d)ffi~ IV~ ~
l e~IItA ~100 committed or

fI

Regardless of the intent of the legislation,

there have been some problems. Three small

LHA's (two with 60 units each, and one with 125)
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completed units in the entire State. This produc-

tion record is poor in relation to the need for

low income housing. Twelve percent of the

State's housing is inadequate, according to the

1970 Census of Housing, and 12 percent of the

population is below the poverty level.

As can be expected, incomes tend to be

slightly higher in the larger towns served by

VSHA. Yet, regardless of the income differences,

the authority has established only one set of in-

come limits, and, with HUD's consent, these cor-

respond with the limits for Burlington, Vermont's

largest city.

The Authority's Program: Vermont State

Housing Authority has 780 units under lease in

48 villages, towns, and cities in the State. Most

locations have only one to six units, although

some larger developments do exist, as follows:

Location Units

(New Construction) Montpelier 36

Morrisville 20

Plainfield 16

completed units in the entire State. This production record is poor in relation to the need for
low income housing. Twelve percent of the
State's housing is inadequate, according to the
1970 Census of Housing, and 12 percent of the
population is below the poverty level.
As can be expected, incomes tend to be
slightly higher in the larger towns served by
VSHA. Yet, regardless of the income differences,
the authority has established only one set of income limits, and, with HUO's consent, these correspond with the limits for Burlington, Vermont's
largest city.
The Authority's Program: Vermont State
Housing Authority has 780 units under lease in
48 villages, towns, and cities in the State. Most
locations have only one to six units, although
some larger developments do exist, as follows:

St. Albans 20

St. Johnsbury 36

Location

Units

Montpelier
Morrisville
Plainfield
St. Albans
St. Johnsbury
White River Jct.
Springfield

36
20
16
20
36
36
104

White River Jct. 36

(Existing-Rehab.) Springfield 104

(New Construction)

Forty more units are being constructed in

St. Albans for the elderly, thus completing HUD's

allocation of 820 units to the leased rental pro-

gram.

An additional 150 units of "cooperative"

housing have been set aside for the authority as

(Existing-Rehab.)

an Operation Breakthrough demonstration, to be

financed under the Turnkey lV program and de-

veloped by a nonprofit organization. Although

the housing will be located on approximately

nine scattered sites, management will be central-

ized, and a mobile maintenance team will be

available to all sites. Tenants can build equity in

their homes and eventually assume leadership in

the cooperative. VSHA would have preferred to

obtain the 150 units under the regular leasing

program, but only the Operation Breakthrough

units were available. The result will be income

limits higher than for the regular leasing pro-

gram.

VSHA's units are dispersed in numerous

small communities in the northern part of the

State, but in southern Vermont there are more

housing clusters. The location of leased units is

determined by where families need housing and

where housing can be obtained. Even if there is

only one eligible applicant for housing in a par-

ticular community, the authority will attempt to

find housing there, regardless of how rural or

isolated the area is, as long as the housing is

decent, meets HUD standards, and is economi-

cal.

ln this way, VSHA has made excellent use

of the leased housing program. lt has been

aided to a large extent by Vermont's supply of

large old houses that are still in decent condi-

tion. The supply is diminishing, however, and

more new construction will be necessary. Re-

cently, many of the older units offered for lease

Forty more units are being constructed in
St. Albans for the elderly, thus completing HUO's
allocation of 820 units to the leased rental program.
An additional 150 units of "cooperative"
housing have been set aside for the authority as
an Operation Breakthrough demonstration, to be
financed under the Turnkey IV program and developed by a nonprofit organization. Although
the housing will be located on approximately
nine scattered sites, management will be centralized, and a mobile maintenance team will be
available to all sites. Tenants can build equity in
their homes and eventually assume leadership in
the cooperative. VSHA would have preferred to
obtain the 150 units under the regular leasing
program, but only the Operation Breakthrough
units were available. The result will be income
limits higher than for the regular leasing program.
VSHA's units are dispersed in numerous
small communities in the northern part of the
State, but in southern Vermont there are more
housing clusters. The location of leased units is
determined by where families need housing and
where housing can be obtained. Even if there is
only one eligible applicant for housing in a particular community, the authority will attempt to

find housing there, regardless of how rural or
isolated the area is, as long as the housing is
decent, meets HUD standards, and is economical.
In this way, VSHA has made excellent use
of the leased housing program. It has been
aided to a large extent by Vermont's supply of
large old houses that are still in decent condition. The supply is diminishing, however, and
more new construction will be necessary. Recently, many of the older units offered for lease
have been structures ready for condemnation.
Although leasing has been a workable program for nonelderly low income families in Vermont (76 percent of VSHA's units are rented by
such families), the elderly have not fared as well
under this program. HUO will only allow the authority to pay a maximum of $100 per month for
a one-bedroom unit. Since Vermont is a high
cost State, a decent unit for that price is nearly
impossible to find. Consequently, the authority
has had limited service to the elderly. In contrast, other housing authorities in the State, all
operating under the conventional program, rent
two-thirds of their units to the elderly.
Finding Units to Lease: Finding suitable
rental units was an enormous task for VSHA
when it first began, but publicity helped. Before
the authority had administrative funds to hire
staff, newspaper articles appeared in many
towns explaining the purpose of the program
and advertising for suitable rental units. Once
administrative funds were obtained, field staff
began personally hunting for units. Enough interest has been generated that, now, most owners
(or housing developers) come to the authority on
their own. The staff does little searching unless
there is an acute or emergency need for housing
in a particular area; then, they rely on local real
estate people and officials who quickly identify
potential rental units.
When an emergency situation does not
exist, the authority finds units to lease in the following ways:
1. Existing Housing-An owner will contact
the central office, either by telephone or letter,
offering a unit (or units) for lease. A field representative is sent to inspect the property and, if it
looks acceptable or needs some work to bring it
up to standard, will tell the landlord to obtain a
resolution from the local community giving the
authority approval to lease there. This arrangement has worked well. If the owner needs help
I , r ,the authority will asexplaining ' f1 g~

have been structures ready for condemnation.

Although leasing has been a workable pro-

gram for nonelderly low income families in Ver-

mont (76 percent of VSHA's units are rented by

such families), the elderly have not fared as well
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sist, but, generally, staff time is freed from this

activity.

The field representative then completes a

"Dwelling Unit Report" describing the unit and

what work needs to be done, takes pictures of

the unit, contacts the fire marshal, and asks the

owner to set a price and the preferred lease ten-

ure, which may be negotiated. lf the unit appears

in standard condition, has a reasonable price,

and is needed in the communityâbased on ap-

plications on hand or on talks with local welfare

and other agencies to determine the local low

income housing needâthe staff will recommend

the unit to its board of commissioners. With the

board's approval, a lease is drawn up; or, if re-

habilitation is needed, the authority will give the

owner a conditional commitment to lease the

unit when certain work is completed. All units

are reinspected before the lease is signed.

2. New ConstructionâThe process leading

to the signing of a lease for newly constructed

units is similar to the process for existing hous-

ing. The developer can approach the authority

sist, but, generally, staff time is freed from this
activity.
The field representative then completes a
"Dwelling Unit Report" describing the unit and
what work needs to be done, takes pictures of
the unit, contacts the fire marshal, and asks the
owner to set a price and the preferred lease tenure, which may be negotiated. If the unit appears
in standard condition, has a reasonable price,
and is needed in the community-based on applications on hand or on talks with local welfare
and other agencies to determine the local low
income housing need-the staff will recommend
the unit to its board of commissioners. With the
board's approval, a lease is drawn up; or, if rehabilitation is needed, the authority will give the
owner a conditional commitment to lease the
unit when certain work is completed. All units
are reinspected before the lease is signed.

with plot and floor plans, certified by an archi-

tect or engineer, and the projected costs. These

are reviewed by the executive director before

being recommended to the board. A conditional

leasing commitment is issued to developers

whose proposals are approved. To monitor the

construction, the authority relies on local inspec-

tors, where they are available, and requires pe-

riodic inspections by licensed architects or engi-

neers. HUD's inspections have been sporadic, at

best.

How the Authority is Governed: The author-

ity is governed by a five member board of com-

missioners appointed by the Governor for stag-

gered 5-year terms. Though not intentional, the

current board represents geographically diverse

regions; yet, three of the commissioners come

from towns in which the State authority cannot

operate because each has its own housing au-

thority.

The board is involved in the approval of

every unit that the authority puts under lease. Al-

though approval power is not delegated in the

by-laws, the board has developed this control

and wants to keep it. Leasing of a needed unit is

sometimes held up until the board has its

monthly meeting, although units recommended

by the staff are rarely rejected. Meetings are

cancelled if there is no business because most

of the board members drive hundreds of miles to

attend the meetings.

Housing Administration: Vermont's statewide

housing program is administered from a central

office located in the State's capital, Montpelier.

There is one small office in the 104-unit project

in Springfield where an authority field represent-

ative holds office hours, and another field repre-

sentative operates out of his home in the south-

western part of the State. With 11 administrative

employees, VSHA meets the ratio of one staff

person to every 90 units under management rec-

ommended by the HUD area office.

2. New Construction-The process leading
to the signing of a lease for newly constructed
units is similar to the process for existing housing. The developer can approach the authority
with plot and floor plans, certified by an architect or engineer, and the projected costs. These
are reviewed by the executive director before
being recommended to the board. A conditional
leasing commitment is issued to developers
whose proposals are approved. To monitor the
construction, the authority relies on local inspectors, where they are available, and requires periodic inspections by licensed architects or engineers. HUD's inspections have been sporadic, at
best.
How the Authority Is Governed: The authority is governed by a five member board of commissioners appointed by the Governor for staggered 5-year terms. Though not intentional, the
current board represents geographically diverse
regions; yet, three of the commissioners come
from towns in which the State authority cannot
operate because each has its own housing authority.
The board is involved in the approval of
every unit that the authority puts under lease. Although approval power is not delegated in the
by-laws, the board has developed this control
and wants to keep it. Leasing of a needed unit is
sometimes held up until the board has its
monthly meeting, although units recommended
by the staff are rarely rejected. Meetings are
cancelled if there is no business because most
of the board members drive hundreds of miles to
attend the meetings.

Housing Administration: Vermont's statewide
housing program is administered from a central
office located in the State's capital, Montpelier.
There is one small office in the 104-unit project
in Springfield where an authority field representative holds office hours, and another field representative operates out of his home in the southwestern part of the State. With 11 administrative
em ployees, VSHA meets the ratio of one staff
person to every 90 units under management recommended by the HUD area office.
For administrative purposes, VSHA has designated three geographic areas: the entire northern area of the State is covered by one field
representative out of Montpelier; the southern
area is divided vertically and covered by two
field representatives. A tenant selector trainee in
the central office is beginning to assist the
northern field representative whose territory now
includes over 400 scattered site units and requires about 130 miles of daily travel, at least 4
days a week. An additional field representative
position has been requested to divide the northern area, but HUD has refused on budgetary
grounds.
The southern areas require far less travel
time because the housing tends to be more clustered and the field representatives live closer to
the units. Still, all the field representatives are
on the road much of the time, using their homes
and cars as offices, and reporting daily by telephone to the field supervisor for instructions.
Each Monday they all report to Montpelier for a
staff meeting. Their responsibilities are extensive.
Each representative is a jack-of-all-trades, taking
applications, looking for housing units to lease,
supervising move-ins and move-outs, handling
tenant or landlord complaints, referring tenants
to social service agencies, and dealing with all
other needs.
Applications and Rental of Units: Vermont
State Housing Authority has widely advertised its
presence. Consequently, potential applicants call
the Montpelier office from all parts of the State
or obtain the local field representative's telephone number from a leased housing tenant. If a
call is received at the central office, the tenant
selector will either mail an application or ask the
field representative to interview the applicant. In
some instances, a local welfare or Operation
Mainstream organization has been asked to interview an applicant. The authority works closely
with these agencies and others to find both tenants and su'! ble housin .
nQlmli to I

For administrative purposes, VSHA has des-
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ignated three geographic areas: the entire north-

ern area of the State is covered by one field

representative out of Montpelier; the southern

area is divided vertically and covered by two
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All applications, except those for Spring-

field, are kept at the central office where they

are filed chronologically and according to loca-

tion. The authority rents units on a first-come

first-served basis, unless an emergency exists.

Preference is given to current residents of the

town in which a vacancy occurs.

Vacancies are low and easily filled, since

there is a backlog of applications in most com-

munities. VSHA applied for 400 more leasing

units to reduce the backlog but, according to

HUD, the application was "lost."

Like most rural authorities, VSHA experi-

ences little vandalism, even when units have

been vacated. Unannounced move-outs rarely

occur, so landlords can usually plan ahead for

any needed rehabilitation on a unit for the next

tenant.

Rent Collection: Leased unit owners are re-

sponsible for collecting rents the beginning of

each month. The authority supplies prenumbered

receipt books, and the owner is expected to mail

all the receipts to the Montpelier office by the

fifth day of the month. Some tenants will mail in

their checks, particularly if the owner lives out of

State, and tenants of the 104-unit Springfield

project pay their rent to the field representative

in that area.

The authority's intention in requiring owners

to collect rents personally was to ensure monthly

inspections for repairs or excessive damage, but

problems have developed under this system.

Since the authority mails to each owner a full

lease payment on the first of the month, some

owners become careless about collecting the

rents to reimburse the authority for its adminis-

trative costs.

One result of this system has been a 20 per-

cent monthly delinquency rate. Some owners

simply do not pressure tenants to pay their rent,

and the authority's small field staff has little op-

portunity to visit each delinquent tenantâor irre-

sponsible owner.

Maintenance: Maintenance repairs are the

responsibility of the owners. Tenants are sup-

posed to call the ownerâor in some of the

larger projects, the onsite maintenance employee

âwhen something needs repair, although some

tenants prefer to call the authority first. lf an

owner does not respond to a maintenance re-

quest, the authority may order the item repaired

and deduct the cost from the owner's lease pay-

ment. Excessive damage repairs are billed to

tenants, and the authority often gets involved in

ordering this nonroutine repair work.

The Springfield units, although privately

owned, are managed and maintained by a full-

time maintenance employee hired by VSHA. This

arrangement has meant a higher standard of

maintenance for these units than for the scat-

tered site units. The authority has found that

when there are enough units to warrant a full-

time maintenance employee, tenant complaints

are handled promptly. ln addition, preventive

maintenance is practiced. This is in contrast to

All applications, except those for Springfield, are kept at the central office where they
are filed chronologically and according to location. The authority rents units on a first-come
first-served basis, unless an emergency exists.
Preference is given to current residents of the
town in which a vacancy occurs.
Vacancies are low and easily filled, since
there is a backlog of applications in most communities. VSHA applied for 400 more leasing
units to reduce the backlog but, according to
HUD, the application was "lost."
Like most rural authorities, VSHA experiences little vandalism, even when units have
been vacated. Unannounced move-outs rarely
occur, so landlords can usually plan ahead for
any needed rehabilitation on a unit for the next
tenant.
Rent Collection: Leased unit owners are responsible for collecting rents the beginning of
each month. The authority supplies prenumbered
receipt books, and the owner is expected to mail
all the receipts to the Montpelier office by the
fifth day of the month. Some tenants will mail in
their checks, particularly if the owner lives out of
State, and tenants of the 104-unit Springfield
project pay their rent to the field representative
in that area.
The authority's intention in requiring owners
to collect rents personally was to ensure monthly
inspections for repairs or excessive damage, but
problems have developed under this system.
Since the authority mails to each owner a full
lease payment on the first of the month, some
owners become careless about collecting the
rents to reimburse the authority for its administrative costs.
One result of this system has been a 20 percent monthly delinquency rate. Some owners
simply do not pressure tenants to pay their rent,
and the authority's small field staff has little opportunity to visit each delinquent tenant-or irresponsible owner.
Maintenance: Maintenance repairs are the
responsibility of the owners. Tenants are supposed to call the owner-or in some of the
larger projects, the onsite maintenance employee
-when something needs repair, although some
tenants prefer to call the authority first. If an
owner does not respond to a maintenance request, the authority may order the item repaired
and deduct the cost from the owner's lease payment. Excessive damage repairs are billed to
tenants, and the authority often gets involved in
ordering this nonroutine repair work.

The Springfield units, although privately
owned, are managed and maintained by a fulltime maintenance employee hired by VSHA. This
arrangement has meant a higher standard of
maintenance for these units than for the scattered site units. The authority has found that
when there are enough units to warrant a fulltime maintenance employee, tenant complaints
are handled promptly. In addition, preventive
maintenance is practiced. This is in contrast to
the often erratic maintenance on the scattered
site units.
Many of Vermont's small towns have only
one skilled plumber or electrician. If an owner
calls the town's plumber to fix something at a
leased unit, and the plumber is working somewhere else, the tenant's problem either has to
wait several days or the owner has to pay the
high price of bringing a plumber from 30 miles
distant. As a general rule, the tenant waits.
The authority would like to hire its own
maintenance team which could be dispatched to
any unit at the request of an owner. The team
would sell its service to the owner, possibly becoming self-supporting, and would ensure that
tenant complaints are answered before the problems become excessive and costly.
Social Services and Tenant Relations: Although the field representatives make some social service referrals, the authority has wanted a
social service program since 1970. Budget limitations have prevented the authority from hiring a
full-time social services coordinator who would
identify tenant problems and develop referral
contacts with appropriate agencies throughout
the State. Instead, a small social service component may be possible under the HEW/HUD
agreement. This arrangement WOUld, however,
only allow the authority to focus on "crisis intervention" rather than prevention.
Supplementing VSHA's current and planned
social service efforts are three tenant organizations located in Montpelier, Springfield, and St.
Johnsbury; all are large towns for Vermont. The
authority encouraged the development of these
organizations but has found that they lack leadership. Thus far, their major activities have been
social, but they are being encouraged to participate more in board of commissioners' meetings.
Unlike the other regional authorities studied
-and probably most rural authorities-Vermont
State Housing Authority has a detailed grievance
procedure. It provides for a grievance panel that
includes tenants as well as authority officials. AIthougtt the ~ p;r:, iG ~ l:{ "nt;)as not yet been used,

the often erratic maintenance on the scattered

site units.
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there is a case developing which should test its

effectiveness.

Case 5. Housing Authority of the City of

Americus, Georgia

there is a case developing which should test its
effectiveness.

The title, Housing Authority of the City of

Americus, Ga., is misleading, because it is the

designated authority for four towns in the area

and manages units for three other housing au-

Case 5. Housing Authority of the City of
Americus, Georgia

thorities. This extensive program is made possi-

ble through a "cooperative management agree-

ment," described in the introduction to this study

as the tool most widely used to consolidate

housing efforts. As an example of a cooperative

agreement authority, Americus is among the best

known in the southeast, where cooperative hous-

ing efforts have often been used in rural areas.

Authority Background: The Housing Author-

ity of the City of Americus was established in

1946 but was inactive for a number of years. A

town leader revitalized it, and program reserva-

tions were obtained for 150 units. ln March 1950,

the authority's first and current executive direc-

tor was hired, and the events that followed have

their niche in the history of consolidated housing

efforts. Soon after the executive director's ap-

pointment, HUD's predecessor agency, the Pub-

lic Housing Administration, decided that his posi-

tion should be part-time, considering the

authority's small number of units under manage-

ment. To prevent the loss of full-time administra-

tion, the executive director approached leaders

in the nearby small towns of Andersonville,

Plains, and Leslie about their housing needs.

Each of the towns wanted housing but not the

responsibility of running a housing authority.

Consequently, they were able to reach an agree-

ment with the Americus authority enabling it to

act on their behalf in the development and man-

agement of low rent housing. These towns do

not operate their own LHA's, but have formed a

"consolidated," or multimunicipal authority with

the town of Americus.

ln the late 1950's and early 1960's, the

Americus authority director also became execu-

tive director of three other housing authorities,

Buena Vista (which had not built anything since

its formation), Ellaville (which the Americus

director helped form), and Lee County (which

had projects in two small towns). At the time

that Americus assumed management of the Lee

County authority, the part-time executive director

there was receiving only $50 per month for his

services. The books were poorly kept, and main-

tenance was poor and sporadic. lt took an Ameri-

cus maintenance crew 2 months to bring Lee

County units up to decent condition. Once they

were, utility bills dropped (defective heaters had

not been repaired in 2 years), and the Lee

County authority was able to break even.

Buena Vista, Ellaville, and Lee County au-

thorities signed a cooperative agreement with

Americus, giving it management and mainte-

nance responsibilities. Each of the authorities

does, however, retain its own board of commis-

sioners and annual contributions contract. (This

The title, Housing Authority of the City of
Americus, Ga., is misleading, because it is the
designated authority for four towns in the area
and manages units for three other housing authorities. This extensive program is made possible through a "cooperative management agreement," described in the introduction to this study
as the tool most widely used to consolidate
housing efforts. As an example of a cooperative
agreement authority, Americus is among the best
known in the southeast, where cooperative housing efforts have often been used in rural areas.
Authority Background: The Housing Authority of the City of Americus was established in
1946 but was inactive for a number of years. A
town leader revitalized it, and program reservations were obtained for 150 units. In March 1950,
the authority's fi rst and current executive director was hired, and the events that followed have
their niche in the history of consolidated housing
efforts. Soon after the executive director's appOintment, HUO's predecessor agency, the Public Housing Administration, decided that his position should be part-time, considering the
authority's small number of units under management. To prevent the loss of full-time administration, the executive director approached leaders
in the nearby small towns of Andersonville,
Plains, and Leslie about their housing needs.
Each of the towns wanted housing but not the
responsibility of running a housing authority.
Consequently, they were able to reach an agreement with the Americus authority enabling it to
act on their behalf in the development and management of low rent housing. These towns do
not operate their own LHA's, but have formed a
"consolidated," or multimunicipal authority with
the town of Americus.
In the late 1950's and early 1960's, the
Americus authority director also became executive director of three other housing authorities,
Buena Vista (which had not built anything since
its formation), Ellaville (which the Americus
director helped form), and Lee County (which
had projects in two small towns). At the time
that Americus assumed management of the Lee
County authority, the part-time executive director
there was receiving only $50 per month for his
services. The books were poorly kept, and ain-

tenance was poor and sporadic. It took an Americus maintenance crew 2 months to bring Lee
County units up to decent condition. Once they
were, utility bills dropped (defective heaters had
not been repaired in 2 years), and the Lee
County authority was able to break even.
Buena Vista, Ellaville, and Lee County authorities signed a cooperative agreement with
Americus, giving it management and maintenance responsibilities. Each of the authorities
does, however, retain its own board of commissioners and annual contributions contract. (This
type of arrangement was all that was feasible at
the time under Georgia State law, though regional authorities are now possible.)
By joining a cooperative agreement, each of
the smaller authorities have remained solvent.
According to the Americus accountant, this
would not be the case if any of them suddenly
had to operate on their own. In contrast, the
Americus authority now has enough units, with a
total of 390, to be self-sustaining. And, it has an
additional function: it is the urban renewal
agency for the City of Americus. In this capacity,
it has purchased numerous tracts of land, developed land use plans, made land available for
recreational facilities and school expansion, and
sold lots for the development of 235 and 236
housing and individually developed homes, in
addition to building public housing where slums
once existed.
The role ol the Americus authority as housing manager for numerous small towns was logical. Americus is the largest rural town (with a
population of over 16,000) in its southwestern
area of Georgia and is central to the four-county
region where it now manages units, as shown on
the accompanying map. It is also the focal point
for the area's industrial growth. As the mobile
home capital of the South, it provides employment for people who can no longer find work in
the dying agricultural towns surrounding Americus. These small towns, including those served
by the authority, are within easy commuting distance of Americus. The furthest distance staff
must travel is about 30 miles, although most of
the towns the authority serves are within a 12
mile radius.
Employment opportunities have grown in the
Americus area, although poverty and bad housing are still prevalent. In the general four-county
area served by the Americus authority, 32 percent of the population is below the poverty level,
and 51 percent of the occupied housing is inadequate. This 0f'i\ . rP.!1H~~rty may account for the
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fact that more than half the families and the el-

derly living in units managed by the Americus au-

thority are on welfare or social security. Average

tenant income is about $3,000.

The Authority's Program: The Americus au-

thority manages 25 projects totaling 610 units in

eight locations, as follows:

Total Units

Location Population Units at Location

Americus

16,090

Andersonville

fact that more than half the families and the elderly living in units managed by the Americus authority are on welfare or social security. Average
tenant income is about $3,000.
The Authority's Program: The Americus authority manages 25 projects totaling 610 units in
eight locations, as follows:
Total Units
Population
Units at Location
Location

Plains

Leslie

Americus

16,090

Buena Vista

Ellaville

(Lee County)

Leesburg

Smithville

274

683

562

Andersonville

274

Plains

683

Leslie

562

1,486

1,391

(7,044)

996

713

TOTAL

50

100

Buena Vista

1,486

Ellaville

1,391

(Lee County)
Leesburg

(7,044)
996

50

40

70

30

50

5

5

10

14

12

10

12

14

18

12

30

10

10

16

10

12

14

6

610

390

10

36

22

74

20

38

20

610

Of these units, 568 were built by conven-

tional method. Another 50 units of conventional

public housing are ready for construction in the

Turnkey l housing are planned for the town of

has found that the quality is poorer than the

390

10
36

22
74

20

16
38
10
12
Smithville
713
14
20
6
TOTAL 610
610
Of these units, 568 were built by conventional method. Another 50 units of conventional
public housing are ready for construction in the
Americus urban renewal area, and 32 units of
Turnkey I housing are planned for the town of
Leesburg. The authority also leases 43 units but
has found that the quality is poorer than the
conventional units and, consequently, require
more repair work.
An additional 150-200 units have been estimated as the minimum need for low rent housing
in the Americus area: 100 units for Americus, 50
for Ellaville (a prior application for units was not
approved by HUD), and more for Leesburg in
Lee County. In these towns, no alternative supply
of decent low income housing is available. Units
similar to public housing in Americus, for example, rent for $75 per month, or $30 more than the
average public housing unit.

Americus urban renewal area, and 32 units of

Leesburg. The authority also leases 43 units but

50
100
50
40
70
30
50
5
5
10
14
12
10
12
14
18
12
30
10
10
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Unlike Americus, which has a large number
of occupied shacks, the low rent housing needs
of Andersonville, Plains, and Leslie have probably been met. With farm mechanization, the populations of these towns have decreased, and the
need for low rent housing is minimal.
How the Authority is Governed: Each of the
four authorities that cooperate with Americus
has its own board of commissioners, with five
members on each board appOinted by a mayor
or, in the case of Lee County, the county commissioners, for 5-year staggered terms. Andersonville, Plains, and Leslie, the three towns that
have designated the Americus authority to act in
their behalf, do not have their own representatives on the Americus board.
These separate boards apparently satisfy the
desire of the smaller communities to retain some
degree of local control and, according to the executive director, these boards free the already
busy Americus board from having to undertake
the low rent housing problems of other towns.
Meetings of each board are scheduled annually
and for special purposes. Most of the board
members are bankers and businessmen who prefer not to meet more often than necessary.
Housing Administration: The authority's
housing program is entirely administered from
the central office in Americus and a small office
serving three projects on the north side of town.
One employee in the smaller office collects rent
and takes tenant complaints. The remaining eight
administrative and 12 maintenance employees
work out of the large central office.
With 610 dispersed housing units, the authority maintains a high ratio of administrative
staff to units under management, at 1 to 76. The
ratio of maintenance staff to units is exactly at
the level recommended by HUD, 1 to 50.
All employees are full-time, and their salaries are prorated among the authorities according to the number of units each has under management. Before the prorata formula is applied.
the Americus urban renewal program is charged
20 percent of the executive director's salary and
10 percent of the accountant's salary, thereby
lowering the administrative cost burden of the
housing authorities. The urban renewal program
employs its own staff of three; they occupy
Americus office space and use Americus supplies. In return, urban renewal pays the authority
15 percent of all its overhead costs.
Applications and Rental ot Units: The Americus aut e ' ~ir ' l'fr I nown in the area through
Du ~W1~'~ R Il'r F reHI~K~-of-mouth referrals.

Most applicants, including those in the outlying

areas, will inquire at the central office, either by

telephone or in person. The authority has made

it known that applicants can call collect.

lf an inquiry is made by someone who does

not live nearby, the tenant selector will make an

appointment to bring the application to the call-

er's home or job. Applications are kept in the cen-

tral office and filed by location preference and

time of submission. There are few vacancies,

particularly during the winter months, and

enough applications are on hand to fill units for

many yearsâan indication of the substantial

need for more units in a number of towns.

Rent Collection: On the first working day of

each month, the authority sends three mainte-

nance men door-to-door to collect rents at all

projects outside Americus. Tenants living in

Americus pay their rent either at the office or by

mail.

Ellaville, Buena Vista, and Lee County au-

thorities are charged a small feeâthe maximum

is $6 to the furthest town, Ellaville, and the mini-

mum is $3 to closer towns such as Smithville in

Lee Countyâfor the use of the maintenance

trucks on rent collection day. They also pay a

proration of the maintenance men's salaries ac-

cording to how much time they spend collecting

rent. Because of the fee system, the maintenance

men try to use rent collection day to accomplish

other duties, such as taking work orders or read-

ing gas meters.

lf a tenant is not home on collection day,

rent can be left with a neighbor or a money

order can be mailed to the central office. After

the fifth of the month, chronically delinquent

tenants are mailed a letter informing them that

eviction proceedings will begin. There are few

evictions, however, and tenants with legitimate

rent paying problems usually call the central

office to discuss their difficulties with the execu-

tive director. ln the future, the social services

director will handle these problems. Delinquen-

cies may run 15 percent to 20 percent per

month, but collection losses at the end of the

year are minor.

Rents are deposited in local banks on the

day the maintenance men collect them. At the

end of every month, each authority is charged

for its expenses during the prior month. A check

is drawn from each authority's bank account_ and

deposited in an unlimited revolving fund to pay

the following month's expenses. The fund is

reimbursed monthly so Americus is not required

to pay all the bills itself and wait to be repaid

later. Last year, the authority began experimenting

with the use of a computer for handling ac-

counts receivable. Since 1,000 accounts were re-

quired to purchase the service, Americus formed

a cluster with a number of small LHA's in Geor-

gia. Every month, the other authorities mail their

receipts to Americus where they are put in one

envelope and sent to Atlanta for processing. lt is

too early to tell how useful the system will be.

Maintenance: All 12 of the authority's mainte-

nance employees work out of the central office,

reporting there daily for assignments. To expe-

Most applicants, including those in the outlying
areas, will inquire at the central office, either by
telephone or in person. The authority has made
it known that applicants can call collect.
If an inquiry is made by someone who does
not live nearby, the tenant selector will make an
appointment to bring the application to the caller's home or job. Applications are kept in the central office and filed by location preference and
time of submission. There are few vacancies,
particularly during the winter months, and
enough applications are on hand to fill units for
many years-an indication of the substantial
need for more units in a number of towns.
Rent Collection: On the first working day of
each month, the authority sends three maintenance men door-to-door to collect rents at all
projects outside Americus. Tenants living in
Americus pay their rent either at the office or by
mail.
Ellaville, Buena Vista, and Lee County authorities are charged a small fee-the maximum
is $6 to the furthest town, Ellaville, and the minimum is $3 to closer towns such as Smithville in
Lee County-for the use of the maintenance
trucks on rent collection day. They also pay a
proration of the maintenance men's salaries according to how much time they spend collecting
rent. Because of the fee system, the maintenance
men try to use rent collection day to accomplish
other duties, such as taking work orders or reading gas meters.
If a tenant is not home on collection day,
rent can be left with a neighbor or a money
order can be mailed to the central office. After
the fifth of the month, chronically delinquent
tenants are mailed a letter informing them that
eviction proceedings will begin. There are few
evictions, however, and tenants with legitimate
rent paying problems usually call the central
office to discuss their difficulties with the executive director. In the future, the social services
director will handle these problems. Delinquencies may run 15 percent to 20 percent per
month, but collection losses at the end of the
year are minor.
Rents are deposited in local banks on the
day the maintenance men collect them. At the
end of every month, each authority is charged
for its expenses during the prior month. A check
is drawn from each authority's bank account and
deposited in an unlimited revolving fund to pay
the following month's expenses. The fund is
reimbursed monthly so Americus is not requi red
to pay all the bills itself and wa it to be Fepaid

later. Last year, the authority began experimenting
with the use of a computer for handling accounts receivable. Since 1,000 accounts were required to purchase the service, Americus formed
a cluster with a number of small LHA's in Georgia. Every month, the other authorities mail their
receipts to Americus where they are put in one
envelope and sent to Atlanta for processing. lt is
too early to tell how useful the system will be.
Maintenance: All 12 of the authority's maintenance employees work out of the central office,
reporting there daily for assignments. To expedite maintenance service, the authority owns
three vans, each fully equipped with materials
and tools, two pickup trucks, and a truck-trailer
for the movement of heavy equipment. Since all
trucks and equipment are stored at the central
office warehouse, time is spent daily in transporting the equipment to work sites. The furthest
site is less than an hour's drive, however, and
maintenance employees going to that site are
expected to leave earlier in the morning than the
prescribed work hour.
Most requests for maintenance services are
telephoned to the central office, where a work
order is completed and put in an assignment box
for that project. Maintenance requests from
Americus tenants are often answered on the
same day, since maintenance employees working
there can easily be reached for new assignments. But, in the outlying areas, routine calls
may take a day or two for service. The length of
delay depends on the number of calls that come
from a particular area.
The maintenance supervisor knows where
every maintenance employee is daily. If an employee needs to be reached, the maintenance
supervisor will call a tenant in the project where
the employee is working (a list of telephone
numbers of tenants who are usually home is
kept in the office) and relay a message. The
maintenance supervisor considered using twoway radios, but felt they were costly and impractical.
All materials are bought through a consolidated supply contract, except some small items
purchased at a local wholesale house. 13
Agreements with warranty dealers allow the
authority to do its own warranty service. All refrigerators and stoves are repaired by the maintenance supervisor, and all repair work on authority equipment, such as trucks, is done by
iil lnfiJPf1I1,e advantage of HUD's yearly

contra m!Jtvt~~ff~~ eP

lffi~1\w ms

at low prices.

dite maintenance service, the authority owns

three vans, each fully equipped with materials

and tools, two pickup trucks, and a truck-trailer
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maintenance employees. Having skilled workmen

on the staff lowers the authority's maintenance

costs. And, according to the maintenance super-

visor, repair and rehabilitation work has been

kept to a minimum because of the sound con-

struction of the units.

Routine and emergency maintenance repairs

are supplemented by a comprehensive preven-

tive maintenance program. Detailed records on

all units have been kept since the current main-

tenance supervisor was hired about 16 years

ago. Each unit is inspected every 6 to 8 months,

and the maintenance employee makes repairs

during his inspection. lf painting is needed, he

writes an order for the work. The preventive

maintenance checks are performed when routine

maintenance assignment boxes are relatively

free and after the tenant has been informed of

the inspection. Each inspection takes from 1 to 3

hours and helps keep units from becoming run

down.

Social Services and Tenant Relations: When

the Housing Authority of the City of Americus

applied for modernization funds in 1972, one of

HUD's requirements was that tenants participate

in developing the modernization plans. As a re-

sult of this participation, two tenant organiza-

tions, each having met three or four times, are

ready to write their by-laws and elect officers.

The authority has encouraged the growth of

these organizations and has invited each to send

a representative to the board of commissioners'

meetings.

Elderly tenants in Americus have their own

social and educational organization. Classes are

held weekly in a well equipped recreation room

located at one elderly project; all types of crafts

are taught by volunteers and by the authority's

social services director. Elderly and other tenant

organizations do not exist in the other towns

managed by the Americus authority.

Another result of the modernization applica-

tion was the recommendation that a social serv-

ices director be hired. ln January 1973, the new

director began visiting every tenant, contacting

social services agencies in each county, and

working with the elderly group in Americus. The

social services director answers tenant com-

plaints, other than maintenance requests, and

tries to resolve rent delinquencies.

Thus far, tenants in Americus and the

nearby towns have received the most attention,

mainly because the small amount of funds the

authority could reserve for social services limits

the director's ability to travel to the outlying

towns. Whereas the director is paid a monthly

fee for the use of her car in Americus, Ander-

sonville, Plains, and Leslie, she has to be reim-

bursed 10 cents per mile for travel to the outly-

ing towns, some 30 miles away.

Case 6. Housing Authority of the City of

Nashville, Georgia

Since the operation of the Housing Authority

of the City of Nashville is similar to that of the

Housing Authority of the City of Americus, Ga.,

this description will only highlight the operation

maintenance employees. Having skilled workmen
on the staff lowers the authority's maintenance
costs. And, according to the maintenance supervisor, repair and rehabilitation work has been
kept to a minimum because of the sound construction of the un its.
Routine and emergency maintenance repairs
are supplemented by a comprehensive preventive maintenance program. Detailed records on
a" units have been kept since the current maintenance supervisor was hired about 16 years
ago. Each unit is inspected every 6 to 8 months,
and the maintenance employee makes repairs
during his inspection. If painting is needed, he
writes an order for the work. The preventive
maintenance checks are performed when routine
maintenance assignment boxes are relatively
free and after the tenant has been informed of
the inspection. Each inspection takes from 1 to 3
hours and helps keep units from becoming run
down.
Social Services and Tenant Relations: When
the Housing Authority of the City of Americus
applied for modernization funds in 1972, one of
HUD's requirements was that tenants participate
in developing the modernization plans. As a result of this participation, two tenant organizations, each having met three or four times, are
ready to write their by-laws and elect officers.
The authority has encouraged the growth of
these organizations and has invited each to send
a representative to the board of commissioners'
meetings.
Elderly tenants in Americus have their own
social and educational organization. Classes are
held weekly in a we" equipped recreation room
located at one elderly project; a" types of crafts
are taught by volunteers and by the authority's
social services director. Elderly and other tenant
organizations do not exist in the other towns
managed by the Americus authority.
Another result of the modernization application was the recommendation that a social services director be hired. In January 1973, the new
director began visiting every tenant, contacting
social services agencies in each county, and
working with the elderly group in Americus. The
social services director answers tenant complaints, other than maintenance requests, and
tries to resolve rent delinquencies.
Thus far, tenants in Americus and the
nearby towns have received the most attention,
mainly because the sma" amount of funds the
authority could reserve for social services limits
the director's abili y to travel to t h ~ outl ying

and point out differences with Americus that may

be useful to the reader.

Authority Background: The Housing Author-

ity of the City of Nashville, Ga., was organized
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towns. Whereas the director is paid a monthly
fee for the use of her car in Americus, Andersonville, Plains, and Leslie, she has to be reimbursed 10 cents per mile for travel to the outlying towns, some 30 miles away.

Case 6. Housing Authority of the City of
Nashville, Georgia
Since the operation of the Housing Authority
of the City of Nashvi"e is similar to that of the
Housing Authority of the City of Americus, Ga.,
this description wi" only highlight the operation
and point out differences with Americus that may
be useful to the reader.
Authority Background: The Housing Authority of the City of Nashvi"e, Ga., was organized
during the period 1948 to 1951, along with seven
other sma" authorities (one being a county authority) within a 40 mile radius of Nashville. All
the authorities were organized by the current executive director but managed and maintained
separately, with each authority employing the executive director on a part-time basis. By 1958,
the authorities consolidated under one cooperative management and maintenance agreement
but retained their own boards of commissioners
and annual contributions contracts. Earlier, in
1953, the sma" towns of Ray City and Alapaha,
in the same county as Nashville, signed an
agreement with the Nashville authority requiring
it to act as their housing authority. In effect,
these towns formed a "consolidated" housing
authority, with one board of commissioners and
one annual contributions contract.
The reason for the eight authorities signing
a cooperative agreement typifies the plight of
sma" authorities. Each authority had insufficient
units to be solvent on its own. The smallest authority had only 16 units, while the largest, Nashville, had 85. With consolidation, all salaries, materials, and overhead were prorated among the
authorities, according to the number of units
each owned, thus lessening the bu~den on any
one program.
The Nashville authority operates units in
nine towns and one unincorporated area, located
in seven counties of south central Georgia, as
shown on the accompanying map for the previous case. Nashvi"e is near the center of the
areaj the furthest site from there is Ocilla, 40
miles and about an hour's drive on narrow
county roads. In many of the towns (most with
populatio s . betw en 600 and 3,000, except for
AdE1l( wit .Jr Fl tr I ~9 t a 4,900), the authority
uNIVE
lie I A

1

feels it has saturated the low income housing

market and, in fact, no units have been built in

most of them in 17 years, or before the coopera-

tion agreement. These towns have for a long

times housed military personnel, but many of

these people left as installations closed. There

are still some agricultural and forestry employ-

ment and a few manufacturing plants, but, for

the most part, the area is financially depressed.

Agricultural employment accounts, in part,

for the high public housing turnover rate in some

towns, usually beginning in the early spring.

Many local farmers will supply housing free to

agricultural workers during the spring and sum-

mer months. Although much of the housing is

substandard, many families prefer to move out of

public housing for those months to take advan-

tage of the free rent. Some projects experience

a 100 percent turnover each year, primarily due

to this agricultural exodus.

Elderly persons are gradually becoming the

largest percentage of the authority's tenants, and

at least 40 percent of all the tenants are on wel-

fare or social security.

The Authority's Program: Nashville manages

438 units in the following 10 locations:

Location

Nashville

Alapaha

Ray City

Hahira

Lakeland

feels it has saturated the low income housing
market and, in fact, no units have been built in
most of them in 17 years, or before the cooperation agreement. These towns have for a long
times housed military personnel, but many of
these people left as installations closed. There
are still some agricultural and forestry employment and a few manufacturing plants, but, for
the most part, the area is financially depressed.
Agricultural employment accounts, in part,
for the high public housing turnover rate in some
towns, usually beginning in the early spring.
Many local farmers will supply housing free to
agricultural workers during the spring and summer months. Although much of the housing is
substandard, many families prefer to move out of
public housing for those months to take advantage of the free rent. Some projects experience
a 100 percent turnover each year, primarily due
to this agricultural exodus.
Elderly persons are gradually becoming the
largest percentage of the authority's tenants, and
at least 40 percent of all the tenants are on welfare or social security.
The Authority's Program: Nashville manages
438 units in the following 10 locations:

Homerville

Pearson

Willacoochie

Ocilla

Adel

Population

4,323

633

617

1,326

2,569

3,025

1,700

1,120

3,185

4,972

TOTAL

Units

126

18

12

16

20

80

20

20

70

56

438

Thirty units were leased in Nashville in 1968,

but the other units were built in the conventional

method. No units are under construction or ap-

plication, nor were any in the planning stage be-

fore the moratorium. During the mid-1960's, the

authority also operated an urban renewal pro-

Location
Nashville
Alapaha
Ray City
Hahira
Lakeland
Homerville
Pearson
Willacooch ie
Ocilla
Adel

Population

Units

4,323
633
617
1,326
2,569
3,025
1,700
1,120
3,185
4,972

126
18
12
16
20
80
20

20
TOTAL

70
56
438

Thirty units were leased in Nashville in 1968,
but the other units were built in the conventional
method. No units are under construction or application, nor were any in the planning stage before the moratorium. During the mid-1960's, the
authority also operated an urban renewal program for the City of Nashville.
How the Authority is Governed: Each authority has its own board of commissioners that
meets once a year, or for special purposes. The
cooperative agreement enables the Nashville authority to act, when necessary, as an executive
committee for the other authorities.
Housing Administration: The Nashville administrative staff is composed of three persons:
the executive director, accountant, and administrative assistant. The ratio of staff to units, 1 to

146, is far poorer than HUD recommends. There
is a better ratio of staff to units in the maintenance department. With eight employees, the authority has one maintenance employee to every
54 units, only slightly greater than the ratio suggested by HUD.
All employees operate out of the central
office in Nashville, although the administrative
assistant maintains office hours in the other
towns, usually for a half day each week. At the
small project offices, application forms, leases,
and rent receipts are kept. Some applicants will
come to the central office from outlying areas,
and some tenants will mail in their rent checks.
However, the project offices are generally the
focal points for these activities.
Applications, Rent Collection and Social
Services: The role of the administrative assistant
provides an interesting contrast to the way the
Americus authority operates its program. Nashville's administrative assistant is a one-man field
operation, something that Americus does not
have.
During the first week of the month, the administrative assistant collects rent at each of the
project offices and, if necessary, will collect
rents on a door-to-door basis. Office hours are
also used to take applications or to take maintenance work orders that tenants are encouraged
to hold except in an emergency. Finally, the administrative assistant uses the office hours to
talk with tenants about their problems or complaints; this is the authority's only attempt at social services.
When the administrative assistant returns to
Nashville daily, he brings with him all rent receipts and applications for processing. Funds
are deposited in a Nashville bank until the assistant's next trip to the project towns, where
rent receipts are redeposited in local banks until
being transferred at the end of the month to an
unlimited revolving account.
Since the authority's clerk typist left, the administrative assistant has relied on the accountant to process all applications (there is a waiting
list for most units), prepare leases, and do reexaminations. Another staff member is obviously
needed to reduce the workload of both the accountant and the assistant.
Maintenance: Like the Americus authority,
Nashville's maintenance staff operates from the
central office, dispatched daily on work assignments. Outlying . towns are charged a fee for the
use of the a ~ I'l ' \ :i U ~ A trucks and pay a pro
rata shij f~ V~ R ff
q ~H~ men's salaries.

gram for the City of Nashville.

How the Authority is Governed: Each au-

thority has its own board of commissioners that
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Work orders for each area are usually held until

there are enough to warrant sending a truck and

work crew. This may take up to a week, although

emergencies are answered immediately.

The Nashville maintenance department is di-

vided into work crews: one two-man crew for

routine maintenance, and another crew to do

painting and yard work, although the latter crew

may be divided. The maintenance supervisor

tries to make preventive maintenance inspections

more than once a year and, when possible, will

make repairs himself.

Case 7. San Luis Valley Housing Committee

The San Luis Valley Housing Committee

compact was not signed until March 1972. Al-

though no units have been constructed, 200 are

Work orders for each area are usually held until
there are enough to warrant sending a truck and
work crew. This may take up to a week, although
emergencies are answered immediately.
The Nashville maintenance department is divided into work crews: one two-man crew for
routine maintenance, and another crew to do
painting and yard work, although the latter crew
may be divided. The maintenance supervisor
tries to make preventive maintenance inspections
more than once a year and, when possible, will
make repairs himself.

under ACC. Bids for their construction were

opened in February and March 1973. A manage-

ment plan was verbally approved by HUD but

will not be implemented until units are ready for

occupancy. This public housing authority is in-

cluded as a case study because it illustrates

some of the potential political problems in at-

tempting to create a regional structure. Local

control is a phenomenon that must be dealt with

in any move toward regionalization. San Luis

Valley Housing Committee also is included be-

cause its development reflects a transition in

HUD policy, intimated in management circulars

over the past 10 years.

Authority Background: The San Luis Valley

Housing Committee, located in Alamosa, Colo., is

a unique accomplishment. lt brings together for

the first time culturally and economically similar

towns and countiesâthe City of Alamosa, the

Case 7. San Luis Valley Housing Committee
The San Luis Valley Housing Committee
compact was not signed until March 1972. Although no units have been constructed, 200 are
under ACC. Bids for their construction were
opened in February and March 1973. A management plan was verbally approved by HUD but
will not be implemented until units are ready for
occupancy. This public housing authority is included as a case study because it illustrates
some of the potential political problems in attempting to create a regional structure. Local
control is a phenomenon that must be dealt with
in any move toward regionalization. San Luis
Valley Housing Committee also is included because its development reflects a transition in

towns of Center and Antonito, and Conejos and

Costilla Countiesâeach passionately protective

of its political identity and control. Although the

housing compact's development has been stormy

at times, it has also resulted in the first major al-

location of public housing units to this isolated,

poor, and badly housed area of southern Colo-

rado.

To understand the "success" of this housing

compact, a look at the physical setting of the

San Luis Valley, and at the economic and social

forces operating there, is useful. The San Luis

"Valley" in actually an 8,000-foot plateau infre-

quently dotted with sagebrush and cottonwood

trees, surrounded on the west by the Rocky

Mountains and on the east by the Sangre Cristo

Mountains. There are no large towns; Alamosa,

the seat of Alamosa County, is the largest with

more than 6,000 people. Most of the other towns

have less than 1,500 population, and they are

distant from each other. The accompanying map

shows how sparsely populated the area is.
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HUD policy, intimated in management circulars
over the past 10 years.
Authority Background: The San Luis Valley
Housing Committee, located in Alamosa, Colo., is
a unique accomplishment. It brings together for
the first time culturally and economically similar
towns and counties-the City of Alamosa, the
towns of Center and Antonito, and Conejos and
Costilla Counties-each passionately protective
of its political identity and control. Although the
housing compact's development has been stormy
at times, it has also resulted in the first major allocation of public housing units to this isolated,
poor, and badly housed area of southern Colorado.
To understand the "success" of this housing
compact, a look at the physical setting of the
San Luis Valley, and at the economic and social
forces operating there, is useful. The San Luis
"Valley" in actually an B,OOO-foot plateau infrequently dotted with sagebrush and cottonwood
trees, surrounded on the west by the Rocky
Mountains and on the east by the Sangre Cristo
Mountains. There are no large towns; Alamosa,
the seat of Alamosa County, is the largest with
more than 6,000 people. Most of the other towns
have less than 1,500 population, and they are
distant from each other. The accompanying map
shows how sparsely populated the area is.

San Luis Valley's only major industry is agri-

culture, mainly potatoes and lettuce. Both do

well during the mild summer months, attracting

migrant workers to the valley to supplement the

local workforce. Potato processing provides em-

ployment during the long winter months when

the valley often records the lowest temperature

in the Nation.

Farms tend to be small family-run establish-

ments, although there are some out-of-State op-

erations. Year-round employment is possible on

many of the farms because of the processing

plants. However, the number of hours vary each

day, and employee wages are unpredictable.

Most people in the San Luis Valley are poor.

Fully 32 percent of the population in the four-

county area is below the poverty level, and 28

percent of the housing lacks essential plumbing,

is overcrowded, or both.

For a number of years, poverty in the San

Luis Valleyâand the presence of a large minor-

ity population (the overall area has about 40 per-

cent Mexican-American population, although in

some towns the percentage is over 90 percent)â

attracted poverty workers, regional groups, and

State and Federal officials. Many came with

promises, but little money, and the local popula-

tion learned to distrust outsiders. The promises

went unfulfilled, the money rarely appeared, and

many of the officials went home.

Distrust for outsiders was matched by dis-

trust among local groups, the most acute divi-

sion being among Chicanes. The presence in the

valley of the United Farm Workers no doubt

served to heighten the political awareness of

Chicanos. The young, particularly, began to chal-

lenge the politics of elder residents, who seemed

conservative and protective of their status. A di-

vision resulted between some older and younger

residents, and this division was further compli-

cated by differences among political parties.

In the early 1970's, housing became an

issue in the valley. Alamosa had built 40 units of

low rent housing in 1964, but the other areas of

the valley remained ignorant of the program until

outsiders began encouraging the formation of

housing authorities in order to build farm labor

housing. In 1970, the Colorado legislature

passed a housing act that created a division of

housing in the State's Department of Local Af-

fairs. Originally, it was designated as a technical

assistance and code enforcement agency, but

later the division received authorization to give

up to 50 percent grants for the development of

"modest" housing in rural areas. The emphasis

of the grant program was agricultural housing.

Costilla and Conejos counties' housing au-

thorities were organized largely with the assist-

ance of both the division of housing and Uplands

Inc., a regional technical assistance organization

for low income groups, and the town of Center

soon followed with its organizational effort (Ala-

mosa and Antonito already had LHA's). But the

housing issue might have died had it not been

for Colorado Housing, Inc. (CHI), a nonprofit,

San Luis Valley's only major industry is agriculture, mainly potatoes and lettuce. Both do
well during the mild summer months, attracting
migrant workers to the valley to supplement the
local workforce. Potato processing provides employment during the long winter months when
the valley often records the lowest temperature
in the Nation.
Farms tend to be small family-run establishments, although there are some out-of-State operations. Year-round employment is possible on
many of the farms because of the processing
plants. However, the number of hours vary each
day, and employee wages are unpredictable.
Most people in the San Luis Valley are poor.
Fully 32 percent of the population in the fourcounty area is below the poverty level, and 28
percent of the housing lacks essential plumbing,
is overcrowded, or both.
For a number of years, poverty in the San
Luis Valley-and the presence of a large minority population (the overall area has about 40 percent Mexican-American population, although in
some towns the percentage is over 90 percent)attracted poverty workers, regional groups, and
State and Federal officials. Many came with
promises, but little money, and the local population learned to distrust outsiders. The promises
went unfulfilled, the money rarely appeared, and
many of the officials went home.
Distrust for outsiders was matched by distrust among local groups, the most acute division being among Chicanos. The presence in the
valley of the United Farm Workers no doubt
served to heighten the political awareness of
Chicanos. The young, particularly, began to challenge the politics of elder residents, who seemed
conservative and protective of their status. A division resulted between some older and younger
residents, and this division was further complicated by differences among political parties.
In the early 1970's, housing became an
issue in the valley. Alamosa had built 40 units of
low rent housing in 1964, but the other areas of
the valley remained ignorant of the program until
outsiders began encouraging the formation of
housing authorities in order to build farm labor
housing. In 1970, the Colorado legislature
passed a housing act that created a division of
housing in the State's Department of Local Affairs. Originally, it was designated as a technical
assistance and code enforcement agency, but
later the division received authorization to give
up to 50 percent grants for the development of

"modest" housing in rural areas. The emphasis
of the grant program was agricultural housing.
Costilla and Conejos counties' housing authorities were organized largely with the assistance of both the division of housing and Uplands
Inc., a regional technical assistance organization
for low income groups, and the town of Center
soon followed with its organizational effort (Alamosa and Antonito already had LHA's). But the
housing issue might have died had it not been
for Colorado Housing, Inc. (CHI), a nonprofit,
statewide, low income housing group funded by
the Office of Economic Opportunity.
CHI was asked by the division of housing to
go into the San Luis Valley. Once there, CHI's
field staff found disillusionment, distrust, and a
stack of incomplete organizational forms. For example, the Center authority's organizational transcript had been lost and had to be completely
reassembled. CHI decided to ~tay in the valley to
help overcome the chaos created there and to
begin preparing applications for low rent housing.
While working with the various communities,
CHI approached the HUD office in Denver (this is
both a regional and area office) regarding the allocation of units to each authority. HUD responded that it wanted to allocate units to the
San Luis Valley, but to allocate a few to one authority and a few more to another was not economically feasible. As an alternative, HUD's general counsel office suggested the formation of a
jOint management and maintenance organization
bound to cooperation by a legal compact. Colorado law allows cooperation between city or
county authorities, but does not specifically
allow for regional authorities. This type of legal
device had been used on two occasions in North
Dakota and could be adapted to the San Luis
Valley situation. Unless the town and county authorities in the valley agreed to joint management, HUD said it would not be amenable to allocating units to any of them.
CHI
had the uncomfortable task of
presenting this "alternative"-the only "condition" under which the communities could obtain
low rent housing units-to the housing authorities. Staff again remained in the valley, this time
for 6 weeks, to accomplish their work. Concern
arose over the role of the Alamosa authority. The
other authorities feared that Alamosa would
dominate the compact because it had housing
experience and would have more units than the
others. Each community feared loss of political

riginal from

statewide, low income housing group funded by

the Office of Economic Opportunity.
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CHI was asked by the division of housing to

go into the San Luis Valley. Once there, CHI's

field staff found disillusionment, distrust, and a
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control and, to some extent, had to overcome

their fears that CHl might also want to control

the authorities.

As final encouragement to the authorities to

join the compact as the only means of obtaining

desperately needed housing, CHl brought 10 rep-

resentatives from the valley to Denver to meet

with a group from HUD. The meeting was appar-

ently convincing. HUD was adamant in its refusal

to fund the authorities separately, but explained

that the compact offered each authority sufficient

safeguards for local control of housing design

and location, and equal representation in making

decisions on management and maintenance poli-

cies. An important safeguard of the compact was

HUD's right to transfer to the housing committee

the annual contributions contract payments of

any member authority that tried to drop out of

the compact after obtaining its units. ln other

words, the compact could not be used only to

obtain units.

The authorities agreed to cooperate, and

HUD drew up the compact which was signed on

March 27, 1973. Antonito was admitted in Febru-

ary 1973. The signing did not terminate the sus-

picions each community had of the others; it did,

however, provide a forum for cooperative effort.

The communities rose above political self-inter-

est in order to bring some decent housing to the

San Luis Valley. Although development and man-

agement of the housing may prove difficult, the

first challengeâthat of organizationâhas been

met.

The Authority1s Program: Compact members

have 200 new units of Turnkey l housing under

annual contributions contracts, divided as fol-

lows:

Location

Population

Alamosa 6,985

Center 1,470

Costilla County 3,091

Conejos County 7,846

Antonito

control and, to some extent, had to overcome
their fears that CHI might also want to control
the authorities.
As final encouragement to the authorities to
join the compact as the only means of obtaining
desperately needed housing, CHI brought 10 representatives from the valley to Denver to meet
with a group from HUD. The meeting was apparently convincing. HUD was adamant in its refusal
to fund the authorities separately. but explained
that the compact offered each authority sufficient
safeguards for local control of housing design
and location. and equal representation in making
decisions on management and maintenance policies. An important safeguard of the compact was
HUD's right to transfer to the housing committee
the annual contributions contract payments of
any member authority that tried to drop out of
the compact after obtaining its units. In other
words, the compact could not be used only to
obtain units.
The authorities agreed to cooperate, and
HUD drew up the compact which was signed on
March 27, 1973. Antonito was admitted in February 1973. The signing did not terminate the suspicions each community had of the others; it did,
however. provide a forum for cooperative effort.
The communities rose above pOlitical self-interest in order to bring some decent housing to the
San Luis Valley. Although development and management of the housing may prove difficult. the
first challenge-that of organization-has been
met.
The Authority's Program: Compact members
have 200 new units of Turnkey I housing under
annual contributions contracts, divided as follows:

TOTAL

1,113

Units

85 (scattered site, 40

may be for elderly)

30 (scattered site, 10

may be for elderly)

25 (2 towns, mostly

family)

45 (3 towns, slightly

more than 50% for

families)

15 (plans not defined)

200

ln addition to the 200 new units, 54 units of

existing public housing will be managed by the

San Luis Valley Housing Committee. These units

include 40 owned by the Alamosa Housing Au-

thority and 14 owned by the Antonito Housing

Authority.

ln their original applications to HUD, each

authority requested substantially more units; the

Location
Alamosa

Population
Units
6,985
85 (scattered site. 40
may be for elderly)
Center
1,470
30 (scattered site. 10
may be for elderly)
Costilla County 3,091
25 (2 towns, mostly
family)
Conejos County 7,846
45 (3 towns. slightly
more than 50% for
families)
Antonito
15 (plans not defined)
1,113
TOTAL
200
In addition to the 200 new units. 54 units of
existing public housing will be managed by the
San Luis Valley Housing Committee. These units
include 40 owned by the Alamosa Housing Authority and 14 owned by the An tonito Housing
Authority.

response was an original allocation of 200 units,

with 200 more to follow during the second year.

That was before the federally subsidized housing

moratorium.
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In their original applications to HUD, each
authority requested substantially more units; the
response was an original allocation of 200 units,
with 200 more to follow during the second year.
That was before the federally subsidized housing
moratorium.
The housing compact retains the individual
authority's power to seek bids and award contracts. Alamosa and Center, however. chose to
hold a joint bid opening on February 27, 1973,
whereas Conejos and Costilla counties opened
their bids separately on March 22 (Antonito will
probably accept the builder for Conejos County,
since its units were approved after the others).
No builder in the San Luis Valley has enough
capital to do all the construction, although there
are a number of available subcontractors.
How the Authority is Governed: All the authorities joining the housing compact have their
own board of commissioners, with five members
each, chosen either by the town mayor or the
county commissioners. The boards are responsible for all decisions affecting the authorities acting on their own behalf. For example. each
board approves housing locations and development proposals for its own community. Lately.
these boards have been meeting mon~hly.
Decisions regarding the jOint managementmaintenance agreement are made by an executive board composed of the chairman and secretary of each member authority. Although there
are 10 members on the executive board, only
one representative from each authority may cast
a vote. Thus far, representatives to the committee have hesitated to vote without first going to
their respective boards for confirmation of their
decisions. It is expected that this reluctance to
make decisions will lessen once housing development is completed and the management policy
is initiated.
Housing Administration: The San Luis Valley
Housing Committee is a cooperative management and maintenance effort under the leadership of one executive director. This director was
formerly the executive director of the Alamosa
Housing Authority, where she had years of experience in managing and maintaining 40 units of
low rent housing. The executive director will also
serve as accountant, and a secretary will be
hired.
A management plan, developed with the assistanceof·Coforado Housing Inc., was submitted to HUD and received verbal approval. It calls
for centralized management from the Alamosa
Housing ~ I ~r i+Yf~i '.i1 e. Applications and rent
coli
.
"ffJ~ 1
S ff utine maintenance,
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will probably be the responsibility of part-time,

local resident-managers who will either be paid

for their work or will perform their services in

lieu of rent. The services that the resident-man-

ager will perform would be difficult for central

office personnel to handle, since a tour of all the

proposed units would require 200 miles of driv-

ing.

The resident-manager will be furnished with

an authority pickup truck, tools, and supplies to

adequately service a multitown area. The use of

tenants as managers is an attempt by the new

authority to prevent management problems that

could result from operating in a widely dispersed

region and to keep down management and main-

tenance costs. This undoubtedly experimental

approach to management and maintenance will

be closely watched by HUD and others inter-

ested in regionally operated low rent housing.

The management plan is also a reflection of

each member authority's concern for local con-

trol. An individual hired to provide management

and maintenance service in a particular jurisdic-

tion will have to be approved by the board mem-

ber from that jurisdiction.

How Well Do the Authorities Operate?

Public housing authorities in all parts of the

Nation demonstrate almost as many different

management and maintenance operations as

there are authorities. Although many follow simi-

lar patterns, variations are always found based

will probably be the responsibility of part-time,
local resident-managers who will either be paid
for their work or will perform their services in
lieu of rent. The services that the resident-manager will perform would be difficult for central
office personnel to handle, since a tour of all the
proposed units would require 200 miles of driving.
The resident-manager will be furnished with
an authority pickup truck, tools, and supplies to
adequately service a multitown area. The use of
tenants as managers is an attempt by the new
authority to prevent management problems that
could result from operating in a widely dispersed
region and to keep down management and maintenance costs. This undoubtedly experimental
approach to management and maintenance will
be closely watched by HUD and others interested in regionally operated low rent housing.
The management plan is also a reflection of
each member authority's concern for local control. An individual hired to provide management
and maintenance service in a particular jurisdiction will have to be approved by the board member from that jurisdiction.

on local conditions, personalities, geographic lo-

cation of projects, and other factors. When the

Housing Assistance Council began looking for

How Well Do the Authorities Operate?

rural housing authorities to study, the criterion

used was not how different an authority was

from all others, but how efficiently and economi-

cally an authority operated, primarily according

to HUD standards. The result was selection of a

number of relatively efficient and economical op-

erations (notwithstanding the financial setbacks

these authorities suffer due to a lack of operat-

ing subsidies), each somewhat different from the

other.

These authorities developed their own re-

sponses to basic rural deficiencies, such as

widely dispersed and small populations, lack of

available personnel and other resources, and en-

trenched notions of local community control.

Their responses were varied and, as the descrip-

tions illustrate, there are some imperfections in

their approaches. However, when compared to

the difficulties of small authorities or of certain

large, urban authorities, the problems of the re-

gional or semiregional housing programs appear

minor.

Types of Authorities

Each of the rural housing authorities studied

was created using the best of existing State leg-

islation to overcome the problems of poor peo-

ple living in bad housing. In Georgia, where two

of the cooperative agreement authorities are lo-

cated, regional authorities were prohibited until

recently, and they are still prohibited in Colorado

where San Luis Valley Housing Committee devel-

oped. It is unfortunate that the earlier limitation

Public housing authorities in all parts of the
Nation demonstrate almost as many different
management and maintenance operations as
there are authorities. Although many follow similar patterns, variations are always found based
on local conditions, personalities, geographic location of projects, and other factors. When the
Housing Assistance Council began looking for
rural housing authorities to study, the criterion
used was not how different an authority was
from all others, but how efficiently and economically an authority operated, primarily according
to HUD standards. The result was selection of a
number of relatively efficient and economical operations (notwithstanding the financial setbacks
these authorities suffer due to a lack of operating subsidies), each somewhat different from the
other.
These authorities developed their own responses to basic rural deficiencies, such as
widely dispersed and small populations, lack of
available personnel and other resources, and entrenched notions of local community control.
Their responses were varied and, as the descriptions illustrate, there are some imperfections in
their approaches. However, w,hen compared to
the difficulties of srpall authoritieS or of certain

large, urban authorities, the problems of the regional or semi regional housing programs appear
minor.

Types of Authorities
Each of the rural housing authorities studied
was created using the best of existing State legislation to overcome the problems of poor people living in bad housing. In Georgia, where two
of the cooperative agreement authorities are located, regional authorities were prohibited until
recently, and they are still prohibited in Colorado
where San Luis Valley Housing Committee developed. It is unfortunate that the earlier limitation
on regional authorities in Georgia has established the idea of local housing authority control
there.
In contrast, the regional housing authorities
studied are the products of housing laws that
promoted regionalism as a way to serve rural
areas, particularly farm families. South Carolina's
law was the most compelling, for it prohibited
the creation of authorities in towns of less than
5,000 population; instead, these towns would
have to participate in a regional program if they
wanted low rent public housing.
Legislation for the Vermont State Housing
Authority created a single housing organization
for most of the small towns and rural areas of
that State. The legislation also prohibited the formation of county authorities, thus limiting local
communities to one other alternative, that of
forming their own authorities. But, most of the
towns could not support an authority, and it became common knowledge in the HUD area that
applications for small authorities would probably
not be approved. State legislation could have totally eliminated the need for other authorities had
it not limited the State's program to leased housing only; some communities, in apparent desperation, formed their own LHA's merely to build
conventional elderly housing.

Administrative Structures
Although the legal structures, or types, of
these authorities were limited by State legislation, no such limitations were placed on the design of their administrative structures. HUD provided each authority with guidelines on what
needed to be done, but the results were as varied as the number of authorities and, often, unrelated to { fI~1 ¥"~E\'
authority created. Some
thor'
ff~ emG~ ional and coopera-

t,nV E

on regional authorities in Georgia has estab-

lished the idea of local housing authority control

there.

In contrast, the regional housing authorities
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five agreements, chose to decentralize their

management and maintenance functions, while

others retained all administrative functions in a

central location.

One might expect the physical size of an

authority's jurisdiction to influence the location

of staff, but it appears to do so only in some

cases. For example, South Carolina Regional Au-

thority No. 1 provides housing in small towns

throughout nearly a third of the State and, con-

sequently, the staff is decentralized in six geo-

graphical zones. Similarly, the San Luis Valley

Housing Committee, a cooperative agreement au-

thority that will service widely dispersed commu-

nities, will locate resident-managers in each

major area. In contrast, the entire State of Ver-

mont is serviced by three field staff, and only

two of them live and work in their territories, al-

though they do not maintain full-time offices

there. VSHA lacks funds to open field offices, yet

one would certainly be useful in the northern

part of the State where there are 400 scattered

units.

Mississippi No. VIII also covers a large geo-

graphical area, but all its suboffices are located

along the southern border of the region, while

projects 100 miles distant are visited only two or

three times a month. But, the bulk of its program

is in the Gulfport area, and a competent and

well-tenured staff is available there, so the au-

thority is hesitant to move. A more extreme case

is Tennessee Valley Regional Housing Authority,

whose only office is 140 miles from many of its

projects.

The two cooperative agreement authorities

in Georgia cover much smaller areas and are

able to reach their furthest projects in less than

1 hour of driving time; consequently, they have

little use for full-time field offices. Although dis-

tance does account for some authorities decen-

tralizing, other considerations seem to prevent

decentralization in other places; type of authority

does not seem to be the major consideration.

More likely, these authorities have made ad hoc

responses to local conditions and, to some ex-

tent, the constraints of Federal funding (though

the role of foresight should not be overlooked).

Whatever the rationale, staff location sub-

stantially influences the operation of an author-

ity, as does the type of authority. From the case

studies, some generalizations will be made on

how these factorsâtype and locationâaffect the

efficiency and economy of these rural authorities

in terms of the following: 1) adequacy of man-

agement system; 2) adequacy of maintenance

system; 3) level of tenant relations and social

service program; 4) extent and diversity of hous-

ing program; and 5) program costs. Comparisons

will be made between the cooperative agreement

authorities and the regional or State housing au-

thorities.

Adequacy of Management System

Several areas of management will be cov-

ered. First, there is the efficiency of the

accounting system. The regional and State au-

thorities have the most simplified accounting

systems because each of them has only one set

of books for all their projects. This is not the

case with the cooperative agreement authorities;

the most extreme example is the Housing Au-

tive agreements, chose to decentralize their
management and maintenance functions, while
others retained all administrative functions in a
central location,
One might expect the physical size of an
authority's jurisdiction to influence the location
of staff, but it appears to do so only in some
cases, For example, South Carolina Regional Authority No, 1 provides housing in small towns
throughout nearly a third of the State and, consequently, the staff is decentralized in six geographical zones, Similarly, the San Luis Valley
Housing Committee, a cooperative agreement authority that will service widely dispersed communities, will locate resident-managers in each
major area, In contrast, the entire State of Vermont is serviced by three field staff, and only
two of them live and work in their territories, although they do not maintain full-time offices
there, VSHA lacks funds to open field offices, yet
one would certainly be useful in the northern
part of the State where there are 400 scattered
units.
Mississippi No. VIII also covers a large geographical area, but all its suboffices are located
along the southern border of the region, while
projects 100 miles distant are visited only two or
three times a month. But, the bulk of its program
is in the Gulfport area, and a competent and
well-tenured staff is available there, so the authority is hesitant to move. A more extreme case
is Tennessee Valley Regional Housing Authority,
whose only office is 140 miles from many of its
projects,
The two cooperative agreement authorities
in Georgia cover much smaller areas and are
able to reach their furthest projects in less than
1 hour of driving time: consequently, they have
little use for full-time field offices. Although distance does account for some authorities decentralizing. other considerations seem to prevent
decentralization in other places; type of authority
does not seem to be the major consideration,
More likely, these authorities have made ad hoc
responses to local conditions and, to some extent. the constraints of Federal funding (though
the role of foresight should not be overlooked),
Whatever the rationale, staff location substantially influences the operation of an authority, as does the type of authority. From the case
studies. some generalizations will be made on
how these factors-type and locati on-affect the
efficiency and econom y of these r ural autHo ritjes

in terms of the following: 1) adequacy of management system; 2) adequacy of maintenance
system: 3) level of tenant relations and social
service program; 4) extent and diversity of housing program: and 5) program costs. Comparisons
will be made between the cooperative agreement
authorities and the regional or State housing authorities.

Adequacy of Management System
Several areas of management will be covered. First. there is the efficiency of the
accounting system. The regional and State authorities have the most simplified accounting
systems because each of them has only one set
of books for all their projects. This is not the
case with the cooperative agreement authorities:
the most extreme example is the Housing Authority of the City of Nashville, Ga., whose accountant maintains eight sets of financial records, one for each authority in the agreement.
Americus and San Luis Valley are not far behind
with five sets of records each (Americus maintains separate books for its four cooperating authorities and for the city's urban renewal program),
Each authority participating in a cooperation
agreement retains its funds in a local bank.
When rents are collected, they are deposited in
the separate banks, rather than a single depository. At the end of each month, the managing
authority's accountant must transfer funds from
each account, according to a proration of costs,
into a single account for the payment of bills,
Later, the accountant figures which bills are
charged to a specific authority and then withdraws funds from that authority's account to
reimburse the pooled account. Fees are charged
to cooperating authorities for the use of the
managing authority's staff and vehicles: this system requires separate records of each visit to a
particular area so that fees can be applied to the
appropriate authority account.
All these transactions are complex and
time-consuming. Not surprisingly, the smaller cooperative agreement authorities generally have a
higher ratio of accounting staff to number of tenant accounts than do the authorities with one set
of books each.
Rne cooperative agreeTwo r~' 9 ff a ~
9 with computers
ment 'tm~ ' ~~!)I '(for

cPrifmf

to handle at least some tenant accounting.11

Mississippi No. Vlll and Americus are retaining

their own accounting staffs, primarily to prepare

HUD financial reports and pay bills, so the com-

puter services are not really lowering accounting

costs for these authorities. Mississippi No. Vlll,

though, probably would have hired an additional

bookkeeper had it not purchased the computer

service.

ln contrast to these relatively minimal uses

of computer services, the Tennessee Valley Re-

gional Housing Authority contracts all of its ac-

counting work to its nonprofit organization, GDl,

which runs its own computer. The arrangement

is generally satisfactory because the two organi-

zations are closely aligned.

The second area of management adequacy

to be discussed is the efficiency of the rent

collection systems. Unlike most other measures

of housing authority efficiency, the type of rent

collection system has less to do with the type of

authority or location of staff than with the type of

housing program. Four of the six authorities (San

Luis Valley is not counted here because it is not

at the management stage yet), including the re-

gional and cooperative agreement authorities,

rely primarily on their own personnel to collect

rent either on a door-to-door basis, or to hold

rent collection hours in each project on

specified days. These authorities report low rent

delinquencies, and low yearend collection

losses.

This is not the case for either the Vermont

State Housing Authority or the Tennessee Valley

Regional Housing Authority. Both authorities

have leased housing programs only (one is

rental, and the other is homeownership) and, as

a consequence, their tendency is to rely on pri-

vate enterprise to service tenants. Nonauthority

personnel are used to collect rents (in Vermont,

owners of leased units are expected to collect

rents, and TVRHA relies on tenants to bring their

rents to local banks) and the result has been de-

linquencies and high collection losses.15

Because the leased unit owners in Vermont

receive their monthly rental check from the au-

thority regardless of the rent they collect, there

is little incentive to collect rents promptly and

thoroughly. Similarly, in Mississippi, the local

banks are not obligated to make tenants pay

their rents; the banks act as a depository only

to handle at least some tenant accounting. I I
Mississippi No. VIII and Americus are retaining
their own accounting staffs, primarily to prepare
HUD financial reports and pay bills, 50 the computer services are not really lowering accounting
costs for these authorities. Mississippi No. VIII,
though, probably would have hired an additional
bookkeeper had it not purchased the computer
service.
In contrast to these relatively minimal uses
of computer services, the Tennessee Valley Regional Housing Authority contracts all of its accounting work to its nonprofit organization, COl,
which runs its own computer. The arrangement
is generally satisfactory because the two organizations are closely aligned.
The second area of management adequacy
to be discussed is the efficiency of the rent
collection systems. Unlike most other measures
of housing authority efficiency, the type of rent
collection system has less to do with the type of
authority or location of staff than with the type of
housing program. Four of the six authorities (San
Luis Valley is not counted here because it is not
at the management stage yet), including the regional and cooperative agreement authorities,
rely primarily on their own personnel to collect
rent either on a door-to-door basis, or to hold
rent collection hours in each project on
specified days. These authorities report low rent
delinquencies, and low yearend collection
losses.
This is not the case for either the Vermont
State Housing Authority or the Tennessee Valley
Regional Housing Authority. Both authorities
have leased housing programs only (one is
rental, and the other is homeownership) and, as
a consequence, their tendency is to rely on private enterprise to service tenants. Nonauthority
personnel are used to collect rents (in Vermont,
owners of leased units are expected to collect
rents, and TVRHA relies on tenants to bring their

rents to local banks) and the result has been delinquencies and high collection losses, !',
Because the leased unit owners in Vermont
receive their monthly rental check from the authority regardless of the rent they collect, there
is little incentive to collect rents promptly and
thoroughly. Similarly, in Mississippi, the local
banks are not obligated to make tenants pay
their rents; the banks act as a depository only
and do not receive a fee for their services. The
Mississippi program further suffers from the fact
that nonauthority personnel process the tenant
accounts, but are not responsible for seeking
payment.
A third phase of management is the tenant
application system. There were only minor differences in the tenant application systems of the
authorities studied, regardless of type of authority or location of staff. Most applications were
taken either at project locations or somewhere
nearby, although appointments for application
were most often made through the central offices.
Word-of-mouth communication is the most
common form of advertisement for public housing applicants in the rural areas studied. Most of
the authorities have used newspaper publicity
but found it unnecessary after a while. In rural
areas, local information travels quickly and extensively, and the authorities have found that applicants often know about vacant units before the
authority is informed of them. Other tenants
usually pass the information on to people they
know or to people inquiring around the various
projects.
It is not known whether this informal system
of publiCity and referrals discourages some potential applicants. The authorities think not, since
even strangers in these small communities will
learn where public housing is and will then inquire about applying. All the authorities place
housing need above other criteria when selecting
tenants, thus lessening the effect of tenant referrals.

and do not receive a fee for their services. The

Mississippi program further suffers from the fact

Adequacy of Maintenance System

that nonauthority personnel process the tenant

accounts, but are not responsible for seeking

payment.

A third phase of management is the tenant

application system. There were only minor differ-

ences in the tenant application systems of the

authorities studied, regardless of type of author-

ity or location of staff. Most applications were

taken either at project locations or somewhere

nearby, although appointments for application

II

HUD officials in the Atlanta regional office offer these reason8
for promoting computer services: (1) A computer can be more
accurate. although this depends on the accuracy 01 the data
fed to the computer; (2) a computer can instantaneously retrieve all types of statistical data; and (3) a computer can
save an authority money. because a licensed accountant
need not be hired; a bookkeeper will do. The last reason is
probably the most important. A small rural authority often is
unabte to find a competent accountant. nor can many small
authorities really afford to pay an accountant a decent wage.
The result is poor accounting and financial reporting.

There are three aspects of an adequate
maintenance system that will be covered here.
The first is prompt service. When emergencies
,'. Particularly In the homeownership program. there is the attempt
to treat tenants as if they were homeowners and. therelore.
totally respons,ble for their units. ThiS pol,cy needs reevaluation, because numerous tenants are not paying their rent or
maintaining their units as reQuired.

were most often made through the central offices.

Word-of-mouth communication is the most

common form of advertisement for public hous-

ing applicants in the rural areas studied. Most of

by
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the authorities have used newspaper publicity

but found it unnecessary after a while. ln rural

areas, local information travels quickly and exten-
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arise, prompt service is essential to prevent ex-

cessive damage to housing units. Usually, the

authority that can respond quickly to an emer-

gency will save itself money and additional work

later.

The case studies show that prompt service

is less an attribute of the type of authority than

of the location of an authority's staff, although

type does have an indirect effect on service. For

example, the cooperative agreement authorities,

Americus and Nashville, have no trouble in offer-

ing prompt service to tenants in projects located

in those towns, but their service is delayed to

outlying projects where fees are charged for

each maintenance trip. To limit the multiplication

of fees charged each housing authority, mainte-

nance requests are held until there are sufficient

numbers to warrant sending a maintenance man.

Americus estimates that accumulations of re-

quests take only a few days, but requests to

Nashville may take up to a week to accumulate.

Mississippi No. Vlll, a regional authority,

also services its nearby projects within a day or

two, but requests from the rural, outlying proj-

ects are serviced more slowly. Because the

maintenance staff is located along the coast and

must return to the central office daily, mainte-

nance requests from the outlying projects are

accumulated. This can take several days or

much longer. Unlike the cooperative agreement

authorities, however, some of No. Vlll's projects

are so far from the central office that emergen-

cies are handled by local repairmen, a costly,

and sometimes unreliable procedure.

Tennessee Valley Regional Housing Author-

ity tenants are supposed to provide their own or-

dinary maintenance in accordance with the

homeownership agreement, but many of them

have abdicated this responsibility to the author-

ity. To provide the necessary maintenance,

TVRHA has contracted with GDl, the owner of

the housing, which now employs three mainte-

nance men. But, like No. Vlll, the staff is poorly

located at one end of the region and is slow in

responding to requests. Most emergency re-

quests are answered by local repairmen whose

costs are higher and whose competency varies.

The location of the maintenance staff gives low

priority to prompt and, sometimes, adequate

maintenance of authority-leased units.

Prompt service also suffers in the operation

of the Vermont State Housing Authority, not be-

cause the maintenance staff is poorly located, but

because there is no maintenance staff. Owners

of leased units are responsible for ordinary

maintenance in all but one project, and most of

the owners depend on local repairmen. When the

repairmen are unavailable, repair is delayed. ln

the few projects where owners have employed

onsite maintenance staff, requests are answered

promptly and a higher standard of maintenance

exists.

South Carolina Regional Housing Authority

No. l has overcome the problem of distance in

servicing its tenants' maintenance requests by

arise, prompt service is essential to prevent excessive damage to housing units. Usually, the
authority that can respond quickly to an emergency will save itself money and additional work
later.
The case studies show that prompt service
is less an attribute of the type of authority than
of the location of an authority's staff. although
type does have an indirect effect on service. For
example. the cooperative agreement authorities.
Americus and Nashville. have no trouble in offering prompt service to tenants in projects located
in those towns, but their service is delayed to
outlying projects where fees are charged for
each maintenance trip. To limit the multiplication
of fees charged each housing authority, maintenance requests are held until there are sufficient
numbers to warrant sending a maintenance man.
Americus estimates that accumulations of requests take only a few days, but requests to
Nashville may take up to a week to accumulate.
Mississippi No. VIII, a regional authority,
also services its nearby projects within a day or
two, but requests from the rural, outlying projects are serviced more slowly. Because the
maintenance staff is located along the coast and
must return to the central office daily, maintenance requests from the outlying projects are
accumulated. This can take several days or
much longer. Unlike the cooperative agreement
authorities, however, some of No. VIII's projects
are so far from the central office that emergencies are handled by local repairmen, a costly,
and sometimes unreliable procedure.
Tennessee Valley Regional Housing Authority tenants are supposed to provide their own ordinary maintenance in accordance with the
homeownership agreement, but many of them
have abdicated this responsibility to the authority. To provide the necessary maintenance,
TVRHA has contracted with COl, the owner of
the housing, which now employs three maintenance men. But, like No. VIII, the staff is poorly
located at one end of the region and is slow in
responding to requests. Most emergency requests are answered by local repairmen whose
costs are higher and whose competency varies.
The location of the maintenance staff gives low
priority to prompt and, sometimes, adequate
maintenance of authority-leased units.
Prompt service also suffers in the operation
of the Vermont State Housing Authority, not because the maintenance staff is poorly located, but
because there is no maintenance staff. Owners
of leased units are responsible for ordinary

maintenance in all but one project, and most of
the owners depend on local repairmen. When the
repairmen are unavailable, repair is delayed. In
the few projects where owners have employed
onsite maintenance staff, requests are answered
promptly and a higher standard of maintenance
exists.
South Carolina Regional Housing Authority
No. I has overcome the problem of distance in
servicing its tenants' maintenance requests by
locating staff close to the housing projects. The
region is divided into six operational zones. each
with its own manager who is also in charge of
ordinary maintenance. Some of the larger zones
(those with more units) have maintenance aides
to ensure that requests are answered promptly
and adequately. Zone managers are always prepared to handle emergencies in their areas
within short time periods; for instance, the furthest drive from the office in the largest zone is
10 minutes.
The second aspect of an adequate maintenance system is consistent quality. This particular aspect has a similar relationship to the type
of authority and location of staff that prompt
service has. Housing units within immediate
reach of authority maintenance staff appear to
have a higher and a more consistent standard of
maintenance. In contrast, units serviced by unsupervised non authority repairmen show varying
maintenance quality; the leased housing units in
Vermont are an obvious example.
Preventive maintenance is the third aspect
of an adequate maintenance system. In the rural
areas in which these regional and similar housing authorities operate, such things as vandalism
and excessive tenant damage rarely occur. This
is probably true of most rural areas in the Nation. Disrepair and deterioration of units is evidenced, however, and is generally related to how
vigorously housing authorities pursue their maintenance responsibilities.
Obviously, prompt responses to maintenance
requests will help prevent deterioration, but
more is needed. Most of the authorities studied
have developed some type of preventive maintenance program, preferring to anticipate problems
than respond to crises. The authorities lacking
these programs are regional, but the type of authority does not account for their inadequate
maintenance services.
Vermont State Housing Authority and Tennessee Valley Regional Housing Authority are
both leased housing programs; the latter expects
tenants to ~ ' P~alt Nt~mown preventive mainte-

locating staff close to the housing projects. The
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region is divided into six operational zones, each

with its own manager who is also in charge of

ordinary maintenance. Some of the larger zones

(those with more units) have maintenance aides
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nance, while the former relies entirely on private

owners. Neither is an adequate approach be-

cause only some homeowners in Vermont pro-

vide this service, while others do not, and many

tenants in TVRHA housing do not perform their

own maintenance. Furthermore, neither authority

is equipped to assume the responsibility of pre-

ventive maintenance when the owners or tenants

fail to do so.

Level of Tenant Relations and Social

Services Program

Although it would be immensely useful to

nance, while the former relies entirely on private
owners. Neither is an adequate approach because only some homeowners in Vermont provide this service, while others do not, and many
tenants in TVRHA housing do not perform their
own maintenance. Furthermore, neither authority
is equipped to assume the responsibility of preventive maintenance when the owners or tenants
fail to do so.

are still a phenomenon of urban areas. In fact,
based on this study, the only towns in which tenant organizations have developed, such as
Springfield, Vt., and Americus, Ga., have large
populations for rural communities and concentrations of public housing units.

Extent and Diversity of Housing Program

learn about rural public housing from the ten-

ant's point of view, this perspective could not be

obtained due to the limited time and financial

constraints of this study. However, from inter-

Level of Tenant Relations and Social
Services Program

views with authority staffs, it was possible to

gain some understanding of the general author-

ity-tenant relationship. One attitude came through

clearly and consistently: Tenants of these hous-

ing authorities are respected customers, not a

class of people to be contended with. Poverty is

not viewed as a defect of applicants or tenants.

In nearly all the authorities studied, tenants

know a particular employee whom they can call

when they have a maintenance complaint or

some problem in paying their rent. This personal

contact is, for the most part, the extent of the

authorities' social service efforts. Field repre-

sentatives will respond to tenant problems by re-

ferring them to local agencies or, if there is a

dispute, by acting as mediator.

In rural areas, the plethora of social and

health service agencies and social workers avail-

able to urban dwellers is lacking. Instead, rural

public housing tenants must turn to their friends,

families, and the public housing representative

for advice and assistance. The broad social serv-

ice programs that HUD recommends for housing

authorities are really not possible in most rural

areas; the alternative is, generally, personal con-

cern, and most of the authorities reviewed ex-

hibit a high level of personal concern for their

tenants.

It appears that the rare existence of a for-

malized social services program in rural areas

has little to do with the type of authority, loca-

tion of staff, or even the type of housing pro-

gram. The availability of resources may be the

key factor in whether a rural authority provides a

social service program; for example, Americus

had modernization funds to support its one so-

cial service coordinator. Tenant organizations

are still a phenomenon of urban areas. In fact,

based on this study, the only towns in which ten-

ant organizations have developed, such as

Springfield, Vt., and Americus, Ga., have'large

populations for rural communities and concentra-

tions of public housing units.

Extent and Diversity of Housing Program

The type of authority probably has its great-

est impact on the extent of an authority's pro-

gram, in terms of geographic area and number

of people served. The three regional and one

State authorities studied cover much larger geo-

Although it would be immensely useful to
learn about rural public housing from the tenant's point of view, this perspective could not be
obtained due to the limited time and financial
constraints of this study. However, from interviews with authority staffs, it was possible to
gain some understanding of the general authority-tenant relationship. One attitude came through
clearly and consistently: Tenants of these housing authorities are respected customers, not a
class of people to be contended with. Poverty is
not viewed as a defect of applicants or tenants.
In nearly all the authorities studied, tenants
know a particular employee whom they can call
when they have a maintenance complaint or
some problem in paying their rent. This personal
contact is, for the most part, the extent of the
authorities' social service efforts. Field representatives will respond to tenant problems by referring them to local agencies or, if there is a
dispute, by acting as mediator.
In rural areas, the plethora of social and
health service agencies and social workers available to urban dwellers is lacking. Instead, rural
public housing tenants must turn to their friends,
families, and the public housing representative
for advice and assistance. The broad social service programs that HUD recommends for housing
authorities are really not possible in most rural
areas; the alternative is, generally, personal concern, and most of the authorities reviewed exhibit a high level of personal concern for their
tenants.
It appears that the rare existence of a formalized social services program in rural areas
has little to do with the type of authority, location of staff, or even the type of housing program. The availability of resources may be the
key factor in whether a rural authority provides a
social service program; for example, Americus
had modernization funds to support its one social service coordinator. Tenant organi zations

The type of authority probably has its greatest impact on the extent of an authority's program, in terms of geographic area and number
of people served. The three regional and one
State authorities studied cover much larger geographic areas than do the cooperative agreement
authorities. And, with the opportunity to develop
housing both inside and outside of incorporated
areas, these authorities are able to take advantage of a much greater selection of housing
sites.
VSHA has leased housing in at least 48
towns, South Carolina has units in 29 towns, and
TVRHA is developing units in 22 towns. This dispersion of units gives these authorities not only
a presence throughout their regions, but credibility for future roles in providing a diversity of
services to small rural communities. The only regional authority that has not built in a large number of towns is Mississippi No. VIII; its reasons
for not doing so are mixed. The authority has
largely responded to the housing needs of people living in the more urbanized areas of the region, and has made an important contribution to
solving their needs. But, since the authority relies on local initiative to generate a public housing project in a particular area, rural areas
needs have received much less attention. Apparently, the rural communities in this region are either apathetic to the housing needs of their residents, or are uninformed of the authority's
program; for whatever reasons, there is little
public housing there.
Program diversity hardly describes any of
the authorities in the study, although TVRHA is
an outstanding exception . Yet, it is not surprising
that these authorities have not branched into
other types of housing programs or water and
sewer development (although the two cooperative agreement authorities have been, or are,
urban renewal agencies). Few public housing authorities, including those in urban areas, do anything but public housing. They have not been encouraged to do so, and, in some instances, legal
restraints h ~F~ t,J6) ,(If -.:>! , Hed on their participation.

graphic areas than do the cooperative agreement

authorities. And, with the opportunity to develop
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housing both inside and outside of incorporated

areas, these authorities are able to take advan-

tage of a much greater selection of housing
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Table 6. Comparison of Operating Costs in

and Local Housing Authorities '

Regional or Consolidated Housing Authorities

Authority No. of Total

units Routine

Table 6. Comparison of Operating Costs in Regional or Consolidated Housing Authorities
and Local Housing Authorities 1

Expenses

Authority

Total Administrative Total Ordinary

Administrative Expenses Other Maintenance

No . of
units

Expenses Than Salaries and Operating

Total
Routine
Expenses

Expenses

Total
Administrative Total Ordinary
Administrative Expenses Other Maintenance
Expenses
Than Salaries and Operating
Expenses

Total
Nonroutine
Expenses ~

Residual
Receipts!
(deficit)

Total

Nonroutine

Americus Consolidated
Housi ng Authority

Expenses -

9.21
7.84'
9.48
9.74
9.07

2.36
1.20
2.78
3.04
2.35

17.46
17 .07
19.32
15.29
17.29

2.91
5.55
3.12
5.35
4.23

(1.05)
.24
(7.67)
(1 .20)
(2.42)

7.76
7.97
7.71
7.31
7.75
7.67
7.32
7.64

1.02
1.20
.97
1.18
1.29
1.50
1.19
1.19

13.88
14.37
15.05
11.19
11.17
13.13
11.81
12.94

5.44
6.83
5.40
7.16
5.78
9.56
1.05
5.89

.64
(4.01)
(2.18)
(8 .04)
(1376)
(28.58)
.72
(7 .89)

8.04
7.00
7.45
6.54
7.66
14.06
7.61
10.67
7.47
6.66

200
2.00
1.13
1.35
1.66
2.69
1.25
2.26
1.47
1.12

10.38
8.92
10.97
13.00
13.79
21.65
13.24
13.36
14.22
13.53

5.25
0
3.82
4.10
6.02
6.44
4.75
10.87
12.16
5.05

(6.80)
5.26
.25
(4.43)
(6 .95)
(41 .02)
(9.52)
(11.21 )
(6.10)
(4 .07)

6.51

.95

9.53

3.83

2.22

31.97
36.02
39.15
33.22
46.25

7.48
7.86
7.34
7.94
8.02

1.65

2.01
2.09
2.22
7.36
6.58

4.24
1.36

.90
1.40
82

11.64
12.10
11.10
9.85
14.91

506
(13.27)

35.36

7.40

1.60

13.63

3.70

(5.71 )

26.00
26.53
24.98
36 .05
42 .64
26.23
30.51
33.14
26.37
33.48
29 .26

7.33
6.65
7.92
9.44
8.46
7.52
7.12
7.15
7.91
7.27
9.54

2.83
1.21
2.64
394
1.40
1.62
3.26
2.15
1.43
1.70
3.28

6.04
9.32
10.82
10.44
13.19
9.82
11.69
9.62
11.44
11 .49
9.79

6.50
587
3.82
.15
9.46
4.32
1.42
2.96
2.88
1.15
1.55

(3.79)

GA-129
58
43.82
GA-623
446
43.98
GA-179
44
49.73
GA-2133
40.29
20
Total! Average 568
44.46
Nashville Consolidated
Housing Authority
GA-I72
30.73
80
GA-1363
16
31 .82
GA-92
141
33.00
GA-88
56
33 .76
GA-138
36.00
20
GA- 165
20
28.87
GA-168
70
31.91
Total/ Average 403
32 .30
Other Georgia Authorities
GA-2293
20
34.04
GA-236
54
37.98
GA-I17
38
33.11
GA-28
406
27.62
GA-173
20
36.46
GA-6
12,896
64.94
GA-23
736
26.87
GA-4
1,962
41.42
GA-208
30
27.55
GA-156
120
34.69
South Carolina Regional
Authority No. I
1,110
30.15
Other South Carolina Authorities

Residual

Receipts/

(deficit)

Americus Consolidated

Housing Authority

GA-129 58

43.82

9.21

2.36

17.46

2.91

(1.05)

GA-62 3 446

43.98

7.84*

1.20

17.07

5.55

.24

GA-179 44

49.73

9.48

2.78

19.32

3.12

(7.67)

GA-2133 20

40.29

9.74

3.04

SC-11
120
SC-4
890
SC-3
1,240
SC-17
156
SC-2
1,603
Mississippi Regional
Authority No. VIII
1,002
Other MiSSi ssippi Authorities
Miss-67
20
Miss-76
380
Miss-68
50
Miss-68 ·1
101
Miss-5
727
Miss-83
112
Miss-80 :\
22
Miss-75
26
Miss-71
163
Miss-65
160
Miss-58
24

15.29

5.35

(1.20)

Total /Average 568

44.46

9.07

2.35

17.29

4.23

(2.42)

Nashville Consolidated

Housing Authority

GA-172 80

30.73

7.76

1.02

13.88

5.44

.64

.77

GA-1363 16

31.82

7.97

Does not include leased housing budgets, and all figures are for the 1973 fiscal year, unless otherwise noted .
'Total Nonroutlne Expenses IS an average over the past t hree years. unless otherWi e
te~ 1
l Budgets not available l or t he 1973 liscal year .
I
ta rom
1

rJ

f

1.20
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14.37

6.83

(4.01)

GA-92 141

67 P

.56
(1.48)
(4 .17)
(4.78)
(3.90)
(3.62)
(3 .00)
(6.76)
5.92
2.74

Program Costs

A brief comparison of actual operating costs

between regional and consolidated housing au-

Program Costs

thorities, and between larger and smaller author-

ities located in nearby areas, does not reveal

major differences. However, as Table 6 shows,

smaller housing authorities usually have lower

costs than larger authorities. This sample is lim-

ited, but similar data compiled by HUD on all

housing authorities and interviews with HUD per-

sonnel in area and regional offices confirm that

smaller housing authorities generally have lower

costs.

This superficial comparison of costs tells us

little. Interviews with HUD personnel prior to the

compilation of this budget data offered little rea-

son to expect cost savings, except those associ-

ated with the bulk purchase of equipment and

materials, and with spreading overhead costs

among more units. It was generally thought that

a more sophisticated cost-benefit analysis was

required. HUD personnel were convinced that

there are cost savings attributable to consoli-

dated and regional housing operations that can-

not be measured in the short run.

A cost-benefit analysis would measure the

level of services an authority provides for the

dollars it spends. For example, a high quality

maintenance program can save an authority

money in the long run by providing service to

prevent major deterioration, thus keeping non-

routine maintenance costs low. The quality of

maintenance is probably directly related to major

rehabilitation expenditures, as well as to the use-

ful life of the housing unit. Comparisons should

be made of the preventive maintenance services

of small housing authorities, many of which op-

erate with only part-time personnel, and of the

larger consolidated or regional authorities. The

smaller authorities may have lower costs be-

cause they provide lower quality services, which

will eventually result in higher costs.

The overall quality of management services

should also be measured and compared. For ex-

ample, it has been said that small authorities,

again because of inadequate staffing, keep poor

accounts and provide HUD with incomplete rec-

ords. It may be possible to measure in terms of

costs the extra work required of HUD staff to

monitor these small LHA operations. Also, the

stability of small authority personnel has been

questioned, because high turnover rates are evi-

dent. LHA staff turnovers require extra effort on

the part of HUD staff to educate and train new

directors, because most of them have had no

prior experience with the public housing pro-

gram. This extra HUD effort may also be measur-

able in cost terms.

It should be noted that small authorities that

want to consolidate, or communities wishing to

form larger regional authorities, do not risk HUD

disapproval because of the potentially higher op-

erating costs of larger authorities. In every inter-

view of HUD personnel, it was stated that the

slightly higher costs were compensated by better

service to tenants, and by less burden on HUD

staff; some form of consolidation was generally

A brief comparison of actual operating costs
between regional and consolidated housing authorities, and between larger and smaller authorities located in nearby areas, does not reveal
major differences. However, as Table 6 shows,
smaller housing authorities usually have lower
costs than larger authorities. This sample is limited, but similar data compiled by HUD on all
housing authorities and interviews with HUD personnel in area and regional offices confirm that
smaller housing authorities generally have lower
costs.
This superficial comparison of costs tells us
little. Interviews with HUD personnel prior to the
compilation of this budget data offered little reason to expect cost savings, except those associated with the bulk purchase of equipment and
materials, and with spreading overhead costs
among more units. It was generally thought that
a more sophisticated cost-benefit analysis was
required. HUD personnel were convinced that
there are cost savings attributable to consolidated and regional housing operations that cannot be measured in the short run.
A cost-benefit analysis would measure the
level of services an authority provides for the
dollars it spends. For example, a high quality
maintenance program can save an authority
money in the long run by providing service to
prevent major deterioration, thus keeping nonroutine maintenance costs low. The quality of
maintenance is probably directly related to major
rehabilitation expenditures, as well as to the useful life of the housing unit. Comparisons should
be made of the preventive maintenance services
of small housing authorities, many of which operate with only part-time personnel, and of the
larger consolidated or regional authorities. The
smaller authorities may have lower costs because they provide lower quality servicesi which
will eventually result in higher costs.
The overall quality of management services
should also be measured and compared. For example, it has been said that small authorities,
again because of inadequate staffing, keep poor
accounts and provide HUD with incomplete records. It may be possible to measure in terms of
costs the extra work required of HUD staff to
monitor these small LHA op·erations. Also, the
stability of small authority personnel has been
questioned, because high turnover rates are evident. LHA staff turnovers require extra effort on
the part of HUD staff to educate and train new
directors, because most of them have had no

prior experience with the public housing program. This extra HUD effort may also be measurable in cost terms.
It should be noted that small authorities that
want to consolidate, or communities wishing to
form larger regional authorities, do not risk HUD
disapproval because of the potentially higher operating costs of larger authorities. In every interview of HUD personnel, it was stated that the
slightly higher costs were compensated by better
service to tenants, and by less burden on HUD
staff; some form of consolidation was generally
preferable to HUD than the multitude of small
local housing authorities.

Other Related Issues
Beyond the question of how well existing regional and, in the case of Vermont, statewide
housing authorities are operating, there are several other issues to be considered. One of these
is the question of optimum size. A recent study,
for example, has suggested that all public housing authorities should operate a minimum of
2,000 units to achieve reasonable economies of
scale and efficiency of operation. Another issue
to be considered is the proper scope of powers
that a rural regional housing agency should
have, and what functions it could perform in the
absence of viable alternatives. Finally, there is
the possibility of using all available agencies and
institutions to deliver low income housing. The
analysis in this report has concentrated solely on
public housing authorities as rural housing delivery mechanisms. There may be several other
types of agencies that could perform the same
function.

Optimum Program Size
In the preceding pages, various regional and
similar housing authorities operating in rural
areas have been described in terms of efficiency
and economy. These authorities ranged in size
from 200 units under annual contributions contract to over 1,300 units under management, and
covered areas as large as an entire State or as
small as several towns and a county. If one were
to rank these authorities in order of their
efficiency and economy in serving the low income housing needs of rural families and the
elderly, South Carolina Regional Housing Authority No.1, one of the larger regional authorities
with 1,110 u j 'S, n ' r~~l <1i nmanagement throughout
nearly
1 rn51t'f . F ,'~ )y uld probably rank

preferable to HUD than the multitude of small

local housing authorities.

Other Related Issues
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above the others. Does this mean that larger au-

thorities in rural areas are necessarily more de-

sirable? ls 1,100 units an optimum size for a

rural regional authority? ls there an optimum

size?

ln the survey that the Housing Assistance

Council made of HUD area offices, the most fre-

quent response to the query regarding the mini-

mum number of units required for an authority to

operate efficiently was 100 units. This number

would provide sufficient income to hire one full-

time administrative employee and, possibly, two

maintenance employees. Most HUD housing

management staff consider full-time employees

essential to the efficient operation of a housing

authority. Yet, it is doubtful that HUD staff would

consider 100 units an optimum size for an LHA.

ln fact, one housing program's management

director stated that 100 units will only provide

"sufficient operating monies for a scarcely

efficient operation."

ln spite of the cost comparisons shown in

the previous section, many HUD staff still believe

that there are certain economies of scale in a

larger operation. As another HUD management

specialist from a west coast area office replied in

the survey: ". . . all LHA's regardless of size must

perform the same functions. Obviously, the larger

the LHA, the more easily these required functions

can be distributed." At some point, however, econ-

omies of scale will probably diminish or, as in the

larger cities, disappear. ln terms of actual numbers

of units, very little is known about the optimum

size of a housing program, even though educated

guesses abound. ln the larger cities, the ques-

tion of optimum size is not raised; the primary

concern is providing enough housing to meet the

existing need. The question, then, is a particu-

larly rural one, because there is little possibility

of breaking down large urban authorities, but

some hope of creating larger rural programs.

Although the question of optimum size can-

not be clearly answered in terms of units either

for urban or rural areas without a great deal

more investigation, the question in rural areas

can be approached in terms of geography rather

than units.

For purposes of illustration, let us take four

small rural towns each needing 25 units of low

rent housing. Knowing that HUD recommends

a minimum of 100 units for the sake of economy

and efficiency, these towns decide to consolidate

their management and maintenance programs

under one administrative staff. On the surface,

this seems like a practical solution to the prob-

lems of smallness. But, in fact, the towns are in

a sparsely settled State, such as Montana, ldaho,

or Nevada, and are 40 to 100 miles distant from

each other. Since this consolidated authority

could support only one full-time administrative

person and, perhaps, two maintenance employ-

ees, where should they be placed to avoid an in-

ordinate amount of travel costs and wasted

travel time between projects? Unless this author-

ity can devise some sort of zone system for

above the others. Does this mean that larger authorities in rural areas are necessarily more desirable? Is 1,100 units an optimum size for a
rural regional authority? Is there an optimum
size?
In the survey that the Housing Assistance
Council made of HUD area offices, the most frequent response to the query regarding the minimum number of units required for an authority to
operate efficiently was 100 units. This number
would provide sufficient income to hire one fulltime administrative employee and, possibly, two
maintenance employees. Most HUD housing
management staff consider full-time employees
essential to the efficient operation of a housing
authority. Yet, it is doubtful that HUD staff would
consider 100 units an optimum size for an LHA.
In fact, one housing program's management
director stated that 100 units will only provide
"sufficient operating monies for a scarcely
efficient operation."
In spite of the cost comparisons shown in
the previous section, many HUD staff still believe
that there are certain economies of scale in a
larger operation. As another HUD management
specialist from a west coast area office replied in
the survey: " ... all LHA's regardless of size must
perform the same functions. Obviously, the larger
the LHA, the more easily these required functions
can be distributed." At some point, however, economies of scale will probably diminish or, as in the
larger cities, disappear. In terms of actual numbers
of units, very little is known about the optimum
size of a housing program, even though educated
guesses abound. In the larger cities, the question of optimum size is not raised; the primary
concern is providing enough housing to meet the
existing need. The question, then, is a particularly rural one, because there is little possibility
of breaking down large urban authorities, but
some hope of creating larger rural programs.
Although the question of optimum size cannot be clearly answered in terms of units either
for urban or rural areas without a great deal
more investigation, the question in rural areas
can be approached in terms of geography rather
than units.
For purposes of illustration, let us take four
small rural towns each needing 25 units of low
rent housing. Knowing that HUD recommends
a minimum of 100 units for the sake of economy
and efficiency, these towns decide to consolidate
their management and maintenance programs
under one administrative staff. On the surface,
this seems like a practical solution to the prob-

lems of smallness. But, in fact, the towns are in
a sparsely settled State, such as Montana. Idaho.
or Nevada. and are 40 to 100 miles distant from
each other. Since this consolidated authority
could support only one full-time administrative
person and, perhaps. two maintenance employees, where should they be placed to avoid an inordinate amount of travel costs and wasted
travel time between projects? Unless this authority can devise some sort of zone system for
maintenance and management of units, which
would probably require using part-time personnel. the costs of travel would be prohibitive. If
the authority were to expand even more to encompass many more towns and units, it might be
able to support a system of full-time zone or
area managers and maintenance personnel. and
design a system to keep travel costs and time to
an acceptable minimum.
The South Carolina Regional Housing Authority No. I uses a zone management and maintenance system to operate 1,110 units in 29 locations throughout one-third of the State. Because
the small rural towns in this northern part of the
State are in close proximity to each other, the
authority's program could continue to grow considerably within its current boundaries without
incurring greatly increased costs in travel and
time. However. if the authority were. to expand to
include other contiguous areas where towns are
more sparsely distributed, these costs would definitely increase .. along with the costs associated
with a lower level of services for outlying projects.
Both of these illustrations pOint to local conditions that make any formula approach to the
optimum program size unlikely. The proximity of
towns. or actual and potential project locations.
largely determines the type of management system needed and many of the costs associated
with management. When designing a rural program, possible jurisdictions must be laid out. the
best management programs for these designed.
and costs estimated. Once this is done. decisions can be made more effectively.
Although the dispersion of towns and project locations is the most apparent consideration
found in this study, there are many lesser ones
not yet clearly identified. For example, there
might be some danger in combining small rural
towns with larger, more urbanized areas in a single program. Mississippi Regional Housing Authority No. VIII sheds some light on this problem.
This authority is now servicing towns with populations of 4~ q
r~
,000, and several towns

9n

maintenance and management of units, which
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would probably require using part-time person-

nel, the costs of travel would be prohibitive. lf

the authority were to expand even more to en-

compass many more towns and units, it might be
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of slightly more than 2,000 people. The case

study shows that the larger towns receive most

of the authority's attention. Tenants in the larger

towns receive more prompt and regular service,

since staff is located nearby, than those in the

smaller, more distant towns. It might be a better

arrangement, at least in this instance, to incorpo-

rate the 660 units in and around the City of Gulf-

port into a city housing program and form a sim-

ilar program for the 350 units in the City of

Pascagoula. This would leave a combination of

the smaller rural towns in the 10-county area

served, and, though revenues would decrease,

the more specific rural orientation might improve

services. There is also the possibility that many

more small towns in the region would considei

joining an authority that did not appear to be

dominated by two larger cities.

In addition to the dispersion of project loca-

tions, accessibility to each other is also a factor

to consider. Rural areas often have considerable

transportation problems because of poor or indi-

rect roads and extreme weather conditions. In

southern Colorado, for example, it would be diffi-

cult for the San Luis Valley Housing Committee

to expand its jurisdiction beyond the plateau it

now serves because roads from this area often

become snowbound and are dangerous to drive

during many months of the year. In large por-

tions of Appalachia, where the need for low rent

housing is acute, there are relatively few paved

roads, and the steep, mountainous dirt roads fre-

quently become flooded or snowbound.

These local conditions affecting the size of a

rural housing program all lead to the conclusion

that an optimum number of units does not exist.

Whereas many more than 1,000 units are feasible

in an 18-county area of South Carolina, less than

500 may be feasible for southern Colorado.

While some States may find a single statewide

agency feasible, others will find a system of re-

gional agencies more suited to local needs.

Local factors must be considered in each case.

State Housing Programs

Although regional agencies have been em-

phasized here, the proliferation of State-level

housing agencies points in another possible

direction. To date, most State housing agencies

have not been active outside of metropolitan

areas, and only a small portion of their units has

gone to low income people. There are several

of slightly more than 2,000 people. The case
study shows that the larger towns receive most
of the authority's attention. Tenants in the larger
towns receive more prompt and regular service,
since staff is located nearby, than those in the
smaller, more distant towns. It might be a better
arrangement, at least in this instance, to incorporate the 660 units in and around the City of Gulfport into a city housing program and form a similar program for the 350 units in the City of
Pascagoula. This would leave a combination of
the smaller rural towns in the 10-county area
served, and, though revenues would decrease,
the more specific rural orientation might improve
services. There is also the possibility that many
more small towns in the region would consider
joining an authority that did not appear to be
dominated by two larger cities.
In addition to the dispersion of project locations, accessibility to each other is also a factor
to consider. Rural areas often have considerable
transportation problems because of poor or indirect roads and extreme weather conditions. In
southern Colorado, for example, it would be difficult for the San Luis Valley Housing Committee
to expand its jurisdiction beyond the plateau it
now serves because roads from this area often
become snowbound and are dangerous to drive
during many months of the year. In large portions of Appalachia, where the need for low rent
housing is acute, there are relatively few paved
roads, and the steep, mountainous dirt roads frequently become flooded or snowbound.
These local conditions affecting the size of a
rural housing program all lead to the conclusion
that an optimum number of units does not exist.
Whereas many more than 1,000 units are feasible
in an 18-county area of South Carolina, less than
500 may be feasible for southern Colorado.
While some States may find a single statewide
agency feasible, others will find a system of regional agencies more suited to local needs.
Local factors must be considered in each case.

explanations for this situation. Most State hous-

ing agencies now rely on existing private hous-

ing delivery mechanisms, such as nonprofit or

State Housing Programs

limited dividend corporations, to sponsor hous-

ing. They are generally unable to provide hous-

ing in areas where no other impetus to housing

development exists. Consequently, because of

the severe shortage of all types of housing spon-

sors in rural areas, these agencies have limited

their activities to the cities and suburbs. Many

State agencies are actively encouraging the cre-

ation of local housing delivery agencies where

none exist. Nevertheless, rather than initiating,

developing, owning, and managing housing proj-

Although regional agencies have been emphasized here, the prol iferation of State-level
housing agencies pOints in another possible
direction. To date, most State housing agencies
have not been active outside of metropOlitan
areas, and only a small portion of their units has
gone to low income people. There are several
explanations for this situation. Most State housing agencies now rely on existing private hous-

ing delivery mechanisms, such as nonprofit or
limited dividend corporations, to sponsor housing. They are generally unable to provide housing in areas where no other impetus to housing
development exists. Consequently, because of
the severe shortage of all types of housing sponsors in rural areas, these agencies have limited
their activities to the cities and suburbs. Many
State agencies are actively encouraging the creation of local housing delivery agencies where
none exist. Nevertheless, rather than initiating,
developing, owning, and managing housing projects, most State agencies remain dependent
upon other local agents. While many do have the
powers to own and develop land and housing.
only a few have used these powers.
Another reason why the performance of
State agencies in rural areas has been unimpressive is that they almost invariably use the section 236 program, which is geared towards the
larger cities and towns. Only a handful of State
agencies have initiated the single-family loan
programs that are appropriate to rural areas and
small towns. Finally, there is the problem of subsidies. Except for the occasional unit leased to a
local housing authority, and the rent supplements attached to a portion of the section 236
projects, State programs generally provide only
interest subsidies which do not serve low income
people.
Despite their current performance, State
housing agencies may have the potential to meet
the low income housing needs of rural areas, at
least under certain conditions. Many rural States
have recently created housing agencies with
broad housing finance and development powers.
Perhaps the most useful are the combination
housing finance agencies/hou~ing authorities. 16
These are able to function as housing finance
agencies, providing the existing housing delivery
system with seed-money loans, technical assistance, mortgage and construction lending, or
units for public housing leasing. Like other
HFA's, they can also try to create local housing
delivery mechanisms. But their public housing
powers enable them to take the initiative and
develop and manage low income housing where
no other local delivery capability exists. Although
they may rely on other local agencies to deliver
housing, they do not need to do so. Also, use of
the public housing programs allow State agencies to serve lower income people.
,., These are: M.ai')e, Soulh Carolina, Wesl Virgin,a, Soulh Dakola,
Hawaii. @ '
OJ - .a;re.

ra: .

ects, most State agencies remain dependent

upon other local agents. While many do have the
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powers to own and develop land and housing,

only a few have used these powers.

Another reason why the performance of
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The problem with statewide housing delivery

mechanisms, as with the regional mechanisms

previously discussed, is to devise effective plans

for developing and managing low income hous-

ing over great distances in rural areas. Because

the problems of statewide agencies must be con-

fronted and because so little experience exists

to draw upon, a considerable amount of addi-

tional research and demonstration is needed. For

the moment, it might be helpful to identify some

of the factors bearing on the feasibility of a

State-level housing delivery mechanism.

Like the problem of defining an optimum

size for a rural regional housing program, the

feasibility of creating a statewide low income

housing delivery mechanism is dependent upon

local conditions. The most obvious of these is

the size of the State. ln several small States with

proportionately large rural populations, a re-

gional housing delivery mechanism might be an

unnecessary level of administration. Rhode ls-

land and Delaware, for example, are hardly as

large in areas as many of the regional housing

authorities found in larger States, and their total

populations are comparable as well. Hawaii,

Connecticut, and Massachusetts could fall in this

category. Vermont and New Hampshire are of

comparable size, but, as seen in the case study

of the Vermont State Housing Authority, a great

deal of travel is required to administer centrally

even a leasing program.

Use of the section 23 leasing program by a

State agency is especially feasible where there

are large supplies of unoccupied housing that is

sound or in need of minor repair. Unfortunately,

this is the situation in many rural States where

outmigration of the young has left many good

houses empty. This housing program theoreti-

cally does not require the same amount of local

administration as a development and manage-

ment program. However, as seen in Vermont, pri-

vate owners have not been very reliable with

maintenance and rent collection, and hence the

agency is considering the creation of its own

maintenance force. Another problem with the

leasing program is that the supply of available

adequate units is limited, and the units that are

available do not necessarily meet local needs.

For example, the local housing need may be for

elderly units, as is quite usual in rural areas, but

the supply of housing for leasing consists of the

large old homes, inappropriate for the elderly.

Another situation where a statewide delivery

mechanism for rural low income housing might

be feasible is in the Great Plains and Rocky

Mountain States, where there are concentrations

of population and clusters of small towns in one

part of the State, and the remainder is virtually

empty. A look at a map of ldaho, Utah, Colorado,

or South Dakota illustrates this situation. ln such

cases, the jurisdictions of regional housing agen-

cies would have to be so large to obtain suitable

population aggregates that there would be little

sense in setting up the administrative machinery

necessary. lnstead, limited regional or local

offices of the State agency would suffice for

The problem with statewide housing delivery
mechanisms, as with the regional mechanisms
previously discussed, is to devise effective plans
for developing and managing low income housing over great distances in rural areas. Because
the problems of statewide agencies must be confronted and because so little experience exists
to draw upon, a considerable amount of additional research and demonstration is needed. For
the moment, it might be helpful to identify some
of the factors bearing on the feasibility of a
State-level housing delivery mechanism.
Like the problem of defining an optimum
size for a rural regional housing program, the
feasibility of creating a statewide low income
housing delivery mechanism is dependent upon
local conditions. The most obvious of these is
the size of the State. In several small States with
proportionately large rural populations, a regional housing delivery mechanism might be an
unnecessary level of administration. Rhode Island and Delaware. for example. are hardly as
large in areas as many of the regional housing
authorities found in larger States, and their total
populations are comparable as well. Hawaii,
Connecticut, and Massachusetts could fall in this
category. Vermont and New Hampshire are of
comparable size. but, as seen in the case study
of the Vermont State Housing Authority, a great
deal of travel is required to administer centrally
even a leasing program.
Use of the section 23 leasing program by a
State agency is especially feasible where there
are large supplies of unoccupied housing that is
sound or in need of minor repair. Unfortunately,
this is the situation in many rural States where
outmigration of the young has left many good
houses empty. This housing program theoretically does not require the same amount of local
administration as a development and management program. However, as seen in Vermont, private owners have not been very reliable with
maintenance and rent collection, and hence the
agency is considering the creation of its own
maintenance force. Another problem with the
leasing program is that the supply of available
adequate units is limited, and the units that are
available do not necessarily meet local needs.
For example, the local housing need may be for
elderly units, as is quite usual in rural areas, but
the supply of housing for leasing consists of the
large old homes, inappropriate for the elderly.
Another situation where a statewide delivery
mechanism for rural low income housing might
be feasible is in the Great Plains and Rocky
Mountain States, wh ere the re are con centrat ion s

management purposes, and major functions

could be centralized at the State level, e.g., ac-

counting, records, planning, finance, etc. The

extra amount of travel costs required in such a
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of population and clusters of small towns in one
part of the State, and the remainder is virtually
empty. A look at a map of Idaho, Utah, Colorado,
or South Dakota illustrates this situation. In such
cases, the jurisdictions of regional housing agencies would have to be so large to obtain suitable
population aggregates that there would be little
sense in setting up the administrative machinery
necessary. Instead, limited regional or local
offices of the State agency would suffice for
management purposes, and major functions
could be centralized at the State level, e.g., accounting, records, planning. finance. etc. The
extra amount of travel costs required in such a
system might be made up in the centralization of
these other functions.
Any State could operate a statewide low income housing delivery system merely by creating
a system of sub-State offices. The actual cost
considerations would have to be worked out by
the individual States. The question to be asked,
however, is when does a State level mechanism
become more desirable than an agency closer to
the local level. This entails more than costs. The
politics of a housing program administered from
other than the local level are very complex. A
State-level housing agency may appear to many
localities as an interloper, and something over
which they have no control. There are also the
management problems that arise when decisionmaking power is centralized at a distance from
local conditions. When these and all other relevant factors are considered, the regional agency
may often emerge as the most practical for rural
areas.
At any rate, the State housing agency appears to be here to stay and will be assuming a
much larger role in the coming years. It is essential that some thought be given to how they
can overcome the barriers that have prevented
them from serving rural areas.

Other Possible Regional Housing Agencies
There have been several other types of regional institutions developed in rural areas in recent years. The most prevalent of these are the
Economic Development Districts (EDD). Although
encouraged, funded, and officially recognized
under the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965, EDD's are actually created
under a variety of State laws.
Many of these agencies have become actively involv@:@'i ~-v; [.t;1:l 1 1 Wni,ncome housing, sometimes
~flna F t
ing they normally
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do. There is a clear overlap of the concerns of

Economic Development Districts and low income

housing organizations. ln fact, the function of

housing authorities can be easily thought of as

only one part of the more comprehensive pro-

grams now being developed by other types of

agencies.

The basic mission of an EDD is to stimulate

the economic development of a multicounty area

by identifying needs and assets, and assisting the

implementation of projects through planning and

technical assistance. Their concerns range from

the physical infrastructure necessary for eco-

nomic development (e.g., water and sewer, ac-

cess roads, vocational schools) to the develop-

ment of specific enterprises, such as tourism or

manufacturing. EDD's usually claim to be strictly

planning and technical assistance agencies, but

the line between planning and actual program

implementation often becomes nebulous.

The funding pattern for EDD's illustrates the

scope of their activities. The Economic Develop-

ment Administration (EDA) is still the largest sin-

gle source of funds for EDD's, but a considera-

ble amount of funding comes from other Federal

agencies for specific planning purposes, and

also from State and local governments.17 ln

many States, EDD's have been designated under

State law as multipurpose regional planning

agencies or A-95 review agencies.18

EDD's are comprised mostly of elected local

leaders, with a professional staff. The initiative

for creating an EDO must be local. Local leaders

request through the Governor that the Secretary

of Commerce designate their area as an EDO. ln

order to be designated, the proposed area must

encompass at least two "redevelopment areas,"

and at least one "growth center," as defined by

the Economic Development Administration.19 lt

is also necessary to meet flexible criteria of suf-

ficient size, population, and resources to foster

17 For example, EDD's are now receiving funds from the Depart-

ments of HUD, HEW, USDA, and Transportation, as well as

from OEO and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-

tion.

"As of the end of 1971, 60 EDD's had been designated as

regional A-95 review agencies. (See Sub-State District Sys-

tems, Council of State Governments, 1971.)

"A growth center is usually an urban center integrally related to

the overall economic development of the district. intended to

serve as a stable center of development and as a source of

employment. Growth centers may not be more than 250,000

in population. They are eligible for all EDA programs.

A redevelopment area is usually a multicounty area designated by

the Secretary of Commerce because of: (1) Substantial and

persistent unemployment for an extended period of time; (2)

loss of population due to the lack of employment opportunities;

(3) a median family income only 50 percent of the national

median family income: or (4) a threatened rise in unem-

ployment due to the closing or curtailment of a major source

of employment.

economic growth on an areawide basis. How-

ever, every State is entitled to at least one EDO,

regardless of whether or not it meets the estab-

lished criteria.

Before an area is officially designated an

EDO, it must prepare an Overall Economic De-

do. There is a clear overlap of the concerns of
Economic Development Districts and low income
housing organizations. In fact, the function of
housing authorities can be easily thought of as
only one part of the more comprehensive programs now being developed by other types of
agencies.
The basic mission of an EDD is to stimulate
the economic development of a multicounty area
by identifying needs and assets, and assisting the
implementation of projects through planning and
technical assistance. Their concerns range from
the physical infrastructure necessary for economic development (e.g., water and sewer, access roads, vocational schools) to the development of specific enterprises, such as tourism or
manufacturing. EDD's usually claim to be strictly
planning and technical assistance agencies, but
the line between planning and actual program
implementation often becomes nebulous.
The funding pattern for EDD's illustrates the
scope of their activities. The Economic Development Administration (EDA) is still the largest single source of funds for EDD's, but a considerable amount of funding comes from other Federal
agencies for specific planning purposes, and
also from State and local governmentsY In
many States, EDD's have been designated under
State law as multipurpose regional planning
agencies or A-95 review agenciesY
EDD's are comprised mostly of elected local
leaders, with a professional staff. The initiative
for creating an EDD must be local. Local leaders
request through the Governor that the Secretary
of Commerce designate their area as an EDD. In
order to be designated, the proposed area must
encompass at least two "redevelopment areas,"
and at least one "growth center," as defined by
the Economic Development Administration. 1o It
is also necessary to meet flexible criteria of sufficient size, population, and resources to foster
" For example. EDD's are now receiving lunds from the Departments 01 HUD. HEW. USDA. and Transportation. as well as
Irom OEO and the law Enlorcement Assistance Administration.
"As 01 the end 01 1971, 60 EDD's had been designated as
regional A-95 review agencies. (See Sub-State District Systems, Counci I 01 State Governments. 1971.)
.0 A growth center is usually an urban center integrally related to
the overall economic development of the district. Intended to
serve as a stable center of development and as a source 01
employment. Growth centers may not be more than 250,000
In population. They are eligible for all EDA programs.
A redevelopment area is usually a multicounty area designated by
the Secretary 01 Commerce because 01: (1) Substantial and
persistent unemployment for an extended period of time; (2)
loss of populallon due to the lack 01 employment opportunities;
(3) a median lamily income only 50 percent of the national
median family income: or (4) a tl;1re atened rise in unemployment due to thl' losing o r curtadmell t 01 ~ maj or source
of employment.

economic growth on an areawide basis. However, every State is entitled to at least one EDD,
regardless of whether or not it meets the established criteria.
Before an area is officially designated an
EDD, it must prepare an Overall Economic Development Plan, which is a combination of a
comprehensive plan and a work program.
The stated policy of the Economic Development Administration is that EDD's incorporate as
nonprofit bodies under the laws of the State or
States in which they are located. The actual creation of EDD's has not been this simple. Many
are now created under State laws specifically
enabling the creation of economic development
agencies for regional planning agencies. Still
others are created under interlocal cooperation
laws found in a majority of the States that allow
local governments to cooperate in the joint exercise of their powers. The law under which an
EDD is created is a matter of some importance,
as it could limit the types of services it may provide. For example, many State enabling laws for
regional planning agencies prohibit them from undertaking operational programs. If an Economic
Development District organization were created
under such a law, it would be unable to serve as
a regional housing agency.
It is important to point out that most Economic Development Districts are found in rural
areas. As of December 31, 1971, there were 146
EDD's authorized and 111 actually designated.
Of the 111 designated organizations, 102 were
funded by the Economic Development Administration, eight by the Appalachian Regional Commission, and one funded locally. Forty States
had at least one designated district, and 905
counties were covered.
A second type of regional agency in rural
areas is the regional planning agency or council
of governments, supported largely by HUD section 701 funds.
As of June 30, 1972, 39 State governments
had taken official steps, either through executive
order or legislative action, to delineate a system
of planning and development districts at the
sub-State regional level. This included 451 districts, 290 of which had policy boards and technical staff. As of the above date, 432 such agencies had been designated as regional clearinghouses (A-95), and 49 percent of these
were in rural areas.::" There is some overlap be" Rural Development: Financial and Technical Assistance Provided by the Department of Agriculture and the Department
of HOU,'SfR fl O 'fJ,
/ii~~
Development for Non-Metropolifan
Plannin g"' 'DISfr lc fs /J ....J:II'c at Year 1972. U.S. Department of

'31
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velopment Plan, which is a combination of a

comprehensive plan and a work program.

The stated policy of the Economic Develop-
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tween these agencies and economic develop-

ment districts.

Those regional planning agencies that are

not also economic development districts are

usually considerably less "activist" than those

performing EDD functions, insofar as they are

less likely to become involved in program im-

plementation. ln the area of housing, the typical

regional planning agency fulfills its basic func-

tion by including a housing element in its re-

gional plan. This includes estimating housing

needs, formulating regional housing goals, and,

in more urban areas, creating "fair share" distri-

bution plans. These planning agencies have also

assisted local housing developers, including pub-

lic housing authorities, with market information

for the packaging of applications and develop-

ment plans. They have also been very helpful in

promoting awareness of low income housing

needs and have frequently provided technical as-

sistance to public and private housing sponsors.

There are several potential benefits to be

obtained by giving the responsibility for the de-

livery of low income housing in rural areas to

economic development districts and other plan-

ning organizations.

First, they exist. EDD's, and to a lesser ex-

tent regional planning agencies, are established

institutions in rural areas. This is a major benefit

because it is often easier to begin with an estab-

lished institution and expand its responsibilities

than it is to conceptualize and create a new

agency. Both startup time and initial operating

costs could be reduced in this way.

Second, the existing agencies often have

trained staffs. Because they are established insti-

tutions, many EDD's and planning agencies have

recruited trained staffs already familiar with the

process of housing development. There is little

difference between the basic process of eco-

nomic development and housing development.

Both are largely dependent on land development,

provision of basic facilities, mortgage finance,

public finance, etc. lt would not be difficult to di-

rect their resources to housing programs.

Third, they usually understand the area in

which they are working. EDD's and planning

agencies have a basic familiarity with the social

and economic problems of the area and have a

developed plan for meeting these problems.

Also, those receiving HUD 701 funds have in-

cluded housing among their planning concerns.

Fourth, EDD's and other planning agencies

normally have a broader view of rural develop-

ment needs than do single-purpose housing

agencies. lt must be asked whether rural areas

can afford a proliferation of single-purpose de-

velopment agencies, (e.g., renewal, economic de-

velopment, housing, public works, etc.), or

whether it would be more efficient to work

through multipurpose community development

agencies.

There are also several reasons why eco-

nomic development districts and other planning

agencies are not likely housing delivery mecha-

nisms. There may be limitations on EDD and

tween these agencies and economic development districts.
Those regional planning agencies that are
not also economic development districts are
usually considerably less "activist" than those
performing EOO functions, insofar as they are
less likely to become involved in program implementation. In the area of housing, the typical
regional planning agency fulfills its basic function by including a housing element in its regional plan. This includes estimating housing
needs, formulating regional housing goals, and,
in more urban areas, creating "fair share" distribution plans. These planning agencies have also
assisted local housing developers, including pub·
lic housing authorities, with market information
for the packaging of applications and development plans. They have also been very helpful in
promoting awareness of low income housing
needs and have frequently provided technical assistance to public and private housing sponsors.
There are several potential benefits to be
obtained by giving the responsibility for the delivery of low income housing in rural areas to
economic development districts and other planning organizations.
First, they exist. EOO's. and to a lesser extent regional planning agencies, are established
institutions in rural areas. This is a major benefit
because it is often easier to begin with an established institution and expand its responsibilities
than it is to conceptualize and create a new
agency. Both startup time and initial operating
costs could be reduced in this way.
Second, the existing agencies often have
trained staffs. Because they are established institutions, many EOD's and planning agencies have
recruited trained staffs already familiar with the
process of housing development. There is little
difference between the basic process of economic development and housing development.
Both are largely dependent on land development,
provision of basic facilities. mortgage finance,
public finance, etc. It would not be difficult to direct their resources to housing programs.
Third, they usually understand the area in
which they are working. EOO's and planning
agencies have a basic familiarity with the social
and economic problems of the area and have a
developed plan for meeting these problems.
Also, those receiving HUO 701 funds have included housing among their planning concerns.
Fourth, ED D's and other planning agencies
normally have a broader view of rural development needs than do single-purpose housing

planning agency functions in existing legislation.

Many, because they are created under State

laws prohibiting them from undertaking opera-

tional programs, could not become involved with
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agencies. It must be asked whether rural areas
can afford a proliferation of single-purpose development agencies, (e.g., renewal, economic development, housing, public works, etc.), or
whether it would be more efficient to work
through multipurpose community development
agencies.
There are also several reasons why economic development districts and other planning
agencies are not likely housing delivery mechanisms. There may be limitations on EOD and
planning agency functions in existing legislation.
Many. because they are created under State
laws prohibiting them from undertaking operational programs, could not become involved with
the delivery of low income housing except
through planning and technical assistance. Also,
many see the combination of planning and program implementation as bordering on conflict of
interest. This is especially true if the agency
holds A-95 review power.

The Multipurpose Agency
If it is difficult to find experienced and capable agencies in rural areas to deliver low income
housing, it is even more difficult to find the other
types of agencies that now carry out the related
community development functions of renewal,
codes, water and sewer, and social services. Indeed, there is some question whether the proliferation of such agencies is desirable. In urban
areas, complaints are often heard about the
functional fragmentation of agencies and responsibilities in the fields of housing and community
development. If the idea of using all available
agencies in rural areas to deliver low income
housing is a useful one, it can perhaps be extended to include the concept of a multipurpose
rural housing and community development
agency able to perform a wide range of functions.
At this time, State enabling legislation for
public housing authorities is the broadest available, giving local authorities a wide and flexible
array of powers. Because most State public
housing laws were based upon a model provided
by the Federal Government, they are all basically
the same. However, for several reasons, local
housing authorities have never been encouraged
to investigate and utilize the full scope of their
powers. Urban areas have other agencies to
meet needs ancillary to housing production, but
in rural areas few housing authorities had the inclination or e i6) , '!y, It , beyond the development an e N'fWh~WE(W '( ~~ i g units. Today.

most rural housing authorities would resist the

suggestion that they become involved with water

and sewer development, for example, even

though this is a desperate need.

The concept of multipurpose housing and

community development agencies for rural areas

is one worth investigation regardless of the type

of agency it is built upon.

First on the list of powers for such agencies

would be the ability to develop, own, and man-

age housing for low and moderate income peo-

ple under any Federal or State program, either

existing or proposed. Frequently mentioned

throughout this report is the fact that rural areas

lack the local agencies necessary to use all ex-

isting housing programs. For example, one town

has a housing authority, but no interested spon-

sor or developer for HUD or Farmers Home Ad-

ministration interest subsidy programs; another

town has an active nonprofit housing sponsor

but no public housing authority. In either case,

there is only one-half of an adequate housing

program.

To overcome this situation, rural housing

agencies should be created, thereby making the

whole range of housing subsidy programs avail-

able. At this time, Federal legislation prevents

public agencies from utilizing several housing

programs, most notably the interest subsidy multi-

family programs of HUD and the Farmers Home

Administration. This should be corrected, and if

new programs are created the same mistake

should not be repeated.

Additionally, a multipurpose rural housing

and community development agency could be-

come involved in:

â¢ The management of privately-owned,

subsidized housing. This could bring about a

higher quality of management services for such

housing in many areas and also standardize the

quality of services throughout an area.

â¢ Coordination of a comprehensive social

services program for residents of all subsidized

housing.

most rural housing authorities would resist the
suggestion that they become involved with water
and sewer development, for example, even
though this is a desperate need.
The concept of multipurpose housing and
community development agencies for rural areas
is one worth investigation regardless of the type
of agency it is built upon.
First on the list of powers for such agencies
would be the ability to develop, own, and manage housing for low and moderate income people under any Federal or State program, either
existing or proposed. Frequently mentioned
throughout this report is the fact that rural areas
lack the local agencies necessary to use all existing housing programs. For example, one town
has a housing authority, but no interested sponsor or developer for HUD or Farmers Home Administration interest subsidy programs; another
town has an active nonprofit housing sponsor
but no public housing authority. In either case,
there is only one-half of an adequate housing
program.
To overcome this situation, rural housing
agencies should be created, thereby making the
whole range of housing subsidy programs available. At this time, Federal legislation prevents
public agencies from utilizing several housing
programs, most notably the interest subsidy multifamily programs of HUD and the Farmers Home
Administration. This should be corrected, and if
new programs are created the same mistake
should not be repeated.
Additionally, a multipurpose rural housing
and community development agency could become involved in:

â¢ Development of water and sewer facili-

ties, which are now provided, if at all, by a vari-

ety of public agencies, special districts, and pri-

vate entrepreneurs.

â¢ Development of other necessary community

facilities, such as community centers, clinics, and

recreation facilities.

â¢ General renewal and land development

for housing and other community development

purposes.

â¢ The design and enforcement of housing

codes, which are now practically nonexistent in

rural areas.

The reasons for combining several housing

and community development functions in one

rural agency are generally the same as those

covered earlier in this report for combining the

operations of several small housing authorities.

Such an approach would make more effective

use of the talent available to administer pro-

grams in rural areas and possibly achieve some

economies of scale as well. Also, there are the

added benefits of increased coordination among

• The management of privately-owned,
subsidized housing. This could bring about a
higher quality of management services for such
housing in many areas and also standardize the
quality of services throughout an area.
• Coordination of a comprehensive social
services program for residents of all subsidized
housing.
• Development of water and sewer facilities, which are now provided, if at all, by a variety of public agencies, special districts, and private entrepreneurs.
• Development of other necessary community
facilities, such as community centers, clinics, and
recreation facilities.
• General renewal and land development
for housing and other commun ity development
purposes.

• The design and enforcement of housing
codes, which are now practically nonexistent in
rural areas.
The reasons for combining several housing
and community development functions in one
rural agency are generally the same as those
covered earlier in this report for combining the
operations of several small housing authorities.
Such an approach would make more effective
use of the talent available to administer programs in rural areas and possibly achieve some
economies of scale as well. Also, there are the
added benefits of increased coordination among
related functions. As the division between housing, physical development, and related social
programs breaks down, and the broader concepts of "community development" and "rural
development" are refined, it is likely that multipurpose agencies, such as described here, will
be created and tested in rural areas.

Recommendations for Action
The types of regional and multijurisdictional
rural housing agencies described in this report
are not prevalent. Most rural areas of the country are not served by any type of low income
housing agency. Where agencies do exist, they
are usually small local housing authorities, even
though Federal housing professionals have been
aware of their shortcomings for years. This situation has persisted not because alternatives do
not exist; several of the authorities in this report
have operated for more than 10 years. It has
persisted largely because there has never been
a concerted effort of Federal, State, and local
governments to see that rural America is served
by a system of effective and efficient low income
housing agencies. The situation continues, in effect, by default.
Several steps-both short and long termmay be taken to encourage a system of effective
rural housing agencies.

Research
Much more extensive research must be
done on the current state of rural housing delivery and how it can be made more responsive to
the needs of low income people. The time and
financial constraints of this report only allowed
for some reasoned generalizations; more specific
knowledge is required to design an adequate delivery system. There are problems that need further ident0Fi . ~i 'l ·1
y xplication, particularly in
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related functions. As the division between hous-

ing, physical development, and related social

programs breaks down, and the broader con-
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HUD currently is spending $20 million on 13

demonstrations of public housing "management

innovations" throughout the country but, with the

possible exception of Hawaii, the demonstrations

are entirely urban. Obviously, the management

recommendations will be addressed primarily to

the dynamics of operating an urban housing pro-

gram. The development of a housing program for

rural areas must first recognize that rural man-

agement needsâand the ways to meet themâ

are somewhat different than those of urban

areas.

For example, rural areas do not suffer the

vandalism and the crime more common to urban

areas, so security service is not a major man-

agement concern or expense. On the other hand,

rural housing is often on scattered sites, with

units under the same management often 40 miles

from each other, making distance a major con-

cern and expense. There are numerous manage-

ment problems that are specific to rural areas,

such as how to provide needed social services

when there are no available resources. Other

management problems shared with urban areas

might not be solved by urban solutions. These

problems must be identified much more thor-

oughly than in the Housing Assistance Council

case studies before a full panoply of solutions

can be offered.

Furthermore, although the Housing Assist-

ance Council has attempted a superficial com-

parison of costs between regional housing pro-

grams and small local authorities, there is

substantial need for a thorough cost-benefit

analysis of various approaches to providing rural

low income housing. The cost differences be-

tween larger and smaller authorities are minor,

but possible cost benefits of larger authorities

resulting from preventive maintenance and timely

rent collection, among other things, are still un-

charted. The extent of these benefits must be un-

covered before establishing new housing policy.

One of the most difficult obstacles will un-

doubtedly be the reluctance of many small

communities to join in multijurisdictional agen-

cies out of fear that they would lose their auton-

omy in housing matters. Local control has long

been a volatile issue in low income housing pro-

grams, particularly public housing. lt would be

vitally important to first gage local attitudes to-

ward local cooperation in housing before dealing

with them through either incentives or appropri-

ate educational efforts.

More extensive research into existing hous-

ing legislation at the State and Federal levels

will also be needed. This legislation, which

largely has determined the structure of the exist-

ing low income housing delivery system, should

be analyzed carefully for changes necessary to

encourage a more flexible and responsive sys-

tem. A thorough analysis of the laws pertaining

specifically to the creation of public agencies is

particularly necessary. For example, the public

housing enabling laws in practically every State,

based on a model law created in the late 1930's,

HUD currently is spending $20 million on 13
demonstrations of public housing "management
innovations" throughout the country but, with the
possible exception of Hawaii, the demonstrations
are entirely urban. Obviously, the management
recommendations will be addressed primarily to
the dynamics of operating an urban housing program. The development of a housing program for
rural areas must first recognize that rural management needs-and the ways to meet themare somewhat different than those of urban
areas.
For example, rural areas do not suffer the
vandalism and the crime more common to urban
areas, so security service is not a major management concern or expense. On the other hand,
rural housing is often on scattered sites, with
units under the same management often 40 miles
from each other, making distance a major concern and expense. There are numerous management problems that are specific to rural areas,
such as how to provide needed social services
when there are no available resources. Other
management problems shared with urban areas
might not be solved by urban solutions. These
problems must be identified much more thoroughly than in the Housing Assistance Council
case studies before a full panoply of solutions
can be offered.
Furthermore, although the Housing Assistance Council has attempted a superficial comparison of costs between regional housing programs and small local authorities, there is
substantial need for a thorough cost-benefit
analysis of various approaches to providing rural
low income housing. The cost differences between larger and smaller authorities are minor,
but possible cost benefits of larger authorities
resulting from preventive maintenance and timely
rent collection, among other things, are still uncharted. The extent of these benefits must be uncovered before establishing new housing policy.
One of the most difficult obstacles will undoubtedly be the reluctance of many small
communities to join in multijurisdictional agencies out of fear that they would lose their autonomy in housing matters. Local control has long
been a volatile issue in low income housing programs, particularly public housing. It would be
vitally important to first gage local attitudes toward local cooperation in housing before dealing
with them through either incentives or appropriate educational efforts.
More extensive research into existing housing legislation at the State and Federal levels

will also be needed. This legislation, which
largely has determined the structure of the existing low income housing delivery system, should
be analyzed carefully for changes necessary to
encourage a more flexible and responsive system. A thorough analysis of the laws pertaining
specifically to the creation of public agencies is
particularly necessary. For example, the public
housing enabling laws in practically every State,
based on a model law created in the late 1930's,
may need reexamination.
What is needed is a legislative overview of
the laws creating existing and potential low income housing delivery institutions, and an analysis of how they related to each other and to the
Federal legislation creating the subsidy programs. Questions that remain unanswered include:
• What changes in State laws would be
needed if Economic Development Districts or Regional Planning Agencies were used as low income housing delivery mechanisms?
• What is the full scope of powers of a
housing authority, and what kinds of programs
can an authority legally undertake?
• If it is decided that regional agencies are
more desirable than cooperative agreement compacts, it should be taken into account that most
State laws that allow regional authorities prohibit
an existing housing authority from becoming part
of a regional agency unless it has permission of
all of its bondholders. Is this provision necessary, or may it be repealed without the permission of bondholders?
These are only among the more obvious
questions to be answered. They do illustrate the
types of questions that must be asked and emphasize that a delivery system consists of institutions as well as subsidy programs.

Demonstration
Demonstrations similar to HUD's $20 million
management innovation program are needed in
rural areas to identify and test innovations in low
income housing, particularly in sparsely populated areas.
The purpose of most demonstration programs is not only to prove something's value in
a particular situation, but also to test its applicability to somewhat different situations. Demonstrations reveal unexpected problems and ways
to deal with ~~'Th al from

may need reexamination.
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What is needed is a legislative overview of

the laws creating existing and potential low in-

come housing delivery institutions, and an analy-

sis of how they related to each other and to the
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This study has proposed the creation of

multipurpose rural housing organizations at the

regional level that could, through a multiplicity of

powers and responsibilities, overcome the cur-

rent deficiencies of rural areas that prevent the

development of low income housing and related

services. Such organizations do not now exist in

rural areas (nor in urban areas, although they

have all the institutions to provide housing and

other services). Consequently, this concept will

require extensive testing before becoming a full-

scale operation.

Technical Assistance and Training

This report stated that half of the Nation's

counties, most of them rural, have no public

housing units. ln rural areas that do have public

This study has proposed the creation of
multipurpose rural housing organizations at the
regional level that could, through a multiplicity of
powers and responsibilities, overcome the current deficiencies of rural areas that prevent the
development of low income housing and related
services. Such organizations do not now exist in
rural areas (nor in urban areas, although they
have all the institutions to provide housing and
other services). Consequently, this concept will
require extensive testing before becoming a fullscale operation.

housing, small authorities abound. These small

rural authorities probably do not know the poten-

tial benefits of consolidated housing efforts, and

part-time housing authority staffs may not be ex-

pected to organize their own full-scale regional

housing programs. There are still communities in

this country that do not know much about the

public housing program, let alone the relative

benefits of various management options. And,

many communities with small housing authorities

would never consider, without encouragement,

sharing programs with a neighboring community.

The need for an aggressive program of technical

assistance and training is apparent.

ln southern Colorado, the recently appointed

executive director of the new San Luis Valley

Housing Committee asked HAC how other rural

authorities handle the problems of management

and maintenance over widely dispersed geo-

graphical areas. Although she was a former direc-

tor of a one-town authority, she was unprepared

for the unique problems of multitown and multi-

county jurisdictions. Similarly, the Tennessee

Valley Regional Housing Authority in Mississippi

was uninformed of potential approaches to over-

coming the problems of distance and now has

some serious management problems. These and

most other rural authorities were created and

continue to operate in a vacuum of information.

As a consequence, they might unknowingly re-

peat each other's mistakes. Planning for a tech-

nical assistance and training program should in-

clude consideration of the following questions:

Types of Assistance Needed: Existing rural

authorities and communities needing low income

housing may require assistance in several areas,

including:

â¢ Assessment of low income housing

needs;

â¢ Assessment of the best housing pro-

grams to meet housing needs (communities first

must know what programs exist);

â¢ Coordination with other communities on

the development of a suitable housing delivery

program, including legal assistance;

â¢ Design of an adequate management and

maintenance program;

â¢ Training of staff in development proce-

dures, accounting and record keeping, housing

Technical Assistance and Training
This report stated that half of the Nation's
counties, most of them rural, have no public
housing units. In rural areas that do have public
housing, small authorities abound. These small
rural authorities probably do not know the potential benefits of consolidated housing efforts, and
part-time housing authority staffs may not be expected to organize their own full-scale regional
housing programs. There are still communities in
this country that do not know much about the
public housing program, let alone the relative
benefits of various management options. And,
many communities with small housing authorities
would never consider, without encouragement,
sharing programs with a neighboring community.
The need for an aggressive program of technical
assistance and training is apparent.
In southern Colorado, the recently appointed
executive director of the new San Luis Valley
Housing Committee asked HAC how other rural
authorities handle the problems of management
and maintenance over widely dispersed geographical areas. Although she was a former director of a one-town authority, she was unprepared
for the unique problems of multitown and multicounty jurisdictions. Similarly, the Tennessee
Valley Regional Housing Authority in Mississippi
was uninformed of potential approaches to overcoming the problems of distance and now has
some serious management problems. These and
most other rural authorities were created and
continue to operate in a vacuum of information.
As a consequence, they might unknowingly repeat each other's mistakes. Planning for a technical assistance and training program should include consideration of the following questions:
Types of Assistance Needed: Existing rural
authorities and communities needing low income
housing may require assistance in several areas,
including:

• Assessment of low income housing
needs;
• Assessment of the best housing programs to meet housing needs (communities first
must know what programs exist);
• Coordination with other communities on
the development of a suitable housing delivery
program, including legal assistance;
• Design of an adequate management and
maintenance program;
• Training of staff in development procedures, accounting and record keeping, housing
management, etc.;
• Development of social service resources
and liaison with related governmental entities, and
public and private organizations.
Technical assistance and training should be
a continuing task. It should begin with the actual
"selling" of a rural housing delivery system to
communities, regions, or States, proceed through
the formation of a program and the development
of staff, and continue during the lifetime of the
program providing information on new ideas and
resources.
How Can Assistance Be Provided: The three
obvious resources for technical assistance and
training are private housing organizations,
States, and the Federal housing bureaucracies.
The only HUD technical assistance effort
with purported rural concern was the so-called
106(a) program, which gave financial assistance
to private and public organizations so that they
could provide assistance to sponsors of low and
moderate income housing. The original intent 01
the program was to encourage more and better
use of HUD programs in small communities.
However, a review of the grantees shows that
most were urban-oriented, and few are connected with the public housing program. In addition, the program was meagerly funded at $1
million for 1 year.
The 106(a) program has been abandoned in
the fiscal 1974 budget on the grounds that many
other groups are now providing the technical assistance the program was intended to encourage. However, the "other groups" noted in the
budget generally are those funded by the dying
Office of Economic Opportunity, and these
groups are disappearing every day.
If private organizations are to provide technical assistance to localities for the development
of effective housing delivery mechanisms, some
program similar to 106(a), funded adequately,
will be ne 8:.~~Ii', r '·1from

management, etc.;

â¢ Development of social service resources
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and liaison with related governmental entities, and

public and private organizations. .

Technical assistance and training should be
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A national organization, adequately funded

and experienced in dealing exclusively with rural

housing problems, would be a valuable technical

assistance resource. The Housing Assistance

Council, since its inception in fall 1971, has pro-

vided such services.

State-level housing agencies and depart-

ments of community affairs are another source of

technical assistance to localities. ln many States

these agencies are already involved (particularly

DCA's) in creating more effective local institu-

tions. However, not all States, and especially not

all rural States, have agencies with highly de-

veloped outreach capabilities. The creation or

expansion of these capabilities would be

encouraged by a Federal financial assistance

program similar to 106(a) or an increased flexibil-

ity in State 701 funds. Another possibility would

be setting aside community development block

grant funds, if such a program is enacted, to im-

prove State technical assistance functions in

housing.

The most obvious resource is the Depart-

ment of Housing and Urban Development, or a

comparable agency for rural areas. HUD has a

good deal of technical knowledge, although the

concept of a rural delivery system will require

substantial in-house training. Unfortunately, some

HUD personnel believe that public housing

should not be "sold." Many communities know

little about the program, however, and their low

income, badly housed families and elderly

should not have to suffer from this ignorance.

A HUD technical assistance outreach pro-

gram would require substantially more staff than

currently employed. However, the Farmers Home

Administration system of county offices could

also serve as an available outreach staff for

technical assistance. This also would require

much retraining of FmHA staff, who have limited

experience with the concept of public delivery

systems. They are, however, more familiar with

rural problems than HUD staff, although both

agencies might be too severely understaffed at

this time to initiate a technical assistance out-

reach function on a broad scale. ln any event,

the Farmers Home Administration should be in-

cluded in any effort to design and create rural

housing delivery mechanisms.

Changes in State and Federal Law

A comprehensive review is needed of State

laws, largely responsible for the specific charac-

teristics of publicly created housing related

agencies. The review must examine whether ex-

isting State laws, such as public housing ena-

bling laws, can serve as the basis for an effec-

tive rural housing delivery system, or whether

new laws should be created. Prior to such a

A national organization, adequately funded
and experienced in dealing exclusively with rural
housing problems, would be a valuable technical
assistance resource. The Housing Assistance
Council, since its inception in fall 1971, has provided such services.
State-level housing agencies and departments of community affairs are another source of
technical assistance to localities. In many States
these agencies are already involved (particularly
DCA's) in creating more effective local institutions. However, not all States, and especially not
all rural States, have agencies with highly developed outreach capabilities. The creation or
expansion of these capabilities would be
encouraged by a Federal financial assistance
program similar to 106(a) or an increased flexibility in State 701 funds . Another possibility would
be setting aside community development block
grant funds, if such a program is enacted, to improve State technical assistance functions in
housing.
The most obvious resource is the Department of Housing and Urban Development, or a
comparable agency for rural areas. HUD has a
good deal of technical knowledge, although the
concept of a rural delivery system will require
substantial in-house training. Unfortunately, some
HUD personnel believe that public housing
should not be "sold ." Many communities know
little about the program , however, and their low
income, badly housed families and elderly
should not have to suffer from this ignorance.
A HUD technical assistance outreach program would require substantially more staff than
currently employed. However, the Farmers Home
Administration system of county offices could
also serve as an available outreach staff for
technical assistance. This also would require
much retraining of FmHA staff, who have limited
experience with the concept of public delivery
systems. They are, however, more familiar with
rural problems than HUD staff, although both
agencies might be too severely understaffed at
this time to initiate a technical assistance outreach function on a broad scale. In any event,
the Farmers Home Administration should be included in any effort to design and create rural
housing delivery mechanisms.

study, it is only possible to suggest the types of

actions to be considered.

The most direct action is the creation of re-

Changes in State and Federal Law

isting State laws, such as public housing enabling laws, can serve as the basis for an effective rural housing delivery system, or whether
new laws should be created. Prior to such a
study, it is only possible to suggest the types of
actions to be considered.
The most direct action is the creation of regional housing authorities through State legislation. The New Mexico legislature created and
designated boundaries for six regional housing
authorities (NMSA Ch. 196, Section 4-30-1), empowering the Governor to appoint boards of
commissioners for them . Other possible approaches would be to establish the jurisdictions
of the regional housing agencies along the same
lines as designated regional planning districts, or
to designate the jurisdictions after consultations
with local officials and a series of public hearings.
State legislation could create the agencies
and mandate that local officials designate board
members within a given period of time, or automatically give a seat on the agency board to
each locally elected executive of general purpose government. This legislative initiative would
be greatly enhanced if the State legislatures
would also appropriate funds for initial operating
expenses.
If the States do not legislatively define and
create a specific type of regional housing and
community development agency, all options
should be available for the creation of such
agencies. One option is to allow regional bodies
created under State planning laws to provide
services under contract to localities within the
region. This would require amending laws in
many States.
States may also prohibit the creation of new
public housing agencies in towns that are below
a legislatively determined population level. This
has already been tried or proposed in several
States. For example, the original South Carolina
legislation allowing for the creation of regional
housing authorities also provided that the regional authorities would serve all towns of below
5,000 population. (This limit eventually was reduced to where any community could have its
own agency.)
In Minnesota, Section 462.426(3) of the 1971
act allowing for the creation of multicounty housing and redevelopment authorities provides:

gional housing authorities through State legisla-

tion. The New Mexico legislature created and

designated boundaries for six regional housing

authorities (NMSA Ch. 196, Section 4-30-1), em-

powering the Governor to appoint boards of

A comprehensive review is needed of State
laws, largely responsible for the specific characteristics of publicly created ho using rel ated
agencies. The revi ew must examine w hethe r ex-

commissioners for them. Other possible ap-

proaches would be to establish the jurisdictions

of the regional housing agencies along the same
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lines as designated regional planning districts, or

II.

In order not to foster the development and proliferation
of minor political subdivision housing and redevelopment
authorities, a
I
rf~ ounty authority once estab-

t o : yn fiNJ

lished UNlvt~rf

~ ~rE~I~~f additional municipal

housing and redevelopment authorities within the area of

said county or multi-county authority without the explicit

concurrence of the county or multi-county housing and re-

development authority and the state housing commission.

Clearly, limiting the ability of small towns to

create housing delivery agencies is not unheard

of, and other similar examples exist. Such limita-

tions are potentially effective means of encour-

aging the creation of alternative delivery mecha-

nisms.

lt is difficult, if not futile, to anticipate the

changes in housing programs resulting from the

current turmoil in Federal policies. Although a

lengthy analysis of Federal housing legislation

could be made in terms of how well it encour-

ages the effective delivery of low income hous-

ing in rural areas, a wait-and-see attitude is per-

haps more appropriate at this time. However,

several suggestions follow.

ln existing Federal law, public bodies are

prohibited from developing housing under sev-

eral programs that, although not always serving

low income people, should be part of a compre-

hensive housing program. Because of the overall

absence of housing sponsors of all types in rural

areas, this prohibition should be relaxed to allow

any available agency to sponsor and develop

housing under all programs. The alternative

would be half of a housing program in many

rural areas.

For example, public authorities cannot spon-

sor section 236 multifamily housing. (This is op-

posed by the Treasury Department on the

grounds that its sponsorship by public authori-

ties would expand the use of tax exempt bond

financing for housing.) A public housing agency

with bond-issuing powers also cannot sponsor a

Farmers Home Administration multifamily project

(section 515), because its ability to raise funds

through bonds amounts to the availability of

"credit elsewhere," violating Federal law. (This

opinion was supplied to the Housing Assistance

Council by the FmHA General Counsel.) Provi-

sions in the proposed Senate omnibus housing

bill (S. 2182) would allow the sponsorship of the

236 and 515 programs, although their final ap-

proval is uncertain.

To overcome these limitations, many hous-

ing authorities have "spun-off" nonprofit corpo-

rations to do the work the authorities cannot.

This complicated and unnecessary procedure

could be avoided if Federal law were changed.

The idea of housing authorities managing hous-

ing produced under other programs has gained

much acceptance recently. The power to develop

under other programs should also be considered

at this time.

Establishing a regional or cooperative

agreement housing and community development

agency also is long and difficult under existing

Federal law. Because these types of agencies

are only options, it often requires a delicate

process of community organization and educa-

tion to induce several counties or cities to par-

ticipate in a joint housing and community devel-

opment effort. With no immediate incentives, this

is a very difficult "selling" job. A great help to

housing and
said county
concurrence
development

redevelopment authorities within the area of
or multi-county authority without the explicit
of the county or multi-county housing and reauthority and the state housing commission.

Clearly, limiting the ability of small towns to
create housing delivery agencies is not unheard
of, and other similar examples exist. Such limitations are potentially effective means of encouraging the creation of alternative delivery mechanisms.
It is difficult, if not futile, to anticipate the
changes in housing programs resulting from the
current turmoil in Federal policies. Although a
lengthy analysis of Federal housing legislation
could be made in terms of how well it encourages the effective delivery of low income housing in rural areas, a wait-and-see attitude is perhaps more appropriate at this time. However,
several suggestions follow.
In existing Federal law, public bodies are
prohibited from developing housing under several programs that, although not always serving
low income people, should be part of a comprehensive housing program. Because of the overall
absence of housing sponsors of all types in rural
areas, this prohibition should be relaxed to allow
any available agency to sponsor and develop
housing under all programs. The alternative
would be half of a housing program in many
rural areas.
For example, public authorities cannot sponsor section 236 multifamily housing. (This is opposed by the Treasury Department on the
grounds that its sponsorship by public authorities would expand the use of tax exempt bond
financing for housing.) A public housing agency
with bond-issuing powers also cannot sponsor a
Farmers Home Administration multifamily project
(section 515), because its ability to raise funds
through bonds amounts to the availability of
"credit elsewhere," violating Federal law. (This
opinion was supplied to the Housing Assistance
Council by the FmHA General Counsel.) Provisions in the proposed Senate omnibus housing
bill (S. 2182) would allow the sponsorship of the
236 and 515 programs, although their final approval is uncertain.
To overcome these limitations, many housing authorities have "spun-off" nonprofit corporations to do the work the authorities cannot.
This complicated and unnecessary procedure
could be avoided if Federal law were changed.
The idea of housing authorities managing housing produced under other programs has gained
much acceptance recently. The power to 'develop

under other programs should also be considered
at this time.
Establishing a regional or cooperative
agreement housing and community development
agency also is long and difficult under existing
Federal law. Because these types of agencies
are only options, it often requires a delicate
process of community organization and education to induce several counties or cities to participate in a joint housing and community development effort. With no immediate incentives, this
is a very difficult "selling" job. A great help to
this work-a necessity, in fact-would be a
grant-in-aid program to cover the startup costs
of these types of regional agencies.
In the past year and a half, the Housing Assistance Council has assisted in the creation of
several multicounty housing and community development agencies. One of the essential elements in this assistance has been loan money to
provide the initial staffing and overhead necessary to form the agency, obtain approval of
organizational transcripts, and submit development plans and applications to HUD. Under the
public housing program, other Federal funds do
not become available until all of the above tasks
have been completed. Depending upon the size
of the area and the initial program, the staffing
and other necessary starting costs range from
$35,000 to $60,000. There is now little of this
badly needed money available to interested localities.
These funds could be provided by broadening the uses of 701 funds to include the design
and implementation of new housing and community development administrative structures. A
grant-in-aid program could be designed specifically to encourage such agencies, or newly created housing authorities could be made immediately eligible for preliminary HUD loans.
Perhaps the best model for this purpose is
the 701 program, which has been successful in
encouraging regional and metropolitan planning
and a high level of organizational competence. If
other incentives, such as unit set-asides, are
also available, it might be possible to obtain
local contributions to create regional housing
agencies.
The problem here is that much of the essential work must be done just to create the agency.
Unless regional agencies of this sort are automatically created by State law, it will be necessary to identify the types of organizations
eligible to -e;, ' X~a l9 fF ts; to do the preliminary
ow done by ecowork \9>N' Ii~A~ ~W · l e~ld

this workâa necessity, in factâwould be a

grant-in-aid program to cover the startup costs

of these types of regional agencies.
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nomic development districts, regional planning

agencies, community action agencies, and non-

profit housing development corporations. These

types of organizations, as well as units of gen-

eral purpose local government and existing local

housing and community development authorities,

should be eligible for such grants.

A final suggestion anticipates a proposed

program not yet enacted: block grants for com-

munity development. All current proposals would

give automatic formula entitlements to metropoli-

tan cities and counties only. The so-called

Sparkman proposal would set aside 25 percent

of available community development funds for

nonmetropolitan communities, although each

would have to apply to HUD for funding. The Ad-

ministration's "Better Communities Act" would

make no automatic set-aside for nonmetropolitan

communities but would leave the funding of

these communities entirely to State discretion.

None of these approaches takes advantage

of an excellent opportunity to induce the crea-

tion of regional housing and community develop-

ment agencies in rural areas. This opportunity

consists of making rural regional agencies that

meet certain criteria of competence and opera-

tional feasibility eligible for automatic formula

entitlement, just as metropolitan areas are eligi-

ble for such entitlements. lt makes little sense to

award an automatic entitlement to a city of

50,000 but not to a multicounty rural agency

serving as large a population. lf the basic idea

behind the creation of rural regional housing and

community development agencies is to provide

rural areas with the same technical competence

and sophistication available now in larger cities,

then such sophistication should be rewarded

when achieved.

Incentives

The concept of consolidated rural housing

efforts has been praised, urged, and, in some in-

stances, even required by HUD personnel. Still,

each year larger numbers of small rural authori-

ties are formed (at least until the federally subsi-

dized housing freeze). Although HUD manage-

nomic development districts, regional planning
agencies, community action agencies, and nonprofit housing development corporations. These
types of organizations, as well as units of general purpose local government and existing local
housing and community development authorities,
should be eligible for such grants.
A final suggestion anticipates a proposed
program not yet enacted: block grants for community development. All current proposals would
give automatic formula entitlements to metropolitan cities and counties only. The so-called
Sparkman proposal would set aside 25 percent
of available community development funds for
nonmetropolitan communities, although each
would have to apply to HUD for funding. The Administration's "Better Communities Act" would
make no automatic set-aside for nonmetropolitan
communities but would leave the funding of
these communities entirely to State discretion.
None of these approaches takes advantage
of an excellent opportunity to induce the creation of regional housing and community development agencies in rural areas. This opportunity
consists of making rural regional agencies that
meet certain criteria of competence and operational feasibility eligible for automatic formula
entitlement, just as metropolitan areas are eligible for such entitlements. It makes little sense to
award an automatic entitlement to a city of
50,000 but not to a multicounty rural agency
serving as large a population. If the basic idea
behind the creation of rural regional housing and
community development agencies is to provide
rural areas with the same technical competence
and sophistication available now in larger cities,
then such sophistication should be rewarded
when achieved.

ment circulars may state that it is the agency's

policy to encourage various forms of consolida-

tion, it is rarely enforced, and an overall ap-

Incentives

proach to consolidation has never been pro-

posed. Obviously, the legal structure of an LHA

is determined by State enabling legislation, but

nearly every State allows for various forms of

cooperationâeither through management agree-

ments, consolidation of municipal authorities, re-

gional, or State authorities. The necessary tools

âbut not always the incentivesâare available in

most States.

lt may be time for HUD to reevaluate its pol-

icy of distributing scarce public housing re-

sources to any locality, regardless of whether

the local housing agency is fully capable of han-

dling these resources. More stringent organiza-

tional requirements clearly exist in the interest

The concept of consolidated rural housing
efforts has been praised, urged, and, in some instances, even required by HUD personnel. Still,
each year larger numbers of small rural authorities are formed (at least until the federally subsidized housing freeze). Although HUD management circulars may state that it is the agency's
policy to encourage various forms of consolidation, it is rarely enforced, and an overall approach to consolidation has never been proposed. Obviously, the legal structure of an LHA
is determined by State enabling legislation, but

nearly every State allows for various forms of
cooperation-either through management agreements, consolidation of municipal authorities, regional, or State authorities. The necessary tools
-but not always the incentives-are available in
most States.
It may be time for HUD to reevaluate its policy of distributing scarce public housing resources to any locality, regardless of whether
the local housing agency is fully capable of handling these resources. More stringent organizational requirements clearly exist in the interest
subsidy programs. A thorough evaluation of this
policy will hopefully result in the establishment
of some minimal organizational qualifications,
such as full-time staff or a social service component, for eligibility for low income housing assistance.
To declare a national policy of consolidation
without a national policy of rewards or sanctions
is self-defeating. Some form of encouragement
must be offered to induce the consolidation of
existing small authorities and the creation of
new authorities with regional scope and responsibilities. The most productive of several approaches that may be needed to effect national
policy would probably be housing unit setasides.
Most small rural communities now must wait
years to receive a commitment of new public
housing units. If HUD were to set aside a portion
of new public housing units to encourage the
consolidation of small authorities or the creation
of new regional authorities, the prospect of having the lengthy application period reduced or
eliminated would be enough to induce action in
many areas.
This "carrot"-housing unit set-asidescould also be the stimulus for improved housing
legislation in numerous States that now prevent
such cooperative housing programs. But, housing unit set-asides, on their own, are not the
panacea for small inefficient housing authorities
nor for the absence of authorities in areas where
they are needed. A program of incentives goes
hand in hand with an adequate outreach program that will both convince some communities
of the benefits of cooperation, and others of the
benefits of providing, for the first time, decent
low income housing. On their own, housing unit
set-asides cannot overcome distrust of the public
housing program, nor apathy towards the housing needs of the poor.

subsidy programs. A thorough evaluation of this
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Introduction

The Laws of Seven Southeastern
States Viewed from the
Perspective of Rural Housing Needs

Current national policy favors greater respon-

sibility at the State and local level in the solving

of urgent social problems. Programs such as

revenue-sharing contemplate the exercise of greater

initiative on the part of the States. Some expecta-

tions of achievement, however, may not be ful-

filled unless important statutory and administrative

changes are made by State and local govern-

ments. Accordingly, in considering the provision

of adequate housing in rural areas, it is important

to examine the existing legal structure and deter-

mine possible needs for new legislation at the

State level.

By Robinson O. Everett
Professor of Law, Duke University

Like the research project of which it is a

component, this report centers on seven south-

eastern StatesâAlabama, Arkansas, Kentucky,

Mississippi, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Vir-

ginia. Occasionally, however, the report also dis-

Introduction

pletely excluded by zoning ordinances,l may
have special importance in rural areas, where
such restrictive land use controls often do not
exist. Conversely, housing and occupancy codes,
which loom large in many cities and towns,2 are
not often found in rural areas-at least not in
the seven States with which this report is concerned. Requirements that are present in typical
housing codes might prove unworkable in many
rural ares. Water supply and waste disposal in a
heavily populated urban area present different issues than in some rural areas, where wells and
septic tanks must be relied on. On the other
hand, rural areas may be especially concerned
with any legal restraints on banks and savings
and loan associations which tend to reduce the
number of financial institutions from which a
rural homebuilder may hope to obtain needed
funds. 3

cusses Federal programs and laws which bear

on rural housing.

The first seven sections of this report con-

sist of studies of the relevant laws of the seven

States. These studies, prepared by Duke Univer-

sity law students, were the first major step in the

research upon which this report is based. Next

came comparative studies of the seven States in

relation to various relevant topics; and these

comparative studies also constitute sections of

this report. Finally, on the basis of the research

incorporated in the various sections, the report

itself was prepared.

Obviously, certain topics have more impor-

tance for rural housing than for urban residential

development. For example, mobile homes, which

in some urban areas have been almost com-

pletely excluded by zoning ordinances,1 may

have special importance in rural areas, where

such restrictive land use controls often do not

exist. Conversely, housing and occupancy codes,

which loom large in many cities and towns,2 are

not often found in rural areasâat least not in

the seven States with which this report is con-

cerned. Requirements that are present in typical

housing codes might prove unworkable in many

rural ares. Water supply and waste disposal in a

heavily populated urban area present different is-

sues than in some rural areas, where wells and

septic tanks must be relied on. On the other

hand, rural areas may be especially concerned

with any legal restraints on banks and savings

and loan associations which tend to reduce the

number of financial institutions from which a

rural homebuilder may hope to obtain needed

funds.3

State Assistance for Housing

Of the seven States studied, at least three

have given legislative approval for State efforts

to improve the housing supply. So far as the

laws are concerned, the State assistance would

Current national policy favors greater responsibility at the State and local level in the solving
of urgent social problems. Programs such as
revenue-sharing contemplate the exercise of greater
initiative on the part of the States. Some expectations of achievement, however, may not be fulfilled unless important statutory and administrative
changes are made by State and local governments. Accordingly, in considering the provision
of adequate housing in rural areas, it is important
to examine the existing legal structure and determine possible needs for new legislation at the
State leve/.
Like the research project of which it is a
component, this report centers on seven southeastern States-Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky,
Mississippi, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. Occasionally, however, the report also discusses Federal programs and laws which bear
on rural housing.
The first seven sections of this report consist of studies of the relevant laws of the seven
States. These studies, prepared by Duke University law students, were the first major step in the
research upon which this report is based. Next
came comparative studies of the seven States in
relation to various relevant topics; and these
comparative studies also constitute sections of
this report. Finally, on the basis of the research
incorporated in the various sections, the report
itself was prepared.
Obviously, certain topics have more importance for rural housing than for urban residential
development. For example, mobile homes, which
in some urban areas have been almost com-

State Assistance for Housing
Of the seven States studied, at least three
have given legislative approval for State efforts
to improve the housing supply. So far as the
laws are concerned, the State assistance would
be available for rural as well as urban areas.
The Kentucky Housing Corporation, created
in 1972,' is probably the most ambitious of the
State efforts in the housing field. Its purpose is
to create "decent, safe, and sanitary" residential housing in rural and urban areas which have
deteriorated in recent years through the spread
of slum conditions. 5 The corporation is governed
by 13 directors, of whom five are designated
State officials and the remaining eight are private individuals appointed by the Governor for
4-year staggered terms. Among the corporation's
powers are: The making of federally insured or
guaranteed construction or mortgage loans to
sponsors of residential housing when the loans

Vickers v. Gloucester Township. 37 N.J. 232. 181 A.2d 129 (1962).
cert. denied. 371 U.S. 233 (1962); People v. Clute. 18 N.Y2d
999. 224 N.E.2d 734 (1966). However. the legality of such
exclusionary zoning has become increaSingly suspect. See
e.g .• Town of Conover v. Jolly. 277 N.C. 439. 177 S.E.2d 879
(1970); Stete of Weshington v. Work. 75 Wash. 2d 208. 04049
P.2d 806 (1969)
• In many instances. a chief Inducement for adoption of substandard housing ordinances was meeting "workable program" requirements for certain federal funds.
I Thus limitations on branch banking or the radius within which a
financial institution may make loans may be very Important In
determining the availability of credit for the rural homebuilder.
• Ky. Rev. Stet. § 198A.010 et seq. (Supp. 1972).
• "Decent. 8afe and sanitary" housing Is a phrase that appears In
federal housi11
1!I 'ie'
I

i'99i
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be available for rural as well as urban areas.

The Kentucky Housing Corporation, created

UNIVERSITV OF MICHIGAN

in 1972,' is probably the most ambitious of the

State efforts in the housing field. Its purpose is

to create "decent, safe, and sanitary" residen-
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are not available from private lenders; purchase

of federally insured mortgage loans made to per-

sons of lower income for residential housing

when the funds are not available from private

lenders; acquiring, establishing, and operating

residential housing for persons and families of

lower income, and entry into agreements with

any Federal, State, or local governmental agency

to provide adequate living quarters for such per-

sons and families in cities and counties where a

need has been found for such housing and no

local housing authority exists to fill such need;

providing technical and advisory services to

sponsors, builders, and developers of residential

housing and residents thereof; promotion of re-

search and development concerning construction

of low-cost residential housing; and encouraging

community organizations to participate in resi-

dential housing development.

lnterestingly, the statute requires that lower

income persons and concerns in the area of the

assisted housing be given a preference as to

work to be performed. Rental housing assisted

by the Kentucky Housing Corporation must pro-

vide for "maximum feasible tenant participation."

Also, the corporation is to establish standards of

performance for materials, methods, and de-

signs; and these standards are to meet minimum

requirements of the Federal Housing Administra-

tion or the Farmers Home Administration.

The corporation also administers a housing

development fund, which is distinct from any

other funds that are administered by the Corpo-

ration. The purpose of the fund is to make tem-

porary loans to (a) defray "development costs"

of sponsors, builders, and developers of residen-

tial housing;6 (b) provide to lower income per-

sons applying for mortgages the amounts neces-

sary to make downpayments and pay closing

costs; and (c) make construction loans which

are not federally insured, when such loans are

not available from private lenders. The corpora-

tion is empowered to issue up to $200,000,000 of

revenue bonds; and also it may issue bond an-

ticipation notes, interim receipts, or temporary

bonds. The Kentucky statute applies various re-

strictions to any assisted sponsor, builder, or de-

veloperâamong them a limit on the return that

may be received by any investor in an assisted

limited dividend corporation or association. Tax-

exempt status is conferred on the Kentucky

Housing Corporation's property and obligations;

but the corporation is authorized to make pay-

ments to local governments in lieu of the local

taxes and assessments, from which its real es-

tate has been granted exemption.

are not available from private lenders; purchase
of federally insured mortgage loans made to persons of lower income for residential housing
when the funds are not available from private
lenders: acquiring, establishing, and operating
residential housing for persons and families of
lower income, and entry into agreements with
any Federal, State, or local governmental agency
to provide adequate living quarters for such persons and families in cities and counties where a
need has been found for such housing and no
local housing authority exists to fill such need;
providing technical and advisory services to
sponsors, builders, and developers of residential
housing and residents thereof; promotion of research and development concerning construction
of low-cost residential housing; and encouraging
community organizations to participate in residential housing development.
Interestingly, the statute requires that lower
income persons and concerns in the area of the
assisted housing be given a preference as to
work to be performed. Rental housing assisted
by the Kentucky Housing Corporation must provide for "maximum feasible tenant partiCipation."
Also, the corporation is to establish standards of
performance for materials, methods, and designs: and these standards are to meet minimum
requirements of the Federal Housing Administration or the Farmers Home Administration.
The corporation also administers a housing
development fund, which is distinct from any
other funds that are administered by the Corporation . The purpose of the fund is to make temporary loans to (a) defray "development costs"
of sponsors, builders, and developers of residential housing ; r, (b) provide to lower income persons applying for mortgages the amounts necessary to make down payments and pay closing
costs: and (c) make construction loans which
are not federally insured, when such loans are
not available from private lenders. The corporation is empowered to issue up to $200,000,000 of
revenue bonds; and also it may issue bond anticipation notes, interim receipts, or temporary
bonds. The Kentucky statute applies various restrictions to any assisted sponsor, builder, or de-

West Virginia has passed a Housing Devel-

opment Act' which establishes a development

fund to finance and provide assistance to public

and private builders constructing residences for

low and moderate income families. One of the

legislative findings which support the act states

that the shortage of housing for persons of low

and moderate income "is severe in certain urban

areas of the State, is especially critical in the

rural areas of West Virginia." * The fund is gov-

• "Development costs" are defined as "the costs approved by the
corporation as appropriate expenditures which may be in·
curred by sponsors. builders and developers of residential
housing . prior to commitment and initial advance of the pro·
ceeds of a construction loan or of 8 mortgage. including but
not limited to .
legal and organizational expenses . ex·
penses for tenant surveys and market analyses. and neces·
sary applicat ion and other fees." Ky . Rev. Stat . § 198 A.Ol0(4)
(Supp . 1972)

erned by a board of directors consisting of four

officials as public directors and seven private

directors, appointed by the Governor for stag-

gered 4-year terms with the advice and consent
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veloper-among them a limit on the return that
may be received by any investor in an assisted
limited dividend corporation or association. Taxexempt status is conferred on the Kentucky
Housing Corporation's property and obligations;
but the corporation is authorized to make payments to local governments in lieu of the local
taxes and assessments, from which its real estate has been granted exemption.
West Virginia has passed a Housing Development Act; which establishes a development
fund to finance and provide assistance to public
and private builders constructing residences for
low and moderate income families. One of the
legislative findings which support the act states
that the shortage of housing for persons of low
and moderate income "is severe in certain urban
areas of the State. is especially critical in the
rural areas of West Virginia." , The fund is governed by a board of directors consisting of four
officials as public directors and seven private
directors, appointed by the Governor for staggered 4-year terms with the advice and consent
of the State Senate. The powers of the fund in
West Virginia are similar to those granted by
Kentucky to its housing corporation . Revenue
bond financing is contemplated; and the fund is
subject to a loan limitation of $130,000.000.
In 1972, Virginia enacted the Housing Development Authority Act ," which is very akin in nature and purpose to the Kentucky and West Virginia legislation. In Virginia, the governing board
consists of seven commissioners, of whom two
are public officials and the remainder are appointed by the Governor, subject to confirmation
of the General Assembly, for staggered 4-year
terms . Among the powers expressly conferred
upon the Housing Development Authority-and
apparently not granted specifically in West Virginia and Kentucky-is the power to "insure
mortgage payments of any mortgage loan made
for the purpose of constructing, rehabilitating,
purchasing, leasing, or refinancing housing devalopments for persons and families of low and
moderate income upon such terms and conditions as HDA may prescribe." 10 In addition, the
Authority is empowered to make mortgage loans
to housing sponsors and to persons and families
of low or moderate income who may purchase
residential housing. The Authority is directed to

'w. Va. Code B 31-18-1 et seq. (1972).
• Id. at § 31-18-2 .
• Va. Code §§ 36-55.24 et seq . (Supp. 1973). Virginia has also
recently created an Office of Housing. id. at f 36-55 7 et Seq.
10

Idact~m~~Of~~S~I~MI~~l~~~ at

§36-5515 et seq.

supervise housing sponsors, including limited-

profit housing sponsors, involving the rent

schedules and tenant selection. The act also

specifies certain terms and conditions in loans

by the Authority. Similarly, the terms and condi-

tions of mortgage insurance issued by the Au-

thority are provided for; and the mortgage insur-

ance premium is limited to .5 percent of the

principal balance outstanding at the beginning of

the mortgage year.11 The Authority is granted an

exemption from taxation with respect to its notes

and bonds and its real estate. lt is financed

largely by the proceeds of revenue bonds, and

apparently there is no dollar limit on the amount

which it may borrow.

The State-established housing organizations

in Kentucky, West Virginia, and Virginia are all

too recent to provide much experience concern-

ing their advantages and problems. ln West Vir-

ginia, a constitutional attack on the housing de-

velopment fund has been successfully resisted,

and the creation of the fund has been found by

the courts to have a "public purpose." 12 Since

revenue bond financing is utilized for the most

part, State constitutional limitations on indebted-

ness would not be applicable.

To the extent that funds for homebuilding

are less available in rural areas than urban, the

existence of a State-established housing devel-

opment fund may be especially important as a

means to fill the credit gap. To obtain best utili-

zation of the development fund, it would seem

desirable to have explicit legislative permission

for the administrators of the fund to use not only

direct loans but also loan guarantees and mort-

gage insurance.

ln conjunction with the extension of credit,

the administrators of the housing development

funds have an opportunity to impose conditions

that will help assure the good quality of the

housing that is developed. The imposition of

such conditions may be especially important in

rural areas where such traditional governmental

controls as zoning ordinances and building

codes may not be applicable.

Housing Authorities

All of the seven States long ago enacted

legislation permitting the establishment of local

housing authoritiesâgenerally on the basis of a

determination that unsafe and unsanitary housing

conditions exist. All seven States authorize two

or more counties with similar housing problems

to combine in creating a regional housing au-

supervise housing sponsors, including limitedprofit housing sponsors, involving the rent
schedules and tenant selection. The act also
specifies certain terms and conditions in loans
by the Authority. Similarly, the terms and conditions of mortgage insurance issued by the Authority are provided for; and the mortgage insurance premium is limited to .5 percent of the
principal balance outstanding at the beginning of
the mortgage year." The Authority is granted an
exemption from taxation with respect to its notes
and bonds and its real estate. It is financed
largely by the proceeds of revenue bonds, and
apparently there is no dollar limit on the amount
which it may borrow.
The State-established housing organizations
in Kentucky, West Virginia, and Virginia are all
too recent to provide much experience concerning their advantages and problems. In West Virginia, a constitutional attack on the housing development fund has been successfully resisted,
and the creation of the fund has been found by
the courts to have a "public purpose."'~ Since
revenue bond financing is utilized for the most
part, State constitutional limitations on indebtedness would not be applicable.
To the extent that funds for homebuilding
are less available in rural areas than urban, the
existence of a State-established housing development fund may be especially important as a
means to fill the credit gap. To obtain best utilization of the development fund, it would seem
desirable to have explicit legislative permission
for the administrators of the fund to use not only
direct loans but also loan guarantees and mortgage insurance.
In conjunction with the extension of credit,
the administrators of the housing development
funds have an opportunity to impose conditions
that will help assure the good quality of the
housing that is developed. The imposition of
such conditions may be especially important in
rural areas where such traditional governmental
controls as zoning ordinances and building
codes may not be applicable.

thority with the same powers as the predecessor

county authorities, which then cease to exist.

None of the States expressly authorizes a state-

Housing Authorities

wide housing authority. However, the Kentucky

Housing Corporation, authorized in 1972, appar-

ently is empowered to operate public housing in

cities and counties where a need exists therefor

and where no local housing authorities exist.13

ln all seven States, the powers granted to

All of the seven States long ago enacted
legislation permitting the establishment of local
housing authorities-generally on the basis of a
determination that unsafe and unsanitary housing
conditions exist. All seven States authorize two

or more counties with similar housing problems
to combine in creating a regional housing authority with the same powers as the predecessor
county authorities, which then cease to exist.
None of the States expressly authorizes a statewide housing authority. However, the Kentucky
Housing Corporation, authorized in 1972, apparently is empowered to operate public housing in
cities and counties where a need exists therefor
and where no local housing authorities exist. 13
In all seven States, the powers granted to
the county and regional authorities are broad. All
may build, operate, maintain, and lease housing
projects, acquire real estate, issue bonds, borrow money, contract with the Federal Government, insure their property, and perform other
functions necessary to construct and operate
housing projects. The projects must comply with
local building codes, zoning, sanitary and safety
ordinances, and are run on a nonprofit basis.
The States studied require special procedures
for tenant selection and for determining rental
rates, although they do not prescribe absolute
schedules for rent. Some of the States do limit
net aggregate income of a renter to 5 times the
rental rate.
All seven of the States have similar provisions-five in identical language-under which
an owner of a farm that is operated or worked
upon by low income farmers in need of safe and
sanitary housing may file an application for the
appropriate housing authority to provide dwellings for such persons. Such an application is
considered by the authority in formulating projects to provide housing for farmers of low income. Under the various statutes, the housing
authorities have broad power to provide rural
public housing for low income farmers-if they
choose to exercise that power.

Building Codes
Of the seven States, only Virginia has provided for a Uniform Statewide Building Code,l!
which is to be promulgated by the recently created State Board of HousingY' In prescribing
standards to be complied with in constructing
buildings, the board is to consult the standards
of the Southern Building Code Congress, the
Building Officials Conference of America, and
the National Fire Protection Association. "Where
practical, the Code provisions shall be stated in
terms of required level of performance, so as to

the county and regional authorities are broad. All

may build, operate, maintain, and lease housing

11
projects, acquire real estate, issue bonds, bor-

U
row money, contract with the Federal Govern-

ment, insure their property, and perform other

Id. at § 36-55.36(3) (Supp. 1973).
Slale ex reI. West Virginia Housing [j evelopment Fu nd
Copenhaver, 153 W. Va. 636, 171 S .E.2d 545 (1 969).

" Ky. Rev. Slat. . 19M.040f 1,O).
v.

uVa. Code §§::>6;1.!l giL
I>

Id. al

<l.11

M f:r(srneUf

I~I') . 1973).
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functions necessary to construct and operate

housing projects. The projects must comply with

local building codes, zoning, sanitary and safety
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facilitate the prompt acceptance of new building

materials and methods. When generally recog-

nized standards of performance are not avail-

able, such provisions shall provide for accept-

ance of materials and methods whose per-

formance has been found by the State Board,

on the basis of reliable test and evaluation data,

presented by the proponent, to be substantially

equal in safety to those specified." 16

Enforcement of the Statewide Building Code

is the responsibility of the local building depart-

ment; but if a county or municipality has no

building department, then the local governing

body is to enter into an agreement with some

other agency for enforcement. A Board of State

Building Code Review is also provided, which is

to hear all appeals from decisions and convic-

tions arising under application of the building

code.

Virginia also has a statewide building code

for mobile homes and modular housing. lts stat-

ute, the Virginia lndustrialized Building Unit and

Mobile Home Safety Law, was enacted in

1972.17 Just as with the Statewide Building

Code, the legislature has directed that the ad-

ministering agencyâin this instance, the State

Corporation Commissionâhave due regard for

generally accepted standards promulgated by

nationally recognized organizations and that,

where practical, the rules and regulations "be

stated in terms of required levels of perform-

ance, so as to facilitate the prompt acceptance

of new building materials and methods." 18

ln 1945, Alabama authorized the promulga-

tion of a statewide building code applicable to

State building and construction, schoolhouses,

hotels, and moving picture theaters.19 ln addi-

tion, municipalities and counties were authorized

to adopt this code and apply it to other private

buildings.-0 Mississippi has provided:!1

incorporated areas of the county; provided, however, such

codes shall not apply to erection, maintenance, repair or

extension of farm buildings or farm structures; . . ." (Em-

phasis supplied)

Apparently, the Mississippi legislature, while

not requiring that counties adopt a building

code, wished to prevent the adoption of building

facilitate the prompt acceptance of new building
materials and methods. When generally recognized standards of performance are not available, such provisions shall provide for acceptance of materials and methods whose performance has been found by the State Board,
on the basis of reliable test and evaluation data,
presented by the proponent, to be substantially
equal in safety to those specified." I ..
Enforcement of the Statewide Building Code
is the responsibility of the local building department; but if a county or municipality has no
building department, then the local governing
body is to enter into an agreement with some
other agency for enforcement. A Board of State
Building Code Review is also provided, which is
to hear all appeals from decisions and convictions arising under application of the building
code .
Virginia also has a statewide building code
for mobile homes and modular housing. Its statute, the Virginia Industrialized Building Unit and
Mobile Home Safety Law, was enacted in
1972.'; Just as with the Statewide Building
Code, the legislature has directed that the administering agency-in this instance, the State
Corporation Commission-have due regard for
generally accepted standards promulgated by
nationally recognized organizations and that,
where practical, the rules and regulations "be
stated in terms of required levels of performance, so as to facilitate the prompt acceptance
of new building materials and methods." I~
In 1945, Alabama authorized the promulgation of a statewide building code applicable to
State building and construction, schoolhouses,
hotels, and moving picture theaters. li ' In addition, municipalities and counties were authorized
to adopt this code and apply it to other private
buildings."" Mississippi has provided: ~I

codes that imposed arbitrary requirements not

found in nationally recognized construction

codes. Otherwise the local codes might become

a means of precluding the use of new compo-

nents and materials which could reduce housing

cost. Somewhat in the same vein is a West Vir-

ginia statute which prohibits a local building

code from excluding materials and components

that have been certified as acceptable by the

Federal Department of Housing and Urban

Development.-2 West Virginia also has specified,

by statute, requirements for sliding glass doors

and safety glazing materials.23

ln establishing a Statewide Building Code,

utilizing performance standards for this Code to

the greatest extent possible, and providing state-

wide safety standards for mobile homes and in-

dustrialized housing, Virginia stands out as a

model for the other six States that were studied.

The construction codes published by a nationally rec ognized code group which sets minimum standards and
having the proper provisions to maintain up-to-date amendments are hereby adopted as minimum standard guides for
building, plumbing, electrical, gas, sanitary and other related codes in Mississippi. Any county within the State of
Mississippi, in the discretion of the board of supervisors,
may adopt building codes, plumbing codes , electrical
codes, sanitary codes or other related codes dealing with
general public health, safety or welfare , or a combination
of the same within, but not to exceed , the provisions of the
construction codes published by nationally recognized code
groups, by order or resolution in the manner herein prescribed . Said codes so adopted shall apply only to the unI. Id. at § 36-99 (Supp . 1973) .
Id. at § § 36-70 et seq. (Supp . 1973).
" Id. at § 36-73 (Supp. 1973).
I. Ala . Code. Title 55. § 367(1).(7)-(9) (1960).
:ll Id . § 367(11) (1960)
:t Miss . Code Ann . §2890.] (Supp. 1972) ,
17

lndeed, the greater economy and efficiency that

promises to result from Virginia's action should

aid in reducing the cost of rural housing there.

At the very least, it seems important to assure,
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incorporated areas 01 the county; provided, however, such
codes shall not apply to erection, maintenance, repair or
extension of farm buildings or farm structures; , , ." (Emphasis supplied)

Apparently, the Mississippi legislature. while
not requiring that counties adopt a building
code, wished to prevent the adoption of building
codes that imposed arbitrary requirements not
found in nationally recognized construction
codes. Otherwise the local codes might become
a means of precluding the use of new components and materials which could reduce housing
cost. Somewhat in the same vein is a West Virginia statute which prohibits a local building
code from excluding materials and components
that have been certified as acceptable by the
Federal Department of Housing and Urban
Development. "" West Virginia also has specified,
by statute, requirements for sliding glass doors
and safety glazing materials,~3
In establishing a Statewide Building Code.
utilizing performance standards for this Code to
the greatest extent possible, and providing statewide safety standards for mobile homes and industrialized housing, Virginia stands out as a
model for the other six States that were studied.
Indeed, the greater economy and efficiency that
promises to result from Virginia's action should
aid in reducing the cost of rural housing there.
At the very least, it seems important to assure.
as Mississippi and West Virginia have attempted
to do, that local building codes will not become
a barrier to the use of more economical materials and methods in construction.

Land Use Controls
Although the seven States are not identical
in their methods of land use control, their laws
generally provide for some type of planning commission and for zoning ordinances, the final responsibility for which usually lies with local governments. Thus, the State has primarily an
advisory and coordinating role. In some instances, provision is made for extraterritorial
zoning and subdivision control.
For present purposes, perhaps the most important point to note is that in three of the
States-Kentucky, MiSSissippi, and Tennesseeland used for agricultural purposes is to some
extent exempt from zoning restrictions; 21 and in
"W. Va. Code § 8-24-5Oa (1972).
Zl Id. at § 47-5-1 (Supp . 1972). Tennessee has a similar provision
Tenn. Code Ann. § 53-2549 (Supp . 1972).
,. Id . at § 13-414 (1955) (regulation not authorized lor buildIngs on
lands devoted to agricultural uses) ; Ky. Rev. Stat. § 100.203(4)
(1969) (no r ~ g,!la!ion 01 agricultural buildings); MIss . Code
Ann. § 17.;)
(";9- ) f~
lermilS reqUired lor larm buildings

0'll
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Alabama only municipal corporations have the

power to zone, so that rural areas are largely

unaffected by zoning ordinances.

Since zoning ordinances have sometimes

been used to exclude certain types of housingâ

such as mobile homes and industrialized

housing -'-âthe circumstance that in four of the

States zoning does not extend with full force to

the rural areas may permit utilization of housing

resources that zoning may exclude from some

urban areas.

Mobile Homes and Modular Housing

Uniform Standards and Inspection: As has

just been noted, mobile homes and modular

Alabama only municipal corporations have the
power to zone, so that rural areas are largely
unaffected by zoning ordinances.
Since zoning ordinances have sometimes
been used to exclude certain types of housingsuch as mobile homes and industrialized
housing ~~·-the circumstance that in four of the
States zoning does not extend with full force to
the rural areas may permit utilization of housing
resources that zoning may exclude from some
urban areas.

housing in rural areas sometimes are not subject

to the same restraints that zoning imposes in the

cities. Also, in those rural areas where building

codes either do not apply or are not enforced,

compliance with, and inspection under, those

codes will not present a problem. Yet, at the

same time, the purchaser of a mobile home for

use in a rural area should not be left defense-

lessâor, at least, with no remedy except that

available for any breach of warranty by the ven-

dor of the mobile home.

Three of the States studied have attempted

to deal with this problem by adopting statewide

legislation concerning standards applicable to

mobile homes. In 1972, Virginia adopted its In-

dustrialized Building Unit and Mobile Home

Safety Law,26 which provides for inspection by

an "approved testing facility" and for affixing a

label of compliance.

The statute defines "industrialized building

unit" as "a building assembly or system of build-

ing subassemblies, including the necessary elec-

trical, plumbing, heating, ventilating and other

service systems, manufactured off-site and trans-

ported to the point of use for installation or

erection, with or without other specified compo-

nents, as a finished building or as a part of a fin-

ished building comprising two or more industrial-

ized building units, and not designed for ready

removal to or installation or erection on another

site."

A "mobile home" is "an industrialized build-

ing unit constructed on a chassis for towing to

the point of use and designed to be used, with-

out a permanent foundation for continuous year-

round occupancy as a dwelling; or two or more

such units separately towable, but designed to

be joined together at the point of use to form a

single dwelling, and which is designated for re-

moval to, and installation or erection on other

sites."

The "approved testing facility" may be ei-

ther an architect or professional engineer regis-

tered in Virginia, or a testing organization deter-

mined by the Virginia Corporation Commission to

be especially qualified to evaluate these units

and provide adequate followup service at the

point of compliance to assure that production

units are in full compliance with the standards

Mobile Homes and Modular Housing
Uniform Standards and Inspection: As has
just been noted, mobile homes and modular
housing in rural areas sometimes are not subject
to the same restraints that zoning imposes in the
cities. Also, in those rural areas where building
codes either do not apply or are not enforced,
compliance with, and inspection under, those
codes will not present a problem. Yet, at the
same time, the purchaser of a mobile home for
use in a rural area should not be left defenseless-or, at least, with no remedy except that
available for any breach of warranty by the vendor of the mobile home.
Three of the States studied have attempted
to deal with this problem by adopting statewide
legislation concerning standards applicable to
mobile homes. In 1972, Virginia adopted its Industrialized Building Unit and Mobile Home
Safety Law,~6 which provides for inspection by
an "approved testing facility" and for affixing a
label of compliance.
The statute defines "industrialized building
unit" as "a building assembly or system of building subassemblies, including the necessary electrical, plumbing, heating, ventilating and other
service systems, manufactured off-site and transported to the pOint of use for installation or
erection, with or without other specified components, as a finished building or as a part of a finished building comprising two or more industrialized building units, and not designed for ready
removal to or installation or erection on another
site."
A "mobile home" is "an industrialized building unit constructed on a chassis for towing to
the point of use and designed to be used, without a permanent foundation for continuous yearround occupancy as a dwelling; or two or more
such units separately towable, but designed to
be joined together at the pOint of use to form a

single dwelling, and which is deSignated for removal to, and installation or erection on other
sites."
The "approved testing facility" may be either an architect or professional engineer registered in Virginia, or a testing organization determined by the Virginia Corporation Commission to
be especially qualified to evaluate these units
and provide adequate followup service at the
point of compliance to assure that production
units are in full compliance with the standards
set by the Commission.
The Commission-as has been noted earlier
in this report-is directed by the legislature to
give due regard to the standards for mobile
homes and industrialized building units which
have been promulgated by certain nationally recognized organizations. Moreover, performance
standards are to be used. Any industrialized
building unit or mobile home which bears a
label, seal, or other evidence of listing by an approved testing facility as in compliance with the
standards of the Commission "shall be acceptable in all localities as meeting the requirements
of this law, and shall be acceptable as meeting
the requirements of safety to life, health, and
property imposed by any ordinance of any local
governing body of this State without further investigation or inspection, provided such units are
erected or installed in accordance with all conditions of the listing." 27 However, local requirements, "including zoning, utility connections and
preparations of the site and maintenance of the
unit shall remain in full force and effect." Violation of the law or the rules and regulations made
pursuant to it is a misdemeanor punishable by a
fine of not more than $500.
Alabama has adopted The Uniform Standards Code for Mobile Homes Act,28 which applies to "a movable or portable dwelling over 32
feet in length and/or 8 feet or more in width,
constructed to be towed on its own chassis, connected to utilities, and designed without a permanent foundation for year-round living." The
standards adopted by the Alabama legislature
are those of the American National Standards Institute, "which shall include standards for the installation of plumbing, heating, and electrical
systems in mobile homes in ANSI A-119.1-1971
and NFPA No. 501-B-1971 entitled Standards for
Mobile Homes." The State fire marshal, however,
may adopt and promulgate any changes in and
additions to these standards. No new mobile

set by the Commission.

The Commissionâas has been noted earlier

in this reportâis directed by the legislature to

• Sea nota 1, supra.
,. Va. Coda II 3&-70 at seq. (Supp . 1972).

give due regard to the standards for mobile

homes and industrialized building units which

have been promulgated by certain nationally rec-

ognized organizations. Moreover, performance
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home may be sold in Alabama unless it has

been inspected and/or approved by the State

fire marshal or his representative, his seal or ap-

proval has been permanently affixed to the new

mobile home, and the manufacturer of the mo-

bile home has certified that it meets or exceeds

the uniform standards code.

Similar restrictions apply to the manufacture

of mobile homes in Alabama. The code also

makes provision for reciprocity with any other

State which "has codes, to include construction

and plumbing, heating, and electrical codes, at

least equal to those established" in Alabama.29

Violation of the code or the rules and regulations

of the Alabama fire marshal made pursuant

thereto is a misdemeanor punishable by up to a

$500 fine and/or 6 months in jail.

On almost the same date in 1971 that it

approved the code for mobile homes, Alabama

enacted legislation concerning factory-built

housing.30 ln this connection, the legislature

found "that by minimizing the problems of stand-

ards and inspection procedures it is demonstrat-

ing its intention to encourage the reduction of

housing construction costs and to make housing

and home ownership more feasible for all resi-

dents of the state." For purposes of its act, fac-

tory-built housing "means any structure, or com-

ponent thereof, designed primarily for residential

occupancy which is wholly or in substantial part

made, fabricated, formed, or assembled in manu-

facturing facilities for installation, or assembly

and installation, on the building site. Mobile

homes as defined by southern standard building

codes are specifically excluded from the provi-

sion of this chapter."

As to factory-built housing, the rulemaking

and enforcement is vested primarily in the hands

of the Alabama development office, which is to

impose "requirements reasonably consistent with

recognized and accepted standards adopted by

the Southern Building Codes Congress, the Na-

tional Fire Protection Association, and the United

States Department of Housing and Urban Devel-

opment." An advisory committee on factory-built

housing is to advise in the drafting of the rules.

Six of the committee's members are to be ap-

pointed by the Governor from specified technical

and professional disciplines; the remaining five,

from the governing bodies of local governments.

Factory-built housing is not to be offered for sale

in Alabama unless it bears the Department's seal

of approval, although under some circumstances

inspection and approval by a local government

agency may be a substitute for such approval.

Also, the statute makes provision for acceptance

of factory-built housing approved by another

State whose standards are at least equal to

those developed by Alabama. Not only is viola-

tion of this law or the rules promulgated there-

under a misdemeanor, but also the department

can obtain injunctive relief against violations,

home may be sold in Alabama unless it has
been inspected and/or approved by the State
fire marshal or his representative, his seal or approval has been permanently affixed to the new
mobile home, and the manufacturer of the mobile home has certified that it meets or exceeds
the uniform standards code.
Similar restrictions apply to the manufacture
of mobile homes in Alabama. The code also
makes provision for reciprocity with any other
State which "has codes, to include construction
and plumbing, heating, and electrical codes, at
least equal to those established" in Alabama.~9
Violation of the code or the rules and regulations
of the Alabama fire marshal made pursuant
thereto is a misdemeanor punishable by up to a
$500 fine and/or 6 months in jail.
On almost the same date in 1971 that it
approved the code for mobile homes, Alabama
enacted
legislation
concerning
factory-built
housing."!) In this connection, the legislature
found "that by minimizing the problems of standards and inspection procedures it is demonstrating its intention to encourage the reduction of
housing construction costs and to make housing
and home ownership more feasible for all residents of the state." For purposes of its act, factory-built housing "means any structure, or component thereof, deSigned primarily for residential
occupancy which is wholly or in substantial part
made, fabricated, formed, or assembled in manufacturing facilities for installation, or assembly
and installation, on the building site. Mobile
homes as defined by southern standard building
codes are specifically excluded from the provision of this chapter."
As to factory-built housing, the rulemaking
and enforcement is vested primarily in the hands
of the Alabama development office, which is to
impose "requirements reasonably consistent with
recognized and accepted standards adopted by
the Southern Building Codes Congress, the National Fire Protection Association, and the United
States Department of Housing and Urban Development." An advisory committee on factory-built
housing is to advise in the drafting of the rules.
Six of the committee's members are to be appointed by the Governor from specified technical
and professional disciplines; the remaining five,
from the governing bodies of local governments.
Factory-built housing is not to be offered for sale
in Alabama unless it bears the Department's seal
of approval, although under some circumstances

inspection and approval by a local government
agency may be a substitute for such approval.
Also, the statute makes provision for acceptance
of factory-built housing approved by another
State whose standards are at least equal to
those developed by Alabama. Not only is violation of this law or the rules promulgated thereunder a misdemeanor, but also the department
can obtain injunctive relief against violations,
and persons injured have a cause of action.
In 1970, Mississippi enacted the Uniform
Standards Code for Factory Manufactured Movable Homes Act, :l l which applies to mobile and
relocatable homes. The Mississippi Commissioner of Insurance is authorized to promulgate
rules and regulations "embodying the fundamental prinCiples adopted, recommended, or issued
as USA Standard A 119.1 and amended from time
to time by the United States of America Standards Institute (USASI), successor to the American Standards Association (ASA) applicable to
factory manufactured movable homes as defined
herein." Compliance with the Commissioner's
rules is required for the manufacture or sale of a
factory manufactured movable home in Mississippi, and every manufacturer and dealer in Mississippi must obtain a license. In applying for
this license, he must certify that he will comply
with the construction standards. Basically, the licensing-and the possibility of revocation or
suspension of a license-seems to be the chief
means of enforcement of the act; no provision is
made for testing and inspection of the mobile
homes or the issuance of certificates of compliance. Reciprocity with other States is authorized,
since the Commissioner of Insurance may exempt movable homes "produced in other States,
upon his determining that the applicable rules
and codes of such State of manufacture provide
safeguards equally effective to those otherwise
applicable under this act and rules made pursuant thereto." ,,~
A 1971 West Virginia law, previously referred to, provides: ~ :l
Notwithstanding any existing provisions of law, municipal or county ordinance, or local building code, but excluding any such provisions relating to zoning or land use
control. the standards for factory-built housing. housing prototypes, subsystems. materials and components certified as
acceptable by the Federal Department of Housing and
Urban Development are hereby deemed acceptable and approved for use in housing construction in this State . A certificate from the State director of the Federal Housing Administration of the Department of Housing and Urban

and persons injured have a cause of action.

ln 1970, Mississippi enacted the Uniform

Standards Code for Factory Manufactured Mova-

ble Homes Act,31 which applies to mobile and

2\1

3U

Id . at Title 25. § 130.
Id. at Title 25, § 114 et seq . (Supp. 1971) .

relocatable homes. The Mississippi Commis-

sioner of lnsurance is authorized to promulgate

rules and regulations "embodying the fundamen-

tal principles adopted, recommended, or issued
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31

Miss. Code Ann. §§ 5131-101 et seq. (Supp. 1972).

::

~~ ~~§ ~~Je § tJJ!i~: {~~~.
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Development shall constitute prima facie evidence that the

products or materials listed therein are acceptable and

such certificates shall be furnished by the building contrac-

tor to any local building inspector or other local housing

authority upon request.

Although it was not one of the seven States

studied, North Carolina offers an interesting

Development shall constitute prima facie evidence that the
products or materials listed therein are acceptable and
such certilicates shall be furnished by the building contractor to any local building inspector or other local housing
authority upon request.

comparison in connection with standards for mo-

bile homes. For one thing, North Carolina has

long had a form of statewide building code pro-

mulgated by a State Building Code Council.34

Also, that State undertook to prescribe uniform

standards for mobile homes in 1969,31 before

Virginia, Alabama, or Mississippi did so.

North Carolina provides that its Commis-

sioner of lnsurance shall promulgate "rules and

regulations embodying the fundamental princi-

ples adopted, recommended, or issued as ANSl

A-119.1 and amended from time to time by the

American National Standards lnstitute (ANSl),

successor to the American Standards Associa-

tion (ASA) applicable to mobile homes as de-

fined herein." A "label of compliance" with

these rules may be issued for a mobile home by

a qualified person who has been licensed by the

State Building Code Council. Also, a "certificate

of compliance" with these rules may be issued

for a mobile home by a city or county building

inspector who has been licensed for this pur-

pose by the Council. However, the "certificate"

is valid only within the jurisdiction of the city or

county within which it was issued. No new mo-

bile home is to be offered for sale in North Caro-

lina unless it bears a label of compliance or cer-

tificate of compliance. Noncompliance with the

act constitutes a misdemeanor.

As an additional means of enforcement, the

North Carolina statute provides that, "it shall

be unlawful for any individual natural person,

partnership, firm or corporation to allow any

electric current for use in any mobile home to be

turned on or to continue to furnish electricity for

use in such mobile home without having first as-

certained that either a label of compliance is

permanently attached to said mobile home or a

certificate of compliance has been issued for

such mobile home." 'M Apparently, North Caro-

lina has no specific statutory provision for uni-

form standards as to factory-built housing, al-

though it may be able to deal with that problem

adequately through its statewide building code

Nor has North Carolina a specific reciprocity

"N.C. Gen. Stat. Â§Â§ 143-136 et seq. (1964).

Â»ld. at II 143-144 (Supp. 1971). The 1969 act was substantially

amended in 1971.

Â» ld. at Â§ 143-150 (Supp. 1971).

provision with other States. Like Alabama and

Mississippi, it adopts a specific set of national

standards promulgated by the American National

Standards lnstitute.

Since mobile homes and factory-built hous-

Although it was not one of the seven States
studied, North Carolina offers an interesting
comparison in connection with standards for mobile homes. For one thing, North Carolina has
long had a form of statewide building code promulgated by a State Building Code Council. H
Also, that State undertook to prescribe uniform
standards for mobile homes in 1969,;1.• before
Virginia, Alabama, or Mississippi did so.
North Carolina provides that its Commissioner of Insurance shall promulgate "rules and
regulations embodying the fundamental principles adopted, recommended, or issued as ANSI
A-119.1 and amended from time to time by the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI),
successor to the American Standards Association (ASA) applicable to mobile homes as defined herein." A "label of compliance" with
these rules may be issued for a mobile home by
a qualified person who has been licensed by the
State Building Code Council. Also, a "certificate
of compliance" with these rules may be issued
for a mobile home by a city or county building
inspector who has been licensed for this purpose by the Council. However, the "certificate"
is valid only within the jurisdiction of the city or
county within which it was issued. No new mobile home is to be offered for sale in North Carolina unless it bears a label of compliance or certificate of compliance. Noncompliance with the
act constitutes a misdemeanor.
As an additional means of enforcement, the
North Carolina statute provides that, "it shall
be unlawful for any individual natural person,
partnership, firm or corporation to allow any
electric current for use in any mobile home to be
turned on or to continue to furnish electricity for
use in such mobile home without having first ascertained that either a label of compliance is
permanently attached to said mobile home or a
certificate of compliance has been issued for
such mobile home."'" Apparently, North Carolina has no specific statutory provision for uniform standards as to factory-built housing, although it may be able to deal with that problem
adequately through its statewide building code
Nor has North Carolina a specific reciprOCity

ing will often be an important housing resource

in rural areas, legislation like that of Virginia,

Alabama, Mississippi, and North Carolina would

seem highly desirable for adoption in almost

any jurisdiction. lndeed, some group like the

,. N.C. Gen. Stat. II 143--136 et seQ. (1964).
.. Id. at §f 143--144 (Supp. 1971). The 1969 act was substanllally
amended in 1971 .
:II.d. at 1143--150 (Supp. 1971).
....

provision with other States. Like Alabama and
Mississippi, it adopts a specific set of national
standards promulgated by the American National
Standards Institute.
Since mobile homes and factory-built housing will often be an important housing re~o~r~e
in rural areas, legislation like that of Virginia,
Alabama, Mississippi, and North Carolina would
seem highly desirable for adoption in almost
any jurisdiction. Indeed, som~ ~roup like th~
National Conference of CommiSSioners on Uniform Laws might profitably consider the feasibility of uniform legislation in this field. Regardless of uniformity, reciprocity among those
States which have mobile home standards-as is
provided for by Alabama and Mississippi-would
seem desirable.
Since factory-built housing presents some of
the same problems involved in mobile home regulation, there is good reason to follow the example of Alabama and Virginia and provide for
testing and labeling of factory-built units ?r
components. As between the two States, the Virginia decision to have the same State agency
regulate both mobile homes and industrialized
building units seems more advantageous than Alabama's choice to have the State fire marshal
prescribe rules for mobile homes, and another
department regulate factory-built housing. Interestingly, Virginia, which now provides for a
statewide building code, has entrusted the promulgation of this code to a different ag~ncy than
that which is responsible for the mobile home
and industrialized building standards. However, it
would seem simpler administratively to entrust
the promulgation of all of these regulations to
the same agency.
Alabama, Mississippi, and North Carolina all
have moved further towards the adoption of a
specific, nationally recognized code for mobile
homes than has Virginia-which has, however,
embraced the concept of performance standards
for mobile home construction and for building
codes generally. If a State chooses to adopt a
specific national code, it should, at least, seek to
choose one that is oriented towards performance
standards. Moreover, in order to obtain full benefit of research and development by the Department of Housing and Urban Development, a
State might wish to follow the West Virginia precedent and authorize an exemption from State or
local building codes for materials or components
that have been approved by HUD. Alabama's factory-built housing legislation, which authori~es
both injunctive i eH
'Ina civil cause of a~tlon
for vi I \ ~..... 1
f t • o~ II I G ·minal sanctions,
<

National Conference of Commissioners on Uni-

form Laws might profitably consider the feasi-

bility of uniform legislation in this field. Regard-

less of uniformity, reciprocity among those
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seems to provide an effective remedy. North Car-

olina's prohibition of an electrical connection for

a noncomplying mobile home may be a very

practical enforcement tool, but some public utili-

ties might consider this an unreasonable burden

on their operations.37

Transportation Regulations: Every State

studied has limitations on the size of mobile

homes that can be transported upon the State's

highwaysâthe maximum dimensions permitted

generally being 8 feet in width, 13 feet in height,

and 55 feet in length. Larger units, however, may

be transported with special permission from

specified State officials. None of the State stat-

utes appeared to be unreasonably restrictive of

the movement of mobile homes; and probably

limitations on transportation are not a major bar-

rier to the use of mobile homes in rural areas.

Taxes: Most of the States studied have a

sales tax that is either expressly applicable to

the sale of mobile homes, or impliedly because

the mobile homes are considered personal prop-

erty. While Virginia excludes mobile homes from

application of the regular sales and use tax, they

are subject to the Virginia Motor Vehicles Sales

and Use Tax. At least four of the States have

use taxes that appear applicable to mobile

homes. Although generally a mobile home is

treated as personal property, West Virginia and

Mississippi use a different approach. ln the for-

mer State, when the mobile home is owner-occu-

pied and the owner also owns the land on which

it rests, the mobile home is classified as real es-

tate, whether or not the wheels have been

removed. However, if the mobile home is owner-

occupied and its owner does not own the land

on which it rests, the home is considered per-

sonal property. Mississippi follows a similar ap-

proach, except that the mobile homeowner who

owns the land has a choice of treating his mo-

bile home as either personal or real property.

Tax Assessment

ln some jurisdictions there is authority for

low tax assessments or tax valuation formulas

for certain favored uses. California, for example,

allows agricultural land to be valued for tax pur-

poses in terms of its farm use, even though it

might have a higher market value if subdivided

seems to provide an effective remedy. North Carolina's prohibition of an electrical connection for
a noncomplying mobile home may be a very
practical enforcement tool, but some public utilities might consider this an unreasonable burden
on their operations.' ;
Transportation Regulations: Every State
studied has limitations on the size of mobile
homes that can be transported upon the State's
highways-the maximum dimensions permitted
generally being 8 feet in width, 13 feet in height,
and 55 feet in length. Larger units, however, may
be transported with special permission from
specified State officials. None of the State statutes appeared to be unreasonably restrictive of
the movement of mobile homes; and probably
limitations on transportation are not a major barrier to the use of mobile homes in rural areas.
Taxes: Most of the States studied have a
sales tax that is either expressly applicable to
the sale of mobile homes, or impliedly because
the mobile homes are considered personal property. While Virginia excludes mobile homes from
application of the regular sales and use tax, they
are subject to the Virginia Motor Vehicles Sales
and Use Tax. At least four of the States have
use taxes that appear applicable to mobile
homes. Although generally a mobile home is
treated as personal property, West Virginia and
Mississippi use a different approach . In the former State, when the mobile home is owner-occupied and the owner also owns the land on which
it rests, the mobile home is classified as real estate, whether or not the wheels have been
removed. However, if the mobile home is owneroccupied and its owner does not own the land
on which it rests, the home is considered personal property. Mississippi follows a similar approach, except that the mObile homeowner who
owns the land has a choice of treating his mobile home as either personal or real property.

or otherwise developed. North Carolina has just

adopted similar legislation. However, none of the

seven States studied seem to vary from the "fair

Tax Assessment

market value" approach to tax valuation. Thus,

the tax valuation of rural housing cannot be

maintained at an artificially low level.

Welfare Lien Laws

Welfare lien laws are not in vogue in the

seven States studied. Only Kentucky has a gen-

eral welfare lien statute, under which first-class

cities which have paid general assistance to any

person through that city's department of public

welfare have a claim against his estate. This

claim has priority over all unsecured claims

In some jurisdictions there is authority for
low tax assessments or tax valuation formulas
for certain favored uses. California, for example,
allows agricultural land to be valued for tax purposes in terms of its farm use, even though it
might have a higher market value if subdivided
or otherwise developed. North Carolina has just
adopted similar legislation. However, none of the
seven States studied seem to vary from the "fair

market value" approach to tax valuation. Thus,
the tax valuation of rural housing cannot be
maintained at an artificially low level.

Welfare Lien Laws
Welfare lien laws are not in vogue in the
seven States studied. Only Kentucky has a general welfare lien statute, under which first-class
cities which have paid general assistance to any
person through that city's department of public
welfare have a claim against his estate. This
claim has priority over all unsecured claims
against his estate, except for burial expenses,
administration costs, expenses of his last illness,
and claims by the Commonwealth for assistance
rendered by it to the decedent. The lien is enforceable against all real estate and rights to real estate belonging to or thereafter acquired by a recipient of general assistance through the city's
department of public welfare. In short, the supply of rural housing in the States studied is not
impaired by welfare lien laws.

Repair or Demolition of Substandard or
Dilapidated Housing
All seven of the States have statutes which
under some circumstances give power to local
authorities to repair or demolish substandard
housing in slum areas. In some instances, this
power is granted in connection with urban renewal or public housing legislation and thus is
rather limited in scope. Arkansas provides that
fi rst-class cities have the power to order the removal or razing of buildings which have become
dilapidated, unsightly, unsafe, unsanitary, or detrimental to the public welfare; \, and Alabama
specifically authorizes its incorporated municipalities to adopt and enforce ordinances regulating repair and maintenance of all buildings used
for human occupancy, the number of occupants,
and the mode and manner of occupancy, and to
prohibit use and occupancy of buildings which
do not comply with the requirements of such
ordinances ."" Such grants of power to certain
municipal corporations may, by implication, raise
a question as to the existence of like power to
regulate substandard housing in rural areas outside the limits of any municipality.
Virginia grants local governments the authority to make improvements in slum areas and
claim a lien on the property for the cost of the

against his estate, except for burial expenses,

administration costs, expenses of his last illness,

and claims by the Commonwealth for assistance

rendered by it to the decedent. The lien is enfor-

., Even in North Carolina there may be Borne Question about the
legality 01 such a prOVision . see Dale v. Morgan/on . 2 70 N.C.
567, 155 S.E.2d 136 (1967) .

ceable against all real estate and rights to real es-

tate belonging to or thereafter acquired by a re-

cipient of general assistance through the city's

department of public welfare. ln short, the sup-
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1971).

improvements.10 Also, in that State local authori-

ties may close and demolish substandard build-

ings which an owner refuses to repair."

Kentucky and Tennessee have the most ex-

tensive legislation in this field.'- In almost

identical terms the two States authorize city and

county governments to adopt ordinances relating

to structures which are unfit for human habita-

tion. Under these ordinances, an appropriate

public official gives notice to an owner and con-

ducts a hearing on charges that his structure is

unfit for human habitation. Then the official

makes his findings of fact and issues an order

requiring the owner to repair, improve, or alter

the structure to make it fit for human habitation.

If, however, the repair, improvement, or altera-

tion will cost more than 50 percent of the value

of the structure in Kentuckyâor more than a

"reasonable cost" in Tennesseeâthen the owner

is ordered to remove or demolish the structure.

If the owner refuses to comply, then the public

official can take the appropriate action with re-

spect to the structure, and the costs incurred in

doing so are secured by a lien on the property.

None of the States studied makes express

provision for the appointment of a receiver to

take possession of substandard housing, collect

the rents, and apply them to the cost of making

repairs. Nor does any of these States provide for

any special housing courts or tribunals to con-

sider matters involving substandard housing.

Landlord and Tenant Law

In some jurisdictions, landlord and tenant

law has provided an important incentive for the

improvement of rental housing. As was recently

commented in a Tentative Draft of the Second

Restatement of the Law of Property: '3

The common law placed the risk on the tenant as to

im provements. 10 Also, in that State local authorities may close and demolish substandard buildings which an owner refuses to repair. '1
Kentucky and Tennessee have the most extensive legislation in this field.'~ In almost
identical terms the two States authorize city and
county governments to adopt ordinances relating
to structures which are unfit for human habitation. Under these ordinances, an appropriate
public official gives notice to an owner and conducts a hearing on charges that his structure is
unfit for human habitation. Then the official
makes his findings of fact and issues an order
requiring the owner to repair, improve, or alter
the structure to make it fit for human habitation.
If, however, the repair, improvement, or alteration will cost more than 50 percent of the value
of the structure in Kentucky-or more than a
"reasonable cost" in Tennessee-then the owner
is ordered to remove or demolish the structure.
If the owner refuses to comply, then the public
official can take the appropriate action with respect to the structure, and the costs incurred in
dOing so are secured by a lien on the property.
None of the States studied makes express
provision for the appOintment of a receiver to
take possession of substandard housing, collect
the rents, and apply them to the cost of making
repairs. Nor does any of these States provide for
any special housing courts or tribunals to consider matters involving substandard housing.

whether the condition of the leased property made it un-

suitable lor the use contemplated by the parties. In recent

years, the definite judicial trend has been in the direction

Landlord and Tenant Law

of increasing the responsibility of the landlord, in the ab-

sence of a valid contrary agreement, to provide the tenant

with property in a condition suitable for the use contem-

plated by the parties. This judicial trend has been sup-

ported by the statutes that deal with this problem. This ju-

dicial and statutory trend is sound because it is more likely

In some jurisdictions, landlord and tenant
law has provided an important incentive for the
improvement of rental housing. As was recently
commented in a Tentative Draft of the Second
Restatement of the Law of Property: ,:I

that safer and healthier rental property will be available un-

der the view evidenced by the trend than under the old view.

At least 15 States allow a tenant to withhold

or suspend rental payments under varying cir-

cumstances when the premises leased are defec-

tive or uninhabitable." The Uniform Residential

Landlord and Tenant Act, which in 1972 was pro-

mulgated by the National Conference of Commis-

sioners on Uniform Laws, also gives relief to a

tenant. 'â¢'â¢ However, none of the seven States

studied has any such provision in their law; and

apparently a tenant is not entitled to withhold or

The common law placed the risk on the tenant as to
whether the condition of the leased property made it unsuitable for the use contemplated by the parties. In recent
years, the definite judicial trend has been in the direction
of increasing the responsibility of the landlord, in the absence of a valid contrary agreement, to provide the tenant
with property in a condition suitable for the use contemplated by the parties. This judicial trend has been supported by the statutes that deal with this problem. This judicial and statutory trend is sound because it is more likely
that safer and healthier rental property will be available under the view evidenced by the trend than under the old view.

for defects in the premises leased unless the de-

fects reach the magnitude of a constructive evic-

tion.

tle change in the law of any of these States with

respect to the landlord and tenant relationship.

Kentucky,'" Virginia,47 and West Virginia,48

Fire Insurance
Among the seven States studied, Virginia
alone seems to have adopted a program to make
fire insurance available in substandard areas,
where otherwise it might not be available. The
Virginia program is limited to urban areas and
specifically excludes property used for farming ..f9
However, it might provide a model for a similar
program in rural areas if fire insurance became
unobtainable there at reasonable rates.
Under the Virginia plan, the property, which
may include both real and personal property,
must meet certain qualifications and must be in
compliance with State laws and with local building codes and ordinances. Property meeting
those qualifications is inspected by an inspection
bureau created for that purpose. The authorized
insurers in Virginia are to formulate and administer a program for the equitable distribution and
placement of applications for fire and extended
coverage insurance for qualified property. To implement the program, insurers are authorized to
form a direct insurance association. If, however,
the State Corporation Commission finds that the
program devised by the insurers is failing to pro.. Id. at 167-68.
.. Uniform ReSidential Landlord and Tenant Act
2.103, 2.104,
4.106 (1970) .
.. Ky. Rev. Stat. I 344.360 (Supp. 1972) .
., Virginia Fair Housing Law, Va. Code §§36-86 et seq. (Supp .
1973).
.. W. Va. Code Ann. I 5-11-9 (1971).
•• Va. Code II 3'~ti 1~,'1 ' ('~I ' '1 970). The Basic. Property Insuranc~ , L r:lpp,~,I,i'
'I.'}d. P!ace l!len\
Ian and JOint Underwriting
A..ct\lr~qi rtli h~ Tti (j)fg. It. ~I . ,
sociatlon to be formed.

n

suspend his rent payments or secure other relief

Indeed, for the most part there has been lit-

At least 15 States allow a tenant to withhold
or suspend rental payments under varying circumstances when the premises leased are defective or uninhabitable." The Uniform Residential
Landlord and Tenant Act, which in 1972 was promulgated by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform Laws, also gives relief to a
tenant. ,:, However, none of the seven States
studied has any such provision in their law; and
apparently a tenant is not entitled to withhold or
suspend his rent payments or secure other relief
for defects in the premises leased unless the defects reach the magnitude of a constructive eviction.
Indeed, for the most part there has been little change in the law of any of these States with
respect to the landlord and tenant relationship.
Virginia,~7
and West Virginia,·"
Kentucky. '"
however, have adopted civil rights legislation
which, among other things, prohibits various
types of discrimination in renting.

.. Va. Code § 15.1-11.2 (1970).
t\ W. Va. Code Ann. §§ 16-18--4, 16-18-5, & 16-18-8 (1972).
U Ky. Rev. Stal. It 80.620-80.720; Tenn. Code Ann. § 13-1203 1955).
os Tentative Oral! No.1, Reata ement of t e \.. aw S e ~9. n d , Prope rty
167 (March 23, 1973).

however, have adopted civil rights legislation

which, among other things, prohibits various

types of discrimination in renting.
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vide adequate insurance for qualified property,

the commission may order creation of a joint un-

derwriting association. ln that event, all insurers

authorized to write fire and extended coverage in

the State must become members of the associa-

tion as a condition for doing business. That as-

sociation will have the power to cause its mem-

bers to issue policies to applicants, assume

reinsurance from members, and cede reinsur-

ance. The extent of participation of member in-

surers in the association shall be in proportion

to the member's total yearly premiums.

Usury Laws

The seven States ranged from Arkansas and

Tennessee, which have a maximum interest rate

prescribed in their State constitutions, to Vir-

vide adequate insurance for qualified property,
the commission may order creation of a joint underwriting association. In that event. all insurers
authorized to write fire and extended coverage in
the State must become members of the association as a condition for doing business. That association will have the power to cause its members to issue policies to applicants. assume
reinsurance from members, and cede reinsurance. The extent of participation of member insurers in the association shall be in proportion
to the member's total yearly premiums.

ginia, which sets no ceiling on the interest rates

in first mortgages or deeds of trust on real

Usury Laws

estate.50 ln five of the States, loans insured

through the Federal Housing Administration and

the Veterans Administration are exempted from

the State usury restrictions. Tennessee and Ar-

kansas grant no such exemption. Thus, if interest

rates on FHA or VA loans rise above the maxi-

mum rates permitted by the usury laws of those

two States, such loans would be unfeasible. Vir-

ginia not only exempts VA and FHA loans, but

also those which are insured by any other Fed-

eral agency or organization and loans made pur-

suant to the requirements of the Federal Home

Loan Mortgage Corporation. This last exemption

could be important in connection with loans by

savings and loan associations. ln Virginia, of

course, this exemption would not be as impor-

tant as it might be elsewhere, since usually a

federally insured loan will be secured by a first

mortgage or deed of trust on real estateâin

which event it would not fall under the Virginia

usury laws in the first place.

Both Kentucky and Alabama relax the usury

limitations for loans that exceed a certain thresh-

oldâperhaps on the reasoning that a borrower

of large amounts does not need the protection of

usury statutes. Thus, Kentucky permits any spec-

ified rate of interest when the obligation exceeds

$25,000. ln Alabama, when corporate borrowers

are involved, the maximum permissible interest

â¢â¢'V.i. Code Â§61-3191 (1973), which exempts first mortgages and

deeds of trust on real estate from usury restrictions does not

apply if the interest rate "varies in accordance with any

exterior standard," or "cannot be ascertained from the con-

tract without reference to any exterior circumstances or docu-

ments." Virginia does not apply its usury laws to corporations

and certain other organizations. ld. at I 36.1-327 (1973).

rate is 15 percent on any loan greater than

$10,000 but less than $100,000; where other bor-

rowers are involved and the loan exceeds

$100,000, the lender may charge as much as 15

The seven States ranged from Arkansas and
Tennessee, which have a maximum interest rate
prescribed in their State constitutions, to Virginia, which sets no ceiling on the interest rates
in first mortgages or deeds of trust on real
estate. -·II In five of the States, loans insured
through the Federal Housing Administration and
the Veterans Administration are exempted from
the State usury restrictions. Tennessee and Arkansas grant no such exemption. Thus, if interest
rates on FHA or VA loans rise above the maximum rates permitted by the usury laws of those
two States, such loans would be unfeasible. Virginia not only exempts VA and FHA loans, but
also those which are insured by any other Federal agency or organization and loans made pursuant to the requirements of the Federal Home
Loan Mortgage Corporation. This last exemption
could be important in connection with loans by
savings and loan associations. In Virginia, of
course, this exemption would not be as important as it might be elsewhere, since usually a
federally insured loan will be secured by a first
mortgage or deed of trust on real estate-in
which event it would not fall under the Virginia
usury laws in the first place.
Both Kentucky and Alabama relax the usury
limitations for loans that exceed a certain threshold-perhaps on the reasoning that a borrower
of large amounts does not need the protection of
usury statutes. Thus. Kentucky permits any specified rate of interest when the obligation exceeds
$25,000 . In Alabama, when corporate borrowers
are involved. the maximum permissible interest

percent. The special treatment of corporate bor-

rowers also probably reflects a view that a cor-

poration is not as needful of protection as is an

individual.

For purposes of determining the interest

ceiling, all seven States include discount points

in interest. ln at least six of the States, simple

amortization is used to determine whether inclu-

.. Va. Code § 61-3191 (1973). which exempts first mortgages and
deeds of trust on real estate from usury restrictions does not
apply i f the interest rate ·'varies in accordance with any
exterior standard .. · or ·'cannot be ascertained from the can·
tract without reference to any exterior circ umstances e r docu·
ments."' Virginia does no t apply it s uSll ry law s to co rpo rat ions
and certain other o rg aniza ti o ns. Id _ at § 36_1-327 (1 973) .

sion of discount points makes the interest rate

usurious. The major difference among the States

concerns the way in which each defines "points"

for purposes of the usury statutes. ln the major-
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rate is 15 percent on any loan greater than
$10.000 but less than $100,000; where other borrowers are involved and the loan exceeds
$100,000, the lender may charge as much as 15
percent. The special treatment of corporate borrowers also probably reflects a view that a corporation is not as needful of protection as is an
individual.
For purposes of determining the interest
ceiling. all seven States include discount pOints
in interest. In at least six of the States, simple
amortization is used to determine whether inclusion of discount pOints makes the interest rate
usurious. The major difference among the States
concerns the way in which each defines "points"
for purposes of the usury statutes. In the majority-West Virginia, Virginia, Tennessee, Kentucky.
and Mississippi-it seems clear that whatever
pOints the lender receives are counted as interest for usury purposes. In Arkansas. however, it
is uncertain from the most recent cases whether
points received from sources other than the borrower are includible in interest under the usury
laws. In Alabama, contrariwise, points must be
paid by the borrower to be includible in interest
insofar as usury is concerned. If a State does
not exempt FHA and VA loans from its usual interest ceilings, its treatment of pOints for usury
purposes may be especially significant, since
FHA loans frequently involve a payment of pOints
to the mortgage lender by the seller-but, of
course, not directly by the borrower.
A time-price doctrine has been recognized
in many States as an exception to the usury
laws, apparently on a theory that a seller may
set whatever terms he chooses for a credit sale
and will not be deemed to have engaged in
usury, even though his credit price exceeds the
cash price by an amount producing a return far
in excess of the interest usually allowable. This
exception can be quite important in installment
sales of realty or of mobile homes. Kentucky,
Mississippi, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia recognize the time-price exception to their
usury laws. In Alabama, a time-price differential
may be subject to the consumer finance law
which limits the permissible rate of finance
charges.
Arkansas, whose usury laws reflect a strong
policy embodied in the State constitution, has
also recognized the time-price doctrine. However, an Arkansas Supreme Court decision now
limits the scope of the exception.,·l There. the
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court concluded that if a seller reasonably antici-

pated that the commercial paper resulting from a

sale would be discounted and increased his

sales price accordingly, then the transaction

really constituted a loan by the lender who dis-

counted the paper and so could be attacked as

usurious. Some of the other States involved in

the study might be willing to accept this Arkan-

sas view if the issue were raised there.

Usury laws may be seen from at least two

different standpointsânamely, either as a pro-

tection for the necessitous borrower against ex-

tortionate lenders or as an inhibition on the

availability of capital. Obviously the seven States

differ markedly in their perception of the relative

importance of these two perspectives. Perhaps

none of the others would be willing to follow Vir-

ginia in relying solely on competitive forces to

maintain reasonable interest ceilings on first-

mortgage real estate loans. Where FHA and VA

loans are involved, however, the controls imposed

by the Federal agencies should provide adequate

protection, and there should be no need to in-

voke usury laws. Thus, to the extent permitted by

applicable State constitutions, the legislature

should make an exception to usury laws for FHA

and VA loans. The exception probably should be

broadly stated to include other types of loans

which have elements of Federal supervisionâ

such as those loans committed by savings and

loan associations to the Federal Home Loan

Mortgage Corporation.'1- At the very least, the

wording of any exception should be carefully

studied to assure that it clearly extends to all

those types of loans that fall within the policy of

the exception. After all, lenders are usually con-

servative; an exception, to be of value, should

leave no uncertainty as to its scope.

If the policy of the usury laws is accepted at

all, the time-price doctrine provides an enormous

loophole that probably cannot be justified solely

in terms of the view that a seller may set his

own price. Where a sellerâlike so manyâis reg-

ularly engaged in discounting the commercial

paper resulting from his sales transactions and

has adjusted his time-price accordingly, there is

a good basis for adopting the Arkansas view that

usury laws apply. At the very least, legislatures

might well express their own intent concerning

the applicability of the time-price exception to

such transactions.

a Virginia has a clear exemption from usury statutes for any loan

"made pursuant to the requirements of the Federal Home

Loan Mortgage Corporation." Va. Code { 6.1-328 (1973). No

other State studied provided a corresponding exemption.

Whether a corporationâespecially a small

corporationâis so different from an individual

person that it should automatically fall outside

the usury laws in whole or in part might also be

questioned. Certainly where a loan to an individ-

ual is disguised by having him form a corpora-

court concluded that if a seller reasonably anticipated that the commercial paper resulting from a
sale would be discounted and increased his
sales price accordingly, then the transaction
really constituted a loan by the lender who discounted the paper and so could be attacked as
usurious. Some of the other States involved in
the study might be willing to accept this Arkansas view if the issue were raised there.
Usury laws may be seen from at least two
different standpoints-namely, either as a protection for the necessitous borrower against extortionate lenders or as an inhibition on the
availability of capital. Obviously the seven States
differ markedly in their perception of the relative
importance of these two perspectives. Perhaps
none of the others would be willing to follow Virginia in relying solely on competitive forces to
maintain reasonable interest ceilings on firstmortgage real estate loans. Where FHA and VA
loans are involved, however, the controls imposed
by the Federal agencies should provide adequate
protection, and there should be no need to invoke usury laws. Thus, to the extent permitted by
applicable State constitutions, the legislature
should make an exception to usury laws for FHA
and VA loans. The exception probably should be
broadly stated to include other types of loans
which have elements of Federal supervisionsuch as those loans committed by savings and
loan associations to the Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation.:'~ At the very least, the
wording of any exception should be carefully
studied to assure that it clearly extends to all
those types of loans that fall within the policy of
the exception. After all, lenders are usually conservative; an exception, to be of value, should
leave no uncertainty as to its scope.
If the policy of the usury laws is accepted at
all, the time-price doctrine provides an enormous
loophole that probably cannot be justified solely
in terms of the view that a seller may set his
own price. Where a seller-like so many-is regularly engaged in discounting the commercial
paper resulting from his sales transactions and
has adjusted his time-price accordingly, there is
a good basis for adopting the Arkansas view that
usury laws apply. At the very least, legislatures
might well express their own intent concerning
the applicability of the time-price exception to
such transactions.

tion and apply for the loan in the corporate

name, there is considerable reason to apply the

usury lawsâunless, of course, the basic philoso-

phy of those laws is rejected from the outset.

Lending Institutions

Often the terms of usury laws are less sig-

•• Virginia has a clear exemption Irom usury statutes lor any loan
"made pursuant to the requirements 01 t he Federal Home
Loan Mortgage Corp ora tio n. " Va . Code § 6. 1- 3'28 (0973) . No
other State studied p rovid ed a Co rre sponding exe mpti on.

Whether a corporation-especially a small
corporation-is so different from an individual
person that it should automatically fall outside
the usury laws in whole or in part might also be
questioned. Certainly where a loan to an individual is disguised by having him form a corporation and apply for the loan in the corporate
name, there is considerable reason to apply the
usury laws-unless, of course, the basic philosophy of those laws is rejected from the outset.

Lending Institutions
Often the terms of usury laws are less significant to a borrower than the availability of financial institutions to make loans. One factor that
affects this availability is the presence or
absence of branch banking in the State. The
seven States studied fall into three categories:
(1) Branch banking not allowed; (2) branch banking allowed if certain requirements are met and
there is approval by appropriate State officials;
and (3) branch banking allowed automatically if
certain conditions are met. Only West Virginia
fits in the first category; it prohibits all types of
branch banks and engagement in business at
any other place besides the principal office.
In the second and largest category are Kentucky, Mississippi, Tennessee, and Virginia. Virginia provides that the State Corporation
Commission, when satisfied that the public
convenience and necessity will be served, may
authorize banks having unimpaired capital of a
certain amount to establish branches within the
limits of the city or county in which the parent
bank is located, or to establish branches elsewhere by merger with banks located in another
city or county. (This merger provision appears to
be unique to Virginia among the States studied.)
Kentucky's law is similar, except that: (a) The
Commissioner of Banking must find that there is
a reasonable probability of successful operation
of the branch, as well as that it would be in the
public interest to establish it; (b) there must not
be another existing bank in the area; and (c)
there is no provision allowing branches outside
the city or county of the principal office. Mississippi's approach is different. It uses a noncounty
radial measurement; and a branch may be authorized within 100 miles of the principal office.
However, the parent bank must first obtain from
the State Comptroller, Attorney General, and
Governor, or a majority thereof, a certificate that
public convenience and necessity will be promoted by et: a~ . jsf.l:rlfl It ,wf such a bank. Tennessee I ~
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nificant to a borrower than the availability of fi-

nancial institutions to make loans. One factor that

affects this availability is the presence or
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ing to approve branch offices; but no branch

may be set up outside the county where the

principal office is located.

ln the last category are Arkansas and Ala-

bama. A bank in Arkansas may establish a

branch if several requirements are metânamely,

that the branch is within the county where the

main office is located, that there is no other

chartered bank within a certain distance from

the branch, and that the bank has specified capi-

tal. ln Alabama, the prohibition against branch

banking does not apply if branch banking has

been authorized in the county or if that county

had a population of 200,000 persons or more in

the last national census.93

ln short, five of the seven States do not

allow branch banking beyond the limits of the

county where the bank's principal office is lo-

cated. Virginia permits it in connection with cer-

tain mergers, while only Mississippi seems to

allow it rather generally. Thus, in the area stud-

ied branch banking does not play a major role in

the availability of funds for rural housing.

There is a wide range of State positions

concerning jurisdictional limits on lending by

State-chartered savings and loan associations.

On the one hand, Kentucky, Tennessee, and

West Virginia do not limit the lending area; on

the other, Virginia provides that the borrower

must be within the State. On middle ground are

Alabama, which provides for a geographical limi-

tationâwithin 50 miles of the home office of the

association but not limited by the State bounda-

riesâand Mississippi, which generally limits

loans to an in-State borrower but provides that

exceptions may be made. As to Arkansas, the

question does not seem to be clearly covered by

the State statutes.

For federally chartered savings and loan as-

sociations, the loan radius is 100 miles and may

include other States.51 While the 100-mile loan

radius also applies to branch offices, the loan

must then be within the State. A Federal savings

and loan association which has been converted

from a State-chartered association may also con-

tinue to make loans in the area which it pre-

viously served.5'

ln two of the States, Arkansas and Alabama,

a bank may make loans secured by a mortgage

"See Security Trust & Savings Bank v. Marlon County Bank Co.,

253 So. 2d 17 (1971), where the Alabama Supreme Court

reaffirmed that travel banking could only be conducted

countywide.

M 12 C.F.R. 545.6-fl (1973).

â¢ld.

on real estate without statutory limitations or

directions other than those relating to loans in

general. The other States, however, have more

specific limitations on real estate loans, the most

ing to approve branch offices; but no branch
may be set up outside the county where the
principal office is located.
In the last category are Arkansas and Alabama. A bank in Arkansas may establish a
branch if several requirements are met-namely,
that the branch is within the county where the
main office is located, that there is no other
chartered bank within a certain distance from
the branch, and that the bank has specified capital. In Alabama, the prohibition against branch
banking does not apply if branch banking has
been authorized in the county or if that county
had a population of 200,000 persons or more in
the last national census. 53
In short, five of the seven States do not
allow branch banking beyond the limits of the
county where the bank's principal office is located. Virginia permits it in connection with certain mergers, while only Mississippi seems to
allow it rather generally. Thus, in the area studied branch banking does not playa major role in
the availability of funds for rural housing.
There is a wide range of State positions
concerning jurisdictional limits on lending by
State-chartered savings and loan associations.
On the one hand, Kentucky, Tennessee, and
West Virginia do not limit the lending area; on
the other, Virginia provides that the borrower
must be within the State. On middle ground are
Alabama, which provides for a geographical limitation-within 50 miles of the home office of the
association but not limited by the State boundaries-and Mississippi, which generally limits
loans to an in-State borrower but provides that
exceptions may be made. As to Arkansas, the
question does not seem to be clearly covered by
the State statutes.
For federally chartered savings and loan associations, the loan radius is 100 miles and may
include other States. 51 While the 100-mile loan
radius also applies to branch offices, the loan
must then be within the State. A Federal savings
and loan association which has been converted
from a State-chartered association may also continue to make loans in the area which it previously served. 55
In two of the States, Arkansas and Alabama,
a bank may make loans secured by a mortgage

common concerning the maximum period during

which property may be held. Four States have a

time limitation of 5 or 10 years on the retention

of real estate which is conveyed to a bank in

satisfaction of a borrower's debts or is pur-

chased at a judgment sale; but the period may

be extended by an appropriate official. Kentucky

See Security Trust & Savings Bank v. Marion County Bank Co.,
253 So. 2d 17 (1971), where the Alebama Supreme Court
reaffirmed that travel banking could only be conducted
countywide.
.. 12 C.F.R. 545.6-6 (1973).
Mid.
53

has an absolute maximum of 10 years.

All seven States limit the percentage of the

capital assets which a bank can lend to any one

person or entity; and all provide for exceptions
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on real estate without statutory limitations or
directions other than those relating to loans in
general. The other States, however, have more
specific limitations on real estate loans, the most
common concerning the maximum period during
which property may be held. Four States have a
time limitation of 5 or 10 years on the retention
of real estate which is conveyed to a bank in
satisfaction of a borrower's debts or is purchased at a judgment sale; but the period may
be extended by an appropriate official. Kentucky
has an absolute maximum of 10 years.
All seven States limit the percentage of the
capital assets which a bank can lend to anyone
person or entity; and all provide for exceptions
to that limitation. Kentucky provides that its normal 20 percent limitation is not binding if a borrower pledges good collateral with the bank or
executes a mortgage upon real estate as security for the loan; in that event, the limitation is 30
percent. Tennessee allows a borrower to obtain
more than the normal maximum of 15 percent of
the bank's capital assets-up to 25 percent-if
each specific loan in a higher amount is approved in advance by the board of directors or
by the finance committee of the bank. In all of
the States, the loan limitation does not apply to
loans to certain governmental units; and three of
the States include both municipalities and counties among the government units exempted from
the loan limitation. Also, Arkansas specifically includes housing authorities among the entities to
which a bank's loan limitation does not apply.
Because the restrictions on branch banking
in the seven States would tend to prevent the
growth of very large banks, the loan limitations
would probably be of more significance than in
jurisdictions where branch banking flourishes.
Regardless of loan limitations, however, it is not
likely that a bank would lend a very substantial
portion of its assets to a single borrower to develop and construct rural housing. Of course.
where the loan limits do present a problem in
financing a particular transaction. a bank may
seek to obtain participation in the loan by other
banks.
All but one of the States require that every
real estate loan of a savings and loan (or bUilding and loan) association be secured by a mortgage or other instrument constituting a first lien
upon the real estate securing the loan. If the association itself already holds a prior lien, then
additional or supplementary advances secured
by .a sec I ~ oi~& ~~ 91r would be considered
equlv ~R E I
I(~ I rNPurposes of these

tjt ·

loan requirements. Probably a "wraparound

mortgage" would not qualify as a first lien for

purposes of these statutes, although the statutes

do not deal specifically with the question.56

West Virginia apparently does not require by

statute that a savings and loan obtain a first lien

to secure its loan.

Several States provide that a real estate

loan by a savings and loan association is not to

exceed a certain proportion of the value of the

real estate. In Tennessee, the loan is not to ex-

ceed two-thirds of the value of the real estate,

as determined by the board of directors of the

savings and loan association; however, this limi-

tation does not apply to mortgage loans insured

by the Federal Housing Administration. In West

Virginia, the percentage requirement on a real

estate loan by a savings and loan association is

95 percent, with an exception for loans insured

or guaranteed by the Federal Government. Vir-

ginia's ceiling is based not only on percentage

but also on actual monetary value. Except as

otherwise provided in the statutes, no real estate

loan can exceed $45,000 on each home or 90

percent of the value of the real estate up to

$50,000. As in the case of Tennessee and West

Virginia, there is an exception to these limita-

tions for loans insured or guaranteed by a Fed-

eral agency.

None of the seven States has express statu-

tory provisions either permitting or prohibiting

"flexible" or "open-end" mortgages or deeds of

trust on real estate. Alabama, however, does

permit open-end credit plans and, by analogy,

might therefore be receptive to open-end mort-

gages.

Health and Safety Regulations

All seven States attempt in some ways to

regulate the building industry for the general

purpose of public health and safety. The applica-

ble regulations may be found in the health and

safety statutes of some States and in the profes-

sional and occupational statutes of others. For

the most part, the States have delegated to mu-

loan requirements. Probably a "wraparound
mortgage" would not qualify as a first lien for
purposes of these statutes, although the statutes
do not deal specifically with the question.~·6
West Virginia apparently does not require by
statute that a savings and loan obtain a first lien
to secure its loan.
Several States provide that a real estate
loan by a savings and loan association is not to
exceed a certain proportion of the value of the
real estate. In Tennessee, the loan is not to exceed two-thirds of the value of the real estate,
as determined by the board of directors of the
savings and loan association; however, this limitation does not apply to mortgage loans insured
by the Federal Housing Administration. In West
Virginia, the percentage requirement on a real
estate loan by a savings and loan association is
95 percent, with an exception for loans insured
or guaranteed by the Federal Government. Virginia's ceiling is based not only on percentage
but also on actual monetary value. Except as
otherwise provided in the statutes, no real estate
loan can exceed $45,000 on each home or 90
percent of the value of the real estate up to
$50,000. As in the case of Tennessee and West
Virginia, there is an exception to these limitations for loans insured or guaranteed by a Federal agency.
None of the seven States has express statutory provisions either permitting or prohibiting
"flexible" or "open-end" mortgages or deeds of
trust on real estate. Alabama, however, does
permit open-end credit plans and, by analogy,
might therefore be receptive to open-end mortgages.

nicipal and often to county governments the au-

thority to establish building and housing codes

and to regulate contractors, plumbers, and elec-

Health and Safety Regulations

tricians. None of the States has enacted a state-

wide minimum housing code, although the au-

thority to enact such codes is frequently vested

in municipalities.

Five States have promulgated some type of

statewide fire code or have authorized a Slate

fire marshal to do so. Arkansas and Mississippi

have no statewide guidelines, but clearly author-

ize municipalities to enact and enforce their own

codes. Arkansas has a uniform plumbing code

administered by the State health department.

All seven States have legislation concerning

installation of water and waste systems; but, ex-

cept for Tennessee, these statutes have little re-

lation to lot size. As with health laws generally,

All seven States attempt in some ways to
regulate the building industry for the general
purpose of public health and safety. The applicable regulations may be found in the health and
safety statutes of some States and in the professional and occupational statutes of others. For
the most part, the States have delegated to municipal and often to county governments the authority to establish building and housing codes
and to regulate contractors, plumbers, and electricians. None of the States has enacted a statewide minimum housing code, although the au-

thority to enact such codes is frequently vested
in municipalities.
Five States have promulgated some type of
statewide fire code or have authorized a State
fire marshal to do so. Arkansas and Mississippi
have no statewide guidelines, but clearly authorize municipalities to enact and enforce their own
codes. Arkansas has a uniform plumbing code
administered by the State health department.
All seven States have legislation concerning
installation of water and waste systems; but, except for Tennessee, these statutes have little relation to lot size. As with health laws generally,
regulatory responsibilities are primarily entrusted
to local health boards and sanitation districts,
subject only to general regulations of State
health departments and performance standards
imposed by State environmental and natural resources commissions.
In Tennessee, lot size requirements and
their relationship to public water supplies are expressly dealt with by statute. When public water
is available, the minimum lot size is 7,500 square
feet; otherwise, it is 15,000 square feet. Additional lot sizes may be required when percolation tests indicate that the soil will not absorb
the sewage/'7
In Alabama, where regulation of water and
waste systems is left largely in the hands of
county health boards, these boards may require
installation of plumbing facilities conforming to
the rules of the State board of health and also
may require connections to sanitary sewers
where deemed necessary."" Issuance of permits
for installation of plumbing in structures outside
the jurisdiction of a municipality depends on
meeting statewide requirements, and inspection
is done by the county health boards. Also, in Alabama, water authorities may be created on a
countywide basis and so, often, are water suppliers for rural dwellings.
In Kentucky, the Department of Environmental Protection is chiefly responsible for water and
waste system control; but responsibility is
shared locally with sanitation districts. Once a
sanitation district is established in Kentucky, no
person or public corporation may install within
the district any laterals, trunk lines, interceptors
for the collection or discharge of sewage or
other liquid waste, treatment or disposal works,
until such plans have been submitted and ap-

regulatory responsibilities are primarily entrusted

to local health boards and sanitation districts,

subject only to general regulations of State

health departments and performance standards

imposed by State environmental and natural re-

... The "wrap-around mortgage" is discussed in Gunning , The
Wrap·around Mortgage . .. Friend or .F.O.? 2 Real Estate
Review 5 (No. 2 1972) . Note, Wra p·aro und Financing: A
Technique lor Skirting the Usury Laws?, 1972 Dulce L.J. 785.

., See Tenn. Co e , Ann. §. 5;3-2012 (1966). repealed as of July 1,
1973 by a w . 1 t. ruJlo p
May 22, 1973, chapter no. 188,
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sources commissions.

In Tennessee, lot size requirements and

their relationship to public water supplies are ex-
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proved by the board of directors of the sanita-

tion district and by the Department of Environ-

mental Protection.59 Similarly, in Tennessee, no

person may install, permit to be installed, or

maintain any cross-connection, auxiliary intake,

bypass, or interconnection, unless the source

and quality of water from the auxiliary supply,

method of connection, auxiliary intake, bypass,

or interconnection has been approved by the

State department of public health.60 ln Virginia,

any person constructing a sewage system or

water supply system having three or more

connections must first obtain the approval of the

county's governing body.

ln their subdivision control legislation, both

Virginia and Tennessee specifically deal with

water supply and waste disposal. ln Virginia, the

county board of supervisors may require a sub-

divider or land developer to pay a pro rata share

of the cost of providing reasonable and neces-

sary sewage and drainage located outside the

property limits of the developer but necessitated

at least in part by the construction or improve-

ment of his property.61 This sort of regulation is

not unusual; similar regulations probably exist

frequently at the local level in the other States in

the form of subdivision controls and zoning ordi-

nances.

On May 22, 1973, Tennessee adopted new

legislation regulating subsurface sewage dis-

posal systems and subdivisions using such

systems.62 For these purposes a subdivision

need consist only of two building lots. The Ten-

nessee Commissioner of Public Health is to su-

pervise the systems and establish standards for

them. No county register shall file a subdivision

plan that has not been approved by the Commis-

sioner or local health authorities; and construc-

tion of a house without approval of the subsur-

face sewage disposal systems is forbidden.

All seven States have enacted some

environmental protection lawsâusually establish-

ing a single umbrella agency but in some cases

creating separate commissions to deal independ-

ently with air and water pollution. The primary

thrust of both the water and air pollution control

statutes is to establish minimum standards for

purity of the State's water and air resources.

Most of these acts are concerned with dis-

Â» Ky. Rev. Stat. Â§ 220.260 (1969).

" Tenn. Code Ann. Â§ 53-2004 (1966).

" Va. Code Ann. Â§Â§ 15.1-326. 15.1-341.

"Chapter No. 188, Public Acts of 1973, enacted May 22, 1973 and

effective July 1, 1973, which repeals and replaces Tenn. Code

Ann. Â§Â§ 53-2009-53-2016.

charges, directly or indirectly, into the State's

water and air. Their effect on rural housing

would seem relatively minor, except that compli-

ance will involve additional development costs

proved by the board of directors of the sanitation district and by the Department of Environmental Protection. f•9 Similarly, in Tennessee, no
person may install, permit to be installed, or
maintain any cross-connection, auxiliary intake,
bypass, or interconnection, unless the source
and quality of water from the auxiliary supply,
method of connection, auxiliary intake, bypass,
or interconnection has been approved by the
State department of public health.~o In Virginia,
any person constructing a sewage system or
water supply system having three or more
connections must first obtain the approval of the
county's governing body.
In their subdivision control legislation, both
Virginia and Tennessee specifically deal with
water supply and waste disposal. In Virginia,the
county board of supervisors may require a subdivider or land developer to pay a pro rata share
of the cost of providing reasonable and necessary sewage and drainage located outside the
property limits of the developer but necessitated
at least in part by the construction or improvement of his property.6! This sort of regulation is
not unusual; similar regulations probably exist
frequently at the local level in the other States in
the form of subdivision controls and zoning ordinances.
On May 22, 1973, Tennessee adopted new
legislation regulating subsurface sewage disposal systems and subdivisions using such
systems.r.~ For these purposes a subdivision
need consist only of two building lots. The Tennessee Commissioner of Public Health is to supervise the systems and establish standards for
them. No county register shall file a subdivision
plan that has not been approved by the Commissioner or local health authorities; and construction of a house without approval of the subsurface sewage disposal systems is forbidden.
All seven States have enacted some
environmental protection laws-usually establishing a single umbrella agency but in some cases
creating separate commissions to deal independently with air and water pollution. The primary
thrust of both the water and air pollution control
statutes is to establish minimum standards for
purity of the State's water and air resources.
Most of these acts are concerned with dis-

charges, directly or indirectly, into the State's
water and air. Their effect on rural housing
would seem relatively minor, except that compliance will involve additional development costs
that ultimately will be passed along to the homebuyer or tenant.
Perhaps the most important comment to be
made about the environmental protection laws of
the seven States is that none of them has any
requirement for environmental impact statements
remotely comparable to that imposed by the new
California Environmental Quality Act, which is
drastically affecting the construction industry in
that State.
Of course, direct governmental regulation is
not the only way in which environmental requirements are given effect. Lenders can impose requirements-for example, concerning waste and
water systems-as a condition for making loans.
Undoubtedly, government agencies like FHA, VA,
and the Farmers Home Administration, which are
involved in providing credit for home construction, will be increasingly concerned with the environmental features of the housing for which
they furnish assistance. In the seven States studied, the requirements of these agencies may well
have more effect on rural housing than the environmental regulations of State and local agencies.

Federal Programs and Restrictions
Several of the sections of this report
concern some of the Federal laws and regulations that might be relevant to rural housingsuch as the laws regulating real estate loans by
federally chartered savings and loan associations, Federal laws governing real estate loans
by national banks, and the provisions governing
the availability of FHA mortgage insurance. No
attempt will be made here to analyze these different provisions. Nor does the report discuss
the regulations of the Farmers Homes Administration, as set forth in 7 C.F.R. 1800.1 et seq. Instead, the goal of this Report is to identify the
provisions of State law in the jurisdictions studied which may either aid or hinder the effort to
provide a more adequate supply of decent, safe,
and sanitary rural housing.

that ultimately will be passed along to the home-

buyer or tenant.

Perhaps the most important comment to be

made about the environmental protection laws of

the seven States is that none of them has any

requirement for environmental impact statements

remotely comparable to that imposed by the new

Sf Ky. Rev. Stat. § 220.260 (1969) .
.. Tenn. Code Ann. § 53-2004 (1966).
., Va. Code Ann. §I 15.1-326, 15 .1-341 .
.. Chapter No. 188. Public Acta 01 1973, enacted May 22. 1973 and
effective July 1. 1973. which repeals and replaces Tenn. Code
Ann. §§ 53-2009--53-2016,

drastically affecting the construction industry in

Of course, direct governmental regulation is

Among the States studied, several have recently made some significant advances toward
improving ·hlt IIFI- Il-lgll supply-both rural and
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that State.
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urban. The formation of statewide housing devel-

opment corporations, which can provide loans,

mortgage insurance, and technical assistance is

one such step forward. Another is the provision

for a statewide building code in Virginia and the

enactment of legislation leading to the formula-

tion of uniform standards for mobile homes and

factory-built housing. Civil rights legislation in

three of the States will help assure that the ex-

isting housing supply will be made available on

a nondiscriminatory basis. The usury laws in the

States reflect a wide diversity of goals, but at

least five of the States contain a specific exemp-

tion for FHA and VA approved loans.

Perhaps these suggestions can be safely

made on the basis of the study that has been

conducted:

1. Legislation modeled on that of Virginia

and Kentucky should be adopted by other States

to provide assistance in meeting housing needs;

2. A statewide building code should be au-

thorized, as Virginia has recently done;

urban. The formation of statewide housing development corporations, which can provide loans,
mortgage insurance, and technical assistance is
one such step forward. Another is the provision
for a statewide building code in Virginia and the
enactment of legislation leading to the formulation of uniform standards for mobile homes and
factory-built housing. Civil rights legislation in
three of the States will help assure that the existing housing supply will be made available on
a nondiscriminatory basis. The usury laws in the
States reflect a wide diversity of goals, but at
least five of the States contain a specific exemption for FHA and VA approved loans.
Perhaps these suggestions can be safely
made on the basis of the study that has been
conducted:

3. Such a building code should be based on

performance standards, perhaps by adoption of

a suitable nationally recognized code;

4. State legislation should also be adopted

to provide uniform standards for mobile homes

1. Legislation modeled on that of Virginia
and Kentucky should be adopted by other States
to provide assistance in meeting housing needs;

and factory-built housing; the standards should

be of a performance nature and should be en-

forced by testing organizations authorized to

2. A statewide building code should be authorized, as Virginia has recently done;

issue certificates of compliance;

5. Wherever possible, reciprocity among

States should be provided in the administration

of the uniform standards for mobile homes and

3. Such a building code should be based on
performance standards, perhaps by adoption of
a suitable nationally recognized code;

factory-built housing;

6. Legislation like that of West Virginia

should be adopted to assure that local building

codes do not exclude materials and methods

that have been approved by the Federal Depart-

ment of Housing and Urban Development;

7. To whatever extent local building codes

are permitted, there should be a law, as in Mis-

4. State legislation should also be adopted
to provide uniform standards for mobile homes
and factory-built housing; the standards should
be of a performance nature and should be enforced by testing organizations authorized to
issue certificates of compliance;

sissippi, which precludes local governments from

imposing requirements that have no precedent in

any nationally recognized codes;

8. To whatever extent usury laws exist, spe-

cific exceptions should be made for loans that

5. Wherever possible, reciprocity among
States should be provided in the administration
of the uniform standards for mobile homes and
factory-built housing;

are insured or guaranteed by FHA, VA, or any

similar Federal instrumentality;

9. Consideration should be given to provid-

ing, as Virginia has done, for a clear usury ex-

emption for loans which are made in accord with

the requirements of the Federal Home Loan

Mortgage Corporation;

6. Legislation like that of West Virginia
should be adopted to assure that local building
codes do not exclude materials and methods
that have been approved by the Federal Department of Housing and Urban Development;

10. State usury laws should be reexamined

to determine whether exceptions for corporate

loans or time-price transactions should be al-

lowed to continue;

11. Housing authorities should consider

greater use of existing statutory authority to con-

7. To whatever extent local building codes
are permitted, there should be a law, as in Mississippi, which precludes local governments from
imposing requirements that have no precedent in
any nationally recognized codes;

struct public housing in rural areas;

12. Legislation should be adopted in those

States where it does not exist to provide explicit

authority for governmental authorities to repair

or demolish substandard buildings and impose a

lien on the real estate for the expense of the re-

pairs or demolition;

8. To whatever extent usury laws exist, specific exceptions should be made for loans that
are insured or guaranteed by FHA, VA, or any
similar Federal instrumentality;

9. Consideration should be given to providing, as Virginia has done, for a clear usury exemption for loans which are made in accord with
the requirements of the Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation;
10. State usury laws should be reexamined
to determine whether exceptions for corporate
loans or time-price transactions should be allowed to continue;
11. Housing authorities
shou!d
consider
greater use of existing statutory authority to construct public housing in rural areas;
12. Legislation should be adopted in those
States where it does not exist to provide explicit
authority for governmental authorities to repair
or demolish substandard buildings and impose a
lien on the real estate for the expense of the repairs or demolition;
13. A program, modeled on Viriginia's plan
for substandard urban areas, should be authorized to provide fire and extended coverage insurance at reasonable cost in any rural areas
where such insurance otherwise is unavailable;
14. Existing restrictions in States which prohibit branch banking beyond the county where
the bank's principal office is located should be
reexamined to determine if some other limitation
-such as the radial measure used in Mississippi
-might be desirable;
15. The need to enact State fair-housing legislation, like that of Virginia, Kentucky, and West
Virginia, should be considered;
16. State laws-like that adopted by Tennessee in May 1973-should be enacted to assure that new subdivisions have adequate
underground sewage disposal systems.
Obviously there are other fundamental
changes that might deserve consideration. For
instance, the hostility to branch banking that
seems to pervade the States studied should perhaps be reexamined in light of possible needs
for larger banking institutions with access to
greater loanable funds and with more diversified
financial services. And Virginia's experience with
an exemption from usury laws for first mortgage
loans on real estate should be stUdied. In any
event, by its comparison of the existing laws
pertinent to rural housing in the seven States.
this report )D ay ,su99cest some new legislative .solutions for s~·.J f lab cl roblems of rural housing,
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13. A program, modeled on Viriginia's plan

for substandard urban areas, should be author-

ized to provide fire and extended coverage in-
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Summary

Alabama Report on Legislation

Among the seven States studied, several

have recently taken important steps to meet

Summary

Alabama Report on Legislation

Among the seven States studied, several
have recently taken important steps to meet
housing needs. Statewide housing development
~orporations have been created as government
Instrumentalities and, with funds raised from revenue bonds and otherwise, will provide technical
assistance, loan funds, and mortgage insurance
in some instances. Statewide building codes are
begi~ning to emerge-especially with respect to
mobile homes and factory-built housing. Fortunately, there seems to be a willingness to utilize
performance standards to preclude local governments from barring the use of new materials and
components that have gained national acceptance.
None of the States has a statewide housing
code: but local governments have been delegated
conSiderable power to deal with substandard
housing. In some States, a substandard structure
may be repaired or demolished and the cost
thereof becomes a lien against the land. None of
the States has authorized tenants to withhold or
suspend rent payments because of defects in the
premises leased; and generally the law of landlord and tenant has been left untouched in all of
t~e States studied. In three States, however, civil
rights legislation impinges on the landlord's traditional discretion to select his tenant.
The States vary in their policy towards
usury, .although five of them contain an express
exception for FHA and VA loans. Virginia has enacted several major exemptions from the usury
laws, such as those for first mortgage loans on
real estate and for corporate loans. Arkansas, on
the other hand, has by judicial decision restricted the time-price doctrine which has long
constituted an implied exception to usury statutes.
All of the states have prohibitions or severe
limitations on branch banking. They have a variety of limitations on loans that can be made by
banks. Similarly, the treatment of savings and
loan associations differs markedly from one
State to another.
In the promulgation of health and safety
regulations, considerable authority has been delegated to local governments. Some States, however, have legislated at the State level to deal
with health problems, as Tennessee did on May
22, 1.9!3: when it enacted a new law concerning
subdiVISions and their underground sewage disposal systems. Up to the present, however, the
envi ron mental protection efforts in the States
studied have not been sweeping in their coverage or effects.

Land Use Controls

housing needs. Statewide housing development

corporations have been created as government

instrumentalities and, with funds raised from rev-
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mobile homes and factory-built housing. Fortu-
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performance standards to preclude local govern-

ments from barring the use of new materials and

components that have gained national accept-
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code, but local governments have been delegated
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laws, such as those for first mortgage loans on

real estate and for corporate loans. Arkansas, on

the other hand, has by judicial decision re-

stricted the time-price doctrine which has long

constituted an implied exception to usury statutes.

All of the states have prohibitions or severe

limitations on branch banking. They have a vari-

ety of limitations on loans that can be made by

banks. Similarly, the treatment of savings and

loan associations differs markedly from one

State to another.

ln the promulgation of health and safety

regulations, considerable authority has been del-

egated to local governments. Some States, how-

ever, have legislated at the State level to deal

with health problems, as Tennessee did on May

22, 1973, when it enacted a new law concerning

subdivisions and their underground sewage dis-

posal systems. Up to the present, however, the

environmental protection efforts in the States

studied have not been sweeping in their cover-

age or effects.

Land Use Controls

The Alabama State Planning Board was cre-

ated in 1943 to design a master plan for the de-

velopment of the State.1 The board is to

cooperate with the planning authorities of coun-

ties, municipalities, and neighboring States in co-

ordinating developments and studying planning

problems.- Areas the board is to consider are

the location of open areas for conservation pur-

poses, food and water supply, sanitary and

drainage facilities, and the protection of rural

and urban development.3 While the board has no

power to effectuate changes, it may submit to

the Governor and the legislature drafts of legisla-
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The Alabama State Planning Board was created in 1943 to design a master plan for the development of the State. 1 The board is to
cooperate with the planning authorities of counties, municipalities, and neighboring States in coordinating developments and studying planning
problems. ~ Areas the board is to consider are
the location of open areas for conservation purposes, food and water supply, sanitary and
drainage facilities, and the protection of rural
and urban developmenP While the board has no
power to effectuate changes, it may submit to
the Governor and the legislature drafts of legislation including zoning and land use regulations.'
The board is also allowed to contract with individuals, corporations, private associations, chambers of commerce, etc., so far as its funds permit to promote its plans or to make more
thorough studies and recommendations. ~
The legislature also allowed the creation of
city and regional planning commissions. A municipality may adopt a plan and create a commission to effectuate it."' Everything relating to
the general development of the area is entrusted
to the commission.; The commission has all
power previously granted to zoning commissions,' as well as power over subdivision
control." A plan for a proposed subdivision must
be submitted to the commission to assure that it
meets their standards on streets, open spaces,
minimum width and area of lots, and water and
sewage facilities. 1n The commission also has
power to regulate all public buildings and structures,lI presumably including public housing
projects.
Although the municipal planning commission
can include in its plan the outlying areas that affect it,1~ there is no local body specially established to plan for the entire county. Both the municipal planners and the county commissioners
can apply to the Governor for the creation of a
regional planning commission. 13 This commisCode 01 Ala. Tit. 55 § 373(4) (1960).
Ibid. § 373(5) (1960).
, Ibid. § 373(4) (1960).
• Ibid, 1373(5) (1960).
, Id.
• Code 01 Ala. Tit. 37 § 787 (1960)
T Ibid .. § 791 (1960).
~ Ibid. § 796 (1960).
• Ibid. § 798 (1960).
,. Ibid, §§ 798-799 (1960).
1

2

:: Ibid., § 794 P~~(l)" inal
Ibid., § 791 ('rllIib'):1
13

Ibid.,

from
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sion was empowered to adopt a master regional

plan and the protection of future urban

developments.14 The commission is apparently

intended to control counties where urban growth

has spread beyond the limits of the municipality

rather than the counties where there are no

plans for outlying rural areas.

In 1969, Alabama reorganized its regional

planning structure. It allowed for the formation of

regional planning and development commissions

covering areas of at least three contiguous coun-

ties and a population of at least 100,000, upon

the petition of local governmental units.15 All

previously established regional planning commis-

sions were allowed to remain certified as meet-

ing the new requirements for no more than 2

years.10 Apparently, in 1971 all regional planning

commissions for areas less than three counties

or 100,000 people ceased to exist, and new com-

missions covering larger areas were to replace

them.

The new commissions are to carry on plan-

ning activities, prepare a regional plan consist-

ent with State plans setting forth policies for

development, prepare an annual regional de-

velopment program to implement policies, pro-

vide assistance to governmental units, borrow

money, review local applications for State and

Federal loans, acquire and dispose of real prop-

erty, et al.17 The newly organized agencies seem

to have broader powers, and may be better

equipped to deal with rural areas and to include

them in comprehensive planning.

In 1963, the governing bodies of two or

more counties or municipalities were empow-

ered to create advisory regional planning

commissions.is These commissions have no

power to control zoning or land use 19 but are to

provide comprehensive advisory planning and

planning assistance to counties, communities,

planning agencies, etc.20

In one special area the State does allow

county governments the same regulatory powers

normally granted to municipalities. A flood-prone

area is one where the frequency of inundation by

streams, rivers, tidal waters, or rising coastal

waters is at least once in every hundred years.21

In these areas, the county may adopt zoning or-

dinances and building codes for lands outside

municipal limits.-2 The county may also estab-

lish comprehensive land use and control meas-

ures, control the development of subdivisions,

and establish building codes and health regula-

tions to minimize potential flood damage.23

In 1969, the Alabama Development Office

was created, to be under the direct supervision

of the Governor.-1 The Office is to provide over-

all State planning guidance for long term com-

sion was empowered to adopt a master regional
plan and the protection of future urban
developments. 14 The commission is apparently
intended to control counties where urban growth
has spread beyond the limits of the municipality
rather than the counties where there are no
plans for outlying rural areas.
In 1969, Alabama reorganized its regional
planning structure. It allowed for the formation of
regional planning and development commissions
covering areas of at least three contiguous counties and a population of at least 100,000, upon
the petition of local governmental units.1~' All
previously established regional planning commissions were allowed to remain certified as meeting the new requirements for no more than 2
years. IIi Apparently, in 1971 all regional planning
commissions for areas less than three counties
or 100,000 people ceased to exist, and new commissions covering larger areas were to replace
them.
The new commissions are to carryon planning activities, prepare a regional plan consistent with State plans setting forth pOlicies for
development, prepare an annual regional development program to implement policies, provide assistance to governmental units, borrow
money, review local applications for State and
Federal loans, acquire and dispose of real property, et al. 17 The newly organized agencies seem
to have broader powers, and may be better
equipped to deal with rural areas and to include
them in comprehensive planning.
In 1963, the governing bodies of two or
more counties or municipalities were empowered to create advisory regional planning
commissionsY' These commissions have no
power to control zoning or land use 19 but are to
provide comprehensive advisory planning and
planning assistance to counties, communities,
planning agencies. etc.~o
In one special area the State does allow
county governments the same regulatory powers
normally granted to municipalities. A flood-prone
area is one where the frequency of inundation by
streams, rivers, tidal waters, or rising coastal
waters is at least once in every hundred years.21
In these areas, the county may adopt zoning or-

prehensive plans. The Office seems primarily

concerned with economic and industrial de-

velopment."1 These plans will obviously have

some effect on housing supply and development
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in rural areas, but this does not appear to be the

IT
main function of the Office.

Regulations Governing the Use of

Mobile Homes
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Alabama passed the Uniform Standards Code

Ibid .•
Ibid.,
IbId ..
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid .,
IbId.,
Code

§ 811 (1960).

t 814(8) (1971 Supp.).
§ 814(14) (1971 Supp.).
814(10) (1971 Supp.).
814(2) (1971 SupP .).
§ 814(1) (1971 Supp.) .
f 814(4) (1971 Supp.) .
01 Ala. Tit. 12 § 341 (1960).

I
I

dinances and building codes for lands outside
municipal limits.~~ The county may also establish comprehensive land use and control measures, control the development of subdivisions,
and establish building codes and health regulations to minimize potential flood damage.~3
In 1969, the Alabama Development Office
was created, to be under the direct supervision
of the Governor.~1 The Office is to provide overall State planning guidance for long term comprehensive plans. The Office seems primarily
concerned with economic and industrial developmenty· These plans will obviously have
some effect on housing supply and development
in rural areas, but this does not appear to be the
main function of the Office.

Regulations Governing the Use of
Mobile Homes
Alabama passed the Uniform Standards Code
for Mobile Homes Act in September 1971. It
adopted the American National Standards Institute code for minimum standards of plumbing,
heat producing, and electrical systems and
equipment.2'; Compliance with the code is now a
condition precedent to the sale of any new mobile home in the State.~7 The State fire marshal
inspects the homes either where manufactured
or sold ~s and affixes a seal of approval and issues certification if the standards are meP9 Alabama will honor a seal of approval from any
other State with standards as high as or higher
than its own.30
There is no problem with the transportation
of mobile homes on Alabama highways. House
trailers, not exceeding a total width of 12 feet
and overall length, including the towing vehicle
and trailer, not exceeding 75 feet, may be moved
on any highway, except for highways which are
part of the interstate system, during the hours of
daylight any day of the week. No permit is
required,31

Usury Laws
Alabama's general usury statute provides
that a borrower, pursuant to a written contract
22 Ibid.,
"Id .
.. Code
.. Ibid.,
.. Code
TI Ibid.,
'" Ibid.,
20 Ibid.,
3D Ibid.,
3\

1343 (1960).

01 Ala. Tit. 55 § 373(6e2) (1971 Supp.)
If 373(6e1) 373(6e5) (1971 Supp.).
of Ala. Tit. 25 § 126 (1971 Supp.) .
§ 127 (1971 Supp.).
§ 131 (1971 Supp.).
§ 128 ( ,g.1 S PR·
I 130 ( ~.gY i
p .).

Code ~M'

'from
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tute code for minimum standards of plumbing,
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may agree to pay an interest rate of up to 8 per-

cent a year.32

However, when the lender "regularly ex-

tend[s], or arrange[s] for the extension of credit

for which the payment of a finance charge is

required," the Alabama Consumer Credit

Transaction Law of 1971 [the Consumer Finance

Law] becomes effective.33 But the Consumer Fi-

nance Law does not repeal or modify certain

other relevant statutes, including Code of Ala. Tit.

9 Â§67(1), which provides that corporations may

agree to pay an unregulated interest rate on

loans having an original principal balance in ex-

cess of $100,000, and up to 15 percent a year on

loans with an original balance of from $10,000 to

$100,000. The provisions of Code of Ala. Tit. 9

Â§67(2) and 67(4), taken together, mean that debt-

ors other than corporations may, depending on

their classification, agree to pay interest at a

rate up to 15 percent a year, or at an unregu-

lated rate for loans over $100,000.

Code of Ala. Tit. 9 Â§67(3) exempts all debts

incurred under the National Housing Act or any

act of Congress relating to veteran's benefits

from any Alabama usury law.

The Consumer Finance Law establishes

maximum finance charges for loan transactions

except under open-end credit plans.34 The

charge may equal but not exceed:

(a) (i) 15 percent a year for the first $500 of

original principle amount, (ii) 10 percent a year

for the amount over $500, but not exceeding

$1,000, (iii) 8 percent a year for portion over

$1,000 but less than $2,000 or,

(b) if the original amount of the loan exceeds

$2000, 8 percent of amount financed.

"Finance charge" shall include all charges

payable directly or indirectly by the debtor and

imposed directly or indirectly by the creditor as

an incident to the extension of credit, including

interest, time-price differential, points or discount

paid directly by the debtor, service, carrying or

other charge (however denominated), loan fee,

credit or investigation fee; but not including per-

may agree to pay an interest rate of up to 8 percent a year. 3~
However, when the lender "regularly extend[s], or arrange[s] for the extension of credit
for which the payment of a finance charge is
required,"
the
Alabama
Consumer
Credit
Transaction Law of 1971 [the Consumer Finance
Law] becomes effective. 33 But the Consumer Finance Law does not repeal or modify certain
other relevant statutes, including Code of Ala. Tit.
9 §67(1), which provides that corporations may
agree to pay an unregulated interest rate on
loans having an original principal balance in excess of $100,000, and up to 15 percent a year on
loans with an original balance of from $10,000 to
$100,000. The provisions of Code of Ala. Tit. 9
§67(2) and 67(4), taken together, mean that debtors other than corporations may, depending on
their classification, agree to pay interest at a
rate up to 15 percent a year, or at an unregulated rate for loans over $100,000.
Code of Ala. Tit. 9 §67(3) exempts all debts
incurred under the National Housing Act or any
act of Congress relating to veteran's benefits
from any Alabama usury law.
The Consumer Finance Law establishes
maximum finance charges for loan transactions
except under open-end credit plans. 34 The
charge may equal but not exceed:
(a) (i) 15 percent a year for the fi rst $500 of
original principle amount, (ii) 10 percent a year
for the amount over $500, but not exceeding
$1,000, (iii) 8 percent a year for portion over
$1,000 but less than $2,000 or,
(b) if the original amount of the loan exceeds
$2000, 8 percent of amount financed.

missible attorneys' fees, court costs, and official

fees and taxes, points or discounts paid by

someone other than the debtor, or premiums for

permissible insurance as provided by this

chapter.35

Thus, points and discounts paid by the

debtor are expressly included in the definition of

a finance charge. But Code of Ala. Tit. 5 Â§316(a)

expressly excludes "points or discounts paid by

someone other than the debtor." It further pro-

vides that, "For the purpose of determining the

permissible finance charge, any discount or point

paid by the debtor in connection with a mort-

gage loan or real estate, even though paid at the

time, shall be spread over the stated term of the

loan . . ." 30 There is no apparent authority re-

"Finance charge" shall include all charges
payable directly or indirectly by the debtor and
imposed directly or indirectly by the creditor as
an incident to the extension of credit, including
interest, time-price differential, points or discount
paid directly by the debtor, service, carrying or
other charge (however denominated), loan fee,
credit or investigation fee; but not including permissible attorneys' fees, court costs, and official
fees and taxes, pOints or discounts paid by
someone other than the debtor, or premiums for
permissible insurance as provided by this
chapter. 3"

Thus, points and discounts paid by the
debtor are expressly included in the definition of
a finance charge. But Code of Ala. Tit. 5 §316(a)
expressly excludes "points or discounts paid by
someone other than the debtor." It further provides that, "For the purpose of determining the
permissible finance charge, any discount or point
paid by the debtor in connection with a mortgage loan or real estate, even though paid at the
time, shall be spread over the stated term of the
loan . . ." 311 There is no apparent authority regarding the period over which the other "one
time" charges may be amortized.
The Alabama Small Loans Act regulates
loans of up to $300; the act is meant to reach
small loan finance companies only, for it exempts "any person doing business under the authority of . . . any law of this State or of the
United States relating to banks, savings banks,
trust companies, savings or building and loan associations, credit unions, . . . [and] bona fide
pawnbroking business(es)." 3; Licensees under
the act may lend at a rate of 3 percent per
month for the first $200, and 2 percent per
month on the amount over $200 but not exceeding $300. A charge of $1 for every $5 may be
made on loans of up to $75, although 15 days
must be allowed for the repayment of each $5.J~
The act provides that no further charges may be
made directly or indirectly.39

Regulations Affecting Home Building
Construction Industry
Alabama requires that any structure or component designed for residential occupancy fabricated or assembled for installation on a building
site meet certain standards. All such homes must
bear an insignia of approval. These may be procured in several ways. The Alabama Development Office may inspect and issue them. '" Or, if
the local government inspects at the place of
manufacture and finds the housing meets local
building requirements in conformity with the
Southern Building Codes Congress, National Fire
Protection Association and HUD, then the housing will be approvedY Also, if housing has been
approved by another State with reasonably consistent standards, approval will be giveny

garding the period over which the other "one

time" charges may be amortized.

"" Code
Ibid.,
• Ibid,
Ibid.,
to Code
" Ibid .•
31

The Alabama Small Loans Act regulates

loans of up to $300; the act is meant to reach

small loan finance companies only, for it ex-

empts "any person doing business under the au-

"Code 01 Ala. Tit. 9 § 60 (1960).
3l Code 01 Ala. Tit 5 §§ 316-341 (1971 Supp).
" Ibid § 317 (1971 SuPp.).
lS Ibid., § 316 (1971 Supp.) .

thority of ... any law of this State or of the

United States relating to banks, savings banks,

trust companies, savings or building and loan as-

sociations, credit unions, . . . [and] bona fide
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01 Ala. Tit. 5 § 316(a) (1971 Supp.).
§ 279(b) (1971 Supp.).
§ 290(2) (1971 Supp.).
§ 290(8) (1971 Supp.).
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Laws Enabling the Establishment of State

Housing Corporations

There are no Alabama statutes enabling the

establishment of a State housing corporation.

Laws Enabling the Establishment of State
Housing Corporations

regulations in Alabama that affect the supply of
safe and sanitary housing.

There are no Alabama statutes enabling the
establishment of a State housing corporation.

Water and Waste Systems

Laws Affecting the Operation of Banks and

Savings and Loan Associations in the Home

Mortgage Field

The operation of savings and loan associa-

tions in the home mortgage field is regulated by

Code of Ala. Tit. 5 Â§Â§231, 232. Once a real estate

loan is approved by the board of directors, a

note for the amount is issued, stating all the

Laws Affecting the Operation of Banks and
Savings and Loan Associations in the Home
Mortgage Field

terms. Every real estate loan must be secured by

a mortgage constituting a first lien on the real

estate securing the loan. This provides for full

protection of the association with respect to the

usual insurance risks, taxes, assessments, other

government levies, and maintenance and repairs.

The mortgages must be recorded, and no subse-

quent loan can establish an intervening lien.

Payments by the debtor are applied first to the

interest on the unpaid balance, then to the re-

duction of the loan. The association may pay

taxes, assessments, insurance premiums, etc.,

for. the protection of the loan and add the

amounts to the unpaid balance. In addition, the

association may require life insurance to be as-

signed as additional collateral on any real estate

loan, and may require the borrower to pay the

monthly equivalent of one-twelfth of annual

charges to enable the association to pay its ex-

penses.

Real estate loans may be prepaid at any

time, and the association may not charge more

than 1.5 percent of the amount of the anticipa-

tory payment.

The exact rate for charges is not set in the

statute. It provides that the association may re-

quire borrowing members to pay all reasonable

expenses incurred in connection with the loan,

and also for all necessary and incidental serv-

ices rendered by it.

Â§232 provides that the association shall

have a lien on all accounts owned by the bor-

rower in order to secure the loan. On default on

the loan, it may, without notice, cancel on its

books all accounts and apply the amount to the

payment of the loan.

Health Laws and Regulations as They Affect

Safe and Sanitary Housing

There are apparently no health laws and

regulations in Alabama that affect the supply of

safe and sanitary housing.

Water and Waste Systems

The Alabama Water Quality Criteria Act,

adopted in 1967, set out basic statewide waste

treatment requirements. It required that all sew-

age discharged into State waters used as

sources of public water supply or used for swim-

ming or whole body water-contact activities re-

The operation of savings and loan associations in the home mortgage field is regulated by
Code of Ala. Tit. 5 §§231 , 232. Once a real estate
loan is approved by the board of directors, a
note for the amount is issued, stating all the
terms. Every real estate loan must be secured by
a mortgage constituting a fi rst lien on the real
estate securing the loan. This provides for full
protection of the association with respect to the
usual insurance risks, taxes, assessments, other
government levies, and maintenance and repairs.
The mortgages must be recorded, and no subsequent loan can establish an intervening lien.
Payments by the debtor are applied first to the
interest on the unpaid balance, then to the reduction of the loan. The association may pay
taxes, assessments, insurance premiums, etc.,
for. the protection of the loan and add the
amounts to the unpaid balance. In addition, the
association may require life insurance to be assigned as additional collateral on any real estate
loan, and may require the borrower to pay the
monthly equivalent of one-twelfth of annual
charges to enable the association to pay its expenses.
Real estate loans may be prepaid at any
time, and the association may not charge more
than 1.5 percent of the amount of the anticipatory payment.
The exact rate for charges is not set in the
statute. It provides that the association may require borrowing members to pay all reasonable
expenses incurred in connection with the loan,
and also for all necessary and incidental services rendered by it.
§232 provides that the association shall
have a lien on all accounts owned by the borrower in order to secure the loan. On default on
the loan, it may, without notice, cancel on its
books all accounts and apply the amount to the
payment of the loan.

ceive a minimum of secondary treatment, and

disinfection if necessary.1:1 "Secondary treat-

ment" is interpreted to mean "a process or

group of processes capable of removing virtually

Health Laws and Regulations as They Affect
Safe and Sanitary Housing

all floating and settleable solids, from 75 to 95

percent of the five day biochemical oxygen de-

mand and in excess of 75 percent of suspended

There are aPPcarently no health laws and

The Alabama Water Quality Criteria Act,
adopted in 1967, set out basic statewide waste
treatment requirements. It required that all sewage discharged into State waters used as
sources of public water supply or used for swimming or whole body water-contact activities receive a minimum of secondary treatment, and
disinfection if necessary.'l "Secondary treatment" is interpreted to mean "a process or
group of processes capable of removing virtually
all floating and settleable solids, from 75 to 95
percent of the five day biochemical oxygen demand and in excess of 75 percent of suspended
solids contained in untreated sewage. I !
Additionally, the State board of health and
county boards of health are to oversee local
sewage collection facilities and
plumbing
systems. ,', It is a misdemeanor to build or use
unsanitary facilities or those likely to become a
menace to public health. II; The boards of health
are to require the installation of plumbing in
structures outside the jurisdiction of a municipality in a manner that conforms to the rules and
regulations of the State board and/or county
boards,'; and inspection is to be done by the
county boards.'H
Much power is delegated to the municipalities to establish their own standards for sewer
systems, and to construct and operate them.
These systems may be constructed and maintained with in and outside of corporations. 49
Also, whenever it is necessary or expedient, any
city or town may extend its sewer mains to any
point in its county/'o so that city facilities could
conceivably be extended to serve rural areas.
Other powers are delegated to cities with
respect to areas within corporate limits. Cities
may prescribe the manner of construction of
plumbing facilities as well as prescribe the manner of drainage from private premises. n They
may regulate the construction of privies and
water closets, and compel connection with septiC
tanks.:'~ If the owner fails to make the connecII

<3 Act No. 574, Acts of Alabama 19S5.
.. Id.
"Code of Ala. Til. 22 § 140(14) (1971 Supp.) .
.. Ibid .• § 140(3) (1971 Supp.).
" Ibid, § 140(14) (1971 Supp.).
... Ibid .• § 140(18) (1971 Supp.) .
•• Code of Ala. Tit. 37 § 601 (1960).
'" Ibid, ~ S03 (l aSO) . •
• 1 Ibid., § § 604. !(if)
from

:g9:o.mJ

52

Ibid.,
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solids contained in untreated sewage."44

Additionally, the State board of health and

county boards of health are to oversee local
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tions, the city may make it and assess the ex-

pense against the property. Cities also have the

power to forbid altogether the use of sinks, pits,

cesspools, and dry wells.53

Water authorities may be organized as pub-

lic corporations under the governing body of the

county or counties they propose to service/'4 The

authority is empowered to plan and operate

water systems, sewer systems, and fire protec-

tion facilities at fixed rates.''5 Since the water

authority is operated on a countywide basis, it

may often be the source of water supply for

rural dwellings.

The Solid Wastes Disposal Act authorizes

the county governing body to make available to

the general public collection and disposal facili-

ties for solid wastes with either house-to-house

services or placement of receptacles within a

reasonable (less than 8 miles) distance from the

farthest affected house.56 An individual home-

owner may file a certificate of exception setting

out his own proposed method, which must com-

ply with sanitation requirements and not create a

public nuisance or hazard to health/7 If the ap-

plication is granted, the owner may store, haul,

or dispose of his own solid wastes on his own

land.

Environmental Protection Laws

The Environmental Improvement Authorities

Act, passed in 1969, contained no provisions that

directly affect housing supply. The act enabled

established public corporations to undertake

studies of water, air, and general environmental

tions, the city may make it and assess the expense against the property. Cities also have the
power to forbid altogether the use of sinks, pits,
cesspools, and dry wells. 53
.
Water ~uthorities may be organized as public corporations under the governing body of the
county or counties they propose to service.'·~ The
authority is empowered to plan and operate
water systems, sewer systems, and fire protection facilities at fixed rates.'·~ Since the water
authority is operated on a countywide basis, it
may often be the source of water supply for
rural dwellings.
The Solid Wastes Disposal Act authorizes
the county governing body to make available to
the general public collection and disposal facilities for solid wastes with either house-to-house
services or placement of receptacles within a
reasonable (less than 8 miles) distance from the
farthest affected house. 58 An individual homeowne~ may file a certificate of exception setting
out his own proposed method, which must comply with sanitation requirements and not create a
public nuisance or hazard to health. 57 If the applica.tion is granted, the owner may store, haul,
or dispose of his own solid wastes on his own
land.

pollution, to construct, operate or lease equip-

ment to control or prevent such pollution, and to

Environmental Protection Laws

lend financial assistance to municipalities, coun-

ties, and other groups.58 While such corpora-

tions might at some time sponsor legislation to

restrict land use for housing purposes, the act it-

self does nothing like this. The act itself declares

that it is supplemental to the powers conferred

on boards of water and sewer commissions cre-

ated by municipalities. These may not operate to

restrict the corporation's pqwer, for it is inde-

pendent of them. However, the corporation is in-

tended to work in conjunction with the local

authorities who have the power to legislate con-

cerning water and sewer systems, and to zone

the land for the safest uses environmentally.

Welfare Laws

There is no welfare lien law in Alabama.

Welfare is paid in four categoriesâblind assist-

ance, old age assistance, aid to dependent chil-

dren, and aid to the permanently and totally

disabled.'1" To qualify, one must show that he

has no sufficient income and resources from all

sources to provide reasonable subsistence, and

that he has not directly or indirectly disposed or

deprived himself of property for the purpose of

qualifying for the benefits.'0 The State depart-

The Environmental Improvement Authorities
A.ct, passed in 1969, contained no provisions that
directly affect housing supply. The act enabled
established public corporations to undertake
studies of water, air, and general environmental
pollution, to construct, operate or lease equipment to control or prevent such pollution, and to
I~nd financial assistance to municipalities, count~es, an.d other groups.5~ While such corporations. might at some time sponsor legislation to
restnct land use for housing purposes, the act itself does nothing like this. The act itself declares
that it is supplemental to the powers conferred
on boards of water and sewer commissions created by municipalities. These may not operate to
restrict the corporation's pqwer, for it is independent of them. However, the corporation is intended to work in conjunction with the local
auth?rities who have the power to legislate concerning water and sewer systems, and to zone
the land for the safest uses environmentally.

ment of welfare establishes uniform standards of

need and rules and regulations for distribution of

funds.81

All amounts paid or payable as public as-

sistance are tax-exempt, and exempt from levy,

garnishment, attachment, and any other process.'2

A Ibid .•
.. Code
51 Ibid .•
.. Code
.. Ibid.,
• Code

Taxation

Alabama requires that all persons or corpo-

rations selling house trailers at retail prices pay

a license tax equal to 1.5 percent of all gross
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f 605 (1960).
01 Ala. Tit. 50 I 101 (1971 Supp.).
I 105 (1971 Supp.).
of Ala. Tit. 22 1347(11) (1971 Supp.).
§ 347(e) (1971 Supp.).
of Ala. Tit. 8 If 272, ~77 (1971 Supp. ).

Welfare Laws
There is no welfare lien law in Alabama.
Welfare is paid in four categories-blind assistance, old age assistance, aid to dependent children, and aid to the permanently and totally
disabled. 59 To qualify, one must show that he
has no sufficient income and resources from all
sources to provide reasonable subsistence, and
that he has not directly or indirectly disposed or
deprived himself of property for the purpose of
qualifying for the benefits,60 The State department of welfare establishes uniform standards of
need and rules and regulations for distribution of
funds.61
All amounts paid or payable as public assistance are tax-exempt, and exempt from levy,
garnishment, attachment, and any other process. e2

Taxation
. Alaba~a requires that all persons or corporatl.ons seiling house trailers at retail prices pay
a license tax equal to 1,5 percent of all gross
proceeds of the sale,63 The licensed sellers are
then required to add to the sales price a 4 percent State sales tax,s. These requirements also
apply to anyone "in business of selling at retail
any .tangible personal property whatsoever, including merchandise and commodities of every
kind and character,"65
The State also imposes an excise tax on B
number of goods. An excise tax of 1.5 percent of
sale price is levied on the storage, use, or other
consumption of house trailers. 56 However, any
trailers for which the usual 4 percent sales tax is
paid are exempted from the excise tax,ST Furthermore, credit will be given for a sales or use
tax paid in another State so long as the tax
equals 4 percent and the State reciprocates. 811
Building materials sold to contractors and
building materials sold to the manufactur~rs of
modular homes to become part of real estate in
Alabama are considered retail sales and exempted from the excise tax.S9
This excise or use tax is intended to cover
articles purchased out-of-State for which· Ala.. Code
""Id.
II Ibid.,
.. Ibid.,
., Code
•• Ibid.,
IS Ibid ..
.. Ibid.,
Of Ibid.,
• Ibid.,
"Ibid.,

of Ala. Tit. 49.

I

17(14) (1911 Supp.).

f 17(6) (1971 Supp.) .
I 17(22) (1971 Supp.) .
of Ala. Tit. 51 I 786(3) (1971 Supp.).
I 786(25) (1971 Supp.) .
f 786(3) (1971 Supp.).
§ 788(e) (1971 Supp.) .
f 789 (t971 S,upp ..
1789(3UJI) II I pj rom
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bama received no sales tax, or inventories of

dealers or merchants for which no sales tax is

collected. It does not affect the in-State con-

sumer who pays the usual sales tax.

Taxation of Mobile and Modular Units

Mobile homes and modular units are treated

differently for tax purposes. Modular homes are

bama received no sales tax, or inventories of
dealers or merchants for which no sales tax is
collected. It does not affect the in-State consumer who pays the usual sales tax.

apparently treated as real property,70 while mo-

bile homes are taxed as personal property, like

Taxation of Mobile and Modular Units

motor vehicles.71

The property tax provision governing modular

homes is: "Every parcel of land, including all

things pertaining to such land, and all structures

and other things so annexed or attached thereto

as to pass to a vendee by conveyance of such

land" are taxed as real property.72 There is a

$2,000 homestead exemption.73 The property is

taxed at a rate of 65 percentT4 of the assessed

value, which is either 15 percent or 20 percent of

fair market value.75 Mobile homes are assessed

every year for ad valorem taxation, and taxes are

paid in the same manner in which motor vehicles

are taxed.76 The valuation is 60 percent of fair

market value.77 Or a mobile homeowner may have

to pay an annual registration fee of $3 unless

the house trailer has been "assessed for ad va-

lorem taxes as part of the realty." 78

Codes and Inspection Procedure

There is no statewide building code for pri-

vate buildings such as homes. There is legisla-

tion requiring a State building code for public

buildings such as theaters and hotels 79 and en-

abling municipalities and counties to adopt and

expand the code through local ordinances.80

There is enabling legislation for the State build-

Mobile homes and modular units are treated
differently for tax purposes. Modular homes are
apparently treated as real property,;U while mobile homes are taxed as personal property, like
motor vehicles.'1
The property tax provision governing modular
homes is: "Every parcel of land, including all
things pertaining to such land, and all structures
and other things so annexed or attached thereto
as to pass to a vendee by conveyance of such
land" are taxed as real property.72 There is a
$2,000 homestead exemption.;3 The property is
taxed at a rate of 65 percent H of the assessed
value, which is either 15 percent or 20 percent of
fair market value. 75 Mobile homes are assessed
every year for ad valorem taxation, and taxes are
paid in the same manner in which motor vehicles
are taxed.;6 The valuation is 60 percent of fair
market value.;7 Or a mobile homeowner may have
to pay an annual registration fee of $3 unless
the house trailer has been "assessed for ad valorem taxes as part of the realty." 18

ing commission to provide adequate inspection

to insure compliance."1 Apparently no statewide

housing code has been adopted, so municipali-

Codes and Inspection Procedure

ties and counties may have no building codes.

Since mobile homes are inspected under the

standards of the American National Standards

Â» Ibid. ! 21 (1971 Supp.).

" Ibid. Â§ 704(2) (1971 Supp.).

n Ibid. i 21 (1971 Supp.).

" Ibid. 5 15 (1971 Supp.).

"Ibid, i 18 (1960).

Â« Ibid. I 17 (1971 Supp.).

" Ibid, i 704(2) (1971 Supp.).

n Ibid, i 704 (1971 Supp.).

Â» Ibid. S 704(1) (1971 Supp.).

79 Code of Ala. Tit. 55. Â§ 367 (1960).

"Ibid. { 367(11) (1960).

" Ibid, i 367(12) (1960).

"Code of Ala. Tit. 25 I 126 (1971 Supp.).

There is no statewide building code for private buildings such as homes. There is legislation requiring a State building code for public
buildings such as theaters and hotels ;9 and enabling municipalities and counties to adopt and
expand the code through local ordinances. 8o
There is enabling legislation for the State building commission to provide adequate inspection
to insure compliance. q Apparently no statewide
housing code has been adopted, so municipalities and counties may have no building codes.
Since mobile homes are inspected under the
standards of the American National Standards

Institute,82 they are presumably exempted from

the requirements of whatever local building code

there may be.

There is apparently no statewide minimum

housing code. However, cities are authorized to

enact ordinances setting minimum standards for

dwellings.83 They may regulate "use, control, re-

pair and maintenance of buildings, dwellings and

structures of all types, the numbers of occu-

pants, mode and manner of occupancy to insure

a healthful, safe environment." Cities may also

compel owners or managers to reconstruct or

modify an unsafe building, and may prohibit the

...
n
n
n
,.

Ibid .•
Ibid .•
Ibid .•
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
1$ Ibid.,
.. Ibid.,
n Ibid.,
TO Ibid.,
T. Code
.. Ibid .•
0\ Ibid.,
U Code

I 21 (1971 Supp.).
§ 704(2) (1971 Supp.).
§ 21 (1971 SupP.).
f 15 (1971 Supp.).
§ 18 (1960).
§ 17 (1971 Supp.) .
I 704(2) (1971 Supp.).
1704 (1971 Supp.).
§ 704(1) (1971 Supp.).
of Ala. Tit. 55. § 367 (1960) .
§ 367(11) (1960).
1367(12) (1960).
of Ala. Tit. 25 § 126 (1971 Supp.).

Institute, A2 they are presumably exempted from
the requirements of whatever local building code
there may be.
There is apparently no statewide minimum
housing code. However, cities are authorized to
enact ordinances setting minimum standards for
dwellings.s3 They may regulate "use, control, repair and maintenance of buildings, dwellings and
structures of all types, the numbers of occupants, mode and manner of occupancy to insure
a healthful, safe environment." Cities may also
compel owners or managers to reconstruct or
modify an unsafe building, and may prohibit the
use and occupancy of a building until the rules
are complied with.8~
There is no State legislation to permit tenant
suits for damages when the landlord fails to
meet the codes. Cities should be able to enact
ordinances to that effect, however, since Tit. 37
§785(2) declares that it vests additional authority
in municipalities to adopt ordinances for the establishment and enforcement of codes.

Landlord and Tenant Law
There is no statute giving the tenant the
right to withhold rent if the unit does not comply
with the minimum housing code. Presumably,
municipalities could adopt such a policy through
ordinances pursuant to a program of code
enforcement. 8~
The caselaw in the area of housing repairs
gives no authority for rent withholding in this situation. In the absence of a special agreement at
the time of the rental contract, the landlord need
not keep the premises in repair.~6 However,
where the lease obligates the landlord to keep
the premises in a state of good repair, the tenant
may be able to repair and deduct the costy
Local governments are able to adopt repair
and deduct ordinances empowering local housing authorities to improve substandard housing,
as a part of their general power \0 enforce
codes." There is no statute specifically permitting them to do this, however.
The State fire marshal has wider powers
than any agency in the area of requiring repairs
or demolishing substandard housing. If an owner
fails to comply with the marshal's order to repair

use and occupancy of a building until the rules

are complied with.84

There is no State legislation to permit tenant
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or dismantle dilapidated and dangerous property,

the marshal may order the building repaired at

the owner's expense.â¢' ' He is also empowered to

have the building demolished at the owner's

expense.00 lf the owner refuses to reimburse the

marshal for the expenses of such work, the cost

becomes a lien on the repaired property and/or

real estate on which it is located.''1

There is no housing court, nor is there any

authority for court appointment of a receiver to

collect rents and make improvements.

Alabama State taxes are due October 1.

After January 1, the collector makes a demand

for payment from delinquent taxpayers. lf the

taxes are not paid, the collector levies upon the

delinquent's personal property and sells it, after

10 days notice, to the highest bidder.-'- Enough

property must be sold to cover taxes, fees, and

expenses of the sale. A second method author-

ized is garnishment of any money, property, or

choses in action belonging to the taxpayer and

under the control of another person.93 A third

possibility is the levy and sale of shares of

stock of private corporations belonging to de-

linquents.81 When there is no personal prop-

erty available for sale, or when the sale price is

insufficient to pay the taxes, the collector may

sell the real property on which the taxes are a

lien.95 This procedure is strictly a last resort;

the other methods are far easier, and less harsh

on the delinquent taxpayer. The statute says that

"the failure of the tax collector to so exhaust

such personal property shall not invalidate the

sale of any real estate." 'â¢"'â¢ But tax sales have

been held void for lack of showing that the

collector reported to the probate court that he

was unable to collect without such tax sale.97

There is no legal authority concerning as-

sessment rates for improved substandard hous-

ing. Since the assessment rate is generally 15-20

percent of fair market value,8â¢ taxes presumably

rise when the market value rises through im-

provements.

Mortgages

There is no authority permitting flexible

mortgage financing, and there is no specific

mention of open-end mortgages in Alabama leg-

islation.

Mortgages are discussed generally under

the savings and loan section. There appears to

be no authority for any out-of-the-ordinary financ-

or dismantle dilapidated and dangerous property,
the marshal may order the building repaired at
the owner's expense.'" He is also empowered to
have the building demolished at the owner's
expense."" If the owner refuses to reimburse the
marshal for the expenses of such work, the cost
becomes a lien on the repaired property and/or
real estate on which it is located.'ot
There is no housing court, nor is there any
authority for court appointment of a receiver to
collect rents and make improvements.
Alabama State taxes are due October 1.
After January 1, the collector makes a demand
for payment from delinquent taxpayers. If the
taxes are not paid, the collector levies upon the
delinquent's personal property and sells it, after
10 days notice, to the highest bidder."" Enough
property must be sold to cover taxes, fees, and
expenses of the sale. A second method authorized is garnishment of any money, property, or
choses in action belonging to the taxpayer and
under the control of another person .'" A third
possibility is the levy and sale of shares of
stock of private corporations belonging to delinquents.'" When there is no personal property available for sale, or when the sale price is
insufficient to pay the taxes, the collector may
sell the real property on which the taxes are a
lien.'''' This procedure is strictly a last resort;
the other methods are far easier, and less harsh
on the delinquent taxpayer. The statute says that
"the failure of the tax collector to so exhaust
such personal property shall not invalidate the
sale of any real estate." '''; But tax sales have
been held void for lack of showing that the
collector reported to the probate court that he
was unable to collect without such tax sale.";
There is no legal authority concerning assessment rates for improved substandard housing. Since the assessment rate is generally 15-20
percent of fair market value,'" taxes presumably
rise when the market value rises through improvements.

ing terms.

Insurance

There is no statute requiring that insurance

Mortgages

companies doing business in the State write fire

insurance for substandard areas.

Among the criteria to be considered in rate-

There is no authority permitting flexible
mortgage financing , and there is no specific

setting are construction, protective facilities, and

other conditions that materially affect the hazard

or peril.99 lf an area is dangerously susceptible

to fire through faulty construction and inade-

quate protective facilities, the rates will undoubt-

edly be set so high that no one living there will

be able to afford them.

Housing Authorities

There is no statewide housing authority in

•• Code of Ala. Tit . 55 § 42 (1960).
""Id.
'" Ibid, § 43 (1960) .
"' Code of Ala. Til. 51 § 201 (1960).
" Ibid, § 204 (1960).
~. Ibid, § 207 (1960).
•, Ib,d , § 208 (1960) .
96 Id .
.! Henderson v. Simmons 235 Ala . 329, 174 So. 491 ( 1 37) .
... Code of Ala . Tit. 51 § 17 (1971 Supp .).

Alabama, although the State allows the estab-

lishment of county, municipal, and regional

authorities.1''" No authority is required by State

law. The existence is determined by the initiative
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mention of open-end mortgages in Alabama legislation.
Mortgages are discussed generally under
the savings and loan section. There appears to
be no authority for any out-of-the-ordinary financing terms.

Insurance
There is no statute requiring that insurance
companies doing business in the State write fire
insurance for substandard areas.
Among the criteria to be considered in ratesetting are construction, protective facilities, and
other conditions that materially affect the hazard
or periL "" If an area is dangerously susceptible
to fire through faulty construction and inadequate protective facilities, the rates will undoubtedly be set so high that no one living there will
be able to afford them.

Housing Authorities
There is no statewide housing authority in
Alabama, although the State allows the establishment of county, municipal, and regional
authorities.'"'' No authority is required by State
law. The existence is determined by the initiative
of the citizens or local commissioners.
A county authority may be established if 25
citizens petition the commissioners, setting out a
need. A public hearing is held. If the commission
finds unsanitary housing conditions, it may establish the authority.11l1 A regional authority may
be established in two or more contiguous counties if their governing bodies determine that
there is such a need, When the regional authority is established, it assumes all the powers of
the county authorities which cease to exist.l "c
Wide powers are vested in the county and
regional authorities. IU :' They may prepare and
operate housing projects, provide for the construction and repair of projects, acquire property, insure, and borrow money. They are also
given all powers necessary and convenient to
carry out and effectuate these provisions.' lli All
projects are subject to local zoning laws and
building codes.!" 'The authorities are also empowered to mortgage property, I,ll; and to contract with the Fed,.. Code of Ala. Til. 28A § 262 (1971 Supp .) .
tOO Code of Ala . Tit. 25 § P, 33, 59 (1960) .
'ot Ibid., § 33 (1960).
'''' Ibid., § 59 (1960) .
" " Ibid .. §§ 38. 47. 53 , 65 (1960).
"'. Ibid § 38 ~ 9 f?Q '
"" Ibid: § 43
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eral Government in any way necessary to secure

their financial aid.107

Alabama also has an interesting provision

for housing in rural areas.10- The authority may

enter into long term leases or purchase agree-

ments to rent or sell housing to persons of low

income in rural areas. The owner of land on

eral Government in any way necessary to secure
their financial aid. 11l7
Alabama also has an interesting provision
for housing in rural areas.
The authority may
enter into long term leases or purchase agreements to rent or sell housing to persons of low
income in rural areas. The owner of land on
which there is an unsafe or unsanitary dwelling
may file an application requesting the authority
to build a safe and sanitary dwelling.
A provision added later clarified the details
of authority-built rural housing. Until the purchaser makes full payment. it remains the taxexempt property of the authority. although the
landowner may continue to claim homestead
exemption. III"
The rental rate to be charged by the authorities is carefully regulated. 1 III Rentals are never
to be a source of income for the town or city.
The authorities are to procure revenue only to:
1(>,

which there is an unsafe or unsanitary dwelling

may file an application requesting the authority

to build a safe and sanitary dwelling.

A provision added later clarified the details

of authority-built rural housing. Until the pur-

chaser makes full payment, it remains the tax-

exempt property of the authority, although the

landowner may continue to claim homestead

exemption.109

The rental rate to be charged by the author-

ities is carefully regulated."" Rentals are never

to be a source of income for the town or city.

The authorities are to procure revenue only to:

â¢ Pay the principal and interest on bonds

and obligations;

â¢ Meet the cost of maintenance, operation,

and administrative expenses;

â¢ Create a reserve sufficient to meet the

largest principal and interest payments due the

following year.111

The management must observe several rules

with regard to tenant selection.

â¢ It must lease only to persons lacking in-

come necessary to enable them, without assist-

ance, to live in decent uncrowded dwellings.

â¢ It must lease only at a rental within the

financial reach of such persons.

â¢ It must lease only the number of rooms

• Pay the principal and interest on bonds
and obligations;
• Meet the cost of maintenance. operation,
and administrative expenses;
• Create a reserve sufficient to meet the
largest principal and interest payments due the
following year. I 1 I

necessary.

â¢ It must not accept anyone as a tenant if

the persons occupying the rooms have an aggre-

The management must observe several rules
with regard to tenant selection.

gate net income (less exemptions) greater than 5

times the annual rental. (All utilities are consid-

ered part of the rental.)11-'

Housing Development Corporations

There is no Alabama legislation regulating

the creation and operation of housing develop-

ment corporations.

Arkansas Report on Legislation

Land Use ControlsâGenerally

Governments: Arkansas classifies its incor-

porated municipalities into three categories, as

follows:

â¢ cities of the first classâthose over 2,500

in population;

â¢ cities of the second classâthose over

• It must lease only to persons lacking income necessary to enable them, without assistance, to live in decent uncrowded dwellings.
• It must lease only at a rental within the
financial reach of such persons.
• It must lease only the number of rooms
necessary.
• It must not accept anyone as a tenant if
the persons occupying the rooms have an aggregate net income (less exemptions) greater than 5
times the annual rental. (All utilities are considered part of the rental.) 11,

500 but less than 2,500 in population;

â¢ townsâless than 500 population.1

Towns of less than 500, however, can vote to be-

come classified as second-class cities,- and cit-

ies of 1,500 to 2,500 can vote to have themselves

classified as first-class cities.' In addition, there

is the general category of counties, which is

Housing Development Corporations
There is no Alabama legislation regulating
the creation and operation of housing development corporations.

made up of all remaining unincorporated land

and is dealt with separately in Title 17 of the Ar-

kansas Statutes.

State Planning: Arkansas has had a State

planning commission of one sort or another

since 1935.' The present commission,'1 like those

before it, is designed to be an advisory board.

Ibid. ~ 53
"'" Ibid., § 55
, .. Ibid., § 93
Ibid., § 87

'07

"0

'" Id.
lU Id.

(1960).
(1960).
(1971 Supp).
(1960).
,
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Arkansas Report on Legislation
Land Use Controls-Generally
Governments: Arkansas classifies its incorporated municipalities into three categories, as
follows:
• cities of the first class-those over 2,500
in population;
• cities of the second class-those over
500 but less than 2,500 in population;
• towns-less than 500 population.'
Towns of less than 500, however, can vote to become classified as second-class cities,~ and cities of 1,500 to 2,500 can vote to have themselves
classified as first-class cities. l In addition, there
is the general category of counties, which is
made up of all remaining unincorporated land
and is dealt with separately in Title 17 of the Arkansas Statutes.
State Planning: Arkansas has had a State
planning commission of one sort or another
since 1935.' The present commission,:' like those
before it, is designed to be an advisory board.
Its primary function is the ongoing development
of a State plan, and the furnishing of advice and
expertise to State and local officials." One of the
most important functions of the commission is to
serve as Arkansas' ambassador to the Federal
Government for the purpose of obtaining Federal
funds and benefits.7
The Arkansas General Assembly has recently added a second arm to its planning and
conservation program by enabling the creation of
regional multicounty planning and development
organizations.' By this act, the State Planning
Commission is instructed to aid and advise these
regional and locally controlled planning districts,
but no standards or guidelines are set out and
no real power over them is conferred upon the
State commission.~' In no legislation has the
General Assembly laid down concrete standards,
nor has any board or commission been given
power to promulgate and enforce regulations. It
is therefore submitted that the Arkansas planning legislation is relatively insignificant in terms
of drafting Federal housing legislation.
Municipal Planning and Zoning: MuniCipal
zoning in Arkansas is accomplished through au, Ark.
lid ..
Id.
• Id.,
'Id,
• Id,
Tid,

Stat. Ann., § 19-202 (1971 Supp.).
§ 19-215 (1968).
~ 19-202 (1971 Supp.)
§§ 9-301-§ 9-306 (1971 Supp.).
§ 9-306 (1971 Supp.)
§§ 9-311>-9-318 (1971 Supp.).
§§ 9-320 - ,J ~$ nal
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Its primary function is the ongoing development

of a State plan, and the furnishing of advice and

expertise to State and local officials.1' One of the
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thority of a few broad and indefinite enabling

statutes, the first of which was passed in 1875.10

All municipal corporations have the power to

regulate the construction, alteration, and repair

of buildings for limited purposesâprimarily fire

prevention.11 ln addition, cities of the first class

have the power to regulate construction of

houses by requiring a building permit.12 The

statutory criteria for denying a permit are safety

hazards, poor sanitation, obnoxiousness, and

detrimental to the public welfare.13 All municipal

corporations have the power to order the re-

moval or razing of buildings or houses which in

the opinion of the city council are dilapidated,

unsightly, unsafe, unsanitary, obnoxious, or detri-

mental to the public welfare.14

The public policy of Arkansas with respect

to zoning is expressed in the following statute.1

19-2804. Zoning regulations by citiesâDeclaration of

purpose.âlt is recognized and hereby declared that the

beauty of surroundings constitutes a valuable property right

which should be protected by law. and that this is particu-

larly true of residential sections where people have estab-

thority of a few broad and indefinite enabling
statutes, the first of which was passed in 1875. 10
All municipal corporations have the power to
regulate the construction, alteration, and repair
of buildings for limited purposes-primarily fire
prevention. 1I In addition, cities of the first class
have the power to regulate construction of
houses by requiring a building permit. I ~ The
statutory criteria for denying a permit are safety
hazards, poor sanitation, obnoxiousness, and
detrimental to the public welfare. 11 All municipal
corporations have the power to order the removal or razing of buildings or houses which in
the opinion of the city council are dilapidated,
unsightly, unsafe, unsanitary, obnoxious, or detrimental to the public welfare. I I
The public policy of Arkansas with respect
to zoning is expressed in the following statute. Ie.

lished their homes. [Acts 1924 (3rd Ex. Sess.), No. 6, Â§ 1,

p. 60; Pope's Dig., Â§ 10055.]

This policy is effectuated through a statute which

enables cities of the first and second class to

establish zones limiting the character of the

buildings that may be erected therein.16 This

statute provides only for three broad zones: (1)

19-2804. Zoning regulations by cities-Declaration 01
purpose.-It is recognized and hereby declared that the
beauty 01 surroundings constitutes a valuable property right
which should be protected by law. and that this is particularly true 01 residential sections where people have established their homes. [Acts 1924 (3rd Ex. Sess.), No.6, § 1,
p. 60; Pope's Dig., § 10055.)

Manufacturing; (2) business other than manufac-

turing; and (3) residential. Since the passage of

this very general enabling statute in 1924, the

legislature has chosen to enable further, more

detailed zoning through municipal planning acts.

Apparently as a result of confusion created by

these old zoning enabling statutes and the more

recent planning acts, the statute quoted in text,

supra, was amended in 1965, to make it clear

that no municipality had zoning authority beyond

its corporate limits.17 However, cities with a nav-

igable stream can zone along the stream for a

distance of 5 miles beyond their corporate limits

in either direction, for a distance of 2 miles lat-

erally from the thread of the stream.18

The heart of zoning and land use control

legislation in Arkansas today is in the 1957 Mu-

nicipal Planning Commission Act.19 This act pro-

"ld.

11 ld.,

"ld.

" ld.,

"ld.,

" ld.,

" id.,

"id.,

"ld..

This policy is effectuated through a statute which
enables cities of the first and second class to
establish zones limiting the character of the
buildings that may be erected therein, It! This
statute provides only for three broad zones: (1)
Manufacturing; (2) business other than manufacturing; and (3) residential. Since the passage of
this very general enabling statute in 1924, the
legislature has chosen to enable further, more
detailed zoning through municipal planning acts.
Apparently as a result of confusion created by
these old zoning enabling statutes and the more
recent planning acts, the statute quoted in text,
su pra, was amended in 1965, to make it clear
that no municipality had zoning authority beyond
its corporate limits.17 However, cities with a navigable stream can zone along the stream for a
distance of 5 miles beyond their corporate limits
in either direction, for a distance of 2 miles laterally from the thread of the stream.t'
The heart of zoning and land use control
legislation in Arkansas today is in the 1957 Municipal Planning Commission Act. 19 This act pro-

vides extensive authority for the creation of
planning commissions in all incorporated municipalities regardless of class. For the purposes of this study on housing law, the two most
important functions of these planning commissions are the recommendation of zoning ordinances to the city council, and the control and
administration of the development and subdivision of land.~n A glance at this statute indicates
that it is only an enabling proviSion, with little or
no substantive information regarding what one
could expect to find in any particular municipality. Moreover, the land use plan which the planning commission is required to prepare does not
in and of itself constitute a zoning ordinance.~1
It may all be somewhat academic for the purposes of rural housing anyway, because it seems
probable that the smaller the town and the more
rural the community, the less likely it is that
such commissions have even been formed.2~
A further segment of State legislation regarding land use planning and zoning is an act
enabling and encouraging contiguous cities,
towns, and counties jointly to exercise planning
powers, duties, and functions.~' The act provides for creation of a joint or "metropolitan"
planning commission to lend coordination and
uniformity to the overall planning efforts of a region. This commission, however, is without any
real power because the act specifically reserves
to the cooperating cities and counties all of their
power and authority to zone and plan within
their own jurisdictional limits-the joint commission is purely supplemental.~1
County Planning and Zoning: The final piece
in the fragmented puzzle which constitutes public authority for land use planning in Arkansas is
a 1937 act which gave basic planning, zoning,
and subdividing authority over unincorporated
territory to the respective counties.~·-' The county
judge is given authority to appoint a 5- to 12man County Planning Board whose members
serve voluntarily without compensation.~r, This
Board's primary function is to develop an official
County Plan,~7 which will divide, plat, and zone
the unincorporated territory within the county.~~

Â§ 19-2801 (1968).

I 9-2802 (1968).

Id.,
11 Id.
.. Id.,
13 Id.
" Id.,
" Id.,
1. Id.,
11 Id.,
,. Id.,
10 Id.,
10

Â§ 19-2803.

Â§ 19-2804.

Â§ 19-2805.

Â§ 19-2804.1 (1971 Supp.).

Â§ 19-2804.2.

Â§Â§ 19-2825â19-2831 (1968). See appended statute D.

vides extensive authority for the creation of

planning commissions in all incorporated mu-

nicipalities regardless of class. For the pur-

poses of this study on housing law, the two most

important functions of these planning commis-
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§ 19-2801 (1968).
§ 9-2802 (1968).

§ 19-2803.
§ 19-2804.
§ 19-2805.
§ 19-2804.1 (1971 Supp.).
§ 19-2804.2.
r
§§ 19-2825-19-2831 (1968). See appended etatute O.

'" Id, § 19-2829.
t1 Economy Wholesale Co. v. Rodgers, 232 Ark. 835, 3-40 S.w.2d
583 (1960).
o. I have no authority for thie conclusion, it is merely my personal
opinion.
23 Ark. Stat. Ann. §f 19-2820-19-2824 (1968) .
.. Id, § 19-2824.
JO Id. It 17-1101-17-1106.
:II Id
§ 17-1101)"
., Id.·: § 17_11031p glna
rom
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Significant for purposes of low income housing,

however, is the fact that the board is expressly

denied authority to regulate the cost of buildings

and structures.28 The stated purposes and goals

of the county plan are not inconsistent with de-

velopment of low income housing.30 The county

planning board has the same control and author-

ity over the subdivision of unincorporated land

as the municipalities have over land within their

corporate limits.31

Of possible significance to low income

housing proposals brought within the framework

of a public housing authority is a provision of

the act which states that once a county plan is

adopted and put into effect, no improvements

shall be made or authorized and no property

shall be acquired by any county or public

agency, which has, or is likely to have, definite

part in, or relation to, the official county plan un-

less the proposal shall have been submitted by

the agency concerned to the County Planning

Board, and a report and recommendation of the

said board thereon shall have been received.3-

If after 30 days the Board takes no action, the

concerned agency may proceed without its

approval.i:i It is not clear whether a public hous-

ing authority project would have to comply with

this requirement.34

Regulations Affecting the Homebuilding

Construction Industry

Arkansas does not have a statewide building

code. As developed below, the State has chosen

to regulate the construction industry in piece-

meal fashion by imposing registration and licens-

Significant for purposes of low income housing,
however, is the fact that the board is expressly
denied authority to regulate the cost of buildings
and structures. 29 The stated purposes and goals
of the county plan are not inconsistent with development of low income housing.~o The county
planning board has the same control and authority over the subdivision of unincorporated land
as the municipalities have over land within their
corporate Iimits. 31
Of possible significance to low income
housing proposals brought within the framework
of a public housing authority is a provision of
the act which states that once a county plan is
adopted and put into eHect, no improvements
shall be made or authorized and no property
shall be acquired by any county or public
agency, which has, or is likely to have, definite
part in, or relation to, the official county plan unless the proposal shall have been submitted by
the agency concerned to the County Planning
Board, and a report and recommendation of the
said board thereon shall have been received. 32
If after 30 days the Board takes no action, the
concerned agency may proceed without its
approval.'·:! It is not clear whether a public housing authority project would have to comply with
this requirement. 31

ing requirements upon certain tradesmen. How-

ever, the various municipalities and governmental

units do have the authority to impose building

regulations, and presumably could draft or adopt

Regulations Affecting the Homebuilding
Construction Industry

their own building code.35

Arkansas has created a State Licensing

Board for Contractors36 which administers an

act designed to license and regulate general

contractors in the building industry.37 By a 1967

amendment, however, the entire act was made

not applicable to contractors of single family

residences.38 The act does apply to virtually all

other types of construction and repair contract-

ing when the aggregate cost of such work is

$200,000 or more.30 Criteria considered in grant-

ing a license are (1) ability, (2) experience, (3)

character, (4) the manner of performance of pre-

vious contractors, (5) financial condition, (6)

equipment, (7) any other fact tending to show

Arkansas does not have a statewide building
code. As developed below, the State has chosen
to regulate the construction industry in piecemeal fashion by imposing registration and licensing requirements upon certain tradesmen. However, the various municipalities and governmental
units do have the authority to impose building
regulations, and presumably could draft or adopt
their own building code. 35
Arkansas has created a State Licensing
Board for Contractors 36 which administers an
act designed to license and regulate general
contractors in the building industryY By a 1967

ability and willingness to conserve the public

amendment, however, the entire act was made
not applicable to contractors of single family
residences,:IR The act does apply to virtually all
other types of construction and repair contracting when the aggregate cost of such work is
$200,000 or more.:1V Criteria considered in granting a license are (1) ability, (2) experience, (3)
character, (4) the manner of performance of previous contractors, (5) financial condition, (6)
equipment, (7) any other fact tending to show
ability and willingness to conserve the public
health and safety, and (8) default in complying
with the provisions of the act, or any other law
of the State.~o The board does have power to
act upon complaints, hold hearings, and revoke
licenses, H The act does not apply to contractors
engaged in construction for the United States
Government, because it would interfere with the
Federal Government's right to select contractors. 42
Architects 13 and engineers H are also required to be licensed by State boards and regulated thereby. This is standard regulation of professional occupations, and needs no description.
The most extensive and comprehensive
piece of Arkansas legislation which aHects the
homebuilding industry is an act regulating
plumbers and the plumbing trade in general. 45
The basic mechanism of plumber regulation is a
mandatory registration and permit or licensing
system which is administered by the State Board
of Health.~6 The act sets out detailed requirements for the registration, training, examination,
and licensing of master plumbers, journeyman
plumbers, and apprentices. '7 The Board of
Health is given significant powers to promulgate
a State plumbing code, and actively to inspect,
investigate, and regulate the plumbing industry
in Arkansas.~~
SCOPE OF CODE. The provisions of the state plumbing code and amendments thereto as adopted by the Board
defining plumbing work, prescribing minimum requirements
for design, materials, appliances, workmanship and methods
of installation shall alter publication in any legal publication In the state once each week for three (3) weeks have
the effect and force of law in the form of minimum standards state-wide in application and shall apply to all types

health and safety, and (8) default in complying

with the provisions of the act, or any other law

of the State." The board does have power to

act upon complaints, hold hearings, and revoke

licenses.41 The act does not apply to contractors

engaged in construction for the United States

Government, because it would interfere with the

Federal Government's right to select contractors.42

Architects '3 and engineers44 are also re-

quired to be licensed by State boards and regu-

lated thereby. This is standard regulation of pro-

fessional occupations, and needs no description.

The most extensive and comprehensive

-Id.
• Id., f 17-1104.
II Id., 117-1106.
n Id., 117-1105.
"Id.
M Compare f 17-1105 with I 19-3011 (1971 Supp.) which describes
the powers of housing authorities: "[No) proyislons of law
with reepect to the acquisition, operation or disposition of
property by other public bodies shall be spplicable to an
authority unless the legislature shall specifically so state."
• See discullion of municipal planning and zoning, supra p. 2,
and accompanying footnotes.
.. Ark. Stat. Ann., § 71-702 (1971 Supp.).
J1 Id., II 71-701-71-724.

.. Id., 1 71-702.
ald.
• Id., 1 71-709.
" Id., § 71-711.
.. Leslie Miller, Inc. v. Arkanll8s, 352 U.S. 187 (1956).
.. Ark. Stat. Ann., If 71-301-71-314 (1971 Supp.).
.. Id .• II 71-1001-71-1024 (1957).
.. Id., §t 71-1205-71-1217.
.. Id., H 71-1206, 71-1207, 71-1210.
<T Id.,
I 71-1207. Note that this statute requires the Board to
recognize IHt Nationl'll ·Plu ~ ing Apprenticeship Standards for
the training of l - ~ l\:Ie r ' )'p1(entices .
.. Ark.
N (1957).

t),
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piece of Arkansas legislation which affects the

homebuilding industry is an act regulating

plumbers and the plumbing trade in general.45
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of buildings, private or public, rural or urban. lncluding

buildings owned by the state or any political subdivision

thereof. All plumbing installations shall be made to con-

form with such code. Cities and towns may make additional

regulations not in conflict with such code."

ln addition to this statewide code, the act

of buildings, private or public, rural or urban, including
buildings owned by the state or any political subdivision
thereof. All plumbing installations shall be made to conform with such code. Cities and towns may make additional
regulations not in conflict with such code"

directs that cities of the first or second class

having a system of waterworks or sewerage

shall, and an incorporated town or any metropol-

itan sewerage commission may, by ordinance,

prescribe rules and regulations concerning

plumbing to safeguard the public health, not in

conflict with the minimum standards prescribed

by the board.56 Moreover, nothing in the act

"shall prohibit cities and towns from having full

authority to provide full supervision and inspec-

tion of plumbing and plumbers by the enactment

of codes, rules and regulations in such form as

the council may determine appropriate." 51 The

only exceptions to the coverage of the act are:

(1) Plumbing work done by a property owner in

a building owned and occupied by him as his

home, except where such license is required by

local ordinance, and (2) plumbing work to farm

buildings located outside the incorporated limits

of any city or town unless such buildings are

connected to a public water or sewer system.52

Mobile Homes and Modular Housing

Taxation: The State of Arkansas has a 3

percent sales tax, and it is applicable to the sale

of mobile homes.53 ln addition, Arkansas has a

Compensating Tax Act,54 which is also a 3 per-

In addition to this statewide code, the act
directs that cities of the first or second class
having a system of waterworks or sewerage
shall, and an incorporated town or any metropolitan sewerage commission may, by ordinance,
prescribe rules and regulations concerning
plumbing to safeguard the public health, not in
conflict with the minimum standards prescribed
by the board/,n Moreover, nothing in the act
"shall prohibit cities and towns from having full
authority to provide full su pervision and inspection of plumbing and plumbers by the enactment
of codes, rules and regulations in such form as
the council may determine appropriate." ~I The
only exceptions to the coverage of the act ar~:
(1) Plumbing work done by a property owner In
a building owned and occupied by him as his
home, except where such license is required by
local ordinance, and (2) plumbing work to farm
buildings located outside the incorporated limits
of any city or town unless such buildings are
connected to a public water or sewer system.r'~

cent tax, and it applies to all personal property.

The compensating tax is an excise tax for the

privilege of storing, using, or consuming per-

Mobile Homes and Modular Housing

sonal property within the State."'5 For purposes

of taxation, mobile homes are considered per-

sonal property in Arkansas.58 This conclusion is

not expressly codified, but the general frame-

work of mobile homes on resale implies that the

Arkansas General Assembly considers them to

be personal property.3 7 There are apparently no

conditions or circumstances under which mobile

homes will be taxed as real property.59

There are no statutes whatever concerning

modular housing. With respect to taxation of

modular housing, it is likely that the personal

property status of mobile homes would be anal-

ogized and followed.59

Regulations Governing Use and Highway

Restrictions: There are no statutes regarding the

uses to which mobile homes may be put. There

Taxation: The State of Arkansas has a 3
percent sales tax, and it is applicable to the sale
of mobile homes. 53 In addition, Arkansas has a
Compensating Tax Act,54 which is also a 3 percent tax, and it applies to all personal property.
The compensating tax is an excise tax for the
privilege of storing, using, or consuming personal property within the State.~'r. For purposes
of taxation, mobile homes are considered personal property in Arkansas.:' R This conclusion is
not expressly codified, but the general framework of mobile homes on resale implies that the
Arkansas General Assembly considers them to
be personal property,~· There are apparently no

conditions or circumstances under which mobile
homes will be taxed as real property.58
There are no statutes whatever concerning
modular housing. With respect to taxation of
modular housing, it is likely that the personal
property status of mobile homes would be analogized and followed. 59
Regulations Governing Use and Highway
Restrictions: There are no statutes regarding the
uses to which mobile homes may be put. There
are, however, statutes regulating the sale of mobile homes and the transportation of them upon
the roads and highways of the State.
All persons selling house trailers or mobile
homes must obtain and hold a permit from the
Commissioner of Revenues, and make a monthly
report to the commissioner. flo These reports include a copy or copies of invoices, sales ticket,
or bills of sale reflecting the date of all sales of
such house trailers or mobile homes; the purchaser's name and address; the make, year,
model, and serial number, and gross sales price
of each house trailer or mobile home; and the
amount of tax collected from the purchaser.61
The sales tax or compensating tax, if once paid in
Arkansas for the sale or possession of a house
trailer or mobile home, is not required to be paid
a second time upon resale or possession by a
second owner.6~
In 1971, the Arkansas General Assembly enacted a relatively comprehensive act to regulate
the transportation of oversized trailers and mobile homes.r,~ Mobile homes larger than 8 feet in
width and/or 60 feet in length are defined as
oversized, and a special permit from the State
Highway Department must be obtained before
they can be moved on State highways.tli No
home in excess of 14 feet in width (exclusive of
clearance lights) may receive a permit.6!\ The
cost of the permit is $S.r.6 The most significant
regulations in the act concern who may obtain
such a permit. fl • The statute is written so as to
make it impossible for a private individual to sa-

are, however, statutes regulating the sale of mo-

the roads and highways of the State.

All persons selling house trailers or mobile

homes must obtain and hold a permit from the

Commissioner of Revenues, and make a monthly

report to the commissioner.60 These reports in-

clude a copy or copies of invoices, sales ticket,

or bills of sale reflecting the date of all sales of

such house trailers or mobile homes; the pur-

chaser's name and address; the make, year,

model, and serial number, and gross sales price

of each house trailer or mobile home; and the

amount of tax collected from the purchaser.61

• Id., 171-1216(2).
.. Id., 171-1208.
II Id., f 71-1209.
"Id., § 71-1216(1).
52 Id., f§ 84-1901-84-1929 (1960).
.. Id .. If 84-3101-84-3128.
.. Id .. I 84-3105.
.. Bartke & Gage, Mcbl/e Homes.' Zoning and Taxation, 55 Corn.
L. Rev. 491,521 (1970); Note, Taxation-Property Tax on House
Trailers-Real or Personal Property. 8 Ark. L. Rev. 188 (1954).
51 Ark. Stat.
Ann., § 84-1934 (1971 Supp.): "It Is the Intent of
this Act (§§ 84-1933-84-1938) that used house trailers or
mobile homes once having been subjected to either the
Gross Receipts or Compensating Ta
IIhall on lIublleq uent
sale be exempted."

The sales tax or compensating tax, if once paid in

Arkansas for the sale or possession of a house
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trailer or mobile home, is not required to be paid

a second time upon resale or possession by a

See supra. note 56 .
.. See E. F. Roberts. Land Use Planning. pp. 4-270 (1971). It should
be pointed out that thells taxing atatutea and the regulatory
statutes, intra notes 60-n, are written In terms
"house
trailers or mobile homes." It is certainly not unreasonable to
predict that modular housing will be interpreted to come within the meaning
"mobile home" despite the illoglclIl relult
taxing them as personal property .
110 Ark. Stat. Ann .. § 84-1933 (1971 Supp.) .
11 Id.
., Id .. § 84-1934.
'3 Id., § § 75-a26-75-835.
•• Id.. § 75-a29.
"'Id.
1M! Id. § 75-a3
till

bile homes and the transportation of them upon

0'

0'

0'

riginal from

., Id.,
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cure a permit for a home wider than 12 feet, and

almost impossible if the home is more than 8

feet in width.68 A licensed carrier, dealer, or

manufacturer may obtain a permit upon proof of

minimum insurance coverage (i.e., $100,000 for

first bodily injury or death, $300,000 for bodily

injury or death for each accident, and $100,000

for property damage).69 An individual, on the

other hand, may obtain a permit himself only if:

(1) The home is not over 12 feet wide; (2) it is

registered to him; (3) it is not for the purpose of

sale; (4) he has a truck of at least 1 ton and it is

in compliance with appropriate ICC safety reg-

ulations; (5) the driver is experienced at pulling

wide loads; (6) minimum insurance coverage,

supra, is proven; and (7) the individual has

title.70 Obviously, the act is designed to keep

the amateur trailer-puller off of the State high-

ways.

In addition, the act gives to the State High-

way Department the duty to promulgate rules

and regulations in accordance with the act.71 Fi-

nally, the act sets out broad guidelines for the

size of trailers allowed on roads of various

widths (subject to Highway Department discre-

tion to grant exceptions), and generally prohibits

the transportation of oversized trailers on week-

ends or holidays.72

State Housing Corporations

Arkansas has very extensive legislation re-

garding the creation and operation of public

housing authorities.73 The legislation can be di-

vided in terms of housing authorities, redevelop-

ment agencies, and urban renewal projects, but

cure a permit for a home wider than 12 feet, and
almost impossible if the home is more than 8
feet in width. 68 A licensed carrier, dealer, or
manufacturer may obtain a permit upon proof of
minimum insurance coverage (Le., $100,000 for
first bodily injury or death, $300,000 for bodily
injury or death for each accident, and $100,000
for property damage).69 An individual, on the
other hand, may obtain a permit himself only if:
(1) The home is not over 12 feet wide; (2) it is
registered to him; (3) it is not for the purpose of
sale; (4) he has a truck of at least 1 ton and it is
in compliance with appropriate ICC safety regulations; (5) the driver is experienced at pulling
wide loads; (6) minimum insurance coverage,
supra, is proven; and (7) the individual has
title. 7ll Obviously, the act is designed to keep
the amateur trailer-puller off of the State highways.
In addition, the act gives to the State Highway Department the duty to promulgate rules
and regulations in accordance with the acl,71 Finally, the act sets out broad guidelines for the
size of trailers allowed on roads of various
widths (subject to Highway Department discretion to grant exceptions), and generally prohibits
the transportation of oversized trailers on weekends or holidays.'2

for the purposes of this study there is little to be

gained by doing soâthe rights and powers be-

stowed do not vary significantly.

State Housing Corporations

Each governmental agency in the State is

entitled to create a housing authority.74 The

powers of these housing authorities are quite

comprehensive.75 The housing authorities are

nonprofit76 public corporations whose only mas-

ters are the various city councils and county

governments who create them by resolution. All

housing authority projects are subject to the

planning, zoning, sanitary and building laws, and

"Id.

"Id.

75-828(c).

* Id.

75-831.

" Id.

75-835.

"Id.

75-832.

"Id.

5 19-3001â19-3076 (1968).

Arkansas has very extensive legislation regarding the creation and operation of public
housing authorities. 73 The legislation can be divided in terms of housing authorities, redevelopment agencies, and urban renewal projects, but
for the purposes of this study there is little to be
gained by dOing so-the rights and powers bestowed do not vary significantly.
Each governmental agency in the State is
entitled to create a housing authority. H The
powers of these housing authorities are quite
comprehensive. 75 The housing authorities are
nonprofit 76 public corporations whose only masters are the various city councils and county
governments who create them by resolution. All
housing authority projects are subject to the
planning, zoning, sanitary and building laws, and

" Id.

19-3004.

"Id.

19-3011 (1971 Supp.).

*â¢ Id.

19-3012 (1968). This statute also

set out guidelines (or

fixing maximum rental rates.

ordinances and regulations applicable to the lo-

cality in which the housing project is situated.77

-'d.

- Id., f 75~28(c).
'" Id., § 75~31.
"Id., § 7~35.
T2 Id., t 7~32.
Tl Id., If 19-3001-19-3076 (1968).
"Id., § 19-3004.
"Id., 119-3011 (1971 Supp.).
TO Id., t 19-3012 (1968). Thill IItatute aillo lIet oul gulde ll nea for
fixing maximum rental ratea.

ordinances and regulations applicable to the locality in which the housing project is situated. 77
Also, in the planning and location of any housing
project, an authority is required to take into consideration the long range city, county, or regional plan as promulgated by a planning
commission.;" CooperaUon between housing authorities and various planning boards and commissions is expressly encouraged.;9
Housing authorities are given power to sell
projects to the Federal Government,Ho and otherwise to seek and accept aid from the Federal
Government.~l The property of a housing authority is declared to be public property and therefore is exempt from all taxes and special assessments of the State or any public body thereof. 82
County and regional housing authorities are
authorized to create rural housing projects; it
appears, however, that these projects are solely
for the benefit of low income farmers.~3 Housing
authorities have the power to undertake redevelopment projects of blighted areas, R~ and where
housing authorities have not been created or
have been inactive in redevelopment, the governing body is empowered to create urban renewal
agencies for that purpose.';' Although there is
no authority for statewide housing authorities,
there are several provisions enabling regional or
interjurisdictional housing authorities. 86 Both
housing authorities ~7 and urban renewal agencies" have the power of eminent domain to aid
them in the effectuation of their projects.

The Horizontal Property Act
Arkansas has enacted a so-called "Horizontal Property Act" for the purpose of accommodating the condominium concept in the State's
property law. k9 The act, by permitting the sale
and financing of condominiums, allows builders
and building owners to take advantage of Section 104 of the Federal Housi ng Act of 1961, !II)
which makes mortgage insurance available on
separate units in such properties. 91 Basically,
"Id., § 19-3016.
,. Id.
1. Id, I 19-3029.
.. Id., § 19-3024.
.. Id., § 19-3023. Redevelopment Prolects and Urban Renewal
AgenCies have similar powers. See t 19-3061 (1968).
82 Id., § 19-3027.
u Id., If 19-3053-19-3055.
.. Id., H 19-3056--19-3063.
.. Id, 119-3063.2 .
.. Id., II 19-3014 and 19-3038.
"Id., t 19-3015.
.. Id., f 19-3075 (1971 Supp.).
.. Id., §§ 50-1001-50-1023 (1971).
'" Public law 8r ~.Q I~S \It(. ~(30 June 1961) .
.. Legilllation-110rl z Mil Pro I/rt\.- Act-The Concept of Condo-

m; ;

m~TV:~·

.tnt H~A N

Also, in the planning and location of any housing

project, an authority is required to take into con-

sideration the long range city, county, or re-
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the act provides for the ownership and convey-

ance of apartment units as though each were a

traditional tract of real estate. The details of the

procedure for qualification, registration, and op-

eration of condominiums are fairly simple and do

not need to be analyzed for this study. lf a con-

dominium concept were used in low income

housing, the act would have to be followed, but

it would be no burden, because it presents no

impediments to such housing. lndeed, the Hori-

zontal Property Act encourages the development

of condominium living arrangements.

Usury Laws

ln Arkansas, interest rates are restricted by

the State constitution, which provides that "[all]

contracts for a greater rate of interest than 10

the act provides for the ownership and conveyance of apartment units as though each were a
traditional tract of real estate. The details of the
procedure for qualification, registration, and operation of condominiums are fairly simple and do
not need to be analyzed for this study. If a condominium concept were used in low income
housing, the act would have to be followed, but
it would be no burden, because it presents no
impediments to such housing. Indeed, the Horizontal Property Act encourages the development
of condominium living arrangements.

percent per annum shall be void as to principal

and interest . . ." Â°2 This constitutional provision

has been codified "â¢'â¢ so as to authorize parties

to a contract to agree in writing for the payment

of a rate of interest not in excess of 10 percent

per annum.

The Arkansas Supreme Court held at an

early date that it is not usurious to provide for

the calculation of interest on interest that has

actually accrued, but that it is usurious to pro-

vide for the calculation of interest on interest

that will only accrue subsequently.94 ln a later

case, the court stated:

The true test ls: Has the debtor the absolute right to

discharge and satisfy the contract at maturity by paying the

principal debt and lawful lnterest. lf he has, the contract is

not vitiated by providing for the payment of an additional

sum."

The Arkansas Constitution makes no distinc-

tion between FHA or VA and conventional loans,

and, since the usury statutes in Arkansas are of

constitutional origin, the legislation has been and

Usury Laws
In Arkansas, interest rates are restricted by
the State constitution, which provides that "[all]
contracts for a greater rate of interest than 10
percent per annum shall be void as to principal
and interest ... " n This constitutional provision
has been codified 9:\ so as to authorize parties
to a contract to agree in writing for the payment
of a rate of interest not in excess of 10 percent
per annum.
The Arkansas Supreme Court held at an
early date that it is not usurious to provide for
the calculation of interest on interest that has
actually accrued, but that it is usurious to provide for the calculation of interest on interest
that will only accrue subsequently.94 In a later
case, the court stated:

is precluded from unilaterally making such a dis-

tinction.90 The criterion that has governed the de-

termination of usury has been stated as being:

The language used by the court in expressing

these criteria indicates that any lump sum pay-

The true test is: Has the debtor the absolute right to
discharge and satisfy the contract at maturity by paying the
principal debt and lawful Interest. If he has. the contract is
not vlliated by providing for the payment of an additional
sum."

ment by the borrower to the lender which

is considered interest will be spread over the en-

tire term of the loan for the purpose of determin-

ing the presence of usury; however, the compu-

tational procedure to be used in amortizing such

sums has not been made clear by the Arkansas

courts. The wording of these criteria also sug-

gests that charges paid by someone other than

the borrower would not be included as interest.

The Arkansas Constitution makes no distinction between FHA or VA and conventional loans,
and, since the usury statutes in Arkansas are of
constitutional origin, the legislation has been and
is precluded from unilaterally making such a distinction. IIG The criterion that has governed the determination of usury has been stated as being:

The validity of this suggestion has again not

been made clear by the courts, but it must be

noted that the underlying constitutional provision

makes no such distinction and, indeed, the Ar-

. . . whether the total amount to be paid under (a loan
agreement's) terms by the borrower in the event of performance, is in excess of the principal received plus 10
percent Interest per annum for the term thereof."

kansas Supreme Court has stated that a "con-

The language used by the court in expressing
these criteria indicates that any lump sum payment by the borrower to the lender which
is considered interest will be spread over the entire term of the loan for the purpose of determining the presence of usury; however, the computational procedure to be used in amortizing such
sums has not been made clear by the Arkansas
courts. The wording of these criteria also suggests that charges paid by someone other than
the borrower would not be included as interest.
The validity of this suggestion has again not
been made clear by the courts, but it must be
noted that the underlying constitutional provision
makes no such distinction and, indeed, the Arkansas Supreme Court has stated that a "contract to pay directly or indirectly a greater rate
of interest than 10 percent," would constitute
usury under the Arkansas constitution." s
Broker fees have been held not to constitute
interest unless the broker is an agent of the
lender, and the lender is aware of, or may by
law be presumed to be aware of, his agent's
actions. Do Broker fees which are paid to the broker as an agent of the borrower, and which are
then shared with the lender, are included as interest; such payments, however, are not so included if the broker acts "on his own account"
and not as an agent for the borrower. loo
A borrower may contract with a lender to
pay "certain valid and reasonable charges, paid
to a third party, and incurred for the borrower's
benefit in procuring the loan." 101 Such "valid
and reasonable" charges have been held to include costs of abstracts paid to a third party,
costs of title opinions paid to an attorney, recording fees paid to an official, and insurance
premiums paid to a third party, but charges for a
credit report have been held to be included as
interest because such a report is for the sole
benefit of the lender. lo2 A charge which consists merely of a percentage of the lender's
overhead expenses is also inc!uded as interest. los
Discounts which are chargeable to the borrower have been held to constitute interest. 104
Whether this decision would be applicable to
"points" paid by a seller would be a determination to be based on the factors discussed above .

tract to pay directly or indirectly a greater rate

of interest than 10 percent," would constitute

usury under the Arkansas constitution.98

Broker fees have been held not to constitute

interest unless the broker is an agent of the

lender, and the lender is aware of, or may by

law be presumed to be aware of, his agent's

actions.90 Broker fees which are paid to the bro-

ker as an agent of the borrower, and which are

.. Ark. Const. art. 19, § 13.
., Ark. Stal. Ann., § 68-602 (1957).
.. Grider v. Driver, 46 Ark. 50 (1895).
.. Carney v. Ma//hewson, 86 Ark. 25, 109 S.W. 1024 (1908).
.. Wins/on v. Personal Finance Co. 0/ Pine Bluff. 220 Ark. 580,
249 S.W.2d 315 (1952) .
"McDougall v. Hachme/sler. 184 Ark. 28 , 41 S.w.2 1088, 1090
(1931) .

then shared with the lender, are included as in-

terest; such payments, however, are not so in-

cluded if the broker acts "on his own account"

and not as an agent for the borrower.100
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.. Smith v. Eason, 223 Ark. 747, 749, 268 S.W.2d 389, 390 (195<&) .
.. Valhberg v. Kulon, 51 Ark. 534, 11 S.W. 878 (1889).
100 Jones v. Philtippee, 135 Ark. 578, 206 S.W. 40 (1918) .
Smith v. Eason, 223 Ark. 747, 268 S.W.2d 389. 390 (1954) .
.02 Id., Wins/on v. Personal Finance Co. 0/ PIne B/uff, 220 Artt .

I.'

580, 249 S.W.2d 315 (1952) .
•.. S/rickler v. Slele Au/o Finence Co., 220 Ark. 565, 249 S.W.2d

307 (1952)- • •
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r
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The time-price differential, or "credit price

rule," has been recognized in Arkansas as

applying to all credit sales in which a credit and

cash price were quoted to the buyer.105 ln 1952,

however, the Arkansas Supreme Court in Hare v.

General Contract Purchase Corp.,106 issued a

caveat as to future recognition. The court, after

noting that prior cases could not be overruled

retroactively, stated that thereafter, while the

doctrine of time-price differential would still be

applicable to bona fide transactions, a question

of fact may arise "as to whether the so-called

credit price was bona fide as such, or only a

cloak for usury."107 The determining inquiry

was said to be "whether the seller increased his

cash price with a reasonable assurance that he

could . . . discount the paper to (an) individual

or finance company," and "[if] that reasonable

assurance existed, then the transaction is in sub-

stance a loan and may be attacked for

usury." '"* An indication of such assurance is

the fact that a finance company or other "pur-

chasers of title paper" have supplied the seller

with forms and credit schedules.109 Thus, under

present Arkansas law, a conditional sale is,

prima facie, exempt from the usury laws, but if

the transaction is shown not to be bona fide ac-

cording to the criteria set forth in Hare, supra, lt

nevertheless may be attacked as usurious.

Arkansas does not have a comprehensive

retail installment sales law; therefore, if a trans-

action is a bona fide conditional sale, there is no

limitation on the amount of time-price differential

or finance charge which may be charged.

Laws Affecting Banks and Savings and

Loan Associations in the Home Mortgage

Field

The statutory limitation upon the size of

loans that a bank in Arkansas can make involves

a very complicated and confusing formula.110

Suffice it to state that this general formula is not

The time-price differential, or "credit price
rule," has been recognized in Arkansas as
applying to all credit sales in which a credit and
cash price were quoted to the buyer. lOS In 1952,
however, the Arkansas Supreme Court in Hare v.
General Contract Purchase Corp.,108 issued a
caveat as to future recognition. The court, after
noting that prior cases could not be overruled
retroactively, stated that thereafter, while the
doctrine of time-price differential would still be
applicable to bona fide transactions, a question
of fact may arise "as to whether the so-called
credit price was bona fide as such, or only a
cloak for usury." 107 The determining inquiry
was said to be "whether the seller increased his
cash price with a reasonable assurance that he
could ... discount the paper to (an) individual
or finance company," and "[if) that reasonable
assurance existed, then the transaction is in substance a loan and may be attacked for
usury." 108 An indication of such assurance is
the fact that a finance company or other "purchasers of title paper" have supplied the seller
with forms and credit schedules. l09 Thus, under
present Arkansas law, a conditional sale is,
prima facie, exempt from the usury laws, but if
the transaction is shown not to be bona fide according to the criteria set forth in Hare, supra, It
nevertheless may be attacked as usurious.
Arkansas does not have a comprehensive
retail installment sales law; therefore, if a transaction is a bona fide conditional sale, there is no
limitation on the amount of time-price differential
or finance charge which may be charged.

really relevant in terms of home mortgage loans.

There is no special legislation regulating banks

in the home mortgage field in Arkansas. Savings

and loan, and building and loan associations,

however, are regulated by the following statutory

limitations.

67-831. Restrictions as to loans.âNo Building and Loan

Association shall make a mortgage loan to an officer,

director or employee of such association, either directly or

indirectly, unless such loan be first approved unanimously

by the members of the board of directors present at the

next regular board meeting, such approval to be recorded

by aye and nay vote ln the minutes of the meeting of the

board.

No Building and Loan Association shall make loans ex-

ceeding in the aggregate $5,000 to one (1) borrower upon

real estate security if the assets of the association do not

Laws Affecting Banks and Savings and
Loan Associations In the Home Mortgage
Field
The statutory limitation upon the size of
loans that a bank in Arkansas can make involves
a very complicated and confusing formulaYo
Suffice it to state that this general formula is not
really relevant in terms of home mortgage loans.
There is no special legislation regulating banks
in the home mortgage field in Arkansas. Savings
and loan, and building and loan associations,
however, are regulated by the following statutory
limitations.

exceeding in the aggregate $10,000 to one (1) borrower

upon real estate security if the assets of such association

any loans exceeding ln the aggregate $15,000 to one (1)

borrower upon real estate security if the assets of such as-

sociation do not exceed $500,000; nor shall any such asso-

ciation make any loan exceeding ln the aggregate $25,000

to one (1) borrower upon real estate security if the assets

of such association do not exceed $2,500,000; provided

There does not appear to be any geographic limitation upon either banks or savings and loans in
terms of their power to make home mortgage
loans. Presumably, a bank or savings and loan
can make such mortgages anywhere in the State.

Miscellaneous
This category consists of brief summaries of
those broad areas of law for which I was unable to
find any significant legislation that would even
indirectly affect the supply of housing in Arkansas.
Health Laws and Regulations as They Affect
Safe and Sanitary Housing: There is no health
legislation directly concerning or affecting housing on the State level. As discussed previously,
all regulation and control over housing conditions and quality are in the hands of the various
local governments. ll2
Environmental Protection Law.: Arkansas
has laws for the protection of both its air 113
and water 114 resources, but these laws are directed at industry and community governments
in general, and not directly at the individual
homeowner. The water pollution control act creId., f 87-331 (1968). Thll Iialule II applicable 10 lavlngl and
loan anocialionl al well I. to building and loan alloclalion•.
m See lupra, dllculaion of Municipal Pllnnlng Ind Zoning . Recall
alao that plumbing i. regulated by the Iiale board of health
and local govern menta. Thil is the prlml'Y means of regulaling .anitation condilionl in houllng . See supra, notea 4s-52
and accompanying text.
.
"' Ark. Stat. Ann i fii i8. ~ ( r - ~-1914. 17 (1971 Supp.).
111

exceed $50,000; nor shall any such association make loans

do not exceed $200,000; nor shall any association make

67-a31. Restrictions as to loans.-No Building and Loan
Association shall make a mortgage loan to an officer,
director or employee of such association, either directly or
indirectly, unless such loan be first approved unanimously
by the members of the board of directors present at the
next regular board meeting, such approval to be recorded
by aye and nay vote in the minutes of the meeting of the
board .
No Building and Loan Association shall make loans exceeding in the aggregate $5,000 to one (1) borrower upon
real estate security If the assets of the association do not
exceed $50,000; nor shall any such association make loans
exceeding in the aggregate $10,000 to one (1) borrower
upon real estate security If the assets of such association
do not exceed $200,000; nor shall any association make
any loans exceeding In the aggregate $15,000 to one (1)
borrower upon real estate security if the assets of such association do not exceed $500,000; nor shall any such association make any loan exceeding In the aggregate $25,000
to one (1) borrower upon real estate security If the assets
of such association do not exceed $2,500,000; provided
that. any Building and Loan Association whose assets are
In excess of $2,500,000 may make loans not to exceed the
aggregate sum of one per cent (1 %) of the assets of said
association to one (1) borrower on real estate security.1lI

101 Smith v . Kaufman. 145 Ark. 5048. 224
, .. 220 Ark. 601. 249 S.W.2d 973 (1952).
... Id. II
249 S.W.2d at 978.

eoe.

·-Id.
-Id.
uo Ark. Stat. Ann., f 87-507 (1871 Supp.) .

S.W. 878 (1920).

"'Id., f

-
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that, any Building and Loan Association whose assets are

ln excess of $2,500,000 may make loans not to exceed the

•

ates a commission which is to administer and

enforce it. The State commission also has au-

thority to issue orders and regulations,115 but, to

date, no regulations directly effecting housing

have been issued.110 That is to say that the

commission does not prescribe what sort of

plumbing or septic tank must be used. The com-

mission does prescribe what the allowable level

of various pollutants in the State's waters shall

be, and effectuates these orders by regulating

the operation of sewage and disposal systems.

Thus, it is the local municipa'ities and county

governments that actually implement guidelines

and minimum standards through local building

codes and ordinances in order to comply with

State pollution regulations.

Significantly, there is no requirement for an

environmental impact statement prior to any con-

struction or land development. Presumably, such

prior restraint upon building is exercised by the

local or regional planning and zoning commis-

sions.

Requirements Regarding Water and Waste

Systems; Effect on Lot Size: lt follows from what

has just been said that there are no uniform

laws or regulations concerning water and waste

systems that affect lot size. No doubt such regu-

lations do exist in local building and plumbing

codes, as discussed previously.

Welfare Laws: There is no welfare lien law

in Arkansas, nor do any other welfare laws ap-

pear to have any effect upon the supply of hous-

ing.

Specific Points

Codes and lnspection Procedures: There is

no statewide building code, nor is there a State

minimum housing code. While there is no ex-

press authority for the adoption of minimum

housing codes by cities, there is authority to

ates a commission which is to administer and
enforce it. The State commission also has authority to issue orders and regulations,t 1 ~ but, to
date, no regulations directly effecting housing
have been issued. 116 That is to say that the
commission does not prescribe what sort of
plumbing or septic tank must be used. The commission does prescribe what the allowable level
of various pollutants in the State's waters shall
be, and effectuates these orders by regulating
the operation of sewage and disposal systems.
Thus, it is the local municipa~ities and county
governments that actually implement guidelines
and minimum standards through local building
codes and ordinances in order to comply with
State pollution regulations.
Significantly, there is no requirement for an
environmental impact statement prior to any construction or land development. Presumably, such
prior restraint upon building is exercised by the
local or regional planning and zoning commissions.
Requirements Regarding Water and Waste
Systems; Effect on Lot Size: It follows from what
has just been said that there are no uniform
laws or regulations concerning water and waste
systems that affect lot size. No doubt such regulations do exist in local building and plumbing
codes, as discussed previously.
Welfare Laws: There is no welfare lien law
in Arkansas, nor do any other welfare laws appear to have any effect upon the supply of housing.

enact building and plumbing codes,117 and a

minimum housing code almost certainly seems

authorized for cities of the first class.ll" Arkan-

Specific Points

sas has no legislation permitting tenant suits for

damages in cases of a landlord's failure to meet

codes.

Landlord and Tenant Law: The tenant does

not have the right to withhold payment of rent if

the unit does not comply with the minimum

housing code. Local agencies are not authorized

to make repairs on substandard dwellings and to

make the cost a lien on the dwelling, and there

is no legal authority for the closing, vacating and

demolition of substandard housing.119 Similarly,

no housing court or similar court exists, nor is

there any authority for court appointment of a

Codes and Inspection Procedures: There is
no statewide building code, nor is there a State
minimum housing code. While there is no express authority for the adoption of minimum
housing codes by cities, there is authority to
enact building and p:umbing codes,l1; and a
minimum housing code almost certainly seems
authorized for cities of the fi rst class. I I ' Arkansas has no legislation permitting tenant suits for
damages in cases of a landlord's failure to meet
codes.

receiver to collect rents and make improve-

ments.

II>
As to foreclosing on tax delinquent dwell-

11.

ings, the provisions concerning the collection of

delinquent taxes from real property are anything

IlT
but quick and simple.120 Delinquent tax liens

118
are published in appropriate newspapers once

each year and a public sale is held. lf they are

not sold to the public, the State of Arkansas

Id .. § 82-1904.
I have reached this conclusion after examining the Arkansas
water pollution control regulations as set out in the B.N.A.
Environmental Law Reporter.
See generally notes 11-50 and accompanying text. suprs.
Ark. Stal. Ann. § 19-2802 (1968). The statute does not expressly
mention minimum housing codes, but such a code would
seem to be implicit within the authority conferred to cities of
the first class.

Landlord and Tenant Law: The tenant does
not have the right to withhold payment of rent if
the unit does not comply with the minimum
housing code. Local agencies are not authorized
to make repairs on substandard dwellings and to
make the cost a lien on the dwelling, and there
is no legal authority for the closing, vacating and
demolition of substandard housing.1l9 Similarly,
no housing court or similar court exists, nor is
there any authority for court appointment of a
receiver to collect rents and make improvements.
As to foreclosing on tax delinquent dwellings, the provisions concerning the collection of
delinquent taxes from real property are anything
but quick and simple. lzo Delinquent tax liens
are published in appropriate newspapers once
each year and a public sale is held. If they are
not sold to the public, the State of Arkansas
buys them, and in either event there is a 2-year
period during which the property may be redeemed by the payment of all taxes, penalties,
and cost, plus a 10 percent interest charge.
Therefore, at the very least, no foreclosure can
become final in less than 2 years.
No legal authority authorizes tax officials to
maintain existing levels of assessment following
improvement of substandard housing.
Mortgages: State legislation does not expressly permit "flexible" mortgage financing,
e.g., interest abatement during the early years of
mortgage payments on low and middle income
housing. There is very, very little regulation of
mortgage financing in Arkansas, and none which
appears even indirectly related to flexible financing procedures. On the other hand, there is no
prohibition of it either.
With regard to open-end mortgages (that
can be increased periodically to permit financing
for rehabilitation), there is no special legislation
concerning this particular practice--either enabling or prohibiting it. I do not see why it could
not be done so long as a proper memorandum
of the agreement is placed with the official mortgage deed in the recorder's office and is attested to and dated by the clerk.m
u. Id. at § 19-2803. Moreover. the city need not pay compensation
if the demolition ill necessary to abate a sanitation nuiunce
and protect the public health and Welfare. Springfield Y.
Little Rock. 226 Ark. 462, 290 S.W.2d 620 (1956).
'30 See generally Ark. Stat. Ann .• Title 84, Chapters 10. 11, 12 &
14 (1960).
III By analogy. Ark. Stet. Ann. § 51-1010 (1971). which prescribM
this procedure for the extension of maturity for mortgages.
would seem to allow open-end mortgages if the recording
procedure were followed.
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and cost, plus a 10 percent interest charge.

Therefore, at the very least, no foreclosure can

become final in less than 2 years.
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lnsurance: State legislation does not require

insurance companies doing business in the State

to write fire insurance in substandard areas.

Housing Authorities: The State allows inter-

jurisdictional housing authorities,12- but not

statewide housing authorities.

Housing Development Corporations: The

State does not regulate the creation and opera-

tion of housing development corporations; there

is no legislation whatsoever regarding housing

development corporations.

Kentucky Report on Legislation

State Legislation Prescribing Land Use

Controls and Affecting Local Zoning

Insurance: State legislation does not require
insurance companies doing business in the State
to write fire insurance in substandard areas.
Housing Authorities: The State allows interjurisdictional housing authorities,122 but not
statewide housing authorities.
Housing Development Corporations: The
State does not regulate the creation and operation of housing development corporations; there
is no legislation whatsoever regarding housing
development corporations.

Ordnances

Land use planning controls generally are left

to the county and city authorities. However,

Kentucky Report on Legislation

there is State legislation governing this topic.

Before any planning operations may begin,

a "planning unit" must be formed and desig-

nated. Planning units may consist of a city or

State Legislation Prescribing Land Use
Controls and Affecting Local Zoning
Ordnances

county acting independently in accordance with

Â§100; cities and their county; or in groups of

counties and their cities regionally.1 Any city or

county may establish a planning program as an

independent operation if a certain required pro-

cedure outlined in Â§100.117 is unsuccessful in es-

tablishing a joint planning unit encompassing the

county and cities therein. Legislative bodies of

cities and the fiscal court of the county contain-

ing the cities may enter into an agreement to

form a joint planning unit by combining planning

operations in order that they may carry out a

joint city-county planning program.2 Finally, leg-

islative bodies of cities and counties comprising

two or more adjacent planning units, whose

combined territory forms a logical functional area,

or portion thereof, may enter into an agreement

to form a regional planning unit.3

An independent city planning unit may exer-

cise extraterritorial jurisdiction for the purposes

of subdivision regulations and, with the consent

of the fiscal court, other regulations up to 5

miles from all points upon the city's boundary,

but not beyond the county boundary, nor within

the boundary of any city not in such a planning

unit. The jurisdiction of joint and regional plan-

ning units is coterminous with their political

boundaries. However, any planning unit may

make planning studies of areas located outside

its jurisdiction.4

Before a planning unit may engage in plan-

ning operations, a planning commission must be

appointed for the unit in conformance with an

adopted regulation or agreement.5

The planning commission of each unit pre-

pares a comprehensive plan, which serves as a

Land use planning controls generally are left
to the county and city authorities. However,
there is State legislation governing this topiC.
Betore any planning operations may begin,
a "planning unit" must be formed and designated. Planning units may consist of a city or
county acting independently in accordance with
§100; cities and their county; or in groups of
counties and their cities regionally.! Any city or
county may establish a planning program as an
independent operation if a certain required procedure outlined in §100.117 is unsuccessful in establishing a joint planning unit encompassing the
county and cities therein. Legislative bodies of
cities and the fiscal court of the county contai.ning the cities may enter into an agreement to
form a joint planning unit by combining planning
operations in order that they may carry out a
joint city-county planning program.~ Finally, legislative bodies of cities and counties comprising
two or more adjacent planning units, whose
combined territory forms a logical functional area,
or portion thereof, may enter into an agreement
to form a regional planning unif.3
An independent city planning unit may exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction for the purposes
of subdivision regulations and, with the consent
of the fiscal court, other regulations up to 5
miles from all points upon the city's boundary,
but not beyond the county boundary, nor within
the boundary of any city not in such a planning

guide for public and private actions and deci-

sions to assure the development of public and

private property in the most appropriate

manner.6 The comprehensive plan must contain,

as a minimum, a statement of goals and objec-

tives to serve as a guide for the physical devel-

opment and economic and social well-being of

the planning unit; a land use plan element,

,n Ark.

Stat. Ann. §§ 19-3014 and 19-3038 (1968). See a'so notes
73-88 and accompanyin9 text, supra.
I Kentucky Revised Statutes, § 100.113 (1969) [hereinafter Cited as
KRS).
2 'd., § 100.121.
, (d., § 100.123.

unit. The jurisdiction of joint and regional planning units is coterminous with their political
boundaries. However, any planning unit may
make planning studies of areas located outside
its jurisdiction}
Before a planning unit may engage in planning operations, a planning commission must be
appointed for the unit in conformance with an
adopted regulation or agreement. 5
The planning commission of each unit prepares a comprehensive plan, which serves as a
guide for public and private actions and decisions to assure the development of public and
private property in the most appropriate
manner.6 The comprehensive plan must contain,
as a minimum, a statement of goals and objectives to serve as a guide for the physical development and economic and social well-being of
the planning unit; a land use plan element,
showing proposals for the most desirable patterns for the general location of the manner in
which the community should use its public and
private land, covering public and private, residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural and
recreational land uses; a transportation plan element; and a community facilities plan element
showing proposals for the appropriate pattern
for the location of public and semipublic buildings and land. 7
Cities and counties which are members of a
planning unit having adopted a land use plan
element may divide the territory within their area
of jurisdiction into zones to promote public
health, safety, morals, and general welfare of the
planning unit and to regulate population density
and intensity of land use to provide for adequate
light and air. Zoning may also be employed to
provide for vehicle parking and loading space, to
facilitate fire and police protection, and to prevent the overcrowding of land, blight, danger,
and congestion in the circulation of people and
commodities. Finally, zoning may be employed to
protect airports, highways and other transportation facilities, pubiic schools and historical
grounds, and business districts and natural
resources. 8
§100.203 provides that cities and counties
may exercise the power to zone through zoning
regulations, and indicates that cities and counties may regulate:
"d.,
• 'd.,
• 'd .•
'Id.,
• Id.,

1100.131.
§ 100.13311.
§ 100.183.
'100.187.
§ 100.187.
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â¢ Activities on the land;

â¢ The size and location of structures,

buildings, and signs;

â¢ Minimum or maximum areas of open

spaces left to be unoccupied and minimum dis-

tances between buildings;

â¢ The intensity of use and the density of

population floor area;

â¢ Special districts like planned neighbor-

hood and group housing districts and historical

districts;

â¢ Fringe areas of each district;

â¢ Activities and structures of land near

major thoroughfares.9

Before any zoning regulation may have legal

effect within the planning unit, a board or boards

of adjustments must be appointed for the plan-

ning unit to serve as the administrative body '"

• Activities on the land;
• The size and location of structures,
buildings, and signs;
• Minimum or maximum areas of open
spaces left to be unoccupied and minimum distances between buildings;
• The intensity of use and the density of
population floor area;
• Special districts like planned neighborhood and group housing districts and historical
districts;
• Fringe areas of each district;
• Activities and structures of land near
major thoroughfares. 9

(Â§100.217). The board has the power to hear and

decide applications for conditional use

permits " and applications for dimensional

variances.12

On the State level, Chapter 147 of the Ken-

tucky Revised Statutes sets up the Kentucky

Progress Commission. It also provides guidelines

for the State planning functions of the Gover-

nor's cabinet. Among the latter are making sur-

veys of rural land utilization with a view to the

determination of the areas suitable for field

crops, reforestation, watershed protection, recre-

ation, and urban expansion. The Governor's cab-

inet may also make maps, planning studies, and

surveys relating to zoning, soil conditions, land

use and classification, population distribution,

schools, park and playground development,

water supply, drainage and sewerage, long range

financial programs, real property inventories, tax

maps, building and housing conditions, subdivi-

sion control, and subjects affecting the general

health and welfare.13

Â§147.610 enables any two or more adjacent

counties, one of which has a city having a popu-

lation of more than 50,000 and less than 200,000

inhabitants to establish an area planning com-

mission (as provided by Â§100). Procedure for es-

tablishing a commission can be found in

Â§147.620.

The master plans of all participating units of

government, including all zoning ordinances and

all action taken under authority of such ordi-

nances, will continue and be in effect unless

they are in conflict, as to planning, with actions

taken by the Area Planning Commission.14

Besides having the power to tax,1 the area

planning commission also has the power and

duty to establish a master plan of the entire area

within its jurisdiction, including a land use plan

with zoning areas.16 The area land use plan may

include the zoning plans now adopted by the

various cities affected, but also include a map of

Before any zoning regulation may have legal
effect within the planning unit, a board or boards
of adjustments must be appointed for the planning unit to serve as the administrative body 1"
(§100.217). The board has the power to hear and
for
conditional
use
decide
applications
permits 11 and applications for dimensional
variances. 1~
On the State level, Chapter 147 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes sets up the Kentucky
Progress Commission. It also provides guidelines
for the State planning functions of the Governor's cabinet. Among the latter are making surveys of rural land utilization with a view to the
determination of the areas suitable for field
crops, reforestation, watershed protection, recreation, and urban expansion. The Governor's cabinet may also make maps, planning studies, and
surveys relating to zoning, soil conditions, land
use and classification, population distribution,
schools, park and playground development,
water supply, drainage and sewerage, long range
financial programs, real property inventories, tax
maps, building and housing conditions, subdivision control, and subjects affecting the general
health and welfare. t:l
§147.610 enables any two or more adjacent
counties, one of which has a city having a population of more than 50,000 and less than 200,000
inhabitants to establish an area planning commission (as provided by §100). Procedure for establishing a commission can be found in
§147.620.
The master plans of all participating units of
government, including all zoning ordinances and
all action taken under authority of such ordi-

nances, will continue and be in effect unless
they are in conflict, as to planning, with actions
taken by the Area Planning Commission.14
Besides having the power to tax,15 the area
planning commission also has the power and
duty to establish a master plan of the entire area
within its jurisdiction, including a land use plan
with zoning areas. 16 The area land use plan may
include the zoning plans now adopted by the
various cities affected, but also include a map of
the entire area of its jurisdiction showing the
land use districts into which it is divided. The
governmental unit under the jurisdiction of the
area planning commission may adopt more strict
regulations or impose higher standards of land
use than adopted by the land use plan.
Another problem in the area of zoning is
that of determining who is immune from local
zoning ordinances. Generally, governments are
only immune when the activities undertaken are
of a governmental and not of a proprietary or
corporate character. 1; Government projects,
however, can be made subject to zoning regulations or exempted from them by the wording of
the statute creating the project.l~ This question
has not yet been litigated in Kentucky, however.
The primary Kentucky statute in this field is
§80.110, which declares that all low cost housing
projects are subject to the planning, zoning, sanitary and building laws, ordinances, and regulations applicable to the locality in which the project is situated. This seems consistent with the
general rule enunciated above because a government housing project is more of a proprietary
undertaking than a government function.

Regulations Governing Mobile Homes
Kentucky's laws governing mobile homes
are found in §219 of the statutes. This act, the
Kentucky Mobile Home and Recreational Vehicle
Park Act, was passed in 1972.
Mobile home parks are under the control of
the State Department of Health. Anyone wishing
to operate a mobile home park must apply to the
Department for a permit with a fee of $25, which
is good for 1 year. Anyone wishing to construct
a new park or to alter an existing one must
apply for a permit and pay $25 also. No change
in sanitary facilities-including the water supply,
sanitary sewer, waste disposal system, sanitary

the entire area of its jurisdiction showing the

land use districts into which it is divided. The

governmental unit under the jurisdiction of the

area planning commission may adopt more strict

regulations or impose higher standards of land

use than adopted by the land use plan.

• Id.
'" Id..
II Id ..
\2 Id ..
13 Id.,

Another problem in the area of zoning is

that of determining who is immune from local

zoning ordinances. Generally, governments are

only immune when the activities undertaken are

72':l

,. Id., t 147.650.
"Id. § 1.7650 .
•< Id. § 1.7660.

§ 100.217.

§ 100.237.
§ 100.2.1.
§ 1.7.100.

Digiti e by

" § 1 ALR.2d 97.

.. Id.
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station, watering station or service buildingâand

no change in the plan of any existing park, or in

any proposed park for which a permit to con-

struct has been issued, is made without first hav-

ing obtained a construction permit, except that a

change from a private water supply or sewage

system to a public water supply or sewage sys-

tem does not require a construction permit.

A permit to construct, alter, or operate a

park does not relieve the applicant from secur-

ing a local building permit if required, or from

complying with any local zoning or other legal

requirements.19

The board of health is authorized to adopt

rules and regulations to effectively administer

Â§219.310 to Â§219.410, which may include stand-

ards for park construction and layout, service

buildings, watering stations, sanitary stations,

sanitations, site planning, lot size, water supply,

sewage disposal, lighting, refuse handling, insect

and rodent control, inspections, hearings, issu-

ance, suspension and revocation of permits, and

such other matters as may be necessary to in-

sure a safe and sanitary park operation. Officials

and employees of the Department and of local

health departments are empowered to enter

upon the premises of any park at any reasonable

time to inspect the premises. The local health

department concerned, after notice to the appli-

cant or holder of a permit, is authorized to deny,

suspend, or revoke a permit where it finds a fail-

ure to comply with Â§Â§219.310-219.410, subject to

hearings held in accordance with the regulations

of the board of health. The county attorney, city

attorney, attorney general, etc., are to enforce

these provisions within their respective jurisdic-

tions.

Nothing in Â§Â§219.310-219.410 is construed to

include mobile homes or recreational vehicles

maintained by any person on their premises and

used exclusively to house their own farm labor.

Kentucky does have size limitation on house

trailers that can travel on state highwaysâwidth

not more than 8 feet and length nor more than

55 feet. A permit for a larger vehicle can be ac-

quired from the department of highways under a

display of special circumstances.20

Usury Laws

An outline of the current usury laws in Ken-

tucky appears on the paper done for the Legal

Research and Writing Program at Duke Law

School (See Exhibit 1).

One important point to highlight is that two

levels of acceptable maximum rates of interest

are allowed in excess of the legal 6 percent rate.

A maximum rate of 8.5 percent per annum may

be charged 1) where a loan obligation in writing

station, watering station or service building-and
no change in the plan of any existing park, or in
any proposed park for which a permit to construct has been issued, is made without first having obtained a construction permit, except that a
change from a private water supply or sewage
system to a public water supply or sewage system does not require a construction permit.
A permit to construct, alter, or operate a
park does not relieve the applicant from securing a local building permit if required, or from
complying with any local zoning or other legal
requ i rements. 18
The board of health is authorized to adopt
rules and regulations to effectively administer
§219.310 to §219.410, which may include standards for park construction and layout, service
buildings, watering stations, sanitary stations,
sanitations, site planning, lot size, water supply,
sewage disposal, lighting, refuse handling, insect
and rodent control, inspections, hearings, issuance, suspension and revocation of permits, and
such other matters as may be necessary to insure a safe and sanitary park operation. Officials
and employees of the Department and of local
health departments are empowered to enter
upon the premises of any park at any reasonable
time to inspect the premises. The local health
department concerned, after notice to the applicant or holder of a permit, is authorized to deny,
suspend, or revoke a permit where it finds a failure to comply with §§219.310-219.410, subject to
hearings held in accordance with the regulations
of the board of health. The county attorney, city
attorney, attorney general, etc., are to enforce
these provisions within their respective jurisdictions.
Nothing in §§219.31 0-219.41 0 is construed to
include mobile homes or recreational vehicles
maintained by any person on their premises and
used exclusively to house their own farm labor.
Kentucky does have size limitation on house
trailers that can travel on state highways-width
not more than 8 feet and length nor more than
55 feet. A permit for a larger vehicle can be acquired from the department of highways under a
display of special circumstances. 2o

is secured by a "lien on one single family resi-

dential real estate property" 21 or, 2) where the

original principal amount of the loan obligation

in writing is $25,000 or less.22 However, where a

loan obligation in writing is in excess of $25,000

Usury Laws
An outline of the current usury laws in Kentucky appears on the paper done for the Legal

(and is not secured by a "lien on one single

family residential real estate property"), the par-

ties may contract to pay any rate of interest.23

lO
Banks, trust companies, and other mortga-

:II>
gees approved by the Secretary of HUD, the

KRS. I 219.360(5) (1960) ,
Id., I 189.275.

Research and Writing Program at Duke Law
School (See Exhibit 1).
One important point to highlight is that two
levels of acceptable maximum rates of interest
are allowed in excess of the legal 6 percent rate.
A maximum rate of 8.5 percent per annum may
be charged 1) where a loan obi igation in writing
is secured by a "lien on one single family residential real estate property" ~1 or, 2) where the
original principal amount of the loan obligation
in writing is $25,000 or less. 22 However, where a
loan obligation in writing is in excess of $25,000
(and is not secured by a "lien on one single
family residential real estate property"), the parties may contract to pay any rate of interest. 23
Banks, trust companies, and other mortgagees approved by the Secretary of HUD, the
FHA, and the Veterans' Administration are authorized to make certain loans that exempt them
from the State usury laws.:!'
Finally, no corporation may plead or set up
the taking of more than the legal rate of interest
as a defense to any action brought against it to
recover damages on, or to enforce payment of
any mortgage, bond, note, or other obligation assumed by it.~~' This does not apply, however, to
a corporation whose principal asset is the ownership of a one- or two-family dwelling.

Regulations Affecting
Construction Industry

the

Homebuilding

Kentucky has no laws affecting the "home
building construction industry" as such. However, it does have general regulations concerning the acquisition of land and the erection of
buildings.
The fiscal court of any county is authorized
to establish a land and building fund to be used
for the purpose of acquiring lands and improving
same, and for the erection, maintaining, improving, and reconstruction of necessary buildings in
that county.~I; The fiscal court may purchase
lands as it sees fit-title to be taken in the name
of the county-and erect such improvements on
it as the court deems necessary and proper. The
fiscal court may fix a tax levy to be part of and
included in the general fund levy. The amount
realized from this levy is to be set aside for the
building fund. Nothing in §68.125 is to be con" Id. § 360.010(1)(a) and (2) .
., Id .. 1360.010(1)(b).
23 Id. § 360.010(I)(c) .
.. Id. 1386030. ~~ 0 , Att)!. Gen. 35 (1969).
,. Id .. 1360025( I-t.rI Inal rom
:>I

Id.,
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FHA, and the Veterans' Administration are au-

thorized to make certain loans that exempt them

from the State usury laws.24
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strued as affecting or limiting the right of any

county to acquire lands or to improve lands, or

erect or maintain buildings, as otherwise author-

ized by law.

Kentucky also has a State Property and

Buildings Commission.-7 However, this authority

is primarily concerned with State-owned build-

ings and property used for State purposes, par-

ticularly with respect to public school financing.29

State Housing Corporation

ln 1972, the Kentucky legislature passed a

bill creating the Kentucky Housing Corporation,

strued as affecting or limiting the right of any
county to acquire lands or to improve lands, or
erect or maintain buildings, as otherwise authorized by law.
Kentucky also has a State Property and
Buildings Commission."; However, this authority
is primarily concerned with State-owned buildings and property used for State purposes, particularly with respect to public school financing.~'

currently codified in Â§198 A (Low Cost Housing)

of the Kentucky Revised Statutes. The purpose

of the bill is to create safe and sanitary housing

in rural and urban areas that have deteriorated

in recent years through the spread of slum con-

ditions. Private enterprise and investment have

not produced the needed amount of low cost

housing, and State action is thought to be neces-

sary to achieve this objective.

The corporation is governed by a board of

directors and has the necessary powers to effec-

tuate the legislation. Among these powers are:

To make insured construction and/or mortgage

loans to sponsors of land development or resi-

dential housing; to purchase insured mortgage

loans made to such sponsors; to acquire real

property by purchase, foreclosure, or otherwise;

to sell all or any part of a mortgage or any docu-

ment securing a construction, land development,

or loan; to insure against loss; to consent to a

modification of the usury rates; and, most impor-

tantly, to acquire, establish, and operate residen-

tial housing for persons and families of lower

income.

Moreover, the housing corporation act does

not stop merely at the construction of low cost

housing. Â§198 A. 050 authorizes the director of

the corporation to provide that training and em-

ployment arising in connection with the planning,

construction, rehabilitation, and operation of hous-

ing assisted under such programs be given to

persons of lower income residing in the area of

such housing, wherever feasible. lt provides fur-

ther that contracts for work be awarded to indi-

viduals and business firms doing business in the

fields of design, architecture, building construc-

tion, rehabilitation, maintenance, or repair, located

in or owned in substantial part by persons residing

in the area of such housing. Thus, the act encour-

ages active participation by those it is created to

help, by providing employment opportunities and

stimulating business in the areas involved. This is

an excellent idea in theory, but it is too early to

tell how well it is working in practice.

The Commonwealth of Kentucky is not re-

sponsible in any way for any debts, liabilities, or

obligations issued under the act.-9 These are

payable solely from the revenues or assets of

the corporation. The taxing power of the State is

not used to assist in the payment of obligations

State Housing Corporation
In 1972, the Kentucky legislature passed a
bill creating the Kentucky Housing Corporation,
currently codified in §198 A (Low Cost Housing)
of the Kentucky Revised Statutes. The purpose
of the bill is to create safe and sanitary housing
in rural and urban areas that have deteriorated
in recent years through the spread of slum conditions. Private enterprise and investment have
not produced the needed amount of low cost
housing, and State action is thought to be necessary to achieve this objective.
The corporation is governed by a board of
directors and has the necessary powers to effectuate the legislation. Among these powers are:
To make insured construction and/or mortgage
loans to sponsors of land development or residential housing; to purchase insured mortgage
loans made to such sponsors; to acquire real
property by purchase, foreclosure, or otherwise;
to sell all or any part of a mortgage or any document securing a construction, land development,
or loan; to insure against loss; to consent to a
modification of the usury rates; and, most importantly, to acquire, establish, and operate residential housing for persons and families of lower
income.
Moreover, the housing corporation act does
not stop merely at the construction of low cost
housing. §198 A. 050 authorizes the director of
the corporation to provide that training and employment arising in connection with the planning,
construction, rehabilitation, and operation of housing assisted under such programs be given to
persons of lower income residing in the area of
such housing, wherever feasible. It provides further that contracts for work be awarded to individuals and business firms doing business in the
fields of design, architecture, building construction, rehabilitation, maintenance, or repair, located
in or owned in substantial part by persons residing
in the area of such housing. Thus, the act encour-

ages active participation by those it is created to
help, by providing employment opportunities and
stimulating business in the areas involved. This is
an excellent idea in theory, but it is too early to
tell how well it is working in practice.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky is not responsible in any way for any debts, liabilities, or
obligations issued under the act.~~ These are
payable solely from the revenues or assets of
the corporation. The taxing power of the State is
not used to assist in the payment of obligations
of the corporation.
The act also created a housing loan fund,
known as the Housing Development Fund, to be
administered by the corporation as a trust fund
separate and distinct from any other moneys or
funds administered by the corporation. It is comprised of funds and contributions and of fund
notes issued by the corporation. 30 The purpose
of the fund is to provide a source from which the
corporation may make temporary loans at such
interest rates as may be determined by the corporation to be for its best interests for the purposes of defraying development costs of sponsors, developers, and builders of residential
housing; or providing to families of lower income
applying for mortgages funds to make downpayments and pay closing costs; or participating in
construction loans which are not federally insured to sponsors, builders, and developers.
Construction loans, however, will only be made
from the fund when such loans are not otherwise
available from private lenders upon reasonably
equivalent terms.
The corporation is authorized to issue $200
million in bonds of the corporation to carry out
is purposes, and may issue bond anticipation
notes, interim receipts, or temporary bonds. 31
In the discretion of the corporation, any obligations it undertakes may be secured by a trust
agreement by and between the corporation and
a corporate trustee, which may be any trust
company or bank and trust company within or
outside the State.32

Laws Affecting the Operation of Banks and
Savings and Loan Associations in Home
Mortgage Field
Any trust company or bank empowered to
act as a fiduciary under Kentucky law and subject to examination by either State or Federal

of the corporation.

The act also created a housing loan fund,

known as the Housing Development Fund, to be

Id.. § 56.450.
"" Id., § 162.540.

To
administered by the corporation as a trust fund

12

separate and distinct from any other moneys or

funds administered by the corporation. lt is com-

prised of funds and contributions and of fund

notes issued by the corporation.30 The purpose

". Id .. § 198A.070.
30 Id., § 19SA.,QSQ (t 972 ,S fu PP.),
"Id., § 19S.(iJ gina
rom
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banking authorities, may set up a separate real

estate mortgage fund, issue against such invest-

ment fund participation certificates covering frac-

tional interests therein, and invest trust funds in

its hands for investment in such participation

certificates.33 To provide for losses that might

occur in such an investment fund, the bank or

trust company may reserve, from the interest

collected on the mortgages held in the fund, not

over .5 percent per annum on the principal of

such mortgages. The reserved amount is to be

set aside in a separate account and used primar-

ily to cover losses sustained in connection with

any of the mortgages or in foreclosing mort-

gages. That reserve account, or any balance

thereof after the payment of any losses, belongs

to the beneficial owners of the investment

fund.34

Every real estate loan must be evidenced by

a note or bond for the amount of the loan, speci-

fying the amount, rate of interest terms of repay-

ment, and other pertinent information. Every

such loan must be secured by a mortgage or

other instrument constituting a first lien on the

real estate securing the loan. The mortgage is to

protect the savings and loan association and has

to be properly recorded. Mortgages may also be

made to secure existing debts or obligations, to

secure debts created simultaneouly with the exe-

cution of the mortgage, and to secure future ad-

vances to be made at the option of the parties;

all such debts and future advances are secured

by such mortgage equally with all persons who

acquire any right in the mortgaged real property

subsequent to recording. Savings and loan asso-

ciations may also pay taxes, assessments, insur-

ance premiums, and other similar charges for

the protection of its real estate loans. Such pay-

ments are added to the unpaid balance of the

loan and are equally secured by the first lien on

the' property. An association may require life in-

surance to be assigned as an additional collat-

eral upon any real estate loan. In that event, the

association must obtain a first lien upon the pol-

icy and may advance premiums thereon. Such

premium advances are to be added to the un-

paid balance of the loan and equally secured by

the first lien on the property.35

Health Laws and Regulations Affecting Safe

and Sanitary Housing

Provisions dealing with safe and sanitary

housing conditions are found in numerous parts

of the Kentucky Revised Statutes.

Chapter 80 of the statutes deals with the

powers of city and county governments. One of

the powers granted is that to establish a local

banking authorities, may set up a separate real
estate mortgage fund, issue against such investment fund participation certificates covering fractional interests therein, and invest trust funds in
its hands for investment in such participation
certificates. u To provide for losses that might
occur in such an investment fund, the bank or
trust company may reserve, from the interest
collected on the mortgages held in the fund, not
over .5 percent per annum on the principal of
such mortgages. The reserved amount is to be
set aside in a separate account and used primarily to cover losses sustained in connection with
any of the mortgages or in foreclosing mortgages. That reserve account, or any balance
thereof after the payment of any losses, belongs
to the beneficial owners of the investment
fund. H
Every real estate loan must be evidenced by
a note or bond for the amount of the loan, specifying the amount, rate of interest terms of repayment, and other pertinent information. Every
such loan must be secured by a mortgage or
other instrument constituting a first lien on the
real estate securing the loan. The mortgage is to
protect the savings and loan association and has
to be properly recorded. Mortgages may also be
made to secure existing debts or obligations, to
secure debts created simultaneouly with the execution of the mortgage, and to secure future advances to be made at the option of the parties;
all such debts and future advances are secured
by such mortgage equally with all persons who
acquire any right in the mortgaged real property
subsequent to recording. Savings and loan associations may also pay taxes, assessments, insurance premiums, and other similar charges for
the protection of its real estate loans. Such payments are added to the unpaid balance of the
loan and are equally secured by the first lien on
the' property. An association may require life insurance to be assigned as an additional collateral upon any real estate loan. In that event, the
association must obtain a first lien upon the policy and may advance premiums thereon. Such
premium advances are to be added to the unpaid balance of the loan and equally secured by
the first lien on the property.:'"'

housing commission. One cannot be established,

however, unless the local governing body finds

that unsanitary or unsafe inhabited dwelling ac-

Health Laws and Regulations Affecting Safe
and Sanitary Housing

commodations exist in such city or county, or

Provisions dealing with safe and sanitary

that there is a shortage of safe or sanitary dwell-

housing conditions are found in numerous parts
of the Kentucky Revised Statutes.
Chapter 80 of the statutes deals with the
powers of city and county governments. One of
the powers granted is that to establish a local
housing commission. One cannot be established,
however, unless the local governing body finds
that unsanitary or unsafe inhabited dwelling accommodations exist in such city or county, or
that there is a shortage of safe or sanitary dwelling accommodations in such city or county available to persons of low income at rentals they
can afford, and that these conditions can be best
remedied through the exercise of the powers of
a housing commission. 3fl In determining whether
dwellings are unsafe or unsanitary, a governing
body takes into consideration the safety and
sanitation of the dwellings, the light and air
space available to the inhabitants thereof, the
degree of overcrowding, the size and arrangement of rooms, and the extent to which conditions exist in such dwellings that endanger life
or property by fi re or other causes. 3 '
Besides the city and county governments,
the State Board of Health and local boards of
health may also examine all nuisances, sources
of filth, and causes of sickness that may be injurious to inhabitants of any county, whenever
these are found to exist on any private property.
The State Board of Health or local board of
health may order the owner or occupant of the
dwelling, in writing, to remove the nuisance at
his own expense within 24 hours, or within such
reasonable time thereafter as the board may
order." Local boards require the owner of any
building containing two or more apartment units
to provide waste receptacles for the purpose of
eradicating
rats
and
other
unsanitary
nuisances. 39
The county, city-county, and district health
departments may also issue written orders to the
owner or occupant of any property, commanding
compliance with applicable public health laws
and regulations of the State and county boards
of health. Any health officer may also institute
and maintain mandatory or prohibitory injunction
proceedings in the State circuit courts to abate
nuisances and compel compliance with public
health laws and regulations. The departments
may also inspect any premises and view evidence and interrogate persons to the extent required. They may also issue subpenas, subpena

ing accommodations in such city or county avail-

Id. § 80.380.
§ 80.390.
"" Id., 1212.210(1) (1973 Replacement Unit).
>Old., at (4).
JO

able to persons of low income at rentals they

'd., § 287.240 (1969).
§ 287.250.
'" 'd., I 289.441.

n Id.,

J3

can afford, and that these conditions can be best

remedied through the exercise of the powers of

a housing commission.36 In determining whether

dwellings are unsafe or unsanitary, a governing

body takes into consideration the safety and

sanitation of the dwellings, the light and air

space available to the inhabitants thereof, the

".d.,
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duces tecum, and all necessary process in pro-

ceedings brought before or initiated by the de-

partment or board.40

The city-county board of health is authorized

to make and enforce all reasonable regulations

controlling or affecting the health of its citizens.

Such regulations should generally be uniform

throughout the county; however, the board is not

precluded from making specific health regula-

tions applying only to such sections of the

county as may be deemed to require special

treatment (Â§212.600). The board has the power to

order the owner or occupant of property contain-

ing a nuisance in violation of any laws or regula-

tions to correct and remove it.41

Another area involving safe housing is that

of fire prevention. The commissioner of the State

Department of Public Safety" is authorized to

supervise and make periodic inspections of all

property within the State, and assist cities having

fire departments in making like periodic inspec-

tions of all property in such cities except occu-

pied private dwellings.43 The commission is also

required to promulgate standards of safety for

fire prevention and protection.44

This exception for private dwellings seems

hard to explain except for the reason that local

fire officials are more concerned with multifamily

dwellings, which are probably owned by some-

one who does not live there and would have less

desire to adhere diligently to the required fire

regulations. ln any case, it appears to serve no

purpose to exclude occupied private dwellings

entirely from the statute.

Finally, the Commissioner of Environmental

Protection is empowered to establish sanitation

districts within any county in the Common-

wealth.45 The purposes of such sanitation dis-

tricts are to prevent pollution of streams, regulate

the flow of streams for sanitary purposes, clean

and improve stream channels for sanitary pur-

poses, and to provide for the collection and dis-

posal of sewage and other liquid wastes in the

district.4*

Requirements for Installation of Water and

Waste Systems

A metropolitan area is authorized to create

a joint metropolitan sewer district.47 Briefly

â¢ld.

41 ld.

stated, the district has control and possession of

the existing sewer and drainage system of cities

duces tecum, and all necessary process in proceedings brought before or initiated by the department or board.~o
The city-county board of health is authorized
to make and enforce all reasonable regulations
controlling or affecting the health of its citizens.
Such regulations should generally be uniform
throughout the county; however, the board is not
precluded from making specific health regulations applying only to such sections of the
county as may be deemed to require special
treatment (§212.600). The board has the power to
order the owner or occupant of property containing a nuisance in violation of any laws or regulations to correct and remove it.iI
Another area involving safe housing is that
of fire prevention. The commissioner of the State
Department of Public Safety ~2 is authorized to
supervise and make periodic inspections of all
property within the State, and assist cities having
fire departments in making like periodic inspections of all property in such cities except occupied private dwellings. 43 The commission is also
required to promulgate standards of safety for
fire prevention and protection. 44
This exception for private dwellings seems
hard to explain except for the reason that local
fire officials are more concerned with multifamily
dwellings, which are probably own'ed by someone who does not live there and would have less
desire to adhere diligently to the required fi re
regulations. In any case, it appears to serve no
purpose to exclude occupied private dwellings
entirely from the statute.
Finally, the Commissioner of Environmental
Protection is empowered to establish sanitation
districts within any county in the Commonwealth.4~ The purposes of such sanitation districts are to prevent pollution of streams, regulate
the flow of streams for sanitary purposes, clean
and improve stream channels for sanitary purposes, and to provide for the collection and disposal of sewage and other liquid wastes in the
district.~

and is empowered to maintain, operate, and im-

prove it. lt is also empowered to acquire by pur-

chase, gift, condemnation, or otherwise, any real

property needed to construct additions to the

sewage system.48 The district is also empowered

to change rates and rentals for the use of the

Requirements for Installation of Water and
Waste Systems
A metropolitan area is authorized to create
a joint metropolitan sewer district. 47 Briefly

stated, the district has control and possession of
the existing sewer and drainage system of cities
and is empowered to maintain, operate, and improve it. It is also empowered to acquire by purchase, gift, condemnation, or otherwise, any real
property needed to construct additions to the
sewage system. 4k The district is also empowered
to change rates and rentals for the use of the
facilities. 49 The district may also approve the
construction of private sewage systems subject
to its examination and investigation.~o
Counties are enabled to establish, by resolution of the fiscal court, a county public improvements finance commission, which is to be concerned with the construction and improvement of
public
facilities
of
the
county,
roads,
expressways, drainage, and sewerage. The fiscal
court may make appropriations for these facilities and improvements. 51
Finally, where sanitation districts have been
established in a county pursuant to §220.020, no
person or public corporation is permitted to install within the district any laterals, trunk lines,
interceptors for the collection or discharge of
sewerage or other liquid waste, or treatment or
disposal works, until such plans have been submitted to and approved by the board of directors
of the district and the department of environmental protection. 52 Nothing in the chapter on sanitation districts 5~ will limit or interfere with the
right of public corporations to install, maintain,
and operate sewerage systems as otherwise permitted by law. H

Environmental Protection
Kentucky Revised Statute (1969) §224.031
creates the department of environmental protection, headed by the commissioner. The duties
and powers of the committee are many (see
§224.033). One of the most important duties is to
encourage industrial, commercial, residential,
and community development that provides the
best usage of land areas, maximizes environmental benefits, and minimizes the effects of less desirable environmental conditions. 55 There also
exists an environmental quality commission,
which serves basically in an advisory capacity to
the commissioner.

facilities.49 The district may also approve the

construction of private sewage systems subject

to its examination and investigation.50

Counties are enabled to establish, by resolu-

tion of the fiscal court, a county public improve-

ments finance commission, which is to be con-

cerned with the construction and improvement of

.. Id.,
.. Id.,
'2Id.,
" Id.,
.. Id.,
•• Id.,
.. Id.,
" Id.,

§ 212.24S(b)(7).
§ 212.620.
I 17.010 (1969).
I 227.220 (1973 Replacement Unit).
I 227.300.
I 220.020.
f 220.030.
t 76.010 and It ~.080-76.100 (1969).

.. Id., I 76.060 .
•• Id., § 76.090.
.. Id., § 76.065.
51 Id., I 66.550 .
52 Id., § 220.260 (1973 Replacement Unit) .
03 Id., § 220 .
.. I d., § 220.2-Q0(31 ,
so Id., 1224.03 ,,)Ina
rom
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public facilities of the county, roads,

expressways, drainage, and sewerage. The fiscal

court may make appropriations for these facili-

ties and improvements.51

Finally, where sanitation districts have been
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The substantive provisions control throwing

waste into waters in the State,"" disposing waste

on land," noise pollution,6" and air pollution."

Whenever the commissioner finds a violation of

the statute, he orders the violator, in writing and

without prior hearing, to discontinue the activity.

He is also empowered to adopt any rules and

regulations prescribing the procedure to be fol-

lowed in the issuing of such orders.60

Any corporation authorized to do business

in the State, and organized for the purpose of

constructing, maintaining, and operating sewer

lines and sewage treatment facilities, may con-

demn rights-of-way necessary for operating and

constructing its pipelines under certain condi-

tions; before it does this, however, the corpora-

tion must have presented plans and specifica-

tions to the department of environmental

protection and received a permit from it to oper-

ate and maintain sewage treatment facilities."

(Â§224.130). Also, any person having primary res-

ponsiblity for the operation of any sewage sys-

temâwhether publicly or privately ownedâmust

pass an examination prescribed by the depart-

ment testing his skill before he will be allowed

to operate the system.62

There also exists the Kentucky Pollution

Abatement Authority, a public corporation and

government agency of the State.83 The Authority

is authorized to make State grants, as funds are

available, to any governmental agency to assist

such agency to carry out the construction of

waste water treatment works which will consti-

tute an eligible project.64 The Authority also may

levy a tax on every purchase of water service in

the Commonwealth, subject to restrictions.65

Welfare Laws

The Department of Economic Security exer-

cises all State functions in relation to, inter alia,

the administration and supervision of all forms of

public assistance including general home

relief.66 There also exist departments of welfare

in first-class cities,67 with essential powers relat-

ing to unstable families, delinquency, special

The substantive provisions control throwing
waste into waters in the State,66 disposing waste
on land,57 noise poilution,5R and air pollution. 59
Whenever the commissioner finds a violation of
the statute, he orders the violator, in writing and
without prior hearing, to discontinue the activity.
He is also empowered to adopt any rules and
regulations prescribing the procedure to be followed in the issuing of such orders.60
Any corporation authorized to do business
in the State, and organized for the purpose of
constructing, maintaining, and operating sewer
lines and sewage treatment facilities, may condemn rights-of-way necessary for operating and
constructing its pipelines under certain conditions; before it does this, however, the corporation must have presented plans and specifications to the department of environmental
protection and received a permit from it to operate and maintain sewage treatment facilities. 61
(§224.130). Also, any person having primary responsiblity for the operation of any sewage system-whether publicly or privately owned-must
pass an examination prescribed by the department testing his skill before he will be allowed
to operate the system. 62
There also exists the Kentucky Pollution
Abatement Authority, a public corporation and
government agency of the State. 63 The Authority
is authorized to make State grants, as funds are
available, to any governmental agency to assist
such agency to carry out the construction of
waste water treatment works which will constitute an eligible project. 64 The Authority also may
levy a tax on every purchase of water service in
the Commonwealth, subject to restrictions. 65

" Id., I 224.060.

homes for the infirm, and other local
problems. 68
First-class cities that have paid general assistance to any person through the department
of public welfare of that city have a claim against
the estate of any such deceased person. The
claim has priority over all unsecured claims
against such estate, except the burial expenses
of the decedent, the cost of administration of his
estate, the cost of his last illness, and claims by
the Commonwealth of Kentucky for public assistance rendered by it to the decedent.611
The city also has a lien on all real estate
and rights to real estate belonging or thereafter
acquired by any reCipient of general assistance
through the city's department of public welfare.
The lien includes all payments made to the recipient and continues until it is satisfied. However, the lien is not effectual as against any
mortgagee, purchaser, or judgment creditor without actual notice, until notice has been filed by
the director of public welfare with the clerk of
the county court. The lien is not enforceable
while the real estate is occupied by the surviving
spouse (or until she remarries) or is occupied by
a dependent child, provided no other action is
brought to settle the estate. Wherever it appears
to be in the best interests of the recipient to sell
his real estate and reinvest the proceeds in
other real estate, the department may grant permission and waive the lien to the extent necessary for the purpose of effecting the transfer, but
such lien attaches to the reinvested property.70
A county department of welfare may also be
created in any county containing a first-class
city, whenever the fiscal court for that county so
resolves. 71

Â« Id., | 224.255, 260.

" Id., { 224.065.

"Id., { 224.330.

" Id., | 224.071.

"' Id., | 224.130.

Â« Id., ! 224.135.

" Id., { 224A.030.

â¢â¢ Id., { 224A.040.

Â« Id., | 224A.060.

"Id., li 195.010 to .020 (1969).

Welfare Laws

Sales Tax

The Department of Economic Security exercises all State functions in relation to, inter alia,
the administration and supervision of all forms of
public assistance including general home
relief. 66 There also exist departments of welfare
in first-class cities,67 with essential powers relating to unstable families, delinquency, special

"Id., {83.160.

homes for the infirm, and other local

problems.68

First-class cities that have paid general as-

sistance to any person through the department

of public welfare of that city have a claim against

the estate of any such deceased person. The

claim has priority over all unsecured claims

against such estate, except the burial expenses

of the decedent, the cost of administration of his

estate, the cost of his last illness, and claims by

the Commonwealth of Kentucky for public assist-

.. Id.,
n Id.,
.. Id.,
.. Id.,
.. Id.,
n Id.,
"Id.,
q Id.,
.. Id.,
.. Id.,
.. Id.,
"Id.,

f 224.060.
f 224.255, 260.
f 224.065 .
§ 224.330.

1224.071.

There is a 5 percent tax on all retailers'
gross receipts on sales made in Kentucky. The
tax has been in effect since April 1, 1968.72

Taxation of Mobile and Modular Units
The statutory law in Kentucky is that If the
wheels or mobile parts have been removed from
a housetrailer or mobile home, and the unit rests
on a fixed, permanent foundation, it shall be
classified as real estate. 73 Generally, however,

f 224.130.
1224.135.
1 224"'.030.
f 224"'.040.
f 224"'.060.
If 195.010 to .020 (19691.
f 83.160.

e by

.. Id.,
• Id.,
T·ld.,
71 Id.,

f 98.010.
I 98.012 .
f 98.013 .
198.300.
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ance rendered by it to the decedent.68

The city also has a lien on all real estate

and rights to real estate belonging or thereafter
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housetrailers are termed as personal property,

and the presumption is that they are subject to

local property taxes wherever they are found.71

This seems consistent with Â§132.485(2), which

dictates that housetrailers be assessed at the

same standards as those used for valuing motor

vehicles.

l was unable to find any material on whether

mobile and modular units were taxed as per-

sonal or real property as they left the factory,

but it would seem from the above that at least

mobile homes would be classified as personal

property.

Building Standards

The fiscal court of any county has the au-

thority to adopt and enforce regulations govern-

ing the construction, reconstruction, repair, and

maintenance of buildings, except for buildings

housetrailers are termed as personal property,
and the presumption is that they are subject to
local property taxes wherever they are found. 71
This seems consistent with §132.485(2), which
dictates that housetrailers be assessed at the
same standards as those used for valuing motor
vehicles.
I was unable to find any material on whether
mobile and modular units were taxed as personal or real property as they left the factory,
but it would seem from the above that at least
mobile homes would be classified as personal
propertj'.

for agricultural purposes.7 The fiscal court of

any county containing a first-class city may, after

Building Standards

a public hearing, adopt and enforce similar regu-

lations concerning buildings located within unin-

corporated areas of the county, and also within

the corporate limits of any city in such county

not having such regulations (except for buildings

used solely for agricultural purposes located on

premises used solely for agricultural

purposes).76 lf a first-class city has, in effect, a

building ordinance, the fiscal court of the county

in which the city is located may adopt the provi-

sions of such ordinance, or any part thereof, for

the area of the county outside the corporate lim-

its of that city.77 The fiscal court of any county

containing a first- or second-class city may ap-

point a "building inspector." No person is al-

lowed to build, remodel, or repair any building

without first obtaining a building permit from the

building inspector.78

Thus, Kentucky has no uniform State build-

ing code, but leaves such regulation to the indi-

vidual counties and cities. Buildings must also

meet the health regulations discussed below.

Suits if Landlord Fails to Meet Codes

ln case any building or structure is or is

proposed to be erected, reconstructed, repaired,

or maintained in violation of any reasonable reg-

ulations adopted by the fiscal courts of the coun-

ties, the county attorney, or any property owner

or occupant who would be damaged by such vi-

olation, may in addition to other remedies pro-

vided by law institute injunction, mandamus,

abatement, or other approriate action to prevent,

enjoin, or remove such unlawful activity.79 Ten-

The fiscal court of any county has the authority to adopt and enforce regulations governing the construction, reconstruction, repair, and
maintenance of buildings, except for buildings
for agricultural purposes."~ The fiscal court of
any county containing a first-class city may, after
a public hearing, adopt and enforce similar regulations concerning buildings located within unincorporated areas of the county, and also within
the corporate limits of any city in such county
not having such regulations (except for building~
used solely for agricultural purposes located on
premises
used
solely
for
agricultural
purposes).76 If a first-class city has, in effect, a
building ordinance, the fiscal court of the county
in which the city is located may adopt the provisions of such ordinance, or any part thereof, for
the area of the county outside the corporate limits of that city.77 The fiscal court of any county
containing a first- or second-class city may appoint a "building inspector." No person is allowed to build, remodel, or repair any building
without first obtaining a building permit from the
building inspector.'8
Thus, Kentucky has no uniform State building code, but leaves such regulation to the individual counties and cities. Buildings must also
meet the health regulations discussed below.

ulations adopted by the fiscal courts of the counties, the county attorney, or any property owner
or occupant who would be damaged by such violation, may in addition to other remedies provided by law institute injunction, mandamus,
abatement, or other approriate action to prevent,
enjoin, or remove such unlawful activity.'9 Tenant suits for damages are thus permitted if a
landlord fails to meet the building codes.

Tenant's Right to Withhold Payment If Unit
Does Not Comply with Housing Code
There is no statutory law in Kentucky justifying a tenant's withholding payment of rent if the
unit he lives in does not comply with the minimum housing code. Generally, whether a tenant
can withhold rent under these conditions depends on whether there is a warrant of habitability in the lease. 80 One Kentucky case 81 held
that a clause in a lease permitting surrender of
the premises in case of accident by fire and the
elements and other unavoidable accidents so as
to make the premises untenantable, does not
justify surrender if the premises become infested
with vermin. Another case 82 held that the lessee
of property damaged by flood who exercises an
option to cancel the lease, but refuses to surrender the property to the lessor, is liable for rent.
The exact question at issue, however, has
not been litigated in Kentucky. Courts in other
States with statutes exempting the tenant from
paying rent under these circumstances have
been Inconsistent in construing the statutes. S3
The only Kentucky statute in the field provides
that a tenant, unless he otherwise contracts, is
not liable for the remainder of his term for the
rent of any building leased by him and destroyed
during the term by fire or other casualty without
his fault or neglect. s •

Repair, Closing, or Demolition of Unfit
Structures by Cities and Counties

ant suits for damages are thus permitted if a

landlord fails to meet the building codes.

Tenant1s Right to Withhold Payment if Unit

Does Not Comply with Housing Code

There is no statutory law in Kentucky justify-

ing a tenant's withholding payment of rent if the

unit he lives in does not comply with the mini-

Suits if Landlord Falls to Meet Codes
In case any building or structure is or is
proposed to be erected, reconstructed, repaired,
or maintained in violation of any reasonable reg-

mum housing code. Generally, whether a tenant

If an owner fails to comply with an order to
repair, alter, improve, or vacate the structure,
the public officer authorized by county law may
cause the structure to be repaired, altered, im,. Id., § 67.420 .
.. 61 ALR.2d 1445.
"Owens v. Ramsey, 213 Ky. 279, 280 S.W. 1112; 52 ALR 149

can withhold rent under these conditions de-

(1926) .

pends on whether there is a warrant of habitabil-

ity in the lease.80 One Kentucky case81 held

that a clause in a lease permitting surrender of

the premises in case of accident by fire and the

elements and other unavoidable accidents so as

.. Op. Ally Gen. 70-768.
"KRS, § 67380 (1969).
,. Id., § 67.390.
"Id., I 67.400.
I. Id., I 67.410.

to make the premises untenantable, does not

justify surrender if the premises become infested

with vermin. Another case s- held that the lessee
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proved, vacated, and closed, or demolished. The

amount of the cost of repairs, alterations or im-

provements, vacating, and closing or demolition

will be deemed a lien upon the real property

upon which cost was incurred. lf the structure is

removed or demolished by the public officer, he

sets the materials of the structure and credits

the proceeds of such sales against the cost of

the removal; any balance remaining is deposited

in the circuit court by the public officer, and dis-

bursed by that court to the persons found to be

entitled thereto.85

(The full procedure to be followed can be

found in Kentucky Revised Statutes (1969),

Â§Â§80.620-80.720, Repair, Closing or Demolition of

Unfit Structures by Cities and Counties.)

Housing Courts

There are no housing courts as such in Ken-

tucky. Matters dealing with real property are dealt

with by two different types of State courtsâcir-

cuit courts and fiscal courts.

proved, vacated, and closed, or demolished. The
amount of the cost of repairs, alterations or improvements, vacating, and closing or demolition
will be deemed a lien upon the real property
upon which cost was incurred. If the structure is
removed or demolished by the public officer, he
sets the materials of the structure and credits
the proceeds of such sales against the cost of
the removal; any balance remaining is deposited
in the circuit court by the public officer, and disbursed by that court to the persons found to be
entitled thereto. '5
(The full procedure to be followed can be
found in Kentucky Revised Statutes (1969),
§§80.620-80.720, Repair, Closing or Demolition of
Unfit Structures by Cities and Counties.)

The circuit courts are courts of record. They

have original jurisdiction of all matters, in law

and equity, in which the jurisdiction is not exclu-

Housing Courts

sively delegated to some other tribunal. They

also have jurisdiction in all cases where title to

land is in question, or in which it is sought to

enforce a lien upon, or to subject, land by provi-

sional remedy to the payment of debt.86

Fiscal courts serve an altogether different

function. One is located in each county, and they

act in a proprietary capacity for the county gov-

ernment. They are empowered to appropriate

county funds; sell real estate for the county; buy

real estate for the county for the purpose of

erecting public buildings thereon; appoint com-

missioners to do such selling or buying; erect

and keep in repair necessary public buildings,

bridges, and other structures; secure a sufficient

jail and a place for holding court; and regulate

and control generally the fiscal affairs of the

county.87

Court Appointment of a Receiver

ln Kentucky, a circuit court is empowered to

appoint a receiver in an action by a mortgagee for

the sale of the mortgaged property if it appears

that the property is in danger of being lost or in-

jured, or if the condition of the mortgage has not

been performed and the property is insufficient

to discharge the mortgage debt." Although the

appointment of a receiver is subject to the dis-

cretion of the court, there is much support for

There are no housing courts as such in Kentucky. Matters dealing with real property are dealt
with by two different types of State courts-circuit courts and fiscal courts.
The circuit courts are courts of record. They
have original jurisdiction of all matters, in law
and equity, in which the jurisdiction is not exclusively delegated to some other tribunal. They
also have jurisdiction in all cases where title to
land is in question, or in which it is sought to
enforce a lien upon, or to subject, land by prOVisional remedy to the payment of debt. ,0
Fiscal courts serve an altogether different
function. One is located in each county, and they
act in a proprietary capacity for the county government. They are empowered to appropriate
county funds; sell real estate for the county; buy
real estate for the county for the purpose of
erecting public buildings thereon; appoint commissioners to do such selling or buying; erect
and keep in repair necessary public buildings,
bridges, and other structures; secure a sufficient
jail and a place for holding court; and regulate
and control generally the fiscal affairs of the

the appointment of one to collect rents on mort-

counly.~7
gaged property securing them for the benefit of

the mortgagee. However, where the property it-

self is sufficient to satisfy the mortgage debt, the

Court AppOintment of a Receiver

been performed and the property is insufficient
to discharge the mortgage debt."S Although the
appOintment of a receiver is subject to the discretion of the court, there is much support for
the appOintment of one to collect rents on mortgaged property securing them for the benefit of
the mortgagee. However, where the property itself is sufficient to satisfy the mortgage debt, the
appointment of a receiver to collect rents has
been denied. s9
The court may also appoint a receiver to
take charge of any property or fund during the
pendency of the action and may order the delivery of it to him on the motion of any party to an
action who shows that he has, or probably has,
a right to, a lien upon, or an interest in, the
property or fund, the right to which is involved in
the action, and that the property or fund is in
danger of being lost, removed, or materially injured. The order of the court or of the judge
thereof, appointing or refusing to appOint a receiver, is-for appeal purposes-a final order.9Q
The receiver has power, under the control of
the court, to bring and defend actions, to take
and keep possession of the property, to receive
rents, collect debts, and generally to do such
acts respecting the property as the court may
authorize. lIl
Thus, there is no statutory authority for a
court to appoint a receiver to make improvements as such. Although there is no direct authority under Kentucky law, however, the rule
elsewhere is that a receiver who is appointed
with authority "to make such repairs as are necessary for the proper maintenance of the property in his charge" may make immediate minor
repairs upon rented property without application
to the court if the existing or probable income
therefrom justifies it, or if such minor expenditure are necessary to conserve the property. If
the expenditures for the proposed repairs are
unusual or substantial, however, the receiver
should apply to the court for authority to make
them, and notice should be given to interested
parties, thus giving them an opportunity to be
heard.!l~

appointment of a receiver to collect rents has

been denied.89

The court may also appoint a receiver to

take charge of any property or fund during the

pendency of the action and may order the deliv-

ery of it to him on the motion of any party to an

In Kentucky, a circuit court is empowered to
appoint a receiver in an action by a mortgagee for
the sale of the mortgaged property if it appears
that the property is in danger of being lost or injured, or if the condition of the mortgage has not

action who shows that he has, or probably has,

property or fund, the right to which is involved in

danger of being lost, removed, or materially in-

The Kentucky statutes do provide for a
method of foreclosing on tax delinquent dwell.... Id., § 27.035 .
•• Mortgage Union v. King, 245 Ky. 691; 54 S. W.2d 49 (1932) .

a right to, a lien upon, or an interest in, the

the action, and that the property or fund is in

Foreclosing on Tax Delinquent Dwellings

as Id.. § 80.670 .
... Id., f 23.010.
"Id, I 67.080.

.. KRS. § 27.06
• , Id, § 27.064.
.,

(1969) .

nQlnal from

A~~i~~!'. m.wi~~~~'~'J#G' rNTrust Co.,

124 Ohio 128;

jured. The order of the court or of the judge

thereof, appointing or refusing to appoint a re-

ceiver, isâfor appeal purposesâa final order.80
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ings in first-class cities, but it can be used only

where the taxpayer has no personal property out

of which the tax bill can be collected. lf this is

the case, the local tax receiver will sell for cash

a sufficient amount of the real property belong-

ing to the taxpayer to pay taxes, interest, and

costs. The sale will be at public auction, in the

same manner that property is sold under execu-

tion, except that the sale is to be held at the

door of the city hall in the city where the land

lies, and the land need not be appraised or lev-

ied on. The sale is to be advertised by posting a

written or printed notice at the city hall door for

15 days before the sale, and by publication pur-

suant to Kentucky Revised Statute Â§424."

Not less than 15 days before the sale, the

tax receiver will mail to the taxpayer a postcard

notifying him of the time and place of sale. To

cover the cost of advertisement and notification,

the tax receiver will collect a fee of $2 from

each person whose property is advertised, and

shall pay the fee into the city treasury.94

The failure of the tax receiver to send, or of

the taxpayer to receive, notice of the sale will

not invalidate the sale or any subsequent pro-

ceedings thereunder, and no levy or attempted

levy upon personal property will be necessary to

validate any sale of real property, whether for

taxes on real property, personal property, or

both.95

Legal Authority for Tax Officials to Maintain

Existing Levels of Assessment Following

Improvement of Substandard Housing

There is no legal authority in Kentucky au-

thorizing tax officials to maintain existing levels

of assessment following improvement of sub-

standard housing.96

ings in first-class cities, but it can be used only
where the taxpayer has no personal property out
of which the tax bill can be collected. If this is
the case, the local tax receiver will sell for cash
a sufficient amount of the real property belonging to the taxpayer to pay taxes, interest, and
costs. The sale will be at public auction, in the
same manner that property is sold under execution, except that the sale is to be held at the
door of the city hall in the city where the land
lies, and the land need not be appraised or levied on. The sale is to be advertised by posting a
written or printed notice at the city hall door for
15 days before the sale, and by publication pursuant to Kentucky Revised Statute §424.n
Not less than 15 days before the sale, the
tax receiver will mail to the taxpayer a postcard
notifying him of the time and place of sale. To
cover the cost of advertisement and notification,
the tax receiver will collect a fee of $2 from
each person whose property is advertised, and
shall pay the fee into the city treasury.91
The failure of the tax receiver to send, or of
the taxpayer to receive, notice of the sale will
not invalidate the sale or any subsequent proceedings thereunder, and no levy or attempted
levy upon personal property will be necessary to
validate any sale of real property, whether for
taxes on real property, personal property, or
both.oS

Mortgages

There is no Kentucky legislation permitting

"flexible" mortgage financing. There is no State

legislation permitting open-end mortgages either.

Insurance

There is no Kentucky legislation requiring

insurance companies doing business in the State

to write fire insurance in substandard areas. ln-

surers are permitted to invest in stock or obli-

gations of every housing company or redevelop-

Legal Authority for Tax Officials to Maintain
Existing Levels of Assessment Following
Improvement of Substandard Housing
There is no legal authority in Kentucky authorizing tax officials to maintain existing levels
of assessment following improvement of substandard housing.96

ment company, or of any corporation, organized

for the purpose of owning and operating any

Mortgages

housing project under the laws expressly de-

signed to promote housing for persons of low or

moderate income.97

Housing Authorities

Kentucky allows both county and regional

There is no Kentucky legislation permitting
"flexible" mortgage financing. There is no State
legislation permitting open-end mortgages either.

to write fire insurance in substandard areas. Insurers are permitted to invest in stock or obligations of every housing company or redevelopment company, or of any corporation, organized
for the purpose of owning and operating any
housing project under the laws expressly designed to promote housing for persons of low or
moderate income. 97

Housing Authorities
Kentucky allows both county and regional
housing commissions under the provisions of
§80.310 and the following materials. County commissions are created for only one county, but the
regional commissions can be created by the governing bodies of two or more contiguous
counties.~A The area of operation of such a regional housing commission will be the counties
for which it is established; this area may be increased to allow the addition of one or more
contiguous counties not already within a regional
housing commission. 90 The area of operation of
a regional housing commission may also be decreased from time to time to exclude one or
more counties from the area. Ion No housing
commission may be established without a finding
by the governing body within the city or county
involved that, first, there are unsanitary or unsafe
inhabited dwellings in the city or county, or that
there is a shortage of safe or sanitary dwellings
for people of low income; and, second, that
these conditions can be best remedied through
the exercise of the powers of a housing
commission. lol
There is no authority for the creation of
statewide housing authorities except insofar as
the areas of regional housing commissions can
be increased through the procedure of §80.340.
There does exist in Kentucky a State Property
and Buildings Commission, but that commission
only undertakes building projects for State
agencies.lo~

Housing Redevelopment Corporations

housing commissions under the provisions of

Â§80.310 and the following materials. County com-

Insurance

missions are created for only one county, but the

regional commissions can be created by the gov-

erning bodies of two or more contiguous

There is no Kentucky legislation requlrmg
insurance companies dOing business in the State

Kentucky Revised Statute (1969) §99_100 authorized the creation of redevelopment corporations by interested persons. That statute, however, placed a 20-year time limit on the creation

counties.98 The area of operation of such a re-

gional housing commission will be the counties

for which it is established; this area may be in-

creased to allow the addition of one or more

contiguous counties not already within a regional

housing commission.99 The area of operation of

a regional housing commission may also be de-

creased from time to time to exclude one or

.3 KAS. § 91.480(1) (1969).
Of Id. at (2).
··Id. at (3).
.. See 90 ALA 1137 lor a good study 01 "public property" lubJect
to special 'assessment lor Improvement, but the section specifically excludes casel dealing wit h assessment lor local
improvements to property 01 quasi-public c o ~po at ioos as
beyond its scope.

more counties from the area.100 No housing

commission may be established without a finding

by the governing body within the city or county
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.., KRS, I 304.7-220 (1969) .
'" Id., § 80.320.
.. Id., § 80.340.
'M Id., § 80.30
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of such corporations commencing on June 1,

1942, and it is unclear whether this period has

been extended. lf it has not been, then the broad

regulations of the sections following Â§99.100 per-

tain only to such corporations founded between

June 1, 1942, and June 1, 1962.

The purposes of redevelopment corporations

are the founding and putting into effect of a de-

velopment plan, and the acquisition of real prop-

erty for such a redevelopment plan. General cor-

poration law applies to such corporations.103

Land may be condemned for the use of the cor-

poration upon proper showing of necessity for

such condemnation by it."" A redevelopment

corporation may borrow money and execute

mortgages.105 Certificates, bonds, and notes se-

cured by a first mortgage on the real property in

a development area are securities which may be

legally invested in by various entities.106 Obliga-

tions that are insured under the Federal Housing

Act are not subject to investment limits.107

Exhibit 1: Usury Laws

Aside from the 6 percent legal rate of interest,

Kentucky completely revised its basic usury statute

in 1972 to create an interest structure with two levels

of acceptable maximum rates. Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann.

of such corporations commencing on June 1,
1942, and it is unclear whether this period has
been extended. If it h'as not been, then the broad
regulations of the sections following §99.100 pertain only to such corporations founded between
June 1, 1942, and June 1, 1962.
The purposes of redevelopment corporations
are the founding and putting into effect of a development plan, and the acquisition of real property for such a redevelopment plan. General corporation law applies to such corporations.)03
Land may be condemned for the use of the corporation upon proper showing of necessity for
such condemnation by it.)() I A redevelopment
corporation may borrow money and execute
mortgages. IO " Certificates, bonds, and notes secured by a first mortgage on the real property in
a development area are securities which may be
legally invested in by various entities. lo6 Obligations that are insured under the Federal Housing
Act are not subject to investment limits. lo ;

lation of the applicable percentage rate. He stated
that: "A lender may collect 'points' when prorated
over the full term of the loan and added to the stated
interest does not result in total interest being collected in excess of the maximum interest rate." (70
Op. AIt'y Gen. 284 (1970).) He further defined "points"
as being synonymous with bonus, premium, discount,
or anyone-time consideration paid by the borrower
to the lender at the inception of the loan as additional
compensation therefor .
In Kentucky, service charge may be lawfully
charged to the borrower in addition to the maximum
interest. Such charge, however, must represent reasonable expenses incident to the making of the loan
Harding v. Kentucky Title Trust Co., 269 Ky. 622, 108
S.W. 2d 539, 548 (1937); accord, Ashland National
Bank v. Conley, 231 Ky. 844, 22 S.W. 2d 270 (1929);
70 Op. Alt'y Gen. 276 (1970)). While a borrower may
pay a brokerage fee or commission to his own agent
for procuring a loan, such charges by a lender or his
agent will be considered interest (Union Central Life
Insurance Co. v. Edwards, 219 Ky . 748, 294 SW. 50
(1927)).
While subject to disclosure and prepayment controls (Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§371.220(g), 371.260(2)) a
time-price differential is specifically authorized by
statute (§371.260(1 I). Even though there is no case
law specifically exempting a time-price differential
from the general usury statute, the language of
§371 .260(1), viz.: "Notwithstanding the provisions of
any other law, a retail installment contract .. . may
provide for, . . . a time price differential," could be
fairly read as precluding control of retail installment
contracts charging time-price differentials by the general usury law. This statute however, does not itself
set maximum limits on time-price differentials; therefore, the only limits thereon appear to be the market
and the omnipresent doctrine 01 unconscienability, cf.
Williams v. Walker-Thomas Furniture Co., 121 U.S. App.
D.C. 315, 350 P. 2d 445. 18 A.L.R. 3d 1297 (1965) .

Â§360.010 (1), 2 CCH Cons. Or. Guide, Ky. H6401 (1972).

A maximum rate of 8.5 percent per annum may be

charged in two situations: (1) Where a loan obligation

Exhibit 1 : Usury Laws

in writing is secured by a "lien on one single unit

Aside from the 6 percent legal rate of interest,
Kentucky completely revised its basic usury statute
in 1972 to create an interest structure with two levels
of acceptable maximum rates. Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann .
§360.010 (11. 2 CCH Cons. Or. Guide, Ky. '6401 (1972) .
A maximum rate of 8.5 percent per annum may be
charged in two situations: (1) Where a loan obligation
in writing is secured by a "lien on one single unit
family res i dential real estate property" (Id., §360.010
(1 )(a)), and (2) where the original principal amount
of the loan obligation in writing is $25.000 or less
(Id., §360.010 (l)(b)). On the other hand. where the
loan obligation in writing (other than that mentioned
in §360.010 (l)(a) above) is in excess of $25.000. the
parties may contract to pay any rate of interest. Id.,
§360.010 (1 Hc).
Corporations may not plead usury as a defense.
§360.025( 1). unles3 the corporation's principal asset
is a one- or two-family dwelling . §360.025(2). See also
70 Op. Atry Gen . 727 (1970). taking the position that
§360.025 does not constitute an arbitrary and unreasonable classification and is therefore constitutional.
This section also precludes individual guarantors.
sureties. and endorsers on corporate obligations from
injecting a usury defense. E'Town Shopping Center,
Inc. v. Lexington Finance Co., 436 SW. 2d 267 (Ky.
Ct. App. 1969). Further, FHA and VA loans are considered to be excluded from the coverage of the foregoing statutes, 70 Op. Alt. Gen. 782 (1970); 69 Op .
Alt'y Gen. 35 (1969).
The attorney general of Kentucky has taken the
position that points are considered to be interest and
must be amortized over the life of the loan for calcu -

family residential real estate property" (ld., Â§360.010

(1)(a)), and (2) where the original principal amount

of the loan obligation in writing is $25,000 or less

(ld., Â§360.010 (1}(b)). On the other hand, where the

loan obligation in writing (other than that mentioned

in Â§360.010 (1)(a) above) is in excess of $25.000, the

parties may contract to pay any rate of interest ld

Â§360.010 (1)(c).

Corporations may not plead usury as a defense,

Â§360.025(1). unles3 the corporation's principal asset

is a one- or two-family dwelling. Â§360.025(2). See also

70 Op. Atfy Gen. 727 (1970), taking the position that

Â§360.025 does not constitute an arbitrary and unrea-

sonable classification and is therefore constitutional.

This section also precludes individual guarantors,

sureties, and endorsers on corporate obligations from

injecting a usury defense. E'Town Shopping Center,

lnc. v. Lexington Finance Co., 436 S.W. 2d 267 (Ky.

Cf. App. 1969). Further, FHA and VA loans are con-

sidered to be excluded from the coverage of the fore-

going statutes, 70 Op. Att. Gen. 782 (1970); 69 Op

Atfy Gen. 35 (1969).

The attorney general of Kentucky has taken the

position that points are considered to be interest and

must be amortized over the life of the loan for calcu-

Â«â¢ ld., Â§ 99.150.

Â»* ld., 9 99.220.

*Â» ld., Â§ 99.260.

"â¢ ld., I 99.270.

m ld., Â§ 99.280.

lation of the applicable percentage rate. He stated

that: "A lender may collect 'points' when prorated

Id., § 99.150 .
I 99.220.
1(05 Id.. § 99.260.
- Id., I 99.270.
,,>'T Id., I 99 .280.
I~

over the full term of the loan and added to the stated

interest does not result in total interest being col-

lected in excess of the maximum interest rate." (70

Op. Atfy Gen. 284 (1970).) He further defined "points"

as being synonymous with bonus, premium, discount,

or any one-time consideration paid by the borrower

to the lender at the inception of the loan as additional

compensation therefor.

Mississippi Report on Legislation
Land Use Planning and Zoning
In the State of Mississippi, the local units of
government are charged with the responsibility
of controlling land use. On the county level, the
board of supervisors-the governing unit at the
county level-is empowered to zone unincorporated portions of the county according to such
factors as the size and height of buildings, location and use of buildings, density of the population, and the percentage of any lot which may be
occupied by structures. 1 Agricultural buildings
and land used for agricultural purposes are exempted from the county zoning power.2
Counties are given broad power to enforce
zoning regulations, including restraining con-

. . Id .,

1

Dlglliz

by

2

MilS. Code Ann. , fl. 7,- Id., I 17-1-3.
'
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struction, causing repair, and preventing occu-

pancy of any structure or land which is in viola-

tion of the provisions of local zoning laws.3

ln conjunction with the authority to zone,

counties are also authorized to regulate the de-

velopment of subdivisions in the State. Each

county may impose restrictions on a subdivision

necessary to effectuate local zoning ordinances

and may require approval by the board of super-

visors before a subdivision or plat is recorded in

the county.4

Zoning is not limited in its scope to the con-

fines of any one county. All of the local units of

government, municipalities, and counties are per-

mitted to act with other local units to achieve

uniform planning consistent with public health

and welfare goals.5

To achieve the goals of county zoning and

planning more effectively, counties are author-

ized to create planning commissions to develop

comprehensive plans for county development.6

Two or more counties may create a regional

planning commission to achieve the same pur-

poses, but on a broader, more comprehensive

scale.7 Where the necessity arises, interstate re-

gional planning is authorized by statute.8

Building and Housing Codes

Counties are authorized to adopt building

codes for the unincorporated portions of the

county, but are restricted to adopting a code no

stricter than that promulgated by a national code

group.9 Such building codes may set minimum

struction, causing repair, and preventing occupancy of any structure or land which is in violation of the provisions of local zoning laws. 3
In conjunction with the authority to zone,
counties are also authorized to regulate the development of subdivisions in the State. Each
county may impose restrictions on a subdivision
necessary to effectuate local zoning ordinances
and may require approval by the board of supervisors before a subdivision or plat is recorded in
the county.·
Zoning is not limited in its scope to the confines of anyone county. All of the local units of
government, municipalities, and counties are permitted to act with other local units to achieve
uniform planning consistent with public health
and welfare goals. r•
To achieve the goals of county zoning and
planning more effectively, counties are authorized to create planning commissions to develop
comprehensive plans for county development. s
Two or more counties may create a regional
planning commission to achieve the same purposes, but on a broader, more comprehensive
scale." Where the necessity arises, interstate regional planning is authorized by statute. S

standards for electrical work, plumbing, gas, and

sanitary facilities.10 Such codes will not be ap-

Building and Housing Codes

plied to farm buildings and structures. No statu-

torily defined method of enforcement of the

adopted codes is prescribed. This seems to indi-

cate that the counties may promulgate their own

enforcement procedures as a necessary exten-

tion of their authority to adopt a code.

Municipalities are not restricted in regard to

the type of building codes they adopt, but are

authorized to promulgate codes concerning elec-

trical work, plumbing, gas, and sanitary

facilities.11

>ld.

5 17-1-19.

'ld.

I 17-1-23(1),

(2).

'ld.

Â§ 17-1-5.

â¢ld.

Â§ 17-1-11.

1ld.

Â§ 17-1-29.

Counties are authorized to adopt building
codes for the unincorporated portions of the
county, but are restricted to adopting a code no
stricter than that promulgated by a national code
group.9 Such building codes may set minimum
standards for electrical work, plumbing, gas, and
sanitary facilities. 10 Such codes will not be applied to farm buildings and structures. No statutorily defined method of enforcement of the
adopted codes is prescribed. This seems to indicate that the counties may promulgate their own
enforcement procedures as a necessary extention of their authority to adopt a code.
Municipalities are not restricted in regard to
the type of building codes they adopt, but are
authorized to promulgate codes concerning electrical work, plumbing, gas, and sanitary
facilities. l l

â¢ld.

Â§ 17-1-29.

â¢ld.

Â§ 19-5-9.

Â» ld

, Â§ 19-5-9.

"ld

, Â§ 21-19-25.

There is no authority for permitting county

3Id .•
• Id .•
• Id .•
• Id.,
'Id .•
• Id.,
• Id.,
'·Id .•
11 Id.,

boards of supervisors to adopt minimum housing

codes, and it appears that the power of that

body is an extremely limited one. The State con-

stitution leaves the matter of the scope of county

board of supervisor's power to the discretion of
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17-1-19.
17-1-23(1). (2) .
17-1-5.
17-1-11.
§ 17-1-29.
§ 17-1-29.
§ 19-5-9.
§ 19-5-9.
§ 21-19-25.

§
§
§
§

There is no authority for permitting county
boards of supervisors to adopt minimum housing
codes, and it appears that the power of that
body is an extremely limited one. The State con·
stitution leaves the matter of the scope of county
board of supervisor's power to the discretion of
the State legislature.l~ The State legislature appears not to have adopted legislation granting
general power to the counties to promote public
health and welfare. Without a board grant of
power or the specific grant of power to promul·
gate a housing code, it is, at least, uncertain
whether county governments have the requisite
power to establish minimum housing codes in
their respective jurisdictions. This lack of power
is of some aovantage to a Federal housing effort.
Where there is no regulation of any sort, great
flexibility in the form of the Federal approach
may be permissible.
The State of MiSSissippi has not adopted a
statewide minimum housing code or a statewide
building code.
Very little innovation has been added to the
law of landlord and tenant since the initial codification of that body of law in 1848. 13 Thus there
is little in the way of landlord-tenant law that is
designed to induce the enforcement of local
building codes or housing codes. (This assumes
that housing codes are a permissible function of
the county board of supervisors). Specifically,
there are no provisions of statutory law nor any
case law that indicate that a tenant may withhold
payment of rent if the rented premises are substandard. Indeed, following the basic common
law position, it is not incumbent on a lessor to
repair the leased premises at all. H Any such responsibility is a creature of contract and must be
incorporated in the lease agreement to be enforcible against the lessor.15
Other innovations in landlord-tenant law
fail to appear in the statutory or case law. For
instance, there is no provision for a receiver to
collect rent and make the necessary repairs on
housing which is substandard, but there does
appear a provision for a municipality to make repairs on substandard housing and retain a lien
on that housing for the amount of the repair
cost. (See Miss. Code Ann. §43-35-1 05). Similarly, there appears to be no specialized adjudi-

Mississippi Constilution Art . 6. § 170, Mill. Code Ann., 1.6.--3-41
(1972).
lJ See. Miss. Code Ann., § 897 et seQ. (1956).
,. Cousey Y. Norwood, 156 So.592, 170 Miss. 874 (1934).
IS Miller Y. Mille, ,64, So. ?d, 1739, 217 Miss 650, 38 A.L.R.2d 674
(1953); Ri .!r r~ g j) ;nli~ , ~7 SO.325, 161 MilS. 503 (1931).
Jl
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calory body which hears only housing-related

matters.

On the county level, the power to repair,

renovate, and remove substandard housing re-

sides in the county housing authorities which the

board of supervisors of each county are empow-

ered to activate.16 The housing authorities, to

promote the goal of providing safe and sanitary

housing, are empowered to purchase, lease, or

exercise the power of eminent domain.17 Ob-

viously, the power to renovate, repair, and re-

move substandard housing is highly circum-

scribed by the limited sphere of the housing

authority power. The county board of supervisors

is not specifically granted such power, and it ap-

pears unclear whether it may do so.18

On the municipal level, the local governing

authority is specifically authorized to enact ordi-

nances governing what constitutes housing unfit

for human habitation.10 And they are empowered

to appoint an official whose function it is to in-

spect, and order the necessary repairs or demo-

lition, as each case would require.20 State law

outlines the criteria which the local municipality

must follow in enacting the appropriate

legislation.21 Among these are defects which in-

crease the chance of fire or accident; lack of ad-

equate light; ventilation or sanitary facilities; and

dilapidation, disrepair, or structural defect.22

Outside of local building code regulation,

there appears to be no other restriction on con-

struction of buildings in the State of Mississippi.

The State fire marshal is not empowered to pro-

mulgate regulations concerning such things as

electrical wiring, nor does he have any jurisdic-

tion over residential housing unless it should

come to his attention that a hazardous condition

exists in any building.23 lf this happens, the fire

marshal is authorized to take appropriate action

through the attorney general's office.24 But it

would appear that this kind of weak regulation

does not present any problems in the context of

implementing a Federal program of rural hous-

ing.

Environmental and Health Regulations

There exists little health or environmental

legislation in the State of Mississippi which has

14 Miss. Code Ann., Â§ 43-33-5 (1972).

"ld., Â§143-33-11, 43-33-13.

â¢See, ld., I 19-3-41.

Â» ld., Â§ 45-35-103.

Â» ld., Â§ 45-35-105.

"ld., I 45-35-107.

catory body which hears only housing-related
matters.
On the county level, the power to repair,
renovate, and remove substandard housing resides in the county housing authorities which the
board of supervisors of each county are empowered to activate. 16 The housing authorities, to
promote the goal of providing safe and sanitary
housing, are empowered to purchase, lease, or
exercise the power of eminent domainY Obviously, the power to renovate, repair, and remove substandard housing is highly circumscribed by the limited sphere of the housing
authority power. The county board of supervisors
is not specifically granted such power, and it appears unclear whether it may do SO.18
On the municipal level, the local governing
authority is specifically authorized to enact ordinances governing what constitutes housing unfit
for human habitation.l~ And they are empowered
to appoint an official whose function it is to inspect, and order the necessary repairs or demolition, as each case would require. 20 State law
outlines the criteria which the local municipality
must follow in enacting the appropriate
legislation. 21 Among these are defects which increase the chance of fire or accident; lack of adequate light; ventilation or sanitary facilities; and
dilapidation, disrepair, or structural defect. 22
Outside of local building code regulation,
there appears to be no other restriction on construction of buildings in the State of Mississippi.
The State fire marshal is not empowered to promulgate regulations concerning such things as
electrical wiring, nor does he have any jurisdiction over residential housing unless it should
come to his attention that a hazardous condition
exists in any building.n If this happens, the fire
marshal is authorized to take appropriate action
through the attorney general's office. z, But it
would appear that this kind of weak regulation
does not present any problems in the context of
implementing a Federal program of rural housing.

"ld.

"ld., Â§ 45-11-3.

"ld.

Environmental and Health Regulations

any significant impact on rural housing. The Mis-

sissippi Department of Public Health is largely

an advisory and information-gathering body and

There exists little health or environmental
legislation in the State of Mississippi which has

wields no effective regulatory or enforcement

power.25 On the other hand, the Mississippi

State Board of Health is empowered with exten-

I. Miss. Code Ann., § 43-33-5 (1972).
IT • d.,

§§ 43-33-11, 43-33-13.

.. See, 'd., § 19-3-41.
sive rulemaking authority to deal with problems

impinging on public health.26 One area in which

the board of health is specifically charged with

establishing health regulation concerns the sani-

tary facilities of mobile homes and trailer

~ Id., § 45-35-103.
.. Id., § 45-35-105.
21 'd., § 45-35-107.
"'Id.
S> Id., § 45-11-3.
,. Id.

any significant impact on rural housing. The Mississippi Department of Public Health is largely
an advisory and information-gathering body and
wields no effective regulatory or enforcement
power.2!> On the other hand, the Mississippi
State Board of Health is empowered with extensive rulemaking authority to deal with problems
impinging on public health,26 One area in which
the board of health is specifically charged with
establishing health regulation concerns the sanitary facilities of mobile homes and trailer
parks. 21 Within this responsibility lies a permissive grant to promulgate regulations concerning
maintenance, regulation, inspection, equipment,
and control of house trailers as well as house
camps. Also included in the board's authority is
the power to register the trailers.28
Enforcement of board of health regulations
is carried out by board-appointed county health
officers.~'9 Because these officers are appointed
by the State board and for a 2-year term, it
would appear that the State board has effective
control over the enforcement process. This
would seem to be true even in the face of the
existence of county boards of health. This is due
to the limited advisory, publicity, and information-gathering functions that the county boards
perform. 30 County health departments are also
authorized, but it seems-although it is unclear
-that they operate essentially as arms of State
health operations. They are funded by the individual countieS. 31
Other than the specific authorization to promulgate rules concerning mobile hvmes, there
appear to be no other specific legislative directives to promulgate housing-related regulations.
In the environmental area, Mississippi has
enacted the "Mississippi Air and Water Pollution
Control Act." 32 The act creates the Air and
Water Pollution Control Commission, which has
the authority to set standards for water quality.33
The act makes it unlawful to discharge wastes
below commission standards H and requires
that a permit be procured from the commission
whenever waste disposal systems are modified
or constructed.~" The commission may also require that plans for waste disposal system be
.. Id., § 45-1-7 .
.. Id., § 41-3-17.
2T Id., § 41-25-13.
'" Id.
:0 Id., § 41~1 .
30 Id., § 41-3-55.
., Id., § 41-3-53 .
n Id., §§ 49-17,.-1. at seQ.
"Id., I 49-17- {l~ o!72~ P
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parks.27 Within this responsibility lies a permis-

sive grant to promulgate regulations concerning

maintenance, regulation, inspection, equipment,
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submitted for commission approval prior to their

construction.38 lt is unclear what impact this

commission would have on the development of

rural housing, but it seems reasonable to assume

that regulations will be promulgated and de-

signed to affect the "big" pollutersâfor exam-

ple, large industrial concernsâand not housing.

Other environmental constraints, such as the

Mississippi Solid Waste Regulation,37 have no

substantial impact on the development of low

cost rural housing.

Mobile Homes and Modular Housing

Besides the regulations promulgated by the

State board of health, mobile homes are regu-

lated by two separate legislative acts, "The Uni-

form Standards Code for Factory Manufactured

submitted for commission approval prior to their
construction. 36 It is unclear what impact this
commission would have on the development of
rural housing, but it seems reasonable to assume
that regulations will be promulgated and designed to affect the "big" polluters-for example, large industrial concerns-and not housing.
Other environmental constraints, such as the
Mississippi Solid Waste Regulation,37 have no
substantial impact on the development of low
cost rural housing.

Movable Homes Act" 3K and "The Uniform High-

way Traffic Regulation Act." 3Â»

Mobile Homes and Modular Housing

The Uniform Standards Code Act is aimed at

the problem of inspection of already-constructed

mobile homes and other factory-built housing.

The commissioner of insurance is authorized to

promulgate rules and regulations relating to the

properties of the construction materials, and the

standards for construction of electrical, plumb-

ing, and other systems pursuant to U.S.A. Stand-

ard A119.1, recommended by the United States

of America Standards lnstitute.40 To insure that

these standards are followed, the commissioner

is granted broad power to specify the procedure

necessary for inspection or other procedures of

enforcement.41

All manufacturers and dealers of factory-

built housing are required to obtain licenses an-

nually upon certification that the applicable con-

struction standards will be met.4- Licenses can

only be revoked after the appropriate hearing

and notice, when there has been noncompliance

with the applicable regulations.43

The other area in which State regulation af-

fects mobile homes concerns the regulation of

size and length of vehicles on State highways.

The permissible width of any vehicle on State

highways is 8 feet.44 The maximum length per-

mitted is 35 feet, whether the vehicle is a single

unit or a combination of units.45 At first blush,

these regulations seem to present a problem for

the transportation of mobile homes and modular

units in the State, but the State highway commis-

sion is authorized to issue, at its discretion, per-

mits authorizing loads in excess of statutory

standards upon application of the party seeking

to move the load.46

The State of Mississippi has an interesting

approach to the taxation of mobile homes. Each

mobile homeowner is required to register his

home with the county assessor in the county

Besides the regulations promulgated by the
State board of health, mobile homes are regulated by two separate legislative acts, "The Uniform Standards Code for Factory Manufactured
Movable Homes Act" 3>< and "The Uniform Highway Traffic Regulation Act." 3\1
The Uniform Standards Code Act is aimed at
the problem of inspection of already-constructed
mobile homes and other factory-built housing.
The commissioner of insurance is authorized to
promulgate rules and regulations relating to the
properties of the construction materials, and the
standards for construction of electrical, plumbing, and other systems pursuant to U.S.A. Standard A 119.1, recommended by the United States
of America Standards Institute. ~o To insure that
these standards are followed, the commissioner
is granted broad power to specify the procedure
necessary for inspection or other procedures of
enforcement. 41
All manufacturers and dealers of factorybuilt housing are required to obtain licenses annually upon certification that the appl icable construction standards will be met. ~~ Licenses can
only be revoked after the appropriate hearing
and notice, when there has been noncompliance
with the applicable regulations. 43
The other area in which State regulation affects mobile homes concerns the regulation of
size and length of vehicles on State highways.
The permissible width of any vehicle on State
highways is 8 feet. H The maximum length permitted is 35 feet, whether the vehicle is a single

where his home is located.47 At that point, the

assessor issues a registration sticker and as-

sesses the value of the mobile home.48 lf the

mobile home is situated on land that does not

belong to the owner of the mobile home, the

owner must declare his mobile home as personal

property at the time of assessment.49 Mobile

homes which are situated on property owned by

the owner of the mobile home may be declared,

at the time of assessment, either personal or

.. Id .• 149-17-19 .
., BNA-Environmenllli Reporler, Siala Solid
p. 1221~501.
'" Miss. Code Ann .. §I 5131-101 et seq. (1972),
.. Id., I§ 63-5-1 et seq.
.. Id .• § 5131-103 (1972 Supp.).
<lId.
"Id .. § 5131-105.
" Id .• § 5131-107.
.. Id .. I 63-5-13 (1972).

real property, at the owner's discretion.50 Once

the owner has treated his mobile home as per-

sonal property, he may later treat it as real prop-
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unit or a combination of units.4~ At first blush,
these regulations seem to present a problem for
the transportation of mobile homes and modular
units in the State, but the State highway commission is authorized to issue, at its discretion, permits authorizing loads in excess of statutory
standards upon application of the party seeking
to move the load_ 46
The State of Mississippi has an interesting
approach to the taxation of mobile homes. Each
mobile homeowner is required to register his
home with the county assessor in the county
where his home is 10catedY At that point, the
assessor issues a registration sticker and assesses the value of the mobile home,fs If the
mobile home is situated on land that does not
belong to the owner of the mobile home, the
owner must declare his mobile home as personal
property at the time of assessment. 49 Mobile
homes which are situated on property owned by
the owner of the mobile home may be declared,
at the time of assessment, either personal or
real property, at the owner's discretion. 50 Once
the owner has treated his mobile home as personal property, he may later treat it as real property if he so chooses/'I Mississippi law clarifies
the problem that often arises concerning taxation
of mobile homes that are transported over the
highways. Section 27-1~5 of the 1972 code specifically exempts mobile homes from the ad valorem taxation of motor vehicles.
There are no specific legislative enactments
dealing with the question of how modular housing is taxed, but, viewing the general language
of the statute on ad valorem real estate
taxation ~,~ and the treatment of mobile homes
for tax purposes, it appears that they may be
taxed as real property rather than as personal
property; but this is not totally clear.

Finance and Usury
Outside of the usury laws, there is little in
the way of legislation that impinges on the ability
of savings and loan associations and banks to
use innovative mortgage arrangements. The law
concerning such approaches as flexible mortgages or open-end mortgages is nonexistent_ It
therefore must be assumed that such ap-

Use,

.. Id .•
Id ..
" Id .•
.. Id.,
.. Id ..
"Id .•
48

I 63-5-19.
f 63-5-51,

t
t

27-53-5 .
27-53-7.

§ 27-53-, 1~ . ..
§ 27-53-',,05·. I Qlna
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preaches are presently permissible in Missis-

sippi.

Savings and loan associations have some

restrictions in the mortgage arrangements they

may deal in. They may only lend money on sec-

ondary mortgages if they own all the paramount

liens on the mortgaged property.53 Savings and

loan associations cannot deal in loans secured

by personal property unless it is in conjunction

with real property.54 But outside of these rela-

tively minimal restrictions, there is no other reg-

ulation of mortgage financing.

The maximum rate of interest on loans in

Mississippi is 8 percent.55 However, loans in-

sured by the Federal Housing Administration or

guaranteed by the Veterans' Administration are

specifically exempted from the constraints of the

usury laws.58

It appears that both discounts and points

are included in interest for usury purposes.57

The statutes speak in terms of the amount re-

ceived, directly or indirectly, by the lender as in-

cludible in interest.58 The Mississippi Supreme

Court has specifically recognized that discounts

are interest.59

Certain other charges made to compensate

for expenses in making a loan have been deter-

mined not to be interest. Such reasonable

charges are not deemed to be consideration for

the loan but, rather, compensation for services

rendered.60

Mississippi has long recognized the time-

price differential as being exempt from the usury

laws if the sale was bona fide.61 The only area

in which the time-price differential is regulated is

in the area of motor vehicle financing, when the

cost of the vehicle is less than $7,500.82

Housing Law and Housing Authorities

Mississippi has no law enabling the estab-

lishment of State housing corporations, nor is

there any legislation concerning housing devel-

opment corporations.

The main body of housing law in Mississippi

concerns the local housing authorities, although

proaches are presently permissible in Mississippi.
Savings and loan associations have some
restrictions in the mortgage arrangements they
may deal in. They may only lend money on secondary mortgages if they own all the paramount
liens on the mortgaged property.53 Savings and
loan associations cannot deal in loans secured
by personal property unless it is in conjunction
with real property.51 But outside of these relatively minimal restrictions, there is no other regulation of mortgage financing.
The maximum rate of interest on loans in
Mississippi is 8 percent. 55 However, loans insured by the Federal Housing Administration or
guaranteed by the Veterans' Administration are
specifically exempted from the constraints of the
usury laws.56
It appears that both discounts and points
are included in interest for usury purposesY
The statutes speak in terms of the amount received, directly or indirectly, by the lender as includible in interesPS The Mississippi Supreme
Court has specifically recognized that discounts
are interest. 59
Certain other charges made to compensate
for expenses in making a loan have been determined not to be interest. Such reasonable
charges are not deemed to be consideration for
the loan but, rather, compensation for services
rendered. 60
Mississippi has long recognized the timeprice differential as being exempt from the usury
laws if the sale was bona fide. s1 The only area
in which the time-price differential is regulated is
in the area of motor vehicle financing, when the
cost of the vehicle is less than $7,500. 82

" Id., { 5288-15 (1972 Supp.).

"Id.

â¢ Id.. | 36 (1966).

â¢ Id., { 43-33-307 (1972).

"Id., Â§536, 37 (1966).

â¢Id.

"Hyde V. Flnley, 26 Miss. 468 (1853); accord Hlller v. EH/3, 72

Miss. 701, 18 So 95 (1895); Polkinghorno v. Hendricks, 61 Miss.

366 (1883).

" Johnson v. Caster 203 Miss. 38, 33 So.2d 296 (1948).

Housing Law and Housing Authorities
Mississippi has no law enabling the establishment of State housing corporations, nor is
there any legislation concerning housing development corporations.
The main body of housing law in Mississippi
concerns the local housing authorities, although

regional authorities are authorized. Under the
"Housing Authorities Law," each municipality
and county is authorized to activate a local
housing authority.63 Each county housing authority is governed by a five-member commission
appointed by the county board of supervisors. 64
The authorities are empowered to exercise the
necessary functions to establish low cost housing for low income people. u5 Among these powers are the power to buy, sell, rent, contract, and
exercise the power of eminent domain.66
Each housing authority is required to fix
rentals at the lowest possible rate consistent with
the goal of providing safe and sanitary housing
and meeting the demand of the financing of such
housing.67 Persons admitted to projects administered by any housing authority may not earn
more than 5 times the annual rental of a unit in
the project, subject to the proviso that $100 may
be deducted for each minor dependent of any
person seeking admission.u8
Local regulations, including zoning and land
use planning ordinances, are applicable to all
housing authority projects,69 but they are exempt from property taxes. 70
An interesting feature of the "Housing Authority Law" is the provision that individual farmers may apply to county or regional housing
authorities for housing for those farmers who operate or work on the owner's farm.7l
Both cooperative 72 and regional 73 housing
authorities are permitted by present legislation.
A regional authority may be created when the
boards of supervisors of two or more contiguous
counties determine that there is need for an
agency to exercise the powers of a housing authority on a broader scale.'4 The powers of the
regional housing authority are essentially the same
as those granted to county and municipal housing authorities. 75 Importantly, county and regional authorities are specifically authorized to
engage in the establishment of rural housing
projects (e.g., projects outside of the corporate
boundaries of any municipality).76 This is of
some significance because it is clear that au-

" See Bryant v. Securities Investment Co., 233 Miss. 740, 102

Id.,
.. Id.,
IIld.,
-Id.
Ol Id.,
• Id.,
• Id.,
.0 Id.,
T! Id.,
" Id.,
7J Id.,
,. Id .•
TS Id.,
q

So.2d 701 (1958).

"Mis*. Code Ann., 55 8075-1â8075-24 (1956).

regional authorities are authorized. Under the

"Housing Authorities Law," each municipality

and county is authorized to activate a local

housing authority.63 Each county housing au-

thority is governed by a five-member commission

appointed by the county board of supervisors.64

The authorities are empowered to exercise the

necessary functions to establish low cost hous-

ing for low income people.65 Among these pow-

ers are the power to buy, sell, rent, contract, and

.. Id., 15288-15 (1972 Supp.).
Mid.
A Id., I 36 (1966).
- Id., I 43-33-307 (1972).
•, Id., II 36, 37 (1966).
-Id.
• Hyde v. Finley, 26 Miss. 468 (1853): accord Hiller v. Ell/If, 72
Mi ... 701, 18 SO.95 (1895); Polklnghorne v. Hendricks, 61 Miss.
366 (1883).
- Johnson v. Cas tar 203 Miss. 38, 33 So.2d 296 (1948).
01 See Bryant v. Securities Investment Co., 233 Miss. 740, 102
SO.2d 701 (1958) .
.. Mi ... Code Ann., II 8075- ~--'8075-24 (1956).

I 43-33-5 (1972) .
I 43-33-7.
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143-33-15.
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I 43-33-37.
If 43-33-121. 43-33-123.
I 43-33-17.
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exercise the power of eminent domain.88

Each housing authority is required to fix

rentals at the lowest possible rate consistent with
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thorities need not create projects near popula-

tion centers.

Foreclosure of Tax Delinquent Housing

Mississippi has a relatively quick, simple

thorities need not create projects near population centers.

Welfare Uen
There currently exists no welfare lien in the
State of Mississippi.

method of foreclosing on tax delinquent dwell-

ings. The tax payments are due on February 1,

May 1, and August 1, in the year after

assessment.77 lf taxes levied against real prop-

erty are due and remain unpaid after February 15

and August 15, the realty is to be sold.7* After

adequate notice, the realty is to be sold by the

collector on the first Monday of April and the

third Monday of September.79 After the taxes

become delinquent, and before the sale, the tax-

payer can redeem his property by paying the

tax, interest, and cost accrued.80 The sale is to

the highest bidder for the taxes, fees, penalties,

and damages provided by law.81 The subsequent

filing of the list of realty sold with the chancery

court vests in the purchaser title to the property

subject to the former owner's right of

redemption.82 After the sale, the former owner,

or any person acting for him with his consent, or

any person with an interest in the land, may re-

deem the property with a 2-year limit on the

right of redemption.83 Within 90 days, but not less

than 60 days before the expiration of the right of

redemption, the clerk of the chancery is required

to notify the former owner and the lien holders

on the realty.84

Maintaining Present Levels of Tax

Assessment

There is no legal authority authorizing tax

officials in Mississippi to maintain existing levels

of assessment following improvement of sub-

standard housing.

Fire Insurance

Mississippi does not have State legislation

Foreclosure of Tax Delinquent Housing
Mississippi has a relatively quick, simple
method of foreclosing on tax delinquent dwellings. The tax payments are due on February 1,
May 1, and August 1, in the year after
assessment.;; If taxes levied against real property are due and remain unpaid after February 15
and August 15, the realty is to be sold.;~ After
adequate notice, the realty is to be sold by the
collector on the first Monday of April and the
third Monday of September.;9 After the taxes
become delinquent, and before the sale, the taxpayer can redeem his property by paying the
tax, interest, and cost accrued."o The sale is to
the highest bidder for the taxes, fees, penalties,
and damages provided by law.'l The subsequent
filing of the list of realty sold with the chancery
court vests in the purchaser title to the property
subject to the former owner's right of
redemption. ' ~ After the sale, the former owner,
or any person acting for him with his consent, or
any person with an interest in the land, may redeem the property with a 2-year limit on the
right of redemption.~~ Within 90 days, but not less
than 60 days before the expiration of the right of
redemption, the clerk of the chancery is required
to notify the former owner and the lien holders
on the realty.84

requiring insurance companies doing business in

the State to write fire insurance in substandard

areas.

"ld., Â§ 27-41-1.

â¢ ld., 1 27-41-5.

â¢ ld., Â§ 27-41-55.

*1 ld., Â§ 27-41-17.

" ld., | 27-41-59.

â¢1 ld., II 27-41-79; 27-41-81

Maintaining Present Levels of Tax
Assessment
There is no legal authority authorizing tax
officials in Mississippi to maintain existing levels
of assessment following improvement of substandard housing.

" ld., Â§ 27-45-3.

" ld., II 27-43-1, 27-43-5.

Fire Insurance

Welfare Lien

There currently exists no welfare lien in the

State of Mississippi.

Tennessee Report on Legislation

Planning and Zoning Authority in Tennessee

Is Decentralized and Dispersed

Mississippi does not have State legislation
requiring insurance companies doing business in
the State to write fire insurance in substandard
areas.

Because there are several tiers in the struc-

ture of Tennessee law relating to planning and

zoning, this section is divided into several cate-

gories, based on the level of government in-

volved.

State Role: The State's role in this area re-

lates primarily to the State planning office's

power to create planning regions and to define

their boundaries.1 Basically, it is the function

and duty of a regional planning commission to

make and adopt a general regional plan for the

17 Id .,
,. Id .,
,. Id.,
OIl Id.,
.. Id .,
• 2 Id.,
B3 Id. ,

"Id .,

physical development of the territory of the

region.2 lt is important to note that all reports

and plans of the planning office and/or of any

regional planning commission are merely advi-
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Planning and Zoning Authority in Tennessee
Is Decentralized and Dispersed
Because there are several tiers in the structure of Tennessee law relating to planning and
zoning, this section is divided into several categories, based on the level of government involved.
State Role: The State's role in this area relates primarily to the State planning office's
power to create planning regions and to define
the.ir boundaries.! Basically, it is the function
and duty of a regional planning commission to
make and adopt a general regional plan for the
physical development of the territory of the
region .2 It is important to note that all reports
and plans of the planning office and/or of any
regional planning commission are merely advisory and do not mandate compliance. 3 (The
chief legislative body of a municipality may, however, choose to designate the regional planning
commission as the municipality's planning
commission.) • In one respect, regional planning
commission regulations must be complied with;
in terms of platting authority, no plat of a subdivision of land within such a region, other than
land located within the boundaries of a municipal corporation, can be filed for record or recorded until it has been approved by the
commission. 5
The State planning office is authorized to
create planning regions for unincorporated communities and to establish regional planning commissions for them, provided that such a region
does not exceed 10 square miles nor contain
less than 500 inhabitants. 6 Such a commission
has more power than a regular regional planning
commission because it also has the powers of a
municipal planning commission,7 discussed
under subpoint C, following.
Counties: (The quarterly county court is the
legislative and governing body of the county"
and consists of the justices of the peace of the
Tenn.
Id., §
31d .
• Id., I
• Id., §
• Id., §
1

2

§ 27-41-17.

I 27-41-59.
H 27-41-79; 27-41-a1
I 27-45-3.
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13-302 .
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county.)9 The quarterly county court of any

county is empowered to regulate, in the portions

of the county that lie outside of municipal corpo-

rations, such typical zoning matters as building

height and size, percentage of a lot which may

be occupied, and land uses.10 The county units

have no planning function per se.

A significant exemption from county zoning

regulations is buildings on, and uses of, agricul-

tural lands, with certain limited exceptions.11

As to amendments of zoning regulations,

they must be submitted for approval or for sug-

gestions to the appropriate planning commission,

but if disapproved by that body may still be

made operative by a majority vote of the entire

membership of the county court.12

Municipal Level: Planning and zoning func-

tions are both granted to municipalities. With re-

spect to planning, the chief legislative body (re-

gardless of the term used to designate it) is

authorized to establish a municipal planning

commission.13 Such a commission is charged

with the function of making an official general

plan for the physical development of the munici-

pality, including any area outside of its bounda-

ries which in the commission's judgment bears

relation to the planning of the municipality.14

Once the commission has adopted a plan, no

street or other public way, public building, or

public utility may be constructed in the munici-

pality without approval by the planning commis-

sion; however, a majority vote of the chief legis-

lative body (or of the body authorities or

financing the project) may override the commis-

sion's disapproval.15

With regard to platting authority, there is a

provision similar to the regional planning com-

mission's power.16

Zoning authority is granted to the chief leg-

islative body of the municipality,17 with a plan-

ning commission's zoning plan apparently being

a necessary prerequisite to action by the legisla-

tive body: "[w]henever the planning commis-

sion of the municipality makes and certifies. . . a

zoning plan, . . . then the chief legislative body

may exercise the powers granted ... in Â§13-701.

. . ." 18 The planning commission must approve

changes in the municipal zoning plan, unless a

â¢ id., 5 5-501.

Mld.

13-401 (1955).

Â« ld.

13-414.

"ld.

13-405.

"id.

13-501.

county.} 9 The quarterly county court of any
county is empowered to regulate. in the portions
of the county that lie outside of municipal corporations. such typical zoning matters as building
height and size, percentage of a lot which may
be occupied. and land uses.t" The county units
have no planning function per se.
A significant exemption from county zoning
regulations is buildings on, and uses of, agriculturallands, with certain limited exceptions.l1
As to amendments of zoning regulations,
they must be submitted for approval or for suggestions to the appropriate planning commission,
but if disapproved by that body may still be
made operative by a majority vote of the entire
membership of the county court.12
Municipal Level: Planning and zoning functions are both granted to municipalities. With respect to planning, the chief legislative body (regardless of the term used to designate it) is
authorized to establish a municipal planning
commission. 13 Such a commission is charged
with the function of making an official general
plan for the physical development of the municipality, including any area outside of its boundaries which in the commission's judgment bears
relation to the planning of the municipality.H
Once the commission has adopted a plan, 00
street or other public way, public building, or
public utility may be constructed in the municipality without approval by the planning commission; however, a majority vote of the chief legislative body (or of the body authorities or
financing the project) may override the commission's disapproval. 15
With regard to platting authority, there is a
provision similar to the regional planning commission's power. IS
Zoning authority is granted to the chief legislative body of the municipality,17 with a planning commission's zoning plan apparently being
a necessary prerequisite to action by the legislative body: "[w]henever the planning commission of the municipality makes and certifies ... a
zoning plan, ... then the chief legislative body
may exercise the powers granted ... in §13-701.
• • • " l~ The planning commission must approve
changes in the municipal zoning plan. unless a

majority of the legislative body overrides its
disapproval. 19
§13-711 grants power to the chief legislative
body of any municipality to establish by ordinance zones or districts in territory adjoining but
outside such municipalities, and lying within the
planning region in which the municipal planning
commission has been designated as the regional
planning commission by the State planning commission under §13-202 (which requires that no
part of the territory may be over 5 miles beyond
the limits of the municipality) and in which territory the county has no zoning already in force.
Generally, this outside land is treated as though
it were part of the municipality for zoning
purposes; 20 thus, extraterritorial zoning is explicitly authorized. Municipal zoning power over
such territory is automatically superseded and
repealed when the county adopts county zoning
covering that area. 21 These provisions would
have an impact on rural housing when such
housing is located within 5 miles of a municipality's borders. Presumably, agricultural lands, by
analogy,22 would be excluded in any case.
General: Several points should be mentioned which transcend the specific categories
above.
Preexisting private acts are not affected by
the above provisions,23
Whenever regulations made under authority
of Chapter 4 (county zoning regulations) and
Chapter 7 (municipal zoning regulations) conflict
with any statute, the higher standard (e.g., lower
building size or greater percentage of unoccupied land) governs. 24
Historical structures and zones are authorized by §§13-416 and 13-716. which have identical language. Such structures and zones may be
established by the chief legislative body of the
municipality or county, which shall then create a
historic zoning commission. The commission is
given exclusive jurisdiction relating to historical
matters.25
Finally, as a general point with respect to
application of zoning laws, the Tennessee Supreme Court has repeatedly taken the position
that they should be construed strictly in favor of

• Id .. § 5--501.
ll> Id .• § 13-401 (1955).
11 Id .• § 13-414.
J2 Id .• § 13-405.
u Id .• § 13-501.
,. Id., § 13-503
.. Id., § 13-507.
,. Id., § 13-602.
21 Id.,
13-701 & 13-702.
.. Id., 113-702

,. Id., §§ 13-703 & 13-704.
.. Id., § 13-714.
., Id., § 13-715.
.. See T.C.A., t 13-414.
23 Id., §§ 13-309. 13-415, 13-609 (under this section, the private
acts are lIupplemented by the statutory provisions), and 13-710

"ld.

13-503

Â»ld.

13-507.

Â»â¢ ld.

13-602.

Â« ld.

H 13-701 & 13-702.

Â»ld.

I 13-702

majority of the legislative body overrides its

disapproval.19

Â§13-711 grants power to the chief legislative

n

(but the provisions of the chapter not Inconsistent with the
provisions of the special or private act also apply).
" Id., I§ 13-412 ~) q ~~
"Id ..

t

~iV1~~SI
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the common law property right of unlimited user.

For example, see Sfafe ex re/ Wright v. City of

Oak Hill, in which the court indicated that:2e

Zoning laws are in derogation of the common law, and

operate to deprive an owner of a use of land which might

the common law property right of unlimited user.
For example, see State ex rei Wright v. City of
Oak Hill, in which the court indicated that: 26

otherwise be lawful. So, in application, such laws should

be strictly construed in favor of the property owner.

Regulations Governing the Use of Mobile

Homes Are Generally Implicit Rather

Zoning laws are in derogation 01 the common law, and
operate to deprive an owner 01 a use 01 land which might
otherwise be lawful. So, in application, such laws should
be strictly construed in lavor 01 the property owner.

Than Explicit

Motor Vehicle Registration and Licensing:

Â§ 59-103 declares that " 'motor vehicle' shall also

mean any mobile home or house trailer as ...

defined in Â§ 59-105 . . . ," which in turn defines

"mobile home or house trailer" as meaning any

vehicle or conveyance not self-propelled, de-

signed for travel upon the public highways, and

designed for use, inter alia, as a residence or

apartment.

Mobile homes or house trailers are subject

to the registration and certification of title (li-

cense) provisions when they are occupied.27

There are several exceptions to this require-

ment,28 relating to all motor vehicles, and the

one of greatest possible significance for housing

purposes is that of vehicles owned by the Gov-

ernment of the United States. lf future Depart-

ment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

programs were to supply rental mobile housing

directly, such mobile home units would not have

to follow the ordinary registration process.

As for the registration fee, mobile houses or

house trailers are designated Class (F) and are

subject to a fee ranging from $18 to $50, de-

pending upon the width and length of the

vehicle.29 For purposes of the registration fee,

mobile home or house trailer includes a trailer

or semitrailer which is designed and equipped as

a dwelling or sleeping place, either temporarily

or permanently, and is equipped for use as a

conveyance on streets and highways.30 The Ten-

nessee Supreme Court has held that nothing in

this section prohibits a county from levying and

collecting a privilege tax on motor vehicles. Ad-

kins v. Robertson County.31 See Â§ 5-802.

Mobile homes of over 35 feet in length must

obtain a permit to be moved upon the public

roads or highways, with a fee of $3 or $5 (if over

50 feet) being charged.32 Manufacturers and

dealers of mobile homes or houses trailers li-

censed to do business in Tennessee are exempt

from these requirements.33

Operation of VehiclesâRules of the Road:

Historically, Tennessee's rules of the road were

patterned in almost verbatim conformity with the

Uniform Vehicle Code, but since 1955 have re-

ceived little amendment to conform to the Uni-

form Vehicle Code changes that have been

made.34

Regulations Governing the Use of Mobile
Homes Are Generally Implicit Rather
Than Explicit
Motor Vehicle Registration and Licensing:
§ 59-103 declares that" 'motor vehicle' shall also
mean any mObile home or house trailer as ...
defined in § 59-105 .. , ," which in tum defines
"mobile home or house trailer" as meaning any
vehicle or conveyance not self-propelled, designed for travel upon the public highways, and
designed for use, inter alia, as a residence or
apartment.
Mobile homes or house trailers are subject
to the registration and certification of title (license) provisions when they are occupiedY
There are several exceptions to this requirement,28 relating to all motor vehicles, and the
one of greatest possible significance for housing
purposes is that of vehicles owned by the Government of the United States. If future Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
programs were to supply rental mobile housing
directly, such mobile home units would not have
to follow the ordinary registration process.
As for the registration fee, mobile houses or
house trailers are designated Class (F) and are
subject to a fee ranging from $18 to $50, depending upon the width and length of the
vehicle. 29 For purposes of the registration fee,
mobile home or house trailer includes a trailer
or semitrailer which is designed and equipped as
a dwelling or sleeping place, either temporarily
or permanently, and is equipped for use as a
conveyance on streets and highways.3o The Tennessee Supreme Court has held that nothing in
this section prohibits a county from levying and
collecting a privilege tax on motor vehicles. Adkins v. Robertson County.~1 See § 5-802.
Mobile homes of over 35 feet in length must
obtain a permit to be moved upon the public
roads or highways, with a fee of $3 or $5 (if over
50 feet) being chargedY Manufacturers and

With regard to speed limits, the applicable

provision â¢'â¢"â¢ does not mention trailers or mobile

homes. While the general definition of "truck" is

a motor vehicle designed, used, or maintained

primarily for the transportation of property,36

subsection (c) of Â§ 59-852 defines truck as any

motor vehicle of 11/2 or more tons rated capac-

.. 321 S.W.2d 557, 559 (Tenn. 1959).
T.C.A., § 59-3()1 (1968).
28 Id.
-Id., t 5~21.
30 Id.
•1201 Tenn. 596, 301 S.W.2d 337 (1957).
.. T.C.A., I 59--454 et leq
IT

ity. lf this does include mobile homes with the

requisite capacity, they must conform to the re-

duced speed limits for trucks.

ln any event, determining the speed laws for
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dealers of mobile homes or houses trailers licensed to do business in Tennessee are exempt
from these requirements. 33
Operation of Vehlclea--Rules of the Road:
Historically, Tennessee's rules of the road were
patterned in almost verbatim conformity with the
Uniform Vehicle Code, but since 1955 have received little amendment to conform to the Uniform Vehicle Code changes that have been
made,31
With regard to speed limits, the applicable
provision 3~ does not mention trailers or mobile
homes. While the general definition of "truck" is
a motor vehicle designed, used, or maintained
primarily for the transportation of propertY,36
subsection (c) of § 59-852 defines truck as any
motor vehicle of 1 Y2 or more tons rated capacity. If this does include mobile homes with the
requisite capacity, they must conform to the reduced speed limits for trucks.
In any event, determining the speed laws for
mobile homes is not such a simple matter as
looking at the limits in § 59-582, for § 59-583
empowers the bureau of highways to lower the
speed limits wherever and whenever the bureau
determines that it is in the interests of public
safety to require a reduction. Furthermore, the
legislative authority of a town or city has the
power to prescribe such lower speed limits
or
zones
of
its
within
certain
areas
jurisdiction. 37 Municipalities may also make additional regulations for the operation of a vehicle, so long as such regulations do not conflict
with the provisions of sections in the code. 3 "
For example, in Baumgartner v. Town of South
Pittsburgh,39 the Tennessee Supreme Court held
a town parking meter ordinance valid. Thus,
local regulations are of considerable importance
in this area.
The State does not operate a periodic motor
vehicle inspection system itself, but as of 1972
five cities had such a program.40
Size, Weight, and Load: Every vehicle must
conform to the size, weight, and load requirements that are prescribed by the department of
highways and the department of safety.41
No motor vehicle, as defined in § 59-103,
whose length (including any part of body or
.. Id., f 59--461.
,. Study ot the State's Motor Vehicle Laws 1972, Final Report 01
the Legillative Council Committee. FR-1972-8Z, at s. .
II T.C.A., t 59-a52.
IIld .• t59-aOl.
11 Id.
30 Id., § 59-1028.
39 195 Tenn 53, 256 S.w.2d 705 (1953) .
: Motor Vehi Cl ;_~fi'1fa!i;t _
I pra n. 34, at 49 .
T.C.A., 59= 10"1 .
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load) exceeds 40 feet, and no motor vehicle with

trailer or semitrailer attached, the total length of

which combination (including any part of body or

load) exceeds 55 feet, may be operated on any

highway.4- With respect to maximum width and

height, no motor vehicle as defined in Â§59-103,

or any trailer or semitrailer, whose width (includ-

ing any part of body or load) exceeds 8 feet or

whose height (including any part of body or

load) exceeds 13V4 feet, may be operated on

any highways, with certain exceptions not here

relevant.43 Special permits for movement of

equipment exceeding 8 feet in width may be is-

sued by the Commissioner of Highways. See

State of Tennessee Department of Highways

Temporary Revision Notice Concerning Rules

and Regulations for overweight and overdimen-

sional movements on Tennessee highways, effec-

tive Oct. 1, 1971.

Except when a special permit is issued by

the commissioner of highways/4 no vehicle can

be operated over the public highways when the

gross weight exceeds 73,280 pounds.45

A Note on Zoning Laws: State v. City of

Nashville "â¢ indicated that although a zoning or-

dinance fails to mention house trailers by name,

when their use would violate the letter and the

spirit of the zoning ordinance, they may be pro-

hibited.

Usury Laws

"lnterest" and 'Usury": lnterest is defined

in the Tennessee code as "the compensation

which may be demanded by the lender from the

borrower, or the creditor from the debtor, for the

use of money."47 According to Â§47-14-104, the

legal rate of such interest is 6 percent per

load) exceeds 40 feet, and no motor vehicle with
trailer or semitrailer attached, the total length of
which combination (including any part of body or
load) exceeds 55 feet, may be operated on any
highway.l~ With respect to maximum width and
height, no motor vehicle as defined in §5~103,
or any trailer or semitrailer, whose width (including any part of body or load) exceeds 8 feet or
whose height (including any part of body or
load) exceeds 13Y2 feet, may be operated on
any highways, with certain exceptions not here
relevant. 43 Special permits for movement of
equipment exceeding 8 feet in width may be issued by the Commissioner of Highways. See
State of Tennessee Department of Highways
Temporary Revision Notice Concerning Rules
and Regulations for overweight and overdimensional movements on Tennessee highways, effective Oct. 1, 1971.
Except when a special permit is issued by
the commissioner of highways,H no vehicle can
be operated over the public highways when the
gross weight exceeds 73,280 pounds. H •
A Note on Zoning Laws: State v. City of
NashvilleI'; indicated that although a zoning ordinance fails to mention house trailers by name,
when their use would violate the letter and the
spirit of the zoning ordinance, they may be prohibited.

annum, but contracts may be made in writing for

the payment of a rate of interest not greater than

10 percent per annum payable on the unpaid

principal: "[e]very excess over these rates is

usury, except as otherwise provided." This maxi-

mum is in accord with Article 11, Section 7, of

the Tennessee Constitution, which grants the

legislature the power to fix the rate of interest,

but with the limitation that such rate is "not to

exceed ten per centum per annum."

Moreover, no discount may be charged on

any loan contracted under the above provision,

Â« ld., I 59-1107.

â¢* ld., Â§ 59-1108.

** See Â§ 59-1111.

Â« ld., Â§ 59-1109.

Â«â¢ 207 Tenn. 672. 680, 343 S.W.2d 847, 850 (1961).

Â« T.C.A., Â§ 47-14-103 (1972 Supp.).

resulting in an effective rate of interest of

greater than 10 percent per annum over the

stated term of the loan.48 No distinction is made

whether the seller or the buyer first pays the

points.

There are no special provisions for FHA, VA,

Usury Laws
"Interest" and 'Usury": Interest is defined
in the Tennessee code as "the compensation
which may be demanded by the lender from the
borrower, or the creditor from the debtor, for the
use of money." ~7 According to §47-14-104, the
legal rate of such interest is 6 percent per
annum, but contracts may be made in writing for
the payment of a rate of interest not greater than
10 percent per annum payable on the unpaid
principal: "[e]very excess over these rates is
usury, except as otherwise provided." This maximum is in accord with Article 11, Section 7, of
the Tennessee Constitution, which grants the
legislature the power to fix the rate of interest,
but with the limitation that such rate is "not to
exceed ten per centum per annum."
Moreover, no discount may be charged on
any loan contracted under the above proviSion,

or other governmental housing loans in the code.

As to compound amortization, there are no stat-

utes or cases prohibiting it (provided that the

effective rate of interest does not exceed 10 per-

cent per year over the stated term of the loan).

Exceptions: Under the terms of Â§47-14-104,

the 10 percent contract rate does not apply to

Id .• t 59-1107.
Id .• f 59-1108 .
See t 59-1111.
Id .. t 59-1109 .
207 Tenn. 672. 680. 34Cl S.W.2d 847. 850 (196 ).
n T.C.A .• t 47-14-103 (1972 Supp.).

u

n
..
...
..

resulting in an effective rate of interest of
greater than 10 percent per annum over the
stated term of the loan.'s No distinction is made
whether the seller or the buyer first pays the
paints.
There are no special provisions for FHA, VA,
or other governmental housing loans in the code.
As to compound amortization, there are no statutes or cases prohibiting it (provided that the
effective rate of interest does not exceed 10 percent per year over the stated term of the loan).
Exceptions: Under the terms of §47-14-1 04,
the 10 percent contract rate does not apply to
loans or credit extended under the "Industrial
Loan and Thrift Companies' Act," ~D in which
event the maximum rate at which interest can be
deducted is 7.5 percent per annum; nor does it
apply to installment loans of banks and trust
companies and building and loan associations on
which interest is deducted in advance or added
to the principal, as provided in §§45-433 and
45-1412, in which cases interest computed on
the principal amount of the loan for the entire
term is not to exceed 6 percent per annum.
Rates Above the Statutory Maximum not
Constituting Usury: Silver Homes, Inc. v. Marx &
Bensdorf, Inc.~'o reiterated the Tennessee rule
that the consideration which the lender may legally demand is not determined by what the borrower pays, but by what the lender receives.
Thus, in that case, the Tennessee court held that
an FHA mortgage loan bearing 5.75 percent interest per annum and requiring additional premiums making the total rate go above 6 percent
(the then statutory maximum) was not a violation
of the usury laws, since the additional payments
were not for the benefit of the mortgagee but
were required to be turned over by him to the
Federal Housing Administration.
With regard to whether a "late charge" in
excess of the legal rate of interest constitutes
usury depends on whether the charge is made
as consideration for extension of time for payment or as compensation for the damage done
to the creditor by the debtor's failure to pay the
debt when due; the former constitutes usury, but
not the latter. Wilson v. Dealy.51 In Wilson, the
Tennessee court upheld a late payment penalty
fee that was reasonably related to the lender's
actual damages suffered because of the borrower's tardiness. This rationale would seem to be
applicable to penalties for other than tardiness.
"Id.
........
If
"Id .• § 45-2007.... (I)',Jlna rom
: 206 Tf3 rK1fj3.Itt DIl3J3r&, r W'~ ~A~~)Jt
222 T ~rli'I . 1~41i41 S.W!2d 83'5 (I1~&df."
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loans or credit extended under the "lndustrial

Loan and Thrift Companies' Act,"49 in which

event the maximum rate at which interest can be
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lt is well settled in Tennessee that when

credit is advanced by the seller to the buyer, the

parties may contract for a higher rate of interest

without its constituting usuryâthe stipulation for

the greater rather than the usual rate of interest

being consideration for a deferral of payment.

See First Nat. Bank v. Mann;--

Compound interest contracted for or agreed

upon when the debt is created, or subsequently

in the extension of the same, is not usury and,

therefore, is not illegal. Woods v. Rankin.2

3

For other aspect of the question of what is

usurious, as expressed in State case law, see 84

T.C.A. 666-675.

Relief Against Usury: A defendant sued for

money may avoid the excess over legal interest,

by a plea setting forth the amount of the

usury; "â¢1 while if usurious interest has been

paid, the same may be recovered by the party

from whom it was taken.55

The remedy given at law against usury does

not prevent the party from having relief in

equity.'" But where a court of law first obtains

jurisdiction, its judgment will be conclusive, and

chancery will not entertain a bill to disturb it, ex-

cept in special cases. See Parker v. Bethel Hotel

Co."

A usury claim after 2 years from the date of

the payment of the debt upon which such claim

for usury is based is barred.58 ln the case of

continuous usurious transactions, the statutes of

limitation do not commence to run until the prin-

cipal, with the legal interest thereon, is paid.

Star Sav. & Loan Ass'n v. Woods.59

The "Tennessee General Act" and the

Establishment of Housing Corporations

Acts 1968, ch. 535, Â§1 (17.02) repealed the

then existing corporate laws and replaced them

with the "Tennessee General Corporation Act."

While this act contains no specific provisions re-

garding the establishment of housing corpora-

It is well settled in Tennessee that when
credit is advanced by the seller to the buyer, the
parties may contract for a higher rate of interest
without its constituting usury-the stipulation for
the greater rather than the usual rate of interest
being consideration for a deferral of payment.
See First Nat. Bank v. Mann.:'~
Compound interest contracted for or agreed
upon when the debt is created, or subsequently
in the extension of the same, is not usury and,
therefore, is not illegal. Woods v, Rankin. :,3
For other aspect of the question of what is
usurious, as expressed in State case law, see 84
T.C.A. 66H75.
Relief Against Usury: A defendant sued for
money may avoid the excess over legal interest,
by a plea setting forth the amount of the
usury; ',4 while if usurious interest has been
paid, the same may be recovered by the party
from whom it was taken.""
The remedy given at law against usury does
not prevent the party from having relief in
equity.oll But where a court of law first obtains
jurisdiction, its judgment will be conclusive, and
chancery will not entertain a bill to disturb it, except in special cases. See Parker v. Bethel Hotel

CO. 57
A usury claim after 2 years from the date of
the payment of the debt upon which such claim
for usury is based is barred.'" In the case of
continuous usurious transactions, the statutes of
limitation do not commence to run until the principal, with the legal interest thereon, is paid.
Star Say. & Loan Ass'n v. Woods.ro9

tions, they are clearly permissible under

Â§48-401, which states that "[a] corporation may

be organized under this act for any lawful pur-

pose. . . ."

As to whether such a corporation can be re-

garded as nonprofit in nature, it should be noted

that Â§48-102(i) defines \ "corporation not for

profit" as meaning a domestic corporation, no

part of the income or profits of which is distrib-

utable to its members, directors, or officers, ex-

cept as provided in the title. lf it does not fit that

definition, the corporation is considered as one

for profit.60 This "economic approach" to deter-

mining nonprofit status makes the economic re-

lationship between the corporation and its mem-

bers the crucial point.61

Detailed Laws Affecting the Operation of

The "Tennessee General Act" and the
Establishment of Housing Corporations
Acts 1968, ch. 535, §1 (17.02) repealed the
then existing corporate laws and replaced them
with the "Tennessee General Corporation Act."
While this act contains no specific provisions regarding the establishment of housing corporations, they are clearly permissible under
§48-401, which states that "[a] corporation may
be organized under this act for any lawful purpose .... "
As to whether such a corporation can be regarded as nonprofit in nature, it should be noted

a

that §48-102(i) defines
"corporation not for
profit" as meaning a domestic corporation, no
part of the income or profits of which is distributable to its members, directors, or officers, except as provided in the title. If it does not fit that
definition, the corporation is considered as one
for profit.o;o This "economic approach" to determining nonprofit status makes the economic relationship between the corporation and its members the crucial point. 61

Detailed Laws Affecting the Operation of
Savings and Loan Associations in the
Home Mortgage Field
Banks: All banks are endowed with the
powers and rights conferred upon banking corporations for profit by the Tennessee General
Corporation Act, mentioned in the preceding
section, subject to regulation by the superintendent of banking.fl2 In other words. they are
treated basically as regular corporations and are
specifically given the power to secure any of
their obligations by mortgages, or to receive,
sell. and otherwise deal in and with them.'" Furthermore, a corporation has the power to guarantee obligations of any other entity and to secure such guarantees by mortgage, pledge, or
otherwise.'11 No specific statutory regulations
exist as to banks in general, and mortgages,
apart from those applicable to corporations.
Building and Loan Associations: (Building
and loan associations are now commonly referred to as savings and loan associations.) 6'. In
contrast to banks in general, there are detailed
requirements for building and loan associations.
§45-1301 defines a building and loan association
in a somewhat circuitous manner: Any association or corporation which is chartered under any
building and loan law to carry on the business of
a building and loan association. The following
material, dealing with Title 45, Chapter 14Loans and Investments by Building and Loan Associations-merely hits the highlights of the previsions contained therein. See Title 45, Chapter
14 for a more comprehensive description.
Savings and loan associations licensed to
do business in Tennessee are required to main-

Savings and Loan Associations in the

Home Mortgage Field

Banks: All banks are endowed with the

powers and rights conferred upon banking cor-

porations for profit by the Tennessee General

Corporation Act, mentioned in the preceding

section, subject to regulation by the superintend-

ent of banking.62 ln other words, they are

.294 Tenn, 17, 27 SW, 1015, 27 l.R.A. 565 (1894) .
., 49 Tenn. 46 (1870).
.. T.e.A. § 47-14-112 (1955)
.. Id .• § 47-14-117.
"Id., § 47-14-116.
IT 96 Tenn. 252,34 S.W. 209 (1896) .
... T.e,A .• § 47-14-118 (~955).
.. 100 Tenn. 121,42 S.W. 872 (1897).

treated basically as regular corporations and are

specifically given the power to secure any of

their obligations by mortgages, or to receive,
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.. T.C.A., § 48-102(h) (1972 Supp.) .
• , Comment, Nonprofil Corporalions, 35 Tann. L. Rev. 3-40, 342
(1969) .
.. T.e.A., I 45-501 (1972 Supp.) .
., Id., § 48-402(g) and (h).
... Id., § 48-4 3. . .
,
.. Sludy on III I tlt t
,f!Jg and Loan Association Laws 1968,
Qm~~rr f ~ , . I ~v
ouneil Committee, FA-,968-

tain a department to service the loans and prop-

erty securing such loans, including investigation

of applicants and enforcement of contractual and

governmental obligations. Such associations are

authorized to collect a service fee not exceeding

2.5 percent per annum of the unpaid balance to

defray the expense of providing such a service

department; the fee may be made payable in pe-

riodic installments running throughout the life of

the loan.66

Building and loan associations or building

associations may lend their funds to their stock-

holders or members according to terms pre-

scribed by the corporation's constitution and by-

laws, with the limitation that all such loans be

secured by first liens upon real estate, the loan

in no case to exceed in amount % the value of

the real estate as determined by the board of

directors.67 This limitation does not apply to

mortgage loans issued by the FHA.

Multiple loans upon the same property may

be made by a building and loan association, pro-

vided that the total of the first and additional

loans does not exceed % of the appraised value

of the real estate and that such association hold

no junior mortgage without holding the senior

mortgage or mortgages.68 Any real estate mort-

gaged or conveyed in trust to secure a debt to

the association may be purchased by it at a judi-

cial, execution, or trustee sale.69

Â§45-1412 deals with home improvement in-

stallment loans or loans for the purchase of mo-

bile homes which Federal savings and loan

associations have the power to make, and lays

down special provisions as to interest and nec-

essary expenses. The following section in the

code authorizes a Federal savings and loan as-

sociation, in making an installment loan of over

$300 to require the borrower to issue insurance

on tangible personal property or on the life of

the borrower.

A special privilege tax is assessed on build-

ing and loan associations by Â§45-1501, the na-

ture of which tax is spelled out in Â§45-1502; bas-

ically, it is 7 percent on the net income, with the

proviso that the amount of the tax be not less

than 1.5 percent of the association's gross in-

come for the previous fiscal year. Definitions of

"net income" and "gross income" are contained

in this section.

The privilege tax is exclusive, and all other

taxes except the ad valorem taxes upon real es-

tate and tangible property owned by an associa-

tion are not applicable.70

Health Laws and Regulations Contain Most

of the Nonzoning Restrictions and

Requirements for Building Construction

Building Regulations: Chapter 25 of Title 53

(Health and Safety) is concerned with building

regulations, and for this reason the latter are in-

cluded here. As to the application of these regu-

lations:

This chapter ls declared to be remedial, and shall be

tain a department to service the loans and property securing such loans, including investigation
of applicants and enforcement of contractual and
governmental obligations. Such associations are
authorized to collect a service fee not exceeding
2.5 percent per annum of the unpaid balance to
defray the expense of providing such a service
department; the fee may be made payable in periodic installments running throughout the life of
the loan.~t;
Building and loan associations or building
associations may lend their funds to their stockholders or members according to terms prescribed by the corporation's constitution and bylaws, with the limitation that all such loans be
secured by first liens upon real estate, the loan
in no case to exceed in amount 2h the value of
the real estate as determined by the board of
directors.6; This limitation does not apply to
mortgage loans issued by the FHA.
Multiple loans upon the same property may
be made by a building and loan association, provided that the total of the first and additional
loans does not exceed 2h of the appraised value
of the real estate and that such association hold
no junior mortgage without holding the senior
mortgage or mortgages.ll~ Any real estate mortgaged or conveyed in trust to secure a debt to
the association may be purchased by it at a judicial, execution, or trustee sale. 69
§45-1412 deals with home improvement installment loans or loans for the purchase of mobile homes which Federal savings and loan
associations have the power to make, and lays
down special provisions as to interest and necessary expenses. The following section in the
code authorizes a Federal savings and loan association, in making an installment loan of over
$300 to require the borrower to issue insurance
on tangible personal property or on the life of
the borrower.
A special privilege tax is assessed on building and loan associations by §45-1501, the nature of which tax is spelled out in §45-1502; basically, it is 7 percent on the net income, with the
proviso that the amount of the tax be not less
than 1.5 percent of the association's gross income for the previous fiscal year. Definitions of
"net income" and "gross income" are contained
in this section.
The privilege tax is exclusive, and all other
taxes except the ad valorem taxes upon real es-

tate and tangible property owned by an association are not applicable.;o

Health Laws and Regulations Contain Most
of the Nonzoning Restrictions and
Requirements for Building Construction
Building Regulations: Chapter 25 of Title 53
(Health and Safety) is concerned with building
regulations, and for this reason the latter are included here. As to the application of these regulations:
This chapter Is declared to be remedial, and shall be
liberally construed to secure the beneficial interests and
purposes hereof which are public safety, health and welfare, through structural strength and stability. means of
egress and safety to life and property from fire and hazards incident to the design. construction. alteration and repair of buildings or structures."

No building or structure may be constructed, altered, or repaired except in conformity with the
provisions of the chapter, and it is unlawful to
maintain, occupy, or use a building or structure
or part thereof that has been erected or altered
in violation of them.12 Furthermore, it is unlawful
to alter a structure in such a way as to violate
regulations of the fire marshal issued under the
chapter. The provisions apply with equal force to
municipal, county, or State buildings as they do
to private buildings, except as specifically provided for by statute.
Exceptions are spelled out in §53-2502. For
our purposes, the important exception is that
nothing contained in the chapter applies to
buildings, whether heretofore or hereafter constructed, which are "occupied exclusively as
dwellings or having not more than two (2) apartments. . . . " This would appear to exclude onefamily units and duplexes from the building
regulations. According to Wyatt v. State,73
"dwelling" refers to a place in which a person
or family resides. While there is no case law or
statutory explanation of the word "dwellings" in
the expression "occupied exclusively as dwellings," it is only logical to assume that it refers to
single-family dwellings. Otherwise, "or having
not more than two (2) apartments" would be superfluous. Indeed, exempting all residential
buildings from the building regulations would defeat the whole purpose of the act.
The following provisions of Chapter 25 refer
to various aspects of the health and safety build-

liberally construed to secure the beneficial interests and

purposes hereof which are public safety, health and wel-

fare, through structural strength and stability, means of

egress and safety to life and property from fire and haz-

- T.C.A., f 45-1401 (1964).
fM" Id., f 45-1402.
- Id., f 45-1409.
- Id., 145-1410.

ards incident to the design, construction, alteration and re-

pair of buildings or structures."

No building or structure may be constructed, al-
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ing regulations:

Â§Â§53-2503â53-2506: exit requirement.

Â§53-2507: interior stairways.

Â§53-2510: exterior stairways.

Â§53-2511â53-2515: fire escapes.

Â§53-2512: passageways.

Â§53-2513: width of hallways.

Â§53-2514: doorways.

Â§Â§53-2516 & 53-2517: changes in occu-

pational uses.

â¢ Â§Â§53-2518â53-2542: fireproofing and

other fire prevention requirements.

With regard to the important area of fire

protection, the regulations and standards pro-

mulgated by the State fire marshal to effectuate

the chapter have the same force and effect as

ing regulations:
• §§53-2503-53-2506: exit requirement.
• §53-2507: interior stairways.
• §53-2510: exterior stairways.
• §53-2511-53-2515: fire escapes.
• §53-2512: passageways.
• §53-2513: width of hallways.
• §53-2514: doorways.
• §§53-2516 & 53-2517: changes in occupational uses.
• §§53-2518-53-2542:
fireproofing
and
other fire prevention requirements.

provisions of the chapter.74 ln promulgating

these rules, the fire marshal is instructed to base

them upon the standards of Federal or State bu-

reaus, national technical organizations or fire un-

derwriters, including the National Fire Codes.75

For the purpose of approving new materials and

techniques, the Southern Standard Building

Code is also to be relied upon.76

Enforcement of Chapter 25 regulations is

spelled out in Â§53-2539, which basically grants

concurrent jurisdiction to the State fire marshal

and his staff and to local officials. No regulation

can be issued or enforced by any official which

is in conflict with the provisions of the chapter,

but stricter local laws are, by implication, valid;

the section states that provisions of the chapter

supersede all less stringent provisions of munici-

pal ordinances.

Two recent additions to the chapter are the

"Tennessee Public Buildings Accessibility Act"

of 1970 " and Â§Â§53-2549â53-2554 (1971) dealing

with safety glazing materials. The former provi-

sions refer to the physically handicapped and af-

fect any building and grounds appurtenant there-

to, the cost of construction or operation of

which is paid (entirely or partially) by the State,

any government or political subdivision thereof,

any agency of the State, or any agency of any

governmental or political subdivision of the

State, which is used generally by the public.

Basically, under Â§Â§53-2549â53-2554, safety

glazing material must be used on glass doors or

glass panels to minimize the likelihood of injury

resulting from contact with such'doors or panels.

Â§53-2554 provides that whenever the glazing

provisions in the act conflict with any local, mu-

"T.C.A., Â§ 53-2536(a) and (d) (1966).

Â« ld., Â§ 53-2536(a).

Â« ld., | 53-2536(b).

" ld., II 53-2544â53*2548 (1972 Supp.).

nicipal, or county ordinance or resolution, or

parts thereof, the more stringent provision shall

apply.

Elevators, Dumbwaiters, and Escalators:

These are dealt with in Chapter 26 of Title 53.

An elevator safety board 78 has the duty to li-

cense inspections and to issue regulations, con-

With regard to the important area of fire
protection, the regulations and standards promulgated by the State fire marshal to effectuate
the chapter have the same force and effect as
provisions of the chapter. H In promulgating
these rules, the fire marshal is instructed to base
them upon the standards of Federal or State bureaus, national technical organizations or fire underwriters, including the National Fire Codes. 7~
For the purpose of approving new materials and
techniques, the Southern Standard Building
Code is also to be relied upon. ~6
Enforcement of Chapter 25 regulations is
spelled out in §53-2539, which basically grants
concurrent jurisdiction to the State fi re marshal
and his staff and to local officials. No regulation
can be issued or enforced by any official which
is in conflict with the provisions of the chapter,
but stricter local laws are, by implication, valid;
the section states that provisions of the chapter
supersede all less stringent provisions of municipal ordinances.
Two recent additions to the chapter are the
"Tennessee Public Buildings Accessibility Act"
of 1970 77 and §§53-2549-53-2554 (1971) dealing
with safety glazing materials. The former provisions refer to the physically handicapped and affect any building and grounds appurtenant thereto, the cost of construction or operation of
which is paid (entirely or partially) by the State,
any government or political subdivision thereof,
any agency of the State, or any agency of any
governmental or political subdivision of the
State, which is used generally by the public.
Basically, under §§53-2549-53-2554, safety
glazing material must be used on glass doors or
glass panels to minimize the likelihood of injury
resulting from contact with such 'doors or panels.
§53-2554 provides that whenever the glazing
provisions in the act conflict with any local, mu-

sulting with engineering authorities and organiza-

T.C."'., I 53-2536(a) and (d) (1966).
TO Id., I 53-2536(a).
,. Id., § 53-2536(b).
tT Id., f§ 53-2544-53-2548 (1972 Supp.).
Tt

tions studying and developing safety codes

(including the American Standards Association)

for elevators, dumbwaiters, and escalators.

The chapter provides for registration, pe-

riodic inspection, and operating permits (for

which a token fee is charged). No State permit is
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nicipal, or county ordinance or resolution, or
parts thereof, the more stringent provision shall
apply.
Elevators, Dumbwaiters, and Escalators:
These are dealt with in Chapter 26 of Title 53.
An elevator safety board 78 has the duty to license inspections and to issue regulations, c.onsuiting with engineering authorities and organizations studying and developing safety codes
(including the American Standards Association)
for elevators, dumbwaiters, and escalators.
The chapter provides for registration, periodic inspection, and operating permits .(f~r
which a token fee is charged). No State permit IS
issued for elevators located in municipalities
where elevator inspection ordinances are in
force under §53-2611, it being the responsibility
of such municipalities to make the inspections
and collect permit fees. 79 There is a $25 fee for
elevator construction permits. 80
MuniCipal laws, ordinances, or regulations in
substantial conformity with the commonly accepted standards of health and safety concer~
ing elevators, dumbwaiters, or escalators, and In
substantial conformity with the published standards of the American Standard Safety Code for
Elevators, Dumbwaiters, and Escalators, are not
replaced by provisions of the chapter. 81 Such
local laws may be exclusively regulated or en.forced by the officials or boards of the respective municipality. In addition, for the erection of
elevators, dumbwaiters, or escalators, one must
first obtain a building permit from the proper municipal authority, in compliance with local laws
and ordinances.
Boiler Inspection, Erection, and Repair:
§§53-2701 and 53-2702 of Chapter 27 set up a
board of bOiler rules to formulate definitions,
rules, and regulations based upon the generally
accepted nationwide engineering standards and
practices. The board may by resolution adopt an
existing published codification thereof, known as
the Boiler Construction Code of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Complete exemptions include boilers under
Federal control, while boilers exempt from the
inspection requirements of the act include boilers located on farms and used solely for agricultural purposes, and boilers of below a certa~n
pressure located in private residences or In
apartment houses of less than six families. 82
,. Id., H 53-2602 & 53-2603 (1968).
TO Id., I 53-2608(.b) ,& (e).
""Id., 153-260£,

n lC)al from
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Municipal laws or ordinances which are in

substantial conformity with the commonly ac-

cepted standards of safety and in substantial

conformity with the commonly accepted stand-

ards of the Boiler Construction Code of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers are

not superseded, and such local laws may be ex-

clusively regulated or enforced by the local

officials or boards.83 Again, erection of a boiler

requires a building permit from the proper mu-

nicipal authority in compliance with local law.

An inspection certificate ig necessary,8* the

inspection fee being based on the maximum

length of the vessel, multiplied by the maximum

width of the diameter.85

Â§Â§53-2717 to 53-2724 deal with license re-

quirements of engaging in the erection or re-

pair of boilers. Local laws are not affected, and

there is exclusive local control over local licens-

ing requirements.86 Thus, there is dual licensing

of boilers in the State.

Trailer Court Regulations: Tennessee is con-

sidered a State having detailed regulations with

respect to mobile home parks.87 (lt should be

noted that the terms "trailer" and "mobile

home" are interchangeable, the latter having re-

placed the former.)88

Under the definitions section, "trailer court"

means any plot of ground within the State upon

which two or more trailer coaches are occupied

for dwelling or sleeping purposes, while "trailer

coach" refers to any vehicle used or so con-

structed as to permit its being used as a convey-

ance upon the public streets or highways, and

constructed in such manner that will permit oc-

cupancy thereof as a dwelling or sleeping place

for one or more persons.80 These broad defini-

tions would appear to cover a park of mobile

homes, each of which is a self-contained unit

(i.e., having its own water and sewage facilities).

General supervision over the planning, loca-

tion, and method of operation of trailer courts,

and the adoption of rules and regulations per-

taining thereto, is vested in the commissioner of

public health.90

Â§53-3203 provides for a permit requirement

for a trailer court, while Â§53-3204 gives inspec-

tion duties to the commissioner or to local health

officers.

"ld.

"ld., I 53-2711.

Â» ld., Â§ 57-2713.

" ld., I 57-2722.

â¢' Banke & Gage, Mobile Homes: Zoning and Taxation, 55 Com.

L.Q., 491, 513 n. 103 (1970).

M ld., at 493.

â¢â¢T.C.A., Â§ 53-3201 (1966).

â¢â¢ ld., Â§ 53-3202.

Municipal laws or ordinances which are in
substantial conformity with the commonly accepted standards of safety and in substantial
conformity with the commonly accepted standards of the Boiler Construction Code of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers are
not superseded, and such local laws may be exclusively regulated or enforced by the local
officials or boards. 83 Again, erection of a boiler
requires a building permit from the proper municipal authority in compliance with local law.
An inspection certificate is necessary,~4 the
inspection fee being based on the maximum
length of the vessel, multiplied by the maximum
width of the diameter. 85
§§53-2717 to 53-2724 deal with license reqUirements of engaging in the erection or repair of boilers. Local laws are not affected, and
there is exclusive local control over local licensing requirements. 86 Thus, there is dual licensing
of boilers in the State.
Trailer Court Regulations: Tennessee is considered a State having detailed regulations with
respect to mobile home parks,81 (It should be
noted that the terms "trailer" and "mobile
home" are interchangeable, the latter having replaced the former.) 88
Under the definitions section, "trailer court"
means any plot of ground within the State upon
which two or more trailer coaches are occupied
for dwelling or sleeping purposes, while "trailer
coach" refers to any vehicle used or so constructed as to permit its being used as a conveyance upon the public streets or highways, and
constructed in such manner that will permit occupancy thereof as a dwelling or sleeping place
for one or more persons. so These broad definitions would appear to cover a park of mobile
homes, each of which is a self-contained unit
(i.e., having its own water and sewage facilities).
General supervision over the planning, location, and method of operation of trailer courts,
and the adoption of rules and regulations pertaining thereto, is vested in the commissioner of
public health.90
§53-3203 provides for a permit requirement
for a trailer court, while §53-3204 gives inspection duties to the commissioner or to local health
officers.

Various health and safety requirements

(such as water supply and sewage disposal) are

found in Â§Â§53-3205 to 53-3217. lt is the duty of

local health officers or the commissionerâwhen

the commissioner determines that the provisions

of the chapter are not being adequately enforced

âto enforce such provisions. All ordinances,

rules, and regulations adopted by boards of

health or local governing bodies must at least

conform to the reasonable requirements that may

be established by the department, and cannot be

inconsistent with the department's rules and

.ald.
"Id., t ~2711.
.. Id., § 57-2713 .
.. Id., I 57-2722.
It Bartke & Gage. Mobile Homes: Zoning and Taxation. 55 Corn.
L.a., 491, 513 n. 103 (1970) .
.. Id., at 493.
.. T.C.A., I 53-3201 (1966).
.. Id., I 53-3202.

Various health and safety requirements
(such as water supply and sewage disposal) are
found in §§53-3205 to 53-3217, It is the duty of
local health officers or the commissioner-when
the commissioner determines that the provisions
of the chapter are not being adequately enforced
-to enforce such provisions. All ordinances,
rules, and regulations adopted by boards of
health or local governing bodies must at least
conform to the reasonable requirements that may
be established by the department, and cannot be
inconsistent with the department's rules and
regulations. 9 ) This language is a bit confusing.
First, "reasonable requirements" is not used
elsewhere in the health and safety laws, and its
meaning is not clear. Second, it is unclear from
the statutory language whether stricter local requirements are valid, in that they "at least conform," or improper because they are "inconsistent. They would appear to be invalid, based on
§53-3220, which explicitly provides that where
provisions of the chapter conflict with provisions
of any private or public act or local ordinance or
code existing as of March 21, 1957, the provision
which establishes the higher standard shall prevail.
II

Requirements for Installation of Water and
Waste Systems May Have an Effect on
Lot Size
General Water and Sewage Requirements:
§53-2004 provides that no person shall install,
permit to be installed, or maintain any crossconnection, auxiliary intake, bypass, or interconnection, unless the source and quality of
water from the auxiliary supply, the method of
connection, and the use and operation of such
cross-connection, auxiliary intake, bypass, or interconnection has been approved by the State
department of public health. The arrangement of
sewer, soil, or other drain lines or conduits
carrying sewage or other wastes in such a manner that the sewage or other waste may find its
way into any part of the public water supply, is
prohibited,
The department of public health exercises
general supervision over the construction of public water supplies and public sewer systems, and
their operation and maintenance,92 and the department may enforce any standards, policies,
orders, rules, or regulations issued by it, to control public water supplies and public sewer sys.lld., I ~321 .
., Id.,

riginal from
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terns; such suits as may be necessary to carry

out the provisions of the chapter effectively may

be instituted by it in any court of competent

jurisdiction.93

County and municipal health boards or ad-

ministrative agencies may require that buildings

be connected with the public sewerage

facilities.94

Sewerage Disposal Systems of Subdivi-

sions: For purposes of Â§Â§53-2009 to 53-2016,

"subdivision" is defined as any tract or parcel of

land divided or proposed for division into five or

more lots, sites, or other divisions, for the pur-

pose of immediate or future building of houses

or other developments, requiring that a maximum

lot size in any subdivision be 40,000 square feet

or less, to a minimum of 15,000 square feet. This

"requiring a maximum. . ." provision is unclear

in meaning.95

The State department of public health is au-

thorized to exercise general supervision over the

planning, construction, and operation of individ-

ual sewage disposal systems for proposed subdi-

visions, where public sewerage systems are not

available, except within the corporate limits of

municipalities, and to establish standards for in-

dividual sewage disposal systems.98

The owner of a proposed subdivision is re-

quired to submit detailed informationâincluding

a map of the surrounding area and of the area

to be subdividedâshowing (inter alia) proposed

lot sizes and location of supply lines.97 He must

also furnish such additional data as required by

the local health officers as a basis for determin-

ing the suitability of individual lots.88

Lot size requirements dependent upon the

availability of public water supplies are dealt

with in Â§53-2012. When such supplies are avail-

able, the minimum lot size is 7,500 square feet;

when not available, 15,000 square feet. Minimum

distances from a water well or other source may

be specified, additional lot size may be required

as indicated by percolation tests, or the particu-

lar lot or lots may be disapproved when it is de-

termined that the soil will not absorb the sew-

age. This section does not apply within the

corporate limits of municipalities.

Local health officers are given the duty to

enforce the terms of Â§Â§53-2009â53-2016 when

the commissioner of public health determines

" ld., | 53-2008.

â¢â¢T.C.A., Â§Â§ 5-1608 & 6-1403 (1971).

Â» T.C.A., Â§ 53-2009 (1966).

â¢â¢ ld., | 53-2010.

" ld., I 53-2011 (1)(a) (1972 Supp.).

"ld., Â§ 53-2011(1)(c).

that they are not being complied with.99 All rules

and regulations adopted by county boards of

health or other governing bodies, except munici-

tems; such suits as may be necessary to carry
out the provisions of the chapter effectively may
be instituted by it in any court of competent
jurisdiction.!l3
County and municipal health boards or administrative agencies may require that buildings
be connected with the public sewerage
facilities. 9f
Sewerage Disposal Systems of Subdivisions: For purposes of §§53-2009 to 53-2016,
"subdivision" is defined as any tract or parcel of
land divided or proposed for division into five or
more lots, sites, or other divisions, for the purpose of immediate or future building of houses
or other developments, requiring that a maximum
lot size in any subdivision be 40,000 square feet
or less, to a minimum of 15,000 square feet. This
"requiring a maximum . . ." provision is unclear
in meaning. 95
The State department of public health is authorized to exercise general supervision over the
planning, construction, and operation of individual sewage disposal systems for proposed subdivisions, where public sewerage systems are not
available, except within the corporate limits of
municipalities, and to establish standards for individual sewage disposal systems. 06
The owner of a proposed subdivision is required to submit detailed information-including
a map of the surrounding area and of the area
to be subdivided-showing (inter alia) proposed
lot sizes and location of supply lines. 97 He must
also furnish such additional data as required by
the local health officers as a basis for determining the suitability of individuallots. 98
Lot size requirements dependent upon the
availability of public water supplies are dealt
with in §53-2012. When such supplies are available, the minimum lot size is 7,500 square feet;
when not available, 15,000 square feet. Minimum
distances from a water well or other source may
be specified, additional lot size may be required
as indicated by percolation tests, or the particular lot or lots may be disapproved when it is determined that the soil will not absorb the sewage. This section does not apply within the
corporate limits of municipalities.
Local health officers are given the duty to
enforce the terms of §§53-2009-53-2016 when
the commissioner of public health determines

pal governing bodies, must conform to the mini-

mum requirements established by the department

(this suggests that stricter standards are permis-

sible). The health officer makes investigations

and recommendations and reviews plans as nec-

essary to enforce the terms of Â§Â§53-2009â

OJ Id .• t 53-2008.
.. T.C.A .• If 5-1608 & 6-1403 (1971) .
.. T.C.A.• § 53-2009 (1966).
.. Id., § 53-2010.
" Id., t 53-2011 (1)(8) (1972 Supp.).
"Id., t 53-2011(l)(c).

53-2016.

lt should be noted that the sections are not

applicable to counties or municipalities wherein

a comparable system of supervision over the

planning, construction, and operation of a sewer-
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by

that they are not being complied with. 9B All rules
and regulations adopted by county boards of
health or other governing bodies, except municipal governing bodies, must conform to the minimum requirements established by the department
(this suggests that stricter standards are permissible). The health officer makes investigations
and recommendations and reviews plans as necessary to enforce the terms of §§53-200953-2016.
It should be noted that the sections are not
applicable to counties or municipalities wherein
a comparable system of supervision over the
planning, construction, and operation of a sewerage disposal system had theretofore been enacted by any private act or effective local
ordinance. loo
The commissioner or local health officer
may institute a civil action in chancery court for
injunctive relief to prevent violation of these sections. Furthermore, no proposed subdivision, except those within the corporate limits of a municipality, can be approved by the local planning
commission unless the plan for sewerage
disposal has been approved by the local health
officer. lol
In sum, subdivision regulation with regard to
water and sewerage facilities is quite involved,
both in terms of administration and substantive
requirements.

Environmental Laws May Affect the
Construction and Operation of Housing
Units
Air Pollution: The key legislation here is the
Tennessee Air Quality Act 102 administered by
an air pollution control board.
Air pollution from apartment houses or private dwellings is clearly covered by the act:
§53-3409(b) provides that "air contaminant
source" is any and all sources of emission of air
contaminants, whether private or publicly owned,
including all types of commercial, residential,
and industrial buildings.
§§53-3411 and 53-3412 establish the board
mentioned above and spell out its powers and
duties, principally to promulgate rules and regulations to effectuate the purpose of the act (no
specific technical standards are spelled out in
the various sections.) In addition, the board is
authorized to issue an emergency stop order for
air contaminant sources-any other provision of
the law to the contrary notwithstanding-if the
.. Id., t 53-2013 (1966) .
-Id.
Ull Id., t 53-201 ~. .
•
.... T.C.A., It 5!k~.-.-,@!.~!(jl g72 Supp.).
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commissioner of public health finds that emis-

sion from the operation of one or more air con-

taminant sources is causing imminent danger to

the public health and safety, and the Governor

approves the order.103 Furthermore, the board

has a right to injunctive relief via any court of

competent jurisdiction, to prevent violation of

any duly promulgated rule or regulation.101 But

existing civil or criminal remedies for wrongful

action are not impaired by the act,105 nor are

private rights affected.1011 Thus, while individual

citizens have no right to bring an action for vio-

lation of the act, they do have channels of re-

dress.

Any municipality or county may enact, by

ordinance or resolution, air pollution control reg-

ulations consistent with the standards ordered

for the State.107 The municipality or county must

first apply for and secure from the board an ex-

emption (unless it had an exemption as of March

24, 1967, in which event the exemption continues

until a determination is made that the State

standards are not being complied with or not

being enforced.)

Any city, town, or county having a popula-

tion of 600,000 or more, according to the most

recent census, is authorized to enact ordinances

or regulations no less stringent than the provi-

sions of Â§Â§53-3408 to 53-3422 1I'" (ordinances

or regulations enacting air pollution regulations

must be exempted by the board.)10'' Therefore,

cities or counties with the requisite population

can have stricter requirements than the State.

For specific requirements promulgated

under the act, see the Tennessee Air Pollution

Control Regulations (adopted Jan. 25, 1972),

contained in BNA Environmental Reporter 2

State Air Laws 47 (1972). Open burning regula-

tions are found in Chapter 4 of the regulations.

Water Pollution: The Tennessee Water Qual-

ity Control Act of 1971 110 is the applicable

State legislation. Owners of apartment houses

and other residential buildings are clearly cov-

ered by its provisions: Â§70-326 (10) defines "per-

son" as meaning any and all persons, including

individuals, firms, partnerships, associations,

public or private institutions, municipalities or

political subdivisions or officers thereof, depart-

ments, agencies, or instrumentalities, or public

â¢ id

Md

â¢ld.

â¢id

Â§ 53-3416.

Â§ 53-3418.

Â§ 53-3420.

Â§ 53-3421.

Â§ 53-3422.

commissioner of public health finds that emission from the operation of one or more air contaminant sources is causing imminent danger to
the public health and safety, and the Governor
approves the order. lo.l Furthermore, the board
has a right to injunctive relief via any court of
competent jurisdiction, to prevent violation of
any duly promulgated rule or regulation. ln • But
existing civil or criminal remedies for wrongful
action are not impaired by the act,lo5 nor are
private rights affected. lo " Thus, while individual
citizens have no right to bring an action for violation of the act, they do have channels of redress.
Any municipality or county may enact, by
ordinance or resolution, air pollution control regulations consistent with the standards ordered
for the State. II); The municipality or county must
first apply for and secure from the board an exemption (unless it had an exemption as of March
24, 1967, in which event the exemption continues
until a determination is made that the State
standards are not being complied with or not
being enforced.)
Any city, town, or county having a population of 600,000 or more, according to the most
recent census, is authorized to enact ordinances
or regulations no less stringent than the provisions of §§53-3408 to 53-3422 10' (ordinances
or regulations enacting air pollution regulations
must be exempted by the board.) I')~' Therefore,
cities or counties with the requisite population
can have stricter requirements than the State.
For specific
requirements
promulgated
under the act, see the Tennessee Air Pollution
Control Regulations (adopted Jan. 25, 1972),
contained in BNA Environmental Reporter 2
State Air Laws 47 (1972). Open burning regulations are found in Chapter 4 of the regulations.
Water Pollution: The Tennessee Water Quality Control Act of 1971 110 is the applicable
State legislation. Owners of apartment houses
and other residential buildings are clearly covered by its provisions: §7o-326 (10) defines "person" as meaning any and all persons, including
individuals, firms, partnerships, associations,
public or private institutions, municipalities or
political subdivisions or officers thereof, departments, agencies, or instrumentalities, or public

Â§ 53-3423.

or private corporations. Obviously, this definition

...3
was meant to be practically all-inclusive.

A Water Quality Control Board was created

by the act, and it has the duties of establishing

and enforcing standards of quality for all the wa-

ters in the State.111 The commissioner of the

board may assess the liability of any polluter or

violator for damages done to the State by the

persons polluting or violating,112 in addition to

the criminal penalties under Â§70-337. lnjunctive

relief to stop or prevent pollution or violation is

Id., § 53-3-416.

'04 Id., § 53-3416.
-

Id .•
Id.,
,.,., Id.,
, .. Id.,
-Id.
uo Id.,
,01

§ 53-3-420.

I 53-3421.

§ 53-3422.
f 53-3423.

If

70-324-70-3-42.

or private corporations. Obviously, this definition
was meant to be practically all-inclusive.
A Water Quality Control Board was created
by the act, and it has the duties of establishing
and enforcing standards of quality for all the waters in the State. 111 The commissioner of the
board may assess the liability of any polluter or
violator for damages done to the State by the
persons polluting or violating,ll~ in addition to
the criminal penalties under §70-337. Injunctive
relief to stop or prevent pollution or violation is
available to the commissioner, in any appropriate
court.113 The court may grant the injunction
without the necessity of showing a lack of adequate remedy at law. The commissioner may
also bring suit for injunctive enforcement of any
order made by him, and all findings of fact contained in the order and complaint are deemed to
be final.
Any person may file with the commissioner
a standard complaint against any person allegedly violating the act (contrary to the Air Pollution Control Act, the difference in treatment not
being a rational one), and nothing in the act is
designed to abridge or alter equitable or common law rights of act,lH such as nuisance.
All sections of the act are to be liberally
construed for the accomplishment of the purpose
of preventing water pollutionY" For regulations
promulgated under the act, see BNA Environmental Rptr. 2 State Water Laws 65 (1972).
Other Environmental Matters: Noise pollution might be a problem in certain instances, and
thus merits some discussion. At the present time,
there are few laws in Tennessee that deal with
noise pollution or dangerous noise.116 As far as
community noise is concerned, the only existing
applicable State laws are embraced in the law of
nuisance. l I ; There are local antinoise ordinances and zoning laws in several municipalities,
however, including Memphis. m

Tennessee Has No Welfare Lien Law
There is no welfare lien provision in the
State laws. Prior to its repeal in 1953, there was
a rather narrowly drawn provision .19 that on
the death of any recipient of old-age assistance,
Id., II 70-327 & 70-326.
mid., I 70-336.
mid., I 70-339.
114 Id., § 70-340 .
II. Id., § 70-342(b).
II. Study on Noise & Air Pollution Laws and Refuse Dumping 1970,
Final Report of the Legislative Council Committee, FR-197069,72.
mid., at 73.
1I"ld.
Qrioina
111

f

". PUbliEJ
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a lien was created in favor of the State for the

amount of such assistance, after funeral expen-

ses not exceeding $100, and limited to cases

where there was fraud by the recipient and

where the heirs were morally responsible for the

care of the recipient and able but unwilling to

provide it.

Somewhat analogously, however, with re-

quest to eligibility for old-age assistance,120 aid

to the disabled,121 and aid to the blind,122 one

of the conditions is that within the 5 years imme-

diately preceding application or during receipt of

assistance, the person has not, in order to evade

any provision of the chapter, made an assign-

ment or transfer of property, the proceeds from

which, at the fair market value (irrespective of

the actual consideration received), would under

the State standards of need still be available to

meet the needs of the individual. Any transfer of

properly to a husband, wife, son, daughter, son-

in-law, daughter-in-law, nephew, or niece, within

the period above mentioned, is considered prima

facie evidence that the transfer was made with

the intent to evade the provisions of the applica-

ble chapter.

State Sales Tax and Mobile Homes

Sales Tax: The "Retailers' Sales Tax

Act" 123 provides basically for a sales tax at a

rate of 3 percent of the sales price of each item

or article of tangible property.124

a lien was created in favor of the State for the
amount of such assistance, after funeral expenses not exceeding $100, and limited to cases
where there was fraud by the recipient and
where the heirs were morally responsible for the
care of the recipient and able but unwilling to
provide it.
Somewhat analogously, however, with request to eligibility for old-age assistance, 1~0 aid
to the disabled,12l and aid to the blind,122 one
of the conditions is that within the S years immediately preceding application or during receipt of
assistance, the person has not, in order to evade
any provision of the chapter, made an assignment or transfer of property, the proceeds from
which, at the fair market value (irrespective of
the actual consideration received), would under
the State standards of need still be available to
meet the needs of the individual. Any transfer of
property to a husband, wife, son, daughter, sonin-law, daughter-in-law, nephew, or niece, within
the period above mentioned, is considered prima
facie evidence that the transfer was made with
the intent to evade the provisions of the applicable chapter.

A use tax is imposed on imports;125 all

tangible personal property imported from other

States and used by the "dealer" 126 is subject

State Sales Tax and Mobile Homes

to the tax imposed by the chapter.

Agricultural products are exempted,127 as

are all sales made the State of Tennessee or to

any county or municipality within the State.128

Taxation of Mobile and Modular Units: With

regard to the taxing of mobile homes, the stat-

utes do not give a definitive answer. Â§67-612

mentions, as a class of personal property, farm-

ing implements, wheeled vehicles, automobiles,

etc. Enumerating motor vehicles separately from

automobiles lends itself to the conclusion that

mobile homes with wheels are considered per-

"â¢T.C.A., Â§ 14-203(e) (1955).

m\a., I 14-403(e).

â¢" ld., Â§ 14-504(d).

â¢â¢ld., II 67-3001â67-3056 (1972 Supp.).

â¢" ld., I 67-3003.

Â«â¢ ld., I 67-3005.

'*D*fln*d in I 67-3017.

â¢"ld., 167-3011.

â¢"ld., 167-3012.

sonal property; it is hard to determine, however,

what the taxing situation is meant to be if the

Salas Tax: The "Retailers' Sales Tax
Act" 123 provides basically for a sales tax at a
rate of 3 percent of the sales price of each item
or article of tangible property.124
A use tax is imposed on imports; 125 all
tangible personal property imported from other
States and used by the "dealer" 126 is subject
to the tax imposed by the chapter.
Agricultural products are exempted,127 as
are all sales made the State of Tennessee or to
any county or municipality within the State.128
Taxation of Moblla and Modular Units: With
regard to the taxing of mobile homes, the statutes do not give a definitive answer. §67~12
mentions, as a class of personal property, farming implements, wheeled vehicles, automobiles,
etc. Enumerating motor vehicles separately from
automobiles lends itself to the conclusion that
mobile homes with wheels are considered per-

wheels are removed or indeed never installed in

the first place.

Â§67-507 does provide that the property of

housing authorities be exempt from all taxes and

special assessments of the State or any city,

town, or political subdivision thereof; while the

more general exemption from taxes for govern-

ment property is Â§67-502: All property of the

United States, the State, or any county or incor-

porated city, town, or taxing district, that is used

,,. T.C.A., I 14-203(e) (1955).
Id, I 1~03(e).
'10 Id. f 14-504(d).
'10 Id, II 67-3001-67-3056 (1972 Supp.).
'04 rd. I 67-3003.
,. I" , I 67-3005.
,. Oltfln.d In I 67-3017.
IYI r" , I 67-3011.
r" , 1117-3012.

agencies is liable to taxation, unless expressly

so declared by statute, for they are impliedly ex-

No Building Codes Per Se in the Tennessee
Code
In only a few places of the health and safety
building regulations chapter are materials to be
used in construction specified beyond the generic category. For example, interior stairways
are to be made of "noncombustible materials
throughout" except in buildings of frame construction and in buildings less than 30 feet high
and occupied by less than 40 persons,130 and
spiral, slide, or tubular fire escapes must be
made of "noncorrodible" sheet metal. l3l
A few sections are more precise. Fire walls
are to be constructed of solid brick masonry laid
in Portland cement mortar or cement lime mortar
or of reinforced concrete, m fire retardant ceilings must be constructed of specific types of
material,133 and stand-pipes must be constructed of wrought iron or steel. 1H
Safety glazing materials must comply with
the requirements of the ANSI Standard
Z-97.1-1966, as well as with further department
of public health regulations. m
In short, specifications of materials in the
building regulations are not extensive and are
confined to narrow categories. (The fire marshal
may issue regulations supplementing the provisions of the chapter, however. See §S3-2S36.)

UI

I.

exclusively for public or municipal purposes, is

exempt. Neither the State nor any of its arms or

sonal property; it is hard to determine, however,
what the taxing situation is meant to be if the
wheels are removed or indeed never installed in
the first place.
§67-S07 does provide that the property of
housing authorities be exempt from all taxes and
special assessments of the State or any city,
town, or political subdivision thereof; while the
more general exemption from taxes for government property is §67-S02: All property of the
United States, the State, or any county or incorporated city, town, or taxing district, that is used
exclusively for public or municipal purposes, is
exempt. Neither the State nor any of its arms or
agencies is liable to taxation, unless expressly
so declared by statute, for they are impliedly excluded from the general tax laws. Henson v.
Monday.129 It appears, therefore, that if a mobile
home park and the trailers therein are owned by
a governmental unit, they will not be taxed.
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, .. 143 Tenn. 418, 224 S.W. 1043 (1920).
T.C.A., § 53-2507(1)(&) (1966).
131 Id., § 53-3507(11).
122 Id., § 53-2523(8).
mid., § 53-2525.
,.. Id., § 53-253914)(& .
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Minimum Housing Code

(See Health and Safety Laws, Â§7 supra;

T.C.A. Â§53-2611 re municipal laws and elevators;

and Â§53-2722 dealing with municipal laws re-

Minimum Housing Code

garding boilers.)

The State has no minimum housing code,

but municipalities may promulgate and enforce

requirements that are more stringent than those

of the State; thus, a locality can formulate such

a building code.

With regard to minimum housing codes on

the local level, Â§53-2539 provides that no appro-

priate local official can issue or enforce any reg-

ulation chapter, and that the provisions of the

act supersede all less stringent provisions of mu-

nicipal ordinances. It seems, therefore, that

stricter local housing laws and/or housing codes

are permissible.

There is no legislation permitting tenant

suits for damages in cases of landlord's failures

to meet the housing code.

The tenant has no right to withhold payment

or rent if the landlord does not comply with the

minimum housing code. Violations of the building

regulations,136 elevator requirements,137 and

boiler regulations ':is are misdemeanors. Nothing

is said about the right to withhold rental pay-

ments, either in these sections or anywhere else

in the code.

Local Agencies Explicitly Authorized to

Make Repairs on Substandard Dwellings

It is provided in Title 12 of Chapter 13 (Slum

Clearance) that the public officer may order an

owner of a dwelling to repair, alter, or improve

the dwelling, or to vacate and close it; u" if the

owner fails to comply, the public officer may

cause the dwelling to be repaired, altered, or im-

(See Health and Safety Laws, §7 supra;
T.C.A. §53-2611 re municipal laws and elevators;
and §53-2722 dealing with municipal laws regarding boilers.)
The State has no minimum housing code,
but municipalities may promulgate and enforce
requirements that are more stringent than those
of the State; thus, a locality can formulate such
a building code.
With regard to minimum housing codes on
the local level, §53-2539 provides that no appropriate local official can issue or enforce any regulation chapter, and that the provisions of the
act supersede all less stringent provisions of municipal ordinances. It seems, therefore, that
stricter local housing laws and/ or housing codes
are permissible.
There is no legislation permitting tenant
suits for damages in cases of landlord's failures
to meet the housing code.
The tenant has no right to withhold payment
or rent if the landlord does not comply with the
minimum housing code. Violations of the building
regulations,'36 elevator requirements,m and
boiler regulations l:!R are misdemeanors. Nothing
is said about the right to withhold rental payments, either in these sections or anywhere else
in the code.

proved, to be vacated and closed, or to be re-

moved or demolished;14Â° the amount of the

cost of such becomes a lien against the real

Local Agencies Explicitly Authorized
Make Repairs on Substandard Dwellings

to

property upon which the cost was incurred.141

There is a statutory provision authorizing the

closing, vacating, and demolition of substandard

housing. (See the preceding point.)

Housing Authority

It might be noted that as of 1972, the gov-

erning bodies of homerule municipalities are au-

thorized to establish city courts to try violations

of municipal ordinances.142

Little authority exists to allow for court ap-

pointment of a receiver to collect rents and

make improvements. Chapter 12 of Title 13 on

slum clearance "â¢â¢ makes no reference to this

kind of power and, aside from the lack of statu-

tory endorsement of the power, several decisions

of the Tennessee court make appointment of a

It is provided in Title 12 of Chapter 13 (Slum
Clearance) that the public officer may order an
owner of a dwelling to repair, alter, or improve
the dwelling, or to vacate and close it; l3!I if the
owner fails to comply, the public officer may
cause the dwelling to be repaired, altered, or improved, to be vacated and closed, or to be removed or demolished; 140 the amount of the
cost of such becomes a lien against the real
property upon which the cost was incurred. HI
There is a statutory provision authorizing the
closing, vacating, and demolition of substandard
housing. (See the preceding point.)

receiver for such purposes appear doubtful, al-

though it has never been directly prohibited.

Housing Authority

In Orman v. Bransford Realty Co.,144 the

State high court indicated that the power to ap-

point a receiver should be exercised with cau-

It might be noted that as of 1972, the governing bodies of homerule municipalities are au-

tion and only in extreme cases, under extraordi-

nary circumstances or circumstances requiring

summary relief. The case can be distinguished

from the other situation in that it involved a mi-

nority stockholder of a corporation seeking ap-

pointment of a receiver, but the court's broad

,,. Id.,
mid.,
1JII Id.,
'20 Id.,
,to Id.,
'n Id.,

§ 53-2540 (1966).
§ 53-2615.
f 53-2723.
f 13-1203(c) (1955) ·
f 13-203 (d) & (e).
I 13-203(1).

Ili

e by

thorized to establish city courts to try violations
of municipal ordinances. 142
Little authority exists to allow for court appointment of a receiver to collect ~ents and
make improvements. Chapter 12 of Title 13 on
slum clearance H3 makes no reference to this
kind of power and, aside from the lack of statutory endorsement of the power, several decisions
of the Tennessee court make appointment of a
receiver for such purposes appear doubtful, although it has never been directly prohibited.
In Orman v. Bransford Realty CO.,lU the
State high court indicated that the power to appoint a receiver should be exercised with ca~
tion and only in extreme cases, under extraordinary circumstances or circumstanc~s .req~iring
summary relief. The case can be dlstlngulshe?
from the other situation in that it involved a minority stockholder of a corporation seeking appointment of a receiver, but the court's ~road
statements urging caution appear applicable
here as well.
Brashears v. Hartsook,Hr. a much more recent case, refined Orman by holding that when a
judgment creditor has an adequate remed~ at
law by way of garnishment, the remedy of bringing a bill in chancery court to compel transfer of
the funds to a receiver is not available. By analogy, if there is a remedy at law, a receiver sho~ld
not be appointed to collect rents and make II~
provements; as to making improvements, pU?IIC
officia~s are authorized to order their effectuaJization, and this probably bars appointment under
Hartsook.
It should be noted that there may be some
authority to appoint a receiver under the gener~1
equity power, but the extent of such power IS
uncertain.

Foreclosure on Tax Delinquent Dwellings
(The county trustee is the coll~ctor of all
State, municipal, and county taxes which are levied on property.) U6 Accrued taxes on all r~al
property, plus all damages and costs accruing
thereon, are and remain a first lien upon such
property.H7 Thus, there is a lien upon the land
for taxes against it in favor of the State, count~,
or city, Pope v. Knoxville Indus. Bank,IIB and It
overrides all mortgages, encumbrances, and
It'T.C.A., § 16-1201 (1972 Supp.) on home rule municipalities.
1<3 Id., If 13-1201-13-1209 (1955).
, .. 168 Tenn. 70, 73 S.w.2d 713 (1934).
, .. 224 Tenn. 36 ,- 450 S.W. _d. 7 (1969).
""T.C.A., § 67- ~ 41,11' !;G) . rom
'" Id., fllJKH1 ~RCI J
,.. 173 T ij'rI~ .1 ~81 , of.!1
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statements urging caution appear applicable

here as well.

Brashears v. Harfsoo/c,145 a much more re-
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other liens of whatever kind there may be upon

the property. Dunn v. Dunn.149

Chapter 20 of Title 67150 deals with en-

forcement of tax liens. Preliminary notice is re-

quired; as a preliminary step toward enforcing

the lien for uncollected land taxes charged to

him, the county trustee must have a notice in-

serted in one or more newspapers of the county

once a week for two consecutive weeks in the

month of January.151 As a second step, after the

publication of notice and between February 1

and March 1, the trustee is directed to appoint

an attorney, who shall bring suit after February 1

and before March 1 in the circuit or chancery

courts of the county for the collection of land

taxes due to the State, county, or municipality.152

When the amount due is ascertained, the

court will order a sale of the land for cash, sub-

ject to the equity of redemption. The proceeds

from the sale are applied first to the payment of

a 10 percent penalty allowed as compensation

for prosecuting the suit, second to the cost, and

the remainder is applied to the State, the county,

or the municipality (in that order).153

All the provisions of the chapter are to be

construed liberally in favor of the validity of all

official acts pursuant thereto.154

ln addition to the basic foreclosure provi-

sions above, officers charged with the duty of

collecting state revenues are authorized to issue

a distress warrant; 1M and if the officer cannot

find personal property to satisfy the warrant, he

may levy the same upon any real estate in his

county belonging to the taxpayer.156

Municipal corporations having power under

their charters to collect their own taxes may pro-

vide for the collection of their delinquent real

property taxes by ordinance.157

Tax Officials Appear Barred from Maintain-

ing Existing Levels of Assessment

According to Â§67-605 (1967), all property is

to be assessed and taxed "according to its

value, which shall be ascertained from the evi-

dences of its sound, intrinsic and immediate

value, for purposes of sale between a willing

seller and a willing buyer without undue consid-

other liens of whatever kind there may be upon
the property. Dunn v. Dunn.lIu
Chapter 20 of Title 67 1~," deals with enforcement of tax liens. Preliminary notice is required; as a preliminary step toward enforcing
the lien for uncollected land taxes charged to
him, the county trustee must have a notice inserted in one or more newspapers of the county
once a week for two consecutive weeks in the
month of JanuaryYI As a second step, after the
publication of notice and between February 1
and March 1, the trustee is directed to appoint
an attorney, who shall bring suit after February 1
and before March 1 in the circuit or chancery
courts of the county for the collection of land
taxes due to the State, county, or municipalityY'~
When the amount due is ascertained, the
court will order a sale of the land for cash, subject to the equity of redemption. The proceeds
from the sale are applied first to the payment of
a 10 percent penalty allowed as compensation
for prosecuting the suit, second to the cost, and
the remainder is applied to the State, the county,
or the municipality (in that order)Y3
All the provisions of the chapter are to be
construed liberally in favor of the validity of all
official acts pursuant thereto.l~1
In addition to the basic foreclosure provisions above, officers charged with the duty of
collecting state revenues are authorized to issue
a distress warrant; 1'", and if the officer cannot
find personal property to satisfy the warrant, he
may levy the same upon any real estate in his
county belonging to the taxpayerY'6
Municipal corporations having power under
their charters to collect their own taxes may provide for the collection of their delinquent real
property taxes by ordinanceY;

eration of speculative values."

"â¢99 Tenn. 598, 42 S.W. 259 (1897).

'"T.C.A., |Â§ 67-2001â67-2046 (1972 Supp.)

U1 ld. t 67-2001 (1955).

Tax Officials Appear Barred from Maintaining Existing Levels of Assessment

"1 ld.

131 ld.

1"ld.

"Md.

"â¢ld.

117 ld.

Â§Â§ 67-2002â67-2003.

Â§ 67-2012 (1972 Supp.).

Â§ 67-2043 (1955).

According to §67-605 (1967), all property is
to be assessed and taxed "according to its
value, which shall be ascertained from the evidences of its sound, intrinsic and immediate
value, for purposes of sale between a willing
seller and a willing buyer without undue consideration of speculative values."

Â§ 67-2201.

Â§ 67-2204.

Â§ 67-1319.

Prior to 1967, the section used the term "ac-

tual cash value," reflecting the position of the

leading case of Carroll v. /A/sup,1" that the ac-

tual cash value is the only practicable basis

upon which taxes can be made equally uniform

, .. 99 Tenn. 598. 42 S.W 259 (1897).
'50 TCA. § § 67-2001-67-2046 (1972 Supp.)
... Id, § 67-2001 (1955).
mid., §§ 67-2002-67-2003.
!OJ Id., § 67-2012 (1972 Supp.).
1M Id., § 67-2043 (1955).
'50 Id .. § 67-2201.
''''' Id., § 67-2204.
'51 Id., § 67-1319.

and is clearly the constitutional requirement (see

Article 2, Â§28 of the Tennessee constitution) and

the legislative intent.
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Prior to 1967, the section used the term "actual cash value," reflecting the position of the
leading case of Carroll v. Alsup,l:., that the actual cash value is the only practicable basis
upon which taxes can be made equally uniform
and is clearly the constitutional requirement (see
Article 2, §28 of the Tennessee constitution) and
the legislative intent.
The Alsup case still seems to maintain considerable vitality, not only because the new
wording is quite similar (albeit more sophisticated and elaborate), but also because the wording "actual cash value" was not changed in
other sections. §67-101 (5) provides that it is the
duty of the commissioner of finance to procure
the assessment of all property in the State at the
actual cash value thereof, and §67-103 (privilege
taxes) states that the commissioner has the
power to raise or lower any assessment fixed by
the county court clerk on merchants, "in order
to make said assessments conform to the standard of the actual cash value of the property."
It seems, therefore, that a refined actual
cash value approach is used in State assessments, and that, as a result, property must be
assigned such value.

Mortgage Financing
No provisions were found as to "flexible"
mortgage financing. No provisions were found re:
open-end mortgages.
The State does not require insurance companies doing business in Tennessee to write fire
insurance in substandard areas; nothing of such
requirement is contained in Chapter 25 of Title
56 (Fire Insurance), §§56-501-56-518.

Inter jurisdictional Housing Authorities Are
Provided by Statute
The Housing Authorities Law 1,,9 specifically
authorizes the establishment of housing authorities and spells out their extensive powers in
§13-804 (in addition to the enumerated powers.
"an authority may do all things necessary and
convenient to carry out the purposes and provisions of the Housing Authorities Law."). Furthermore, housing authorities have specific powers
as to blighted areas. It!O
The Tennessee court held in Mink v. City of
Memphis 161 that the general law on housing in
the State is not mandatorily applicable to any

municipality, but is merely authority for any mu-

nicipality to establish a housing authority if it so

desire.

All housing projects of an authority are sub-

ject to the planning, zoning, sanitary, and build-

ing laws, ordinances, and regulations applicable

to the locality.162

City Housing Authorities: Any 25 residents

of a city and of the area within 10 miles from the

territorial boundaries thereof may file a petition

with the city clerk setting forth that there is a

need for an authority, and that the city council is

to determine whether such a need exists.163 If

so, the authority is created as public body cor-

porate and politic.164

It is interesting to note that the boundaries

of such an authority embrace not only the city

but the area within 10 miles from the territorial

boundaries of the city (provided that the periph-

eral area does not lie within another city or

within the boundaries of another housing author-

ity).165 Therefore, rural areas on the outskirts of a

small town may be included in its housing au-

thority.

"City" until 1965 was defined as a city or

town having a population of over 2,000 inhabit-

ants, but the numerical requirement was abol-

ished in that year.166

County and Regional Authorities: Creation of

and powers of such authorities are similar to

those of city housing authorities.167

For our purposes, Â§13-1009 is the most im-

portant provision, since it deals specifically with

rural housing projects. Basically, it provides that

housing authorities created for counties, and re-

gional housing authorities (explained under Inter-

jurisdictional Housing Authorities, below), are

specifically empowered to borrow money, accept

grants, and exercise their other powers to pro-

vide housing for farmers of low income.

Â§13-1010 provides further that the owner of

any farm operated or worked upon by "farmers

of low income" 168 in need of safe and sanitary

housing, may file an application with a housing

authority of a county or regional housing author-

ity, requesting that it provide for a safe and sani-

tary dwelling or dwellings for such farmers. This

is a rather weak provision for several reasons.

First, agricultural areas are exempted from the

zoning regulations (see opening section on Ten-

>Â«T.C.A., Â§ 13-811 (1955).

"â¢Id. ii 13-901 & 13-902.

Â«Â«Md.

â¢Id.

nessee). Second, the tenants or workers may not

apply for such housing, and (at least in some

cases) expecting the landlord or owner to seek

better housing for them is unrealistic, especially

municipality, but is merely authority for any municipality to establish a housing authority if it so
desire.
All housing projects of an authority are subject to the planning, zoning, sanitary, and building laws, ordinances, and regulations applicable
to the locality.162
City Housing Authorities: Any 25 residents
of a city and of the area within 10 miles from the
territorial boundaries thereof may file a petition
with the city clerk setting forth that there is a
need for an authority, and that the city council is
to determine whether such a need exists. 163 If
so, the authority is created as public body corporate and politic. 164
It is interesting to note that the boundaries
of such an authority embrace not only the city
but the area within 10 miles from the territorial
boundaries of the city (provided that the peripheral area does not lie within another city or
within the boundaries of another housing authority).16', Therefore, rural areas on the outskirts of a
small town may be included in its housing authority.
"City" until 1965 was defined as a city or
town having a population of over 2,000 inhabitants, but the numerical requirement was abolished in that year.1G6
County and Regional Authorities: Creation of
and powers of such authorities are similar to
those of city housing authorities. lAo
For our purposes, §13-1009 is the most important provision, since it deals specifically with
rural housing projects. Basically, it provides that
housing authorities created for counties, and regional housing authorities (explained under Interjurisdictional Housing Authorities, below), are
specifically empowered to borrow money, accept
grants, and exercise their other powers to provide housing for farmers of low income.
§13-1010 provides further that the owner of
any farm operated or worked upon by "farmers
of low income" 16" in need of safe and sanitary
housing, may file an application with a housing
authority of a county or regional housing authority, requesting that it provide for a safe and sanitary dwelling or dwellings for such farmers. This
is a rather weak provision for several reasons.
First, agricultural areas are exempted from the
zoning regulations (see opening section on Ten-

in tenant farming situations. Third, and perhaps

most crucially, the application of the owner is

merely "received and examined" by the housing

authorities in connection with the formulation of

projects of programs. Thus, any and all effects

of the application result from a discretionary

choice on the part of the authority members.

Finally, in relation to rural housing, a re-

gional or county housing authority has the power

to sell or rent dwellings outside of cities and to

make or accept such conveyances and leases as

it deems necessary to carry out the rural hous-

~·T.C.A .•
MO ld .• §§

§ 13-811 (1955).
13-901 &. 13-902.
... Id .• I 13-904.
- Id., f 13-905.
Me Id .• I 13-802 (1972 Supp.).
•n Id .• §§ 13-1001. 13-1008 (1955)
.. Defined in I 13-802(19).

nessee). Second, the tenants or workers may not
apply for such housing, and (at least in some
cases) expecting the landlord or owner to seek
better housing for them is unrealistic, especially
in tenant farming situations. Third, and perhaps
most crucially, the application of the owner is
merely "received and examined" by the housing
authorities in connection with the formulation of
projects of programs. Thus, any and all effects
of the application result from a discretionary
choice on the part of the authority members.
Finally, in relation to rural housing, a regional or county housing authority has the power
to sell or rent dwellings outside of cities and to
make or accept such conveyances and leases as
it deems necessary to carry out the rural housing purposes of the Housing Authorities Law. 16g
Interjurisdlctlonal Housing Authorities: With
regard to city housing authorities, if land within
the 10-mile limits of any city is in another county
and not covered by another housing authority,
nothing would prevent the city from exercising
jursidiction in the adjoining county (under
§13-1905).
A housing authority of City A may also exercise any and all of its powers within the territorial boundaries of another municipality (B), for
the purpose of planning, undertaking, financing,
constructing, and operating a housing project in
B, if a resolution has been adopted by the governing body of B and by any housing authority
theretofore established by B, declaring that there
is a need for the housing authority of A to exercise its powers within B's territory.l'o
Consolidated housing authorities are also
authorized, if the governing bodies of two or
more municipalities by resolution declare that
there is a need for one housing authority for all
such municipalities. 17l The area of operation of
a consolidated housing authority includes all of
the territory within the boundaries of each municipality, together with the territory within 10
miles of the boundaries of each. Upon the creation of the consolidated housing authority, any
housing authority theretofore created for the municipality ceases to exist.
Counties and Regional: Regional housing
authorities may be created when the county
court of each of two or more contiguous counties by resolution declare that there is a need for
one housing authority to be created for all such
counties; upon its creation, any county housing
]"Id., f 13-1011 .

by
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authority created for any of the counties involved

ceases to exist.17*

The area of operation of a regional housing

authority includes all of the counties for which it

is created, excluding the area within the bounda-

ries of any city or municipality (unless a resolu-

tion has been adopted by the governing body of

such city and also by any housing authority

which was theretofore established, declaring that

there is a need for the regional housing authority

to exercise its powers within that city.)173 The

same holds true for county authorities and mu-

nicipalities.174

Statewide housing corporations are not

mentioned in the code, nor are specific rules re-

lating to housing development corporations.

Home Rule in Tennessee

Tennessee has long been a jurisdiction

wherein municipal corporations are considered

creatures of the State legislature and dependent

authority created for any of the counties involved
ceases to exist. t12
The area of operation of a regional housing
authority includes all of the counties for which it
is created, excluding the area within the boundaries of any city or municipality (unless a resolution has been adopted by the governing body of
such city and also by any housing authority
which was theretofore established, declaring that
there is a need for the regional housing authority
to exercise its powers within that city.)113 The
same holds true for county authorities and munic ipal ities. m
Statewide housing corporations are not
mentioned in the code, nor are specific rules relating to housing development corporations.

upon it. The early case of Nichol v. Town of

Nashville175 held that the legislature has the

Home Rule In Tennessee

power to create corporations for the governing

of towns, and to enlarge or diminish the powers

of such corporations from time to time, at its dis-

cretion.

Sfafe v. Frost176 reinforced this position,

going further, if anything, by holding that the

legislature has absolute power over the creation

of municipal corporations and what their powers

and duties are to be. For a recent (1965) articu-

lation of this view, see Town of Mount Carmel v.

City of Kingsport.1"

Apparently, as of 1972, Tennessee has au-

thorized municipalities to adopt home rule,178

but aside from the election provisions in Â§6-509

and the city court provision in Â§16-201, there

seems to be little statutory distinction between

home rule and non-home rule municipalities in

the Code.

Virginia Report on Legislation

Land Use Controls

The Commonwealth of Virginia has adopted

three techniques of local land use control; plan-

ning commissions, subdivision ordinances, and

zoning ordinances.

The first method to be considered is the

local planning commission. Section 15.1-427 en-

ables the governing body of any county or mu-

Tennessee has long been a jurisdiction
wherein municipal corporations are considered
creatures of the State legislature and dependent
upon it. The early case of Nichol v. Town of
Nashville 1;5 held that the legislature has the
power to create corporations for the governing
of towns, and to enlarge or diminish the powers
of such corporations from time to time, at its discretion.
State v. Frost 176 reinforced this position,
going further, if anything, by holding that the
legislature has absolute power over the creation
of municipal corporations and what their powers
and duties are to be. For a recent (1965) articulation of this view, see Town of Mount Carmel v.
City of Kingsport. 111
Apparently, as of 1972, Tennessee has authorized municipalities to adopt home rule,11R
but aside from the election provisions in §6-509
and the city court provision in §16-201, there
seems to be little statutory distinction between
home rule and non-home rule municipalities in
the Code.

nicipality to create by ordinance a local planning

commission to promote the orderly development

Virginia Report on Legislation

of such political subdivision. This planning com-

mission serves primarily in an advisory capacity

Land Use Controls

to the governing body. Planning commissions of

one political subdivision may cooperate with

planning commissions of other political subdivi-

sions so as to coordinate the planning and de-

velopment of the respective localities.1 The sec-

The Commonwealth of Virginia has adopted
three techniques of local land use control; planning commissions, subdivision ordinances, and
zoning ordinances.

The first method to be considered is the
local planning commission. Section 15.1-427 enables the governing body of any county or municipality to create by ordinance a local planning
commission to promote the orderly development
of such political subdivision. This planning commission serves primarily in an advisory capacity
to the governing body. Planning commissions of
one political subdivision may cooperate with
planning commissions of other political subdivisions so as to coordinate the planning and development of the respective localities. 1 The sections providing for regional planning commission
were repealed.
Among the major functions of the planning
commission is to prepare and recommend a
comprehensive plan for the physical development of the territory within its jurisdiction, including a land use plan, designation of a comprehensive system of transportation facilities, the
designation of a system of community service
facilities, and the designation of areas for urban
renewal or other treatment.2 After such a plan
has been submitted by the commission and
adopted by the governing body, it controls the
general location, character, and extent of each
feature shown on the plan. Thereafter, every
street, park, or other public area, public building
or public structure, public utility or public service corporation-before it may be constructedmust be approved by the commission as being
substantially in accord with the adopted plan. 3
An official map may be adopted by the local
planning commission,4 and thereafter additions
and modifications may be made to this map.r.
The second means of land use control is by
subdivision and development ordinances. Section
15.1-465 enables the governing body of any
county or municipality to adopt ordinances assuring the orderly subdivision of land and its development. § 15.1-466 lists possible areas of regulation. In any county or municipality having a
local planning commission, the subdivision ordinances are to be prepared and recommended by
the commission. 6 After the adoption of a subdivision ordinance, certain provisions listed in
§15.1-473 become effective. The local governing
body is responsible for administering and enforcing the regulations 7 (§15.1-474). When the owner

tions providing for regional planning commission

were repealed.

Among the major functions of the planning

commission is to prepare and recommend a

comprehensive plan for the physical develop-

ment of the territory within its jurisdiction, in-

cluding a land use plan, designation of a com-

prehensive system of transportation facilities, the

mid., I 13-1002.
mid., § 13-1003.
ITt Id.
115 28 Tenn. 252 (18048).
IT' 103 Tenn. 685, 54 S.W. 986 (1900).
lIT 217 Tenn. 298, 397 S.W.2d 379 (1965).
n"T.C.A., I H09 (1972 Supp.).

renewal or other treatment.2 After such a plan

has been submitted by the commission and

I
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designation of a system of community service

facilities, and the designation of areas for urban

1 Code of Virginia Ann., I 15.1-'428 (1973).
'Id., 115.1-446.
3 Id, f 15.1-'456.
• Id .. § 15.1-458.
Old., § 15.1-460.
G Id., § 15.1 -t30"
f
'ld., § 15.1 ...:11'/': 'Iglna
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of a tract of land subject to an ordinance wishes

to subdivide his land, he must first submit a plot

of the proposed subdivision to the local planning

commission for approval.8 When a plot for sub-

division is accepted and recorded, it transfers to

the local government such area on the plat that

is set aside for streets, alleys, or other public

use.9 Under Â§15.1-480, if the owners of a subdivi-

sion wish to construct in or under any street in

the subdivision any gas, water, sewer, or electric

light or power works, pipes, wires, fixtures, or

systems, they must present for approval plans or

specifications to the governing body of the

county or municipality in which the subdivision is

located.

The third technique of land use control is

zoning ordinances. Under Â§15.1-486, the govern-

ing body of any county or municipality may di-

vide by ordinance into districts the territory or

any substantial portion thereof. ln each district,

the governing body may regulate: (a) the use of

land, buildings, structures, and other premises

for specific uses, (b) the physical dimensions,

construction, alteration, or removal of structures,

(c) areas and dimensions of land, air, and water

space to be used, (d) the excavation of soil or

other natural resources, and (e) the sedimenta-

tion and soil erosion from nonagricultural lands.

All zoning regulations within a district must be

uniform for each class or kind of building or

uses.10 But regulations may vary among dis-

tricts. The local planning commissions are to

recommend regulations and boundaries. Where

no planning commission exists, for a governing

body to exercise its zoning power it must create

a zoning commission until such time as a zoning

commission exists.11 Â§15.1-491 lists provisions

that a zoning ordinance may include, such as

provisions for variations in cases of unusual cir-

cumstances, for special exceptions, for the ad-

ministration and enforcement of the ordinances,

and for amendment and repeal of the regulations

from time to time. The local planning commission

at the request of the governing body is to pre-

pare a proposed zoning ordinance. After the

zoning ordinance has been adopted, it may not

be amended unless the governing body submits

the proposed amendment to the planning com-

mission for recommendation. Also, the governing

body may not adopt any ordinance or amend-

ment without first holding a public hearing.12

The enabling legislation also requires any

governing body which has adopted zoning ordi-

nances to create a board of zoning appeals.13

This board has the power to hear appeals from

decisions of the zoning administrator and to

grant variances in special circumstances.14 Any

person aggrieved by a decision of the zoning ad-

ministration has the right to appeal to the

board."

Any person aggrieved by a decision of the

of a tract of land subject to an ordinance wishes
to subdivide his land, he must first submit a plot
of the proposed subdivision to the local planning
commission for approval. 8 When a plot for subdivision is accepted and recorded, it transfers to
the local government such area on the plat that
is set aside for streets, alleys, or other public
use. 9 Under §15.1-480, if the owners of a subdivision wish to construct in or under any street in
the subdivision any gas, water, sewer, or electric
light or power works, pipes, wires, fixtures, or
systems, they must present for approval plans or
specifications to the governing body of the
county or municipality in which the subdivision is
located.
The third technique of land use control is
zoning ordinances. Under §15.1-486, the governing body of any county or municipality may divide by ordinance into districts the territory or
any substantial portion thereof. In each district,
the governing body may regulate: (a) the use of
land, buildings, structures, and other premises
for specific uses, (b) the physical dimensions,
construction, alteration, or removal of structures,
(c) areas and dimensions of land, air, and water
space to be used, (d) the excavation of soil or
other natural resources, and (e) the sedimentation and soil erosion from nonagricultural lands.
All zoning regulations within a district must be
uniform for each class or kind of building or
uses.lO But regulations may vary among districts. The local planning commissions are to
recommend regulations and boundaries. Where
no planning commission exists, for a governing
body to exercise its zoning power it must create
a zoning commission until such time as a zoning
commission exists. l l §15.1-491 lists provisions
that a zoning ordinance may include, such as
provisions for variations in cases of unusual circumstances, for speCial exceptions, for the administration and enforcement of the ordinances,
and for amendment and repeal of the regulations
from time to time. The local planning commission
at the request of the governing body is to prepare a proposed zoning ordinance. After the
zoning ordinance has been adopted, it may not
be amended unless the governing body submits
the proposed amendment to the planning commission for recommendation. Also, the governing
body may not adopt any ordinance or amendment without first holding a public hearing. 12

board, or any taxpayer, may petition the circuit

The enabling legislation also requires any
governing body which has adopted zoning ordinances to create a board of zoning appeals,13
This board has the power to hear appeals from
decisions of the zoning administrator and to
grant variances in special circumstances. 14 Any
person aggrieved by a decision of the zoning administration has the right to appeal to the
board.15
Any person aggrieved by a decision of the
board, or any taxpayer, may petition the circuit
or corporation court of the county or city to review a decision of the board.
The Commonwealth utilizes only local land
use control and has no state wide control.

Regulations Governing the Use of Mobile
Homes
There are three areas of regulation concerning mobile homes. These are: A statewide building code for mobile homes; health and sanitation
laws affecting trailer parks; and highway restrictions on their movement.
The first area of regulation is the
Industrialized Building Unit and Mobile Home
Safety laws,I6 These laws apply both to mobile
homes and industrialized building units (modular
housing). Under § 36-73 the State Corporation
Commission is to promulgate rules and regulations prescribing standards to be complied with
in industrialized building units and mobile
homes for protection against hazards to the
safety of life, health, and prosperity. In formulating these standards, the commission is to have
due regard for generally accepted safety standards by nationally recognized organizations. The
statute specifically mentions-as examples of
such codes in regard to industrialized building
units-the Southern Building Codes Congress,
the Building Officials Conference of America, the
International Conferences of Building Officials,
the National Fire Protection Association, and the
National Bureau of Standards.
The statute specifically mentions-as regulations to be considered for mobile homes-the
American National Standards Institute Standard
A 119/1 and the National Fire Protection Association #501 B. Where practical, the regulations
are to be in required levels of performance.
Once the regulations are promulgated, any industrialized building unit or mobile home is

or corporation court of the county or city to re-

view a decision of the board.

The Commonwealth utilizes only local land

use control and has no state wide control.

Regulations Governing the Use of Mobile

• Id.,
• Id.,
,. Id.,
11 Id.,
IS Id.,

t 15.1-475.
t 15.1-478.
f 15.1-488.
I 15.1-487.
115.1-493.

13 Id., § 15.1-494.
"Id., t 151-4950riginal from
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Homes

There are three areas of regulation concern-

ing mobile homes. These are: A statewide build-
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deemed to comply with the standards of the

Commission when bearing the label, seal, or

other evidence of listing by an approved testing

facility,17 (an approved testing facility is defined

in Â§ 36-71(5)). lndustrialized building units or

mobile homes bearing such evidence of listing

are to be accepted as meeting any local ordi-

nance concerning requirements of safety to life,

health, and property, without further investigation

or inspiration if the units are erected or installed

in accordance with all conditions of the listing.

Local requirements including zoning, utility

connections, and preparation of the site and

maintenance of the units remain in effect. Un-

labeled units are subject to full inspections for

local requirements and for compliance with the

regulations of the Commission. All local building

officials are authorized to enforce the laws,

rules, and regulations.18 Representatives of the

State Corporation Commission have the right to

enter industrialized building units and mobile

homes for examination as to compliance with

rules and regulations of the commission upon

the complaint of any person having an interest in

any such unit or upon request of local officials

having jurisdiction. Limitations to this right are

that it not be occupied and used as a dwelling

unit at the time, and that they may enter only

during reasonable hours.19

The second area of regulation of mobile

homes concerns the area in which they are

parkedâtrailer camps. The legislation provides

for both local and State regulations. Under

Â§35-62, the governing body of any county may

regulate the location and operation of trailer

camps in the county. They may require the own-

ers or operators of such camps to obtain a li-

cense. As a condition for obtaining a license or.

as a condition for operating such trailer camps,

the local governing bodies may prescribe by or-

dinance the area and size of the lots to be used,

the water supply, sewage, and garbage disposal

facilities to be maintained (provided that such

sanitary regulations are not in conflict with the

regulations of the State board of health), safety

measures for the heating facilities maintained in

such trailers, and other measures that are rea-

sonably necessary to protect the health, safety,

and welfare of the people of the county and the

occupants of such trailer camps. Â§35-64.1 to

Â§35-64.4 enable local governments to license not

only trailer camps but also individual lots not in

trailer camps. Where a license is required, it is

unlawful to park a trailer anywhere except in a

licensed lot.

The State also regulates trailer camps.

Under Â§ 35-66 and Â§ 35-73, the State Board of

Health may issue rules and regulations govern-

ing cleanliness and general sanitation around

trailer camps and provide for inspections of such

camps. The State Board of Health also provides

for the issuance and revocation of permits nec-

deemed to comply with the standards of the
Commission when bearing the label, seal, or
other evidence of listing by an approved testing
facility,17 (an approved testing facility is defined
in § 36-71 (5)). Industrialized building units or
mobile homes bearing such evidence of listing
are to be accepted as meeting any local ordinance concerning requirements of safety to life,
health, and property, without further investigation
or inspiration if the units are erected or instal~ed
in accordance with all conditions of the listing.
Local requirements including zoning, utility
connections, and preparation of the site and
maintenance of the units remain in effect. Unlabeled units are subject to full inspections for
local requirements and for compliance with the
regulations of the Commission. All local building
officials are authorized to enforce the laws,
rules, and regulationsY Representatives of the
State Corporation Commission have the right to
enter industrialized building units and mobile
homes for examination as to compliance with
rules and regulations of the commission upon
the complaint of any person having an interest in
any such unit or upon request of local officials
having jurisdiction. Limitations to this right are
that it not be occupied and used as a dwelling
unit at the time, and that they may enter only
during reasonable hours.19
The second area of regulation of mobile
homes concerns the area in which they are
parked-trailer camps. The legislation provides
for both local and State regulations. Under
§35-62, the governing body of any county may
regulate the location and operation of trailer
camps in the county. They may require the owners or operators of such camps to obtain a license. As a condition for obtaining a license or.
as a condition for operating such trailer camps,
the local governing bodies may prescribe by ordinance the area and size of the lots to be used,
the water supply, sewage, and garbage disposal
facilities to be maintained (provided that such
sanitary regulations are not in conflict with the
regulations of the State board of health), safety
measures for the heating facilities maintained in
such trailers, and other measures that are reasonably necessary to protect the health, safety,
and welfare of the people of the county and the
occupants of such trailer camps. §35-64.1 to
§35-64.4 enable local governments to license not
only trailer camps but also individual lots not in

essary to operate a trailer camp.20 To carry out

the provisions concerning health and sanitation,

the State Health Commission or any agent of the

State Board of Health is to have free access to

17 Id., § 36-79.
"Id., §36-81.
1·ld., § 36-82.

any trailer camp during all reasonable hours."

The statutes also require that the camps provide

adequate drainage22 (Â§35-68), water supply23

(Â§35-69), sewage disposal and toilet fixtures24
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trailer camps. Where a license is required, it is
unlawful to park a trailer anywhere except in a
licensed lot.
The State also regulates trailer camps.
Under § 35-66 and § 35-73, the State Board of
Health may issue rules and regulations governing cleanliness and general sanitation around
trailer camps and provide for inspections of such
camps. The State Board of Health also provides
for the issuance and revocation of permits necessary to operate a trailer camp.20 To carry out
the provisions concerning health and sanitation,
the State Health Commission or any agent of the
State Board of Health is to have free access to
any trailer camp during all reasonable hours.21
The statutes also require that the camps provide
adequate drainage 22 (§35-68) , water supply 23
(§35-69), sewage disposal and toilet fixtures 2-4
(§35-70), and garbage disposal. Also, §35-67 requires that the owner of a trailer camp provide
1,000 square feet of ground, exclusive of the
ground underneath the vehicles for each space
rented.
The third area of regulation of mobile homes
concerns restrictions on their movement on State
highways. No vehicle, including the load thereon,
traveling on State highways may exceed 96
inches in width. 25 No vehicle may exceed 13
feet, 6 inches in height. 28 Under § 46.1-331, the
actual length of any combination of a towing vehicle and any mobile home coupled together
may not exceed 55 feet. Statute § 46.1-330,
which governs the length of coupled vehicles,
generally permits the State Highway Commission
to a speCial permit allowing movement of coupled vehicles exceeding 55 feet where the objects moved could not be moved otherwise. It is
not clear whether the special permits authorized
under §46.1-330 would be applied to mobile
homes under § 46.1-331.

Usury
Virginia's general usury statute, § 6.1-319,
provides that no contract may be made for a
loan or forbearance of money at a greater rate
of interest than 8 percent per annum. This rate
includes points expressed as a percentage of the
loan, divided by the number of years of the loan
contract. The statute defines pOints as "the
amount of money, or other consideration, re'Old.,
71 Id.,
zz Id.,
"Id ..
31 Id
'" Id::
'" Id.,

§ 35-74 (1970).
§ 35-76.
§

35~8.

§ 35~9,
§ 35-70
§ 46.1- l!

"
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ceived by the lender, from whatever source, as a

consideration for making the loan and not other-

wise expressly permitted by statute." However,

Â§6.1-319.1 excludes loans secured by first mort-

gages or first deeds of trust on real estate from

the general usury statute. Such loans are enfor-

cible at the interest rate stated therein on the

principal amount loaned. There are several condi-

tions attached to taking advantage of Â§ 6.1-

319.1. Every loan made under this provision,

less than $75,000, must permit prepayment of the

unpaid principal at any time, and no penalty in

excess of 1 percent of the unpaid principal bal-

ance is allowed. Under this section, an "interest

rate which varies in accordance with any exte-

rior standard, or which cannot be ascertained

from the contract without reference to any exte-

rior circumstances or documents, shall not be an

interest rate stated therein." An interest rate

which varies with external circumstances may

not be enforced beyond the legal rate of interest

stated in Â§ 6.1-319.

Certain charges are not considered in com-

puting the allowable rate of interest. Anyone en-

gaged in the business of making real estate

mortgage or deed of trust loans for resale may

charge an initial service, investigation, or proc-

essing fee. Such fee shall not exceed 1 percent

of the amount of the loan, and the loan must

have a maturity date of 10 years or more.-7

Also, on loans for the construction and improve-

ment of real estate, the lender may charge and

collect in advance inspection and supervision

fees not to exceed 2.5 percent of the amount of

the loan. If a lender provides both construction

and permanent financing, the total fees may not

exceed 2.5 percent.21* The fees in Â§ 6.1-323 and

Â§ 6.1-324 are not considered in determining the

legality of the interest rate.

If a lender brings a suit to enforce a loan

which provides for a usurious interest rate, judg-

ment will only be for the principal. He forfeits all

interest.29 However, corporations, partnerships,

professional associations, real estate investment

trusts, and joint ventures organized for the pur-

pose of holding, developing, and managing real

estate for a profit may not use the usury laws as

a defense to avoid payment of interest it con-

tracted to pay.30 Also the usury laws do not

apply to loans insured by FHA, loans guaran-

teed by the Veterans' Administration, or insured

or guaranteed by any similar Federal Govern-

ment agency or organization, including HUD, or

made persuant to the requirements of the Fed-

eral Home Loan Mortgage Corporation.31

Â§ 6.1-330 regulates certain junior mort-

gages. No loan secured by a mortgage or deed

of trust that is not a first mortgage or deed of

trust, or residential real estate improved by the

construction of four or fewer family dwelling

units, may be for an interest rate in excess of

ceived by the lender, from whatever source, as a
consideration for making the loan and not otherwise expressly permitted by statute." However,
§6.1-319.1 excludes loans secured by first mortgages or first deeds of trust on real estate from
the general usury statute. Such loans are enforcible at the interest rate stated therein on the
principal amount loaned. There are several conditions attached to taking advantage of § 6.1319.1. Every loan made under this provision,
less than $75,000, must permit prepayment of the
unpaid principal at any time, and no penalty in
excess of 1 percent of the unpaid principal balance is allowed. Under this section, an "interest
rate which varies in accordance with any exterior standard, or which cannot be ascertained
from the contract without reference to any exterior circumstances or documents, shall not be an
interest rate stated therein." An interest rate
which varies with external circumstances may
not be enforced beyond the legal rate of interest
stated in § 6.1-319.
Certain charges are not considered in computing the allowable rate of interest. Anyone engaged in the business of making real estate
mortgage or deed of trust loans for resale may
charge an initial service, investigation, or processing fee. Such fee shall not exceed 1 percent
of the amount of the loan, and the loan must
have a maturity date of 10 years or moreY
Also, on loans for the construction and improvement of real estate, the lender may charge and
collect in advance inspection and supervision
fees not to exceed 2.5 percent of the amount of
the loan. If a lender provides both construction
and permanent financing, the total fees may not
exceed 2.5 percenl.2' The fees in § 6.1-323 and
§ 6.1-324 are not considered in determining the
legality of the interest rate.
If a lender brings a suit to enforce a loan
which provides for a usurious interest rate, judgment will only be for the principal. He forfeits all
interesf.2 9 However, corporations, partnerships,
professional associations, real estate investment
trusts, and joint ventures organized for the purpose of holding, developing, and managing real
estate for a profit may not use the usury laws as
a defense to avoid payment of interest it contracted to pay.:w Also the usury laws do not
apply to loans insured by FHA, loans guaranteed by the Veterans' Administration, or insured
~

that permitted by Â§6.1-234 and Â§6.1-234.1 (7 per-

or guaranteed by any similar Federal Government agency or organization, including HUD, or
made persuant to the requirements of the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation. 31
§ 6.1-330 regulates certain junior mortgages. No loan secured by a mortgage or deed
of trust that is not a first mortgage or deed of
trust, or residential real estate improved by the
construction of four or fewer family dwelling
units, may be for an interest rate in excess of
that permitted by §6.1-234 and §6.1-234.1 (7 percent in advance). The borrower on such loan has
the right to prepay at any time and to receive a
rebate on unearned interest.

Regulation Affecting the Homebuilding
Industry
The main area of regulation affecting the
homebuilding industry is the registration and licensing of general contractors and subcontractors. The statute only applies to those falling
within the definition of "general contractor" or
"subcontractor." They are defined as essentially
any person, firm, association, or corporation that
bids upon or accepts contracts for the construction, removal, repair, or improvement of any
building or structure permanently affixed to real
property or any other improvements to real property when either (a) "the total value of all such
construction, removal, repair, or improvements
referred to in a single contract or project is
$30,000 or more, or (b) the total value of all such
construction, removal, repair or improvements
undertaken by such persons within any 12-month
period is $200,000 or more." 32 Under § 54-128,
no contractor or subcontractor (as defined
above) may do business in the State unless he is
licensed and obtains a certificate of registration
from the State Registration Board of Contractors
(authorized by §54-114). The Board has the authority to promulgate bylaws, rules, and regulations necessary to promote the ethical practices
of contracting and subcontracting. H
A person wishing to obtain a license from
the board must offer proof of his ability, character, and financial responsibility and a statement
of his current financial position. If the information offered is satisfactory, he must then take an
examination to determine his qualifications. If he
passes the examination he may be issued an unclassified registration or a limited certificate

cent in advance). The borrower on such loan has

the right to prepay at any time and to receive a
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The main area of regulation affecting the

homebuilding industry is the registration and li-

censing of general contractors and subcontrac-
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such as building contractor or specialty con-

tractor.34 No political subdivision may issue a

building permit without proof that the person

seeking the permit has the proper registration.35

The governing bodies of counties, cities, and

towns may also by ordinance provide for licens-

ing of builders. Under Â§ 54-145.2, such govern-

ing bodies may require every person engaged in

the business of "home improvement, electrical,

plumbing or heating or air conditioning contract-

ing or the business of constructing single or

multifamily dwellings" to obtain a license, except

that contractors examined and registered under

Â§ 54-129 are exempt from such licensing.36

Another regulation affecting the home build-

ing industry is the provisions for licensing of

architects, engineers, and land surveyors. Any

person practicing as a professional engineer,

architect, or land surveyor must first register

with the State Board for the Examination and

Certification of Architects, Professional Engi-

neers and Land Surveyors before practicing.37

ln order to obtain a registration, a person must

meet qualifications determined by the board38

and must pass an examination.39 The board may

issue certificates to holders of certificate of reg-

istration in other States and the District of Co-

lumbia where the board determines that the re-

quirements for registration in the other States

are sufficient and that State offers reciprocity to

holders of certificates from Virginia.46

State Housing Corporations

There are no special laws enabling State

housing corporations. Laws enabling housing au-

thorities and creating the Housing Development

Authority have been included below.

Banks and Savings and Loans

Banks: l did not find much legislation con-

such as building contractor or specialty contractor.H No political subdivision may issue a
building permit without proof that the person
seeking the permit has the proper registration. 3s
The governing bodies of counties, cities, and
towns may also by ordinance provide for licensing of builders. Under § 54-145.2, such governing bodies may require every person engaged in
the business of "home improvement, electrical,
plumbing or heating or air conditioning contracting or the business of constructing single or
multifamily dwellings" to obtain a license, except
that contractors examined and registered under
§ 54-129 are exempt from such licensing. 36
Another regulation affecting the home building industry is the provisions for licensing of
architects, engineers, and land surveyors. Any
person practicing as a professional engineer,
architect, or land surveyor must first register
with the State Board for the Examination and
Certification of Architects, Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors before practicingY
In order to obtain a registration, a person must
meet qualifications determined by the board as
and must pass an examination. 39 The board may
issue certificates to holders of certificate of registration in other States and the District of Columbia where the board determines that the requirements for registration in the other States
are sufficient and that State offers reciprocity to
holders of certificates from Virginia.~o

cerning the operation of banks in the home

mortgage field. One area of legislation is a re-

striction on the amount of a loan secured by real

estate. Under Â§ 6.1-63, no bank may make any

loan secured by real estate when such loan to-

gether with all prior liens and encumbrances on

the real estate exceeds 50 percent of the ap-

praised value of the real estate securing the loan

State Housing Corporations
There are no speCial laws enabling State
housing corporations. Laws enabling housing authorities and creating the Housing Development
Authority have been included below.
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unless certain conditions are met. First, either

the loan is "amortized by level or substantially

Banks: I did not find much legislation concerning the operation of banks in the home
mortgage field. One area of legislation is a restriction on the amount of a loan secured by real
estate. Under § 6.1-63, no bank may make any
loan secured by real estate when such loan together with all prior liens and encumbrances on
the real estate exceeds 50 percent of the appraised value of the real estate securing the loan

level payments of principal and interest due at

least as regularly as annually in amounts which

would pay the loan in full over a period of 30

years or less or amortized by payments of princi-

pal due at least as regularly as annually, which

are not less than 3V2 percent per annum of the

original principal of the loan. . . ." ln either
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§ 54-129 .
§ 54-136.
§ 54-145.2.
§ 54-27.
§ 54-28 .
§ 54-29.
§ 54-35.

unless certain conditions are met. First, either
the loan is "amortized by level or substantially
level payments of principal and interest due at
least as regularly as annually in amounts which
would pay the loan in full over a period of 30
years or less or amortized by payments of principal due at least as regularly as annually, which
are not less than 3V2 percent per annum of the
original principal of the loan. . . ." In either
event, the loan together with all prior liens and
encumbrances may not exceed 90 percent of the
appraised value of the real estate. This section
also provides that banks shall not make loans
secured by real estate in an aggregate sum in
excess of the amount of its capital and its surplus, or in excess of 70 percent of its time and
savings deposits, whichever is greater. Under
§6.1-65, where the bank reasonably and prudently
relies on other factors than, or in addition to, the
real estate security and enters in its records the
factors relied upon, the loan does not constitute
a loan secured by real estate within the measuring of §6.1-63 and therefore is not bound by its
restrictions. Likewise, loans made to homeowners for maintenance, repair, modernization, improvement, and equipment to their homes,
whether or not secured, do not fall within §6.1-63
if they meet certain limitations. The limitations
are that the loan be for not more than $5,000 for
a term not to exceed 7 years, and it is to be
payable in approximately equal monthly installments. 41 Also, certain construction loans
do not fall within § 6.1-63 provided that they
meet the conditions of § 6.1-64. Loans made to
finance the construction of a building or the improvement of real estate, having a maturity not
exceeding 60 months, are not loans secured by
real estate (§6.1-63) if accompanied by a valid
and binding agreement to advance an amount
equal to or greater than the construction loan
upon completion of the building. Instead, such
loans are classified as ordinary commercial
loans.
Savings and Loans: The Commonwealth
laws affecting the participation of savings and
loan associations in the home mortgage field
consist of statutes limiting the investments
proper for a savings and loan.
Under § 6.1-195.34(c), a savings and loan
may invest in stock or obligations of the Federal
Home Loan Banks, the Federal National Mortgage Association, the Federal Savings and Lban
Insurance Corporation or the Government National Mort age Association.
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A savings and loan may invest its assets in

loans secured by first liens on improved real es-

tate, with certain limitations.42 No loan shall ex-

ceed $45,000 on each home securing the loan.

No loan shall exceed 90 percent of the ap-

praised value of the real estate. Loans guaran-

teed or insured by a Federal agency, however,

may be made on such terms as are acceptable

to the agency. Savings and loans may also fully

participate in such other housing programs

approved by Federal associations as permitted

by the commissioner. No loan made under

Â§6.1-195.34(b) may exceed 30 years, with the pro-

vision mentioned above that loans guaranteed or

insured by a Federal agency may be made on

terms acceptable to the agency.

Up to 20 percent of a savings and loans' as-

sets may be invested in secured or unsecured

loans for maintenance, repair, alteration, mod-

ernization, landscaping, improvement, furnishing,

and equipment of improved real estate. There is

a limit of $10,000 and an 8-year limit on the term

of such loans. Any loan insured or guaranteed

by certain specified Federal programs may be

made for the amount and terms that are accept-

able to the agency.43

A savings and loan association may invest

up to 5 percent of its assets in loans on mobile

homes. The loan must be secured by a first lien

on the mobile home, and the mobile home must

be the residence of the borrower or a relative of

the borrower. The loans are payable monthly and

the term cannot exceed 12 years on a new, or 8

years on a used, mobile home. An association

may collect in advance the legal rate of interest

upon the entire amount of such loans.44

Under Â§ 6.1-195.34(k), up to 20 percent of

the assets of an association may be invested in

other loans secured by a first lien or improved

real estate. Under this section, a loan may not

exceed 75 percent of the value of the real estate

unless the real estate is located, or will within a

year be located, on one or more single family

dwellings or dwelling units for not more than

four families in the aggregate, then a loan may

be for 80 percent of the value of the real estate.

A loan may be made for more than $45,000

under Â§6.1-195.34(h), provided that the excess of

$45,000 be included within the 20 percent of (k).

Statutes also regulate the participation of

savings and loans in mortgage transactions with

other savings and loans. State associations and

Federal associations may purchase from or par-

ticipate with each other, or with instrumentalities

of the State or of the United States, or with

banks insured by the Federal Deposit lnsurance

Corporation in loans on real estate. An associate

may participate in the making of, or purchase a

participation in, a loan or real estate made by a

savings and loan association that is not author-

ized to do business in Virginia not to exceed 90

A savings and loan may invest its assets in Federal associations may purchase from or parloans secured by first liens on improved real es- ticipate with each other, or with instrumentalities
tate. with certain limitations.· 2 No loan shall ex- of the State or of the United States, or with
ceed $45.000 on each home securing the loan. banks insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
No loan shall exceed 90 percent of the ap- Corporation in loans on real estate. An associate
praised value of the real estate. Loans guaran- may participate in the making of, or purchase a
teed or insured by a Federal agency, however, participation in, a loan or real estate made by a
may be made on such terms as are acceptable savings and loan association that is not authorto the agency. Savings and loans may also fully ized to do business in Virginia not to exceed 90
participate in such other housing programs percent of the amount of the loan, irrespective of
approved by Federal associations as permitted where the security is located. An association
by the commissioner. No loan made under may sell a participation in a loan made by it on
real estate to a savings and loan association that
§6.1-195.34(b) may exceed 30 years, with the provision mentioned above that loans guaranteed or is not authorized to do business in Virginia, proinsured by a Federal agency may be made on vided that the loan is collected and received by
terms acceptable to the agency.
the Virginia association. An association may purUp to 20 percent of a savings and loans' as- chase a loan it may legally make. An associasets may be invested in secured or unsecured tion may not engage in the mortgage brokerage
loans for maintenance, repair, alteration, mod- business; but an association may sell any loan
ernization, landscaping, improvement, furnishing, made by it, provided that it is sold without reand equipment of improved real estate. There is course against the association. 45
a limit of $10,000 and an 8-year limit on the term
of such loans. Any loan insured or guaranteed Health Laws and Regulations As They Affect
by certain specified Federal programs may be
Safe and Sanitary Housing
made for the amount and terms that are acceptVirginia provides for health, water, and
able to the agency.n
A savings and loan association may invest waste regulation on both the State and local
up to 5 percent of its assets in loans on mobile level. Included within this section are several dihomes. The loan must be secured by a first lien verse regulations lumped together under the title
on the mobile home, and the mobile home must of health.
The first area to consider is regulation by
be the residence of the borrower or a relative of
the
State.
The State Board of Health may reguthe borrower. The loans are payable monthly and
late
the
disposition
of sewage in the State ..f6
the term cannot exceed 12 years on a new, or 8
years on a used, mobile home. An association Under the same statutory authority, the board
may collect in advance the legal rate of interest may require anyone to obtain a septic tank permit before commencing the construction of any
upon the entire amount of such 10ans.41
Under § 6.1-195.34(k), up to 20 percent of building for which a septic tank will be installed.
the assets of an association may be invested in Such a permit is issued only after the local
office is assured that the safe, adequate, and
other loans secured by a first lien or improved
real estate. Under this section, a loan may not proper sewerage treatment is or can be made
exceed 75 percent of the value of the real estate available. Under § 32-9.1, the board of health
unless the real estate is located, or will within a may also regulate solid waste disposal.
The State Board of Health is also authorized
year be located, on one or more single family
dwellings or dwelling units for not more than to establish official standards and regulations
four families in the aggregate, then a loan may dealing with plumbing and plumbing equipment.
be for 80 percent of the value of the real estate. The standards adopted may not be above those
A loan may be made for more than $45,000 required by the American Standard National
under §6.1-195.34(h), provided that the excess of Plumbing CodesY These statewide standards
$45,000 be included within the 20 percent of (k). are to be enforced by local authorities. 48
The last area of statewide regulation is in
Statutes also regulate the participation of
savings and loans in mortgage transactions with fire safety, The Virginia Fire Hazards Law reother savings and loans. State associations and quires the State Corporation Commission to

percent of the amount of the loan, irrespective of

where the security is located. An association

may sell a participation in a loan made by it on

real estate to a savings and loan association that

.. 'd .• f 6.1-195.34(h}.
.., 'd .• 16.1-195.34(1}.
M'd., 16.1-195.34(J).
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§ 6.1-195.39 .
§ 32.9 .
§ 32-406.
132-408.
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is not authorized to do business in Virginia, pro-

vided that the loan is collected and received by
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chase a loan it may legally make. An associa-

tion may not engage in the mortgage brokerage
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promulgate minimum standards in public build-

ings for protection from fire hazards.40 A public

building is defined in Â§ 27-65 as any building or

structure which is used or occupied by 10 or

more persons who are ". . . lodged, housed . . .

therein." This specifically includes apartment

houses. The State's power to regulate health in

trailer courts has been discussed in the section

on mobile homes.

Far more regulation is done on the local

level. The three instruments of regulation are

counties, municipalities, and special districts and

authorities. Local governments are empowered

to adopt such measures as they may deem expe-

dient to secure and promote the health, safety,

and welfare of the inhabitants of the locality, not

inconsistent with State laws.50 There is also spe-

cific enabling legislation.

The governing bodies of cities, towns, and

counties may adopt rules and regulations (not in-

consistent with the laws of the State) to secure

the sanitary construction, alteration, and inspec-

tion of plumbing and sewer connections and

drains. They may appoint an inspector who will

report defects to the local board of health, which

will cause such defects to be remedied.51 The

local governments may also regulate plumbing in

the same manner as State regulation under

Â§32-406, provided that the local regulations are

not below those adopted by the State Board of

Health (Â§32-407).

In any city or incorporated town, and for a

half-mile radius beyond the corporate limits and

elsewhere in the State where the local board of

health deems it necessary, it is unlawful for the

owner of any house or other building used for

human habitation to rent, lease, or occupy a

building unless the building has a sanitary privy

or closet of such form as to comply with the law.

If any landlord fails to provide a sanitary privy or

closet, the tenant shall have one installed and he

may deduct the cost from his rent.52

Another area of local health regulation con-

cerns the health aspects of construction and

maintenance of buildings and their appurte-

nances. This material will be covered again in

the area of building codes and landlord tenant.

Any county â¢"â¢ â¢'' or municipality5l may regulate

the construction, maintenance, and repair of

buildings and other structures. Both may regu-

late the "installation, maintenance, operation,

and repair of plumbing, electrical, heating, eleva-

tor, boiler, unfired pressure vessel and air condi-

tioning installations in or appurtenant to build-

ings and structures."" Counties and mu-

nicipalities both may regulate the emission of

smoke, the construction, installation and mainte-

nance of fuel burning equipment, and the meth-

promulgate minImum standards in public buildings for protection from fire hazards.~" A public
building is defined in § 27~5 as any building or
structure which is used or occupied by 10 or
more persons who are " ... lodged, housed ...
therein ." This specifically includes apartment
houses. The State's power to regulate health in
trailer courts has been discussed in the section
on mobile homes.
Far more regulation is done on the local
level. The three instruments of regulation are
counties, municipalities, and special districts and
authorities. Local governments are empowered
to adopt such measures as they may deem expedient to secure and promote the health, safety,
and welfare of the inhabitants of the locality, not
inconsistent with State laws.r,o There is also specific enabling legislation.
The governing bodies of cities, towns, and
counties may adopt rules and regulations (not inconsistent with the laws of the State) to secure
the sanitary construction, alteration, and inspection of plumbing and sewer connections and
drains. They may appoint an inspector who will
report defects to the local board of health, which
will cause such defects to be remedied.~1 The
local governments may also regulate plumbing in
the same manner as State regulation under
§32-406, provided that the local regulations are
not below those adopted by the State Board of
Health (§32-407).
In any city or incorporated town, and for a
half-mile radius beyond the corporate limits and
elsewhere in the State where the local board of
health deems it necessary, it is unlawful for the
owner of any house or other building used for
human habitation to rent, lease, or occupy a
building unless the building has a sanitary privy
or closet of such form as to comply with the law.
If any landlord fails to provide a sanitary privy or
closet, the tenant shall have one installed and he
may deduct the cost from his rent.c,~
Another area of local health regulation concerns the health aspects of construction and
maintenance of buildings and their appurtenances . This material will be covered again in
the area of building codes and landlord tenant.
Any county"; or municipality "I may regulate
the construction, maintenance, and repair of
buildings and other structures. Both may regu-

late the "installation, maintenance, operation,
and repair of plumbing, electrical, heating, elevator, boiler, unfired pressure vessel and air conditioning installations in or appurtenant to buildings and structures." ~r) Counties and municipalities both may regulate the emission of
smoke, the construction, installation and maintenance of fuel burning equipment, and the methods of firing and smoking furnaces and
boilers."'; Both may regulate the light, ventilation, sanitation, and use or occupancy of
buildings."; Municipalities may compel
the
abatement of all nuisances, including the removal of unsanitary and unsafe substances from
premises and the removal or repair of all unsafe,
dangerous, or unsanitary housing. If the owners
refuse to abate the nuisance upon notice, then
the municipality may do so and collect the cost
from the owner.'"
Local governments are also empowered to
issue fire safety regulations. Under § 27-5.1, the
governing body of any county, city, or town may
adopt by reference any building, plumbing, electrical, gas, fire protection or fire prevention code
promulgated by an authoritative body. Any code
adopted must meet the minimum standards prescribed by the Virginia fire hazards law.
The last areas of health regulation concern
water and waste systems. I will first treat county
regulation in these areas. Counties that have
adopted land use and development ordinances
pursuant to § 15.1-427 et seq., may also adopt
regulations fixing requirements as to the extent
to which and the manner in which water, sewer,
and other uti lity remains, piping, conducts,
connections, pumping stations and other facilities will be installed as a condition necessary for
approval of a subdivision plan or alteration of
such a plan pursuant to § 15-491.~'!· These regulations are subject to the provisions of State
control under § 62.1-44.2 et seq.
The counties also have the power to establish public sewers and public water mains along
the streets, alleys, and public highways in any
incorporated town, village, or suburb of any city
whether title to such streets, alleys, or highways
is vested in the governing body or not. The owners of adjacent lands have the right to connect
their land with such sewers and water mains on
such terms as the governing body describes. 60

ods of firing and smoking furnaces and

boilers.''" Both may regulate the light, ventila-

tion, sanitation, and use or occupancy of

buildings. â¢ Municipalities may compel the
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refuse to abate the nuisance upon notice, then
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from the owner.5"
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The list of general powers of counties also

gives them authority to regulate in this area.

Under Â§15.1-520, counties may regulate the instal-

lation of septic tanks, including requiring a sep-

tic tank permit. The board of supervisors of a

county may adopt land use regulations requiring

a subdivision or land developer to pay his pro

rata share of the cost of providing reasonable

and necessary sewage and drainage facilities lo-

cated outside the property limits of the devel-

oper but necessitated at least in part by the con-

struction or improvement of his development.81

Any person constructing a sewage system 62 or

a water supply system â¢" having three or more

connections must first get the approval of the

governing body of the county.

The municipalities also have general powers

in water and waste. A municipal corporation may

regulate and inspect public and private supplies

and the production, preparation, transmission,

and distribution of water.64 It may regulate and

inspect public and private sewers.65 A municipal

corporation may require the installation, mainte-

nance, and operation of septic tanks or other

means of disposing of sewage when public

sewers or sewage disposal facilities are not

available.'"' Where the municipality provides

water facilities "7 and sewage disposal serv-

ice,05* the municipality can require the connec-

tion of premises with such facilities.

Aside from health regulation by municipali-

ties and counties, there is also regulation by

special districts. Under the Virginia Water and

Sewer Authorities Act, one or more political

subdivisions may create water or sewage

authorities.'"1 These have several effects on

homeowners. The authority may, subject to local

restrictions, enter, use, occupy, or dig up private

lands necessary for the acquisition, constructing,

or improvement of water or sewage systems 70

(Â§15.1-1250(m)). Also, Â§15.1-1261 provides that

where such authorities have been created, the

authorityâwith the approval of the local govern-

mentâmay require the owner, tenant, or occu-

pant of each lot or parcel of land which abuts

upon a street or public way that contains a

water or sewage system to cease using any other

â¢' Id.
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The list of general powers of counties also
gives them authority to regulate in this area.
Under §15.1-520, counties may regulate the installation of septic tanks, including requiring a septic tank permit. The board of supervisors of a
county may adopt land use regulations requiring
a subdivision or land developer to pay his pro
rata share of the cost of providing reasonable
and necessary sewage and drainage facilities located outside the property limits of the developer but necessitated at least in part by the construction or improvement of his development. 61
Any person constructing a sewage system 62 or
a water supply system O~ having three or more
connections must first get the approval of the
governing body of the county.
.
The municipalities also have general powers
In water and waste. A municipal corporation may
regulate and inspect public and private supplies
and the production, preparation, transmission
~nd distribution of water.64 It may regulate and
Inspect public and private sewers.65 A municipal
corporation may require the installation, maintenance, and operation of septic tanks or other
means of disposing of sewage when public
sewers or sewage disposal facilities are not
available."'; Where the municipality provides
:-vater facilities u; and sewage disposal servIce,o~ the municipality can require the connection of premises with such facilities.
.
Aside from health regulation by municipalities .and . co~nties, there is also regulation by
special districts. Under the Virginia Water and
Sewer Authorities Act, one or more pOlitical
subdivisions may create water or sewage
authorities.';" These have several effects on
homeowners. The authority may, subject to local
restrictions, enter, use, occupy, or dig up private
lan~s necessary for the acquisition, constructing,
or Improvement of water or sewage systems 70
(§15.1-1250(m)). Also, §15.1-1261 provides that
where such authorities have been created the
authority-with the approval of the local go~ern
ment-may require the owner, tenant, or occupant of each lot or parcel of land which abuts
upon a street or public way that contains a
water or sewage system to cease using any other
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source of water supply for domestic use or any

other method for the disposal of sewage, waste,

or other polluting matter.
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source of water supply for domestic use or any
other method for the disposal of sewage, waste,
or other polluting matter.
Another form of district is a sanitary district
created under the provisions of §21-113, Where
such sanitary districts have been created, the
board of supervisors has the power to require
the owners or tenants of any property in the district to connect up with sanitation systems 71
(§21-118.4(d».

Environmental Laws Affecting Housing
The area of environmental protection is in a
state of flux in Virginia. The 1973 legislature
abolished many existing programs and instituted
new ones which will go into effect on July 1,
1974, and will expire on July 1, 1975 unless continued by legislation prior to that time. 72 I will
try to treat generally the areas of regulation. It is
difficult to access the impact of these laws on
housing because they are not yet operative,
The new environmental legislation is the Environmental Coordination Act of 1973. As mentioned above, the act becomes effective July 1,
1974. The act provides for a unified program of
environmental protection. Under §1o-17.34, a Department of Conservation, Development and Natural Resources is created. Also created within
the new department are five divisions, including
the Division of Air Pollution and Solid Waste, the
Division of Water Resources, and the Division of
Natural Resources. In each of the divisions mentioned a board is created. 73 Among the powers
of the Commissioner of the Department is the
power to issue, deny, revoke, or modify all permits, licenses, and certificates required by law.H
He is also empowered to coordinate the application and processing requisites for State permits
with those required by any provision of Federal
law.;" §1o-17.65 provides that any rules or regulations promulgated prior to July 1, 1974, concerning matters covered by the act remain in
force until specifically revoked or until they expire.
§10-17.66 to §10-17.84 provides the air quality control section of the Environmental Coordination Act. Prior to July 1, 1974, the power to
adopt rules and regulations concerning ~bating,
controlling, and prohibiting air pollution resided
with the State Air Pollution Board. 76 This board,
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until its expiration, had the power to issue or-

ders to enforce its rules and regulations, to hear

complaints of violations, and to initiate court ac-

tion to enforce its regulations and orders." On

July 1, 1974, the State Air Pollution Control

Board ceased to exist and its powers and duties

were vested in the Department of Conservation,

Development and Natural Resources.78

Certain duties are assigned to the Air Pollu-

tion and Solid Waste Board. Among the duties

and powers of the board are to establish air

quality standards"0 and to adopt rules and reg-

ulations to enforce the general air quality man-

agement program in the State.80 The statute

specifically provides that the standards, rules, and

regulations should not encourage any degrada-

tion of air quality in any air basin or region at

present superior to that stipulated in the stand-

ards, policies, rules, and regulations.81 Among

the powers of the Commissioner of the Department

of Conservation, Development and Natural Re-

sources, are the powers to enforce all rules and

regulations promulgated, to administer a State

permit system, and to issue any permits or licen-

ses required by the Federal Clean Air Act.82 The

board may create local air pollution control dis-

tricts to aid in enforcement.83 Local ordinances

in existence prior to July 1, 1972, continue ln

force, but in any conflict between the ordinance

and the rules and regulation of the board, the

board's rules govern unless the local ordinance

is stricter, in which case the latter governs. Any

ordinance passed after July 1, 1972, must be ap-

proved by the board.84 As l mentioned above

and will point out again, it is impossible to deter-

mine how the rules and regulations issuing from

this legislation will affect housing. However, it is

certainly conceivable that they will affect housing.

The environmental act also provides for reg-

ulation for solid waste disposal.85 Powers to

regulate in this area, previously exercised by the

State board of health under Â§32-9.1, are vested

on July 1, 1974, in the Department of Conserva-

tion, Development and Natural Resources.86 This

chapter, like the one dealing with air pollution,

vests certain powers and duties to regulation in

the hands of the Commissioner and the Air Pol-

lution and Solid Waste Board. Although the regu-

"ld.
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until its expiration, had the power to issue orders to enforce its rules and regulations, to hear
complaints of violations, and to initiate court action to enforce its regulations and orders. 17 On
July 1, 1974, the State Air Pollution Control
Board ceased to exist and its powers and duties
were vested in the Department of Conservation,
Development and Natural Resources. 18
Certain duties are assigned to the Air Pollution and Solid Waste Board. Among the duties
and powers of the board are to establish air
quality standards 10 and to adopt rules and regulations to enforce the general air quality management program in the State. 80 The statute
specifically provides that the standards, rules, and
regulations should not encourage any degradation of air quality in any air basin or region at
present superior to that stipulated in the standards, pOlicies, rules, and regulations. sl Among
the powers of the Commissioner of the Department
of Conservation, Development and Natural Resources, are the powers to enforce all rules and
regulations promulgated, to administer a State
permit system, and to issue any permits or licenses required by the Federal Clean Air Act. 82 The
board may create local air pollution control districts to aid in enforcement. 83 Local ordinances
in existence prior to July 1, 1972, continue in
force, but in any conflict between the ordinance
and the rules and regulation of the board, the
board's rules govern unless the local ordinance
is stricter, in which case the latter governs. Any
ordinance passed after July 1, 1972, must be approved by the board.~1 As I mentioned above
and will point out again, it is impossible to determine how the rules and regulations issuing from
this legislation will affect housing. However, it Is
certainly conceivable that they will affect housing.
The environmental act also provides for regulation for solid waste disposal. 85 Powers to
regulate in this area, previously exercised by the
State board of health under §32-9.1, are vested
on July 1, 1974, in the Department of Conservation, Development and Natural Resources. M This
chapter, like the one dealing with air pollution,
vests certain powers and duties to regulation in
the hands of the Commissioner and the Air Pollution and Solid Waste Board. Although the regu-
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lation deals directly with cities, towns, and coun-

ties, it will indirectly involve the solid waste
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lation deals directly with cities, towns, and counties, it will indirectly involve the solid waste
disposal requirements for dwellings.
The environmental act also provides for
water resources regulation. It repeals the present State Water Control Law 87 and replaces it
with the State Water Resources Law.s8 Again,
power is transferred from the State Water Control Board to "'e Department of Conservation,
Development, and Natural Resources. Among the
powers of the new Water Resources Board are
to establish standards of water quality, to establish programs for areawide water quality control
and management, and to establish requirements
for the treatment of sewerage. 89 Among the duties of the commissioner are to enforce the
standards and the statutes and to issue certificates for discharge of sewerage. IIO Again, as
with the other areas, regulation could affect
housing, but it might not. It is impossible to tell
without the regulations.
The last area of regulation is the Critical Environmental Areas Law. III Under this plan, the
Division of State Planning and Community Affairs
is to deSignate certain areas as critical environmental areas. 1I2 After the areas have been delineated, the division is to develop standards for
protective land use and development of the
areas. 93

Welfare Lien Law
§63.1-133.1 specifically provides that no lien
or other interest in favor of the State or any p0litical subdivision may be claimed against the
personal or real property of any welfare recipient as a condition of eligibility.

Taxation
Virginia has a sales tax. There is a State
sales tax of 3 percent on each item of personal
property sold at retail or distributed In the
State. 91 There is also a 3 percent use tax upon
the use or consumption of tangible personal
property within the State or the storage of such
property outside the State for use in the State.'!1
Mobile homes, however, are excluded from the
application of the sales and use tax by
"Id ..
ISld ..
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Â§58-441.6(e). I have not been able to determine

if modular housing is taxed as real or personal

property, so I cannot tell if it is subject to the

sales tax. The cities and counties may impose a

1 percent sales or use tax in addition to the

sales tax.08 The local tax is subject to all the

provisions of the State tax, however, so the local

tax does not apply to mobile homes.

Under Â§58-441.15(a), a person who con-

tracts to perform construction, reconstruction, in-

stallation, repair, or other services with respect

to real property, and in connection with this

service to provide tangible personal property,

must pay the use tax on the personal property.

Also under Â§58.441.15(d), "tangible personal

property incorporated in real property contracts

which loses its identity as tangible personal

property shall be deemed to be tangible per-

sonal property used or consumed within the

meaning of this section." This section might

apply to the components of modular housing,

but, again, I have been unable to ascertain how

modular housing is classified. I have not found a

case interpreting Â§58-441.15(d).

Although mobile homes are not subject to

the sales tax, they are subject to the Virginia

motor vehicles sales and use tax. Under

Â§58-685.12, the Commonwealth levies a tax of 2

percent of the sales price on every motor vehicle

sold in the State, and a 2 percent tax on every

motor vehicle not sold in the State but used or

stored in the State more than 6 months after

their acquisition, the 2 percent tax is on their

current market value. This tax apparently applies

to mobile homes because a mobile home fits

the definition of motor vehicles given in

Â§58-685.11(3). The tax must be paid by the pur-

chaser or user at the time he applies for and ob-

tains a certificate of title. No tax is required of a

motor vehicle for which no certificate of title is

required. However, Â§46.1-41 requires a certifi-

cate of title for mobile homes. Any transfer of

any mobile housing, where permanently attached

to the real estate and included in the sale of the

real estate, is not a sale of a motor vehicle and

therefore is not taxable.97

Personal Property Tax

Under Article X, Â§4, real estate and tangible

personal property are segregated as subjects of

local taxation. Â§58-829 is the statutory basis for

local taxation of tangible personal property.

However, Â§58-829.3 makes mobile homes a clas-

sification for local taxation separate from other

classifications of personal property, provided

that the rate of assessment and the rate of tax

§58-441.6(e). I have not been able to determine
if modular housing is taxed as real or personal
property, so I cannot tell if it is subject to the
sales tax. The cities and counties may impose a
1 percent sales or use tax in addition to the
sales tax. us The local tax is subject to a" the
provisions of the State tax, however, so the local
tax does not apply to mobile homes.
Under §58-441.15(a), a person who contracts to perform construction, reconstruction, insta"ation, repair, or other services with respect
to real property, and in connection with this
service to provide tangible personal property,
must pay the use tax on the personal property.
Also under §58.441.15(d), "tangible personal
property incorporated In real property contracts
which loses its identity as tangible personal
property shall be deemed to be tangible personal property used or consumed within the
meaning of this section." This section might
apply to the components of modular housing,
but, again, I have been unable to ascertain how
modular housing is classified. I have not found a
case interpreting §58-441.15(d).
Although mobile homes are not subject to
the sales tax, they are subject to the Virginia
motor vehicles sales and use tax. Under
§58--685.12, the Commonwealth levies a tax of 2
percent of the sales price on every motor vehicle
sold in the State, and a 2 percent tax on every
motor vehicle not sold in the State but used or
stored in the State more than 6 months after
their acquisition, the 2 percent tax is on their
current market value. This tax apparently applies
to mobile homes because a mobile home fits
the definition of motor vehicles given in
§58-685.11 (3). The tax must be paid by the purchaser or user at the time he applies for and obtains a certificate of title. No tax is required of a
motor vehicle for which no certificate of title is
required. However, §46.1-41 requires a certificate of title for mobile homes. Any transfer of
any mobile housing, where permanently attached
to the real estate and included in the sale of the
real estate, is not a sale of a motor vehicle and
therefore is not taxable. 97

However, §58-829.3 makes mobile homes a classification for local taxation separate from other
classifications of personal property, provided
that the rate of assessment and the rate of tax
do not exceed that applicable to other classes of
personal property.
I found no statute providing for taxation of
mobile homes as real property under any circumstances. I found no authority determining
that modular housing is taxed one way or the
other.

Uniform Statewide Building Code
Virginia has recently passed legislation to
create a statewide building code. By §36-98 , the
State Board of Housing was empowered to promulgate a Uniform Statewide Code. Thi~ code
supersedes any building codes or regulations of
the counties, municipalities, and State agencies.
Prior to this, under §27-5.1, local governments
could adopt building codes by reference. The
building code is to prescribe standards t~ be
complied with in the construction of buildings.
Where practical the provisions are to be stated
in terms of required levels of performance. In
formulating the standards, the board should
"have due regard for generally accepted standards as recommended by nationally recognized
organizations, including, but not limited to, the
standards of the Southern Building Code Congress, the Building Officials Conference of Am.erica,
and
the
National
Fire
Protection
Association.n~ I do not know whether the code
has been issued yet, since it was not to become
effective before January 1, 1973, or later than
September 1, 1973. The local building department is entrusted with the duty to enforce the
code. Any building may be inspected before
completion and is not deemed in compliance
until approved by the inspecting authorlty.99 The
statutes also provide for the creation of a Board
of State Building Code Review.loo The board Is
empowered to hear appeals from decisions concerning the building code, and even to interpret
the code and to make recommendations concerning amendments to the code.

do not exceed that applicable to other classes of

personal property.

Personal Property Tax

I found no statute providing for taxation of

mobile homes as real property under any cir-

cumstances. I found no authority determining

that modular housing is taxed one way or the

other.

Under Article X, §4, real estate and tangible
personal property are segregated as subjects of
local taxation . §58-829 is the statutory basis for
local taxation of tangible personal property.

Minimum Housing Code and Landlord and
Tenant Relations
There is no State minimum housing code.
However, §27-72 requires the State Corporation

Uniform Statewide Building Code

Virginia has recently passed legislation to

create a statewide building code. By Â§36-98, the

State Board of Housing was empowered to pro-
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mulgate a Uniform Statewide Code. This code

supersedes any building codes or regulations of

the counties, municipalities, and State agencies.

Prior to this, under Â§27-5.1, local governments
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Commission to prescribe minimum standards in

all public buildings for the protection of life and

property from hazards incident to fire. Public

buildings, including apartment buildings, are

those occupied by 10 or more persons. This as-

sures at least some minimum safety standards.

There is no explicit provision stating that lo-

calities may institute minimum housing codes.

There are several provisions, however, from

which such a power may be inferred. Under the

general powers of local governments, Â§15.1-11.2

enables the governing body of any county, city,

or town by ordinance to provide that owners of

property remove, repair, or secure any building

which might endanger the public health. Under

Â§15.1-510 (counties) and Â§15.1-839 ( municipal-

ities), local governments may adopt such measures

as it may deem expedient to secure and promote

the health, safety, and welfare of the inhabitants

of the locality, not inconsistent with State laws.

Â§15.1-510.2 (counties) and 15.1-683 (municipali-

ties) enable local governing bodies to regulate

the construction, maintenance, and repair of

buildings, providing such regulations are uniform

through the district. The local governing bodies

may also regulate the installation and mainte-

nance of plumbing, electrical, heating, elevator,

and boiler installations in buildings.101 Lastly,

Â§27-5.1 enables the governing body of any

county, city, or town to adopt by reference any

building, plumbing, electrical, gas, fire protec-

tion, or fire prevention code promulgated by an

authoritative body, provided such codes meet the

minimum standards prescribed by the Virginia

fire hazards law.

There is no provision for tenant suits for

damages in cases of a landlord's not meeting a

minimum housing code.

There is no statute giving the tenant the

right to withhold payment for failure to comply

with a minimum housing code.

Local government is empowered to make re-

pairs on substandard dwellings and to make the

cost a lien on the dwelling. Under Â§15.1-867, a

municipal corporation may compel the abatement

or removal of all nuisances. lncluded in the ac-

tion specified was the razing or repair of all "un-

safe, dangerous or unsanitary public or private

building" which constitute a menace to the

health and safety of the occupants or the public.

lf after reasonable notice the owners or occu-

pants fail to remedy the condition, the municipal

corporation may do so and collect the costs

from the owners or occupants of the property in

any manner provided by law for the collection of

State or local taxes. ln the general powers of

local government, Â§15.1-11.2 provides that the

governing body of any county, city, or town may

by ordinance require the owners of property to

remove, repair, or service any building that

might endanger the public health or safety. The

governing body, through its agents or employ-

ees, may make the repairs where the owner fails

Commission to prescribe minimum standards in
all public buildings for the protection of life and
property from hazards incident to fire. Public
buildings, including apartment buildings, are
those occupied by 10 or more persons. This assures at least some minimum safety standards.
There is no explicit provision stating that localities may institute minimum housing codes.
There are several provisions, however, from
which such a power may be inferred. Under the
general powers of local governments, §1S.1-11.2
enables the governing body of any county, city,
or town by ordinance to provide that owners of
property remove, repair, or secure any building
which might endanger the public health. Under
§1S.1-S10 (counties) and §1S.1-839 (municipalities), local governments may adopt such measures
as it may deem expedient to secure and promote
the health, safety, and welfare of the inhabitants
of the locality, not inconsistent with State laws.
§1S.1-S10.2 (counties) and 1S.1~3 (municipalities) enable local governing bodies to regulate
the construction, maintenance, and repair of
buildings, providing such regulations are uniform
through the district. The local governing bodies
may also regulate the installation and maintenance of plumbing, electrical, heating, elevator,
and boiler installations in buildings. lol Lastly,
§27-S.1 enables the governing body of any
county, city, or town to adopt by reference any
building, plumbing, electrical, gas, fire protection, or fire prevention code promulgated by an
authoritative body, provided such codes meet the
minimum standards prescribed by the Virginia
fire hazards law.
There is no provision for tenant suits for
damages in cases of a landlord's not meeting a
minimum housing code.
There is no statute giving the tenant the
right to withhold payment for failure to comply
with a minimum housing code.
Local government is empowered to make repairs on substandard dwellings and to make the
cost a lien on the dwelling. Under §1S.1-867, a
municipal corporation may compel the abatement
or removal of all nuisances. Included in the action specified was the razing or repair of all "unsafe, dangerous or unsanitary public or private
building" which constitute a menace to the
health and safety of the occupants or the public.
If after reasonable notice the owners or occupants fail to remedy the condition, the municipal
corporation may do so and collect the costs
from the owners or occupants of the property in

any manner provided by law for the collection of
State or local taxes. In the general powers of
local government, §1S.1-11.2 provides that the
governing body of any county, city. or town may
by ordinance require the owners of property to
remove, repair, or service any building that
might endanger the public health or safety. The
governing body. through its agents or employees, may make the repairs where the owner fails
to do so after reasonable notice and a reasonable time to do so. If the governing body makes
such repairs, the costs are chargeable to the
owners and may be collected as taxes and levies are collected. Every charge levied against an
owner but unpaid constitutes a lien against such
property.
The statutes which provide authority to repair substandard buildings also gives local governing bodies the right to close, vacate, and
demolish substandard housing. §1S.1-11.2 permits the governing bodies of counties, cities, and
town by ordinance to require owners to remove
any building that might endanger the public
safety or health. If, after reasonable notice, the
owner fails to act, the agents or employees of
the governing body may remove the building.
Costs are to be charged to the owner as described above concerning repairs. §1S.1-867 enables municipal corporations to compel the removal of nuisances. It may require the razing of
all unsafe, dangerous, or unsanitary public or
private buildings that constitute a menace to the
health and safety of the occupants thereof or to
the public. If, after notice, the owner refuses to
act, the municipality may raze the building and
provide for charging the cost to the owner as
described above.
In addition to the powers of counties and
municipalities to repair or demolish substandard
dwellings, housing authorities have some power
in this field. Under §36.6, counties, cities, and
towns may enter into agreements with housing
authorities to exercise their power to repair.
eliminate, or close unsafe, unsanitary, or unfit
dwellings. When an authority undertakes a redevelopment project, it may acquire by eminent domain dwellings within the blighted area to be
redeveloped.lO~ Also, where an authority undertakes a conservation plan, it may acquire and
demolish dwellings which do not meet requirements for the plan and have not been rehabilitated within 1 year of notice. lo3
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such repairs, the costs are chargeable to the
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owners and may be collected as taxes and lev-

ies are collected. Every charge levied against an

owner but unpaid constitutes a lien against such

property.
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Housing Court and Appointment of a

Receiver

l found no special provision for a housing

court or similar court.

Housing Court and Appointment of a
Receiver

l found no legal authority for the court ap-

pointment of a receiver to collect rent and to

make improvements.

Foreclosure of Tax Delinquent Housing

Virginia in 1973 repealed its comprehensive

statute on foreclosure of tax-delinquent housing

I found no special provision for a housing
court or similar court.
I found no legal authority for the court appointment of a receiver to collect rent and to
make improvements.

and replaced it with a far less comprehensive

one.101 The newer method provides a slower

means of foreclosure.

Foreclosure of Tax Delinquent Housing

Under Â§ 58-762, there is a lien on real es-

tate for taxes and levies assessed on the real

estate. This tax lien is prior to any other lien on

the property. Prior to August 1 of each year, the

treasurer of the county or city compiles a list of

real estate which is delinquent for the nonpay-

ment of taxes as of June 30 of that year.105 The

treasurer presents this list at the first meeting of

the governing body occurring after the list's

compilation. The governing body publishes the

list once, and if the taxes remain unpaid on the

third anniversary of the due date, a lien is rec-

orded in the clerk's office.106

Under the law just repealed, the real estate

could be sold in December of the year following

the presentation of the delinquent list. Under the

present law, the delinquent real estate may be

sold on December 31 following the third anniver-

sary of the due date, after proper notice.107 The

procedure for foreclosure is a suit in equity

brought by an attorney appointed by the local

government. All necessary parties must be de-

fendants, and the purchaser takes possession

free of all claims of beneficiaries under any deed

of trust or mortgage.108 The title of the pur-

chaser is governed by the laws applying to pur-

chases at judicial sales generally. The former

owner is entitled to any surplus in excess of the

tax, penalties, interests, costs, and any liens

chargeable thereon.109 The county or city may

be a purchaser at a tax sale "0 (Â§58-1117.6). lt is

interesting to note that the statute makes no

special provisions concerning equity of redemp-

tion.
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(1973 Supp.).
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"â¢ld.

Virginia in 1973 repealed its comprehensive
statute on foreclosure of tax-delinquent housing
and replaced it with a far less comprehensive
one. 10 ' The newer method provides a slower
means of foreclosure.
Under § 58-762, there is a lien on real estate for taxes and levies assessed on the real
estate. This tax lien is prior to any other lien on
the property. Prior to August 1 of each year, the
treasurer of the county or city compiles a list of
real estate which is delinquent for the nonpayment of taxes as of June 30 of that year. I05 The
treasurer presents this list at the first meeting of
the governing body occurring after the list's
compilation. The governing body publishes the
list once, and if the taxes remain unpaid on the
third anniversary of the due date, a lien is recorded in the clerk's office. lo6
Under the law just repealed, the real estate
could be sold in December of the year following
the presentation of the delinquent list. Under the
present law, the delinquent real estate may be
sold on December 31 following the third anniversary of the due date, after proper notice. lO ; The
procedure for foreclosure is a suit in equity
brought by an attorney appOinted by the local
government. All necessary parties must be defendants, and the purchaser takes possession
free of all claims of beneficiaries under any deed
of trust or mortgage. I"" The title of the purchaser is governed by the laws applying to purchases at judicial sales generally. The former
owner is entitled to any surplus in excess of the
tax, penalties, interests, costs, and any liens
chargeable thereonY'o The county or city may
be a purchaser at a tax sale II" (§58-1117.6). It is
interesting to note that the statute makes no
special provisions concerning equity of redemption.

"â¢ld., 158-1117.6.

Rre Insurance

Virginia does have a program to provide fire

insurance in substandard areas. This plan is the

Basic Property lnsurance lnspection and Place-

ment Plan and Joint-Underwriting Association.

One important limitation is that the plan does not

include property used for farm purposes. Quali-

fied property in its definition excludes farm prop-

erty and specifies that the property be in an

urban area. The property, which may include real

and tangible personal property, must comply

'''Id., H 58-1117.1~8-1117.11 (1973 Supp.).
58-979.
,... Id., II 58-978(2)
Id., t 58-983.
' 01 ld., § 58-1117.1.
" .. Id., § 58-1117.3.
,"" Id.
". Id., § 58-1117.6.

'00

Fire Insurance
Virginia does have a program to provide fire
insurance in substandard areas. This plan is the
Basic Property Insurance Inspection and Placement Plan and Joint-Underwriting Association.
One important limitation is that the plan does not
include property used for farm purposes. Qualified property in its definition excludes farm property and specifies that the property be in an
urban area. The property, which may include real
and tangible personal property, must comply
with applicable State laws and local building
codes and ordinances. l l l
Under the plan, a person meeting the qualifications above would have his property inspected by an inspection bureau created for the
purpose. The authorized insurers in Virginia are
to formulate and administer a program for the
equitable distribution and placement of applications for fire and extended coverage insurance
for
qualified
property
that
has
been
inspected.l1~ If the State Corporation Commission finds that the program devised by the insurers under § 38.1-748 is failing to provide adequate insurance for qualified property, the
commission may order the creation of a joint underwriting association. All insurers authorized to
write fire and extended coverage in the State
must be members of the association as a condition precedent to doing business in the State.
The association is to formulate a program to
carry out the purpose of this statute. The association has the power to cause its members to
issue policies to applicants to assure reinsurance from members and to cede reinsurance. 113
The degree of participation in the association by members of the associations is in the
proportion of each member's total yearly premiums to the total yearly premiums of all members of the association. l ].!

Improvements and Existing Levels of
Assessment
I found no legal authority authorizing tax officials to maintain existing levels of assessment
following improvement of substandard housing.
Under Article X, §2 of the Virginia Constitution,
assessment of real property must be for its fair
market value. This would seem to be a barrier to
such a law.

+

"' Id., § 38.1-747(3) (1970).
'" Id., § 38.1-748.
113 Id., § 38.1-7~O·r·I"·lnal from
"' Id .. § 38.1-75-t . '!:I
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Mortgages

l did not find legislation permitting interest

abatement during the early years of mortgage

payments on low and middle income housing.

l also did not find State legislation permit-

ting or forbidding open-end mortgages.

Housing Authorities Law

Â§36.4 creates Redevelopment and Housing

Authorities in each city and county in the Com-

Mortgages

Rural Housing

I did not find legislation permitting interest
abatement during the early years of mortgage
payments on low and middle income housing.
I also did not find State legislation permitting or forbidding open-end mortgages.

There is a special article (5) concerning
rural housing projects. Under §36-36, county and
regional housing authorities are specifically empowered to exercise their powers to provide
housing for farmers of low income. The authorities may rent or sell dwellings forming part of
such projects to farmers of low income. Rural
housing is exempted by §36-37 from the tenant
selection limitations provided in §36-22(c). The
owner of any farm operated or worked on by
farmers of low income in need of safe and sanitary farming may file an application with a
county or regional authority requesting the authority to provide such housing. The authorities
are to receive and consider such applications in
formulating programs to provide housing for
farmers of low income.

monwealth. Where no housing authority presently

exists, it can only come into existence by a vote

Housing Authorities Law

of the people of the city or county. The munici-

pality may exercise certain of its powers to aid

the authority in the development and operation

of housing projects.115 Examples of the cooper-

ation enabled are aid in zoning or rezoning (d)

and entering into agreements with respect to the

municipality's powers relating to the repair, elim-

ination, or closing of unsafe, unsanitary, or unfit

dwellings. Â§36.19 lists an enumeration of the

powers granted the authority along with the

other specified powers. The housing projects op-

erated by the authority are not to be operated

for a profit.118 Under Article X, Â§6(1) of the Vir-

ginia Constitution, the property owned by the au-

thority is exempt from all State and local tax.

Â§36-22 provides that the authority shall rent only

to persons of low income and that the authority

should create guidelines to determine low in-

come status. A housing authority may exercise

its powers in a municipality, but not within its

territorial boundaries, to operate a housing proj-

ect, provided that the project is approved by res-

olution by the municipality.117 Two or more

housing authorities may cooperate in planning,

constructing, and managing a housing project

or projects within the territory of one of the au-

thorities. The authorities are empowered under

Â§36-26 to cooperate with the Federal Govern-

ment. The authority has the power of eminent

domain to acquire real property necessary for

the purposes of the authority.118 All housing

projects of an authority are subject to the plan-

ning, zoning, sanitary, and building laws, ordi-

nances, and regulations of the locality. Sections

36-29 through 36-35 describe the financial pow-

ers of the authority.

Rural Housing

There is a special article (5) concerning

rural housing projects. Under Â§36-36, county and

regional housing authorities are specifically em-

powered to exercise their powers to provide

housing for farmers of low income. The authori-

ties may rent or sell dwellings forming part of

such projects to farmers of low income. Rural

housing is exempted by Â§36-37 from the tenant

selection limitations provided in Â§36-22(c). The

owner of any farm operated or worked on by

farmers of low income in need of safe and sani-

tary farming may file an application with a

county or regional authority requesting the au-

thority to provide such housing. The authorities

§36.4 creates Redevelopment and Housing
Authorities in each city and county in the Commonwealth. Where no housing authority presently
exists, it can only come into existence by a vote
of the people of the city or county. The municipality may exercise certain of its powers to aid
the authority in the development and operation
of housing projects. 1l5 Examples of the cooperation enabled are aid in zoning or rezoning (d)
and entering into agreements with respect to the
municipality's powers relating to the repair, elimination, or closing of unsafe, unsanitary, or unfit
dwellings. §36.19 lists an enumeration of the
powers granted the authority along with the
other specified powers. The housing projects operated by the authority are not to be operated
for a profit. 1l6 Under Article X, §6(1) of the Vi rginia Constitution, the property owned by the authority is exempt from all State and local tax.
§36-22 provides that the authority shall rent only
to persons of low income and that the authority
should create guidelines to determine low income status. A housing authority may exercise
its powers in a municipality, but not within its
territorial boundaries, to operate a housing project, provided that the project is approved by resolution by the municipality.m Two or more
housing authorities may cooperate in planning,
constructing, and managing a housing project
or projects within the territory of one of the authorities. The authorities are empowered under
§36-26 to cooperate with the Federal Government. The authority has the power of eminent
domain to acquire real property necessary for
the purposes of the authority.l1R All housing
projects of an authority are subject to the planning, zoning, sanitary, and building laws, ordinances, and regulations of the locality. Sections
36-29 through 36-35 describe the financial powers of the authority.

farmers of low income.

Regional and Consolidated Housing

"" Id., , 36-6 .
Ulld,136-21.
III Id., I 36-23.
uo Id, I 36-27.

Authorities

The board of supervisors of two or more

contiguous counties may create a regional hous-

ing authority.119 When such regional authorities
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The board of supervisors of two or more
contiguous counties may create a regional housing authority. m When such regional authorities
exist, the individual authorities of the counties
cease to operate. The regional housing authorities have within their territory the same powers
as the municipal and county authorities have in
theirs.lzo There are also provisions for uniting
municipal housing authorities. Under §36-47, the
governing bodies of two or more municipalities
may create consolidated housing authorities.
When such consolidated authorities are created,
the individual authorities cease to function. The
consolidated authorities have the same powers
and duties as the individual authorities. A municipality having two or more housing authorities
may cause such authorities to be consolidated .w
There are no provisions for a statewide
housing authority other than the Virginia Housing
Development Authority, discussed elsewhere.
The Housing Authorities Law also empowers
authorities to undertake redevelopment projects m
and conservation plans 123 in blighted areas. The
powers of authorities in redevelopment projects
are listed in Code of Virginia Ann., §36.49 (1973
Supp.). It is interesting to note that in the redevelopment of blighted areas, the authority may condemn property which is not blighted but which
exists in the blighted area. 124 Also under his power
"Old .,
'''' Id.,
'" Id .,
Id.,
'" Id.,

,,=

are to receive and consider such applications in

formulating programs to provide housing for

Regional and Consolidated Housing
Authorities

Dig liz
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§ 36--40.
36--46.
36--47.2.
36--49.
36--49.1.
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to redevelop, an authority may make lands avail-

able to private enterprises or public agencies in

accordance with the redevelopment or conserva-

tion plan.123

Virginia Housing Development Authority Act

Virginia does not have laws enabling the es-

tablishment of State housing corporations. Nor

to redevelop, an authority may make lands available to private enterprises or public agencies in
accordance with the redevelopment or conservation plan.}~5

does it regulate the operation and development

of housing development corporations. It did cre-

Virginia Housing Development Authority Act

ate the Virginia Housing Development Authority

Act. The Housing Development Authority (HDA),

created by Â§36-55.27 as a political subdivision of

the Commonwealth, has as its general purpose

the creation of needed safe and sanitary low in-

come housing through technical and financial as-

sistance to public and private efforts. A state-

ment of purpose and a list of powers can be

found in Â§36-55.26 and Â§36-55.30.

Since much of the legislation is detailed fin-

ancial powers and restrictions, it is difficult to

summarize. I shall try to point out some of the

general features, however. Under certain condi-

tions specified in Â§36-55.31, HDA may make mort-

gage loans and temporary funding for construc-

tion and rehabilitation of housing developments

to housing sponsors. Where long term mortgages

on similar terms are not available, HDA may

make first mortgage loans to low and moderate

income persons and families to purchase resi-

dential housing. The loans to sponsors, and

mortgages to low income persons and families,

are limited by the terms and conditions in

Â§36-55.34.

Â§36-55.32 lists HDA's powers in relation to

purchasing and selling mortgage loans and the

making of loans to mortgage lenders. Among the

powers are the powers to invest in, purchase,

and take, on assignment from mortgage lenders,

notes and mortgages evidencing loans for the

construction, rehabilitation, purchase, leasing, or

refinancing of residential housing for persons of

low and moderate income. The rest of the pow-

ers can be found in Â§36-55.31 through Â§36-55.33.

The exercise of all these powers in Â§36-55.32 is

subject to the terms and conditions of Â§36-55.25

and Â§36-55.36.

HDA has the power to supervise housing

sponsors in a list of areas specified in Â§36-55.33.

Among the areas of supervision is the power of

HDA to set rent rates and to control tenant

selection. HDA may also supervise the operation

and maintenance of housing developments, in-

cluding repairs.

Â§36-55.40 to Â§36-55.49 give details as to the

powers and obligations of HDA in regard to issu-

ing bonds. â¢Â»

Areas in Which No Laws Were Found

There were no special laws enabling the es-

tablishment of State housing corporations.

There was no State legislation permitting

tenant suits for damages in cases of a landlord's

failure to meet minimum housing codes.

I found no legislation giving the tenant the

and maintenance of housing developments, including repairs.
§36-55.40 to §36-55.49 give details as to the
powers and obligations of HDA in regard to issuing bonds.

Virginia does not have laws enabling the establishment of State housing corporations. Nor
does it regulate the operation and development
of housing development corporations. It did create the Virginia Housing Development Authority
Act. The Housing Development Authority (HDA),
created by §36-55.27 as a political subdivision of
the Commonwealth, has as its general purpose
the creation of needed safe and sanitary low income housing through technical and financial assistance to public and private efforts. A statement of purpose and a list of powers can be
found in §36-55.26 and §36-55.30.
Since much of the legislation is detailed financial powers and restrictions, it is difficult to
summarize. I shall try to point out some of the
general features, however. Under certain conditions specified in §36-55.31, HDA may make mortgage loans and temporary funding for construction and rehabilitation of housing developments
to housing sponsors. Where long term mortgages
on similar terms are not available, HDA may
make first mortgage loans to low and moderate
income persons and families to purchase residential housing. The loans to sponsors, and
mortgages to low income persons and families,
are limited by the terms and conditions in
§36-55.34.
§36-55.32 lists HDA's powers in relation to
purchasing and selling mortgage loans and the
making of loans to mortgage lenders. Among the
powers are the powers to invest in, purchase,
and take, on assignment from mortgage lenders,
notes and mortgages evidencing loans for the
construction, rehabilitation, purchase, leasing, or
refinancing of residential housing for persons of
low and moderate income. The rest of the powers can be found in §36-55.31 through §36-55.33.
The exercise of a" these powers in §36-55.32 is
subject to the terms and conditions of §36-55.25
and §36-55.36.
HDA has the power to supervise housing
sponsors in a list of areas specified in §36-55.33.
Among the areas of supervision is the power of
HDA to set rent rates and to control tenant
selection. HDA may also supervise the operation

Area& in Which No Laws Were Found
There were no special laws enabling the establishment of State housing corporations.
There was no State legislation permitting
tenant suits for damages in cases of a landlord's
failure to meet minimum housing codes.
I found no legislation giving the tenant the
right to withhold payment of rent if the unit does
not comply with the minimum housing code.
There is no provision for a special housing
court or similar court.
I found no legal authority for court appointment of a receiver to collect rent and make improvements.
I found no legal authority authorizing tax officials to maintain existing levels of assessment
following improvement of substandard housing.
I did not find State legislation permitting flexible mortgage finance or open-ended mortgage
financing.

West Virginia Report on Legislation
In the State of West Virginia, the primary responsibility for community planning is delegated
to local units of government.} Because planning
involves the rural areas of the State, it is the
county government that bears the primary responsibility. The county body is a three-man
commission, called the county courU The
county courts are authorized to appoint county
planning commissions to carry the primary responsibility for planning. The county planning
commissions are authorized to develop comprehensive plans concerning a wide range of variables including streets, waterways, playgrounds,
public facilities, forests, agricultural areas, and
the distribution of the population.~
After the appropriate hearings and the adoption of a comprehensive plan by the planning
commission, the plan is submitted to the county
court which must accept the plan to give it effect. Once the plan is accepted by the county
court it is incorporated by reference in the ordinances of the county."

right to withhold payment of rent if the unit does

not comply with the minimum housing code.

There is no provision for a special housing

"" Code of Vlrgin,a Ann., § 36-53 (1970)
court or similar court.

I found no legal authority for court appoint-

ment of a receiver to collect rent and make im-

provements.
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The county courts are expressly authorized

to cooperate with the Federal Government re-

garding the exchange of planning information, as

well as cooperating to integrate planning on a

broader scale.5 They are also authorized to par-

ticipate in Federal planning assistance programs.6

Once a comprehensive plan concerning the

development of housing subdivisions has been

promulgated by the planning commission and en-

acted into ordinance by the county court, no

plan or subdivision may be recorded within the

jurisdiction of the planning commission without

the permission of the commission.7 The local

planning commission has exclusive jurisdiction

over subdivision and plan control.8

With respect to zoning authority, each

county court is empowered to act on the recom-

mendation of the planning commission to enact

local zoning ordinances.9 To the extent that any

conflict arises between State enactments con-

cerning zoning and local ordinances governing

the same situation, the stricter of the two appli-

cable laws is to be applied.10 But this provision

seems to be of little consequence since at this

juncture there appears to be no State law di-

rectly controlling zoning.

lt ls important to note that public housing

projects under the administration of the local

housing authorities are subject to the county or

municipal zoning ordinances as well as other lo-

cally promulgated regulations.11

A recent development in West Virginia law

that has important implications for any Federal

effort in the rural housing field is the recently en-

acted section 8-24-50a. Component and factory-

type housing is freed from any local or State

building code or other regulation if the housing

is approved as meeting the standards for such

housing set by the Federal Department of Hous-

ing and Urban Development. Certification by the

State director of the Federal Housing Administra-

tion is evidence that the applicable HUD stand-

ards have been complied with. lt is important to

note that preemption of State and local regula-

tion does not extend to local zoning and land

use planning laws. lt is quite conceivable that

modular housing may still face substantial legal

barriers in some communities. The possibility of

preemptive or highly restrictive zoning may exist

as an impediment to expanded use of modular

housing.

Although there is no statewide planning

commission, regional planning is authorized and

encouraged by State legislation.12 Regional

planning commissions are established in desig-

nated regions. The commissions are composed

of a representative of every municipality and

county in the designated region. The representa-

The county courts are expressly authorized
to cooperate with the Federal Government regarding the exchange of planning information, as
well as cooperating to integrate planning on a
broader scllle. 5 They are also authorized to participate in Federal planning assistance programs.n
Once a comprehensive plan concerning the
development of housing subdivisions has been
promulgated by the planning commission and enacted into ordinance by the county court, no
plan or subdivision may be recorded within the
jurisdiction of the planning commission without
the permission of the commission.7 The local
planning commission has exclusive jurisdiction
over subdivision and plan controLI!
With respect to zoning authority, each
county court is empowered to act on the recommendation of the planning commission to enact
local zoning ordinances. 9 To the extent that any
conflict arises between State enactments concerning zoning and local ordinances governing
the same situation, the stricter of the two applicable laws is to be applied. 10 But this provision
seems to be of little consequence since at this
juncture there appears to be no State law directly controlling zoning.
It is important to note that public housing
projects under the administration of the local
housing authorities are subject to the county or
municipal zoning ordinances as well as other locally promulgated regulations. l l
A recent development in West Virginia law
that has important implications for any Federal
effort in the rural housing field is the recently enacted section 8-24-50a. Component and factorytype housing is freed from any local or State
building code or other regulation if the housing
is approved as meeting the standards for such
housing set by the Federal Department of Housing and Urban Development. Certification by the
State director of the Federal Housing Administration is evidence that the applicable HUD standards have been complied with. It is important to
note that preemption of State and local regulation does not extend to local zoning and land
use planning laws. It is quite conceivable that
modular housing may still face substantial legal
barriers in some communities. The possibility of
preemptive or highly restrictive zoning may exist

tives are to be selected on the county level by

the county court, and at the municipal level by

the mayor or his designate.13 The regions for

which regional planning commissions are estab-

lished are to be approved and determined by the

Governor after the effective date of this legisla-

tion. The factors to be considered in determining

these regions include community interest and

• 1r1 • I 8-24-27 (1969).
• 1r1 . I 8-24~ (1969).
, II' • I' 11-24-28 (1969), 8-24-30 (1969).
• I", I 1\ ~4 -35 (1969).
• II' . III ~4---40 (1969) .
.. I" . I II ~4 70 (1969).
I. 1-/ , t II) I ~ 41 (1972).

homogeneity, geographic features, communica-

tion, and transportation, as well as such things

as existing governmental services and municipal

boundaries.14

1M

as an impediment to expanded use of modular
housing.
Although there is no statewide planning
commission, regional planning is authorized and
encouraged by State legislationY Regional
planning commissions are established in designated regions. The commissions are composed
of a representative of every municipality and
county in the deSignated region. The representatives are to be selected on the county level by
the county court, and at the municipal level by
the mayor or his designate. 13 The regions for
which regional planning commissions are established are to be approved and determined by the
Governor after the effective date of this legislation. The factors to be considered in determining
these regions include community interest and
homogeneity, geographic features, communication, and transportation, as well as such things
as existing governmental services and municipal
boundaries. 14
Each commission is empowered to prepare
plans for the development of various community
services, land development, etc.; to prepare and
recommend ordinances to implement the commission planning; to provide technical assistance
to the local communities; and to exercise its
powers jOintly with other agencies or pOlitical
subdivisions of the State of West Virginia, any
other State, or the United States. IS

Building and Housing Codes
West Virginia has not enacted a statewide
building code nor has it set any standards for
the adoption of a national building code by the
local units of government. Counties are only authorized to adopt or promulgate building codes if
the population of the county is in excess of
200,000. 16 This leaves rural counties with small
populations powerless to establish minimum
standards. And it leaves them completely without
any regulation of construction without State action. Where counties are authorized to promulgate or adopt a code, there are no statutory
guidelines for inspection procedures or enforcement of the code. Thus, it would appear that
inspection and enforcement are subject to the
determination of the county courts under the
general grant of administrative power given by
the State legislature to the county courtsY As

has been noted earlier, the effect of section

8-24-50a of the West Virginia Code is to

preempt the application of county building codes

where component housing is HUD-approved.

The State legislature has not established a

statewide minimum housing cods, but as is the

case with building codes, counties of over

200,000 people are authorized to promulgate or

adopt such codes to promote public health and

welfare.18

Because there is no statewide building or

housing code, a body of State law has not devel-

oped to enforce minimum standards of either

State or local origin. For example, a tenant does

not have the right to withhold rent if minimum

standards created by the local government are

not met, absent the appropriate local ordinance.

Indeed, the landlord has no common law duty to

repair property unless there is an express con-

tractual obligation.10 Likewise, there appears to

be no statutory or case authority for the appoint-

ment of a receiver to collect rents and make im-

provements on substandard housing, or for local

agencies, such as the county housing authority,

to make repairs on substandard housing, retain-

ing a lien on the property in the amount of the

cost of repairs. Also, there is no specialized ad-

judicatory body which handles only housing mat-

ters.

There does appear to be power in local

agenciesâprimarily slum clearance and redevel-

opment authorities and housing authoritiesâto

vacate and clear away slum and substandard

housing. Under the Urban Renewal Authority Act,

counties are authorized to establish a slum

clearance and redevelopment authority.20 This

agency is granted broad power to deal with the

problem of slum and substandard housing, in-

cluding, importantly, the power of eminent

domain.21

Under the authority of the State Housing

Law, each county and municipality is empowered

to establish a housing authority. The authority

has broad powers to plan and effect housing

within its jurisdiction, including the power of em-

inent domain, which may be exercised in the fur-

therance of its policy objectives.22

To assist in the repair, closing, and demoli-

tion of substandard housing, county courts may

cooperate with other agencies to accomplish the

goal of safe and sanitary housing.23 And county

courts are charged within their general grant of

power to make and keep surveys of substandard

and slum housing within their jurisdiction.24

Although there is no statewide building

code, State regulation does affect the construc-

tion industry in two areas, the materials used in

doors and panels around doors, and the regula-

tions promulgated by the State fire marshal. Sec-

tion 46-5-1 et seq., of the West Virginia Code

has been noted earlier, the effect of section
8-24-50a of the West Virginia Code is to
preempt the application of county building codes
where component housing is HUD-approved.
The State legislature has not established a
statewide minimum housing code, but as is the
case with building codes, counties of over
200,000 people are authorized to promulgate or
adopt such codes to promote public health and
welfare. ls
Because there is no statewide building or
housing code, a body of State law has not developed to enforce minimum standards of either
State or local origin. For example, a tenant does
not have the right to withhold rent if minimum
standards created by the local government are
not met, absent the appropriate local ordinance.
Indeed, the landlord has no common law duty to
repair property unless there is an express contractual obligation. 1u Likewise, there appears to
be no statutory or case authority for the appointment of a receiver to collect rents and make improvements on substandard housing, or for local
agencies, such as the county housing authority,
to make repairs on substandard housing, retaining a lien on the property in the amount of the
cost of repairs. Also, there is no specialized adjudicatory body which handles only housing matters.
There does appear to be power in local
agencies-primarily slum clearance and redevelopment authorities and housing authorities-to
vacate and clear away slum and substandard
housing. Under the Urban Renewal Authority Act,
counties are authorized to establish a slum
clearance and redevelopment authority.~o This
agency is granted broad power to deal with the
problem of slum and substandard housing, including, importantly, the power of eminent
domain. 21
Under the authority of the State Housing
Law, each county and municipality is empowered
to establish a housing authority. The authority
has broad powers to plan and effect housing
within its jurisdiction, including the power of eminent domain, which may be exercised in the furtherance of its policy objectives. 22
To assist in the repair, closing, and demolition of substandard housing, county courts may
cooperate with other agencies to accomplish the

regulates the types of glazed materials that may

be used in and around doors. The purpose of the

regulation is to minimize injury by allowing only

materials that do not cut and pierce. Only mate-

rials that meet the test requirements of the

American National Standards Institute Standard

Z-97.1-1966 may be used in what the commis-

Id., I 7-1-3n (1969).
.. See Lennol( v. White, 133 W. Va 1, 5.( S.E.2d 8. Clifton v. Montague, 40 W. Va. 207, 21 S.E. 858, W. Va. Code Ann, §16-181, et seq. (1972).
.. W. Va. Code Ann, § 16-1~ (1972).
n Id., If 18-18-5 (1972), 16-18-8 (1972) .
"Id., II 18-15-1 (1972), 16-15-8 (1972).
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goal of safe and sanitary housing. 23 And county
courts are charged within their general grant of
power to make and keep surveys of substandard
and slum housing within their jurisdiction. H
Although there is no statewide building
code, State regulation does affect the construction industry in two areas, the materials used in
doors and panels around doors, and the regulations promulgated by the State fire marshal. Section 46-5-1 et seq., of the West Virginia Code
regulates the types of glazed materials that may
be used in and around doors. The purpose of the
regulation is to minimize injury by allowing only
materials that do not cut and pierce. Only materials that meet the test requirements of the
American National Standards l'1stitute Standard
Z-97.1-1966 may be used in what the commissioner of the State department of labor determines to be a hazardous location in any residential, commercial, or public building. All such
doors or panels that are installed must be labeled as meeting standards. A knowing violation
of the statute is punishable as a misdemeanor.
The State fire marshal is charged with the
responsibility of promulgating regulations necessary as a precaution against fire.2~ Among the
areas within the ambit of the fire marshal's rulemaking power are the installation of electrical
wiring and the installation and maintenance of
fire escapes on certain types of buildings. 26 Orders of the fire marshal pursuant to the rules
and regulations are enforceable by injunction
against violators or action brought by the appropriate prosecuting attorneyY

Environmental and Health Regulations
The State department of health is given
broad powers to set standards for all drainage,
water supply, excretia disposal, and refuse or
garbage disposal insofar as public health is
affected.~' According to the State attorney general, this provision of State law is to be read
expansiveiy>'1J The State board of health, part of
the State department of health, also regulates
the chemical and bacteriological content of
water systems serving more than 200 people.~o
Further, the State board of health is authorized
to establish rules and regulations to control the
"
..
..
..

Id.,
Id.,
Id.,
Id.,
r. Id.,
"" Id.,

§ 16-16-1 (1972).
§ 7-1-5 (1969) .
§ 29-3-4a (1971).
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design of public water systems, plumbing sys-

tems, sewage systems and excretia disposal

methods, whether publicly or privately owned.31

The rules and regulations of the department

of health and the State board of health are en-

forced by local health officers.'- But the depart-

ment of health is given the explicit right to

preempt local enforcement if local officers neglect

to enforce State regulation.33

To further a comprehensive health program,

the department of health is permitted to receive

Federal assistance subject to any accompanying

restrictions and regulations.34

The State water resources board is respon-

sible for the effectiveness of sewage and water

disposal as they affect the quality of ground and

surface waters.35 The board has promulgated

regulations to effectuate its policy goals. Sewage

treatment processes that lead to such things as

objectionable odor, color, floating solids, or

foam, concentrations of materials poisonous to

animals or man, and depleted oxygen content of

water, are prohibited.36

Violation of the regulations is a misde-

meanor punishable by fine from $100 to $1,000

or imprisonment of up to 6 months, or both. Wil-

ful violation is a misdemeanor punishable by fine

of $1,000 to $10,000 or imprisonment not exceed-

ing 6 months or both. Each day of failure to

comply creates a separate offense.37

Mobile Homes and Modular Housing

Although mobile homes are not specifically

mentioned in the traffic safety statutes, it ap-

pears clear that the restrictions on the permissi-

ble dimensions of motor vehicles are applicable

to mobile homes. The maximum height permitted

is 12 feet 6 inches, unless specific exemption is

design of public water systems, plumbing systems, sewage systems and excretia disposal
methods, whether publicly or privately owned.31
The rules and regulations of the department
of health and the State board of health are enforced by local health officers.'" But the department of health is given the explicit right to
preempt local enforcement if local officers neglect
to enforce State regulation. 3 .l
To further a comprehensive health program,
the department of health is permitted to receive
Federal assistance subject to any accompanying
restrictions and regulations. 3~
The State water resources board is responsible for the effectiveness of sewage and water
disposal as they affect the quality of ground and
su riace waters.35 The board has promulgated
regulations to effectuate its policy goals. Sewage
treatment processes that lead to such things as
objectionable odor, color, floating solids, or
foam, concentrations of materials poisonous to
animals or man, and depleted oxygen content of
water, are prohibited. 36
Violation of the regulations is a misdemeanor punishable by fine from $100 to $1,000
or imprisonment of up to 6 months, or both. Wilful violation is a misdemeanor punishable by fine
of $1,000 to $10,000 or imprisonment not exceeding 6 months or both. Each day of failure to
comply creates a separate offense,37

obtained from the commissioner of highways.38

The maximum length of any motor vehicle is 40

feet where the truck has three axles.39 The

greatest permissible width of any vehicle or load

is 8 feet unless the load is excepted by the com-

missioner of highways.40

A great deal of discretion is vested in the

State highway commissioner. He is empowered

to permit oversized vehicles not in continous

highway use to use the State highways. This dis-

" ld., I 6-1-3 (1971).

Â» ld., Â§ 16-2-1 (1972).

Â» ld., Â§ 16-2-4 (1972).

Â«ld., Â§ 16-1-15 (1972).

Mld., Â§Â§ 20-5A-3(b)(2) (1970), 20-SA-a (1970).

* West Va. Admin. Regs., State Water Resources Board Â§3.

" ld., Â§ 20-5A-19 (1970).

â¢ld., II 17C-17-11, 17C-17-4 (1966).

"ld., Â§Â§ 17C-17-11, 17C-17-4 (1966).

â¢ld., I 17C-17-3 (1966).

cretionary power is crucial to the free movement

of mobile homes within the State, since a large

majority of mobile homes are wider than the 8

feet permitted by statute. But since special stick-

ers are authorized to be issued to mobile homes

on the highways in lieu of a motor vehicle license,

it would appear that there is no significant im-

pediment to highway movement imposed by size

regulations.41

ln the 1971 amendments to the motor vehi-

Mobile Homes and Modular Housing
Although mobile homes are not specifically
mentioned in the traffic safety statutes, it appears clear that the restrictions on the permissible dimensions of motor vehicles are applicable
to mobile homes. The maximum height permitted
is 12 feet 6 inches, unless specific exemption is
obtained from the commissioner of highways.~'
The maximum length of any motor vehicle is 40
feet where the truck has three axles. 3u The
greatest permissible width of any vehicle or load
is 8 feet unless the load is excepted by the commissioner of highways.lo
A great deal of discretion is vested in the
State highway commissioner. He is empowered
to permit oversized vehicles not in continous
highway use to use the State highways. This dis31 rd. I 6-1-3 (19711.
.. rd., I 16-2-1 (1972).
.. rd., I 16-2-4 (1972) .
.. rd., § 16-1-15 (1972).
so rd., §§ 20-5A-3(b)(2) (1970).

20-5A-1! (1970).
.. West VI!. Admin. Regs., Slate Water Resources Board § 3.
., rd., § 2O-5A-19 (1970).
.. rd., II 17C-17-11, 17C-17-4 (1966).
"ld., §§ 17C-17-11, 17C-17-4 (1966).
.. ld., I 17G-17-3 (1966).

cle statutes, a new provision was added affect-

ing mobile homes. lt is now clear that a pilot car

is no longer required to follow mobile homes
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cretionary power is crucial to the free movement
of mobile homes within the State, since a large
majority of mobile homes are wider than the 8
feet permitted by statute. But since special stickers are authorized to be issued to mobile homes
on the highways in lieu of a motor vehicle license,
it would appear that there is no significant impediment to highway movement imposed by size
regulations. 41
In the 1971 amendments to the motor vehicle statutes, a new provision was added affecting mobile homes. It is now clear that a pilot car
is no longer required to follow mobile homes
while they are transported on the highways.
Of course, mobile homes are subject to regulations through local building codes, but the
effective application of local codes is highly
problematic. Because the plumbing and electrical components are enclosed in the body of the
mobile home, it is difficult to make adequate
inspection of the mobile home at the point of
completion. On the local level as well, county
courts may require all mobile homes in a county
for more than 30 days to obtain permits. The
purpose of this authority is basically informational, and the cost of the permit is only $2.n

Finance
In the area of mortgage financing, there
seem to be no particular restrictions on banks
outside of the usury laws. The commissioner of
banking has some discretionary regulatory power
to order any bank to cease engaging in any unsound procedure detrimental to the bank and its
depositors. 43
Banks are expressly authorized to make
loans secured by real property or leasehold if
the loan is guaranteed or insured by the Federal
Government or a Federal agency. H Banks are
also permitted to take mortgages from the State
housing development fund or related fund
projects. IS
Savings and loan associations may take
mortgages under the conditions set forth in Section 31--6-21 of the West Virginia Code. The conditions: 1) A complete application must be made
following guidelines specified in the statute, and
the property must be appraised; 2) the loan is
not to exceed 95 percent of the appraised valuation unless insured or guaranteed by the Federal
Government; and 3) the transactions must be ap" rd.,
.. rd.,
'"rd.,
.. rd.,

§ 17A-7-2 (1966), 17A-17-3 (1966) .
§§ 16-16-5 (1972), 16-1S-a (1972) .
§ 31A-2~,' l ! ~ht l'Clrt!J m
§ 31A-4-27
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proved by the attorney retained by the associa-

tion. Banks and building and loan associations

may have freedom to adopt a flexible mortgage

approach. Section 38-1-5 seems to be permis-

sive of such an approach. The open-end concept

in mortgage financing is not mentioned in the

statutory or case law, but it appears that section

38-1-5 may also be permissive of this device.

The legal rate of interest in West Virginia is

6 percent, and the permissible rate of interest

for agreements in writing is 8 percent per

annum.46 Loans payable in installments are lim-

ited to the permissible rate of 6 percent per

annum, but the interest charge may be added on

or deducted from the amount of the loan. Thus

the effective rate of interest is somewhat higher

than 6 percent.4

7

"Points" are included as interest under sec-

tion 47-6-5, setting forth the maximum rate of in-

terest in written agreements. There is no specific

reference in the section dealing with installment

loans. "Points" are defined as any charge re-

ceived by the lender from any source in consid-

eration of the loan and not otherwise permitted

by statute.48 The same section of the code au-

thorizes only the simple amortization of points

over the life of the loan.

Although no reference is made to "points"

where installment loans are concerned, it should

be observed that it is likely that such charges

are included within the permissible 6 percent

rate.49

Although "points" are included within the

confines of the usury statutes, both case law and

statutory authorization permit charges above the

permissible rate of interest that are not includa-

ble in that interest rate. A lender is permitted to

charge just and reasonable expenses for making

the loan to the borrower, and the expenses are

not considered interest."6 The boundaries of this

proposition are unclear from both the case and

the statutory law. Banks are allowed to charge

the borrower for the expenses of reports and in-

formation concerning the loan, and these

charges are outside of the usury constraints.51

Building and loan associations may charge

interest rates which are higher than those per-

mitted by the usury statutes if the loan is made

to one of its shareholders and the rate is fixed in

the bylaws of the association.52

ln the context of the installment loan, the

applicable statute makes it mandatory that dis-

counted or added-on interest be refunded at the

contract rate of interest; thus the lender need

not refund at the effective rate of interest, which

âbecause of the discount or add-on characteris-

ticâmay be greater than 6 percent.53

Veterans' Administration and Federal Hous-

proved by the attorney retained by the association. Banks and building and loan associations
may have freedom to adopt a flexible mortgage
approach. Section 38-1-5 seems to be permissive of such an approach. The open-end concept
in mortgage financing is not mentioned in the
statutory or case law, but it appears that section
38-1-5 may also be permissive of this device.
The legal rate of interest in West Virginia is
6 percent, and the permissible rate of interest
for agreements in writing is 8 percent per
annum.'1l Loans payable in installments are limited to the permissible rate of 6 percent per
annum, but the interest charge may be added on
or deducted from the amount of the loan. Thus
the effective rate of interest is somewhat higher
than 6 percent. H
"Points" are included as interest under section 47~-5, setting forth the maximum rate of interest in written agreements. There is no specific
reference in the section dealing with installment
loans. "Points" are defined as any charge received by the lender from any source in consideration of the loan and not otherwise permitted
by statute.,q The same section of the code authorizes only the simple amortization of points
over the life of the loan.
Although no reference is made to "points"
where installment loans are concerned, it should
be observed that it is likel} that such charges
are included within the permissible 6 percent
rate. 49
Although "points" are included within the
confines of the usury statutes, both case law and
statutory authorization permit charges above the
permissible rate of interest that are not includable in that interest rate. A lender is permitted to
charge just and reasonable expenses for making
the loan to the borrower, and the expenses are
not considered interest.~') The boundaries of this
proposition are unclear from both the case and
the statutory law. Banks are allowed to charge
the borrower for the expenses of reports and information concerning the loan, and these
charges are outside of the usury constraints.~'l
Building and loan associations may charge
interest rates which are higher than those permitted by the usury statutes if the loan is made
to one of its shareholders and the rate is fixed in
the bylaws of the association.~2

In the context of the installment loan, the
applicable statute makes it mandatory that discounted or added-on interest be refunded at the
contract rate of interest; thus the lender need
not refund at the effective rate of interest, which
-because of the discount or add-on characteristic-may be greater than 6 percent.~':1
Veterans' Administration and Federal Housing Administration-insured loans are specifically
exempted from the usury laws under section
31A-4-29 of the West Virginia code.
There are regulations encompassing the
area of secondary mortgages. These regulations
are not applicable to banks, building and loan
associations, or where Federal agencies are involved as the lender or guarantor of a loan. 54
The restrictions imposed on other lenders are,
after licensing, that the lender may not extend a
loan beyond 60 months at 6 percent interest,
with total charges not to exceed 10 percent. Late
payment charges of up to 5 percent are not included in the 10 percent figure. Hazard insurance
may also be required and is not considered
within the 10 percent limitation/':;

Housing Authorities and Housing Law
In West Virginia, the local units of government are authorized to establish five-member
housing authorities, Oil The purpose of these
county and municipal housing authorities is to
establish low cost housing and engage in slum
clearance projects, in the interest of promoting
public health and welfare."; The housing authorities are empowered to make investigations and
studies of existing conditions and the present
and future needs for low cost housing as well as
the power to purchase, sell, lease, and rent in
connection with the goal of providing needed
low cost housing.~" Included among the powers
granted to the housing authority is the power of
eminent domain, to be exercised in conjunction
with slum clearance or the construction of new
low cost housing,~'!' If interjurisdictional cooperation is required to accomplish the goal of the
State housing law, housing authorities are permitted to cooperate with other authorities for the
purpose of planning, financing, constructing, or
operating housing projects.';o The local authori-

ing Administration-insured loans are specifically

exempted from the usury laws under section

31A-4-29 of the West Virginia code.

There are regulations encompassing the

area of secondary mortgages. These regulations

are not applicable to banks, building and loan

associations, or where Federal agencies are in-

volved as the lender or guarantor of a loan.54

The restrictions imposed on other lenders are,

after licensing, that the lender may not extend a

loan beyond 60 months at 6 percent interest,

.. Id., I 47-6-5 (1966).
., Id., f 47-6-5a (1966).
... Id .• I 47-6-5 (1966).
.. James v. Felton, 99 W. Va. 407. 415. 129 S.E. 482. 481 (1925).
.. Liskey v. Snyder, 56 W. Va. 610, 49 S.E. 515 (1904) .
., W. Va. Code Ann., I 31A-4-20 (1972).
n Ibid., f 3-6-17 (1971).
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ties, in the furtherance of their goal, are empow-

ered to incur any indebtedness, issue any obliga-

tion, or give any security to finance low cost

housing. Statutory limitations on municipal financ-

ing are specifically designated as inapplicable to

housing authorities.61

All authorities are charged with the respon-

sibility of fixing rents at rates that will meet the

demands of the underlying financing incurred in

the construction of the housing project.62 Fur-

ther, authorities are restricted from accepting

persons into any housing project whose aggre-

gate income is greater than 5 times the annual

rent unless the person has three or more minor

dependents.*3

Housing authorities are exempted from all

other otherwise applicable State and local taxa-

tion but are subject to all other local

regulation."

An added feature of the State housing law is

that an individual owner of farms may apply for

low cost housing for those of low income who

operate or maintain his farm. (The owner would

seem to fall within this group.) To achieve this

purpose, the county authority is empowered to

borrow or otherwise finance the rental or pur-

chase of the appropriate housing."

The Housing Development Act provides for

the establishment of a State housing fund, which

is to finance and provide assistance to public

and private builders constructing residences for

low and moderate income people.60 The fund

has a broad range of powers, including the

power to buy and sell real property in conjunc-

tion with its power to provide appropriate financ-

ing. The fund may borrow money and enter into

mortgage agreements that are modifiable conso-

nent with the goal of providing low cost housing.

The fund and the property that it owns is exempt

from all State and local taxes.87

Taxes, Welfare Liens, and Insurance

Regulation

There is no authority for the practice of

maintaining existing levels of real property as-

sessment following the improvement of substand-

ard housing. ln fact, it is expressly provided that

all property is to be assessed at its true or ac-

ties, in the furtherance of their goal, are empowered to incur any indebtedness, issue any obligation. or give any security to finance low cost
housing. Statutory limitations on municipal financing are specifically designated as inapplicable to
housing authorities. ll )
All authorities are charged with the responsibility of fixing rents at rates that will meet the
demands of the underlying financing incurred in
the construction of the housing project. 6~ Further, authorities are restricted from accepting
persons into any housing project whose aggregate income is greater than 5 times the annual
rent unless the person has three or more minor
dependents. ',3
Housing authorities are exempted from all
other otherwise applicable State and local taxation but are subject to all other local
regulation. 64
An added feature of the State housing law is
that an individual owner of farms may apply for
low cost housing for those of low income who
operate or maintain his farm. (The owner would
seem to fall within this group.) To achieve this
purpose, the county authority is empowered to
borrow or otherwise finance the rental or purchase of the appropriate housingY'
The Housing Development Act provides for
the establishment of a State housing fund, which
is to finance and provide assistance to public
and private builders constructing residences for
low and moderate income people. 6R The fund
has a broad range of powers, including the
power to buy and sell real property in conjunction with its power to provide appropriate financing. The fund may borrow money and enter into
mortgage agreements that are modifiable consonent with the goal of providing low cost housing.
The fund and the property that it owns i~ exempt
from all State and local taxes. 67

â¢' lbid., I 16-15-10; but

Mm ing bonds.

Â«lWd., I 18-15-18 (1972).

Â« lbid., I 16-15-19 (1972).

Taxes, Welfare Liens, and Insurance
Regulation

* lbid., II 16-15-14, 16-15-8 (1972).

Â«lbid, II 16-15-24, 16-15-25 (1972).

Â«lbid., I 31-18-1 Â»t soq (1972).

" lbid., I 31-18-18 (1972).

II 16-15-19, 16-15-20, 16-15-21 con-

tual value. Actual value is defined as the fair

There is no authority for the practice of
maintaining existing levels of real property assessment following the improvement of substandard housing. In fact, it is expressly provided that
all property is to be assessed at its true or ac-

market value on the open market.88

tual value. Actual value is defined as the fair
market value on the open market,os
The tax foreclosure procedure is a relatively
long and complex process. Ad valorem property
taxes are collectible in two installments payable
September 1, or the following March 1.69 Taxes
due on these dates are delinquent on October 1
and the following April 1.;n The compilation and
recording of the first delinquent tax list take
place on July 1 of the year of assessment,71
Among the remedies available to the sheriff
whose duty it is to enforce delinquent taxes is
the power to sell the land on which the taxes
are due.'~ After a second publication of the list
of taxes which are still delinquent as of September 1, the property involved may be sold, at the
earliest, on October 14 following the year of assessment. The minimum price for which the land
may be sold is the amount of delinquent taxes
plus the cost of publication. The owner of the
property sold in the tax sale may redeem that
property by March 31 of the second year following the tax sale at a price not less than the
amount of the tax sale purchase price plus 12
percent per annum and all additional taxes and
expenses incurred while the property remains
unredeemed.'3
Welfare liens no longer exist in West Virginia, and all prior liens have been released by
statute. H
As a part of its insurance law and regulation, the State of West Virginia does not require
insurance companies to write fire insurance policies on substandard housing.

Comparative Analyses of the Seven
Southeastern States
Statewide Housing Corporations
Kentucky is one of the three States studied
that has established a statewide housing corporation. The legislation seems sound and might
well serve as a model for other States.
In 1972, the Kentucky legislature created the
Kentucky Housing Corporation, codified in § 198A
of the Kentucky Revised Statutes. The purpose is
to create safe and sanitary housing, in rural and
urban areas, that have deteriorated in recent
years through the spread of slum conditions .

The tax foreclosure procedure is a relatively

long and complex process. Ad valorem property

taxes are collectible in two installments payable

September 1, or the following March 1.69 Taxes

due on these dates are delinquent on October 1

and the following April 1.70 The compilation and

recording of the first delinquent tax list take

place on July 1 of the year of assessment.71
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The corporation is governed by a board of

directors and has the necessary powers to effec-

tuate the legislation. Among the powers are: To

make insured construction and mortgage loans

to sponsors of land developments or residential

housing; to purchase insured mortgage loans

made to such sponsors; to acquire real property

by purchase, foreclosure, or otherwise; to sell all

or any part of a mortgage or any document se-

curing a construction, land development, or loan;

to insure against loss; to consent to a modifica-

tion of the usury rates; and to acquire, establish,

and operate residential housing for persons of

low income.

The housing corporation does more than

finance the construction of low cost housing.

Â§ 198A.050 authorizes the director of the corpora-

tion to provide that training and employment

arising in connection with the planning, con-

struction, rehabilitation, and operation of housing

assisted under such programs be given to per-

sons of low income residing in the area of such

housing, wherever feasible. lt provides further

that contracts for work be awarded to individuals

and business firms doing business in the fields

of design, architecture, building construction, re-

habilitation, maintenance, and repair located in,

or owned in substantial part by persons residing

in the area of such housing. Thus the act en-

courages active participation by those it is cre-

ated to help, by providing employment and stim-

ulating business.

Kentucky is not responsible in any way for

any debts, liabilities or obligations issued under

the act.1 These are payable solely from the reve-

nues or assets of the corporation.

The act also created a housing loan fund,

known as the Housing Development Fund, to be

administered by the corporation as a trust fund

separate and distinct from any other moneys or

funds administered by the corporation. lt is com-

prised of funds and contributions and of fund

notes issued by the corporation.2 The purpose of

the fund is to provide a source from which the

corporation may make temporary loans at such

interest rates as may be determined by the cor-

poration for the purposes of: Defraying develop-

ment costs of sponsors, developers, and builders

of residential housing; or providing, to low in-

come families applying for mortgages, funds to

make downpayments and pay closing costs; or

participating in construction loans which are not

federally insured to sponsors, builders, and de-

velopers. Construction loans, however, will only

be made from the fund when such loans are not

otherwise available from private lenders upon

reasonably equivalent terms.

The corporation is authorized to issue $200

million in bonds to carry out its purposes, and

may issue bond anticipation notes, interim re-

ceipts, or temporary bonds.3

ln the discretion of the corporation, any ob-

ligations it undertakes may be secured by a trust

The corporation is governed by a board of
directors and has the necessary powers to effectuate the legislation. Among the powers are: To
make insured construction and mortgage loans
to sponsors of land developments or residential
housing; to purchase insured mortgage loans
made to such sponsors; to acquire real property
by purchase, foreclosure, or otherwise; to sell all
or any part of a mortgage or any document securing a construction, land development, or loan;
to insure against loss; to consent to a modification of the usury rates; and to acquire, establish,
and operate residential housing for persons of
low income.
The housing corporation does more than
finance the construction of low cost housing,
§ 198A.050 authorizes the director of the corporation to provide that training and employment
arising in connection with the planning, construction, rehabilitation, and operation of housing
assisted under such programs be given to persons of low income residing in the area of such
housing, wherever feasible. It provides further
that contracts for work be awarded to individuals
and business firms doing business in the fields
of design, architecture, building construction, rehabilitation, maintenance, and repair located in,
or owned in substantial part by persons residing
in the area of such housing. Thus the act encourages active participation by those it is created to help, by providing employment and stimulating business.
Kentucky is not responsible in any way for
any debts, liabilities or obligations issued under
the act. I These are payable solely from the revenues or assets of the corporation.
The act also created a housing loan fund,
known as the Housing Development Fund, to be
administered by the corporation as a trust fund
separate and distinct from any other moneys or
funds administered by the corporation. It is comprised of funds and contributions and of fund
notes issued by the corporation." The purpose of
the fund is to provide a source from which the
corporation may make temporary loans at such
interest rates as may be determined by the corporation for the purposes of: Defraying development costs of sponsors, developers, and builders
of residential housing; or providing. to low income families applying for mortgages. funds to
make downpayments and pay closing costs; or
participating in construction loans which are not

agreement by and between the corporation and

a corporate trustee, which may be any trust

company or bank and trust company within or

1
outside the State.4

2

Kentucky Revised Statutes. § 198A.070 (1972 Supp.).
Id .• I 198A.OBO.

federally insured to sponsors, builders, and developers. Construction loans, however, will only
be made from the fund when such loans are not
otherwise available from private lenders upon
reasonably equivalent terms.
The corporation is authorized to issue $200
million in bonds to carry out its purposes, and
may issue bond anticipation notes, interim receipts, or temporary bonds. 3
In the discretion of the corporation, any obligations it undertakes may be secured by a trust
agreement by and between the corporation and
a corporate trustee, which may be any trust
company or bank and trust company within or
outside the State. 4
The West Virginia legislature recently
passed a Housing Development Act establishing
a development fund to finance and provide assistance to public and private builders constructing residences for low and moderate income
families/' The fund is a tax-exempt public body
corporation, run by a board of directors. The fund
is empowered to buy and sell real property, borrow money, and enter into mortgage agreements
to achieve its ends.
Virginia has established a Housing Development Authority, which is a State political subdivision, to provide safe and sanitary housing for
people of low income. 6 The authority may make
mortgage loans and those necessary for housing
rehabilitation for housing sponsors.7 It can also
make first mortgage loans to low and moderate
income families." The authority is also empowered to supervise housing sponsors through the
setting of rental rates, tenant selection, and supervision of the operation and maintenance of
the developments.!'

Housing Authorities
The seven States have nearly uniform provisions regarding housing authorities.lf) No State
has a statewide housing authority. but all have
provisions enabling the establishment of county
and regional authorities. Most require a finding
of unsafe and unsanitary conditions before any
'id. § 198A.090.
• Id .. § 198A.l00.
• West Virginia Code. ~ 31-18-1 et seq . (1972).
• Code 01 Virgins. § 36-55.27 (1973 Supp.).
, Id. § 36-55.3.
, Id .. § 36-55.34.
• Id .. § 36-55 .33
10 Code 01 Alabama. Title 25. §§ 33 et seq . (1960): Arkansas Stst.
utes Annotsted. §§ 19-3001 et seq. (1968); Kentucky Revised
Statutes. 80 O~g;i: nse[q·f V·lI.€i ); Mississippi Code Annolaled.
§§ 43-33-1 e1 S · .
972);""T'ennessee Code Annotated. §§ 13804
E f(!1j~
~ 'l
§§ 36-1 el seq (1970);
West Virginia Code. §I 16-15-1 at seq. (1972).
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The West Virginia legislature recently

passed a Housing Development Act establishing

7'::0
a development fund to finance and provide as-

authority may be set up. All provide that two or

more counties with similar housing problems

may combine to create a regional authority with

the same powers as the county authority, which

then ceases to exist.

The powers granted to county and regional

authorities are wide. All are empowered to build,

operate, maintain, and lease housing projects,

acquire real property, issue bonds, borrow

money, contract with the Federal Government, in-

sure their property, and perform other functions

necessary for the construction and operation of

housing projects.

Certain regulations are placed on all the au-

thorities. All their projects are to comply with

local building codes, zoning, sanitary, and safety

ordinances. The operations are to be nonprofit,

so the States require special procedures for de-

termining rental rates and tenant selection. The

projects are to be operated so that the lowest

rental possible, consistent with safe and sanitary

housing, will be charged. Tenants are to be peo-

ple with incomes so low that they are otherwise

unable to procure sanitary housing. No absolute

schedules for rates are listed, nor are maximum

incomes for tenants (except that some States

limit net aggregate income of a renting group to

5 times the rental rate). The States provide flexi-

ble guidelines so that individual counties or

areas may meet their own needs.

All seven States have included special pro-

visions for low income rural landowners.11 The

statutes were enacted in 1941 or 1942, and they

appear to come from a common model. The lan-

guage is identical in all except Alabama and

Kentucky, and the intent in these is identical.

An owner of a farm operated or worked

upon by farmers of low income in need of safe

and sanitary housing may file an application re-

questing the housing authority to provide a

dwelling or dwellings for occupancy by such

persons. In all States, the authorities are empow-

ered to use their funds to build such housing

upon determination of real need. The housing

may be either leased or sold to the farmer. It re-

mains the tax-exempt property of the authority

until full payment is made, except that the land-

owner may usually claim homestead exemption

for it.

Building Code

Virginia is the only State with provisions for

the implementation of a statewide building code.

The Uniform Statewide Building Code1- empow-

ers the State Board of Housing to adopt and

promulgate a uniform building code for the en-

tire State.

The building code is to prescribe standards

to be complied with in the construction of build-

ings, with due regard to the health, safety, and

welfare of the residents of the State. The board

authority may be set up. All provide that two or
more counties with similar housing problems
may combine to create a regional authority with
the same powers as the county authority, which
then ceases to exist.
The powers granted to county and regional
authorities are wide. All are empowered to build,
operate, maintain, and lease housing projects,
acquire real property, issue bonds, borrow
money, contract with the Federal Government, insure their property, and perform other functions
necessary for the construction and operation of
housing projects.
Certain regulations are placed on all the authorities. All their projects are to comply with
local building codes, zoning, sanitary, and safety
ordinances. The operations are to be nonprofit,
so the States require special procedures for determining rental rates and tenant selection. The
projects are to be operated so that the lowest
rental possible, consistent with safe and sanitary
housing, will be charged. Tenants are to be people with incomes so low that they are otherwise
unable to procure sanitary housing. No absolute
schedules for rates are listed, nor are maximum
incomes for tenants (except that some States
limit net aggregate income of a renting group to
5 times the rental rate). The States provide flexible guidelines so that individual counties or
areas may meet their own needs.
All seven States have included special provisions for low income rural landownerS.l1 The
statutes were enacted in 1941 or 1942, and they
appear to come from a common model. The language is identical in all except Alabama and
Kentucky, and the intent in these is identical.
An owner of a farm operated or worked
upon by farmers of low income in need of safe
and sanitary housing may file an application requesting the housing authority to provide a
dwelling or dwellings for occupancy by such
persons. In all States, the authorities are empowered to use their funds to build such housing
upon determination of real need. The housing
may be either leased or sold to the farmer. It remains the tax-exempt property of the authority
until full payment is made, except that the landowner may usually claim homestead exemption
for it.

should consult the standards set forth by nation-

ally recognized organizations, such as the South-

ern Building Code Congress, the Building

Officials Conference of America, and the Na-

tional Fire Protection Association, when making

the code. Also, the provisions of the code are to

be stated in terms of a required level of perform-

ance, whenever practical.13

Before any code provisions are adopted, the

State board is required to hold at least one pub-

1\

Code of Alabama. Title 25, § 55 (1960): Arkansas Statutes Annotated. § 19-3054 (1968): Kentucky Revised Statu tes. 80510
(1969): Mississippi Code Annotated , § 4 ~- 33-121 (1 9 72\ : Tennessee Code Anhot ated, § 13-101 0 (195$): Code of Virginia.
136-38 (1970); West Virginia Code, § 16-15-25 (1972).

Building Code
Virginia is the only State with provisions for
the implementation of a statewide building code.
The Uniform Statewide Building Codel~ empowers the State Board of Housing to adopt and
promulgate a uniform building code for the entire State.
The building code is to prescribe standards
to be complied with in the construction of buildings, with due regard to the health, safety, and
welfare of the residents of the State. The board
should consult the standards set forth by nationally recognized organizations, such as the ~o~th
ern Building Code Congress, the BUIlding
Officials Conference of America, and the National Fire Protection Association, when making
the code. Also, the provisions of the code are to
be stated in terms of a required level of performance, whenever practical. 13
Before any code provisions are adopted, the
State board is required to hold at least one public hearing giving persons an opportunity to
present their views. Notice of the hearing is to
be published in at least four newspapers of general circulation in the State,H
No code provisions may be made effective
prior to January 1, 1973, or later than September
1, 1973. 1r. Enforcement of the code is the responsibility of the local building department.I 6
Any violation of the code is deemed a misdemeanor and the person, firm, or corporation convicted of such violation will be punished not
more than $500. 1;
Alabama has passed an enabling statute for
a statewide building code, but none has been
promulgated, I ' Kentucky, Arkansas, and MissisSippi give local authorities power to adopt a
building code,19 and West Virginia counties may
adopt one also if the county has a population
greater than 200,OOO.~o
Finally, West Virginia does have a progressive element in its statutes in the building code
Code of Virginia, § I 36-97 to 36-119 (1970).
Id., § 36-99.
" Id., § 36-100.
"Id., § 36-101.
,. Id., I 36-105.
11 Id., § 36-106.
13 Code of Alabama, Tit.
55, § 367(1),(7)-(9) 1960). The code
would be primarily applicable to State buildings and construction; municipalities and counties could adopt and apply
it to all buildings within their Jurisdiction .
,. Kentucky Revised Statutes, § § 67.380 (countie.) & 82.080 municipalities) (1969): Ark. Stat. Ann., f§ 19-2801 et seq. (1968)
(munici,Mli.tles): ~ I s. Code Ann., §§ 19--5-9 (counties) &
21-19-2~ 1 F( _uni _ a i .!lSl (1972).
:>J WPl~ I W~'hI~Gl1t [' §. tr~
!WI). Tennessee has a almiler
"¢t~"rsfa'iPUrln.\..{Jo dIl IAn'ii1., 1.:§. dli2549 (1972 Supp.)
U
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area. Under West Virginia law, glazed materials

used around doors must meet the standards pro-

mulgated by American National Standards lnsti-

tute Standard Z-97.1-1966.-1 Also, where com-

ponent housing is HUD-approved in West

Virginia, county building codes are preempted,-'-

lt is interesting to note that Mississippi has

a provision to the effect that county governments

may not adopt standards exceeding those build-

ing regulations of construction codes published

by nationally recognized code groups.23

Land Use Controls

The seven States utilize various means of

land use control. Generally, the laws provide for

some form of planning commission and for zon-

area. Under West Virginia law, glazed materials
used around doors must meet the standards promulgated by American National Standards Institute Standard Z-97.1-1966."1 Also, where component housing is HUD-approved in West
Virginia, county building codes are preempted.""
It is interesting to note that Mississippi has
a provision to the effect that county governments
may not adopt standards exceeding those building regulations of construction codes published
by nationally recognized code groups.23

ing regulations. Land use control power is

usually delegated to the local governments, with

Land Use Controls

the State often serving in an advisory capacity.

Because of the various structures in the States, l

will treat each State separately, giving a general

view of their land use controls and commenting

on any unique or interesting feature.

Kentucky follows the general pattern of land

use controls. The main area of emphasis is local

control. Before land use planning may begin, a

"planning unit" must be formed or designated.

Such unit may be a joint planning unit composed

of a county and the municipalities within it,24 or

a city or county separately if they fail to form a

joint unit,2 3 or two or more planning units may

form a regional planning unit.26

To exercise its planning powers, a planning

unit must appoint a planning commission.-7 The

planning commission is required to prepare a

comprehensive plan of the region including a

land use plan to guide the development of the

unit.2â¢ lt is not clear what legal effect the com-

prehensive plan has.

Zoning, perhaps the principal method of

land use control, is left to local government. Cit-

ies and counties which are members of a plan-

ning unit may create zones and issue zoning or-

dinances as to.certain specified features.-9 An

important feature of Kentucky's zoning law is

that land used for farming is exempt from many

of the zoning restrictions.30

Kentucky also provides for area planning

commissions. Two or more adjacent counties,

one of which has a city of more than 50,000 and

less than 200,000, may form such an area plan-

ning commission/'1 The area commissions within

their territory exercise powers similar to those

exercised by the other planning units.

Statewide land use control is exercised by

the Kentucky Progress Commission3- and the

Governor's cabinet.2 3 Both bodies have princi-

pally a study, advisory, and a planning function.

The seven States utilize various means of
land use control. Generally, the laws provide for
some form of planning commission and for zoning regulations. Land use control power is
usually delegated to the local governments, with
the State often serving in an advisory capacity.
Because of the various structures in the States, I
will treat each State separately, giving a general
view of their land use controls and commenting
on any unique or interesting feature.
Kentucky follows the general pattern of land
use controls. The main area of emphasis is local
control. Before land use planning may begin, a
"planning unit" must be formed or designated.
Such unit may be a joint planning unit composed
of a county and the municipalities within it,24 or
a city or county separately if they fail to form a
joint unit,"" or two or more planning units may
form a regional planning uniU';
To exercise its planning powers, a planning
unit must appoint a planning commission.:: 7 The
planning commission is required to prepare a
comprehensive plan of the region including a
land use plan to guide the development of the
unit. 2' It is not clear what legal effect the comprehensive plan has.
Zoning, perhaps the principal method of
land use control, is left to local government. Cities and counties which are members of a planning unit may create zones and issue zoning ordinances as to. certain specified features."\! An
important feature of Kentucky's zoning law is
that land used for farming is exempt from many
of the zoning restrictions. 30

Kentucky also provides for area planning
commissions. Two or more adjacent counties,
one of which has a city of more than 50,000 and
less than 200,000, may form such an area planning commission. II The area commissions within
their territory exercise powers similar to those
exercised by the other planning units.
Statewide land use control is exercised by
the Kentucky Progress Commission 32 and the
Governor's cabinet. 33 Both bodies have principally a study, advisory, and a planning function.
Mississippi has a less developed system of
land use control, but it utilizes the same two
tools: Zoning ordinances and planning commissions. The State has delegated its land use powers to the local governments. Municipalities and
counties for the unincorporated portions of the
county may exercise the power to issue zoning
ordinances pertaining to various specified factors. Land and buildings used for agriculture,
however, are exempt from county regulation. 34
To facilitate the exercise of their zoning powers,
local governments may act jointly to altain uniformity and conformity in zoning regulations in
the area.3~
The local governments may also regulate
the development of subdivisions. They may make
dedication of such subdivisions conditional upon
such terms as the local government shall feel
necessary to implement their zoning and planning powers.:J6
To aid in the development of local land use
and to create and implement an official plan,
counties and municipalities may create local
planning commissions.'l7 In order to aid development on a broader scale, two or more counties
and municipalities may form regional planning
commissions. Local governments are also empowered to participate in interstate planning
commissions.3~

Tennessee has a State planning commission,
but it serves primarily in an advisory capacity.39
Its most important function is the creation of
planning regions and planning commissions. 40
These regional planning commissions also serve
primarily in an advisory capacity.H These commissions are to adopt a plan for the general re-

Mississippi has a less developed system of

land use control, but it utilizes the same two

tools: Zoning ordinances and planning commis-

sions. The State has delegated its land use pow-

ers to the local governments. Municipalities and

counties for the unincorporated portions of the

county may exercise the power to issue zoning

ordinances pertaining to various specified fac-

tors. Land and buildings used for agriculture,

however, are exempt from county regulation.34

Id .• I 47-5-1 (1972 Supp.)
22 Id., § 8-24-508.
:3 Miss. Code Ann .. § 2890.7 (1972 Supp.).
.. K.R.S .. § 100.121 (1§69)
Z K.R.S .. t 100.117 (1969).
.. Ibid. § 100.123 (1969).
r. Ibid .• § 100 133(1) (1969).
,. Ibid. § 100183 and § 100187 (1969).
,. Ibid .• § 100.201 and § 100.203 (1969).
>0 Ibid .• § 100.203(4) (1969).

31 Ibid ..
'" Ibid ..
;, Ibid,
" Miss
,. Ibid.,
'" Ibid.
"Ibid,
"" Ibid,

21

"I

§ 147010 (1969).
§ 147010 (1969).
§ 147070 (1969)
Code Ann .. § 17-1-3 (1972).
§ 17-1-5 (1972).
§ 17-1-23 (1972).
17-1-11 (1972) .
§ 17-1-29 (1972).

::. Tenn Code A""l' i §. 'It3-J 8 {

.., Ibid, 13-107 '\"1 !!~s:j
.. Ibid.
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To facilitate the exercise of their zoning powers,

local governments may act jointly to attain uni-

formity and conformity in zoning regulations in
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gion for physical development of the region. The

commission's major authoritative action is that

once a plan has been created for a county, a

plat for subdivision may not be recorded by the

county unless it is first approved by the regional

commission.42

The counties, while having no planning func-

gion for physical development of the region. The
commission's major authoritative action is that
once a plan has been created for a county, a
plat for subdivision may not be recorded by the
county unless it is first approved by the regional

tion per se, do have the power to enact zoning

ordinances.43 Where a regional planning com-

mission has been established, the ordinances

must be submitted to that commission, but they

may be enacted by the counties over their

disapproval.44 Under Â§13-414, buildings and

lands used for agricultural purposes are gener-

ally exempted from regulation.

The municipalities exercise both a planning

and a zoning function. Under Â§13-501, the chief

legislative bodies of the municipalities are au-

thorized to create municipal planning commis-

sions. The commission is authorized to make a

plan for the physical development of the munici-

pality, including a zoning plan. Once a plan is

adopted, no street or other public way, public

building, or public utility may be constructed

without first submitting it to the planning com-

mission for approval.45 The municipal planning

commission has the same power in regard to

subdivision platting as the regional planning

commission.46 The municipalities have the power

to enact zoning ordinances upon the recommen-

dation of the planning commission.47

Arkansas does not have a highly developed

land use control system. On the State level there

is the State planning commission.48 lts main

functions are the development of an ongoing

State plan and coordinating and furnishing ad-

vice to local officials.40 Another State mecha-

nism is the creation of regional multicounty plan-

ning and development organizations. The State

planning commission advises them but has no

authority to set standards as guidelines for

them.50

First- and second-class cities have the

power to establish zoning ordinances. However,

they may classify land use in only three ways:

Manufacturing use, business other than manufac-

turing, and residential only.51 First- and second-

class cities and incorporated towns are given

additional power if they establish a municipal

planning commission.52 The commission's two

commission.~2

The counties, while having no planning function per se, do have the power to enact zoning
ordinances. 43 Where a regional planning commission has been established, the ordinances
must be submitted to that commission, but they
may be enacted by the counties over their
disapprovaL" Under § 13-414, buildings and
lands used for agricultural purposes are generally exempted from regulation.
The municipalities exercise both a planning
and a zoning function. Under §13-501, the chief
legislative bodies of the municipalities are authorized to create municipal planning commissions. The commission is authorized to make a
plan for the physical development of the municipality, including a zoning plan. Once a plan is
adopted, no street or other public way, public
building, or public utility may be constructed
without first submitting it to the planning commission for approval.4~ The municipal planning
commission has the same power in regard to
subdivision platting as the regional planning
commission. 48 The municipalities have the power
to enact zoning ordinances upon the recommendation of the planning commissionY
Arkansas does not have a highly developed
land use control system. On the State level there
is the State planning commissionYl Its main
functions are the development of an ongoing
State plan and coordinating and furnishing advice to local officials. 40 Another State mechanism is the creation of regional multicounty planning and development organizations. The State
planning commission advises them but has no
authority to set standards as guidelines for
them.~o

main functions are to control and administer the

development and subdivision of land and to rec-

ommend zoning ordinances.53 A city creating a

planning commission may adopt far more com-

prehensive zoning ordinances.

The counties may appoint county planning

First- and second-class cities have the
power to establish zoning ordinances. However,
they may classify land use in only three ways:
Manufacturing use, business other than manufacturing, and residential only.51 First- and second-

boards.â¢ Among the powers and duties of the

board are the development of an official county

plan and the creation of land use zones.55

Under Â§ 17-1106, the county planning board has

the same power over subdivision of unincorpor-

ated land as a municipality has within incorpo-

rated land.

Arkansas permits cities, towns, and counties

to create joint or metropolitan planning

commissions." They exercise basically a coordi-

.. Ibid., § 13-302 (1955).
"'bid., f 13-401 (1955).
"Ibid., f 13-507 (1955).
.. Ibid., f 13-507 (1955).
.. Ibid., § 13-602 (1955).
" Ibid., f 13-701 and § 702 (1955).
.. Ark. Sial. Ann., f 9-306 (1971 SUpp.).
.. Ibid., f 9-316 to § 9-316 (1971 Supp.).
roo Ibid., I 9-324 to I 9-328 (1971 Supp.).
o. Ibid., & 19-2805 (1968).

nating function, since the power to zone and

plan remains in the participating local govern-

ments.5
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class cities and incorporated towns are given
additional power if they establish a municipal
planning commission. 52 The commission's two
main functions are to control and administer the
development and subdivision of land and to recommend zoning ordinances. 53 A city creating a
planning commission may adopt far more comprehensive zoning ordinances.
The counties may appoint county planning
boards. H Among the powers and duties of the
board are the development of an official county
plan and the creation of land use zones. 55
Under § 17-1106, the county planning board has
the same power over subdivision of unincorporated land as a municipality has within incorporated land.
Arkansas permits cities, towns, and counties
to create joint or metropolitan planning
commissions. 56 They exercise basically a coordinating function, since the power to zone and
plan remains in the participating local governments. 57
In West Virginia, control of land use is generally in the hands of local government. Counties
and municipalities may create local planning
commissions.5~ The planning commissions are to
create comprehensive plans of land development. 59 After a plan has been accepted by the
local government, a plan for subdivision may not
be recorded unless it is approved by the planning
commission. 60
Both counties and cities may adopt zoning
ordinances,61 subject to certain qualifications
specified in § 8-24-40. Such zoning regulations
are to be proposed by the planning commission.G.2
In 1971, the statutes providing for regional
cooperation were revised. Now the State has
provided for statewide cooperation. 03 The Governor is given broad powers to coordinate State
and local development. This development includes more than just land use control. The Governor is required to create regional boundaries
throughout the State and to provide for the formation of regional councils. These regional
.. Ibid., f 19-2825 (1971 Supp.l·
.. Ibid., f 19-2828 and t 19-2829 (1971 Supp.).
54 Ibid., § 17-1101 (1968) .
"Ibid., f 17-1103 (1968).
.. Ibid., & 19-2820 (1968).
51 Ibid., § 19-2824 ('968) .
.. W. Va. Code Ann., 8-24-1 (1989) .
.. Ibid., § 8-24-16 (1969).
..., I bid., § 8-24-28 and § 8-24-31 (1969) .
6, Ibid., § 8-24",39. (1969)'1
'., Ibid, § 8-2 - 2: t~~

f

.. Ibid l:J
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councils are to provide planning and technical

assistance for the development of the region.

Local governments are also empowered to

cooperate with local governments in other States

regarding the development of regions.64

Alabama has both State and local land use

controls. There is the Alabama State Planning

Board.69 The board is entrusted with the duty of

developing a master plan for the development of

the State.66 It may also propose to the legisla-

ture legislation including zoning and land use

regulations to carry out the master plan.67

Local regulation is entrusted to municipali-

ties and regional planning commissions, but al-

most no provisions are made for county control.

Perhaps Alabama considers land use planning as

primarily an urban problem.

Municipal corporations have the power to

zone according to land use in regard to busi-

ness, industrial, and residential use.68 The cities

are given additional powers to provide more

comprehensive zoning according to a compre-

hensive plan.69 There is no provision for zoning

by the counties.

Municipalities also have the power to create

planning commissions.70 Under Â§791, the pri-

mary duty of the commission is to make and

adopt a master plan for the physical develop-

ment of the area, including areas outside the

municipality that affect the planning for the mu-

nicipality. Once a plan has been adopted, no im-

provement may be made in the area without first

submitting it to the commission for approval.71

Where a municipality has created a commission,

the commission has all the powers formerly held

by the zoning commission,72 and also has the

power to regulate subdivision development

within the municipality and 5 miles beyond."

Alabama has had several different programs

dealing with regional planning commissions. The

original one74 provided that the planning com-

mission of any municipality or the county com-

missioners of any county could petition for the

creation of a regional planning commission. The

legislation was clearly aimed at areas of urban

spillover that made municipal planning difficult.

The commission's primary purpose was the de-

"' Ibid.

Â§ 8-26-1

to 8-26-5 (1969).

"Code

of Ala..

Tit. 55, 5 373(1) (1960).

" Ibid.

Tit. 55,

! 373(4) (1960).

councils are to provide planning and technical
assistance for the development of the region.
Local governments are also empowered to
cooperate with local governments in other States
regarding the development of regions. 6 •
Alabama has both State and local land use
controls. There is the Alabama State Planning
Board. 6s The board is entrusted with the duty of
developing a master plan for the development of
the State. 66 It may also propose to the legislature legislation including zoning and land use
regulations to carry out the master plan. 6T
Local regulation is entrusted to municipalities and regional planning commissions, but almost no provisions are made for county control.
Perhaps Alabama considers land use planning as
primarily an urban problem.
Municipal corporations have the power to
zone according to land use in regard to business, industrial, and residential use. 68 The cities
are given additional powers to provide more
comprehensive zoning according to a comprehensive plan. fl9 There is no provision for zoning
by the counties.
Municipalities also have the power to create
planning commissions. 70 Under § 791, the primary duty of the commission is to make and
adopt a master plan for the physical development of the area, including areas outSide the
municipality that affect the planning for the municipality. Once a plan has been adopted, no improvement may be made in the area without first
submitting it to the commission for approval. 71
Where a municipality has created a commission,
the commission has all the powers formerly held
by the zoning commission,72 and also has the
power to regulate subdivision development
within the municipality and 5 miles beyond.73
Alabama has had several different programs
dealing with regional planning commissions. The
original one 14 provided that the planning commission of any municipality or the county commissioners of any county could petition for the
creation of a regional planning commission. The
legislation was clearly aimed at areas of urban
spillover that made municipal planning difficult.
The commission's primary purpose was the de-

" Ibid.

Tit. 55

373(5) (1960).

"Ibid.

Tit. 37,

772 (1960).

â¢ Ibid.

Til. 37

774-785 (1960).

*> Ibid.

Tit. 37,

.. Ibid., § 8-26-1 to 8-26-5 (1969) .
.. Code of Ala., Tit. 55, § 373(1) (1960) .
.. Ibid., TIt. 55, I 373(4) (1960).
IJT Ibid., Tit. 55 § 373(5) (1960).
... Ibid., Tit. 37, § 772 (1960).
.. Ibid., TIt. 37 § 774-785 (1960).
TO Ibid., Tit. 37, § 786 (1960).
TI Ibid., Tit. 37, I 794 (1960).
" Ibid., Tit. 37, § 796 (1960).
13 Ibid., Tit. 37, § 797-803 (1960).
1< Code of Ala., TIl. 37, § 809-8 14 (1960V

velopment of a master plan of the region. The
second attempt at regional planning called for
the creation of advisory regional planning
commissions. 75 These commissions served primarily an advisory planning and research role.
They had no specific control over zoning on land
use. The latest program for regional development
was enacted in 1969}6 It provides for the creation of regional planning and development commissions. These commissions have a far broader
grant of power than do the commissions created
by the first two plans. The earlier commissions
were to cease to exist 2 years after this plan
was enacted.
As can be seen, most of Alabama's land use
legislation is aimed at urban area and areas of
urban spillover. One area where counties have
substantial power to regulate land use is in
flood-prone areas.'1 Flood-prone areas are
those with a frequency of inundation of once
every 100 years. Where this happens, the county
has the full range of land use control devices
available, including planning, zoning, and subdivision control.
Virginia uses three techniques of land use
control: Planning commissions, subdivision ordinances, and zoning ordinances. Control is entirely by local government.
Under § 15,1-427, any county or city may
create a local planning commission. There is no
provision for a regional commission. The local
commission serves primarily in an advisory capacity. Its chief function is the development of a
comprehensive plan for the physical development of the territory, including a land use
plan. B After the plan has been adopted, it controls the general location of every feature on the
plan.
Local county and city governments are also
empowered to adopt subdivision and development ordinances.'9 When the local government
has created a planning commission, the subdivision ordinances are to be prepared and recommended by the commission. Ro After the plan has
been adopted, before anyone may subdivide his
land he must first submit a plan of the proposed
subdivision to the commission. St
The local governments also have zoning
power. 82 The local government may divide up
,. Ibid., TIt. 37, § 814(1)-814(4) (1971 Supp.) .
,. Ibid., Til. 37, § 814(4)-814(14) (1971 Supp.) .
T1 Ibid .. Tit. 12, § 341-364 (1971 Supp.).
"Code 01 Va., § 15.1-446 (1973).
,. Ibid., § 15.1-465 (1973).
.. Ibid., § 15.1-4,70 . (1973).
s'lbid., § 15.1I..!j i1: g l ~ ),.

from
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786 (1960).

" Ibid.

Tit. 37.
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the land into districts, and regulations must be

uniform within a district. Where the planning

commission exists, it is to recommend regula-

tions and boundaries. When no planning com-

mission exists, a local government may only ex-

ercise its zoning power by creating a zoning

commission.83

Virginia's system of comprehensive enabling

acts for local government, has both its advan-

tages and disadvantages. Because it is left

purely to local option, there is no State law as-

suring at least minimum control where local gov-

ernments through inertia or shortsightedness

have not sought to assure the orderly develop-

ment of their land. But where a local government

does act, the statutes provide a comprehensive

array of tools.

Mobile Homes

Uniform Standards: Virginia is the only State

which has a statewide building code for mobile

homes and modular housing.84 This statute was

passed in 1972 and was based primarily on the

the land into districts, and regulations must be
uniform within a district. Where the planning
commission exists, it is to recommend regulations and boundaries. When no planning commission exists, a local government may only exercise its zoning power by creating a zoning
commission. 83
Virginia's system of comprehensive enabling
acts for local government, has both its advantages and disadvantages. Because it is left
purely to local option, there is no State law assuring at least minimum control where local governments through inertia or shortsightedness
have not sought to assure the orderly development of their land. But where a local government
does act, the statutes provide a comprehensive
array of tools.

North Carolina Uniform Standards Code for Mo-

bile Homes Act of 1971.85

Mobile Homes

The Virginia lndustrialized Building Unit and

Mobile Home Safety Law requires that every mo-

bile home and modular house sold in Virginia, as

defined in Â§36-71, be inspected by an "approved

testing facility" and obtain a seal of approval.86

An "approved testing facility" is an architect or

professional engineer, registered in Virginia, or a

testing organization, determined by the State

Corporation Commission to be specially qualified

to investigate and test modular housing and mo-

bile homes and to provide followup services at

the point of manufacture to assure that produc-

tion units are in full compliance with the State

regulations."

Whether a mobile home or modular housing

unit receives a seal of approval from the testing

facility will depend on whether it meets the

rules, regulations, and qualifications promulgated

by the State Corporation Commission. The com-

mission will adopt rules and regulations having

due regard for generally accepted safety stand-

ards as recommended by such nationally recog-

nized organizations as the American National

Standards lnstitute Standard A 119/1 and the

National Fire Protection Association #5018 as

they are applied to mobile homes. The commis-

sion will also consider the standards of the

Southern Building Codes Congress, the Building

Officials Conference of America, the lnternational

Conference of Building Officials, and the Na-

tional Bureau of Standards applying to industrial-

ized building units.88

lt is noteworthy that the Virginia statute re-

quires that, where practical, the rules and

regulations shall be stated in terms of required

levels of performance, so as to facilitate the

Uniform Standards: Virginia is the only State
which has a statewide building code for mobile
homes and modular housing.84 This statute was
passed in 1972 and was based primarily on the
North Carolina Uniform Standards Code for Mobile Homes Act of 1971. R5
The Virginia Industrialized Building Unit and
Mobile Home Safety Law requires that every mobile home and modular house sold in Virginia, as
defined in § 36-71, be inspected by an "approved
testing facility" and obtain a seal of approval,R6
An "approved testing facility" is an architect or
professional engineer, registered in Virginia, or a
testing organization, determined by the State
Corporation Commission to be specially qualified
to investigate and test modular housing and mobile homes and to provide followup services at
the pOint of manufacture to assure that production units are in full compliance with the State
regulations. 81
Whether a mobile home or modular housing
unit receives a seal of approval from the testing
facility will depend on whether it meets the
rules, regulations, and qualifications promulgated
by the State Corporation Commission. The commission will adopt rules and regulations having
due regard for generally accepted safety standards as recommended by such nationally recognized organizations as the American National
Standards Institute Standard A 119/1 and the

National Fire Protection Association #5018 as
they are applied to mobile homes. The commission will also consider the standards of the
Southern Building Codes Congress, the Building
Officials Conference of America, the International
Conference of Building Officials, and the National Bureau of Standards applying to industrialized building units.s~
It is noteworthy that the Virginia statute requires that, where practical, the rules and
regulations shall be stated in terms of required
levels of performance, so as to facilitate the
prompt acceptance of new building materials
and methods. k9
All industrialized building units or mobile
homes bearing a seal of approval are acceptable
in all localities of the State as meeting the requirements of the Virginia Industralized Building
Unit and Mobile Home Safety Law, and are exempt from internal inspection by local governing
bodies of Virginia provided they are erected
properly. Any such structure not containing a
seal of approval is subject to full inspection by
local officials.~o Any unit constructed before
June 26, 1971, is subject to the ordinances, laws,
and regulations in effect at the time such unit
was constructed, but additional necessary requirements may be enacted. 91
The commission has the right to enter into
any building unit or mobile home, not occupied
as a dwelling unit at the ·time, upon the complaint of any person having an interest in any
such unit or upon request of local officials having jurisdiction, for examination as to compliance with the rules and regulations of the commission. If the officer finds a violation of the
rules of the commission, the manufacturer will
be ordered to bring the unit into compliance with
such rules. 92
Anyone violating the provisions of the Virginia Industrialized Building Unit and Mobile
Home Safety Law will be found guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not more than $500. 93
The Virginia statute takes a long step towards providing a uniform system of safe mobile
homes and modular housing units. One provision
of the North Carolina statute which was not
adopted by Virginia, and which would provide for
even greater assurance that the regulations were
being followed, is that which declares it unlawful

prompt acceptance of new building materials

and methods.89

Id. f 36-73 .
•• Id .
OIl Id. § 38-81 .
., Id. § 36-78" " . .
'2Id. § 36-82,....nglna
IS

All industrialized building units or mobile

homes bearing a seal of approval are acceptable

in all localities of the State as meeting the re-

quirements of the Virginia lndustralized Building

., Ibid .. § 15 .1-487 (1973).
.. Code 01 Virginia. U38-70 10 36-85 (1970) .

"G.S.N.C., II 143-14410143-151.1 (1971 Supp.).
.. Code 01 Virginia
OT rd. f 36-71 (5).

t 3&" 71(5 ). t 36-79 (19 70).

"'Id.

Unit and Mobile Home Safety Law, and are ex-

empt from internal inspection by local governing

bodies of Virginia provided they are erected

properly. Any such structure not containing a
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to turn on and furnish electricity to units without

the appropriate certificate or label.94 This provi-

sion would make it even more difficult for units

not built in conformance with the State building

codes to function properly, by making it a misde-

meanor for a supplier of electrical current to fur-

nish electricity to such structures.

The only other States which have any na-

tional standards for the building of mobile homes

are Alabama and Mississippi.1" Alabama has

adopted the American National Standards Insti-

tute Code for minimum standards of plumbing,

heat production, and electrical systems.96 Factory-

built housing must be approved by the Alabama

Development Office or by the local government

at the place of manufacture to see that it meets

local building requirements in conformity with the

Southern Building Codes Congress, the National

Fire Protection Association, and HUD.07 Approval

will be given to housing from out of State which

had to comply with standards reasonably con-

sistent with those of Alabama.98

Miscellaneous: In Tennessee, no certificate

of title need be obtained for any vehicle of a

type subject to registration if it is owned by the

Government of the United States." In all the

other States, federally owned mobile homes are

subject to the registration provisions, carried out

through the local governments (except in Vir-

ginia, which has a desirable statewide uniform

standard). Each State also has certain limitations

on the size of mobile homes that can be trans-

ported on State highways. These dimensions are

approximately 8 feet in width, 13 feet in height,

and 55 feet in length. However, larger units can

be transported with special permission from the

State highway commission.100

Mobile Home Taxation

Sales Tax: Most of the States studied have

a sales tax that is applicable to the sale of mo-

bile homes, at a rate ranging from 3 to 5 percent,

either explicitlyâAlabama101 and Arkansas102â

or implicitly by virtue of the fact that mobile

homes are considered personal propertyâKen-

tucky103 and Tennessee.104 Mississippi would also

to turn on and furnish electricity to units without
the appropriate certificate or label.9~ This provision would make it even more difficult for units
not built in conformance with the State building
codes to function properly, by making it a misdemeanor for a supplier of electrical current to furnish electricity to such structures.
The only other States which have any national standards for the building of mobile homes
are Alabama and Mississippi. Rc, Alabama has
adopted the American National Standards Institute Code for minimum standards of plumbing,
heat production, and electrical systems. 96 Factorybuilt housing must be approved by the Alabama
Development Office or by the local government
at the place of manufacture to see that it meets
local building requirements in conformity with the
Southern Building Codes Congress, the National
Fire Protection Association, and HUD.!l' Approval
will be given to housing from out of State which
had to comply with standards reasonably consistent with those of Alabama. 98
Miscellaneous: In Tennessee, no certificate
of title need be obtained for any vehicle of a
type subject to registration if it is owned by the
Government of the United States. 99 In all the
other States, federally owned mobile homes are
subject to the registration provisions, carried out
through the local governments (except in Virginia, which has a desirable statewide uniform
standard). Each State also has certain limitations
on the size of mobile homes that can be transported on State highways. These dimensions are
approximately 8 feet in width, 13 feet in height,
and 55 feet in length. However, larger units can
be transported with special permission from the
State highway commission. loo

seem to consider them subject to the sales tax.105

While Virginia excludes mobile homes from the

application of the regular 3 percent sales and use

tax,106 they are subject to the Virginia motor ve-

hicles sales and use tax of 2 percent.107 As to

West Virginia, the State Tax Department has in-

formed us that all mobile homes and modular

units are subject to the State sales tax as they

leave the factory.

A number of States involved also have use

Mobile Home Taxation
Sales Tax: Most of the States studied have
a sales tax that is applicable to the sale of mobile homes, at a rate ranging from 3 to 5 percent,
either explicitly-Alabama 101 and Arkansas lO?_
or impliCitly by virtue of the fact that mobile
homes are considered personal property-Ken-

taxes that appear applicable to mobile homes:

Arkansas,108 Kentucky,109 Mississippi,110 and

Virginia.111 Tennessee has a limited use tax ap-

Gen. Stat. N.C., f 143-150 (1971 Supp.).
Standards Code for Factory Manufactured Movable
Homes Act., Miss. Code Ann. §§ 5131·101 et seq. (1972
Supp.).
.. Code of Alabama, Title 25, § 126 (1971 Supp.).
., Id. § 116(a)(2) and (3).
'" Id. § 118.
.. Tenn. Code Ann. § 59-301 (1972 Supp).
100 E.g., W. Va. Code II 170-17-3 to 17C-17-11 (1966).
101 Code of Alabama, Title 51 , §§ 786(3)(d), 786(25) (Supp. 1971).
102 Ark. Stat. Ann. § 84-1903(e) (1960).
N

plicable only to tangible personal property im-

ported from other States.112

Mobile Homes as Personal Property: Most

of the State statutes appear to treat mobile

homes as personal property, either generallyâ

Alabama,11' Arkansas,114 and Virginia 115âor

at least when the wheels have been removedâ

Kentucky118 and Tennessee.117 West Virginia

and Mississippi take a different approach. In the

os Uniform

tucky 103 and Tennessee. 104 Mississippi would also
seem to consider them subject to the sales tax. 105
While Virginia excludes mobile homes from the
application of the regular 3 percent sales and use
tax,106 they are subject to the Virginia motor vehicles sales and use tax of 2 percent. 107 As to
West Virginia, the State Tax Department has informed us that all mobile homes and modular
units are subject to the State sales tax as they
leave the factory.
A number of States involved also have use
taxes that appear applicable to mobile homes:
Arkansas,10" KentuckY,109 Mississippi,I1O and
Virginia. lll Tennessee has a limited use tax applicable only to tangible personal property imported from other States. m
Mobile Homes as Personal Property: Most
of the State statutes appear to treat mobile
homes as personal property, either generallyAlabama,l\:! Arkansas,IH and Virginia 115-or
at least when the wheels have been removedKentucky I lit and Tennessee. ll7 West Virginia
and Mississippi take a different approach. In the
former, when the mobile home is owner-occupied and the owner also owns the land on which
it rests, the mobile home is classified as real estate (whether or not the wheels have been removed). However, if the mobile home is

.0. See

note 16 infra. Furthermore, Kentucky Revised Statutsa
§ 139.160 (1972) [hereinafter cited as KRS) defines "tangible
personal property" subject to the sales tax as "personat
property which may be seen, weighed. measured, felt or
touched, or which is In any other manner perceptible to the
senses. . . . "
••• See note 17, Infra.
10. See note 19. infra. " the owner of a mobile home does not own
the land on which it rests, the mobile home is treated aa
personal property.
""'Code of Virginia § 58-441.6(e) (1970).
•• , Id. at f 58-685.11 (3). Any transfer of any mobile housing whenever permanently attached to the real eat ate and included In
the sale of real estate is not a sale of a motor vehicle subject to the Motor Vehicles Sales Tax, § 58-685.11(5) .
•"" Ark. Stat. Ann. § 84-3101 (1960).
.00 KRS § 139.310 (1972).
liD Miss. Code Ann. § 27-67-3(j) (1972).
III Code of Virginia § 58-685.11(13) (1970).
III Tenn. Code Ann. I 67-3005 (Supp. 1972) [hereinafter cited as
TCA).
m Code of Alabama, Title 51, f 704(2) (Supp. 1971).
". Bartke. Gage, Mobile Homes: Zoning and Taxation, 55 Corn. L.
Rev. 491, 521 (1970); Note, TaKa/ion-Property Tax on House
Trallers-Resl Property, 8 Arl!. L. Rev. 188 (1954). This conclusion Is reached from the general framework of mobile home
regulation. and particularly a 1965 amendment to the taxation
code which strongly suggests it. See Ark. Stat. Ann. I 84-1934
(Supp. 1971).
II> See notes 6 & 7, supra.
11$ KRS f 139.200 (1969). "
the whee:s or mobile parts have been
removed from a house trailer or mobile home. and the unit
rests on a fixed permanent foundation, it is claSSified all
real estate. Id. at § 132.750. However, house trailers generally
are termed as personal property .
111 TCA § 67-612 (1955). Enumerating wheeled vehicles as a type
of perso
r ~ai i 9 ~
n from automobiles lends itself to
the conclus,oli" I na motl,le homes, at least wllh wheels, are
co
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former, when the mobile home is owner-occu-

pied and the owner also owns the land on which

it rests, the mobile home is classified as real es-
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owner-occupied and its owner does not own the

land on which it rests, the home is considered

personal property.1"* Mississippi follows a simi-

lar approach, except that the mobile home owner

who owns the land has a choice of treating his

mobile home as either personal or real

property.119

Treatment of Modular Housing: Modular

housing is not mentioned in the tax statutes of

any of the seven States.

Maintaining Existing Levels of Assessment

None of the States apparently allows the

maintenance of existing levels of assessment

after improvements, all using some form of the

owner-occupied and its owner does not own the
land on which it rests, the home is considered
personal property.m Mississippi follows a similar approach, except that the mobile home owner
who owns the land has a choice of treating his
mobile home as either personal or real
property.119

Treatment of Modular Housing: Modular
housing is not mentioned in the tax statutes of
any of the seven States.

"fair market value" approach which, by implica-

tion, bars it: Alabama,120 Arkansas,121 Ken-

Maintaining Existing Levels of Assessment

tucky,122 Mississippi,123 Tennessee,124 Vir-

ginia,125 and West Virginia.128

Welfare Lien Laws

The only State that has a general welfare

lien law is Kentucky. First-class cities that have

paid general assistance to any person through

the department of public welfare of that city

have a claim against the estate of any such de-

ceased person.127 The claim has priority over all

None of the States apparently allows the
maintenance of existing levels of assessment
after improvements, all using some form of the
"fair market value" approach which, by implication, bars it: Alabama,12o Arkansas,ln Kentucky,l~2
Mississippi,123
Tennessee,l24
Virginia,I~c. and West Virginia. 128

unsecured claims against such estate except the

burial expenses of the decedent, the cost of ad-

ministration of his estate, the cost of his last ill-

Welfare Lien Laws

ness, and claims by the Commonwealth of

Kentucky for assistance rendered by it to the de-

cedent. The lien will be enforceable against all

real estate and rights to real estate belonging to

or thereafter acquired by any recipient of gen-

eral assistance through the city's department of

public welfare, and will continue until it is satis-

fied. The lien is not effectual against any mortga-

gee, purchaser, or judgment creditor without ac-

tual notice until notice has been filed by the

director of public welfare in the office of the

clerk of the county court of the county in which

the property is located.128

lu Letter from Donald P. Shafer, Assistant Director, Local Govern-

ment Relationa Division, State Tax Department of West

Virginia.

"Miss. Code Ann. Â§Â§ 27-15-13 & 27-53-15 (1972).

"Code of Alabama Tit. 51 Â§ 17(1) (1971 Supp.)

"Ark. Stat. Ann. Â§ 84-428 (1960).

a Kentucky Constitution 9Â§ 172, 174.

31 Miss. Code Ann. Â§ 27-3-5 (1972).

"Tenn. Code Ann. Â§ 67-605 (1972 Supp.).

u Virginia Constitution Article 10, 1 2.

"West Virginia Code Ann., Â§ 11-3-1 (1966).

-1Kentucky Revised Statutes Â§ 98.012 (1972).

Â» id. Â§ 98.013.

The only State that has a general welfare
lien law is Kentucky. First-class cities that have
paid general assistance to any person through
the department of public welfare of that city
have a claim against the estate of any such deceased person.I~7 The claim has priority over all
unsecured claims against such estate except the
burial expenses of the decedent, the cost of administration of his estate, the cost of his last illness, and claims by the Commonwealth of
Kentucky for assistance rendered by it to the decedent. The lien will be enforceable against all
real estate and rights to real estate belonging to
or thereafter acquired by any recipient of general assistance through the city's department of
public welfare, and will continue until it is' satisfied. The lien is not effectual against any mortgagee, purchaser, or judgment creditor without actual notice until notice has been filed by the
director of public welfare in the office of the
clerk of the county court of the county in which
the property is located. m

The West Virginia and Virginia statutes spe-

cifically state that there are no liens on the prop-

erty of those receiving welfare assistance.120

There are no welfare lien laws in Arkansas, Ala-

bama, or Tennessee.

Repair, Closing & Demolition of Unfit

Structures

Most of the States have statutes that contain

rather broad provisions giving power to local au-

thorities to repair and clear away substandard

housing in slum areas. Kentucky and Tennessee

have the most extensive legislation.

'" Letter from Donald P. Shafer, Assistant Director, Local Government Relations Division, State Tax Department 01 West
Virginia.
,It Miss. Code Ann. §§ 27-15-13 & 27-53-15 (1972).
';0 Code 01 Alabama TIt. 51 § 17(1) (1971 Supp.)
'" Ark. Stat. Ann. § 84-428 (1960).
':%2 Kentucky Constitution §§ 172. 174.
'" Miss. Code Ann. § 27-3-5 (1972).
'" Tenn. Code Ann. § 67-605 (1972 Supp.).
,:» Virginia Constitution Article 10. § 2.
'''' West Virginia Code Ann .• § 11-3-1 (1966).
'" Kentucky Revised Statutes § 98 .012 (1972)
,,. Id. § 98.013.

Kentucky and Tennessee have virtually iden-

tical legislation authorizing city and county gov-

erning officials to adopt ordinances relating to

structures in their jurisdiction that are unfit for
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The West Virginia and Virginia statutes specifically state that there are no liens on the property of those receiving welfare assistance.129
There are no welfare lien laws in Arkansas, Alabama, or Tennessee.

Repair, Closing & Demolition of Unfit
Structures
Most of the States have statutes that contain
rather broad provisions giving power to local authorities to repair and clear away substandard
housing in slum areas. Kentucky and Tennessee
have the most extensive legislation.
Kentucky and Tennessee have virtually identical legislation authorizing city and county governing officials to adopt ordinances relating to
structures in their jurisdiction that are unfit for
human habitation. After a petition is filed with
the appropriate public officer by a public authority or by at least five residents of the city or
county, the public officer will issue a complaint
to be served on the owner of the structure. The
complaint notifies the owner that a hearing will
take place based on the charges that the structure is unfit for human habitation. Following the
hearing, the public officer will state his findings
of fact and will issue an order requiring the
owner to repair, improve, or alter the structure
to make it fit for human habitation; to vacate and
close the structure if the repair of the structure
can be made at a cost that is less than 50 percent of the value thereof in Kentucky (or is a
"reasonable cost" in Tennessee); or to remove
or demoli£h the structure if the repair, alteration,
or improvement of it cannot be made at a cost
less than 50 percent of the value of the structure
(or at a "reasonable cost" in Tennessee). If the
owner refuses to comply with the order, the public officer may cause the structure to be repaired, altered, vacated, closed, or demolished,
and the cost of such improvements will be a lien
upon the real property upon which cost was incurred. If the structure is removed or demolished, the public officer will sell the materials of
the structure and credit the proceeds of the sale
against the cost of the removal or demolition,
and any balance remaining will be deposited in
the circuit court and disbursed to the persons
entitled thereto. Standards to guide the public
officer in his determination of whether the structure is unfit for human habitation are defects increasing hazards of fire or accident; lack of ade-

quate ventilation, light, or sanitary facilities;

dilapidation; disrepair; structural defects, un-

cleanliness, and any additional standards pro-

mulgated by local ordinances.130

Arkansas provides that first-class cities have

the power to order the removal or razing of

buildings that have become dilapidated, un-

sightly, unsafe, unsanitary, or detrimental to the

public welfare.131

In Alabama, the incorporated municipalities

are specifically authorized to adopt and enforce

ordinances regulating the repair and mainte-

nance of all buildings used for human occu-

pancy, the number of occupants, and the mode

and manner of occupancy for the purpose of in-

suring the safe and sanitary environment of the

occupants of such structures; and to compel the

owners or persons in charge of such buildings to

alter or modify them for the purpose of insuring

the safe and sanitary environment of the occu-

pants thereof; and to prohibit the use and occu-

pancy of such buildings used for human occu-

pancy until such rules, regulations, and provi-

sions imposed by ordinance shall have been com-

plied with.112

In West Virginia, local agencies, primarily

the urban renewal authority and the county

housing authority, are empowered to vacate and

clear away slum and substandard housing.

Under the Urban Renewal Authority Act, counties

are authorized to establish a slum clearance and

redevelopment authority. This agency is granted

broad powers to deal with the problem of slum

and substandard housing including the power of

eminent domain.133 County courts may cooper-

ate with other agencies to accomplish the goal

of safe and sanitary housing by assisting in the

repair, closing, and demolition of substandard

housing and by making and keeping surveys of

substandard and slum housing within its

jurisdiction.134

In Virginia, the local government can make

improvements in slum areas and make the cost

thereof a lien on the property. Local authorities

also have the right to close, vacate, and demo-

lish the buildings if the owner does not comply

with the order from local authorities to take ap-

propriate action on the buildings in question.135

Where the housing authority undertakes a con-

servation plan it may demolish dwellings under

certain circumstances, and where it undertakes a

redevelopment plan it may acquire dwellings

within the area by eminent domain.138

Minimum Housing Code and Landlord

Tenant Relations

None of the seven States provides for a

statewide minimum housing code. To a varying

degree, however, the States allow for local regu-

lation in the area. The enabling statutes differ on

the specificity of the delegation and on'the local-

quate ventilation, light, or sanitary facilities;
dilapidation; disrepair; structural defects, uncleanliness, and any additional standards promulgated by local ordinances. 13o
Arkansas provides that first-class cities have
the power to order the removal or razing of
buildings that have become dilapidated, unsightly, unsafe, unsanitary, or detrimental to the
public welfare.l31
In Alabama, the incorporated municipalities
are specifically authorized to adopt and enforce
ordinances regulating the repair and maintenance of all buildings used for human occupancy, the number of occupants, and the mode
and manner of occupancy for the purpose of insuring the safe and sanitary environment of the
occupants of such structures; and to compel the
owners or persons in charge of such buildings to
alter or modify them for the purpose of insuring
the safe and sanitary environment of the occupants thereof; and to prohibit the use and occupancy of such buildings used for human occupancy . until such rules, regulations, and provisions imposed by ordinance shall have been complied with.132
In West Virginia, local agencies, primarily
the urban renewal authority and the county
housing authority, are empowered to vacate and
clear away slum and substandard housing.
Under the Urban Renewal Authority Act, counties
are authorized to establish a slum clearance and
redevelopment authority. This agency is granted
broad powers to deal with the problem of slum
and substandard housing including the power of
eminent domain. 133 County courts may cooperate with other agencies to accomplish the goal
of safe and sanitary housing by assisting in the
repair, closing, and demolition of substandard
housing and by making and keeping surveys of
substandard and slum housing within its
jurisdiction. 13 '
In Virginia, the local government can make
improvements in slum areas and make the cost
thereof a lien on the property. Local authorities
also have the right to close, vacate, and demolish the buildings if the owner does not comply
with the order from local authorities to take appropriate action on the buildings in question. 135
Where the housing authority undertakes a conservation plan it may demolish dwellings under
certain circumstances, and where it undertakes a

ities and buildings subject to regulation.

West Virginia, for instance, only authorizes

counties having a population of more than

,» Kentucky Revised Statute. If 80.620-80.720 (1969).
Arkanaas Statutes Annotsted § 19-2803 (1968).
Code of Alabama Title 37. I 785(2). (1971 Supp.).
1D W. Va. Coda Annotated II 16-18-4. 16-16-5, 16-1&-8 (1972).
'M Ibid., II 16-16-9, 7-1-5.
'N Code of Virginia, II 15.1- 1.2 (1970).
U\

200,000 persons to adopt minimum building and

'02

housing standards. This clearly is aimed at urban

rather than rural housing.137 Likewise, Alabama

only authorizes incorporated municipalities to

redevelopment plan it may acquire dwellings
within the area by eminent domain. 1311

Minimum Housing Code and Landlord
Tenant Relations
None of the seven States provides for a
statewide minimum housing code. To a varying
degree, however, the States allow for local regulation in the area. The enabling statutes differ on
the specificity of the delegation and on ·the localities and buildings subject to regulation.
West Virginia, for instance, only authorizes
counties having a population of more than
200,000 persons to adopt minimum building and
housing standards. This clearly is aimed at urban
rather than rural housing.131 Likewise, Alabama
only authorizes incorporated municipalities to
adopt minimum housing standards. 138 Mississippi enables both counties 139 and municipalities Ho to adopt building codes and other codes
dealing with the general public health, safety, or
welfare. Mississippi specifically exempts farm
buildings and structures from the regulation of
counties, thus diminishing its effect on rural
housing. The other States do not make specific
reference to minimum housing codes' but give
general grants to power to regulate construction,
maintenance, and repair of housing. HI
As can be seen by the dearth of specific
legislation, legislation in this area should not significantly affect the present supply of housing.
Even where there is legislation, it is merely enabling rather than mandatory and seems aimed at
urban rather than rural problems.
Because the States have left regulation of
minimum standards of housing to local governments, the States have 'not enacted legislation
providing for suits for damages by aggrieved
tenants. Likewise, the State legislation does not
authorize an aggrieved tenant to withhold rent
where the landlord has violated minimum housing codes. None of the States has provided for
special housing courts to deal with landlord-tenant and other housing-related problems. Although none of the States had enacted legislation permitting the appointment of a receiver to
Ibid., If 36-48, 38.50.1.
W. Va. Code. Ann. t 7-1-3n (1969).
,. Code of Ala. Tit. 37. I 785(2) (1971 Supp.).
131 Miss. Code Ann. § 19-5-9 (1972).
, .. Id. I 21-19-25.
,., Code of Va. Ann. t 15.1-510, I 15.1-510.2 (counties), 15.1-839,
15.1-683 (municipalities); K.R.S. § 87.380, I 67.390, § 67.400,
§ 67.410 (1972). Kentucky excludes buildings for agricultural
purposes on t' ~ al
~ for agriculture from these pro'31
lIT

~~~m.~;~~~-
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68). This applies only to

adopt minimum housing standards.138 Missis-

sippi enables both counties139 and municipali-

ties140 to adopt building codes and other codes
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collect rents and make improvements, the attor-

ney general of Tennessee has advised us that a

Tennessee court may be able to do so under its

general equity power.

Perhaps the most noticeable feature of land-

lord-tenant relations in the seven States is the

relative dearth of legislation protecting the ten-

ant, possibly due to the fact that concepts of

tenants' rights are largely of recent vintage. The

statutes governing landlord-tenant relations have

remained relatively unchanged in recent years.

Three of the StatesâKentucky,142 Vir-

ginia,143 and West Virginia 144âdo have legisla-

tion prohibiting discrimination in the leasing of

publicly owned, operated, or assisted housing on

grounds of race or color; and they also forbid

such discrimination in the leasing of private

property, with certain exceptions.145

Fire Insurance

Of the seven States, apparently only Virginia

has a program to provide fire insurance in sub-

standard areas. But since Virginia's program is

limited to urban areas116 and specifically ex-

collect rents and make improvements, the attorney general of Tennessee has advised us that a
Tennessee court may be able to do so under its
general equity power.
Perhaps the most noticeable feature of landlord-tenant relations in the seven States is the
relative dearth of legislation protecting the tenant, possibly due to the fact that concepts of
tenants' rights are largely of recent vintage. The
statutes governing landlord-tenant relations have
remained relatively unchanged in recent years.
Three of the States-KentuckY,H2 Virginia,1I3 and West Virginia IH-do have legislation prohibiting discrimination in the leasing of
publicly owned, operated, or assisted housing on
grounds of race or color; and they also forbid
such discrimination in the leasing of private
property, with certain exceptions. w

cludes property used for farming,147 it is of no

consequence to rural housing. l will briefly dis-

cuss the program, however, merely as a guide to

a possible program to include rural housing.

Under the Virginia plan,149 the propertyâ

which may include both real and tangible per-

sonal propertyâmust meet certain qualifications,

such as those mentioned above, that it be urban

and not farm and that it be in compliance with

State laws and local building codes and

ordinances.119 Under the plan, a person meeting

the qualifications above would have his property

inspected by an inspection bureau created for

the purpose. The authorized insurers in Virginia

are to formulate and administer a program for

the equitable distribution and placement of appli-

cations for fire and extended coverage insurance

for qualified property which has been

inspected.150 To carry out this program, the in-

surers are authorized to form a direct insurance

association.151 lf the State Corporation Commis-

sion finds that the program devised by the insur-

Fire Insurance
Of the seven States, apparently only Virginia
has a program to provide fire insurance in substandard areas. But since Virginia's program is
limited to urban areas 116 and specifically excludes property used for farming, 11; it is of no
consequence to rural housing. I will briefly discuss the program, however, merely as a guide to
a possible program to include rural housing.
Under the Virginia plan,lB the propertywhich may include both real and tangible personal property-must meet certain qualifications,
such as those mentioned above, that it be urban
and not farm and that it be in compliance with
State laws and local building codes and
ordinances. '19 Under the plan, a person meeting
the qualifications above would have his property

ers under Â§38.1-748 and Â§38.1-748.1 is failing to

provide adequate insurance for qualified prop-

erty, the commission may order the creation of a

joint underwriting association.152 lf the commis-

sion orders the association created, all insurers

authorized to write fire and extended coverage in

the State must be members of the association as

a condition precedent to doing business in the

State. The association is to formulate a program

to carry out the purposes of the statute. The as-

sociation will have the power to cause its mem-

bers to issue policies to applicants, to assume

reinsurance from members, and to cede

reinsurance.153 Members' degree of participa-

tion in the association will be in the proportion

of each member's total yearly premiums of all

members of the association."4

The Virginia program has the advantage of

first giving the insurers the chance to work out

their own program. This makes the plan more

palatable to the insurers, who can best allocate

... Kentucky Revised Stat . § 344 .360 (1972 Supp.) .
14. Virginia Constitution Art. 1. § 11 .
... W. Va. Code Ann. § 5-11-9 (1971) .
... Kentucky Reviled Stat. I 344.360 (1972 Supp .) (exemptions
Include the rental 01 houllng accommodations In buildings
for less than two lamilles living independently 01 one another,
if the owner resides I none 01 the accommodaltons);
W. Va. Code Ann. § 5-11-9 (1971) (rentals of rooms or rooms
in rooming housing occupied by the owner and containing
no more than four rented rooms are excluded fr~ the term
"housing accommodations" as covered by § 5-11-9, §
5-11-3(k) .);
Code 01 Virginia § 36-88 (1973 SuPp.) (nothing in the Virginia
Fair Housing Law applies to single-family houses sold or
rented by an owner or to rooms or units In dwellings occupied or intended to be occupied by no more than four
families living independently 01 each other, If the owner
occupies one of such units as his residence. § 36-87 (1973
Supp.) .
... Code of Va. § 38.1-747(3)(1970).
141Id. § 38 .1-747(3)(a).
I " The Basic Property Insurance Inspection And Placement Plan
And Joint Underwriting Associatio. Id. §§ 38.1 - 746 to
38 .1-7551(1970).
... Id. § 38.1-747.

cost and plans. But the threat of State control

checks any inclination of the insurers to thwart

the aims of the legislation.
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inspected by an inspection bureau created for
the purpose. The authorized insurers in Virginia
are to formulate and administer a program for
the equitable distribution and placement of applications for fire and extended coverage insurance
for
qualified
property
which
has
been
inspected. 150 To carry out this program, the insurers are authorized to form a direct insurance
association. m If the State Corporation Commission finds that the program devised by the insurers under §38.1-748 and §38.1-748.1 is failing to
provide adequate insurance for qualified property, the commission may order the creation of a
joint underwriting association. m If the commission orders the association created, all insurers
authorized to write fire and extended coverage in
the State must be members of the association as
a condition precedent to doing business in the
State. The association is to formulate a program
to carry out the purposes of the statute. The association will have the power to cause its members to issue policies to applicants, to assume
reinsurance from members, and to cede
reinsurance.'''3 Members' degree of participation in the association will be in the proportion
of each member's total yearly premiums of all
members of the association. m
The Virginia program has the advantage of
first giving the insurers the chance to work out
their own program. This makes the plan more
palatable to the insurers, who can best allocate
cost and plans. But the threat of State control
checks any inclination of the insurers to thwart
the aims of the legislation.

Interest and Usury
Of the seven States surveyed, four-Virginia,
West Virginia, Alabama, and Mississippi-have
restricted the permissible rate of interest to 8
percent in written agreements. J55 Beyond this
point, the similarity between State statutory
schemes ends. (See the appended State legislative reports for the basic provisions in each
State.)
Of particular note is a provision of the Virginia code that is somewhat unique. Under section 6.1-319.1, loans secured by primary real estate mortgages and first deeds of trust are
". Id . § 38.1-748.
Id . § 38.1-748.1(1973 Supp) .
lI::I Id. § 38.1-749(1970) .
mid . § 38.1-750.
1>1 Id . § 38.1-751.
.:.., Code 01 i'I!,j ~i;tn . ftC f{~958); Mis.. Code Ann . § 36 (1966
lSI

I

~mnrelfRSI17' co~e, ~['H I GAN

§ 6.1-319n (1968); W. VI .

exempted from the general usury statutes. The

permissible rate of interest allowed in this situa-

tion is that rate agreed upon and included in the

written loan contract. But the statute forbids the

exemption of floating interest rates in first mort-

gages and first deed of trust situations.156

An interesting feature of both Kentucky and

Alabama law is the existence of an upward

threshold at which the usury limitations are

eased or eliminated. Kentucky law permits any

specified rate of interest where the extent of the

obligation is in excess of $25,000, but an 8.5 per-

cent interest ceiling is enforced where the loan

agreement is secured by a single-unit family res-

idence or where the obligation secured is less

than $25,000.157 In Alabama, where corporate

borrowers are involved, the maximum permissi-

ble interest rate is 15 percent on any loan

greater than $10,000, but less than $100,000. For

a loan of greater than $100,000, the rate of inter-

est is unregulated.158 Where other borrowers

are involved and the loan is in excess of

$100,000, the lender may charge as much as 15

percent.159

For purposes of the permissible rate of in-

terest, all of the seven States surveyed include

discount points in the definition of interest.160 In

at least six of the seven States, simple amortiza-

tion is used to determine whether the inclusion

exempted from the general usury statutes. The
permissible rate of interest allowed in this situation is that rate agreed upon and included in the
written loan contract. But the statute forbids the
exemption of floating interest rates in first mortgages and first deed of trust situations.156
An interesting feature of both Kentucky and
Alabama law is the existence of an upward
threshold at which the usury limitations are
eased or eliminated. Kentucky law permits any
specified rate of interest where the extent of the
obligation is in excess of $25,000, but an 8.5 percent interest ceiling is enforced where the loan
agreement is secured by a single-unit family residence or where the obligation secured is less
than $25,000. 151 In Alabama, where corporate
borrowers are involved, the maximum permissible interest rate is 15 percent on any loan
greater than $10,000, but less than $100,000. For
a loan of greater than $100,000, the rate of interest is unregulated. 158 Where other borrowers
are involved and the loan is in excess of
$100,000, the lender may charge as much as 15
percent. 159

of discount points makes the interest rate

usurious.161 The major difference among these

seven States is the way each defines "points"

for purposes of the usury statutes. In West Vir-

ginia, Virginia, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Missis-

sippi it is clear that whatever points the lender

receives are counted as interest for usury

purposes.162 In Arkansas, it is unclear from the

latest court decision in the area whether points

received from sources other than the borrower

are includable in interest for usury" purposes.163

In Alabama, it is clear that points must be paid

by the borrower to be includable in interest for

usury purposes.184

In five of the seven States surveyed, loans

insured through the Federal Housing Administra-

tion and the Veterans' Administration are ex-

empted from the State usury restriction.165 In

two of the States, Tennessee and Arkansas,

there is no provision for exemption, and it ap-

For purposes of the permissible rate of interest, all of the seven States surveyed include
discount points in the definition of interest.t 6o In
at least six of the seven States, simple amortization is used to determine whether the inclusion
of discount pOints makes the interest rate
usurious.1Ol The major difference among these
seven States is the way each defines "points"
for purposes of the usury statutes. In West Virginia, Virginia, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Mississippi it is clear that whatever pOints the lender
receives are counted as interest for usury
purposes.l0~ In Arkansas, it is unclear from the
latest court decision in the area whether pOints
received from sources other than the borrower
are includable in interest for usury- purposes.1 6S
In Alabama, it is clear that pOints must be paid

pears that such loans are subject to the normal

by the borrower to be includable in interest for
usury purposes. IM
In five of the seven States surveyed, loans
insured through the Federal Housing Administration and the Veterans' Administration are exempted from the State usury restriction. 165 In
two of the States, Tennessee and Arkansas,
there is no provision for exemption, and it appears that such loans are subject to the normal
State usury prohibitions. Tennessee has passed
no legislation in this area, and Arkansas is prohibited by the constitutional nature of the usury
provisions from statutorily making a distinction
between VA or FHA loans, or any other type of
loan. 166
Of the States exempting VA and FHA loans,
Virginia has perhaps the broadest statute. 167 It
not only exempts VA- and FHA-insured loans but
also loans insured by any other Federal agency
or organization and loans made pursuant to the
requirements of the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation.
The time-price differential is recognized as
an exemption to the usury laws in Virginia,
West Virginia,
Kentucky, Tennessee,
and
Mississippi.16~ In Alabama, the time-price differential is subject to the consumer finance law,
which limits the permissible rate of finance
charges. 16D
The time-price differential has long been
recognized in Arkansas.l7O But under a 1952 Arkansas court decision, the extent to which this
method of financing can be utilized in that State
may be somewhat limited.l71 In the Hare decision, doubt was cast upon what had theretofore
been considered a "sale." The key test now
seems to be whether the seller increased his
cash price with the reasonable assurance that
the paper could be discounted; if such assurance existed, the transaction is essentially a loan
and may be attacked as usurious.172

State usury prohibitions. Tennessee has passed

no legislation in this area, and Arkansas is pro-

hibited by the constitutional nature of the usury

provisions from statutorily making a distinction

between VA or FHA loans, or any other type of

loan.166

Of the States exempting VA and FHA loans,

Virginia has perhaps the broadest statute.167 It

not only exempts VA- and FHA-insured loans but

also loans insured by any other Federal agency

or organization and loans made pursuant to the

requirements of the Federal Home Loan Mort-

gage Corporation.

The time-price differential is recognized as

an exemption to the usury laws in Virginia,

West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and

Mississippi.16* In Alabama, the time-price differ-

.... Code 01
m Ky. Rev.
I," Code 01
'" Code 01
"'" Coda 01

Va. Ann. 161-319.1 (1968).
Stat. Ann. § 360.010 (1970).
Ala. Tit. 9 § 67(1) (1958).
Ala. Tit. 9 § 67(1) (1958).
Ala .• Tit. 5 § 316(9) (1958); w. Va. Code Ann. § 47-6-5
(1968); Smith v. Easton 223 Ark 747. 749. 268 S.w.2d 389
(1950); 70 Op. AII'y Gen. 01 Ky. 284; Sliver Homes v. Marx
and Bensdor' Ins. 206 Tenn 361, 333 S.w.2d 810 (1960); Hyde
v. Finley, 26 Mia•. 468 (1853); accord Palklnghorn v. Hendricks 61 Mill. 368 (1883); Hlllan v. Ellis 72 Mias. 701, 18
So. 95 (1895); Code 01 Va. Ann. § 6.1-319 (1968).
1<.\ Code 01 Ala., Tit 5 § 316(a) (1958); Code 01 Va. Ann. § 6.1-319
(1968); W. Va. Code Ann. 47~-5 (1968); 70 Op. AII'y Gan. 01
Ky. 284; T.C.A. f 47-14-104 (1969); Smith v. Easton 223 Ark.
747, 749. 268 S.w.2d 389 (1950).
'''' Miss. Code Ann. §§ 36. 37 (1966); Code 01 Va. Ann. § 6.1-319
(1968); W. Va. Code Ann. § 47~ (1968) ; Sliver Homes v.
Marx and Bensdorl Ins. 206 Tenn . 361, 333 S.w .2d 8 1 ~ (1960).
IIIl Smith v. Easton 223 Ark 747, 749. 268 S. W.2d 389. 390 (1950).

I" Code 01 Ala., TIt. 5 I

316(a) (1958).
Code 01 Ala., Tit. 9 § 67(3) (1958); Mill. Code Ann. 43-33-307
(1972); Code 01 Va. Ann. t 6.1-328 (1972); W. Va. Code Ann.
I 319-4-29 (1972).
,. Wins/on v. Personal Flnanca Co. of Plna Bluff, 220 Ark. 580,
249 S.W.2d 315 (1952).
taT Code 01 Va. Ann. § 6.1-328 (1972).
,. Roger v. O'Neal 33 W. Va. 159, 10 S.E.375 (1889). First Nat.
Blink v. Mllnn 94 Tenn. 17, 27 S.W. 1015. 27 LRA 565 (1894);
Ky. Rev. Stilt. Ann. 371.260(1); Kldd v. Brottors 212 Va. 197,
183 S.E.2d 140 (1971); See Bryant v. Sacurities Investment Co.
233 Mias. 740, 102 SO.2d 701 (1958).
,. Code 01 Ala. Tit. 5 It 317, 316(a) (1958) (see Appended statute).
ITO Smith v. Kaulman 145 Ark. 548, 224 S.W. 978 (1920).
tTl Hare v. Ge f}~ r81 Cant 8 / Purchase Corp. 220 Ark. 601, 249
S.W.2d 973 fl S..i!j,na
rom
M6
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ential is subject to the consumer finance law,

which limits the permissible rate of finance

charges.169
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Banks and Savings and Loan Associations

Branch Banking: ln terms of branch bank-

ing, the seven States can be divided into three

Banks and Savings and Loan Associations

main categories: 1) not allowed, 2) allowed only

if certain requirements are met and there is ap-

proval by the appropriate State official(s), and 3)

allowed automatically if certain conditions are

met.

ln the first category is West Virginia, the

only State studied that prohibits all types of

branch banks and engagement in business at

any other place besides the principal office;17S

it follows that extra-county branches of banks

are prohibited.

The second and largest category includes

Kentucky, Mississippi, Tennessee, and Virginia.

Virginia provides that the State corporation com-

mission, when satisfied that the public conven-

ience and necessity will be served, may author-

ize banks having unimpaired capital of a certain

amount to establish branches within the limits of

the city or county in which the parent bank is lo-

cated, or to establish branches elsewhere by

merger with banks located in any other city or

county174 (this appears to be unique to Vir-

ginia). Kentucky's statutory provision is similar,

except that: 1) The commissioner of banking

must find that there is a reasonable probability

of successful operation of the branch, as well as

that it would be and is in the public interest to

establish it; 2) there must not be another exist-

ing bank in the area; and 3) there is no merger

provision allowing extra-city or extra-county

branches.175

The approach of Mississippi is a bit differ-

ent; the parent bank must first obtain from the

State comptroller, the attorney general, and the

Governor, or a majority thereof, a certificate that

the public convenience and necessity will be

promoted by the establishment of such a bank.

Mississippi is unique in that a noncounty radial

measurement is usedâa branch may be author-

ized within 100 miles of the parent bankâand in

that there is an express statutory maximum (15)

on the number of branch banks that can be set

up.176

While Tennessee law provides that the su-

perintendent of banking may approve branch

offices, no branch may be set up outside the

county wherein the principal office is located.177

The last category includes Arkansas and Al-

abama. lf several requirements are met (i.e., the

branch office is within the county where the

main office is located, no other chartered bank

is in existence within a certain distance from the

Branch Banking: In terms of branch banking, the seven States can be divided into three
main categories: 1) not allowed, 2) allowed only
if certain requirements are met and there is approval by the appropriate State official(s), and 3)
allowed automatically if certain conditions are
met.
In the first category is West Virginia, the
only State studied that prohibits all types of
branch banks and engagement in business at
any other place besides the principal office; 173
it follows that extra-county branches of banks
are prohibited.
The second and largest category includes
Kentucky, Mississippi, Tennessee, and Virginia.
Virginia provides that the State corporation commission, when satisfied that the public convenience and necessity will be served, may authorize banks having unimpaired capital of a certain
amount to establish branches within the limits of
the city or county in which the parent bank is located, or to establish branches elsewhere by
merger with banks located in any other city or
county 114 (this appears to be unique to Virginia). Kentucky's statutory provision is similar,
except that: 1) The commissioner of banking
must find that there is a reasonable probability
of successful operation of the branch, as well as
that it would be and is in the public interest to
establish it; 2) there must not be another existing bank in the area; and 3) there is no merger
provision allowing extra-city or extra-county
branches. 1;5
The approach of Mississippi is a bit different; the parent bank must first obtain from the
State comptroller, the attorney general, and the
Governor, or a majority thereof, a certificate that
the public convenience and necessity will be
promoted by the establishment of such a bank.
Mississippi is unique in that a noncounty radial
measurement is used-a branch may be authorized within 100 miles of the parent bank-and in
that there is an express statutory maximum (15)
on the number of branch banks that can be set
upys

While Tennessee law provides that the superintendent of banking may approve branch
offices, no branch may be set up outside the
county wherein the principal office is located.111
The last category includes Arkansas and Alabama. If several requirements are met (Le., the
branch office is within the county where the
main office is located, no other chartered bank
is in existence within a certain distance from the
branch, and a surplus capital requirement is
met), a bank in Arkansas can establish a branch,
further official approval not being necessary.118
In Alabama, the prohibitibn against branch banking does not apply if branch banking has been
authorized in the county, or if that county has a
population of 200,000 or more according to the
last national census.17II This section was held
not to authorize branch banking across county
lines in Security Trust Sav. Bank v. Marion
County Banking Co.18O
In short, five States do not allow crosscounty branch banks: Alabama, Arkansas, KentUCky, Tennessee, and West Virginia.
Loans-Bankl: A discussion of two types of
loan banks follows.
Percentage-ol-capltal limitations on loans:
All of the seven States have some limitation on
the percentage of capital assets that can be lent
to anyone person or entity, and all provide for
exceptions.
The majority of the States have strict limitations (Le., if the loan does not fit within an
exception, there is no special procedure whereby
it may exceed the maximum percentage):
Alabama,181 Arkansas,182 Mississippi,lSJ Virginia,ls.
and West Virginia. 185 On the other hand,
Kentucky provides that the 20 percent capital
limitation is not binding if such a borrower
pledges with the bank good collateral security
or executes a mortgage upon real estate
(in which case the limit is 30 percent).186 Tennessee also allows a borrower to get more than
the normal maximum of 15 percent of the bank's
capital (up to 25 percent), on the condition that
each specific loan of a higher amount be approved in advance by the board of directors or
by the finance committee of the bank.Is7

branch, and a surplus capital requirement is

met), a bank in Arkansas can establish a branch,

Tenn. Code Ann., I 46-443 (1972 Supp.). [Hereinafter cited as
TCA) .
'11 Ark. Stat. Ann., It 67-340, 67-348 (1971 Supp.).
ITI Code of Alabaml Tit. 5, II 125 & 125(1) (1960).
'·253 So.2d 17 (Ala. 1971).
.. 1 Code of Alabama Tit. 5. § 82 (1960)-20 percent.
"' Ark. Stat. Ann., § 67-507 (1971 supp.)-20 percent.
... Mill Code Ann., t 5211 (1957)-15 parcent.
... Code of Virginia, t 6.1-61 (1973)-15 parcent.
181 Welt Virgln La Code An!)., I 31A-4-26 (1972)-10 percent.
lit KRS, 287.2fi<l r tm!Tl al from
1M

further official approval not being necessary.178

ln Alabama, the prohibiti&n against branch bank-

ing does not apply if branch banking has been

authorized in the county, or if that county has a

population of 200,000 or more according to the

last national census.170 This section was held

not to authorize branch banking across county

lines in Security Trust Sav. Bank v. Marion

County Banking Co.180

tTl Weat Virginia Code Ann., I 31A-8-12 (1972).
'" Code of Virginia, I 6.1-39 (1973 Supp.) On the contrary, savlngl
and loan assocla110nl mlY not establilh a branch unlell the
commllslon Is ..lIsfled that the public convenience and
necellity will be served. 16.1-195.48 (1973).
17' Kentucky Reviled Statutes 287.180 (1972). (Hereinafter cited II
KRS).
IT' Mill. Code Ann. t 5226 (1957). [The relevant 1972 Milllllllppi
Code Ann . wal not available at the t ime thil appeni:lix was
written.)

1I1TC

ln short, five States do not allow cross-

county branch banks: Alabama, Arkansas, Ken-

tucky, Tennessee, and West Virginia.

Loans-Banks: A discussion of two types of
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The limitation does not apply to the indebt-

edness of certain governmental units in all of the

States: Alabama (United States, State, counties,

and municipalities),1SS Arkansas (United States,

State, counties, and municipalities),189 Kentucky

(United States, State, counties),190 Mississippi

(United States, State),191 Tennessee (United

States),192 Virginia (United States, State, coun-

ties, and municipalities),193 and West Virginia

(United States, State, counties, and municipali-

ties).194 Arkansas, it might be noted, specifically

lists housing authorities as government entities

to which the limitation does not apply.1"

Real Estate Loans: In a couple of States,

Alabama 198 and Arkansas,107 a bank may make

loans on real estate secured by a mortgage with

no statutory limitations or directions as to such

loans, other than those relating to loans in gen-

eral.

Most of the States studied, however, do

have more specific limitations on real estate

loans, the most common being some type of

maximum length during which property may be

held. The following States have a time limitation

when real estate is conveyed to the bank in sat-

isfaction of its debts or purchased at a judgment

sale: Kentuckyâ10 years maximum;198 Missis-

sippiâ5 years, unless the consent of the comp-

troller is obtained;199 Tennesseeâ5 years,

unless the superintendent of banking allows a

greater period; 20Â° Virginiaâ10 years, except

with the consent of the State corporation

commission;201 and West Virginiaâ5 years, un-

less an extension of time is given by the com-

missioner of banking.202 Most of these States

thus allow the maximum period to be extended.

Savings and Loan Associations: All but one

of the States have requirements that every real

estate loan of a savings and loan (or building

and loan) association be secured by a mortgage

or other instrument constituting a first lien (or its

equivalent, e.g., the association itself owns any

other prior liens) upon the real estate secur-

ing the loan: Alabama,203 Arkansas,204 Ken-

tucky,2""> Mississippi,206 Tennessee,207 and Vir-

ginia.208 The lone exception is apparently West

Virginia.

In addition, several States provide that a

real estate loan by a savings and loan associa-

The limitation does not apply to the indebtedness of certain governmental units in all of the
States: Alabama (United States, State, counties,
and municipalities).I"s Arkansas (United States,
State, counties, and municipalities).189 Kentucky
(United States, State, counties),190 Mississippi
(United States, State),191 Tennessee (United
States),192 Virginia (United States, State, counties, and municipalities),193 and West Virginia
(United States, State, counties, and municipalities).lIH Arkansas, it might be noted, specifically
lists housing authorities as government entities
to which the limitation does not apply.195
Real Estate Loans: In a couple of States,
Alabama 196 and Arkansas,l\l7 a bank may make
loans on real estate secured by a mortgage with
no statutory limitations or directions as to such
loans, other than those relating to loans in general.
Most of the States studied, however, do
have more specific limitations on real estate
loans, the most common being some type of
maximum length during which property may be
held. The following States have a time limitation
when real estate is conveyed to the bank in satisfaction of its debts or purchased at a judgment
sale: Kentucky-10 years maximum; 198 Mississippi-5 years, unless the consent of the comptroller is obtained; 199 Tennessee-5 years,
unless the superintendent of banking allows a
greater period; 200 Virginia-10 years, except
with the consent of the State corporation
commission; 201 and West Virginia-5 years, unless an extension of time is given by the commissioner of banking. 202 Most of these States
thus allow the maximum period to be extended.
Savings and Loan Associations: All but one
of the States have requirements that every real
estate loan of a savings and loan (or building
and loan) association be secured by a mortgage
or other instrument constituting a first lien (or its

tion is not to exceed a certain proportion of the

value of the real estate. Tennessee provides that

the loan is not to exceed in amount two-thirds of

the value of such real estate, as determined by

the board of directors of the savings and loan

association; this limitation does not apply to

mortgage loans insured by the Federal Housing

Administration.209 West Virginia also has a per-

centage requirement on the amount of the real

estate loanâthe loan is not to exceed 95 per-

cent of such value unless it is insured or guaran-

teed by the Federal Government.210

Virginia has a slightly different ceiling limita-

tion, based not only on percentage but on actual

monetary value; except as otherwise provided in

the statutes, no real estate loan can exceed

$45,000 on each home or exceed 90 percent of

the value of the real estate up to $50,000. This,

lIS Code of Alabama. supra note 9.
... Ark Stat. Ann., supra note 10, subsection (g) and (h).
J . . KRS, supra note 14, at 287.290 (1-3).
J.. Min. Code Ann., supra note 11.
t02 TCA, supra note 15, subsection (b) .
... Code of Virginia, supra note 12, lublectlon (A)(5).
t .. Welt Virginia Code Ann., lupra note 13, subsection (a)(6).
Ark. Stat. Ann., supra note 10, subsection (i).
J" See Code of Alabama, Tit. 5, I 82 (1960).
1I'T See Ark. Stat. Ann., f 67-501 (1966). In Arkansal, only building
and loan associations having anets in excen 01 $500.000
may acquire real estate in aatislaction 01 debts owing to it or
by a loreclolure sale, I 67-834 (1966).
... KRS, 287.100(3) (1972).
Min. Code Ann. f 5216(5) (1972 Supp.). The extension may not
exceed flve year., meaning that the ablolule maximum Is 10.
... TCA f 45-436(2) (1972 Supp.)
., Code of Virginia f 6.1 c-59 (1973) .
.. Weel Virginia Code Ann. f 31A,.,4.-13 (1972).

t.

J"

equivalent, e.g., the association itself owns any
other prior liens) upon the real estate securing the loan: Alabama,203 Arkansas,2o. KentuckY,2(1r, Mississippi,~nfl Tennessee,207 and Virginia. 208 The lone exception is apparently West
Virginia.
In addition, several States provide that a
real estate loan by a savings and loan association is not to exceed a certain proportion of the
value of the real estate. Tennessee provides that
the loan is not to exceed in amount two-thirds of
the value of such real estate, as determined by
the board of directors of the savings and loan
association; this limitation does not apply to
mortgage loans insured by the Federal Housing
Administration. 209 West Virginia also has a percentage requirement on the amount of the real
estate loan-the loan is not to exceed 95 percent of such value unless it is insured or guaranteed by the Federal Government. 210
Virginia has a slightly different ceiling limitation, based not only on percentage but on actual
monetary value; except as otherwise provided in
the statutes, no real estate loan can exceed
$45,000 on each home or exceed 90 percent of
the value of the real estate up to $50,000. This,
as in the case of Tennessee and West Virginia,
is not applicable to loans insured or guaranteed
by a Federal agency,2l1
Mortgages: None of the State statutes involved expressly prohibits or permits "flexible"
or "open-end" mortgages. However, Alabama
does permit open-end credit plans and, by analogy, this might give support to the proposition
that authority exists in the State for open-end
mortgages as well. 212

Health Laws and Regulations
In summarizing the laws of the seven States
in these three areas, perhaps the most meaningful statement that can be made is that they are
generally not very significant in terms of affecting the current supply of housing nor in terms of
the future development of low income housing.
The key point to keep in mind is that in every
Code 01 Alabama Tit. 5 I 231 (1960).
,.. Ark. Sial. Ann. f 67-830 (1966).
.... KRS, f 289.441(3) (1972).
208 MI.I. Code Ann., f 5288-15(a) (1972 Supp.).
:10' TCA f 45-1402 (1964).
,.,. Code 01 Virginia f 6.1-195.34(h) (1973) .
:lOt TCA, supra note 35.
... Wesl Virginia Code Ann., f 31-8-21 (1972).
n. Code 01 Virginia, supra no Ie 36 .
." Code 01 Al ab ama· TI l , ·5 I 317 (1971 Supp.). The Conlumer
Finance LbHl .
~ Jl lhal open·end credil planl Irl
:10.

'n .:!10

sP", . '~

fl'V' ~f1'\ '

~9'l tTo ' N

as in the case of Tennessee and West Virginia,

is not applicable to loans insured or guaranteed

by a Federal agency.211
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State a great deal of regulatory and rule making

authority is granted to local governmentâpartic-

ularly county and municipal boards of health.

This horizontal report makes no attempt to

summarize each State's legislation in each of

these three areas (the reader is referred to the

appropriate State appendix for such individual

attention); rather, it will briefly outline the gen-

eral scope of the laws and regulations as they

exist in most, if not all, of the States. Attention

will be called to those specific laws which ap-

pear to be unique or unusual, and therefore,

worthy of special mention.

Health Laws and Regulations as They Affect

Safe and Sanitary Housing: All seven States at-

tempt in some manner to regulate the building

industry for the general purpose of public health

and welfare. These regulations may be found in

the health and welfare statutes of some States,

and special building or professional and occupa-

tional statutes in others. For the most part, the

States have delegated to municipal and often to

county government the authority to establish

building codes and regulate contractors, plumb-

ers, and electricians. No State except Tennessee

has seriously attempted to implement a state-

wide health code,211 although at least one State

has a uniform plumbing code administered by

the State health department.214 Typically, all

regulation of these building trades and industries

is left up to local government.

None of the seven States in this study has

enacted a minimum housing code, although the

authority to do so is frequently vested in munici-

palities.215 lt is quite likely, therefore, that each

of these States could have dozens of separate

and unrelated minimum housing codes.

Five of the seven States have promulgated

some type of statewide fire code, or have estab-

lished a State fire marshal to do so.

Arkansas216 and Mississippi217 have no state-

wide guidelines but clearly authorize municipali-

ties to enact and enforce their own codes.

Very little of significance can be said about

State health laws and their effect upon the sup-

ply of housing in these seven States. lt is sub-

mitted that no unusual or troublesome State laws

exist with regard to the purposes of this study.

While Tennessee has perhaps the most detailed

health and safety regulations,218 most State leg-

islation, in substance, just provides that any

county or municipality can promulgate regu-

lations or codes reasonably related to public

health and welfare.219 Clearly, such legislation

defies any meaningful analysis; every county and

municipality within all seven States would have

to be individually examined and their regulations

complied with.

Requirements for lnstallation of Water and

State a great deal of regulatory and rule making
authority is granted to local government-particularly county and municipal boards of health.
This horizontal report makes no attempt to
summarize each State's legislation in each of
these three areas (the reader is referred to the
appropriate State appendix for such individual
attention); rather, it will briefly outline the general scope of the laws and regulations as they
exist in most, if not all, of the States. Attention
will be called to those specific laws which appear to be unique or unusual, and therefore,
worthy of special mention.
Health Laws and Regulations as They Affect
Safe and Sanitary Housing: All seven States attempt in some manner to regulate the building
industry for the general purpose of public health
and welfare. These regulations may be found in
the health and welfare statutes of some States,
and special building or professional and occupational statutes in others. For the most part, the
States have delegated to municipal and often to
county government the authority to establish
building codes and regulate contractors, plumbers, and electricians. No State except Tennessee
has seriously attempted to implement a statewide health code,m although at least one State
has a uniform plumbing code administered by
the State health department. 2H Typically, all
regulation of these building trades and industries
is left up to local government.
None of the seven States in this study has
enacted a minimum housing code, although the
authority to do so is frequently vested in municipalities. m It is quite likely, therefore, that each
of these States could have dozens of separate
and unrelated minimum housing codes.
Five of the seven States have promulgated
some type of statewide fire code, or have established a State fire marshal to do so.
Arkansas 216 and Mississippi 217 have no statewide guidelines but clearly authorize muncipalities to enact and enforce their own codes.
Very little of significance can be said about
State health laws and their effect upon the supply of housing in these seven States. It is submitted that no unusual or troublesome State laws
exist with regard to the purposes of this study.
While Tennessee has perhaps the most detailed
health and safety regulations,m most State leg-

islation, in substance, just provides that any
county or municipality can promulgate regulations or codes reasonably related to public
health and welfare. 219 Clearly, such legislation
defies any meaningful analysis; every county and
municipality within all seven States would have
to be individually examined and their regulations
complied with.
Requirements for Installation of Water and
Waste Systems: All seven States have legislation
concerning the installation of water and waste
systems, but with the exception of Tennessee
none of these statutes has a measurable effect
on lot size. As with health laws and regulations,
the great majority of actual regulation in the
water and waste system area is in the hands of
local health boards and sanitation districts subject only to the general regulations of State
health departments and performance standards
imposed by State environmental and natural resources commissions.
In Tennessee, lot size requirements and
their relationship to public water supplies are expressly dealt with by statute. 220 When such supplies are available, the minimum lot size is 7,500
square feet; when not available, 15,000 square
feet. Moreover, minimum distances from a water
well or other source may be specified, additional
lot size may be required as indicated by percolation tests, or the particular lot or lots may be
disapproved when it is determined that the soil
will not absorb the sewage. Significantly, this
section does not apply within any corporate limits. Although such detail is not present in the
statutes of the other six States, it is reasonable
to assume that similar or analogous regulations
and local ordinances do exist.
In Alabama, the regulations are, typically,
left largely in the hands of county health
boards. m The county health boards may require the installation of plumbing facilities conforming to the rules and requirements of the
State board of health, and require connections to
sanitary sewers where necessary.222 The issuance of permits for the installation of plumbing
in structures outside the jurisdiction of a municipality depends on meeting statewide requirements and inspection is to be done by the
county health boards.223 Municipalities may establish their own regulations 2H and generally

11.

Tenn. Code Ann. TIl. 53 Ch. 25 (1966).
Ark. Stat. Ann. If 71-1205-71-1217 (1957).
"" See e.g .• Code of Ala. TIt. 37 § 765(2) (1971 Supp.).
218 Ark. Stal. Ann. § 19-2801 (1968).
m Mill. Code Ann. 1 21-19-21 (1972).
:nil See Tennessee Appe ndi x, 1 VII , Inlra.

n. E.g., Miss. Code Ann. §§ 21-19-25 and 19-6-9 (1972).

114

... Tenn. Code Ann. 153-2012 (1966).
221 Code 01 Ala. Til. 22 1 1040(104) (1971 Supp.).
:mId.
:= Id. al Tit. 2·
DO Id.
~

Waste Systems: All seven States have legislation

concerning the installation of water and waste

systems, but with the exception of Tennessee

none of these statutes has a measurable effect

on lot size. As with health laws and regulations,

the great majority of actual regulation in the

water and waste system area is in the hands of

local health boards and sanitation districts sub-

ject only to the general regulations of State

health departments and performance standards

imposed by State environmental and natural re-
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have greater power to promulgate more detailed

regulations.-5 Also, water authorities in Ala-

bama are operated on a countywide basis, and

therefore are often the water suppliers of rural

dwellings.226

In Kentucky, the Department of Environmen-

tal Protection is chiefly responsible for water and

waste system control, but responsibility is shared

locally with sanitation districts. Once a sanitation

district is established in Kentucky, no person or

public corporation is permitted to install within

the district any laterals, trunk lines, interceptors

for the collection or discharge of sewage or

other liquid waste, or treatment or disposal

works, until such plans have been submitted and

approved by the board of directors of the sanita-

tion district and by the Department of Environ-

mental Protection.227 Similarly, in Tennessee, no

person may install, permit to be installed, or

maintain any cross-connection, auxiliary intake,

bypass, or interconnection, unless the source

and quality of water from the auxiliary supply,

the method of connection, auxiliary intake, by-

pass, or interconnection has been approved by

the State department of public health."8

In Virginia, any person constructing a sew-

age system229 or a water supply system 23Â°

having three or more connections must first ob-

tain the approval of the governing body of the

county. Similarly, septic tank permits may be re-

quired from county authorities in Virginia.

At least two States, Tennessee and Virginia,

specifically deal with subdivision problems in

their water and sewer legislation. In Virginia, the

county board of supervisors may require a sub-

division or land developer to pay his pro rata

share of the cost of providing reasonable and

necessary sewage and drainage located outside

the property limits of the developer but necessi-

tated at least in part by the construction or im-

provement of his development.2'1 This sort of

provision is not unusual, and it should be reem-

phasized that similar regulations may exist in a

large portion of all of the seven States in the

form of subdivision and zoning ordinances.232

Tennessee has particularly detailed and

somewhat confusing provisions regarding water

and sewerage facilities for subdivisions. The

State department of public health is authorized

to exercise general supervision over the plan-

ning, construction, and operation of individual

sewage disposal systems for proposed subdivi-

sions, where public sewerage systems are not

available, except within the corporate limits of

municipalities, and to establish standards for in-

dividual sewage disposal systems.233 The owner

of a proposed subdivision is required to submit

have greater power to promulgate more detailed
regulations. m Also, water authorities in Alabama are operated on a countywide basis, and
therefore are often the water suppliers of rural
dwellings.m
In Kentucky, the Department of Environmental Protection is chiefly responsible for water and
waste system control, but responsibility is shared
locally with sanitation districts. Once a sanitation
district is established in Kentucky, no person or
public corporation is permitted to install within
the district any laterals, trunk lines, interceptors
for the collection or discharge of sewage or
other liquid waste, or treatment or disposal
works, until such plans have been submitted and
approved by the board of directors of the sanitation district and by the Department of Environmental Protection. 227 Similarly, in Tennessee, no
person may install, permit to be installed, or
maintain any cross-connection, auxiliary intake,
bypass, or interconnection, unless the source
and quality of water from the auxiliary supply,
the method of connection, auxiliary intake, bypass, or interconnection has been approved by
the State department of public health. 22R
In Virginia, any person constructing a sewage system 229 or a water supply system 230
having three or more connections must first obtain the approval of the governing body of the
county. Similarly, septic tank permits may be required from county authorities in Virginia.
At least two States, Tennessee and Virginia,
specifically deal with subdivision problems in
their water and sewer legislation. In Virginia, the
county board of supervisors may require a subdivision or land developer to pay his pro rata
share of the cost of providing reasonable and
necessary sewage and drainage located outside
the property limits of the developer but necessitated at least in part by the construction or improvement of his developmentPl This sort of
provision is not unusual, and it should be reemphasized that similar regulations may exist in a
large portion of all of the seven States in the
form of subdivision and zoning ordinances. 232
Tennessee has particularly detailed and
somewhat confusing provisions regarding water

detailed information, including a map of the sur-

rounding area and of the area to be subdivided,

showing (inter alia) proposed lot sizes and loca-

tion of supply lines.234 He must also furnish ad-

ditional data as required by the local health

officers as a basis for determining the suitability

of individual lots.235 The confusion in the Ten-

nessee law is caused by the statutory definition

of a subdivision. A subdivision is defined as any

tract or parcel of land divided or proposed for

Id. at Tit. 37 I I 603-606.
.. Id. at Til. SO 1101 (1971 Supp.).
m Ky. Rav. Stat. I 220.260 (1969).
,... Tenn. Code Ann. I 53-2004 (1966).
... Va. Code Ann. f 15.1-326.
... Id. at 115.1-341.
21. Id. at 1 15.1-510.7.
m See e.g., Ark. Stat. Ann ., 1 19-2829(c) (19j;8) ,
hl c h clearly
authorlzel this po'tll.!lr for loc al plannj ng and zon i ng com·
misaions.
2Z

and sewerage facilities for subdivisions. The
State .department of public health is authorized
to exercise general supervision over the planning, construction, and operation of individual
sewage disposal systems for proposed subdivisions, where public sewerage systems are not
available, except within the corporate limits of
municipalities, and to establish standards for individual sewage disposal systems.233 The owner
of a proposed subdivision is required to submit
detailed information, including a map of the surrounding area and of the area to be subdivided,
showing (inter alia) proposed lot sizes and location of supply lines. 234 He must also furnish additional data as required by the local health
officers as a basis for determining the suitability
of individual lots. m The confusion in the Tennessee law is caused by the statutory definition
of a subdivision. A subdivision is defined as any
tract or parcel of land divided or proposed for
division into five or more lots, sites, or other divisions, for the purpose of immediate or future
building of houses or other developments, requiring a maximum lot size in any subdivision be
40,000 square feet or less, to a minimum of
15,000 square feet. 236 Apparently, lots in excess
of 40,000 square feet and less than 15,000
square feet are not subject to the act.
In conclusion, it is submitted that the legislation of the seven States studied does not yield
a particularly informative or relevant body of law
with respect either to the current supply of housing or with respect to future low income housing
development. In the final analysis, each county
and municipality, not to mention each State, will
have to be examined to discover exactly what
substantive regulations must be complied with.
However, it is submitted that there are essentially no water and waste system laws that would
present inordinate or unusual obstacles to new
housing development-low income or otherwise.
Environmental Protection Laws: All seven
States studied have enacted some sort of envl-

20. Tenn. Code Ann., 1 53-2010 (1966). (Sectlonl 53-2009 through
53-2016 of the Tennellee Code Annotated were repealed by
HOUle Bill No. 224, Chapter No. 188, PubliC Act. 1973,
effective July I, 1973.)
""Id. at I 53-2011(1)(a) (1972 Supp.). (Sectionl 53-2009 through
53-2016 01 the Tennessee Code Annotated were repealed by
House Bill No. 224, Chapter No. 188, Public Acts 1973, effec·
tive July I, 1973.)
no Id. at § 53-2011 (l)(c). (Sectipns 53-2009 through 53-2016 of the
Tennelsee Code Annotated were repealed by House Bill No.
224, Chap~r ,No. 18~, 'public Acts 1973, effective July I, 1973.)
..... Id. at I sa.c
' .e1::11
53-2009 through 53-2016 of the
T ~~ ""~WWqt1eur 'tlflO IIP ~~fe I!'I pealed by House Bill No.
22'4 ,I 'tjtla~lj ~ Nb .r 1't1f. P M.;.dlA~ 1f'll73 , effective July I, 1973.)
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division into five or more lots, sites, or other di-

visions, for the purpose of immediate or future

building of houses or other developments, re-
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ronmental protection laws, usually establishing a

single umbrella agency or, in some cases, sev-

eral separate commissions to deal independently

with air and water pollution. In terms of effect

upon housing supply, the most significant provi-

sions relate to water pollution and have been in-

cluded in the previous discussion of water and

waste systems legislation.

The primary thrust of both the water and air

pollution control statutes is to establish minimum

standards for the purity of the State's air and

water resources. These standards have little ef-

fect upon the housing market other than the indi-

rect influence achieved by the pressure of the

regulations upon water and sanitation services.

Most of the acts are aimed at discharges either

directly or indirectly into the State's water sup-

pliesâthis is not a meaningful hurdle to the sup-

ply of housing, in this writer's opinion. To the

extent that new environmental protection regula-

tions force improved methods of waste treatment,

then perhaps the homeowner will be financially

affected.

The most important statement that can be

made about the environmental protection laws of

these seven States with respect to their effect

upon the supply of housing is that none of them

has any requirement for environmental impact

statements even remotely comparable to the new

California Environmental Quality Act,23' which

has drastically affected the entire construction

industry in that State.

Federal Laws that Regulate Real Estate

Loans by National Banks

National banks are specifically authorized to

make loans secured by real estate as long as

the real estate is improved, the loan is secured

by a mortgage or deed or trust, and the security

is a first lien upon the property.**8

ronmental protection laws, usually establishing a
single umbrella agency or, in some cases, several separate commissions to deal independently
with air and water pollution. In terms of effect
upon housing supply, the most significant provisions relate to water pollution and have been included in the previous discussion of water and
waste systems legislation.
The primary thrust of both the water and air
pollution control statutes is to establish minimum
standards for the purity of the State's air and
water resources. These standards have little effect upon the housing market other than the indirect influence achieved by the pressure of the
regulations upon water and sanitation services.
Most of the acts are aimed at discharges either
directly or indirectly into the State's water supplies-this is not a meaningful hurdle to the supply of housing, in this writer's opinion. To the
extent that new environmental protection regulations force improved methods of waste treatment,
then perhaps the homeowner will be financially
affected.
The most important statement that can be
made about the environmental protection laws of
these seven States with respect to their effect
upon the supply of housing is that none of them
has any requirement for environmental impact
statements even remotely comparable to the new
California Environmental Quality Act,237 which
has drastically affected the entire construction
industry in that State.

Conventional Real Estate Loans: The re-

quirements for conventional real estate loans are

summarized in the following chart:

Max. % of

Federal Laws that Regulate Real Estate
Loans by National Banks

matu- appraised

rity value Amortization required

5 years 50 None

10 years 66% At least annual installments

sufficient to amortize 40%

of the loan principal at

maturity

20 years 66%

20 years

30 years

National banks are specifically authorized to
make loans secured by real estate as long as
the real estate is improved, the loan is secured
by a mortgage or deed or trust, and the security
is a first lien upon the property.'Z38
Conventional Real Estate Loans: The requirements for conventional real estate loans are
summarized in the following chart:

75

90

At least annual installments

sufficient to amortize loan

in full within a period of

20 years

At least annual installments

Max.
% of
matu- appraised
rity
value
50
5 years
10 years
662;3

sufficient to amortize loan

in full at maturity

At least annual installments

Amortization required
None
At least annual installments
sufficient to amortize 40%
of the loan prinCipal at
maturity

sufficient to amortize loan

in full at maturity

Insured and Guaranteed Loans: The above

limits do not apply to loans insured by the State

or under provisions of the following acts: Na-

tional Housing Act: Title II, VI, VIII, IX, section 8

of I (see Exhibit 2); Housing Act of 1949: title V

Cal. Pub. Rea. Code f 21060 et seq . (Eat. Supp. 1973.)
211 12 U.S.C. 371.

In

20 years

662h

20 years

75

30 years

90

At least annual installments
sufficient to amortize loan
in full within a period of
20 years
At least annual installments
sufficient to amortize loan
in full at maturity
At least annual installments
sufficient to amortize loan
in full at maturity

Inlured and Guaranteed Loan.: The above
limits do not apply to loans insured by the State
or under provisions of the following acts: National Housing Act: Title II, VI, VIII, IX, section 8
of I (see Exhibit 2); Housing Act of 1949: title V
(see Exhibit 3) Urban Growth and New Community Development Act of 1970: Part B; Home improvement loans insured under 12 U.S.C. 1709(k)
or 1715(h).
Interelt Rate: 239 A summary of interest rate
laws follows.
A. Applicable interest rate
1. The rate allowed by the laws of the State
where the bank is located, or
2. At rate of 1 percent in excess of the discount rate on 9O-day commercial paper in effect
at the Federal Reserve Bank in the Federal Reserve District where the bank is located.
3. Whichever may be greater.
4. If there are no State laws fixing interest
rate, the rate shall be either 7 percent or 1 percent above the discount rate.
B. Applicable law
1. State usury laws are not applicable to national banks.240
2. The interest rate of the State where the
loan is made is applicable, not the State where
the bank is located. 2u
3. The penalty for usury fixed by Federal
law 242 is twice the amount of the interest paid,
with a 2-year statute of limitations.

Federal Laws that Regulate Real Estat.
Loans by Federally Chartered Savings
and Loan Associations
A Federal savings and loan association is a
financial institution which is chartered by the
.. 12 U.S.C. 85.
"'102 F.Supp.

S;.4;' iginal from

:: ~2u~ij~f~' ~ 'SITVOFMICHIGA N

EXHIBIT 2

National Housing Act.

EXHIBIT 2

Title ll: FHA Loans

Title Vl: War Housing lnsurance (for W.W. ll vet-

National Housing Act.
Title II: FHA Loans
Title VI: War Housing Insurance (for WW. " veterans; loans made before 1950; rarely
used today).
Title VIII: Armed Services Housing Mortgage
Insurance
Title IX: Housing for Educational Institutions
Title I: Sec. 8; Housing Renovation and Modernization

erans; loans made before 1950; rarely

used today).

Title Vlll: Armed Services Housing Mortgage

lnsurance

Title lX: Housing for Educational lnstitutions

Title l; Sec. 8; Housing Renovation and Modern-

ization

EXHIBIT 3

Housing Act of 1949: Title V: Farm Housing

EXHIBIT 3

This act provides for loans administered through

the Farmer's Home Administration for the im-

Housing Act of 1949: Title V: Farm Housing
This act provides for loans administered through
the Farmer'S Home Administration for the improvement. construction. alteration. or repair of
dwellings or related facilities for farmers. rural
residents. and elderly persons in rural areas.

provement, construction, alteration, or repair of

dwellings or related facilities for farmers, rural

residents, and elderly persons in rural areas.

Federal Home Loan Bank Board under the Home

Owners' Loan Act of 1933, as amended. lts pri-

mary purposes are to promote thrift and to pro-

vide for the financing of homeownership.243

Rules and regulations regarding real estate

loans are issued from time to time by the board

pursuant to 12 U.S.C. 1464(c). The following is

an outline of the current rules and regulations

most relevant to the field of housing financing.

These rules will vary somewhat depending upon

the particular charter of the savings and loan as-

sociation involved. Since 1933 there have been

four different charters: E, N, K, and K (revised).

Today, most associations operate under either

charter N or K(rev.), which are virtually the same

in actual practice. This outline is based on the

provisions of charter N and K(rev.).

Generally, these savings and loan associa-

tions are limited in their lending to an area

within a 100-mile radius of the home office or of

a branch office approved by the local home loan

bank board. However, if the association is a con-

verted State institution, its lending area remains

the same as it was under the State charter.

Loans are offered on various terms depend-

ing on the type of housing to be financed, with

the primary emphasis on loans to individual

homeowners.

Homes2": The following terms apply to

loans secured by homes (dwelling units for up to

four families) or a combination of homes and

business property (used in part for home and

part for business). Generally, these loans are

limited to $45,000 per single family dwelling, they

must be a first lien upon the property, and must

Â»â¢ 12 U.S.C. 1464.

Â»â¢ 12 U.S.C. 1464(c); 12 C.F.R. 545.6-1(a).

be within the association's regular lending area.

(Loans over $45,000 or beyond the regular lend-

ing area may be made on the security of homes,

but these are limited to 20 percent of the asso-

ciation's assets.)

Also, loans which are insured or guaranteed

under the National Housing Act, Servicemen's

Readjustment Act of 1944, or chapter 37 of title

Federal Home Loan Bank Board under the Home
Owners' Loan Act of 1933, as amended. Its primary purposes are to promote thrift and to provide for the financing of homeownership.243
Rules and regulations regarding real estate
loans are issued from time to time by the board
pursuant to 12 U.S.C. 1464(c). The following is
an outline of the current rules and regulations
most relevant to the field of housing financing.
These rules will vary somewhat depending upon
the particular charter of the savings and loan association involved. Since 1933 there have been
four different charters: E, N, K, and K (revised).
Today, most associations operate under either
charter N or K(rev.), which are virtually the same
in actual practice. This outline is based on the
provisions of charter Nand K(rev.).
Generally, these savings and loan associations are limited in their lending to an area
within a 100-mile radius of the home office or of
a branch office approved by the local home loan
bank board. However, if the association is a converted State institution, its lending area remains
the same as it was under the State charter.
Loans are offered on various terms depending on the type of housing to be financed, with
the primary emphasis on loans to individual
homeowners.
Homes 244: The following terms apply to
loans secured by homes (dwelling units for up to
four families) or a combination of homes and
business property (used in part for home and
part for business). Generally, these loans are
limited to $45,000 per single family dwelling, they
must be a first lien upon the property, and must

38, U.S.C., are generally not subject to the fol-

lowing terms, but rather are subject to terms ac-

ceptable to the insuring or guaranteeing agency.

A. Monthly lnstallment Loans

â¢ Loans may be made up to 75 percent of

the value of the real estate security (and up to

80 percent with the authorization of the associa-

-

12 U.S.C. 1484.
12 U.S.C. 1..84(c); 12 C.F.R. 545.tH(a).

be within the association's regular lending area.
(Loans over $45,000 or beyond the regular lending area may be made on the security of homes,
but these are limited to 20 percent of the association's assets.)
Also, loans which are insured or guaranteed
under the National Housing Act, Servicemen's
Readjustment Act of 1944, or chapter 37 of title
38, U.S.C., are generally not subject to the following terms, but rather are subject to terms acceptable to the insuring or guaranteeing agency.
A. Monthly Installment Loans
• Loans may be made up to 75 percent of
the value of the real estate security (and up to
80 percent with the authorization of the association's members).
• Loans are repayable monthly within 30
years.
B. Other Installment Loans
• Loans with less than monthly payments
are limited to a 15-year term.
• Interest payments must be made at least
semiannually and principal payments at least annually.
C. Loans Without Full Amortization (Non installment)
• Loans may not be made in excess of 50
percent of the value of the security and are limited to a term of 5 years.
• With member's authorization, loans of up
to 60 percent of value with a maximum term of 3
years may be made.
• Interest is payable semiannually. (Principal due at maturity).
• Construction loans may be made up to
80 percent of value and for a term of not more
than 18 months.
• Trade-in loans may be made up to 80
percent of value and for a term of not more than
18 months. (Such loans are limited at anyone
time to 5 percent of the association's assets and
must be in the regular lending area.)
D. Loans in Excess of 80 percent of Value
• Loans up to 90 percent and 95 percent
of the value of the security may be made under
certain conditions (but are limited in the aggregate to 30 percent of assets).
a. 90 percent loans: Monthly installment
loans on one family completed residences
may be made up to the least of:
i. 90 percent of value of real estate
ri ,q ~ .t rrp f certified purchase
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iii. $45,000;

for a maximum term of 30 years; and

limited to 30 percent of assets

b. 95 percent loans: Monthly installment

loans on one family completed residences

may be made up to the least of:

i. 95 percent of value of real estate

ii. 95 percent of purchase price

iii. $36,000

iv. BUT, the balance over 90 percent

must be privately guaranteed or in-

sured;

for a maximum term of 30 years; and

limited to 10 percent of assets (included

in 30 percent limit category)

c. Both 90 percent and 95 percent loans re-

quire advance monthly payments of half the

estimated taxes -f insurance premiums:

d. Construction loans up to 90-95 percent

may be made to owner-borrowers or vendors,

BUT payouts over 80 percent of value are

barred until completion, or sale (if vendor).

â¢ Once an individual loan balance has

been reduced to not more than 80 percent of

value, it falls out of the 30 percent of assets cat-

egory.

â¢ Loans up to 100 percent of the value

may be made on the security of:

a. a single family dwelling under the

regulations for the Housing Opportunity

Allowance Program -tr- [for middle and

low income] families (see Exhibit 4)

b. a home where that portion of the

loan which exceeds 80 percent is in-

sured or guaranteed.

Other Dwelling Units246: The following

terms apply to apartment complexes for more

than four families and real estate upon which are

located apartments or homes combined with

business property involving only minor or inci-

dental business use (the value of the property

attributable to business use must not exceed 20

percent of the total value). lnsured and guaran-

teed loans, again, are subject to terms accepta-

ble to the insuring or guaranteeing agency.

A. Monthly lnstallment Loans

1. Loans may be made up to 50 percent

of value (or up to 80 percent if author-

ized by the association's members).

2. Loans are repayable monthly within

30 years.

3. Such loans may be combined with a

construction loan and monthly install-

ments will begin at the end of the term

allowed for construction.

iii. $45,000;
for a maximum term of 30 years; and
limited to 30 percent of assets
b. 95 percent loans: Monthly installment
loans on one family completed residences
may be made up to the least of:
i. 95 percent of value of real estate
ii. 95 percent of purchase price
iii. $36,000
iv. BUT, the balance over 90 percent
must be privately guaranteed or insured;
for a maximum term of 30 years; and
limited to 10 percent of assets (included
in 30 percent limit category)
c. Both 90 percent and 95 percent loans require advance monthly payments of half the
estimated taxes + insurance premiums:
d. Construction loans up to 90-95 percent
may be made to owner-borrowers or vendors,
BUT payouts over 80 percent of value are
barred until completion, or sale (if vendor).
• Once an individual loan balance has
been reduced to not more than 80 percent of
value, it falls out of the 30 percent of assets category.
• Loans up to 100 percent of the value
may be made on the security of:
a. a single family dwelling under the
regulations for the Housing Opportunity
Allowance Program ~4r. [for middle and
low income] families (see Exhibit 4)
b. a home where that portion of the
loan which exceeds 80 percent is insured or guaranteed.
Other Dwelling Units ~4~: The following
terms apply to apartment complexes for more
than four families and real estate upon which are
located apartments or homes combined with
business property involving only minor or incidental business use (the value of the property
attributable to business use must not exceed 20
percent of the total value). Insured and guaranteed loans, again, are subject to terms acceptable to the insuring or guaranteeing agency.

B. Fully Amortized Loans

A. Monthly Installment Loans
1. Loans may be made up to 50 percent
of value (or up to 80 percent if authorized by the association's members).

1. Loans with less than monthly pay-

ments are limited to a 15-year term.

2. lnterest is payable at least semi-

annually and principal at least annually.

C. Partially Amortized Loans

2. Loans are repayable monthly within
30 years.
3. Such loans may be combined with a
construction loan and monthly installments will begin at the end of the term
allowed for construction.
B. Fully Amortized Loans
1. Loans with less than monthly payments are limited to a 15-year term.
2. Interest is payable at least semiannually and principal at least annually.
C. Partially Amortized Loans
1. Loans may be made up to 80 percent
of value.
2. Monthly payments must be fixed at
an amount which would be required to
fully amortize the loan within 30 years.
3. The outstanding amount is payable at
the end of the term, which must not be
less than 10 years nor more than 30
years,
D. Loans Without Full Amortization (Noninstallment)
1. Loans up to 50 percent of value may
be made and are limited to a term of 5
years.
2. With members' authorization, loans
of up to 60 percent may be made with a
term of not more than 3 years.
3. Interest is payable semiannually.
4. Construction loans may be made up
to 75 percent of value for a term of not
more than 36 months.

E. Limitation 247
1. If the amount of any loan in this section exceeds, for any dwelling unit
(apartment), an amount prescribed in/or
under section 207(c)(3) of the National
Housing Act (see Exhibit 5), or
2. is located beyond the regular lending
area,
3. then, such loans are limited in the
aggregate to 20 percent of the association's assets.
Other Improved Real Estate ~I': The following terms apply primarily to developed building
lots or sites which by reason of installations and
improvements are ready for the construction of
single family homes on each site or lot.

1. Loans may be made up to 80 percent

of value.

2. Monthly payments must be fixed at

an amount which would be required to

~ 12 C.F.R. 527.
"'12 C.F.R. 545.6-1(b).

lized b

fully amortize the loan within 30 years.

3. The outstanding amount is payable at

the end of the term, which must not be

less than 10 years nor more than 30

years,
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A. Monthly lnstallment Loans

1. Loans may be made up to 75 percent

of value.

2. The maximum term is 25 years.

B. Construction Loans to Builders (of one-

family homes on developed building sites)

A. Monthly Installment Loans
1. Loans may be made up to 75 percent
of value.
2. The maximum term is 25 years.

1. Loans may be made up to 75 percent

of value of the real estate security.

2. Loans are limited to a 3-year term

with interest payable semi-annually

(term may be extended 3 years).

3. Construction of one-family homes

must begin within 3 years of loan.

4. These types of loans are limited to 5

percent of the assets of the association

and must be within the regular lending

area.

C. Construction Loans to lndividuals (hold-

ing developed building sites)

1. Loans may be made up to 75 percent

of value.

2. Loans are limited to a 5-year term,

B. Construction Loans to Builders (of onefamily homes on developed building sites)
1. Loans may be made up to 75 percent
of value of the real estate security.
2. Loans are limited to a 3-year term
with interest payable semi-annually
(term may be extended 3 years).
3. Construction of one-family homes
must begin within 3 years of loan.
4. These types of loans are limited to 5
percent of the assets of the association
and must be within the regular lending
area.

with substantially equal payments of

principal and interest sufficient to amor-

tize at least 40 percent of the original

principal amount by the end of the

term.

3. The individual must certify that there

is no other lien on the property and that

the lot will be the site of his permanent

home (not a vacation or seasonal

home).

4. These loans are also limited to the

regular lending area, and to 5 persent

of assets.

Acquisition and Development of Land248:

The following terms apply to financing the ac-

quisition and development of land for primarily

residential use and for the construction of homes

inclusive of acquisition and development of land.

However, such loans may be made only when 1)

the aggregate amount of the association's gen-

eral reserves, surplus, and undivided profits is

equal to more than 5 percent of its savings ac-

.
C. Construction Loans to Individuals (holdIng developed building sites)
1. Loans may be made up to 75 percent
of value.
2. Loans are limited to a 5-year term,
with substantially equal payments of
principal and interest sufficient to amortize at least 40 percent of the original
principal amount by the end of the
term.
3. The individual must certify that there
is no other lien on the property and that
the lot will be the site of his permanent
home (not a vacation or seasonal
home).
4. These loans are also limited to the
regular lending area, and to 5 persent
of assets.

counts, 2) the total amount of such loans does

not exceed 5 percent of the association's sav-

ings accounts, for the acquisition and develop-

ment portion of the loan, 3) the loans are on the

security of first liens, and 4) the loans are within

the regular lending area.

A. Loans to Finance the Acquisition and De-

velopment of Land

1. Loans may not exceed 75 percent of

the value of the land when completed

into building lots and sites ready for

construction.

2. Loans are repayable within 5 years

with interest due semi-annually. (Term

may be extended 1 to 2 years.)

B. Loans to Finance Construction of Homes,

lnclusive of Acquisition and Development of

Land

Acquisition and Development of Land 249:
terms apply to financing the acdevelopment of land for primarily
residential use and for the construction of homes
inclusive of acquisition and development of land.
However, such loans may be made only when 1)
the aggregate amount of the association's general reserves, surplus, and undivided profits is
equal to more than 5 percent of its savings accounts, 2) the total amount of such loans does
not exceed 5 percent of the association's savings accounts, for the acquisition and development portion of the loan, 3) the loans are on the
security of first liens, and 4) the loans are within
the regular lending area.
Th~ . f.ollowing
qUI~ltlon. and

1. Loans may be made up to 80 percent

of the value of the real estate when the

construction of the homes is completed.

-12 C.F.R. 545.6-14.

A. Loans to Finance the Acquisition and Development of Land
1. Loans may not exceed 75 percent of
the value of the land when completed
into building lots and sites ready for
construction.
2. Loans are repayable within 5 years
with interest due semi-annually. (Term
may be extended 1 to 2 years.)
B. Loans to Finance Construction of Homes,
Inclusive of Acquisition and Development of
Land
1. Loans may be made up to 80 percent
of the value of the real estate when the
construction of the homes is completed.
2. Loans are repayable within 6 years
with interest payable semi-annually.
(Term may be extended 1 to 2 years.)
C. These loans are limited to 2 percent of
the amount of the association's savings accounts
per borrower.
Housing Facilities for the Aging 250: The
following terms apply to loans secured by improved real estate designed for purposes of
housing the aging (over 55 years of age).
A. Basic Limitations
1. Loans may be made only within the
regular lending area.
2. Loans may be made only on a
monthly installment basis.
3. Loans are limited to 5 percent of the
assets.
B. Limitations on Specific Loans
1. Loans may not exceed 90 percent of
value.
2. Loans are limited to a term of 30
years.
Development of New Communities m: Federal savings and loan associations may invest
(without percentage limitations) in loans guaranteed in whole or in part: The New Communities
Act of 1968 (82 Stat. 513) or Part B of The Urban
Growth and New Communities Development Act
of 1970 (84 Stat. 1791) (see Exhibit 6). The only
limitations on these loans are terms acceptable
to the Secretary of HUD.
Low Rent Housing ~~~: The following terms
apply to loans on real estate which is being constructed, remodeled, rehabilitated, modernized,
.. 12 C.F.R. 545.6-16.
• 1 12 C.F.R. 545.6-22.
.. 12 C.F.R. 545. ~3.

.
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2. Loans are repayable within 6 years

with interest payable semi-annually.

(Term may be extended 1 to 2 years.)

C. These loans are limited to 2 percent of

the amount of the association's savings accounts
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or renovated as the subject of an annual contri-

bution contract for low rent housing under the

provisions of the U.S. Housing Act of 1937, as

amended.

A. There is no limitation as to maximum

loan terms.

B. Loans may not exceed 90 percent of the

amount of appraisal, or, in lieu of such appraisal,

90 percent of the purchase price if the real es-

tate is to be purchased by a local public housing

authority.

C. Must be within regular lending area.

Mobile Home Financing 2S3: The following

regulations apply to mobile home financing, but

only after adoption of mobile home financing

plan by the association's Board of Directors.

or renovated as the subject of an annual contribution contract for low rent housing under the
provisions of the U.S. Housing Act of 1937, as
amended.
A. There is no limitation as to maximum
loan terms.
B. Loans may not exceed 90 percent of the
amount of appraisal, or, in lieu of such appraisal,
90 percent of the purchase price if the real estate is to be purchased by a local public housing
authority.

Generally, loans secured by mobile homes are

limited to 10 percent of the association's assets.

ers)

A. Inventory Financing (mobile home deal-

1. The mobile home must be held for

sale within the association's regular

lending area.

2. Loans may be made up to 100 per-

cent of the invoice price on new mobile

C. Must be within regular lending area.
Mobile Home Financing m: The following
regulations apply to mobile home financing, but
only after adoption of mobile home financing
plan by the association's Board of Directors.
Generally, loans secured by mobile homes are
limited to 10 percent of the association's assets.

homes and equipment, exclusive of

A. Inventory Financing (mobile home deal-

freight.

3. Loans may be made up to 90 percent

ers)
1. The mobile home must be held for
sale within the association's regular
lending area.
2. Loans may be made up to 100 percent of the invoice price on new mobile
homes and equipment, exclusive of
freight.
3. Loans may be made up to 90 percent
of wholesale price on used mobile
homes.

of wholesale price on used mobile

homes.

B. Retail Financing (individual purchasers)

1. If the loan is not insured or guaran-

teed, the mobile home must:

a. be maintained as a residence of

the owner or a relative of the

owner, and

b. within 90 days of the loan, it

must be located in a trailer park or

other semipermanent site within the

regular lending area.

B. Retail Financing (individual purchasers)
1. If the loan is not insured or guaranteed, the mobile home must:
a. be maintained as a residence of
the owner or a relative of the
owner, and
b. within 90 days of the loan, it
must be located in a trailer park or
other semipermanent site within the
regular lending area.
2. The loan must not exceed an amount
equal to the total of the following:
a. the cost of appropriate insurance to protect lender and owner,
b. sales tax, and
c. in the case of a new home, 100
percent of the invoice price of the
home, plus 100 percent of the invoice price of new equipment, plus
10 percent of the total of such invoice prices, exclusive of freight, or

2. The loan must not exceed an amount

equal to the total of the following:

a. the cost of appropriate insur-

ance to protect lender and owner,

b. sales tax, and

c. in the case of a new home, 100

percent of the invoice price of the

home, plus 100 percent of the in-

voice price of new equipment, plus

10 percent of the total of such in-

voice prices, exclusive of freight, or

d. in the case of a used home, 100

percent of the wholesale value.

3. The debt must be paid in substan-

tially equal monthly installments over a

12-year period for new homes, and over

an 8-year period for used homes.

4. If the mobile home is shipped out-

side of the continental United States for

sale, 80 percent of the freight cost may

be included in the loan.

Loans Without Security (home improvement

loans)2M: Federal savings and loan associa-

tions may invest in loans without security up to

d. in the case of a used home, 100
percent of the wholesale value.
3. The debt must be paid in substantially equal monthly installments over a
12-year period for new homes, and over
an 8-year period for used homes.
4. If the mobile home is shipped outside of the continental United States for
sale, 80 percent of the freight cost may
be included in the loan.
Loans Without Security (home improvement
loans) ~~4: Federal savings and loan associations may invest in loans without security up to
20 percent of their assets, subject to the following regulations:
A. Loans for Property Alteration, Repair, or
Improvement
1. Loans may not exceed $5,000 per
property.
2. They must be within the regular lending area.
3. The loan is repayable in equal
weekly, biweekly, monthly, bimonthly, or
quarterly installments with the first payment due no later than 120 days from
the making of the loan.
4. The maximum loan term is 10 years
and 32 days.
B. Any loan insured under title I of the National Housing Act or a home improvement loan
insured under title II of the National Housing
Act, may be made if it is within the regular lending area.
Realty In Urban Renewal Areas m:
A. These loans may be made on the same
terms as outlined in Sections I, " and III except
1. Loans on "other dwelling units" and
"other improved real estate" may be
made up to 80 percent of value and for
a term of 30 years (instead of 75 percent and 24 years)
2. The term of construction loans is increased to a 60-month maximum (from
36 months)

Exhibit 4: Housing Opportunity Allowance Program (12 C.F.R. 527)
Introduction: The Housing Opportunity Allowance
Program as formulated by the Home Loan Bank Board
is based on Title I of the Emergency Home Finance
Act
1970 (Public Law 91-351), which provides funds
to be dispersed to Federal home loan banks for the
purpose 01 adjusting the effective interest charged

0'

20 percent of their assets, subject to the follow-

ing regulations:

.. 12 C.F.R. 545.7.

A. Loans for Property Alteration, Repair, or

Improvement

1. Loans may not exceed $5,000 per

property.
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by such banks on borrowing to promote the flow of

funds into residential construction. lt is especially

designed to assist in the provision of housing for low

and middle income families: i.e., to help them pur-

chase their own homes.

Middle Income Families: An eligible borrower

will receive $20 per month to be credited toward

interest to be charged on each of the first 60 monthly

installments paid on a qualifying loan. An eligible

borrower is:

â¢ either or both spouses of a married couple

by such banks on borrowing to promote the flow of
funds into residential construction. It Is especially
designed to assist in the provision of housing for low
and middle income families: i.e., to help them purchase their own homes.
Mlddl. Income Femlll••: An eligible borrower
will receive $20 per month to be credited toward
interest to be charged on each of the first 60 monthly
Installments paid on a qualifying loan. An eligible
borrower is:

living together, or head of household with de-

pendent children;

â¢ current adjusted annual income is not in ex-

cess of applicable maximum limits prescribed

by the Home Loan Bank Board from time to

time;

â¢ has need of a housing opportunity allowance

to warrant the making of a qualifying loan by

a member institution.

A qualifying loan is:

• either or both spouses of a married couple
living together, or head of household with dependent children;
• current adjusted annual income Is not in excess of applicable maximum limits prescribed
by the Home Loan Bank Board from time to
time ;
• has need of a housing opportunity allowance
to warrant the making of a qualifying loan by
a member institution.

â¢ for a single family dwelling which is the pri-

mary residence;

â¢ secured by a first lien on the property;

â¢ is not an insured or guaranteed loan;

â¢ the principal must be between 70 percent

and 100 percent of the value of the property

or the purchase price, whichever is smaller;

and ln any case not more than $25,000;

â¢ the effective interest rate must be as ap-

proved by the Board;

â¢ a monthly installment loan of 25-30 years;

â¢ borrower must pay monthly to lender half of

the established annual taxes, assessments, and

insurance premiums on the secured property.

Low Income Families:

A qualifying loan Is:
• for a single family dwelling which is the primary residence;
• secured by a first lien on the property;
• Is not an insured or guaranteed loan ;
• the principal must be between 70 percent
and 100 percent of the value of the property
or the purchase price, whichever Is smaller;
and In any case not more than $25,000;
• the effective interest rate must be as approved by the Board;
• a monthly installment loan of 25-30 years;
• borrower must pay monthly to lender half of
the established annual taxes, assessments, and
Insurance premiums on the secured property.

â¢ A qualifying loan has the same characteristics

as for middle income families.

â¢ An eligible borrower has the same character-

istics as for middle income families.

â¢ An eligible borrower receives interest pay-

ments based upon his current adjusted annual

income expressed as a percentage of the ap-

plicable Home Opportunity Allowance Program

limits as prescribed by the board, and as de-

termined at the time of approval of such bor-

rower's application or at the time of recertifi-

cation, pursuant to the following table;

Adj. annual

Allowance

income as

percent of

HOAP limits

65 to 65.7

63 to 64.9

61 to 62.9

59 to 60.9

57 to 58.9

54 to 56.9

52 to 53.9

50 to 51.9

40 to 49.9

39.9 and under

Allowance

for ea of 1 st for ea of 2nd Total

Low Income Femlll••:
• A qualifying loan has the same characteristics
as for middle income families .
• An eligible borrower has the same characteristics as for middle income families.
• An eligible borrower receives interest payments based upon his current adjusted annual
income expressed as a percentage of the applicable Home Opportunity Allowance Program
limits as prescribed by the board, and as determined at the time of approval of such borrower's application or at the time 01 recertification, pursuant to the following table;
Adj. annual
income as
Allowance
Allowance
percent of
for ea of 1st for ea of 2nd
Total
HOAP limits
60 paymts. 60 paymts. allowance
65 to 65.7
$25
o
$1500
63 to 64 .9
30
o
1800
61 to 62.9
35
o
2100
59 to 60.9
40
20
3000
57 to 58 .9
45
25
4200
54 to 56.9
30
50
4800
52 to 53.9
55
35
5400
50 to 51 .9
60
40
6000
40 to 49.9
65
45
6600
39.9 and under
70
7700
50
• After the first 60 payments, the borrower must
be recertified to determine whether he is still
eligible and which income cate~ory· he Is in .

Exhibit 5: Mortgage Insurance (207(c)(3)
Introduction: Following are the amounts prescribed under Section 207(c)(3) of the National
Housing Act (12 U.S.C. 1713(c)(3)) wbich, if exceeded,
limit Federal savings and loan associations to 20
percent of their assets in making loans secured by
apartments.
Regular Structures
$9,900
13,750
16,500
20,350
23,100

per family unit

wlo bedroom

one bedroom
two bedrooms
three bedrooms
four or more

Elevator Type Structure
$11,550
16,500
19,800
24,750
28,050
Trailer Courts or Parks
$2,500 per space
$1 ,000,000 per mortgage
The Secretary of HUD may increase these
amounts up to 45 percent in any geographical area
where he finds the cost level so requires.

Exhibit 6: The New Communities Act of
1968 (82 Stat. 513); The Urban Growth
and New Communities Development Act
of 1970 (84 Stat. 1791)
These Acts are Intended to encourage the development of newly built communities or major
additions to existing communities by providing up to
$500,000,000 in total for guaranteeing loans with a
limit of $50 million per development program.
To be eligible for such assistance, the new community development program must meet such criteria
as: 1) Provide an alternative to disorderly urban
growth by so improving general and eoonomic conditions in existing communities as to help reverse
migration from existing cities or rural areas; and
2) make substantial provision for housing within the
means of persons of low and moderate income and
that such housing will constitute an appropriate proportion of the community housing supply.
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